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INDEX.

AhKBft-IVKWXY POfH-TRT ShOW. 887

Aiooiafl-prxpatniinft 840; d«curren«
mollis not hiiwuriiiXt *^J

AcclinintiHatioii al the antipodes,
17

AchilK-ii clavi-nna', propaffRtinp, 125

AohimpnoH (olinKe l»r«»wnrj. s7

Adcluiddr, a. AuttiMlia, naraonlnB at.

A«IlnntiimH fur tal>lp decnrntion, IJO

.^Cohtnt-a Kl<"ineratii, 2'-i7

Aurnvo xvIoniioimtliH. HO
AtfricnUural (Koyal) Socioty'n vrizc-

fHsay on furm iindUry, b'i: roDltry
Show at Biirv SI. KdiiiuiKlH. iVJ

,

AtrricuUnnil (KovuD Sntiety of Ii'C- i

land's HouUi-y S1ii>>a-. H'.

-VJilnarvptiuiK varitiTitii Itir ciisinp.M":

All.Ttiin Poultry Sli.>w. 117, \iy^
i

AlovHia ritriodora. hiirdinccM ot, Sit*

Alpine pliuttH tt«Qnr-(l. »30
AltrrnanihoniP, 9:»: for beiUinn, IM,

11) ri

Alysaum, varicifatr il. 'iill

Aumryl.iH—vurlcticM, 'Ji ; in a wann
tcri^'nlioaHO. B.'.*i

Amateur—who ih an '.* 61, I'ftt

Amtilanchipr tiotrvapinm hb an oma-
aientai trof, lyS : irnit an-** preserve,
137

VmorioAn Micht, \ii
AiittchariH alBinintiuin, S7: destroy-

in (f, l'i>

Artdropd^inn fonnosns, 304
Antniono blli-ht. train oil for, 450
AnmiidH, 120: boildins;, 'init ; for ex-

hiliition, -^HX ; in pots. +!!»

\nfN. pri-vt'iirin-j thoJr rtltHckH, lOfi

Appl.'s trri- in piyRpry, ll; Knsrmar>"
Kufl^ct. lit) ; dwun. on l>oiit.-iii stock,
li*4 ; fitocks 'or, 'iSi : seU'ct desHcrt,
a43; for stand irdM. SOI; What is a
dish of? 819; for fixhibUi<in, S.'S;

pmnin^, 874; for cRpaliprs, 890;
ntookfl. 3'Js ; w.'ivht. 400 ; for a
cold nituatloD, 4(>7

;
praninK newly

planted, 481
Apricot -calriirf, 71, 111, 140, 19".; aphlB
on, H7 ; bnd'lini,' atorkB, H7 ; in or-

rhard'houMfS, pill ; in pole, winter
lrea'm'nt.2;<0; li h, trunnpliLuting.
:it>;; bloHHoni-* nol sf»ttiiit;.y73

\rftnc.iria imbrica'ii dtcayin^, 103
Arb'itiiH. propa utini:. 411
AriBlolooliia (inldicnnii.aCS)
Arundn cunspicuii. 'Ml
\Hhford Fotillry Show, 169

\t»i)araKUS — makniK' bedn, 2H5 : in
Franco, 424; culture, 440; forcini^',

482
Asplcnfnm inouantbemum prolifc-

rum, 356
AflBociation for Advancement of

Soir.nee, 216
Aubrietia Kra:ca variepata, propafiat-
iag. 135

Ancuna japonten— pollen preHervinfj,
2'23 : potiinir. aOO ; its h;irdine«B, 484

Auirust, plants tbnvennn in, 173

Aviary, bnnimK' cnkf in, ;tiil

Axe. how to hanu'an, :iM)

ATialeas—after blooniinc, 13. It.'; pot-
lini;, 67 : loavoa brounintr, placinK
oat of doors, 14r> ; tbripti on, 181

;

leaves browno<l, 'iftil, 428 : IcavcB
falling;, 8*20

; propuKiitiufr. 411

BiD.MIVTON- SlIi'W. 12C
Balm — propHv'titini; Guldru. 284 ;

Balm ot 4;i1( ad, hardinoHH of, 319
Ralflani bn'tn. rt'oioviun, 14

Hank, envi rine ;i slnpinc. 105
Kantiims-failuri'H m bntidinR Ganii^.

68 ; awards to, 1-19 ; matrhintf 'or i.-);-

hibition, 168: Silver Sebritiht, 388;
face of Black, 024; prizes for, 451;
Game, 4M

BarilM, M.,4'i4
HanihUv PMnltry Show. 205
Biimiw-in-l' urnesH Pimltrv Show,'470
BasKct of fruit, what iauV 171
Beans, rust on, 144

Bedale PonlU-y Show. 3C4
Bed— offi etive, plantint;, 38 ; horba-

o*'oiiB pliintH for, l'*a

g->. Hoddin;* pliiDtrt, propnualjon and ma-

J^ liiiKruirn', .')il. 144. 160; jrnuno for.

M^ I'l :
pitB fur, 161; yellow, 173; ^vinlor•

i2 inc,Sl7
Beddniu'-ont early, its reRoUe, £91

Bedfebnry, 269

BeoB—Payne's hive improved, honey
hnrvftst In SomersetBhirc, Litniriana

in Jersey, queen's pscursions, 17 ;

rtesertlnR their hives, driving, Ifl

;

makinc an artificial swarm. d«-

sertiun a unicomh hive, swarms
iinltintf, 85; time of cjucm'H brced-

inft, does scarcity of honey in the
ppriuR induce swuiinlni?, conse-
quences of selling foul brood, 38;
IntnidinK, M ; invention of the bar-
nnd-frame hive, doings in BuckinR-
hamshire, uniting weak stockH. pre-

wervinK spare conibp, W; Major
.^Iunn's hive, honey liarveht, cnter-

inif supers, 70; vugariew of. in I'erth-

Hhire, foul brood or chilled brood?
71 ; in decayed hive, Payne's hive,

lemovinfT to a. distance, 7i; rais*

ini; LiRiirinn queens, massacre of
drones, 90 ; eonseqiiences of »ellinii

foul brood, xmitin;? swarnis, yenr'a
honey hiiivest, a qiinsi-{|ueen, 91;
lioncv liarvest. (iah's hive, W'i, 24*?,

4:tfi : "nenr Biiniin-jham, slock not
H-varnied, 1*2; 8^\arnI dtsertinsf its

hive, 100; queens of the ciinent. j

year leudinj; oil" swarms, appropri-
]

atinj; impressed wax. supers, 110:
Htrenj-'tlM-uinf: a weak stock, pro-

|

tfctiiii: hives, limit in!T drone-pro-
dnetinn, l'i!>: loris of queens, honey

I

discoloured, Invinif a stock esta-

blished in a roof, consequences of
Bollinff foul brood, ehanpnc tloor-

hoards, 130 ; in a soda cask, Lifrurians
al Blackheath, "black," queen de-

crensinn in size, fefdin-; a stray
swarm. 148; protect inp hives, flowers
lor, 167 ; drine with a whito head,
hives tenantL'Ss, uniting stocks, ro-

movinj: supers, bumble, 168: Likni-

rianihinsr an apiary, iss, 207; cheap
queens, lf*s : what will happen? re-

medy for stinr. 'i07 ; uot^s of expe-
rience. 20S ; stocks of drivn, hive-
protector, jndfrinp snpers of honey,
iioney dificolourtd, 227 ; flowers
fur, 228 ; awardinp prizes for honey
in supers, apiarian notes, 247 : a
late swarm ; commencing kocp-
inff ; deserted hive. 268; drone-
b eeding queen : excluding; f r'>m
supers, 288 ; feedintr, in South I^an-

eashire. fonl brood, eollateral hive,

821; past seasons, humble in Aus-
tralia, UOj ; drivinc, feeding. 806;
pollen or flour? deserting hives,
brood undeveloiied, shifting hives,
nwarding prizes for honey, flat ob-
servatory hives, leedine. 342; ex-
clndine queeen from super, vir^n
honey, .judaiu^f supers, ants in
Jiousc, feedJBg, not takirg food,
860; Mack queen and Lipnrian
dionoa, awflrdintr prizes for honey,
in Cheshire, yellow ])ollen. 378;
Bupplyinpt wax. effects of vibration,
Liffurian in Jersey, pollen or tlonr.

mijmonetto for, consumption of
honey, protectintr. S'.'G: reviving?,
utilitv of artificial swnrma, 415; in
Lanarkshire, 416; Fifeshire, 43:.;

remo\-inc, 436: clerical Sunday ad-
venture, midland counties honey
harvest, 453; renin\nnp, Golding's
Grecian hive, 454 ; in Nonh Lincoln-
shire, protectinc, 471; in Scotland
in 1H67, E^ryption, 433 ; hives, ma-
hoRtmy, 4!>i

Beet—leaves insect-entcn, 61: Sea-
kale, uses of, 124 : Bed, as an oma-
in( ntal plant, 420

Beixunia — boh\'ienpiH. 140; Veiteliii,
21N1 : wiiiterini?. 320; PrcstoniensiB
for bedding, 368 ; Clarkei, 369 ; rose-
flora. 461

Berberry hedge, 46fi

Beverley Poultry Exhibition, 15
Bideford Poultry Sliow, 164^

Biennials define-!, 162

Bird ca^es, mites in, 36
Birds, to prevent destroying fruit tree
bads, 483

Birmingham Rose Show, 23; Pooltrv
Show. 374. 430, 452; Summer, 469;
schedule, 802 ; sales, 321 : auction at,

412 ; Colunibarian Society's Show,
413

Bingley Ponltrj- Show, 1R6
Black Currant bushes nijfruitfal,51
Blandlordia croeea potiinir, ;156

Blind, tree« for, IW

Bone dust as a manure, 2^
Bi>ok worm, 860
Border, plants for north, 429
Botanic (Koval) Society'B Shows, 7,23

;

in lft6H, 462
Botanic garden, first In England. 483
B»iugainvillft-a — wpectabilis culture,
856 : a gi(.'untic, 401

Bouquets—wedding, 106; plants for,

42U
Boussingaultia baselloides. 467
Bowood, an afternoon at, 345, 364
Box edgmg, planting, 4M
Boxes fur exhibiting cut flowers. 161

Brahmas— T'cr«uii crosfi-bred Brobmas,
286; phininge, 87h; and Dorkings,
cross between, 416: cock, food lor;
weak legged, 454; Light. 469; pln-
mnge, dark cock, bouse for, 474

Bramble, variegated. 105
BrighoUKe Poultry Show. 206
iJriglitnn Poultry Exiiibition, 16; Ca-
narv Show, H.'.O

Brinbane Br>tanic Garden, 82
Bristol and ClilLou Poultry Show,2«fl,

:i2i. •••-,:,,
-.-.'M, m

Broceoli — t'omibh, 13S ;
protecting

40H, 111

Broodiness, overcoming, 8(W
Br>anstone Park, 7!)

Buckwheat iiw food for poultry, W
Biide poultry Show. 70
Buff Cochins atBury, 110
Bolbs, 223 : potting. 201 : planting

in borders. 801 : planting in beds,
319; leaving in the ground. 373;
Dutch. 423

Bullmiis roots, storing. 389
Bullfm.h featherlesM. 248
Burnlcv Puultry Sliow, 147

Bury St. Edmunds, guide to, 13:
Show, " Journal of HortieuUure"
prizes. 6. HO; and Variegated Peiar-
goniums at, 6

Buttcs-Cliauiuont, ?.^

CiBBir.ES. ri-fn iv, 14* ; niiTHi:,
240; new sprouting, 406; and Cole-

worts, idanting. 407 ; Winnigstadt,
480

Cacti, how to grow tliem. "

(.'ages, destroying insects in. 306
Caladiums-wintering, 340; in warm
greenliuuse.Srie

C.'iIceolariaH- failure of. 113, 156. 173,

182; euttings, 161, 300, 317: cultnre,
1S9, 235. 271, 2iM; wintering, 221;
diseased. '.!'J2; shrubby from peed.
284 ; pisacomensis. 461

Camellias— unheiUihv, 67. 161 ; placing
out of doors, 14.S: bnds falling, 339;
grafting. 411 : Coutessa Luvinia
Maggi rosea, 461

Camphor fur chickens' Tonntikin, IS
Canaries— not singing, leu's cramped,

168: management, no6 ; hardiness of.

895; blind, 360; moi-tality nmon^,
416

Canker worm and other grubs, 253
Canna indica out of d<tors, S7

Carriascd reel for watering hose, -Ij

Carrots— failing. If 1 ; stonng, 317
Carter & Co., seed fiirms, 120; at the

Paris Exhibition. 424

C.irthorpo Cottagers' Improvement
Societv, and its results, 477

CatenMllars extirpating. 220,222
Cats—hair falling ofl", 5-1 ; poisoning,

194
Cauliflowers — running, 182 ; in au-
tumn. 313: late, 364; protecting, 370

Caution, 335
Celery—culture. IsO; leaves diseased,
204;'tyi'>g up, 26.'I ; fur exhibition,
POl ; earthing-up. 316. 371

Centaurea candidissima, propagatini?,
873

Ceru^itium -- tomentonnm, propagat-
ing, 115: cnltint,'s.20I

Cestnim elegans. 140

Cheiranthns Marshulli, 355
Chelmsford Poultry Show, 304, 323

Cherry-tree lifting, 319
Chester Poultry Show, 245
Chrkens. beueflt to of change of
food and water, 52 ; what are ? 448 ;

drooping, 248 ; beat times for rear-

ing, 841
Chilwell Kurseries. 832, 985

Chippenham Poultry bbow, 433

Chitteprats. 241
Cbristmas Roec propagallon, 3«

ChristmaB, a few words eniUble icr
tbiH, 475

ChrysanthemnmB— cnttiD(r«, 145, 4W;
wintering, 389; iryringing. 373; Sal-
ter's, Forsyth's, at Stoke NcwingtoD
and Temple, 884, 887; nnder nortb
wall, 891 ; Ralt€r'e JapimcKe, 419,

47H; leaves withering. 4i7 ; notes en,
439

Cinerarias, seed sowing, 87 ; for ao
tnmii blooming, IKJ

Cleaning in gardens, 854
Clematitt.H. 449: (or a greenhons«.
243: for July flowering, 'J39

;
propa^

gation. 411
Cleveland Poultry Show, 108
Climbers— for an arcade, 'i43 ; with or-

namental foliage, 839; conscrvaior\

,

411
Clover, sowing \VliJte, 356
('Inb-root. 176
Cochm-Chinas— f^nnaraon and Bn£.
393; forexhibitioD, 378; pullete taii-

lesH, 451

Cockerel lame, 860
Cockscomb dann)ing. 125
Cielogyiie bumilis, 369
Cola\ jugosns, 200
Coleus— wintering, IMS; for table o*.cr-

ration, 12I : VorsehafTelti cnlt'irt

.

460; dampini; on, mannorato, 466
Colours, varying arrongfrment in

flower gardens. i)68

Colunibarian (City) Soci. ty, 183

:

North British Society, 2(5
*"ompoBts for varions plants, 390
Conilera'. manaKcnii-nt of hardy, .tSS

Conoriiniom iantbinnm culture, 61

CouHervatory- heating a smaJJ. 311, 125

:

unique iron, 62: d'tined, 145; ever-
greens for roof, l62, 374, 411

Coping-hoards for walls, 243
C«rdonn— spiral, training, ?3, 160; low.
437

Cordyline indivisa damping off, 145
Corn <'ockte, poisonons to birds, 167
Cornish mystic bars, 175,213
Cornwall, lungnajre and cUmat« of, IK
Correa—propagating, WO ; cardinoli*'

cultnre, 484

Cottage - gardens — societies, 117;
prizes fur, 135; Carthorpe, 477; »n

autumn, 201
Cotswold Hill;*, trees, Ac., for, 3*^

I
Cottingham Poultry Show, aotl

Covcnt <iardcn Market. 13, 29. .W, 6t:.

86, 104. 134, 144, 160. IHO. 203, 22:, 241.

264. 2W1, 3(10, 318, 33H, 354, 37"^, 3i«0, 409-

427.448. 46.".. 4K)
Cowdray Park, rambles in, 138

Cowper's summer-houae, 311

Crab tree unfrnitfnl, 466
Cramp in fowht. 348
Craven AgrieuUunU Society's PouHry
Show. IK'S

Creve C'omrs, 145, 454; foo*. ewnll.«i.

168
Crickets, destroying, 4fl7

Crinnin culture, 266
Crook Poultry Show, 24fi

Croquet ground—weody, 181 ; turfincF-

8S9
Crvstal Palace—Rose Show, 7 ; Show.

195 ; seedling flowers at 215 : Row-
Mount nt, 222 ; Christmas prepare
tions. 4H1

Cncnmbere—ou ridges. »4, 87, 103; dip

case, 179; damping on, IHl : red
spider on. 182; for winter. 223, 449 :

produced bv a male flower. 270:
roots knobby, 2H5; for exhibition,

301; ht>ibed fur, 419; fur winter and
soiumer. 449

Cnmberland Poultry Show prizes, 415

Cuprcssns, Lawsoniana, Iranafilant-

Ing. 250 ; maeroearpa. 458
CnrrantB— list. 87 ; cultnre of late. 96?.

:

pruning. 874 ; trees, pruning, 42rt

Cuthill. Mr. J..S69
Cuttings -time for taking. 39; makinc
and managing. 160 ; sea sand for, 182

:

of fruit trec«». 467
CyanophvUum magniflcuni projin-

gatioD,161
Cyclamen persionm, management of
seedlings, li*j

,

Cymbidium Iluttoui.sa ***'

C^tisnees— in a room, 874 ;
propa

ting, 840

Dahliar — pjEnrniTioK
twelve pele«1.301



Damson trees unfruitful, 450
Dandelions on la'wn, 67
Daphne propagation, 411
Daubeny, death of Dr., ieii

Davaliia canarieusis, dividin^^ H7
Dendrobium—BensoniiE, 461: Buller-
ianum.HO; den8iflorum,403: nobile
culture, 856 ; pulchellum culture,
467

Deodoriaation by dry earth, 9
Dewabury Poultry Show, 107 ; Trum-
peter Piffeonti at, 130

Dianthuaes, i94
Dicksonia antarctica culture, 320
Dictamnus fraxinella albus, 51
Dish of Apples, what is a? 319
Dolly Pentreatli'a epitaph, 194
Dorkinf; Poultry Show, 472
Dorkings—cockerGl'G comb crooked,

37.S; Gr<?y with Silver-Cxrev, 356;
Siiver-Grey, 451, 473 ; Wiile, feedinji,
494

Douglas's mixtura, ItiS

Draba violacea,;i7
Drac fenas—propagating, 333, 367 ; sur-
cuiosn, var. macnlata, '200

DrilMold Poultry Show, 89
Dubbing, scisBoi's lor, IGd
Dublin Poultry Show, 395
Ducklings, food for, 36
Ducks — poisoned, 1&7 ; poisoned by
Com Cockle seed, 204 ; mauayeniunt,
243; Rouen's beak, 243; Rouen,
cross with Wild, '^-66 ; Kouen's wintfa
projecting, 360: bill of Roueu. 416:
feedintr, 416; eggs, treatnient of
hatchinj:, 435: Black, 474; feetUng
for the London market, 492

Draining, intiuence of. 252

E^VEXn PITS FOE PaOTECTION", 403
Eanvigs. preventing their attacks, 103
Echeveria pulverulenta culture, 302
Economy, necessity of household,

475
Edgings for walks, 257
Edinburgh Poultry Show, 472
Eggs—imports of, 18; sex of. 70;
ehellB for chickens, 92 ; which is the
mother? 92; promoting production
of, 163; our supply of. 221: abnor-
mal, 2G7; deficiency otj 378; preserv-
ing, 45S

Eglantine or Sweet Briar, 13
Eg>-pt, Viceroy of, 335
Elder— trees, pruning, 182; and its

uses, 237 ; hemes and poultry, 374
Endive — wiutcriug, 316 ; blanching,
339

Entomological Society's Meetings, 47,
402, 424, 462

Entomological cabinet, to avoid mites
in. 391

Epid^ndram Cooperlanum, 27 : cne-
midophorum, 140: BrasavoliP. 200

Epimedium alpinuni, vm-. rubriun, 297
Erodium macradenimn, 200
Erythrina crista-galli culture, 411
Eston and Normanby Poultry Show.
147

Evergreens—for a porch, 51 ; Conifers,
&c., plautiu'^. 183; in pots for bod-
ding, 239; for beds, 390

Eucharis amazonica culture, 60
Eugenia ugni, propagating, 339
Exhibited fowls injured, 412
Exhibition stands lor flowers, 31
Exhibitions — jottiags at some, 38;
pnzes at, 124

Farm, TROUBLES er a kew, 436
" Fai-myard Poultry." 323
Famworth Poultry Show, 217
Feathers quill-bound, 324
Feraery, climbers for, 204
Ferns-in glass cases, 81 ; lor a glazed
porch, 51 ; infested by scale, 28*

;

infested bv thrips, 284, itVIt ; pro-
liferous, 276, 284, 315, 350, 405, 460

;

moveable house for, 234 : m War-
dian case, 3i^5 ; in greenhouse, 856;
packing for importation, 411

Figs—White Marseilles and De la Ma-
deleine, 212 ; on standards, 2G5 ; ripun-
iag, SOI: removing fruit, 391

Filberts not beuring, 301
Finehley Horticultural Society, 25fl
Findlay, testimonial to Mr. B., 77
Fine-foliaged plants for flower-atand.
356

Fines for neglect, 407
Fire management. 46ti

Finn, the Long. 277
Fish, Mr. D. T.. ackuowledgmont to
by Royal Horticultural Society, 47

Fleas in poultry-houses, 54
Fltche fowls, 145
Florists' flowers defined, 467
Flower gardeni— spring-planting a
town, 106: plan. 177; planting, 339

Flower gardening, w^inter and spring,

Flower-pots, sizes explained, 242
Flowers—sweet-scented, 111; in Ame-

rica, 260; some hardy, 382; to pre-
serve cut, 396

Flies—traps for,202 : destroying white,
856

Forcing shrubs. Ac, 372
Fowler's insecticide, 3S2

Fowls—d>-ing suddenly, 110; cooked
meat for, 130 ; times for feeding,
crossme. IGS; for early and late
laying, 3iXi

; food requirpd for, 392:
exhibited injured, a94, 435 ; sendin"
to exhibition, 396; profitable age,
416

: preparing for exhibition, 436
Frames, covering for, 302
French polish, 36
French breeds of fowls, 236
French fo\.ld, 236; choice of, ulcers

in, 92
French Plums, 92 '

French and Eoglish gardening, 383,
421,443,453

Frogs in a tank, 167, 483
Frost affected by altitude, 275
Fruit—thinning, 21 ; growing,86 ; fla-
vour of, 107 ; how I educated my
taste for, 19'J; storing-room, 390, 48l':
estimate of sizes, 4i)0: stoneless,
483 ; trees, for clay si>il, 86 ; summer-
pnining and pinching, 123; cover-
ing, 1S2 : time of transplanting, 192

;

traiucd near the gi'ound, 275; on
wooden palings, 284 ; for North
Durham, 302: crossing, results in
1867,307; in pots, 353, 371 ; for walla.
356.390; for S.E. aspect, 373;
training slopinglv, 417

Fuchsias—winteiiiig, 302, 339, 340, 357

;

Dommiana, 443
Fumigating a vinery, 30

Game fowt.s. 14 : breeding, SI, 88

:

shape of the cock, 33 : shape of the
hen, 51; defects in shape, 52 ; weight
at shows, CS: white wing feathers
in Brown Red, 130 ; prepiiring for
exhibition, 268: hen diaordered. 288;
cross between Dnckwing and Black
Red, 396: judging, 418; Indian, 416;
judging by col»ur, 452, 4S-4 ; cock mu-
tilated, 4li9

Game, trees, Ac. injured by, 444
" Game and OmamcntallBird Manage-
ment," 22-3

Garden, re-arranging, 339
Gardeners' Koyal Benevolent Institu-

tion anniversary, 8, 481
Gardeners — arc they amateurs ? 265;
examinations, 855, 462 ; removal ex-
penses, 465

Gardening. French nnd English, 190
Garrya elliptica fruiting, 315
Gas, heating bv,277, 419
Gaultheria Shallon, 423
Geese—time for selling, 306; feeding
the London market, for 492

" Geology. Page's Text Books, ' 403
Geraniums or Pelargoniums, 391
Gesuera zebrina resting. 429
Ghent, International Horticultural
Exhibition at. 27

Gitiaachillea-folia, rd
Gishurst compound, 403 ; syringing
Grapes with, 5

Gladiolus — iu pots, treatment after
blooming,125; select, 234; Souchet's,
309; at home and abroad, 379; cul-
ture in heavy soil, 414

Glass—walls, 39, 172 ; writing on, 441

;

for gardening jiui'poses, 455
Glazed structure, uses nf, 356
Gloxinias—hypocyrtiflora, 27 ; winter-
ing, 125

Goa£ moth and its caterpillar 318
Gold fish, 324
Gooseben-ies—list, 87 : Show at North-
wich, 96; tree prunintr, S74, 429;
list oi heaviest, 427 : cuttings, 450

Grapes—Muscats diseased, 31 ; judg-
ing, 37. 56. 75, 97, 139, 149, 234, 250, 291,
444; admitting front air to, 50; dis-
eased, 67; spot on, 87,124; spotted
and shrivelled, 144 ; rusting, 176

;

diseased, 182; mildew on, 199;
cracking. 203. 221 : the R«v. H. Cot-
tingham's, 216; not colouring, 242;
Chasselas varieties, 155; Muscats
shanking, 242; Bicane or Chasselas
Napoleon, 344 ; Chasselas Napoleon,
273. 818, 330. 344 ; Eseholata. 2S5

;

Olivette Noire, 813: keeping, 820;
in orchard-house, 339 ; various, 878;
spotting and cracking, 428; preserv-
ing, 449 ; rotting, 465
Grape Vine, Practical Treatise on,"
78

Grass—on heavy soil, 30 ; land mosey,
285; field, manure for, 242; edging
failing, 356

" Grasses, British," 9
Grasses, list of ornamental, 411
Gravel wiilks, munturemcnt, ISO
Green food for fowls, 36
Green fly, 119
Gi'een Gage unfruitful, 243
Greenhouse,heatiug from a kitrhener,
13: glass for, 124; defined, 145;
centre bed in, 222; erecting, 222;
eonsti-ucting lean-to, 265, 285 ; doub-
ling its width, 301 ; evaporation-
trou"h for, 301; tender plants in,
410; heating a small, 449; plants lor
exhibition, 467

Griffinia Blumenavia, 200
Growth, promoting rapid, 306
Guano lor liedding plants, 51
Gueldre fowl, 248
Gueldres Rose ben-ies, 320

Guildford Poultry Sliow, 453, 470
Guinea fowls, rearing, 72
Guiseley Poultry Show. 160
G>-mnostachyum VerschalTelti cu4-
ture, 356

Habrothamnus, eleganp,140: train-
ixn, 182

Hackle, fowls', defined, 494
Hiiiifax Poultry Show, 184
Hnmbm-ghB,— cock's ta^I notched.
• Golden - pencilled pullets, 36 ; deaf
ear streaked, 168 ; pullets losing their
tails, 416 ; plumage and comb of
SUver-spangled cock, 416, 474

Hamburgh Pigeon Show, 167
Hampshire Oj-nithological Associa-
tion, 377. 394

Harvey. Dr. "W. H.. 80
Hashugden Poultry hhow, 90
Hastings and St. Leonard's Poultry
SJiow, 128 ; treatment uf a bird at,
168

Hatching, snceessful, 70
Hawk, securing, 248
Hay, two crops annually. 67
Hays's patent stove, 319; peat char-

coal, 3^2
" Hearths and Homesteads." 2.'.7

Heaths-notes on, 216 ; lor August and
November, 428

Heat-retaining compound, Spence'a,

Kitchen garden, size for four persons,
fence for, 242 ; forming, 4'2-t

Heating two houses with one boiler,
I7S; Jrom one fii-e, 373; from a
kitchen boilei-, 484

Hedge, quick-growing shrub for,

H-'lichrysums, drying, 143
\
Hous—with swelling, 130: an indus-
trious. 145; obstinately broody, 267

;

with male habits, 324; deluding
broody, 357

Herbaceous plants, descriptive list, 4,
40

Hereford Rose Show, 45
Hessle Poultry Show, 146
Hewitt, Mr. E., testimonial to, 162,
183.204.223, ^44,250

Hibiscus esculentus, 37:!

Highland and Agricultural Society's
Poultry Show, 103

Hippeastrum pardinum, 297
Holly hedge, cutting down, 319
Hollyhock—propagation and culture,
19 ; seed sowing, 223 ; wintering
and propagating, 429

Holmesdale's Lady, poultry, 223, 377;
sale, 412

Honeydew 124
Honeysuckle, insects on, 411
Hoof-pariugs for manure, 204
Honiets, 205
Horseradish—cultivation, 343; eradi-
cating. 391

Horticultural (Royal) Society's Shows,
6; Committees, 7, 22, 98. 115, 137. 155,
174, 214, 255, 293, 347, 423 ; Burv Show,
42, 53, &4, 79, 369 ; "Journal of Horti-
culture" prizes, 47; conversazione,
43: Sultan's visit, 64 ; results of ex-
amination. 83 ! Variegated Pelargo-
nium Show, 214; examination, 281;
General Meeting, Country Meeting
In 1868, 424; gardeners' ex.-imination,
445; Shows in 1868, 462

Horticultural Shows, prolonged, 236,
255,346; village, 203

Horticultural Societies meetings in
July, 10; August, 83; September,
158; list of country, 64

Hotbeds, making, 212
Hothouse, heating a small, 102
Hot-water—apparatus, cleaning, 204;
cistern, 355

Houdans, 33, 183; cock lame, 72; at
c:ihibitions, 126, 146 ; suffering from
a cold, 130 ; value of as a breed, 145 ;

legs, 248: claws, 268: colour and
characteristics ot, 324; pullet's
comb, 396 : cross-breedingwitli, 436

Hyacinths—Prince Albert Victor, 200 ;

in pots. 264
Hyde Park gardening, 253

Labels- FOR "Wakdian Case, '374
tree, 434

Laehenalia quadricolor culture, 76
Liehn majalis,297
Land's End, about the, 112, 132. 170
Larkspur—culture if Siberian, 284
double purple, 340

Lastrea rigida and dilatata, 87
Laurel bedge, cutting down, 161
Lavender for distillation, 242
La\vn—brown in simimer, 5J ; weeds

on, 105, 161 ; removing moss from,
391 ; Daisies on, 466

Laying in winter, inducing, 72
Leaves—collecting, 3S6 ; iind grass for

' bottom lieat, 837; di-ying and pre-
serving, 873

Leeches in a garden, 355
Leeds Poultry Show, 471
Leicester Poultry Show, 103
Leigh Poultry Show. 226
Lettuce—varieties of, 156; in winter,

3s:l
'

Lice on fowls, 288
Lichfield Poultry Show, 226
Lilies, Belladonna and Guemacy,

after flowering, 223
Lilium—Ruratum and giganteuro cul-

ture. 266: giganteum otTsets, 67;
lancifolium, 173 ; hardy, 124 ; lanci-
fohum roseum potting, 374: longi-
florum, hardiness of, 125; auratum
bulbs decaying, 355 : Leichtlinii,
369 ; monadelphum, 4G7

Lilliesden,238
Lily of the Valley beds, thinning, 391
Limerick Poultry Show, 191
Linum flavtim, 204
Lithospermum fruticosum, propagat-

ing, lor.

Liverpool HorticuUuval Society, 402
Llimberis and its Ferns, 154
Loam defined. 145
Lobelia— ama^'ua and speciosa Lind-
leyana, 33; compact plants of, 87;
wintering St. Clair, 221 ; speciosa,
hardiness of, 265 : cardinalis culture,
234; Little Gem. 329

Long Sutton Poultry Show. SOS
Longtown Poultry Show, 490
Lycupudium denticulatum, 234

Ice — KEEPING THROUGH THE SUM-
MER, 311, 347; storing, 406; collect-
ing, 463

Illinois gardening, 274'

Incubators—regulator, .'')4; rival, 33
Indian-rubber plant, propagating, 320
Insects, destroying, 457
Ipoma;a GeiTardi, 27
Ipswich Poultry Show, 106, 358
Iresine Herbstii — propagating, 223;
wintering and propagating, 243

Ivy—training, 320; berries, sowing in
a wall, 356 ; preserves walls, 373

J^ SMINE FL0WERI.ESS, 87
Jersey, notes in, 331
Jerusalem Artichokes, 240
July, plants in fiower iu. 96
June, flowers blooming in, B9

Keighlet Poultry Show, 164
Kendal Poultry Show prizes. 415
Kidlington Poultry Show, 2'jd

Madagascar, legumes frosi, 411
Madder — culture, 390; growing in
Assam, 478

Magnolia tripetala, 339
Maiilen trees defined. 465
Malt dust as poultry food, 454
Manchester Horticultural Exliibition,

175 ; implements at, 8
Manchester and Liverpool centenary
Poultry Exliibition, 69, 109, 163, 187

Manchester Poultry Show, 183
Master and gardener, 197
Mathiola tristis, 302
McNeill, death ot Mr., 424

j Mealy bugs on Grapes nearly ripe, 8G
Mfdhir leaves diseased, 50

I Mc-igle Poultry Show, 166
I Melbourne Botanic Gardens, 48
Melons—not setting, 14: culture, 66

spotting, 86; leaves curling. 161;
growing without artificial heat, 194 ;

seed, 320: for exhibition, 4 19

Mespilus, Snowy, as an ornamental
tree, 133 : its fruit as a preserve,
137

Methylated spirit, how to use, 301
Middleton Poultry Show, 52,244
Mignonette in pots and as trees, 456
Milk-cooler and butter-preserver, 110
Mimosa budding, 356
Mistletoe, 476
Morley Poultry Show, 24C
3Ioss, prr^orving, 411
ilottrain Poultry Show, 1G5
Mulberry propagation, 411
Musa Cavendishii fniit damping, 411
Mushi-ooms — making beds in Sep-
tember, 50 ; culture, 85, 432 ; growing
in a cellar, 105 : watering bed with
boiling water, 182; suit for beds,
319; making beds, 355,391; manure
for. 411

Slussienda frondosa culture. 823
lilyoporum purvilolium culture, 161

Myrtle diseased, 221

Nails -TWO os one claw, 130; for
training, 427

Nectarines - cracking, 124, 209 : shrivel-
ling, 203, 242: trees, pruning, 265;
iu pots, winter treatment, 290

Newport Poultry Show, 490

Nierembergias, 116; rivularis,33
Non-pa^-ment for poultry, 14S

Northallerton Poultry Show, 287
North British Columbarian Society's
Show, 473, 492

Northern Poultry- Club prizes, 395
North^ncli Gooseberry Show, 96
November, plants blooming in. 441

Novembers and Junes, meteorology
of. Sou

Nuneham Park, 291, S13, 351, 404



iijiicx.

Nul IrcoB.plttii'iut.'. <!'',.

,

NyctooaloB Thuun»y">t ^CI

OiKlUM roiiLTKY Show, 434

Octobor.pluiils liloomcil in, IMH

Oil as an iiiBectiL-idi", al5

Okcford FiUimine. 3

OloaiiikT Ho\ver-l.uila (allinR, 302 .

lOnciiliuni Liuicimnum and leucoclii-

lum culture. itJ7

Onions — BowiiiK. 12'-; transpIunlinK

Tripoli, 4IU „, . . ^,„
OranKes, horac-Krowu TiinKiermc. «o
Orchard-lioun<», 2'>" : Bpiral cordons

in, Hill use of li.irilcr, 'JM ; cxpcn-

ince. 233: <-ultiir..'i!l, 303; 'reus in

polB, TtV, '.IW ; mauaKeinent, 238, 3'-9 :

wintcrini: trees, unslnltcryd, 3.17

;

deviations in culture, 33i ; closniu'

early, 3W ; trees, tep-dreBsmg, 834;

arrannement of, 391
" OrcJiard-UouBe, The," ICl ; angle o'

roof, 105 , ^ ^
Orchard, standard trees for, 392

Orchids tor a t;rcenliouse, 801

Ormskirk and boulhporf Poultry

Show, 12S „ . .

0rnithufjalamlli>i'80ule8aluuin, treat-

ment after llowcrinR, 50

Oswestry Poultry Show, 237

OuUon Park, 152

Owls, food ror, IK)

Oxalis comiculata rubra culture, 07

PKLARCONltJMS— f.'oa^t'ii"''^
C.ol-

Paint, Db. de Brioi:'s, 199

Painting; garden structures, 172

Pampas Grass, propagating 374 ; trans-

planting, 434
PandanuBcs. propaKating, oM
Pansios- select list ot,S(i; Iransplant-

ing, 265; from seed, 302 ,

Paris Universal Exhibition, 309; in-

jured, 432 : report on dried and pre-

served fruits and vegetables, 99

Paris — HuttcB-Chauiiiont, 367; gar-

dens, notes on some, 401, 445

Parochial harvest festivals and liorU-

cultural shows, 55

Parrot plucking itself, 30

Passiflora flowers not sotting, lb-

Paul, Mr. Cleorgo, 48

Paulownia impcrialis transplanting,

181
Peaches—trees on a wooden lenei-,

30, S7; unnailing, 80: leafless, 201;

and Nectarine scodlinga, 210 ;
house

for, 222 : pruning, 265 : border lor,

284 ; season ot 1867. 807 ; unhealthy

320, 339: easting their fruit, 3j8;

on walls, 406; protecting. 467 ; grult-

ing. 484; temperature for after

stoning, 61 ; Prunus padus as a

stock for, 182: and Nectarines on

same shoot, 136 : glazing over, 242

;

winter treatment, in pots, 290: mon-
strous, soil; stones splitting, 420;

French, 423: out of doors, 489 in

r'rance, 444 : red spider on, 449

Pea-comb defined, 223

Peafowls. Japanese, 416

i'ears- unfertile blossoms on dwarf,

trees, 77; forcing in pots, 7b: insect
^

on leaves, 8C; onl^uiuce stock crack- .

ing, 173.181: scale on, 182, 196,427;

unfruitful, 221, 301 ; cause of crack-

ing, 269 : leaves eaten, 284 ; for stan-

dards, 801 ; largo, 316 ; lor, autumn,

355; repotting, 855; pruning, 874;

for espaliers. 390 : influence ot stock

over the graft, 399 : weight ot, 4(,0 ;

Irtlning, 428 ; rotting at the core,

. 419: in Uaddingtonshirc, 477;
' 'Br>)wn Bourrc. gathering 181:

• : Chanmontel, large. 310 ; Duchesse
d'AngonlL>me, large, 401; Iluyshe s

• Victoria. 369 ; llivers' Summer
Beurrc d'Aremberf, 815; Vioaj of

Winkfield, spot on leaves, 124

Peas - earlv, sown in August, 14 ; re- I

' port on new, 24 : late crops, 28; for

maiket, 67 ; now, 99 ; for succession,

175. 411 :
• Improved No. 1." 136

;

• Pe.-iroe'8 Gardener's Delight, 133;

Taber'a Earlv Perfection, 25, 116,
• 152: Veitch's Perfection, 175

Pelargoniums —Variegated, at Bury
Show, 6, 20. 80 : classification of, 20

;

'; for bedding, 38; proposed exhibition

'of Variegate.l Zonal, C3; 'Wills's

Bronze Zonal, 86: wintenng in a

cellar, 87 : Scarlet^ not flowering,

Mrs. Pollock tui-ninjt green, 105

;

(Irving. 106 ;
propagating and wmter-

ing, 125 ; for bedaing, 1.55 : show of

Variegated Zonal, 153: boxes torcut-

ttings. 160. 161 ; show ot. 193, 203 ;

wintering bedding. 204 : show of Zo-

nal, 214 ; white, 222 ; bedding, 233 ;

Zonal Queen of Uoses, 237 :
Zonal

for bedding. 843: taking up, 248;

Luna, 347: propagating Mrs. Pol-

lock. 818,399: Miss Watson. 351. 363:

potting cuttings, 356 : wintering bed-

ding. 862; bedding. 365; stopping
seedlings, 873: cutting down
scarlet, 874 : Bronze and Gold, 398

;

list ot Variegated and Zonal, 2.';3

;

Luna, wintenng scarlet. 265; (luali-

ties of beddiug, 270; porpagutmg
Mrs, Pollock, 275; stealing a

t;L.XKOO.-.ilJ JIO LI,,,......,,..

branch ot, 277: propagatmB Go
den Chain, 277, 311; tor bedding i,

rich shaded soil, 2K5; wiateriu„

Zonal and other, 292. 302: Aiiiy

Hogg,297 ; White Z.>nal,3lo :
cutting

down laie, 319 ; eultinas of budding,

320; sport of nurulng Bush, 820;

selection of bedding, 320 ; iiualitlcs

of bedding, 331: propagating Mrs.

Pollock,335: grafting Mrs. loll'":;.

339, 460; propaKatlng, 419, 441, 4iJ,

484; cuttuigs, 420. 429; dissolved

bones for, 429; inlluonco of parents,

457
Pens, exhibition, 288

Pentstemou stems, cutting, 449

Perennials defined, 162

Periwinkle uuvai-iegated, 221

Peterborough Poultry Show, 83

Pheasants -food for young. 72: eating

their teathcie, 228,248; Golden, plu-

mage fading, 324 : Kalege, 410

Philoperisteron Society, 821

Pigeons-diseased, 18, 284 : notes on

Fancy, Ks ; canker in, 110 ;
Trnm-

petor, at Bewsbury Show, 180; at

Hamburg, 167; diarrhtra in, lUs-

eased, 108; food for, 228; scour in,

288; management of, 301; prevent-

ing flight, 377 ; Fantails and Ttum-
pelers,'878 ; trespassing, 430

Pigs, food for, 890
Pigstve, flooring, 54

Pihielea culture, 87

Pine Apple leaves brown, 80

Pinctuui. labels for, 484

Pinks-mule, 234 : Star, 87.

Piping, extent a boiler will heat, 86

Pit-uses ot cold in winter, 1: alter

cuttings, 14 : for bediliiig plants, 161

:

constructing a protective. 301 ;
lor

wintering plants, 338; heatuig,3i3,

400 . ...
Plant-case for wintenng bedding

plants, 802
, „,

Plant-house arrangements, 31

Planting, 299
Plants, two in one pot, 405 _

Platvcerium alcicorne, reuioving Ueatt

fronds, 3.50
, „„.

Plumage allecled by food, 301)

Plumbago capensis pruning, •. 1

Plums-Coe's Golden Drop. .10; se-

lect, 280; French, 232; up.us on.

b7 :
gnmming, 181 ; ,

trees nn-

healthy, 320; unfruitful, 351; prun-

ing newly phuited, 484

Plunging material, 374

Poa trivialis avgcntca elcgans, -

Poison, anopbthegni about, 222

Polands, white crest of Black, 283

Polomoniuni caruleum vanegatum, •b

Polypodium infested by thnps, 373

Polystichum lonchitis, 215

Pomological Congress ot France, 83,

230
Pond making, 406

Pooley's gi-ound tobacco, 192

Potatoes-experiments on, 20, 2», 4j ,

noies on, 57 ;
planting m August, 84

1, „(, . ™».^.n'»,« Onl'lV in (.Om

KkBmTa—Conlimud.
300 ; weight ot prize, 300 ;

largest

breed of. 878: fattening, 416; ex-

cluding, 465; tor weight and profit,

474; shiuhs untouched by, 480
Radishes, sowing. 122

Railway charges for poultry, 374
•• lialn-Uow. When, and Why It is

measured,'' 481
liuspiicrries-llsl, 87; pmning, ai8;

eullure of late, 308 ; planting canes,

HT, culture, 449; training, 4!.0;

double-bearing, 479

Uuspbeiry vinegar, 72

llatB,2U8: ilrivmg away, 14S: exclud-

in" 390: defending from, 407

Red" spiifer, reinedloB for, IIH ;
on

Vines, 105 : destroying, '203; in or-

chard-house, '^21

Refrigerator, 110

Khododendvons — not flowerinff, I4j,,

cutting down, 182, 2-23; Edgwor hi

culture, 391 ; for cover planting, 850

,

list ot, 411 ..... ,

lihubarb-ncwgigantic, eultnre, «ooli•

erv,25: forcing, 411, 482

Khy'uchospermuui jasminoldes after

flowering, SO

Road and w alk making, 241

Rocket, double yellow. 222 : culture

of the double, 95; double white; 151

Rondelctia Purdiei, '297

Roofs, training fruit trees on, 07

Koot-pruning, 128, 231, 309; tune for,

Rosl-cuttings, 18 : the first 'Westeni

Show, 45 : caterpillars on leaves, 50

.

aphides on, 51; Hybrid Perpetunls

a misnomer, 60; an ancient tree, 01

;

potting, planting on Manetli stock,

Climbing Uevoniensis not flowering.

noECS on, y, , i,t.u..,..,> ". r- ;•

'

disease, 90 ; grownng early in Corn-

wall, 138; culture, 153: the lUsease,

159; Carter's Ash-top Fluke, 102;

storing 212. 292 ; diseosed, 222:

judging exhibited, 263 ;' early- and

late, 302 : results of late planting,

846; storing seed, 410; obtaining

early, 449 ; forcing, 482

Pot-pourri, 228 ,- -o.
Poultry—exhibitions clashing. !.•>, oi.

in h'mitcd space, 30; house good

and cheap, 32 ; buckwheat as food,

flooring a house for, 51; breeding,

extensive, in small enclostnre, 72;

produce. 100, 1'20, 117, •205; ^keep-

ing profltablv, 110: French breeds

ot, 145: over-supply of, 228; vexa-

tions, 243 : injuring cxiiibited, 2Ci :

cleaning for exhibition, '268 ; keeping

extensively, 267 ; killing, 821; Jiee

on 321: detieicnt time for jodging,

310: lecding, 800; food needed, 37s

;

judging, 893, 429, 450, 407 : breeding

powers, 436 ; in confined space, 4a4

;

distinguishing the sex of, 434

Poultrv-yard, My, 435, 486

I'roserves—insects in, 30 ; a new, 137

Primula intermedia eulture, 2'28:

Chinese for Christmas, 406

Privet roeti in a border, 105

Prize for SIX plants in flower, 338

Protecting-a garden by trees, 891 : a

flower garden facing N.. 392 :
halt-

hardy plants, 222 ; vegetables, 42a

;

plants, 408.417,449, 404

Ptostantheranivea, 140

Pruaing-Bummer, 123,143; root, 123:

trees and shrubs, 391 ; hardy fruit

Prunus' padus as a stock for Peaches,

182; sinensis, polling, '223

Pump wells, new. '202

Pyrus scandica, 838

Rabbits — nESTKOVis'r. beddisg
PL«NT8, 104: giowth of ears. 110,

1'29
:
preserving Verbenas, Ac., from,

115, 264 : cars, 147, 118: management
of long-eared, 207: Show. Kent and
Suricv, 227; with diseased livers.

i^iimuiiiK»^c,.j",v.....". .. -„-'.'

07 ; on light soil. 67 ;
Show at Bne-

Comte-Robcrt, 78 :
Uevoniensis not

flowering, 87 j list of superior, 8.

:

Manctti i'. Briar stocks, 37, 139, 157,

101 ; lor pegging down, 87 ;
estimate

of 90, 124, 134; leaves spotted,

105: on Manetti stocks, 114, 170,

222, 2'2'9, 219, 273, 289. 449: prun-

ing Blairii No. 2, 125: .Marechal

Niel,132,lo0, 230,891; Cloth of Gold

not flowering, 144; transplanting,

145 date of new. 158; select, 174,

198, 320 :
pmning Dcvoniensis. cut-

tings, 162 : Marechal Kiel on Briar,

170 for a greenhouse, 182 ; and their

stocks, 189; Tea and Noisette, 190;

cuttings, '204 ; for exhibition m Ire-

land, 211; planting, '221: manage-
ment in pots, '221 ; budding on Ma-
netti, 222 : pruning, '243 ; on cold soil

and site, 251 : summer cuttings, 252 ;

notes on new, 259, 334 ; loaves dis-

eased, '265: in Illinois, 274; lor

trellis, 284; losing their leaves, 284 ;

climbing. '285 ; manuring, 285 ;
white,

285: twelve hardy, 801: planting a

bed, 301 ; Celine Foreatier and Mdlle.

Aristide, 308: lists of. 310: aplndes

on, 320: wintering Mareelinl Niel.

320; culture, 329: depth of planting,

331, 840, 367. 400 : for S W. wall, hardy
dark, climbing for N.E. wall, 838

;

green. 355: for walls, Sd5: stocks

for, 355 ; catting back Moss, 350 ;

culture of Marechal Nielin pots, 302

;

on their own roots, 363: forcing,

372 ; for orchard-house, 874 : stock

for, 890 ; Gloire de Dijon on a wall,

391; high culture of, 410: Marechal
Kiel and Celine Foresticr, protect-

ing, 410: pruning, 410; stocks in

pots, 410; seed sowing, 410; trans-

planting early-budded, 411 :
colours

of, protecting Marechal Niel, cut-

tings failing, pegging down, l'2b;

new. 438: pruning when planting,

448; a plea lor Tea, 479; deep plant-

ing, 4S0
Roupytowls, 4.54

Rudgea macrophylla, 27
.

SiccoLiDnrM Hcttoni, 401

Salpiglossis for bedding, 182

Salvia-patens. 78; as a greenhouse

plant, US: buds and leaves drop-

ping, 145 : splendcns for the conser-

vatory, 308
, .

Saucers lor polled plants. 300

Sawdust as a manure. 08,96, 109; as

an absorbent in ponltry-nouses, 109

Saxifragaligulata.443 „.„„..
Scale- plant, 331 ; destroying. S52, '263

,

in'cvention. 351 : on plants, 40i

Scarborough Lily, 339
" Science with Practice," 8-23

,

Sca-kalc, 407: for early forcing, 285;

forcing, 411, 483 ..,.

Seeds, collecting, 219; nuanllties

needed tor certain spaces, 277

Selaginellus, eulture of pyiiunidal, J3 ,

dehticulala, 281 _

September, plants in flower, 2j2

Sewage-Rev. H. Monlc's system,

281 ; and tan manure, 890

Shallots, planting, 3'20
.

Shanks, 5Iessrs., at the Pans Exhi-

bition. 424
,

Shcflield K.abbit and Cinarj- Show.

l"'.' „„..
Shrub, wliatisa?2ul

Shrubs—list of hardy-flowering, 'M :

untouched! by rabbits, 4S0

Silkworms— rearing in Kngtand, 4fi6,

454; species, and varieties, 4'J4; food
for, 174

Skirworts, 483
Skvlark's beak too long. 906
Sloping banks, utility o.',49

S1iu:h und snails, destroying, ITO
Smith's NurBoriefi, "WorecBtttrjlOl, 177
Smoke, consuming, 245
Soil, ilifiuellee of,'^52

Sollya lineariH, SCi
Komersel Poultr^ Show, 821.; prizes,

:::ij, 414
Soot as uiannre for bnlbB, 429
Sorghum nankinensis, 3t>2

Sonthainpton Poultrj- and Bird Show,
377

Sowing in dry soil. SOI

Spaluing Ponltrv Show, 3i, 52
Spanish fowls too fat. 72; chickens
dving, 28«: and DorKing orosalng,
8'il:nen reatheTlefl9,4?t| ,'

Sparmannia afrieana, i-iH •
"

Species, distinct, 505
Splilcr, autumn, 281
ttpikes defined, 17.V ',

Sjiinach -Australian, 8, 185,137'; sow-
ing, 122 ";'

.

Spirieas. mcritfl of, 21
Spring flower garUenlflf,'i!allnre for,

Stanhopea tigrinn andocnlata, 115

Ste.hanolls fruit, 87

Stile, ft Somerflelsbiro, ^9
Slocks-inanagemonl of •Nishl-eeent

ed, 30 ; Intermediate, 392, 4'27, 407

Stock's influence over fruit, 2.12; over
graft, 440

Stockton-on-Tees Poultry Show, 89

Stoke Newington Chrysanthemum
Show, 384

Stokesley Ponltry Show, 208
Stoning period, when? 415

Stove — heating a greenhouse, 819

:

heating by a, 850, 3.55, 465 : smoke-
less, 355 : for a conservatory, 373

Strawben-ies—forcing a second year,
removing leaves, 13: edging for, '20;

estimate of sorts. 30; planting. 28:

notes about, 37, 50: on slopin;: Oan'ii,

67: some varieties and eulture, 70:

planiing, hst, 87: for ri.arkel, 105;

Ellon, 100; forcing, 125, 101. '222;

eulture, 220, 4'20 ; dressing bed. '248 :

cutting off leaves, 301 ; bono dust for,

302; top-dressing beds, 839: un-
seasonable, 366 ; house, U3( s of, 450

:

structure for forcing, 465; varieties

for forcing, 467
Stringer ii Co.'s regenerator, 213

Sugar Cane, its history, 99

Sulphate ot ammonia, 242

Sulphur—fumigating with, HO; burn-
ing, 4S3

Sutton J: Sons at the Pans Exhibition,
445

Swans, food for. 474
Sweet-scented flowers. 111

Swindling, 388

TaCSOXU VAX-VotJEMI CULTl'IlE, 07

Tails, crooked, 524
Tanks—lor water, 12 : heating by, 46«

Terni^eratnres—natural, 113; for va-

rious plants, 893
Tenant's right to remove trees, 330. 3,3

Tetratheca verticiUata, compost for,

141
Thapsia decipicna, 297

Thirsk Poultry Show. J27 .

Thompson, Mr. Robert, testimonial to,

40, 290
Thrips, plants infested by. 411

Tidiness, its importance.eiH.
Tobacco-duly free. 2C,04„101, 114, IM

:

wash for Hops, 216

Toes of fowls swollen, 72 .

Tomatoes—varieties of, 1..R : in An nn
favourable season, 3*1, «3

Tomtits' nest in an inverted flower-

pot, 1« „, .
Toweestcr Ponltry Show, 3»

Town garrtoi>,p!«ntineaf'«lt!I.5!'!;

Transiilanting-timo lor, lol, 231, ^i
fruit trees, ,'!25 ; shnilis, Ti.

Tredegar Poultry Show,';s,)9

lYees—tiroes ot leafing and hlossem-

ing, 46 ;
gigantie, SS; hrotcn by the

wind, 265
Tritoina nvaria, propagating, Si4

Tropa-olmns, propagating lloublcTom
Thumb, 145

. ^^ „
Tulips—National Society s Show, (3 :

tor Christmas, 182 : a few early, rj
Tumour in a hen . 32

Turf, removing plantain rmin, 2J

Turkevs-foo4 lor yo-.vng, 18: remon-
strance, 35 ; ronped, 54 ; with swollen

heads, 72; as foster me:her<, -'bs;

feeding for the London uiarket, 492

Turnips, sowing, 122

Turn Moss Market G.arden?, 150

Twine preserving, 319

Uttoxeier Fot:iTBV Show, 116

Vaccixatics, its TAI-rE, 494



VaUota pjirparefl, after flowoiing, 26G

;

r-ilture, 840
Vnpour—in vinery, 67; from hot-
water pipes, flC

Vuriegfttiou. 344, Sf^''. ; wbiit cuuaea, 60 :

bow far FHluable, 67 ; not cauaed by
acidain the soil,9G; producing, Mi

Vumiab for wood and iron, 265
Vases, everpreens for, 144

Vfgetable RlarrowB, culture, 6o ; m 1-

dewed, IGl

Veffetabiefl allowftd to gardener, 284
Veitch & Sons, at the Paris Exhibi-
tion« 4«4

Verbenas—forexhibition, 30; preserv-

ing from rabbits, 115; venosa. pro-
paKatuig, 281 ; forpota.SOl; Lenion-
bcented, hardiness of. ?19

Veronioas, hardiness of, S19
Winery- ftrranRemenls, 13; construc-
tion, 191; plantinrf. 204, 242; venti-

lating:, 222; Mr, Miller's, 2i>l ; heat-
in;:, 319; andffreenhouse. 319; fruit

frees for, 320; heating, border in-

side, S7R; the cylinder, 336, 410;

angle of roof, 391 ; management of a
erroimd^ 420; border in, 128; ground
not patouted, 489

Vinos—forcing, 30 ; in a pit. 51 ; water-
"j^, C7; select varieties, 86; rod
spider on, in a ^reejihouse, 105 ; lift-

ing, 106; and Vine^borders, lOii, 118,

176, 181, 212, 290, 312, 330, 541*, 980, 410

;

air roots, I2S, 176 ;
grafting, 131 ; mil-

<lew on* 159 ; leaves spotted, scorch-
ed, 161; pigmy, in pots, 171, 236;

\iti%i— (^onti ft ueJ.
layering stems, 174 ; leaves dis-

eased, 182 ; Muscat with Hamburgh,
193; natunil temperatures, 212, S49

;

grafting, 2^3 : in early vinery, 222

;

turf (or border, 235 ; stocks for, 301

;

planting inside, 319; mildewed,
320, 839; pruning, 320; Royal Vine-
yard, 320 ; in pots. 327 ; top-
dressing borders, 340; planting
grafted. 356: management of, 361;
jjurpliah leaved, 391 ; bones for, 891

;

influence of stock, 392; maiKi^'e-

mont of, 397; thinning leaves, 410;

in ground wineries, 411; culture of.

418, 428; Muscat Hamburgh, 428;
list of, 465; leaves not falling, 465;
Red Frontignan worked on Musca-
dine. 479 ; inarching Black Ham-
burgh on Royal Muscadine, 484

Viola cornuta, 87, 213, 212. 251; dying
off, 58; for bedding. 58, 100, 134;
Purple and Mauve Queen. 272 ;

pro-
pagating, 9-:., 123,145,284; lutea, 213,

242 ; for bedding, 58, 100, 134 : mon-
tana, 251

Violpits—in pots, 201; culture of, 210

:

transplanting, 265
Vitis heteropbylla ror. humulifolin,

461

WAKEtlELD POUI-TBV SHOW, 164
Walks becoming green. 302
Wall border, plants (or, 427

WivUflower, culture of comm«n, 461

1 Walls—repointjug and coping, 213;

ot gardens, 442
\\ alnuta, preserving, 300
Warning -another, 167, 226; use of,

267; legiility of, 355
Wasps— wnrring ngainat. 159; new
raode-of destroving, 170: traps, 202;
destroying, 256. 367 : habits, 367

Water-cresses, planting. 242
Watering—camaged reel for hose, 45:
notes on, 65 ; dnnng sunshine, 221

Waterproof covering. SSf-

Water — storing, 11; applying, 12;
tainted, 425. 419

Weather, influence of the past upon
the future, 176

' Weather Guide, Everybody's." 281

Weeds destrojnng, 49; on walks, 481;
keeping down, 219

Week, work for. 10, 27, 48. 61, 83, 102
121, 111, 158, 178. 200, 218. 239. 262, 2Sl,

2^7. 315, 335, 352, 369, 388. 406, 424, 445,

463. 4KI ; doings of last, 11, 28. 4 <, 65,

84, 103.122, 142. 159,179,201,219,240,
263, 2K2, 298, 316, 836, 353, 370, 889, 407,

425, 416, 463, 4«2
Welhngttmia gigantea, transplanting,

250 ; discovery of a forest of, 481

Wentworth Poultry Show, 415

Weston-super-Mare Toultry Show, 69,

166
Whitby Poultry Show, 187
Whitworth and Rochdale Poultry
Sliow, 165

Window-gardening, Dublin. 194

WinJow plants, 300

Win" .'•athera projecting, 378
Winter, eummencvment ol, 44i*

Winter-M.iwering plants, 400,443
Wintering tender plants in cold pi!*,

2H0
Wire netting. 426

Wireworms in turf forborder-raakin »

Wisbech Poultry Show. 267
Wobum Cottage Garden Society"*
Shuw. 117

Wolverhampton Poultry Show, 3*ii

Wood, weight of, 339
Woodhom and Newbiggin Poultry
Show, 53

Woodlice— destroying, 103; in Musli-
room-bed.2K4

Woodstock 11 oi-ticultural and Foiiltry

Show 24S
Worksop Poultry Show. 200
Worms—in a lawn, 204; in po*i,

373
Worsley Poultry Show, 12fl

Wulfenia carinthiaca, culture, 123

Yew hkimje — pi..vntin"0, 320; tuxs-
NiNO. 428

York Poultry Show. 471

Yorkshire Poultry Show, 127
Yuccas as hardy decorative p'aut^,

26; their culture, r>7

ZlZTPHVS LOTC*, !

WOODCUTS.

PAGE.

Ase, to iiang 350

Bee-oive, Improved Paj-no's 17

,. Pnyno's Improved Cottage 72

., protector 327

„ Oale'a 247

Battel -preserver 110

Cooservatory, unlqae iron 62

'C036tta ligoiperda 3l8

Ftowov-garden plan 178

•4}a9-uoatiQe, various modes of 278, 27!:)

PAOE.

(ioat Moth and caterpillar 218

Hen-honae, good and cheap ^^

Ice-pit ^ffi

Milk-cooler HJ

Orchird-hoases, iron standard lor sides 33a

„ at Chilwell 332, 3iW

Reel, carriaged for watering hose i-'

Stile, Somersetshire 35tt

Vinery, cylinder 387

Wall-nails 4aT
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this ought to be put in by the end of September, and although

they are not so sure to succeed as the Calceolaria, the majority

will strike ; they cannot, however, well be removed before the

middle of May, as they are rather slow in making roots, al-

though the top shows signs of growth beyond what might be

expected from the extent of the roots formed. This species is

Tery apt to run to flower, and nipping off the tops hardly pre-

rents tho plant flowering, after which it often dies off. The
same objection does not apply to Centaurea candidissima, but

S3 C. gymnocarpa grows more freely, and furnishes at least ten

onttiogs for one of the other, it is more conveniently propa-

gated. Cuttings in spring also stiike.

NiBBEMBERGiA GRACILIS is not half SO much grown as it ought
to be, as plants furnish a greater amount of bloom, and con-

tinue longer in that condition ; its only drawback seems to be

its inability to withstand r.dn. It is nearly hardy, and if cut-

tings of it could be put in early in the autumn they would
stand Tery well ; but il^ is too late to put them in at the same
time as the Calceolarias. A few old plants, however, pulled in

pieces with a root to each, will often do. I find the past

winter has left fewer than usual. I do not attribute this to

the delicacy of the plant, but to the lateness of the period at

which the cuttings were put in.

Veronicas of the New Zealand class strike well at all seasons,

I believe, and cuttings put in towards the end of September
make excellent plants to remove in spring. These plants are

by no means hardy, although they will live against walls or in

sheltered places during mild winters. They are easily pro-

pagated as described, and make fine plants to turn out in

spring.

Saltia argentea.—The thick blanket-looking foliage of this

entitles it to a place amongst plants having remarkable foliage.

Booted suckers or side shoots have survived with the same
treatment as the Calceolaria. It cannot be so readily increased i

by cuttings as by seeds.

Santolina incana, or Lavender Cotton. Treated something !

in the manner of Box-edging, this plant is very serviceable as a
boundary to a shrubbery border. Its grey hue and neat com- ,

pact appearance entitle it to more attention than it often

receives. Cuttings inserted at the end of September make
j

good plants to remove in the beginning of May; almost every
,

cutting will grow. They may also bo put in more closely

together than most cuttings, as the plant requires but little

space laterally.
|

CiMERARiA HARiTiMA.—Cuttiugs put in at the same time as
the Santolina mostly succeed, though not so generally. The
little trouble which they give when in a cold frame, and the

good plants which they become when they do succeed, make it

well worth while trying them in this way. Fully one-half of .

the cuttings become plants, and perhaps more than this would
j

strike if greater care were taken in selecting them. The small
shoots springing from the centre or collar of the plant are to

be preferred to the woolly tips. I often put in a few rows as a
division between the Calceolarias.

LrMUM FLAVCU.—This useful little plant is nearly hardy,

nevertheless severe winters take an effect upon it, and I find

many of the old plants have been destroyed by the frost of last

January. Cuttings may be put in as late as September, but it

is better to have them earlier, as they form better plants ; the
protection of a cold pit is all that is required for them,
and such a place is probably better for them than warmer
quarters.

Pteethrums.—Cuttings of these seem to strike at all times,

and if put in at the same time as those of the Calceolaria, and
treated like them, form excellent plants by April, when they

may be put into their proper quarters. Pyrethrum'5 continue

longer in flower than most herbaceous i^nnts ; but it is difficult

to secure a continuation of bloum. A number of cuttings in

spring, to succeed those struck in autumn, will afford a suc-

cession ; aod beds formed partly of autumn and partly of

spring-struck plants continue longer iu bloom than when
planted with either alone. Cutting down some of the plants

is not so satisfactory as having two lots to begin with.

Arabis vaeiegata.—Cuttings strike iu the open ground at

any season, so that I rarely give tbem a glass covering ; but if

there should be space in a cold pit they will, if put in very late

in autumn, form good plants in spring. The more showy Arabis
lucida variegata is less free of growth, and would seem to be
most at home where the Rhododendron and similar plants

thrive. We cannot make much of it here.

EnoNYMUs jAPOsicus vAiHECATDs —Tl.'c gold-blotched variety

from .Jftpan strikes tolerably well if cuttings are put in at the

same time as Calceolarias ; but I find that it does not make
such rapid progress out of doors as under glass. The silver-

edged K. radicans variegatus is certainly better grown out of
doors at all times.

Verbenas.—I have tried them in a cold pit at various times
for nearly twenty years, but the success of the system has
never been such as to recommend its general adoption. Usually
the pit is occupied by someitbing else at the time the cuttings

should be planted, and they seldom do well late in the autumn.
Verbena pulchella and Verbena venosa do better than the
others. Venosa, owing to its rambling habit, ia unfitted for

pot culture. A few plants taken np in autumn keep well in A
cold pit.

Pentstemons.—Cuttings of these do very well late in tha
season, and form bushy little plants by the middle of April. I
usually put in a quantity of tbem, and they come in very
handy, as old plants become large and unsightly, and do not
bear cutting down very well.

Lobelia.—The dwarf Lobelia erinus varieties sometimes do
well and sometimes not. Last year we were unfortunate with
them, as few survived the winter ; but I by no means attribute

the failure to the cold alone, they are apt to die off at times

;

and although we usually take np old plants and after cutting

them in tear them to pieces, preserving some roots with each,

plants so treated do not always survive even in a warm green-

house, though every slip be well rooted. Sometimes they do
well in a cold pit, and when they do succeed they make nic«

bushy plants.

Sedum Sieboldii is all but hardy. Cuttings seem to strika

freely at all seasons, and the cold pit is just the place for it.

Htdranoeas also strike well from cuttings taken off at all

seasons, and when these or other plants can be propagated with

little trouble it is certainly better than when much attention

is required. Cuttings do very well in the autumn.
Viola cornuta.—The cold pit is just the place forthis lovely

plant. A quantity of cuttings put in during the autumn of 1865

formed very good plants by the following April, and were
planted out and did well that season.

Besides the above there are many herbaceous plants which
do very well in a Cold pit—for instance, the taller Lobelias,

somo Coronillas, several of the Sedums, Iberis sempervirens,

Alyssum saxatile, the ornamental Grasses, as Stipa pennata,

Daetylis glomerata, and others, as well as the more robust plants

which occasionally want some protection in severe winters, as

the Cannas, which suffer from too much damp, as well as from
the frost. I also find the slugs are very destructive to Cannas

;

but by covering the crowns with ashes and the stems with dry

leaves, they may be carried through the winter, as they were

here last winter, in the places where they have been growing.

I will not attempt to enumerate all the plants to which such

a pit as that which I have described could afford shelter, as

most plants that will endure 3° or 4° of frost may be wintered

there if they are not liable to suffer from damp. Bedding
Pelargoniums, however, rarely do well, fire heat being wanted
for them.
Although I have confined my remarks to ornamental plants,

yet such a pit as I have described is quite as useful for many
other purposes which the requirements of the time or place

will suggest. Ridge Cucumbers and sometimes Capsicums
may be grown in it. and immediately after the Calceolarias

have been removed Celery may be pricked out in some of tho

compartments. Indeed, the cold pit with me is rarely empty.

—J. BOBSOM.

POA TRIVIALIS ARGENTEA ELEGANS.
Feom my experience of this Grass, so recently introduced

into public notice, it is to be feared that, like many other

plants that are strongly recommended for parterre decoration,

it has not been fairly tested before a character has been at-

tached to it. I planted out nearly two hundred plants of it

here this season, and when planted out I never saw anything

of the sort that pleased me so much, it was so beautiful and so

graceful in habit ; but it soon showed signs of losing its varie-

gation, not in certain instances, but in all the plants, and it

cnntiuued to do so till nearly every vestige of variegation had
disappeared from the whole of the plants, and, consequently, it

had to be replaced by another plant.

I may remark that the Dactylis glomerata variegata retains

its variegation constantly iu this soil, and is one of the very

best and least troublesome variegated plants for decorative

purposes that I have seen. Under glass in pots the Poa is a
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very elegant plant, but if it behaves generally aa it has done

here, when planted out, it will be of little or no use for out-

door decoration.—D. Thomson, Archtrfield.

OKEFORD FITZPAINK.
When my worthy friend Mr. RaJcIyffo claimed to be A

rosarian, and not merely a Uose-^rower, he made a distinction

which to some appeared not very plain, but which a visit to

his home and half an hour's conversation with him would soon

make manifest to be thoroughly well founded. There are many
persons who grow the Koso, but those who understand it are

comparatively few. Sumo grow it simply as an exhibition

plant ; they would not go to half the expense or trouble tliat

they do wore it not that they intend to enter the lists for com-

petition. Some grow it because they love flowers in general,

and thoy would not consider their garden well furnished with-

out, if not a rosery, at any rate some Roses. Others u'row

them because the Rose is a fashionable flower, and not to know
something about a fashionable flower would indeed seem to be

out of the world of horticulture. But for none of these reasons

does my good friend grow his Roses. He has exhibited in day.^

past, but bis exhibition days are over. He does not care, I

believe, in the least for any other flower, and he is perfectly in-

different to what fashion wills or wills not ; but he loves the

Rose because—because it is the Rose, the flower par excellence.

" It is his first, his last, his only love,'' in winter and in sum-
mer. When keen biting frost, and heavy snow, and blasting

winds are wounding his pets, or in summer when thoy reward

his care by their clustering blooms, he is alike interested in

them. I have heard of a Lancashire weaver taking the blanket

off his bed at night to cover over his frames of Auriculas. I be-

lieve blankets, and quilt, and all would go out into the garden if

the dear Roses at Okeford needed it. Ami this character of a rosa-

rian may be, as I have said, justly claimed by Mr. Radclyffe,

for his Roses are, considering all that they have gone through,

wonderful. He had to leave Rushton early last year, and his

Roses were consequently deprived of his paternal and maternal

care ; and yellow rust, black mildew, and aphis were allowed

to do pretty well as they liked so far as he was concerned,

though I believe " Steevie" had his eye on them. They were all

moved between the 24th of August and the 10th of September
to their present quarters, into a soil which, while far better

than Rushton, is not a good Rose soil. It rests on the green-

sand, and is what we call in our neighbourhood " elity "

—

i. <.,

stiff and hungry-looking, not like the rich, beautiful, loamy
soils of Hertfordshire. He cut them back, trusting to the

vigour of his stock that they would push their way. We know,
and many, alas I to their cost know, what a winter we have
had. What wonder, then, that, exposed as he is, his Rases
should have been cut down, and in the great majority of cases

to the snow line? Had he not been a rosarian half of them
mast have gone ; but he mulched them well, and then regularly

banked them up, so leaving the wet a fair opportunity to run
off ; but when I saw his beautiful yellow Roses cut down to

the very bull, I must own I felt disposed to doubt whether even

his care could restore them ; and even after I had been there

in April came that severe May frost, which did as much if not
more injury than that in January. When I say that, notwith-

standing all this, I have nowhere seen more luxuriant growth,

or finer and cleaner foliage, I could not for a moment hesitate

to give my friend the c'uaracter of beipg the first rosarian that I

know. One of his Triomphe de Rennes Roses in the front of

the house has made shoots G feet long. His plants of Gloire de
Dijon are equally vigorous ; his Celine Foresliers budding all

over; and out of his twelve hundred Roses, for this is the ex-

tent of his stock, he had not a score of losses, while his wounded
aie now convalescent. Had it not been such a winter, his

Boses would now have reached the top of the poles, and if they

grow as they are growing now they will still do so ere long.

What I particularly admired was, that when the first head of

bloom was over, immediately below it strong vigorous shoots

bad been made, and you could already feel the young buds that

would make the second bloom, and this he assured me would
he succeeded by a third. Mr. Radclyffe is no friend to novel-

ties; he waits to see what they are before they are added to

his list, and then he adds freely ; but he says, " While I have
snch Roses as Charles Lefebvre, Madame Victor Verdier, Lord
Uacaulay, John Hopper, Jules Margotlin, Madame Vidot, and
Comtesee de Chabrillant, I feel it is no easv matter to beat

them, and I had ralhurmultiply those than order a lot of thiugi

which I should have afterwards to throw away." Hence yoo
find these in large abundance in his garden, along with Genersd
Washington (which was better and showing less of the green
eye than I have ever seen it), Caroline de Sansal, Prinoa
Camille de Rohan, Senateur Vaisse, Madame de Cambac<.re8,
Pierre Netting, ka. The only novelties he had were those of
Mr. Wm. Paul's raising, and of these he is disposed to think
well of Lady SuQield and I)r. Lindley, the latter especially.

Some of the individual flowers that were measured, such a8
Jules Margottin, were from -i to 4i inches across, and models
of form, and this without any disbudding, but all plain, fair

sailing. Marguerite de St. Amand is another favourite, and
beautiful it looked, while John Hopper was everywhere splen-
did; but tho put of the garden is, I think, Cbailes Lefebvre..

and, bo it remembered, all are on the Manetti stock, by which
he stands under all circumstances. Some one has said that
Acidalie is dehcate. Why, he had plants fifteen years old
perfect bushes on the Manetti, and so with all the rest.

We all know that Mr. Radclyffe is an authority on Straw-
berries (M. De Jonghe, of Brussels, putting him at the head of

the list), and henoe one might evpect to find them in perfection

at Okeford. They seem magnificeut in foliage, and the produce
astonishing, but very late. The first bloom was cat off by
the May frost, and hence their backwardness, Rivers's Eliza
being the only one really in full bearing. Besides this, he has
fine beds of Wonderful. Dr. Hogg, Cockscomb, and Mr. Rad-
clyffe—the last new seedling of Mr. Ingram's. The three last

are evidently of the British Queen race, combining, however,
great vigour with the delicious flavour of that fine Strawberry.

He has hiid a great deal of difficulty with his wall, a large

portion having fallen ; but willial that. I saw what I have never
seen before—fruit on maiden trees of the Noblesse and Rojal
George Peaches.

With that generous kindness towards others, which has
always characterised my friend, he willingly allows any of his

neighbours to come in and see the Pioses. The other day " the
Club " were permitted to perambulate it, and I think he was
more complimented by the remiuks of one of its members
than he would be by that of the Inostaccompli^hed P»ose-grower.
" Why, sir ! my missus thought more of them Roses than she
did of all the club." So many are availing themselves of his

kindness, although in an out-of the-way place, that he says
DOW, " I must keep a showman." But this excellence is not
arrived at, as I have already tried to show, without considerable
labour and trouble. He is up early every morning watering,

and all daylong he is overhauling something in bis garden,
and giving that personal superintendence to everything which
is of such value. In this, indeed, he is ably seconded by
" Steevie," who is well nigh as enthusiastic as bis master,
and they may well be satisfied wilh the re.-^ult of their united
efforts. I know many places where there are large collections

of Roses ; I know many where there is a greater number of
varieties grown ; I know many where you might find finer in-
dividual flowers ; but I know no place where the Rose is more
lovingly cultivated than a: Okeford, and I certainly know no
one who has a greater claim to be considered an out-and-ont
rosarian than my worthy and kind-hearted friend, Mr. Rad-
clyffe. May he and his Roses alike flourish.— D., Deal.

A PLEA FOR CACTI, AND HOW TO GROW
THE.\r.

Can you tell ma the best mode of effecting exchanges «jf

young plants of the more beautiful or sweet-scented of the
Echiuopsis. Ecbini^cactiis, and allied species ? I have been very
successful in growing them, and it has often been a matter of
astonishment to me, that our English gardeners, as a rule, so
completely ignore a class of plants that are so easily grown,
and the flowers of which, whilst compensating for their short
duration by their profu.-ion. hive amongst tbem some that are
unsurpassed, either in beauty of colour or fragrance, by any
flowers grown. The R,ise may well lie <all«-d the queen of
flowers, but any one who has >tvu (be Night-blooming CereoB
in all its glory, will, I am sure, allow it tu deserve the name of
empress of the floral world.

I have grown these plants for many years, and as each snc-

ceeding season developes new beauties and good points in my
favourites, it has given rise to this short article, and my
question, How to dispose of the host of surplus stock that 1 am
obliged to take off from my specimen plants, and which I hav&
not the heart to throw away ?
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' The ease with v?hich Cacti can be grown, and well grown, is

marvelleus. They require a tolerably dry atmoppbere, exclusion

of frost, very Utile water—only just sufficient to keep them from

shrivelling in winter, and, as soon as early summer is at hand,

the fullest exposure possible under hand-lights to the hottest

sun. Keep the pots plunged in cocoa fibre or sawdust, and

syringe copiously several times a-day, so ns to keep up a moist

heat at 80" or 90°. About September growth will have ceased,

when water, &c., must he diminished, and air given. This is

all that is required to cause a plant of Echinopsis Zuccarini in

a 48-pot to develope six or eight flowers, one of which will

scent a large conservatory.

I have nuw the Night-blooming Cereus with several flowers

about to expand ; and to prove tbe tenacity of life in this tribe,

I may mention that the cutting from which this plant was
raised laid dormant on a shelf in the greenhouse for more
than twelve months, and then suddenly vegetated. A second

example has jubt occurred with me, which I think worthy of

note. A tall Cereus hexagonus that for the last three years

has flowered well, has now outgrown my house, having attained

a height of 10 feet. I have cut off the top 6 feet long, and
having suspended it in the hothouse three weeks ago, with a

tuft of loose, damp moss around the cut portion, it has thrown
out fine roots, and is ready to begin life " anew," but as an
old flowering plant. The cutting weighs about 25 lbs. The
root portion of the stem, about 4. feet long, will make a fine

stock for grafting.

Another ciuious fact has just come to my notice—namely,

that a plant of the Prickly Pear last year produced fruit which
did not ripen, and one of these unripe fruit had thrown out a

perfect flower and fruit from its side near the apex.

If you can spare room to insert these hasty lines, it may
induce some amateurs to undertake the culture of this beau-

tiful section of plants, and I am confident that none will be

disappointed. I shall be most happy to afford any assistance

in my power.—C. M. Major, Cromwell Ilou&e^ Croydon.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF HERBACEOUS PLANTS
The plants named in the following list are those which, from

my own obser^'ations and eiperienoe, appear to be the most
pretty, shony, curious, or interesting of hardy herbaceous

perennials for gardens; but, doubtless, many more could be

added.

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are the moat deserving of

cultivation where only a limited number can be grown ; e indi-

cates those which are very showy, useful, or desirable ; c, such

as are in some way remarkable, having showy flowers ; and r,

those hut little known.

Months of Flcweeinq.

Achillea aurea Jxrne to September
*A. niillcfuliam rubra July to October
Adenophora denticulata c .... July
•Adonis vernalia March and April

•Agrofcteiunia coronaria Juoe to Septeujber

•A. corouaria splendens Juue to September
•A. coronaria bicolor

•A. purpurea plena July to September
*Ajuga alpina e May to July
A. reptaus variegata
Adoxa moschatellina c March to May
•Alstruuieria aurantiaca July to September

April aud May

March to May
April to Juue
April and May
April to Juue

September A October
*A. j'aponica Honoiine Jobcrt e . September & October

•AJyssuui sasatile

•A. aaxiitile compactum e

•Anemone apponnina
*A. corouaria
*A. hortensia ,

*A. horteusis fulgens e .,

•A. j;iponica

A. muci.ssrflora

A. Pulsatilla

A. palmata r

A. nemorosa plena
A. nemorosa rubra plena.

.

A. sulphurea e r
Anchusa pnniculata
Antenuaria margaritacea
A. hyberborea c

Anthericum liliastrum
•Antirrhinum mfijus
*Aquilegia glandulosa e. . .

.

A. Skiuneri
•A. vulgjiris, var
A. formosa e

•Arabia albida
•A. lucida vnriegata c

Arnica montana r

I\Iay !ind June
April and May
May aud Juno
Miirch to May
Miireh to May
April and May

Juue
July to September

July
May, July

June to August
May to July
May and June
May and June
May to July

April aud May

July and August
*Asclepia3 tuberosa e July to September
A. amffiua July and August
Asperula odorata Bluy aud June
A. montana Juno and July
A. cynanchica July
•Aster alpinus tf June to August
*A. alpiuus albus July and August
A. amellua August &. September
A. duni0BU3 September & October
•A. grandiflorua <! October & November
A. novre-a'igUajruber September & October
A. tenuiiolius September & October
Astragalus aristatus Mny to July
A. «lr>ii. curnides June and JiUy
Aubrielia delt >idea April to June
•A.deltuiueaj,'raudiflora c April to Juue
•A. Campbelli e April to Juno
•Betonica grandiflora e June and July
Baptisia australis June and July
*Belli9 peieinia vars March to August
•B. perennis aucubwfoUa e March to Augbst
Campanula aggregiita c June to August
•C. cHtpiitica c Juno to August
•C. carpatica alba June to Anuust
C. pulla Juue and July
C. macrantha Juno and July

•C. specioba c May to July
C. porsicirolia major July to Septemler
C.perBicifolia albo plena July lo ^"ntemter

»C. pyrnmidalis c July
Catananche carulea Ju'y to October

Colour of Floweh.

yellow
red
blue
yellow

rosy crimson
deep crimson centre

white, ro&c
double crimson

deip blue
variegated foliage

greenish yellow
orange
yellow
yellow
blue

various
various
scarlet

rosy purple
white

white and yellow
violet

yellow
white

reddith
sulphur or lemon

deep blue
white aud yellow

leaves silvery white
white
various

blue and white
scarlet and gi'een

various
red and orange

white
golden variegation

orange jcUow
orange
purpli>
white
pink
flesh

lilac purple
white
purple
white
blue
red

white
purple

lilac and yellow
purple

bluish lilac

violet purple
purple
blue

various
red and gold netted fol.

blue
blue
white
blue
purple
l)ui-ple

blue
white
blue
blue

Soil.

loam
loam

loam, peat, and sand
loam, and limestone
loam and gravel

loam
loam
loam

sandy loam
peat aud loam

loam and sandy peat
eandy peat and loam
loam and limestone

loam
sandy loam

rich light loam.

loam
loam
loam

calcareous loam
sand peat and loam
loam and leaf mould
loam aud leaf mould

bandy peat
sandy peat
t-andy loam

sandy loam end peat
loam

sandy loam
sandy learn
sandy loam
sandy loam
sandy peat
gi-itty loam
sandy loam
loam and grit

loam
peat and sandy loam

sandy loam
sandy loam

calcareous loam
gritty loam
gritty loam
gritty loam

loam
loRm
loam
loam

rich loam and grit

sandy loam
li^ht loom
li^ht loam
ligbt loam
rich loam
rich loam
rich loam
rich loam
sandy loam

jeat and sandy loam

loam
loam
loam
loam
loam

li -b loam
loam

Fhopaoatiok.

division
division
division
division
seed

cuttings
cuttings
cuttiuga
division
division Requires moist soih
division
division

seed and division
seed

division
seed and division

seed
seed aud division

division
division
division
division
division
division
division
division
cuttings
division
division
division

seeds and cuttings
division

seed and division
seed

division
seed and division

division
division
division
division
division
division
division
division
division
division
division
division
division
division

seed and cuttings
seed

division
divisioa
division
division
division

seed and division
division

cuttings and division
division

division
division
division
division
di vision

sieed

division

Shade.

Shade.

Shade.
Shade.

Motst.
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MoMTns OF Flowbrino.

•Cichorinm intybns -Inno to Antfiist

Centnnrca montana Jnne to AuuhhI
*Cerii8tium tomantnmiiu May to July

*Cbpiranthna Chciri vars March to Juno
•C. Marshalli f March to .Tnno

C. ochroleuciiH March to Juno
Cheluno »,«labra July to Septomber
O. barhata Juno to Scptoinher

C. Lyoni JuW to Sniiti-mhcr

•Uonvnllaria mnjallH May and Junu
•C. mnjnliH, KoUl BtripeU c

C. majalia, pink
*<_'. majiliH, doublo
C. multiflora Jnne
C- polyijonatum
•C. rosea e Juno
Cl<'m;itiK orRota Juno to AuRust

•C. intcffrifolla June to AniiuHt
Cynoclossum nponnlnum .... T\Iay to July
J)alih(irda mitonoidt>H c r May and Juno
•Dolphininm Belladonna e .... Jnne aud July
D. KTandifloroin Jaue to Augnst
J). isTand florum, double f ....

•D. formoaura ^ Juno to Sortnmher
*D. Hr>ndi*r>^oni e Jnne and July
'Dianthue crnontua t' Jnne to Ansrust
D. ntromhpna Juno to Auffust
I). dcItoidcH June to Antrn^'t

*D. barbatns.TarH Jane to AuRUBt
D. fraprnns Jnnp
v. plumnriufj annulaluB Jnnf to Anflu-Jt

•D. enperbuH e Julv to Soptember
DictaranuH Fraxinella M«v to July
O. albiis May to July
Doronif^um caurafiicutn Jnne to Aurrnst
D. plnntnffinoinn Mnv to July
•Diclytra Rpofit^bilis e April nnd Juno
•D. Pppcrjibilis alba / April and June
Dodocrtthenii mcadia April to Jniip
1^. intctn-ifolium April ^nd Juno
Dracocephaliun (n-<»ndiflorum.

.

Julv
Epilobinin nntrusUroliiim J'lv and Ancnst
-E. anpastifftlium album Jnlv and AntruHt.
•E. DodonaU jnly -md AnrMist
Kpimedinra macrantham ,\pri! and May
E. violaceum May
Ert-meru^t unfctahilig Jnne
*Erynpiiimnlpiuum July and August
"^arfutriuni CTnndf* e
Funkia subcnrdata Ani*nf=t
F. ovata Mav to July
•Festuct plauca e Juno
Galium Rrrccum JunenndJnlv
Genista procumbena Jnno and A nqust
O. prostrtita Mav and June
*G. triquetra r <• Jun/> nnri July
•Gentiana ariiuliH r April to Junf
O. nsclepiadea Julv and Aii^nf»t
<t. cruciata June and Julv
•G. Intea e Junn nnd July
•O. vema f JItv
-<*onm c^crioeum e .Tnno and Jnlv
G. p>Ti>nairnm Jnnn and Julv
GiUcnia trifoliata July and Anffust

*Goraninm arffcntoum e t Juno and Julv
G. pratonsc llore pleno Juno and Jnly
G. sanfunneum Jnne to Aucunt,
*G. Ranjrninenin lancafjtriense.

.

Jnnp to Aneu^t
Glrchoma bedtrapfta fol. var..

.

April and Mnv
*Gynerium arpfnteum *• Anpuct to Oftob^r
^Hellcborna nigor t* January to March

• Hepati^a triloba Fcbraar>' to March

•11. triloba, vnra.. double blue .

.

• pinclp red 'rubra)
• double red
• sinplo whito
• single pink
•H. anpulosa February to April
Holonifts IniUnta April and May
Hemcrocallis flava June
Hesperis niatronalis Jane to August

btuo
bluo
white
various
yellow

pule yellow
white

ornnRo scarlet
purple
wliit«(

gold striped foliage
pink

white
white

Son..

Bandy loam
Bandy loum
U;;btloam
llvht loam
lifzhtloam
light loam

peat and loam
tnrty loam
turfy loam
rich luam

Propagatiok

8ced
division

entttnpB and diviRion

Heedt) and cuttingti

cutlincs
cuttlnga
d Tisioa
division
divittioD

divi»iou

n

4
1

8

"
;j

I

liu

xiu.
24-S
2i-3
14
2

2-3
2

"^
4
4
2
IJ

2

1
14

u
i

1

1

1—li
3—4'

!?
lt-3

1
2-8
1-2
'-.''

fi—10

1-U

i

rose
white
blue
blno

white and yrllow

britlhtbluo
durk bluo

blue and white

blue and white
scarltt
red
pink

various
white

pink, dark ring
pale purplo
pun>lo
white
yellow
yellow

TOBO and yellow
while

Mic and purloin

lilac and purple
bluo

purpU**h red
white
punilo
white
vinlet
yellow
blue

gold blotched foliage

white
blue

blue or cbnieons ful.

inti-ple

yellow
yellow
yellow
blue

purpli-'h blue
bluo
ynllow
blue

ecarlet
yellow

rose and white silvery

foliage
white or pink

bluo
red

red and striped

rosy purplo
while pUimea
white or pink

bine

sandy loam

sandy loam
prat and laaiii

sandy pent and loam
Hundy hiam

louui and peat
loam
loam

loam
loam
loam

rich loam
aandv loam
light loam

loam
lonm
loam

Bondy loam
loam

rich loam
rich lonm

peat and ^'rit

peat and ktH
turfy loam

lortm

loi'.ui

peat and Rrit

peat, loam, and prit

peat, loam, r.nd grit

sandy loam
loam and sand

loam
peat and loam
jicnty loam

loam
f^ravelly orsandy loam
sandy loam nnd peat

sandy peat and loam
sandy pent and loam
tuify'lonm and gravel

loam nnd travel

loam and •gravel

lo:im and gravel

loam and uravc-l

loam, peat, and j;rit

loam ond grit

peat and loam

Bftndv lo:\m

sandy loam
Bandy lo;im

eandy loam
sandy lonm

rich lo'im or peat
loam, snnd. and leaf

mould
loam. sand, and leaf

mould

division
division
peed

division

seed and division
division

seed and division
division
cuttings
cuttingR
cuttinca

seed ^nd cuttings
cuttincs
cuttiDga

fiecd

peed
(tivipion

division

cnlUnfls and division

cuttings and division
division
division
division
divieion
division
division
division
division
division
divisicm,

divif^ion

division
division
division
division
layers
layers
layers
diviaioa

division
division
division
division
division
division

division
division
division
division
division
seed

division

division

BoU moist.

Soil moist.
Soil moist.

Runny aspect.

Shade or sun.

Bbade.
Shade.

1-^11

blue
purple
yellow
purplo

loam and leaf moold
Bandy lonm
sundy liam

rich loam and band

divifion
division
division

Uivision

Moist.
Moist.

Sunny aspect.

Worm situation.

Partial shade.

pj^rtial shade.

-G, AnBET.

(To be continued.)

SYRINGING GRAPES WITH GISHURST COMPOUND.
GUhurst on Thursday, and when, on Saturday niglit soon after

four o'clock, I bad liuis)ied thinning, I decanted the solution

into three gnllous of noft water, keepin- Imck the sediment, &o.

Cou?idering that I had thus from 4 to 5 ozs. of the compound,

I Bjiinged the house with it, immediately fullowiug wuh six

gallons of cKaii water lest the application should prove too

strong for the I'-rapcs.
. , . , . ^

I")eemi»g all Mife I left the house for the night, but to my
surprise on Sunday I found most of the Grapes on which a

Havtsg had this season to be unavoidably absent for a fort-

night, I left a small house of Vines, just going out of flower,

in the charge of my best nmn.
On my return I found that he had neglected to nse the

ajriupe, and one Vine which in nut so well at root as might be

desired, was sadly infested with red spider, and they seemed

spreading over the house. I hurried on with the thinning,

thinking to settle accounts with them by a moderate applica-

tion or two of " Gishurst." Accordingly I dissolved G ozs. of
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drop of water had hung in the previous night brown on the
under side, giving them a bad appearance when looked at from
heneath. I had no help, the evil was done. I imagined that
half of the crop had ieeu destroyed ; but I find during last week
many of the most slightly-damaged berries have recovered, and
the worst seem to continue to swell. The black spots are crack-

ing without seemingly any injury to the berry, still I consider
the case should act as a caution, and thought it well to report
it to warn others who may be similarly situated.—J. Y.

AUSTRALIAN SPINACH.
At the commencement of lust year, Mr. Eiimel, who intro-

duced into the French colony of Algiers the Eucalyptns glo-

bulus, has received from Australia a new vegetable. His friend.

Dr. Mueller, of Melbourne, had it sent to bim as a substitute

for Spinach ; it is superior in every respect to that vegetable,

easier of cultivation, and of an enormous iind rapid growth,
less subject to run to seed, and also of better flavour. He called

the pluut New Queensland Spinach. The New Australian
Spinach is, however, a better name. It belongs to a group in
which is Comprised our common Spinach ; it answers bota-

nically to the Chenopodium auricumum of Lindley, who de-

scribed it in a few words in Mitehel's " Journal of Tropical
Australia." It grows abundantly in the east part, following
the course of the river Narrau, and it is again found in Queens-
land. The Chenopodium auricomum is an annual, with a stalk

rising to a yaul high. In its general appearance it resembles
Chenopodium Ijylnidum, that troublesome weed which over-
runs our fields. The stalk is erect, robust, angular, fluted,

streaked with a violet red.

As regards the eatable qualities of the plant, we have recently
gathered an abundant harve.-^t of leaves from two or three plants
growing in our garden. These leaves were put into boiling
water, and tbey were then cooked as an ordinary dish of Spinach,
with this difference in favour of the new plant, that there was
no occasion to take away the threads which are so disagreeable
in Chicory. Soriel, and ordinary Spinach. The flavour, ana-
logous to Spinach, had something iu it less harsh and less
grassy in taste.

The cultivation is easy : sow the seed in April in a well-

manured bed, for the plant is greedy ; water it. The leaves
may be gathered from the time the plant attains 18 inches
in height. They grow up again quickly. In less than eight
days afterwards another gathering may take place, and so on
to the end of the year.

—

(Juurnal de la Ferme et des MaUons
ie Campagne.)

BUEY ST. EDMUNDS HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
JODEKAL OF HOr.TICULTUr.E IT.IZES.

Tour two chaste and beautiful clocks, of the value of ten
guineas each, are offered " for two desserts of not less than
seven kinds of fruit c f 18G7."

1. The que^-ti(ui has been asked if more may be shown ; and
suppose two desserts equal in quality were produced, one of

eight dishes and the other of seven, would the additional dish
give the prize to the dessert with eight dishes?

2. Or, suppose, again one had seven of the best dishes of

fruit, and another showed twelve inferior, ho^v far would the five

additi<mal dishes influence the award ?

3. Also, would there be any objection to confine the number
to seven dishes, qusility and taste of arrangement alone to deter-

mine the award, irrespective of the disturbing force of varying
numbers ?

4. I presume the dishes are to be placed on the table as if

it were a diuing table, and the fruit may be garnished with
flowers or leaves at the option of the eshiliitor.—D. T. F.

[We will answer the queries in the order in which Mr. Fish
has ])laced them.

1. If a dessert of eight diFhe.s of fruits is exhibited equal
in quality and equally tastefully arranged as another dessert of

seven dishes, the ei^ht ought to receive the prize.

2. A dessert of seven dishes of best fruita ought to have the

prize in preference to any larger number of inferior fruits.

3. We do not intend to limit the number of dishes, except

that there must not be less than seven. The greatest number,
combined with superior taste in the arrangement, ought to win.

4 The dishes are to be arranged on a taMe as if after

dinner, and flowers or leaves, or both, or other ornamental ac-

companiments, may be employed as the taste of the exkibitor
may dictate.—Ens.]

VARIEGATFD PELAnCONICMS.
The subject of Variegated Pelargoniums was brought before

the Floral Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural Society on
the 2ud inst. It was then decided that Beauty of Oulton and
others of that section cannot be considered Variegated Pelar-
goniums iu the same sense as Flower of the Day, Mrs. Lennox,
Mrs. Pollock, &c., but that a distinct class should he esta-
blished, and that it should be called the Bronze and Golden
Zonal section. The decision of the Committee was afterwards
placed before the Council, and approved of and confirmed by
them.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Weekly Show, Jiine •ISth.—Mr. A. 'NVilkie, gardener, AddisoB

Road, Kt'Dsington, was awarded sis e::tra prizes for Faclisias, oma-
mental-foliagod plants, Caladiums, Ptlargoiiinms. Ferns, and a basket
of cut liowers. A tirst prize was obtained by Mr. W. Earley, gardener
to F. Pi7or, Esq., Digswell, Welwyn, for a collection of vegetables.
From the Society's garden at Cbiswick was exhibited a collection of
plants made np with the following subjects—Pelargoniums, Porttl-
laccas. Petunias, Fuchsias, itc, and a bos of cut blooms of Lirioden-
dron tulipiferum and L. tuhpiferum obtusilobum.

EosE Show, Juh/2nd.—The display on this occasion was both large
and excellent, and notwithstanding the hot sunshine which prevailed
daring the week preceding the Show, Koses exhibited ft perfection
and freshness that could hardly have been expected. Unfortunately
on the morning of the Show rain fell heavily, and there were soma
pelting showers in the forenoon, which no doubt caused many intend-
ing visitors to alter their arrangements, and thus prevented so large an
attendance as would otherwise have been the case ; still the company
was the largest and most brilliant that has assembled in the gardens
this year, and the comfort with which the Exhibition could be inspected,
contrasted most favourably with the Cr3stal Piilace Show on the pre-
vious Saturday, which was overcrowded.
In Class 1, for single trusses of 72 varieties, Mr. Cranston, of

Hereford, took the first place with stauds in which there were hut few
blooms that could ho found fault with, and in which the following wer»
jtarticnlaiiy good—namely, Jule!^ Margottin, Senatcnr Vaisse, Mdlle.
Emain, white, beautifully tipped with rose, perhaps a little touched by
the sun ; L'Esmeralda, Prince Camille de Rohau, Maurice Bernardin,
Pierre Netting, Souvenir de la Maimaison, Comtesse de Chabrillant,
Madame Vidot, General Jacqueminot, Dr. Andry, very fine ; Madam*
Victor Verdier, Maiechal Niel, Seeur des Auges, John Hopper, Centi-
folia Rosea, Baron A. do Rothschild, Celine Forestier, and Devoniensis.
Messrs. Paul & Son were second with beautifnliy fresh blooms of Alfred
Colomb and Prince de Porcia, both very bright in colour ; Louiso
Magnan. white ; Exposition de Brie, Marie Baumann, Maurice Ber-
nardin, Due de Rohan, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Vidot, and Duke of
Edinburgh, dark shaded scarlet. Mr. Cant, who was third, had veiy
good blooms of L'Eclatante, velvety dark red ; Xavier Olibo, very
large ; Devoniensis, Beauty of "Waltham. Le Rhone, Charles Lawson,
Madame Victor Verdier, Niphetos, Alfred Colpmb, and Charles
Lefebvre. Mr. Mitchell was fourth with, among others. Queen Victoria,

one of the prettiest of the white Hybrid Perpotuals ; Triomphe d*
Rennes, very beautifal ; Gloire de Dijon, and Fisher Holmes. Messrs*
Francis, of Hertford, also exhibited in this class.

Class 2, 4S varieties, three trusses of each, wag very effective, per-'

senting a rich mass of colour. Messrs. Paul & Son were first, and
had beautiful trusses of Maurice Bernardin, Madame Charles Wood,
fine cheny colour, though its beauty was a little tarniGlicd ; Prince
Camille de Rohan, Pierre Nottiug, Marguerite de St. AmanJ, Alfred
Colomb, Marie Baumann, Charles Lefebvre, Marcchal Vuillant, and
Fisher Holmes. Mr. Eraser, of Lea Bridge, came second with standi

in which wo noticed Madame Rivers, Maurice Bernardin, Comtess*
do Chabrillant, Mdlle. Bonnahe. always delicately beautiful ; Madam*
V. Verdier, Lord Macaulay, and Prince de Porcin. Mr. Cant, who
was third, had some excellent Tea Roses, and Mr. Mitchell was fourth

with Madame Plantier. a free-blooming Hybrid China variety, which

had eleven blooms on the three trusses. Baron A. de Rothschild, and
others.

In tho nest class, for *2-l varieties, three trusses, Mr. Keynes, of

Salisbury, was first with blooms remarkable for their freshness, and
of which the most noticeable were Victor Verdier, Comte Alphonse da

Serenye, a beautiful clear crimson variety ; Prince Henri des Pays Bas,

crimson, shaded with purple ; Pierre Netting. Madame Rivers, Expo-
sition de Brie, half expanded ; Madame Moreau, in a similar condi-

tion, and Charles Lefebvre not large, but very bright in colour. Mr.
Cant was second, Mr. Cranston third, Messrs. Paul & Sou fourth.

Class 4 was for single trusses of 24 varieties, and here again Mr-
Keynes was first. His blooms of John Hopper, Victor Verdier,

Maurice Beinardin, Madame C. Wood, and Alfred Colomb, were very

fine. Mr. Cranston, wlio was second, had Duchesse de Caylus, very

(inod ; Gloire de Santenay, and La Brillante, very bright ; and Louis

XrV., remarkable for its fine deep blood red colour. In the third-prize
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stand from Mr. Cant we noticed La Rhone, very rich in colour.

Meiars. Loe, of ITamniersmith, who wurofonrth, had Antolne Oachdr,
rofle-colourfd, aud Muiiamn Thorrsu Level, sftlmou rose.

In the AmateurH' classes thti exhibitions were mo^t creditable for

any sfasnn, and mnrh more so for ono so ailver«o as the prnRcnt. Indeed
tiner Ro«e3 than intiny of those shown in the amateurs' Btanda Imve
not been exhibited this season. For single trnsBen of -l^t varieticB Mr.
Hedge, of Ueed Hall, Colchester, was iirst ; Mr. Mnffiitt, Rardonor to

Ihe Rorl of IlnsHlvn, Kccoud ; Mr. Ghard. third ; and Dr. Cooper,

fonrth. For 36 Mr. Hedge wth likt-wiHe first. Mr. ('bard and Mr.
Moffatt bcini,' resprrtivoly second and third; and for '2 1 Mr. Postans,

of BrentiTood, was firRt. tlie Rev. E. Pochin. Sileby Vicaraf^e, Lon^^h-

borongh, Hcmud, and the Uer. V. Knox ChilJ. Little Kanton, tliird.

ft woold occnjiy too mnrh space to enumerate all the varieties shown
well by the above exhibitora. Some of the most nnticf-able were Cloth

•f Gold. L'Enfant Tronvc, Pierre Nottinp, Unhena, Comto.iso do Kcr-

golay, fine deep crimson ; Mario Banmann. Vicomto Vi'^ier, Laurent
Desconrt. slaty violet ; Madame Hector Jacqnin, Sonvenir d'Eliso

Tflrdon, Madame Hravy. V. Yerdier, Madame V. Verdier, Fraui,'ois

liSchamip, aud Claude Million.

In ChiKs K, 12 Hin-^de trns.^es, eqnal fir.st prizes were awarded to the

Kov. K. Porhiu aud Mr. Po'»tan9 for beantifnl exampk-s of Marechal
Kiel, Madame VillermoT:, Baron Uothschild, Madame C. .Ioi;.,'ncftux,

Madame Roll, Gloire do Dijon, Ducliesse d'Orleans, Madame V.

Tordier, Prim-o Camillo de Rohan, Gloire do Dijon, tVc. Mr. Sodcr,

{ftrdener to O. Hanbnry. Km\., wnti second ; Mr. Skinner third.

For 18 new Rosea of ISiU or 1865, Messrs. Paul & Son were first,

Mr. Keynes second. Mr. Cant third. Mr. Fraser fonrth. The varieties

which were nmat con^picnous for their quality were Mario Baumann
and Alfred Cnlomb, h >tb very fine ; Krpositiou do Brie, MdUe. Marie
Rady, Pierre Netting, Madame Victor Verdier, of a fine cherry colour

;

Marpnorito de St. Amand, Mdlle. Margncrite Dombrain, Abel Grand,
and Princess Mary of Cambridije, the last four mnch alike as regards

•olonr. Many of the new Koses, liowever, were not in condition.

In Class 10, for 1'2 trusses of any new Rose of ISGl, Mr. Keynes
was first with fine trnsses of Marguerite de St. Amand, and took a
aimilar position in Class 11, for 12 trnsses of any other new Rose, with

Kxposition do Brio ; ecjiial secnnd prizes being awarded to Mr. Keynes
for Abel Grand, and to Mr. Cant for Marguerite de St. Amand, very

beantifnl.

Mr. Turner exhibited Mr. Tn.gram's beantifnl seedling, Misslutrram,
and received for it a first-class certificate. The only other seedlings

which wp noticed came from Mr, Laxton, of Stamford, and were

named Annie Laxton, Beauty of Stamford, and Empress of India,

the first two being deep rose-coloured, and the la^t a verj' daik kind.

In the class for 12 yellow Rost-s, of not fewer than six kinds, Mr.
Hedge took the firiit prize with most beautiful examples of Triomphe
de Rennes. Cloth of Gohl. L'Knfant Trouvr, Nareisse, Boule d'Or,

Celine Forestier, aud Marn-hal Kiel. The prize for the best exhil)i-

tion of yellow Ro'ies was also awarded to Mr. Hedge, for a. box in

which he exhibited nearly the same kinds, and in which there were
namorons magnificent trusses of L'Enfant Tronve.

Of Tea-scented and Noisette Roses tine boxfuls were exhibited by
Mr. Hodge, who was first both for single trnsses aud single blooms,

and in the Nui-serymen's class by Messrs. Paul & Sou and Mr. Cran-
gton, who were reap-'ctively first and second.

Moss Ro^iefl rhiefly consisted of the old White Bath, Lanei. Cristata,

and Madame E. Cry. Messrs. Paul & Son were first, Messrs. Francis
second.

Vases, of Roses were the same as at the Crystal Palace. The prizes

were awarded to Messrs. Soder, Marlow, and Hedge. The best bnu-

^nets como from Mr. Hodge, and were set up in coloured Hyacinth
jjlasses.

The only pot Roses exhibited came from Messrs. Paul tt Son. and
•onsisted of small plants in good bloom. A large collection of cut

blooms, not for competitiou, was shown by Mr. Keynes.

Floral Committrk.—Messrs. Veitch sent a numerous and fijie col-

lection ofsi^'elties, of which the following received first-class certifi-

•otes—viz. :—Gloxinia Vlandcreu, white with a purplish crimson lip
;

Gloxinia Mavlamo de Smet, pure white, with a violet-bordered lip
;

Crotou irregularo, with rather narrow green leaves and a yellow stripe

sp the midrib ; Croton maximum, with broad, pale gi"ecu leaves veined
with yellow ; Croton interrnptum, having narrow leaves, with yellow
midribs changing to red; Dracaena Mooroi, with broad olive-brown
leaves having red midribs ; Selaginelia Ponlteri. with minutely di.-ided

foliage ; Phajus species, with showy bluish-lilac tlowers. having a deoper-

•olonred lip bearing raised yellowish processes ; and Begonia Veitchii,

with large bright scarlet tlowers. The lost is perfectly hardy, aud must
be considered a most important a<'quisition. Abutilon Thompsonii,
also from Messrs. VoitcK, was awarded a second-class certificate. Its

leaves are blotched and spoUed with yellow, aud as shown it had a
pleasing appearance. Mr. Edwards, Nottingham, had first-class cer-

tificates for the following Fcni-s^viz. :—.\thyrium Filix-fa-miua
Edwardf^ii, A. F.f. Footii. Poly.stichum angularetlivcrsilobinm Padleyii,

and Scolopondrium vnlgaro Edwardsii, a pretty variety. Mr. William
Panl received first-class certificates for two hue Phloxes named Beauti-
ful and Conqueror. Both had verj' largo trusses of beautiful light

flowers with a violet crimson eye ; that of Conqueror tho deejwr in

<*oloar. A first-class certificate was likewise awarded to Mr. Fraser,

for Gloxinia Rose d*Amour, carmine with a white throat. Special
certificates were awarded to Mr. Richards, gardener to Lord Londea-
borough, Grimston Park, Tadcaster, for a fine specimen of Vandft
teres on a block in a pot, and bearing elcTcn flowering spikes ; to G. F.
Wilson, K-in., Weyhndge, for a magnificent specimen of LiUam longU
florum, with nine pure white blooms, each about 7 inches in length
and about 5} inches in diameter at tho mouth; to Mr. Mann, Brent-
wood, for a collection of Varic;.;ated and other Pehirgouiums ; to Mr.
Bull for a fine collection of Lilium auratum to the number of fifty

pots ; aud to Mr. Wills for a collection of his fine Pelargoniama
of the Bronze and Gold section. Mr, Jabez Chater, of Cambridge,
likewise received a special certificate for a similar collection, along
with which was a specimen of Gaillardia aristata splendeus with large
and showy red and orange blooms.
A special certificate was likewise granted to Mr. Mnndell, Frardener

to J. C. CunJiffe, Ksij., Hooloy, Croydon, for a fine specimen of Lilinm
auratum, standing about 7 feet high, and bearing thirteen blooms;
also to Mr. Anderson, Meadow Bank, for cut Orchids, among which
was Saccolabium Blumei Dayauum, with a flowering spike abont
If^ inches long. Messrs. Ivery sent a sniall collection of showy Fox-
gloves, and Messrs. Lee a plant with broad leathery foliage, which»
though shown under the name of Hedera catalp(»folia, proved to be
au Araliaceous plant. Messrs. E. G. Henderson received first-class

certificates for Lobelia pumila elcgans and Tricolor Variegated Pelar-
gonium Lady Sheffield.

FnuiT CoMMiTTKK.—Mr. F. Dancer, of Little Sutton. Chiswick,
exhibited some remarkably fine clusters of the Red and White Dotoh
Currants ; and Mr. Merett, gardener to Henry Whiting, Ksq., Battersea
Rise, eleven fine Barriugtou Peaches, set closely together on tho same
branch, grown in an orchard-house. Mr. Scale, gardener to CoL
Davis, Peutre, Newcastle Emlyn, sent a Scarlet-tleshed Melon called
Scale's Hybrid, which, however, was not of sufficieut merit to rcqoixe
notice.

Gknkral Meeting.—*W. W. Saunders, Esq., in the chair. Tho
busiuess was confined to the election of seven new Fellows.

nOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
This Society's third aud last great Show for the season was held

yesterday, and was as usual very attractive. The collections of store
and greenhouse flowering and fiue-foliaged pKuts were nnmeroas and ex-
celleut. There was likewise a good though not large display of Orchids.
Pelargoniums were also well represented ; and of the so called Scarlet
varieties, some exhibited by Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkina,
Esq., were remarkably fine, especially Rose Rendatler. Croton angna-
tifolium, exhibited in one of Mr. Williams's collections, was the most
beautiful specimen of that tine species which we have ever seen. It
resembled a golden waterfall

Fruit, however, formed the most interesting feature of the Show.
Several excellent collections were exhibited, prominent in which were
very fine bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes from Mr. Rawbone, and
Mr. Miller, gardener to Lord Craven, Combe Abbey ; those from the
latter, however, though very large, had not tho fine jet black bae
presented by the hunches shown by some other exhibitors. There
were many very well-ripened Pino Apples of good weight; but thoagk
some of tho Peaches were very large and fine, these were not so numc-
rooaly shown as in former years.

CRYSTAL PALACE ROSE SHOW.
JusK 20th.

The great Rose Show held at the Crystal Palace on Saturday last

was a decided success. It is trtre it was scarcely so extensive as last

year, but this could not be wondered at ronsidering that the severe
frost of Januftry caused such havoc in collections, and the burning snn
of the last few days also, no doubt, prevented many persons from ex-

hibiting. Notwithstanding the unfavourable character of the season,

however, it was a matter of surprise and congnUulation to find the

display so extensive aud the varieties shown iu snch good character.

The day being one of the finest which we have enjoyed thif summer,
the attendance of visitors, always large at a Crj'stal Palace Kose Show,
was even more numerous than in previous years, amounting to but
thirty short of 15,000.

In the Nurserymen's classes Mr. Cranston, of Hereford, was Bret

in that for single trusses of seventy-two varieties. His stands con-

tained a remarlxably large bloom of Madame Morcau, Madame Brian-

son, splendid bright carmine ; and beautiful examples of Manrice
Bernardin, Marguerite de St. Amand, Francois Lacliarme. Christian

Putner, Madame Clemence Joigneaux, Gloire de Dij-^n, Charles Ver-

dier, a splendid new rose-coloured fiower ; Madame C. Crapelet,

Madame Bravy, Madame C. Wood, Baron de Noirmont. Mrs. Rivers,

Charlej Lefobvrc, and President. Messrs. Paul & Son, who were
Rec'>nd in the same class, had omong others their new lio?c, Duke of

Edinburgh, velvety deep red ; Madame C. Crapelet, exquisite ; Olivier

Delhommo ; Marie Banmann, a splendid new rrimson variety, whicfc

was also exhibited in several other stands, and waa everywhere bean-
tifnl ; Exposition de Brie. Beauty of Waltham. Senatenr Vaisse,

Reinc de Porcia, Xavicr Olibo, Maurice Bomardin, General Jacqne-
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miuot, which was good in almost all the eolleetionB in which it was

fihowQ ; Prinoo CaraiUe de Rolian, Alba Kosea, and RuBhton RadclyfTe.

Mr. Mitchell, of Piltdown Nnrseries, near Uckfield, who was third,

had fine trusBoe of Triomphe do Rennos, Marechal Kiel, Lamarqne,
Elise Sanvage, Lonise de Savoie, Souvenir de la Malroaison, Madame
Fnrtado, Senateur Vaieae, Xavier Olibo, and Victor Verdier, the last

very beantiful. Meaars. Francis, of Hertford, were fourth.

Class 2 was for 48 varieties, three trusses of each, and proved most

effective. In the fine stoudB of Mesflrs. Paul & Son, who were first,

we particularly noticed ComtesEe de Chabrillunt, Lord Clyde, John
Hopper, Madame Rivera, Beauty of Waltham, La Brillante. Madame
C. Crapelet, splendid, Madame Bravy, and Souvenir d'un Ami. Mr.

Mitchell, who was second, had beantiful trnssos of Souvenir d'EHse,

Leopold Haasburg, Olivier Delhomme, Madame C. Crapelet, Victor

Verdier, Triomphe de llannes, Elise Sauvape, Maurice Beruardin,

and Gloire de Dijon. Mr. Fraeer took the third prize with fine ex-

amples of John Hopper, Maurice Bemardin, Senateur A'aisse, Sou-

venir de la Malmaison, Paul Ricaut, Comtesso de Chabrillant, Mrs.

Rivers, Leopold Hausburg, and others. Thefonrthprizo was awarded

to Messrs. Francis, of Hertford.

In Class 3, 24 varieties, three truflses of each, Mr. Cant, of Col-

chester, was first, Messrs. Paul & Son second, Mr. Cranston third,

Mr. Keynes of Salisbury fourth. Mr. Cant had very fine trusses of

Madame Bravy, Marie Banmann, Madame Victor Verdier. John
Hopper, Comte'sse de Chabrillunt, Prince Camille do Kohan, Le Rhone,

Exposition de Brie, and La Brillante, the last glowing bright crimson.

In the other stands most of the varieties already enumerated wore

shown in fine condition. Gt-ntral Jacqueminot, Charles Lefcbvro,

Mrs. Rivers, Olivier Delhomme, Mdllo. Bonnaire, and A'ictor Verdier

were especially fine.

In Class i, 24 varieties, single trnsses, Mr. Cant, Mr. Keynes, and
Mr. Mann, of Brentwood, took prizes in the order of their names.

In the Amateurs' classes the exhibitors were numerous and the

quality on the whole very good, the best stands approaching more
closely than usual to those of the nurserymen. Mr. Hedge, of Reed
Hall, Colchester ; aud Mr. Ingle, gardener to C. G. Round, Esq..

Birch Hall, Colchester, took the first and second prizes in the classes

for 48, .^0, and 24 varieties. Among the varieties which they exhibited

were fine examples of Coupe d' Hebe, Senateur Vaisse, Marie Bau-

mann, Mrs. Rivers, L'Enfant Tronve, Marechal Niel. Madame Boll,

Cloth of Gold, Jules Margottin, and many otbern. Mr. Chard, gardener

to Sir F. H. Bathurst. Bart., was third in the clase for 48 varieties;

aud Mr. Moffatt, gardener to Lord Rosslyn, Easton Lodge, Dnnmow,
fonrth, the latter being also third iu the classes for 3G and 24. Mr.

Postaus, of Brentwood, and Mr. Skinner, Weslurham, had the fourth

prizes in these two classes. Very good stands from Rev. E. Pochin,

Mr. Postans. Mr. Hedge, aud Mr. Chard took the four prizes offered

for 12 varieties.

New Roses will form the subject of a paper which will shortly

appear. Among them Marie Baumann, before referred to, was parti-

cularly noticeable; also Mdlle. Annie Wood, beautiful scarlet ; Thorin,

bright pink ; and Souvenir de William Wood, a very dark flower. Hippo-

lyto Flandrin and Horace Vemet were also good. Mr. Turner, of

Slough, had a first prize for the beautiful seedliug variety Miss Ingram,

described last week. Mr. Cant, of Colchester, and Messrs. Paul & Sou
had equal first prizes for collections of new Roses, aud Mr. Keynes a

third prize for the same ; and for new Roses iu pots, Messrs. Paul

and Sou, who were the only exhibitors, had a first prize.

Of Yellow Roses Mr. Hedge sent a beautiful stand, containing

L'Enfant Trouvc, Enfant de Lyon, Janne of Smith, and Marccbal

Niel. Those from Mr. Bristow, gardeuer to G. Orme, Esq., Broad-

water, Worthing, to whom the Fccoud prize was awarded, were also

very good. Tea-scented and Noif^ette Roses as shown by Messrs. Paul

and Son, Mr. Hedge, Mr. Ingle, aud Mr. Bristow, were also fine.

Messrs. Paul and Mr. Hedge had first prizes, Mr. Ingle and Mr.
Bristow the second and third.

For Decorated Vases of Roses the prizes were awarded to Mr.

Ingle, Mr. Marlow, and Mr. Soder, and in each case the stands were

.similar to Marsh's ; in each Ferns were introduced at the base aud iu

the top diah, aud in each Japanese Honeysuckle was twined up the

stem.
Mr. Turner, of Slough, exhibited, not for competition, a large num-

ber of boxes filled with gorgeous cut trusses of blooms—how.many we
could not venture to say, for by this time the visitors were densely

packed round the tables, and only an occasional glimpse could be

caught of the flowers, progression became almost impossible, and all

hopes nf taking notes had to be given up. Collections were ILkewiso

shown by Messrs. Paul & Son and Sir. Hedge.

A few miscellaneous subjects were shown. Among them was a fine

specimen of Pcristeria elata, or the Dove Phuit, exhibited by Mr.

Scowen, Park Lane, Croydon. It had six ilowtirin;; stimis, each nearly

5 feet high, and several of its yellowish white Howers, tho centre of

which bears a singularly close resemblance to the form of a dove. To
this an extra prize was given, and others were awarded to Messrs.

Carter and Messrs. Smith, of Duhvich, for Tricolored Pelargoniums;

to Messrs. Paul & Sou fur Roses iu pots ; and to Mr. Perry- for Ver-

benas. Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laiug had first-class c(>rtificates

for Rose Stella. Hon. G. Hardy, and Countess of Rosslyn Pelar-

goniums, and for Imperial Blue Pansy ; and Mr. Maun, Brentwood,

had a similar award for his fine Bcarlet Pelorgouium Lord Derby.

IMPLEMENTS, Ac, at the LATE MANCHESTER.
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION. '

Thbse were exhibited on the lawn right and left of tho walk leading,

from the entrance-gates to the Exhibition-house, and were numerouar
and in many instances good. Many of them received firBt-clasacertifi-

cates. The first which I ehall mention is the simple bnt most osefnli

swing water-barrow, manufactured by Mr. W. S. Boulton, Norwich-.

I have no hesitation in pronouncing this one of the naosi useful things

ever introduced into a garden. I have had two of them in constant

n?e for the last two months. The carriage is very light aud simple,.,

and by having two or more tubs with each carriage a very large amount
of work may be done in a short time. I have had some taps fixed in

different parts of the gardens for filling the tubs, one tub is left to be
filled at the tap whilst another is being carried on the barrow to what-
ever part of the garden the water may be required. On its arrival

.

there it is easily placed on the ground by raising the handles of the

water-carriage. Tho third tub is taken back by tho carriage ; by th©:-

time it reaches the tap the other is full. Three or four men will by
_

this simple contrivance water a very large space of ground in a short

time. I should strongly recommend for large gardens two carriage*

and six tubs. Each tub holds thirty-six gallons. ^Vhere the wall».

are in good order the carriage is easily drawn by one man. The pric»

of tho carriage with one tub is 45;;., carriage paid to any railway

station in England. This very deservedly received a first-class certifi-
,

cate. Messrs. Dickson & Brown, of Manchester, received a first-class

certificate for a large collection of mowing machines of di0erent

makers. Amongst these Shanks's was considered by the Judges the,

best.

Mr. Bennett, of Liverpool, exhibited one of Beard's patent metalKe

non-conducting glass-houses. The machineiy for ventilating is fitted

to a very great nicety, and the adjustment so complete that a child

may give air to a whole range of houses. It is done by means of a
,

screw attached to an iron rod, which is fixed to the rafters just nnder

the ridge of the roof, to which a row of short lights is fixed by means
of short cranks at one end of the house. There is a set screw, and
when it is found necessary to open the lights at the top of the hcuse^

by turning this screw the lights are pushed out; they are shut by

turning the screw the reverse way. The side liglits at the base are

opened in a similar way. It is certainly a very simple and effective

mode of giving air. The house altogether I thought rather too ex-

pensive. One of the uses for which I thought it might answer well

for is forcing Strawberries. If a structure of this aoii had the best

appliances for heating it, I think with the constant circulation of air

and the large amount of light the plants would have, that Straw-

berries might be grown to great perfection. This, also, received (U

first-class certificate.

Messrs. Huut & Pickering, of Leicester, received first-class certifi- ,

cates for their newly-designed cast-iron vases aud bulconets. These -

are certainly vcjt neat and durable.

J. Jones's pateut terminal boiler was considered by the Judges the

best of all exhibited on this occasion. It also received a first-clase

certificate. I likewise noticed a machine for edging walks, and for

cutting and rolling verges. It appeared to perform its work well. It

received a first-class certificate. There were also many other articles .

which received certificates, such as spring chairs, garden seats, rollers,

wire stands, ivire arches, rustic summer-houses, portable apparatuR .

for heating halls, &c. These were considered very useful.—J. Win^.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The twenty-fourth Anniversary Meeting was held at the Lonifoa

Tavern on Thursday last, June 27th, Sir Robert Peel, Bart., in tho

chair. Among those present were G. F. Wilson, Esq., Major Trevor

Clarke, J. Bateman, Eaq., T. B. Gibba, Esq., Messrs. Moore, Wrench.

Veitch, Henderson, Lee, Turner, Eraser, Williams, Cntbush, and

others to the uumber of about one hundred in all.

After tho usual loyal toasts.

Sir Robeut Peel, Bart., in proposing the toast of the evening, '

" Sncoess and continued prosperity to the Institution." said that in a

company composed, as on that occasion, of hearty well-wishers to the

Institution, it would, mthout doubt, in the opinion of some appear t»

be sopeiiluous to expatiate on the advantages of this and similar in-

stitutions, bnt he trusted the company would admit how ncressaiy

these were for the exercise of present benevolence by sulisrriptious and

for posthumous charity in the shape of bequests. No one in tho room,

he was certain, would deny him the privilege of pressing tlie claims of

the Institution. At the present day industrial co-operative societies

were being formed throughout the laud, and were largely patronised -

by tho trades to which they belonged, bnt none was more worthy of

support than the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution, and support

it Bhonld receive from those whose duties, whose occupation in life,

and whose sphere of action were connected with horticulture. He
rojoictul to hear from the Secretary that there was a largo number of

head and foremon jrardcners who contiibnted to the Society, and wera

laying by a store for a rainy day—for a time when old age came upon

them under circumstanoes which might involve tho best-coDducted and.
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most thrifty among nil. He rejoiced to find the InRtitntion bo well

supported by gardeners of all claHBes throaghont the conntry, and he
hoped they would nse their inflneune to induce every gardener to join

so excellent an Xufititntion, not merely ad a provisiitu for themMelven
shoald they require it (as he hoped none preHont ever would), but to

help their losa fortunate brethren. Lot them look at the lipt of Bub-
ficnptions—there were good names from the Sovereign on the throne to

tile man who had earned his position by the sweat of his brow. It

was aaoal for tho Cliairman on similar occasions to enter into the
hiatory of the Society, hut he would inoroly say that at present a sum
of something like .fSOO per year was distribnted among those who had
fallen back on ita funtls. Consider what good, what happiness this

sam has caused among those who would otherwise have been destitute.

When he said that tlie lustitntion was well worthy of supjiort, he
•onld not on seeing tho beautiful display of flowers and fruit aronnd
him refrain from thiuking what a charm they diffused. lie took a
delight in horticulture, and there was no one in the room—no, not
ni tho country—who took a greater interest in flowers from the beanti-
fol Hose before him to those productions which their friend Mr. Yeitch
fleet out in such profusion. After adverting to the frnit from tho
gardens of II.R.H. the Prince of Wales at Sandringham, which formed
a portion of the dessert, Sir Kobert said that when at Manchester last
year ho was tt>ld by many a poor man that his greatest enjoyment
was his garden, sometimes in that crowded city only a window garden
in a fifth or sixth storey. Sir Kobert Peel then adverted to the great
improvement in the parks of tho metropolis, and especially Battersea
and Hyde Parks, to the advantages likely to result from the establish-
ment of soldiers' gardens, and finally, to tho contributions of flowers
ftnd plants which had been sent to decorate the room, and he concluded
0f proposing the toast, which was enthusiastically received.

Sir Walter STiitLiNa, Bart., in proposing the health of the Chair-
own, said that it had been his singular good fortune to be acquainted
with tho first, the second, and the third Sir Robert Peel, and there
nevcrwere throe men more devoted to the good of their conntry. After
oalogising tho Chairman's ability as a statesman and speaker in the
Honso of Commons, Sir Walter Stirling thanked him for his advocacy
•f tho Institution, and his liberal donation ^to its funds ("20 guineas,
aad 10 guineas from I.ady Emily Peel).
Tho CnAiRM.iN, in returning thanks, said that nothing gave him

ffreater pleasure than to be able to do anything to improve tho con-
dition of his fellow creatures, and if his presence at any time conld be
•f assistance he would be most happy to attend. He "then bogged to
propose the health of the Treasurer, Mr. Wrench, who had devoted
mnch of his time to the interests of tho Institution, and whose
services could not but moot with the cordial approbation of tho friends
•f the Institution.
Mr. Wrexcii having relumed thanks, Mr. Cutler, the Secretary,

read a list of subscriptions amounting to, it was stated, upwards of
£500.

^ " ^

Tho health of tho Secretary having been drunk, the Ciiairmak prn-
posed the Houses of Legislature, coupled with the name of Mr. Bass,
M.P., who had recently presented the tt)wn of Derby with the m.tgnifi-
•ent gift of sev<!ral acres of laud as a recreation ground. The Chair-
man added, tliat he had endeavoured to induce the Duke of Argyll to
take the chair at the next anniversary, but he would not promise so
long beforehand. If, however, the Duke could not preside, no one
•oold do so uiore efticiently than Mr. Bass.
Tho Chairman having to attend an important division at the House

of Commons, vacated the chair in favour of J. Bateman, Esq., and
after some other toasts the meeting separated.
The room was decorated with a rare display of fine-foliaged plants.

Pekrgoniums, itc, contributed by Mr. Williams, Mr. Turner, of
Slough, and Mr. Frasor, and some fine fruit, already referred to, sent
from Sandringham

; and a liberal dessert came from five other gardens.

NEW BOOK.
TMtiah Graxsra : An Introduction to the Study of the Graminca:

of Great Hritain and Ireland. By MABOAitET Plues. Reeve
and Co., London.

WiTEN this volmno was placed on our table it so happened
that wo were searching for information relative to one species
•f Grass, and wo hail before us Sinclair's " Hortus Gramineus
Woburnensis," Zaccone'a " Plantes Fourragores," Curtis's
" British Grasso".," Parnell's " Grasses of liritain," Buckman's
" Meadow and Pasture Grasses," White's " Indigenous Grasses
ef Ireland," and Stillingfleet'a " English Grasses "—a tolerable
arroy of authorities

;

" And yet the eighth appears, bearing a glass
Wnich shows us many more,"

for H contains quotations from others of ven,- varied merit.
Yet this volume by Miss Pines is not anperfluoua, for it com-
bines much iufurmatiou well concentrated from other sntirces,
and a good compiler is more useful than a bad originator.
Miss Plues, however, acknowledges to some extent to whom
she is indebted

; but we hope when a second edition is required
Bbe will call her authorities by their right names. The work

is with forty-threo colonred portraits of Grasses, and more
than one hundred woodcnts of the species and their flowers

magnified. It is saitable to the end the authoress aims at—to
induce English ramblers to enltivate aeqaaintance with the
Grasses.

With that word—Grasses, what a narrow and erroneotw
association of ideas is nsually combined—the Poa annna on
our gravel walks—the carpeting of the lawn—the herbage of

our meadows and pastures, but nothing more. How mistaken
is this restriction most of our readers are aware; but soma
will be surprised to know that tho .SO feet Bamboos of India,

the Sugar Canes of the tropics, and the cereal plants of tho
world are all Grasses.

Tho laundress's starch, onr bread-stnffs, our sngars. onr
spirituous liquors, and our beer ; Panama hats, Leghorn bon-
nets, the Esparto sacks and mats of Spain, tho stouter papers
of China, the straw paper of England, the Kuskus fragrant

anointing oil of Hindostan, and many, many other snstainers

and comforts of life we owe to the (irasses. When we use tha
collective term " bread-stnlfs " we do not merely intend Wheat.
Kye, Barley, and Oats, but Kice, on which about three-fourths

of mankind exist ; JIaize, far more extensively cultivated than
Wheat ; the Paspalum exile, yielding the Hungry Kice ; vorions

Millets, the chief food of African negroes, and of some Earo-
peans and Asiatics ; and manna croup, prepared from the seeds
of Poa fluitans.

Nor are tho Grasses deficient in minor ntilities. Table-mats
are made of their flower-stems ; tho young shoots of Maize
are eaten as Asparagus ;

" .Job's Tears " are the seeds of Coil
lachryma, and are worn as beads ; the awns of the Feather
Grass are so ornamental as to be compared to the feathers of

the bird of paradise ; the various species of Anindo have dust-

ing brooms made of their panicles, and garden screens of their

stems ; fishing-rods are formed of the woody stem of Arando
donax ; Indian fans are made of the leaves and stems of Ana-
therum muricatum, and the Pampas and Ribbon Grasses adorn
our gardens.

" The Grasses," says Linnicus, " are the most general of

plants, constituting almost a sixth part of all the vegetables

on our globe, especially in open situations. They are the most
important of plants, especially as affording the chief sustenance

of animals who feed on vegetables. They furnish tho verdure

of our summers, and spread a carpet over our meadows. Their
leaves are not easily damaged, even by our walking over them ;

and though winter destroys their foliage, and the early spring
finds them dry and withered, they revive in a wonderful man-
ner from apparent death. How solicitously has the Author of

Nature protected these plants, by giving them such hard stems,
while they are perfecting their seed, that cattlo cannot readily

attack them in that state ! Then, on tho other hand, they are

so constituted that the more their herbage is cropped, or hardly
used, the better they thrive and extend themselves the mora
under ground. That they may be able to exist in almost every
situation, their narrow spiny leaves are purposely contrived to
insinuate themselves between other plants."

Such care for their preservation is an assurance of their
utility, and we might fill a large space with a bare detail of

more than we have already noted of their aids to mankind

;

we might dwell upon those, the roots of which are their special

value, such as those sustaining our horses in hot climates, and
binding down the otherwise fleeting sands of our coasts, and,
lastly, we might enlaige on their being the chief promoters of
the dews which refresh the earth, and the daily suppliers ot

oxygen—the vital air of man and all animals.

DRY-EARTH METHOD OF DEODORISATION
ON BARON ROTHSCHILD'S ESTATE.

fKead at the Leamington Sewage Congress, by Mr. James, of Ilaltoo,
Tring.)

I HAVE been requested to tell to this Congress the story of tho
Halton drainage, and I shall do it as shortly as possible, with
the firm belief that it will induce many of the noblemen and
gentlemen whose desire to benefit their neighbours has brought
them here to-day, to follow the example of Baron Rothschild

—

an example, as it seems to me, so calculated to confer equal
benelits upon the cottager and the proprietor.

The village of this country, when situate near tho mansion
of thu great proprietor, generally presents a most picturesque
appearance of neatness and comfort; but yon cannot help
uotieiug the email buildings dotted here and there through the
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gjttiena. They are the plague spots of the village ; few in com-
parison with the cottages, for the proprietor is unwilling to

multiply such centres of disease. They stand in situations of

indecent publicity, at a distance from the tenements, for both

cottagers and proprietors avoid encountering their foul exhala-

tions oftener than necessity obliges. But nobody has had the

faintest idea of the manner by which these hotbeds of fever

could be turned into pleasant places and sources of proht to

those who had hitherto experienced nothing but annoyance from
them.

This was much the condition of Halton some months ago. At
that time attention was called to the practice of the earth

method, through the writings of the Kev. Henry Moule, Vicar

of Fordington. Two closets were fitted and used with such
perfect success as to lead at once to its appl.cation in twenty-

five others ; still with such satisfactory results as to induce Sir

Anthony de Rothschild to make arrangements for using them
extensively in the adjoining village of Aston Clinton.

Many here are already well acquainted with the practice

of this method ; but for the benefit of the uninstrueted, I will

shortly say that IJ lb of dry earth is cast upon the soil and
urine, thoroughly and instantaneously deodorising the one, and
perfectly absorbing the other. At first, whilst the method was
being treated experimentally, the soil and earth were caught by
a metal vessel pushed under the seat from the back, which was
removed every morning, but it soon became apparent that this

was unnecessary. Cesspools of bricks are now substituted, to

be cleared out once in three months, or at longer intervals,

according to their size or the convenience of the tenant, with-

out the smallest offence to any one. It is then taken to the
earth shed and redried, to be again passed through the closet.

There is good evidence that this operation may be repeated six,

eight, or ten times with cumulative power of fertilisation, and
obvious economy of earth and transport. The earth whilst re-

drying, does not emit any unpleasant odour, even when sub-
jected to the fiercest summer heat. In winter it will be neces-
sary to carry on this operation by means of a small kiln ; one
large enough for the requirements of a thousanJ people may
be constructed for less than £20. The population to whose
wants the Halton establishment will attend numbers about
eight hundred, widely scattered through the villages of Halton,
Buckland, Weston, Turville, and Aston Clinton. It is calcu-

lated that the operation may be efficiently performed by a man
and boy, with the assistance of one horse and cart. The round
of all the closets will involve a journey of eight miles. The
same force employed in a town wuuld probably satisfy the re-

quirements of double such a population.

Those who wish to see the earth method adopted by the
cottagers without employing a man speciully to attend to it,

should have an opening made at the backs of the closets through
which they may throw a shovelful or two of dry unsifted earlh
each day, with the same practical result as that afforded by the
mere refined apparatus of Mr. Moule. I can speak to the fact

that the whole operation, from first to last, is carried through
without the least unpleasantness. One of its most valuable

results being that the offensive and conspicuous objects, to

which I have just alluded, may now be so arranged as to form
a portion of the house, without inflicting the smallest annoy-
ance on the tenant. The cottagers express themselves grateful

for this addition to their health and comfort. The village has
now no foul smells, nor are the ditches any longer filled with
liquid filth.

This is the result of a simple mixture of dry earth with
human soil, and which, if applied to towns, would not involve,

in any case, the necessity for baking excreta in a pie-dish, as

has been suggested by a noble correspondent of the Times. An
engineer has written to that journal to say that earth does
not deodorise human soil; but as I cannot disbelieve the
evidence of my own senses, I most positively affirm that it does,

not partially, but completelj' and instantaneously. There is no
reason, however, why any time should be consumed in dis-

cussing that part of the question, beciuse there is no man
within the four seas so poor as to be unable to make the experi-

ment and judge for himself at any time ; besides, you have the
nndeuiable testimony of the great Lawgiver, Moses, in his well-

known rule for the sanitai-y arrangement of Jewish camps.
(Deut. xxiii. 12, 14.)

There is, however, one great obstacle to the success of the
earth method movement, and I do not think it can be exagger-
ated. It is the difficulty of inducing the public to believe that

a system which requires no science to a|>pl.> it, and little capital

to work it, but which must, at the same time, yield a very con-

siderable profit and confer immense benefit on agriculture, call

really be worth trying ; and so I urge the noblemen and gentle-

men here present to-day to see it applied to the cottages over
which they have control ; whilst the cottagers will be grateful,

the safety of the proprietor will be ensured, for there in do
knowing when the fever generated in the village may strike a
deadly blow in the mansion of the rich. To the clergy I strongly

recommend its adoption in their schools ; it will imbue th»
scholars with ideas of decency and comfort, which they will not

fail to apply in after life. I earnestly entreat all classes to unite

in obtaining its general adoption throughout the land, and I

deliberately assert my belief, that whoever tries it honestly and
fairly will join with nie in recommending it to all bis neigh-

bours. One of our domestic animals afflicts us with abomi-
nations which we have all experienced, but give this crafty

creature free access to dry earth, in-doors or out, and it set«

mankind an example of thrift and cleanliness which it is stupid

not to follow ; for when the fruits of the earth, after satisfying

the wants of man, are returned to do for it at a small cost what
Peruvian guano does at vast expense, we shall have the water

unpoisoned and full of fish, with land of increasing fertility,

without fever; whilst the public will believe, as I believe now,

that no movement so fraught with benefit to the public health

has ever had place since the days of Jenner.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It does not seem to be generally known that the privileges

of the Fellows of the Eoyal Horticultural Society extend to a
free admission to the Great Exhibition which is to open at

Bury St. Edmunds on the IGth inst. All who become Fellows

of the Society before that date will be entitled to exercise this

privilege.

In addition to those named last week, the following

Floral and Horticultural Societies have announced their inten-

tion to hold exhibitions and meetings during the present

month :

—

July 4th Northampton Floral and Hort. Fete.

„ 5th Tunbridge Wells.

„ 9th, loth Leicester.

„ 13th Denny and Punipace, N-B.

„ 17th Newport ( Salop).

„ 16th to 19th Rojal Horticultural, Eorj St. Edmnnda.
„ 19th Leslie, N.B.

„ 30th Kojul Oxford.

WORK FOR. THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Let a plot of ground be trenched and highly manured forth-

with to receive a good breadth of Caulijlowers and Walcheren

BruccoU. Grange's Impregnated, if true, is also must valu-

able, as it is of a self-protecting character, and if planted with

the Cauliflowers it will form a complete succession. Attention

to plantiug the above will iusure a supply throughout Novem-
ber, December, and even January. Colcuorts, sow more of the

dwarf and compact kinds, also a pinch of Chervil and Com
Salad. Endive, sow a little every week in July. Herb-cuUing

must be attended to, choosing a perfectly dry day, and cutting

the moment the plants begin to blossom. Lettuce, gocjd breadths

oi Brown Cos may soon be sown, as it will not be liable to run.

Peaa, the crops of Knight's Marrows and British Queen should

be topped when at the top of their sticks; tbey will branch

out sideways if the ground has been thoroughly piepaied. Let

late Ptas have eveiy encouragement, esiecially by lliorough

sticking. Give plenty of water to Celery recently planted, and

pick off any leaves that may be seen niarUed with the fly_

The soil in which this crop is planted cannot be made too rich,

FEniT OAIIDEN.

Apple, Plum, and Cherry trees having crumpled foliage, from

being infested with aphis, should be ralher uut^pariugly short-

ened, and the removed portions burned. After the trees have

been gone over they should be syiiuged with gas liquur mixed

with eight or ten parts of water. This will destroy many
kinds of iuseots, but will take little or no effect upon the

American blight. Where this appears it will be necessary to

apply naptha with a small brush. The naptha distilled from

coal tar is the cheapest, and answers this purpose qiiile as well

as the more expensive kinds. The late rains have been favour-

able to the production of Strawberry-runners, and as soon as

a sufficient number have struck root for the purposes of forcing
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and the formation of new plantations, the fai-ther progress of

the rnnners ehnuld be stopped. Some Rood soil shoiild be pre-

pared for tlie reception of the plants as they become sufficientlv

tooted for beMinR-oiit. They will thus bo utroiig for final

planting out in autumn, and will bear well next siason. Cut
ofl the bloom from the latest Alpine Strawberries ; the flowers

after this period will be suflicient for the latcbt crop.

FLOWEK GAIIDEK.

Continue to clear away everything decaying, and to introduce
good plants from pots in the reserve ground. A good reserve
garden, if projicrly situated and systeraaticKllyp lanued and con-
ducted. Would ho one of the most useful plots of ground about
a garden. Such a valuable adjuuot would, however, require

the conitimt attendance of a man popscssing some little know-
ledge of tiowers. and therefore could not be curried out where
there is a deficiency of labour power. Jlecayed patches of

bulbs, which are retpiired to stand for early-spring tlowering.

may have Verbenas or other plants introiiuced fn m pots be-

tween them. Cuttings of Pansies should be planted out in

Buccession before the shoots are too much exhausted. Remove
from standard Roses aU suckers as they appear; likewise
ihorten bnek any over-luxuriant shoots, find bud choice kinds.

Beds that Imvp been tilled with early-blooming ani>nal.'<. itc,

shouM bo clemed off, and replanted with oUier tilings. The
plants raised from the first sowing of Biompton Stocks should
be pricked out in borders and pots, placing the latter in the
Bhade for a few days, and then exposing them to the influence
of the sun and air. Continue to put in pipings of Pinks. Ex-
tract deciived peta s from the pods in wliich the seed is form-
ing. Auricula nnd Polyanthus seed ought to be carefully cid-

lectod. It should be retained in the capsules til! tbe proper
season for sowing. Perhaps the best way of preserving it is

to tie the stems together in small bunches, insert them in
Hun paper bags, and suspend them in a dry, airy place.

prefer to strike them in good light soil in a frame, where they
can bo protected from heavy falls of rain or thunder showerg.
Polygalas, and similar hardwooded plants which have dona
blooming, should he pruned buck rather closely, and placed in
a cool bituation to start again.—W. Kjsane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.

OTSEKN-nOUSK AND CONSEBVATOrY.
Tliis should now be a perfect blaze of flowers. Balsams,

Cockscombs, HvdrangPrts, Gnrdenias, Fuchsias, &c., should
•onstitntp important objects of deco'ation at this season, inter-
mingled witb vnrious hardwooded plants, which are of course,
in-doors whilst in flower. The beautiful Japan Lilies are now
fast apprnncbing perfection. As they are succulent in growth,
never stint them of water, but keep them well and liberally
supplied. Tbe flower-stems should be properly staked, so as
to keep them witliin due bounds. Clerodendrons will enjoy
liquid munore constantly, with liberal shifts if not already
done. The Tree Violets should have the side shoots constantl.y
pinched off. Sollya heterophylla is a very useful pbmt, and
deserving a place in every greenhouse ; fixed to the tri His and
•onstnntly stopped, it forms a very ornamenlal shrub. The
Camellias out of doors to ho surfaced with fresh soil if they
reqnire it. Cinerr.rino, wliethcr seedlings or suckers, should
have regular attention, and those intended for autumn mui-t
be potted forward without delay. Fuchsias look best when
grown in the pyramidal shnpe; the drooping branches should
display a uniform appearance all around the idant, the outward

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Storing Water.— The bright sun and north winds np to the

end of the month tried tender crops very much, especially if
not long planted. AVo took the opportunity to dig every piece
of spare ground, so as to be ready for planting out more
winter stull as soon as there was likely to be a change, as now
so much time in waleiing would be required, and water itself
is becoming scarce with us. In ten days of such weather
the supply would be nearly exhausted. At the present time
we know of several instances where a bouse has been built and
gardens are being fmced, and tbe snpply of water is only now
beginning to be thought of. Where there is near at hand a
river, or even a rivulet that docs not dry up in summer, or
where water is known to be abundant at a few feet beneath the
surface, then it is excusable if the water question becomes one
of the last to be considered ; but it is very different when a
large household establishment and a fair-sized garden are to b«
supplied, and the latter, unlike a field that generally prodnoeB
only one crop in the season, has to carry many and siiccessional
crops in the same ground, and for which successions moisture
must be had, and when for the water wanted in both cases you
must depend on wlat can be obtained from some 500 feet below
the su) face, or what can he saved in ponds and tanks supplied
from the clouds.

It used to be an old axiom, that every house, he it cottage or
mansion, in ordinary years, had as much rain on its roof ag,
if saved up, would meet all the water wants of the inmates.
It is one of the good signs of the times that water is mora

]

plentifully used in lioufeholds than formerly, and therefore it

[

may be doubted if the axiom would now hold true, even were
;

tanks and reservoirs large enongh to hold nil tbe rain water,
which we believe is very seldom the case. We know that the
rain that falls on greenhouses, even if saved, will not be suffi-

,

cient for these houses if watering must bo resorted to all th«
year round. Water suitable for garden purposes might, how-
ever, generally be secured in plenty, were the rain which faUa

I in heavy thunderstorms, as it did" this year, alone on hard
gravel walks nnd courtyards, conveyed and stored up in a large
reservoir. With most of our walks this season, several times
covered 4 inches deep, the drains all full, and vaking away the
superfluous water as fast as they could, we could not hut think

' that in these several thunderstorms, besides what found its
way through the earth, there was enough fell on hard roads,
walks, i-c, to have supplied all the watering wanted for one
year, if not for two. Our tanks did not fill at all as we ex-
pected from these deluging rains, as the spouts could be no

yOTing shoots being secured to the main stem bv twisted bast '""''*' "'"" '^""' """^ ""^ water consequently poured over them.
in preference to the ol.l method of tying each bnincli to a sepa-
rate stick. Afford a free admission of air. shade from bright
annshine, and give liquid manure occasionally.

6T0TE.
Endeavour from this period to establiph rather a robust than

a_rapid growth in the mnjoiity of stove plants. Do this, and
give air most freely at all fitting opportiinilies. avoiding, how-
eyer, cold currents. Continue to keep Orchids in a growing
state actively at work, in ortJer to secure largo pseudo-bulbs,
for on this depends the flowering. When they only produce
fculhs weaker tlinn those of the preceding season there must be
something wrong, nnd they will, of course, flower much more
weakly, if at all. ?.fiiinlain a very humid atmosphere by copious
syringingfl, or whatever other means there mny be at command.
Plants which are coming into bloom should be removed into a
•ooler temperature, exposing them gradually.

riTS AND FUAMES.
Cnttingq of herbaceous plants should be put in unr'er hand-

fights in shady situations. Shift and stop ChrvsHnthemums,
applyiug manure to tbera occasionally. Shift" Balsams and
other tender annuals ; shade during the heat of the dav, and
sprinkle with water in the afternoon. All the cuttings "of Pe-
largoniums that can now be obtained should be put in ; (hey
will make fine strong plants for keeping over the winter. They
will succeed in a bed of light soil in the open ground, but we

It would perb.Tps be economical to have larger pipes and sponts
merely to meet these exceptional downpourings. Tbe simple
fact, however, remains that, whether from position or otherwise,
where water is scarce and large fertile gardens are wanted,
plenty of tanks and reservoirs to husband and preserve for nsa
the rain water, should bo calculated npon and considered aa
essentials for primary expenditure.
We sometimes hear quite enough about the expense of labour

in gardens, and tbe contrast is drawn between one garden and
another, though there be no similarity in the succession of
crops, and less similarity still as to the water supply. For
instance, we have three gardens, in many respects similar, in
our mind's eye. In one, for many years all the water that
could be obtained to houses, pits, and cropping, came throngh
a small brass tap in a corner, with a small wooden tub beneath
it, the tap conneeled with a pipe from a pond. As nothingbnt
tbe little tub could be placed beneath this tap, and as every
drop of water wanted had to be taken from thence, it need not
be wondered that but little was carried, and the first crops
were generally the only crops worth looking at, and, if a dry
summer set in early. Strawberries generally dried up instead
of swelling. We had several limes heard the little labour spent
on this garden talked about. We always thought there was
quite enough, and more than enough, for the produce.

In the second garden, in addition to snch a tap there was a
tank or two ; but the most of the water that was wanted out
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bt doors was received from this tap or jet, that emptied itBefl

into a good-sized reservoir, and tlierefore a man could fill his
pails or his water-barrow at once. Here watering to keep up
a good succession was a serious matter, and must of it had to
be done by dragging a water-barrel a hundred yards—a severe
undertaking, and making a man glad of other work when he
had half a day of it. In this case the single pipe was supplied
from a cistern, the water being raised by pump from a pond
that seldom failed. If the pond could have been thoroughly
depended on it would have been true economy to have raised
the cistern, furnished the garden with pipes and small reser-
voirs, and even with hose to screw on the tape, all of which
would soon have been paid out of the labour necessary in
dragging the heavy water-barrels.

In the third garden the water is supplied by ram from a
stream, which throws it into a cistern at a great height above
the level of the garden, and a good supply of pipes, with taps,
and a hose to screw on, enable a man to sprinkle water or
deluge the ground without any more labour than holding and
clenching the hose-distributor. Need there be any surprise
that, merely from there being Uttlo or no labour with the water-
barrel, this third place is well cultivated, and with less expense
for labour than the second ? Where water can be made to run
in pipes, a pipe and a reservoir, even without the screwed hose,
which is useless without a fall, would save a gi tat deal of water
earrying or wheeling. That this is not more done is entirely
owing to the first expense that would have to be incurred.
The old proverb is rung in one's ears, '• A penny saved is a
penny got," independently of facts that prove iiicontestably
that the saving of the penny is often followed by the losing the
worth of a shilling.

TanAs.—One little matter here is worth ventilating, and we
should be glad to have the opinion and asi-istance of those who
have had more experience than ourselves. Whatever commoner
and rougher reservoirs or ponds may be used for general pur-
poses, no plan is so effectual for storing rain or drain water as a
tank formed of brick, and the inner laj er at least laid in cement,
and a casing of cement placed all over it. If the reservoir is
large, the walls, instead of being perpendicular, should slope
outwards, iiaiu water is best for all garden purposes. It is
best, too, for this purpose when saved in tanks, if the tank is
open to the atmosphere

; it then always keeps its delightful
softness—if possible, becomes softer than when it came distilled
from the clouds. There are, however, some objections to these
open tanks. For instance, foreign matters will find their way
into the water, and despite a green carpeting of the putifving
Duckweed, the water will become stale and unpleasant to" the
sense of smell. Then, again, the cemented walls, at least until
thoroughly weatherproof, will be apt to be affected by severe
frosts m winter, and it is difiicult so to protect the walls as to
avoid doing anything to pollute the water afterwards; and,
lastly, the room thus wanted for a tank in and about a garden
would often be valuable for other purposes, and in some cases
if open it would be unpleasant, and might be dangerous if not
well secured from children.

_
Now, to obviate these objections, water as water, in moderate-

sized tanks maybe kept as well underground as exposed to
the air—in fact, in one sense better, because it would not be
lessened in quantity by evaporation

; but then the great draw-
back IS, that under all such circumstances it will become less
or more hard, whether the cement used be the darker Roman
or the hghter Portland, and that most likely from the chalk
or hme contained in both. Now, here is where the results
of practical experience would be most valuable. As far as our
limited observation and experience are concerned, we have
met with tanks so covered up, one at least so covered, and
never cleaned or opened for a quarter of a century, and the
water is always pure, clear, and delightfully soft, the clearness
being owing to the fact, that little soot or smoke from fires is
deposited upon the slates. In another tank underground when
Gie water remains in it for a few weeks it becomes so hard
that even laundresses cannot use it without an additional supply
ef ash ley, or the alkalies generally used to soften the water.
These may be judged as extreme cases. The causes of the
diflorence are almost as diverse as the persons from whom
they came. One lays stress on the water being conveyed in
zinc spouting and iron pipes, and not along lead-covered gutters.
A second lays the blame on the cement, says it is poor stuff
when compared with what it used to be, and now requires
scarcely any sand to be mixed with it. A third insists on
using none but the finest rough-washed sand with the cement,
from which every earthy particle is excluded—a matter of im-

portance certainly so far as the standing of the cement is con-
cerned ; and a fourth says, that in his experience Portland
cement is less likely to produce a hardness in the water than
Roman cement is. If we have an opinion ourselves, it would
have some reference to doing the work well, leaving the walls
quite smooth, and patiently waiting until successive supplies of
water had absorbed the properties on the outside that give
hardness to the water; but then, as if in contradiction of this,

we have heard of some cases in which in old-covered tanks sup-
phed with rain water, the water pumped from them is always
nearly as hard as if obtained from chalk or a limestone rock.
Would practical readers give us the benefit of their experience,
so that soft water may be obtained from underground tanks
either for household or garden use ?

Watering.—'J his has been confined chiefly to some Cauli-
flowers and Peas that we wished to continue productive as long
as possible, and to crops which we were obliged to plant out,
as our crop of Beet, having found in many years that no com-
mon netting would save it from the birds when just above the
ground. This we have been obliged to shade slightly with
evergreen branches, itc, and after watering when planting, as
it plants quite as well as Turnips, it had a slight surface sprink-
ling every day just to check evaporation and jirevent the leaves
drooping. There is plenty of moistuie in the ground for all

established plants as yet, and, therefore, for Peas and other
crops established the chief work has been to surface-stir the
ground nilh the hoe and light fork to prevent cracks and keep
the moistuie in ; and to promote the latter object we have
placed a layer of short grass from the lawn along each side of

the rows of Peas, and will do the same with other crops, as
Cauliflowers, if the present parching weather should last. This
will do little to arrest moist vapour rising from beneath to

supply the roots with moisture, and is in every respect better

than giving dribblets at the surtace, which only encourage
surface roots to be dried up by the fierce sun.

Celenj planted out had to be watered, and has had several

slight bpriuklings overhead just to refresh and prevent ex-

cessive evaporation until the roots were in good working order.

As our water has to he carried chiefly in water-barrels, anything
that will dispense with watering is an advantage to us, and
much expeiieuce leads us to the conclusion, that surface-Stir-

ling, mulching, and in fresh-planted subjects a mere spiinkling
over the foliuge ale often better than a deluging ftith water.

In the pleasure grounds and flower gaidens the same prin-

ciple is more rigidly applied as respects watering, as up to this

time it is important that the soil should become warm as well

as be moist enough. Watering has, therefore, chiefly been
confined to plants that were evidently beginning to suffer,

chiefly those of small size and freshly planted ; and to these

only as much was given as would moisten the soil around the
routs. Piovided there was plenty of moisture and yet there
was a tendency to droop from the want of reciprocal action

between routs and perspiring foliage, a little shade, or, what is

given more quickly, a slight dash over the foliage from the
syringe would be more useful than watering at the roots, and
it the surface of the ground is warm from the action of the
sun's rays, what water fulls on the ground is speedily raised in
agreeable vapour about the foliage of the plant so operated
upon.
The great rule in watering plants out of doors or in-doors is

to water so liberally as to reach all the fibres of the plants, and
then to wait until the plant needs a repetition of the supply.

There need be no difficulty with established plants. They
geneially indicate to those who tend them what they want, if

the cultivator will observe and seek for the information, in-

stead of treating them to the water-pail as a work of rueis

routine.

Fresh-turned-out plants, if they are moist enough at the
roots, and yet the foliage droops in a bright sun, will be more
benefited by arresting evaporation at the surface than by fresh

watering at the roots. Most people dread moistening a leaf in
sunshine, but out of doors especially. We have seldom, we
might say never, saw any bad effects from the practice. At any
rate, scarcity of water has taught us this—that the very free

use of water in general is not an unmixed advantage. Water-
ing may easily be overdone. We have several times been dis-

appointed at finding no such extraordinary results either in
kiichen or flower gardens where a frequent copious watering
from the hose was resorted to. It is a great advantage, how-
ever, to be able thus to water with little trouble when neces-
sary. In the flower garden as yet, with the exception referred

to, we have depended chiefly on surface-moving to secure the
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necessnry moistnro for the roots, with the exception of Calceo-

larias, which have hail a little watering at the rootfl. In other

departments the »oi k haa been the same as detailed in previous

weeks' notices.

—

K. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—.Tui.y ;?.

OOR innrkotiN cicoedinKly "nil "iipplii^il. wilh torrnil trnitH cnpccinlly

KO. lu cunneiiiH'irj<i iTicttK aru InWLT iiiul Imvo ti (lowiiwtird tuuiU-ncy.

ForoiCTl ]iroiliico iiiclmlert (iroiin (iixt^a Plums uml Hovoral othtT vnriotiea,

also a c>m»iJ.riililo quantitv o( lro«h Figs. OooU samples of PotatoOB

«nd Pcaa arc frouly offorud at lower rates.

Apples i slevo S 0to4
Apricots dor. 8 4
ChorrioH lb. G 1 G
CheKtniits bush.
CnrrantH J sieve 3 4

Black do. i

FlRS doz. » n fi

FUberls lb.

Cobs lb. !) in
Gooseberries . . quart 4 G
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. a G
Lornous 100 H 1:2

rnniT.
s. d. a. d

I

.
I

Melons each S
Nectarines doz. G

Oranges 100 8
Peacboa doz. 8
Pears (dessert) ..doz.

kitchen doz.

Pine Apples lb. 4

Plums i sieve

Quinces doz.
Kiispberrl.'S lb.

KtrawhoiTies lb.

d. s. d
0to5

10 U
14
21 n

7

8
2 II

Walnuts bush. 10 20

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, per lOU

ScarletKun.) sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Oaoliflowtr doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . buudlo

TEOETABLEa.
R. d. s. d I

3 to C
G GO

2

.H
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Atpi^ Tree in Piggerv-tard (A. ^.).—It is not unlikely that tbe
Apple tree will be destroyed in time by tbe saturation of tbe soil with the

uiiue and waRhinps of the dung; but it will not suffer so long us tbe
ground is not excessively charged with those matters.

Apter-usks of Pit employed fob CnTTiNos tFred).—You may put a
barrowful of hot dung under each hpbt, and cover it with 9 iuche'i of fresh

loam ;
pUnt under each licht a stronR Cucumber plant. You may, therefore,

grow Cucumhtrs. and bad it been tbouRbt of sooner you mifiht have had
a crop of aiilona. Tbe frame may also bo employed for strikinc cuttinf,':*

of such plants as Verbennt; for furnishing other cuttings in spring, which
should be put in early in August.

Removikg Balsam Bods {J. Bowlby).—To have the plants in lull

flower at the beginning of Aucjust tbe buds should not be pinched off

after this, but they may be thinned, which will increase the size of the
blooms left.

Melons not Setting (J County Cork Gardener).—We f- nr you have
neplecied to thin out tLie bhoots. so that they are much too close tofjetber,

and being thus deprived of light and air the blossoms do not open freely.

The watering should be in proportion to tbe growth, and excessive
vigour It seened by reducing the watering and giving abundance of air.

We presume yon have stopped the shoots and laterals, and also thinned
them. l>o it now if you have not, and tike out tbe point of each lateral

at ono joint above tlio fruit. If you do this and give air early in the
morning we thiuktbe fruit will set.

Early Peas Sown in August (Idem).—It you sow early Peas early In
August they may. if tbe season ba mild, come into beai-ing in November

;

but their produce would be better insured were they sown in the second
week in July, which we think quite late enough.
Names op Plants {B D i.— I. \diiiitum m icrophyllnm ; 2, Pteris cre^

tica ?l; 3, Adiantum capillu^-Venoris; 4, Aspidium f^leatum; 5, Aaple*
nium fliccidiim ; 6 Pteris; 7. Scolopendriun vulgnre ; 8 Lastrea dilatftta;

9, Atbyi'ium Filix-foemina ; 10, Lastrea Filis-maa ; ll.PolypodiauiTulgare;
12, Pteris s^rrulita; the sbiub is Leycesteria formosa. (W. F. R. and
J. D. D.).—Stflchya Ima+a. [B, T7.) —Cystopteris fragilis. {A Constant
Header, H.).—1, Rhus cotinus ; 2, Colutea arborescen:* ; 3, Pjtus inter-

medii (?| ; 4- SpirjBi filipeudula ; 5, Symphytum officinale. Ji. Q.).—
1, Philadelpbus cnnmarias; 2, Lonicera invulucrata; 3, Pergularia odo-
ratissima (A Constant Rea-ie.r).— i, Erigeron epecioaum; 5, Spiraea

chamn3drifo]ia; 1, Tradescaatia virginict ; we cannot name the garden
hyb id Rose^ {A Subscriber).—Boib the Willows are forms of Sallx

nigriuans, and t'le Peru is Cystppleris fragilis.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending July 2nd.

Date.
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trodaoed into this coanty from Woroeaterahire, Stuffordsliiro,

and Loioestersbire. We have also had a few from near New-
market, broJ by a gentleman of the name of Cobden. At

Bradford, llalifiix, and in their vicinitiea, no doubt the best

birds for exhibition purposea are produced ; but for the pit

there are mimy other localities where good birda are bred.

The late Karl of Moxborough h.id a breed of LUckbrcaated
Reds with wheat-coloured hens, but I believe the Duckwings
stood higher in hia favour. Numbers of these were bred and

fed in the vicinity of Halifax for the earl, by a man of the

name of Holdawoith.

—

Yorkshirk.

THE CLASHING OP EXHIBITIONS.
It ncoda little reflection on the part of auy one at all con-

Tersaut with poultry exhibitions to account for the occasional

partial succesa of a number of them. Under present arrange-

ments no other result could possible ensue, for bo lorg as two,

three, or in some cases even fourehows are beingheld simultane-

ously, neither first-rate specimena of poultry, a large attendance

of poultry amateurs as visitors, nor a selection of arbitrators to

award the society's prizes, can with any degree of certainty

be insured at any one of them. The well-doing of the whole

is affected, and not unfrequeutly have exhibitions from this

cause, and this alone, been entirely done away with. It is a

suicidal act, to say the best of it, for committeea to hazard

their success by an obstinate determination " to carry out their

individual show, whether others do so " (at the same time) " or

not ;" and we have known many grievous disappoiutmeuts, and
mnch loss of means, that every after-care could not make good,

thus to result, and society after society has inevitably fallen to

decay. This might with but little forethought be entirely

aToided, for if committees as soon aa the day was fixed would
give an early intimation of the date at which they propose to

hold their meetings, nothing less than a most discreditable

rivalry would cause other committees to appoint their respective

exhibitions on the days already selected, and the columns of

The Jodi-.nal of Horticcltuius are always open to the early

promulgation of the information above referred to.

Another great obstacle to general success is the practice of

many committees to leave the appointment of judges to the

last moment, that their names may not transpire before the

meeting. That benefit can in any case arise from this mode
of action seems to us exceedingly doubtful ; but this we know,
that in many instances to which we could refer, either the par-

Uea thus iuvited have been away from home at the moment,
or some family arrangement has prevented immediate accept-

ance when Ihey have been so unexpectedly requested to officiate.

In this difficulty, at the outset so easily provided against, the

telegraph is at once called into requisition, aometimes with
eaccess, but aa frequently with renewed disappointment; a

haphazard judge is obtained, and it is ea.sily appreciable that

uncertainty throughout is imminent. Managing committees
cannot do better than reflect on what we have tuua advined ; for

" to he forewarned is to be forearmed " against these difficultiea.

\morioa. The Birchen Grey colour often predominates OT«r
theRed in the Malays there, and almostalwaya in theBrahmat;
but when fonnd wild the red cocks and brown hcna prevail."

Thus we have an African origin for Malaya and Brahma«,
and, perhaps, Cochin-Chinas or Shanghaei also, aa well aa an
Asiatic origin ! Aa to their wild type in Atda, the Gullua gigan-

teua is undoubtedly that of the Malays, being thiok-combad,

and in colour like the reddish Malaya. Brahmaa and Cochins

iiiaij have descended through the Malaya from Gallua giganteus ;

l)ut aome deem the Partridge Cochins to have been the aonroo

from which their whole tribe have aprung. including Brahmas.
If Malays gave rise to the Brahmas, the pea-comha are easily

accounted for, though they would have descended through

the Cochins or Shanghaea. If the Brahma should be found

to bo the African bird, aa the Cochin is the Asiatic bird of

this tribe, any little difference between tbem which may eiist

would be easily recognised as coming from different continents

oiiginally.

I should have said in my last note on Brahmaa, that th«

Dorking cross would give too long winga to Brahmas. I have

not seen any Dorking-crossed Brahmaa at any of the exhi-

bitions I have visited.

If pea-combed Brahmas have any claim to a distinct orig^,

I think it will rather he aa African than aa Asiatic birds.

—

that the pea-combed are of African, and the single-combed ol

Asiatic origin—but it appeara they are much mixed with Malays

wherever found.

—

Trevor, oidbbwisk Newmarket.

BRAHMA POOTRAS PERHAPS OF AFRICAN AS
WELL AS ASIATIC ORIGIN.

I HAVE obtained a few further notes on Brahma Pootras

which may be interesting. Whether wholly correct or not,

they are certainly correct in part. " At Rio de .Iimeiro or St.

Sebastian, the capital of the empire of Brazil, there are many
Malays to be found, both of the Ked and Grey or rather Birchen

breeds. Birchen Brahmaa are also to be found in the environs

of this city without vulture hocks. (Shape of comb ia, how-
ever not given). Reddish brown and Partridge birda of the

Brahma type, as well aa tho.^e of a darkish cinnamon, are to

be found in this locality, though not so commonly as the

Malays."
"The writer of these notes inquired where both those brcei^s,

Malays and Brahmaa, came from originally, and was answered
that they were brought to 'Rio,' in the slavera and trading

yessela from the west cost of Africa, and a few from the Mozam-
bique country on the east coast of Africa ; that they both were

the common fowla of those coasts, and were to be found at

Sierra Leone as well, which ia a British possession, and that

the southern United States obtained both breeds in the same
manner, aa did the West Indian Islands. The ti>»la' being

thus imported into the Southern States of the Uoinn, will

account for their being also found in the Noitheru Stales of

BE\T3RLEY POULTRY EXHIBITION.
The tenth annnnl Exhibition in connection wi'h this Society took

place on June ^Gtli. The day throushont was most anspicions, and

the arrangements, niidcr the personal manasoT-cnt of the active Secre-

tary of the Show, left not a sinRle matter undone that the most

aniions proprietor of competing poiiltrr conld desire. The fact waa,

the Secretary-, Mr. Harry Adams, so well known amonij onr ponltry

amateurs, aided by his own Tioallrv man (Briloy), took the whol«

charge and management of the ponltry, ami thus withont a single

mistake or mishap everything was carried through to the most satis-

factory conclusion.

It is a matter of pleasure to as to record, that never has there beea

a case brought under onr notice in which a show thronghont has been

held where all the pons have been so oicollent ; and we can with pet-

feet confidence nssnre onr readers that, with the exception of the Gr«y

Dorl-inrin. there was not a class that could have been selected at

Beverley that wnnld not have done honoar even to the largest of OUT

poultry e-xhibitionr,. It is a diffirnlty to assign nny reason why there

should have been this vear so CTcnt a falling-oCT in this one particnlar

class, as the Grey Dorlcinss at Beverley have heretofore been one of

the most conspicuons breeds rejiresonted. This year, however, the

deterioration was so sad. that had not the Committee most genoronaly

determined that " every prize on the schedule should be given," to

keep perfect faith with exhibitors, no doubt a portion at lesst of the

Grey Dorking premiums would have been withheld altogether. The

Game classes were such as are very rarely equalled : in fact, all tho

great guns amonj Game breeders seemed to have reserved their best

pens of Game birds for the Beverley Show. Mr. .Tas. Fletcher, of

Stoneclongh. took the silver cup for the best pen of Game (Any variety)

exhibited, with a Black Red cock, that was the admiration of every

one, supported bj a beautiful Brown Rod, takinc second pri!:e also in

the same class. The conditio of these birds wus perfection itself,

and proved beyond <inestinn the great attention (hat must have been

bestowed nponthem in their general management. Mr. S. Matthew,

of Stowmarket, was also represented by several wonderfully eood pens

of Game fowls, and the united opinion of all Game breeders present

was that, the best Black Red hen over eThibited was tho property of this

gentleman in pen C. Whether viewed for brood purposes or for exhi-

bition we must certainly give most nneqnivocal support to this general

opinion, Tho Duclrwi'nes were especially good, and mostly very troo

to feather, Spanish fowls were well shown ; hut many of tho best

pens were suffering from too freqnent exhibition. It should be borne

in mind by owners, that Spanish f.iwls appear far more Fusceptible of

injury from this cause than most, other varieties of ponltry. Coclant

were "shown that have rarely been excelled, the Partridge-coloared

ones beini the rccirients of the principal prize—a silver cup. In

Jlamhui-qlis Mr. Beldon earned all before him. taking the first prizes

in all four varieties, consequently ineritably sccnrinT the silver Ham-

bnrqh cnp, thonih a great deal of time was wasted in the final deter-

mination of this cup preminm. from the fact of the whole four pans

beins of extraordinary excellence, and of course nnVnown to the

.Judge as being the property of one single exhibitor. Polish, thongji

few. were very good.

Wo now come to Game Pnvtrrmn. of which the disptny wasnnnsaally

good. We regret to have to record a piece of decc) tion revealed in

Ihisclnss thatroncn discovered, bronght down immedinledisqnalificatioa

on undoublcitlv hv far the best jien exhibited. In rase of a quickly

judged show it is more than probable the discovery would not hare
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mfltied, as the matter was carried ont with a practical cftrefnlneBfl that

vodIH elude any bat the verr cloBCst inspection of the Jodpe, by
koDdling oat of the pen. The principal tail feather of the cock had
I>een stitched together very ariistioolly elope to the roots of the featheorB,

and so neatly as to cause not any inconTt-nience or expression of dis-

comfort to the bird itself \Fhilst vie^vcd in the pen. Onr readers may
form a very ready conception of this unpleasant affair, from a jocose

remark of "a bystander, that "this rock must have surely belonged to

a Venetian blind manufacturer." It did not, however, but was the

property of Mr. Crosaland, of Wakefield. It is really a matter worthy

of coueideration, whether the lustre of former succefises is not mate-

rially dimmed bv the tarnish of such an exposition ; independently of

the acknowledp;ed fact that not only, if fairly fhown. would this pen of

C^^mc Bantams have won first prize in their own class, but in evtry

probability the silver cup as well for the best pen of Bantams exhi-

bited. Even as it was, the same owner took first prize with another

very excellent pen in the same class, quite outstripping all other com-

petitors. Some very truly bred Cochin Bantams were the cnp-winners,

ft'nd both White and Black Bantams were pood and in capital feather.

Mandarins, Carolinas, and Pintail Dvrls were to be seen in first-

pate breeJinp plumage, which is a very remarkable circumstance ao

late in the season.

The I'if/eon classes were of the biphest character, and the show of

German Toys was most unprecedented. A pen of the real American
Passenper Piteous were public favourites, but their unceasing efforts

for liberty detracted much from the pleasure of inspection.

As before noted, the day being so very fine, the attendance was
nnasually good.

GAsre (Black-breasted or other Reiisl.—Firrit. S. Mntthew. Stowmarket.
Second. J. Fletcher, Mnnchester. Highly Commeud^d. H. M. .Tnlian,

Full ; J. Fletcher ; S. Matthew ; J. Barrow, Kendal ; J. Watson, Kuares-
borough.
Any oTHRit Vaptety.—FirPt, S. Jlfitthcw. Pecond, J. Fletcher. Highly

Commended, W. Boyes, Beverley; J. Fletcher; Eev. W. J. Mellor, Col-

wick Rectorv, Notts.
Game Cock—First, Cup and Second, J. Fletcher. Highly Commended,

S. Matthew; E. Ackroyd, Bradford ; J. Barrow. Kendnl: C. W. Brierlcy,

Middlctin ; Rev. A. G. Brooke, Rnyton ; C. Challoner, Whitwell, Chester-

field. Commended, B- Fopttr. Bevcrlev.
SPANien.—First nnd Cup. J. Thresh. Bradford. Second. E. Jones,

Bristol. Hiffhly Commended. Messrs. Birch & Boulter, fihetfield ; J. W.
Cannon, Bradford. Commended, .T. Marchnnt, Rjilifax.

DoKKiNGS —First nnd Cap, H. Lingwood, Xeedham Market. Second,
J. W. Harrisnn, Ppnlding.
CocniTJ-CniNA (Cinnnmon or Buffi.—First, R. White. Sheffield. Second,

C. W. Brierlev. Highlv Commended, W. A. Taylor, Manchester; H.
Mapplebeck: Mrs. R. White, Sheffield; H. Linpwood; Messrs. Gunson
and Jeff-^rson, Whitehaven ; G. Shimpton, Leighton Buzzard, Beds; H.
Beldon, Binpley.
CociiiN-CniNA fAnv other vnrietvl —First and Cup, E. Tudmnn, Whti-

church. Second, Rev. W. J. Melln'r. Highly Commended, J. Stephens,

Walsall ; C. W. Brierlev : J. W. H.irrison.

HAMBUROHsGold-spnnfrledK—First and Cup, H. Beldnn. Pecond, J.

White. Wakefield. Highly Commended, Messrs. '5. & R. Ashton. Mottram.
CJiesbire ; J. Walker, Knaresborough. Commended, Meesrs. Birch and
Bonlter.
Hameurghs (Silver spinsled).—First. H. Eeldon. Second, A. K.Wood.

HlRbly Commended, J. Wnlkpr ; J. FielrliuR

HAMBrnr.ns (Gold-pencilled).-First, H. "eldnn. Pecond, T. Wrigley,

Tonp, Middleton. Hitrhlv Commended. S. Smith, Halifax.

Hahbdrghs (Silver-pencilled).— First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

Skipton.
PoLisn.—First. H. Beldon. Srcond. Mies E. Proctor, Hull.

Polish (Anv other varietv).—First. R. Loft. Woodmr\nspy Second. Col.

Stuart WortleV. London. Highly Commended, Rev. G. Hustler, Stilling-

fleet, York; J.' W. Hflrrison-

Oahe Bantams.— First, E. Crosslnnd. Wakefield. Second, Rev. W. J.

Mellor. Highly Commended, J. R. Robinson. Commended, W. Mabon,
Jedbursh.
Baktams (Auy other vnriety).—First, H Beldon. Second, W. A.Taylor.

Highly Commended. T. Harr'ison; J. R. Jesflop.

Game Baktam Cock.—First, J. Fletcher. Second, E. Crossland. Highly
Commended. C. W. Brierlev.

DccKs ' Aylesburyl. - First, E. Leech. Rochdale. Second. Messrs. Bow-
man & Ferman, Whitehiven. Hichly Commended. .J. W. Harrison, Spald-

ing. Commended, J W. Harrison ; O. A. Young. Driffield.

Ducks (Rouen).-First. E. Leech. Second. J W. Hai-ripon.

Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Second, T. C.Harrison, Hull.

Highly Commended, J. W. Harrison.

PIGEONS.
CARnTER.—Cort—First, J. Hawlpy. Bingley. Pecond. .f. Thackray,

York. Third, J. Firth, Dewsbury. Hicbly Commended, R. H. Artindale,

Llvei-pool; J. Hawlev ; R. Bellamy. Leven ; H. Yardley. Birminyham;
R. Fulton, Dcptford; E. Brown; C. Eulpin. Commended. J. F>rth, Dews-
hnry. H^tk— First, R. Fulton. Second, E. Horner, Hfirev.ood, Leedsi.

Third. J. Hfiwlev. Highly Commended. J. Thacltrav; .T Firth, jnn.; T.

C. & E Ntwl-itt," Epworth, Bnwtry ; H. Yardley : R. Fulton ; J. W. Hairi-

fion; C Bulpin. Commended, R. Bellamy; J. Firth, jun.; H. Yardley;

J. W. Harrison.
Pouter.—Cocfc.—First. C. Cowburn, Leeds. Second, R. Fulton. Third,

W. Watson, Beverley. Highly Commended, J. Th.TcUray ; 0. Cowburn;
il. Brown, Sheffield. Cummeuded, J. Hawley; C. Bulpin. JT.'n.— First,

E. E. M. Royds, Poehdnle. Second. J. Hawley. Third, R. Fulton. Highly
Commended. J. Key, Beverley; C. Cowburn; T. C. & E. Newbitt; E.

Ptilton: C. Bulpin.
TcuBLERs (Almondl.—First, F. Kev. Second, C. Cowburn. Third. J.

Ford. Hii-hly Commended, J. Ford ; J. Thackray ; H. Yardley
; J. Field-

ing ; R. Fulton.
Tumblers (Any other variety^—First. R. Fulton. Second, J. Hawley.

Third, J. Ford. *Hichlv Commended, J. Hawlev; J. Thacliray; C. Cow-
bum ; C. Lythe, Cottiugham. Commended, J. Thaclu-ay : T. Statters,

Barbs.—First and Second. J. Thackmy, Third, E. Homer, Harewood'
HiRhly Commflnded;H.Ta!*dlevi R Pulton. Commended, E. Brown-
Owls.—First, R. Fulton* S«cond«nd Third, J. Fieldinfi;. Highly Com-

mended, S. Ypxdley; C. RiUpin-
FANTArLK."—First, T. Ellrin^on, Woodmanser. Fecond. J. Hawley-

Third, C CuKsons. Hlshly Cotaraended, H. YardVy ; T. C. & E. Newbitt

;

J. W. Edge, Birmingham. Commended, H. Yardlev.
Jacobinh.—First, E. Horner. .Second and Third. J. Thompson, Bingley,
Trumpeters. — First, E. Homer. Second, C. Bulpin. Third, iJ-.

Yardley.
TURBIT8.—First. J. Marshall, Driffield. Second, C. Bulpin. lliird, J,

Thompson. Higlily Commcndfid, U. Patterson, Melrose ; U. Yardley.
NUNH. - Firnt, J. Mnrsbnll. Driffield. Second, C. Bulpin. Third, J.

Thompson. Highly Commended. Rev. A. G. Brooke.
DRAOONB.—First, E. Taylor, Newland. Second, J. Hawley. Thirds

E. E. M. Royds. Highly c'ommended, J Thompson ; C. Cowburn; J. W.
Edge. Commended, H. Yardley; E. E. M. Royds.
Any other VARiKTY.--Fir8t. F. Broemel. Second, C. Bulpin. Third,

J. W. Thompson. Highly Commended, J. Thackray; H. Yardley: T,
Statters; E. E. M Royds; H. Yardley; R. Fulton; J. R. Jessop; F,
Broemel. Commended, J, Thackray; F. Broemel

Selli.ng Class.— First, F. Broecoel. Second, H. Yardley. Third, .J.

W. Thompson. Highly Coqamended, J. Hawley ; R. Bellamy ; H. Yardley ;

E. E. M. Royds. Commended, J. Hawley ; J. Thompson ; F. BroemeL
CANARIES.

Belgian.—First, G. Grant, Beverley. Second, J. Kelty, Beverley.
Belgian (Marked).— First, J. Wood, Beverley. Second, P. Tritschler,

Beverley.
Any othivR Varietv.-First nnd Second, G. Grnnt.
Nest of Young Canaries (clear).—First, J. Downs, Beverley. Second,

G. Grant.
Nest op Young Canaries (marked).—First, J. Burton, York. Second,

J. Downes. Beverley.
Mole.—First, G. Grant. Second,.!. Cfimpey, Beverley.
Redcap.—First, J. Kelty. Second, J. Campey.

Edward Hewitt. Esq., of Birmingham, judf^ed the poultry; and
Dr. Boulton, of Beverley, fulfilled the same duties in tho classes for

Pigeons.

rOULTRY SHOW AT BRIGHTON.
Tms is an age of shows, aud we are not sore that poultry did not

inaugurate them as the events of yearly occurrence at tho same place.

It is more than twenty years ago that one was held at tho Zoological

Gardens, aud tbey have gone on ever tince ; but in twenty years a
new generation springs up. and brings its new ideas into the manage-
ment. In some cases dogs and horses lend their attractions. In others,

as at Salisbury and Brighton, the fine arts are enlisted. Pictures,

articles of vertu, manufactures, all thint^s, are exhibited at the same
time. It answers the purpose of filling the town, and those who are

especially fond of only these attractions, being on the spot, visit all.

At these county meetings machinery plays a great part, and the ex-

hibition is no longer confined to mere ploughs, harrows, scarifiers,

winnowing and horse mowing machines, turaip-cutters, and so on

;

objrtu dc hurr, in the way of fireplaces, garden seats, are in great

variety, and lately we have seen statuettes, aud figures in bronze.

The ( round at Brighton was happily chosen, and much of the in-

ternal arrangement of the Koyal Agricultural Society of England was
profitably copied.

The old Dorhinf/s were very good, and many of them very heavy, -

the first-prize birds of Dr. Campbell were highly meritorious, and in

marvellous condition, if the time of year be considered. Cliickena

were also good, but there was in the prize pen an indication of gouty

feet. As we published the names of the successful last week, we shall

only now advert to those birds that demand especial notice. The
"White Dorkings were all good, but weak in numbera. Game mado
amends. The Brown Keds were capital, so were several pens of Black

Beds. Tlie other class of Game showed a rarity in three pens of

Blues. iSpnmsh were very good, both in numbers and quality. The
hens showed best, as many of the cocks showed with disfigured combs

from the last long winter. Adult Cochina showed badly ; they wera

outnumbered by the Chicken class, and by the Whites. Brahma.

Pootras were good in every respect, and the competition was close.

The birds shown by the Marchioness of Bath were vei^ good. There

were excellent fianibimihs in all classes, the Pencilled being better

than the Spangled. The roUinds were excellent, and good enough to

win against much greater competition. The Game i>a'i(am5 far out-

numbered and outweighed their Sebright brethren. The Duck-wings

were very good, and there were excellent Piles.

Aylesbury aud Eonen Ducks were not ramcroas. Geese were ex-

cellent. In the Variety class of Ducks, there were Muscovy, Buenos

Ayrean, Blue, Grey, and Mandarin. The 7'urlrys were perfect, the

first-prize in weight, the second in colour. We hardly ever saw birds

so beautiful as the Marchioness of Bath's ; they were sold immediately. .

rif/cons were excellent in most classes. Carriers showed largely.

Tumblers were so equal in merit it was difficult to adjudicate. Jaco-

bins. Fautails, Owls, Trumpeters, Barbs, and Archangels all perfect.

In the Distinct varieties, a most excellent pair of Pigeons called Ice

Pigeons were much noticed. We should like to know how they gained

the name.
The Judges were H. Loder, Esq., Tho High Beeches, Crawloy ;

and

Mr. Baily, of Mount Street, London.

Tomtits* Nests ix an Inverted Flower-pot.—It may be

worth wIiUq letting those among your readers who may be
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intereeted in the habits of birds know the following ourioua

ease :—The gardener had loft in a newly-eown-out bed a nine-

inch pot turned upside down. Lilting it one morning he found

3 inches of moss below it, in which two tomtits' uesta were

embedded—one containing only one egg, the other nine ; to

which, however, a tenth hag since been added. The parent bird

has sinco been sittinR on the whole ten eggs. She has an access

only through the drainage-hole of the pot, which measures

exactly 1 inch in diameter. In at that hole (.he, or rather

they, must have taken all the moss. It will be interesting to

find how she will get her young ones out through tho hole.

—

O. S. A., Ayrshire.

AN IMPROVED PAYNES ni\Ti.

I WAR much pleased to see in the Journal of May '2nd an

article on Ligurians in Ireland, showing that tho sharp little

foreigners are being domesticated 90 near home, and also up-

holding tliat superiority over their black ueighbcurs, claimed

by their tirst importer into IJritain, our master in apiculture,

the " DnvoNsirii'.K 15ke-keki'EK," to whom we owe an everlast-

ing debt of gratitude for his valuable oontribuliona to " our

.Journal " on a subject which particularly interests all who
keep bees.

I have long been thinking of introilucine the Ligurian bee

into my apiary, but have been deterred by the reasons men-
tioned by " Hgirin." Those objections have, ho stales, been

removed" by Mr. Woodbury. I fear that, having what is con-

sidered here a large apiary and a populous ueiplibourhood (in

bees), I should find it dillioult, if indeed possible, after going

to the expense and trouble, t" keep the strain pure, as the

Ligurians cross so readily. There are, doubtless, many who
could, if they would, throw light on the subject, were they to

surmount tljfir bashfulness to rush into print, and which
deprives us of many valuable hints which might be learned

from their failure or success.

When recovering from an illness I altempteJ hive-making,

and finding straw the only material I could manage (though

none can compare with the bar-autl-frnme), I fiiucied I suc-

ceeded in milking an improved form of Payne's hive, after this

fashion :—Tho roof is made separate fiom tho body of the

hive, and can he raised or fastened down.
The lower part, or body of the hive, has
a crown-board of pine pressed down,
which keeps tho straw circular. There
are three hoops formed of briars, tied

with fine wire at the joinings, on the out-

side, and one hoop ou tho lower part in

side ; these keep tho straw in its plao,.

and save stitching, which is at best but

tedious work. The straw is upright, hard.

and firm. The advantages in favour of

this plan are easilj' seen : the straw of

the roof being straight down, throws off

the wet better than the old plan of adome
roof ; the body has tho same advantage.

The straw being quite unbroken, not
being crushed or bent, it must form
a far better non-conductor of heat or cold than whtn the straw
in bruised, so the temperature must be more equable and ven-
tilation more perfect. The hive, too, must be ranch more
durable than (he old form, as the wet will not lodge about the
stitches, where tlie old hives fail first. The roof is stitched
with split briars, and the top bound round with tho same ; the
binding is painted with a mixture of ochre, resin, and oil ; alno
the ends of the straw of the body of the hive, as well as the
hoops. The whole looks much neater than the old cottage
hive, and needs no cap or hackle, the roof being perfectly
waterproof.

Tills is a very backward season. I have no swarms as yet,
and there i.' little prospect of a good honey-hnrvfst. I siiall

think myself fortunate if I can carry siifely through withnut
having to feed up to weight in September next, or loifeit the
title of

—

Bee Fbicnd.

THE HONEY HARVEST IN SOMERSETSHIRE.
My apiary is in a very poor way this year, owing to the miser-

able spring and late summer. I have not had a single swarm
or fi^n of cue jet (end of June). I have not sten a drone
out, nor a single cell sealed up with honey—-in fact, my bees
have been and are living from hand to mouth. Two hives

died of starration in the middle of May, although I was feed-
ing them, and two others almost followed their fate, and ara
very weakly still. There seems to be no honey even now in the
dowers. Altogether, so far, this promises to be the worst bee
year in my pretty long experience, not excepting 18C1.—B. Sc 'W,

LIGURIANS IN .JERSEY.
At the recent show of the Jersey Itoyal llortioultura] Society,

some Ligurians were exhibited under glass in juxtaposition
with the common black bee, and, being the first of this beauti-
ful variety of hive bee which have been seen in this island, they
attracted much attention. We extract the following particulars
from the printed description which was laid ou tho table with
the bees.

" ToK LioCRi.vN (Apis ligustica), on Yellow It.vliax Alt
Bee.—This beautiful variety of bee is a native of the Alps.
The merit of introducing it to EuKland is due to Mr. Wood-
bury, the eminent " DEvoNsiiiiiE Bke-keei-eii," who obtained
it from Monsieur 11. C. Uermann, of Switzerland, on the I'Jth

of July, 1859, since which time it has become known both far
and wide.

" Their superiority over tho black bee consists in—that they
are less sensitive to cold ; that their queens are more prolific

;

they swarm earlier and more frequently ; they are abundant
honey collectors ; and are more courageous and active in self-

defence.
" Mr. Tidey, of Manor Cottage, Noirmont, obtained a stock

of those bees direct from the apiary of Mr. Woodbury, and they
arrived in Jersey on tho "iOlh of June, 18G(), in tho most perfect
order, and headed (Mr. Woodbury assured him), by a jierfeotly

pure and beautiful queen ; and her majesty has begun the sea-
sun by issuing ou the let of last Juno witli tho largest swarm
Mr. Tidey has ever witnessed. This was followed on the 9th
by a second swarm, to all appearance equally large. These
t«o natural swarms Mr. Tidey has secured in Woodbury bar-
frame hives ; ho therefore trusts they are now safely established
in tho Island."

QUEEN'S EXCURSIONS.
I NOTICKD in one of my hives to-day at 2 r.M. tho qneen came

out, and took a flight for about two minutes, and came back
again. The bees that were upon the alighting-board seemed
amazed at it, but upon her return were delighted, and followed
her in, fanniug with delight. What seemed strange to me, it

was the queen of a swarm that I hived la'<t iSaturduy—a first

swarm—aud they have been working well since they were
hived, aud commenced carrying pollen the day afterwards. Is
the above an uncommon occurrence ?•

I may also state that the young queen, impregnated by the
Ligurian drone last season at the distance of five miles, is doing
well, and throning out good-marked bees.

—

South LiAKCAsmaE
Bee-keeper.

[We have no doubt that the queen was a young one, and that
her flights have been continued. The old queen is sometimes
deposed, and the first swarm issues under a jouug queen.
Tours is very probably a case in point.]

ACCLIMATISATION AT THE ANTIPODES.
I AM indebted to Mr. Edward Wilson, tho original BrcsidGnt

of tho Acclimalisation Society of Yiutoriu, tor a copy of the
fifth annual report of the proceeding of this, probably the
most prosperous, and certainly the most valuable of all the
assooiations which have been formed for the purpose of accli-

matising, in different countries, useful plauts and animals not
originally indigenous to or which had not been before intro-

duced into the country or colony which is the bcene of the
Society's labours.

The Report states that the great achievement of the Society
during the past year has been the introduction of a flock of

ninety-three Aug..ra goals, which there is every prospect of

speedily establishing in the country, as, since the arrival of the

flock, its increase has been sixty, whilst only two have died.

The average weight of the fleece of these guats is about 4 lbs.,

and as the niaiUet price is generally Is. a-pound higher than
good shetps' wool, the value can readily bo calculated. The
demand for the wool is practically unlimited, so that no fears

need be entertained of over-stocking the moiket. Some wool
^horu from tho goats, whiuh have been for some years at the

Royal Paik, was sent to England by the Council, to Messrs.
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Titns Salt & Sons. This firm moat liberally had it made np
into cloth without any charge, and returned it. It has been
exhibited in the Intercolonial Exhibition, where it has been
nniverBally admired. These animals are, therefore, in a utili-

tarian point of Tiew most valuable, whilst the beauty of the

fleece at the same time renders them most pleasing objects to

the eye. That they are hardy is sufficiently proved by the fact,

that out of ninety-five shipped in London, ninety-three were
landed in Australia after an unusually severe and lengthened
voyage of 120 days.

The Council congratulate the subscribers upon the complete
success of the salmon experiment. The "Lincolnshire," with

a shipment of ova on board, arrived out on the 1st of May,
1864, when a large proportion of the salmon and salmon trout

ova was found to be alive. The delicate task of trausshipping

the ova having been successfully performed under the super-

intendence of Mr. W. Kamsbottom, who had come over from
Hobart Town specially for the purpose, the hatching in Tas-

mania resulted in COOO salmon and 1000 salmon trout. The
galmon which were hatched two years and a half since have
gone down to the sea, and their return was looked for when the

report was written. Since that date, however, so many have
been seen by various trustworthy witnesses, including Mr.
Eamsbottom himself, ascending the river Derwent, in Tas-

mania, that their complete naturalisation is placed beyond the
Bbadow of a doubt.

The brown trout, also, having now spawned, and fry having
been hatched from the ova, their acclimatisation may also be
looked upon as having been successfully accomplished.
Two very interesting experiments were made by Mr. Youl at

the time he sent out the last shipment of ova. In the ice- bin

in which the ova were deposited was placed a bos, containing
cocoons of the Ailanthus silkworm, and some fruit trees and
heather. Upon arrival the cocoons were placed in charge of

Professor McCoy, and one of them produced a living moth six

months afterwards. The others on being opened were found
to have died in France, and never to have assumed the pupa
state in the cocoon, so that the voyage had no connection with

their death. The trees and heather arrived in as perfect a
state as it they had only just been lifted from the nursery.

The importance of this experiment can hardly be over-esti-

mated, showing as it does that all the vegetable world of

northern Kurope is placed at the disposal of Australia.

During the past year twenty-two Axis deer have been sent lo

Longerenong, on the Wimmera, where they have been liberated

in company with thirteen others already in the possession of

Mr. Samuel Wilsou. The intention in selecting this spot is,

that the Grampians may become stocked with this beautiful

species of deer.

With respect to the future, the Council announces its in-

tention to pay special atteutic»n to the Angora goat, and to the

Ostrich, and that since the date of the report four very fine

Ostriches have been received.

In conclusion, the Council refers to the more prominent
results of the Society's labours during the past five years, and
which are thus summed up :

—

" The gardens at the Royal Park have been formed entirely

by the Society, and this of itself has cost a large proportion

both of the Goverument grant and also of the private sub-

scriptions of the members.
"Deer of the Axis, Hog, Sambur, and Fallow species have

been set free in such numbers as to warrant the belief that they

are fairly established in a wild state in the country ; whilst a

few of the Manilla, Formosa, and Bura.^ingha species are being
kept at the Royal Park until there are sufficient of thtm to

render it advisable to turn them loose.
" Several English, Cape, and Indian pheasants have been

set free on Phillip Island, as well as English and Ceylon par-

tridges ; Californian, Chinese, and Tasmauian quail, &c.
" The great success which has attended the introduction of

the hare has been previously referred to.

" In a country swaiming as this is with insect life, it was
one of the early objects of the Society to introduce biids that

would enable the gardeners and farmers to cope with this pest.

The house and tree sparrow and the chaffinch fiom Eugland,
the sparrow from China, and the mynahs from India, are now
completely established, and have been found to be most effec-

tive in destroying caterpillars and other insects. The Council
has received several letters from farmers and gardeners, giving
oonolufive proof of the great value of these insectivorous birds.

When these birds and their congeners have had time to spread,

it may be confidently expected that seme of the greatest draw-

backs to successful farming in this country v;ill disappear.
The acclimatisation of the English thrush and skylark may
also be looked on as accomplished.

" With fish the Society has been very successful. To th«
salmon, salmon-trout, and brown-trout, it is needless to refer

further. The Society has also introduced the Ceylon perch,
the English roach and tench, and now, thanks to Mr. Morton
Allport, of Hobart Town, a warm friend of acclimatisation,

the English perch."
It is pleasing to learn that the great services of Mr. Edward

Wilsou, the former President of the Society, but who is now
resident in England, have been gracefully acknowledged by the
Acclimatisation Society of France, which has presented him
with its gold medal as having used the greatest efforts in the
cause of acclimatisation. His success in transporting the Li-

gurian bee from my apiary to Australia may piobably yet dwell
in the recollection of the readers of " our Journal."—A Devon-
BHIBE BeE-KEEPEK.

Importation or Eggs. —The imports of eggs into the United
Kingdom appear to be still extending, having amounted in the
four months ending April 30th this year to 142,220,760, as

compared with 140,188,560 in the corresponding period of 1866,
and 107,821 440 in the corresponding period of 1865. In April
alone the prodigious number of 58,731,480 eggs was imported.
The progress of our egg imports has been extraordinary of late

years, the number imported in 1866 having been 438,878,880,
as compared with 304,013,280 in 18(55 ; 335,298,240 in 1864

;

266,929,680 in 1803 ; 232,321,200 in 1862 ; 203.313,360 in 1861

;

167,695,400 in 1860; 148,631,000 in 1859 ; 134,685,000 in 1858;
and 126,818,000 in 1857.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Preventing Hens Sitting {R. T. Yaxletf).—Jf you refer to our Number

published on the 13th of June, you will gee a suggestion bow to induce a
ben to abandon her sitting propensity.

Dorkings at thk Brighton Show.—Mr. F. Parlett. Leatbercnts
Lodge, Great Baddow, near Chelmsford, has written to U9 that the se-

cond prize for old birdB was awarded to him, and not to Mr. Clift.

Food for Yocng Turkeys .( Forest Hill, E S.).—After your pouUa are
hntched keep the hen iu confinement. If allowed to bo at liberty she
will drag her unfortunate ofifspring through dew and rain till none
remains. If she starts with a dozen, she is quite content if she brings
home two. Nothing is better to put her under than on empty china crate.
It affords room for the poults to be fed, and protects Ihem from other
poultry. Curd, and bread and milli, and boiled eggs chopped fine ara
excellent things at first. They may be continued as changes afterwards,
but the staple food should be oats, pe.is, and beans ground up tugether,
Bliiked with milk, and mixed with onion tops chopped very fine.

Ducks at Brighton Show.—The first prize for Rouen Ducks was take^
by " H. Dowsett," not " Deusett."

Pigeons Diseased C'arricrj.—We fear your Pigeons ure suffering from
the disease called "going light." It seems to resemble the atrophy of

the human subject. Try pellets of cod-liver oil aud flour, complettly
change their food, and add a little henipseed. Put anything into their

loft you can think of which Piu'eons like, such as salt, chnlk, muitar,
growing lettuce and cress, &c. If possible, change their hnbitntion, as a
place becomes contagious, or at any rale remove the birds for a few
days to some sunny abode while you limewash and cleanse their loft

thoroughly.

Camphor in Water Fountain (K,)-—The qunntity of, camphor in the
fountain for chickens is immaterial. AVe put a lump about the size of a
walnut into a two-quart fountain.

Bees Deserting their Hive (R. Beilby).~The denth of the queen at
ft time when they are unable to supply her Iops, is the usual cause of beeg
dwindling awiiy. or deserting their hive. Nearly the eame effects may,
however, sometimes bo produced by foul brood; but in these cnststhe
foul and fetid condition of the combs renders the cause sufficientlj

apparent.

Breaking up a Hive (W. B. E., Co. Du&Wn).—Tweniy-one days after

the ibsue of the f^rst swarm is the best time for driving the bees out of a
hive and a]'i-'ropri>itiug its conttnts, which will then be foui d to be
nnaily free fiom brood. Our correspondent informs us that swarms in
Ireland have this season been very late.

Prepaying J. F. C).—It is quite certnin that you hflve been unfairly
treated—as we have not heard the other party we use a mild term—but it

is also certain that you acted indiscreetly, if the dig had died or been
stohn after yon pind you would not have befn nble to have recovered
^onr money. We should proceed against the vendor without delay, and
without any fjrbearanoe.

_ POULTRY MARKET.—JuiT 3. _ _
Ocr supply increases. The time is arrived when we may expect an

d s.d
too

influx of yuung poultry,
s

Liirgft Fowls 3
Snelier do 2
Chickens 1
Goslings 6
Ducklings 2
FieeoDS

a. s.
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has been secured, the next consideration is, how and where to

grow them to the best advantage. As to soil, any that can be

described by that most uiulescriptive of all known words, loam,

will grow them to perfection, provided it be deep, well drained,

and well manured. If a number of them be intended to be

grown together as a collection, the ground should be trenched

2J feet deep in autumn or early in winter, working in plenty of

good cowdung, or if that is not procurable, the oldest Cucum-
ber-bed will do instead. In trenching throw it up ridge-and-

furrow fashion, so that as much surface as possible may be

exposed to the action of frost and air. Pick out no stones that

do not actually interfere with the free use of the spade ; for

there can be no doubt but that many really good gardeners

greatly sin against themselves in this small matter when pre-

paring ground for crops of nearly every sort.

In March, if dry, level the ground, and prepare for planting-

out by making pils 15 inches deep ; the distance between each,

as well as between the rows, being regulated by the scarcity or

otherwise of ground. Mix up as much leaf mould, rotten dung,

and sand as will afford a couple of spadefuls to each pit. The
plants if not in pots ought to be lifted with as good balls as

possible, and carefully planted, giving, if necessary, one good
watering, and then mulch.ng over with dungjust rotten enough
to keep it from being blown about. In a short time the flower-

stems will begin to rise, when the stakes must be placed, and
secondary shoots removed as they appear

;
pinch off likewise

all laterals from the flower-stems whenever they show them-
selves ; keep them well tied up, watering copiously when needed,

and noble spikes of flower will more than repay all the little

care and labour expended upon them.
When their beauty is past, cut them over, and dig or fork-in

a little good manure, and in frost mulch over with half-rotten

leaves and litter, drawing it well round the neck of each plant
;

but for small collections it is much better, if accommodation
can be had, to lift and pot, or pack in cold frames over

winter.

As to the use of Ilollyhocks in tastefully-arranged flower

gardens one error should be particularly guarded against, and
that is. using them to e.xcess. They, as well as any other con-

spicuous ornaments when oft repeated, lose half their charms,

and fail to educe any feelings other than those of monotony and
weariness ; but when planted in irregular groups, or when, half-

hid, they shoot up singly hero and there amid dark-leaved

shrubs or tall graceful plants, then, although " only Holly-

hocks," they have an effect richer and more gorgeous than that

produced by many other more expensive plants.

—

Atkshiee
Gardenee.

CLASSIFICATION OF PELAP.GONIUMS.
I OBSERVE that at page 441 of the last volume of The Journal

OF HoKTicDLTUBE you divide the group of Zonal or Horseshoe
Pelargoniums into four sections or classes. I should also be

inclined to divide them into four sections, but I would slightly

differ from you in my mode of doing so, and perhaps you will

allow me to lay my views upon the subject before your readers.

My arrangement would be simply as follows:—Glass 1st, Green
Zonal Pelargoniums ; Class 2nd, Golden Zonal ditto ; Class 3rd,

Golden Variegated Pelargoniums ; Class 4th, Silver Variegated

ditto.

Class 1st, Green Zonals, to comprise all the green-leaved

horseshoe varieties, and also the few sorts which do not show

a distinct zone, such as Tom Thumb, Christine, &c. ;
but, their

number being so small, it would not be desirable to separate

them from the more numerous varieties which very properly

give their name to the class.

"With regard to the Nosegay sorts, if it should be considered

desirable to separate tbem from the green-leaved Zonals, their

flowers afford a ready and accurate means of doing so.

Class Sud. Gokleu Zonals.—This class embraces all the

varieties sometimes called " Bronzes," " Bronze and Gold,"
" Golden Bicolors," &c., such as Beauty of Oulton, Mrs. Long-
field, &e., having a yellow, or, rather, a pale green ground

colour and a brown zone. Some writers upon this subject

appear inclined to cla.^s these varieties as Variegated Pelargo-

niums, and this is certainly quite a new idea. If it is ad-

mitted to be correct, then all varieties of the Green Zonal

class which exhibit the horseshoe mark are equally entitled

to be considered as such ; and if this be conceded, it will

certainly upset all the preconceived ideas which most people

have formed as to what constitutes a Variegated Pelargo-

nium.

For my own part, I am still inclined to think that a yellow
or white margin is indispensable to a variegated leaf, or say,

a parti.il or entire absence of colouring matter from some part

of the leaf-surface. Tbe zone of the Pelargonium is not this,

but is rather something added to the leaf ; whereas variegation

is something abstracted or taken away from it. In short, the

one is coloration and the other is variegation, essentially and
entirely distinct from each other.

Class 3rd would, of course, include all the golden or yellow-

margined varieties irrespective of zones, from Golden Chain to

Lady Cullum, &o.

Class 4th would also include all the silver-margined or silver-

variegated sorts, such as Flower of the Day, Bijou, Italia

Unita, itc. ; and I would at once discard all such terms as

Bicolor, Tricolor, Versicolor, Sic, as only tending to lead to

complication and confusion.—P. Gbieve.

VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS AT THE BUEY
ST. EDMUNDS SHOW.

I AM unable to enter into this question so thoroughly as I

could wish at present, and can add but little to what I have
already advanced in a contemporary, where I had already done
all that Mr. Wills suggests at page 441.

In the main I agree with him as to the meaning that should

be attached to the word " variegated. It is no new rendering

by me, as my friends know that I have always contended fur

the comprehensive acceptation of the word. I am not yet con-

vinced that there is any physiological or botanical reason for

limiting the term to yellow and white ; and even it there were,

such facts hardly touch the question. The prize was not offered

from a botanical but a popular point of view. The subscribers

to the County cup left the matter of the prizes iu my hands.

My object iu suggesting this prize was to bring all the varie-

gated Pelargoniums that were worth seeing to Bury, so that

local and distant competitors might honourably contend for the

mastery. I had no idea that any attempt would be made to

limit the competition on botanical or any other technical

grounds. Had any hint of this been given, I would at once

have protested against it, and thrown the prize open for every
" painted leaf of whatever colour."

I am glad that you agree with me that the word as it stands

in the prize schedule is comprehensive enough to include all.

That is the solid ground I take. It was designed to be so.

Had even the word " zonal" been used it would have excluded

many that ought to be included.

I cannot enter into the merits of your proposed classification.

It may be as correct and convenient, or more so, than others;

and for trade and bedding-out or scientific purposes, such clas-

sifications may be desirable and necessary, but for competitive

objects most classifications would be worse than useless. What
practical gardeners want, and the great public outside of us

care to know, is not the best in any one class, but the best of

all for decorative purposes. If these or any other sharply

defined lines are laid down, Jurors would expend their skill in

wrangling over disputed points of classification rather than in

the concentration of their whole strength in truly assessing

comparative merit. Hence, while it may be desirable at times

to determine the best iu any distinct class, at a great show
Hke that of the Royal Horticultural Society at Bury it is infinitely

more important to let all classes contend with each other on
equal terms, and to see that the best wins. For this object

we must have a general term for the entire class. We find

such a term in the plain, common sense, grammatical mean-
ing of the word " variegated ;" and it is those who wish to

limit its application who are advocating the change, and not

we who find it exactly expresses our meaning.
Neither do tbe objections to comprehension amount to much.

It seems that some exhibitors have accepted the word in its

limited sense, and have prepared their plants accordingly.

Well, then, this objection is balanced thus, that other exhibitors

have understood the word comprehensively, and have prepared

their plants accordingly. Each exhibitor has done his best to

enrich the Bury Show, and the question that now presses

urgently for solution is. Shall all or only a portion of those

exhibitors be permitted to show?
While promising to bow to the decision of the Council of the

Royal Horticultural Society, I yet desire to state most em-
phatically that I am strongly in favour of throwing the prizes

in the whole of these classes open to all comers. Thus only

can the victors obtain their full reward, or the vanquished own
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themselves hononrably beaten, the Show be enriched as anti-

cipated, or the public be perfectly Batisfied.—D. T. Fisn, Hard-
wicke, Bunj St. Ediimnds.

MERITS OF THE SPIR;EAS.
There ii now and then Bomothing Buid in " our Journal "

about border flowers, and I think something more miglit be

said about some or all of them. At all events I will venture

to call attention to one genus of them, seeiii(» that they do not

occupy the position I could wish in the shrubbery and her-

baceous borders— I mean the Spirocas.

First take one of the shrubby species for an example— Spinra
ariipfolia. As a single specimen well gnuvn in the shrubbery
or any open space, with its light and giaceful plumes, when in

bloom I know of uo plant more beautiful. It ia worth any
amount of care, and deserves a place in all shrubberies. Then
there are Spiraea bella, S. Douglasii, S. salicifolia, S. grandi-

tlora, S. lanceolata, and others—all deserving of more extensive

cultivation.

Of the herbaceous species, Spirrea arunous.with its beautiful

creamy white, feather-like plumes, is a meet companion indeed

for S. ariirfolia. In my opinion Spirnm aruncus is one of the

most graceful border plants that I have seen. Besides, there

are venusta, lobata, ulmaria, and others that might be named.
Last—not the least favoured—is Spira>a filipendnla, a British

plant though it be, for it is worthy of a place in the herbaceous
border, along with its compeer, S. filipendnla flore-pleno.

Prior wrote of this family, and so would I

—

" Peiiceful and lowly in tlieir n.itive soil,

They ncitlier know to spin, nor cnre to toil

;

Yft with confess'd mftt?uifi''''"'^c deride
The vile ftttirc jind impotence of pride."

—JI. H., Acklam Hall, Middlcshorough-on-Tces.

FRUIT-THINNING.
" It ia always a troubled anxious period, that of fruit-thin-

ning—a time to be lived through as one best can, but not

enjoyed," said Mrs. Stephen Taylor, of Rose Hurst ; but, then,

Mrs. Taylor has little interest in the growth of fruit under
glass, and always regards her husband's suggestions or expla-

nations to his gardener or bits of gossiping to herself as com-
plainings, and is very thankful that " the season can come but

once in the year." She does not understand " why there should

be so much talk and such a fuss about fruit thinning inside
;

the Gooseberries, Currants, and Apples are left to thin

themselves or go undone, and they are much more useful, as

well as wholesome, to say nothing about the cost."

Of course, Mr. Stephen retaliates, and will have it "that the

little blackcaps thin the bushes sometimes too much for us ;

and that there is sore to be a north-east wind come in with a

vengeance when the Apples are about the si;^e of nuts, and

shake them down, so that Nature does lier thinning in a whole-

sale manner ; but, then, we cannot allow blackcaps or north-

east winds in our orchard-houses or vineries."

Poor Mrs. Stephen had the misfortune to marry into a large

family, all proud of their fruit-growing, and what makes matters

worse, they live near, and are always visiting each other, and
comparing notes ; and their conversation, pleasant enough
to themselves, sounds to the lady like the words of an un-

known language. Brother Matthew says, " If she would cut

an eye from a cane, and grow it, and fruit it, the dead words
would come to have life ; and she might do so easily enough, see-

ing she has no babies to nurse." But Mrs. Stephen thinks she

has plenty of the trouble without entering the lists. Why,
only last Kaster Monday, when they went to brother Jeremiah's

to dine, ho carved so slowly, that the lamb became cold and
stiff, telling about the number of his Peach blooms, " as if it

mattered." And even when they were all ready for the return

home, they would have a light, .and go in and see if the bloom
was really setting on the Peach trees, nnd if the Vines had
started in good order ; and brother Jeremiah carried the lamp
all on the slope, as men usually do, until the oil, not very

fragrant, dropped about. Nor was that all, for Mrs. Stephen
said she bore away among her skirts more species of living

insects than she knew to have existed.

And then it is very tiresome going over to brother Matthew's
farm, for he is always talking about "my Vines and mv drapes;"
'* such promising bloom, such compact, properly thinned-out

bunches." He makes long speeches, and declares " that any man

who can save a couple of hundred pounds may sit under his own
Vine, and eat the fruit thereof, and is quite sore it would pay
good interest; his does at least, better than his railway stockat

present." And he ifl sure to say all this when brother Watson
is there, and his vinery cost more than £200, ami pays no
interest any way, though it has been up more than (our years.

He might have had a few bunches of Black Hamburgha the

year before if lie had not fidlowed brother Stephen's advice,

and cut away his fruit until what was left on the canea looked

like Beans strung on slender threads, and hung down in a
weary drooping manner until the weak threads broke or dried

up, and the berries (ell away. Mrs. Stephen is " quite sure

that all her husband understands about the matter is to eat

the fruit and pay his bills."

Yet, by theory, Mr. Stephen is a great thinner—never says

to his gardener, "There, you have done enough." Mr. Mat-
thew says " that his brother Stephen's bunches are always

thin, and loose, and lanky, falling about on the dish when
gathered as if they possessed some watery element, and were

seeking their level." He prides himself upon his own bunches

keeping their proper shape, sitting upon a plate or dish in

a correct manner, not ashamed of their appearance." Mr.
Matthew is a great worker ; but, then, he is large of limb, and
strong of muscle, and he puts his heart as well as his hands into

his work; his house is well built and well ventilated, and
stands on a warm soil in an open airy situation. Mr. Watson
says that that is more than half the battle, for his house is

on low land, near to a river, and close upon a neighbour's

plantation ; so close, indeed, that the trees not only shelter

but shade, the heavy branches of a Sycamore sweeping right

over his little lean-to vinery, and every gust of wind shaking

about the myriads of green flies that crowd the under sides

of the leaves. Then, too, the leaves choke up his back ven-

tilators, keeping out the fresh air, and making perpetual

lines and shadows, such wavings to and fro in his vinery

that it is unpleasant to bo there. Nor is that all, they

keep out the sunshine, so that the walls and floor grow damp
and green, and when he complains, his obliging neighbour

says, "Cut them. Cut them by all means if they trespass on
your property ; they have no business, only let my side of the

fence slune." So Mr. Watson cuts away in a half-do fashion

;

for, afraid of taking too much, he takes too little, and ends

with doing no good to himself, and no harm to his neighbour's

trees.
" There is one comfort, at any rate, Watson," says brother

Matthew, "yon will not have much superfluous fruit to cut

away; your thinning-time will be short. I hope you will not

have to do like Jeremiah, buy tobacco-rag instead of tobacco.

I cannot imagine however .Jeremiah has patience to grow

Cherries and Plums in pots. Why, the heaviest crop I ever

saw on one tree would just do for our Sunday dessert ;" but,

then, Mr. Matthew had seven olive branches and a wife, and
his brother lived alone. Then, too, tastes differ, for Mr. Jere-

miah would rather have a good ripe Peach than anything in

the world ; and Mr. Matthew, even at the risk of offending his

brother, often declares " Peaches are no better than a mealy
Potato or a good Swede Turnip."

When the long days of May and June come then the thin-

ning fever reaches its height, and Mrs. Stephen Taylor says it is

dreadful living at Rose Hurst, for each brother wants to have

all the Vines done after the manner of his own, and is quite

sure they will be ruined if they are not. Though the ruin

never comes, yet she fancies it lessens the necessary confidence

every Vine grower should have in the plan he has adopted.

Then the brothers at their frequent meetings at Rose Hurst,

which is a halfway house, argue nnd dispute over their

wine. Mr. Stephen pnffa away at his pipe, Mr. Matthew
makes long speeches—so long that he is constantly having to

relight his cigar, Mr. Watson sits and listens, as befits a

yonnger brother, and Mr. Jeremiah thinks "it does not matter

much what way Vines are grown, for it appears to him as if

the Vine very 'much resembles corn, in that it will grow in

various ways" under very different circum>tances. It is like

the church on the hill, many paths lead up to it, it is not

necessary all should journey by one ; some chose the fields,

others the back-lanes, and some the dusty highway ; and it is

all one if they are there before the bells cease to ring."

After this there is silence for a long lime. Mr. Matthew
gets his cigar on the full go, and Mr. Stei hen takes the oppor-

tunity to refill his pipe, thrusting itdown hard, and then, push-

ing the decanter close to his brother, says, " There, Jeremiah,

after that you will do with another glass."
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But Mr. Jeremiah's eloquent speeches did not put an end to

the disputation. It was carried on even more vrarmly than
Jjetore ; if it was given up for a time, it was only to be taken

up again with renewed vigour ; and then Mrs. Stephen said

her brother Matthew would sit for hours under their Vines,

and beg Mr. Stephen not to have his bunches so much spoiled

as in the year before ; and then the gardener would laugh and
say, " Lor bless you, sir, I shall take out pecks yet ; I am not

like Mr. Meredith, of Garston (" I should think not," said Mr.
Matthew in an under tone), I do not care for big, heavy bunches

;

a pound is enough for any one bunch to weigh, unless you wish

to show, and so sacrifice a Vine to the doubtful honour. When
I lived at the Priory we used to cut out bushels." "More's
the shame, wasting good fruit," replied Mr. Matthew, " let me
have a bunch round and firm as a boulder, and weighing as

much as I can get it, rather than soft, and loose, and long, like

yours, Stephen. You thin the best away." " It is bad for the

Vine," replies Mr. Stephen. " That is all nonsense, just an old

theory. Gardeners are like sheep, fond of going one way ; then
it is easier to work in an old groove than to carve out a new
one; and you do not suppose, Stephen, that all is found out
that might bo even about fruit-thinning."

Then Mr. Matthew would go home to his Eose Villa and thin
his bunches a little more than he had intended, and Mr. Stephen
would say, " There, Andrew, I would leave them a little firmer

than last year, I think we did too much at them ;" and Mr.
Jeremiah would smile and say, " his Plums and Peaches gave
him very little trouble ;" and Mr. Watson would sigh and say
" his Vines gave him less, for he had no fruit to thin."

And so after the storm there came peace, at least for a

time.

—

Maud.

EOYAL HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
[The following report, which did not arrive in time for publication

iast week, supplies faller details respecting the subjects exhibited than
that which appeared last week.]
Floeal Committee, Juli/ %uL—This Meetiiig, held on the day of

the National Rose Show, was well sujjplied with novelties, many of

thtni of first-rate merit. Mr. Hodges, gardener to E. "Wright, Esq.,

received a special certificate lor a small collection of superb cut
Orchids. The spikes of Phalsnopsis and Acrides were most exquisite.

Mr. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road, exhibited one of the best Gloxinias yet
seen ; it was called Rose d'Anionr, and had a white ground with bright
rosy carmine shading. A first-class certificate was awarded it. Mr.
J. Mundell, gardener to J. C. Cnnliifc, Esq., Croydon, was awarded a
special certificate for a well-grown specimen of Liliuui auratnm, witli

a dozen fiowers. hut sadly disfigured by travelling. Messrs. Lee,
Hammersmith, sent a large-leaded plant of upright gi'owth, under the
name of Pledera catalpa-folia, but which is said not to be hardy.

Me3.srs. E. G. Henderson were awarded a special ceiiificate for a
Ijioap of new plants, which were tastefully arranged on the grass near
the conservatoiy. Among them there was a dwarf Lobelia, called

pumila elegaus, which, from its compact habit and fi'ee tioweiing, re-

ceived a first-class certificate. Messrs. Henderson also sent a pretty
group of Tricolored Zonal Pelargoniums. Lady Sheffield was selected

on account of its neat foliage and colouring for a first-class cei-tificatc.

A special certificate was voted for thi* whole beautiful gi'oup, in which
were Mrs. Preston, Model Outline. Mrs. A. Henderson, and Reticu-
iatum pulchellum, of which the leaves have a green ground spotted all

over with yellow.

Messrs. A'eitch sent a most beautiful collection of new and rare

plants. Among them were ilm following :—Phajus species, which re-

ceived a first-class certificate ; Begonia Veitchii. a most exquisite

crimson flower, decidedly the flower of the Exhibition—first-class cer-

tificate
; Gloxinia Madame de Smet, first-class certificate ; Gloxinia

Vlaanderen, first-class certificate ; Gloxinia Topaz ; Gloxinia Rose et

Cochinelle ; Croton moximum, with fine broad conspicuously variegated
foliage—first-class certificate; Croton iuterruptum, first-class cex'ti-

ficate ; and Croton irregulare, first-class certificate. These plants
were truly beautiful. Abutilon Tliompsonii, with variegated marbled
foliage, also shown by Messrs. Veitch, received a second-class certifi-

cate, and Dracffina Moorei one of the first-class. Other plauts from
the same firm were Adiautum conciuuum lutnm, Aralia organa, Taxus
fastigiata aureo-variegata, which had been exhibited often before, and
Selaginella Poiilteri, a seedling, with very fine wiry foliage, and quite
distinct. It was awarded a first-class ceriiticatc. Mr. Andersou, Meadow
Bank, near Glasgow, seut a collection of cut Orchids, to which a
special certificate was awarded, and Mr. J. Mann, nurserymen, Brent-
wood, had a lil<e award for an interesting collection of seedling Zon;il
Pelargoniums, many of them yearlings of some promise. Among
them were Tricolor" Staudard Bearer. Tricolor Mrs. Kingscote, Tri-
color Lady Stanley, Satellite, The Bride. Prince of Wales, very good

;

Lizzie, Beauty, Sulphurea elegaus, very distinct and promising ; and
Startler, a very good scarlet fiower, but not equal to Lord Derby, nor
better than Clipper, Dr. Lindley, and others.

G. F. "Wilson, Esq., received a fiist-class certificate for a magnificent

specimen of Lilinm longiflomm, grown in a large box ; the flowers

were unusually fine. Mr. William Paul, W^altham Cross, sent spikes

of two very good seedling Phloxes, qnite distinct in the centre marking.
Their names were Beautiful, with a purple centre, and Conqueror, pale
crimson ; both received first-class certificates. Mr. Walker, Enfield,

sent a seedling British Fern. From Mr. C. Tunier came a basket of

the new seedling Rose, Miss Ingram, of a pale silvery pink tinge, fine

form and substance, a decidedly good and useful Rose. A first-class

certificate was awarded it. Mr. Richards, gardener to Lord Londes-
borough, exhibited a very fine specimen of Vanda teres, which de-

sen-ediy received a special certificate. From Mr. Keeler, gardener to

B. Hartley, Esq., Biackheath, came seedling Lobelia White Perfec-
tion. Mr. R. Edwards it Son, Nottingham, sent a collection of new
forms of British Ferns, some of them very distinct and good, and
which consisted of Scolopendrium vulgare Edwardsii—first-class cer-

tificate
; ScolopeniUium depauperatum ; Athyrium Filix-fu?mina Footii

—first-class certificate ; Athyrium Filix-fcemina tasselatum, Polysti-

chum angulare grandidensPadleyii, Polystichum diversilobum Padleyii
—first-class certificate ; Lastrea Filix-mas Moorei; Athyrium Filix-

fcemina Edwardsii—first-class certificate. The last had very neat and
pretty fronds much crumpled, something like those of the Parsley
Feiii. Mr. G. Macintosh, Hammersmith, exhibited seedling Nosegay
Pelargonium Crimson Iving and Nosegay Princess Man,' ; Mr. W.
Sims, gardener to E. Dawson, Esq., seedling Zonal Pelargonium
Salmon King ; Messrs. Ivery, Dorking, a collection of cat spikes of

very handsomely spotted Digitalis in various shades of colour ; and
Mr. T. Laxton, Stamford, three seedling Roses : Beauty of Stamford,
of a bright rose colour ; Annie Laxton, vei-y similar to the former ; and
Empress of India, a dark maroon. These seedlings required both
form and substance.

From Mr. G. Smith, Horusey Road, came seedling Nosegay Pelar-

gonium Grand Duke, with a very large truss of bright crimson scarlet

fiowers. This was considered a very promising variety, but was not
exhibited iu good condition ; it certainly surpasses Le Grande, a seed-

ling by the same grower. Mr. Wills, Huntroyde Park, seut a collec-

tion of that peculiar section, the Bronze or Yellow-leaved Zonal Pelar-

goniums, containing some good plauts, but they were not entered to

come before the Committee. A special certificate was awarded them.
Mr. Bull exhibited a collection of. Lilium auratum iu flower, from
small bulbs, for which a special certificate was awarded. Mr. Jabez
Chater, Gonville Nursery, Cambridge, exhibited some very curious

Zonal Pelargoniums, and among them an Ivy-leaved yellow Tricolor;

also Diamond, a Versicolor ; Goldfinch, Shakespear, In Memoriam,
with a peculiarly dark-zoned leaf having a deep green ground colour ;

Ignis fatuuR, a Tricolor ; Silver Versicolor Mr. J. J. Chater, Golden
Bicolor pallida, very distinct and promising ; and Nil Desperandam,
with a well-defined zone, extremely narrow, and nearly on the edge of

the leaf. The plants appeared to he nearly all yearlings of some
promise. Mr. Chater also sent seedling Dianthus hybridus, Chater's

New White, veiy pretty, but not difi'ering from Marie Pare j alao

Gaillardia aristata splendeus.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOAV.—July 3bd.

AlthotTtH last week a brief no^ce was given of some of the sub-

jects exhibited, this Show was much too important to bo dismissed
without some remarks in continuation.

Among collections of Stove and Greenhouse plants iu flower, the

most remakable was one from Messrs. Cole, Withington, Manchester,
in which were tine examples of Ixora coccinea, Dracophyllum gracile,

Allamandas, and Xalosauthes, together with Dipladenia amabilis,

covered with Inrge bright rosy-crimson flowers. Collections likewise

came from Messrs. Lee, Rhodes, Williams, and Baxendine ; also, from
Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell ; Mr. Kemp, gardener to Earl
Percy ; Mr. Donald, gardener to J. G. Barclay, Esq. ; Mr. J. Wheeler,
gardener to J. Philpott, Esq. ; Mr. Wilkie ; Mr. Wheeler, gardener to

Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart. ; and Mr. Ward, gardener to F. Wilkins, Esq.
Plants with ornamental foliage were numerously shown, and among

them were tine specimens of Alocasia Lowii, the Croton angnsti-

folium noticed last week, Anthurium acaule. Palms, Yuccas, and
Cordylines. They were contributed by Messrs. Williams, Lee, Burley,

and Glendinuing among nurserymen : and among amateurs by Mr.
Fairbairn, Syon ; Mr. Taylor, gardener to J. Yates, Esq., Highgate

;

Mr. Peed ; Mr. Young, gardener to W. Stone, Esq., M.P.
Of Ferns, fine collections of exotic kinds were contributed by Mr.

Hill, gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq. ; Mr. Taylor ; Mr. Carr, gardener

to P. L. Hinds, Esq. ; Mr. Y'oung ; and Mr. Williams. British sorta

came from Messrs. Ivery, of Dorking ; Messrs. Edwards, Nuthall ; and
Mr. Carr. A tinst-class certificate was awarded to Messrs. Edwards for

Polystichum angulare divisilobum Padleyii ; and second-class certifi-

cates for Scolopendrium vulgare ciistatum nanum, and S. vulgare muri-

catum tenue. Mr. Williams had first-class certificates for four varie-

ties of Athyrium Filix-fcemina Frizelli», called respectively cristatum,

ramosum, glomeratum, and glomeratum ramosnm. Messrs. Ivery re-

ceived a first-class certificate for Lastrea Filix-max cristata Iveryana;

and one of the second class for Asplenium germanicum auomalum.
Heaths were shown in iine bloom by Messrs. Rhodes, Peed, and

Ward. Messrs. Cole, Lee, Williams, Wheeler, and Kemp also fumiahed
good gi'oups.

Of Pelargoniums, Mr. Fraser, Mr. Nye, Mr. Ward, and Mr, Wiggins
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contributed fiuo groiijs, and Faory kinds cftme from Messrs. Fraser,

Donald, and Todmau. Among Scarlet Zonal I'clargouiuma, Mr.

Ward exhibited a beautiful prouiJ in which, besides the splendid speci-

men of Rose Rend'*.tlor, noticed last week, were fine examples of The
Clipper, scarlet ; IV[. Ucndatler, salmon ; Louis Koon<;ler, orange scarlet

;

Sobieski, Bcarlet; and Madame lioucharlet, salmon, shading; off to

whtto. Other k'ohI'^. beautifully flowered, were contributed by JIv.

Cfttlin, [.rardouLT to Mrs. Lermitte, Kinchley ; Mr. Windsor, Walthaui-

fltow ; Mr. Winter; and Mr. Weston.
Of Orchids, aduiirablo Bpecimeus were fnmishcd by Mr. Brock-

bnrst, gardener to A. Turner, Esq., Leicester, who took tlio first prize

for fifteen plants; and Mr. Penny, f-ardener to 11. H. (iibbs, Esq.,

Regent's Park, who wiis second. Mr. Wilson, *;ardencr to W. Marshall,

Esq., was third. Smaller groups were exhibited by Mr. Wigpins, Ii-le-

worth ; Mr. Hill, gardener to R. Haubury, Esq. ; Mr. Pago, Mr.
Yonng, Mr. Williams, and Messrs. Leo.

Among other subjects. Fuchsias in beautiful bloom came from Mr.
Brockwell, gardener to Mrs. Henry, Edmonton ; I..ilium auratum from

Mr. Turner and Mr. Bull ; and Amarjllids and Sarracenias from Mr.
Williams. Fine boxfuls of cut Roses were shown by Mr. Mitchell, of

Piltdown Nurseries ; likewise by Mr. Fraser. Mr. Turner also re-

produced the ehanuing new variety called Miss Ingram.
Of new plants Messrs. Veitoh had a jiretty collection, tastefnlly

arranged, and received first-class certificates for the following, nearly

all of which have lately been noticed :—A''rides affine superbum,
Phftjns species ; Begi>nia Yeitchii ; Gloxinia Prince Teck ; (lloxinia

Vlaanderen ; Croton maximum, iuterruptum. and irregulare ; Alocasia

Bpecies, Adiantum conciunura latum ; Taxus fastigiata anreo-vaiiegata,

Nierembergia rivularis ; Cattleya Dowiana ; Selaginellu Ponlteri. and
Caladium Chelsoni ; also a second-class certificate for Abutilou

TbompBOui. Mr. Bull received first-class certificates for Leopoldina

pulcbra and .\ucuba japonica flavesceus, with young leaves of a golden

hue; and Mr. Williams two of the second-class for a Masdevnllia and
Oncidium. Of seedling florists' flowers Mr. Turner exhibited Mr.
Fleming's boantiful Xosegay Pelargoniums Lady Constance Grosvenor,

and Duchess of Sntlnrland. Mrs. Laing, another Nosegay variety of

good habit, and with crimson scarlet flowers, exhibited by Messrs.

Downie. Laird, it Laing. had a similar award ; as also Titania, a
beautiful Tricolored Variegated Zonal, shown by Messrs. Carter, and
Snowdrop, with green leaves broadly edged with white. The same
firm was also awardtid a first-class certificate for Tropseolum Crystal

Palace Perfection, a dwarf bedding variety. Mr. Wills, gardener to

Capt. Le Gcndre P. Starkie, Hontroyde Park, had a first-class certifi-

cate for his fine, bold-looking bronze and gold Zonal Pelargoninm
Beant>'of Calderdale. and Mr. Hally, Blackheath, a like award for

Nimrod, a variety with double rosj* crimson flowers. First-class cer-

tificates were likewise awarded to Mr. W. Paul for Phlox Beautiful

;

to Mr. Smith, Horusey Road, for Fuchsia White Unique, with large

flowers, having a pure white corolla and pale rose-coloured sepals ; and
to Mr. C. J. Pei-ry, Castle Bromwich, f<ir Verbenas Miss Turner, rosy

lilac on a white ground ; Splendid, violet rose, lemon centre ; Mi's.

Mole, deep lilac ; and J. Birbeck, cerise scarlet, with a lemon eye.

The best collection of fruit was that sho\vn by Mr. Miller, gardener

to the Earl of Craven, Combo Abbey, and which included Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, three bunches of wbich conld not weigh less thau be-

tween 11 lbs. and L) lbs. ; Golden Hamburgh unusually good ; ex-

cellent Peaches and Nectarines,' May Duke Chen-ies, British Queen
Strawberries, two Nile Melons, and two (^oeen Pine ,\pples. not very

large, but beautifully rijieued. Mr. Rawbone, gardener to C. M.
Campbell, Esq., was second with three beautifully ripened bunches of

Black Hamburgh Grapes, weighing together lOA lbs. ; Buckland Sweet-

water Grapes, fine Violette Hative Peaches, Melons, and Strawberries.

Mr. Johnson, gardener to the Marquis of Ailesbur^', was third.

Of Pine Apples, the best Queen was a beautifully ripened fmit
weighing tj lbs. 3 ozs., from Mr. Ward, gardener to F. Miller, Esq.,

and good examples of the same variety were contributed by Mr. Smee,
nirdener to W. H. Stone, Esq., Dulwich ; Mr. Wallis, gardener to J.

Dixon, Esq. ; and Jlr. Bailey, Shardeloes. Messrs. Penfold, Gadd,
and Hannan had the best frnits of Providence.

Grapes were plentiful, and the Black sorts good ; but the WTiite

varieties were generally unripe. Mr. Sage, gardener to Earl Howe,
Gopsall. was first for three dishes, the varieties being Black Hambnrgh,
Barbarossa, and Bnckland Sweetwater. Messrs. Bannerman, Kittle-

well, Tansley, Wallis, and Lane, also showed excellent fruit in this

olasfl. The best single dishes of Black Hambnrgh came from Mr.
Sage, gardener to Earl Brownlow, Asbridge, and Mr. Rawbone

;

fine fmit of the same variety was, however, contributed by Mr. Lane,
gardener to J. Miles, Esq. ; Mr. Popple, Mr. M. Henderson, Mr. Ross,

and Mr. Turner. Mr. Miller had large heavy bunches of Black Ham-
bnrgh, bat they were rather deficient in colour. The best basket of

12 lbs. was contributed by Mr. Hill, gardener to R. Sneyd, Esq. Of
other varieties, the best bunches of Black Prince were exhibited by
Mr. Pottle, gardener to B. D. Colvin, Esq. ; Mr. Allport had beau-

tiful bunches of Wests St. Peter's; and Mr. Standish a basketful of

the Royal Ascot, together with branches bearing fruit in ditferent

stages to show the free-bearing properties of this variety, of which
Bome account will be found at ]>age Itvl of the last volume, ^fuscats

were not perfectly ripe ; the best came from Messrs. Bailey, Johnson,
Sage, Tansley, and O^boru. Fiue-lookiug bunches of different kinds
of rrontignans were shown by Mr. "Whiting, The Deepdene, near

Dorking. Some well-fruited Vines in pots were exhibited by Mr*
Guyett, Heme Hill.

Peaches cr.nsisted for the most part of Grosse Mignonnc, BarringtOD,
and Royal George, and Nectarines of Elrage, of Violette Hative, and
Hunt's Tawny.
Plums were confined to a very fine dish of Orleans from Messn.

Lane, of (in^at Berkhampstead ; some fine Brown Turkey Figs werft

shown by Mr. Osman, gardener to R. Holland, Esq., and Mr. Sage,
gardener to Earl Brownlow ; and of Chen-ics there were good dishee
of Black Tartarian and Pllton. Mr. Turner exhibited a branch of

Frogmoro Eitrly Bigarrean, loaded with fruit. Of this excellent

variety, which is ripe three weeks before the Bigairean, a figure an^
description will be found in our cintli volume.

Strawberries were not remarkable for their perfection. The best

came from Messrs. Widdowson, Record, and Hale. Dr. Hogg, a finro

new variety, was shown by Mr. Turner.
Finely ripened pods of Vanilla were exhibited by Mr. Bennett, gar-

dener to G. S. Foljambc, Esq., Osberton, and Mr. Fraser had a collec-

tion of fruit trees in pots in fine bearing.

BIRMINGHAM ROSl^ SHOAV.
The sixth annual Rose Show, held in tlie noble Town Hall on the

4th and 5th inst., was a very satisfacto»7 Exhibition—indeed, far

better than could have been expected, even in London, in so nnfavonr-
able a season as this has been. Although as a whole it did not prove
so effective as the Rose Shows at Kensington and the Crystal Palace,
this result was mainly attributable to the place of exhibition, from
its squareness, admitting of no long Hues of tabling, and the stands
had therefore to be distributed, not on one or two long rows of tabling,

but along several in the body of the Hall and in the galleries. The
consequence was that the genei-al effect—at least when the public were
admitted—was not so good as at the Shows just named, for the display

had to be viewed, not fn mns.<ir, but in detail. The hot snn and then
the heavy rains immediately preceding the opening day, also serioasly

impaired the freshness of the blooms—so important a feature in tb©
Rose. Notwithstanding all drawbacks, howevi-r. the Show was good

—

very good, and most creditable, not only to the nurserymen exhibitors

from a distance, but to the local growers, who, notwithstanding the

smoky atmosphere of Bi'-mingham, had many blooms fnlly equal to

any staged at the Metroj-oUtan Shows.
In the Nurserymen's class Mr. Cranston, of King's Acre, Hereford,

was first for single trasses of 7'2 varieties, among which the following

were fine : Senateur Vaisse. Madame C. Crapelet, Prince Camille de -

Rohan, Mrs. Rivers, Marechal Niel, Cbarles Lefebvre, Francois La

-

eharme, John Hopper, but not so fresh as desirable ; King's Acre,

Laurent Desconrt, Sonvenir d'un Ami, Jules Margottin, Ducbesse de
Caylus, SolfatciTe, L'Esmeralda, Devoniensis, Madame Hector Jac-
quin, Marrcbal Snchet (Guillot fils). Due de Rohan, Niphetos, Victor

Verdier. Queen Victoria, Madame Victor Verdier, Maurice Bemardin
very fine, Madame Vidot, and Olivier Delhomme, besides others,

which, thongh a little touched by the snn, were also good. Mr. Keynes,
who was second, had excellent examples of Victor Verdier, Mdlle.
Amtlie Halphen, Xa^ier Olibo. Prince de Porcia, ver>' fine in colour

;

Charhis Lawsou, Pien-e Netting. Souvenir de la Malraaison, Mar.
gnerite do St. Amand, Maurice Bernardin, Ab'^l Grand, Comtt:se-

Palikao. and Madame Furtado. Jlessrs. Panl S: Son were third, and
had veiy good tru'^ses of Madame Victor Verdier, Comtesse de Cha-
brillant, Mrs. C. Wood, Alfred Colomb, Joseph Fiala, Princess Mary
of Cambridge, Prince Camille de Rohan, Fisher Holmes, very fine ;

Duke of Edinburgh, Maurice Bemardin, Mdlle. Emain, Niphetos,
&:c. Mr. Cant, who was fourth, had also good flowers.

The stands of 48 varieties, three trusses of each, were very effective.

Mr. Keynes was first with Comtesse Palikao, Beauty of Waltham,
Victor Verdier, Mdlle. Bonjiairc, Princess Mary of Cambridge,
Maurice Bernardin, Souvenir de la Malmaison. Pierre Netting. Jn!c«
Margottin, Alba Mutabilis, Abel Grand. iSfadame Vidot, Afadame
Charles Wood, Marguerite de St. Amand, and good examples of Bomi)

others. Messrs. Panl & Son, who were second, had Beauty of Wal-
tluim, very fine; Mdlle. Bonuaire, likewi.se very beautiful; Alfred

Colomb, Charles Lefebvre, Pierre Notting, Josephine Reanhamaie,
beautiful, delicate rose colour ; Dnchesse dc Caylus, Olivier Dcl-
homme, Exposition de Brie, Gloirc de Dijon, Fram^ois Lonvat, and
Lord Herbert, fine, but rather past its best.

For three trusses of 2*1 varieties, Sir. Cranston was first with

America, large and verj- fine; L'Esmeralda, bright in colour; Mrs.
Rivers, Senatenr Vaisse, Prince Camille de Rohan, Gloiro de Dijon,
magnificent; Vainquenr de Goliath, splendid in colour? Beauty of

Waltbam. John Hopper, V. Verdier. and Baron Adolphe de Roths-
child. Mr. Cant came second with fine examples of Mario Baumann,
Le Rhone, Pierre Netting, Prince Camille de Rohan, very fine ; Jules
ifargottin, Comtesse de Chabrillant, John Hopper, Rubens, Madame
Charles Wood, Victor Verdier. Maurice Bemardin. Exposition de Brie,
Alfred Colomb, and Margxierite de St. Amand. Mr. Keynes who waa
third, had Madame C. Wood, very fine ; Prince Henri des Pays Bas,
Joseph Fiala, and excellent examples of several other varieties already
named.
For single tmsses of 24 varieties, the competition was open only to

Nnrser^-men in the conntiea of W^arwick, Worcester, and Stafford*
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Messrs. Perkins, of Coventry, were first ; Mr. Jackson, Kidderminster,

second ; Mr. VeiteRans, Chad Valley Nursery, third ; and Mr. Jen-

ninfjs, Shipston-ou-Stour, fourth.

For 1'2 varieties, the competition was lilicwise local. Messrs. Perkins

were again first ; Mr. Verttfjans, second; Mr. Pope. Gib Heath, third;

and Mr. J. Jackson, fourth. Some good blooms were exhibited in

these divisions.

In the Amateurs' class, the best -IS came from the Rev. P. M.
Smythe, Solihull, and most excellent they were. Amouf? them were

beautiful examples of Gloire de Dijon. Senateur Vaisse, MaurJce Ber-

nardin, Duchesse de Caylus. Vicomte Vigier, Madame KnoiT, Marcchal

Niel, Mrs. Kivers, Louise Maijnan, exquisite ; Prince Camille de

Rohan, and Madamo Boutin. Mr. C. J. Perry, of Castle Bromwich,
was second, and his name is too well Icnown in couuectiou with the

Rose to render it necessary to say that he, also, exhibited veiy fiue

blooms ; indeed, he pressed the Kev. P. Smythe vei-y closely. La
Brillante, Gloire de Dijon, Due de Rohan, Madame C. Joigueaux,

Charles Lofebvre. Acidalic, Senateur Vaisse, Laurent Descourt,

Maurice Beniardin, Paul De la Meilleray, General Jacqueminot,
Madame Victor Vcrdier, Madame W. Paul, very rich in colour, and
Mrs. liivers, as shown by him, were excellent. Mr. Brown, gardener
to Mrs. Alston. Elmdou Hall, who was third, had also several varieties

in ^reat excellence.

In 2-4 trusses, the Rev. P. INI. Smythe was again first. His Due de

Rohan, Beauty of V\''aUhani, Caroline de Sausal, and several others

were most excellent. Mr. Hunt, of Leicester, was second ; Mr. Perrj-,

third ; and Mr. Brown, fourth.

In the division for 13 varieties, Mr. Perri" was first, showing beauti-

ful examples of Gloire de Dijon, Gcn('ral Jacqueminot, Prince Camille

de Rohan, Madame Julie Dartvn, John Hopper, Senateur Vaisse,

Charles Lefebvre, and Madnme Charles "Wood ; Mr. Hunt, of Leices-

ter, being second, and Mr. Chawuer, Lichfield, thud with very good
stands.

For 12 varieties, Mr. Brown was first ; Mr. Perry, second ; Rev. P.

Smythe, third ; Mr. Hunt, fourth.

In the divisions for 24 and 12 v.arieties, open to residents within

fifteen miles of Stephenson's Place, Birmingham, the prizes were
taken in the former by the Rev. P. Smythe, Mr. Brown, Mr. Periy,

and Mr. Cooper ; and in the latter by Mr. Brown, the Rev. P. Smythe,
Mr. Pen-y, and Mr. Cooper. In the divisions for 12 and 6 varieties,

open only to amateurs residing within four miles of Stephenson's
Place, Mr. Cooper, gardener to Miss Andertim, Moseley, was first in

the former ; Mr. Allen, gardener to W. Mapplebcck, Esq., second ; and
Mr. Lowe, Edghaston, third; and in the latttr Mr. Cooper was also

first ; Mr. Wiiin, Selly Oak, second ; and Mr. Allen, third. Messrs.

Smith, Parnell, and Sarrington also took prizes in a division for

amateurs who had never before won a prize. In the different stands
shown in the above divisions there were many most creditable blooms.
New Roses were not vei"y numerously shown. The best 24 came

fi'om Mr. Keynes, whose hlooras were excellent. Of these the finest

were Mdlle. Marguerite Dombrain, Madame Pillion, Mdlle. Marie
Rady, Prince de Porcia. A Ifred Colomb, Abel Grand, Charles P»ouillard,

Josephine Beauharnais, and Hippolyte Flandrin. Messrs. Paul and
Son wci-e second ; the finest in theii- stand of those not already men-
tioned were Thorin. bright jink ; Exposition de Brie. Madame Hoste,

and Frederic Biborel. Among the 24 from Mr. Cant, who was third.

Dr. Andry, Duchesse de Medina Copli, and Jean Lambert were fine.

For six trusses of any new Rose sent out in the spring of 18u5, 1860,
or 1S67, Messrs. Paul & Son were first with Alfred Colomb, and se-

cond with Exposition de Brie, whilst Mr. Keynes was third with Mar-
guerite de St. Amand, and fourth with Princess Mary of Cambridge.
Mr. Turner's seedling Miss Ingram was also shown.
In other divisions Mr. Vertegans exhibited Moss Roses in good con-

dition ; Messrs. Paul & Son the same, also Summer Rosea, and
beautiful trusses of Tea and Noisette varieties. Vases, haskets, and
some beantiful bouquets of Roses were also exhibited. The first prize

for a vase was taken by Mr. Cole, of Birchfield ; the second by Mr. Ver-
tegans. T. Lloyd, Esq., received a first prize for the best design for

ornamenting an entrance hall ; it was simply a large pyramid ol
Roses. Mr. Vertegans was second with a basket tastefully filltd.

Of bouquets, the best came from Miss Colo, of Birchfield, and Miss
Mort. Both were very pretty. Among dinner-table decorations there
were al?o some pretty designs. The prize was awarded to Miss Evans,
The Mount, Shrewsbury, and most deservedly so. The base was
circular and covered with Lycopods, edged with Ivy, and having a few
Roses dotted over it. From the base rose a twisted rustic stem, en-

twined with small-leaved Ivy, and supporting a wooden circular top-

dish covered with Lycopods, and containing Moss Roses, surrounded
by white oSes, together with Grasses and Blaiden-hair Ferns. Miss
Mort's second- prize arrangement was also pretty.

Along the centre of the tables were ranged specimens of the pretty

variegated Acer Negundo, Coleus Verschaffelti, and other plants ;

whilst beneath the orchestra Mr. Jephcote, of Balsall Heath, and
Messrs. Felton & HoUiday exhibited Ferns and ornamental-leaved
plants. Mr. Watson, of St. Albans, also produced his fine Tricolor
Pelargoniums Mrs. Dix and Miss Watson ; and Mr. Cunningham,
The Forge, Bnrton-on-Trent, the pretty variegated Ivy-leaf, called

L'Elegante. A stand of new Verbenas, from Mi'. C. J. Perry, must
not be passed over. It ci'^ntained James Birltbeck and Miss Turner,
two fine varieties, which have been noticed in another column ; In-

teresting, salmon pink, with a white eye ; Sunbeam, salmon rose, and
others. Messrs. Perkins, of Coventry, also exhibited a collection,

As usual, there was a good display of wirework, garden omameuts.
and cutlei-j'.

THE NEW PEAS.
(Continued from Vol. XII., page 449.)

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society continue their experiments at Chismick, and the

following is a report of the conclusions at which they arrived

at their meeting on Tuesday :

—

Princess Royal, second early white Marrow, is a first-class

Pea, from 2 feet inches to 3 feet high
;
pods large and broad,

with from seven to eight Peas in each, of excellent quality
;

vigorous constitution, and abundant bearer. The ripe seed is

large, smooth, round, slightly indented, of a very clear whitish

appearance.

Cattell's Kent Rival is identical with Princess Royal.

Somersetshire Early Prolific is very similar to the old White
Prussian. It is a small round white Pea, about 2 feet high,

tolerably prolific, with small but well-filled pods.

PeaboJy is another Pea of the same class, about 18 inches

high, not of any merit.

Laxton's Prolific Longpod is very similar to and no improve-
ment on Prizetaker ; about 5 feet high, with large, full, deep
green curved pods. An abundant bearer. Sample somewhat
mixed with a white variety having the same general appearance.

Green Prolific (Froggat), is Prizetaker.

Green Marrow (Wrench), larger sample, with broader and
larger pods, and a somewhat stronger grower than the old

Green Marrow. A very good Pea.

Hannaford's Favourite is a much-mixed stock of green Mar-
row Peas of no merit.

Blue Excelsior and Knight's Blue Emperor are identical; a

second early green Marrow, about 5 feet high, with fair-sized

pods of a pale green colour ; very prolific. It resembles in

general appearance when growing the Champion of England.
Ripe seed of an olive green colour.

Early Surprise is somewhat larger than, and an improvement
on Blue Excelsior. A very good Pea.

Carter's Improved Scimitar is a good stock of Scimitar.

Carter's Surprise, a Blue Imperial, of the same style as

Scimitar, about seven days later, with straighter pods ; very

prolific.

Wonderful (Maclean's), white wrinkled Marrow, is a first-

class Pea, about 3 feet high, with fine, large, well-filled pods ;

excellent flavour. An abundant bearer, and of vigorous con-

stitution.

Prolific (Maclean's), white wrinkled Marrow, rather dwarfer

than Wonderful, very prolific, fine flavour, and most excellent.

Nelson's Vanguard, white wrinkled Marrow, two days earlier

than Alliance, pods rather short, does not fill well, very prolific.

Nutting's No. 1, wrinkled, is identical with Sudbury Al.

An excellent early white wrinkled Marrow, three days earlier

than Alliance, with larger and better-filled pods. An excellent

Pea.
Little Gem (Turner), blue wrinkled Marrow, is a very fine

Pea, fropi 9 to 12 inches high, abundant bearer, and of first-

rate quality. A few days later than Sangster's No. 1. Ex-

ceedingly good for pot-culture.

Multu'm in Parvo (Nutting), resembles Little Gem, is the same
height, but has somewhat broader pods, and is a few days later

than that variety.

Nutting's Early Seedling is another Pea of the same class,

as early, but taller and with somewhat broader and shorter

pods than Little Gem. A good Pea.

Princess of Wales, green wrinkled Marrow, is very similar to

Advancer, a few days later, and with somewhat smaller pods ;

prolific. Ripe seed light green.

Premier is a first-class green wrinkled Marrow, about 3 feet

G inches high, with fine large pods and Peas of excellent quality
;

rather later than Veitch's Perfection, vigorous constitution,

and abundant bearer.

Smithies appears to be an indifi'erently selected stock of

either Veitch's Perfection or Premier.

Laxton's Leader is very closely allied to, but no improve-

ment on Veitch's Perfection.

Dickson's Yorkshire Hero, green wrinkled Marrow, is very

similar to Maclean's Hero, dwarfer, and three or four days

earlier than Veitch's Perfection, vigorous constitution, and very

prolific.
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- Maclean's Hero, green wrinkled Marrow, ia a few days earlier

and dwarfertban Veitch's Perfection. A prolific and very good
Tea.

The I'lince (Stnart & Jlein), green wrinkleil, ia a first-class

Pea, with n fiiif vif^oroun CDtisfitution, from ;j f<M't to 3 feet

() inches lii^h, producing large well-filleil pods. An abiindiint

bearer, and very fine Pea, tbree or four days later than Veitoh's

Perfection.

Green wrinkled Peas (E. (i. Henderson), resembling, but no
improvement on Voitch's Perfection.

Lord I'lilmcrston is ideiiticiil with Veitch's Perfection.

Laxton's t'hiimpion (jreen wrinkled Marrow;, is no improve-
ment on Neiteh's Perfection.

Prince of Wales, green wrinkled Mirrow, about 3 feet high,

very jirolitie, Hmaller podder, and a few days earlier than the

Prince, or Veitch's Perfection.

Fortyfold and l''airbeard's Fortyfold, greeft wrinkled Marrow,
are identical, three to four days later, am] with larger pods than
Champion of En^lund, evidently selected from that variety.

An excellent Peu, height Ij feet.

Pearce's Gardeners' Delight is identical with Ne Plus Ultra.

Knight's Albert Edward is Ne Plus Ultra.

Strathniovo Hero, I'ompetitor, and Moto Marrow are the

same as Tall Green Marrow.

TARER'S EARLY PEKFECTION PE.\.

Sef.isc; that the Early Pea controversy has been already

resumed in your pages, I may, perliaps, be allowed to record

my experience of the above variety. At the outset, I have to

state that I obtained the seed from Mr. K. Dean, seedsman, of

this place, as he had his supi>ly direct from Mr. Taber, owing
to its being reported that there was a spurious stock in the

market. \ near neighbour of mine operated at the same time

with Sangster'6 No. 1. said to be from a " pure stuck " obtained

from a reliable source. Wo sowed at the same time, soil and
position being of a similar cliaraoter in each case. Dy some
days Taber's was the first to bloom, to slat, and to yield a

picking—not merely a few pods, but a good picking.

The foliage of Taber's is of a much darker green than
Sangster's, and, indeed, any other early Pea I have yet grown.
It appears, also, to be of a remarkably hardy constitution

;

for while Sangster's appeared to " wince," and that consider-

ably under the effects of the late frosts, Taber's came out of

the ordeal unscathed ; Raspberries growing close by had the

entire crop destroyed. The haulm grew from '2* to :i feet high,

and yielded fine and well-filled pods from bottom to top. I

obtained several good pickings, not two or three merely, as is

usually the case with early Peas. I say nothing about flavour,

as it is simply a question of hair-splitting.

What is required in an early Pea is a hardy constitution, a

dwarf branching habit, yielding freely pods in pairs, which
should contain from six to eight Peas in each. These essen-

tials I find to be more characteristic of Taber's Early Perfection

than any early variety I have yet tried, and I cordially com-
mend it to my brother amateurs as a good variety, and well

worthy of their attention.—H. A. STErniixs, Ealing.

RHITBARB.
A NTW Oia\NTU' VAIUETY—CCI.TURE—COOKERY.

Mr. Mii.i.er, nurseryman, of Andover. informs me that one
stalk of this variety which I forwarded to him recently weighed
upwards of :! lbs., stalk and leaf together. I had previously

ascertained that they measured in all somewhat more than
5 feet in height, while the edible part of the stalk was '2 feet

it inches long, and 6 inches in circumference. The circum-
ference of the leaf was 18 feet.

As there may be some doubt of its being a seedling from the

Victoria, owing to the difference of habit, I beg leave to state

that there can be no mistake on that head.
The only varieties from which I have ever caved seed for

sowing have been the Victoria and the Albert, and I have taken

great care to have no other variety in flower at the same time.

The seedlings from the Albert I have found to possess a very

distinctive character ; round, smooth, and succulent in tlie

stalk ; smooth and fleshy in the leaf, and this always round,

never peaked ; and in all of these respects different from those

of the Victoria.

With regard to the variety to which I now direct attention,

following the plan stated in a paper on the cultivation of

Bhnbarb, which the Royal Horticultural Society gratified me
much by publishing in their " Trantnctions " some years ago,

I was struck with the dilference of its appearance from that

of other plants raised from seed growing on the parent stem,

and saved and sown at the same time while it was yet in the

seed-pan, and almost immediately on its appearing above
ground.

In consequence of this, at the proper season, I selected it

from among the others, and planted it in a situation where I

could observe its progress. 'The result is the present variety.

Allow me to remark, for a reason wliich will immediately ap-

pear, that the longevity of the Rhubarb is somewhat marvellous.

I found in my garden here a bed of what, in every respect ex-

cept in want of colour, is a very excellent variety. For more
than forty years I have, every season, gathered from it for use,

and this season found it in a state of more vigorous growth
than it was when I began to do so. After saying this, I need
hardly add, that it has been well manured, and that it never
has been forceil.

The effect of forcing in weakening and injuring Ibis plant is

scarcely less remarkable than is the length of time during

which it retains its health and vigour when this is not done,

and when otherwise not properly treated. In this case the

Rhubarb may. indeed, be considered not merely a perennial,

but almost, if not altogether a perpetual plant. The bed
above referred to, I know for certain was planted fully eighty

years ago. Contrasted with this, I ni.ay mention that I had a

very excellent seedling variety growing to a very large size.

This I forced for two, but it may have been for three years con-

secutively. Tlie consequence has been that, although the last

time this was done was many years ago, it has never yet, and
probably never could recover the injury caused by this weak-

ening and exhaustive process. In its present dwarfish ap-

pearance no one could recognise, if they had seen ii, the

original vigorous and healthy plant.

The inference I draw from this is, that except where the

plants are in suflieient numbers to sacrifice those operated upon.

Rhubarb never should be forced. Where the quantity is

moderate, and a suflicient supply for household use is required

at the natural season, forcing is a practice that ought never to

be followed.

With regard to its general raanngement, I should say that,

judging from my own experience. Rhubarb, in one respect, re-

sembles the soil in which I have grown il ; the remark, how-

ever, applies to the soil of North Hants in general. This, if

left to' its own natural resources, is too poor to show itself

generous. It is, however, just and grateful, always giving

back in proportion to what it has received. The Rhubarb

plant will do the same. It will always, within reasonable

bounds, make a return according to the care and the expense

bestowed on its cultivation.

Acting upon this at the end of every season when the growth

is entirely over and the decayed leaves removed, I give it a

good dressing of short, well-niade stable manure, mixed with

superphosphate of lime and wood ashes.

Having allowed this to receive the autumn rains, so as to

carry the fertilising principles down to the roots before the

early frosts come to cool the ground, I cause the whole to be

covered with a thick coat of leaves, remaining through the

winter, impervious to the cold.

Of the success of this mode of treatment I certainly have

had no reason to complain. It is now a good many years since

I gave up raising Rhubarb from seed. Having, however, re-

tained what I had planted out while experimenting in that

way, under the management described, the quantity I have in

my garden never fails to call forth an expression of surprise

from those who see it, with a look, which seems almost to say,

" Is it not foolish to devote so large a space to the cultivation

of a single plant 1 " All I say on this head is, that were the

quantity quadrupled I could tind use for it all.

Coming at a season when no kind of fruit is to be had, my
poorer neighbours are most thankful to receive it, and never

tire of it for their Sunday puddings. To some of my richer

neighbours it is equally acceptable, they not understanding, or

not going to the trouble in its cultivation. The latter value it

for the purpose of making a preserve, for which some of my
varieties, from their superior flavour, are admirably adapted.

These, I may mention, are all from the Victoria. In giving it

for the latter purpose, I always request my friends to give their

cook strict injunctions not to remove the skin. In doing this,

along with the fibres that are attached to it, they deprive the

Rhubarb of almost all its colour, and of a great part of its
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flavour. While injurious in this respect, the practice, which

originates in ignorance, is otherwise quite unnecessary. In all

stages of its growth the skin and fibres are, when dressed,

quite tender, while in the process of preserving they are en-

tirely dissolved away.—Chables Mackie, Quarlcy Rectory,

Andover.

POTATOES—EDGING FOR STRAWBERRIES.
Seeing an article on Potatoes in your Journal last week

(June 27), can you inform me where Myatt's Kidney was raised,

as it has done well with us, though we have had severe frosts,

and been three weeks later than usual in planting ? The crop

has turned out well for all that, and I do not think there will

be many second early Potatoes in the ground after this week.

We have sold off our last lot at 2s. 9ii. per peck, which is a

good price so late in the year.

We had round the garden a large amount of old Box-edging,

which I found harboured snails. We took it up, and in its

place planted our Strawberries round the walks, and then to

keep the soU, which is light, up to them, we procured some of

the very largest oyster shells we could find, and have stuck

them all round the edge—viz., a round one, and then a flat one,

with the white inside to the walk. Besides keeping the Straw-

berries clean and off the ground, they do better than anything

I have tried before, and look neat.

—

Index, Wallasey, Cheshire.

THE YUCCA AS A HARDY DECORATIVE
PLANT.

The Yuccas should never be planted in a bleak or exposed

situation—in such positions they will only exist as unsightly

fragments ; but give them shelter and deep soil, and we cannot

find more effective decorative plants. Wherever artistic arrange-

ment is attempted in the flower garden, the Yucca will prove

an invaluable plant. In the most beautiful villa garden I have
yet seen the Yucca forms a leading feature in the summer
decoration. In the panel system of planting borders—so

happily introduced at Archertield—the Yucca will come into

great account ; but it is iu the large flower garden that the

grand and diversified characteristics of the Yucca will be fully

appreciated, and there I will leave the Y'ucca to be arranged by
the correct taste of Mr. David Thomson, who is so charmingly

working out of chaos a system of flower gardening which will

raise the whole subject to a higher status of art and enjoyment.

I will here crave a word for the genus Yucca as rock-plants.

A clever writer in a contemporary some time ago wished the

Yucca put out of the list of rock plants as being unsuitable. I

fear the writer had never seen the Yucca on cultivated rock-

work ; had he seen the Y. glaucescens in the autumn months,
with its large pyramidal racemes of creamy white flowers rising

up through masses of quartz rock, he would have looked upon
it as a crowning beauty to rockwork. If any one set about

planting a Yucca on rockwork in a position only suitable for

Sedums or Saxifragas, a few flaccid leaves will be the result
;

but give proper depth of any adhesive soil with moderate
shelter, and I will engage that the Yucca will present features

bold and picturesque, with such outlines and pyramids of

blossom as have never been seen on rockwork in the British

Isles with any other genus of plants. The Yucca will thrive on
any soU, if deep, with a dry bottom ; the strong-growing sorts,

as Y. gloriosa, grow more robust on loam—the richer the better.

The fine graceful leaves of recurva, with the obtuse ribs de-

veloped, are highly ornamental when the plant is grown in rich

land. The varieties of filamentosa, I find, do best and flower

more abundantly in peat earth. The variegated variety of the

last named is a most charming plant, and when it can be bought
in quantity at a reasonable price will be a great acquisition

iu out-door decorative plants ; when grown in heat this elegant

plant has no rival in its style for dinner-table work.

The propagating of the Yucca is simple and easy, but to wait

the natural iucrease of suckers from out-door culture is weary
work when quantity is required. In large nurseries the common
varieties can be purchased at moderate cost ; there are, however,
many who love such things, but are necessitated to rely upon
home resources, and it may interest some if we state here that,

with a common frame with a little bottom heat, a nice stock of

Yuccas can bo got up. If suckers can be got they will quickly

root, and are at once cfi'ectivo plants. The knaurs will also

make good plants, although not so quickly ; these will be found
growing on the stem and roots underground upon old plants

;

they should be cut carefully off and potted—much like Vine
eyes—in any light rich earth, covering them about 2 inches,

and making the soil rather firm in the pot. Very little water
will be required until the green leaves appear above the surface,

when plenty should be given.

A word more on winter protection. In districts where much
snow falls the large sorts must be lifted, or protected by wooden
screens. I have seen conical hoods made of strong wiUowa
which have lasted years, and protected a fine collection of

Yuccas. The shelter of any open shed will be the best of

quarters if the plants are put in earth and not too close together.

We give no protection to Yuccas here (Kilkenny), as very
little snow falls. When snow does fall in any quantity it is

carefully shaken off the plants with switches. The past severe
winter did not in the slightest injure Yuccas here, with the ex-

ception of some young plants of species unknown as to name.—Chas. M'Donald (in Gardener.)

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.
The question of duty-free tobacco is meeting with the

attention it deserves, and the readers of The Journal of
HoRTicuLTOEE are under an obligation to the Editors for their

kindness in opening their columns to the discussion of a sub-

ject of so much importance to the gardening and agricultural

world. Numerous as are the patent powders, washes, anij

fumigators annually introduced to the pubUc, it is generally

admitted that tobacco has advantages as a wash and for fumi-
gating which nothing else possesses. In fact, its only disad-

vantage hitherto has been the high price, owing to the very

heavy duty levied upon it. It may appear to some that the
Government has been too restrictive in this matter ; but when
the enormous revenue derived from tobacco is considered, it

will be evident that the Lords of the Treasury have a serious

trust to guard, and that they may not without extreme risk of

fraud permit any departure from the beaten track. Still, the
Government has not been averse to granting concessions when
it could safely do so ; and when it was suggested that tobacco

juice would prove of value to the farmer and stock-breeder, as

a dip or dressing for sheep, the Lords of the Treasury sanc-

tioned the use of tobacco for that purpose, provided certain

ingredients were added to protect the revenue against fraud.

The consequence has been that tobacco juice for sheep-wash is

now a recognised article of commerce, and large quantities are

used in this country, whilst it is also a considerable article of

export.

Somewhat later an agitation, promoted by Mr. Bannerman,
of Staplehurst, and Professor Voelcker, of the Royal Agricul-

tural College, secured for Hop- growers the further permission

to use duty-free tobacco juice as a Hop-wash ; but as the in-

gredients added to the sheep-wash tobacco juice rendered it

unfit for Hops or plants, the protection of the revenue in the

use of the Hop-wash had to be attained by staining the tobacco

juice with extract of logwood, and this Hop-wash so stained or

adulterated with logwood is now widely used.

At this point the Richmond Cavendish Company took up the

question, with a view to obtaining the sanction of the Treasury

to manufacture tobacco specially for fumigating. Forms of

petition were distributed throughout the British Isles, and I

have no doubt many of your readers will remember aiding the

Company by their signatures. The opinion of the Government
chemist, Professor PhUlips, however, was against the form of

our proposal, so that the attempt to get duty-free tobacco

failed in that instance.

The next and successful application to the Government was
made by Dr. Newington, a gentleman described by your corre-

spondent, " Obsehvek," as " tlie inventor of the ground and
cylinder vineries." This was to prepare what is now termed
" ground tobacco," consisting, according to the Government
formula, of seventy-five parts of finely powdered tobacco,

twenty-five parts of sulphur, and five parts of assafcetida.

This preparation of tobacco is chiefly designed to dust the

Hop-bine, but it may be used in almost every form, whether

in or out of doors, both as a powder and as a wash. The
smell of the gum assafa-tida is very offensive to most persons.

However, that is a minor evil when compared with the ravages

caused by the insect hfe the powder is calculated to exterminate

;

and although the ground tobacco is unsuitable for fumigating,

owing to the presence of the sulphur, it cannot fail to be of

great service to gardeners and farmers for general purposes.

Mr. Tyerman, the Curator of the Liverpool Botanic Gardens,
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speaks highly of the eflioacy of the powder ns the basis of a
wash, and many gardeners recommend it to dust strong-growing
plants, which would otherwise be ruined by the grub or fly.

It is. no doubt, true, as Mr. Gosse remarks, that this powder
is of '• no avail for houses in which costly or delicate plants
are grown." for I apprehend that so large a proportion of sul-

phur as twenty-fivo parts would be fatal to the organisation of

delicate plants. The objection to sulphur applies also to

cayenne, as suggested by your correspondent, '• Ci. S.," unless
used in very minute quantities. Moreover, cayenne would not
be a surticient protection for the revenue.
The (iovernment has already conceded so much, and the

Ijords of the Treasury have shown such willingness to meet
the wishes of horticulturists, that there is no doubt duty-free
tobacco for fumigating in some desirable form will ultimately
be granted, and there can be no surer way of bringing this
iibout than by securing the valuable assistance of the public
press. Public discussion will gradually expose the bearings of

the question, and lead to a success which is at present denied
to private assiduity. It cannot be a very ditlicult thing to

devise a form of tobacco which will be equally acceptable to
the revenue and to the gardener. To this end I shall be most
happy to place my services at the disposal of any of your corre-

spondents who feel an interest in the matter, and I will

willingly carry out and report upon any experiments they can
suggest as calculated to secure the boon of duty-free tobacco
for fumigating purposes.—J. F. Tafk, Sccri'tanj, liichmond
Cavendish Co., Liverpool.

PORXr.MTS OF PL.\NTS. FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Drab.1 violacea (Violet-coloured Draba).

—

Nat. ord., Cruci-
feraj. I.iiw., Tetradynamia Siliculosa. Native of the Andes,
near Quito, at an elevation of 13-15,000 feet.

—

[Dot. Mag.,
t. .'5650.)

IroM<KA GEnnABDi ffierrard's Ipomtea).

—

Nat. ord., Convol-
VTilaceiL'. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. Native of Natal,

where it is called " Wild Cotton." Flowers white, opening in
August, in a moderate stove.

—

[Ibid., t. 5fi.51.)

Rnnc.KA MAcnoPHVLi.A (Large-leaved Kudgea).

—

Xat. ord.,

RubiaceiE. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. Native of Rio
Janeiro. A magnificent shrub. Flowers white.

—

[Ihid., t.565'i.} :

Epidendrfm Coopekianum (Mr. Cooper's Epidendrum).—
j

Nat. ord., Orchidacete. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native i

of Brazil, probably near Bio .Janeiro. Grows readily in the
Cattleya-house, but should be tried in the Mexicau-house.
Flowers brownish yellow with pink lip.

—

tlhid., t. ^li'y'ii.)
j

Gloxinia iiYpocviiTiFi.ouA I'Hypoeyrta-ilowered (Jloxiuiaj.— '

Nat. ord., Gesneracea?. Linn., Didynamia Angiospermia.
Native of the forests of the Andes, near Quito. Introduced
by Messrs. Veitch. Very beautiful dark green velvety leaves,

Bilver-veined ; flowers yellow, scarlet tipped.

—

{liiid., t. Oi;.).?.)

Varieties of Amaryllis.—Hcnrtj Gihbs. white with crimson
stripe. Ileli'it, crimson self.

—

(Florist and Poinologiat, vi., 141.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
As International Horticultural Exhibition will be hold

next year at Ghent. It will be opened to the public on the
28th of March, and continue open until the 4th of April. We
shall notice it more fuUj' when the programme is published.
In the meantime any one wishing for information may apply
to the Secretary, M. Edmond Claus, liae iJigue de Brabant,
No. 20, Gand, Belgium.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCIIES GABDEK.

UroeroU, plant out, likewise CauUihncfrs. ('.•Ifrij, the princi-

pal secret in growing very tender and crisp Celery, irrespective

of size, is to sow it rather late, and to grow it very quickly by
means of plenty of manure and moisture. Cnhhnfirx, some
early sort may yet bo sown for winter and spring Coleworts.
/.rcfo, let a good planting be made immediately, using as much

|

manure as for Celery. F.udeavour to plant out good breadths
ef Celery forthwith. What is called the Si«)tch plan is pre- I

ferred—viz., beds of from 4 to (> feet in width. These beds',
j

which generally succeed crops of Peas, are trenched two spits
I

deep. The bottom spit has plenty of raw manure or half-rotteu '

leaves and the top old manure. Shallots, those inclined to ripen
should be raised slightly with a Potato-fork in order to admit
air to counteract mouldiness. I'umip.i, let a good breadth of
autumn Turnips be sown without delay, choosing for the kitchen
garden the Dutch or Stone. Tomatoes, pinch oti the tops and
keep the shoots regularly thinned, for if once these are allowed
to become confused, the condition of the plant is deteriorated
by the severe cutting which then becomes necessarj'.

FRriT GARDEN.
Attend to Pear trees against walls, and see that the leaves on

spurs and at the bases of the shoots are of a healthy dark
green colour, which will not be the case if they arc too much
shaded by any superabundance of foreright shoots. The fruit

and the leaves immediately connected with it should likewise be
sufficiently exposed. Follow up, therefore, the gradual mode of
reducing the shoots previously recommended. Where several
shoots have sprung up close together, or from around the base
of a shoot cut back in a former season, they ought to be
thinned, and they cannot be taken out too closely with the
exception of one or two, which should afterwards be spurred to

about ."i inches. Continue to lay in the young shoots of Peach
trees, and also those of other stone fruit. Shoots of Peaches
and Nectarines having fruit at their bases may be shortened
to within 3 inches from their origin. Examine the soil near
the bottom of well-drained or naturally dry borders, and if

found necessary let the whole be thoroughly watered. Showers
may keep the surface of the ground moist and the foliage

healthy for a time, but the latter will not long continue so if

there is dryness below. Bud Cherry and other fruit trees as

their state of vegetation is found suitable. Have an eye to
Strawberry runners for forcing or other purposes. The Elton
is invaluable for late work.

FLOWER GARDEN-.

The late abundant rains which have, according to the papers,
been general, will furnish a good opportunity, if the time can
be spared, for a thorough rolling of lawns. An English lawn is

ever reckoned an object of admiration, and thorough rolling is

necessary both to preserve its beauty and to facilitate the
business of the mower. China Roses that are going out of

bloom should be carefully pruned, cutting out as much of the
old wood as can be spared, and shortening back all young shoots
out of flower. By this means they will produce a fine show of
bloom again in autumn. Continue to bud Roses and to re-

move dead flowers as they appear. Tie-up Pinks, Carnations,
Sweet Peas, &c. Hoe the surface of beds and borders ; it keeps
them cool and moist, and prevents weeds from appearing. Look
over choice shrubs and trees ; if any of the latter have formed
more than one leader, they should be pruned off at once. This
should be strictly attended to with Pinuses. The most forward
Carnations and Picotees may now be layered. They should
be layered in light soil, consisting principally of leaf mould.
Those shoots which apparently will not become sufficiently

strong may be taken off. and treated in the same way as Pink
pipings. Remove all misshapen blooms of Dahlias, and place
round the main stem neat stakes to which the lateral shoots
may be attached. Continue to put in pipings as well as cut-

tings of Pausies.

GREENHOVSE AND CnNSERV.\TOKY.

Large climbers with other specimen plants of considerable
size are liable to become pot-bound, and as it is not always
expedient to give them a thorough shift, it is a very good plan
to sink the pot into another which is somewhat larger. The
pot selected should be thoroughly drained, and fibrous heath
soil and loam iu lumps, with charcoal and pounded crocks,

should be laid over the drainage before placing ihe plant. The
rim of the pot inserted may be elevated about one-third of the
pot's depth above that of the exterior pot. This will give room
for the prepared compost. After placing it perfectly level the
space between the two pots may be filled up with the same
coarse materials. This space affords a good chance of intro-

ducing stakes or trellisiug without injury to the roots. Large
plants which were thus treated four years ago are still thriving,

having been constantly fed with liqnid manure during the
growing season. Camellias may be shifted at this season. It

is an excellent plan to perform this operation the moment that
the flower-bud is decidedly formed. As compost, we would
recommend two-thirds of fibrous loam of an unctuous charac-
ter, and one-third of fibrous heath soil. The more fibrous and
lumpy it is the better, and a good sprinkling of charcoal in
small masses, with sharp silver sand, should be added. Let
the pots be most completely drained by placing some large
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crocks in a very hollow position at the bottom, and over these a
pounded mixture of broken crocks and charcoal from which
all the very small particles have been riddled. Cover this

with very fibrous turf in small lumps before placing the ball,

and keep pressing, not ramming, the material close with the
fingers during the process of filliug-up, observing to have the
compost in a mellow state rather inclining to dryness. One
most material point is to see that the.ball is thorougly moist-

ened before shifting. If any doubt of this exists let the hall

be steeped in water for a quarter of an hour previous to pot-

ting. In the greenhouse some of the Statices—as sinuata,

puberula, &c., exhausted with blooming, may be shaken out of

their pots and repotted. These plants delight in an open com-
post with thorough drainage, and some of them are partial to

a close and moist atmosphere. Stop gross shoots of the green-
house Azaleas, and see to cuttings of the best Pelargoniums.
The earliest-sown plants of Primula sinensis may now receive

their final shift. These will blossom through October and
November when flowers will be scarce. Continue to pinch off

blossoms from pot Koses intended for flowering in November
and December, and stop every luxuriant shoot. Toung stock of

these for winter work should now have theii' final shift.

STOVE.

Some of the Bletias and also the old Phajus grandifolius are

well adapted for producing winter flowers. Such should have
their growth completed with all possible rapidity ; they enjoy
abundance of liquid manure. Keep the old shoots of the
Busselia juncea cut away .aud healthy shoots trained in their

place, and beware of the green fly. Stop the shoots occasion-

ally of the young plants of Euphorbia jacquinia;flora, they will

produce a succession of somewhat later blooms. Tbunbergia
seedlings having been provided, they should have most liberal

shifts and receive a good stakiugor trellising in order to secure
healthy specimens throughout the autumn, and perhaps the
winter. Two or three plants in a mass (one of each colour),

produce a pretty effect.—W. Eeaue.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The bright sun and the high temperature were followed on

the 3rd and 4th by copious rains that did good to everything,
except the hay which was exposed. Even Strawberries were
much benefited, as the rain saved the trouble of watering them,
aud gave them all a thorough washing and cleansing with-
out in our case doing any damage to the fruit, as the ripest

had been closely gathered. The rains were also a great draw-
back to some country exhibitions of flowers, &c., for which
great preparations had been made as out-door fetes. We are
happy to learn that owing to the kindness of the possessors of

the grounds, some of these were continued ou the following day,
and thus the societies would suffer less than expected. In the
uncertainty of our climate, an out-door fete is as likely to mar
as to make a horticultural society, and should only be ventured
on when the funds are strong. So far as we know, in country
towns where many young people reside, sufficient advantage has
not yet been taken of the practice of keeping the exhibition

open in the evening, when many would attend who cannot afford

to lose time and pay for entrance as well.

KITCHEN GAIIDEN.

Opportunity was taken to plant out a good breadth of Brussels
Sprouts, Borecoles, (fee, and we must prick out and wait until

we have more ground at liberty. "We lately spoke of pilantiug

Potatoes in rows 2 J feet apart, and then 18 inches, in the hope
of planting undercrops between the wider rows, but owing to

the damp character of the season the Potatoes have become too
strong to permit of the plan being carried out to any consider-

able extent. Such a season shows the advantage of such kinds
of Potatoes as Veitch's Prolific Ash-leaved, in small gardens,

sorts which make but small tops and are soon ripe and off the
ground to make way for Cauliflowers and Winter Greens.
Some people complain that though the skins of Potatoes are as

firm as ever they will be, yet if tubers are taken up and housed
they soon lose the exquisite flavour which a ripe Potato has
when taken at once out of the ground to be cooked, in June
and July. That flavour may be well preserved if, instead of

being exposed, the Potatoes are bedded and covered over with
dry earth, and then picked out as wanted. Where there is

plenty of room, Potatoes may be .sorted into sizes before this

covering, and then there is no difficulty in picking out an extra

good dish. Even long before Potatoes are ripe, when the skin

hangs in ribbons about them, or would all come easily off when

rubbed with the hands in water, the tubers will be much en-
joyed by many if they are cooked at once ; but all such Potatoes
lose their sweet flavour, and instead of being crisp and sweet
become leathery aud tough, when kept long before being used.
They will be improved by being kept covered with earth as
above stated ; but even that will not give them the flavour of
those newly taken from the growing plants.

Long before Potatoes could be obtained in the open ground,
unless, perhaps, from those forwarded a little at the foot of
walls, the market towns in our neighbourhood were supplied
with new Potatoes, at moderate prices, from the Channel Islands

;

but though a change in food was thus obtained, the tough
tubers bore no comiiarison with good old tubers of the Fluke
or Jersey Blue. Green Peas were also supplied from the
same parts, a few were said to be brought from the south of

France, and even from Algiers, and though the Peas were green
and in pods, and were a rarity to many, everything hke
delicacy of flavour had long departed. In fact, as one recom-
mendation to the holding of even a small garden, we make bold
to say, that except by obtaining these vegetables, and even a
Cabbage, a short time before being cooked, it is impossible to
secure their rich crispness and flavour.

Greeniiifi Potatoes.—One word in the way of inquiry. In the
case of early Potatoes, and as respects the first crops especially,

it was found to be a good practice to raise the Potatoes before
they were dead ripe, and expose them to sun and air until they
were pretty well greened. This was no doubt done on the
principle that seeds, young and not over-ripe, vegetate more
rapidly aud strongly than older or better-ripened seeds. The
reasons have frequently been adverted to when alluding to

the processes of germination. At any rate, we had long satis-

tied ourselves as to the propriety of thus greening Potatoes
intended as the seed for early crops ; but last season, contrary
to usual experience, we heard from many quarters that whilst
the tubers of early kiuds intended for planting were much
injured by the disease in the autumn and the beginning of

winter, though housed in tiue—apparently first-rate con-
dition, yet that those thus greened by free exposure before
housing were rather the worst atfected by the disease. This
was so contrary to our usual experience and observation, and
so opposed to all we should have expected, that before recom-
mending the greening process to our amateur friends we would
be glad to receive more definite information on the subject.

Dwarf Kidneii Beans.—We have sown the last crop in the
open air. By the time this is read we will sow in an earth pit

—that is, a bed with a low wall of earth back and front, with a
green sod on the top of it, and then when the cold nights of

October .come, we can put on old sashes and hurdles at night.

From such a pit last year we gathered up to the middle of

November. Most likely about the end of the month we will

sow in good-sized pots in the open air, and when the cold nights
come, put the pots under glass, and the plants will bear much
better than those sown later in heat.

I'ms.—Sowed several times within the last fortnight, and what
we consider will be the last crop, on the 3rd of July. We have
.sown them on the same border on which our earliest Sangster'a
No. 1 are still producing, though better kinds are now in. They
had been planted out in rows 31 feet apart, with Spinach and
Kadishes between the rows, these had been pulled up some
time, and laid close to the Peas to keep the draught from the
roots ; now the ground between has been forked over, the
Peas sown— Sangster's and Dillistoue's—and by the time they
are high enough the sticks that did for the first crop will do
for the last, and the haulm of the first be removed. We have
never done much good by sowing later in the open air, but we
have had Peas almost up to Christmas by sowing in pots in
the beginning and middle of August, and placing the pots
under glass by the end of October ; but, unlike early Peas, these
late ones were hardly enough thought of to be worth the trouble
and labour. We recollect being much mortified when told that
a gentleman when partaking of them in December—and who
was a Utile celebrated for his taste in these matters—wished
to know from his host how he managed to prcst'irc his Peas

;

so that little credit was given to the grower for plucking them
fresh from the plants.

FRUIT OErARTMENT.
Strawberries.—As soon as possible we must la^'er runners for

forcing. We saw lately a tine crop of Empress Eugenie, a large
dark Strawberry, and seemingly bearing as freely as Keens'
Seedling, the best Strawberry for general purposes. The most
of our forced plants last year were not layered at all. they were
small runners taken as they showed roots, dibbled into a bed
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at 4 inches apart in sandy loam and leaf mould, and when
tolerably well established were transferred singly to six- inch pots.

Altogether our plants were neither so strong nor so well ripened

in the end of autumn as usual, and yet we question if ever

they did better, as scarcely a plant missed fruitinp;, which led

ns several times to think that we may bo over-particular as

regards the strength of plants. Wo have turned out many of

these forced plants, and have more still to plant. We wish we
could have done so earlier, but the ground was not at liberty

—one of the disadvantages of a small garden, which can hsrdly

ever have a day's rest in any part. Wo regret the not having

more planted out, as several rows planted early are now bloom-

ing and setting well, and from them at least we shall obtain a

good crop after the general crop is over.

We will just state how the ground was treated for the Straw-

berries referred to. It had carried a very heavy crop of Broccoli

and Winter Greens and with abundance of side shoots until

late in the season. The ground was thus mnch impoverished,

we could not obtain manure, but for some time we had
wheeled into heaps on the ground the short grass from the

lawn, and it fermented rather strongly. As soon as the Greens
were all cleared off, or rather pulled up and left a few days,

they and a good layer of the hot grass were placed in the

bottom of a trench as the ground was trenched over, and then
a small dressing of rotten tree leaves was placed on the surface

to be wrought in with the plants from pots, and to serve as a

slight mulching, and we feel sure that we shall have fine

gatherings from the plants next season, and a fair one in the

following season. We have several times proved that the short

grass thus fermented first is a valuable manure when placed

far enough from the surface to become mild and sweet before

the roots reach it. It also becomes a valuable component in a

rubbish-heap when frequently covered over with earth, for then
two objects are gained by one operation—the virtues of the

grass are stored up in the heap, and the air is not polluted

with its noxious exhalations when undergoing rapid decom-
position.

The woik as regards fruit trees has been much the same as in

previous weeks. The weather has thrown us behind in the matter
of foreshortening, and much trouble has been taken in keeping
birds from Cherries, Raspberries, &o. Against our will we have
thinned the sparrows reasonably, but nothiug will entice the
blackbirds; still the rain has given us relief, as now they can
obtain soft food, without resorting so much to Strawberries and
Cherries. They will also come long distances. The other day
we watched a bird with seemingly a bunch of three Cherries in

his bill, flying fully half a mile, and then he seemed on the

wing, no doubt to his bower of love, where the young would be

expecting his visit. The birds will obtain their share, even it

netting is freely resorted to. All gardens with woods and shrub-
beries round them will have a fair allowance of these visitors

if netting be not resorted to. We had a few beautiful pyramid
Cherry trees, and before we could throw a net over them the

blackbirds were carrying off the fruit wholesale, even before

they were coloured. The men set up a gaudily dressed guy
near the trees, with a bunch of flowers in his breast, and that

stayed their ravages until we could net them. Anything striking.

even long streamers of white paper, will keep them away until

they become used to it, and, therefore, when such means are

all that can be resorted to, the deterrent, whatever it is, should
be frequently changed.
Watered the inside of vineries. Peach-house, and orchard-

houses, with manure water from the farm dunghill, as it is yet

pretty good, before all the manure is carried for Turnips, &c,

Wo rather regretted that some of the trees in the Peach- house
were thinner of fruit than usunl, but wo now wish we had
thinned all the others as much, as the fruit on the thinnest
trees have been magnificent. We must have another raid on
the fruit in the orchard-houses befoie they are too far ad-
yanced. On one tree in the Peach-house the fruit would
average from 12 to 15 inches apart, but the weight would be
more than where they were 6 to 8 inches apart. .Ml our trees

in pots in the orchard-houses had a good mulching of de-

cayed Mushroom-dung over the pots, and that has saved much
watering. We would have preferred fresh horse-droppings
thrown into a heap to heat for a few days ; but then even this

heating will not destroy the vitality of all the Oats in the
droppings, and the growing of the Oats causes loss of lime in

pulling theiu up, whilst guarding against making labour, even
in this little matter, is to be considered. We made up the de-

ficiency in fertilising properties in the material used, by giving

a pinch of superphosphate or of soot to each pot, to be carried

down with the waterings. As some correspondents wish to
know the safest of artificial manures, we would recommend th«
superphosphate of lime in the shape of ground or dissolved
bones, as in a 12 inch pot as much may be placed at a time
as can be taken between the thumb and two fingers, and if

double or treble of that amount is given little harm, or none
rather, will ensue, and this cannot be said of guano and some
other artificial manures.

ORNAMENTAL UEPAIITMEST.
The rain came most seasonably to enable us to cut some

grass and banks of grass a little long and rough, but which we
were afraid to touch in the parching weather lest we shonld
leave a brown track instead of a lovely green one behind us.
The lawns, delightfully green, will now run little risk of burn-
ing and browning for the season.
We have commenced what will be rather a tedious affair

—

taking up Plantahus from (iir/ fresh Uid last season. We ob-
taiued the turf from the sides of the highway, and nothing
could have looked better last season, as what few Plantains
showed themselves were taken out as the turf was laid. The
advantage of roadside turf is, that the grass will be fine at

once, and will also look well at once ; but the disadvantage is

that it is almost sure to be well supplied with the seeds of

the larger Plantain, and which are sure to thrive amazingly
when taken to new quarters. Nothing is more destructive of
the beauty of a lawn. They will throw up their seed-stalks a
few days after mowing, and render the use of the Daisy-knife
almost constantly necessary. If let alone for a season or two
they will almost occupy as much space as a small Cabbage, and
they will so squat down in the soil as to look on the lawn like

so many birds' nests below the general level. There is no way
of thoroughly extirpating them except spudding them out.

We have had them cut over a little below the surface, and ii6
long we had a mass of plants instead of one. We have done
the same, and put a pinch of salt in the hole, but that is by no
means effectual ; for, though the salt injures the top of the root
left, if it does not kill it, the root will send up shoots from a
good way beneath the surface, and the labour must be re-

peated. A hght spud with a handle, and a tread for the foot, and
from three-quarters to an inch in width at the point, is a good
tool for the purpose ; and the more effectually the work is done
the cheaper it will be, though it takes much time at first. We
have taken up large plants with 12 or 1,5 inches of straight

root, and the cutting or breaking of that root some 4 or G inches
from the surface would be only a very temporary benefit, re-

sulting in several strong heads the next season. Even with
I small plants, though some will only have 2 or 3 inches of root,

!
yet many will have a straight juicy root from 4 to 8 inches long.

The thorough eiBcacy of the work depends on the taking even

j

the small point up unbroken. All other modes of taking up
I will only be temporary palliatives. Half an acre of smooth
clean lawn, free from weeds, will yield more satisfaction than a

5
dozen of acres crammed with Plantains, &c. Patience, perse-

verance, and activity must be brought into exercise, or the
Plantain will gain the mastery.

Fresh-arranged plants, removing Pelargoniums, out of bloom,
and filled with Fuchsias, &c. Potted Pelargoniums, Gesneras,
Caladiums, Feathered Cockscombs, Begonias, &c., for future

supply, and prepared positions for striking Pinks, Carnations,

and double Wallflowers.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKKT.—July 10.

There are very few alterations to quote in tliis market, the present

favourable weather affording U8 ample supplies l)oth homegrown and

foreign. The latter comprise Melons, Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, and

several varieties of Plums. Potatoes are coming in sound and good at

present.

FBUIT.

a. d. B. d r
a. d. s. it

Apples Jsleve S 0to4 |
Melons each 3 0to5

Apricots doz S 4 Kectarines doz. 6 10
Cherries lb. 6 16 Oranges 100 8 14

Chestnuts bush. Peaches doz. 8 15

Currants j sieve 3 4 Pears (dessert) ..doz. 3 4

Black do. 4 5 Pine Apples lb. 4 6

Figs doz. 3 6 Plllms } sieve

Filberts lb. ' Qninces doz.

Ceba lb. 9 1 6 Uaspberri»s lb. 6 8
Gooseberries . . quart 4 6 l Strawberries lb. 6 1 6
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 2 6 6

I

Walnuts bush. 10 80
Lemons 100 8 12 j Green per lOO 16 2
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VEGETABLES,

Artlchohes each
Asparapua bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

ScarletRuu.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bm9. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsictims 100
Carrots buBoh
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Eorseradish . . bundle

d. 8.

3to0

6

fi

3

Leoks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms . pottle
Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions, .per doz. bchs.
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips 'doz.

Pen.^ per qunrt
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
New lb.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoea. . .. per doz.
Turnips bunch

s. d. 9. d
3 too

S

9
6

2
9
4

8
2
2

6

5

4
1

1

6
10

1

S
3

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*•• We request that no s>ue vrill write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet

Street^ London, E.C.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once,

N*B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest
week.

Motto (S. S. S.).—Yon have represented the sentence as three words,
whereas there are only two—" Considerate Lilia," or " Consider ye the
Ijlies."

JouRNAi, OF Horticulture Prize {D. T. F.).—Yoq ask, "Will there
be any limit to the quantity of fruit on each dish V" To which we can
only reply, Not any; but we conclude that no exhibitor would either have
more or lees quantities than are usual on dessert dishes. Let it be re-
membered that good taste is required to accompany the gardening skill

testified by the excellency of the fruits.

Grapes at Manchester Show (T. Hartcood).~We cannot say on what
ground the Judges awarded the prizes to the Muscat Grapes at Man-
chester, as we were not present. What w.ts the condition of the schedule '.'

If it was that all fruit exhibited must be ripe and fit for table, then un-
ripe fruit ought to be disqualified; but if there w«s no such condition,
fruit not perfectly ripe was admissible. We certainly agree with you
fthat it is impossible to judge Melous without cutting them.

Grapes Become Brown (T7/is'.—They are severely rusted. The cause,
probably, is their being syiinged, and whilst wet exposed to a cold
current of air.

Catalogue of Scb-tropical Pi.ants (J?. J.).—Though most of the
principal nurserymen give lists of these, we do not know of any catalogue
published in this country containing full descriptions of such plants.

Trees a>d Shbubs for Cotswold Hills (B.).—We should think, as
the snbstratum of these hills is oohtic, that Beech and Spanish Chestnut
would be at home, likewise Birch, Mountain Ash, and all the Thorns, as
well as trees worked on that stock, such as Mespilus, &c. ; but it would not
be advisable to try Elms, Oalts. nor the taller kinds of Poplars. Many of
the Coniferft" would do well in such a situation, and Yews and Junipers
would be quite at home. The Scotch Fir and many lundred Pinnies would
succeed as well as, and, perliaps, better than in a lower situation. Of
shrabs, most of the Rhododendrons and the common kinds of Azaleas
and Andromeda will do. Box may be planted plentifully ; but we doubt if

Laurustinus and Portugal Laurels can bo depended on. Common Laurels,
.Donblc-flnwcred Furze, Cotonenster. and some other plants may be tried
with a tolerable certniuty of success. We doubt much if Berberis will do
8o well, and Daphnes, Pernettyas. and Weigolas like a stifi'er soil. The
Evergreen Oaks will also, probably, thrive, but that Hollies will do so is

doubtful, as they prefer a more sheltered position. Many deciduous
shrubs, as Lilacs, Deutzia scabra. Kibes, and Mock Orange will succeed
well.

Verbenas for Exhibition (Constant 2ieafJer).—These are very fine

—

Mrs. Turner, Lm-d Leigh, Annie, Black Prince, GOant des Eatailles, Lilac
King, Rose Imperinl, Admiral of the Blue, Le Grand Bonle de Neige,
Madame Hermann Stenger, Foxhunter, and King of the Verbenas.

Select Pansies (J. H^i??)-—Alexander Tait, Cherub. Arab, Miss Muir,
Miss Ramsay, John Inglis, Lady Lucy Dundas, J. B. Bownie, George
Wilson, Masterpiece, Yellow Queen, and Alice Downic.

Kalmia latifolia (J. G.}.—We do not remember the article to which
you_refer. There is a variety of Kalmia latifolia called major splendens,
having largo deep rosy flowers ; also myrtifolia, with smaller and darker
flowers than K. latifolia.

Fumigating a Vinery (Tobacco, B^.).—There is no danger of injury
from the fumigation of a vinery with tobacco when the Grapes are
changing colour. Use shag tobacco or tobacco paper. No amount of
tobacco smoke will destroy bug.

Leaver (Mary Kino).—It is impossible to name a plant from a few dead
le; ves. They are of the same shape and fratrrance as those of the Willow-
Jeaved variety of the Bay tree, Laurua nobilis, var. salicifolia.

Night-scented Stock Manaoebtent (A. S. W.).—Vfe think the "plant
has been potted in too rich soil, and has been soaked with water, which
circumstances would be sufficient to account for the bad condition of the
roots; the loss of foliage may be the result of keeping the plant in a
close atmosphere. You could not have done better than have repotted
the plant in light sandv soil, afl"ording good drainage, and have kept it

moderately dry in a cold frame with abundance of air, and more liberal
supplies of water when the roots were working freely in the fresh soil.

You may now put in cuttings of any of the young shoots, inserting two
joints in the soil. The surface should be covered with an inch of silver
sand- The pots may be set in a friane, which should be kept close and
shaded from sun. the cuttings being occasionally bedewed overhead with
water through a fine rose, and the sand kept moist but not very wet. The
cuttings will root slowly but surely ; or they may be placed in ft hotbed,
and when well rooted should be pitted off singlyin small pots in a com-
post of equal parts of light turfy loam, leaf mould, and sand, affording
good drainage. After potting pbice them iu a cold frame, keep close and
shaded for a few days until established, and afford a sprinkling of water
overhead every morning. When the plants rooover from the potting air
should bo freely given—iu fact, they should be fully exposed except
during very wet weather, when the hghts may be tilted. When the pots
are full of roots shift into pots a size larger, and early in October remove
them to a shelf in a cool tiiry greenhouse. The essentials to success are
a free circulation of air, a light open soil, and good drainage, with careful
watering in winter.

Christmas Rose Propagation (Idevt).—You may take np the plants
now and divide them into as many pieces as you find crowns, preserving
as much root as possible to each. The divisions are to be planted where
they are to remain, or in a border 1 foot apart, giving a good watering.
A compost of tv/o-thirds turfy loam and one-third leaf mould will grow
it well, affording a mulching of about 1 inch of le.^.f mould over the
crowns early in winter.

Strat\'berries—Estimate «r Sorts (G. B., Brr/M.—Sir J. Paxton is a
good cropper, handsome, and suitable for market purposes, also good for
forcing. President is said to be a good cropper, but it did not bear heavily
with me. It is better flavoured than Sir J. Paxton. Mrs. Nicholson sent
me Comte de Zans, but as it was sent by post it died. It is said to be a
good market sort. Dr. Hogg is a very hardy, healthy sort, like British
Queen in appearance and flavour. I specially recommend Cockscomb
and Wonderful as late market sorts. They are very hardy, great and sure
bearers, stand travelling well, and are of the British Queen flavour. The

I crops of Rivers'rt Eliza, Cockscomb, and V/onderful are very fine here.—
W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford Fitzpninc.

Variegated Pelargoniums (W. H. M.>.—We stated a fortnight since
our opinions upon the subject. You will see some further remarks to-

day in our columns. According to the decision of the Floral Committee
of the Ri>yal Horticultural Society, they would consider Annie Williams a
Variegated Pelargonium, and Mrs. Milford not. We arc of opinion that
the Coffee tree does not come within the moaning of "a fruit tree," any
more than does the Oak.

Vines on Open Walls (W. Spencer).—If you enclose five postage
stamps with your address, and order " Fruit Gardening for the Many," it

will be sent free by post. It contains what yon need.

Grass on Heavy Soil (E. F.\—The best treatment yon can adopt for

your lawn is to have it well and deeply drained. The proposed dressing
with small pieces of chalk may do good, but we fear the chalk would give
7 stony appearance to the surface. A dressing of compost formed of any
waste vegetable matter, as tufts of grass, &c., turned over frequently and
mixed with a load of lime to every four of compost, would form an ex-

cellent dressing for your la^vn at the end of twelve months. Apply it in

February. Draining the soil is what wo recommend, and then top-

dressing. A top-dressing of sifted cinders would tend to keep the surface
from becoming soapy.

Peach Trees on Wooden Fence (Mem).—Yonr trees will seldom, M
ever, thoroughly ripen their fruit, and they sufl'er from mildew on account
of the wood being immature. They should be plauted against a wall with
a south aspect. To free your trees of mildew we recommend yonr washing
them forcibly every evening with water during the prevalence of dry
weather, and once a-week with a solution of soft so^.p at the rate of 2 ozs.

to the gallon of water. If this do not fi-ee them of mildew, dust the parts
affected whilst wet with flowers of sulphur.

EHVNCnOSPERMUM JASMINOIDES AFTER FLOWERING (K. E.).—ThlS IS

the plant of which you enclose a spray, and having been neglected it

should have any old long bare shoots removed, preserving as much of the
young wood as possible, and especially the shoots jiear the base. The
plant may be potted, if requisite, in a compost of equal parts of turfy
peat and loam, with a free admixture of silver sand. The drainage should
be good. The plant should be kept moist, close, and shaded for a few
days until it recover from the potting, and should then have a light and
moderately airj' situation, a sprinkling of water morning and evening,
and every encouragement to secure growth. Water copiously, but only
when necessary. Regulate the shoots when necessaiy.

Insect on Peae-tree Leaves (A. M. Tf.V—The destroyer of the leaves

is called the SUmy Grub, it ie the Ini-va of the Selandria .Ethiops, or Pear
Saw-fly. They can be destroyed by dusting them with slaked quicklime.

Forcing Vines (Subscriber, Norjcich).—You may plant inside as yon
propose, and you may force the Vines successfully that are planted out-
side ; but you would do better to have them in Juno the first year, and in

Jlay the succeeding one. However, in either case we would advise yon
to proceed thus:—Give heat in your pipes to hasten on the crop just

thinned, and have it off as soon in the autumn as you can, so as to

give the Vines a rest before you begin to force them. By the 1st of October
at latest, cover the border outside with 15 inches of litter to keep the
heat in, and if you can protect from cold rains so much the better

;

shut up your house and commence very gi-adually with 45^ in December,
raising the heat by degrees.

Pine-Apple Leaves Browm (A Ecadcr).~'Try what a little shade will

do for your Pines. We suspect they are not quite right at the roots, and
too much sun with too little air has scorched the tops. Examine the
roots, and if not doing well shake away the soil, drain well, and repot in

fresh, rough, sandy loam. If the roots are progressing healthily let them
alone. Shade, and give plenty of moistuie, with air, however little, at

the top the first thing in the morning.
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KiHiBiTiON Stands for Roses, Dahlias, and Pansies {J. F. ••?.).—

A

fitautl for, flay, twt-uty-four blooms of Dublias should bo 4H inchest in

Icn^rtb by 18 inches in width from front to b/ick. It shouhl ho ruined at

the bacK 7 inehcK, and M4 inches in front. The holes should form three
lines of oipht each, and ebould be G inches from centre to centre, und
3 inches from the oataide. The metal tube for the water may ho 1 inch
in diameter, and should t\l into the holes of the board ; the wooden tube
to receive the blooni, and fitting into the metal tube, nhould rise Ijf inch
above the hoard. The cohmr of the board should be a lively bright green.
The dimensions of a stand for twelve blooms of Ualilias can bo easily

deduced from the foroKoint*. Such a box as that just described would bo
Buitablo for Koses if shown in single trusses ; for sinclo blooms of Roses
the dimensit)ns would be almost too large, while for bunches of three
truHses it would scarcely afford sufficient space. For Hoses tho tubes
may bo fawti'iicd to the bottom of the box, not using a board as in the
case of DiihliiiK, and tho spaces filled up with fresh gix*eu moss. Tho
most Buitublc colour for a box for Hoses is dark green. A stand for

Pansies should have the outside appearance of a ueai box, painted dark
rosewood autl highly varnished ; the lid attached by book-and eye hinges,
and locked. The lid removed shows a stand of four rows of Pansy blooms,
six in ea<'b, airangt^d on a zinc plate one-eifjhth of nn inch thi(^k, i)ainted
green, with a slight yellow tinge, and varnished. Length of box 1 foot

6 inches, 12j inches wide, and 8 inches deep, three-eighths of an inch
thick, and with a little beading inside, on which the plate rests, so as to
lie tlush with its edges all round. Tho tubes are soldered to tlie under
part of the plate flu.sh with the hack of tho holes to receive tho stalk, bnt
receding to the front to allow tho flower to lie well. These Imles are
tbree-fourtlis nf an incli long and half nn inch wido. Tho tu!ies beneath
are li inchi-s lictp, ] imh long, and ftve-eighths wido. The front holes
ore 1' inch from the (.-.U'c of the plate, and 1^ inch from the side, and the
rows are ".i inches above each other. When placing the stand for exhi-
bition it can be arranged sloping to any angle, by placing something
ouderueath it at the back.

Heatino a Small Conservatory f.t Suhtcribvi, Guildjord).—You can
heat your small house succes^-fuUy with a flat-headed iron stove, with a
pan of water over it. You can heat it more easily etil! by gas, the burner
enclosed in a small iron stove, and a pipe from 2^ to S inches wide going
through tho house from the stove, and thence into a chimney or into the
open air, and moist beat will be pecurod by a pan nf water over tho stove.
It is a mistake to suppose that, heating by hot water is more moist than
other moiles of heating, unl<!ss vapour escnpes from the water. However,
yon can place a small boiler of tin or galvanised iron over the jets of gas,

hut have a pipe through the boiler to let the fumes of the gas escape. A"
wo cannot make tho matter more simi)Jo without repeating i^hat has
already appeared, we would advise you to order No. 2*J9. New Series,

stamped 4t/.. from our otfice, where dtlTcrcnt phins of heating by gas are
given, one of which no doubt would suit you.

Plant-house (Amateur, Wittr^n Lodor).- We do the best for oorre-

spondcnts, hut we cannot undertake to keep their cases in mind, for we
have scores weeklv. Taking vonr letter on its present contents, we wonld
say that there are few who would And tho ditficulty of having 80 many
Grapes, and we fear it will be found to bo a mistake, if it i» considered that

a plant-house will take up much less labour and Ktlcntion than a vinery-

We believe it will take more. However, wo quite coincide with vonr idea

of having a bouse entirely for plants, and we should approve of that being

next the house. It might be as well to do only the first half of yonr
vinery next tho house the (irst year, and the second 21 f**et if you liked in

the second year. We also approve of your proposed arrangements, to give

room. We "would have climbers against tho back wall, and a platform

against it 21 inches wide, the same in front, a pathway all round 2^ feet

wide, and a sparred table in tho centre 5 feet wide. If the pathway were
not wide enough, you might make it a feet, and take tho 1 foot from
tlie central platform, or a little from each. The platform should be

2 feet 9 inches or 3 feet from tho ground. The plants most suitable for

winter flowering in such a house, are Camellias, Epacriaes, Acftcias,

Winter Heaths, Chinese Primroses, Cinerarias, Ac.

Direction (N. Impey),—'hl. Fraui;oi8 Lacharmc,Aui Rivicries, Lyons
(Rhone).

Ferns in Glass Case {i'ortn.?).—Your treatment is totally wTong. Keep
the caso shaded, only partially opened, and apply water twice a-weefc

during hot weather, but do not pour it over the fronds. The Ferns require

a moist atmosphere.

Muscat Grapes Diseased (G. /"^nn).—They aro severely afTected with

the ulcer called "the spot." The roots, probably, are not sufficiently

active. More warmth to them, and some warm, weak, liquid maniire,

with more air admitted, would check the progress of the disease. Kck
off the spotted berries as soon as detected.

NAMts OF Plants iJameif).—!, Sedum acre ; 2, Erica depressa ; 8, Hoya
bella; 4. Erica hirta; 5, Dielytra spectabilis. (£. S. ii. G.j.—Solidago

virga-aurea; Phyteuma orbiculare. (F. Tumpson).—^, Allium scorodo-

prasum ; 3, Saxifraga sp. ; 4, Viola cnnina ; 5, .\rmeria vulgaris ; 6. Omi-
thogalum umb^llatum. {A. B.).—Dictamnns albus. (.V. T.).—l, Pingui-

cula vulgaris ; 2, Draba verna ; 3, Orobus tuberosus.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending July !)tli.

DlTX.
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great mortality among his chickens. The same gentleman also

speaks of my chickens doing well in Cheshire. I can easily

imagine the improvement which would (I think naturally),

takeplace in breeding on a limestone earth, and more especially

with birds that liave been bred in-and-in, and not in the

neighbourhood of such material. I have noticed that the most
healthy Game chickens that I have seen this season are those

which have had the run of a garden, or on any soil away from
grass. I have several friends near me who have not had a

single loss from disease whose birds have been thus raised, and
those who have had them on grass runs I find have invariably

failed.

—

Nottinghamshire.

We made once a small hen-house, and lighted it by plaoij^
some of the roof boards, which went up and down, 10 inches
apart, and fastening S by 10 glass between them, slipping the
glass into the grooves in the boards, which were common floor-

ing. The panes lapped about half an inch, were fastened by
tacks, -and little water came through. Windows in a fowl-

bouse must be protected by slats or by wire. The use of

plaster on the sloping floor under the roosts is very well

—

nothing can be better ; but fine, dry road dust, swept up on a
hot day, is as good.

—

(American AgricuUuriat.)

A GOOD AND CHEAP HEN-HOUSE.
The house is 10 feet wide and 12 feet long ; a passage-way,

1 feet wide, passes along the south side, in which are windows
;

this is formed by a partition, 3 feet high (see fitj. 1), which ex-

tends from near the door to the rear, and supports the lower
side of a sloping floor, which rises to the eaves on the north
side. Above this sloping floor the roosts are fixed, and the
droppings of the birds fall upon the floor, which being sprinkled
with plaster they roll down, or are easily scraped off. There !

is a ledge at the front edge, which prevents their going to the
floor. Under this sloping floor the space is divided by a par-
tition, making a nest-room about 6 feet square, and a sitting-

room 6 feet by 5, which is also used for a store-room for grain,
eggs, &c. This sitting-room is entered by another door, and
lighted by a pane in the gable end. The nest-boxes shove
through the partition into the sitting-room, but there is no
access for the fowls except when sitting. At these times hens <

f
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March twelvemonth, had laid well before Christmas, and had

never before ailed ; the change had been since the last moult.

A. Le Ciieminant, Foubm ^'alt, Gucrrisinj.

JUDGING GAME FOWLS EY SHAPE.
TiiK rnorEii shapk of tht, game cock.

Beak, stronf;, curved, long, and sharp, stout at the base (a

good boxing beak as technically termeil).

Comb neatly and closely dubbed, red in the red-combed sorts
;

darkish red in dark-combed sorts. Cock chickens and young

stags should be exhibited undubbed to show the proper shape

of the comb, which should be single, not too large or clumsy,

rather thin, serrated, or lobed, erect and straight,_and rather

low in front.

Face, same colour as comb. Gills, wattles, and deaf ears

same colour as comb, and neatly trimmed.

Head, long and sharp. Eyes, bright and clear. Face and

throat hard, lean, and thin.

Neck, long, arched, and strong, with a firm, hard, short,

strong, and rather broad-feathered hackle or mane, close, neat,

and very bard feathered ; the feather points to shoulders and

no longer.

Back, short and very hard, broad at shoulders and narrow at

tail.

Sides of the body well rounded.

Breast, broad and very hard, and neither too round nor too

full, as a heavy breast is useless weight, nor yet too lean, but

still not sharp-breasted, a hard breast being most essential, as

the most vulnerable part of the body.

Stern, or rump, narrow, short, and neat, feathers short and
hard.

JVinfif, very strong and well rounded, and neither too short

nor too long ; short-winged birds being too heavy in body

generally, and often broad-rumped, and too-long-winged birds

frequently long in body and in feather. Wings carried closely

pressed to the sides, and neither too high nor too low, but pro-

tecting the fleshy part of the thigh.

'Tail, neither too long nor too short, long-tailed birds being

generally long in body and in feather, and too short tailed often

too clumsy in body and broad in rump. The tail should be

carried " well up " for spirit, and should be open or fanned and
spreading, with a full crescent-like curve of the sickle feathers,

and well sickled, the sickle feathers carried just clearly above

the points of the straight feathers. Cock-fighters prefer rather

short, neat-tailed birds, with tails carried well up, and not too

large, but open. Long-spreading, well-sickled lails, carried well

up are the most showy tails. Squirrel tails very bad of course.

Some judges and fanciers prefer the rather drooping, close-

switch, or whip-tailed birds, saying these are finer-feathered,

neater, and higher-bred birds. I consider the drooj'ing. closed,

or folded and long-tailed birds to be narrower in body, less

strong, and less spirited than such as I have described. These
tails are not much sickled. There should never be much fluff

or down at the root of a cock's tail, as this shows softness, and
the base of the tail should be narrow.

Tliiglis, short, hard, and very muscular, and placed well, wide

apart, and well up to the shoulders, under the broadest part of

the body to make the bird stand firmly on his legs, and to give
" a good forehand " and a more commanding appearance.

Legs, neither too long nor too short ; strong, but never in

the least clumsy, rather slender than at all clumsy (as the

mnscnlar power lies in the thigh), placed well and widely

apart to make the bird stand firmly and carry plenty of spur.

Spurs placed low down, long, and not too stout or clumsy,

sharp, and not turning in too much, and rather curved up-

wards. Scales of legs close and smooth.
Feet, spreading claws, long and straight. Talons long, strong,

and narrow. Back claw placed low and fiat to the ground, and
very long and strong, to make the bird stand firm and give him
a good spring. Never in the least Duck-footed. Broad, short,

flat nails are very bad, and show the Malay cross in the breed
having them.

Plumage, all very hard, scant rather than thick of feathers,

short, close, and firm, the feathers and quills very strong every-

where.
Body in band, short and very hard in flesh, and very mns-

cnlar in every part. Belly small and tiyht in the pinions.

Legs of cock rather longer than those of the hen in proportion.

Carriage, upright, active, quick, fierce, sharp, and fiery.

Curved-backed cocks, if with a straight curve and not humped

or lop-sided, are " shorter in body and fiercer" than straight-

backed cocks are.

Weight, for exhibition, from 4J lbs. to 51 lbs. ; for the pit,

4j lbs., as the most active weight. Game cocks should never
be heavy or clumsy in body, but should be light-fleshed, with
sufficient bone for strength, but not too heavy in bone or flesh

for activity, and should combine great strength with great
activity in proportion to their size.

Game cocks should be one-third larger than their hens.
Game cocks are in their prime at two years old, and decline

after four years, as do the hens in general, though some old

birds are as good.

—

Newmarket.
P.S.—I have to thank " YoRKsniRE " for his replies to my

three questions.

HOUDANS—RIVAL INCUBATORS.
About twelve months ago, owing to the opinion you ex-

pressed as to the merits of the Houdan fowl, I determined to

keep no other. I selected five pullets from the stock of a
noted breeder, and obtained a cockerel from a distant part of

the country, in order to run no risk of in-and-in breeding.

JMy object being to rear chickens, of course I bad to keep a
few sitters, and I purchased ten Dorking pullets, thus having
fifteen females to one male bird. This, probably, you will

consider too many, but the result has proved otherwise.

My Houdan pullets, which were not hatched until August,
commenced laying at the new year, and they continued to do
so up to the present time. Their eggs are considerably larger

than those I obtain from the Dorkings, and, on an average,

they miss laying one day in five. You will agree with me,
therefore, that I have every reason to be satisfied : indeed, I

am convinced that, for general purposes,—as egg-producers

and table birds—Houdans surpass any other breed.

Several of my friends complain of their ill-success this year
with chickens. In February I placed nine eggs under one
of my broody Dorkings, and she hatched seven chickens. Of
the remaining two, one was broken, and in the other I found a

dead chicken. I kept the hen and chicks in a storeroom at

the top of my house, and fed them liberally with chopped egg,

bread, and grits. The room had a boarded floor, which, during

my absence from home one cold day in March, was thoroughly

scrubbed and cleaned by my maid. The next morning sis of

the chickens were unable to walk, their feet being quite pa-

ralysed, and during the day all died. The hen had, therefore,

only one chicken, which appeared as strong as ever, and is now
a fine bird.

I next sat a hen on thirteen eggs : she produced twelve

chickens, which are all living. 1 never saw birds grow so

rapidly, and this is the opinion of every one who has seen them.

My next clutch was nine from twelve eggs ; the fourth, seven

from twelve, four being broken in the nest ; and my last brood
consisted of eleven chickens, three of which have died. One
was trodden to death by the hen, one died from natural causes,

and the third was worried by a neighbour's dog.

I have, therefore, reared thirty-seven chickens from fifty-

seven eggs, which I consider very satisfactory. I have given

away and sold several sittings, and in all cases the success has
been equal to my own.

In your Journal of May 27th, a letter appeared from " Brown
Red," on " Rival Incubators." 'With your correspondent I

agree that it is a great inconvenience to fanciers of a non-sitting

variety, to keep sitting hens, which are useless for the greater

part of the year, but although anxious to obtain an incubator,

I am at a loss to decide which to select. It would be a great

favour to poultry. breeders generally if the manufacturers of

different incubators would each place one of their manufacture

in the care of some breeder, in order that their merits may be

thoroughly tested. If no other could be found, I should have

no objection to undertake the responsibility, and to give you

the result. I enclose my name and address, not for publica-

tion, but as a guarantee of good faith.

—

Lindum.

PETERBOROUGH POULTRY SHOW.
There 13 no question tlrnt with a snitablc revision of the prize

schedule this Show might be greatly increased, bnt the cUssifications

as Ihey now stnnd are scarcely colcolnted to be popular. The largest

amount of prizes is at present given at Pelerborongh to " Mixed

Breeds, any age or colour." This, of course, induces the entry of a

number of mongrel-bred birds of little real market value, and not by

anv means an interesting portion of the Show to visitors generally. It
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would be well if this class were headed '* For the best Breed not yet
named, or Cross-breed for Farm Purposes." It would then form an
interesting class, which would, no doubt, be well filled.

In Grey Dorhings^ many were birds of great merit, but scarcely a
single pen could be named in which one or other of the three birds was
not in deep moult. The same remark applies with equal force to the
Game class, iu which several hens were such " Tartars " to each other
that they had either to be tied by the leg to the wirework of the pen,
or one of them had to be removed into the travelling basket. This in

any case when it occurs frequently, is a great drawback to an exhibition,

and it is from this cause that a cock and only one hen are so generally
shown together. Some very excellent Game cocks were thoughtlessly
and absolutely spoiled for exhibition, by having the entire head pur-
posely denuded of feathers, a jilau that in Yorkshire many years back
was somewliat customary for cocks entered for the pit, but is quite
out of place in competition. Cochins proved so inferior, that a second
prize could not be awarded. The Hamlnirgh classes were the worst
represented iu the whole Show; but the Black Red Game Bai/tmiis,

and some Black-booted Bautams, placed this latter class amoug the
foremost public favourites. Turner's pens of Sheffield were engaged
for the poultry.

The Turlcijs were really good, but the Geese were badly matched
for exhibition, in more than one case Grey and White being shown
together.

Some very well-bred Aylesbury Dttcls were shown, and there were
also good Rouens aud Muscovy Docks.
A pen of three Australian Black Swaus in capital feather, and two

pens of the common White Swans in equally good plumage, proved an
excellent contrast, and caused much attraction.

Master H. B. Little exhibited a pair of very good Himalayan Hahhits,

a variety which seemed to be nearly unlmo\vu in this district.

An important feature of the Show was the Pigeon class, each com-
petitor exhibiting three pens together, but of different varieties, for
the Society's prizes. Many of these Pigeons were of unnsually good
quality.

The tent was an extensive one. and had bad weather set in would
have afforded ample ]irotection. but fortunately the day was very fine,

and, consequently, the attendance of visitors was gi'eat. With a little

extra pressure by the Committee, there cannot be a doubt that year by
year the poultry department of the Peterborough Show will make an
advance and prove propoi'tionately i-emunerative.

Dorkings.—First, R. Wood. Second, J. Longland. Highly Commended,
J. W. Hanison. Commended, J. Carter; T. Parker. C^k-^chs.—First,
R. Wood. Second, T. Amies. Cock (Any colom.-).—First and Second, R,
Wood.
Game (Any colour).—First, J. W. Harrison. Second, S. Deacon. Cuck.

—First and Second, J. Lamxug.
Cochin-China (Any colour).—Prize, J. Longland.
Hamburghs (Pencilled).—Prize, J. Jobnson.
HAaiBURGns (Spangled).—First, J. F. LiversitlRe. Second, J. Freeman.
Bantams (Any variety).—First and Second. Mrs. C. B. Ed wnrdes (Black

Red Game, and'Bantam Chickenst. Third, W. Stokes (Black-booted Ban-
tams). Commended, S. Deacon (Bautams.)
Mixed Breed (Any colour).—First, J. W. Harrison (Dark Brahmas).

Second, J. H. Everett (Dark Brahmas). Third, J. Freeman (Cochins and
Dorkings). Fourth. J. Whitsed (DorkinR and Cochin). Highly Com-
mended, Lady G. Gordon (Speckled-booted Bantams.)
Tdrkeys (Any colour).—First, J. Craig. Second, T. Parker.
Geese (Any colour).-First, S. Deacon. Second, J. A. W. Underwood.
Ducks.— Second, J. W. Harrison (Rouen). Third, J. Whitsed (Muscovy).

Commended, J. W. Harrison (Aylesbury.)
Pigeons.—First, J. W. Harrison (Dun Carriers, Black Carriers, Black

Fans). Second, R. Payling (Black Carriers, White Pouters, Almond
Tumblers). Third, A. Storrar (Black Carriers, Black ^loltled Tumblers,
Black Barbs). Highly Commended, R. Payling (Kites, White Pouters,
Yellow Turbits.)
Extra.—Highly Commended, Miss Little (Two Swans) ; Master H. B.

Little (Pair Himalaya Rabbits); — Wagstaff (Black Swans from Sydney,
Australia). Commended, J. Elgar (Pair Houdans.)

£dward Hewitt, Esij., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, was the Judge.

TOWCESTER POULTRY SHOW.
The annual meeting of the Northamptonshire Agricultural Society

took place on the 3rd and 4th inst., at Towcester. The Show was not
only very good, but this year a most commodious tent was provided in

case the weather should prove unfavourable, but fortunately it was
propitious.

Several of the prize Dorhings were of great merit, and were sent in

first-rate condition, though numbers of the remaining pens were fast

falling into deep moult. The same remark applies with even still

greater force to the Spanish classes. The single cock Spanish class

proved so indifferent, -that both prizes were withheld. The Game
classes were among the best in the show, there being plenty of excellent

birds combined with a large entry. In Cochins^ the Partridge cup
birdB far outstripped their competitors. In the Cochiu-China Chicken
class, we regretted much to find that with a full entiy almost every
pen contained one or more birds with the " twi^;ted wings," so fatal an
objection in this variety. Of Ilamhurghs, all four kinds were classed

together, and, strange to say, every pen proved to be Golden-spangled,
many of them being very good. Some excellent White BantamH were
ehown, and some very tolerable Game Bantams, but the latter ehietly

in deep moult. A rather nice pen of Friesland Bantams was exhibited

in the Variety class, and also some good Dai'k Brahmafi.

In Gi^ese and Duels, Mr. Fowler, of Aylesbury, with capital pens
easily withstood all opposition.
In Pigeons each exhibitor by the Society's rules shows in lots of

three pens, as a sweepstakes, added to which are first and second
prizes from the general funds. The competition was excellent, and
the two winning lots such as are rarely met with.

Dorkings (Any colour).—First, T. Tathani, Kingsthorpe. Second, H.
LiuRwood, Barking. Needham Market, Suftblk. Third. R. Wood, Clapton.
Thrapstone. Hem.—YiTai and Silver Cup, T. Tatbam. Second, H,
Lingwood. C/ticfccHJ!.- First, J. Longland, Grendon. Second, J. K*
Fowler, Aylesbury. Third, H. Lingwood. Commended, S. Taylor.
Pu}Uis.~¥xT&t, R. Wood. Second, S. Taylor, Towcester.

Spanish. — First and piece of Plate, J. Stephens, Walsall. Second
nnd Third, Messrs. Birch & Boulter, Sheffield. Commended, W. R. Bull,
Newport Pagnell, Bucks. Chickens.—F\TS,i and Second, Messrs. Birch
and Boulter.
Game.—First, Second, and piece of Plate, H. Shield, Northampton.

Third, J. Lane, Birmingham. Highly Commended, H. Shield. Com-
mended, J. Lane; J. M. Payne. H^n'f.—First, J. Lane. Second, J. N,
Beaslcy, Brampton. Third, J. M. Payne, Gayton, Northampton. Highly
Commended, W. Barford, Aylesbm-y ; S. Deacon, Oundle ; J. Lane. Com-
mended, J. Sargeant, Preston Deanery.
Cochin-Chinas.—First and piece of Plate, J. Stephens. Second, W. A.

Taylor, Manchester. Third, J. N. Beasley. Highly Commended, J. K.
Fowler; H. Lingwood. Commended, W. F. Checkley Moulton, North-
ampton. C/i(VA,v/w.—First, H. Lingwood. Second, J. K. Fowler.
Hamburghs (Any variety}.—First, W. A. Taylor (Silver-spangled). Se-

cond, W. Barford, Aylesbury. Commended, Messrs. Birch & Boulter
(Golden-spangled.)
Bantams (Any colour).— First, The Ladies Wentworth Fitzwilliam,

Harrowden House. Second, W. A. Taylor. Highly Commended, J. H,
Smith, Horton, Northampton. Commended, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright, Derby;
J. D. Bletsoe, Northampton ; G.J. Hitchcock, Hinton House.
Any other Distinct Briiied.—First, J. K. Fowler (Brahmas). Second,

J. Beasley (Japanese). Third, J. Smith, Horton.
Geese (Any colour).—First and Second, J. K. Fowler. Highly Cora-

mended, Hon. & Rev. A. G. Douglas, Scaldwell ; The Ladies Wentworth
Fitzwilliam.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Second, J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Rouen),—First and Second, J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Any variety).—First, G. Osborn, Pattishall. Second, J. Beasley

(Buenos Ayrean.)
Turkeys (Any colour\—First, J. Beasley. Second, The Ladies Fitz-

william. Highly Commended, S. Inns, Towcester.
SELLiNfj Class.— First, J. Stephens (Spanish). Second, W. A. Taylor

(Cochin Chinal. Thii'd, J. Longland, (Dorkinps) ; Commended, J. Lane,
Birmingham (Game) ; C. Wright, Northampton (Game.)

SINGLE COCKS.
Dorking Cock.—First, J. Longland. Second, R. Wood. Third, H.

Lingwood. Commended, Mrs. F, S. Arkwright.
Game Cock. — First, J. Lane. Second and Third, H. Shield. Com*

mended, J. Lane : H. Shield.
Cochin-China Cock.— First, J. Stephens. Second, J. Longland. Highly

Commended, C. Wright.
Pigeons.—First and Second, H. Yardley (Carriers, Owls, Pouters, Ice

Pigeons, Spots, and Fairies). Highly Commended, T. Adams, Northamp-
ton (Carriers, Barbs, Baldpatcs, and Vax'ious.)

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, near Birming-
ham, officiated as Judge.

SPALDING POULTRY SHOW.
The following prizes were awarded at this Show, held on the 4th

inst.

Dorkings (Coloured).—First and Local Cup, J. W. Han-ipon, Spalding.
Second, S. Onley, Cheltenham. Hichlv Commended, H. Lin^'wood, Bark-
ing, Needham Market, SuflFuIk ; W. H. Robson, North Keston, South
Lincolnshire ; G. Clark, Long Sutton.
Dorkings (Any other variety). - Prize, H. Lingwood.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds). First, Local Cup and Second,

J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, Manchester. Highly Commended, J. Laming,
Spalding ; W. Verity, Beverley ; S. Matthew, Stowmarket, Suffolk ; C,
Chaloner, WhitweU, Chesterfield. Commended, J. W. Harrison ; C,
Chaloner.
Game (Any other variety).—First and Second, J. Fletcher (Duckwings).

Hifihly Commended, T. Dyson, Halifax (Duckwiugs).
Cochin-China (Buff)-—First and Cup, R. White, Sheffield. Second, J.

H. Dawes, Birmingham. Highly Commended, H. Lingwood ; T. Hardy,
Peakill, Spalding. Commended^ Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road,
London : Rev. S. C. Hamerton. Warwick.
Cochin-China (Any oth^r colour). — First, S. Parke, Melton Mowbray,

Leicester (Black). Second, S. Onley (White). Hifjlily Commended. T,
Hardy (White) ; J. W. Harrison (Cuckoo). Commended, J. Wright, Mel-
ton Mowbrav.
Brahma Pootras (Dark).—First, E. Leech, Rnchdale. Second, F. K.

Crook, Forest Hill, Kent. Commended, C.Caswell, Spalding ; T. Hardy;
F. James.
Brahma Pootra (Light).—First, H. Dowsett, Pleshy near Chelmsford,

Essex. Second, F. Crook. Highly Commended, Miss E. S. Maples, Spald-

iUK; T. Hardy. Commended. Mips E. S. Maples; F. Crook.
SPANISH (Black).—First, Withheld. Second, J. Wricht.
HAsrBURGHs (Any variety). First, W. Wood, Sheffield. Second, H,

Bcldon. Commended, Rev. J. Hosegood, Long sntton (Silver- spangled)

;

T. J. Marshall, Tydd, near Wisbench (Golden-spangled); C. Havers, Tha
Beacons, Ingates'tone, Essex (Golden-pencilled); J. F. Loveraidge, Newark
(Golden-spnnyled) ; S. Onley (Golden-pencilled) ; T.N. Granes, tldrbeck,
Boston (SilvGr-pencilled.)

Game Bantams.—First, C. Jennings, Spalding. Second, J. Laming.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First aud Second, A. Storrar, Peter-

borough (Black). Second, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Highly Commended, R»
H. Weldon, Spalding i Japanese Silky). Commended, MeBsra. S. & E.
Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire (SVbiteJ ; J. W. Harrison (ijebright).
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Fabmvabd Cross.—FirBt, Col. Stuart Wortley (French!- Second, H.
Beldon (Poland). Highly Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley (French) ; T.

Hardy (Creve Cu-ur.)
Docks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, J. Wright. Commended,

J. Wright.
DucKB (Ayleahuryl.—First, E. Leech. Second, J. W. Harrison. Com-

CUOnded, II. Diiwgott ; .T. W. Earriaon.
Ducks (Any other vjiriety).—Fir^t, Cup »nd Second, J. W. Ilarrinon.

Highly Commended, T. C. Harrison. Commended, J. W. Harri^iou (Black
fast Indian).
Gekkk (Any colour).—First and Second, T. Hardy (Toulouse.)
TuitKKYS (Any colour).—Prize, J. Smith, Grantham.
FllEABANTS, AND ANY VABIETV OF ORNAMENTAL, FoREION OR DosrESTI-

OATKn PorLTBY.—First and Cap, .1. W. Harrison (Peacock). Second, —
Bates, Spalding (Silver Pheisauts.)
Sei-mng Class fAny Variety).— First, S. Beeheo, Walsall (Black Spanish).

Second, J. Laming (Blnck-hroastod Game). Commended, T. Dyson,
UiUilax ; 11. Dowsott {Ayleshurj* Ducks.)

SWEEPSTAKES.
Single Game Cock.—Prize. J. Fletcher. Commended, H, Snusball.

Uau£ liANStAM Cock.—Prize. .1. W. Harrison.

PIGEONS.
Carrters.—First, K. S. Smith, Boston. Second, J. W. Ilarrieon.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley, Birmingham; K. Fulton, Deptford,

London. Coninieudod. J. W. Hnrrison ; II. Fulton.
Pouters.' First, J. E. Broward, Coventry. Second, R. Fulton. Highly

Commended, H. SnushaU ; E. E. M. Royds,' Rochdale. Commended, R. F.

Payling: H. Yanllev; R. Fulton.
Barbs.—First and Second, K. Fnlton. Highly Commended, H. Vardloy.

TOMBLERS.—First, R. Fulton. Hecoud. J. Percivall. Highly Commended,
A. St(»rrar. Commended, J. Ford, Moukwoll Street, London ; C. Cnwhurn,
Leeds; A. Dore, Leeds; H. Yardley; R. Fulton; F. Key, Beverley; J.

Hawley. Bingley, Yorkshire.
Jacodinh.—First, E. Homer, Harewood, Leeds. Second, H. Yardley.

Highly Commended, F. Key; E. Homer.
Fantails.-First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, J. W.

Harrison.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, Cup and Second, R. Fulton

(Blue and White Owls). Highly Commended, J. Laming (Hyacinths);
JI. Snnshall (Biuo Turhits) : E. S. Smith (Antwerps) ; R. F. Payling
(Yellow Turbitsl ; H. Yardley; E. E. M. Royds; J. Thompson.
Selling Class (Any variety).—First, D. Young, Leamington (^'hite

Dragons). Second, H. SnushaU (Black Swallows). Highly Commended,
J. E. Breward (White Pouters) ; J. W. Harrison iPonters") ; H. Yardley.
Commended, H. Yardley ; R.Fulton (Shields); J. Thompson.

RABBITS.
Heaviest Rarhit.—First, Messrs. Hanson & Wagstaff. Doncaster. Se-

cond, J. T. Jealous, Spalding. Highly Commended. J. T. Leaton. Spalding.
Lop-eared.-First and Cup, M. Millington, York. Second. Messrs.

Hanson & Wagstaff. Highly Commended, Messr-s. Hanson & Wagstnff;
J. Taylor, Sheffield. Commended, U. M. Maynnrd, Rvde, Isle of Wight.
Any Breed.—First, R. R. Wise, jun., St. Ives, iHunts. Second, J.

Taylor.
Fancy Varieties.—First, R. K. Wise, jun. (Silver Grev). Second, J.

W. Harrison (Angora). Highly Commended, Master C. Vise, Holheach
iCbinese). Commended, H. Cawood (Himalaya); J. W. Harrison (Hima-
laya) ; E. E. M. Royds.

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary (.Vny variety of colour).—First and Second, E. S. Smith (Buii

and Yellow Belgian). Highly Commended, E. S. Smith (Variegated
rrosted) ; J. Tye, Spalding. Commended, Mrs. Bowser, Spalding (Yellow
Norwich.)
Mule (Any variety).—First, E. S. Smith (Goldfloch Mule). Second, C.

O. Harvey.
Ijnnet, Goldfincit, oe other English FmrcH.—Prize, E. S. Smith

(Goldfinch.)
Blackbird, Thrush. Starling, Lark or other English Cage Bird.

—Prize, Mrs. Wilson (Thrush).
Parrot. Parakett, Lorey, or other Foreign Bird.—First and Cage,

Rev. P. Toarle, Newmarket (Kim; Parrot). Second. E. 9. Smith (Parrot
nnd Cage). Commended, J. W. Harrison (Grey young PaiTot and Cage)

;

O. £. Storr, Spalding (King Parrot) ; J. Barnes, Spalding (Australian Lorey);
J. W. H. Tidswoll (Grey Parrot.)

JuDOK.—Edward Hewitt, Esq., Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, near
Birmingham.

A TURKEYS REMONSTRANCE.
It is but too plain that we hold no place in the affectionB

of your respected correspondent " Y. B. A. Z.," since he has
not included our class in his " Dottings at Salisbury." All

our pens entered for that show were not sent, but we had a

uoble representative there in the first-prize pen.
Nor was the liberal accommodation provided for us at Salis-

bury less worthy of observation. One of the small paddocks
placed at our service there must have 1 een very acceptable to

our brother after his long journey from the sister iale. May
we be as fortunate at other shows.—A Tcbkev 'Wuo was at
Salisbdri.

I Guilty ! Yes, I plead so to not having written of Turkeys
in my " Dottings ;" and although " mortals do rush in where
angels fear to tread," yet I do not like, even though " mortal," to

tush in on a subject I know but little about. But my friend the
" Tdrkey at Salisbcby " greatly misunderstands my silence.
" No place iu my affections !" I cannot plead guilty to this

at any rate. If the answer is negative when Turkeys are in

feathers, it is verv fir from that when they are without them.
Let either of my Turkey friends that were at Salisbury, if they

doubt the point, present themselves with a goodly necklao* of

sausages, and I agree to pay them every possible attention,

and I will show how fully I appreciate them.
I will, however, supply the omission of giving great credit

to the Salisbury authorities for their capital arrangements as

regards the Turkeys, Geese, and Pucks. These had ample
room to move about ; and I particularly noticed that the first

prize Turkey had plenty of room to spread his tail, and evi

dently thought no end of that and himself generally. Long
may ho live to spread it.—Y. B. A. Z.j

MAKING AN ARTIFICIAL SWARM—BEES
DESERTING A UNICOMB HIVE.

A STOCK of Ligurians from Mr. Woodbury's apiary reached

me safely in May last, and they are now doing well. On the 26tb

of June I tried to make an artificial swarm, being afraid of

losing them, as I am often from home. I will describe the

plan I have pursued, and will you then say if I have done right ?

I found the comb on which the queen was, and placed it in

another hive ; and as the parent hive was very strong, I also

took out a second comb, bees and all, and placed it in the same
hive in which I had put the one containing the queen. I then
lifted this hive away to a fresh stand a few paces ofl. I find

the bees in the parent hive in a great state of commotion,
having lost their queen, and the others accompanying the

queen do not leave the hive much.
Have I done right? and may I expect a fresh queen to be

raised in the parent hive, or what am I to do ? I find them
hanging about in large numbers outside the hive. I may say

that I have had a super on the hive for a few days, but they

did not go up, although I inserted therein a piece of new comb
containing honey to entice them.

1 have had a unicomb hive made, and pnt in it a swarm of

bees. For about fourteen days they have done well, bat,

strange to say, last night (2(Jth of June), about eight o'clock,

they took wing and flew away. They were retaken by a neigh-

bour, and to-night I intend replacing them in the unicomb.

What was the reason of their leaving ? and is it probable they

will stay when I put them in again :'—E. D.

[In making an artificial swarm by taking out the qneen, yon
should have taken only the comb upon which she was at the

time, and which you should have carefully scrutinised, so as to

satisfy yourself that no inhabited royal cells were upon it, as,

if any such existed, the queen should have been shifted to

another comb. The remaining combs having been brought

together, so as to leave tlie vacancy thus caused on one side,

the old hive should have been shifted to a new position, the

new one containing the queen and the abstracted comb being

placed on the old stand. Managed in this way, the returning

bees would have made up a good swarm, which would have
built combs which the queen would have rapidly filled with

eggs, and all would have proceeded in the same manner as if

the swarm had issued naturally, whilst the young bees which
knew not their way back to the old stand, and must perforce

stick to their original domicile, would found royal cells and
raise a young queen. You had better, therefore, transpose the

two hives at once, and this will probably set matters right. If

you suffer them to remain as they now are you are very likely

to lose the original pure queen for want of a suflicient popula-

tii n, and any combs which may bo built in the old hive before

the bees have raised a young queen will have the vital defect of

being drone combs.
There can be little doubt that some little violence is done to

the instinct of bees when they are compelled to build a single

large comb in a narrow space like the interior of a unicomb

hive, and this may be the cause of yours having been deserted.

Whether the returned bees may nltimately decide upon bearing

the ills they have, or determine upon again flying to others

which they know not of, is a problem which W6 find ourselves

unable to solve.'

SWARMS UNITING.
In December last I purchased two stocks of bees in common

straw hives, which 1 will designate A and B, the only diffe-

rence between them being that A was a little heavier, and it

also has a window. They progressed favourably daring the

winter, and on May 28th B swarmed, and my brother success-

fully hived the swarm (I will call this C). WhUe he was hiving

the bees A swarmed, and after flying about a dozen yards the
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bees came back again and pitched all over the hive and hackle

of B. My brother then tried to brush them into an empty
hive, but without Buccess, aa they crept into the hive (B). Did
you ever hear of a similar occurrence ?

On Thursday nifiht, June 20th, we stopped the bees in by
means of the usual perforated zinc slides, and moved them,
after erecting a shed (we used hackles before) ; we then replaced

them in their former position. I then r«ised the slides. Tlie

bees in A and C seemed to be very little excited, whilst those in

B rushed out all over the place. Ne.\t morning we found a great

many dead, and for the next three days the bees continued to

bring out dead, of which about half were drones, I should think
about two thousand altogether. Do you think that they have
killed the swarm that went into their hive, or can you account
for it in any other way ?

Daring the past week there has been a ."strange fatality

amongst my bees. A great many bees are running about very

wildly on the ground round the hive, and the only peculiarity

that I see about some of them is that there are two yellow

spots on the upper part of the first segment of the abdomen.
—J. R. W., Ba'h.

[We have not ourselves met with a similar instance, but we
believe the occurrence is not very unusual. It is not likely

that the entire swarm was destroyed, although there was
evidently a sharp light. We often see single bees running
about in the manner you describe, and always consider them
as having been disabled in some way.]

TIME OF QUEEN BEES BREEDING.
Can you inform me the number of days elapsing from the

time of a Liguriau queen's release from the cell to the time of

her capability for breeding, and how much time will elapse

before she commences to deposit her eggs in the cells? Like-
wise, is there any difference between the Ligurian queens
and the black English queens in these two particulars ?—L. A.

[The period varies considerably. We consider fourteen days
the average time which elapses from the hatching out of a
queen to the commencement of egg-laying, but we have known
a queen impregnated on the seventh day, and two queens which
were hatched in our own apiary this seasen on the 30th of May,
were impregnated on the tenth day, and, consequently, laid eggs
on the twelfth or thirteenth day ; from two to three days elapsing
after fecundation before oviposition takes place. On the other
band, during a very favourable season, we have in one instance.
found egg-laying delayed until the thirty-first day. Tht^e
periods refer only to what are called "artificial" queens.
When stocks swanu naturally, the young queens are, at any
rate, very often capable of flight when they first issue from
their cells, and in this case fecundation takes place earlier.

There is no difference in these respects between Itali.in and
common queens.]

DOES A SCARCITY OF HONEY IN THE
SPRING INDUCE SWARMING?

I HAVE been led to ask this question of the readers of The
JouENAL OF Horticulture, in order to draw out the experience
of some apiarians on the matter.

In past years I have sometimes felt inclined to smile, on
hearing persons say that they could not induce their bees to

take possession of supers. As a rule, I had always succeeded
in this, and also in preventing swarms, by keeping the super
with guide comb warm, and the stock cool. This year I have
been at fault. In early spring I had two Ligurian stocks in

Woodbury hives. They both promised well, and I determined
to prevent swarming, and have honey instead.

Snpers were put on each hive on the ISth of May, and pro-
gress was watched daily. The iiOth of May gave me a swarm,
weighing 5* lbs., from one hive ; and on the 11th of June the

• other hive swarmed. In this case the queen was unable to fly,

BO that the bees returned to the hive, but came off again with a
second and third swarm. I may say here that the piping and
second swarming in each case took place at an earlier date than
is usual, and that I economised my queen cells as much as

possible for artificial swarms. In the first hive I saw not fewer
than ten queen cells.

Now, why did not the bees in these hives take to the supers ?

Those in the latter hive seemed to do so for some time, but
they made very little comb, and I am now pretty well con-
vinced that they merely occupied the super instead of crowding

and hanging outside, as we often see them do in common
hives. If I am not becoming tiresome, I shall venture my
own opinion, in order to be put right if I am wrong, as well as

to draw out other opinions.

I am inclined to think that a scarcity of honey was the cause.

For the 15th of June I find the following note in my Journal

—

" Weather dull and indifferent ; no bee season yet." If there

bad been plenty of honey the bees would have formed comb,
and stored the honey. As it was, they were obliged to be idle.

Not so the busy and prolific queens, the cells were filled with
brood, the bees rapidly increased in number, and swarms were
the natural result.

I must biing this communication to a close for the present,
but there are some other points to which I should like to draw
attention, if space can be allowed.

—

Clericus, Cumberland.
[We shall be glad to hear from you again.

—

Eds.]

CONSEQUENCES OF SELLING FOUL BROOD.
On the ISth of June I received a stock of Liguriaus from

Messrs. Neighbour & Sous, of Regent Street, and when I

placed it in my bee-house i found from the smell emitted that
it was suffering from foul brood.

Will you inform me whether travelling for six or seven hours
in a well-ventUated Woodbury hive little more than half filled

with combs, and not half filled with bees, could produce viru-
lent foul brood ?

lu the spring of 18GG I ieoeiv?d my first stock of Ligurians
from Messrs. Neighbour & Sons, and with it came this terrible

disease which has destroyed six stocks of bees.—A Mabiyk to
Foul Bkood.

[Foul brood could not possibly have been spontaneously
developed in a healthy colony under such circumstances. The
stock must have been diseased before it left Messrs Neighbours'
apiary.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Food for Ducklings {F. M.).—Ducklings may be fed on oatmeal,

some grcavts, ciu'd, choi ped onioa topa. As they grow older, discontinue
these une by one, until you have reduced them to plain oatmeal, and then
pl:iin oats.

Sickle Feathers of HAMEUitGii Cock Notched {Poultry Fancier).—
Asa rule any dibtingnishiiig mark in the plumage uf a bird sent for ex-
uibitiou is a disqufilihcatiou. The imirks in the tail would be ao, if there

' were cluse compctitiuu, or if the birdb had to be carefully scanned. They
I

"vsould under any circumstances disqualify a Silvtr-spangled cock. They
.vould be detrimental to Golden and Silver-pencilled.
Gulden-pencilled HABiBcitGH Pdllets {H.B. C.j.—You are quite right

I
to sut your eggs on the gruuud. It is a cause of success. In Pencilled

: Hamburgbs there are many spots that show in the tirst chicken feathers
that never bhow afterwaius ; at all times and ages, we prefer the clear
hackles, but you must recollect the penciJLing that is objectionable in the
hackle is essential to the body. We therelore advise you to select the
pullets that are most alike to adults in plumage, hearing in mind that a
lew spots on the hackle may be tolerated or overlooked, but a lack of
pencilling on the body is fiital to success. The pullets should not be
pencilled on the hacklo.
Green Food for Fowls (ii.).—We give watercress, endive, and lettuce

freely to our fowls. There is no occasion to mix it with other food, they
are lond of it. Rue is an old poultry medicine, but we do not believe in
or use it.

Poultry ix Very Limited Space {H. B. £.).—We know only two
breeds that would do well in the space you mention—15 feet by 14. They
are the Spanish and the Houdau. They are non-sitters. It would be
useless to set eggs in the space you mention, as it would be impossible
to rear the chickens. Being suiTounded by a wuU so high as you mention,
it will, we fear, keep off the sun. Can you not contrive to let some ofthe
rays and warmth full on the poultry '} You will find tho best green food
you can give will be grass cut in large sods in a gi-owing state. The
fowls will eat it all and scatter the mould in search of insects, deodorising
and purifyiug the whole run. You will not, perhap;, believe us when we
say tiiat hens and chickens do no harm in a garden. We heUeve they
often do good provided the hen is kept up.
Caponising (Pattlin).—We know of no work on this cruel and needless

practice. Richardson's "Domestic Fowl" has a chapter on the subject.
Parrot Plucking Itself [A Subscriber).—Do not let the bird have

any animal food, but plenty of ripe fruit, and a tepid bath once or twice
daily. If the bird will not bathe in a dish tilled with tepid water, pour it

ovei the bird through the rose of a watering-pot.
Rose Water (A. B. J.).—To make it from rose leaves, distillation is

required.
Mites in Bird Cages {G. Co/r).—We have no doubt that filling the

crevices with colza oil as you recommend, would be as efficacious as
linseed oil, which is usually employed, and then flowers of sulphxu: dusted
on to the oil.

French Polish (HoiweictV'c).—Shelloc. 1^ oz. ; niastich, half oz. ; san-
diirue. half oz. ; reclihed sprits of wine, 20 ozs. Mix them, and keep in a
gentle heat, frequently sbiiking the buttle until all the resins aredisaolved.
Apply very little to the furniture, and rub hard until the polish is estab-
lished. Of horehound beer we know nothing. The fowls to keep in a
coniiued space are mentioned in an answer to another correspondent to
djiy.

insects in Preserves (S. L.).—The insects are mites, or acari, they
wovild be excluded from the preserves by tying the jara closely with,

t bladder.
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establishments where the beds can be watered ; for stova and
greenhouse plants, vineries, Peach-housea, Cucumber and
Melon-pits, &c., take up so much time in hot weather. It is

a great advantage to water them, but they ought to be mulched

at the same time.

I will now state my opinion of the various sorts, which may
be different from the experience of other cultivators ; soil, cli-

mate, and treatment, I have no doubt, making a great difference.

The best variety for pot culture, and perhaps the best for out

of doors, is La Constante. The fruit is of large size, regularly

shaped, and equal sized, while the dwarf compact habit of the

plant is an important feature. It ought to be planted more
closely than the other sorts out of doors—say 20 inches from

plant to plant. I generally plant them 2 feet apart.

British Queen does well here, and comes next in favour. Dr.

Hogg very much resembles this variety ; when both are grown
together in pots they cannot be distinguished. The latter has

not such equal-sized fruit as British Queen, its flavour is quite

as good, and out of doors it is, perhaps, the higher coloured.

President, and Sir Joseph Paxton, are sorts of which I think

highly ; the former is the better bearer, but the fruit of the

latter is more handsome. I will grow both largely next season.

Eclipse is a very prolific variety, and good for forcing, and I

have seen it planted largely this season.

Sir Charles Napier is a very tender variety. My pot plants

were plunged in cocoa-nut fibre in a cold frame, and most of

them were injured by the severe frost which we experienced

last winter. The fruit is too acid, but it is preferred by
market gardeners to any other sort, for I believe they can ob-

tain a larger quantity of fruit from a given number of plants,

than they can from any other, and it takes well in the market.

Seedling Eliza does not do well here, it bears a good crop of

regular-sized fruit, but they are only of the medium size ; it

ia also deficient in colour.

Due de Malakofi has fruit of the largest size, and when well

ripened of a good colour, but it is soft and inferior in flavour

to most of the other varieties which I grow.
Prolific Hautbois will not do here (Ilford, Essex). It does

not bear half a crop of very inferior fruit. The plants grow
yery luxuriantly.

Hooper's Seedling is a good cropper, and very much re-

sembles Keens' Seedling.

The soil here is of a light sandy nature, resting on a

gravel subsoil, so that it is not naturally suited to Straw-
berries. Nevertheless we obtain good crops by manuring well,

and digging in large quantities of a sound yellow loam.

—

J. Douglas.

JOTTINGS AT SOME OF THE RECENT
EXHIBITIONS.

If our friend, Mr. D. Beaton, had been spared to the present
day, what long and interesting descriptions be would have given
of the novelties that have appeared within the last year or two !

He would have almost filled " our Journal " with his lucid and
hnmoursome descrijitions. His delight would have known no
bomids had he been permitted to see what grand results have
crowned the labours of his declining years. He, without a

doubt, was the pioneer who cut through all diiEculties and led

the way to the present splendid race of Zonal and Nosegay
Pelargoniums. 'The splendid baskets of Duchess of Sutherland
and Lady Constance Grosvenor, exhibited by Mr. Turner, and
the fine Nosegay Mrs. Laing, exhibited at the recent Show in

the Eegent's Park, illustrate the great progress that has been
lately made. I have also this season a large batch of seedlings
of great promise, amongst them many new and beautiful
shades of colour, with flowers very large, some of them being
as much as 2 inches across ; several of them are of yellow
shades. I feel confident that a bright yellow will be produced
in the course of a season or two ; if so, it will be a grand and
most useful addition to the flower garden. We want a good
yeUow-flowering plant to take the place of the yellow Calceo-
larias, for it appears to be quite useless to plant them in many
places ; the pecuhar disease that attacks them remains a
mystery.

At the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Rose Show Messrs.
E. G. Henderson exhibited two plants that will become great
favourites for bedding purposes. The pretty and distinct-

looking Pyrethrum Golden Feather will be largely cultivated.

It is a most useful plant for marginal purposes ; so also is the
pretty dwarf and free-flowering Lobelia pumila elegans, ex-

hibited by them. With the following plants I could make one

of the grandest and most compact beds ever seen. We will

suppose that we have a large circular bed to plant—say 12 feet

across. Well, we would plant it as follows, beginning with a
centre of, say 3 feet, of Lady Constance Grosvenor Pelargo-
nium ; next to this a ring, 18 inches wide, of Viola cornuta

;

next an 18-inch band of Verbena Princess Victoria; then
18 inches of Viola lutea ; next to this 18 inches of Lobelia
pumila elegans, finishing with a band, 18 inches wide, of Pyre-
thrum Golden Feather. In situations where Coleus Verschaffelti

will grow well, the centre of the bed would look well if com-
posed of it. Another plant I saw exhibited at the Eegent's
Park, and afterwards in a much better condition at the Koyal
Exotic Nursery. This in the next three or four years wiU ba
propagated for bedding purposes by the milUon. It is a very
pretty hardy Nierembergia from the Plate Eiver, introduced by
the Messrs. Veitch. The flowers are about IJ inch across, and
of a pretty white colour, elevated on a slender tube, 1 to l,j inch
long, above a beautiful carpet of rich green foliage. The plant
is perfectly hardy, and a perpetual tlowerer. Here, then, in
Nierembergia rivularis we have another most useful and
graceful addition to the flower garden. The plant grows very
freely, and forms a dense carpet of beautiful green foliage,

above which the pretty white flowers are seen with great effect.

They appeared like a mass of Snowdrops peeping up above
their foliage in early spring. I at once ordered some plants,
and shall propagate them as fast as possible, as I intend using
it extensively in the ribbon-borders, &c., next year. Being a
novelty of great merit it is rather expensive at present, but I

have no doubt it will come within the means of every one next
season. This might be used with great advantage instead of the
Pyrethrum in a similar arrangement to that mentioned above.
Another useful Lobelia I saw at the Eegent's Park was

named speciosa Lindleyana. It is a dwarf-growing and a re-

markably free-blooming variety, of a lively shade of violet

blue, with a white centre. One of the best of all the Lobelias

for bedding purposes is a variety I obtained for Mr. Tyerman,
of the Liverpool Botanic Gardens, last year, under the name of

Blue King. It is a free-growing and remarkably free-flowering

variety, and the flowers are of a beautiful sky-blue shade. I
consider it quite an acquisition. It is so distinct from Lobelia
speciosa in colour, that it might be planted by the side of it.

It is also easily kept through the winter months.
At the Manchester Exhibition I was vei-y much struck with

Viola amcena. This, no doubt, will be also a very useful plant.

It is very dwarf, and has an intermediate style of growth be-

tween V. cornuta and lutea, and may be planted between these

varieties with good effect. The colour is a deep violet purple.

At the same Exhibition Mr. Watson, of the New Zealand
Nursery, St. Albans, exhibited a good Nosegay, which appeared
to be a fine improvement on Lord Palmerston. The habit

appeared to be good, and the truss was large and well filled up.

The colour is a pretty rosy salmon. Mr. Watson also exhibited

his Tricolors Miss Watson and Mrs. Dix at the Manchester
and other shows. They are certainly very pretty, and I hope
Mr. Watson will make his fortune with them ; if he do nofj
it will not be for want of energy in bringing them before

the public. Mr. Cunningham's pretty Ivy-leaf Pelargonium
L'Elegante is also a good thing, and likely to prove very useful

both for bedding and conservatory decoration. Mr. Bull's

Silver Gem is also a most useful plant for the above purposes.

It is certainly well named—it is a perfect gem, and if grown in

a cool house for some months and then placed in heat the

leaves will assume a pretty pink shade. I think the plant
exhibited at the Tricolor Show on the 21st of May as a new
variety was Silver Gem, grown as above described, for I have
had many plants this season exactly liko those shown on that

occasion.

On the 3rd of July I made a hurried visit to Waltham Cross.

The Eoses were most beautiful although the weather was vei-y

much against them. We were a little too early to see Mr. Paul's

bedding Pelargoniums ; but from what I have seen of the

following, some of them under my own care and others bedded
out there, I have put them down as useful and very effective

bedders, and varieties that may at once be ordered and propa-

gated in quantity :—Blue Bell, flowers bluish lilac, large, and
the truss well formed ;

pretty compact style of growth. Crim-
son Queen, this is a grand colour, the plants very dwarf ; this

will make a magnificent bed. Dr. Hogg, fine purplish rose,

good habit, the plant producing large quantities of immense
trusses of well-formed flowers. Encantress, flowers pretty

soft crimson with distinct scarlet eye, habit good ; this is also

' a fine bedding plant. Firefly, floweis scarlet ciimsoa, good
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haljit. Glory of Waltham, flowers splendid scarlet, habit good,

neat foliage ; a ma^ificcnt bedding plant. Lilaciniira, flowers

a pretty shade of brit^bt lilnc, splendid truss, nnd tloe habit.

Memnon is a grand Stella with a magenta-coloured flower, the

habit is good, and the fityle of growth very neat. Turple

Queen is also a fine bedding Nosegay. Jason and Waltham
Gem are two good trold-leaved varieties. The greatest novelty

I saw amongst Pelargoniums was a double Tom Thumb. This
variety has most probably' been obtained by a sport from Tom
Thumb. It has the exact habit of the General, and flowers

quite as freely, but the flowers are double. This will be a most
useful variety for hybridising purposes. If wo can only get

our Gloire do Nancy with the hiibit of Mi*. Paul's double Tom
Thumb, they will bo most useful. That is at present the

greatest fault in them, they grow too strong. What we want
is nice compact plants from 'J to 15 inches high, with eight or

ten trusses of line double flowers on them. In this state they
would bo most useful for conservatory decoration. I must not

forget to mention the two beautiful new herbaceous Phloxes,

exhibited by Mr. Paul at the llo?o Show on tho 'ind, and at

the Regent's Park on tho ;!nl. They far surpass anything I

havo seen ; their names are Beautiful and Conqueror. I saw
a largo bed of tlicm growing at Waltham. They were a sight

I shall not easily forget. Beautiful is as its name implies ;

it has immense spikes of large round flowers, pure white, with

a rosy violet centre, and Conqueror is a creamy white v.ith a

rosy purple centre, the base of the petals round tho centre

being suffused with the same colour ; they appear to be very

dwarf-growing varieties. In walking through the nurseries

Mr. Paul called my attention to a pretty golden-leaved Quercus;
the foliage was quite as bright as Pelargonium Golden Fleece.

I was very much pleased with my visit to Waltham. Afy only

regret was that I could not spare more time to inspect the

numerous forms of floral beauty to be seen there. The Pioi-es

alono would have afforded me amusement and interest for

three times the time I could spare for an inspection of the

whole. I, however, will again visit Mr. Paul's nurseries when
tho Pelargoniums are in perfection, and then I hope to have
more time to examine their beauties.

In concluding these few notes of what I have seen likely to

prove useful to the readers of " our Journal," I will just men-
tion a few of my own productions. These I need say but little

about, as they have been before the public. Amongst tho Gold
Zouals (as they have lately been styled), the following I am sure

will give satisfaction :—Perilla, Model, Compactum, Firebrand,

Beauty of Uibblesdale, Beauty of Calderdale, Princess Alice.

Tho general opinion of them is that they will supersede the

Tricolors for bedding purposes ; they are certainly mnch
easier cultivated, and are much more effective, they at once
attract the eye, and are seen with good effect a long distance

off, whilst the Tricolor loses its effect at a short distance.

Amongst my Tricolors I consider Lottie W^ills, Aurora Borealis,

Lizzie, Fanny, Beauty of Huntroyde, and Florence are not to

bo easily surpassed. The latter variety will be found to surpass

every Tricolor at present sent out for bedding purposes, I am
so confident of this, that I am prepared to exliibit six plants

of it in September, taken up from the open ground, against

six plants of any other variety at present in cultivation for the

sum of £5.—J. Wills.

Xrvm FOn TAKING CUTTINGS.
In the "Science and Practice of Gardenintr," page 256,1

find that " tho time for taking off cuttings from the parent
plant for propagation is when the sap is in full activity ;" but
upon referring to "Thompson's Gardener's Assistant " I find

that " tho worst time for taking cuttings from hardy deciduous
trees and shrubs is when the sap is in full flow " (see page 380).

Will you explain how writers upon horticulture so far disagree

upon a point so essential?

—

Aiiatkuk.

[Circumstances alter cases, and, therefore, there is only a
seeming disagreement in the directions. In the " Science and
Practice of Gardening*' allusion is made chiefly to the propa-
gating by cuttings of tender plants that are to have the ad-
vantage of pots, hotbeds, »i:c., and in that case the directions
are right. All you havo to do is to keep a cutting in a state
as nearly as possible like that which it possessed on the parent
plant, and, therefore, care must be taken to arrest evaporation
and encourage rooting. As res]iccts hardy deciduous shrubs,
Mr. Thompson is just as correct, and this you may satisfy

yourself of easily by inserting & cutting of a Currant bueh in

^ho open air now, and In^rting a similar but leafless cutting
during winter and spring. These are left to nature, the former
is assisted beyond nature.]

FLOWERS IN BLOOM DUKING JUNE.
ACKLAM HALL, MIDDLESBOEOUOH-ON-TEES,

„ C.

» 10.

„ 11.

Jane S. Brompton and Interme-
din to Stocka.

Ccntaurcn montnna
I^ycbuiH dioicu florc-pleno
Iris, Vfirious kinds
Vtironica ^'enlianoidcs
Ot!um urbanum
Orcliie tit^tulata

Scfirlot Thorua, single and
do ubio

Scarlet Chestnut
Silone qiiinqaoviilnera
Andromeda axillaiis

llesporis matronalis
Itanuuculas ropeua
Vicia Kcpium
Omitbot;alurn ambcUatmu

narboneuBo
fimbriatom

WciRcla rosea
Aijuilegia vulgaris
ABphodclus ramosas
Vironica dentata
Folcmonium Richardsonl
Lythospermnm porpu-
rcum cicruleum

^limulus lutous
Mule Pink
Diantbus ca?3lns

Roses, various kinds
Linaria cymbalaria

bipartita and splendons
Erigeron canadense
Digitalis puriiurca and

alba
j\Iimalns moschatns
Campanula rapunculus
Silene nutans
MfcspiUis gcrmanica
Alcbemilla conjoncta
Ncpeta violacoa
Cornus sauguinea
Aconitum napcUus
Geum coceinoum
Dictanmus ruber

albus
Papaver concolor
Saxifj-aga peunsylvanica

Andrcwsii
geum

Genm rivalo
Teucrium lucidum
Allium schoenoprasnm

ureinam
Polvgala vulgaris
Orchis maculata
Parbarea vulgaris fl.-pl.

Hesperis matronalis fl.-pl.

Hbododendron birsutum
Dt'lpbiuium formosum

Barlowii
meholeucnra

Anchusa italica

and

n 16-

„ £0.

Juno 22. Orobus nigor
Double Nasturtium
LlUum Martagon, parple
liosc», double and slnglo
yellow Persian

SDa]>dragon:j, various
Diauthus odoratus

doltoidca
Cerastiura tomentosnnl
Pyrethrum roseum
Epilobitiui angustifoliom

album
„ 24. Lathyrussplcudens

Geranium fi;wiguineuaj

Plxiladelpbus
Sweet William, various
Galeobdolon luteum
Lamiam niaculatum
Campanula glomeratum
Parictaria ofticinaliB

Campanula pumila and
alba

Deutzia scabra
Centranthua ruber and
atbus

Potuutilla Hopwoodiana
IJarratii

Phlox Drummondi
Heliotropium peruviannm

various kinds
Calceolarias, various kinds
Achillea clavtena

rosea
Nastnrtinms, variouskinds

„ 2C. EschschoUzia calilomica
Calandrinia speciosa

discolor
Scarlet Pelargonioma
Spiraea aruncus
Astraulia major
Symphytum echinatam

asperrimum
Silene compacta
Hedycbium coronarluzn
Iberiscoronaria alba

rubra
Papaver somnifernm, dbl*

.

Campanula grandis
Salvia pratensis
Ruta graveolens
Viola erecta
Scdum rupestre

Bexangulare
acre

Verbascum thapsos
Chervil
Thymus serpyllum

„ 29. Morena pcrsica
(.'ampauula p>*ramidali8
Saxifra^a grannlata

granulata plena
Thymus serpyllum albas

GLASS WALLS.
The above contrivances for more tboroughly ripening fniit

have lately been introduced by the inventor of tho cylinder
vinery, on the principle of which they have been constructed.
The glass ivall is placed either opposite walls of slate made on
purpose, or opposite to brick and stone walls already built, the
fruit trees being trained against the glass wall on the inside,

60 as to receive the reflected heat from the wall opposite. The
great benefit to be derived from this mode of growing fruit

is light given in every direction both to the leaves and fruit.

The mode to be pursued in constructing a wall of this kind
opposite to one already built is as follows :—I drive into the
earth, about 3 feet from the old wall, square bars of wood, grooved
about five-eighths of an inch deep in the angles, boiled in creo-
sote, and thus rendered indestructible. I sUp glass down the
grooves until the top of the bars is reached. I then nail a
plate on tho top of the bars to strengthen the glass, and also
to admit of a cover being placed on the structure to keep oflf

spring frosts. I nail email rafters from the glass wall to the
brick or stone wall. After frosts are over I remove the co ver
ing, when the trees are exposed to dew and rain. They require
no watering and no further attention than an ordinary wall.
The result of this mode of culture is the perfection of growth-
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I find the best and cheapest covering is the material made for

packing Hops ; it is 6(?. a square yard retail. Boiling in creo-

sote would render it indestructible.

Glass walls can be made on the same principle. Facing

each other, and running north and south, they might be made

10 feet high and 4 feet apart, open at the top. The trees can
be trained on each wall. I have never s een foliage bo healthy
and of such deep colour as on this principle. The temperature
is always higher, and when the sun is out from 10° to 12^ higher
than the external air.

—

Observer

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
{Continuedfrom imge 5.)

Hieracium aurantiacum e

Hierochloe borealis re....
Horminum pyrenfticum .

.

Honstonia caeralea f r ....

H. niiminnlarium c r
•Iberis aaxatiUa
•I. Tenoreana
•Imperata sacchariflora
*Iri9 germaoica vara
=*I. florentina
*I. pallida
I. foetidissimafol. var

*I. pumila
=*!. susiana
Jeflfersonia diphylla r
*LAtbyTus grandiflorus
*L. latifolius vars
Liatris scariosa
Lindelophia spectabilis r
Linum flavum e

*L. monog}"nuin c

L, Lewisii
L. perenne flore albo
L. narbonense r
"Lobelia fulgens e

'L. fulgens St. Clair e

li. sypbilitica
L. urens
Lychuis chalcedonica
L. viscaria flore-pleno
*L. viscaria splendens e

*L. Haageana e

L. pyrenaica r
*Luplnu3 polypbvllus
•L. polyphyllus albifloru3
Lysimaohia verticillata
•Lytbrum vosGuni superbum e.

.

''Meconopsis cambrica
Melissa grandiflora
Melittis melissophylium
•Mimulus moschatus
M. roseus palidua
*Myosotis palustrig c

Myrrbis odorata
CEnothera Fraseri
(E. fruticosa
CE, aeaulis

*(E. macrocarpa e

•CE. taraxacifolia
*(E. grandiflora e (Lamarckiana)
•Omphalodcs verna c
*Orobu3 vemus c

O. angustifolius
O. nigcr
O. anrantiacua
Onosnia tanricum re

•Oxalis tropreoloides
Pieonia albiflora vars
"P. alliiflora Humei e
P. albiflora tatarica
*P. albiflora Whitleyi e
P. albiflora sibirica
P. albiflora fragrans
P. albiflora vestalis
*P. tenuifolia flore-pleno e
P. decora
P. paradosa

*P. paradoxa flmbriata e
poregnna compacta

P. peregrina oxoniensis
P. daurica Iriternata
P. corallina
P. humilis
P. oflicijialig albicans
P. ofBcinalis carnescens
*P. officinalis rubra plena e ....
P. oflicinalis anemoniflora ....
P. officinalis Sabini
*Papaver bracteatum e
•P. nudicaiile c

•P. oriontale gplendens e
Phalaris arandinacea vittata .

.

•Pentstomon. many varieties ..
^Phlox, named vars. e
^Phlox verna e
P. ovata
P. setacea
P. pilosa

Months ov
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UONTRS or FtOWBRINO.

Physftlis Alh('koD?l Jano nnd Julv
PotentUla nipestriu May to Soptomnor
P. splonJuus r Qlay to July
P. fttrosunguinoa Jano to Soptciuhor
P. foruiosii Jtiiii) iiiul July
P. fragiirioiilcs May and Juno
•Primula cortugoidea e May tu July
P. acaalis (vulgaris) Maroh to May
•P. ocauUa var. double lilac ....

•P. acaulis vur. double purplo .•

•P. acaulis var. dbl. dk. crimson
•P. ftcauUs var. double sulpftur.

.

•P. acaulis var. double white .

.

•P. auricula var April and May
Pelomoninm c.-rruleum Juno
P. oajfulcum alltuin Juno

•P. caTuU'um variof^'utum e .... Jnno
Piilmonaria augubtifolia April and May

P. anctastifolia rubra May
•P. pranditlora c May and Juno
P. mollis April and May
P. aibirica May and Juuo
P. virgiuica April and May
Pyrotbrum, named var:^ May to October
Ranunculus aconitifolins flore-

pleuo May and Juno
It. acris florc-plouo Juno and July
R. parnaesifolius Juno and July
Kadbcckia Nowmanni Juno and July

•Salvia uemorosa c June to September
S. pratensis Juno to October

•S. argentoa e r July
•Saponaria ocymoides e May to Auffnst
S. officinalis plena July to October
Saxifroga crassifolia April and May

•S. pyramidally e Juno
Scabiosa gramiuifoUa Juno
S. caucasica Jnno to September
Scutellaria niacrantha July to September
•SUcno alpostris e May to July
•S. Schaftft e Juno to September
Sisyrinchium anceps Juno and July

•S. striatum e r April to September
•S. grandiflorum May and June
Soiidago virganrea July to September

•SpiroDa filipcndula plena e .... Juno to September
S. vonusta July and August

•Static© latifoiia e May and Julv
•S, Gmelinic June to August
•S. tatarica «; Juno
Stokosia cyanea Jnly and August

' Stonactis speciosa July to October
•Stipa pennata e Jnly and August
TUalictrum glaucum May and July
•T. aquilegifolium plenum May to July
T. purpurasccns May to July
Tradoscantia virginica May to October
T. virginica p.Uia May to October
T, virginica rubra
•Tritoma Burchelli <• Angust & September
•T. uvaria r August to October
•T. uvario glaucescens <

•TroUins asiuticus e May and Juno
•T. europicus >; May and June
•T. europfpus nlbus r

•T. napellifoliuFi c

Tassilago fragrans March
•T. farfrtra variegala c April
Valeriana rubra July to September
Vorbasfum pbo'niceum July and August
Veratrum album Juno to Augnst
•V. viride Jnly and August
V. nigrum Jimo and July
•Veronica gentianoides e May and June
V. incana July to September
V. incana rubra July to September
V. incana alba
V. laurica c June and July
V. longifolia Jaly to September
V. paniculata June and July
'V.toucriumc Juno to August
V. argeutea cr j«uo and July
V. pyrenaica r May to July
V. villosa Juno and July
Vinca herbacca Jnne to Julv
•V. major vnrs May and Juno
•V. minor vors
Viola altaica April and May

*V. arboreac
•V. arboroa alba e
•V. odorata plena e April to June
•V. odorata var. alba plena e....
•V odorata noapolitaua plena e..
•V. comuta c May to October
V. palmata r May and June
V, pinnata
V. cucullata r May to July
V. suavis (Russian) April to June
V. pennsylvanica e Mav and Juno
V. hirta April and May

*V. striata e r June

Heiobt
IK FBBT.

2
1

2—2i
2
h
1

h

Colour or Floweb.

red (ruit

wbito
w'hito

crimson
purplish crimson

white
pale purplish rose

primro:iO

Soil.

sandy loam
loam and grit or gravel

luam and gravel
loam
loam
loam

loam and grit

loom and grit

FnoPAaATtoic.

seed
division
division
division
division
division

seed and division
division

Slight abado*

1-4
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KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

EXHIBITION AT BURY ST. EDMUNDS.—July 10.

About five years have elapsed since we recommended the

Horticultural Society to follow the example of its younger

relative the Agricultural, and hold country meetings, changing

the locality annually. At length the Society has entered on
that course, and we" think the result is such that the course

will be pursued in future years ; for, beyond all doubt, the

Exhibition at Bury St. Edmunds, now open, comprises one of

the finest aggregates of fruits and flowers ever brought together

in England, and afEdrds the most unmistakeable evidence of

the skill, judgment, and good taste of British gardeners.

The extent of the Show may be estimated from the fact that

the fruit tent is 300 feet long and 30 feet wide ; the Pelargo-

nium tent, 175 by 33 ; the three circular tents for miscella-

neous collections, 90, 40, and 30 feet in diameter respectively

;

and the implement tent is 100 feet by 35.

All the collections are arranged effectively, and leave nothing

to be desired except that they could have been placed on turved

terraces, for that would have shown their great excellence to

stUl more advantage.

We wiU accept as a good omen that this first Exhibition is

held within the vineyard of Bury Abbey—that Abbey's annual
revenues amounted to £200,000 ; and we will hope that the

soil is promotive of good incomes to associated bodies lay as

well as ecclesiastical. At all events, if the spirits of abbots

revisit the precincts of their earthly dwellings, those of this

Abbey must be round and about the displays of luscious, tooth-

some fruits now gathered together within their ancient vine-

yard. For there were more Friar Tacks among them than that

one immortalised in " Ivanhoe." " It was not the hood that

made the monk ;" and as we passed through this Abbey's
gateway we recalled to memory the tales of festal doings, when
plumed knights and bodiced ladies had passed beneath its

portcullis some four centmies previously, and caroused with
their cowled entertainers.

Jolly fellows were those Benedictine Monks of Biiry. Two
and twenty cooks were found daily employment by them

—

cooks whose names are recorded—Soyera of their day—such
were Brodhaye, Bigot, and Cowe. And what a bUl of fare must
have been theirs ! for, among other outlays we find £10

—

equal to one hundred now—dispended weekly on flesh, fish,

and cheese ; 30a'. on Beans ; Cs. 8rf. on honey ; 13s. id. on nuts
;

12s. Ud. on poultry, though the price of one fowl was then
only a penny

!

Good eating was never divorced from good drinking ; and
though among the officers of the Abbey was a " Keeper of the
Waters," yet his was a sinecure compared with the office of

that brother who was " Squire of the Cellar," for even his

official title was thus dignified. In the refectory, on the four

principal days of each week, " four score and eight sextarii of

mead or wine " were drunk—equal to more than one hundred
bottles of modern measure ; and besides that, each official had
a weekly allowance, and kept it probably in his cell for his
" stomach's sake."

" These cellarers," says Fuller, " were brave blades, much
affecting secular gallantry ;" and a stUl older authority, who
well knew what power they possessed as the bursars of the
monasteries, warns that they should not " be wine-bibbers, not

proud, not dull, not prodigal, but faithfully distributing the
allowances," for all the provisions, cooks, &c., were under their

supervision ; and they even held a court of justice, where, to

nse a drinking phrase of the time, they " took down a peg "

offenders brought before them.
Prominent among the disputes were the perquisites of the

officials ; and we must remark upon one—the swineherd, who
was entitled to have their dung, and which, with msre delicacy

than has influenced us, was mentioned as "fructus de eauda."
But we have reached the Abbey vineyard, one of the many

Imown to have been attached to the monastic establishments

of England, as at Abingdon, Gloucester, Eocbester—" a newly
planted " one in the time of Edward the Confessor at Hautun,
belonging to the monastery at Evesham—Glastonbury, Michel-

ney, and others in Somersetshire—Thomey, Cambridgeshire.
In 1140 the tithes of the Vines of Lyncomb were confirmed to

Bath Monastery. In 1070 the priory of Belvoir in Lincoln-
shire was endowed by its founder with the tithes of all his

vineyards ; and in 1136 the Abbey of Walden, Essex, was en-

dowed with a vineyard.

Nor were these mere orchards, as some have persisted in

asserting ; for we read of Edward 11. receiving the wine and

Grapes from a vineyard at Hailing in Kent, and we have the
expenses attendant upon the cultivation of a vineyard belong-
ing to the monks of Canterbury. The Abbot, Ralph Bourne,
planted it in some year between 1300 and 1331. The account
stands thus :

—

" OUTLAY ON THE VINEYARDS.

The stipend of the Vine-dresscr per annum 52
Paid for di^Ring in the same for the whole year 43 1
Trellises bought for the same, with carriage 33 H
Spades, hoes, and other implements for the same .... 52 0."

Then follows a similar account for another vineyard.

The vineyard of Bury Abbey, then, is a fitting as well ais

convenient locality for our national Society's Exhibition, an(3

to this we will now pass on.

Of stove and greenhouse plants, wbich are chiefly shown in the
large circular tent, there are several splendid collections ; that from
Mrs. Cole & Sons, Withiugton, Manchester, which takes the first prize

in Class 1, for nine, is especially remarkable. It consists of a splendid
specimen Ixora coccinea, Bougainvill.Ta glabra, a vel'y large finely-

bloomed Erica ohbata, Allamanda cathartica. the lai-ge-flowered Alla-
manda Hendersoni, Kalosanthes Madame Celeste Winans, with a
crowd of rose-coloured heads of bloom, Dipladenia crassinoda. Erica
Jacksojii, and a good specimen of E. gemmiiera elegans.

The county cup for the b •-( stove or greenhouse plant in flower, is

taken by the same exhibitors with .1 most beantifolly bloomed speci-

men of Dipladenia amabilis, covered with bright rosy crimson flowers

upwards of 4:} inches in diameter.

The Royal Horticultural Society's cnp for the best and most effec-

tive group of ten fine-foliaged and ten flowering plants was awarded
to Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, who exhibit a fine specimen of

Pandanus elegautissimus, Gleichenia scmivestita with beautiful bright

grec-u fronds, Cordyline indivisa, Latania rubra, Cycas revoluta, a fine

Theophrasta imperialis, Dion ednle, and a handsome thick-tranked
Dicksonia antarctica. Among the flowering plants completing this col-

lection are Isora coccinea, with very fine heads ; a large specimen of

I. javanica, covered with a profusion of orange hfads of bloom ; the
showy Kalosanthes coccinea, Stephanotis floribuuda, Allamanda Hen-
dersoni, line ; Dipladenia spleudens, and Erica P:\rmt-ntieri rosea,

densely covered with bloom. Mr. Baines, gardener to H. Micholls, Esq.,
Bowdon, is second with Theophrasta imperialis, a magnificent specimen
of Gleichenia speluncae, Alocasia Lowu with noble foliage, an excel-

lent Cordyline indivisa, Ehopala corcova'dense, Dicksonia antarctica

with a thick trunk, Croton variegatum, a fine specimen of Gleichenia

flabellata, a wonderfully fine panful of Sarracenia purpurea, np-
wards of a yard in diameter, with pitchers of the largest size ; and Sar-

racenia flava, also remarkably fine, having pitchers about 2^ feet long.

Among plants in flower from the same exhibitor are a large specimen
of Clerodendron Balfourii, forming a mass of white and Ecarlet

blossom ; a very large and fine specimen of Erica ohbata, Genetyllis

tulipifera, also very large and fine ; Dipladenia amabilis, rich in

colour, but not equal to the plant shoi^Ti 'oy Cole & Sons ; Allamanda
Hendersonii, with nnmerous immense yeUowflowers, and A. cathartica,

veiy fine.

In Class 2, for the best six Stove and Greenhouse plants, Mr. W.
Green, gardener to Mrs. Honeywood, Mark's Hill, Kulvedon, who
takes the first prize, has the deep blue-flowered Sollya linearis in ex-

cellent condition, a very good specimen of Clerodendi'on Balfonrii, and
Dipladenia amabilis with several very large flowers.

In Class 3, for the best twelve fine-foliaged and variegated plants, the

first prize is taken by Mr. W. Niehol, gai'dener to T. H. Powell, Esq.,

Drinkstone Park, Bury, with large specimens of Caladinm hicolor

splendens, Wightii, and Chantini, Maranta zebriua. Alocasia macro-
rhiza variegata, Chama:a'ops excelsa, Sphjerogynelatifolia, a.nd Maranta
regalis. Mr. Southgate, gardener to E. .J. Pettiwurd. Esq., Stow-
market, who is second, has good examples of Maranta eximia, CissuS

discolor, fine Caladiums, Maranta zebrina, and Anthurium cordifolimn.

Mr. W. Green, gardener to Mrs. Honeywood, who is third, has a large

specimen of Coleus Verschaffelti, a good Alocasia metallica, Alocasia

macrorhiza variegata, and good Caladiums. Mr. D. T. Eish, gardener

to Lady Cnllum, Hardwicke, is fourth.

Class 4 is for the best six fine-foliaged plants, and in this Mr. Baines,

who is first, exhibits a very fine example of Yenus's Fly-trap (DionaBa

muscipnla), beautiful Aniectochils, of which intermedia and Lowii are

especially remarkable, and Sphfprogyne latifoUa not large but with its

ample foliage in a beautifully fresh condition. Mr. D. T. Fish is

second, and exhibits Solanum atropurpureum, with very rich aad
handsome foliage, a plant seldom seen in collections of this kind,

Cissns discolor, a good Coleus Verschaffelti, and Anthurium mag-
niticum or cordifolium.

For the best nine fine-fofiaged plants Messrs. Leo. of Hammersmith,
are first with a collection in which Croton variegatum. Anthurium
acaule, fine ; Theophrasta imperialis, very luxuriant : variegated Ja-
panese Bamboo, and Yucca quadricolor are the most couspicuous.

For Orchids, the only prize awarded was to Messrs. Lee, who are

first for six : and the same well-known firm take a first prize for Palms,
amongst which are the noble-leaved Stephensonia graudiflora, Areca
crinita and Verschaffelti, and Geonoma magnitica.

Fuchsias are remarkable for the superb condition in which they are
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oxhibited both as ref^ordfl tiize nnd profasion of bloom. Those from
Mr. D. T. Fish, which take the coantj cup, are especiivUy no ; &uj
llr. W. Smith, ganlonei* to J. S. Crubb, Esq., Groat Baddow, has
Soaronir do Chiswic-k, Pauline, Con3i>icua, aud Uoso of C'jtstille in

fine bloom. In Mr. D. Fish's first-prize six, Landsuer, Sir C. Cump-
bell, Miunie. and Koso of Castillo aro beautifully prowii and flowered.

His three Btand.ards, which roceivo tlio first prize in a class for that

number, havo very liirgo and rej^ular heads, from which hang suspended
izmnmorable Im-f^e blooms. That fine dark variety. Sir Colin Campbell,

Sparticnhirly pood. Mr. Smith, pnrdener to J. 8. Orabb, Ksq., Great
addow ; Mr. Fisher. Wfestloy Hall, Bury; and Mr. Foreman, Rur-

dener to the Kev. F. Checre, luyham lioctory, Uury, also take prizes

for well-bloomod plants.

Of Show and French Pelar^oninras, Mr. D. T. Fish, who takes the

firat prizo for six, as well as the first prize offered by the Kev. F.
Cheero, for twelve, fiends a magnificent specimen of Rose Celestial, as

«qU as fine examples of Beadsman, Bracelet, Napoleon III., Klegaut-
isaima, Crimson King, Lilacinum, and others. Mr. Foreman, par-

doner to the Rev. F. Cheere, takes the Kecoud prize offered by that

gentleman, also the second prizo for six, with, among others, Governor
General, splendid in colour.

For six Funcy kinds, Mr. Fish and Mr. Foreman aro respectively

first and second.

Of Scarlet, Nosegay, and Variegated Polargouinms there ia a
singnlarly rich, beaatiful, and interesting exhibition, npon which, how-
OTer, along with some other subjects, wo must defer our remarks till

next weok» merely appending to this report a list of the prizes awarded.
The best fix: Dracienas and Cordylincs come from Messrs. Lee, of

Hammei-smith, who have good examples of Cordylino iudivisa, Dra-
Cfena draco, iudivisa, elegautissima, helicon ifolia, and marginata.
Messrs. Lee aUo have the prize for the best nine exotic Ferns, among
which are fine healthy specimens of Cyathea dealbata, C. Smithii,

Alsophila anstralis, Lomaria nuda, and Dicksouia antarctica. Mr.
Jabez J. Chrtter, Gonvillo Nursery, Cambridge, is second, aud Mr.
•T. Gilboi-t, St. Margaret's Street, Ipswich, third. In the .jVmatears'

class Mr. Allan, gardener to Sir C. Banbury, Mr. i'ish, Mr. Squibbs,
and Mr. Foreman take the prizes. For the best Tree Feni Mr.
Gilbert is first ; Mr. Chator, second ; Mr. Harrison, gardener to W. H.
Penrose, Esq., third ; and Mr. D. T. Fish, fourth. Of British Ferns,
a collection containing Trichomanes radicans, Scolopcndriuni crispum,
the Crestod Male Fern, aud other good kinds in excellent condition,
contributed bv Mr. Chater, is first, Mr. Gilbert being second, and
Mr. D. Fish third.

The town of Bury cnp for the best twelve Ferns is awarded to Mr.
W. Niehol, Orinkstone Park. Bnrj*, for neat specimens of Adiantum
cnneatum, tlymnogramma Lancheana, Adiantum concinuum, Gym-
nogramma chrj-sopliylbi, Nephrodium corj-mbiferum, Diynaria ongns-
tifolia, Lomaria gibba, Blccbnum corcovadense, Platyceram alci-

come. Mr. D. T. Fish exhibits Davallia latifolia, Adiantum tenerum,
Adiautnm trapeziforme. and others. The town of Bury silver cnp for

the best twelve Lycopods goes to Mr. D. T. Fish for a magnificent
specimen of S. ctesia urborea. standing nearly 7 feet high ; S. Daniel-
maaa, S. stolonifora, beautiful ; S. atroviridis, very beautiful ; and
S. ca»sia ; these are grown on pyramids of peat, and thus form objects
of great beauty.

The Suffolk Gardeners' cup, given in honour of the luto Mr. Donald
Reaton, who did so much through tlie page.^ of this Journal in intro-

dncing the modern system of budding oat, and which was offered for tho
beat collection of bedding phmts. was awarded to Mr. P. Grieve, gardener
to E. R. Benyou, Esq., Culford Hall, for a boantifnl and vei3- care-
foll^ arranged exhibition, comprising most of tho best bedding plants
at present in use. Mr. Chater, Mr. R. Pettitt, and Mr. Borrie have
also very effective exhibitions.

Bouquets aud table decorations are numerously shown ; some of tho
former are veiT tasteful, the latter do not present much novelty. In
that from Mr. Robins, gardener to Sir E, Kerrison, Bai-t., Oakley Park.
Eye, which takes the town of Bury cnp for the best three gronps of
fruit and flowers for diuner-tablo decoration, the variegated Saxifraga
japonica is introduced as the centre of tho two side-dishes, and these
are edged with Tricolor Pelargonium leaves, and tho flower-heads of
an Agrostie. Tho etem of tht) centre piece is entwined with Cissns
discolor.

Among misicellaneons robjects, Mr. Backlo, gardener to Lord \Val-
aingham, Morton Hall, Thetford, shows immense stems of Lilium
gigantonm, grown in the open air, nearly 10 feet high, and bearing
several enormous flowers ; and from G. AV. Wilson, Esq., comes a
fine bloom of Lilinm anratum. Mr. Baine?, whose Sanacenias have
already be«n noticed, likewise shows a miscellaneous collection, in
which there is S. Drnmmondi alba in flower, and the curiously-
marked S. vnriolaris. Lastly, Messrs. Voitch & Sons have the beauti-
ful Marantji Veitohii, Abutilou Thompsoni, with yellow marbled
foliage ; tho handsome Begonia Pearcei, that noble Palm Verschaffel-
tia splendida. Sanchezia nobilis variegala—one of the best ornamental-
foliated plants iutrodnced of late years ; Acalypha tricolor, Coleus
Veitrhii, Variegated New Zealand Flax, Nierembergia rivularis. Ne-
penthes HalHeitii, with numerous pitchers ; Ponicam varicgatum, bean-
tifnlly striped with w'lite, green, and red ; tho new Crotons. which
recently received certificates at Kensington ; a very large specimen of
Leptopteris snperba, Echites rubro-venosa, with leaves splendidly

, veined with brilliant red ; Anthoriom Scherzeriauom, and a number

of plants of Lilinm anratom, which perfume tho air of the wholo
tent in which they are placed.

Annexed are the prized in tho classes not specially noticed abore :-—

Town of Bury.—A watch or cup, for the best three window pUnta
grown by a mocbanic or labourer, Mr. Arthur Tooley, Bury.
Town n! Bury.—Silver cup, for the be.st three Vrouits of frnita and

flowers for tho decoration of tho dinner-table, Mr. Robins, gardener to
Sir E. Kerrison.
The Borouah 5Iemhers for Bury.—Silver cnp, for the best hand bonqnet

for ladicn, Mr. John Delamore, Cheshire. Second ditto, Mr. B. R. Cant,
Colchester. Third ditto, Mr. Robins. These prizes were awarded by a
jurj'of ladies.

Eye Horticultural Society.—Silver cup, for the best twenty-four cat
Roses on single stems, grown by an amateur, a member of any borticnl-
tural society in the county of Suffolk, Mr. Thomas R. Francis, Mendlo-
shnm.
Woodbridge Horticultural Society.—Silver cup, for the best twelve cnt

blooms of Picotees, growu by an amateur, Mr. S. K. Buttrum, Burgh.
Suffolk Gardeners' Silver Cup.~For tho beat twelve cut Ruses grown by

a Suffolk gardener, Mr. W. Nichol, gardener to J. H. Powell, Esq., Drink-
stono Park Second ditto, Mr. R. Kccne, gardener.
Cmmty Silver Cup. for tho best twelve seedling Variegated Pelargoniuma

of lSiB6 and iHfiT. Mr. P. Grieve.
Rest six Petunias, double-flowered varieties, distinct (open'.—First, not

suflicient merit. Second, Mr. H. Foreman. Thinl, Mr. P. Grieve.
Best six Petunias, single -flowered varieties, dibtiuct (openJ.^First, Mr.

J. Barrett, Bury. Second, Mr. W. Smith.
Best twenty Succulents, of distinct kinds (open).—Prize, Mr. R. Petiit,

Enry.
Best twelve Carnations and Picotees, cut blooms.—First, Mr. C. Tumer«

Slough. Second, Mr. John Hines, Ipswich. Third. Mr. S. C. Euttrum.
Best twelve varieties of Zonal Pelar^'ouiums in bunches of cut flowers,

five trusses in each bunch.—First, Mr. R. Moore. Wetheringsett. Se-
cond, Mr. J. Barrett, Bury. Third, Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Hunts.
Fourth, Mr. S. Brown, Sudbury.
Best twelve varieties of Verbenas, in bunches of cut flowers, five tmsses

in each bunch.—First, Mr. C. O. Fison, Stowmarket. bccond, Mr, J.
Barrett. Third. Mr. E. C. Prentice, Stowmarket.
Best forty-eight cut Roses, distinct, one truss of each (Nurserymen).

—

First, Mr. R. B. Cant, Colchester. Second, Messrs. Lee. Third, Mr. J. W.
Ewing, Norwich. Fourth, Messrs. Wood & Ingram.
Best forty-eight cut Roses, distinct, one truss of each ^Vmatenrs).

—

First. Mr. J. T. Hedge, Colchester. Second, Mr. H. Brooke, Wetheringsett.
Best twentv-four cut Roses, distinct, one truss of each (Ajuateors).

—

First, Mr. W. Ingle. Second, Mr. R. B. Postans, Brentwood. Third, Mr.
R, Keeue. Fourth, Mr. J. T. Hedge.
Best miscellaneous collection of cut Roses (open).—First, Mr. B. B«

Cant. Second, Messrs. Lee. Third, Mr. J. Hedge.
Best twenty-four bardv herbaceous cut flowers, distinct.—First, Mr. J.

Gilbert. Second, Mr. J.'T. Hedge. Third. Mr. J. J. Chater.
Extra prizes.-Mr. S. Brown, sudbury (Gladiolus), and Mr. E. SoireU,

Chelmsford (Cnt flowers).
Best Pinks, twelve cut bloom?, distinct,—First, Mr. J. Ilines. IpElwiclL

Second, Messrs. Nun &, Hobday, Norwich. Third, Mr. H. Hooper.
Best twelve Scarlet Pelari,'oniunis. distinct kinds, of any shade or coloor,

Zonal or plain-leaved, bnt not variegated (Amateurs).—First, Mr. Fore-
man. Second, Mr. D. T. Fish. Third. Mr. P. Grieve.
Best twelve Scarlet Pelargoniums, distinct kinds, of any shade or colonri

Zon.al or plain-leaved, but not variegated (Nurser>-nien).—First, Mr. J.
BaiTett, Bury. Second, Mr. J. J. Chater. Third, Mr. J. Mann, Brent-
wood.
Best twelve Nosegay, or Hybrid Nosegay Pelargoninms, distinct varie-

ties, in flower (rpon).—First, Mr. J. Barrett, Bury. Second, Mr. D. T-
Fish. Third. Mr. H. Foreman. Fourth, Messrs. Nunn & Holiday, Norwich.
Best six Scarlet Pelargoniums, including Nosegays, but not variegatddt

distinct kinds (Amateurs).—First, Mr. H. Foreman. Second, Mi. P.
Grieve, Culford Hall, Bury. Third, Mr. A. Fisher.
Best six Variegated Pelnrgoninms, including Nosegavs, distinct kinds

(open).—First, Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son, Chelmsford. Second, Mr. Fore-
man. Third, Mr. P. Grieve.
Best six new Variefjated Pelargoniums (open).—First, Messrs. Saltmorah

and Son. Second, Mr. Grieve. Third, Mr. J. Mann.
Best six Achimenes, distinct kinds (open).—First, Sir" C. Bunbnry,

Bart., Bury St. Edmimds. Second, Mr. W. Smith. Third, Mr. A. Fiaher.
Fourth, Mr. Foreman.
Best six Gloxinias, distinct kinds (open).—First, Rev. F. Cheere. Se-

cond, Sir C. Bunbury. Third, J. G. Shoppard, Esq. Fourth, Mr. D. T.
Fish.

FRUIT AND VEOKTABLKS.

There is altogether an extensive display of frnit, althongh in somd
of the classes the exhibitors are not so numerous as could be desired.
In Pine Apples the connty cup for the best three fruit of different

kinds is taken by Mr. J. Barnes, of Bicton, with a large aud handsome
frnit of Bicton Queen, Globe, and Knssian Globe. For a single Piae
Apple of any variety Mr. Ward, gardener to T. N. Miller, Esq.,
Bishop Stortford, is lii-st with a Queen of -•> lbs. ozs.. kept, however,
rather too long. Mr. Barnes is second with Charlotte Kothschild,
not very largo for that variety, and haWng a large crown. Mr. Green,
gardener to Mrs. Houcywood. is third with a small well-ripened Qneen.
Among Black Grapes, single dishes. Mr. Stjnibbs, gardener to the

Marquis of Bristol, Ickworth Bark. Bnry. is tirst with good well-
coloured bunches of Black Hambur-zh ; Mr. Sane. .Vshridge. is second
with beautifully coloured bunches of Black Hamburgh ; and Mr. G. L.
Rushmoro, Tendring Hall, Stoke, third, for large somewhat loose bunches
of Black Hamburgh, not tjnite so fully colonrcd as desirable, but still

very good. Mr. Carmicbacl, gardener to H.R.H. the Prince of Walofi,
Sandringham. has on extra prizo for large bunches of the same
kind; aud Mr. Pottle, gardener to B. Colvin, Esq., exhibits Muscat
Hambnrgh.
In single dishes of White Grapes the first prize is taken by Messrs.

Lane, of Great Bcrkhampsteadr "^^ excellent, well-ripened bunches
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of Bnckland Sweetwater. Mr. Pottle is second with compact bnncheg
of the same kind; and Mr. Sqnibbs third with Chasselas Masque.
Xarge bunches of Muscat of Alexandria corae from Mr. Grix, gardener
to E. W. Hai-lock, Esq., Ely, but very unripe.

In Peaches, single dishes, Mr. Sage, Ashridgc, is first with Royal
Oeorge, very large and finely riiiened ; Mr. Perkins, gardener to Lord
^eoniker, Thomham Hall, is second with Grosse Mignonue, very

"well ripened ; and Mr. Robins, Oakley Park, Ej-e, third with good
imit of a kind unnamed, hut apparently Barrington.

Of Nectarines, tha display is small. Mr. Sage is first with Elruge,
very fine; Mr. Carmichael second with Violette H^ttive, very good and
£nely coloured ; and Mr. Rushmore third with the same kind.

Figs only consist of Brown Turkey and Marseilles, the former finely

a^pened, from Mr. Sqnibbs, being first, the latter, respectively from
3klr. Sheppard, gardener to John Bemers, Esq., Wolverstone Park,
Ipswich, and Mr. Kushmoro, being second and third.

Chen'ies consist of Bigarreau, Elton, Belle de Choisy, May Duke,
and Black Tartarian. Mr. D. T. Fish, Hardwicke Hall and Mr. Sage
iave very fine Elton and Bigarreau, but are disqualified in point of

jinmber, too many being shown. Mr. Green, gardener to Mrs. Honey-
•wood, is first with Black Heart, very fine. Mr. Salvage, gardener to

Capt. Bennett, Rougham Hall, Buiy, is second with May Duke ; and
"Mr. Pottle, tbii'd, with the same Irind.

Of Strawbenies, the best four dishes came from Mr. Sqnibbs, and
consist of Sir C. Napier, British Queen, Eleanor, and Frogmoro
late Pine. Mr. D. In'ing, gardener to the Duke of Hamilton, Easton
Park, is second with British Queen, Frogmore Late Pine, Sir C.
2^'apier, and Myatfs Sui-prize.

Of single dishes, the best is Admiral Dnndas, fine, from Mr. George
I'oreman, Bretenham Park, Bilderstone. Empress Eugenie, from Mr.
Sqnibbs, is second, and Mr. Barratt, Cotton Lane Nursery, Bury, is

third with Eleanor.
Melons on tasting were found to be generally of excellent flavour.

Green-iieshed kinds consist of Orion. Dr. Hogg, Bromham Hall,
Victory of Bath, and Tho Sultan. The last, shown by Mr. Webb,
Cnlham House, Reading, was found to be of remarkably fine flavour,
and was awarded the first prize. Bromham Hall, from Mr. Robins,
Oakley Park, is second ; and Mr. Earley, gardener to F. Pryor, Esq.,
Digswell, is third with Dr. Hogg. Scarlet-fleshed k-inds consist of
Murton Hall, Onlton Park, Queen Victoria, and Scarlet Gem. Mr.
D. T. Fish, gardener to Lady CuUum, is first with Murton Hall ; Mr.
Stannard, gardener to H. R. Homfray, Esq.. Newmarket, is second
>rith Scarlet Gem ; Mr. Perkins. Thomham, third with the same kind.

Of Plums, the best dish is Washington, from Messrs. Lane, Great
Berkhampstead. Mr. Grix is second with Rivers's Early Prolific. The
ihird prize was withheld by the Judges.
Among miscellaneous fruit there is a collection of eight kinds of

Grapes from Messrs. Lane, of Berkhampstead, in which there are
large bunches of Chavoush and Foster's White Seedling. Mr. Ewing,
^jlton Nursery, Norwich, has twenty-six dishes of Gooseberries, three
dishes of Red Currants, aud one of Black Naples. Mr. Nichol, gar-
dener to J. H. Powell, Esq., Drinkstonc Park. Bury, has fruit of Passi-
:flora edulis and quadraugularis

; and Mr. Salvage Beehive Raspberries
very good, Gooseberries, Red and White Cun-ants, and a dish of Apples,
3iame unknown. A first j^rize is taken by Mr. A. Henderson, gar-
dener to Earl Manvers, with four Thorcsby Queen Pines in pots with
fruit, which promise to be vei-y large and lieavy when swelled off, but
3iot being yet ripe, the merits of the variety,'which is stated to be a
eeedling, eould not be detei-mined by the Fruit Committee. Messrs.
Lane are awarded a first prize, Mr. Ewing, the second, and Mr.
Salvage the third.

Mr. Standish, of the Royal Nurseries, Ascot, exhibits a small
fcasketful of his Royal Ascot Grape, a variety raised from Bowood
Muscat and Trov.:ren Frontiguan, and having large oval jet black
ijen-ies, covered with a very dense bloom, and borne on shori sturdy
•warted stalks. The flesh is firm, but very juicy, and richly flavoured.
Per this fine variety, which on this occasion was exhibited in a perfect
ptate of ripeness, a first-class certificate was awarded.
The town of Stowmarket gold medal for the three heaviest bunches

Df Grapes, is taken by Mr. Meads, gardener to Raikes Currie, Esq.,
Mimley Manor, Faruborough, with the heaviest tliree bunches of Black
Eamburgh which we remember to have seen ; the immense centre
#>anch alone weighs 10 lbs., and the other two, which only cede to it

5n size, make the total weight 26^ lbs.

The Thetford Horticultural Society's cup for the best six dishes of
©ut-door fruit goes to Mr. J. Sheppard, gardener to J. Bemers, Esq.,
Wolverstone Park, Who has fine White and Red Currants, Fastolfi'
Ilaapberry, Strawberries, May Dulte Chenies. aud Musch Musch
Apricots. Mr. Lving, gardener to the Duke of Hamilton, who also
competes, sends fine Black Naples Currants and Citron des Cannes
Pear, but not ripe.

The Gm-drners" Chronicle cup for the best collection of Fruit and
Vegetables is taken by Mr. Pottle, gardener to B. D. Colvin, Esq.,
Little Bealings, Woodbridge, with very good Black Prince Grapes,
Iwo large Melons, scarlet and green-fle'shed ; fine white Dutch Cur-
rants, Fastolff Raspberries, and Black Tartarian Cherries. The
vegetables are Veitch's Perfection Peas, Sion House Kidney Beans,
Olobo Artichokes, Johnson's Wondei-ful Broad Beans, fine; Merriott
Scarlet Carrot, Whit-i Stone Tumips, and Birmingham Prizetaker
Potatoes, \rith two good Telegraph Cucumbers.

The Journal of Horticulture prizes for the best two desserts, con-

sisting of not less than seven kinds of fruits of lH(17. arranged as
for table, combining quality of fruit with taste in arrangement, and
open to gentlemen's gardeners and amateurs only, are taken by
Mr. Carmichael, gardener to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, San-
dringham ; aud Mr. Blair, gardener to Sir G. N. Broke Middleton,

Bart., Shrubland Park, Ipswich. Mr. Carmichael's collection consists

of nineteen dishes in all, arranged in three rows, the centre being
Grapes—namely, beautiful bunches of Black Hamburgh and Foster's

White Seedling, on either side of these May Duke Cherries, aud a
Green-fleshed Melon, then two small but excellent tjueen Pines, thdn
two splendid dishes of Nectarines, large and beautifully colour*, d, finish-

ing with two Providence Pine Apples. Front line, centre au excellent

Prickly Cayenne Pine, then two dishes of Stirling Castle Peaches,
finishing off at the two comei's with two magnificent dishes of Black
Hamburgh Grapes, weighing from 3 to 4 lbs. each. Back liue, Pines
on either side, Foster's White Seedling Grapes, aud Black Ham-
burghs. Comer dishes. Strawberries.

Mr. Blair's exhibition partakes somewhat more of a floral character,

and is very tastefully arranged. The fruit is not so fine as in Mr.
Carmichael's, but the arrangement is more pleasing and graceful. The
three centre pieces are entirely of flowers set in tall, slender-stemmed,
glass vases, flanked at the ends with a somewhat lower staud of mixed
fruit and flowers, the centre being a small Queen Piuc with two
bunches each of Black and White Grapes hanging over the edges, and a
few Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, &c., intermixed with some flowers ;

in front and behind the centre vase are two beautiful Green-fleshed

R[elons ; beautiful dishes of Hunt's Tawny Nectaiine, Yellow Goose-
berries, and vei7 fine Raspberries, Peaches, Strawberries, Black Heart
Cherries, and Green Marseilles Figs complete tht; exhibition.

Mr. D. T. Fish exhibits eleven dishes, the centre a large standard

vase of flowers somewhat stiff in aiTangement, the five dishes on either

side being respectively filled with Figs, Peaches, White Nectarines,

Apples, one dish of Black aud White Grapes, Gooseberries, White
Currants, White Heart Cherries, Strawberries, and a Melon, each dish

having a few flowers intermingled with the fruit.

Lady Caroline Ken-isou also exhibits a collection, consisting of

Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, Jefferson Plums, d'c, set in coloured
china vases, plates, and images, a few flowers being intei'spersed, and
the whole being set off with a rather ingenious floral baud of Ferns,

cut flowers of Roses, Pinks, Ferns, &c., laid ia a small tin case filled

with water, which keeps them fresh.

The Ipswich town cup for the best six pot Vines is awarded 1-3

Messrs. Lane & Son for Alicante, Foster's Seedling, Black Hamburgh
and other Vines, loaded with fine bunches. The same firm likewise

take the town cup for the best tivelve orchard-house trees, cousistiLg of

Apples, Peaches, and Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Figs, and Cherries in

excellent beaidng.

The Thetford Horticultur.al Society's prize for the best eight kinds

of vegetables is awarded to Mr. W. CoUius, Kelverstone Hall, Thet-
ford, for Kidney Potatoes, Peas, Beans, Kidney Beans, Cauliflowers,

Turnips, Carrots, Vegetable Marrows, all of which are very good.

The cup offered by the same Society for the best two Melons aud the

best brace of Cucumbers, goes to Mr. J. Borrie, Easton Hall.

Ml-. Robert Fenn, of the Rev. G. W. St. John's, The Rectory,

Woodstock, Oxon, sends thirty-seven sorts of Potatoes suitable for

forcing, for garden cultivation, and for the farm. Of the earliest of

these the tubers of last year's growth as well as of this are exhibited,

as in the case of that excellent round kind Hogg's Coldstream, Shut^
ford Seedling (Kidney), and Premier, ^thus showing their qualities

as regards earliness and long keeping. Of second early kinds, suit-

able I'nr g.ardcns, we noticed Fenn's Onwards (Round), and Rivers's

Royal Ashleaf. Of garden sorts, noticeable for souud-kecpiug. we ob-

served Wheeler's Milky White, Daintree's New Seedling, the old Lap-
stone Ividney, Hague's Kidney, and Pebble White. Of Farm kinds
there are the old Fluke, British Queen, Giyffe Castle Seedling,

White Farmer, and York Regent. Freebearer, though rnngh in ap-
pearance, is very productive, white-fleshed, and excellent in flavour.

Of early Potatoes of this season's growth Mr. Fenn has excellent

tubers of Early Ten-week, Fenn's Onwards, Daintree's Seedling
Round, Rintoul's (?) Early Don, very smooth-skinned, tinged with
purple round the e^^es, but boiling very white ; Edgecote Second Early,
Almond's First Early, scarcely distinguishable from Walnut-leaf Kid-
ney, Old Early Ashleaf Kidney and Mona's Pride, also scarcely dis-

tinguishable from each other: White-blossomed Ashleaf, good for

production in pots and boxes ; Fortyfold cxceUont for mashing. Of
most of the above a further account will be found in "N'ol. XL. page 386.
As a new kind, Mr. Fenn exhibits his Rushbrooke Frame, a seedling
from the Early Frame and his Russet Seedling Ividney. This kind,
we are informed, is remarkable for its extremely dwarf top, and con-
sequent suitability for culture in pots. It appears to be a promising
kind for early forcing. Mr. Fenn lUiewise exhibits, under the title of
" garden economics," his system of Vine-training, specimens of home-
made Grape and other wines. Grape glasses, and a basket of Rivers's
Muscat St. Laurent, a sort which he. finds particularly suitable for the
back walls of vineries, where it ripens well under the shade of other
Vines.

Under the same title Mr. Fenn has also the " Alliance hive,

adapted for cottagers," to be worked on the depriving system without
destroying the bees, as described in our number for October 28th

,
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1862 ; " the Fennian '* ByBtem of heating, drill hoes, mead, honey in

glasses, and wax.
Mr. P'onn has besiilea French Crab Apples of ls65 and 18GG in

excellent preservation.

nrPLEMF.NTrt.

In garden seats in iron Messrs. J. B. Brown, 1 1>^, Upper Tbamos
Street, London, wcn^ awarded a first-class certiticate for a seat with

an iron hack in imitation of Nastnrtinm leaves, pretty in design, and
for its appearance very cheap.

In the next class, for seats in wood, Messrs. J. B. Bro^m (t Co.

also take a first-class certificate for a good, neat, cheap seat on a

wronght-iron frame. Mr. Morloy, of Ipswich, takes flimilar awards

for wooden and convertible chairs.

For what is called the Bury St. Edmund's Rattan basket a first-

class certificate was awarded to Mi*s. Garnham, who is a daughter of

our old bee authority, Mr. Payne. They aro ntjat, light, and well

adapted for suspending in rooms, for holding plants in pots and

bou(iuets.

In cast-iron vases Messrs. J. B. Brown take first-class certificates

for the Tazza Vase and the plain-fluted vase, botli of good design,

very cheap, and suitable for gardens. A similar award was made to

Heesrs. Sanders, Frewer S: Co., for the Leicoster flower vase, a hand-

some cast-iron vase for garden and conservatory decoration.

From Messrs. J. B. Brown there also comes a good exhibition of

galvanised wire netting for poultry and game purposes, which is

awarded a first-class certificate.

Among mowing machines Messrs. J. B. Brown &; Co., 148, Upper
Thames Stn-i-t, take a first-class certificate for their new patent B B
30-inch mowing machine, on account of its cheapness and facility

of delivery. Messrs. Brown also exhibit an assortment of mowing
machines'of various sizes. Messrs. Green, of Leeds, likewise show a

nnmbcr of their eflicieut mowing machines of various sizes, for which
they also take a certificate, likewise one for garden rollers.

In garden engines Mr. K. Read, Regent's Cii'cus, Piccadilly, Lon-
don, takes a lirst-class certificate for his well-known continuous-action

engine, fitted into a twenty-eight-gallon vessel ; and he has a similar

award for a hydraulic suction pump, which works well and easily, and
keeps up a continuous stream.
Among models of greenhouses, Messrs. Hamson & Bettridge, of

Chelmsford, were awarded a first-class certificate for a ventilating

apparatus for conservatories and hotbnnses. which p.ushes the sashes

outwards and firmly fixes them at any rerjnired angle, tlins affording any
desired amount of air. This is effected liy means of a handle, cog

wheels, and a rod to which is attached a cogged segment and arm fixed

to the front sashes. iThe apparatus can be adapted to both side and
top lights, and can be fixed either inside or outside the house. Messrs.

Cumming it I'ulmonds also show a model greenhouse, in which, instead

of (he ordinary- putty-glazing, the glass is made to slide in a groove in

the rebates, and is fixed in its place by a small zinc sprig at the

fcottom of each pane. Ventilation is effected by rods lifting the whole

of the lights outwards. The same exhibitors also show a number of

flans of houses of various forms erected by them. Messrs. Sanders.

'rewer, it Co., Victoria Works. Bur^* St.^ Kdmunds. exhibit several

of Beard's patent houses, one being a handsome curvilinear conseva-

tory with the tmss-rods so fixed as to be useful for training climbers,

another a forcing-pit. two others cheap lean-to's, and a fifth Ingram's

Strawberry-house. In these ventilation is effected by a patent screw

working a traversing rod with arms attached which open the lights.

In the conservatory the lights are opened by a similar rod worked by
bevelled wheels and a spindle. There is in addition a span-roofed

conservatory- with a ventilating ridge. The whole of these houses are

plazed on Beard's patent system, as described in the pages of this

Journal. First-class cei-tificates were awarded for the mode of glazing

without putty, for the mode of ventilation, and for a flower-stage cou-

sifiting of cast-iron legs on which rest ordinary roofing- slates, forming
a cheap and useful as well as inexpensive plant-stage.

Messrs. Harrison tt Betteridge, Chelmsford, exhibit Milbank's Self-

feeding Boiler, which in form resembles a saddle boiler set on one end.

and having a domed top on the upper end. The advantages claimed for

it are, that the whole strength of the fire is in contact with the water-

surface. The heat circulates beneath the boiler and around its outside

ander a dome of brick^vork. It is fed by a shoot in front to which can
he attached a feeder as a prolongation, which it is stated will enable
the fire to be kept in for twelve hours. In the same class Messrs.

Camming tt Edmonds, Lillie Bridge. Richmond lioad, Fnlham, also

lake a first-class certificate for their cast-ii-on tubular-arched saddle-

boiler, resembling the letter U inverted, with tubes connecting the toj)

and bottom waterways, between which the fire passes, and around
which it is confined by a brick casing following the curve of the arch.

The apparatus has been found to prove very eliicieut with a small con-

STunption of fuel.

EXPERIMENTS WITH POTATOES.
Dr. Hexatjer, of Newcastle, New York, furnishes iis with an

account of some experiments of his with Potatoes. AVe should
preface the specifications of these results by stating that Pr.

Hexamer is an accurate and scieutitic experimenter and
obeerTer, and a good farmer.

1. Out of seventy hills of Potatoes, peeled so that no eyes

were visible, thirty-five grew. Some produced very large

Potatoes. The planted I'otatoea remained, mostly, hard and
iirm till digging time.

2. Out of eighty hills, pieces cut without' eyes, thirteen hills

grew. All these sprouted on the cut surface, none through the
skin, (One large Potato, cut in two lengthwise, sprouted on
the cut side near, but below the skin, and there was no eprout

proceeding from a visible eye.)

3. Out of one hundred whole Potatoes, ninety-eight grew
from the small end, and two at the side. With more than half

the number of Potatoes planted whole, only one eye grew, the

rest remaining dormant.
4. A Potato does not always expend all germinating power

in one year.

5. Wet rot and dry rot are one and the same disease. Pota-

toes affected with the rot, will rot dry when they are kept dry,

and the same will rot wet when they are kept in a moist
place.

—

{American Agriculturist.)

C.\KRIAGED REEL FOR WATERING HOSE.
I SEND a sketch of an ingenious machine for winding-up hose

for watering gardens. It is of very light construction, being
made of iron, and at a cost of about £1 5.^. ; all other reels

that I have seen are much more expensive and do not answer
the purpose so well.

There is a small catch attached to the carriage to prevent the
reel unwinding and to keep the hose firm on the reel. The in-

vention is by a man residing in this town. If you should think
proper to notice it, he would consider himself repaid by any
orders he might receive for one or a number.—E. J,

[We have received the sketch from a subscriber. If any one
requires further information, they will obtain it probably by
writing to *'E. J.," 2, Clive Place, Welshpool.]

FIRST \\T5STERX ROSE SHO'W.
WuEN the National Rose Show, the first show of Roses exclusively,

was originated in IHoS. it was intended to be locomotive, in strict ac-

cordance with its name ; but so soon as its founders saw how large a

majority of the subscribers and exhibitors were located in the sunny
south, they decided to fix its home, for a time at all events, in that

more genial clime. It was established in London, and has never

strayed beyond suburban range. The first show was held in St. James's

Hall ; the second in Hanover Square ; the third in the Cn-stal Palace

;

and seven shows in sequence at the gardens of the Royal IlorticaltaniJ

Society, in combination with the special exhibition of Rosea held by

the Society itself.

There were, however, many earnest supporters of the first Grand
National Rose Show, who, though they lived in chillier counties, where

the "air bites shrewdly," and "it is verv' cold," had »s warm a love

for the royal Rose, as could gladden a zealous heart. They assented

at once to the decision of the majority. Tbcy loved the Rose too well

for envyiugs and strife. They came louj; jonmeys from their Rose-clad

homes, and returned jubilant, and yet not quit* content. Roses of

equal beauty came forth in their own gardens, soon after the soathem
show, why should these blush unseen ? Why should there not be ex-

hibitions at which the midland, eastern, western, and northern Roses

should meet in their prime and glory ? Hence arose the Birmingham
Rose Show, the Stamford Rose Show, the Leicester Rose Show, the

Kuf;by Rose Show, the Liverpool Rose Show, and, on Tuesday, the

nth of July last, the first Western Rose Show, at Hereford. These
olTshoots from the parent tree have developed or declined \vith varied

fashion, but nunc have " come op " with more vigour and promise
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timn this scion, jnst now so firmly rooted in the rich, rosy soil of Here-
ford. All honour to the hand which put in the cuttiuf», that of the
JRev. 0. H. Bulmer, of Credenhill Kectoiy, Herel'onl, and to the many
coadjutors, "who, when it was struck, were eager to tend and train.

A bonnier baby was never bom, nor one which showed at such an early
age a capability to walk alone.
When we reached the Shire Hall, in the early morning of Tuesday,

we found it most tastefully prepared for the reception of the Hoses.
The orchestra and central table were gracefully ornamented with beau-
tiful plants from the nursery at King's Acre, and from the gardens of
tlie neighbouring gentry (specially to be observed, and justly placed in
the most conspicuous position, a glorious plant of Lilium auratum.
having twenty-two ilowers on three stems, and from a single bulb),
which just prevented the uniformity of the Rose-boxes from being at
all monotonous ; and a pretty collection of decorative articles for the
drawing-room, jewelleiy, clocks, etc., from which prizetakers might
select, if they pleased, was effectively grouped at the upper end of the
Hall. Soon the tables began to fill, until they were quite full, with
Roses. Ah ! sweet Roses. Mr. Cranston, it is known to rosarians, has
this year escaped the cruel frosts, and has consequently beaten all

England, from tirst to last—at the Crystal Palace, at Kensington, Bir-
mingham, and elsewhere. And hero he was on his own ground, like a
Mng and a conqueror, " happy and glorious." Only a king with a lion
heart would dare to cope with him in his own camp, to challenge the
Donglas in his own hall, and such a royal champion came, and threw
down his gauntlet, boldly as though on his own Salisbuiy Plain, in the
person of brave John Kej-nes. Well might meaner knights stand by
with bated breath to see such warriors fight, and, indeed, it was a
grand spectacle. The chief victory (for seventy-two varieties) was won
fcy Cranston, but the next battle (for forty-eight) by Keynes, and the
engagement generally reflected the highest honour npon the two re-
nowned combatants.
Among amateurs, Mr. Pen-y, Mr. Arkwright, the Rev. G. Ari-

Wlight, Sir Yelters Cornewell, "the Rev. C. H. Bulmer (the founder of
the feast of Roses), Major Heywood, and others, were, considering the
severity- of the season, and the novelty of the nndertaldng (some of the
exhibitors showing for the first time) most successful, and more ex-
perienced competitors, going next year to Hereford, must look to their-
Laurel wreaths, keeping them ti.ght upon their heads, as a sportsman
presses down his hat when he charges some larger leap, lest they be
changed for the Cypress of defeat, and their wearers be reduced from
ofiicers in " the /Idi/x." to mere privates in " the Bhie.i."

Roses, arran.gcd with Ferns and other foliage, for the decoration of
the dinner-table, were a most effective addition to the Show, occupying
half of the central table, and exhibiting much graceful taste. Mrs"
Berkeley Stanhope took precedence with a very' elegant display, and
was worthily followed by six other competitors. White table'cloths
should be used for these decorations, and will be in future at Hereford.

Designs in vases were well done, especially one, which, shaped like a
balloon, was composed of distinct colours, divided by Feros, and which
took the first prize. A basket of Mr. Cranston's glorious Roses took
the second honours.
The bouquets of Roses were prettily arranged, but were disqualified

by the censors (in accordance with the strict requirement of the
schedule, that they must be available for the hand), with the exception
of two, sent by Major Heywood, which honourablv and handsomely ful-
filled the law. Why do our English bouquet-makers always cons'truet
their posies as if they were intended for Chang ?

The Show was. altogether, channingly complete, and its merits were
heartily appreciated by many hundreds of spectators, who came in
crowds to see. Some complained of the heat, and some that they
could not see for the press, and .all agi-eed that the first Western Rose
Show was coitleur dc ruse, and a grand success.

TESTIMONL\L TO MR. ROBERT THOMPSON.
The allotted time for man's existence on earth is three scovo

years and ten, what then ought we who have received so much
horticultural benefit from the practical teaching of a man who
has devoted two score of those years entirely to the science
and practice of horticulture, do to make the last years of his
life glide pleasantly away? Those thoughts have been sug-
gested by the long and faithful services rendered by Mr. Robert
Thompson to the Royal Horticultural Society. For forty-
three years he has done all that possibly lay in his power for
the advancement of horticulture, and "for the great services
rendered he has been very poorly remunerated. During this
time he has brought up a family in the most respectable
manner. He is a man possessing a most kindly nature, and
one of the most unassuming men I ever met. From the year
1824, np to the present time, Mr. Thomoson has been a'fre-
•quent contributor to the horticultaral press. Most of us can
even now gain useful informatoin from his well-written articles
which appeared in Loudon's "Gardener's Magazine," and the
Gardeners' Chronicle, from its commencement in 18-11. It will
be observed by the most casual reader, that these articles were
written by a thoronghly practical man. Then, the "Fruit

Catalogue " of the Horticultural Society, may be said to be one
of his most creditable works, and his " Gardener's Assistant"
may be truly said to be one of the very best works on practical

gardening ever written. This book ought to be in the hands
of every gardener, and more especially of young gardeners. If

they will at once procure this book, which may be had at a very
moderate cost, by reading it diligently they may find a never-
failing source of information on every subject connected with
the garden. This, with perseverance in their daily practice,

will soon help them on, and make them if they will, well fitted

to fill situations of trust and responsibility.

Mr. Thompson's meteorological reports which have been
given so accurately through a long series of years, surely ought
to receive some recognition from the Governmentofthiscoimtry.

I must again ask the question. What ought we to do to make
the last years of such a good and zealous man happy ? Un-
doubtedly we can do a very great deal, what I would suggest is,

that all my fellow labourers who are engaged in the wide field

of horticultiire, should assist in getting up a testimonial to Mr.
Thompson. Not long ago a very handsome testimonial was
presented to Her Majesty's gardener. As soon as this idea was
mooted, there was a hearty response. This testimonial was
given not because of any particular service rendered to horti-

culture generally by Mr. Ingram, but as a recognition of his
long and faithful service rendered to the Royal Family. The
fact of Mr. Ingram holding his present high position for half
a century, would suggest the idea that to him the handsome
testimonial was only a superfluity, although very gratifying.

With Mr. Thompson the case is very difi'erent : he, as I have
before stated, has been very poorly remunerated, and has had
to bring up a family. I, therefore, hope all will contribute
as much as they can afford. By doing this they will show
their appreciation for the past labour of a true and faithful

man ; it will also be an encouragement for young gardeners
to make themselves as useful to the purpose of horticulture as

they can, and will offer this inducement to them, that their

fellow workers will not be unmindful of the service they have
rendered, when they become unfit by age to fill the position

which has been assigned them. I shall on my part feel a great

pleasure in giving a guinea towards a testimonial to Mr. Thomp-
son, and shall use my influence with my assistants to induce
them to contribute their mite towards this very desirable object.

I would further suggest that the Editors of all the horticul-

tural Journals should receive contributions, and that the amount
subscribed should be invested in some safe stock, which will

realise a yearly income to Mr. Thompson for the remainder of

his life.

I may state in conclusion, that I have no motive whatever in

offering these suggestions, but am only prompted by a sense of

justice, for I am scarcely known to Mr. Thompson, more than
by name. I, therefore, hope the appeal I now make will be
heartily responded toby both head gardeners and their assistants.

If the latter will only subscribe a shilling each, their sub-
scription will he a credit to them, and shillings make pounds.
If by making this appeal I can bring the desired object to ma-
turity, it will be a source of gi'eat pleasure and gratification to

me.—J. Wills.

[Since the above was written by Mr. Wills—and in the
whole of his observations we heartily concur—we are informed
that a preliminary meeting for raising a fund to be invested for

the benefit of, and as a testimonial to Mr. Thompson, was held
on the 9th inst., and the following address resolved to be cir-

culated :

—

" The retirement of Mr. Robert Thompson from active duty in the
service of the Royal Horticultural Society, has been thought by his

numerous friends to offer a fitting occasion on which to present him
with a substantial Testimonial, expressive of their cordial sympathy
with him in his declining years, and indicating also their high appre-
ciation of the man^- services which he has rendered to Pomology and
Meteorology during a long and active life.

" The Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, acting as the ex-
ponents of the wishes which have been expressed that Mr. Thompson's
services should be publicly recognised in tiiis way, have taken the
initiative by inviting several gentlemen connected with horticulture to
attend a preliminary meeting, at which a Committee was named to
carry out the proposed object. [The Committee consists of the
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, the Intei-national Com-
mittee, and other gentlemen connected with horticulture aud meteor-
ology ; the Duke of Buccleuch, President ; Mr. W. W. Saunders, A'^ice-

President ; aud Dr. Hogg and Mr. Thomas Moore, Joint Secretaries.]
" The many services rendered by Mr. Thompson both to Horticul-

tnral and Meteorologicical Science ai-c well knowiv to those actively

engaged in these pursuits, but it may be proper on such an occasioa
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as tho present to briefly rooapilnlate tfaom. For upwards of forty

yoaro, thcu, he has held a prominent position in tho working stofF of

the Koyal Horticultural Society. Ho entered the Society's sorvieo in

lB2-t, Uio Bocond year aftiT tho establishment of tlio garden at Chie-

wick, and in 1.S2G wiift appointed to tho charge of the Fruit Depart-
ment, which then coutaiuod the finest and most extensive collection of

fruits in Flnrope. At that time comparatively few of tho varieties

were knoivii in tliin country, and the whole iiomenclutnre was in a
state of confusion, reqniriuf; unwearied application and perseverance

to clear it up. so that tho riches of tho collection niijjht be made avail-

nblo to the Fellows of the Society, and to the country. In 1S:U a
* Deflc-riptivo Catalofjne ' of these fruits was published, from memo-
randa taken at Chiswick, and in this valuable work Mr. Tlionipson,

with great success, succeeded in caiTjin^ oat his doaign of indicntins

the good and bad sorts, together with their Bynonyms, and Eiieh brief

characteristics as it was thought would be moKt generally useful. By
means of this catalopiio a kuowledi^o of tho superior kinds of fruits

was much more rapidly spread throughout tho country than it could

have been by any other available means. The distribution of scions

of new fruits waa consequent!}- carried on with assiduity, and much
consideration was bestowed in endeavouring to select such kinds as
were most likely to succeed in the loculiticsfor which they wore destined.

" While this important work was year after year being carried out,

Sir. Thompt^on was engaged in making experiments both in the fruit

and kitchen garden departments, carefully reporting tho results ; in

taking descriptions of new varieties of fruits as they came into b^'aring

;

and in preparing another edition of the Fruit Catalogue, which was
published in 1>^1'2, and a supplement in 1S53. These descriptions and
records have been of the greatest pi-actical utility. Upwards of two
thousand pages of tho Society's vanotis publications have beeu written

by Mr. Thompson, but the Fruit Catalogue claims prominence, as

having been tho standard of fruit nomenclaturo in this country ; wliile

his * Gardeners' Assistant,* a work not connected with llie Society,

may be cbaracteriftcd as the best and most scientific of compendious
treatises on modem gardening.

" For nearly a similar period Mr. Thompson has devoted much at-

tention to metoorologj-. Tho Meteorological Journal of tho Society,

which was commenced in 1826, and which has been carried on by him
Binco 1830, gives tho readings of the barometer (corrected for tempera-
ture, (tc), moniing, noon, and night ; of the thermometer, maximum
and minimum, in snn and shade ; and of tho hygrometer ; compara-
tively with avera;.'es of forty years, deduced from 219,000 observations
of the various instruments. Such broad averages afford what must bo
considered as true means with which extremes may bo compai'cd as rc-

fards heat, pressure, and moisture. The observations of sixteen years
ave been translated froin the " Transactions " of tho Horticultural

Society into those of tho Royal Philosophical Society of Berlin ; and
np to the present time a weekly return has been published in the
Ourtlcncrs' Chmnich'. Among other papers from Mr. Thompson's
hands, connected with this branch of science, is a Table of Tempera-
tures for the use of gardeners, published in the Journal of the Horti-
cultural Society, which furnishes an idea of the climate of some nine
hundred places, sitnated in different latitudes.

" With a modesty peculiarly his own, and with ft degree of plodding
pcrseveranco which cannot be too highly recommended as an example
to the rising generation of horticulturists, Mr. Thompson has worked
on at these, his favourite pursuits, with zeal and assiduity, setting

before himself tho object of rendering service to science rather than
lliat of jiersunal (;ain ; and now after a long and nsefnl career, when
his physical powers begin to fail him, it has been thought that an ex-

pression of public sympathy in acknowledgment of his life-long labours,

would servo to gladden and solace the remaining years of his life.
*' It is proposed that a subscription list be opened uuderthe manage-

ment of tho Committee, and that a money Testimonial he presented
as soon as a reasonable time for response has elapsed. Subscriptions,
which will be duly announced, will bo received by any member of the
Committee; by the Society's bankers (London and County Bank,
Kensington) ; by the Secretaries—Dr. Hogg. 99, St. George's Road,
Pimlico, S.W., and Thomas Moore, Esq., Botanic Gardens, Chelsea,
S.W.

; or by James Richards, Assistant Secretary of the Koyal
Horticultural Society, South Kensington, W."]

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The June Meeting of this Society was held at the rooms of the

Linnean Society, at Burlington House, the President, Sir John Lub-
bock. Bart., in the chair.

Mr. F. Pasf'oc exhibited various interesting Colcoptera, from Gra-
ham's Town, South Africa, including some very rare Longicoms, and
Mr. T. W. Wood specimens of a Tortoise-shell Bntterilv. closely

allied to Vanessa ui-ticp?, fiom British Colnmbin, i"om.arkable for the
pale band of the hind winrs being denuded of scales.

Mr. Stainton exhibited tiie dilTcrent states of a small Jloth, Earias
siliquana, which !ms proved extremely injurious to the cotton crops in

both Upper and Jjower Egyi)t, the caterpillar eating tho ovary of the
flower and changing to a chi'jsalis within the ball of cotton.

Mr. F. Bond rxhihlted specimens of a f-pecies of Tortricidre. new to

the country, taken by Mr. Meek at Darenth Wood ; also a bright golden
Tariefy of Adela DeGeerella.

Mr. F. Smith exhibited specimens of a solitary Wasp, Odynemd
quadratus, which had built its cells at the end of an empty compart-

ment of a razor case which had been damaged. The cells were
irregularly arranged, and had produced ten male and four female

Wasps. The cells of the femalee were, however, nil together at the

furthest end of the case. The insects had remained in the larva state

till tho 20th of March. On the 20th of May they were found to have

changed to pupte, and at the beginning of the following month the

perfect insects were produced. Otlier instances were mentioned ia

whieh the Wasps had selected tho crevices of locks, flutes, and the

bindings of books for the reception of their nests.

Mr. S. Stevens exhibited a number of Hair-worms (Gordins or
Mennls sp.), which had been observed in the morning of tho day of

meeting shortly after a violent storm of rain. They were noticed

swarming on Rose bushes and other plants, and had been seen simul-

taneously by Mr. Stevens at Kenuington and also at Ashford on Rose
bushes. Mr. W^eir had also noticed them at Brixton, and Mr. Bond
near the Regent's Park, also on bushes. They were about 2 inches

long, and their ordinary condition of life is that of i>ara8ites within

the bodies of other insects.

Sir John Lnbboek exhibited Kpidapns Venaticns, a remaikable

small species of Gnat, which is entirely destitute of wings. It is of

very great rarity in this conntry, having been only previously taken

in the Isle of Man. The President had found it in his own grounds

at High Kims, Kent, under decaying bark.

Some observations were mode relative to Mr. Smith's paper on the

comparative rarity of males orfcmales in certain speciog of insects ; and
Mr. MacLachlan mt ntioned a species of Saw-fly, which might then be

taken flying over Fern in the utmost profusion ; but among thousands

of females not a single male could be found. The same also was
observed respecting a small Beetle. Tomicns villosus.

In answer to an inquiry by Professor W^estwood as to the existence

of any variation in the colours of the lansB of tho different sexes,

Mr. Smith observed that he bad at one time thought that the ivory

white and safl'ron yellow coloured larvse of the wild Bee, Authophora

rotusa, might be of the opposite sexes ; but ho had subsequently

reared males and females indiscriminately from each kind of larva.

The July meeting of the Entomological Society (being the last of

the present season according to the new arrangements for discontinu-

ing the meetings during the long vacation), was held on tho 1st inst.,

the President occupying the chair. It was stated that the species of

Hair-worm exhibited by Mr. S. Stevens at the preceding meeting, and
which had attracted so much attention from its simultaneous appear-

ance in vast quantities in different places, proved to be tho Mermis
nigrescens. A new part of tho Society's " Transactions ' was laid

on the table. Mr. McLachlan exhibited a Spider, Cinitio ferox, en-

ti'-ely covered ^rith white mould; also living specimens of a large llat

Spider and a Centipede taken on board a ship from Manilla. Mr.
Rippert sent for exiibition portions of an Orange tree from Sidney
greatly infested by insects, which proved to be a small species of

Coccus, entirely covering the bark in the same way as the Beech stems

are sometimes covered in this countn*. Mr. Stainton exhibited a
minute new species of Moth reared from the Elm. in tho south of

France, in the months of Februarj* and March. The Hon. T. De
Gray exhibited a rare Eupecilia taken iu Norfolk, and HypercalliA

ChrisneiTiana fiom Kew.
Mr. A. R. Wallace communicated an elaborate memoir on the

Cetonidie of the Malayan Archipelago, where the species appear to be
comparatively rare, since from thirty localities visited by the writer

during his eight years' travels, he had only secuixd eighty-five species.

The Longicorn Beetles, on the coutrarj-. were verj- numerous, as ho
had taken more than a thousand different kinds. The Cetouiffi are

very fond of flying over the Palm tree flowers and Melastoma". Mr.
Trimen, who had recently returned from South Africa, had found

them not only in flowers, but also lapping up the sap of wounded
trees ; and Mr. Kuper had found them lapping up the sap of the Sugar

Palm used for making toddy.

The President communicated a remarkable memoir by Mr. Lowe,
of Edinburgh, in opposition to the porthenogenetic theory of the de-

velopment of the males of the honey bee by unimpregnatod queens,,

detailing a series of experiments, which had resulted in the production

of hybrid males, which would not have been the ease unless the eggs

from which they had been produced had been fecundated by being

brought into contact with a male of a different species.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
"We are pleased to be able to announce that at a meeting of.

the Council of the Royal Horticultiual Society, hold at Bury
St. Edmunds on Tuesday, it was unanimously resolved to con-

fer a Forty-guinea Fellowship on Mr. D. T. Fisn. of Hardwicke,.

for his great exertions in connection with the Show, which ia

now being held at Bury under the auspices of the Society.

——- It will be seen by our report that the prizes offered

by the proprietors of this Journal for the two best-an-anged

desserts at the Bnry Show of the Royal HcrticuUui-al Society

have beeu respectively gained by Mr. Carmichael, gardener to
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H.E.H. the Prince of Wales, at Sandringbam, and Mr. Blair,

gardener to Sir G. Broke Middleton, Bart., of Shrublands Park.

The Annual Conversazione of the Koyal Horticultural

Society -will be held on Wednesday, the 24th inst. The Society's

next examination of young gardeners will be on the 30th and
Slst of December.

Many will regret to hear, that after a long continuance
of declining health, caused by paralysis, JUr. George Paul, of

the Cheshunt Nursery, died ou the 7th inst., aged 56.

5In. T. L. Plant has published in the Medical Times
the following table, from nineteen years observations, showing
the earliest and latest dates on which the foliage or blossom of

various trees has commenced expanding, compared with the

same observations in 1867 :

—

Earliest. Latest. 1867.

Balsam Poplar [PopiiJus balsami(era) March 6...\pril 19.. April 15
Lerch (Abies Larix) March 21.. April 14. .April 14
Horse-chestnut i.Esculus Hippocastanum)..March 17. .April 19. .April 19
Sycamore (Acer Pseudo-platanus) March 23. .April 23. .April 25
Damson blossom (Prunus domesticfl) March28..May 13..ApriI17
Lime (Tilia europfca) .April G,.May 2.. April 30
Beech (Fagus sylvaticn) April 19..May 7..May 1

Spanish-chestnut (Castanea vesca) April 20. -Hay 20. .May 4
Oak(Quercusrobur) April 10. .May 26. .May 3
Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) May 13. . Juue 14. .May 16
Mulberry (Moras nigra) May 12. .June 23. .May 16

The Melbourne Botanic Gardens, we learn from the
Argus, with the adjoining park reserves, comprise an area of

about four hundred acres. They are situated on the south
banks of the river. Of this area twenty-one acres are devoted
to flora! cultivation, eighteen are planted with select specimens
of trees and shrubs, eleven are occupied by the lake ; nearly
the whole of the remainder is planted with Pines, Cork Oaks,
and many other kinds of useful forest trees, besides hedges
and copses. The lake contains six artificial islands of picturesque
appearance, which are the favourite haunts of large quantities
of waterfowl, including Swans, Geese, Pelicans, and many
smaller kinds. The gardens include a Palm-house (the largest
conservatoi7 in Australia), three smaller greenhouses, a house
for the Victoria Eegia, and three forcing-houses. The plants
kept in pots vary from 40,000 to 50,000. Nearly 450,000 plants
have during the last nine years been sent out from the gar-
dens for planting in various public reserves in all parts of
the colony, and about 420,000 seed packages have been for-

warded either to colonial institutions or abroad for interchanges.
About 21,000 trees of the most handsome and useful kinds
from all parts of the globe are now growing in the gardens.
The length of the various walks is fifteen miles, all of which
are planted with trees or ornamental shrubs. The buildings,
waterworks, iron fencing, and other works of permanent
character are valued at £29,000. The main basis for the opera-
tions which have brought the gardens into their present form
was laid in 1857, at which time the Government secured the
services of Dr. F. Mueller, F.E.S., for their administration.
The department of which they form a part also comprises a
scientific branch, with Dr. Mueller as Government botanist.
The museum of dried plants is by far the largest in the southern
hemisphere, and contains about 300,000 specimens. A labora-
tory is kept in working order for testing the capabilities of
Australian plants for affording useful products, such as tar,

vinegar, oils, dyes, paper materials, textile fibres, chemicals, &c.

WORK FOR THE ^VEEK.
KITCHEN O.VIU)EN.

Broccoli, see that the newly-planted crops of this and winter
Greens receive a good watering or two to give them a start, pro-
vided the weather is bright and dry. Endive, sow another bed
forthwith

; this will come in very useful. Celery, follow up
planting as spare ground and suitable weather occur, and be
stire to water most thoroughly that already planted. People
sometimes complain of their Celery plants " running." Celery
plants in a gross state need Httle more than drought to bring
on flowering. Coleirorts (Winter), prepare a good breadth of
ground for a crop, do not be afraid of too much manure for
them. Peas, loosen the ground gently near the rows of ad-
vancing crops, and water if necessary.

PRUIT GARDEN.
Persevere in pruning back, or eradicating, all superfluous

breastwood, more especially in trained trees. Complete all

summer nailing as soon as possible, remembering that the wood
of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots is seldom over-ripe in this
climate—frequently, indeed, the reverse. Disbud the gross wood

from Figs, reserving the moderately strong wood, but, above all,

that which is short-jointed. When heavy rains have beaten

the surface of the ground, the latter will require to be stirred.

Fruit trees thrive better in borders that are frequently forked,

properly manured, and cropped with Lettuces, or other plants

that do not root too deeply, than where the ground is not

cropped, and but seldom stirred. It will, therefore, be ad-

visable to fork over the borders which have not been recently

disturbed, taking care not to injure the roots of the trees

by the operation. This had better be performed whilst the

ground is sufficiently moist, and if dry weather should set

in, copious waterings ought to be given. It is frequently the
case, that the surface of a border forming a regular slope is

smoothly raked, so that water, from heavy rains more especially,

readily glides oiif, and a less beneficial supply from artificial

watering must be substituted. Sometimes crops are sown or

planted in rows across the borders, and afterwards landed up ;

the furrows consequently formed exhibiting a close system of

surface drainage, not at all objectionable in the case of a very

wet soil and season, but highly so in summer under ordinary

circumstances. Proceed with budding Cherries and Apricots,

and with other fruit trees, as the buds become in a fit state,

which in this season will generally be the case rather later than
usual.

FLOWER GAKHEN.
Eoses going out of bloom should be constantly gone over,

cutting off all dead flowers, &c., and Moss and other varieties

should be layered as soon as the young wood is sufficiently ad-

vanced in growth. Pinks now out of bloom, from which pipings

have been taken, if they have blossomed two years, should be

cut off close, or removed, to make room for young plants of

this year's striking. Diihlias require constant care in regard to

tying up as they advance in growth. Sweet Williams, Wall-

flowers, Dianthuses, and other hardy biennials, should be
thinned, planting out the thinnings into borders, or into

nursery-beds till spring. Lawns should be kept continually

mown during showery weather, and edgings of walks clipped.

See that strong stakes are afforded to plants of heavy foliage

and gross habits, as Dahlias, Delphiniums, Asters, Phloxes,

&c. Continue to fill up blanks as they occur, from the reserve

ground, and attend to the layering of Carnations.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Follow up shifting with such hardwooded tribes as require

it. A turfy compost of three-parts sandy peat soil of a fibrous

and lumpy character, and one-part sound loam of a similar

texture, will suit the majority. The more tender kinds will

require lumps of charcoal, stone, or crocks introduced occasion-

ally until near the surface of the pot. Let every attention

possible be paid to drainage. This cannot be too complete,

taking care especially to use very broken crocks at the bottom,

for if these lay too flatly and become closed-up in consequence,

it matters httle how much depth of drainage material rests

upon them—all will be stagnation. In the mixed greenhouse

shifting will be the order of the day. Attend to the principles

of thorough drainage as explained above. Now is the time to

lay the foundation of a good late display. Cinerarias, Chinese

Primroses, the Anne Doleyu Pink, Heliotropes, Fuchsias in

succession. Chrysanthemums, and, above all, the Perpetual,

Tea, and other Eoses must be well attended to in regard to

watering, shifting, &c. Remember that the final shift should

be given in good time to those intended to flower in the

autumn. Many of the plants which are now growing rapidly

should be set in the open air, as those of a soft nature are apt,

under good and free cultivation, to become too succulent, and,

as in the case of stove plants, they are subject to damp off or

mildew under glass. Proceed with the propagation of aU kinds

of exotic plants, and especially of Pelargoniums. Expose those

to the open sun intended for next season's flowering, to harden

and perfectly mature the wood is of paramount importance,

more especially for plants intended for exhibition.

STOVE.

Admit more air into the house as the season advances, be-

cause although this is the period when every advantage ought
to be taken of heat and light, still the confinement of a stove

is apt to draw the plants, especially if carried out too late in

the season. Growth is now required in most kinds of plants,

but the great art is to harden or perfectly mature that growth,

or the plants will suffer much during winter. Many of the

plants in an advanced state may now be placed in the green-

house, which should be closed on cold nights.

PITS AND FRAirES.

i Put in cuttings of the best kinds of Antirrhinume, Mule
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Pink3, herbaceous Diloxos, itc, either under hand-glassea or

in ontting-pots, and place them in cold frames or pitj. Those
already rooted must he hardcnod-olT by defirees to bo ready (or

planting out. Shitt l!alaam.s, Chrysanthemums, &c. Chrysan-
themums which have been planted out and are now growing
tall may have their branches regularly pegged out, so as to have
their tips turned up preparatory to their being layered towards
the end of next month. The Phloxes, Ac, should be slightly

watered when the cuttings are put in, and should receive a
slight shading in sunshine for the first month, after which they
may be gradually inured both to sunlight and air.—W. Iveank.

DOINGS OF THE LAST -WTSEK.

KITCHEN 0.iRI)EN.

General work much the same as in previous week. Would
have planted out winter stuff, but had no ground at liberty.

Will have some ground cleared of Potatoes before this ia

printed, which ground wUl bo immediately filled ; and as soon
as a Strawberry-quarter is cleared of its fruit, that will bo
trenched and planted. This is one of the disadvantages of
having a enmU kitchen garden in proportion to the demands
made upon it, so that a piece of ground can never bo many
days empty. If we feel the least promjitiugs of envy, it is on
observing in April and May whole quarters undergoing fallow-
ing treatment before they are filled with Broccoli and Winter
Greens. Sowed Cabbages for the first spring crop, and will

sow again in eight or ten days.
We are anything but insensible to the value of novelties in

Peas, or anything else, hut there are three old Peas now that
no one with a small garden should bo without, when their
wonderful fecundity is taken into consideration, and these are
Sangster's No. 1, for being early, though not so early as some
others

; Dickson's Favourite for a second succession, that boars
such loads of its large well-filled pods ; and the little sweet Pea,
Knight's Dwarf White Marrow. This for size has no chance
with the Ne Plus Ultra, Veitch's Perfection, Dwarf Mammoth,
Excelsior, &c., but it is very sweet and a wonderful bearer.
Much timo has been taken up in keeping irrciLi down before

they became too large for the hoe, as the fine rains followed by
such hot weather brought them up in shoals. When we could
not get at them all at once, we had the scattered plants of
Groundsel taken up and carried away before the bloom opened.
In the ease of strong plants showing bloom, it is little use cut-
ting them up and leaving them in dull weather, as the plant in
such a case will have enough of succulence to perfect the seeds.
It does seem amazing where all the weeds come from. A
few weeks ago every bit of ground was hoed, and yet lately the
surface in many places was getting green. Last year we were
overspread everywhere with Sow Thistles, as if a crop had been
sown, but this year we have scarcely seen any. We believe we
acquire many weeds by collecting compost from the sides of
the highways. Infact,'in most places the hedges by the sides
of the highway are disgraceful. From one hedge we; have
seen enough of Thistle-down Hying with the seed at its bottom,
to make suro that the Thistle shall not be got rid of in that
county. Wo little think when we allow a few Groundsel plants to
seed and scatter their progeny, how much work we are preparing,
not only for ourselves, but even for those who come after us.
We have frcjucntly removed G inches of surface soil, dug up
what was left 18 inches deep, placing the lowest layer carefully
on the surface, and covered with close hand-lights, and in the
summer the tops of the hand-lights would he pretty well lifted

up by varieties of wild plants, chiefiy weeds. We hardly know
bow long some seeds will retain their vitality if placed beyond
tho reach of air, nor yet how soon they will germinate when
having enough of moisture and exposed to atmospheric in-
fluence. Tho only economical remedy for weeds in a garden is

to get them cut up before they are much more than an inch in
height, when the sun will soon shrivel them out of sight. We
see before our eyes a proof of thij. In the press of matter a
piece of new herb ground was let alone too long, and to save
the herbs we shall have to pull up the larger weeds, which will
involve a great loss of time, as much as would have sufficed to
drive the hoe slightly through it a dozen of times.

Slopiiiri Bunks.—These are of great utility in a garden, espe-
cially when the banks run from east to west, and thus have
one side exposed to the south, and the other to tho north, as
thus early and late crops are secured. The banks may be
made of any size, from 8 to 18 feet or more at the base, and
merely require to have ground thrown from the sides to tho
centre, so as to leave the bank in a pyromidal shape like tho

roof of a span-roofed house. A bank 10 feet in width at base,

and about 3 feet in height at the centre, or ridge, is very useful.

This, if the bank is equal on each side, will give a slope of

about feet, thus increafiag the surface from 10 to 12 feet.

A more useful bank, however, is formed by having the top of

the ridge nearer the north than tho south side, so as to have a
slope of 7 feet to the south, and a rather more steep slope of

5 feet to the north. The south side comes in admirably for

early salads, early Potatoes, Turnips, Cauliflower, Sec, and the

north side does well for summer salading. Turnips, itc. The
south also answers well for early Strawberries, and the north
side for late ones. We find, also, that, owing to being free from
sudden changes, the north side does well for Lettuces, See., in

winter, where they often stand uninjured, wliilst cut up on the

south side. For early work we often stick a row of evergreen

branches on the ridge, which gives the plants on the south
side the advantage of a fence or hedge in moderating the force

of the north winds. These banks come in as a good substi-

tute for tho fruit-tree borders in front of walls with a south

aspect, which are generally too freely used, because in reality

tho position for early crops is so useful. These banks when
onco thrown up will not be hastily thrown down again, though,

as they depend entirely on the soil in tho garden, they can be
levelled down again when people got tired of them. They can
ho more easily made high in the centre if two or three banks
are made as "the valley that forms a small pathway on each

side of them may bo taken out deeper, and thus it will operate

as a surface drain as well as a pathway.

Their general usefulness acknowledged, there are just two
things wo would notice concerning them. First, there is the

objection made, that from tho slopes the plants want more
watering than when grown on the level. We do not find this

to hold true in practice. Even on the south side the greater

power of the sun is counteracted by the greater depth of soil,

especially when kept surface-stirred. The second objection,

whilst acknowledging the benefit of the two chmates, denies

that we obtain any more available surface than would be ob-

tained from the base of our triangular-looking ridge. It is

contended that no more plimts can be grown on these slopes

than would be grown on the level base. We lately had a

friendly chat on this subject with a reverend and learned gen-

tleman, and like most discussions, we presume, it ended in

each being strengthened in his own opinions. In such small

ridges we agree that in the case of tall plants little would be

gained by the increase of surface ; but in all low-growing plants

we are of opinion that the increased surface is just so much
increased available space. Stand in front of a border, which is

again in front of a wall, and you can easily count how many
plants it will require to go across from walk to wall on the flat

;

but now stretch a rod from under the coping to the wall and
the side of the walk, and in proportion to the width of the

border will you increase the surface line, so that there you will

require more plants to go from front to back at equal distances,

and these increased numbers will each do as well as if on the

flat, and have nearly as much direct light, just because they

stand tier on tier above each other. Wo are supposing that

the plants are dwarf, say from 12 to IS inches in height.

We know that learned men have insisted, as a self-evident

proposition, that the steep sides of a lofty mountain can grow

no more trees in perfection than would have grown on the base

of that mountain, as though the surface is increased, the base

line and perpendicular lines to the light are not increased.

We believe that even more lofty trees can be grown on the in-

creased surfaces, and all the more the more lofty the hill, other

things being equal, because the higher trees receive direct light

without robbing the lower trees of their due portion. Another

famihar illustration we may give. Take a greenhouse with a

sloping roof, either lean-to or span-roofed. If that house is to

be filled with large plants, it matters little whether there be a

stage or not, wo can place no more in it than will get access to

light, if we wish them to thrive. Hut in this house we wish to

give justice to as many plants as possible—say ranging from

t; to 18 inches in height. Would wo on the base of the moun-

tain, or tho base of the bank theory, consider we could do no

bettor than fill the floor of tho house, or a flat table stage to

bring them near the glass ' With that plan we have no fault to

find, it has its conveniences, but assuredly we should not think

of resorting to it, but would at once have sloping stages, and

have the plants placed thickly tier above tier, if we wished to

give the greatest number of low plants the best chance for room
and light in such a house. However, in this and all other

matters, we are open to conviction. Only if wrong in our ideas,
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we mnst come to the condnsion that the sloping stages in our
plant-houses, as well as sloping banks in our gardens, are, as
respects giving good healthy room to more small plants, all a
mistake and a waste of means.

FEUIT GAKDEV.
Much the same as last week. Pruning, thinning, watering,

and syringing, and protecting from robbers of aU kinds.

ORNAMEKTAL DEPARTMENT.
We trust the lawns are now secured from getting parched

this season, and but for some Plantains on newly-laid turf, would
look beautiful. Most of the beds have been finally made up,
edgings regulated, and if let alone, will be showy, and are
already pretty well, though not quite full of bloom yet. We
were glad to keep our plants in safety until the frosts of
May were gone. There has been an extra demand for bedding
plants this season, owing to so many having been lost that were
early planted. We think it safest, in general, to wait until
towards the last week in May.
Much time has been taken up in potting Pelargoniums, Bal-

sams, Caladiums, Ferns, Gesneras, &c., but instead of insisting

on such matters, there are some things wo would wish to bring
to the consideration of our amateur readers, as respects their

beddivff plants.

First. Let them recollect that the interest in their beds will

greatly depend on their always appearing in health, and not a
decayed leaf or floret to be seen. And a great attraction in a
bed, so long as a bit of earth is to be seen, is to have the sur-

face clean and stirred, instead of hard or baked, and cracking;
of course, a weed is out of the question. One such nice bed
will yield more pleasure than a dozen showing the signs of
tawdriness and neglect.

Secondly. As soon as the plants are well established, we
would recommend cutthiffs to be taken off early. Yerbenas are
apt to have the thrips if taken off late. The side shoots of
Scarlet Pelargoniums will be the best. As giving least trouble
we advise all cuttings, if possible, to be put into pots or boxes,
as they can be so easily moved in changes of weather. Ver-
benas, and things of that kind, to go under glass. Pelargoniums,
&c., will do in the open air. If planted out in a border, they
must be lifted and potted. For general things, the pots should
be filled half full with drainage, then sandy loam, and a dash
of sand on the surface.

Thirdly. Many are troubled as to getting suitable soil for
such purposes. We will indicate a few sources whence good
soil can be obtained for all such purposes. Have you a kitchen
garden with soil ridged up in winter ? then take some barrow-
loads carefully from the surface when dry in spring, and keep
under cover. Do the same from ridges of ploughed land if

come-at-able, skimming the surface very thinly. If neither
of these is accessible, remove the turf from the" sides of some
highway, and get the soil immediately beneath it, which will
consist chiefly of the soil of the district mixed with ground
stones. These with good s<md will answer for propagating
all such things, and growing them, too. Sometimes without
buying silver sand, it is difficult to obtain good sand free
from chemical properties that plants do not like. There is

road grit, rough sand washed by rains from the sides of roads,
that everything seems to like, and the amateur may easily
obtain a little of it. If he wants to have it very nice, let such
sand be washed several limes in a tub or pail, pouring the
water off repeatedly, which will take away aU the earthy matter.
Then turn out the sand to dry, and if it is wished to be very
particular, pass it then through a fine sieve, which will leave
out a good many little stones about the size of peas, and less

and larger. The fine sand will be about as good as the finest

silver sand, and the rough bits kept in by the fine sieve, \7ill be
valuable above the crocks as drainage, and also for mixing with
the soil. Such sand in the rough state will do admirably for
mixing with the earth referred to, and the finest sifted care-
fully kept will do admirably for placing on the surface of pots
and boxes. These means resorted to, there are few districts

where the amateur may not make himself independent of the
necessity of sending to distances fcf soils, sauds, &c., and
there is a pleasure in being able to make all such composts
without sending and paying for them, and, what is often worse,
waiting for them until the best time is lost.—E. F.

from the heavy splnshinfj rains. Choice nnd good samples of Currants
and Geoseberries have consequently met with a better sale. The lirst
crop of West Indian Pines has just arrived.

Apples A sieve
Apricots doa
CheiTies lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Fifls doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

.Artichokes each
Asparafjns bundle
Beans, Kidney, per 100

SearletUun.i sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brng. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbdfre doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

S to 4
3
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Aphtdes on Ro&e Tbees (A New Beijinner).—! have not iin aphl.i about

Uio place. There are two seasons to bo specially attended to in koopin«

down aphides—namely, the early sprint? and Suptombor. Catch and kill

all you can, and svrinRO closely after thociitcliinK and killing. Ald0 8>Tinge

(raquently, or, when vou water the Kosos, pour sonio over the leaves.

The water will wash off the helpless broods. The September aphides are

oviparous, but the ppring and summer broods are viviparous. Kill the

BprinR and autumnal broods, and you will not bo troubled with them in

tno intermediate season. They havo ten broods in a year. The first

broods are batched from the e^gs of the last brood of tlio preceding year.

Mr. Weaver is riRbt—" Catch 'em and kill Vm," and wash the Icavca

often. I liave, by watering tho roots and wasbinR the loaves, no sign of

fungus of any kind. The first aphides in tho season mrike their appear-

ance on tho plants under a south wall, and usually, whoro trees are lofty,

on the top branches under tho caves. There they breed and descend,

increase mul spread, as the ^yeatherKots hot, with inconceivable rapidity.

Tho blooms are still abundant and tU for specimens. They began to

appear on the 8th of Juno, and they will not stop till frost cuts them olT.

Crowds come day after day, and go away delighted.—W. F. Uadclyi'FE,

Oke/ord Fit:painc.

Bef.t Lf.aves Inskct-eaten [BeH iJooO.—Tho leaves sent appear eaten

by slugs. Fnwls will certainly peck at tho leaves of Beet, and eat them.
but they and ship's may bo kept off by strewing powdered or dry lime over

tho loaves, and this repeated a few times, and particularly at dusk in

Bhoworv weather, will destroy the slugs and make the leaves very distaste-

iul to the fowls.

Black CunnANT Bnsnns TJsTRiriTFur. {Younf)$teT).—We advise tho

cutting out of the old wood, and to limit the pruning to that and the re-

moval and shortenine of any straggling shoots. You should (,'ive a good
droBsing of manure in autumn, and neatly point it in, hut not so deeply

as to injure or disturb the roots. Yon may water thorn onco or twico

a-woek with liquid manure durini* dry weather, from May to August, or

guano water, made by dissolving 1 lb. in twenty gallons uf water.

GCANo ron BKnnrNG Plants (I'/.fm).—You may water your plants with

•gnano water at the rate of 2 ozs. of guano to a gallon of water, it being used

onco or twice a-wook during dry weather, and a thorough soaldng given;

or you miiy sprinkle a little of the dust in between the plants over the

floiL, being* careful not to let it fall upon tho foliage of tho plants. It

^bonld not bo given excessively; 1 lb. to every twenty yards of surface is

Bafflcicnt to givo at one dressing.

Lawn Brown iv Suiimer (H. D.).—Yon may next February or March
iipply to your lawn a dressing of rich compost, and early in April, after giving

a good scratching with an iron rake, sow over it 4 lbs. Cyuosurns crista-

tus, 2 lbs. Festuca duriuscula. *2 lbs. Poa nemoralis, 2 lbs. Lotus comiculatus
oiinor, and 4 Iba. each TrifoUum minus, and Trlfolium repons, rolling well

afterwards.

EvKRORF-EN FOR PoRCH [Idcvi).—For a waiTO aspect we advise Escal-

louia macrautha ; if the aspect is bleak, Cratxgus pyracautba.

GiLiA Acnii.LE.«FOi-iA (Dumbf4r-doTrn-dr<orT/),—Tbo plant oncloaod to bu.

is botanically Gilia laciniata nchillc.Tfolia of Bontham, and has parple

flowers. It is'not Gilia elonpala, of Do CaDdolle,nowtho IIa[;cliaeloDgata

of Bontham. which aro identical, baling deop bine flowers, and wooUy
foliage having a grey hue iu the way of a DidiscuH. It has not as yet

entered seedsmen's lists, and is not in cultivation.

DiCTASrsrs fraxinella Ai.nua (7(f^m\~The plants of this from seed

sown in the third week in Mav, ouzht to appoar above ground early in

Juno, and probably have done so, and beon devoured by enatU or slags.

CoNOCLisirsi lANTniNUM Cdltuue (A Koiinfl Subrcrife'-r).—Acompostof
equal parts of sandy peat and turfy loam will crow it well, adding sand
liberally, and providing good drainage. It roquirea the temperature

of a stove, or from 55^ toW in winter at night, with a rise of 10^ by day.

and 65^ to 80^ in summer. A light and airy situation ia essential, also a

moist atmosphere when growing, and a modorutuly dry atmosphere and
soil when at rest.

Temperature for Peaches after Rtonino (Mem).—A temperature of

eri' at nisht, and not oxeeedinR fio ' from fire heat, is suitable for Peaches
after stoning until ripe, air being plontifully admitted.

Ferns for a Glazeo Porch (7(fcm).—For such a place for a com-
meuceraont, we would use only British Ferns, such as the best varieties of

Hart's-toncue (Scolopendrium), which in surh a position would keep green

all tho winter and look well; and, then, as oecupyinR little space, you
should ba%-e Asplenium Trichomanos, Asplcnium rnta-muraria, Adian-

tum capillus-Veneris, Blechnum boreale, Asplcnium fontannoi, and Alio-

Borus crispus. These will not want more than 1 foot each. For larger

Ferns we would advise Athvrium Filix-frrmina, Lustrea ritfida, Osmonda
regalis, Polypodium dryopteris.and Pulypodium vulKare, which ia beauti-

ful in such aplacein wiuter, especially if covering the decaying stump of

a tree, &e.
Vines in a Pit [Idem).—Wo havo no doubt that Vines will do if planted

out in the way you propose. Soil raised to c, and some strong loam and
six bushels or more of broken bones incorporated with tho black light

soil, and top-dressings of manure every year. Y'ou ore quite aware of the

unsuitabloness of the place for tho flue. Your idea of the board and felt

to cover it is good, and as it is so high, when you want heat in the house

it would be well to let that felt-covered board stand out only 2 or 3 inches

from the flue, and the heat will thns be sent out lower in the atmosphere

of the pit. If your stokehole and fumaco for tho propagating-house is

much lower than the Wxxo, then you might have a sm^Ul chamber over

your furnace, with a three-inch pipe from tho house going in at the

bottom of that chamber, and another one at the top. This would enable

you to have Grapes earlier. You can have good autumn Grapes by the

mode proposed, and we would suguest for that purpose three Vines, two
Black Hamburghs and one Uoyal Muscadine.
NASfES OF Plants (TF. H. E.).~\ and 2, Lastroa dilatata. (C. Jf.).—

Echium plantagineum and Banksian Rose. (/). M.).—Equisetum arvense.

{J. S. i^.J.—Grevillea (Manglesia) glabrata and Chrysanthemum coro-

narium.

METEOROLOGICAL
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In judging Game fowls, three different kinds or textures of

feather are clearly discernible, in the cocks more especially.

Ist, The close, hard, short, stiff, broad feather, like the ancient

coats of armour to the bird, so to speak, lying so close to the

body ; such birds are rather scant than thick of feathers, though
not too much so, o£ course, "iud, The fine or narrow-feathered

birds ; these are often good, quick birds, but are never so hard,

strong, or so "game" as the first-named sort; these birds

often have the narrow, close -whip or switch tails rather droop-

ing. 3rd, The long, soft, and often coarse-feathered birds (like

Malays), soft both in flesh and feather, and always inferior to

the two sorts first named, being longer in body ; these are the
worst Game fowls, and should never take prizes ; they are also

quite unfit for the pit, and less healthy.

DEFECTS IN THE SHAPE OF GAME FOWLS.
1. A short, clumsy, bad-shaped head, with a wide, thick

gullet.

2. A short, straight, bad beak (weak in bone).

3. A short, soft, weak neck (short-reached).

4. Narrow and long body and hack (weak birds, the worst
defect).

5. Narrow shoulders and breast (weak birds).

G. Breast too lean, too sharp, or too lull (not hard).

7. Crooked breast-bone or keel (a deformity).

8. Flat-sided and misshapen generally.

9. Broad, long, and high rump or stern.

10. Too deep or too flat in keel or breast-bone.
11. Thighs long, weak, thin, and dangling behind.

13. Legs too long or too short, feet too much webbed.
14. Legs and thighs placed too closely together.

15. Short and Duck-footed (too much webbed).
16. Spurs clumsy, straight, and high up.
17. Squirrel-tailed, short stump wings.

18. Soft and fat in flesh (loose-fleshed).

19. Long, soft, weak, thick, and weedy in feather (loose-

feathered).

20. Hump-backed, lop-sided.

—

Newmaeket.

BENEFIT TO CHICKENS DERIVED FROM
CHANGE OF FOOD AND WATER.

I SEE a letter from " NoTiiscnAHSHiEE " about rearing

chickens, and I venture to make a remark, not because I have
anything new to tell, but precisely because I have been unsuc-
cessful, much in the same way as your correspondent.

I had a lot of fowls of mixed breeds, and I purchased five or

six couples of Cochins last autumn to form a staff of sitting

hens. These aU laid well, and several of the Cochins brought
off fine clutches in March and April. I had set these hens
partly on my own hens' eggs, partly on some I had from my
neighbours, but the chickens did well except a few Black Game
which soon died. However, I felt I had no reason to be dis-

satisfied with the loss of one or two in a clutch, and having to

leave home during the first week in May, the hot week, I

thought many times how suitable the weather must be for my
chickens. This was a great mistake. The finer the weather
the more deaths in my poultry-yard. A dozen or more were
gone when I returned, and half that quantity more were ready
to depart. The weather became cooler again, and I had more
success in rearing until the end of May, when the old epidemic
re-appeared. A fortnight old and then (as your correspondent
says), came the tug of war. I tried everything I could hear of

to help them over the fatal time. I took them away from the
same places where I had reared the others, and put the hen
under a coop in a small orchard and garden. Still no better, they
dwindled awoy. I then changed their food and water, and now
I am happy to say, I feel I have got at the root of the matter.

The chickens had been fed on wheatmeal and barley, and
when the weather is cold they wiU do pretty well on it, but in

hot weather barley is poison to young chickens. I give them
nothing now but dry bread and wheatmeal (fourths) mixed
very dry occasionally. I would give them winderings of wheat
if I had it. They all do well enough now—Dorkings, Ham-
burghs, and Game.
Some of your readers will pity my ignorance in giving barley

to young chickens, but my experience stands thus :—Cold
weather, plus warm houses, plus barleymeal, equal warm
weather, plus a large garden, plus bread or wheatmeal, and
either of these will keep chickens up to the mark. I have every
reason to think chickens do well on a grass run, provided you
place the coop on a heap of ashes to keep them dry if the

weather is showery. There are many nostrums for the cure

of chickens, but not one has been any use to me. Certainly

one chicken survived my attempts to cure (or rather kill), it,

and we have a great regard for each other. I have contrived
to rear 150 chickens this season, and have lost many. Perhaps
another year I may be more fortunate.—A. R. S.

CLASHING OF EXHIBITIONS.
I FULLY agree with your remarks as to the evil re suits arising

from poultry shows held simultaneously. The Ipswich Poultry

Society fixed its next Show for the first week in November, as

early as last March, and immediately announced it ; but notwith-
standing that, the Bristol and Clifton Society fixed on the same
week for its Show. The Ipswich Society has, therefore, altered

the date of its Show to one week earlier. I trust that other
Committees will take your advice, and will hold their Shows at

such times as will prevent the too frequent occurrence of two or

three exhibitions taking place at the same time. The Ipswich
Poultry Society gained great popularity last year by the beauty
and real value of their silver cups, and they hope to give equal

satisfaction to the successful winners of the eight offered at

their next Show. Mr. Beldon in acknowledging the safe arrival

of his birds and silver cup says, •' It is very handsome, and one
of the best I have had for the money." Many other simDar
notes were received, which encouraged the Committee to con-

siderably increase their prize list, and they will offer eight

silver cups and money prizes, amounting to upwards of £200,
and they hope that exhibitors will show their appreciation of

such liberal prizes by making as many entries as possible.

Why should not societies announce the names of the Judges
in the advertisements?—A Well-wisher of Poultry Ex-
hibitions.

SPALDING POULTRY SHOW.
CoNSiuEniNG that this was the first show of the land ever held either

in Spalding or the surrounding district, it is gratifying to remark that it

proved a complete success, the entries being numerous, and the attend-

ance so good that the proceeds, after deducting all expenses, left a good
balance in favour of the Committee to ensure a repetition of the
success another season. No Committee could have worked with greater

energy than this ; its numbers were few, but experience proves that

with an umvieldy managing body composed of many members, these are

too apt to shift work from one to another, and, consequently, it is often

altogether neglected. At Spalding every aiTangement was completed
in an orderly manner by the time appointed, so far as the Exhibition

itself was concerned, added to which. evei7 pen was duly rcturaedto
the railway on the very evening the Kxhibition closed. It is true the

catalogxies were far too late as to publication, but especial care will be
taken to prevent the like occuri-ing. All payments whether of silver

cups or of prize money were carried oat with equal promptitude.
These are matters which, though by some Commitees lost sight of, tend

more to insure success for the future than is generally supposed—in

fact, they cannot be overvalued. The weather until about midday
was most dispiriting, there being one continued downfall of rain, it

then cleared up, and the Show was thronged until the time of closing.

It is worthy of remark', also, that the whole of the birds, though among
them were to bo found Pea Fowls, Pheasants, and Wild Fowl, were
safely returned without a single accident or misadventure of any land,

a vei7 excellent tent having secured the whole of the pens perfectly

dry throughout the day.

For particulars as to the Poultry, etc., exhibited, we must refer oru"

readers to the prize Ust, which appeared last week, as from the delay

of the catalogues it was impossible to take the usual notes on the spot.

Wg congratulate the Committee, also, on the report so general that

the subscription list has been greatly increased.

MiDDLETON AoFiieULTUILiL SOCIETY'S PoVLTRY ShOW. — We
are glad to see that this Society's Show goes on prospering
more and more, from year to year, and that other agricultural

societies are following its good example of offering prizes for

poultry. This year the Middleton Society offers twelve silver

cups for poultry, and one for Pigeons. The Committee have
annually increased the prizes for poultry and Pigeons, and it

is now generally admitted that theirs is the largest out-door

show, in these particular departments, in that part of the
country. There were about 700 pens last year.

Prize Essay on Farm PotJLTRY.—The prize of .£10 offered

by the Royal Agricultural Society, has been awarded to Mrs.
Somerville, Manor Farm.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FARM
rOULTRY EXHIBITION.

Thi« commmiced at Bory St. Edmundfl on the irjth, and is well

sapportcil. It 18 for '* Fumi Ponltry " only, yet it inclndos hantains.

In luturo years wo hope the ponltry will bo exhibited iu ii moro easily-

di^cororod part of tlio Show-yard ; but we mast rosorvo a detailed

report until next woolc, and coutine ourselves to-day to the prize list.

DoRKiN(»s(Coloure(l).~First, J. D. Howson.Coton Uilt.StntTord. Second,

F. pHrlett, Groat Radduw. Chelmsford. Third, U. Lin^'wood, ItarkiiiK.

Hi/;hly Cummeudcil, J. Lewry, Bolney ; J. Orimi^, Uumlord. Com-
mendod, J. Frost. Piirhom, Wickhara Markut; J. Gunsen : S. JefTcrson,

Whitehaven. Chickftu.—First. .1. Ijowry. Second, Dr. CamidtoU, County
I^iiniitic AHylnin, lireutwood. Hiphly Commended, Dr. Campbell. Third,

Mrs. SeAiuon-i. IIttrt\%'on. Hiffhly Commended, J. Luwry. Commended,
H. Savile, Ruir.)rd, Ollerton. Notts.
DoRKiKOH (White). —First and Second, H. LinRwood.
BnAHUA PooTUA (Dark).— First, It. W. Bnylo, GjiUrim House, Wickiow,

Ireland. Second, K. Jopp, Aberdeen. Third, 11. Lacj', Uobdon-bridKe,
Yorkshire. Highly Cominundod, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury, Bucka. Cora-
monded, F. Rubin, MirminKban.
Brahma Pootra (Lifiht).—First, J. Pares, Postford Honso, Guildford.

Second, 11. Dowdett, I'lc^hey, Chelmsford. Third, F. Crook, Forest Hill,

Kont.
Corniv-CniNA (Buff).—First, R. White, Broorahall Park, Shcfflold.

Second, H. Mapplebeek, Moselev, BirrainKhani. Third, U. Lingwood.
Commondcd, H. Mapplebeek; H. LinRwood.
CocuiN-CiiiNA (.\ny otbercolonrt.^First, J. Stephens, Walsall, Stafford-

iihire . Second, C. W. Brierlcv, Middloton, Manchester. Third. E. Tndman,
Ash Grove, Whitchurch. Highly Commended, F. M. Shaw, Ruugham,
Rectory.
CRh%K Ca-.rnn.— First and Second, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End

Road, London. Highly Commended, Rev. C. Gilbert, Strumpshaw Hal!.

La FLFtHE.—First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, Uev.G. Gilbert. Highly
Commondcd, Col. Stuart Wortley.
HoODANs.—First, F. B. Bcald, Whitemoor, Nottingham. Second, Rev.

C. Gilbert,
Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second. Tf. Beldon, Goitstock,

Biogloy. Third, J. Walker, Wolverhampton. Highly Commended, —
Brown, Ix)wer Edmonton.
Oahr (Bliick-breaeted and other Reds).—First. W. Church and J. W*.

Houlding, Nantwich. Second. S. Matthew, Stowmarket. Third, J. Wood,
Wigsn, Lancashire. Highly Commended, S. Blatthow.
Game 'Any other colour).—First, S.Matthew. Second, W. Boyos, Bever-

ley, Yorknliirc. Third, F. Watson, Kelvedon. Highly Commended, C.
Brierley. Midilb'ttin, Mtinchester.
HiMBriK.ns ((Mililcn-pencilled).—First, T.Wriglev.jun-.Tongc, Middle-

ton, Second. F. D. Mnrt. Stafford. Third, F. Pittis, jun., Newport. Highly
Commended. F. Pittis, jun.
HAuituROiis (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

Jan., Earby.
HAMBtTRonfl (Golden-spangled).—First. H. Beldon. Second. N. Marlor,

Dentou. Manchester. Third. J, Roe, Hadfield, Derbyshire. Highly Com-
mended, T. Walker. Jan.. Denton, Manchester.
HAsmrnoHs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

Jan. Third, T. L. Fellows, Norwich. Highly Commended, Rev. C. H.
Crosse, Cambridge.
Bantams ((iolden and Silver Sebright).—Prize, H. Draycott.
Game Bantams—First, D. Causer, Erdington. Secoud, F. Pittifl, jun.

Highly Commended, E. S. Tiddeman. Brentwood.
Bantamh Anyother Breed).—First, H. Beldon. Second, E. Pigeon, Lymp-

fltone, I>evon. Third, N. Marlor. Highly Commended, Sir E. Korrison,
Brnmo Hall.
Turkeys.—Fir St. .I. Smith, Breeder Hills. Second, E. Leach, Roch-

dale. Third, Ijsdy M. Macdonald, Woulmor, Liphook, Hants. Fourth, T.
Uorton, Offord D'Arcey. Highly Commended, T. L. Followes, Honinghani.
Gef.se.—Fir^t and Third, Mrs. M. Seamons, Hartwell. Second, J. K.

Fowler, Aylesbury. Fourth, Mrs. W. T. Brackenbury, Downham. Highly
Commeudnd. Kev. G. Hustler, Stillingfleet, York.
DccKH (AylesbuTv).— First and Second. Mrs. M. Seamons. Third, J.

Siwman A E. Fearon, Whitehaven. Cumberland. Highly Commended,
Mrs. M. Seamons. Commended, J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Rout n).— First, E. Tudraan. Second, J. Gonson & S. Jefferson.

Tliird, H. Dowsett, I'leshey, Chelmsford.
Docks (Any other Breed).—First, S. Wyllie, K.ast Moulaey, Kingston.

Second and Highly Commended, E. W. Greene, Bury St. Edmunds.
Judges.—Mr. Hewitt, Mr. Trotter, and Mr. Bailv.

WOODHORN AND NEWBIGGIN POULTRY
SHOW.

The flecoml annual Exhibition was hold at Newbigginby-thc-Sea,
on the oth and Gth inst. There were 1G8 pens of Fonltn,*. and forty-

four pens of Pigeons. The Show was a great improvement upon that
held last year, tho entries being more tlmn double, and it bids fair to
become ono of the largest in the north of Knglund.
The Committee experienced a rather serions loss through th(fanroof-

ing of the large nmri]ucc iu which the Show was held, but luckily with-
out damage to a single bird. nnd. through the energv of the Committee,
all was soon made quite safe. As will be seen on referring to tho list of
awards, Mr. IMdon was the most successful exhibitor of Poultrv", and
Mr. Yardley of Pigeons.

Gahk iDuckwing).—First, H. Rodgors, Bedlington Colliery. Fecond,
J. Harrison, Se .ton Delaval Colliery.
Game (Black broaBted and other Reds).—First, H. Beldon, Goitstock,

Bindley, York .-ecoud. M. Hall, Seghill Collier)-. Highly Commended
J. CurUy, Bedl'ngton Colliery.
Gamd (Any viiri*-ty).—Cofil:.- First and Cup, W. Bearpark. Ainderby

Steeple, Norlhallcrtou. Second and Hi^jhly Commended, J. Bruugh,
Carlisle.

HuiBUROHfl (Golden-pencilled)^—First and Cop, W. Wood, Sheffield,
Second anil Highly Commended, H. Beblon.
Hamduhous (Silver-pencilled).— FirMt.H. Beldon. Second, R. Hontley,

Bedlington. Hiahly Commended, H. Beldon,
HAMnuRr.ns (Golden-^pangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Stalker,

West Slcekbum, Morpeth. Highly Commended, H. Beldon ; J. AchinclaM,
BarringtoD (Colliery.

Hamdurghs (^ilvcr-spangledl.—First, J. Howe, Cowpen, Northumber-
land. ^econd, H. Beldon. Highly Commended. H. C. Noble. Kendal.
Dorkings (Coloured, except Silvcr-Grey). --First, D. Hutter, Hetton

Lane Ends, Durham. Second, J. Graham. Witton lo-Wear, Durham.
Dorkings (.Silver-Groy). — Prize, Miss F. Wilson, Wuodhurn Manor,

Morpeth.
Cochin- CniNA (Cinnamon and Buff).-First, H. Beldon. Second, J.

Shorthose, Hartford Bridge, Morpeth.
CocHiN-CuiNA (Any other variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second and

Highly Commended, .T. Miorthoso,
Spanish (Black).—First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Sanderson, Whalton,

Morpeth. Chickenx.—First and Cup, H. Beldon. Second, J. Dixon, North
Soatou, Morpeth.
Brahma Pootra.—First. J. Shorthose. Second, H. Beldon. Commended

J. Smith, Nethorton, Morpeth ; J. Shorthose.
Polish.—First and Second, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, Miss E.

Proctor, Hull; R. Parsons, Mori)etb.
Barndoor Fowl..—First, F. E. Schofield. Second, R. Cock, fitanning-

ton, Morpeth.
Any other Variety not Mentioned, Except Bantam.s.—First, CoL

Stuart Wortley, London (Crtve Ca^ur). Second, J. Curley, BedUngtOB
Colliery.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Cup, G.

Donio, Netherton, Morpeth. Second, Master E. Crossland, Thome's Lane,
Wakefield.
Game Bantams fDuckwing).—First, W. Mabon, jun, Castlegate, Jed-

burgh. Second, J. Sword, Jedburgh.
Bantams (Gold and Silver Sebright).—First, T. C. Harrison, Hall. Se-

cond, J. Robson, Morpeth.
Bantams (Any other variety). — First, H. Beldon (Pekin). Second,

Messrs. S. & R. Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire (Black.)

Guinea Fowls.—Equal Prizes, T. C. HRrrison; Miss Robinson, Stan*
nington Moor, Morpeth; T. .T. Harrison, Kendal.
Turkeys.—Cock.—First, E. Leech, Greave, Rochdale. Second, Miss

Wilson, Woodhorn Manor, 3I.>rpeth.

Geese.—First, R. Bell, High Thorn, Morpeth. Second, W. Rowell,
Hirst, Woodhorn.
Ducks (Aylesbury).-First, E. Leech. Second, Messrs. Bowman and

Fearon. Whitehaven.
Ducks (Rouen J.-First, E. Leech. Second, J.Wilson, Woodhorn Manor,

Morpeth.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, R. S.

Baiubridge, Woodhorn Grange, Slorpeth.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First, H. Y'ardley, Market Hall, Birmingham. Second, T.

Thompson, Wide Open, Northumborlfind.
Tr MBLERS.—First, H. Simpson, North Seaton. Second, T. Thompson.
Almond Tusiblers.—First nnd Cup, H. Y'ardley. Second, T. Thompson.
Owls.—Messrs. A. & B. B. Laycuck, Woodville, Keighlej'. Second, H.

Simpson.
Pouters and Croppers.—First, H. Yardley. Second, T. Thompson.
Barbs.—First, H. Cawood. Thorne, York. Second, H. Yardley.
Fantails.—First, H. Yardley. Second, T. Thomp.sou.
TuRBiTS.—First. H. Simpson. Second. H. Yardley.
Trumpeters. First, T. Thompson. Second, H. Simpson.
.Tacobins.—First and Second, T. W. Crozier, Woodhorn.
Amv OTHER Variety.—First and Second, H. Yardley.

The Judges were Mr. Benson, of Darlington ; and Mr. Trotter, of

Stoeksfield-on-Tyne, for Poultry- ; and Mr. Shorthose, of Hartford,

Bedlington, for Pigeons.

INTRUDING BIOES.

I nAT> a pood hive of bees, and one day Inst week a swarm
belonging to a neighbour of mine came and took a fancy to this

very hive, the consequence wag a pitched battle, iu which
hundreds were killed. The victors took possession of the hive,

ftnd next morning I was met by my neighbour, who said, *' You
have got a swarm of my bees, and if you wo'n't give them up I

will make you, or you shall pay me a guinea for them." Being
a man of peace, I told my gardener to make all right with him,
and to give up the hive. This my man positively refused to

do, saying that it was just as likely that his bees were the
dead ones as that ours were ; and that the bees having come
unasked into our full or partly full hive, we had no right to be
taxed with costs in the matter. Eather, however, than be at

any risk of unpleasantness, I insisted on the hive being given
up to ray neighbour, which was accordingly done. At tho
same time I think he was not altogether right, and shall feel

greatly obliged if you can give me information as to what was
really the " bee '* law on this rather knotty point. He insists

that his was a very strong hive, and, therefore, argues that my
bees must have been killed in the combat.—A Bee- keeper i:<

Difficulty.

[There is not any ground for doubting that uuder the cir-

cumstances you could not have been compelled to give up the
bees, nor should we have done so. Payment of half the money
value of the swarm would have been fair on both sides ; aoil

this only as a matter of courtesy, not as being legally due.
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TonrB being a good stoct, it is not likely that either the in-

vaders or the invaded were entirely destroyed, the probability

being that a compromise was ultimately effected, and the stock
benefited by an accession of numbers.]

INCUBATOR REGULATOR.
When in London about the year 1851, I visited Cantelo's, in

Leicester Square, and saw his incubator hatching chickens.

The late Lord Berwick purchased one of the £'iO incubators,

and as I was somewhat curious in the matter, I was invited by
his lordship to see it at work. During our eonvers.^tion he told

me that there was a great difficulty in keeping the heat regular,

and when he was from home he had to leave the management
to his housekeeper, and she did not pay attention to it, con-
sequently he hatched but very few chickens. This apparatus
was heated by a charcoal fire. I thought at the time that if it

were heated by gas, the heat would be regular, and I made an
incubator with alterations. When at work I found the gas was
not to my expectations, it would vary in twenty-four hours
from 30" to 40°. I thought of a governor that should be self-

acting as regards the supply of gas, and after expending some-
thing like £10 in three years of experiments, I succeeded in
making one that did not allow a variation of more than 3° or 4°

in a week. It is now a very simple affair. During my experi-
ments I spoiled at least three hundred eggs. In my last trial I
only set twelve eggs ; out of these I hatched seven fine chicks,
which grew up and did well ; since then I have done nothing
with it. His lordship dying, I could not bring it to his notice.
It could be applied to a charcoal fire on Cantelo's system, but
not to oil, and such like. If any correspondent is open to take
the matter up and register or patent the apparatus, I shaU be
glad to correspond with him.—W. S., Shrewslurij.

INVENTION OF THE BAR-AND-FRAME HIVE.
A COEBESPONDENT, signing himself " Scdeurt," in your

number of The Cottage Gardener of June 20th, stated that
the invention of the " bar-and-frame " hive was due to an
Englishman, and that it was not of American or German
origin. Your note at the foot, however, leaves the question in
an uncertain condition, although you allude to the " validity
of the patent in America having been disputed unavailingly
because of Major Munn's pamphlet on the " bar-and-frame "

hive in 1844. If so, the Englishman has it, and America is
not the first in the field. But you go on to say that you endorse
the decision arrived at by the trans-Atlantic law courts, and
give the credit to the Baron von Berlepsch in Germanv and
the Bev. L. L. Langstroth in America for the invention. Thus
then, you destroy the high repute of the " book hive " of Huber
who certainly has the credit of the early German invention.
Can you mention the date of the more practical and con-

venient "bar-and-frame" hive of the Baron von Berlepsch
which seems to supersede those of Major Munn and Mr. Wood-
bury, and when the latter first introduced his superior rectan-
gular frame hives with the straw cases ?

The question of first principles will, I think, be better ex-
plained and understood when we have these data to go upon
—Wax.

[The question is one not of date but of identity. Major
Munn's hive was, undoubtedly, invented before Mr. Lang-
stroth's, and Huber's leaf hive preceded the frame hive of the
Baron von Berlepsch by more than half a century. Major
Munn's three-cornered frames were, however, hinged to the
hive and were not interchangeable, whilst Huber's frames were
interchangeable, but had no outside case. As to how far Mr.
Langstroth and the Baron von Berlepsch may be deemed the
inventors of modern frame hives admits, of course, of a diffe
rence of opinion. We have stated ours, and others are at
perfect liberty to enjoy their own ; but in what respect we have
destroyed or even assailed the reputation of Huber's " book
hive" by stating that tho principle of the frame hive was
first developed in it, and that it needs only an outside case to
render it nearly identical with the German frame hives of the
present day, we are utterly unable to discover.]

which I had to feed np until the 17th of May, when one lot

only weighed 5 lbs.—hive and what was inside. I found no
honey stored until the 18th. I weighed again on the 21st, and,
to my surprise, the five-pound lot had gained other 5 lbs., which
made it up to 10 lbs. They did well, and swarmed in three
weeks. Do not let us despise weak things.

May 23rd. How they sing ! Wife, you must have your eyes
about you. Off comes the first swarm with a queen at its

head—a position which she had never occupied before ; but the
result is a credit to her now, for I found on weighing the bees
that she had brought 5 lbs. of bees out with her, and in about
a fortnight I had a cast which weighed 3 lbs., from the same
stock. The weights of my swarms are as follows :—First
swarm, 5 lbs. ; second swarm, 3i lbs. ; third swarm, 3 lbs.

;

fourth swarm, 3 lbs. ; first cast, 3 lbs. ; second cast, 24 lbs.

;

third and fourth casts, 2 lbs. each, which I added together.

The second cast returned home after hiving. They rose twice
more and returned, and I found two queens under the old stock
on each of their returns, making six queens lost from one stock,

after which they made themselves happy at home, and went
to work like Britons. So you will see that I got six new lots

of bees, and also 53 lbs. of honey taken in supers ; therefore, I
wil not grunt over 1866, for that left me with ten stocks of bees.

But 1867—Oh ! dear. What a spring ! Bees a-starving.

But you must stop until another time before I can tell you all

about it.—A Bucks BEE-EEErEE.

JOLLY BEE DOINGS IN BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
A FEW jottings about bees. In April, 1865, I had a six-inch

glass filled. Now, let us pass on to the spring of 18G6. What
now ? Poor prospect^four stocks ; two strong, two very weak,

OUR LETTER BOX.
Poultry Magazine (Speculator).—We know nothinfi of the proposal

beyond the advertisement. '* The Poultry Chronicle " was ably conducted
but an expensive failure ; we purchased the copyright, and fear we should
be fisked to do the same for any similar periodical.

Turkeys Rouped (J. Lioht).—The sneezing, stoppnge of nostrils, and
other sjTuptoms indicate that the young Tiukeys have the roup. Omit
the rice and greaves ; feed only on barleymeal and bread soaked in ale,

nnd give each 1 grain of powdered sulphate of copper daily. Separate
those affected from tho.se which are healthy.

Fleas in Podltry-house Ifl".),—We have always found that thorough
lime-whiting was a thorough cure, and we never adopt any other method
for getting rid of our enemies. We are happy to say, we are not now
troubled with them. Wlien fowls have the opportunity of dusting, and
the material for enjoying it, there is little danger of vermin. We use
road gi-it larcelyin making the floors of our poultry-houses, and eupply
the fowls' runs with heaps of it. In these they busk all day, and when
they do so they have no parasites. We fancy these are appliances you
have not adopted. We advise you to do so, and to thoroughly lime-white

the wholo of your houses, not with a sticky whitewash, but with limo
pimply slaked with water to the consistence of cream. Every hole and
corner should be thoroughly washed out with it, and while the fowls are

absent frnm the house it is well tu place three or four smiiU heaps of lime
and to slake them on the floor, shutting doors and windows. Fowls
should be kept scrupulously clean. There is no doubt that where their

excrement is permitted to lie about it engenders vermin.
Buckwheat as Poultry Food (ir. F.).—Buckwheat meal is largely

used in France in fattening poultry, being a favourite food with our
neighbours. It is not much thought of in England. We use it only for

fancy Ducks. We shoiUd not give it to chickens, as from its oily and
fattening properties it is injurious to the growth of feathers. We believe

there is no known food so good as ground oats as they are ground in

Sussjx. The whole uf the coru is ground together till it all mixes with
wato c flour. Nothing whatever is taken from it in shape of bran,
ite. The Susses fowls are the best in the ivorld. The breed of them is

Dorking, but the food is exclusively ground oats.

Flooring of Pigstye and Fowl-house (A Recent SubscTibcr).~G&s
tar and road drift would not form a hard flooriuy Lime rubbish is

required to make the asphalte flooring, and we have repeatedly published
the recipe for making it. No such flooring is desiiMlile for a fowl-house.

Road drift or sand alone is desirable. The surface to be raked every
moniing.
Preserving Spare Combb {Disappointment).—Wra-p each comb sepa-

rately in paper, and put them away carefully in a clean and dry drawer
or box.
Uniting Weak Stocks (Novice).—To resort to fumigation after having

suceceeded in driving is so retrogi'ade a step that we hope you will think
better of it, as we believe that the former inflicts permanent injury on
all bees that are subjected to it. Fumigation is best performeu in the
evening when all the bees are at home. There is no more necessity for

removing the superfluous queen after fumigation than there is when
efl"ecliug unions by driving.
Cat's Hair Falling Off (C. A. J.).—X small teaspoonful of anlphor

daily for a week may arrest the falling ofi" of the hair, but we could not
advise conndently without seeing the animal.

POULTRY MARKET.—.July IT.

Sultan, Viceroy, and Belgians have caused an increased consumption
of poultry without addinj* to the supply,
rise in prices for a few days only.

s d. B. d
Larpo Fowls 3 6 to 4
Smaller do ii G 8
Chickens 1 9 2
Geese 6 9 6 6
Ducks 3 3 6
Pigeons U 9 10

The consequence has been a

B. d s. d
Pheasants to

Partridges
Grouse
Guinea Fowls
Rabbits 15 16
WUddo .-.. 8 9
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needs be old to be cUurch-like and to affect the miad as a

church ought, making one instinctively feel that it is a church.

True it is that we may prefer an ancient building well restored,

where;
" An heraldic shield.

Varying its tincture with the chanfreful light.

Imbues the altar window. Fixed aloft

A faded hatchment hangs, and one by time
Yet undiscoloured ; and on the floor beneath
Sepulchral stones appear, with emblems graven.
And foot.worn epitaphs, and some with small
And shining effigies of brass inlaid."

Such a church we may prefer ; but so well is church architec-

ture understood, that many a new and inexpensive building

conveys to the mind church-like feelings.

As I entered this village church on this harvest festival there

lay, leaning against the communion rails, a goodly sheaf of

Wheat. Surely none could object to a decoration so simple

yet expressive. Suitable psalms and lessons were read, and
hymns sung ; and I ascended the pulpit to give a brief and, I

hope, not unsuitable address. More of heart seemed in the

service than on ordinary occasions
;
perhaps that sheaf of

Wheat, that silent reminder of thankfulness due, had some-
thing to do with it. The harvest service over, we partly re-

crossed the green to reach the schoolroom, exchanging greet-

ings, meeting, of course, that cantankerous individual (life is

never wholly smooth), "who saw no good in these sort of

things; it made poor folks idle—and—and—and ." Bat
no more of him. As said a good-natured man, "it takes all

sorts to make a world ;" so we will jjut one sort against another,

and be comforted.
The schoolroom door is at length opened, and we find the

interior transformed into a horticultural show. The sloping

desks, their slope reversed and all joined together, formed a

sloping counter, which was covered with white calico ; upon
this stood, each prevented slipping forward by a couple of

slender nails, numerous plates of Apples, Pears, Plums,
Peaches, Grapes, and other fruits. Grand old-fashioned china
were some of the plates, taken out of snug cupboards for the

day. There were floral devices in other parts of the room. On
a side table stood a cottage, and garden, and arbour, neatly

made to imitate reality, the work of a maid servant. Then, of

course, there were gouty-looking Vegetable Marrows, green
caterpillar-like Cucumbers, plates of Potatoes cooked and un-
cooked. In the class-room were the farm roots, and the less

ornamental vegetables. Texts in flowers decorated the walls

of the schoolroom, and a floral crown was suspended from the
ceiling.

Wisely, so I think, no prizes were given. A village is so

small a place, people such close neighbours, tittle-tattle so
rife, that there might easily be heartburnings, disputes, tiffs,

'huffs, and even grave quarrels. As it was, everybody seemed
convinced he or she deserved to have had the first prize. How
iondly and proudly, not " TJpw.ir.DS and Oswards" more
so, did .John hang over his plate of Potatoes! How pleased
Mary was with her dish of Grapes ! And Mary's Mary, little

5Poll, eyed with infinite gratification a plate of Apples off her
own tree, which father had grafted. Bless the folks, they
seemed very happy, and reconciled with pleasurable self-satis-

faction any little supposed inferiority, thus—" If Thomas's be
the biggest bunch, mine has the biggest berries;" or, "Wil-
lum's (Wiltshire for William's) Pears be bigger nor mine,
but hisu eat like taties, but mine melt in the mouth like

ih utter."

So each seemed satisfied, and each in thought had a first prize.

Much pleasure, too, seemed to have been caused by the vicar

having written in his good round hand (clergymen write better

than they formerly did, it is a poor vanity to be proud of writ-

ing badly), each' one's name, and the name of the fruit; but
whether Dr. Hogg would have said in all cases it was the right

name I much dou'ot, for on the card was often merely a local

name. The crowd entered at one door, passed through slowly,

and out at the opposite door, so that there was no crushing
from people meeting, no confusion and tearing of skirts, or a
thin man sandwiched between two fat ones.

This horticultural show was, of course, strictly parochial : in

that consisted a great excellence. In due time, as the evening
camo on, there was a public tea in the open air, not formal, but
each one, or each group of friends, took tea, and then walked
again into the schoolroom. The vicar broke up the paity early,

so that good order might not be distuibed, and all might be at

their homes bv daylight. Such was this Parochial Harvest
J?estival and Horliciiltural Show. I have put an account of it

on paper, believing that it is a copy worth}' of general imitation.
—Wiltshire Uectoi:.

JUDGING GRAPES.
Any one who is in the habit of attending our great horticul-

tural exhibitions, and is at all interested in the culture of

Grapes, must have very fre(iueutly observed what Mr. Thom-
son complains of in the last number of The Jouknal of Hor-
ticulture—the want of " some fixed principles to guide judges

when deciding on the merits of Grapes." We are certainly

very much in want of some fixed and generally recognised

standard to guide judges and competitors, so that there may
be less chance and more certainty in the judging and selection

of fruit for exhibition purposes.
I quite agree with what Mr. Thomson soys about fine flavour

not being always associated with high colour and fine bloom.
It not unfrequently happens that the reverse is the case, not

only with Black Hamburghs, but also with Muscats and other

varieties, where I have frequently observed high colour without

fine flavour, and fine flavour without high colour. In my ex-

perience this has been the exception, not the rule; it never-

theless points out the necessity of all judges tasting Grapes
before deciding on their merits, and not taking it for granted

that because they are well coloured they will be well flavoured.

It is well known that some varieties, remarkable for their

fine colour and bloom, are not high flavoured—such as the

Black Prince, and amongst Hamburghs the Dutch Hamburgh,
which is often shown by exhibitors for the Black Hamburgh,
and difficult without tasting to distinguish from it. The Dutch
Hamburgh produces a very large berry, and generally colours

well; indeed, when well grown, it is one of the finest-looking

varieties of Hamburgh in cultivation. I have it at present

growing with berries nearly as large as Orleans Plums, and the

colour all that could be desired. In the same house there is

growing a Vine of the Victoria Hamburgh with equally large

berries, but not so highly coloured, the bunches being some-
what larger than those of the Dutch Hamburgh. Were the Dutch
Hamburgh placed on an exhibition table against the Victoria

Hamburgh, according to the prevalent mode of judging the high
colour of the Dutch Hamburgh would secure for it the award
of the judges. Were they placed on any nobleman or gentle-

man's table the award would assuredly be given in favour of

the Victoria Hamburgh, its delicate flesh and fine flavour at

once counterbalancing the finer appearance of the Dutch Ham-
burgh, which, however well finished, is but a coarse-fleshed

and inferior-flavoured variety of Hamburgh.
Although long of opinion that too much weight has been

given by judges to colour, and too little to flavour, still I think

that a large allowance should always be made where colour exists

in a high degree, and is associated with fine flavour ; but with-

out this requisite quality I consider no award should ever be
made by judges, however pleasing and attractive the appearance

of the tjiapes may be on an exhibition table, because without
flavour they are unpalatable, and, consequently, unfit for the

purpose for which they are grown.

—

Auchibald Fowlek, Castle

Kennedy
J
Striutraer.

STKAWBEllllIES—POTATOES.
Eclipse, Wonderful, Princess Alice, Marguerite, Sir Joseph

Paxton, Premier, President, are all inferior in flavour to In-

gram's Prince of AVales. This variety is so hardy and so

fruitful, so juicy, and has such a pleasing flavour, that I value

it above all those I have mentioned.

Mr. Tottie's gardener, a good fruitist, was here the other

day ; he pronounced Prince of Wales, La Constante, and
British Queen the best three varieties for general purposes,

and he is right. La Constante gives me an excellent crop

;

not so good as last year, but very fair considering all things.

British Queen is very healthy, and shows its exceeding hardi-

ness by looking nearly as well as last year. The crop is light,

not because the plant failed to flower, but the frost or cutting

winds killed two-thirds of the flowers. La Constante also

suffered from the same cause.

Crimson Queen was badly cut up, but is giving an excellent

crop. Frogmore Late Pine shows tenderness, and has suffered

more than any other sort. John Powell is very good, but not

equal to British Queen. Dr. Hogg is most excellent, with a
pleasing Pine flavour. I intend to increase this variety all I

can. Souvenir do la Kiefi' is hardy, and a stronger grower

than La Constante, from which it was raised. It is later thau
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this laet variety, and is not ripe yet (July 16th), so I cannot
speak as to Ua flavour.

I have heard some were disappointed that Lord Clyde
Strawberry, raised Viy Mr. Dean, of Bradford, did not prove to

be 80 good 08 he expedited. I only wish his customers could

see the plants he gave mo. They are loaded with line fruit.

It is a very hardy, free-beariug variety, and the liavour of the

fruit is most delicious. It is superior to many of the new
sorts which Imvo been highly praised.

I still recommend the followiuf; sorts for general planting :

—

1, Keens' SeodliuR ; 2, Prince of Wales (luKrara's), the best

for preserviuR ; ;i, British Queen ; 4, La Constante. Where
the British Queen does not flourish I should advise John
Powell being tried.

Dr. Hot,'^; will, I hope, prove to be the best late Strawberry ;

and if any other variety is desireil, I commend Lord Clyde

before nil others. I have not tried Cockscomb, which Mr.
EadclyHe so strongly recommends.
My Potatoes are looking well. Itivers's Eoyal Ashleaf justi-

fies this year again all I have said in its praise. I have one or

two new sorts planted this ye:ir, Bradford Seedling being one.

I have not loolced to see what sort of crop I am likely to have
of it ; I can only say the tops look healthy and strong. I am
growing the Ashtop i'luke this year, and like the appearance

of the plant much.—C. Mabsden, Garnravt. Vicarage, Li-eiU.

' YUCCAS, AND THEIR CULTURE.
I H.U'E great pleasure in seconding all that Mr. McDonald

has said at page 20 in favour of the Yuccas, with some slight

exception ; at the same time I advocate the claims of these

plants quite as much as he can desire, and possibly for pur-

poses different from those which he has set forth. As the

fashion of the day is favourable to the cultivation of plants

presenting great dissimilarity in character and outline, the

Yuccas now receive a share of that attention to which they

are entitled, but which has not in all cases been accorded to

them, perhaps in some instances owing to their being less

rapidly increased than most plants, as well as from an idea

that their hardiness is questionable. Although they cannot
bo propagated so rapidly as many of the soft-wooded summer
oocnpants of our flower gardens, still the process is more easy

than many suppose. The small amount of care required in

their cultivation also gives them an additional claim to be more
generally grown than they now are.

Of the Yuccas in most general estimation, those with which
I am best acquainted are Y. gloriosa, aloilolia. and recurva,

which, either in themselves or in some of their intermediate

varieties, seem to run into each other in a way that makes it

difficult to determine to which of these species certain plants

are to be referred— at least, such is the case with those here,

and their number is very considerable. Yucca filamentosa
. is, however, widely different, while in its variegated form it has
not yet become sufticiently plentiful to be planted out of doors

in snch numbers as to make that show which no doubt it will

do in course of time. I am not sure that it can be increased

to such an extent as some of the larger-growing kinds first

mentioned, and we must at present regard it more as a house
than an out-door plant.

I am disposed to differ from my friend Mr. McDonald, who
recommends for Yuccas a good rich soil, for although I have
no doubt that the plants will flourish in such for a time, I am
far from sanguine that it is the most proper : and as we have
been pretty successful with them here, having sometimes had
a dozen or more plants in flower at a time, and some of them
10 feet high, the soil and situation may be regarded as not

being far wrong, and these may be described in a fe-.v words.

At the base of a terrace wall, about 10 feet high and facing

the soutli, a border, 10 feet wide and some 200 feet long, was
planted many years ago with the varieties of Yucca mentioned
in the beginning of this article, intermixed with a few Irises,

more especially towards the front of the border. The wall

itself, I may state, is covered witli such plants as Ceanothus,
Engenias, Myrtles, New Zealand Veronicas, Escallonia macran-
tha, and several kinds of climbers not unusually met with on
conservatory walls, although no protection is given. The
border is planted irregularly with Yuccas, some of the plants

being upwards of twenty years old, but the greater portion
much less, as by various mishaps, as well as by occasionally

heading-down, the number and size of the old plants has been
limited. The border, however, is tolerably well covered, and
where a cluster is formed by plants growing near each other, the

intruder will find that the sharp points of the leaves penetrate
ordinary clothing more than is agreeable.
The position is one facing the south, and this circnmstance

has done no harm beyond inducing a larger number of plants
to push forth their flower-spikes later in the autumn than
there is mild open weather to complete their opening. This,
however, was no doubt also in a measure due to the character
of the soil they grow in, which, instead of being a rich loam,
is one that would be considered of very inferior quality for
kitclien-garden purposes. It may be roughly described as con-
sisting of three-fourths stones, the remainder being a yellow
sandy loam, not of itself so porous as an ordinary sandy or
gravelly soil ; but in conjunction with the stones it is open
enough for any plant requiring a porous scil. Most of the
material composing this border was the subsoil obtained
from an excavation, and some alterations rendering it necessary
to raise the border about a foot ten years ago, this soil was
used for the purpose, and has answered well. The plants
which seem to thrive in it are most of the Cypresses, Arbor
Vitfp, and common Laurels. Ilhododendrons and kindred
plants will barely live, and Lily of the Valley drags out a
miserable existence. Not having had experience with Yuccas
in soil of a contrary description, I cannot be positive they will

not succeed in such, but I can confinn Mr. McDonald's re-

marks as to the necessity of deep soil ; for in that where the
plantation referred to is growing, the roots of some Pinnses
have been found several feet below the surface, although the
ground had never been disturbed beyond the usual spade'a
depth. The presence of so many stones allows a more reody
passage of the roots downwards than the hard obstinate clay-

bottom of many soils; and plants whose roots penetrate to so
great a depth rarely suffer for want of moisture.
Amongst the positions suitable for Yuccas, I can hardly coin-

cide with Mr. McDonald in advising their being planted on rock-

work, unless the latter is on rather an extensive scale, as they
attain too large a size for those tiny imitations so often met
with ; but where natural rock, or artificial rockwork on a suffi-

ciently extensive scale exists, there the Yuccas may have a place.

There are, however, so many positions in which Yuccas may
be planted, that it is not diflicult to find a suitable one. As
comer plants in a geometrical garden, they are always accept-

able, their outline and symmetry giving them a decided advan-
tage over most other plants. Dotted about on the turf they
look well, more especially if the plants are large. One which
is thus planted here, has a stem 1 feet high to the first tier of

leaves, but the head has latterly become much injured. Other
positions might be cited as suitable to Y'nccas, but do not plant
too close to walks, on account of the sharp-pointed leaves.

Perhaps the best mode of planting is in a border by them-
selves, or along with kindred plants, for their tropical aspect
commands more attention when they are in number ; and when
such a border is well chosen, and its occupants appear to be
at home in it, few will be disposed to find fault with them, or
recommend a change.
The Yuccas increase but slowly, but where an old plant

exists, it may be multiplied to a gieater extent than may be
supposed. Where a number of plants of vario..i sizes exist, it

sometimes happens that a leggy one is broken by a heavy load
of snow in winter, or in some other way; in this case it is

best to leave the stump in the ground, remove the head, and
if the latter is put in as a cutting, it will very probably grow,
while a numerous tuft of young shoots will be formed on tbe
short stem that is left in the ground. In general, these sbonld
remain till the following spring, when a considerable nnmber
of them msiy be cut off along with a little heel of the old
stem, and put in as cuttings in some place not too much
shaded, as they will have to stand a year or more, perhaps,
without being removed. Of course, plenty of sand is necessary,
and if extremely hot weather follow, afford shade accordingly

;

but I have put such cuttings in about August without any
attention, and they have made good plants. The aid of glass

will expedite the rooting process, but I question mach if heat
is wanted in any way. The Yuccas are at all times slow-growing,
and their propagation cannot be so quick as that of many other
plants ; but as they require very little attention, and a cut-down
old plant affords a goodly number of cuttings, somewhat like

Pine Apple crowns, or small suckers, they may be had in
greater numbers than hitherto if the demand should increase.
With regard to tbe hardiness of the plants. I have never

I
seen our most severe winter have the least effect on them ; but
heavy falls of snow sometimes load the tops so much that these

1 break off, or where a plant has two or three heads, one of them
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may be eplit off. A mild winter is, however, serviceable in one
respect, as the plants disposed to bloom do so earlier than
when the winter is severe, for the Yuccas seem to bloom indis-

criminately at all times of the year, when the weather is open.

I have had several in full bloom in December, hut more fre-

'juently a number of plants are just rising into bloom at that

time, and are cut off by the hard weather that may not set in

till after Christmas; a fine autumu, unfortunately, starting

such plants into flower at that unfavourable period. Hot, dry
seasons are most favourable to the plants' blooming ; the dry
summers of 1858 and 1859 were especially propitious. Those
who have not seen Yucca glorioea with a full-grown spike of

flowers, have certainly not seen one of the noblest of all flower-

ing plants, for the beauty of the spike is nut less remarkable
than its weight, and altogetlier the tropical aspect of the plant

gives it an importance entilling it to a more extended culti-

vation than it has yet received.—J. Robson.

VIOLA CORNUTA DYING OFF—VIOLA LUTEA
AS A BEDDING PLANT.

A COERESPONDENT Writing from Audley End, Saffron Walden,
wishes to know if any of the readers of The Joohnal of Hob-
TiCTJLTnEE have lost their plants of Viola comuta. It ap-

pears by his letter, Ihat eaily last spring he planted eight beds
of Viola cornuta, which did very well until a few weeks ago.

Lately, it appears, the plants have been dying off in patehes, ao
much so that he is afraid of losiug them all.

Singularly enough, the very same evil has happened iu the
case of the plants which Mr. Bennett was good enough to send
me fi'om Osberton Hall. They were planted with just the same
care as my own variety of Viola cornuta, and only a walk divided

the two rows. They were planted on the same day, and the
same amount of care was bestowed on each. My instructions

at the time of planting were—Let there be no difference in the
quantity of leaf soil placed beneath each row, as I wish Mr.
Bennett's variety to be placed under precisely the same con-
ditions as my own. My instructions were faithfully carried

out. At the present time Viola comuta Mauve Queen forms
a perfect sheet of bloom, not a single plant having failed in

the row 50 yards long ; but on the other side of the walk the
case is very different, iu the whole row not a single plant has
done well ; they have been constantly dying off, just in the
^ame manner as those at Audley End. I have watered the beds
withmanure water, and, as a last resource, yesterday (July 18th),

I had the ground sprinkled over with guano between the plants.

At present they have a very sorry appearance.
In making the above statement, I trust that Mr. Bennett will

not think I wish to depreciate his variety. I saw it planted out
at the Royal Botanic Gaidens, Kew, on the 19th of May, and
was very much pleased with its appearance at that time. I

considered it well worthy of the name which I suggested for it

—Purple Queen ; for the flowers were to all intents a beautiful

purple. Should this meet the eye of Mr. Smith, the Curator, it

would be very interesting it he would favour the readers of the
Journal, by reporting the pre.?ent condition of the plant, and
whether it has suffered the same fate as at Audley End (I pre-

sume that it is the Purple Queen variety which is there grown)

;

also, whether Wills's variety is not perfectly different from
Purple Queen in every feature—namely, profusion of flower,

colour, habit, and freedom of growth. I noticed in the Royal
Horticultural Society's gardens. South Kensington, on the 2nd
of this mouth, both Mr. Bennett's variety and my own, and the

difference indicated above could be plainly seen by any casual

observer. I sent Mr. Bennett some plants of my variety, and
have little doubt that he also has found out the difference. It

would be exceedingly interesting if he would give his opinion,

for I am sure both Mr. Bennett and myself are anxious to

provide the gardening public with the fullest information we
pos,sesR as to thn relative merits ot the two Vinlas, or, indeed,

any other valuable decorative i)lant. I enclose flowers ot each
variety, by which the Editors of The Journal of Horticultork
will at once see that there is a decided difference in the
colour, size, and shape of the flower. The upper petals ot Mr.
Bennett's vaiiety are very much narrower than those of mine,
so also are the lower petals. The habit of Mr. Bennett's variety

is more procumbent, and the edges of the leaves are more ser-

rated.

As I have before stated, I have watched the growth of Viola

cornuta in extremely hot and dry seaFons, and in soils as widely
different as possible, yet the effect has been precisely the same.

In a letter which I have this week received from my friend, Mr.
Muir, at Oulton Paik, he tells me how beautiful Viola cornuta
is there again this season ; he says a six-inch band has spread to

18 inches, and is a perfect sheet of bloom.
Will Mr. Drewett say how it is doing with him at the Den-

bies this season ? Last year he gave me credit for having re-

introduced to our gardens one of the most chaste and beautiful
plants for bedding purposes. I hope he will state whether or
no he still maintains the same opinion of it.

I must not forget to remark how beautiful Viola lutea is with
me now. It grows much more freely than it did last year ; the
habit is all that could be desired, being vei^y dwarf and compact

;

and the foliage is of a bright glossy green. The plant does not
grow more than 4 inches high, and flowers most profusely
throughout the season. It seeds very freely, and reproduces
itself true from seed. This is not always the case with Viola
cornuta if the seed is collected indiscriminately, but if gathered
from one plant only the produce does not vary so much. I
predict a brilliant future for Viola lutea, it is certainly the best
yellow dwarf edging plant I have overseen ; it is perfectly hardy.
Those who may wish to grow it in quantity should at once
order it, and begin propagating it. Messrs. J. Carter & Co., I

believe, have secured the principal stock of it from Mr. Tyerman.
I should be glad if the correspondent at Audley End would
send me, properly packed, and with flowers on, a small piece
of the kind which he grows, so that I may see if it is Mr.
Bennett's or my variety.—J. Wills.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION AT BURY ST. EDMUNDS.—July IC.

The following is in contiunalion of our report of last week :

—

In the class for miscellaneous cut Hoses, a fine stand of seventy-

two varieties was slio\yn by Mr. B. Ji. Cant, of Colchester. It con-

tained some glorious blooms of H.P.'s Madame Vidot» Francois
Louvat, Madume Victor Vcrdier, Le lihone, extra fine ; Alfred Colomb,
Senateur Vaisse, Due de Wellington, Madame Clemence Joigneaux,

Xavier Olibo, Comtesse de Paris, Maurice Bemardin, and Anna de
Diesbacb. The following Tea Kosea were also very fine—Madame
Willermoz, Souvenir d'uu Ami, Niphetos, President, DevoniensiB, and
Madame Bravy. Messrs. Ijee were second.
The silver cup given by the gardeners of SuffolL: for the best twelve

cut Koses grown by a SulTolk gardener, was aivardedto Mr. W. Nichol,

gardener to J. H. Powell, lOsq., Drinkstone Park, Bury St. Edmunds.
The flowers were all young aud fresh, and of good quafity. The sorts

were Duo de Kohan, Princess of Wales, Maurice Bemardin, Marechal
VaUlant, Lord Macaulay, Jean Goujon, Charles Lefebvre, La Ville de
St. Denis, Madame Crapelet, John Hopper, Cloth of Gold, and
Marechal Niel. Mr. Keen, gardener to J. G. Sheppard, Esq., Camp-
sey Ash, was second.

Tweuty-four varieties were finely shown by Mr. W. Ingle, gardener
to C. G. Kound, Esq., Birch Hall, Colchester ; R. B. Postans, Esq.,

of Brentwood, l>eing second. In the class for forty-eight varieties,

that veteran Rose grower, Mr. J. T. Hedge, Reed Hall, Colchester,

was first with a good stand of blooms, among which were Madame
Victor Verdier, Beauty of Waltham, Due de Wellington, Souvenir
do Comto Cavour, Madame Boll, Souvenir do Marechal Serrurler,

Gloire de Santcnay, Madame Charles Crapelet, Duchesse de Momy,
and Mario Banmann. Forty-eight varieties from Mr. B. R. Cant con-
tained Komo of the fini'st flowers that have been shown this season.

DucliRRHo de Momy, Marie Baumann, Madame Victor Verdier, Beauty
of Waltham, Comtesse de Paris, Charles Lefebvre, Pierre Notting,

Niphetos, Devoniensis, Madame Caillat, La Brillaute, and Madame
Rouaset, were very fine indeed. Messrs. J. & C. Lee wore second,
having some good blooms.
In the Amateurs' class for twelve Scarlet Pelargoniums, Mr. Fore-

man, who was first, had good plants, among which the following were
conspicuous :—The Clipjier, Culford Rose, Rose Rendatler Dr. Lindley,

Madame Rudersdorll, and Rose Pei-fettion. Mr. D. T. Fish was second
with well-grown plants, but over-trained ; and Mr. P. Grieve third.

In the Nurseijmen's class for the same, Mr. John Barrett, Cotton
Lane Nursery, Bury St. Edmunds, was first with some capital plants,

remarkably well flowered. Mr. J. J. Chater was second with plants

much inferior to the foregoing. An interesting class in this section

was one of six Pelargoniums, including Nosegays. The first prize

was gained by Mr. Foreman, gardener to the Rev. F. Cheere, with
some good plants. The nurserymen bad to contribute twelve plants

in thi.s section, and the first prize was taken by Mr. Barrett with some
good specimens, among which Le Grand, Duchess, Black Dwarf, and
Lady CuUum were conspicuous.

The class for six Variegated Pelargoniums, including Nosegays,

was warmly contested, Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son, of Chelmsford, being
first with small but remarkably well-gi'own plants of Argus, Mrs.
Pollock, Countess, Variegatum Quadricolor, Culford Beauty, and
Sunset. Mr. Foreman was second wdth much larger but not such
well-grown plants, Mr. Grieve being third.
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The class for six now Vftriegatod PelarKoniums was well represontod,

Messrs. Soltiuarsh A; Sou apjnin being first with splendid plants of

Crown Jewfl, Rwunsdown. Mct«ur, Suniise, Bird of Piiradisw, and

Laily CuUum. Mr. P. OrinTO was Hucond with Lacy Griovo, Victoria

Kepina, Whito Lady, It:iUa TTuita, Lady CuUara, and Lifjht and

Shodo, a soedling variety of good promise. Third, Mr. Jolrn Mann,
of Brentwood.
The silver cup piven by the county for the host twfdvo scfidlinf;

VarieRatod Pflargoninma of 1866-7, was won by Mr. Peter GrioTo,

with s[>leudid plants of Isabella Clay, Clemray, Kva Finh, Uothloy,

Allanton, Victoria Ileaina. Iliawiithu, Black Adder, Liz/.ie Paget,

Victor Galbraith, Bride of Dandolot, and Fanny Ntnvhum. Mr.

Grieve also nhowid a second lot that were nnnamod, but all wore of

Oitra quality. MosBra. F. & A. Smith and J. J. Chaler ahso exhibited.

Sub-Florai< Committkk.—There were but few subjects for the

Committee to examine, and they were so dispersed, and probably the

opportunity of entering the plants respectively so diiHcult, that it is

possible that Bomc of them wuro overloolrud. Messrs. Vuitch received

a special certilicat-*! for a mo^t interesting oolleetion of new and rare

plants, the greater part of which had nveived first-class certilicates ;

and Mr. Bull bad a similar award for Dalechamiiia E-ouzliana rosea.

Messrs. Smith, Dulwich, received first-class certificates for two seed-

ling Bron/.e Zonal Pelargoniums with reddish-bronze zones on a yellow

gronnd. Criterion soomed very promising and distinct, though Korae-

what resembling WilLs's Queen Victoria. The other, Feu do Joi(»,

is one of the same section with a more vivid zone. There were many
other excellent seedlings but not sufficiently distinct. The similarity

and the endless number of seedliugs of these high-ooloured Zonal

Pelargoniums, make it very difficult to discover improvements on

what have been determined to bo first-rate kinds.

Mr, Tamer, Slough, received throe first-class certificates for seedling

Camations. and a Picotee—namely. Carnation True Blue, a beauti-

ful purple tlake ; Kccentrio Jack, a scarlet bizarre ; and Picotee Mrs.

Fisher, a light scarlot-edged variety with a pure white gronnd, and

Tory beautiful. A second-class certificate was awarded for Carnation

Anthony Dennis, a large, heav^', crimson bizarre.

Mr. Maun, lircntwood, exhibited a splendid mass of his exquisite

scarlet Zonal Pelargonium Ijord Derby ; it was the admiration of every

person who saw it, and is decidedly the very best scarlet Zonal in ex-

istence. A first-class certificate was awarded it in thu spring, a special

certificate waM given on this occasion to certify \t^ continued good

character. Mr. J. Hill, Norwich, brought several plants of a double

aeedUng Fuchsia, gigantic in size, but of bad form ; a commendiition

was givou it a^* a nseful deoorative and market plant.

Mr. Robert Pottitt exhibited a seedling Zonal Pelargonium, called

Reino d'Argent ; Mr. J. Denson twelve very ordinary seedling Zonals

;

Mr. G. Shepherd, gardener to J. Berners. Esq., six Zonals, some of

them of the Tricolor seetiou, but of no merit; Messrs. Wood and

Cngram, Zonal seedling Viceroy ; Mr. Robert Rea twelve seedling

Zonals : Messrs. J. Nunn it Hobday, Norwich, three seedling Zonals ;

but none of these could bo considered improvements on or even equal

to many in cultivation. In Mr. Grieve's collection of twelve Tricolor

seedlings of IHtJG and 18G7, Kva Fish, Isabella Clay, and the splendid-

ooloored Victoria Rogina were very conspicuous.

In all yon have said of this Show I heartily concur ; but as an out-

aider and a hurried visitor 1 send you the following random thoughts.

I have oft<iu heard that the inhabitants of tlie neat, clean town of

Bory St. Kdmuuds are somiswhat difficult tt) rouse : but once duly ex-

cited to take up a cause, th'iy rarely stop until they become enthusiastic.

That the first visit of the Uoyal Hortionltural Society to the provinces

was well chosen was abuuilantly manifested by the triumphal arches

that spanned the street-^, the mottoes all wishing well to horticulture,

commerce, and agriculture ; and the numerous flags that waved from

•ountless windows gave on appearance of life and brilliancy to oven

the narrowest streets, as. I should imasiine, has rarely been manifested

since the times of the Plantagenet kings, when the warrior was the

object of popular acclnim instead of the triumphs of civilisation. All

honour, then, to the ladie-i fair and the mtn true and leal-hearted of

old Bury.
It was a g^-tind thing to see the Koyal Agricultural and the Royal

Horticultural Societies nu'cting together in the same place, as friendly,

loving sisters; destitute of jealousy, and feeling no rivalry, unless the

honourable rivalry which I trust they will never lose—the rivalry of

striving who will do most to advance the host interests of thoir fellow-

creatures. The Royal Ag'-irultural Society in its Wsit:^ to the pro-

Tinces has done much to enlari^e the sympathies, expand the intellect,

and subvert the narrowmindedness of agriculturists in particular, and
of provincial people in general, and I have no doubt that the Koyal
Horticultural Society, if able to make these annual migrations, will

be equally instrumental in undermining short-sighted prejudices, and
establishing a broader platform of extended usefulness. This will be

best done with the co-operation of provincial societies ; but with or

without that co-operation, the attempt must be made if the Society is

to be worthy of its cognomen, "The Royal," tho very title inferring

an absence of those little pot projects and personal prejudices that

arc so apt to crop up in merely local societies.

Just as tlie throwing np a feather tells tlie direction of tho wind, so

will thefie meetings of tho Royal Horticultural Society expand the

Tiews of local societies ; show them that if they are to prosper they

must do something elpe than foster tho whims, and be an excuse for

the comfortable meetings of committees, which contrive tn make away
with as much of the money as is offered for prizes ; and that prizes

must be offered that will have a possibility of clearing an exhibitor in

his necessary expenses, and not the few shillings which will not re-

imburse him for his outlay even if succossfol. And once more, in the

meantime, the Royal Horticultural Society will help to givn a social

standing to gardeners, which they as yet do not possess in the pro-

vinces. Say what we will— boast of independence aa we may, there

is a satisfaction not only in knowing that yon are respected, but that

a certain social position is generally assigned to you, and which yon

feel you can occupy without any npinshness or intrusiveness into the

position of others. Gardeners, as a class and according to their

merits, have never yet held the social position in the provinces to

which they are justly entitled. \Vere I tempted to cross the border

over iuto Scotland, that would be one of the incentives. The social

position of good gardeners there is much hipherthan it is in Kafjland.

There I should be received into good society cheerfully as an equal

;

but in similar society here I should often feel I was a sort of patronised

or complimented, or just-tolerated individual.

Now, as an example in a small way of what the Royal Horticul-

tural will do. Every card at Burv was marked with the name of tho

gardener first, as Mr. Blair, Mr. Peter Grieve, Mr. D. T. Fish, &c.,

recognising them as by their head and hands making the Show,

In many pro7incial shows tho gardener is nothing, the proprietor of the

garden only is recognised. Such and such are exhibited by squire,

knight, baronet, lady, and lord, and if the gardener is named, it is an

act of extra condescension. Now, wherever the Royal Horticultural

Society goes, I feel convinced it will always; place the gardtner's name
first, and I shall be vastly surprised if the gentrj' in general do not

feel honoured in this little testimony borne to the worth of their

servants. I met many gardeners on tho 16th, at Bury, and from their

gentlemanly appearance they well deserved the compliment thus paid

them.
Let us hope the Royal Horticultural Society in its visits will be as

instrumental iu increasing the incomes of gardeners as I feel sure it

will be in giving them an improved social position. The Royal Horti-

cultural Society has always stood first iu the money value of prize.s_for

good productions, and another great benufit of the visits of the Society

will be to show that there are great gardeners in the provinces aa well

as in the neighbourhood of London.
One thought more for tho present. Everybody and every society

has a perfect right to do what they like with their own, provided they

do no harm to anybody else. A grand feature of the Show at Bury

was the special prizes, above thirty in number, ranging in value from

.£25 to three guineas, and one gainea ; but most of them five and ten

guineas, offered by the Royal Horticultural Society, the (.^rdcvers'

Chronicle, and the Jouritalof Horticulture, the Societies in the district,

and private individuals near Bury. There can be no question of the

beneficial effect of these prizes, nor of the kind sympathy with which

they were offered, and yet I Iniow I shall be forgiven if I suggest, that

in future instead of large single prizes, there should be more of them,

so as to encourage competition. I ground this obsen'ation chiefly on

two facts—the iirat, that some of these high prizes were taken very

easily ; and secondly, in several cases of severe competition, the second

lot was very near the first in point of merit. It is true the special

prize-i might huvo helped to bring more splendid Fuchsias and
Pelargoniums from Hardwicke, and among other subjects, Lycopodii

like young pyramidal Cypresses ; the splendid three bunches of Grapes

from Mr. Meads; the Vines in pots and orchard-house trees in pots

from Messrs. Lane ; fine Pino Apples from Mr. Barnes; Picotees from

Mr. Buttrum, without a trace of a blotch or bar, remindin :;
one of

the florists' competitions of old, such a getting-up of these fine old

flowers requiring incessant attention, care. Sec. Many of the high

prizes, however, produced nothing remarkable, even the ,f20 offered

for fruit and vegetables was easily won, though there conld not be a

doubt as to the correctness of the judgment. ** Our Journal " was

more successful in attaining its object, by dividing twenty guineas into

two.

What I want to hint is the giving by such societies the same sums,

but in first, second, and third prizes, for the encouragement of exhi-

bitors, as we may n-st assured that few of them are able to take waggon-

loads to great distances without the hope of having some of their

expenses defrayed. Thus, the Koyal Horticultural Society offered £2.5

for the best ten fine-folioged and the bt-st ten flowering plants, effec-

tively grouped, and this was deservedly t:iken by the Messrs. Lee. of

Hammersmith. The second group was also very good, brought all tho

w,ay from Cheshire, and well deserved a second prize, but none was

offered, though I heard afterwards that a second prize was offered by

somebody else. Then the same remark would hold good of the Bury

prize for Ferns, the first and the i^ccond were so near—at any rate,

the latter were well worthy of a s^H-ond prize. And so I might go on

through the schedule, specifyLag what was good in the collections

contending for the one special, and which thus failed to secure any-

thing. Be it understood, I have no fault to find ; as far as I noted,

the best carried off the victory. I do not exhibit myself, but I know
something of the feelings of exhibitors. I know that there arc a few

who thoroughly enter into the spirit of these large special prJ7.es, and

who say, " All or nothing—no seconds or thirds for me ! " Bat I am
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mnch mistaken if the (?reat majority of exhibitors are able to be thus

high-minded. They are oUiRed to calculate their chances, and from

the Bmallness of their means to consider if they are warranted in en-

countering a larpe certain expense witli a great uucei-tainty as to any
return. The whole matter of exhibitions wants clearing up. In the

great majority of cases gardeners show entirely at their own risk.

Therefore I atWocate not merely good prizes, but increasing the number
of prizes, and instead of the schedule for the specials, taking the

schedule for the cottagers more as an example. If it become the

fashion to give few prizes, and these, of course, to the vei"y best sub-

jects that can be prodnced, then ere long little will be brought to these

exhibitions, and few, except the thoroughly interested, vn]l come to

visit them. We should have the select learned conversaziones, but we
might look in vain for the assemblages of the thousands. The great

paying public must have quantity as well as quality to satisfy it for

its money.
I heartily hope that, despite the unfavourable weather, the Exhi-

bition will be a success hnancially considered. In a gardening point

of view there can be no two opinions as to the greatness of the success.

and that success reflects honour on all concerned. Of the grandeur of

the Exhibition as a whole, the fine specimens, the .splendid-foliaged

plants, the beautiful Ferns, the magnificent Roses, the next-to-un-

eqnalled florists' flowers—Pinks, Picotecs, and Carnations, the striking

novelties, the charming collections of bedding plants, and the display

of vegetables and fruit, I can only express my highest admiration
;

and I indulge the pleasing hope that this first provincial visit of the

Boyal Horticultural Society will only be the forerunner of, if possible,

BtiU grander triumphs in the future.—F.

HYBRID PERPETUALS A MISNOMER.
Now that florists and botanists can do almost all they like

with plants, I think it would be a Yer,y good thing if they tried

their hands on Roses, and endeavoured to make Hybrid Per-

petuals more in accordance with their present name. I think
"Perpetual" quite a misnomer, for really, after the general

blossoming in June and July, Rose blooms for the rest of the

geason are like angel visits. Would it not, then, be well if, in-

stead of " Perpetuals," we named them Hybrid " Occasionals ?
"

It strikes me it would be more appropriate. Is there not, then,

a, good field open for experimentalists to make their Roses as

perpetual as Teas and Cliinas ? If the faculty only set to

work with the determination of a Beaton, the thing would be
done.—W. H. B.

EUCHARIS AMAZONICA.
The Eucharis amazonica is one of those plants which amply

repay the attention bestowed upon them. When in bloom,
who does not admire their snow-white flowers, contrasting so

well with the fine glaucous foliage when in health ? One of

its greatest recommendations is that it can be had in flower at

any time by a little forethought and attention to its growth.
Here we find them most useful to come in about Christmas

and the spring months. Now is a good time to look over them,
and see if any are in want of fresh potting ; if so, let it be done
at once, carefully shaking out the bulbs, as the roots are easily

broken off. If a larger stock of plants is required, arrange the
bulbs to their sizes, put the large ones into their flowering pots

at once, but not too many bulbs of the large ones in a pot, for

if the foliage gets too crowded it is at the expense of the flowers

the following season. The small bulbs should be put into

small pots, which will require a shift whenever the roots appear
at the side of the pots. This lot can be grown on in autumn
for a month or six weeks, which will make a fine succession of

bloom the following spring.

We find a good fibry loam chopped up rather rough—with a
good quantity of old mushroom or deer-dung when to be had
—sifted through a fine sieve, with a sprinkling of silver sand,
well mixed together, will suit them well. In potting great care

should be taken to see that the pots are well crocked, as they
are very impatient of stagnant water, although, when growing,

they delight in plenty of moisture, both at the roots and in the
atmosphere.

After potting they should be placed in a house where they
can have the benefit of a temperature of from 05° to 70° at

night, with a rise by day of 10°. They should have the ad-

vantage of a little shade on bright days. After they are in full

growth a little dung water, with some soot mixed along with it,

gives the foliage a brighter appearance. I prefer dung water
to guano water, for if the latter is not carefully used it is apt

to burn the thick fleshy roots.

Grown on in this temperature until about September—the
smaller bulbs later, as recommended before—gradually harden

them off until they can stand in a house with a heat of about
55°. If there is not much room at command, lay them on their

sides under a stage where they can have a little light. Here
they may lie for two mouths, giving them little or no water,

but syringe them every other day. AVhen wanted to start, let

them be taken to the potting-bench, examine the drainage,

and give them a rich top-dressing ; then, if found very dry, put
them in a bucket of tepid water until completely wet. Now
that they are ready for flowering, plunge the pots in a bottom
heat of about 80°, with GO" top heat. This I consider one of

the conditions which makes them show so well and strong,

which they will generally do in about six weeks. Plants in

11-inch pots treated in this way here this spring threw up
ten and eleven flower-spikes. Hardened oS they stood in the

entrance hall four and five weeks during the severe weather we
had in January. Standing so long is a great recommendation
to the Eucharis as a room-decorative plant.—A. Henderson,
Tlwresby Park (in Gardener.)

WHAT CAUSES VARIEGATION?
Various opinions have been expressed, and many reasons

assigned, as to the cause of the variegation of the foliage of

plants. Much valuable and interesting information has from
time to time appeared on the subject in these pages, and it

may not now be a misapplication of time for any one to

examine the alleged causes of variegation.

What causes the variegation of the foliage of plants I do
not profess to know, neither can I learn by what process I can
produce variegation. It is well known that abnormal forms,
commonly, at least very frequently, occur along with normal in

the same individual, and that some parts of a tree will have
green and others variegated leaves. I am aware that the pollen

of one species applied to the stigma of another species will

produce a hybrid or departure from the normal form ; that a
hybrid will not retain its character if perpetuated from seed,

even without being further impregnated with the pollen of

another species or hybrid ; and that it will vary still more
when impregnated with the pollen of a hybrid. I also know
that breeding in-and-in will produce still further departures

from the original, and that a continuation of this in-and-in

crossing of varieties will produce variation in the habit, colour,

and form of leaves and flowers, to say nothing of the hardiness

and longevity of the plant. I know that by such a process we
obtain various tints of colour and double flowers, many varia-

tions in the tints of the leaves, and also in their forms ; in

fact, some may have variegated foliage, striped and blotched,

whilst others have striped and blotched, or spotted flowers.

There is nothing in all that proving that the variegation of the

foliage of plants is caused by any well-defined system of hybridi-

sation ; but we have the same occurring in plants not sub-

jected to such a process, and there are variegated species that

were for a considerable time quite green, and all the while ex-

hibiting no traces of variation from the normal condition.

I want to know why from these normal conditions variegation

should be so suddenly and unaccountably produced. Is it

attributable to some alteration in the constitution of the in-

dividual through the agency of foreign pollen applied by
insects or other agency to the stigma of the seed parent ? If

so, in what manner are we to act to secure variegated foliage

when both the parents have green foliage ? Can it be attained

by fertilising with the pollen of another species or genus, the
stigma of the plant desired to have its foliage rendered more
attractive by adding another colour to the leaf ? I think that

if there be a successful union we shall obtain a hybrid, a varia-

tion in the habit, foliage, colour of flower, or some other de-

viation from the normal form. I should like to know of a
hybrid with variegated foliage, and yet we have variegated

species no way differing from the ordinary form of the species,

except in the colour and marking of its foliage. Comparatively
with cross-breds we have very few hybrids. It may appear
strange, but I beg to submit that we have no known hybrid
with variegated foliage, but many variegated species that are

constant. If this be the case, surely the variegation of the
foliage of plants is not caused by the agency of pollen.

We have undeniable testimony, however, in the introduction

of Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium, that the probability of obtaining

a tricolor-leaved Pelargonium was foreseen by Mr. Grieve, and
by adopting a clearly-defined system of crossing, the wished-

for object was attained by him. Mr. Grieve makes no secret

of the mode of crossing which he pursued in order to obtain
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Hrs. Pollock. At pape 275 of tbe last Tolume, Mr. Grieve

gUted—" The union of a zoned with a BiWermargined variety

wds ascertained to produce progeny having pink or red zones."

I understand from this that to such a process of crossing Italia

Unita, Argus, and Burning Bush are due. Mr. Grieve further

informed us, that it was the reasoning from this analogy that

led him to conclude, that by the " union of a zoned variety

with a yellow-margined variety," it was reasonable to expect a
" progeny having yellow margins, and with zones of more in-

tensity of colour."

Now, this proTos that the adding of another colour to the leaf

ol Pelargoniums was foreseen, and that means were adopted

for that express purpose. It proves that the colouring matter

of the leaf of one variety may be transmitted through the

agency of tlio pollen, that once transmitted the abnormal state

of the plant is permanent, and that the transmission of the

colouring of the leaves to the seedlings to which the plant

acted as seed parent becomes hereditary.

Mr. Pearson, however (page 213, Vol. XI.), shows that the

abnormal condition of the seed parent is not transmissible to

the seedlings, but that they diverge from the ordinary character

o( the seed parent, and partake of the character of the pollen

parent. Mr. Pearson states, " My first attempt was to cross

Mrs. Pollock with Woodwardiana, saving the seed from the

former. The produce were all dark Zonal Pelargoniums," &c.

Here we have undeniable testimony, as in Mr. Griovo's case,

that the colouring matter of the pollen parent is transmissible

to the progeny of the seed parent, but not the abnormal con-

dition of the seed parent in addition to that of the pollen

parent. It is further stated by Jlr. Pearson, that by crossing

the darkest-zoned plants with the best of the tricolored, the

result was that tricolored have produced tricolored and green

seedlings. The change, then, from a green to a coloured form
in the Medling is effoctible and transmissible so as to become
hereditary, by employing the pollen of a variegated variety to

the stigma of a green-leaved variety. Some of the seedlings

will have foliage partaking of the colouring matter of the leaves

of the pollen parent.

But this proves nothing as to the cause of a plant's departure

from the normal state, or why it should become variegated, yet

I am firmly of opinion that variegation has its origin in the

poUcn, and consider it proved that it is of the male or pollen

parent, and not of the female or seed parent. It has been
proved by the late Mr. Beaton, that in Pelargoniums pollen

from short anthers produces pigmies, and the same deduction

has been made by Mr. Henry, as regards Rhododendrons (see

Vol. I., page .'312, and Vol. II., pages 11 and 42). Moreover, it has

been proved by every cross-breeder, that it is no very difficult

matter to cross Pelargoniums and Rhododendrons, in whose
flowers exist the odd pair of short stamens, to the verge of varie-

gation beyond which it is impossible to grow them. We have
another evidence of this in the seedlings Mr. Pearson obtained

by crossing the tricolor-leaved with the dark zoned, and the

reverse ; " those plants which came up with white or nearly

white cotyledons all died."

I have had a similar result with Celery, for noticing a great

variation in the progeny resulting from a union of white with
red Celery, I was led to pursue the subject further ; as I anti-

cipated, the result was a white-foliaged seedling. I submitted

it to the criticism of the Editors in the autumn of lHli2. Their

reply to my imiuiries as to the probability of perpetuating a

variety of Celery having white leaves and stalks, thinking it

would bo valuable on account of its requiring no blanching,

left me every hope of obtaining the wished-for object, for they
replied, Vol. III., page ,)98, as follows :

—" This whiteness,

which line come naturally without the plant being earthed up,

will not, we fear, prove peimanent. You had bettor save seed

from it, but the seedlings from that seed we think will come
green. If they do not, it will be a valuable addition to our
kitohen garden stock." The plant never did seed. It was one
of many that came up with white leaHets and red midribs. It

was white-foliaged from the cotyledons, and was so throughout,
perishing after an abortive attempt at seeding.

In the same year, struck with the peculiar colouring of the

seed of Dwarf Kidney Beans, I strove to attain a knowledge of

the peculiarity. I obtained a variety having foliage blotched

with white. Elated with my success, for as yet I had not ob-

tained any divergence in the progeny of the seed parent from
its normal condition, 1 thought I could do almost anything
now that a break in this anything-but-easily-crossed family

had been e0ected. I had a very weak plant, and stupidly

enough extracted all the pollen from a pair of solitary flowers.

which refused to take where applied. I bad a single white-

coloured Bean, which, to all intents and purposes, ought to

have been speckled ; this revived my hopes, as I had a con-
firmation of the successful break made in a dilhcult family.

The consummation of my hopes was a seedling with white coty-

ledons, which only lived to show its still more whitened
plumule. I had consolation in reading Mr. Henry's concluding

sentence of his most excellent and enlightening article at page
4;( of Vol. II., where he says of experimentaUsts, "Yet let

them not go to far extremes, else failure and vexation will in-

evitably be the fruit of their labours."

It has been stated that seedUngs partake of the character of

the pollen parent. It should be taken, and is here intended to

mean, that the seedling resulting from a successful union will

have, in addition to its marking inherited from the seed parent,

some addition to its character imparted to it through the pollen

parent ; but it may be a divergence towards the normal form,

or partaking of some abnormal character.

It is asked, Why should variegation be of the pollen? I

submit that it is utterly impossible to cause a species to deviate

from its normal character without acting on the seed, and con-

sequently by pollen, by which process alone the characters of

plants become abnormal. It is certain that some other in-

fluences will cause a divergence as regards the plant's habit,

colour of flowers, or leaves ; but in no instance that I know
can the divergence be perpetuated by seed. A plant may be
altered by soU, as in the case of the Hydrangea, so as to change
the colour of its flowers from pink to blue. Its leaves may be
more or less blotched or striped with white or yeUow, through
chemical or other agency causing a departure from the plant's

normal state ; but such divergences are not capable of being

perpetuated by the seed, but by the parts of the subject, either

as cuttings, layers, buds, or grafts. The abrasion of a horse's

skin may cause the hair upon that part to come white, but it

does not follow that the progeny will be piebald.

The fact is, as it may be read on the page of Nature, if any-

thing is to be changed or altered in Nature it must begin

with life. That there have been constant changes going on
in the vegetable kingdom since the time when plants first

sprang into life—a mixture of species and genera—the many
divergences in seedlings from what we look upon as normal
subjects are in themselves ample testimony. Who can doubt

the mixing of kindred species and genera ? and is there not

evidence that many so-called species are but so many slight

departures from one species intermixed with another ? I think

the ease with which some species sport is an instance of this,

and of it many species give abundant proof in the variation of

their progeny.
In conclusion, I submit that variegation fixed is of the

pollen— 1st, defective or immature ; 2nd, by fertilisation with
a plant in which the colouring matter of the leaves is diverse ;

Hrd, by the difference of coloration in the pollen. By fertilisation

effected between two varieties in which the coloration of the

flower is different. By inoculation by the bud, as that of the

variegated .Jasmine budded on the common or plain-leaved.

Lastly, by the destruction of the organs of secretion and re-

spiration, and by the impairment of the organs of nutrition.

—

G. Abbey.

AN ANCIENT KOSE TREE.
While very old Oaks, Yews, and Chestnuts have each had

their memories embalmed in the pages of histoi-y, there is

a humbler member of the vegetable kingdom which has not,

so far as I know, found a place in English botanical re-

cords. I allude to an exceedingly ancient Rose tree at Hilde-
sheim, in Hanover, which is still flourishing (as a friend of

mine, who has lately seen it, tells me), with all the vigour of

youth. This remarkable tree (or rather climber, for it is

supported against the wall of a church), was in existence when
Christianity itself was little more than a thousand years old

;

and, if we may believe tradition, had even then been blooming
for well nigh three hundred summers ! But I will give its

history in the word of tho well-known botanist, Herr Lennis,
himself a resident at Hildesheim. " The oldest known Rose
tree in tho world is one at present growing against the wall of

the cathedral of this town (Hildesheim), remarkable aUke for

its extreme age, and for the scanty nourishment with which it

has supported itself for so many centuries. It varies but
slightly from the common Dog-rose (R. canina) : the leaves are
rather more ovate, the pedicels and lower leaf-surfaces more

' hairy, the fruit smaller and more globular. The stem is 2 inches
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thick at itg janotion -with the root, and the whole plant covers

some 24 equare feet of the wall. Bishop HeziJo, who flourished

1054—1079, took special interest in this Kose as being a

remarkable monument of the past ; and when the cathedral

was rebuilt after being burnt down in lOGl, he had it once

more trained against the portion of wall which had been spared

by the fire. Tradition states that, in the year of grace 814, the

Emperor Ludwig the Pious, son of Charlemagne, was staying

with his Court at Elze. Being desirous of hunting in the huge

forest where now stands Hildesheim, mass was said by the

Imperial Chaplain at the place of rendezvous. By some mishap,

when the service was concluded and the party dispersed, the

vessel containing the sacred elements was left behind. On
returning to the spot the following day, great was the surprise

of the chaplain to find the holy vessel overshadowed by the

tender branchlets of a lovely Rose, which had epraog np in the

night, and now filled the air with the perfume of its flowers.

The Emperor shortly after arrived and by his command a

chapel was built, with the altar standing on the spot occupied

by the roots of the Eose,—that very Rose which is now
blooming as freshly as though a eingle decade, and not a

thousand years, had passed over its head !" So far tradition.

Certain it is that the roots of the existing Rose trees are buried

under the altar of the cathedral, and, consequently are inside

the building, the stem being carried through the wall to the

outer air by a perforation made expressly for it. My informant

tells me that the plant is held in the highest veneration by the

inhabitants, and that no one is permitted to gather the flowere

or break the branches.—W. W. S. (in Scimce-Gomp.)

UNIQUE IRON CONSERVATORY.

This is now erected near the Rhododendron tent at the

Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens at South Kensington,

but does not belong to the Society, and may be purchased. It

is particularly well adapted for pleasure grounds to be used

for statuary and hardy plants, or as a saloon for dancing,

dejeiiners, or fttes. If a glass roof were introdnoed, and the
sides enclosed, it would form a most beautiful conservatory.

The first intention was to cover the exterior of the roof with

coloured tiles forming geometrical patterns, and the inner part

of the roof or ceiling with white tiles, ornamented in grey or

pale blue. Striped spring blinds were intended for the panels

between the column.? "so asito enclose it at pleasure. There is

a provision for fifty-three star-lights either for gas or wai
candles. The whole was designed by an eminent architect, who
prepared special drawings, and superintended the modelling

for every part. The strength of the structure Wftfl determined
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and tested by engineers mainly engaged in the prodaotion o^

iron bnildings, and the whole of the parts were produced by
Messrs. TroUopo, the contractors.

Further information can bo had of Mr. Fox at the ofEco of

the Horticultural Society, or of Messrs, Trollope, Halkin Street

West, BelgraTe Square, London, S.W.

SAWDUST AS A MANURE.
In consequence of the deamess of straw I liave lately bedded

my horses with sawdust, but I now find that I have a difTiculty

in selling the manure, the farmers saying that the sawdust
breeds wireworm. Do you consider there is any truth in this,

and do you know of any objection to such manure ?—H. N.

[There i« not even a shadow of truth in the objection, and
if the sawdust employed be that from any of the Fir tribe, the
turpentine in it is very obnoxious to insects. We know of many
gentlemen who have the floors of the stalls of their riding
horses constantly covered 3 or 4 inches deep with sawdust, as
it is soft and moist for their feet. They never use any other
bedding, and no farmer that we ever heard of before objected
to purchase the manure. Professor Johnston in his "Lectures
on Agricultural Chemistry " says, '* Sawdust decomposes slowly
when ploughed into tho soil in its dry state, but it nevertheless
gradually benefits tho laud, and should not, therefore, be per-
mitted in any case to run to waste. It forms an excellent ab-
sorbent also for liquid manures of any kind, which it preserves
from sinking too rapidly when they are to be applied to porous,
sandy, or chalky soils, while these liquids again hasten the
decomposition of the sawdust and augment its immediate
effect upon tho land. In localities favourable for the collection
of seaweed, it may also be more rapidly fermented by an admix-
ture with this substance. In forms a useful ingredient in some
of the mixed manures which have recently come into use."]

NATIONAL TULIP SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The annaal Exhibition of the National Tnlip Society was held in

tbe Mechanics' Institution, Slorljport, May 28th, under the manage-
ment of the South Ijanca&hire TuUp Society, Stockport, and in every
respect proved a preat sncccFg. Fifty-two Tahp-prowcrs entered, of
whom more than forty exhibited, and produced a magnificent staRe of
upwards of two thousand blooms, most of which were in line condi-
tion. licsidcR growers from tho immediate neighbourhood, there were
present others from Birrainj,'ham, Gloucester, Whitby, York, Leeds,
Sheffield, Derby, Leigh, and Wanrington, showing the vitality of the
Tnlip fancy, and the wiilo-Bpicad interest created by the Society's Ex-
hibition. The Show was unanimously pronounced to be the best ever
»©en. Tito display was much heightened by a tinn collection of green-
hosee and herbaceous plants in flower, together with some beautiful
boaqncts and baskets of cut flowers, principally from the Vernon
Park Conservatory. The rntire arrangements did great credit to the
estccntive, uud especially to tho active and indtfatigable Honorary
Secretaries, Mr. Councillor WooUey and Mr. W. Longson. Prizes
amonntiug to upwards of £5U were paid to tho winners, and after
dcfrft}'ing all expeJiscs a small balance remained for the Stock-port
Medianics' Institution.

Moat of the well-known good old varieties were shown in very fine

style. Among more-recent and less-known kinds, Storer's Dr. Hardy
and Dr. Hardy's Ajax aro two of tho vei-y highest class in flamed
bfsarrea. Aehmole's Garibaldi is a very fine feathered bizarre.

Mort's Beauty of Home is a fine pure-feathered rose of the Lady
Crewe colour. Slater's Kate Connor is a beautiful feathered rose,

with the brightf it scarlet-colonred feather in the whole range of roses.

Martin's Mrs. I^max, rose, is very good, both as a feathered and
a flamed flower. Hardy's Talisman, both as a feathered and flamed
flower, is about the best byblopmon in cultivation ; the form is first-rato,

iJio marking very fine, and almost black in colour on a pure white
ground. WilUnon's British Queen. Hepworth's Bessie, and Cottorill's

Parity, ore all very fine-feathered byblcemens.—S. B. S.
The following is a list of tho awards :—
First stand of twelve, Mr. Wm. Lc.i—Mrs. Lea, Heroine, Violet AimaMe,

Mrs. Pickorill, Curiono. Miistcri.ieoe, Sans Joe, Ajax, Duchess of Suther-
land, Haochus, Sarah Hcdiey, Triomphe Uoyul. .second stand of twelve,
Mr. John Turner—Apcllcs, Cliarlos, Mrs. Piekerill, Violet Airnablo, Ue-
roine, Mrs. Loa, Sans Joe, Polyphemus, Alox Mjif^uus, Denman, ARlnia,
Triomphe Ruyal. Third btxna of twi'lvo, Mr. Wm. Longson -Waterloo,
Lord Lilford, Violet Aimahle, Georije Gleany, Heroine, Ti^dy Crewe, Sans
Joe, Paiton, Deuman, Queen Churlotte, Aglaia. Lavnndiclien. Fourth
stand of twelve. Mr. (ieorge Mort— Colbert, J. Wilkinson, Seedling.
Aimable.Comte, Heroine, Captain White, Slater's Tclemackus, Charlotte,
Denman, Aglaia, Bion.
First stand of six, Mr. Wm.Loa—Masterpiece, Violet Aimable, Heroine,

Ajax, Bacchus, Triomphe Royal. Second stand of six, Mr. Peter Swin-
dells—Charles, Beauty, Amlromedn, Sans Joe, Denman, Aglaia. Third
Ftand of eix, Mr. J. Turner— Cbarle:ji, Adonis, Heroine, >an8 Joe, Den-
man, Aglaia. Fourth ftind of six, Mr. H. Travis—Charles, Violet Aimable.
Heroine, Sans Joe, Atlas, Aglaia. Filth stand of six. Dr. Hardy— Gari-
baldi, Qtieen of Korlb, Heroine, Sir J. Paxton, Lord Denman, Lady

C. Gordon. Sixth stand of six, Mr. Sharpo—ISaflterpiece, Violet Aimable,
Heroine, Storer's Seedling, Ducbesa of Sutberland, Aglaia.

Firtit stand of three Koatherod, Mr. Wm. Lee—Heroime, Paxton, Violet
Aimable. Second stand of three Feathered, Mr. Haynes—Lord aydney,
Beedling, Heroine. Third stand of three leathered, Mr. Juo. Morris

—

Devonshire, Bienfait, Aglaia. Fourth stind of threo Keatherod, Mr.
Millar— Masterpiece, Heroine, Edgar. Fiftii ^'tand of three Feathered,
Mr. Haynes -Koyal Sovereign, Seedling, A^^laia. Sixth stand of three
Feathered, Mr. Parkinson—Willison'n King. Vi( torta Rogina, Heroine.

First stand of three Flamed, Mr. Haynes— I'aiton, Denman, Triomphe
Royal. Second stand of three Flamed, Mr. T. MeUor-Mastorpieee,
Bacchus, Aglaia. Third stand of threo Flum^d, Mr. J. Mooros— Polly,

Denman. Aglaia. Fourth stand of threo I lamed, Mr. Hayneti—Triomphe
Royal, Ducbeaa of Sutherland, Lord Sidney. Fifth stand of three
Flamed.Mr. Thurston— Sir J. Paxton, Lord iJesmau, Aglaia. bixth stand
of threo Flamed, Mr. Wm. Lea—Sans Joe, Duchetjs of butherland,
Aglaia.

First stand of two, Feathered and Flamod, Mr. T. Mellor—Charles,
Sans Joe. Second stand of two ditto, Mr. J. Mooros—Heroine, Denman.
Third stand of two ditto, Mr. Wm. Lea—Heroine, Dovonahiro, Fourth
stand of two ditto, Mr. SVm. Longson—Heroine, Deamau. Fifth Etand
of two ditto, Mr. W. Davenport—Charles, Polypbemun. Sixth stand ot
two ditto, Mr. Wm. Davenport—no prize.
The best Feathered Tulip in the whole Exhibition, Mr. John Torner—

Apelies.

The best Flamed ditto, Mr. H. Travis—AUas.
FBATnERED BizARREB.— 1, Apelles, J. Turner; 2, Charlo6. Thos.

Mellor; 3, Paxton. Wm. Lea; 4, Devonshire, Wm. Lea; G, Magnum, J.
Hart; G, Lord Lilford. Luke Ashmole; 7, P.obort Guest, J. MorriB;
8, Maateriiico, T. Mellor; 9, turpasse Catafalque, J. Enott ; 10, Lord
Byron, K. Keyzey.
FEATHEitED BvBLfEMEKS — 1, Adoni?, W'm. Lea ; 2, Lancashire Hero,

G. Mort ; B. Seedling, G. Mort ; 4, Queen of North, Wm. Lea; 5, Violet
Aimable, Wm. Lea; 6, Cotterill's Purity, Wm. Lea; 7, Seedling, David
Jackson ; 8, Besaie, Wm. Lea ; 9, British Quocn, W. Willison ; 10, Seed-
ling, — Haynes.
Feathered Roses.—1, Heroine, R.Key::ey; ii, Aglaia, Wm. Lea; 8, Kale

Connor, Dr. Hardy; 4, Beauty of Home, O. Mort ; 5. Julia Farnese, R.
Keyzey ; 6, Lady Crewe, John Knott ; 7, Ceriso primo Superbe, J. P. Sharp ;

8, Inimitable, J. Hart; 9, Madame St. Arnaud, J. Morris ; 10, Andromeda,
John Knott.
Flamed Bizarres.—I, Paxton, John Hart; 2, Sana Joe, T. Mellor;

8, Merit, Wm. Hart; 4, Polyphemus, J. Thuj-^lon; 5, Mr. Hoxtall,

—

Haynes; 6, Emperor Nicholas, Dr. Hardy; 7. Ur. Hardy, — Haynes;
8, Paxton, J. Thm-aton; 9, Saxon, W. Hart: IlI, Lord Palmeraton,

—

Haynea.
i-XAMED BTBLfEMENs.—l, Lord Denman, W. Davenport : 2, Surpassant,

J. Hart; 3, Princess Koyal, D. Wooliey ; 4, Aloxfinder Magnus. Hugh
Hcnsley; 5, Gavazzi, J. lIirL; 6, Ducue^s o5 Sutherland, Dr. Hardy;
7, Wallers, G. Mort ; 8, Bieufait, W. Davenport ; 9, Salvator Rosa, Joshoa
lia-zuo; 10, Queen of North, U. Steward.
Flausd Roses.— 1, Triomphe Roval, Wm. Hait ; 2, Aglaia, J.Thurston;

8, Mabel, T. Mellor; 4. Juliet, W. Willisoa; 5, Lavandioken, W. Daven-
port ; 6, Rose Guerre, G. Mort; 7,Camilas, O. Jdorl; 8, Madamo St. Ar-
naml, T. Mellor; 9, Village Maid, G. Mort; 10, Lady C. Gordon, J.

Thurston.
Breeders.— First stand of six, Wm. Longson— Dr. Hardy, Sarah,

Ann Hathaway, Paxton, Sutherland, Mabel. Second stand of 'bL\. Wm.
Lea—Nicholas, Adonis, Olivia, Seedling, Miss Atberton, Queen of Eng-
land. Third stand of six, O. Mort—Unknown, Lady Atherton. Queen of

England, Paxton, Seedling, Juliet. Fourth stand of six, T. Mellor—
Storer's Seedling, Duko of Manehester, Annie McGregor, Sir Colin
Campbell, Sarah Sophia, Queen of England.
Breeders.—First t^tand of three, Wm. Lea— Ariosta, Miss Atherton,

Queen of England. Second staud of three, J. Moorea—Paxton, Earl
Warwick, Seedling. Third stand of three, J. Warren— Paxton, Seed-
ling, Seedling. Fourth stand of three, Wm. Longson- Paxton, Adonis,
Miss Boot. Fifth stand of three, T. Mellor—Storer's Seedling, Wm.
Bentley, Queen of England. Sixth stand of three, P. Swindells-Dukeof
Hamilton, Unknown, Unknown.
Bizarre Breedcrs.—1, Seedling, Wm. Lea ; *2, Nicholas, W. Longson;

3, Paxton, J. Hall ; 4, Seedling, W. Lea ; 5, Ashmole No. 1, Luke Ashmole

;

6, Seedling, W. Lea.
Byblceuan Breeders.—1, Adonis, J. Hart; 2, Delicata, J. Moorea;

8, Miss Whittaker, G. Mort; 4, Duchess of Sotherland, W. Longson
5, Seedling, J. Thurston ; G, Miss Forrest, J. Peaooek.
Rose Breedeks.—1, Queen of England, Wm. Lea ; 2, Juliet, Wm. Lea;

S, Martin's Seedling, Jno, Hart; 4, J. Waterson, T. Mellor ; 5, Mabel,
Wm. Longson ; 6, Veritas, K. Kcysey.
The best Breeder in the whole Exliibition, T. Mellor—Storer's Seedling.

[This report was to have been Fcnt to us at the time of the Show
being held, bnt has only just been received ; and we should not insert

it if it were not that Tulip-prowers being about to take np their balbs,

and having to repair losses luid add to their rarietie^. may find some
of tho lists and notes usefal. j

TROPOSED EXHIBITION OF VARIEGATED
ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

No one seems to have taken any notice of Mr. Watson's

challenge,* which appeared in the GanUners' ChronicU and in

the Journal of Horticulture lately; but it would be very in-

teresting to have, this autumn, an ejthibition of those beautifol

plants. That held on the 21st of May was too early in the season
;

I would, therefore, suggest that an exhibition be held at South

• With respect to this, Mr. D. T. Fish writes—" Thftt owing chiefly to

Ihe lateness of the proposal, and the fact of Mr. Watson baring required

six planta of each variety, the amount of sapport was not sufficient to

enable the prizes to be offered. He has, therefore, retumod the money
with which he has been cntnisted."
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Kensington in connection with tbe Floral Committee's Meeting
on the 17th of September, and that to supply the necessary

funds ft subscription be commenced amongst nurserymen and
raisers of new Pelargoniums. If twenty persons could be found

to subscribe £2 each, twelve prizes could be given ; this would
make the exhibition attractive, and would induce every one
having few or many of these Pelargoniums to exhibit their

productions. General satisfaction would thus he given; the

very best of the varieties sent out this season, and those that

are in course of preparation for next year, would be seen ; and
much confusion would be avoided.

I would suggest that there be four classes, and that three

prizes be given in each—viz. :

—

Class I.—For the best twelve Gold and Silver Zonate or Tri-

color Pelargoniums, including those sent out in 1867, and those

to be sent out in 1808, one plant of each variety. The first

prize to be given for the best and most distinct collection.

First prize, HI ; second, £5 ; third, £3.
Class II.—For the best six varieties, three plants of each.

Conditions the same as in Class I. First prize, £.5 ; second, £3
,

third, £2.

Class III.—For the best three varieties, six plants of each.

First prize, £4 ; second, £3 ; third, £2.
Class IV.—For the best and most distinct Tricolor, either

Gold or Silver-variegated. First prize, £3 ; second, £2 ; third,

£1.
I thint the above would give all a chance of competing,

those only possessing one or three good kinds, and those having
twelve. Three prizes may also be offered for the best varieties

of Gold Zonal Pelargoniums. I would also suggest that three

amateur jurors of known ability be appointed, and that the

Council of the Koyal Horticultural Society be invited to offer

extra or special prizes for plants possessing superior merit that

are not provided for in the above classes. I shall have pleasure
in contributing £2 for this purpose, and hope we may see a
spirited competition.— J. Wills.

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.
I A3I surprised at the objections raised by Mr. Tafe (page 27),

to my suggestions as to Cayenne pepper. It he had said that

the mixture would be annoying to the gardener, unless he took
great care not to breathe the atmosphere, I could have under-
stood it ; but how the mixture can fail to protect the revenue,

I am unable to conjecture. If Mr. Tafe puts half a grain into

a pipe of tobacco, he will never try the experiment again. As
to damaging plants, red pepper, by itself, has often been re-

commended as a fumigator.—G. S.

WHO IS AX AJiIATEUU?
Will you inform me if any gentleman growing plants and

selling them to make a profit may show at a horticultural show
as an amateur ?—A FivE-YE.iES SuiiscRiDEU.

[Selling a portion of the produce of a garden does not render
the seller a nurseryman. Many noblemen and gentlemen who
exhibit annually sell the surplus fruits of their gardens and
forcing-houses, yet are not excluded by so doing from contend-
ing for prizes in the amateur classes.]

as those of the other departments of the country. On Monday
evening His Grace tho President of the Koyal Horticultural

Society gave a conversazione in the conservatory at South
Kensington, which for the extent of the arrangements and the
brilliancy of the company equalled in its way anything that

has been given in honour of His Imperial Majesty. Th« gar-

dens were tastefully illuminated with Chinese lanterns sus-

pended on the trees, and coloured lamps defining the outlines

of the flower-beds ; while the terraces were lined with guards-
men, holding Bengal lights. At the new India Ofllce, too,

horticultural skill was brought into requisition by the utilisa-

tion of the great resources of Messrs. Veitch <Sr Sous, of the
Chelsea Nursery, with the assistance of Mr. Smith, the excellent

Curator of Kew Garden, and Mr. Eyles, of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society. The arrangements at the Guildhall were
entrusted to Mr. B. S. Williams, of Holloway.

The following horticultural shows are announced for

the ensuing month :

—

August 17th Eatley.

„ , Newport, Salop.

„ 20tll Wotton-under-Edgo.
„ 21st Keevil District (Trowbridge).
„ „ T;imworth.
„ 2;ind Royal Hort. Soc. Ireland.
„ 2Si-d Ma'lmesbury.
„ 27th Fermoy (Ireland).

„ „ Wolverhampton.
„ 28th Sherborne.
„ 29th Basingstoke.

BriU.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The success that has attended the Eoyal Horticultural So-

ciety's Show at Bury St. Edmunds is encouraging in many
ways. It is so to those who desire to see the advance of horti-

cultural pursuits, to know that the elevating taste which these
pursuits engender is so widely diffused among all ranks of

society, and must carry beneficial results with it. And it is

particularly encouraging to the Eoyal Horticultural Society to

have drawn into its treasury so goodly a sum as upwards of

£1400, thereby leaving a respectable margin in favour of the
Society after meeting every expenditure. As an experiment
country shows have been proved to be successful on such a
scale and with such a spirit of liberality as the Society has
manifested on this occasion ; and wo feel confident that in the
future even greater success is in store, when the exhibitions

are held in more populous and more wealthy districts than the
eastern counties make any pretension to. All honour to Bury
St. Edmunds !

The visit of the Sultan has been instrumental in bring-

ing out the latent energies of the horticultural world, as vroll

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAItDEN.

Broccoli, continue planting out Cape and other sorts, also

some late CauUjlowcrs. Canots, keep the succession-beds of

Horn Carrots thinned in due time. Endive, a considerable

breadth should be planted without delay. High manuring is

absolutely necessary to produce this valuable salad in perfec-

tion. In planting succeeding crops keep raising the beds
higher as the season advances. Cabbages, make a sowing of

Early York, Vanack, or some other approved sort. Garlic,

take up, also Shallots, when their leaves have faded ; lay the

bulbs on clejin gravel, protecting them from rain, and storing

them when their coats are thoroughly dried. Herbs, gather for

drying before the flowers open ; they should be spread out

thinly, and dried quickly. Sjiinach, prepare ground for the

first sowing of Flanders Spinach, the seeds of which are not

prickly, neither are those of the Lettuce-leaved Spinach, an
excellent variety for winter, with thick dark green leaves. Also

let a good breadth of ground bo duly prepared for winter

Spinach forthwith by thorough-trenching and burying a good

coat of half-rotten manure in the bottom. It generally succeeds

best in highly-raised beds.

FRUIT GARDEN.

The foreright shoots of Pear trees against walls or espaliers

should be so reduced as to occasion no injurious degree of

shade to the fruit now swelling, nor to the foliage of buds

forming for future bearing. If previous directions have been

attended to the trees should exhibit only a sprinkling of shoots,

and those already partially shortened may now be cut back to

within 3 inches of their bases. All shoots that have pushed a

second time, or that may afterwards do so, must be cheeked.

The shoots of Peach and other stone fruit trees should be kept

neatly trained, and free exposure of the foliage to light should

be kept especially in view. It is improper to train two shoots

in a space which the foliage of one would sufficiently cover,

whilst the other might be trained along an adjoining old naked

branch, the covering of which is no disadvantage, but rather

the contrary. See that nails have not been driven in too near

the fruit. Strawberry runners should be procured for new
plantations without delay. Those who cannot spare the ground

for the new plantation may prick the plants out about 6 inches

apart in prepared beds, and remove them with balls in October

or early in February. As main crops, we would recommend
tho Black Prince and Keens' Seedling for tho earliest, the

British Queen for the second, and the Elton for the last, the

latter is invaluable?. Trench down Strawberry plantations

intended to be done away with as soon as the crop is gathered.

FLOWER GARDEN.

No flower is more popular or more useful than the Rose,

whether as standards by the sides of promenades, in beds or
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that tlioy woulil be baDefitail by wateriai^ at the root^. as tht
heikvy Uiiuliu threw the raia too iar from the bottom, and this

was moro likely to be the oaee when raiilchiag was used U>

keep the luoiBture iu the earth from cscapin);. There isi no
moro fertile source of milJew iu Teas than a dripping moiat
atmosphere in the autumn, ami too muah dryness at the roots.

In such weather it is <|uite aH imporlaut that the roots should
be moist as in bright sunny weather, and in some oases even
more so ; as iu dull moist weather less moisture rises from
beneath to be partly appropriated by the roots as it passes.

I'rom such a cause we have often sejen more bolted Celery in ft

shady drippini* season than iu a dry and sunny one. We are
also more apt to be lulled into a false security ; for in garden-
ing, appearances alone are often deceptive. We have examined
Celery plants apparently nourishing, the moisture hanging
late about the foliage before being evaporated, and yet the
plants would throw up their seeJ-stulks even in suoh weather

;

and ill almost every case, though the surface soil was moist,

the mass of the roots might as well have been in a bed of dry
ashes. Dryness at the roots greatly promotes seed-bearing, and
this holds equally true whether applied to a Cabbage or a Pine
Apple. Our skill must be directed to produce fecundity at the
right time, so as to obtain the result wo most want, whether
that be foliage or fruit.

There are many old customs in gardening that are worth
preserving. One of these is drenching the roots of all winter

vegetables, after taking up carefully, in a thick paint formed of

rotten dung, loam, and water, which prevents tlie roots suffer-

ing for the short time they are exposed before planting. What
adheres of the mixture also gives an encouragement to the
young roots to begin and work at once. There is a diificnlty

in making men attend to this simple matter, and the conse-

quence is that basketsfiil of plants are taken up, and nearly

withered before they are put into the earth, and some days'

growth is tlius frequently lost, notwithstanding all future

waterings. A great object would be gained were the impression
produced that no plant should siifl'er from changes more than
it is possible to prevent. All plants in n growing state, before

they change their quarters into fresli pots or into the open
soil, oi'e the better of having their tissues well supplied with
moisture : hence the importance of planting in moist weather.

Hence, too, the importance of every pot plant being well watered
before it is transferred to a larger pot.

We not long ago met with an iustanoe of what water can do.

A large number of young Laiuela were sent to a place in May.
They had travelled iu crates, and having had no drenching at

the roots—no puddling, they were pretty well dried up. Part
of these were taken away aud planted as they were, and scarcely

one of them over made a green leaf. The others were placed
for six hours, in turns, in largo tubs liUed with water, and of

these, though many of their leaves dropped, scarcely one failed

to make fine good growth.

Of course, when Cabbage and Broccoli plants are pricked out
and lifted with a spade or trowel, the best policy is to lake them
up with halls, aud these balls, though damp, not so wet as to

cause the earth to fall from the roots. Suoh plants scarcely

ever suiier from the moving. When taken direct from seed-

beds the earth should be well watered, and instead of pulling at

once, the soil, if at all hard, should be eased with the points of

a fork, and then the roots dipped or puddled before planting.

Need we add what has previously been insisted on, that one
oblique stroke of the dibber is all that is necessary to 6x the
roots properly ? A score of strokes will not do the work eo
well. Last autumn we were asked to look at a large plantation

of winter stuff, that after repeated waterings looked as woe-
begone as oould be conceived. " They were carefully planted,"
wc were told, and we could see the marks of the dibber as if

from four to seven strokes had been used to every plant, and
yet almost every plant was firmly hung by the neck, and the
roots were mostly in a hollow, aud therefore could not catch
the earth until either that earth had been washed to them,
or they had progressed enough to catch the earth at the sides

of the hole. There is, then, something iu the planting of a
Cabbage. If the plant can he easily pulled up after planting,

it is a sign the work hos not been done ; one oblique stroke of

the dibbor, and then brought towards the top of the plant,

firms the soil about the roots, so that it is not an easy matter
to pull up such a plant. This one stroke leaves a hole, and if

that is on eyesore, merely pull the point of the dibber across
the hole, the point bringing some earth with it, and that will

fill it sufficiently, as, though not so firm as the rest of the
ground, it will prove a hotter receptacle for the watering that

raagsaa, or enlivening the conservatory in the depth of winter.

With regard to all these purposes the plants demand a con-

siderable share of attention, especially at this period, liudding,

cutting-striking, final potting, itj., arc in-oci'sses of paramount
importance at the present moment. Tlio Hybrid I'orpetuals,

Teas, Bourbons, and the Chinas are tlio most eligible elassos

from which to select for pot-culture. Proceed with Kjse-bud-
ding without delay. Keep down suckers, aud clear the stems of

wild shoots. See that all hips are cut away from those which
blossomed early ; these exhaust the plant much. Climbing
Eoses out of bloom trained against walls would ho much im-
proved next season by having a largo portion of tho old wood
cat away, nailing or tying-in as many of the strong young
shoots as are necessary to replace those which have been re-

moved. Climbers of all kinds sliould bo constautly nailed or
tied as thoy advanoo in growth, in order to prevent them from
being injured by the wind.

OKEKSnOUSE AND COSSERV.ITOKT.

Tho pot Roses intended to flower in the conservatory late in

the autumn, should now receive whatever pruning is necessary.
All those which require a shift should havo it forthwith, in

order tliat they may have a pot full of healthy roots by the
flowering porioj ; this, and the application of liquid manure,
together with a sweet and mihl atmosphere, will perform
wonders. After these operations they should he placed in some
open and airy spot, and if plunged in ashes they should be
frequently turned. (Jive them regular wateriugs, and persist

in picking off the blossom-buds as they appear, from those re-

quired to blossom in November and December. Look out and
enoourage a good supply of plants for a lato autumn display.

Fachsias and Achimenes in succession, and even choice Ver-
benas in somewhat thick masses in wide-mouthed pots, will
add to the general effect. Remember tliat all those required to

blo.ssom in midwinter, must have their final shift in good time.
There is no success in forcing, or even retarding, without a pot
full of roots. Head down the early-flowering Pelargoniums,
still continue to expose them to the open nir until they begin to

break, whan they must be removed into the house. Continue
to, propagate them by cuttings, whioh will now strike freely in
the open border. Pick off all decaying and decayed flowers in
the conservatory aud greenhouses, and lot cleanliness prevail
is all departments.

BTON-E.
"' Stovo plants in general having made a good growth, the next
point is to get such growth matured. Afford a moro free cir-

cnlation of air, and avoid shading as much as possible. The
utility of a second house for Orchids will be more readily seen at
this period than, perhaps, any other. The early-growing kinds,
several of which are winter or early spring bloomers, will

now require the withdrawal of a portion of the atmospheric
njoisture still necessary to many others ; several of them, such
as the Cattleyas, might be removed to a vinery were it not for

the attacks of snails and slugs. To those who are oorapelled to

grow their whole stock in one house, we would offer the following
advice :—Keep a free circulation of air by day at this period, and
oven all niglit, if possible, endeavour to have a good source of

atmospheric moisture in the latter half of the day, and dis-

pense with shading as much as possible. Many of tho plants
iatendod for winter flowering should be repotted and encouraged
by all moans. Continue the directions given in former calen-
dars, and use all moans to ripen and harden tho shoots of suc-
culent plants before tho approach of winter. When plants of a
softwoodod nature are kept growing until winter approaches,
their ruin is in most cases ensured. When plants ai'e intended
to bloom freely in the following season, their juices must be
properly elaborated. Light and air are indispensable to effect
this ; a growth accomplished under these circumstances will bo
much more favourable for the production of blossom than that
produced in a close and shaded stove.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN OARDEN.

Never conld there have been better weather for planting out
all kinds of winter vegetables, as, after tvateriiiri. tho heavy
showers obviated the necessity of further supplies. Watering
was accordingly confined to such half-aquatics as Celery, and
" running " in their case will, therefore, be reduced to a
mimimum, for dryness in the young ami even the advanced
state is the great cause of running iu early Celery.
Some strong rows of Peas, nothwithstanding the rains, showed
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may be neeeesary. TUtu, then, a little will be gained when it

is understood that two strokes at the most from the dibber will

do for planting any Cabbage—better, in fact, than twenty

;

jast as in pointing small sticks for plants, two strokes of the

knife will leave as good a point as if that point were whittled

as oaiefully as would be required for a lady's bodkin.

FBBIT DKPARTMENT.
The rains have rather injured the Strawberries, and will

render their season shorter. Those turned out from forced

pots will afford some gatherings directly. These rains have so

washed the bushes that we have never seen Currants and Goose-

berries finer ; and what is another great benefit, they have
brought such numbers of snails and worms to the surface, that

oar blackbirds and thrushes have been moderate in their de-

mands on us. We will not expect such armies again until the

ground becomes hard, and soft food is scarce. We will proceed

as soon as possible in placing a lot of Strawberry-runners in

pots and beds. We are generally late in obtaining runners,

and we are jast preparing a little material in the shape of

short grass and litter, and with that we will make a temporary
bed with a little heat below it, and prick out the runners for

future potting. Many people imagine that we have everything

we want ; but that is n great mistake, and a very general one,

even as respects some of our largest and finest places. In
many of these the most severe economy and the veriest make-
shifts must be resorted to. These temporary beds of ours will

be formed with the bole of a tree for the back and another for

the front, sometimes with pots for back and front, with a rail

from pot to pot, and a wisp of litter stuffed in between the rail

and the soil, and then the bed will be covered with old sashes

or a piece of calico—the latter when cheaper being one of the
most useful materials in a garden ; for many purposes, such as

abeltering bedding plants, it is superior to glass.

We are behind with our fruit trees as to summer pruning,

bnt as they are well loaded and showing plenty of fruit-bnda,

they will take less harm. The noise of the gun saved the buds
in the garden. As a singular fact, we may mention that there

are a few trees intended for a small orchard near the farm, and
for years the produce has been next to nothing, though they
tire well suppUed with buda every season ; but no sooner do
they begin to swell than armies of sparrows, &o., from the
farm clear out every bud, and the number of the trees would
not compensate for the trouble of watching them.

Melons in frames aro not ripening so fast as they would have
done in more sunny weather. All in such places should be
elevated on tiles, slate.'!, or pots to keep the fruit from the damp
ground. Melons on trellises should have their fruit supported
when a little more than half grovra. Before that time we think
they are the better of having to support their own weight. As
a general rule. Melons on trellises are the best in flavour, though
fine fruit is obtained from frames.

Turned out in frames and pita the last crop of Melons for

the season, using large plants. In most places here they are

very healthy, but in one small pit the leaves have turned
yellowish before the fruit was perfected, and we would give

something to know the cause. In a smaU piece of this pit, but
shut oS by a temporary division from the rest, some of these

strong yonng plants were turned out a week ago, after cleaning

the paint, renewing the soil, Sitt, The leaves in a day or two began
to be affected, becoming yellowish at the edges, and then the
yellowness spread gradually all over the larger leaves. The
plants from the same place turned out into frames showed no
such symptoms. Insects had nothing to do with it. We should
have blamed scorching, but the back of the wall of the pit was
coloured with soot and lime, so as to prevent any extra re-

flection of heat and light. The plants stood in a frame where
there were a few Cucumbers in pots a little touched with the

fly, and to clear them before planting, half a peck of bruised
Laurel leaves was put in front of them, but not opposite the
Melons. We know this is dangerous for Melons, and we would
have thought the poison in the Laurel leaves that killed the fly

might have injured the Melon plants, but for the fact that
those taken a day or two later to frames showed no such symp-
toms, nor do the few plants still left. With all our care as

to dulling the colour of the walls, in this little piece of a pit

there have been similar symptoms as respects Melons all the
season, whilst close to them are other plants green and in fine

health. We will have another trial, and watch closely. Mean-
while we should be glad if any cause could be assigned. The
plants received the usual treatment. We mention this, be-

cause something may have escaped our attention, and because
we believe that failures are often as instructive as successes.

more especially when the causes can be traced, which we
cannot do in the present instance. The large leaves have been
removed from these transplanted plants, and we perceive that
the smaller leaves near the points are becoming similarly
affected. We may mention that the colouring of the wall was
done with lime becoming quite mild ; soot was mixed to
tone down the colour, and air was left on night and day after

the colouring. In some cases where we have mixed quicklime
and sulphur for whitewashing, we have found it desirable not
to set tender plants in the place for some days, unless plenty
of air was left on at night. We may also mention that in a
neighbouring pit where the leaves are all that could be desired,

the colour of the walls was toned down in a similar way. In
small places with the back wall exposed, we have long given
up having the walls of a bright white in summer, to avoid the
reflection of heat and light, which in such cases is so apt to

bum. After the end of autumn we are as often glad to have
the walls white to have all the light we can.

OENAMESTAL DEPARTMENT.
We have done more here than elsewhere in fresh regulat-

ing plant-houses, and conservatories, potting, and cleaning, and
putting the lawn and flower-beds in as fine a condition as

possible, and if only sunny weather should come, we should
have fine masses of bloom on a rich green carpet.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—July 34.

As the London season declines, so do the prices of all forced produce,
and we have now a supply far in excess of our requirements, of BngliBh
Pine Apples in particular. Strawberries are nearly over, and Raspberries
hardly worth aendinf? to market. Continental supplies chiefly consist of
Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, and Melona. The Potato trade Is as before.

Regents are very sound and good.

FETJIT,

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.

Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

d. B.

0to4
4

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Pluma A sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberrips lb.

Strawberries lb.

d. 8. d
0to5

8
14
10
S

Walnuts buah. 10
Green. per lOO 1

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, A sieve

ScarletRon.l sieve

Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts i sieve

Cabbage dor-
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.

Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

VEOETABLES.

d. B. d
3 too 6 X/oeks bunch

Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle

Mnstd.& Cress, punnet
Onions.. per doz. bchs.
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.

Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
New lb.

Radishes doz. bunches
lUiubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

d.

3to0

3

9
6

s. d

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
Dilliatone & "Woodthorpe, Monro Nnrsery, Sible Hedingham

and Braintree, Essex.

—

Catalogue of New and Choice Plants,

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*»* We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman.'* By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'c.^ 171, FUet
Streety London, E.G.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Kkw Oardkns (Jn^uircr).—There is no Committee of BCanagement.
Dr. Hooker ia Director, and Mr. J. Smith, Curator.
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Pka (y. B. H.).—Tbo varioly you aont to us Is known aa tho Purplo-

poddud Fou.

ScsDLnto PsnAHOOMiai {John Deant).—Tho flower wag quiu ihid'

The very crimson fl.ime ontrasta atrikingly with tho duad wliite oi the

ground culuur; but no judi^ment can bo formed from a singlo flower.

Send a potted plant to the Floral Committee of tho Royal UorticuUural
Society.

VARIEO.ITED Phlox (/Ji'o),—Wo do not remember having seen a varie-

gated Phlox, but do not on that account consider it either rare or valu-

able. More varicKiitions in plants havo been brought to our uotico this

year than in any previous aeasou, and next year most of those variegations

will have pasaed away. VarioKatiou of itsolt dooa not give value to a

plant ; ita beauty or utility muat bo increased by tho variojiatiou, and tho

variegulioD muat be permanont or it is valueless.

Dove I'UNT (C iI.).~U by this name you intend Perisloria ehita, it is

a Btovo Orchid, but might .lucceod in a warm greonhouso. If you write

to any of the chief nursorj'meu, who advertise in our Journal, they will

sund you particulars of price, <&o.

Kkd Ccrrants Ia SuhtcribfT fram 1848).—Raby Castle, Victoria, and
Goliath are synonyms of ono and tho same variety.

CucuMDKU [liarr it Hu^drn],—Your Cucumber called " International,"

of which you forwarded us a specimen, 24 inches long, is straight and
handsome, rather too much neck, but, neverthcleas, a very excellent

variety.

DuiUA Tubes (W.H. M.).—Nest week.

ViNEBY, Ac. (Amateur, SloW).—Yan cannot have all advantages from
any one plan. If you take the walk round the stage, tliough it should
bo narrow I'r at tho ends, you c.in walk round it. If the walk is on three
sides, you muat come back when you reach the division, unless you have
a door there, when, of course, the objection does not apply, and you will

do right in having your stage up to the division. You will be right whether
you have a door or not, if you do uot mind the turniog back. Of course,

you will gain all the width of the passage for stage. We would in ad-

dition to A, build tho walls c and b, so as to form the pit, and a wooden
coping to these four-inch walla would be the best. Such a pit could bo
filled with fermenting material before starting the Vines, and would be
useful for forwarding what you most liked; but wo would not grow Cu-
cumbers there below the Vines, as they might bring thrips and fly. Such
a pit with a trellis over it might be filled with bedding and hardy greenhouse
plants in winter, and after the Viues were in leaf, you could grow Mossed,
Foma, Calndiums, tender annuals, 4c. It matters little whether yoiir

wall c be higher than A or not, but il higher you would require a sloping
instead of a level stage iu winter.

PoTTiNo Markchal Niel Rose—Planting RrsRS on the Manetti
Stock (C T.).—You may place this Rose in a larger-sized pot at the end
of September and any time afterwards up to November, u.sing a compost
of one-half turfy loam and ono-balf well-rotted manure and leaf mould
in equal proportions, adding sand liberally. Good drainage is essential,

and the soil should be used rather rough. In planting Rosea on the
Uanetti stock they should be covered with soil an iuch ortwo deeper than
tho bud, Ar the junction of the bud or graft with the stock should bo
covered with soil, but not deeper than 3 inches.

Camellias Dnhealtht (Flora).—(The part of the stem sent is badly
infested with a fungus ; but that is not the cause of the plants' dying.
Tho parasite is only what may be found on the stems of all plants in-

fested with coccus or scale, which you may remove with tho iwint of a
knife, and afterwards wash clean the leaves and stems with a sponge,
using a solution of 4 or.s. of soft soap to a gallon of water, ."-yrlnge with
water at 140* . The painting of the house is injurious to plants at this

aoasoD, and the soda water you name, if strong, will destroy what it falls

upon. Wash tho M}Ttlea forcibly with a syringe, repeating this washing
twice or thrico in the course of a-week, using a solution of soft soap at
the rate of 'i ozs. to a gallon of water, and afterwards set them out of

doors, taking care to keep them well watered, but not in a saturated con-
dition. Take them in-doors in September.

Climuino Devoniensis Rose not Flowering [B. Q. ff.).—The fact
of your liose being cut off to within 2 feet of the ground is in a measure
auflicieut to account for its not flowering. We suppose your plant is

against a wall, and if so, and in good rich soil, with the mere removal of

the tips of the shoots it will in a abort time flower freelj^. All it appears
to waut with you is growth, and to this end a top-dressmg of manure in

autunm will do good, tho watering being copious dm-ing dry weather in
summer.

Vapour from Hot-wateb Pipes {C S.).—It is a very common practice
to sprinkle water on tho hot-water pipes during the forcing of Vines

;

and when the pipes are not vorj- hot, doing so, as well as sprinkling every
available surface twice or thrice a-day, is not injurious; but if the pipes
are vei'v hot sprinkling them is calculated to do more harm than
good.

Traintno FntJiT Tbbrs tpon Roofs {J. C).—Your proposed training
is novel, and not likely to answer for tho Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot
trees, though it may do for Pear and Plum trees ; but wo apprehend the
shoots ul these will be difllcult of training, and that their leaves will very
soon injui'o the roof. Tho best trollising is galvanised wire, as you pro-

pose, but wo think yonr chances of a crop are very small in respect of the
Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot trees, which would be better kept on tho
nine-feet wall. Tho covering of your farm-yard with galvitnised wire
netting will not injure tho lower parts of tho trees nnlcss tho mesh of

the netting bo small, when it will interfere with their fruitfulness on
account of tho sun's rays being obstructed. As the trees are young wa
advise you to remove the 31, ai.d to plant standards, with stems of the
height at which the wire is fixed, providing you see your way to get at the
branches for the purposes of pruning and training.

OXALIS CORNICULATA BtmBA iPrrplex).~ll 18 easily propagated from
seed sown early in Maroh aud placed in a gentle heat ; or a few good
plants taken up in autumn, planted in a cold frnnio or ]>it in a dry,

loitered situation, and treated like Calceolarias, will in March furnish a
number of running shoots. These, if taken off with the poiula, or even
with only two or three joints, potted,in small pota or pot in soil at 2 or
'i inches apart, with or without heat, will soon become good plants ; but

they succeed best with a mild bottom heat. In dry. gravelly aoUA ibiM

Oxalia ia quite hardy, seeding on tho walks, from whioh the plants tn
not easily eradicated.

LILIC5I OIOANTEDM OFFSETS (An rruK SubKr{hrT).—lX il nsoal for

this plant after flowering to throw up ofl'seta or euokera, which should b*

removed and potted oIT singly, and these in their turn will flower and
give their quota of offsets.

Watebino Vines (A Co-mtant Bender).—Now that tho Grapes ar»

swelling a good watering would do good ; but if they ore coloured it will

not bo of service. You should have given at least three good waterings:

one when the fruit was set, when about half swelled, and again a short

time before they changed colour.

Market Phas (A'ocict).—Advancer, and a few days later Voitofa's For-

fection.

Eradicatino Dandelions from a Lawn (Younn Amatfur\.—ka the

weather ia now moist dig thorn np with a Dock-apud, which you can
obtain of any ironmonger, and there ia still time for tho turf closing In

around tho openinga ; or you may defer it till spring, when you may take

them up as soon as you con discern them. Caually they dio by frequent

cutting, and they are not often troublesomo in lawns frequently mown.
Daiaioa and Plantains are more dilHcalt to doal with. We have seen tha

latter as well as Dandelions cut off just under tho surface early in spring,

and a pinch of salt applied to tho root that was left ; but tho plants sent

up suckers laterally, so that the evil was not mnch diminished.

Taking Two Cnops or Hav in a Year (/rfern).—Unless the land l3

naturally good two cropa of hay will be found very exhausting, and heavy

and expensive manuring will be necessary to enable it to support snob a

drain on its rofourcos. In districts where two orops are cut it ia usual to

manuro with well-rotted dung or compost in a tolerably pulverised con-

dition between the crops—say in tho middle of July; otherwise, where
irrigation is available, that moans is adopted to renovate the ground. In

your case we should think a good dressing of nitrate of sods between tha

two crops would be most easily applied, and would cause no troubla

nor annoyance ; but if you continue to expoot two crops each year yea

must apply a more bulky manore in winter. As you say your aoU is thia

aud resting on the red sandstone, we wonid advise you to collect as much
road scrapings as you can, together with all aoouringa of ponds, ditches,

Ac. If these can be brought together in summer, dung mixed with them,

and the whole turned once or twice, the heap may be laid on before

Christmas at the rate of at least twenty one-horse cartloads per acre,

spread over the surface, and harrowed in during winter. Such dresaings

help to destroy the moss ; but if the soil is at all inclined to be o( a
clnyey nature, let lime bo mixed with the ditch-parings and turfy matters.

Wo would not lime, however, whore iron prevails, and this we expect ia

tho case in tho soil you describe. Wo hardly think it la worth while

sowing Italian Kyo Graaa on an esiating pasture aa yon describe, but we
would BOW a little Clover; and we must remind you that taking two cropa

of hay in one season is unfavourable to tho finer pasture Grasses doing

well, aa in most cases where this is practised tbe coarser Grsssos only

prevail, many of the finer Grasses being deatroyod by their more
rampant brethren.

Diseased Grapes (T. P.I.—The berries of Lady Downo's Grape you

enclosed are very badly spotted. It usually arises from defective root-

action. If tho roots can bo kept warmer and watered occasionally with

weak tepid liquid manure, and more air admitted, the disease may be

arrested. Pick off the diseased berrioa as soon as dcto«tod,but tho disease

ia not infectious.

Potting Azaleas (A Constant Reader).—U i« not too late to pot Ajoleae

after they have made their growth, care being taken not to injure tha

roots, and not to over-pot.

Tacsonia Van-Volxemi Tbeatjibnt (T. H.)—Your plant should be

put to rest in autumn, and kept dry at the root during the winter. About

the middle of February it should bo pruned, and may bo repotti-d, remov-

ing mnstof the old soil, and have a lees-siaed pot. A compost of two-

thirds Ught turfy loam, and one-third leaf mould, with a free admixture

of tilver sand will grow it well, free draiusgo being provided. The pot

should bo placed in a gentle hotbed, tho soil being kept only just moist

until growth fairly commences, when tho watermg should be more
plentiful. When the pot becomes filled with roots, the plant should have

a ahift into the pot in which it is to bloom, and bo again plunged m the

hotbed unia it recovers from tho potting, when it may tie gradually with-

drawn from the bed. The atmosphere should be moist, and the roota

must not suffer Irom want of water, but a saturated soil is bad. 'The

shoots ahould bo regulated upon tho wire frequently, and must not bo too

much crowded. It cannot have too much light, and free ventilation 13

essential. It does admirably in a warm greenhouse. So far as we know
it will not survive the winter and bloom out of doors even against a wall,

but we have not tried it.

STBAWBEBBiEa ON A l-LOPlUG BANK (W. Ji.).—We think that U you

give the Strawberries time they will bear fmit, especially if you afford a

good mulching of littery manure in June, and water them dnnng dry

weather. Raspberries would probably succeed if the situation is not too

much exposed, and the ground might, by being dug up and left rougn

through the winter, be made suitsblo tor sowing with Orasa seeds next

April. You may sow Fcatuca duriuscula, 4 lbs. ;
Cynnsurua cnstatus,

8 lbs. ; Festuca tennifolia, '2 lbs. ; Poa nemornlls, 2 lbs. ;
Poa tnviolia, 8 lbs.

;

LoUum perenne, 24 lbs. ; TriloUum rcpona, 8 lbs. ; and Iriiohum minus,

4 lbs. The above quantity is for an acre of ground.

Roses on Light Son. (P. M. N.).--Your soil being light it is hardly

possible to manuro ;it too heavily. Wo recommend n good dressing of

m annre in November to bo left on tho surface, and neatly pointed-in m
a pring, when vou may apply a dressing of aoot between the plants,

m aking the soil quite black. If you were to hoe the ground in a day or

tw o afterwards, put on a mulching of short littery manuro 3 inches thick,

and give copious waterings in dry weather, you would have Koses lor

bouquets in plenty. Those named in tho "Garden Manual will siut

you.

Names of Plants (A. ltoherUon).~We oonnot undertake to name vn-

ritliea, nor so many, and not unless each specimen is numbered. (Mr«

SmuHc).—Philadelphus speciosus. (John.- Deutzia aonbra. {I. H. B.).

— ij Spima ulmaria; 2. Hypericum perforatum; S, Aspidlum Filix-

fcemina ; 4, Allosorus erispns ; 6, Aspidium spinulosum ; 6, Aspidium sp.

(A. A'.).—Erica cerlnthoides.
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StronR, active, fierce, fine-boned, and symmetrical bij?b-bred
birds uro tlio true cup birds in Game fowls, I buvo only seen
one yood liirge bird exhibited yet.

—

Newmaiiket.

MANCHESTER AND I.IVEUPOO]. CENTENARY
KXHIIJITION.

OxK hundred years of aso ! Truly it is a great ago, and we
heartily wish that the aged individual may survive the throes
of th« approuching excitement ; yet surely thcro are most
alarming symptoms of second infancy, or even of a more danger-
ous Condition. Let us turn to the prize schedule and examine
for ourselves. I sent for it in the hope that at one hundred
years of age I could surely take a notch or two from it, enter
in every iiossible shape, even though I won nothing I I of

course nlludo only to the portion that interests us—poultry. I

expecteil to Mud a great variety of classes and a faultless

schedule. Who would not after the experience of a hundred
years '.'

The Show is for produce of 181)7. To this there is no possible

objection ; but the schedule as regards poultry is headed thus :—" By the rules of the Society poultry m'lst be sent in charge
of some person to the Show, and who will take charge of and
be responsible for it when the Show is over." Such a regula-

tion as this must defeat itself. None but the largest poultry
breeders could do this ; and if tho attendant is to stop four

days in JIanchester, a small portion of the gilt would certainly
be taken olT the prize niom>y by his expenses. To carry out
this regulation would, I imagine, greatly limit the entries.

Such an idea would seem to have presented itself totheframers
of the prize list, as there is an addition that " there will be an
assistant appointed to receive," etc. For this, however, every
exhibitor will have to pay " 2,>-. per pen extra ! " Now. I con-
tend that to place all exhibitors on equal terms, no servant or

person in charge of poultry should have access to the interior

of the Exhibition until after the .Tudges have awarded the
prizes. The less wealthy exhibitors should have an equal
chance, and there is a variety of ways in which an interested
party c;in improve bis position if ho have access to the interior
of the Kxhibition, and yet not mean to act in any way dis-

honestly. The above position is, I believe, sound, and would
meet tho views of the great body of exhibitors.

The prizes are liberal, but at many even of the minor exhi-
bitions—tho Basingstoke Agricultural, for example, Brahmasare
divided into Light and Dark. At this grand centenary in the
year of grace I8C,7 they are exhibited together, although Dork-
ings have ten and (iame fifteen prizes ; but, as though insnlt
must be added to injury, this, now most decidedly one of the
very popular breeds in tho country, and one that is entered
more than respectably at every exhibition, is offered smaller
prizes.

This, however, is not tho great blot of the " centenary
schedule." Will any north-country breeder believe the evi-

dence of his senses when he finds that there is no class cither
for (iiild or Silver-spangled Hambnrghs? To make amends
for this, there is a class and equal money offered to Black
Haniliurghs. \YeIl, I do not doubt that many exhibitors of

the French breeds expected, and, I confesi', with justice, classes
for these fowls. Where are they? Echo answers, "Where?"
These. Spangled Hambnrghs, Malays, &c., have three compa-
ratively small prizes offered between them !

I eIso regret very much the two bens necessary for a pen
;

there is no question that it will lessen the entries. Tho single
hen is now becoming the rule and not the exception, and all,

the poor birds included, rejoice at it ; but when we arrive at
our liundredth year perhaps we may see differently.

I will only notice one of the concluding regulations—"All
pens will be disqualified if the plumage of the birds shall have
been trimmed," <tc. How will the Game and Spanish enjoy
the thorough carrying out of this rule ?

I enn only add that I trust the centenary of many other
societies may be attended with a prize schedule more in accord-
ance with the requirements of tho day than is that of the grand
centenary, in which I doubt not many other breeders as well
as I have been so grievously disappointed.—Y. B. \. Z.

the prelude, I trust, to many annual exhibitions, and I hope it

will be well supported by fanciers in the southern and wetftern

counties. The eohedales and forms of entry will soon be in

print.—Y. B. A. Z.

Pon.Tr.v Snow at Weston-sppek-Matis.—I think I may
state nn tolerably certain authority that there is to be a poultry
«how in connection with the horticultural exhibition at Weston-
super-Mare about the ir>th of August. It is a first attempt.

POULTRY AT THE ROYAI^ AGRICULTURAL
SHOW AT BURY ST. EDMUNDS.

'• TnKRP. always in sonuthing, I declare," says Mrs. Baldtrstone,
" whenever I make op my luiud to enjoy myaelf." So there was at

Bury St. Kdmuiidii. Wo went down with tho past aUve in our memo-
ries. Tht- goodly row of jii.ns wull tenanted te^tiiicd to the desire of

the t-Ute to gain one ..f thesKoyal prizes. Wo thought of what we had
so often scon—the luighty collection of stock and implements ; tho

urbane, practifird. and etheient staff; tho daily growing number of

viyitors ; uud the hot but pleasant snmmcr weather that made a ro-

treat nuder canvas very desirable from time to time. These luldcd to

the spocc enclosed, and the facilities for obtaining everything that

was ueeded, gave it the character of a/tfe t:kainp<'trr held in an en-

closed park. Sunday gave an earnest of the weather to be expected

at liury. All tho clemeuts were let loose; wind, thunder, and light*

ning. ruin. hail, and tempest. Streets were converted into rivers, and
hailstones had to be shovelled oil" roofs and out of gutters. There
was comfort in the idea that it would probably clear off and ensure
Hue weather. We ventured to say so to one of the '" oldest inhabitants "

whom we met while wo were strolling about the churchyard ; bnt he

answered ns rather testdy. " Ah !
" said he, " you don t know Bury.

There never was a line day yet for a public meeting;, or for a pabUc
occasion of any kind." We were discouraged, and thought wo would
(juietly pass on ; we essayed to do so, but were not lot off so easily;

the old inhabitant gave chase, overtook us, and touching our elbow,

said, " It will be a wet week ; 1 11 bet anything of it.' He was right

in this instance ; we had most abominable weather, casting gloom over

that which otherwise would have been a charming treat.

The locality was well chosen, being separated only by the river from
the Abbey gardens. A most essential point that cannot be over-nUed

was here attained : it was close to two railway stations. It was a very

beautiful sight from tho railway on the road to Ipswich. The long

rows of covered sheds filled with stock or implements, the different

tents and offices gaily decorated with tho colours of all the nations

that ever were and those that have never existed. The long rowg of

stabling, and the circus or ring in ivhich the horses of different broods

showed their proficiencv in their varied characteristics, and last, not

least, the poultry. Beyond this the bcautifnl Abbey gardens and the

extensive gi-ound still nearly encircled by tho remains of this noble

pile. We doubt not if such institutions were still extant wo should

find the inmates among our best poultry amateurs and exhibitors.

Throughout tho Continent, at all the largo monastei-ics. Pheasants,

fowls, and Kabbits are bred by tho brethren, and we are in a position

to athrm they are clever and successful in the pursuit.

Wo are bound to thonk tho Itoyal Agricultural Society of England
for again calling the attention of those whom they most seek to

benefit to the merits of poultry. Hundreds in Surrey. Sussex, and Kent
for fowls, Bucks and Oson for Ducks, may tell of the large sums
they have received this year. For weeks (i.<. each was an average

price for both ; exceptions in favour of a higher price were common,
and even the ill-fed and worsobred Irish chickens sold at 'As. each.

Fowls arc not extravagant eaters, they are not expensive to rear, half

the food they consume would be wasted if they did not eat it. Eggs
alono will pay for their food. They are vigorous destroyers of all

gi'ubs, worms, and other creepers on the surface of the earth. They
search for and devour those that hide and burrow boueath it. Th»y
are always turning over tho surface. The time must come when an

effort will bo made to keep at home the nkillions that are sent abroad,

and it will be effected by the instrumentality of such societies as this.

The first class was that for Coloured Dui'l-iu;is, numerous and good.

In this, as in many other classes, the good feather of the birds was
remarkable ; considering that many regard the north of Kngland lu nn-

favourablc for this breed, it is astonishing how many first prizes in tha

teeth of great competition with the south go into those parts. The first

prize went to Stoffordshire ; tho second and third stayed nearer home,

they went into Essex. The show of chickens was wonderful consider-

ing the season. The prizes went to Sussex, Essex, and Bucks. In

these we have iigain to remark on the carelessness that seems to guide

tho choice of exhibitors when they take birds with legs that almost

amount to deformity. Twenty-eight liens of good dark lirahmas

justified the prizes offered for theui. We .an speak highly of them.

They answered the call of the Society fr. m all parts. In proof thereof,

we notice the first prize went to Ireland, tho second to Aberdeen, the

third to Yorkshire. Light Brahmas, fewer ia numbers, took prizes to

Surrey, Essex, and Kent.

Tho Buff Corliiiis pnt us in mind in numbers and ijuality of the

olden times. There wore beautiful birds among them. Shetfield had
the first, Birmingham the second, and F.ssox took tlie third. These birds

were in capital feather; they were also honestly shown. In other

Cochins the Grouse were better than the White ; some of the former

were excoUont.
Crrve Cfur and Lo Flr'ehf came to ns from France with the r«p«-

tation of being marrelloas layers, also excellent fur the table. The
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Boyol Agnealtnro] Society of England, bearing in mind the importa-

tion of 400,000,000 of eggs annually, offered liberal prizes for the three

beat known French breeds. Good birds were shown in every class,

ftnd it is probable that if many more had been exhibited the awards

would have been the eame as regards the first prizes, bnt the entries

were disappointing in nnmbers. The Houdans were more numerous
than both the others put together.

Spanish were very good. All the prizes went to the north. The
Game showed the Brown Reds in great perfection. In size, colour,

shape, and handling they were perfect. We greatly admired the

chiciens shown by Mr. Wood ; they will be hard to beat when they are

adults. The Black Reds and Duckwings were good, but we did not

think the FUes up to the mark.
Both in Spangled and Pencilled the Golden were better than the

Silver Han^Jmryhs. The Golden-spangled were very strong.

There were thirty-seven pens of Bantams entered. The Game were
not BO good as we have seen, although the prize pens were not without

merit. In the Bantam variety class we greatly admired the first-prize

Buff Cochins. We also much admired two pens of Indian Bantams
belonging to Sir E. C. Kerrison.

Nothing could improve the quality of the Turhcys shown, but the

entries were not so numerous as they should have been for the prizes

offered. The three first pens in the prize list were of unusual weight.

We may say the same of the Gc^e. Nothing need be better, but there

should have been more entries. The Duclcs were numerous, but not
fiufficiently meritorious to coll for remark.
Many good pens arrived too late for competition, and were labelled

to that effect. We published last week the prize list and the names
of the Judges.

It is nnneeessary to add that all connected with the Society were
zealous in the discharge of their duties. We know no other so fortu-

nate in its selection of officers.

BUDE POULTRY SHOW.
This was held at Bnde Haven, Cornwall, on the Ifttli inst. The

following are the awards :

—

DoBKlNOS (Coloured).—First and Second, Rev. A. C. Thynne. Third,
Rev. J. R. Wbyte. Fourth, J. Brock. CorS:.— First. J. Tarrett. Second,
J. Bines. ChUkcns.—First and Second, Rev. A. C. Thynne.
SPiNlBH.—First, J. H. Eeed. Second, W. Leach, t'dicicns.—First, J.

Reed. Second, H. M. Bazley.
Game.—First, W. H. B. Cohim. Second, .J. Francis. Third, J. .Joce.

OMe*fn*.—First and Second, W. H. B. Coham.
CkjoHiN-CHlKAS.—Prize, W. L. Trewin.
BaiHMis.—First, J. H Reed. Second, Rev. C. N. Sillifant.
Malays.—First and Second, H. Darch.
CoENlSH. - First and Second, D. Maynard.
Hahburohs iGoldcn-pencilled).-First and Second, J. F. Delinar.
Hambdrghs (Golduu-bpansled —First and Second, J. F. Delmar.
EAKBOEons {>ilYcrpencilled).—First and Second, J. Walter.
HAMBOROns (Silver' spangled).—First and Second, W. M. Lancester.
Hambdrohs (Golden-pencilled and bilver-pencilled).— C/iicfcejw.— Prize,

J. F. Delmar.
PoLANns (Golden-spangled).-First, F. Eanett. Second, A. Wonnacott.
PoLANDs (Black).— Prize, W. L. Trewin.
BARHnooR Fowl.—First and Second, H. Francis. Third, W. J. Lyle.

Fourth, T. Glass. Filth, J. B. Lyle.
Bajitamb (White).—First, S. Lyle. Second, T. M. Medland.
Bantahs (Black).—First and Second, H. M. Bazely.
Gdinea Fowls.—Prize, W. M. Lancaster.
BncKB (Aylesbury).-First, J. Bines. Second, W. Bines. Diu^klings.—

Prize, Rev. T. 8. Carnsew.
Ducks (Common).— First, T. Pickard. Second and Fourth, J. R. Cotton.

Third, G. Piper. Dufklings.~Vu%i, T. Shephard. Second, J. Bines.
Third, W. Paddon.
Docks (Kouen).—Prize, Rev. E. R. Wright.
Geebk.—First, J. Sanders. Second and Third, — Pandrey.
Tdbkess.—First, J. Heal. Second, H. Heal. Third, — Risdon.
PlGEoKB.—First, J. M. Braund. becond, J. Heal. Third, T. Medland.

Barht, Pouters, Fantaila, Jacobins, and Turbits.—Prizes, J. M. Braund.
Trumpeters, Tu.mbUrs, and Wuaa.—Prizes, Rev. J. R. Whyte.
Rabbits.-ioBfl-tarcd,-Prize, W. Gist. Common.—First, H. Sanders.

Second, R. Francis.
EiTBA Prizes.—^4)11/ Pure Breed.—Tiiet, T. Wood (Anconas). Second,

Rev. C. H. Sillilant (Black Cochins). Cocls.—First, J. tt Reed (SpanishJ.
Second, A. West (Game). Third, H. Darch (Malay).
Extra Prizes Given by Wllliam Mabklll, Esq.—First, J. Stanbury.

Second, J. Penfoond.

THE SEX OF EGGS.
Tod may smile, Messrs. Editors, at my simplicity in attri-

batiiig a gender to eggs ; btit, of course, you knuw what I mean—the Bex of the chickens which the eggs will produce. This
season I have been unfortunate in having a preponderance of

male birds, and on mentioning the matter to an elderly lady
friend who has had great experience in the rearing of poultry,

she informed me that it is as easy to detect the sex of eggs as
it is to detect the sex of grown birds, and that before she re-

tired from her farm she took care that all her early chickens
were pullets and her late ones cockerels, the latter being more
valaable in the market. Her mode of ascertaining was this :

—

She took the eggs into a dark room and held them separately

in front of a lighted candle, thick end upwards, and on placing

her eye against the egg the fertilising agent could be very
clearly perceived. If this was exactly at the top of the egg a

male chicken would be produced ; if on one side, a female. I

intend trying the experiment another season, and, probably,

some of your subscribers who may have been equally unfor-

tunate with myself may be induced to do likewise.

—

Lindcm.

MAJOR MUNN'S BAR-FIIAME HIVE.
In your reply to " Wax " in your last number, I observe the

statement that " Major Munn'a three-cornered frames were
hinged to the hive, and were not interchangeable." Now, I

think this matter ought to be put right as early as possible

;

and I, being pretty well acquainted with the hive referred to,

beg to state to your numerous readers, that one of the main
features in Major Munn's bar-and-frame hive i?, that the frames
are interchangeable—just as much so as Huber's, Baron Von
Berlepsch's, or the Langstroth hives.

Major Munn's hive is not generally made with the frames
" hinged to the hive ;" and the only one I ever saw with hinges
to the frames is in the Edinburgh Museum, and these hinges
do not at all interfere with theiuterchaugeability of the frames.—Sddbdkt.

[We only spoke of Major Munn's hive as wo had seen it, and
were not aware that alterations had been made in its con-

struction.]

HONEY HARVEST.
I AM sorry to see in " our Journal" so many complaints of

the bad honey harvest this year. The early part of the season

was, no doubt, very unfavourable for honey gathering, but I

think that those of your correspondents who expected such a

famine in their hives when they wrote a few weeks ago will be
able to send a much more satisfactory report now.
During the recent hot weather honeydew has been very

abundant on the oak trees, and the bees have made good use
of it. 1 was surprised to see in your number for June 27th a

doubt expressed that tees benefited directly from honeydew.
I have studied considerably the sources from which they collect

their food, and am convinced that when honeydew is abundant
(which, however, does not frequently occur), it affords them a

more plentiful harvest than auy flowers. 1 have seen hundreds
of bees on a single oak tree licking the saccharine matter from
its leaves ; but when I consider that thero are, perhaps, as

many oak trees as bees in the country, I am not surprised that

the latter have not often been noticed on them, and that, con-

sequently, people are incredulous as to bees procuring honey
from this source.

I have several beautiful supers, containing, perhaps, 20 lbs.

each, all collected within the last month. I had no swarm
until the end of June, but one has given me a splendid glass of

about 6 lbs. already.

—

An Isle of Wight Bee-keepek.

BEES ENTERING SUPERS.
Wishing to effect this, I this year placed supers on two

stocks, when, by increase of the number of bees and fine weather,

it seemed advisable to give them room, so as to try to prevent

swarming. The weather afterwards became cold, so I shut off

the bees from the supers until it became fine again, as they

had not yet made much comb. This practice I carried on
during the changes of temperature until the bees seemed
securely at home in the supers, and now these are nearly filled.

I may add that each time the sides were removed to allow the

bees to pass up, I put honey in tile guide-combs, and slightly

smeared the sides of the supers (which are of wood), with a

little honey.
There may be nothing new in this plan, but it havinf; been

successful, I venture to bring it under the notice of the readers

of " our Journal."—C. A. J.

Success in Hatching.—In one of my first hatches of chickens
this season a Cochin hen brought off nineteen chickens out of

nineteen eggs, and a twentieth, which was laid to the others
a week after sitting, had a chicken in it also.—J. li. Aldked.
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VAGARIES OF BEES.
H.IV1NC! a somewhat singular case in my apiary, I shall be

glad of your opinion aa to how it can be accounted for. My
stock at the commcucement of the season I will call in the

order in which they were :—Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10.

No. i was very strong in February and March, but soon lost

its strength uniiccouutably, so that I determined to drive the

bees and unite them to a swarm on the lirst opportunity.

Nos. 7 and 10 swarmed June 'JCth, and I united them in the

evening, placing them in a Woodbury-hive, No. 6. (This is

now quite full of honey, and the bees have commenced building

in a Woodbury super.) On July 10th, No. 1 swarmed, and in

the evening I drove No. 4, sprinkled both lots, and united them
in No. 8. When I took out the comb from No. 4, I found the

queen quite alone (I have reason to believe that she was a

young queen raised lust year), and only about 150 or 200 cells

occupied with brood, part worker and part drone in worker
cells, with very few eggs, and they adhering to the aide instead

of the bottom of the cells. I intended to forward tho queen
to you but she was accidentally lost. Next morning (July 11th),

the bees in No. 8 left the hive and joined No. 7, which had
swarmed fifteen days previously, and had given no intimation

of casting, and I found the queen of No. 8 encased and dead.

About 2 P.M. the same day they rose again from No. 7, and I

hived them in a Woodbury, placing it where No. 4 was, and
they are doing well.

Now comes the carious part of it. There are three or four

queens piping in No. 7 to-night (July 17tb), twenty-one days
after tho issue of the first awarm, and six days after the second.

My impression is, that the young queen must have been mature
at tho time of the first swarm, and that she must havebeen pre-

paring to Bwiirm at the time the strangers joined them, thou g
oven then it leaves no time for her impregnation, or between
that and commencing laying. Can you enlighten me or suggest

a more probable solution ?—Sheiiwooi> Foiiestee.

[Wo think it most likely that the deserted queen found in

No. 4 waa a drone-breeder, and that what you supposed to be
worker-brood was really unsealed di'one-brood in worker-cells.

Could you have sent us tho queen, a post mortem examination
would at once have decided the point. The conjoined bees in

No. 8 appear to have been placed too near No. 7, and the re-

turning bees from the former having raised what the Germans
call the " swarm-tune," probably attracted stragglers from the

latter, and ibis immigration set on foot the regicidal attack

which resulted in the death of the queen of No. 8, and the

subsequent voluntary union which took place. The fact of

young queens piping twenty-one days after the issue of the

first swaim ia remarkable, but not altogether inexplicable. We
have kuown a queen hatched so late as the twentieth or twenty-
first day after the removal of the old one, and assuming Huber
to be, as we believe him to be, correct in his slatemeut that

young queens are often confined to their cells for some time
after they have arrived at maturity, the delay ia not so ex-

traordiuary as might at first sight appear.
Wo i-hall lio gfad to receive an account of your attempt at

propagating Ligurians.j

BEES IN BERTHSHIRE.
TniB season in Scotland has been the most unpropitious and

disastrous to bees which has ever come under my notice.

The one halt of my apiary haa perished. Some colonies have
died of starvation, others of sheer diminution of numbers,
owing to the queen's not breeding, though having abundance
of stores. Tiio bees have iiterally been confined to their hives
(with the exce^>tilln of some weeks), from Si.ptember, 1800, to

Jime, 18G7, without being able to collect honey or farina.

Even yet tho season is unfavourable, and throughout the whole
of this district there are only two or three natural swarms.
Two Ligurian queens, which were sent me by Mr. Woodbury,

having been put into strong hives last October, survived the
winter and began to breed beautifully marked bees in spring

;

but, like many of my black colonies, owing to the inclemency*
of the spring, they did not multiply very rapidly, and, indeed,
become stationary, or rather began to decline. I supplied them
with food, bat, looking into the interior of one of the hives one
frosty morning, I fouud the whole of the bees a benumbed and
inanimate moss. 1 immediately transferred the hive to a warm
room, and in the course of an hour or two they were all appa-
rently resuscitated and restored to Ufe and motion. I gave

them a supply of syrup, which they greedily dercured. I sus-

pected, however, that in conaequenca of this disaster the hive
might ultimately succumb. They continued to work when the
days were fine, but they made little or no increase to their

numbers. When I examined them about a week ago their

numbers appeared to bo reduced to four hundred or five hun-
dred. The other Ligurian hive ia making progress, but is still

weak, having, perhaps, about two thousand bees.

I have now to relate a rather unusual incident in connection
with the first Ligurian hive mentioned above, and a Ligurian

stock (not piue), given to me last year. The queen of this

latter hive breeds Ligurian bees of the most beautiful colour

and form, and also bees greyer in colour than the common
black bees. The stock, though having literally no stores left

in spring, bred rapidly, and drones made their appearance
about the middle of May. The bees of this stock were so

voracious that they would sip up any quantity of syrup. The
stock became very full of bees, and though there waa no ex-

pectation of a swarm, owing to the inclemency of the weather,

and they were so much under my eye that it was next to im-
possible they could have swarmed without being observed,

yet on Tuesday week (June 26th), I was astonished to find a
dead queen lying at the entrance of this hive with a few beea

around it. I was unable to decide whether old or young. I

sat down on a seat beside the hive, and in a short time I

heard the usual piping that precedes the second swarm. I

then put my ear close to the hive and heard distinctly the two
voices or aounds that are uaually heard—the tenor and bass.

On Wednesday the hive swarmed, and, to my astoniahment,

the awarm was no larger than an ordinary second or cast. I

turned up the stock and found it " choke full " of bees. When
the awarm had cluatered on the branch of the tree I noticed

that some other bees were joining it. In the course of a few

minutea I found that fighting had commenced, as a consider-

able number of pairs of bees in deadly conflict were falling

on the ground and perishing. I had the swarm hived in a
skep full ot,comb. On inverting it I found a queen encased.

I immediately took a spoon, and by means of it conveyed the

cluster into a small vessel, and having sprinkled the bees with

water I found a fine queen in the heart of it. She waa imme-
diately set at liberty, and was apparently uninjured. I put

her into a zinc cage, placing the cage in a stock whose queen

had recently died, and which was rearing young queens, in-

tending next morning to abstract the black young queen and
to substitute the Ligurian. To my disappointment, however,

next day I found her dead in the cage.

On examining the weakest of the Ligurian hives to which I

have referred above, I found to my surprise the beea had all

left, queen and all. They had evidently deserted their hive

(as a hunger swarm), and joined the second swarm that came
off from the stock hive. It was no doubt their queen I found

encased, and which died, as I have described. 1 had to-day

(4th July), another case of an old queen deserting with about

three hundred bees (all the bees in the hive), and alighting on
the top of another stock.—J. L.

FOUIi BROOD OR CHILLED BROOD?
I BEG to submit a suggestion as to the cause of foul brood,

or, at any rale, one of the causes, and to preface a statement of

the circumstances on which my opinion has been founded.

I commenced beekeeping operations this spring with eleven

stocks, of which ten were very strong, as may be surmised

when I say that in spite of every effort to prevent swarming I

have succeeded in only three cases, the remaining seven stocks

having sent out eleven swarms, of which four issued from an

equal number of black bee-hives, while seven have to be

credited to three Ligurian hives. The single exception to the

general prosperity was a Ligurian stock, which never appeared

last year to recover the sending out of a second swarm ou the

11th of June, which equalled any first swarm I ever saw, so

far aa numbers were concerned, and all through the winter

the weakness of the hive in question was the subject of fre-

quent observation. I should have suspected, indeed, the loss

of the queen, but that tho beea carried in pollen, and on the

IGth of June I removed the crown-board and lilted out all tie

ten Woodbury frames, carefully inspecting them one by one.

The combs I "found well stored with honey and brood ; but the

bees had evidently been driven by the unusual severity of the

weather to cluster together about the centre of the hive, so

that the outside ccmbs were bare, and these, irom the decaying
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larVfB and nymphB in their cells, quickly proclaimed to one's

organs, both of sight and smeU, that foul brood had attacked

the hive.

My first impression was to destroy the stock as soon as

evening should have brought the dwindled family together

;

but observing that four of the frames were well covered with

bees and with plenty of brood in all stages, and quite fragrant,

I restored these latter, burying all the rest. The result of this

change in the interior economy of the hive was quickly per-

ceptible in the increased activity of its inmates, and on the

7th of July I again took off the crown-board and examined the

fonr frames, finding them in most excellent condition in every

respect.

On the 14th of July I again commenced the inspecting pro-

cess ; but the moment I exposed the interior of the hive to

view the bees rushed out and assailed me so vigorously that I

was satisfied all was going on well, and lest any diminution of

numbers should result from loss of stings, I restored the

crown-board to its place again.

The inference I draw from the above facts is that foul brood
is in some cases caused by an insufficiency of bees to keep up
in the hive the amount of warmth required to mature the
rising generation, especially when very hot weather encourages
egg-laying in all parts of the hive, only to be followed by cold

of an unusual degree. The comb being then deserted by the
bees, the grub dies and putrifies, becoming feculent, and soak-

ing more or less into the wax surrounding. Instead of increas-

ing the strength and activity of the colony, the decomposing
brood becomes a double source of weakness—negative by the
non-increase, and positive by the bad effect upon the bees,

whose strong dislike of noxious odours of any kind must be
well known to every apiarian.

In two other instances lately at a friend's apiary, foul brood
may be traced to precisely similar causes, in these, unhappily,
involving the total loss of the stocks.—C. H. Hodgson.

[This appears to be a case, not of foul brood but chiUed
brood. Virulent foul brood is highly infectious, and cannot be
cured by excision. Its cure by any process is, in fact, so

troublesome in practice and so uncertain in its results, whilst
the risk of spreading the disease is so great, that it is far better
to treat it like the cattle plague and " stamp it out " without
delay as soon as its existence is ascertained.]

BEES IN A DECAYED STRAW KTVE.
I HAVE an old straw hive full of honey and bees. It is fall-

ing to pieces. It has a second hive on the top of it, put on
last year to protect it for the winter. This makes matters
worse, as it also is fiUed with honey and bees, and the bees
are, besides, clustered all over the hive outside. I cannot leave
them in this state for the winter. What would you advise me
to do ?—S. D. K.

[The bees will all betake themselves inside the hive as soon
as the nights become chilly. We should then drive, and unite
them to another stock in the manner described in page 59 of
the last edition of "Bee-keeping for the Many." Do not use
chloroform. ]

OUR LETTER BOX.
EcBV PocLTKY Snow.—Mr. J. p. Bott, Cartiflelds, Hatfield Peveril,

near Chelmsford, iurorms us thnt be received high commendations in
class 1 for Coloured Dorkings, and class 18.

Spanish Fowls too Fat (D. H.).—As the food of your fowls is lying on
the floor, they are overfed. They should not be fed in the house, and
food should be given only so long as they will run after it. They are
feverish, or they would not lose their feathers. Reduce their nllowanee
of corn, and give lettuce, growing grass, and peat earth. Laving fowls
are always subject to sudden death when they are too fat.

HoCDAN Cock Lajie (M. A. F.).—Wo have not found Houdans get
bumble-footed like Dorkings, nor do we think they will be so. We believe
that on examination you will find some injaiT. Try whether pressure
gives pain. We prefer dark cooks to breed ft-om, and'think the chickens
should bo darker than adults. It is one of the breeds in which there is
a tendency to become lighter as the birds grow older.

SEARPiG GcrsEA Fowf.s (E. C. W.)—Guinea chicks want to be fed like
young Pheasants on curd, dough, boiled eggs chopped fine, and bread
and milk. The hen should be kept in confinement. Nothing is so pre-
jadioial to chickens of all kinds as to be kept in a room. It is productive
of cramp, it is bad for the feet, and yields no food.

Extensive PontTBY-BnEEDiNc; (Pos«iro1.—Ptinltry-breeding on a large
scale has never yet been found protiUable. It. has not succeeded at
Bromley. It will pay as an adjunct to an agricultural establishment, but
it.9linnot stand alcine.

Swollen Toes in Fowls iA. W, S.).—We have never seen the disease
you mention, except in La Fleche cocks. It is common to all birds in
frosty weather, but then the naUs come ofF, and the toe heals, remaining
only a little swollen. If you have either stone, wood, or asphaltum pave-
ment in your house, it may have te do with it.

lNT»rrrNO Hens to Lay in Winter {H^.—.\nimal and other stimulating
food will make fowls lay in the winter. The same may be aoeouiplished
by getting fowls of the proper age without resorting to undue or improper
feediug. We are certain that the purchase of some thousands would be
a losing investment. You can only ascertain whether eggs are clear or
fecundated after they have been under a heu for five or six days.

Poultry is a Small Enclosure [A Coitu'tcr).—Yon can keep a score
of hens and rear chickens from them on 500 square yards. If it is not all

grass, you will have to supply them with helps. They must always have
plenty of green food and dust. A broody hen may be made to sit in a
strange place, by being put on her eggs at night in the dark, and shut
down so closely that she cannot leave them. After a day or two she will

keep to them.

Food for Young FHEi.s\NT^ (Constant Subscriber).—Buy Baily's boot
on " Pheasants and Pheasantries." You should not give ant's eggs till

they are wanted, by doing so you have deprived yourself of a resource in
youi' time of need. Feed on curd, dough, bread and milk, and boiled
eggs. Keep them dry, and keep the hen shut up.

" W. S., Shrewsburn." We have a letter for you if you will scud us your
full address.

Ground Oats for Poultry {M. A. F. and G. P.).—We know of no
place where these can be obtained except at Mr. Agate's, Slaugham
Mills, near Crawley, Sussex.

Young Turkeys with Swollen Heads iYounp Befjinner).—Give your
Turkeys directly some bread steeped in the strongest ale you have. Put
a strong solution of camphor in all the water they have to drink. Wash
their eyes with celd water and vinegar. Keep the hen constantly shut
up under a rip ; it must be one that will .tIIow the poults to run in and
out. Feed generously on oatmeal mixed with milk, and with green onion
tops chopped fine, and mixed with it. Put the hen in a di-y sunny place,
and spare neither ale nor camphor. If you neglect the disease, all your
poults will die.

Sale of Eggs f^. H. E.).—The best purchasers are the vendors of eggs
in your neighbourhood. Fresh-laid eggs are always more sought after

than those imported, and readily command a higher price.

Kemoving Bees to a Distance [A. S.).—We should certainly defer
the removal until the autumn. The season is now too far adv.-mced to

render it probable that the bees will again take to the super, and in this

case we do not see how you can obtain any profit from them this year
without deteriorating the stock.

Payne's Hive (Inquirer).—The best answer we can give is the follow-

ing extract from " Ee^-keeping for the Many,"' which you can have free

by post from our office, if you enclose five postage stamps with your
address :—" Procure a supply of Payne's Improved Cottage Hives ; also,

of small hives, 8 inches in diameter and 7 inches deep, flat at the top.

with a bit of glass in one side covered by a shutter. This hive is in
shape the same as the large one, and with a hole in the top, covered with
a piece of straw-work in the same manner."
Silkworms (F. S. F.).—The beet works on their management are

Italian. We published a translation of one by M. Ricii, in the Tenth
Volume of our first series.

GiSHURST Compound (If.).—If your pet dog ate any of the Gishurst
compound it may have killed him. We do not know the composition of
the compound ; but as it kiUa insects, in larger quantity it may bo fatal

to a dog.

Raspberry Vinegar {E. S.).—One quart of Raspberries to be put into
a quart of the best vinegar ; let them remain aweek, stirring occasionally

;

then add 1 lb. of loaf sugar, boil very gently for twenty minutes, strain,

and when cold bottle it.

Brewing iSrcu-er).—We know of no reason why wrought-iron boilers
should not be used, though copper boilers arc employed. We do not know
what information you seek by asking, " Who is the best brewer '.'"

POULTRY MAKKET.—July 2L
Sultan, Viceroy, and Belgians ore all gone. Trade feels it, and senders

may now expect very ditfercut retui"ns.

s d. s. d
) :

s. d 8. d
Large Fowls
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venerable Chasselas deFontainebleau either inbeanty or flavonr,

it was abundantly evident that bis was one of those special

organisations in which opposition to progress is a rule and a

principle. But this gentleman does not stand alone ; there

are many who have no sympathy with the experiences of others,

and refuse to recognise any truth except what falls within their

limited vision. It will take years before either orchard-houses

or ground vineries will become popular abroad, though well

salted to many districts. In England, however, we have
many evidences of their popularity, and of the increasing know-
ledge of those who work them.—T. Bkkhadt.

APRICOT CULTURE.
The Apricot succeeds in all soils where the wild Plum

(Primus insititia) flourishes, and the conclusion may be safely

acted upon, that where the Plum succeeds there the Apricot

•will also do so. It may also be accepted as an axiom, that in soils

where the Ehododendron is at home, the Apricot is a pining
stranger; and this does not apply to peat soils alone, in which
the Ehododendron spreads itself from self-sown seeds, but to

those strong clays where the Ehododendron is nearly if not
quite as much at home. The Apricot likes a good friable loam,
and such the soil may be from fine particles of sand, coarser

gravel, or pieces of chalk entering into its composition, and it

appears to me that it does not matter which. Strong clay soils

the tree does not thrive in, except those containing a large pro-

portion of marl, nor will it succeed in strong loams so well as

in those that are sandy and friable.

The first requisite in the culture of the Apricot, as of all

fruits in our climate, is good drainage. The ground, therefore,

ought to be so draiued that no water shall remain stagnant
within 3 feet of the surface, and this ought to be most care-

fully attended to on what are known as deep loams, for in

these the roots soon penetrate deeply. In moist seasons the
trees grow rapidly, and from the great amount of evaporation
taking place by the foliage, the soil becomes dry, and the roots
are thus rendered altogether useless; the trees make a quan-
tity of wood, and canker results. Shallow soils are far superior
to those which are deep for Apricots, and, indeed, for all fruit

trees, for they are drier in winter, and warmer ; the trees are

not so liable to run to wood, and their roots may not only be
fed, but kept moist and near the surface by top-dressings of

rich compost. In soils of a rather sandy, friable nature it will

be sufficient to drain the border to a depth of 4 feet, and not
less than 3 feet, and to trench it to the latter depth, mixing
along with i!

- the trenching a quantity of fresh turf (the

fuller of fibre tlie better), at the rate of a cartload to every ten
square yards of surface, and where the soil is adhesive a like

quantity of chalk broken small, gravel, or sharp sand, will be of

service in checking luxuriance, and promoting a sturdy growth.
In trenching, it the lower part is adhesive it should be turned
to the top, where, by the action of frost and air, and mixing
with friable compost, it miiy be rendered open.
Where the soil is a strong clay, and the subsoil is wet, it is

well to make a new border. In that case all the soil should be
dug out, taking away all that is of a stiff, stubborn nature, but
retaining the more friable portion for mixing with the fresh

oompo^t. The soil ought to be taken out to a depth of 3 feet,

and the bottom should inclire from the wall at the back to the
front. At 3 feet from the front, and at 1 foot 6 inches from
the wnll, there should be drains along the border, and 1 foot

deeper than the bottom. No soil is to be placed over the drain
tilfs, but they and the buttom of the border should be covered
with brickbats or stones, as in making the foundation for a
walk. If the subsoil is strong and wet, it would be well to con-
crete the bottom, in whii;h case the excavation should be made
6 inches deeper, and that depth of lime riddlings or lime in the
proportion of one part, and two parts gravel, should be put on
soft, nijfl when the mixture hardens it must be beaten firm.

Xfpon this a drainage of l>rickbats. broken stones, &o., should be
placed to the depth of from 6 to 9 inches. The border may
then be filled 6 inches above its intended height, to allow
for settling, using for the purpose the top spit of a pasture
Wiere the soil is of a g.nirl loamy character, and sandy rather
tbati clayey. Bear in mind that the less soil and the more
tnrT taken the belter the bnrder will be, and to keep it open add
a'lbad of chalk in pieces from the size of a hen's egg down to

tifat iif a htizel nut to every six of soil, in case of the latter

'beiug deficient in CHlcareoUa matter, also the same quantity of

ehiYp saiid, yarj-ingtheSai'tigredientsaiiedtaihg'ld'the friability

or adhesiveness of the loam. The border should be equal in
width to the height of the wall against which the trees are
planted. As a rule, the border may be 12 feet wide, and the
surface of the border ought to have a slope frcm the wall to the
front of not less than 1 foot, nor more than 2 feet.

In sheltered spots in the south, the Apricot succeeds as a
standard, but the kinds are the Breda, and the Common or
Roman. The fruit, however, is in general small for the kind,

and the crop exceptional rather than certain. Mr. Eive'r.^? states

it may be calculated upon twice in seven years. Mr. Thomp-
son, in his " Gardener's Assistant," page 536, writes, " In the
south of England, some kinds of Apricots, such as the Breda,
and the Eoman or Common, bear well as standards, if the
springs are favourable, and although the fruit of such is not so

large as from trees on walls, yet it is more juicy, and of richer

flavour." I allude to this as conclusive of the uncertainty of the
bearing of standard Apricot trees in the open air, and as proving
that walls, as retainers of heat, are destructive of juiciness and
flavour. Might 1 ask in what way an orchard-house, whose
merits are the protection of the blossoms from frost, the throw-
ing oS heavy rains, and the retention of heat to the trees, can
give more juiciness and flavour than exist in fruit against a wall,

when the retention of heat by the last destroys these qualities '/

As to the culture of Apricots as out-door standards, they have
proved with me only productive of blossoms, and fruit which
never ripens.

Against an east or west wall the Apricot may succeed in the

south, and no doubt does in the warmer parts ; but in the east

and west ofEngland it requires south-east or south-west aspects,

and in exposed situations, and for the whole of the north country,

a south aspect is needed for ripening the fruit well. In some
elevated and exposed localities the crop is not a certain one,

even upon a wall with a south aspect ; hence we find the trees

trained against flued or hot walls in some parts, but such are

now becoming obsolete, either from their inutility, or the cheap-

ness of glass, neither of which circumstances, however, is any
excuse for the trees not producing good crops. I have grown
Apricot trees on such walls successfully not one year but many

;

but I admit Apricots can be grown quite as well under glass.

The best time to plant Apricot trees is the first moist weather
succeeding Michaelmas-day ; for, by planting early, young roots

are secured wherewith to make a good start in the following

year. Take up the tree carefully and remove it with as much
earth adhering to the roots as practicable. It is better to pay a

little more for this being done at the nursery, and if neatly

packed and the foliage covered with matting, the trees may
be safely transmitted by rail to any part of the island.

In planting, the trees should be placed on the border, their

roots spread out at full length over the surface, and if they can

be covered with C inches of soil, and the stem be as deep in the

ground as it was before, that is the best way to plant Apricots ;

but if a greater depth of soil than 6 inches is required to cover

the stem to its former depth, take out soil, but not an inch

more than is absolutely necessary to plant the tree as deeply as

before, and yet on an elevation 6 inches higher than the rest of

the surface. In the ease of heavy, wet soils, it is well to e::-

tend the roots on the surface, and to place soil over them,
which will be equivalent to planting the trees on a cone. The
roots should not bo covered more than C inches, nor less than
3 inches deep. The soil used for planting may be three or four

barrowloads of rather light loam, the turf from a pasture cut

3 or 4 inches thick, and chopped up rather finely.

After planting give a good watering, and sprinkle the foliage

with water through a rosed watering-pot. If the sky is clear a

mat should be placed over the trees for a day or two, and the

foliage sprinkled with water morning and evening for a week.

The leaves will soon fall, and the roots by that time will have
taken hold of the soil. The ground about the trees should now
be mulched with 3 inches of rather long stable or farmyard
manure, and then the trees are safe for the winter.

There may be cases in which the trees cannot be planted

so early as the end of September, but planting chould be per-

formed as soon afterwards as possible, and not later than the

middle of November if the trees are expected to luuke a good
start in the fidlowing year, for after this time fre^h roots cannot
well be formed. Planting may be done any time between Sep-
tember and March, but planting later than the middle of No-
vember, though commonly practised, is unnatural, and less

successful.

I may here state for the Information of those having unfruit-

ful, though not very old Apricot trees, that the best lime in the

yea* to HfrtBetai is the middle bf September, and for' three
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wooks afterwards. The trees shoulJ be taken up very carefully,

unnailing the branches, of course, and when out of the hole liU

it up, and plant them on the surface, spreading out the roots,

and covering these not deeper than 3 inches with chopped
turf, placing also a thin layer under them. A good watering,

and freijucnt sprinklings of the foliage, will encourage speedy
rooting. Lifting is best performed during showery weather.

The surface should bo mulched with i inches of littery manure
when the leaves full. I find trees moved in September, aud up
to the second week in October, are now covered with fruit like

strings of Onions; but those moved in Kovemberhavo dropped
most of the fruit that set. and their growth is meagre, wbilst

the others, notwithstanding the fruit, have made plenty of

wood.
The Apricot does not succeed against a low wall, as it is im-

patient of the close cutting of the branches, and this must be

done upon a low wall, unless root-pruning is extensively prac-

tised, and the roots are restricted. ,\pricots should have a wall

12 feet high, or one not less than 9 or 10 feet in height, but the

higher the better. Against a U-foot wall 27 feet is not too great

a distance to plant tho trees apart ; on a lOfeet wall '25 feet

may be allowed ; on one of 11 feet, 23 feet ; 12 feet, 21 feet

;

and 2 feet closer for every additional foot in the height of the

wall. Against walls more than l(t feet in height, a standard
should be planted midway between the dwarfs.

The principal varieties are

—

Large Early.—GooA, and tho best of all the enrly vnrioties.

Kaia/ux.—A good bearer, richly flavoured, and earlier than tho Moor-
park.
BerMkfrk.—Good in every respect ; one of the very best.

Royal.—Not equnl to the Moorpark, but tho tree is not bo liable to lose

its branches by dying off.

Moorpnrlc.— \Vt;il known, tree very subject to die off by limbs.
MtL^eh-iTtiitch.—Very prodnctivo in li«ht and chalky soils, but on hea\-y,

wet soils a bad bearer, and tender. Kruit small, of a line rich flavour.

Shipley's.—A Rrcat bearer, but of no use except for preserving.
Breda.—Small, and moderately rich-flavoured. Tho treo requires

plenty of room, and is a shy bearer whilst young.
Oranoe.—Its earliness and productiveness are its only recommendations.
Turkey.—A fiuo sort for preserving.

The first five are the best for dessert, and to them may be
added the Orange, on account of its earliness.

The Koman is the only kind succeeding well as a standard,

but has no other merit.

—

G. Abbey.

JUDGING GRAPES.
In common with Mr. W. Thomson, I think it very desirable

that the Fruit Committee of the Koyal Horticultural Society

should turn their attention to this subject, with a view to

" draw up and publish a set of rules for judging Grapes." I

think this may be satisfactorily done if every one of experience

will join in the endeavour, by contributing simple aud faith-

ful accounts of any striking instances bearing on this particular

point that have come under personal observation.

Mr. Thomson does not say in his article (page .37), wliether

or not he would consider the colour of Grapes a true criterion

to judge the flavour by, or whether he considers it requisite on
all occasions to taste them, which I conclude he does. I take

for granted that he merely mentions tho instance of finding

the brown Grapes the finest in flavour and the jet black ones

sonr, to show the great mistake of judging of the flavour in

proportion to the different degrees of blackness, and not that

he would set up the brown as the standard colour to be
relied upon as a true indication of the greatest excellency in

flavour, and jet black as a true indication of sourness. It is

very desirable that Mr. Thomson should state definitely his

ideas on this point.

In the meantime I may mention a circumstance bearing
upon this subject that occurred at the fruit table at the National
Exhibition at Manchester, referred to by Mr. Thomson, con-

cerning those very same two lota of Grapes—viz., Mr. Mere-
dith's and my own.

I had noticed at the lime of removing the fruit that there

had been three or four berries taken from my bunches, and
also from those of Mr. Meredith, but took no further notice

of the circumstance ; but at a recent horticultural exhibition

in this county I met and entered into conversation with an
eminent gardener who had been ofliciating as judge. He told

me that during a very warm controversy respecting tho re-

spective merits of the two exhibitions in question, it was
decided upon, for the satisfaction of a reporter to a Nottingham
paper (if I recollect aright), to taste them. I should Uko cither

the gentleman in question or some other eye-witness to state

what were tho results ; but as none of them may be inclined

to come forward, I may mention that I was informed that it

was decided that tho blackest Grapes were found to be superior
in flavour as compared with the others ; so that this particular

instance referred to by Mr. Thomson would tend rather in

favour of the black than the brown hue. I mention this

circumstance just to induce amateurs to pause before they jump
at any conclusion on this subject.

If we aro to understand Jlr. Thomson merely to mean that

he does not consider the colour of the Grape a true criterion

by which to judge of the flavour, then I agree with almost
everything he says, though my experience differs from his ;

because by far the finest-flavoured Grapes that I ever tasted

had a very much finer colour and bloom than any ether Grapes
I ever saw. Other competent judges said the same.
As a rule. Grapes ripened by full exposure to the sun's rays

are deficient in blackness, especially if acted upon by a sudden
flash of bright, hot, sunny weather when about half coloured,

or snatched up quickly, as it is termed
; yet it is full exposure

to the sun's rays, with a free circulation of air, that is indis-

pensable to ensuring sweetness and flavour. The Grapes
to which I refe;rred as possessing the finest flavour combined
with the greatest perfection as regards colour and bloom, were
ripened by full exposure to solar influences in the house in

which they grew. They were shaded by rather more foliage at

ono end, besides being shaded by a large Sycamore tree outside.

The Grapes at that end of the house were quite equal in point

of colour, but not in bloom and flavour.

Other instances besides this have come under my observa-

tion, impressing mo with the necessity of attaching more im-
portance to the bloom than Mr. Thomson expresses himself to

do. I propose that bloom shall have the same number of

points as colour and size of berry ; hut I consider bloom of

more importance than either colour or size of berry. A bunch
of jet black Grapes without bloom is nothing to compare in

appearance with Grapes covered with a thick coat of bloom.

I also consider bloom a greater indication of flavour than
colour. I would give it two marks if not three, for bloom is

the same to the eye as flavour is to the palate.

Grapes combining flavour, blackness, and bloom possess a
vinous flavour which I never found to exist when the colour

was any shade of red or brown, but I do not think such Grapes
ever surpassed some brown ones I have tasted for mere sweetness.

As regards the size of the berries, I have found that when
they go above a certain size they are generally deficient in

colour ; and in cases where odd, very large berries occur in tho

same bunch with ordinary-sized ones, they will be deficient in

colour but not in flavour. Nevertheless, the largest berries I

ever saw wore quite black ; they were exhibited at the 1866
May exhibition of tho Liverpool Botanic Society, and carried

off first, second, and third prizes, although Mr. Meredith and
tho Earl of Derby competed in tho same class. I saw nothing

to compare with them for size of berry, and nothing to surpass

them for colour, even at the International Exhibition at London
in the same month. They were exhibited by Mr. Pilkington,

of Kccleston Hall, near Prescot.

The next largest in size of berry I ever saw, yet perfect in

colour and bloom, were at Mr. SJeredith's, in the vinery at the

east side of his residence. These in size of berry, size of

bunch, blackness, and bloom combined, surpassed anything I

ever saw before or since.

Ono more instance which I may mention as showing flavonr,

blackness, and size of berry combined I know Mr. Thomson is ac-

quainted with—namely., a large old Vine in the large middle

vinery at Wrotham Park, Herts. This Vine had stood in the

same position ever since tho house was first pknted, I believe ;

but all the other Vines were new. Mr. Thomson gives a full

account of removing all the old ones and renew^ing the border

and Vines in this house, in his excellent work on the cultiva-

tion of the Vine—a work which no one ought to be without.

This old Vine, during the two years that I had charge of it, bore

larger berries, jet black, and "of finer flavour, than any other

Vine in the house.

These four instances are quite faithful, and tend to convinoo

me that, after all, the very best Grapes are those largest in

berry, finest in bloom, and blackest. As I said before, they

possess a vinous flavour of which the brown ones are destitute,

yet it is (juite true that a cool shady atmosphere is more con-

ducive to the blackening of Grapes than exposure to the sun ;

still Grapes that aro (luito black, yet fully exposed to the son
and air, must be the very best Grapes. Yet I do not think this

can be accompUahed more than three or four years together
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without renewing Ibe borJer, as it is while the Vines are in

their prime, in a bonier made of ^ood turf without any manure,
that their produce may be brought to this perfection. I have
always found Grapes inferior in colour when it was requisite

to apply manure water or guano ; but where the natsral soil is

suitable for the Vine, and the roots arc not confined to the
prepared border, I have known them produce Grapes of the
finest quality for many years.

This being a very important subject, I hope some of our best
men will take it up with a sincere desire to set up a correct

standard. For my part I cannot see how Mr. Thomson's can
be improved upon, except by giving more points to bloom.—
T. Dixon, Waterdale, Suilon St. HcUn's.

Mk. Thomson has done good service in again arousing atten-
tion to the vexed qnestion of judging Grapes.

1 never yet could reconcile myself to the idea that it was of

more consequence to gratify tho eyo than the palate. I have
invariably found that Hamburgh (irapes of a fine flame colour,

are higher flavoured and thinner-skinned than those of that
dense black colour so insisted on by many judges.
The assertion that flavour and colour go together is what I

cannot subscribe to. Mr. Thomson's ten points of excellence,
I think, cannot be improved, and if the Fruit Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society can draw up a set of rules that will

be followed, and generally acknowledged, it will save judges
much unpleasantness.

—

Thosias Shoeti, llccVficld Place.

I, AND, no doubt, many others, agree with Mr. Thomson as
to the necessity for a recognised standard for Grape-judging;
but I venture to think that his standard is not a correct one. I
so think, because, with very rare exceptions, good colour and
flavour are united in the Hamburgh.

2nd, Because in most shows, excepting a few of the very
largest, all Black Grapes form one class ; consequently, vrere
flavour the main test, how often should we see the small Fron-
tignan exclude tho Hamburgh, and, perhaps, a poor-looking
dish of the latter beat a well-finished dish of the same variety.

3rd, Because people's taste differ so much.
4th, Many employers would not allow their gardeners to

exhibit, if the best bunches iu tho house were to be mutilated
by the judges.

_
I think the following a good standard—Colour, two points

;

size of berry, two points ; size of bunch, one point ; symmetry
of bunch, one point. Total, six points.
By the above, colour and size of berry would be two-thirds,

which I think they deserve. I hope the readers of "our
Journal " will give their opinions freely, so as to settle the
qaestion soon.

—

John Aluston.

LACHENALIA QUADPJCOLOR, AND HOW TO
GROW IT.

I HAVE often been surprised by not seeing this beautiful
flower more cultivated than it is. Coming into bloom in
February, continuing in beauty for eight or teu weeks with
proper care in watering, and bavin'.' such beautiful scarlet and
jellow bell-sbaped flowers, it is one of our brightest and most
useful of garden decorations. More than that, it has a very
pretty effect, either for the dinner-table or conservatory.
My plan of growing it is to pot the bulbs in July, or the be-

ginning of August, in some rather heavy loam, or decayed turf,

about three-quarters, and one-qu!irter well decayed leaf mould
and sand.

I plant about a dozen bulbs in a six-inch pot, cover the bulbs
over to the depth of about three-quarters of an inch with soil,

and place the pots out of doors on some ashes, or in any place
where the worms will not find their way into them. There
they are left until there are signs of frost, and then I take
them to a cold frame, or place them on the shelves in a north
house, or in any other where there is not much fire heat. Only
just enough water should be given in the winter months to keep
the leaves from flagging.

About the end of January a pot or two may be taken to a
warmer house, if the plants are wanted for table decoration

;

they will stand gentle forcing. When the pots are full of roots
supply water, and as long as the loaves are green after flower-
ing, but no longer. Then the pots may he laid on their sides
an any cool, dry place.

Under this treatment I have never failed to have healthy,

short, stout leaves, standing erect, and spikes of bloom not
requiring any support.

I should like to see prizes offered at some of the Eoyal Hor-
ticultural Society's Exhibitions for a collection of bulbs in
flower. I think they are too little cultivated, and out of a
hundred persons who saw this Lachenalia in bloom here, not
one had seen it before.—T. Elcome, liltuc/ Gardem.

POLEMONIUM C.ERULEUM VARIEGATUM.
Many of your readers may have seen this charming Pole-

mouium in a mixed border of choice herbaceous plants, and I
will venture to affirm that ninety-nine out of every hundred
would exclaim, " How beautiful !

" It is, however, much more
beautiful in a cool, moderately shaded conservatory or fernery,
where its gracefully arching Fern-like foliage is extremely in-
viting and refreshing : the beautiful silvery variegation offering

a most pleasing contrast to the various shades of green which
are exhibited by the fronds of the Ferns, or to the coloured
leaves of such plants as Coleus, Perilla, Iresine, and Tricolored
Pelargoniums. Its culture being so simple, is another recom-
mendation. It succeeds well, flourishing in light friable loam
and leaf mould, with a very small quantity of silver sand.

—

B. J. W.

ESTIMATE OF SOME VARIETIES OF
STRAWBERRY. AND THEIR CULTURE.

The high position which the Strawberry holds, both as a
preserving and a dessert fruit, renders it important to elicit in-

formation as to the qualities of the various kinds in cultivation,

for the guidance of cultivators in determining on those calcu-

lated to give the best returns ; and such information is espe-
cially valuable at this season, which is that for securing young
plants.

In all cases it is desirable that the quality and nature of the
soil be described ; the acknowledged eapriciousness of many
varieties renders this necessary. A brief summary of the mode
of culture adopted would add to the value of these notes. The
communication of Mr. Douglas, in No. 329, is a move in the
right direction.

I have this season fruited sixteen varieties, including most
of those mentioned in ilr. Douglas's paper. I have carefully

noted their merits, and my notes on these sorts are so nearly the
same as his, that I will not occupy space by a detailed account
of each variety, but will merely state that for weight of produce
President bears the palm, that in flavour it is second only to

British Queen and Crimson Queen, while in size, shape, and
colour it leaves little to be desired. These qualities warrant
me in placing it first on my list as a Strawberry for general use-

fulness, and one which I can unhesitatingly recommend as
well worth growing. Indeed, I regard it as the best "light
soil " Strawberry I have yet seen in cultivation.

Comte de Paris is my second best. A valuable kind iu all

qualities.

Of the varieties in Mr. Douglas's list which I do not grow,
are Empress Eugc'nie, Eclipse, Su' J. Paxton,andLa Constante.
The last-named I have grown in previous years, and while I
fully admit its brilliant qualities, I am hound to place a for-

midable set-off on the vital point of constitution. It wants
stamina.

Of other kinds. Wonderful is certainly a wonderful cropper,

but I cannot say another word in its favour. Ciimson Queen
is in all points equal to British Queen, with the addition of

more colour, which it carries entirely through the flesh. Filbert

Pine is a good cropper, and of good flavour, but not pre-

possessing in appearance. Oscar has fine fruit, but is a very
shy bearer. Excellent is a first-rate strain of Keens' Seedling.
Newtowu Seedling is a heavy cropper, good in colour, and
hangs after it is ripe longer than any variet.y with which I am
acquainted. It is, however, only second-rate in flavour.

Eleanor is large, and useful on account of its lateness in ripen-

ing, though deficient in flavour.

The soil here is a light vegetable mould, resting on lime-
stone. Trenching 2 feet deep I hold to be a necessity, making
the soil good from the top to the bottom. As I take up a portion
of old plants every year, I bury them in the ground intended
for the new plautatiou. I tread the ground rather firmly, and
plant from 20 to 30 inches apart, according to the growth of the
sorts used. Sometimes when I have plenty of plants and not
much space, instead of setting one plant along every 2 feet o£
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the line, I plaint three, to as to fonn a triangle. These be-

come immonse stools in the first spring after planting, nnd
produce a crop equal to that of the second year. I never dig

amongst the plants, but in the autumn give a heavy mulching
of sound manure. In the spring I soak with liquid manure
when time will allow mc, and in the month of JIarch I never
fail to give a good top-dressing of common salt. This salting

in light, dry soils I believe to be highly beneficial.

A great desideratum is a later kind than we have at present.

Than the Strawberry no fruit is more useful ; it is, therefore,

important to extend its season, and while most other fi-uits

have their late representatives, it remains comparatively sta-

tionary in this respect. Who will do honour to himself, and
benefit the public, by producing a good, full-flavoured variety,

naturally and decidedly late '.'—J. Wuioht, Gardttur to the lion.

A. Leslie MeloiUe.

TESTIMONI^VL TO Jlli. BRUCE FIXDLAY.
It is a common saying amongst Englishmen, " They ma-

nage things better in France," but it is very doubtful whether
they manage their horticultural exhibitions so well in France
as we do in Ilngland. So sensible are the horticulturists of

Manchester of the great services rendered on a late occasion

by Mr. Findlay for the advancement of horticulture, that they
have set to work in good earnest for the purpose of giving him
a substantial testimonial. This is as it should be. I am heartily

glad to see that the patrons of horticulture in Manchester and
its neighbourhood know how to appreciate the labours of their

able Curator. It is not only the simple act of expressing their

pleasure and gratification for the services rendered with so

much care by Mr. l'"indlay, but I see in it the desire to give

that encouragement to horticultural taste, which will no doubt
be the means of very much improving the position of the
Manchester Botanical Society. A sum of more than £100 has
already been subscribed for the above purpose. I earnestly
hope the testimonial may be made worthy of Mr. Findlay's
acceptance.—J. Wills.

UNFERTILE BLOSSOMS ON DAVARF PEAR
TREES.

By Dn. J. S. Hocgiitok.

About one year ago I called the attention of the readers of

the " Monthly " to the unfertile character of the blossoms on
certain Pear trees, which annually exhibit a great profusion of

flowers, and yet produce hut little, if any, fruit. I inquired
what was the cause of the barrenness of the blossoms, and
snggested that the botanical structure of the flowers ought to

be examined by competent persons, in order to ascertain where-
in they are defective. The particular variety of the Pear to

which attention was called as unfruitful, even after being
covered with blossoms, was the Duchesse d'AngouKme on
the Quince stock.

I am happy to say that the proposed investigation into the
botanical condition of the blossoms was made about the 1st

of May last, by several skilful botanists on my grounds, and
part of the report will now be presented to the public.

At the time of the examination there were several thousand
Duchesse trees, eight, ten, and twelve years old, in full bloom,
in close proximity to other varieties which are not so unfertile.

The Duchesse trees were what gardeners call " one sheet of

bloom." The opinion of all present seemed to be, that so
mnch " bloom " must be very exhaustive.

Mr. Thomas P. .lames, botanist of the Pennsylvania Horti-
cultural Society, examined the flowers very carefully with strong
lenses, and said they were (as compared with flowers of other
yarieties) very weak in their organisation, although apparently
perfectly hermaphrodite ; that the stigmas were evidently feeble,

the pollen limited in quantity, and the entire flowers in a low
state of vitality.

The season was very unfavourable—cold and wet—but the
flowers examined had not, at that time, been seriously injured.
A large quantity of the Duchesse blossoms were examined

very minutely by Professor Horatio C. Wood, Lecturer on
Botany in the University of Pennsylvania, under the micro-
scope, and I have much pleasure in appending his very acute
observations upon this deeply interesting subject. I trust that
pomologists will not let the matter stop here, but that they
will discuss the best method of avoiding an excess of weak

flowers on fruit trees—or, rather, the best means of prodnoiog
a proper quantity of strong, well-organised, and well developed
fruitful blossoms.

ppoFEPSon wood's KEronr.
I have examined the blossoms of the Duchesse d'Angouleme

Pear. Tliey are certainly sexually perfect, with both the male
and female organs apparently normal to the naked eye; but
with the microscope I find both the gynoccium and androecium
(to use a medical phrase), suffering from general debility. Thus,
the anther-cells externally appear to be well developed, large

and finely foimed, but they contain scarcely one-third as mnch
pollen as similar organs of more fruitful varieties. It seemE
to me, further, that the pollen grains themselves are not so
well developed,. nor so crowded with granules or fovilla;. In
the same way the female organs are defectively organised. For
instance, the stigmas are not so large, and the little papilla;,

which secrete the so-called stigmalio fluid, are not nearly so

numerous nor pronounced as in the flowers of neighbouring
trees.

In my own mind there is not much donht but that these
evident marks of the want of vigorous sexual development have
a deeper meaning than appears at first glance. What if there

are comparatively few pollen grains? Providence has so pro-

vided that the great mass of the pollen is superfluous, and
ordinarily is wasted. Surely the mere absence of a part of this

superfluity would not produce the barrenness you complain of.

It seems to me highly probable that the appreciable want of

strength is associated with a similar, but less ajiparent, de-

gradation as regards quality ; and there is a consequent want
cf power in the germinal matter both of the pollen and ovary,

which is the real cause of the bterility. If this explanation be
not the correct one, I know of no other.

Having thus made a diagnosis in the ease, the next step is,

if possible, to discover the cause of the condition, so as to remedy
it, if practicable. Is it not probable that the source of the
trouble is to bo found in the excessive production of blossoms,

which this variety of Pear is notoriously addicted to ? Of all

the various life functions of the plant, the process of seed-pro-

ducing is, ]iay excdlencr., the exhaustive one. It is well known
how it often cripples, or even kills, a previously vigorous tree.

Further, the period during the reproductive process, the worst

for the plant, in which it eats up its life-capital fastest, is that

in which the blossoms are perfected, the pollen shed, and the
ovule impregnated.
The reasons for this are obviously twofold. In the first

place, the production of very highly-vitalised matter rapidly

exhausts both the plant and the animal. Now it is at the
period alluded to that we have the greatest elaboration of costly

products in the flower. Not only are the ovaries, with their

contained ovules, and the anthers with their myriad pollen

grains, rapidly developing, but the sepals and petals, with

their numerous oil glands, are aiding in the prodigal waste of the
strength the plant, mayhap, has been years in obtaining. It

is readily seen that after impregnation, during the slow, gradual
production of the fruit and seed, wo have no such sudden biust
of life activity.

Again, at this period there is. probably, the greatest loss of

nitrogenised principles that occur.^ during the life of the plant.

When the leaves are about to die their nitrogenised contente

return to the stem and roots, showing the great value to the
plant of these principles. The seeds, to be sure, contain moch
nitrogenised material ; but then there are comparatively few of

them perfected. Not so with the pollen. Yon can often see

it almost making little clouds in the air, or dusting thickly

the surface of ditches with its countless granules, and each of

these is literally gorged with the most highly vitalised nitro-

genous material the plant can produce. Surely, then, there is

evident cause for the exhaustion of flowering, especially when
we take into consideration the rapidity of the process as com-
pared with the length of time through which the seed is perfect-

ing. That the blossoming i.s very exhaustive, that in it are

expended most rapidly the life-forces of the plant, we have
numerous proofs. Thus the effects of profuse flowering on
very young trees is wtll known.

Further, in the flower we have a rapid oxidisation of carbon,
or, in other words, a destruction of the bone and sinew of the
plant ; which is proven not merely by the evolution of carbonic
acid gas, and the taking-in of ox.vgen by the blossoms, but by
the heat given off from the flowers—an indisputable proof
that there is a more or less rapid burning up of carbon in the
flowers themselves, strengthened as it is by ihe intp'-psting re-

sults of tl^ experiments of Garreau, Yrolik, and De Yriese^
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Thus, the latter savani found that the increase of temperature
was much more marked when the plant-blossom was placed in

oxygen than when it was in the nir, and that all evolution of

heat ceased when it was placed in nitrogen or carbonic acid

—or in other words when it was deprived of oxygen ; while

M. Garreau showed that the well-known periodical increase and
decrease of temperature in the blossom was accompanied by a

similar increase and decrease in the amount of carbonic acid

erolved.

The rapid absorption of cold water by the root from the soil,

the constant evaporation from the foliage, the facility of radia-

tion and conduction from the wide-spread open blossoms, with

various co-acting circumstances, cause so rapid a loss of heat

from ordinary flowers that the increase of temperature is only

sensible to very delicate instruments, such as the thermo-
electric pile ; but when there is a mass of flowers on a dense
spike or spadix, shut up as it were in a spathe, the heat de-

veloped is more marked. Thus in some tropical Arums, a
difference of 10° or 12° has been noted between the outer air

and the immediate vicinity of the flowers.

To sum up, in conclusion, it seems most probable that weak-
ness of the sexual organs is the cause of the sterility of the
Duchesse, and that this weakness ia dependent upon excessive

blossoming. If this be so, the indication is evidently to check
this excessive flowering.

—

(American Gardener's Monthly.)

SAL^^A TATENS.
When the desire for costly ornamental plants, or those diffi-

cult to propagate, shall have given place to a taste for plants

moderate in price and easily increased, then the merits of

Salvia jjatens will, no doubt, be duly recognised. Perhaps the
neglect with which it is at present treated, arises in a great

measure from the case with which it is obtained ; but few
plants can vie with it in colour, and certainly none is more
easily propagated iu quantity, for it produces seed in abun-
dance, and the seedlings, unlike those of most plants of a similar

kind, flower the first season, if afforded the same advantages
as those usually given to China Asters. Besides, the old plants

i£ taken up and stored like Dahlias, will ailord plenty of cut-

tings in spring ; but the roots seem more hardy than Dahlia
tubers, for I find that every plant left out during the last

winter is growing as vigorously as can be desired, although the

winter was anything but favourable either for shrubs or plants,

whose roots were not protected by foliage, as the frost and sub-

sequent rains have been very hurtful to all such. This Salvia,

nevertheless, promises to flower freely, and as the clear bright

blue of its blossom is, as yet, approached by no other ordinary
bedding plant, its culture has certainly been too hastily aban-
doned. Unfortunately, its blooms are easily broken off by rain,

and it is questionable whether the defect can be overcome.
Possibly if seed were only saved from plants which are found
to withstand heavy rain, the progeny might retain the same
property.

It is, however, more as a border plant, that I claim for Salvia

patens a place in the list of garden ornaments. In the mixed
herbaceous border this plant is most at home, and it is there

that I would advise all who have a garden to plant it. Her-
baceous borders are, I hope, fast coming again into favour, and
as there are pleuty of plants of the greatest beauty which never
at any season present an unsightly aspect, we may indulge in

variety without being ofiended by the ripening or decaying
stems of plants, which it is hurtful to cut away too soon. Salvia

patens is never unsightly, consequently it has a further claim
on the attention of those who pride themselves on a choice

collection or selection. Even iu the smallest of such it deserves

A place.—J. E.

FORCING PEAR TREES IN TOTS.'
The accompanying BeurrC Gift'ard Pears are from a small

tiee I had as a "maiden" from Mr. Rivers, and for three
years I kept it in the open ground, but during that time it

made very little wood, and the Pears were little good-for-

nothing fruit. The autumn before last I dug it up, and after

potting put it on the hot border, either at the end of Sep-
tember, or early iu October. Last autumn it had pleuty of

heat given to its roots up to November, when it was put under
glass, and kept without any artificial heat till February, and
also quite dry. The house it was placed in was heated by two
pipes running under the floor, which is of slate, resting on light

^ron beams. The tree stood close to the front ventilators,

which were generally open ; it was not placed on the heated
floor, but, of course, was exposed to the warmth arising from
it. This amount of heat was at all times very trifling.

In June the tree was taken out of the house and plunged in

the open ground. The Pears have now (July 26th) been ripe

for a week, though we have had wet, cold, cloudy %veather ever
since the beginning of the month.
DoyennC d'Etfi treated in the same way, excepting that it

was kept in a cold orchard-house, ripened in the last week in

June. I have also to add, that this season the Beurro Giffaid

has grown vigorously, as well as carried two dozen Pears nearly
all alike in size, those I send being of the ordinary size.

—

W. KiNCSLEY, Sont)i Kilvington, Thirs!;.

[The fruit of Beurru Giffard was well grown, and the flavour

was everything that could be desired. Such a mode of treat-

ment as Mr. Kingsley has adopted, and pursues with so much
success, must commend itself wherever the finer sorts of fruit

are cultivated with difficulty.]

THE GREAT ROSE SHOW
ROBERT.

AT BRIE-COMTE-

Tjve tliircl annnal Exliibition by the Hose-growers of Brie-Comte-
Robert aud the surroundiDR district, took place on the lltb and 15tll

of July. Nearly 82,000 blooms were shown, which for freshness and
beauty are stated to have .sur])assed those of the two previous years.

They were arranged on gi-een banlis at the sides of the teuts, and in

the centre were two masses of Marcchal Neil, one consisting of 300
blooms, and the other of 150 buds, surrounded by 200 blooms of

Madame Boll. Other groups of from 200 to 1000 flowers consisted of
Of'ntral Jacqueminot. Ainii-e Vibert, Madame Boll, Gloire (\o Dijon,

Triomphe de I'Exposition, Souvenir de la Malmaison, and Comtesse
de Jaucourt.
Mr. Charles Lee, of Hammersmith, was elected the Chairman of

the Jury, the other members being M. M. Haage, of Erfurt ; Dickin-
son, of New York ; Coers. Mosenthin and Martin, Marest pt-ro, Paillef,

aud Fontaine. Among the seedlijigs, twelve in number, submitted to

their notice, one called Cleraence Raoui:, was awarded a gold medal.
It was raised by M. (Irnnger, of Suisnes, from La Reiuc, and is de-

scribed as being large, of fine form and snbstance, white, with tho
extremities of the petals of a beautiful satiny rose. Other novelties

spoken highly of are named after M. Edonard Morreu, of Liege, and
Vicomtesse Yesins, the one being from M. Granger, the other from
M. Gautreau pere. The latter has also a seedling, which, though
not in flower at the time of the Exhibition, was subsequently seen
and approved of by the Congress of rosariaus which assembled at that

time, and was named by them after Mr. Charles Lee.

On Sunday, July 21st, the Rose-growers, accompanied by M. Camille
Bemardin, the President of the Brie Society, and Mr. Charles Lee,
had the honour of being presented to their Majesties tho Emperor
and tho Empress of the French, in tho Salon de la Paix. at tho Tuil-

leries, through the instrumentality of M. Rouher, the Minister of

State, who had visited the magnificent display of Roses at Brie on
the previous Sunday. There were also present at the reception the

Vicomte do Yesins, Prefect of the Seiue-et-Marne ; the Comte de Jau-
court, the Baron de Beauverger, M. Joseau ; M. Belin, Mayor of

Brie, and the following liose-gi'owers—viz., Messrs. Cocbet, Granger,

Desmazuros, Jemeau, Motteau, Vaurin, Jonas, Gautreau, Cechet,

Dubois, David, and E. Laroux. The Rose-growers presented to Her
Majesty a splendid " corbeille " of nearly three thousand cut Roses.

which were surmounted by a large bouqnet of " Impi'ratrice Eugenie."

Her Majesty being about to depart for England immediately, directed

this "bed of Roses" to be transferred to the Universal Exhibition,

where it was much admired.

According to M. Camillo Bemardin, there are ninety-six Rose-
growers within a radius of five miles of that place, altogether nearly

one hundred acres devoted to the cultivation of Roses, and upwards
of 2,000,000 of i>lants ready to be sent out next November.

BOOK
Practical Treatise on the Cultivaiioji of the Grape Vine, By

"William Tiiomsox. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and
London. Fifth Edition.

"We have more than once expressed onr high approbation of

this volume. It is the sterling work of a first-class gardener,

and no better evidence of the estimation iu which it is held by
horticulturists could he adduced than the fact that it passed

through two editions in 18G2, one in 1863, a fourth in 1865,

and the fifth has just been published.

There are several valuable additions to this edition, and we
will quote one ;

—

" STOCKS FOR TENDER ^^NES.
" Those who have paid most attention to the subject have come to

the conclusion that many of the highest-flavoured of our Grapes,
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wliich we at the same time the most delicate and difficult to gron vith

ButccsH on lliuir owu roota. will one dny bo firowu wilU ijurfixt iusb

wUcn we have Jibcovor.'tl tho proper stoclis fur them, ami that latc-

riiwning vavictits will bo f;ol to n|ien (-'arlirr wbua paftrd on earlier

iito<ks. 1 have not nijaelf provetl tile roiTeetness of the latter, but

lia*o read of inslnuees of it, and, reasoniuj^ from analogy, am pre-

pared to bi'Iievc it. Of tho formi'r I had ft strikini? proof in tho case

of the Muscat Hamburgh on tho Blaok Hamburi,'h slock : on its own

roots I have not urown it ulioTe '2 ll)s. woiRlit, whili) on the HamburHh
ntoeks I have had it 6 lbs. wci(<ht, with larger biariea and much better

liuinhud in every way than ou Ha own roots. 1 have proved the Black

Barharossa tu be a most unsuitable stuck fur tho liowood Muscat— so

much so, that the fruit never ripened at all on it, whilo^ by its side tho

Bowood Muscat ripened perfectly on its own root.^. The iuiDortanco

of this experiment lay in the proof it gave that a late stocli pro-

m-Bstinatect tho ripening of the variety grown ou it ; from which one

is led to infer that an early Block, like Hweetwater or Chasselas Musque,

woulil facilitate tlio ripening of lalo sorts inarched on them. t)f the

excellence of the lilack Hamburgh as a stock for such high-flavoured

though delicate (irapes as Muscat Hamburgh, and the wlude of the

Frontignans, 1 have not tlio slightest doubt, and 1 have during lust

summer inarched these sorts and many others ou it, and recomuiend

others to do tho same, feeling confident that success will be the result."

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION AT BURY ST. EDMUNDS.
When our reporter left Bury St. Edmumls, all tho miscel-

loueous prizes were not awarded, and some of them were not

mentioned even in the first official prize list published in our

adroitising columns. Among thoeo omitted were the prize and
<!ertificato awarded to our standard correspondent, Air. ]''enn,

whose excellent collections of I'otatoea, wines, and apiarian

enbjects, we noticed fully at pae;e ii. We are sorry that the

prize was no more than JCl, for we happen to know that in the

course of his cxbibitings at various shows, Mr. i'enn has ex-

pended fully fifty times that sum.

BRYANSTONE PARK,
THE SE.\T OF LOKD POKTMAN.

WnEK, in speaking of l'"ontainobleau, I referred to the mag-
nificent scenery that characterises our own island, and depre-

cated the strait and formal method of planting which obtains

so much favour in France, I did not think that I should so

noon have an opportunity of strengthening my own convictions

on the point by a visit to this fine and well-timbered park

;

but when my worthy friend Mr. RadclytTe proposed on a fine

bright day to drive mo over, I should not have been flesh and
blood (horticultnrally), if I had refused ; and amply was I

repaid for the journey, especially as it enabled me to give to

others some idea of the many fine places which are to be found
in Dorset.

Bryanetono is situated in the immediate proximity of the
town of Elaudford, to tho inhabitants of which it is an unmixed
boon, as, owing to the kindnes.s and liberality of its noble
owner, they have free access to it, and may revel amidst its

beauties. The house, which is a plain but well-proportioned
building—designed, I believe, by Wyatt, and said to be one of

the most comfortable houses in Dorset, stands on a gentle
eminence, backed by a tolerably high ground, which is most
admirably planted, and through which there are three different

drives leading out of the park. Tho park cannot be less than
three miles in length, and is of a very diversified character.
In front of the house, at about a furlong's distance, there is a
T«ry pretty sweep of river, and just opposite the house this is

considerably widened, and a pretty fall of water is well arranged.
On tho left side of the house there are six magnificent Elm
trees, as beautiful and symmetrical examples of the tree as I

have seen ; wo measured one of them, and found that at the
base it was 20 feet in circumference, and at 1 feet from the
ground 10 feet. The cliff, as the eminence running at the
back is called, contained some very fine specimens of Cedar

;

most of which, however, were broken down by and deluged by
the rain storm of last year, and consequently several large gaps
have been made which it will reciuire some time to fill up

;

but had one not been told they would have only been regarded
as openings, so carefully has every appearance of destruction
boon removed. There are some very fine specimens of trees
here. Thus there are two Plane trees nearly equal in dimon-
sions. One of these we measm-ed. It is apparently about
l.'JO feet high, with a clear stem of at least 50 feet ; at the base

it measured 18 feet in circumference. There was a Tulip tree

125 feet high ; then that very beautiful tree, Salieburia adian-

tifolia, or Maiden-hair tree, with its gracefully fulling tresses ;

while all through the cliff, a mile and a quarter long, there was
a perfect forest of Box trees. Yews, and other evergreens, in-

termixed with fine npecimens of deciduous trees. At some
little distance from the house is tho garden and ornamental

pleasure ground, which is a happy combination of tho slill and
natural styles of gardening. It forms a somewhat deep valley,

with terraced walks on one side, on which were various beds

planted in different styles, and giving some pleasing combina-

tions of colour : among them 1 noticed a bed of Viola cornuta

and Mangles's Variegated rebirgonium. At the bottom of the

valley are two fine ornamental trees—Catalpa syringicfolia and
Taulownia imperialis. The seed of the former was gathered

by Lord Portman himself at Rome and sown hero, while tho

I'aulownia has been the admiration of a vast number of persons.

One year it was covered over by a tent, but last year it bloomed
without any protecUon. During the present season it has

suffered very much from frost. And here a very noticeable

thing was to be remarked—tho tops of both trees were compa-
ratively uninjured, but the branches at the base were com-
pletely scorched up. This was explained by the intelligent

gardener Mr. Leach, as arising from the fact that a mist gene-

rally settles here in the evening, and that wliorever that was

the frost was more operative, while where the air was drier

there it had less effect. I should have said that the Catalpa at

7 feet from the ground was 4 feet C, inches in circumference.

As I have mentioned frost, I may say that it was felt with all

its severity at Bryanstone last winter. There is not a Laums-
tinus in the place that was not cut down to the very roots.

The Ceanothus and other shrubs trained again.st the wall were

nearly, and I fear in many instances completely killed.

Bryanstone has for some years been noted for the excellence

of its fruit and kitchen gardens, and here everything was in a

high state of perfection, and bore ample witness to the energy

and skill of Mr. Leach. The Grapes were an excellent and
regular crop. Black Hamburghs were prominent, as the Grape
ou which the greatest dependance is to bo placed ; but other

kinds, Muscat of Alexandria, Muscat Hamburgh, Golden Ham-
burgh, (tc, were excellent. One house was interesting to small

growers, as it showed what could be done in a limited space and
with small means. The Vines are planted inside the house. A
very little fire heat had been used, but an even and excellent

crop was to be seen on all the canes. Mr. Leach's plan with his

Grapes is not to syringe the foliage, but to drench the floors be-

neath, shut up at about half-past four, and thus get a thoroughly

good steaming atmosphere. There was in the kitchen garden

a very nice range of small Peach-houses on the Paxton prin-

ciple, with trellises about 16 inches from the glass, and the walls

at the back also covered with trees. On both of these there

was a very good crop of fruit. Tlie walls of both gardens were

covered with well-trained trees of Pears, Cherries, Peaches, .tc,

and all bore evidence of care and good management. The
crop of Pears especially promised well—better, indeed, than

any I have seen this season. Here was the tree of tho Bry-

anstone Gage, which was originated here, a cross between

Coe's Golden Drop and the Green Gage, and said to he a fruit

of very great merit. The kitchen garden comprises about

three acres, and at its entrance is tho comfortable house ol

tho head gardener, with its neat little garden in front, where

various kinds of the new bedding plants are tried ; for Bryan-

stone is one of those places where one meets. with a happy

combination of the old and modern styles of gardening, and

while novelties are not pooh-poohed, yet the main features ol

the place are those which have to do more with the older style

of gardening, when more reliance was placed on picturesque

and landscape effect than on a blaze of colour for a few months.

Then it is not a place where one thing is sacrificed to others,

as we sometimes see, hut flowers, fruit, vegetables, and trees

alike are well looked after ; and although not strictly speaking

what is called a fhow place, yet its attractions are to my mind
very much greater than some'l have seen of greater pretensions.

The demand ou gardens such as these requires energy of no

ordinary amount. The supplies necessary lor the' "Loudon
season," the fruits and flowers required for so many occasions,

all require great thoughtfulness. And as far as I was enabled

to judge, nothing escaped the eye of Mr. Leach ; even the grass

betukencd careful management, and is kept in order by two

mowing machines—one of Shanks' and the other of Green's,

used with a horse. It is a real pleasure to go through a weu-^

managed pMice like this ; and if ever any of the readers of Thk
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JouENAL OF HoETicuLTUKE find thcmselves in the vicinity of

Blandford, I am sure that they will not regret going out of the

way to visit Bryanstone.—D., Deal.

IN MEMOrJAM.
May 15, 186G, Died W. H. Hakvey, M.D., F.R.S., &c.

Of botanists, for the most part, the world knows but little,

till a dry name is all that is left ; and when we see that quoted

and referred to often enough in books, and long enough—that

13, for a few generations, some little interest about the individual

man begins to be felt ; his autograph becomes valuable, his

photograph would be beyond price. Imaginative people wish

they could know how he had passed his childhood ; how he wag
led to his favourite pursuits ; what help he had from others.

For once, then, let us anticipate these slow decisions of

posterity, and while there are yet living hearts to be stirred and
eyes to overflow with pleasure at his fame, let us do homage to

one whose name is certain, in the generations to come, to be

qaoted and referred to, not only with respect as a general

naturalist, but as the highest authority in that lovely branch of

botanical study to which he for a long period of his life more
particularly devoted himself—Seaweeds.

Dr. Harvey's native place was Summerville, near Limerick,

in Ireland. His parents were Quakers, and of eleven children

be was the youngest-born by five years ; which diflereucein age

rather deprived him of the natural play-companionship of his

brothers and sisters ; and he describes himself as having been
" the pet of the house." " I scarcely," says he in one of his

letters, " knew what it was to be crossed from infancy upwards "

—a training which would in many cases have been fatal in

encouraging conceit if not selfishness, but which left his

- constitutionally shy and sensitive nature scarcely self-confident

enough.
Yet from a child he possessed an ample share of that resolute

purpose without which nothing great was ever accomplished.

Hence a passage in one of his letters, " I remember my dear

mother's words to me when I was a proud and wilful boy, 'I

had rather be a doorkeeper in the house of the Lord,' " &c.

At thirteen he was sent to the school at Ballitore, where Burke
had begun his scholarly career, and to which he, and all who
were educated there, seem to have looked back with affectionate

regard.

Here, then, and over the downs and cliffs of the wild county

of Clare, on the coast of which the Harvey family spent a

^ portion of most summers, roamed the blue-eyed, fair-haired

schoolboy, who was to ramble half round the world before he
left it. And like other children he collected shells, and caught

insects, and picked up Seaweed, and gathered flowers and loved

them ; but, unlike most, when others forgot them or threw them
away, or only half observed them, he bore them in his thoughts,

compared one with another, kept them and reconsidered them,
asked questions and looked at books, and so by insensible degrees

acquired both information and a habit of observation which
few suspected. He did nothing probably, at that time, which
hundreds of others could not have done with equal ease had they

cared. But the feeling which made him wish to do it and crave

for further light was, like all other special tendencies of the

mind, a special gift. " Wert thou to examine a single Moss

—

the most common—thou wouldst be in raptures—at least I was,"

he writes to a friend, when only sixteen, " the exquisite beauty
and regularity of the fringe which surround the mouth of the

capsule, &c., &c." At last, during one of these wanderings over

hill and dale, he spied a tiny plant in the grass, which he did

not remember to have sceu before. If my memory of the
anecdote be correct, there was some accidental peculiarity about
the specimen which misled him, and, after the manner of young
naturalists, he hoped he had found something new, and ventured
the daring measure of sending it to a well-known botanist. Dr.

Wilson, who seems to have recognised in his correspondent,

even through a mistake, an amount of accuracy of eyesight

which augured great things to come. This was no new species,

he wrote, but he hoped the young sender would find many a new
one before Jie died ! The plant was the Little Field Madder
(Sherardia arveneis), and young Harvey had taken it for a new
species of Bedstraw (Galium). A few years later he was
more successful. He baduow left school and was in his father's

house of business at Limerick ; but even the desk left his love

of nature fervent as ever, and all his holidays were given up to

collecting and studying not one branch, but many, of life-

deyelopment ; and Dr. Wilson's prophetic hopes soon began to

be realised. First came the discovery of a new fresh-water shell

(Limnsea involuta) in a mountain lake (Cromaglaun), near KU-
larney ; and then another " find," which determined the whole
course of his life—that of the rare Moss Hookeria lirtevirens

in two quite new habitats. The discovery of a new habitat or

place of growth is always a delight and triumph to a collector,

and on this occasion young Harvey once more ventured to

address a stranger. But the Moss he had found was Sir William
Hooker's. Its generic name was given in his honour, and to

him accordingly the letter was sent. And from this small oocnr-

rence grew not only a correspondence, but an affectionate

friendship which continued unbroken in its intimacy till the
death of Sir William Hooker in 1B65, less than a year before

that of his much younger friend.

The acquaintance with Sir William Hooker decided young
Harvey's fate. He was now bent on quitting business and
devoting himself altogether to science, and Mr. Spring Bice (the

late Lord Monteagle), having appointed his elder brother Joseph
to the Colonial Treasurership at the Cape of Good Hope, our
William went out and worked under him until his death on his

return home in hopeless ill-health the following year ; after

which our Harvey succeeded to the post and fulfilled its duties,

with but one interruption (from illness), until ISll. But by
that time hot suns upon over-studious habits had accomplished
their evil work of prostration, and he was forced to resign the
situation and return home.
Those were interesting years, however, which he spent at the

Cape. The post suited him exactly in many ways. For the
business part his experience under his father had fully qualified

him, and he found or made leisure for his favourite pursuits.

The opportunity, too, of seeing a new country and unknown
flowers stimulated his ardour into full activity—even too much
so for bis bodily health, though not for the mental enjoyment.
But the Cape life had its enchantments, and he often spoke of

it—of the tame ostrich he kept as a pet, and of the wonderful
beauty of the wild flowers ; their profusion, and the gorgeousness

of their colours. " Those are as common there as Daisies," said

he one day, standing before a bed of blazing Gazania pavonia.

And then he told, further, of having recognised it at the Cape
as a flower he had seen in his boyhood in Ireland, a solitai-y

plant having once been imported to Ballitore! "If any one
wants to love Botany let them go to the Cape," was his

conclusion upon his own experience ; but not even wild Gazanias
can drive the taste into an ungenial head-soil.

Enough of this, however. The flora of the Cape and all other

land floras had, even at that time, a formidable rival in the

young naturalist's heart—the flora of the sea. He himself

describes the west coast of Ireland—Miltown Malbay, itc.—as

"the shore where, as a boy, I made acquaintance with the sea

and its treasures, and became enamoured of them." And
accordingly, though his first published volume was on the
" Genera of South African Plants,''* his second was a " Manual
of British Alg:r," which (re-edited in 1849), remains one of his

most charming aud useful books. When he wrote this he was
settled in his own county, having been appointed first Keeper

of the Herbarium at Trinity College, Dublin, and afterwards

Professor of Botany—both which offices he held for the rest of

his life.

We must never think of him, however, as a stationary closet

naturalist. The flora of the sea was not to be understood without

constant excursions to the coast in different directions ; but

such necessities were a pleasure ; and in .January, 1816,

he brought out the first part of one of his larger works—the
" Phycologia Britannica, or History of British Seaweeds ;" all

the species of which, to the number of 360, he figured and drew

on stone himself. Next year came out the " Nereis Australia,

or Alga; of the Southern Ocean," with fifty plates only, but

showing that even while at the Cape his mind had not been

diverted altogether from this most favourite subject.

Then followed the " Seaside Book," which treated of " the sea

and its treasures " generally, and is acknowledged to be " a

model " of its kind. And in 1819, having received an invitation

from two public institutions in America, he visited the United

States, gave lectures, classified botanical collections, _and

explored the coasts from Canada down to Florida and the Keys.

And thence, after a nine, months absence, he returned to

Dublin laden with new specimens and information ; the fruits

of which were the noble three volumes of his " Nereis Boreali-

• Singularly onouRh to return to this snliject in the last years of his

life. He worked at the elaborate "Cape Flora," which he was bringing

out in conjunction witll Dr. Souder, of Hamburg, as long as work was
possible.
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Amoricana"

—

i. r., an Account of the SoaweeJs of North Ame-
rica. This work was prefaooJ by au Iiitroihiction, of which tho

Americans 6oou discovered tho merit. The illustrated book
was a quarto, and not very portable therefore, so tlmy reprinted

tho Introdnotion separately as a pamplilet, and of it 21),000 copies

were sold ! It contains, indeed, a fine philosophy, besides

invaluable Reneral information on the fipcoitic suliject of Sea-

weeds ; and, hko all his original oompositiona, breathes

throughout tho reverent and religious spirit, which was one of

the strongest features of his character.

It is weary work telling, and we fear reading, of books ; but

without naming them nojust idea could he given of Dr. Harvey's
scientific hibonrs. Before the issue of the throe quarto volumes
of American Seaweeds was completed, he was nctaally on the

seas once more—this time to Australasia. Tho I'liiversity of

Dublin appreciated his ardent wish to make further researches,

both for supplying tho museum and extending the knowledge
of the subject, and in 18?3 he started for Ceylon in pursuit of

more " Sea Treasures " of all sorts.

It was a serious undertaking alone, as any one who has laid

out only a basketful of Seaweeds, picked up in a morning's
stroll, will know. 'I'hink of the trouble involved even in that

trifling business, although jugs of sea and fresh water, dishes,

papers, muslms, itc, come to order when servants are in

attendance; and then imagine what it must have been to lay

out no less than '.iO.OOO specimens without an assistant !—the

manual labour often including fetching water in pails from a

distance, and that after walking half a day perhaps in search of

specimens, and having to finish it by the tedious process of

laying them out. Ho often worked at that time from six or

seven in the morning to ten or eleven at night. His own
account of his outfit for this singular expedition was very

amusing ; one of his contrivances having been a set of wooden
pails, fitting into each other so as to take up as little room as

possible on board a ship, but which unpacked afterwards into

separate vessels, fur the numberless necessities of fetching and
carrying. But the playful wit with which he gave these details

in alter years cannot bo put on paper. He had a droll story,

however, about his appearance whon in full work. He was
coming up from tho shore one day in Van Diemeu's Land
(Tasmania), laden with Seaweeds as usual, in dust-coloured sea

clothes, and with an enormous broad-leaved soft white bat on
his head, when, as be was passing a low garden fence, within

which were two children at play, one of them looked up, caught
sight of his uncouth figure, and shouted to the other whoso
back was turned, " Oh, do come and look at a very ugly old

man !" He described himself as much amused on the occasion,

for at that time he considered himself quite young (forty-four).

Does the reader wonder how such lumbering articles as wore
necessary in such an expedition—a microscope and scientific

apparatus included—were conveyed along those wild foreign

coasts for so many hundreds of miles? The answer is. By sea

almost always ; he availing himself, as occasion served, of any
boat or vessel passing the way he wanted to go : and in this

rude and personally laborious fashion—for there was downright
hard work to be done in tho moving—he explored the shore

round Australia from east to west, as well as that of Tasmania
and New Zealand partially, not to speak of tho off-lying islands,

on one of which, Kottuest, south-west of Australia, a very good
algologioal ground, he spent several weeks.
And hero we come to a record ho left of himself. We hinted

before at Dr. Harvey's Christian piety. Born a Quaker, and
brought up by very religious parents, he had remained in their

communion for many years of his life. But after a time he
followed the bent of the strong convictions which led him back

to the doctrines of our church, was baptised, and joined the

English communion. With what earnest feelings our readers

may judge, when they hear that in Eottnest Island, in spite of

algological researches and manual labour, ho found time to

write a series of dialogues on the dilYerences of opinion which
exist between ourselves and the Society of Friends. It fell out,

as he describes in the preface :

" I was staying for some weeks, for the purpose of botanical

explorations, on the little island called Rottuest, off the coast

of Western Australia. I occupied a house belonging to the

(xovernment, but boarded with tho pilot, whose small cottage

hard by was ono of tho very few inhabited houses on the island.

One Sunday evening, whilst waiting for dinner, I chanced to

pick up an old number of the "Family Herald," and my eye

rested npon a leading article on (Quakerism, which struck me
as being sensibly and fairly written. Yielding to a train of

tkotight, not nnnatural in one who had been born of Quaker

parents, but who had left the Society, I began to think over the

plan of an essay on Quakerism, but soon abauduued tho essay
for the dialogue. . .

."

Here, then, wo have conducted our naturalist Quaker-boy
through childhood and youth to a manhood which had but
gathered strength, not produced alteration of character. It is

an enviable example. Never, snrely, was a life more harmoni-
ous with itself than his. As far as feelinf^s and tRstes were
concerned, the etanza'd poem he wrote on Miltown Malbay and
Moher cliffs at nineteen might have been penned in Bottoest

Island after forty. The same passionate love of nature—the

same constant vision of the Alniiglily through His works—the

same deep piety and personal humility—pervaded his whole
being at both periods, and indeed came out in one shape or

another in every phase of his life. Among tho few books he
took with him to Australia was (ieorge Herbert's Toems. "I
found it good for the headache, &c.," says he, in a letter ac-

companying a copy he was giving away, with several of his

favourite pieces marked—"The i'lower," "The Ehxir," &c.
Later in life he learnt to love " In Memoriam." " It is not
Tennyson's mind or fancy," he wrote in a moment of excited

enthusiasm during his lirst study of the poem, " but tho Holy
Spirit speaking through him as an instrument, whether lu: so

regard it or not. ... I generally keep it in my pocket now,''

he added ;
" and it is in my thoughts, like Scripture, night and

day. All this morning the lines beginning, ' How pure in

heart and sound in head,' are in my mind." Eventually the

two books lay together on the table by his sick bed at Torquay.
Assuredly scientific accuracy is not necessarily opposed to

poetical susceptibility. Not only does the tone of his own
fugitive poetical efforts prove this, but his keen appreciation of

poetical excellence. Few men or women of the present day
are half as intimate with Shakespeare as he was. It is even

possible that an accurate mind has a keener relish for what is

really excellent than any other, as it is certainly more alive to

defects. Dr. Harvey in the critic's chair was equally refined

and uncompromising. Nor could any one appreciate satire more
thoroughly. He laughed about and enjoyed Tennyson's severe

words—those, that is, of the hero of " iViand :"

" The man of science himself is fender of clory, and vain ;

An eye well practis'd in nature, a spirit bounded .and poor.*

He often quoted it ; and often, too, referred to the amnsiag
sarcasm agiinst " Professors " in the " Water Babies." Bat
perhaps it is easy to enjoy satire which does not touch one's

own particular weakness.
After exploring Australia and Tasmania (18.5r.-4), Dr. Harvey

embarked in a missionary vessel, bound via New Zealand for

the Fiji and other South Pacific islands, where he interested

himself deeply in the efforts then astir for christianising the
savage inhabitants, and helped to organise a society for pro-
viding the missionaries with useful medicines to give away.
This cruise was one of his pleasantest recollections. On re-

turning from it he sailed for Valparaiso, where, alas ! more
illness overtoolc and disabled him ; hut in 1S5G he accomplished
the home voyage, crossing the Isthmus of Panama, and so

completing his circuit of the world, after a three-years absence.

A " Phycologia Australica " in five large volumes, corre-

sponding with the " I'liycologia Britannica," was the result of

this tour—the sixty colom-ed plates of each volume drawn by
Dr. Harvey's own hand. But constant desk labour, and the

great quantity of lecturing which devolved upon him after his

election to the botanical chair, were undermining aconstitution

never robust, though his tall frame and great activity might
have led people to think otherwise. Nevertheless, the last

great work he had undertaken (and that only a year after the

commencement of the " Phycologia Australica, " so that the
two were going on together), the " Cape Flora," was carried on
with as devoted a zeal as anything he had ever attempted, and
to as good puipose. "Dr. Harvey's death is an irreparable

loss to the colony as well as to science," writes a colonial friend

afterwards ; and the learned botanist who was joined witU
Harvey in the work {Dt. Sonder, of Hamburg), will be the first

to endorse the opinion.

But there is yet another word to be said. In spite of nil this

pressure on his time, attention, and even health, there was one
thing Dr. Harvey always found opportunity for—courtesy to

ignorant correspondents. We put it strongly, but the words
are not by any means too strong for facts. There was no limit

to tho appeals made to him for the names it Seaweeds, and
the explanation of statements in his books, ka. Pexiple sent
him the commonest plants iw Bpaice ones,.and even ^li^oophytea
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for Seaweeds, and then complained that he had not figured

Ihem properly, in page so-and-so ; or else grumbled that he
called a plant " rare," when they had found it by scores—the

it, on investigation, turning out to be something quite different

!

It may be even (tor conpcience awakens to a sad keenness alter

"it is too late to mend") that near and dear friends worried

him occasionally by too frequent applications for help, which,

however readily given, added one more weight to the over-

weight of bis work. But whether the appeals were justified or

not by private friendship or community of interest, or were in

themselves wise or foolish, the day never came when Dr.

Harvey " answered a fool after his folly." As to the extent of

his patience and kindness towards those who had the good
fortune to be numbered among his friends, there was no limit

to it, or to the amount of trouble he would undertake. The
paper on " Coral," which appeared in the first number of this

Magazine one year since, was examined and corrected by him
on his dying bed ; the short notes, written in pencil as he lay,

breathing still the happy humour which was one of the most
striking characteristics both of his conversation and letters.

Dr. Goulburn might have had Dr. Harvey in his mind when
he wrote his fine passages on Wit {" Idle Words," pp. 86, S7)

:

—" It is pleasing to see in experience'Hhat oftentimes the men
of most depth and seriousness of character—the men who in

their closets have taken the most earnest view of life, and have
cultivated heavenly wisdom most largely—have also been men
of lively fancy, sprightly and agreeable repartee—seem to have
had within them a spring of joy and merriment bubbling up
when the obstruction of serious affairs was removed, and cover-

ing with fertility even the leisure hours of their lives."

A happy marriage, in 18G1, to a lady he had long known,
gave Dr. Harvey at last the comfort of a domestic life which
his former wanderings had rendered impossible. Our imper-
fect account can only touch slightly ou this, and must leave

untouched altogether his private friendships, sorrows, and in-

terests ; but no apology seems necessary for this, our chief

object having been to shadow out a man of learning as he was
in this particular case, and as he might be often, did the foun-
dation-stones of personal humility and faith in unseen Omni-
potence underlie the knowledge acquired in the schools. With-
out great advantages or high birth, he stands unrivalled as a
master in one particular branch of study : and this is much to

say of any man, yet not too much even of the contemporary of

Agai'dh, between himself and whom no rivalry but only com-
munity of pursuits existed. Such of our young readers as may
hereafter wander on English or foreign shores, and toss over
the " wreck " at their feet, will do well to think of this, and
remember that in the works of God there is nothing " common
or unclean "—nothing unworthy labour and attention—nothing
which, when studied well, wiU he found to have been studied
to no purpose.

In 18S5 " the silver cord " was beginning to be loosed," and
the medical men sent Dr. Harvey to the Pine forests of Ar-
cachon, whence he removed later in the season to Biarritz.
Arcacbon failed, and Biarritz did no more than give pleasure.
" This is a charming place," he wrote of the latter, " and more
agreeable to me than Arcachon, for I love the sea, and don't
soon tire of it You would be charmed with the rock
pools. Some of them are studded with the purple Echinus,
just as at Miltown Malbay ; others are full of weeds ; and one
of the commonest is Gigartina Teedii, growing in rich branches—80 tempting! Taenia is also common, and Ginnania, and
dear knows how many more ! It I had but paper and rags I
should like to be at them. But we have to go to Bayonne for
paper, and are putting it off day by day like lazy folk." This
was said half in jest, for he brought back a beautiful collection
on his return to England in the autumn—many, as usual, for
distribution among friends.

Even at tliat time, to a dispassionate eye. Dr. Harvey's ap-
pearance left no reasonable ground for hope of his recovery

;

but it was not till a fresh attack of hiemorrbage from the lungs
in February, 18(;fi, that the last alarm was given. And even
after that, and when a prisoner to his room, his cheerful pa-
tience and still recurring playfulness went near to cheat his
nearest and dearest into hope. All that affectionate skill and
sympathy could do was done to both relieve and soothe him.
Beautiful flowers came to him from the Botanical Gardens to
cheer his confinement, and friends sent him flower-baskets for

growing the commoner spring flowers in a sick-room as if in a
garden ; and this was his greatest delight. •' It is quite an
amnsement," he wrote, " to watch them from day to da.y. I

li^e them better than the grand things that come from the
(

Botanical Gardens. They remind one of the ' enviable early

ays,' as poor Burns calls them."
The little flowers he welcomed and watched so affectionately

were Crocuses, Primroses, Hepatioas, and some few others
grown in a shallow dish in mould. This was in March ; but
before it was over he received the last medical order for a move
to Torquay ; and what might have been merely a weariness
was rendered pleasurable by the fact that the widow of his
friend. Sir William Hooker, was living thereat the time. To her
house, indeed, he was taken on his arrival, after a harassing
sea-voyage which he was but little able to bear ; and he moved
no more till he was carried to his grave. She who for more
than half her life had been as a second mother to him in affec-

tion, now did a mother's part by him for the last time, and
helped an afflicted wife to comfort and soothe the weary hours
of sickness and weakness which followed.

" Three cheers for the Magazine ! " he had written just before
leaving Dublin, and when the prospect of the Torquay visit

bad quite raised his spirits. And he alluded here to the ex-

pected first number of this publication. " Three cheers for

the Magazine ! Who knows but we mayn't write for it by-
and-by ? But the poor old brain is not worth much at present,
and dear ' Flora' has not been looked at for a fortnight."

Alas, no ! The night was at hand in which no man can
work; but the dawn shone very bright to him beyond. For
let no one suppose his cheerful words implied ignorance of his
condition. He knew it even better than those around him,
and wrote of it to friends; while to the one most bound to
him he spoke frequently and openly of the "joys which he
anticipated."

" There could not be greater peace, more steadfast trust in
his Saviour ; his mind clear, and so calm and happy," she
wrote three days before his death ; adding—alluding to little

nosegays of spring flowers which were sent him in letters almost
daily—" He likes the little flowers ; even the new budding green
leaves give him pleasure ; his feelings are as fresh as iu his

days of health." The child had indeed, and in this case by
God's blessing, been father to the man.
The day of his death he was read to for the last time—the

103rd Psalm, the Lord's Prayer, and the Sixth Collect after

Trinity. Not that it was the Collect of the season, but he
wished for it. And could a more fitting prayer for the dying
naturalist have been found? " He died to-day in the greatest

peace both of mind and body," was the record of May 15. May
it be equally true of us all at the appointed time ! By his owiL

request his mortal remains were buried at Torquay. He him-
self walks " beside the waters of comfort "

May this record, slight as it is, of the individual man, have
some interest for those who shall meet hereafter, in the fields

of literature, the name of Harvey tho naturalist !—Mi;s. A.
Gatty (in Aunt Jtulij's Magazine.)

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT „DN THli
BRISBANE BOTANIC GARDENS.

Tfie Tea-beds are planted to test the climatic effect on the plant ia

different sitnations ; and, as recent intelligence infonns us that the
several attempts made to rear tlie Tea phiut. both in Victoria and
South Australia, have signally failed, it will, I imagiuo, be especially

gratifying to all those who take an interest iu the material prosperity

of Queensland, to leara that the groups of Tea plants, both in easterly

and westerly aspects, never exhibited a more vigorous, healthy, or

exuberant growth than now. Some of the other beds comprise plants of

Allspice, Tamarind, Chocolate, Crotous, itc, and all are giving evidence
which encourage the hope that they can defy the severity of the Queens-
land winter. The ground which was set apart last year cbietiy for the

culture of Oranges, Vines, Pine Apples, and any other choice fruits

which it may be found necessary to produce in a secluded and shel-

tered situation, has been considerably enlarged.
During the year, the botanical treasures have been largely enriched

by copious and very valuable contrilmtious of seeds and plants from
varicnis parts of the globe, especially from Java. In the collection

from J. E. Teijsman, Esq., Director of the Botanic Garden, Buitcn-
zorg, Java, was a Warilian case of Cinchona plauts, comprising
three of the most valuable species—viz., succirnbra, Calisaya, lauci-

folia, and accompanied by a sample of seed of the 0. Calisaya.

Amongst the more, and in some respects highly, ornamental of the
remainder of the contribntions may be mentioned six Wardian cases
of plauts, amongst which are the 'Guinea Oil Palm (Elais gnineen- .

sis), which produces the African palm oil ; the Sago Palm (Arenga
soccharifera), noted for yielding sago, sugar, palm wine, and fibre

for cablcB and cordage ; the Betel Nut (Areca catechu) ; the Durion
(Dario ribethinns) ; the Ldtchi (NephdiaiB Litchi) ; the Mangosteeft-
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((iaiviuia MaDgoaUiiu) ; tUo Clove (Corj^-opliyllufl aroniaticiis) ; the

Katineg (Mvristii'ii ninscbutft) ; tho Cassia Oil })labt (Ciiiiiuiuotuam

Cassia) ; the ViiuUlii (Vunilla aroraatlcft) ; the iilack IV-ppcr /Piper

uif^iu) ; tho Clioi'ohito or Cacao (Thcobroma cacaol ; t!io Bitter

Wood (Qu^Ksia aiiiarai ; the Gambotjo (tinrrinia pictorial; the Cam-
phor tree (Dryohnlanoiis ramphorn) : tho Caontclioni^ or Indiu-nibber

(Siphouia elafttica) ; tlio Gutta Pereha (I^oimndra K»ttal : the Crotou
oil plant (Croloii ti^liuui) ; the Poison tree (Antiaiirt toviraria) ; the
Kenzoiu (St\rH\ beuzoiu) ; tho Sand lior tree (Hura crepitans); six

varieties of IMantains ; six varieties of Manpos ; and eisbt varietieB of

Sugar-cane. Tlio next contribution which I have to ai'lmowled^et is

a quantity of Cinchona seed and a lurpe variety of Peruvian Maize,
from C. Led^'iT. I'lst]. ; also, a veiy valuable case of bulbs from Messrs,

.). N'eitch it Sons, of the Uoyal Kxotic Nursery, London.
I am glad to siiy tliat the desire which I have so Ions cherished, of

miccessfully cultivatinf^ in the gardens tho most valuable species of

tho Cinchona, has at length been realised. Some of those received in

the Wardian case from .lava have been planted out in a sludtered and
otherwise favourable situation ; althon<;!li not more than si-X weeks iii

tho ground, they have made very consideiable progress, and give every
indication of adaptability to tho soil aud climate of Queensland. The
seed sown, comprising three species (succiruhra, Calisaya, and oUi-

cinalis), ha.s also germinated sncccssfully, and hundreds of the plants
will be quite ready for planting out in the ensuing spring. Tlie Duritm
(Dnrio zibetblnus) ; the Hitter Wood (IJuassia amaral ; the Chocolate
(Thcobroma cacao) ; and Croton Oil plant (Croton tiglium) ; havclihe-
wiae been transferred to their permanent positions, and give evidence

of a moat liealthy ami vigorous growth. Whilst on tliis branch of the

sabjoct, I think it right to observe that there aro three or four of the

new and most precions plants, such, for example, as tho Mangosteen,
tho Vanilla, Nutmeg, and Clove, which 1 am inclined to believe,

owing to the severity of a portion of our winter, would thrive much
better a few degrees further north ; and with that view, aud in order to

insure safis provision for such very delicate tropical plants as the
colony might receive from time to time, I would respecffuUy suggest
that a piece of ground should be set apart—say at Kocltiugbani Bay,
or at some phico in that latitude—as a nursery plantation under tho
special direction of tho Government. A considerable number of these

plants ore now (March liHtb), ready for removal, and if a ]dautation
such as I suggest n-cro reatly to the north, tho ensuing spring would
afford a most opportune time for transporting them thither, together with
collections of tiin Cinchonas aud otlier rare aud valuabh- plants.

The donations (»f Mai/.e, numbering iu all I'M) varieties, forwarded
.specially for experiment, have been carefully tested, and in no instance
have they equalled, much less exceeded, the Maize commonly cultivated
in the colony. The large Peruvian, the only variety from which great
things were expected, and which, from the size it attained in the first

stages of gro^vtIl, induced a belief in its snpcriority, proved to be a
failure iu the gardens ; although I hear from one person to whom I

distributed some of tho seed, tluit it produced remarkably well iu tho
neighbourhood oi Ipswich. Those in the gardens grew to a great
height, some of them u]>wards of II feet, but. singular to say, very few
of tliem yielde«l more than one cob, aud that was so dimiuutive in

balk and thinly grained as to render it scarcely worth tho ti'oublo of
gathering.

Of tho useful frees already growing in tho gardens, I may mention
the following as having fruited and seeded for the first time during the

year—a fact which may ho regarded as the best proof of their effectual

acclimatisation—viz., .Mlspice (Eugenia pimento!. Avocado Pear
(Porsca gratissjuui). Tallow tree (Stillingiasobiferat, Cherimoly (Anona
cheriniolia). and Mango (Mangifera indica). The trees and shrnba
which I noticed in previous reports as having fruited and seeded, con-
tinue to produce excellont crops, tlie size and quality of the fruit in-

creasing OS tho trees advance iu maturity. Tho Coflfco shrubs have
yielded this season an unusually large and fine crop, and continue to

ho a general subjec't of admiration among visitors. The Indigo, Cinna-
mon, Cotton. Sugar, Tobacco, Ginger, Cassava, &c., arc in a flourish-

ing condition.

—

W,\lter Hux, Colonial Jlotantst, and Director of
JJuliutloU <liin!rnx.

Fni't anit Vejrc-
table Culture.

Hud.
... Extra iad.

8rd.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
At the Midsummer examination of the Royal Horticnltural

Society, seven candidatea appeared and received the following
certificates :

—

,
Floriculture.

1. William Spinks let ,

i. R. Wvnne 1st
8. W. Stewart
•t. .J. McArdle ,-iwi..i.; 2nd /,

5. F. Hardosly 2nd 3rd.
«. P. M. Hurbidge 1st ...,j 2nd.
7, James Williamson 2Dd ...i....

Tho first six are Chiswick students, and the seventh was re-

commended by Mr. Gibson, of Battersea Park, where he is at

present employed.

The Mooting of tho Pomological Congress of France is

to be held this year iu I'aris, and the fruit exhibited on the
occasion, will, after the laboorg of the Congresii are OTer,

be transferred from 84, Bue Grenelle St. Germain, to th®

horticultural department of the Universal Exposition. It is ex"

pected that this year there will be one of the finest exhibitions

the Congress has ever held, although those at MontpclLer and
Bordeaux were marvellously successful.

•—— The following I'loral and Horticultural Societies have
announced their intention to hold exhibitions during the

present month, in addition to those we published last week :

—

August 1st Willosden.

,, 7tU Largo (Edinborgb).
„ Htb llcldrum N.B.
„ 13th St. George's and Prior's Leo (Wel-

lington, Salop).

„ ., Tewkesbury.
14lh Ebon, N.IJ.

„ 15th Ilkeston and Shipley.

„ Kirriemuir, N.E.
„ 20th IJttoxoter.

„ 2l5t Hurtou-un-Trent.
„ 22nd Kempscy.
„ 24th Greiit West lading (WakeOold).
„ 27th Manchester.
„ 29th Bristol aud Chiton.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KIICUEN G.inDEV.

Broccoli, continue planting out ; also Grrciis of all kinds.

Cabbage, sow Yanack, Battersea, or Fulham. A few seeds of

the Couve Tronchuda, or I'ortugal Cabbage, may be sown, and
the plants protected iu a frame during winter. The dwarf

variety is the most delicate in quality. If aphides attack

the Cabbage tribe, water with clear lime water, and stir the

ground frequenlly. CiU-qi, reserve some of that pricked-ont

for planting-out next month, to come in late in the spring;

it should be protected when necessary in winter, but not.

blanched by earthing-up till spring. Endive, sow, and con-

tinue planting good beds, increasing the elevation of the beds

as the season advances. I.ettnce, let a good sowing of Bath
Cos be made directly. This will stand all tho autumn, and
on well-prepared ground will produce fine Lettuces ; some of

the later plantings from this sowing may be covered with in-

verted garden-pots after tying up. Some fine largo Lettuces

can be preserved by such means until tho early part of the

winter. Putaloes, if this showery weather continue much
longer we may expect some indications of the Potato disease

;

to counteract in some measure its baneful effects we would
advise all who may be troubled with it to use quicklime,

slaked very shortly before using it, applying it whilst the

atmosphere is dry, and so thickly as to thoroughly whiten

the whole plant. Next to lime, as a practicable aud useful

application, all charred refuse, sawdust, old tan, and vegetable

waste may be employed with an unsparing hand. Sticks for

Scarlet Runners and for the climbing varieties of KiJnrij Beam
cannot be obtained in many cases, and in such attention must
be paid to topping, which has generally the effect of inducing
abundant produce.

FRUIT GAIIDEX.

At this period a very general stopping of late growths and
laterals should take place ; both in wall trees and espaliers, it

may, for the most part, be accomplished by pinching off the

extreme points. This is particularly necessary where it is de-

sirable to carry out a dwarfing system. With regard to other

forms, however, there can exist no reason for suffering over-

excited trees to continue producing wood which can never be
perfectly ripened, and which must be pruned away in the

ensuing winter. The necessary consequences of this proceeding

are a greater concentration of sap in the neighbourhood of the
fruit, an inducement to the axillary buds to prepare for deve-

lopment, and a powerful incitement to equalisation of the sap,

thereby encouraging a greater uniformity of growth. Attend
well to fruit trees of all kinds. Little superfiuous wood should,

if possible, be formed on tender fruit trees after the middle of

this mouth. Not only the fruit but the wood for the ensuing

year must be ripened. Kven Pear, Apple, Plum, and Cherry

trees, are amenable to this law in some degree. Continue to

make new plantations of Strawberries. The merits of the i

Downton should not be overlooked. If well grown, and allowed

to become perfectly ripe, which it only is when nearly black,

few varieties, if any, can compete witli it. Where Gooseberries

and Currants are required to be preserved till a late period on
the plants, all superfluous shoots ought to bo cleared away ,

previously to netting. The Bed Wariingt«ia:Aiui:tha.SffiaiL..-a

lUjUiih li«d are suitable for this porpgae, ., riaa) -.aU^ti ra'jiii »Ml
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FLOWER OiRDEN.
~ Cloves, Carnations, and Picotees should be layered at once

;

road-scrapings, finely sifted, are the best material for strikiny

them in. Let the pegs for fastening them be made from com-
mon Fern, -which answers the purpose well. All plants growing

over Box or other edgings should be cut back, taking the under
branches, as by this means the plants do not eihibit the ap-

pearance of being clipped, liemove dead flowers from Koses,

Pinks, &e., as often as required. Uahlias, Hollyhocks, Sweet

Peas, and other tall-growing plants, ehould be regularly gone

over and tied up, taking particular care not to tie too tightly.

Hoe, rake, and clean borders and beds ; not a weed should

ever bo suffered to seed if there is a possibility of preventing it.

EoU, mow, and sweep daily if the weather continues showery,

and shorten back stroi'g-growiug shoots of Hoses, if they

require it. Let biennials be transplanted, and look sharply

after the propagating ground. The success of ne.xt year's

masses will depend in no small degree on the vigilance of the

next three weeks. The Mule Pink is an invaluable old flower
;

cuttings should be made, or, which is preferable, let the jdants

be layered. Continue to fill up blanks.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

. Although flowers of all kinds are at this period most abun-
dant out of doors, yet some large and well-grown specimens of

choice plants will always afford interest in the conservatory.

To accomplish this, large shifts must be had recourse to, ac-

companied by improved modes of potting—viz., extra drainage,

together with a gieater relkance ou turfy soils in a lumpy state

than upon complex components. The climbers must at all

times receive much attention in this house. Stopping gross

wood is far too often neglected. Above all, secure a thorough
freedom from insects, together with a most cleanly system ; all

this presupposes plenty of labour directed with judgment.
Look well after stock intended to enliven the shelves of the

greenhouse in the dead of winter. To accomplish this object,

many plants deemed of little import at this season will then be

most acceptable. Common Anemones, potted three or tour in

a pot, and placed in a comfortable frame with the Neapolitan

or Russian Violet in September, may be introduced to blossom
on the shelves throughout November and December. The
common single Blood Wallflower also, if sown in March, the

leading shoots pinched out in .June, and potted then in a mode-
rate-sized pot, generally produces a good bloom in the depth
of winter. Many more plants of the kind might also be enu-

merated. AH greenhouse plants will be benefited by exposure
to the natural atmosphere : the dews of heaven are more re-

freshing and invigorating than artificial moisture, and will

always beat the syringe. It will be wise to finish at once the

potting of all specimen plants. They have yet time to make
roots, but if left till late in autumn they had better not be
potted at all. No jiosition can be worse for a plant at all im-
patient of wet than when it is surrounded with fresh soil for

months, when the roots should be in a comparatively dormant
state.

STOVE.
The business here is mere routine. Propagation having

been attended to, together with high cultivation, little remains
but to pay every attention to perfecting the wood already made.
This must be accomplished by a freer circulation of air, and
by a somewhat less amount of atmospheric moisture. If any
of the very-early-growing Orchids are disposed to sink into a

state of rest, remove them to a comfortable shelf in a mode-
rately warm house. '

PITS AND FRAMES.
Sow Mignonette for blooming in the autumn. Cuttings of

choice Verbenas should be put in for store plants next season.
Sow Nemophila insignis for blooming in autumn, either in a

bed or in pots, for planting out. Pink pipings that were put
in early and that are rooted may be planted out. Cuttings of

China, Noisette, and other Hoses should be put in under hand-
glasses, or, if wanted in large quantities, into a shady border
without glasses. Cuttings of Pelargoniums, Salvias, Petunias,
&c., should be put in for next year's store. No heat is required
for striking at this season, except sun heat, which prevents
damp.—^W. Eeane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
EITCHEN GARDEN.

Friday will be a day long remembered on 'account of its

heavy, almost continuous rain, doing great injury to hay that

was still out, but proving very beneficial to all fresh-planted

crops, washing the fruit trees thoroughly, and doing much
where the crops were not laid to make the corn fill the bushel.

We had made up our mind to water many things, when the

twenty-four-hours rain saved us all the labour, and enabled us

to do much in-door work, as cleaning pots, preparing soils,

clearing sheds, grinding tools, going over houses, regulating

trees in orchard-houses, and much other work, which would
have had to remain longer undone but for the rainy day. One
advantage of such a day is, that there is no uncertainty about

it. Sometimes we have rain heavy aud fast for an hour or two,

and then it comes and stops, and comes again, aud there are

doubts as to whether it would be best to remain iu-doors or to

tutu out, and in all this moving out and in there is loss of

time; but on Friday there was needed no second thought about

the matter. When the men were in-doors, true policy said,

Keep them there ; and the only regret about the matter was as

to how tlie labourers were to get home and dry their clothes.

A gentleman lately told us he was thoroughly convinced of

the importance, not only in a benevolent but also in a truly

self-interested point of view, of preventing his working men
being thoroughly drenched at their work. He found that the

natural lassitude afterwards did much to counteract the value

of the work thus obtained, aud he entered feelingly into

the difference between the man who had been drenched,

and went home and put on dry clothing, and the man who had
to keep on his wet clothes, and put them ou wet the next

morning. The opposite difiiculty with him, however, was how
to keep his men employed in these wet days, as mere idleness

had about as bad a future effect as getting wet, and keeping

wet. We never knew a garden where this serious and some-
what solid objection did or need apply. Our wet days are

generally our very busiest. Of course all such matters require

a little forethought, and sometimes woik may be delayed rather

long just because it can be done as well in a wet day as in a

dry one. Most jobs about houses—wasliing, cleaning, scrub-

bing, tying, pruning, top-dressing, &c.— can be done much
better in a wet day than a sunny one—that is, with more ease

to the workman ; and a little consideration will thus insure

that a wet day in a garden shall be tho farthest removed from
idleness and its natural consequences. The very change of

work and scene promotes activity.

PuttUocj.—Tho previous rains hardly watered our Potatoes

that were planted moderately deep. We hope we shall now
have breezes and sunshine instead of a close damp atmosphere,

which, with the wet at the roots, would tend so much to pro-

mote the progress of the disease. With the exception of that

peculiar aud hmited instance of the stem rotting, to which we
lately alluded, we have met with little the matter with Pota-

toes this season, aud the early crops have been very prolific,

yielding an abundance of fine even-sized tubers. One of the

finest-looking Potatoes at Bury Show was the Birmingham
Prizetaker, something in shape like Mona's Pride—a flat, broad

Kidney, showing no depth of eye. Would some of our readers

well versed iu Potatoes tell us the good jnoperties of this Bir-

mingham Prizetaker, and if it has short or long haulm-tops?

This latter is of less importance where ground is plentiful, but

it is of great consequence to many where ground is scarce. All

who send out I'otatoes should be as careful as possible that the

sample should be true to the variety. We were recommended
to try an Ashleaf Kidney, which was said to have little more
top than Veitch's Prolific, and on searching through the piece

a few subjects might be found of such a character, but

the bulk of them have gone beyond all bounds, there being

many tops fully a yard iu length, and vastly more luxuriant

than the tops of the Early May, which comes in well as a

second Kidney, whilst with us this season the Prolific scarcely

ranged above a foot in height, rarely reaching 15 inches, and

yet it yielded a very good return, much better than these

long sprawling tops.

Those who have a few old tubers of Kidneys left, and would

plant them now, will obt.iin some waxy Potatoes from November,

and onwards. In the first dry weather, we will raise the most

forward Potatoes, so as to plant out more winter vegetables.

Cucitm!)cr,s-.—Our first beds iu frames are still bearing, but

showing a little weakness, and would be the better of a little

bottom heat, which we will give as soon as we can, by turning

over tho outside bank or lining. Pruned out the more ex-

hausted shoots, to give more room to the young growth, aud a

little top-dres.sing and manure- watering will cause the plants

to do more work yet. Went over those on ridges, thinning,

stopping, regulating, and gathering a fine lot for Gherkins for
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pickling. Wo have failed to secure a good variety of ridgo Cn-
cnmber. We have sent for several, but tbey turn out to be

notliins? but the Short Ridge, only a little larger than the Gher-

kin encumber, very useful, no doubt, in its way, and very good

for those who like Cucumbers when cut young—say from 1 to

6 inches in lenf:;th ; but what we want to obtain again is a hardy
black-spined Ouoimber, that when crisp and young would run
from 9 to 12 or 15 inches in length. A hardy Cucumber of this

description would be a great aotiuisition to amateurs, who could

command a mound of dung, with earth over it, but who cannot
well have hand-lights or frames.

Verjc.tahh- .1/c/rroir.i.—Regulated these a little ; they liave

been producing freely for several weeks. In general, wo leave

the Vegetable Marrow mostly to itself, and after we obtain

an early gathering wo allow it to run and climb as it likes,

and then it is sure to produce plentifully, without any trouble.

We havo taken the hand-lights from the Marrows, but still let

them stand over the centre of the Cucumber pl.ants, as the collars

thusl'protected from heavy rains are less likely to canker.

In cold exposed places, wo do not think there is any better

plan for these Cucumbers and Vegetable Marrows, than the

trench supplied with less or more of fermenting material, and
the earth over it. The hand-light is also desirable at first in

cold places, and if these mounds could be made up before the

1st of M:iy, then we would advise sowing three or four seeds

beneath each glass, instead of transplanting plants raised else-

where, towards the end of the month or the beginning of June.
After trj-ing many kinds of Vegetable Marrows—Wrinkled,

Custard, (tc, all very good, no doubt, to those who like them.
and can cook them propei-ly—we have fallen hack on the old

smooth, long, yellow Vegetable Marrow, and believe it now to

be the best, especially when used young. "How young?''
Well, when growing freely, cut them when from 5 to 7 inches

long, and about .5 inches in circumference, and with a good
piece of the stalk attached to them. "How cook them?"
There are many ways. This is how, after instructions from the
cook, we managed our first Vegetable Marrows: Gather them
with stalks as above ; wash clean, and rub with a soft cloth to

make sure. I'ut them into boiling water, and try several times
after from ten to filteen minutes, with the point of a fork, and
if that goes in easily the Marrow is cooked. Take it out, split

it down the middle, rimove the seedy soft part of the interior,

sprinkle what remains with pepper, salt, and a littlo piece of

butter, and there is a luscious dish for an epicure, too rich for

us to nse above once or twice in the twelvemonth.
Mushrnojiis.—These have been very good this season, the last

bed in the house made on the ground has not been so fine as

the earlier ones, partly because they were raised on shelves,

and partly because the house was frequently warmer in summer
than was desirable. The advantage of having the bed on the
ground in a shed out of doors is the great equality of tempe-
rature enjoyed by the bed, which temperature is more variable

in a house. We will take the first favourable opportunity of

clearing out the beds in the house, and take care of the pro-
ducts too. as, when the spawn is quite wasted, such manure
comes in for growing many crops that need the help of sweet,
decayed manure.
The first piece of a bed in the open shed has been earthed-

np, and a little litter thrown over it for some time ; the second
piece, perhaps about 11 inches deep, is just spawned and well
beaten down. It was thus made : A layer of about (J inches
of rough strawy litter at the bottom, which would bo com-
pressed by the weight over it into 3 inches ; then every eight
days or so we added about -1 inches of short litter and drop-
pings from the stable, in about equal proportions and mixed,
all the longer litter being shaken out. This lay loose for a few
days to become partially dried, and then was trodden or beaten
rather firmly, and therefore it did not heat violently. Another
and another layer were added in the same way,' but if the
weather was wet, and the dung from the exposed dunghill wet,
we spread it and partly dried it in a shed before using it. In
addition to this, if very wot, wo threw it into a heap to heat
and dry itself by fermentation. We did this to secure the com-
fortable dryness, though aware we thus lost some of the fertilising

properties. Wo often do this with the last layer, from which
we take more of the litter, r.nd, therefore, have more droppings
in it ; and one reason for heating this last layer is, to kill tlio

Oats that otherwise would grow, and it is as well to have
nothinggrowing on the surface of tho bed except the Mushrooms.
In these layers we often throw a littlo turfy dry loam—say a
twentieth part of tho whole, or even more, up to a twelfth
pait.

By such a plan tho bed never heats violently, and the less

it does BO the longer will it maintain a genial heat of from
70' to 8(J . When the top layer is well beaten, and tho heat is

declining to less rather than above 80°, wo insert tho spawn
and beat all over. It is safest to have the heat on the decline,

for if it rise much higher it is apt to injure the spawn, and
if it does not rise high enough it is an ea.sy matter to add a
couple of inches of droppings, heated as already stated.

So much as to one part of our practice, in answer to a corre-

spondent who wants to know tho best and easiest way to make
abed. We may add that we put about 1 J inch of fresh soil over

the bed, when there is no danger of over-heating, generally a
few days after spawning. We know of no simpler and better

plan where the proprietor of the bed has only the droppings of

one or two horses to go to. They might be put thinly on
tho bed every day until the last layer, or saved in a shed
for a week or ten days. Sucli beds ought to do well if the
spawn is good and thej' are not injured from over-heating.

We often make them with far inferior materials. We havo
often made the bulk of stubble, long litter, and tree loaves,

separately or combined ; but in all such cases we liked to have
from 2 to •! inches of droppings with only a little litter, or good
half-decayed dung, on the surface. A bed so made in an open
shed last August has been yielding frequent gatherings up to

within a week, and it will be removed to make way for our
last out-door piece this season, and then we commence with
our house-beds. These, when shallow, should be of the best

materials—that is, more droppings. Our beds on shelves

there—mere wooden spars for a bottom—always do best, that

is, better than beds on the ground, and that we attribute to

being able to give them more easily the temperature they like

and their greater freedom from woodlice. We are rarely

troubled with woodlice in our shed-beds, even in the greatest

heat of summer. Our shelf-beds in the house when finiuhedt

earth and all, will be about 9 inches deep in front, and 12 inches,

or a little more, at back. Kor constant supply we like these thin

beds. It takes little to make them, and they are, if anything,

more sure than large deep beds, though the latter ought to last

longer, and they generally do. Once more: Guard against

extra dryness and extra moisture in the materials, and over-

heating in the bed, audyou secure the chief elements of success.

You can always add heat by covering.

We will gladly answer any question, for even to enter into

every minute detail according to ciioumstancea would take

half a number, and articles that thoroughly exhaust the subject

have been given to suit different cases. We have said little

on the matter lately, as though we are learning something fresh

almost every day, it does not do to harp too much on one
string.

FBCIT DEPAItTUENT.
Managed to go over tho most of our fruit trees, fore-shorten-

ing and summer-pruning, leaving only a few shoots as yet
unstopped to carry on growth and prevent the plump buds,
which we wish to mature and retain, running oS into shnder
wood shoots. The wet day or two enabled us to thin wood
and fruit in the late orchard-house. In the latter, by a mistako
as to syringing, a little red spider was showing itself for the
first time, aud soap and sulphur washings were resorted to, we
hopo in time. By early closing one house we shall gain our
object as to having a succession of crops. Our Peach-honse is

not yet quite empty, and the fruit in the first orchard-house is

swelling freely. We havo given all the trees a good soaking
with manure water, having just stirred the surface soil for half

an inch or so to let the water in freely. Proceeded also with
pricking out in the bed alluded to last week, and layering in
pots Strawberries for forcing.

ORXAJIF.NTAL DEPARTMENT.
In addition to mowing, sweeping, rolling, tying, and regu-

lating, potted a number of plants intended for autumn and
winter, and took tho opportunity of .striking Pinks, planting

out those struck along with Antirrhinums, Canterbury Bells,

Sweet Williams, so useful for early cutting, and Pansies for

lato blooming. Wo also proceeded with tying up I>ahlia3,

securing Hollyhocks (and time, too, for the wind and rains were
telling on theml, ond other tall herbaceous plants. Alas! for

the Roses, Friday almost destroyed the beauty of all those in

bloom. All shrubs intended to bloom in winter for balls

should now be potted firmly in rather small pots that the pots

may be crammed with roots before the end of autumn. Most
likely we shall have fine sunny weather alter these rains, and
in that case the pots of Azaleas and other tender plants out of

doors should be protected from the sun heat. The top, in
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general, will suffer little ; but few tender plants can stand the

variable temperature at the roots, caused by absorbing the

sun's most powerful rays during the day, and then being cooled

down by evaporation and radiation into a clear sky at night.

—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—July .31.

CoKTiNENTAL soppUes nre aRain very heavy this week, mftny thonsands
of packflRcs cominf? on alternate days. A large proportion of these im-
portatione find buyers in the northern and midland markets, proving a

great boon to the indnstrial populations of those districte. Our own
reports are but a repetition of last week.

FRUIT.

Apples 4 sieve 8
Apricots doz 3
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts hush.
Corrants A sieve 3

Black ".
. do. 5

Figs doz. 3
Filberts lb.

CobB Ih.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 2
Letuous 100 8

d. B.

Oto4 Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) .. doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10 n 30

n.
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pLANTrNo HrnAwnERKiES (An Old Suhncrihf-T, DuMin),—Wu think it

would bo ftdviHiblo to tflko n crop of Potiitoos, KJdiu-y iJcans, Ac, of your
slopini^bcd where Stniw!»errfe8 hrtve nsmilly fiuloil. If thnt is not Hutt-

able, Ihi'ii we would trench down tho oUU-qt imrt aH deeply ftH possible, so

as to secure thu ho-tsoil fortlio top, iind to Unit top wt; «o\il<l add dornvt'd

atablo munuro beforo fresh plimtinff. To iiiako sure of qitiek retnrnH w«
: irould plnut in rows u foot apart, and a foot botwi'oii tint plants in the

rowH, aud after tho Hrst Byason wo would remove every other row. You
tfeoDi to liavo hit on tho best kinds fur bonrinh'. n»d wo would adrinp you
to plant those that hnvo dono best, ii9 Strawberry plantrt nro not to ho

depended on ; tln^ kinds thiit will do ilrst-rate in one plnro will flomMtiines

fftil in luiotht-r. Keens' Soedling, British Queen, Sir Hairy. Sir Ohorlea

Napier, Wonderful, Dr. Hoytf, &c., arc all line kinds and ^-ood heurerfi.

Compact Lobelia Plants (C. U'.l.—Sfledling Lnbeliiis nro not (tonr-

rally so compact as plants from cuttinRS. Tho most compact ftnd rich

bluo wo have Heon for a long time was a pan of Lobelia erinus m'pctaliiliH

at tho yhow at Itury. It is much tho same as wo grow and sent about
jeara nr^o as L. erinus compncta. We ihluk it was in Mr. Griovo's collec-

tion of hodding plants.

VioCA coRNCTA.—" I Imvc tlio two socallod varie-ies of tho abovo now
growing at Osfberton— viz., Purple (iueeii, which hus boeu iiero S()iue few
year*, and Mauvo Queen, sent mo last autumu by tho kindness of Mr.
Wills. Of tho former I liavo sevcrtil thousands,' of tho latter a few
hundreds; both are doing eiiually well with me. As I fepl interested

alike with Mr. Wills in tho opinion »>£ your currespoutlents, I will not

mar the discussion at present respecting tho merits of the two varieties,

but Invite your corrospondonts to visit Osbertou and prove for themselvoH
tho compuratlvo value of tho two. H'-re a chain of Beaton's Variegated
Noaogay Pelargonium and Viola coruuta is to bo seen, cqmil to any com-
binatloh of colours to bo met with in tho country. I have also atiunntity

of Viola iuten, which I will speak of ou a fuluro occabion.—Kdwauu
Bennett, 0*hfrton Hall^ Worksop.''^

PiXM AND ApnicoT Treks Infested with Armg (.ri//m).—You may
overoomc tho aphis by syxinglng the trees with diluted tobacco water, mado
•fcy adding six gallons of water to every gallon of tobacco water as ob-

tained from the tobacconist. Wot tho leaves and every part thoroughly:

this should be dono in tho evening of w calm day, and in tho morning
ayringo the trees with a solution of 'Jo/s. of soft soap to a gallon of

water. Syringe with tho soap solution and pure water on aitoniato

.nights for a week. To keep down attacks of aphides syringe strongly on
ibtiir tlrbt appear.iuce with tho soap solution already named, wetting tho

foliage thoroughly.

Grapes Spotted f.V. C.).—The Grapes were spotted from tho moistnro
in tho atmosphoro being condensed on tho berries, and the sun shining
poworfiilly on the drops causes tho skin to rupture. The evil might bo
prevented by allowing more foliage over tho fruit, and by giving air early,

BO that the berries may be dry before the sun shines upon them.

Stkphanotis Kruit (7</fT7i).—Tho fruit will bo ripo in two or three
months (we nro not ablo to say exactly how long', according to tho tem-
perature, and the colour will change to a peculiar yellowish hue. Tho
irait is as large as an egg.

DeVOXIENSIS ItORE NOT FLOWERING IN COSSERVATOnV \E. J.).—Your
Roso cannot bo expected to flower tho first year, as it has grown so well.

You will do well to leave it alone, and train it down the other side of tho
arch. It will produce side shoots next year, and no doubt abundance of

fine flowers.

VVhitf, Jasmine Flowebless (A Constant nf<nUr).~T\\e white Jasmino
flowers very freely if caro be taken to thin out Ibo old uselei^s wood and
to train in frenh in its place, the fororight and irregular growths being
cut in rather closely, so as to admit light and air to the wood on which
depends tho iloweriug of tho following year. .\s your plant is old, a top-

dressing of etjual parts of turfy loam, leaf mould, and rotten mannro
will tend to invigorate it. A top-dressing, 8 inches thick, should bo given
in autumn, removing at the same time some of tho old surface soil.

Apricot and Plhsi Trees Kliohted f.-f Ynxleif GanUi^er).—Chooso a
calm evening, and syringe the trees forcibly with 2 ozs. of soft soap to a
gallon of water, and repeat the syringing ever>' other night for a weok,and
then givo a few good syriugiugs with clear water.

Liquid JlANrnF. (7*iffn).—Liquid manure if piven in excessive quan-
tities and undiluted will kill the roots, and eventually tho trees to which
W is applied ; sooner or later, according to the description of plant or tree,

and the strength or weakness of the liquid.

BuDDrSo Apricot Stocks {Idem) —Now is a good time to bud Apricots,

it being performed when tho sap runs freely, which it^ during moist
weather. In budding, care should bo taken to insert wood and not bloom
buds.

CucCHniEns (L/^m).—Cucumbers cnn bo grown very fairly in a frame,
pit, or house during tho summer months ; but it is preferable to plant in

noil over a slight bottom heat, or plunge the pots, if grown in that w-ay,

ia a mild hotbed. Cucumbers are very frequently grown with no bottom
heat, beyond a little at the commencement.
Planting C^NNA indica Oft of Doobs (John Dearvn).—Canna plants

may be planted out of doors in June in good, rich, light, sandy soil, and
remain in tho open ground until tho lieginuing of October. They nro
best planted iii a sheltered situation, as in one which is exposed their

foliage is very liable to bo damaged by wind. The leaf sent us appear*
to have been taken from tho Salisburia ndiantifolia, a hordy deciduous
tree: bnt wo must have flowers as well as the leaf to be certain of the
ame of a plant.

List of Superioh EasKS {Idem).~H]ihritl PcrpftuaU : Andre Loroy,
Alfred de Uougemont, Anna do Diesbach, Baronuo Pelletan do Kinkolin.
Beauty of Waltham, Caroline de Siinsnl, Charles Lefebvro, Comte ile

Nanteuil, Due de Gazes, Due de Rohan, Frnni.'ois Ijnchorme, Gi-antdis
Batailles, Oi-neral Jacqueminot, Gloiro de Sautcuay, Jolm Hopper,
Duchessc de Morny, Le Khone, Leopold I., I^ord Maeaulny, Loui.-^o Mag*
nnn, Madame Boutin, Mad:ime Victor Verdicr. Marechal Vaill.int, P.iul

DflsgmTid. Pierre Netting. Prince Camille do Itoban, Prince L*'on, Senn*
teur Vaisse, Vainqneur do GoliiUh, Virginal, and Wlllinm Griftlths. Of
BourftoKt -say Acidalio, 15.\ronne Gonella, Kmotion, Paul Joseph, Rev.
H. Dombrain, Sonvenir de la Mnlmaison, and ilodelo de Perfection
China: Ccis inultiflora, Madame Brcoii, Mrs. Bosauquet, and Napoleon,
nlong with Archduke Charles. Tia-sccnUd: Adam, bevoaicuuis, Gloiro I

do Dijnn. Lavs, Madame Willermoz, Maivchal Niel, Minn. Souvenir d'un

Ami. nod VJeomtesse de Cazo* »rnM ; Ad<»Io Prfrosl. <Kiliot Parfall,

ohl, I>uohesH of Buoclouoh, William Tell, and Coupe d'lleb.'r. Hyt^hil

China: Itlairii, Paul Uicaut, Comtoftso Lic.p.'de.Cbvu«dole,ajid Chuloa
Duval. Provtnci : Cabbage, Crested or Fringed Mo^s De Meaux, Uolno
do Provence, and Unique. ,Vo.«: P.nron do WnssemiFr, Comtcsse Ma-
rinais, Common, Lauei, Itcine Blanche, Mario do Blois, and White Bath.

Thu colours may bo known from tho catalogues.

Cloth of Gold and Safrano Koheh (/d<;m).—Their being budded on
the Kriiir will not oauso tho flowor to have a large ctnlro. More liberal

treatment and a wanner situation would make good the defect. Water
freely, and mulch with hnlt-rotteu mannro.

pKAcn AND Nectarine Trees Against a Woodrm Ffkois (K. P.).—
Fr.iiu tho flic tluit tho liurdier fruits do well upon your close-boarded
wooden fence, but not the Peaches and Nectarine treori. we see nothing but

a ronnrmation of our opinion (Bee July 11th, pft«o:JO).in your experience,

which is the same as our own. The aspect may be good, but the heat ia

not so effectually retained by a wooden wall as by a brick one, henco tho

wood of tho trees does not mature, and tlie fruit ripens very badly. The
wooden fence would, no doubt, answer admirably for Peaches and Nec-

tarines if you were to cover it with glass, and thus make an orchard-

house of it.

DniDiNG Datallia canadensis {E. H'.\—You may divide Ibiii Fom
now, being careful to preserve somo portion of soil as well as root to

each division, and after potting keep it close, shaded, and moist until

established. You may tint rockwork for a Fern case white by dipping

the rock in limo water, and stone colour hy making a thin size of Roman
cement, and soaking tho rockwork in it. This Jourmil Li published ovoty

Thursday morning.

Manetti Stock versus Briar Stock (J;;noramt«).~Tho M.'vnotti i« o

vigorous-growing kind of Rose now much iu repute hs a stock for grafting

and bu<iding the finer sorts of Roses on. For your soil wo would grow

them on the Briar, as the Briar docs very well on cold clays. Tho
Manetiiwili also thrive. Thompson's "Gardener's Assistant " iH pub-

lished by Blackie & Son.^, and tho price is UIj. 6d.

PiMKLEA Culture (//. A/.l.—Tho Pimeiea may be grown well in a com-
post of tiu^fy sandy peat two-thirds, and one-third sandy turfy loam, with

the addition of enough charcoal about the size of a pea and silver aand
to amount to one-fourth of the whole. Tho peat nnd loira should be

chopped and made pretty tine, and the whole well mixed and incorpo-

rated. The plants should have a cool airy frame or pit during the sum-
mer, .and iu winter a light airy situation in a greenhou--e. from which

frost is merely excluded. They should be cut back after floworiug, and
when tho young shoots are a few inches long the plants should bo care-

fully potted, removing tho greater part of the old soil, but preserving tho

roots, and in jjotting providing good drainage, and keeping the nock or

collar of the plant slightly raised in tho centre of tho pot. After potting

keep the plants rather close and shaded for a few days, afterwards give

them plenty of air and keep them near the glass; then water whoa
necessary, but do not givo excessive quantities at any time, and yet suffi-

cient at every watering to show itself at tho drainage. Careful watering

is needed in winter, and plenty of air.

Sf.lect Sthawiierries, Gooseberriks, Currants, and Raspberbibs

(John J. Ordj.^AH vou required bnt a few sorts, the following will suit:—

,S'/rfli(^cniV» —Eclipse, Keens' Seedling. La Constante, Dr. Ilogg, John

Powell, and Sir Joseph Pnxton. rtoow-hrrrtrt.—Crown Bob, Red War-

rington or Aston, GrceU W*alnut, and Pitmnston Green Gage. CurranU.

—BUck Naples, White Grape, and Long-bunched Rod. Raiip6c»Ti«#.—

Fastolf, Prince of Wales, niid Red Antwerp.

Sowing Ciner.aria Seed (C. K. S.) —It is now late to sow Cineraria

seed for spring bloom, but a good time to sow for a late bloom. The seed

should be sown in pans drained to half their depth with broken pots, and

then filled to tho rim with a compost of sandy loam and leaf mould,

adding sand libevnlly. The surfaco should bo patted und made level with

the bottom of a flower-pot, and tho see-l sown rather thinly. Coyer with

lino sou, nnd placo under a hand-glass iu a ahftdy plncP. hooping the

soil moist. When tho plants i\ro up remove thorn to a cold fnime, and

when large enough to handle, pot them off singly into small pots, and

keep moist nnd shaded until established. „,. , , . ».

Wintering Pel*rgonicms in a Cki.i.ar (jE. .S.).—Oldphinta of ibese.

taken up before Lost, and hnviug all the leaves stripped ofli; may bo kept

in a cellar in dry sand. It is presumed that frost id excludod from the

Dark Rose for Pegging Down (.V<tr For«I),— Hybrid rerpetnal,

Mar.'chal Sonchet (Guillott. , . . , . , t ./ i

LAiTREA KiGiDA AND DiL-ATATA (XJfm).—L. Hgida hos Xronda ' narrowly

trinntmlar and bipinnate, \yith narrow tapering pinna*, and oblong blunt

pinnule'', which are cut into broad rounded segmeut". again tiotrhnd into

a varving number of pointed but spiuulose teeth." If you will apply this

to L.'dibitat^i, you will Cud the diifercnco in tho genentl appeorauce, and

botanicallvitdifTers matcri.illv iu other respects. Both are .leciduous,

and though L. dilatatawiU thrive in almost any soil, L.rigula is exclnslrely

found at a considerable elevation on tho limostono rangoH of Lancashire,

Westmoreland, nnd Vorkshire.
, „ , i •,* *u

Achimenes Foliage Browned (A Bepinnrr].-ln a 1 P»"oi'^';»]iy 'n^

leaves are browned through some destructive .igentonthem, but whether

it be from thrips, from tho composition with which tho Vinos wero

dressed at the winter pruning, or from the sun striking powerfally upon

tho leaves whilst wet, we are not able to tell, having uu data to form na
..pinion bv. nnd there being so many causes that may produce tho

appearances which tho leaves vou sent present,
• ,^ . ,

Names OF Plants [P. I. .Yc.'(on).-Clemalis .Tackmanm. (Constant

liftidrr, .(Tv'f^rt/.nni).—Rhamnns franguU. or Alder Buckthorn. fVr^.

Tafiler, Prrth) -Que of the varieties of Tactes natula or > rench Man-
"old iT H D) —1. Rhns cotinus, or Vcnetinn bnmnch : 2. Isolepis gra-

eiiis"; \i, Selaginella denlieulata. (/Vlix-.-Primula sinensis (^n Old

Sub.icrihrri.~lt is AnacharU alsinastrum. Tho only way to destroy

promptly this widely-spreading aquatic plant would, undoubtedly, '"octroy

all the fish in the pond, and therefore is not advisable. The bevt thinR

seems to bo to let the plant .Uo ont when itchooses. Three summerssinco

the lake in Kew Gardens was filled with this plant ; last bumnier it was

entirely lofet there, another plant h.iviag taken its pUcc, wlu^e the present

season there is developed in equal abundance .^.ime Confervoid plant:

so that there being preuedenls, next season may witnesd an entire aO-

aencc of this plant from your grounds.
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keep Pigeons flying with a neighbour's stock one hundred
strong, and only 10 yards distant, was clearly impossible; but

when a boy sets liis lioart upon anything uilliuullies soon

vanish. ^Ve happened to have an unused building tolerably

large and liigb, having no coiling, and, boat of uU, \\ith two
aides of latticework, to it was light uuJ airy. But how get the

consent of the one boys call, I fear irreverently, " Oovernor."
I dreaded a talk, for I might be cut short by one severe reply, so

I wrote a note, an early etiort of penmauship, I sealed it—by.

the-way, in so doing I scorched the paper—and then I laid my
note with a trembling hand on my father's desk, whore he would
be sure to see and read it just after he had dined ; for I knew
oven then that " a hungry man was an angry man," but the same
man is a good easy soul when toasting his toes comfortably

after a good dinner. Anxiously I watched through a glass door

the opening of that note and the reading it, for stay in the

room I dared not, but I saw it caused a smile, and took that as

a good omen, although, of course, the paternal pocket and
corn-bin would of necessity have to be drawn upon. My
stratagem succended, and after a little 'oanter about my scorch-

ing the letter, I had a hearty ally iu the one to whom I ad-

dressed it. and who then and after saved hia boy from much
sin by allowing liim to till tlio garden of the old house at

home (blesa its old roof-tree and the venerable one whom it yet

cover."), with many pets—Lantams, Hawks, Plovers, Eabbits,

and at length I'igcons.

Like most beginners, T went year by year through the gra-

dations of common birds, half bred birds, less good fancy

Pigeons, andiu my thirdyearlrose to the possession of excellent

fancy Pigeons.
So I began. I kept each pair shut up at night in hutches

arranged one above another, in which they also bred. Soon
«aoh learnt its home, was readily caught, and by being handled
became tame. The Imtches were barred with iron, and so

secured from vermin intrusion. During the day the Pigeons
flew about the building and came out to a latticed box on the
sunny side, in which tliey loved to strut and look out to the
expanse of garden. Of an evening when there was a party of

young folks, I was accustomed to bring in choice specimens,
which were fondled and made much of. Then there were visits

to the lofts of other fanciers, and giving or receiving hints. I

liked to choose a bright morning in winter for a round of such
visita

; then the biids' plumage is in good trim, and themselves
lively, and then the Tumblers tumble to perfection. Fanciers
differed, some were stupid and bought bad birds at large prices,

aome were excellent for one rariety, most were good-natured
and readily allowed a boy to see their birds as often as he hkcd,
and felt a pleasure in giving pleasure. But there was one cross
old curmudgeon (be had the best birds nevertheless), who had
to be wheeilied and managed before his loft-door was to be un-
locked

; but at length he mounted a short ladder, threw back
the door, and revealed the treasures within, revealed them
to " my ravished eyes." lie possessed the best Carriers, Black
ones ; and Pouters also Black, and the only Almond Tumblers,
for ho was a high-class fancier, except that love of eating
being his failing, he kept huge Spanish Pamts, and boasted
how few it took to make a Tisual-si;;ed pie.

Years rolled on, and I had to leave home to be trained for
the University, at a cathedral grammar school. How I missed
my pets need not be told, nor the long letters of inquiry that
I wrote about them. Then came college days, and no Pigeons
could be allowed within academic walls, though dogs, cats,

and even bees were allowed. College days over, I lived for

four years in Scotland, just south of the Grampians, in an old
house formerly a place of strength and pretension, and finding
an old tower suitable, I resumed the fancy. Miles I rode after
a certain strain of Tumblers, right from Forfar.^iire into Kin-
cardine. Then the Provost of the town near me was an ardent
fancier, and being n Baltic merchant imported Pigeons from
IJaesia. A worthy Scotch carpenter was another ally of mine,
and to him I gave my birds when I left Scotland. Then, again,
in Sussex I had my pets, and now lor years in Wilts, I have
tended them with undiminished regard.
Thus I have been connected with the fancy for thirty years,

and my experience, bought dearly at first by many mistakes,
has been considerable.

—

Wiltshire Ekctob.

DRIFFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
It 13 sotnowbiit snrpriain^; that tbonf^h ponUrv CTluhitions are now

so general, most of tiiose which hnve been Ion?* o^tablishcil can bon?t

Drifijeld, and as the day, though at times threatfniug, proved find, the

immber of visitors was vcrj- largo. Most of the fowls, as might ba

cxpcctod, were lu very bad condition, but the Ginne were, on tho con-

Inirv-, excellent. Strange to say, the Humburr/ki were not cqnal to

what they shonUl have been—in fact, it appears tlial Yorkshire ia he-

ginnini; to lose its prestige for theao btnotifnl varieties. Tho Turkeys

anil 6Vc,-f were nnnsnally good-

'I'he pens employed ul Driflield are of a very primitive character,

being, iu lact, nothing but brown open-work wicker baskets, of the

shape of a beo hive, and have evidently seen much Bcrvici;. The
anungonieuts for the Fijcuus and Itabbits were nnaauallj exacting,

for exhibitors of both were obliged by the rules to find their own
baskets, conseqnently a more irret'ular appiaranco than these divisions

l)rc3eutcd could scarcely lie imuKined. A few specimens had excellent

show-jious, whilst many, both of Itabbits and Pi^^cons, were so cramped

up, that oven to move at all was an utter impossibility ; and all were

alike in tho open, cntiiely unprotected from the weather. A thoroughly

wet day. had it occurred, must have done incalcnlahle damage to

many of the more tender breeds. Now that the Driilield Show ia SO

well "supported, it would bo adnsatlo for the Committee to procnte

some loldiuK exhibition pons, which, independently of doing good

service at their own meetings, would very speedily realise the fall

outlay if lent on hire. Wo drop this fricadij lunt, as in poaltry shows,

like all other things, progress is expected.

DonKlxr.s.—First. F. K.iy, Bovorlov. Socond, W. Chorter, Drifflold-

IlicMv Couimondcil, Mrs. Dale. Scurborongh. C'lictfm.— Prize, D.White,
Driflield. IliKhly Comcnonod, F. Key. Cocl.-.—Prize, G. Holmes.
Spanish.—First. G, Holmes. Second, O. A. Young. Cock.—Prize, M.

Robinson, Cottingham.
GA5IE (Bl^ekbroasted nnd other Rods). -First and Second. W . Boyes,

Beverley. Uommended, J. W. Pickering, Cob-Dale, Pocklington. Vock.

—W. Lavcup, Driffield.

Game (DuckniuK imd other Greys).—First nnd Socontt, \v. Boyles.

Cod-.— Prize, J. Laycup. _ ._ ,.
Gamk (Any other variety).—First, Iteasrs. Tuto * Holmes, DrifflcW.

Second, .T. Lnycoek. Coci. — Pri2e, O. Holmes. CTiic';cn«.— Priae, W«
Uoves. Hisbly Commended. IX Wool, WiUholmo. Lockiugton.

Cmiils-CHrSA.—First, T. H. Biirkor, Hovinijhaui, York. Second, O. A,

YonniT. CViic.'.en*.—Prize, R. Lnft, Woodmansey. Highly Commended.
T. H. Enrker. Cod-.—Prize, T. H. Barker.

PoiANDS.—Prize. O. A. Youu«. Cotlc—Vrizp. O. A. Y'onne.

HAMKL-wnis (Golden-spangled).—First, T. Holmes, Driffield. Second,

C. Holmes. Commended. .T. BUnch.ird, Driffield. (7o<-*.—Prize, O. A.

Youn;j. Commended..!. Blnncbttrd.
, /^ -d

HAinnTRons iSilvcr-t-pfnclcd). — First, G. Holmos. Second, G. K.

Young. CocJ.-.-Prize, J. A. Blanchard. ^ _, „. .

HAiiBi-nons fGolden-poncilled).—First, G. Holmes. Second, W. Charier,

Driflield. roc/.-.—Prize. T. Holmes.
, „ „ ,

HAMDirsons iSilver-pencUlod).—First, H. Holmes. Second, T. Holmes.

Oui-t.-Prize. H. Holmes.
, , «

Hambcrghs (Any other variety).-Prize, H. Holmes. Commended, K.

Mosey. Maltnn.
.VSV OTHKR PCBE AKD DiSTrxCT BnEED NOT PBEVIOl!St.V CI.AB9HD.—

First, )!. I.oft (Sultan). Second, G. K. Young (Brahma Pootra). Cock.—

Prize. K. Loft.
. „ .. _ ^.

FAastvARD Cboss.—First. Tt. Lott. Seconl. G. Robmson, North Froa-

ink'bnm. Coct.—Prize. W Wales. NortW FrodinRham.
B.vxTAMs (Black and White).—First, R- .lessou, Hull (Black). Second.

Mrs. Dale (White.i CocV.—Prize, J. R. Jessop. _ ,. „ i
Bavtams —First, G. Holmes. Second, J. A. BLanchara. Drimold. Cock.

—Prize, T. Holmes. .„,,,„ , ,.

ExTUA PouLTKV. — Extra Prize, W. G. Purdon, Driffield (Spanish

Chickens.) ... , , ^ ,.

Geese.—First nnd Second, Mrs. 0. A. Young, DrifBeld. CotUnijt.—

Prize, Mrs. O. A. Yonng. _ _
TCRKEYS—First. Mrs. H. Merkin, Jlrifflcld. Second. Mrs. T. Dawson,

Poundsworlh, DrilHold. Highly Conlmondad, Mrs. Dale. Poult*.—Prize,

Mrs. .Tordan, Eitslbum.
. , ,t ,, , .

GciKEA Fowls—Prize, O. A. Young. Highly Commended, H. Morkin,

DrifBeld. „ ,. ^ ,

DrcKs (Aylesbnryl.-Firsl, M. Harrison. Second, O. A. lounR. VueK-

lintis.—Prize. M. Harrison.
Ducks (Uonen).—Second and Commended. Mi-s. Jordan. DucKUngt.—

Prize. W. Pierov. Driflield.
j i,- t m

Dicks (Any other variety).—First. J. R. .Tessop. Second, TV. * 1.

Hollbv. Rotseo. I)ucWini7«.-^Prize, Mrs. Jordan. „ _ „
Pi<;koxs.— CVopiirrs.- Prize, F. Key. Co rriVr,.—Prize, R. Bellamy,

I.rven. Boverlev. rriimp^l.m. — Prize. G. H. Stephenson. Beverley.

.rur.i'.in..— Prisie, P. Bellamy. Conimonded. F. Key. FnnlniJi.—Priia,

S. EllrinRtnn. Woodmansov.Bovcrley. Highly Commended, W. Gofton,

Driflield ; J W. Topham, iiainton : J. Train, West Lutton. TuMm.—
First nnd Extra, F. Kot. Highly Commended. O. H. Pickering. Drlffleld.

Commended. A Wnites. Driflield. Uarl.».—Prize. E. \\aites_ Highly

C.)mmfn.ied. J Blancbani. A-|m..— Prize, C. N. Lytbe, totlmgham.

Extra Prize. B. Leason. Drilliold. /(iiy otUcr ranXj.-Prize. J. Marshal ,

Drifllold (Turhils). Highly Commended, A. Leason, Driflloia (OwU).

ComraenJed. R. T^oft. « »- . tt n id
lUnniTs (Any breed)—First nnd Second. A. H. Easten, Hnll (Pbtob,

Grov, and White). Highly Commended, T. Dufliil, BcvcrUy ; J. W. Top-

ham', Baiulon. Bitrn.-Extra Prize, A. H. Easten.

The .Judges were Kdward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook, near Bir-

mingham ; nnd .Tohn Ord Jolly, Esij., of Green Hammertoa, York.

STOCKTON-ON-TEES POULTRY SHOW.
The Poultry Show in ccnneotion with tho Dnrham County Agrienl-

tnral Society was held at Stockton-on-Tees on Weduetday, .Iniy 24Ui.

The prizes otiorud were npon n somewhat hberal scale, bat the cntiiMt

ox even a greater number of entries than ever. Sacb was the case at ' were not so numerous as might have been expected
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For the Spanish class the eutire cotiuty of Dnrham diJ not fimiish

a single pen ; indeed, there were only two entries, and both of them
were from Yorkshire. The cock in the pen which obtained the first

prize had a puffy face, invisible eyes, and a falling coinh—a combina-
tion of qualities T\hicli breeders of Spanish do not deem very desirable.

In Dor/ct'tiffs there wa^^ more competition, and the birds were of a much
better qnality. In Class 5, Brahma Pootros, there was only one pen.

The cock was certainly a good bird, bnt a rigid adherence to the canons
laid down in the " Standard of Excellence " would have compelled
the Judges to disqualify the pen, for the cock was pea-combed and the

hens were single-combed. Mr. H. Laoy's name was in the list of

entries, bnt from some reason which was not given his birds did not

appear. He, however, exhibited a Brahma cockerel aud two pullets

of very great merit. The C<>c1un- Chinas were very* good, and the

Game class was ven,- well represented. Ilavthiirghs. it would seem,

are not in much favour with the gentlemen who arranged the schedule

of prizes, as they only apportioned one prize in that breed, including

in one class Gold or Silver-pencilled or Spangled fowls. There were

eight entries, aud the prize was won by a capital pen of Golden-

pencilled birds belonging to Mr. Wood, of Halifax.

The Ducl:s and ducklings shown by Mr. Leech, of Rochdale, were

excellent, and carried off four first prizes. The (kesc and goslings

were also good.

In Pif/eoiis Mr. H. Yardlcy, of Birminqham, won all the prizes, with

the exception of one for Jacobins, which was won by Mr. W. Bolmer,

jnn., Stockton.

Spakish.—First . G. H. Ventress, Danby. Yarm. Second, Rev. F. Hart
Dyke, Acomb, York.
i>OREiNos—First, J. White. Warlabv,NorthnHerton. Second, G. Sewell,

Bishop Middleham, Ferryhill. C/ia-frf/i^. — First, J. "White. Second,
J. Bell, Thornton-le-Moor. Northallerton.
Brahma Pootras. — Prize, Kev. A. D. Shnfto, Brancepeth Rectoiy.

Chickens.—Prize, H. Lacy, Hebden Eridpe.
Cochin-CuINA.—Prize. Rev. A. D. Shafto. Chickens.—First, R, Benson,

Darlington. Second, G. H. Pi-octer, Durham.
Game.—Pi'ize. W. Benii'sirk, Northnllei'ton. Chiclccns.—First, G. B.

Bell, Caldwell, Darlington. Second, W. Eenrpark.
HAMBURGns (Gold or Silver-pencilled, or spangled!.-Prize, W. Wood,

Sheffield. Chickens.—First, W. Smith, Noithallerton. Second, O. A.
Young. Driffield, Yorkshire
Bautams.—Fiist, G. & H. Ventress. Second. J. Wilson, Tudhoe, Dur-

ham.
Ducks fAylesbury).—Prize, E. Leech, Rochdale. Ducklings.—Fkst, E.

Leech. Second, G. Robinson, Sessey, Thirsk.
Ducks f Rouen).—Prize, E. Leech. Ditcfc^'/if/s.—First, E. Leech. Se-

cond, W. Bearpark.
Geese.,—Prize, J. Sherwood. Hilton, Yarm. GosUn(is.—First, J. Carlton.

Hilton, Yfirm. Second, O. A. Yountj.
Extra Stock.—Highly Commended, R. Hawkins. Old Seabam. Sunder-

land (Malays); G. H. Ventress fWhite-crested Black Polish).
Turkey.—Prize. C. Trotter, Stockton.
Pigeons.— Carricrx. — Prize. H. Yardley. Market Hall. Eirminsham.

Almond Tumblers.—Prize, H Yardley. Tumblers {Any other variety).

—

Prize, H. Yardley. Fa ntaiIs,—Vrize, H. Yardley. Barbs —Prize, H.
Yardley. Commended. H. Cawood. Thorne. Jacobins.—Pi-ize. W. Bulmer,
jun., Yarm Lane, StocUton-on Tees. Commended, H. Yardley; H. W.
Thomas. Tt/rbiff.-Prize, H. Yardley. Commended, W. H. Thomas.
PoiUers.—Prize, H. Yardb*y. Commended, H. W. Thomas.
Rabbits (Any breed).^Prizc, H. Cawood (Himalayas).

The Judges were Mr. J. Shorthose, Newcastle, and Mr. K. Pearson.

Durham.

HASLINGDEN POULTRY SHOW.
F'The third annual Exhibition of the Haslinctdeu Agriculturah

Society took place July 25th. The* day was tine, and the Show was

attended by upwards of eight thousand visitors.
^
The entries of

Poultry and Pigeons were numerous, and some fine birds were penned.

The following prizes were awarded ;

—

Cochin-China (Buff or Cinnamon).-First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton
fBuff). Second, T. Eott. Woodlands, near Bury (Buflfl. Hiphly Com-
mended and Commended, W. A. Taylor, Manchester (Huff). Chicken^.—
First, A. Bamford. Ton^e, Middleton (Buflf). Second, W. A. Taylor, Man-
chester (Buff). Highly Commended, T. Bott, Woodlands, near Bury
(Buff.)

CocHiN-CnnJA (Anv other variety).—First. IT. Stretch, Ormskirk (Par-

tridRe). Second, T. Bott (Partridge). — HiRhly Commended, J. Bury,
Ecelcs (Partridpc); C. M'. Brierley. C/i(c*:e?iS.—Prize, J. H. Schofield,

Whitworth, near Rochdale.
Brahma Pootras (Any colour).-First, W, Hargreavep.Bacup. Second.

H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. Chickens.—Virst, H. Lacy. Second, E. Carlisle,

Rishton. Higbly Commended, G. H. Wheeler.
Dorkings (Any colour).—First, J. Robinson, Gnrstang. Second. H.

Beldon, Binglev." Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley, Middleton: D.
Parsons, CiK-rdmi. near 'preston. Commended, T. Rogers, St. Helens.

Chickens.—Tirst.W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Second. T.Pomfiet, Hoghton
Lane. Highly Commended. J. Stott, Healey, near Rorbdale.
Spa>'ish (Klack).— First, H. Beldon. Second, Messrs. Burch & Boulter.

Sheffield. Highly Commended, J. Tbresh, Bradford : Messrs. Burch and
Boulter. Chickens -First, H. Beldon. Second. J. Clenes, Walsall.

Highly Commended and Commended. Messrs. Burch & Boulter.

Game.— Special Prize. Itev. W.J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory, Notting-

ham. First nnd Socnod, C. W. Bricrlev. Middleton. Hi-^'hly Comnicuded,
J. HoUnnd. Manchester. C/u'cA.-tn.<t. -First, J. Firtb. Lily Lane Mills. Se-

cond, W. Wbewcll. IrwcU Bank, Radcliffe. Highly Commended, E. H,
Woodcock, Tliornbill, Wigan.
Hamburgiib (Coldeu-pcncilled).—First, T. Wrigley,iun.,Tonge, Middle-

ton. Second, S. Smith. Northownini. H.ilifax. Hiphly Commended, H.
Beldon. Oft (c^'-'Tto-—First, W. Parr, Patricroft. Becond> S, Smith. Highly
Commended, U. Beldon.

Hasiburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First. H. Beldon. Second, H. Picklee,
Earby. Highly Commended. G. P. Barnes, Stockport. Chickeiis.— First,
and Second. H. Pickles. Highly Commended. H. Beldon.
Hamhurgus (Golden-spnngled).-First. N. Mnrlor. Denton. nor\r Man-

chester. Second. J. Fieldint,'. Xftwchurch. Highly Commended. J. Roe#
Hadfield; S. & R. Ashton. Mottram, Cheshire ; H. Beldon. Chirkrns.—
First. S. & R. Ashton. Second. J. Roe. Highly Commended, N. Mnrlor.
Hamdcbgiis (Silver-spangled).—First. H. Pickles. Second, J. Fielding,

Newchurch. Chickens.—First, J. Fielding. Second. J. Turner, Radcliffe.
Highly Commended, J. Fielding. Commended, H. Pickles.
Any other Variety.—Fir^t, H. Beldon 'Polands\ Second. Col. Stuart

Wortley. Grove End Road, London (Frenchl. Highly Commended, Col.
Stuart Wortley (French) ; J. Clegg jun.. High Crompton, noar Oldham
(Black Hamburgh). Commended, D. C. Parsons, Guerdon (Cuckoo Dork-
ings.)

Any VARtETY.—First. J. Marchant, Halifax (Black Spanish). Second,
Messrs. Burch & Boulter.
Game Bantams.—First, G. Eirtwistle, Making Gate. Second, C. W.

Brierley.
Bantams (Any other vnriety).—First, N. Marlor. Second, T. C, Harri-

son. Highly Commended, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton ; T. Burgess, Brig-
house. Yorkshire. Commended, J. W. Morris. Rochdnle (Black.)

Turkeys.— First, T. Houlker, Revidge, near Blackburn. Second, E,
Leech. Highly Commended, E. Leech.
Geese.—First, T. Houlker. Second, E. Leech. Highly Commendedt

S. E. Stott. Rochdale.
DccKS ( Aylesbury t.—First. E. Leech. Second, J. Robinson.
Ducks (Rouen).— Firbt and Second, E. Leech. Highly Commended, T.

Houlker.
Ducks (Anv other variety i.—First. T. C.Harrison. Socond. G. Fnrness,

Accrington fEnst Indians). Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley ; D. Par-
sons (Grey Call.)

SINGLE COCKS.
Ga^tk Cock (Any colour).—First and Second, C. W. Brierley. Com-

mended, J. Jackson. Bury fBI'>ck Red.)
Gauie Cock (Within four miles of Haslingden).—First. G. Fumess. Se-

cond. F. M. Hindlo, Haslingden. Hitrbh' Commended. C. Haworth.
Game Bantam Cock.—First. G. R. Davies, Knutsfnrd. Second, W. & H-

Buckley, Accrington. Highly Commended, G. Eirtwistle; J. Holland,
Manchester. '•

PIGEONS. [:

Carriers.-First. J. Hawlev. Binglev. Second, W. Hargreavea. Bncup-
Tumblers. — First. J. Corbridge. Bl'ickbii'-n. Second, J. Hawley.

Highlv Commended, J. Hawlov ; FT- Ynrdlcv. Birmingham.
Barbs.—First. J. Bromiley. Tnng Moor, near Bolton. Second, W. Har-

greavea. Highly Commended, L. Glassy, Rochdale.
Owls.—First, A. & B. B. Laycock, Keighley. Second, H. Yardley. Bir-

mingham.
CnopPERS.-First, J. Hawlev. Second, E. E. M. Rovds. Rochdale.
Fantatls.—First. H. Yardley. Second, J. Hawley. Highly Commended,

H. Ynrdlcv; -T. Thompson, Binglev.
a '^^

TuRBiTs.—First and Second, J. Thompson. Highly Commendea, ,A(^_

Dove. York.
DRAGOf^s.-First, J. Thompson, Second. D. Bromilow. Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardlcv.
TRUMPETERS.-^First and Second. J. Hawlcv.
Antwerps —First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Tliompson.
Any other Variety.—Prize, J. Thompson. Higbly Commended, T,

Kenyon, Accrington (Nuns.)

The Judges were Mr. Richard Teehay, Fallwood near Preston, and

Mr. K. Sergenson, Liverpool.

RAISING LIGURIAN QUEENS—MASSACRE OF
DRONES.

I HAD a fine early swarm of pure Ligurians given me, aud

I am anxious to raise queens for all my hives of black bees,

seven in number, without weakening the Ligurians, which are

very strong. The Ligurians are in a Woodbury hive, and the

black bees are in Grecian hives.

Should I take the queen from the Ligurian hive, which has

plenty of drones, nnd place her in one of the other hives pre-

viously deprived of its black queen, leaving the Ligurians to

raise royal celk, and, being thus deprived, save the drones and

ensure the young queen's pure impregnation ? The greater

portion of the black drones will be killed previously to the

hatching of the young queens.

I shall be much obliged for information as to the best way

to proceed, so as not in any way to endanger the life of my
pure queen, and as to the manner in which the royal cells

raised, if more than two, are to be treated. May they be in-

serted in the combs of the other hives at once, or will the bees

destroy them in their anxiety ?

Killing of drones has been going on for some days, and ill

two hives the entrances bad become so jambed up that it was

found necessary to clear the entrance with a hook, the bees

being in the most excited state, which subsided on this being

effected.— .1. M. H.

[Do not on any account risk the life of the Italian queen by

attempting to transfer her to any of your other stocks. The

best mode of proceeding was detailed by Mr. Woodbury m
page 271 of our last volume. After raising a sufficient number

of young queens in " nuclei," as therein described, you may il
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you please attempt their substitution for your black queens,
but this must not be done until they have commenced egg-
laying, and it will be well as a derniiT ressort to confine the
black queens in Rmall boxes with about a hundre-l workers, and
a piece of sealed honeycomb to each, until either success or
failure has been ascertained. You will learn also from Mr.
Woodbury's article what to do with any superfluous royal cells.]

CONSEQUENCES OF SELLING FOUL BROOD.
Is the early part of this month (July), I was mortified to

find foul brood in the second Ligurian stock sent mo by Messrs.
Neighbour, under the circumstances related in No. 322. as well
as in several nuclei. This being a return of the pest, I intend
as early as possible to rid my apiary of this terrible malady,
and therefore wish to ask two or three questions, which may
interest other readers of " our Journal " as well as myself.

Ist, Is it absolutely necessary to put the Woodbury hivo-
covers through the same process as recommended for the stock
hives, or is simply a coat or two of paint sufficient ?

2nd, Can a queen taken from an infected colony bo given in
the course of the same da,y to a healthy colony without any
danger of the disease going with her '.'

3rd, Have swarms that have corae off from diseased stocks

ever been known to be infected from that source, supposing
they kept clear of the disease from other ways ?—J. ]3., Bracken
Hill.

[1, We consider it unnecessary to do anything to the roofs

or outside cases, the infection being confined to the hives and
their contents.

2, Dzierzon seems to be of opinion that the queen of a dis-

eased stock may be introduced into a healthy colony with
impunity ; and this opinion is confirmed by our own experi-
ence. It is, however, but right to state that some (Jerman
writers demur to tliis conclusion, and assert that infection may
be conveyed by the queen from one hive to another.

3, We believe that swarms from infected stocks would gene-
rally, if not invariably, take the disease with them ; but as we
have had no direct experience on this point, we should be glad
of the opinions of such of our correspondents as have had
better opportunities of judging.
When, during the summer of 1803, Mr. Woodbury's apiary

was devastated by foul brood, he immediately published in our
columns the full piirticnlars of his di.^aster, writing at the same
time to all who had that season received bees from him, in
order to put them on their guard, and offering them every
oompcneation in his power, whilst he reiiolutely refused to
part with another stock until ho had succeeded in restoring his
entire apiary to perfect health. We commend this example to
the attention of Messrs. Neighbour & Sons. They have already
done incalculable mischief by disseminating this terrible dis-
oase during three successive seasons. ^

UNITING SWARMS.
I SHATj. be much obliged to be told where I was wrong in the

•following unsuccessful attempt to unite three hives of befts. I

was the more disappointed as I had previously succeeded in a
similar enterprise.

To begin, then, I had at the commencement of this July a
box containing a small flight of bees in my apiary, which I

desired to strengthen by marriage, as it is called. Thi.s I call A.
On Monday, July Sth, a swarm which I call B, issued from
an old stock which we will distinguish as D. Swarm B was
exceedingly large, which may be accounted for by the lateness
of its appearance. My plan was this : to fumigate D and B,
and unite them to A.

I first operated on D, the very old stock. In four or five

minutes the fumes of fungus pulverulentus (called in Suffolk
Bull Ficc), applied us they stood, stupified the few btes which
remained behind tho swarm. The hive was turned up, the
little honey preserved, and the stupified bees, liberally drenched
with sugmed ale, were swept into a pail.

The swarm B was next operated on. Ten, fifteen, twenty.
tbWty mituites elapsed before they showed the least signs of
giving in. I therefore gave leave to use tobacco instead of
the fungviq. Although the straw hive was covered up with a
wet elotli to keep in the fumes, it was, lam sure, three-quarters
ol a(t hour before they finaUy euocnmbed. When they were

" down," they were in like manner drenched with about a pint
of sugared ale, and added to tho D bees already in the pail.

Lastly, wo attacked A, a light flight of this year. In this
instance also we experienced the greatest difficulty—although
it was a li-inch-thick box and made air.tight—in stupifving
tho bees. At last they were " down," and were added with a
plentiful supply of ale to the others.

There was now an enormous heap of bees before us, and the
problem was to discover tho best way of coaxing them all up to
the capacious box A, which was very partially filled. I took
an oblong frame, standing on four legs, a sort of frame-stool,
which was exactly the width of the square box A, and tied a
large cloth between it, so that the folds of the cloth fell down
in the middle

; into this extemporised bag I emptied the bees
and set the box A, with comb in, above, and then tied the
skirts of the cloth around the box. I then protected tho bag
from the cold and went to bed. Next morning, Tuesday, to my
dismay, but somehow not to my surprise, I found my bag of
bees nearly as large as before. Few if any of them had gone up,
for I could see through the windows in the box. They seemed,
in fact, overcome with smoke or the liquor.

I gave them up for lost, and was vexed enough : but as I
could only fail, I determined to try one other plan. I washed
them. My servant brought some lukewarm water in a milk-
pan, and slipping it under the bag washed it carefully by the
help of a new whitening brush. This evidently revived some
of them. So when tho tubbing was over, we dropped the
sunny side of the cloth containing the bees, and with feathers

spread them in the warm sun. This they enjoyed, and several

of them, completely tamed by adversity, took kindly to every-

thing and crept up into the still teuantloss combs of the box,
which I had left where it was. That Tuesday evening I re-

placed the remnant of a hght box with the counterbalancing
weight of a heavy heart. Out of that enormous heap of bees
I am afraid not more than one-quarter survived ; but, strange
to say, the box is now strong and prosperous.

I spared no pains nor time to succeed, and having failed, I

shall be truly obliged to be corrected, that I may do better

another time.—W. H. S.

[The fungus-smoke which you employed was evidently not
strong enouuli, whilst the fumes of tobacco were, as we have
found them in our novitiate, so powerful as to prevent the bees

from recovering. This mode of uniting stocks should now,
however, te considered a thing of tho past, and together with
chloroform, deserves to be ranked in pretty nearly the same
category as the brimstone-pit. Had you driven the inhabitants

of the three stocks one after the other into a capacious empty
hive and then inducted them into A, by knocking the cluster

out on a cloth, and placing tho hive over it, raised on a couple

of sticks to avoid crushing the bees, you would have had no
further trouble, and little if any loss of life would have ensued.]

TIUS YEARS HONEY-HARVEST.
SosiE of y»ur correspondents have sent you most gloomy

accounts of their bees. Uudoujjtedly the year has been very

unfavourable to honey-gathering. I fed my bees liberally late

into the spring, and they are all very strong. I have had four

swarms and two flights, and till this recent St. Swilhen'a

weather they were rapidly cleaning off the honey-dews, and

are now industriously working; but I have taken no caps off.

I never saw them looking more strong and healthy. I slmll,

however, think rjyself fortunate if my ten stocks get enough to

carry them through the winter.—W. H. S., Yaj^lnj, SujTnlk.

A QUASI-QUEEN.
AnocT a fortnight ago I removed a Ligurian queen, which

had commenced egg-laying, from her parent hive (a nucleus

box), in order to place her at the head of a strong black ttock.

Somewhat to my astonishment her subjeels manifested little

or no uneasiness at her loss, nor did they take any steps to

supply her place, sealing over all the young worker brood which

they possessed without attempting to found royal cells. Look-

ing over the combs to-day (July SiUi), I discovered a worker,

surrounded by a circle of bees, giving herself all the 8ir< and
receiving all the homage due to a legitimate monarch. This

pretender to royalty really bhawed a.ton?iderabl«reseml)Unce

in shape to a perfect queen, and hat she waa- £<> i«gar4eU ^y
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the other workers was evidenced by the confusion which cn-
BTied upon her removal. It occurred to mo that she might
perhaps be fertile, but I could not discover that she had depo-
sited any ep;f;s ; it is. nevertheless, possible that she might have
done so had her life been longer spared by—A Devonshiee
BEE-KEEPEli.

nONEY HARVEST—GALES HIVE.
Having noticed several letters in your paper lately, com-

plaining of the honey harvest this season, I think a few par-
ticulars from this neighbourhood may interest some of your
readers.

My stock is only small, being two of Gale's hive.i. Gale is a

carpenter in this town (.Uton), who is very much interested in

bees, and he has made these hives, which are certainly the
most convenient I every saw, so far as ability to take honey
goes. Should you wish, no doubt he would send an account of

them, for the benefit of your readers.

From my two stocks of bees in Gale's hives, I took on

lbs.

Juno IStb 24
„ 23nd sl
„ 24tli 3"

„ 29th S\
July Ist 7i

Jnly 2nd .

„ 12tli.

„ 17th .

„ 18th .

„ 24tb .

IhR.

.. SJ
. . i
.. 4
.. n
..9l

Total 48( lbs. up to the present time (July 27th), and I ex-
pect to take nearly as much more, some of the drawers being
now half full. Each drawer weighs from 3 lbs. to -libs, when
fuU, and is very easily taken out of the hive.

—

Philip Ckowley.

BEES NEAR BIRMINGHAM.
I KECEivED au artificial Ligurian swavm from Mr. Woodbury,

•Tuly 3rd, and emptied the bees out of their travelling box on to

the bottom of the bars of an inverted bar hive. I had previously
taken a bar of brood, and a little honey as well, nut of two of

my black stocks, and put them in the hive ; then I turned this

up, and as soon as the bees collected in the hive, put it on the
floor. board, and placed them on their stand. They have (as I

consider) done very well, for they have filled all the bars but
one of a ten-bar hive with combs, the cells of which arc now
filled with brood. I have some young Ligurians, as I saw when
I opened the hive to-day (.July 23rd). They have gained 9 lbs.

in twenty days. Is this not good for a new hive ? Now, as
this variety does so well, it seems a great pity that they cannot
be kept pure, but that the black drones are likely to mate with
the young queens. Is there not some way to prevent this ?

I had a black stock in a Neighbour's hive, which I have
written to you about before, as being very lazy. The other
day I wanted a swarm to send to a friend, so I took off the
super, which had been on some time, and the bees, as I thought,
were working in it ; but it, like the hive, seemed full of bees only.
I then knocked them out and found but little comb, and less

honej', for the time it had been on. I next put the hive over a
cloth, and beat a lot of bees out till I had the queen. As soon
as I had her out I put her in an empty hive to collect the bees, and
placed it on the stand. In doing all this a piece of comb came
out, which I gave my friends, the Ligurians, the benefit of. I

thought by this time I had enough bees for a swarm, so I packed
and sent them away. This was done July "ith.

Next day I weighed the hive, which made 8 lbs. for the bees
and honey, and on the morning of the 22nd I did so again, and
they had gained 3 lbs. In the middle of the same day I thought
as this hive had done so badly, I would transfer the inmates into
a bar hive, for Ihke to look at them often, and I did so, knocked
all the bees out, and having found the queen, collected them
in an empty hive, and put them on the old stand. I then re-
moved the old hive to take the combs out, which I fixed with
strings and pieces of wood into the bars. I next put the bees
into it, and set it in the old jilace, and all is quiet to-dny (July
23rd), and they have fixed the combs, so that I have been able
to remove the supports. There seems to be a large number of

drones. Should you suppose that the old queen was mostly a

drone breeder ? How many eggs can a queen lay in a day ?

and is there any difference between a drone and a worker egg?
My other hives have done well lately. No. 1, a bar hive, 1ms

made 13 lbs. ; No, 2, ditto, 13 lbs. ; and a Neighbour's hive,
71b9 , in seventeen days. I had all these hives last winter.
Why do bees begin so many royal cells ? When is the best

time to take bars of honey away ? Is it best to cut out royal

cells when you find them beginning, and do not want the bees
to swarm?—J. G.

[When drones are in excess, the probability is that it arises
from an excess of drone-comb, which should be removed, and
worker-comb substituted. A good queen can lay 1500 to 2000
eggs a-day, or possibly even more. Von Siebold's investigations
demonstrated the fact, that the worker eggs are fecundated,
whilst drone eggs are unfecundated. The instinct which leads
bees to found a plurality of royal cells seems a wise provision
against the possibility of failure. The excision of queen cells

can, at any rate, do no harm, under the circumstances you
mention. Bare of honey may be removed at any time when
they can be spared. The best means of preserving the purity
of Ligurians were detailed by Sir. Woodbury, in page 271 of
our last volume.]

A Negho Discussion AnouT Eggs.—In the fairest village of
Western New York, the " culled pusscns," in emulation of their
white brethren, formed a debating society for the purpose of
improving their minds by the discussion of instructive and
entertaining topics. The deliberations of the society were pre-
sided over by a venerable darkey, who performed the duties with
the utmost dignity peculiar to his colour. The subject for
discussion on the occasion of which we write was, " Which am
de mudder of the chicken—de hen wot lay de egg, or de hen
wot hatches de chick?'' The question was warmly debated,
and many reasons pro and con. were urged and combated by
the excited disputants. Those in favour of the latter proposi-
tion were evidently in the mf jority, and the President made no
attempt to conceal that his sympathies were with the dominant'
party. At lengtli an intelligent darkey arose from the minority
side, and begged leave to state a proposition to this effect :

" Spose," said he, " dat you set one dozen Duck's eggs under
a hen, and dey hatch, which am de mudder, do Duck or de

hen ? " This was a poser, was well put, and nonplussed the

other side, even staggering the President, who plainly .=aw the
force of the argument but had committed himself too far to-

yield without a struggle ; so, after cogitating and scratching his

wool a few minutes, a bright idea struck him. Ilising from
his chair in all the pride of conscious superiority, he announced

:

"Ducks am not before de house; chickens am de question;

defore I rule de Ducks out ! " and do it he did, to the complete-
overthrow of his opponents.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Choice or Frekcu Foivls {Rev. T. P.).—We believe wc hnve, and hnvB

had, more experience in the French breeds than most jieople. Wo have
no liesitnfion in enyinp we consider the Houdans the best for peneral
purposes. Their laying qualities are of a high order, and 1 hey are as
hardy as fowls can be. Their only drawback in oni' eyes is that they do
not pit. This necessitates keepinfj two breeds.

TJr.cEES IN French Fowls (7". R P.).—It is proved beyond contradie-

'

tion ' i the cocks of La FU-eho fowls are subject to diseases unknown to

'

our Enplish breeds, and th^t are not common to the hens. The same
may be said of the Creve Cceurs. A cock of either breed will be hearty
Monday evening, Tuesday morning ho will be choking with ulcerous
matter, Thursday he will he nearly well again, and within a week he will

lie dead of positive w isting—not an ounce of flesh left on his b'nes. We
have never found but one treatment to be useful. It is to allow them no
water in their pens, but to give them drink three times per day; when,
ill to withhold it altogether. This latter system has cured the only cases
we have been able to treat successfully. We had a walk of La Fleche at

an isolated fjirm-house. Within two day-s of a heavy shower they were
always sict. from drinking from puddles. These birds, we believe, delight

iu filthy water, and prefer it to a running stream, or to that fresh from a
spring.

Etio SnELL in Chickens' Food (E. ,S.)-—We should think all such
contrivances as pouuded egg-shells bad for young chickens. When only
four or five days old they require soft food that is ea?y of digestion.

Your feeding was evidently wrong from the glutinous adliesion of their

excrement. In rearing chickens nrtitieially you have to supply tlio heat

of the hen, and as nearly as possible to give food such as she would iiud

and call them to. She would not do this for egg-shells. Wo beheve sho
knows that which we fancy, that the poor little ones could not digest

them.

FnENcH PLirars.—itce and Lrnrn wishes to be informed how to preservo

jdunis in the mode adopted tor those called French plums and sold in

jars. He thinks his Victoria plums would do for the purpose. Any of

our readers will oblige us by sending us iuformation on the subject.

Stock that has not Swarmed (Caroliw).—Are you sure that the stock
l-.as not swarmed unperceived ? We should not now ejpeet a swarm to

issue, although if one should rise its probable preservation over the ap-

proaching winter is only a question of autumnal feeding and a f«w

shillings' worth of lump sugar. We know of no means by which you can
accelerate swarming, nor should we expect the bees to take to a boll-glass

so late in the season.

E.-.VPTIAN Bpes (/. II. H.).—Write to T. W. Woodiory, Esq., Moimt
liadford, Exeter,
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gentle and careful ; they muBt, however, be frequent. Plants

on the side of a steep hiU aeon dry up and wither, and drought
is the great enemy of Selaginellas. A careful dust with the
syringe may often take the place of the wateriug-pot. From
the position of the plants it is obvious that their water-want is

not largeness, but frequency of supply. They may require

sprinkling four times a-day, or thorough soaking tlu'ough the
mass once a-week ; much will depend upon the atmosphere.
Moisture in this is of more vital moment for these than for

the large sorts ; in fact, perfect success is impossible without
it. They may be said to rest upon the peat, and feed upon the
air. Their tiny roots before they can grasp the former must
perforce collect food from the latter. Unless they find it they
wither and perish : hence the necessity of providing them with
suitable pabulum through the medium of a moist atmosphere.
But although all this heat and moisture are essential to their

perfect growth, they may be preserved in beauty for many
months under widely different conditions. The kinds under
consideration require, perhaps, more heat to preserve them
in beauty than any other sorts. In a low temperature or a dry
atmosphere they are apt to lose that glaucous hue which is one
of their chief charms. Still they retain much of their beauty
for some time in a sheltered corner of a conservatory ; and
many kinds, such as Danielsii, atroviridis, and stolonifera,

retain their beauty for months in conservatories. The latter,

in fact, is hardy, and will stand anywhere, and it is one of

the best for pyramidal growth.
The chief point to be attended to in bringing such plants

from a tropical to a temperate clime, from the forcing-house or
stove to the conservatory, is to make the transition gradual. Let
them pass through the intermediate stages of vineries. Peach-
houses, &c., and allow some time—a month, perhaps—on the
journey. In this way the plants will not feel the change ; and
when they finally arrive in a cool temperature the entire treat-

ment must be modified. The object is no longer the produc-
tion or extension, but simply the preservation and exhibition
of perfect life. The stimulating regimen must, therefore, give
place to one of great %vatchfulness, restful care, and delightful
enjoyment. The anxieties of the producer will be exchanged
for the pleasure of possession, and few plants can confer more
than pyramidal Selaginellas grown in the manner that I have
attempted to describe.—D. T. Fisn, F.R.H.S.

APKICOT CULTURE.
{Continued from par/e 75.)

As regards training, no better mode can be adopted than
fan-training, as vacancies occasioned by the dying oft of the
branches can be filled up, which is not the ease when hori-
zontal training is practised. A maiden plant should be headed
down to within 9 inches of the ground during mild weather in
February, or early in autumn, but not later than November.
In consequence of this cutting-down shoots will be developed
from the buds below the cut. Three of the best for vigour and
position are to be retained, and the others should have the
points taken off at the second or third leaf, at the next
leaf at every stopping throughout the season, and in October
they are to be cut back to within an inch of their base. The
three shoots retained without stopping are to receive every en-
couragement, the central one being trained upright, and the
side ones to the right and left of it. In nailing them (and it

should be done loosely to allow for the growth of the branches),
the weakest should be trained more erect than its more vigorous
neighbour ; but if both are equally strong, then they should be
trained at an angle of 4.5°, bringing them down to a" horizontal
position about the end of September. To encourage the side
branches or shoots the leader or central shoot may, if as strong
as the side shoots, be stopped in the last week in May, or first

week in June, or when it has grown 9 inches, at which height
it may be stopped. This will encourage the side shoots, which
cannot be too strong.

Shoots will result from stopping the central shoot. These
may be stopped at the third leaf, for if a quantity of foliage be
left on the central thoot, it will, if so inclined, outstrip the side
shoots in thickness, and this it must not be allowed to do. The
stopping of the leader in June will, in most cases, be sufficient
to give equal or greater vigour to the side shoots, and in that
case stopping the laterals need not be resorted to. The
side shoots resulting from the stopping may in that case be
trained in, one on each side of the leader, it being presumed
that three shoots have resulted from the stopping, as in the

case of the heading of the maiden plant, and there will con-
sequently be a leader and two side branches, the result of the
summer heading, and two strong side shoots, the result of the
heading back of the maiden plant. No knife should be need
upon these branches in autumn, except the leader, which
should be cut back to 9 inches above the divergence of the
uppermost side shoot. The central shoot not having been
stopped, should be shortened to 9 inches, by a clean cut with
a sharp knife, and the side shoots reduced two-thirds their
length, for it will not do to head back the leader at the winter
pruning, and not the side shoots, for cutting back the shoots in
winter is very different in its results from stopping them in
summer. The first causes an increase of growth, the latter a
lessening of the vigour of the tree, or that part denuded of

fohage ; the sap thereby diverted into other channels must
necessarily be weaker than were the foliage permitted to increase,

and the sap be expended or concentrated upon one shoot or
branch.
The side shoots (or branches, as we must now term them),

having made a good growth in the first year, or that of their

origin, will in the second push a number of strong shoots, and
the leader will no doubt be likewise pushing strong shoots.

The side branches should not be allowed to extend by more
than two branches each, and one of these should spring from
the extremity of the branch and be trained in as a continuation

of the branch from which it takes its rise ; and the second
shoot should originate at from 12 to 15 inches from the junction

of the branch on which it is situated and the stem, and it

should be trained out straight along the side of the branch.

All other shoots should have their points taken out at the third

leaf, and be kept closely pinched in to one leaf throughout the

season, except that a shoot is to be left at every 12 inches and
laid in alongside the principal branch. Any strong foreright

shoots should be entirely removed, as they only tend to keep
the sun and air from the other shoots. This much for the

side shoots or branches in the second year. The leader is to have

the shoots it gives rise to reduced to three—one as a leader, and
two as side shoots ; and the side shoots are to be trained at

such an angle that when 3 feet in length there will be 15 inches!

between them and the lowest branch, and the leader is to be

treated in a similar manner to the leader of the preceding

season.

In autumn the strong shoots may be reduced one-third their

length, and the weak two-thirds. The branches should be

trained so that there may be 15 inches distance between them at

their greatest divergence, and they should all diverge equally

from the stem or brauch from which they take their rise, and
when they extend so as to be 15 inches apart each branch

should be forked by training in another shoot, and be trained

alongside it until it has extended so as to be 15 inches distant

from the branch next below it, when it should be again sub-

divided ; and this is not to be the case with one branch in

particular, but should prevail with all. The principal branches

will therefore be evenly disposed, with sufficient space between

them for the training-in of young wood. The leader will, in

the course of the third or fourth year, have its office rendered

unnecessary by the side branches being produced at an angle

that will necessitate their being trained at a less distance than

15 inches, and it is then to be trained and subdivided the same
as a side branch.

As the Apiicot produces its fruit upon spurs and on the

wood of the preceding year, and the spurs are plentiful on he
wood of two or three years' growth, shoots ought to be trained

in between all the principal branches, but not too thickly,

12 inches being a good distance to leave them upon the prin-

cipal branches. These shoots should be trained in rather

close to the branch from which they take their rise, and if the

growth of the shoot exceeds 12 inches it may be shortened to

that length, hut if less, it is well to leave it with its point entire,

unless it is very weak, when it should be cut in closely, and a

shoot be originated near the base, which will in most cases

prove sufficiently vigorous. These shoots may bear in the year

following their production ; but if not, room should be left, by

training them rather close to the principal branch, for encou-

raging a shoot from its base. This is to supersede that of the

preceding year should it produce fruit, and if this be the case

the oldest, or that which has borne fruit, should be cut out

in autumn, and the other trained in its place ; but the shoot

first produced not bearing, and having formed a number of

fruit-buds or spurs, both it and the shoot of the current year

ought to remain, aud no successional shoot will in the follow-

ing season be required. When fruit is produced the oldest ol
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the shoota should be cut away in autumn, and the youngest

trained in its place. It will be necessary to train-in a young

shoot from its base in the succeeding year, and that producing

fruit is to be cut away, and the young shoot trained in its

place, or both may be left another year, in which case no buc-

oesaional shoot will need to be originated until the season suc-

ceeding the removal of the old one.

We have by this system branches several years old, and

shoots originating from them at 12 inches apart, and laid in

between them. These shoots are to be shortened at the winter

pruning to 12 inches, more if weak, less if strong, and in the

second summer from the base of each a shoot is to be laid-in

and trained alongside, and the shoot two years old, having pro-

duced fruit, is to be cut out, the young shoot pruned and nailed

in its place, and a shoot originated from its base in the follow-

ing season ; but if the old shoot does not produce fruit it is

not to be cut out in autumn, but to bo retained for another

year along with the young shoot, and in that case it will not be

necessary to originate a young shoot from the base in the

following season, but only in the season succeeding the re-

moval of the producing shoot. There may be some difficulty

in producing a succession shoot from the base of the preceding

year's shoot, which may sometimes be overcome by training in

from the main branch an eligibly situated shoot, and when this

can be done it is very desiiablo to do so, as such shoots are

more free in growth, and the successional shoots are more
readily obtaine 1 from their bate.

In addition to the shoots above mentioned, there will arise

along the main branches a number of others. All those spring-

ing from the front of the branches should be rubbed off closely

in the disbudding, which should be done early, so that no knife

will be required. The best time to do this disbudding is when
the shoots are sufficiently large to be laid hold of by the finger

and thumb. Beyond this disbudding of the foreright shoots

which result in nothing but useless breastwood, no other dis-

budding is required for the Apricot. Disbudding should bo

done early as already recommended, otherwise the bark is apt

to be torn if the shoots are left until they become woody, and
in that case they should be removed with a knife, and to make
sure of the wounds healing, it is well in all cases to cut away
aU foreright shoots with a sharp knife, as the wounds heal

more readily, and the liability to gum is lessened. AU other

shoots not required for laying-in and for the extension of the

tree should have their points taken out at the second, or at

most third leaf, and be stopped again at the next leaf, and re-

peatedly throughout the season. These will form spurs, or be

plentifully sprinkled with fruit-buds by autumn, and upon
them fruit may be produced in the following year. They
should not be allowed to extend too much, but should be kept

close to the wall, and any that are long should at the winter

pruning be shortened to 2 or 3 inches.

Besides the shoots already described there will be more or

less of shoots that do not grow longer than an inch or two, and
produce a number of leaves. These are natural spurs, which
ought not to be shortened or interfered with, except where they

are very close together, when they may be thinned. From the

natural spurs no long shoots will arise, or very rarely ; but if

there be, such shoots are to be pinched back to two leaves, as

neither from these nor the young shoots that are stopped to

induce spurs or fruit buds should long shoots be encouraged.
They must be removed ere they have done mischief by shading
the one and two-year-old bearing wood and the spurs.

Winter pruning is best performed early in February, but if

the summer pruning has been properly attended to little winter
pruning will be necessary.—G. Abbey.

(To ti« continued.)

ALTERNANTnERAS—VIOLA CORNUTA.
Will Mr. Bennett be good enough to give us a little more

information as to the Alternantheras and Toleianthera versi-

color ? Did they grow to his satisfaction when planted out '.'

Are they easily kept over winter, and do they retain their

colour in a cool greenhouse, or do they require a stove ? They
are so very pretty, that, if not delicate, they must become
invaluable for both in-door and outdoor decoration. There is

another Alternanthera advertised as paronychioides. Can any
one report upon it ?

I am growing Mr. Wills's variety of Viola comuta, and I

have not had an example of its dying off. Has any one noticed

the habit of this plant when it is grown from seed or divided,

and when it is struck from a cutting ? In the former case, it

has an upright growth of from to 10 inches, and in the latter

it spreads the same distance on the ground, and is not more
than 3 inches high. The same thing is to be observed in

Lobelia speciosa. I am of opinion, however, that seedlings of

Lobelia speciosa kept over the winter bloom better than cat-

tings taken in spring, but this order of things is reversed with

regard to the Viola, the cuttings being preferable.

—

Calcajua.

THE DOUBLE ROCKET.
Some warped analysts of human nature affirm that the best

and most benevolent among us feel, deep down in our heart of

hearts, a sort of grim satisfaction at the misfortunes of our

dearest friends ; that with one set of feelings we condole with

and sincerely commiserate them, while with another, or with a

peculiar arrangement of the eame, we inwardly chuckle oyer

their adversities.

Now, without for one moment confessing to anything like

this degree of depravity, I did indeed feel no inconsider.ible

amount of pleasure when visiting a gardener friend some time

ago, and the cause of my so doing I will briefly explain. A few

years ago I received from him a number of plants of the Double

Rocket, with directions how to grow and propagate them. The
plants were thankfully received, while the advice was as thank-

lessly rejected. This was in the end of autumn, and the plants

were kept in a cold frame during the winter, and in the fol-

lowing spring planted out in a piece of well-manured ground at

the east end of a Peach-house. Here they received as much,
if not more, attention than their rank and position in floral

society entitled them to, and they grew amazingly, throwinga

wonderful flower-stems for young plants ; but just when I was
beginning, with that self-complacency so peculiar to gardeners,

to congratulate myself on how I should out-Rocket my neigh-

bour, death came ; and never did worm-bit Gourd more speedily

wither and die. Fully one-half of the plants seemed to be

attacked simultaneously, the rest dropping off one by one, until

only five or six out of the original three dozen remained. I

had long been aware that they had a strong propensity for

going suddenly off in this manner, but never before saw them
do so in such a wholesale fashion.

My friend said it was very provoking, but had his advice been

attended to such a thing would not have happened. Judge,

then, how the fiendish part of my composition was thrilled

within me with delight when, on going into his garden in June
last, I found the most of his Rockets quietly withdrawing

themselves from this world of grubs and maggots, and a boy

planting Asters betweea them, so as to cover what would other-

wise evidently have been in a short time a total blank.

Since my misfortune happeued I have been paying some
little attention to the culture, habits, and enemies of this

rather interesting flower, and have lost this year only three

out of about fifty plants.

The Double Rocket (Hesperis matronalis), is an old plant,

having been introduced into this country about the end of the

sixteenth century, and in the decoration of English gardens of

these good old times it was largely used ; but now neglected,

despised, and utterly out of fashion, it is comparatively seldom

met with, although many lavish their attention upon plants

not half so beautiful. Easy of cultivation, and capable of

adapting itself to almost any soil, it is yet a difiicult plant to

keep, owing to its liability to be attacked by the larva of _a

certain fly known to entomologists by the name of Anthomyia
brassiciE, and unfortunately too familiar to most of us as the

Cabbage grub. The parent of this pest deposits her eggs

throughout the summer in the crown or collar of the plant,

and these when hatched work their way into the interior, where

they remain all winter, the plant meanwhile showing no symp-

toms outwardly of anything being amiss until spring, when,

the tissues of the young shoots being all but destroyed, the

leaves begin to flag and become yellow, and death ensues.

To prevent this state of things it is necessary to lift the old

plants about the beginning of September, by which time they

will be pretty well grown, and the grub-producing fly may
reasonably be supposed to have given up egg laying for the

season. Carefully separate the young shoots, retaining as many
roots to each as possible, and rejecting those which have none.

Examine the base of each very narrowly for maggots, which,

if found, must be picked out with the point of a knife. A
rather close inspection, however, is needed to detect them,
some being no larger than a pin-head ; but as, if present at
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all, they are generally located near the junction of the old

crown, few of them need escape.

Another enemy to the Rocket, although not so dangerous, is

the grey-streaked moth (Tinea porectella), the grub of which
sews itself up in and eats the leaves at the points of the young
shoots, but is easily extirpated by picking out with a pointed

stick.

As before mentioned, the Rocket is most easily propagated

by the division of the young shoots in autumn ; but cuttings

of the flower-stems also strike very freely when cut into lengths

of three joints each and inserted in a shady border under a

hand-glass ; and the best time to do this is just when they are

going out of flower, before they become too hard and ripe.

Interesting plants all of them, and with no mean pretensions

to beauty, the Hesperises have yet been singularly neglected

by the florist and hybridist, to whom they present a highly

promising field for experiment
;
yet, so far as I am aware,

there is no reason why we should not have them with as rich

a variety of colours as the Ten-week Stock, wbich they already

greatly surpass in size of spike, and even with all their grub
onemies, in easiness of culture.

—

Ayrshire Gardener.

PLANTS IN FLOWER IN JULY-
DISEASE.

-POTATO

ACKL\M HALL, MIDDLESBROUOH-ON-TEES.

The Potatoes here are severely attacked by the disease. It

began about the 20th of July. There was thunder in the neigh-

bourhood, and the atmosphere was very close for three or four

days, with hot gleams of sunshine. I expected the attack,

and watched the tops ; the spots began to appear first on the
leaves, then on the stems, and in three days one of the finest

squares of Lapstone Kidney, Fortyfold, and IVIyatt's Prolific

Potatoes I ever saw was blackened and nearly divested of

leaves. The tubers are very much diseased. The disease is

spreading much in this neighbourhood, and I am afraid the
crops will suffer very severely.

July 3. Phlomis RusaelUfina
Geranium disaectum
Heracleum sphondylium

V gicunteum
II 7. Aubrietia Campbelli varie-

gata
Lysimachia verticillata
Sedum rupestie

t) 9. Sedum acre
sexangulare
album

Campanula ffrandiflora

Specularia bybrida
Tbalictrum majua
Achillea rosea

plarmica
tomentosa

„ 11. Solidngo cambrica
virgaurea

Stachys germanica
Acroolinium roseum

•I 15. Aconitura vert*ieoIor

Campanula iiitida cicrulon
nitida plena

Allium moUe
Salvia bicolor
Eutoca viscida
Cladanthus proliferua
Pentstemon Scouleri
Spiriea tridcntata

„ 16. Galium verum
Lathyrua pratensia
Spirsea laevigata
Chiococca raceraosft
Pyrethrum parthenium

„ 18. aSnathera biennis
Drummondi
macrocnrpa

Oxalis f^pecioaa
TaKetes pumila
Mathiola annua
Stachys Inodora
Lilium Thunberffiauum

—M. H.

July IS. Fnchaia coccinea
Cerasua lauroeerasns
Latbyrus grandiflorua

latifolius

„ 20. Sllcne iutlata

nutans
pendula

Senecio adonidifolius
Clematis intejnifolia

„ 22. Funkia Siebol'di

Eryngium amethystinum
Bom-gati

Hypeiicum quadrangulum
Lysimachia nummularia

nemorum
Lilium canflidum
Verittruiu nigrum
Kalmia augustifolia

„ 24. Cineraria maritima
Campanula rotundifolia

rotuudifolia alba
Epilubium roaeum
Lythruin aalicaria
Liatria pilosa
Agatba;a ccelestis

„ 28. Verbaacum nigrum
Onopordi)n acanthium
Carduus Marianua
Sedum dasypbyllum
Linum Lewisii
Ononis arvensis
Tragnpogon pratensia
Origanum vulgare
Hypericum calycinum
r>orago officin.alis

Campanula urticifolia
Lavandula spica
LigQstrum vulgare

ovalifoUum
Vella annua
Tradescanlia virginica
Andromeda aerratifolla
Cichorium intybua

Sawdust as a Manure.—The finest crops of Cucumbers I ever
saw were grown in sawdust. The bottom of a wet sheep-yard
was covered 2 feet deep with Oak, Elm, and Ash sawdust.
After having lain there two years it was cleaned out, and em-
ployed for heating. The Cucumbers were planted in this
with no other soil, and the result was the largest crop I ever

saw. Sawdust from a stable when cleared out ought to be put
into a wet hole, and should lie there two years before being
used.—G. Taker, Seed-Grozver, Rivenhall^ Witham, Essex,

Lanceley Red Seedling 20
Beckett Yellow Seedling .

.

17
Lanceley Green Seedling 19
Sbone White Seedling 18
Wynne Twins Antagonist 89

NORTHWICH GOOSEBERRY SHOW.
This wns held at the Angel Inn, Northwich, Jaly 27th. The foUow-

g is a list of the varieties and weights :

—

dwta, gTs

1»
7
19
11
18

12
18
15
4
1
IS
18
10

2'2

12
6
6

Wynne Premier Prize
Bale Steward's Prize
Lanceley ditto
Beckett ditto
Shone ditto

Ball ditto
Forster ditto
Plant ditto
Jenison Careless

Beauty 26
London 24
Leveller 22
aiatcbless 19
Antagonist 21
Dnke of Sutherland 20
Catherina 18
Telegraph 17

Beckett Red
Shone Red
Wynne Red
Lanceley Red
Shone Red
Lanceley Red
Wynne Red
Wynne Red

19
London 23
Lord Liverpool .... 23
Seedhng Macaroni

.

22
Clavton 22
Speedwell 22
Fhitonia 22
Beauty 21
Registrar 21

Lanceley Yellow Leader 24
Wynne Yellow Mount Pleasant ... 23
Lanceley Yellow Leveller 23
Forster Yellow Catherina 22
Lanceley Yellow Cramp 20
Wynne Yellow High Sheriff 20
Lanceley

.

Hale
Lanceley . .

.

Wynne
Lanceley . .

.

ditto

ditto

Beckett . .

.

ditto

ditto

Wynne . .

.

ditto

ditto
Lanceley.

Yellow Pet 19
Yellow Peru 19
Green Plunder 2S
Green Thumper 21
Green Shiner 20
Green Stockwell 19
Green Matchless 19
Green Seedling 19
Green Bravo 18
Green Rough Green 18
White Antagonist 26
White EUzabeth 25
White Hero of the Nile .

.

23
White Overseer 22

Wynne White Snowdrop 21
Lanceley.... White Peto 20
Forster .... White Freedom 19
Lanceley White Lady Leicester 19

Thomas Dobell, Seedsman, Secretary,

4
16
10

15
2
6

2
16
7
19
IS
7
12
12

11
IS
22
2
18
17

ESTIMATE OF ROSES—ACIDS IN SOIL NO
CAUSE OF VARIEGATION.

Notwithstanding all that bas been written in favour of

Marccbal Niel Rose, I still consider it far inferior in some very

essential points to many older varieties. I bave not yet suc-

ceeded in blooming it on the Briar, tbe first year from tbe bud,

in anything like the profusion one would expect from the ac-

count given of it by some enthusiastic novelty-seekers. The
individual blooms are good when well grown, and of good

colour ; but unless a considerable number of plants are grown
it is useless expecting any flowers. It is good for a show Rose

in cut blooms when a considerable stock is kept ; but for any
one who can grow but two or three plants of a variety, it ia the

worst introduction made of late years that I know.

Some writers recommend amateurs to visit the great Rose

shows, to see what varieties to purchase. No advice could be

more erroneous. To those who intend exhibiting Roses, and

wish to know the best varieties for that purpose, the advice is

good ; but for those who simply grow a number of plants for

floral etTect, the case is widely different, some of the exhibition

varieties being almost useless when grown for the flowers, and
Marechal Niel is one of the worst. Who ever saw a bed of up-

wards of thirty plants of Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Rennes,

or Cil'Une Forestier, with abundance of good, strong wood and

healthy foliage, with less than a dozen flowers on tbe whole lot,

buds and all counted? I should feel greatly obliged if any

correspondent can name a place within thirty miles of London
on either of tbe main lines of railway, where a stock of Mar6-

chal Niel is growing, in the open ground, with as many blooms

fully expanded, of good shape and colour, as there are plants.

Compare this with either of the varieties mentioned above.

In the bud state Mariichal Niel cannot approach Madame Fal-
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cot. Is not the Mari'^chal much more nearly allied to the

Noisettes than tu the Teas '.'

With me Lord Herbert will not open a flower fit to look at

;

if the Bun shines it scorches in the bud, and it the weather is

damp and dull it rots olT; but a most beautiful bloom of this

variety, grown without protection, was sent to one of the large

shows. The variety called Princess of Wales is of a splendid

colour when it first opens, but is rather too thin, lied Rover
is useless.

As high-coloured Roses, I recommend Charles Lefebvre,

Duo de Wellington, EugC'ue Appert (should be worked on dwarf
Blocks), Fisher Holmes, Lord Clyde, Lord Macaulay, and
iladame Victor Verdier. Of rose-coloured and rosy crimson—

-

Anna de Diesbach, Beauty of Wultham, Colonel de Rougemont,
Comtesse de Chabrillant, .John Hopper, Jules Margottin, Ma-
dame ThCrOso Levet, and Victor Verdier. Of very dark velvety

sorts, Empereur de Maroc and Prince Camillo de Rohan with-

stand bright sun better than any. Madame Vidot, a very beau-

tiful blush tinged with rose, is one of the very best shaped
Boses grown ; it should bo worked as a dwarf, lladame Alfred

OB Rougemont, as an almost pure white, is very excellent

either for pot-culture or the open ground. There is little

difference in the pure white Perpetuals. Imperatrice Eugunie
and Mdlle. Bonnaire both flower well, but are weak growers.

Madame Freeman is a free-flowering white, but the blooms are

too heavy for the wood. Xavier Olibo is not much. Rushton
Radclyffe is third-rate. lu the Hybrid Bourbon class Jules

Cesar and Rov. H. Dombrain are excellent.—F. Flitton.
P.S.—Since writing you on the variegation of leaves (\'ol. XIL,

page 385), I have mixed various acids with some soil and potted
singly in three pots very small plants of Brassica, at the same
time planting in ordinary soil in another pot one plant. The
acids appear to have no effect on the foliage, but, singularly

enough, the plant in the ordinary soil has become variegated.

JUDGING GllAPES.
The discussion as to judging Grapes being once more revived,

I have been induced to ask myself the following question— Is it

necessary to alter the present system of judging Grapes at hor-
ticultural exhibitions to that of tasting? I think not, for the
present system works well, and with very few exceptions gives

^cat satisfaction to exhibitors and employers ; it is also con-
venient, and nine times out of ten the decisions of the judges
are correct.

I maintain my opinion, that a bunch of Grapes of first-rate

colour, be the variety what it may, has much more to recom-
mend it than one of second or third-rate colour. It looks
first-rate on the table; its flesh is firm and melting ; its juice

is rich and abundant, according to the variety, and it is in the
highest state of perfection and flavour to which it is possible to

bring the kind, showing at the same time with what skill

and judgment it has been grown, and how uniformly the roots

have acted in harmony with the branches and atmospheric
treatment. Not so with an inferior-coloured bunch, its flesh is

not so solid, it does not look well on the table, its juice is more
abundant perhaps, but not so rich, and altogether it indicates

a deficiency in culture in respect to the Vino being over-cropped,
deficient in root-action, having bad soil and drainage, or being
affected by some such cause. I have invariably noticed in my
late vinery that the best coloured Grapes always keep longest
and best, thereby confirming the advice once given by Mr. R.
Fish, who says that those who want their late Grapes to keep
must have them thoroughly coloured by autumn. These are
important circumstances in favour of colour in Grapes.

_
There is another method by which I have been convinced

that flavour accompanies colour—that is, by allowing a perfectly
coloured bunch to hang until it begins to lose its colour, and I
find it also loses flavour in proportion, but not to such an
extent as an inferior-coloured one, which will soon become
worthless, simply through not being brought to that high
colour and finish which I consider a pretty sure guide to good
flavour.

I am well aware of the superiority in flavour which some va-
rieties possess over other.s, but then the schedules of the London
Societies are so arranged as to prevent as much as possible an
inferior variety from stepping in before better ones, except in
such cases as mentioned by Mr. Fowler, between the Dutch
and Victoria Hamburghs, which I think are quite exceptions,
and not of such frequent occurrence at our London shows as
to warrant our present system of judging Grapes being changed

to that of tasting them, which system would necessitate other
fruits being tasted, and, I fear, would not only increase the
labours of the judges, but would be objectionable to employers,
and cause dissatisfaction among exhibitors. Nevertheless,
while paying due regard to colour, I would also do so to flavour

where it was possible. And it is in the case of many local

societies where I would call for this alteration ; many such
societies divide Grapes into two classes only (Black and White),
without naming the sort to be shown. Here ono often sees
many varieties in each class, and, perhaps, Buckland Sweet-
water taking the award in preference to Muscat of Alexandria,
or Black Prince in preference to Muscat Hamburgh, or Black
Hamburgh, when, without tasting, it is well known which has
the best flavour, although, perhaps, the colour is only second-
rate. To such societies I would suggest that they should
name the variety to bo shown, and follow in the track of the
London societies where possible ; then if the judges take colour
as a principal guide, I venture to say their decisions will not be
far wrong.

—

Thosias Record, Gardener to Colonel Loyd, Uawk-
hurst,

WiiiLi; the subject of judging Grapes is under consideration,

I would beg to ask. What should bo the flavour of Black Ham-
burghs (Muscats, Frontignans, and others in these classes by
their peculiar flavour decide themselves) ? In most cases pro-
prietors who partake of a good dessert daily are of one opinion
in this matter

;
yet we find judges at horticultural exhibitions

differ more on this point than any other connected with Grape-
judging. Some give preference to sweetness alone, though,
perhaps, insensible to any of the real Grape flavour being
present.

It is very common at provincial shows for judges to be guided
by the eye alone, never tasting the fruit at all, and giving pre-

ference to large bunches. I have also known flavour, accord-

ing to certain palates, rule the decision, though the fruit in

appearance was unfit for any gentleman's table. One instance

of this I give as an example. At a horticultural show, held a
few years ago at an enterprising town east from London, I ob-

served a dish of greenish-brown Hamburghs awarded the first

prize, flavour being the only point considered by the judges

necessary to decide (the schedule said the best dish of black

Grapes, no number of bunches being given). On the same ex-

hibition-table there were numerous dishes of excellent Grapes,

to all appearance perfect. The other exhibitors, as might be
expected, were dissatisfied with the judging. The managers o£

the Society could not account for it ; the judges were inquired

at, and the reply given was that the Grapes were like sugar,

and sweeter than any others on the table. The judges were
two in number, one of them an old man of great experience (?)

in these matters, having judged Grapes more than twenty
years, and never believed himself to be more correct in any
case than that one. The exhibitor (who was anxious to establish

the fact that his Grapes were best), allowed his fruit to be
tasted by all present, most of whom corroborated the old,

judge's statement, that they were •' like sugar," but also added,
" water, and something else." They were such as would not
be eaten by any one who could have the choice of insipid

Gooseberries instead.

On the other side of the question it is not uncommon to see

on exhibition-tables magnificent Grapes, both as regards colour

and size of berry and bunch, but when tasted it is found that

they would require several weeks to bring them to their proper

condition. We have Grapes which were a month ago as black

as Sloes, and to all appearance " finished," but which are only

fit for table now. Fortunately, I have only had a few badly-

coloured Grapes ; these I had to give away, as their appearance

would not be tolerated on my employer's table, however perfect

their flavour might be, high colour and large berries being of

great importance, and flavour indispensable. The size of

bunches is not called in question when there are plenty of them.
—M. Temple, Balbirnie, ilarkinch.

I UkW. often heard it remarked that brown or red-coloured

Hamburgh Grapes are superior in flavour to black Hamburghs,
the varieties being the same, and a gentleman whom I served

in the capacity of under gardener, was never quite satisfied with

the Black Hamburgh Grapes, if they finished off with a black

colour. Nevertheless, even at that time I was very sceptical

on this point. The difference in the flavour of the varieties of

Hamburgh Grapes has, I have no doubt, a certain influence

;

but so also have the different states of ripeness. A grower for

market living in this neighbourhood (Uford), sends his Ham-
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bnrghs to market as soon as they are quite black, although they

may at the same time not be quite ripe. Those bunches
which do not colour well must remain until they are quite ripe,

consequently they are better-flavoured than the black Grapes
from the same house ; but this would not bo the case if they

were all cut at the same time. Now, it is the same with ex-

hibitors ; as soon as the berries are black the bunches are fit

to cut for exhibition, while they would be better of being allowed

to hang for ten days or a fortnight longer, if they had to appear
on the dinner-table. Here, in a house of Hamburghs that were
lipe in the last week of May, there are hanging Grapes of

several different shades of colour, and those nearest approach-

ing to black are the best-flavoured, and the flesh is also firmer;

while in an adjoining house there are Hamburghs just ripening

off, and some of the bunches are already quite black, but are

not yet fit to send to table ; and on comparing the berries with

the brown ones in the earliest house, they are not yet fit to be

matched with them as regards flavour. I think if comparisons
were made in this way, the prize for flavour would at least

generally be given to those Grapes possessing the highest colour.

I perceive that the Royal Ascot Grape receives a high
character both in your Journal, and from some of your con-

temporaries. I could not judge of its merits when I saw it ex-

hibited, as the bunches were crowded together in a basket. One
can judge much better of the merits or demerits of a variety,

new or old, if the bunches are laid out singly on boards.

The Trentham Black Grape here is a stronger grower than
the Black Hamburgh, but the berries do not set so well. Would
that have any effect on the setting of the berries of another
sort inarched on it?—J. Douglas.

I AGKEE with Mr. Thomson in his remarks on judging Grapes.

I consider that all ought to be tasted by judges before these
decide upon their awards. Mr. Thomson would give three

points to flavour, and I should say flavour ought to go a great

way in the judging of all kinds of fruit.

I think Mr. Dixon's observations about the colouring of

Grapes are very true, especially as respects the inferiority in

colour when manure water is used. I have found this to be
the case myself. I have grown large bunches for the last seven
years, and have used manure water from the farmyard, and
they have generally been of a bad colour, but as for flavour they
could not be surpassed. I have gained many first prizes at

several horticultural exhibitions when others have had smaller
bunches, but jet black, and when my employer has had the
badly coloured Grapes on his table they have been preferred to

some from the same house not so large in bunch, but all that
could be desired in respect to colour. Gentlemen have told me
these were not so sweet but better-looking. What has the eye to

do with taste ? For instance : How often do we see at horti-

cultural shows a large Melon which, though apparently a first-

class fruit, when cut tastes more like a Turnip, or much
worse ? I believe that over- cropping Vines prevents the Grapes
colouring well.

I do not see how Mr. Thomson's ten points can be im-
proved. I should say flavour ought to be the most important
point.

As regards Mr. Alliston's remarks, I cannot perceive how
judges can decide without tasting the fruit, and I do not think
employers would object to two or three berries being cut off for

such a purpose, as it could be done without disfiguriug the
bunches. All societies should state in their schedules what
Grapes should be shown. Hamburghs ought to form a class

by themselves, and that would do away with Mr. Alliston's diffi-

culty.—W. Hat.t.rtt, Cossington, Bridgwater.

Being a Black Hamburgh of the deepest dye, polished with
the best Day & Martin my kind master can procure, and
finding by the opinions of some correspondents to your valu-

able Journal my supremacy is in danger of a severe encounter
with a formidable army, a much larger force as to numbers
than mine is, nevertheless, I do hope to rouse up the few blue
blacks to stand up for their rights and not kt invaders wrest
them from us without a severe struggle. I think there should
be men chosen for deciding our merits that should be able to

do so without mutilating us in a show tent. As to a Mill Hill

taking the laurels from me, I will never countenance a society

that selects judges who are not able to tell by the eye, with-
ont tasting, what variety of Grape is brought against me. Much
has been said and written lespectiug me. I have been from
time immemorial extolled and admired, and have always done
my duty with good treatment. Just at this time, and when

j

looking for fresh honours from so much noise about table

decorations, to have my bloom spoilt in this way is more thao
I can endure.

Let reds say what they may, I consider my fast colour and
perfect bloom gives me the preference, and I am ready at

any time with my true dress on to show battle against all the
wishy-washy reds brought against me.

I should be very proud to have my place amongst all the
nobles of our land. I am found there occasionally, and think
if my habitation with them were more general, I should not be
assailed as I am at the present time.

—

Black Hambuhgh wiib
A GOOD THICK ElOOM.

A GIGAKTIC TREE.
In travelling from La Victoria, a small town in the province

of Aragua, towards Puerto-Cabello, in Venezuela, the road leads,

in part, along the northern shore of the Lake of Valencia,

situated in a longitudinal valley nearly 1500 feet above the
level of the sea. This valley is of unsurpassed fertility, and
Humboldt, the great traveller, calls it one of the most charm-
ing realms he has ever seen in all his travels.

In the middle of the road above mentioned, three miles west
of Turmero, stands the famous Zamang, an enormous tree,

belonging to the sub-order Cfesalpinese. It is not so much on
account of the height or the dimensions of the trunk for which
this tree is celebrated ; but it is the size, and especially the
horizontal diameter of its head, that attracts our attention.

Its head is somewhat of the shape of an opened umbrella,
and covers very nearly an acre of ground. In 1857 I measured
the head in its greatest diameter from L.S.E. to W.N.W. most
carefully, and found it to be 206 feet 11 inches. Fifty years
preceding it was found by Humboldt to measure in its greatest

diameter 19'2 feet, French measure, which is equal to about
204 feet 6 inches English. Hence we see that this extraor-

dinary tree has, within fifty-seven years, increased the hori-

zontal diameter of its head only by 2* feet, from which we may
infer that it is of a good old age. The natives assert, more-
over, that as far back as the discovery of the country by the
Spaniards, three and a half centuries ago, the Zamang was,

even at that early day. reputed for its enormous size. At the

time I saw it, it was but thinly covered with leaves, and seemed
to lack vigour of growth. The natives hold it in high vene-

ration, and it was against the law to break even the smallest twig

.

Besides their own enormous weight the branches sustain the

additional weight of an astonishing mass of succulent heavy
epiphytes and parasites, such as Bromeliads, Orchids, Cacti,

Mistletoes, and fleshy Piperacea.—A. Fenhler (in American
Gardener's Monthly).

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
AcQCSi 6th.

Fruit Committee.—Mr. Cox, gardener to W. Wells, Esq., Ked*
leaf, sent a fine dieh of Bigarreau de Mezel, wliicli received tbo first

prize for the best dish of the newer varieties of Cherries. Mr. Karley,

gardener to F. Pryor, Esq., Bigswell, sent in competition for Grcen-

Seslied Melons Dr. Hogg, which, being of very fine flavour, received

the first prize. Mr. Grieve, Cnlford, sent Queen Emma, which was
over-ripe, and was, in fact, in a state of decay. From Mr. Rivers

came frnit of tlio Late Black Biganean Cherry, very large and very

firm in the flesh ; the stone rather large. It received a first-class

certificate. He also sent fruit of a seedling from Early York Peach,

with round glands on the leaves : the flavour was vei*j' delicious, and
the flesh tender. It is named Rivera's Early York. It likewise re-

ceived a first-class certificate. Mr. J. Beach, gardener to C. J. Her-

ries, Esq., Sevenoaks, received a special ceiiificate for an excellent

dish of Morello Cherries.

Mr. Wilkie, gardener to Mr. McHenry, Addison Road, Kensington,

exhibited Lady Downe's and Black AUc.ante Grapes ; and from Mr.
Standish came fruit of bis Royal Ascot Grape in fine condition. Th»
decision of the Sub-committee awarding a first-class ceitificate to this

Grape was confirmed. Mr. Henderson, of Thoresby, exhibited Thoresby

Queen Pine, a large handsome fruit, which, however, was found to bo

very deficient in flavour ; and Mr. Forsyth, gardener to Baron Roths-

child, Gunuersbury, sent a handsome fruit of Smooth-leaved Cayenne.

Mr. J. Beach, gardener to C. J. Herries, Esq., Sevenoaks, also sent

three lUahes of handsome Gooseberries ; Mr. Turner, of Slough, a
disb of Black Naples Currants, the berries of which were of largo size

;

and Mr. W. Nichol, gardener to T. H. Powell, Esq., Drinkstono Park,

Bury St. Edmunds, fruit of Passiflora quadrangularis and edulis,

perfectly ripe ; the former was certainly the preferable. Mr. Poynter,

of Taunton, sent two varieties of Peas—one, named Pearce's Gar-

dener's Delight, which proved to be Ne Plus Ultra ; and the other
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appeared to be Tall Green Mammoth ; and the Committee recommended
that they be sent to ("biswick and proved. l'"rom Mr. J. \Vil80u, gar-

dener to Sir Kalph Howard, Fulham, came two large Cucumbere of

the variety called Lord Harris.

Genkral Meeting.— Ilev. Joshna Dix in the chair. The bnaineas

was confined to thn election of tun new Fellows and the announce-
mont of tho Committee awards.

THE SUGAR CANK.
The Sugar Cane is one of a genus of many species of tall

Grasses. Like most cultivated plants, it consists of several

permanent varieties, differing in size, in tho colour of the
epidermis, and in the proportion of saccharine matter they
contain. Like most of the cereals, the Sugar Cane has not
been traced to its wild state. In its cultivated state it has
been found in many independent places, often remote from
each other, and bearing independent names. Its geographical
limits are nearly the same as those of Cotton—that is, extending
from the equator to about the 30tU degree of latitude. Like
Cotton, its culture has been pushed up to the 40th degree but
even with less success, for the cane takes a year to arrive at

maturity, and is therefore liable to be cut off by severe frosts.

In what country the Sugar Cane was first cultivated it is out
of our power to discover; but, as far as we know, it has been
immemorially cultivated in the tropical and subtropical parts
of Hindustan, in the nindu-Chinese countries, in the tropical

and subtropical parts of China and Japan, in the Malay and
Philippine Archipelagos, and in the tropical islands of the
Pacitic. There is no evidence of its having been cultivated in

any country west of the Indus. It was unknown as a wild plant
in Australia and New Zealand, and is unquestionably an exotic
in America. The Greeks and Romans knew nothing of sugar
but as an article of trade. They were uncertain about the
cotmtry which produced it, and ignorant of the plant which
yielded it. The Arabs, on the contrary, brought the plant
itself from India, with the Indian name of its produce, cultivated

it in Syria, in Egypt, in Greece, in North Africa, in Spain, in
Sicily, and in Southern Italy, manufacturing sugar from it in

all these jlices.

At what time the Arabs introduced the culture of tho cane
and the manufacture of sugar into Syria and Egypt is unknown,
but it is ascertained that sugar was imported into Venice from
the countries enumerated at the end of the tenth century. The
Crusaders found the cane cultivated in Syria as early as the
beginning of the twelfth century. In the year 1120, or seventy-
two years before the discovery of America, the Portuguese carried

the Sugar Cane to Madeira. In the fifteenth century the
Spaniards carried Ihe cane and manufacture of sugar to the
Canary Islands, from whence they were conveyed to tropical

America and its islands. In 1503, or about eleven years after

its discovery, the culture and manufacture were fully established
in Hispaniola. Sugar was, however, an article of consumption
in Western Europe long before the discovery of America.
England was supplied from the emporia of Venice and Antwerp,
and in the time of Shakspeare the name of the article was so
familiar as already to have its secondary or figurative meaning,
as in the expression, " sugared words."

—

(Mr. Graufurd on the

Migration of Plunts.)

NEW PEAS.
Mr. H. A. Stephens, of Ealing, has reported so favourably

on Taber's Early Perfection Pea, that it is scarcely necessary
to add anything to what he has so well stated. It certainly

produces more haulm than either Dillistone's, Ringleader, or
Dickson's First .and Best, probably on account of the superior
strength of constitution and hardiness which it undoubtedly
possesses. Now this is an important point, and it deserves
recognition from the market gardener who grows a quantity of

etu-ly Peas under field culture, both for the yield and for the
straw. Tho latter is of considerable value to the market gar-

dener, and 1 have no hesitation in saying that while Taber's
Perfection Pea will produce a crop as early as any variety of

a similar character, it also yields a larger quantity of straw,
perhaps to the enhanced value of some £2 or £3 per acre.

Taber's No. 68 must not be too rudely dismissed as identical
with Dickson's Favourite. With me, on stiff strong land, it

grows from 12 to 18 inches high—dwarfer than Dickson's Fa-
vourite : the pods are larger, it crops plentifully, and it is of

• rich flavour when served for table.

.Last year Messrs. Stuart & Mein, of Kelso, sent me a large,

white, wrinkled Marrow Pea, containing some seeds sligbtlj
olive, which they called The Prince. I was much pleased with
it last year, but wished to try it against Mr. Turner's Premier,
a variety very similar in character. In height (about 2 J feet),

and in habit they are very similar, but The Prince is the
earlier by a few days. Both are a little later, perhaps, than
Veitcli's Perfection, but more robust and hardy in the habit.
The Piinco has a smaller pod than Premier, but it is literally

crowded with fine Peas ; in fact, some of the pods burst open,
there not being room enough for the Peas. Doth are very fine

varieties, and for a main crop one or the other should be grown.
They bear profusely, literally from top to bottom.—RiCHAitD
Dean, Ealing.

PARIS UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
nEroRT as fruits and veoktaisles, dried or preserved.

BY ROBERT HOGG, IJ..D., F.L.S.

Tms class (71), embraces all .sncb frnits and vegetables as are in
their natural condition, or are dried or presened otherwise than with
sugar.

Those who are interested in the stndy of these subjects will find
throughout the various departments of the Exhibition ample oppor-
tunities of gratifying their taste and of extendinR their information

;

but it is much to be regretted that in too many cases the collections of
foreign countries are not so useful and instrnctive as they might other-
wise have been if the objects had been more generally named, and
pains bad been taken to furnish such information as would ha^
enal)Iod visitors to distinguish between the various objects exhibited.
In the Portuguese and Italian departments, for example, there are
immense collections of Haricots, many of which are not generally
known ; but each variety is simply labelled " Haricots," and no means
are available for ascertaining the names by which to distinguish one
from another. This is also particularly the case in the Algerian de-
partment, where there are collections of Oranges and dried Figs, not
any of which are distinguished by names by which they might be
identified.

Of the Fruits in their natural condition the collection which is the
most attractive and interesting will be found in the Greek department.
It consists of fifty-three distinct varieties of Oranges, many of which
are of great size and beauty, while others are peculiar either from their
form or colour. The cultivation of Oranges having of late years be-
come a prominent feature iu English horticulture, and the facility

with which they may be ripened in the cheap glass houses now so
general in the country, a description of the leading varieties in this

collection will prove hijjhly useful, as there are few if any of them
that already exist in onr gardens.
The different Irinds of Oranges are divided into, 1, Sweet Oranges,

or those of which the St. Michael's may be taken as the type ; 2, Bitter
Oranges, called by the French Bigaradier, and of which the Seville
Orange is an illustration ; 3, Lemons ; 4, Citrons ; 5. Bergnmottes or
Limes

;
ti. Shaddocks or Pampelmons ; and 7, Forbidden Fruit.

Among the Sweet Oranges there are the St. Michael's, the Blood
Orauge of Malta, and the Elliptic or Egg-shaped Orange, all of which
are familiar varieties. But there is a variety which surpasses them
all, and is called China Orange, or jirotokaUinn tr.i lallamatan, a large
handsome fruit, 3 J inches in diameter, of a deep orange colour in the
skin, which is smooth, like that of the St. Michael's. In flavour this
is the finest of all. Then there are the Genoa, a variety similar to
the St. Michael's, but with a coarser surface, and the Sweet Orange
Candia, both which are very excellent varieties. There is also a
variety with a singular bossed surface, from which circumstance it is

called gibbosom. The small flat variety which we call in the frnitercra'

shops in London the Tangierine, is here called the Mandorine or
Manr/arinion.

There is n great variety of the Bigaradiers, or Bitter Oranges, many
of which are singularly curious and ornamental. Of these the most
striking are one called Krrtihn nerma. in Chios ; Phakoyra, in Candy;
and /-* /trop<mcra>v:o, in Peloponnesus. It is from 4 to 6 inches in
diameter, of a rich deep orauge colour, and has a very rough, warted
surface. The other is called umbilicata, and is also of a large size,

being from 3* to 4 inches in diameter, of the flat shape of the Man-
derine, and with the stalk aud the apex deeply indented. A ve:y
beautiful variety of this class is a medium-sized fruit, finely striped,

some being of a pale lemon colour, with deep orange longitudinal
bands ; and others of a deep orange ground, with pale lemon-coloured
stripes. This is called '* Hermaphrodite do Genois." There is a
curious variety, called corniculata, or Homed Orange, from horns
growing out all round tho upper part of tho fruit. These boms are
the points of tho carpels, or *' the quarters," of the fruit which have
become detached aud grown out, and. departing from the normal form,
assume this singular appearance. There is a large fruit which, though
it belongs to tlie class of Bitter Oranges, bos a sweet flesh, and is

called Gli/hmeran::ia and ..Vtru/t^iVi tcs h>s ; but one of the most re-

markable is a very largo Pear-shaped variety, (> to 8 inches long, with
a rough warted surface and uneven outline. It is called Bigaradier
a gros fruit.

Of Lemons there arc not so many varieties ; and those most worthy
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of notice are the Greek Lemon, Slcaramanl'as les haroifstou, and an
immense variety 4^ to inches long ; the " Denx Mammelons," also a

large oval variety, with two great nipples, one at each end. The
Lemonier-bigarade is a hybrid between a Lemon and a Bitter Orange,

»ome being nearly round, with an orange colour, while others are oval,

and of a pale lemon colour. There ia a small egg-shaped variety,

which has red flesh and variegated leaves, and this is called Lemoni
TccTchinon. The Naples Lcmou is a very small variety, about the size

of a pigeon's egg, and is principally need for comfitures. Then there

is a Bweet Lemon, which is about the size of an ordinary Lemon, but

with a sweet flesh, and very agi-eeable.

The Citron de Leonide is a large, rough, warted variety, and is the

only one of that kind exhibited.

The Kergamottes or Limes are more numerous. They are of the

colour of a pale lemon, and rounder than that fruit usually is. The
most remarkable in this class are two kinds of Sweet Lime

—

one called Zacharolemenon, which is a small, round, and ratlier oblate

fruit, lemon- coloured, and with a large nipple at the end like a

Lemon ; and the other Gli/lolejurnon, which ia quite round, and of a

deeper and more orange colour, and with not so large a nipple. The
common Bergamotte is that which furnishes the perfume known by

iiiat name, and which forms one of the principal ingredients in eau

de Cologne and other compounds of that class. There is also the

aromatic Lime of Chio, a small fruit of the size and shape of the

Manderine Orange, and has the same aromatic odour which that

variety has, but is distinguished from it by being of a pale lemon
colour and having an acid flesh. There are several specimens

of the Shaddock and the Forbidden Fruit, the latter being dis-

tinguished from the former in being pear-shaped, the former being

yonnd.
Oranges occur also in the Algerian and Italian departments ; but,

as they are uot distingnished either by names or numbers, no

jeference can be made to them. Some of the specimens are very

good, and among them may be observed a large Fingered Citron, the

development of which is on the same principle as the Horned Orange,

already noticed in the Greek department.

The Dates in the Algerian department will form a good subject of

Btudy, paiiicularly a collection of fourteen varieties in boxes, all care-

fully named, and which come from the pepiuicres of Bistra. These
vary in size, form, and colour, the last character varying from a pale

irownish cream colour to an almost black. The variety usually met
with in the shops of Britain attached to the rachis, or stalk, in strings,

3s called " Beglet noir de Souf." These are generally covered with a
eaccharine glaze, as is also another and a much larger variety, also

common in the grocers' shops, and not attached to the stalks, called

*Stima de Biskia." From the Algerian Government garden of accli-

matisation there are no less than fifty-five varieties; and from the

**pepinieres de Biskra " there is another collection of fifty-four varie-

ties. These, for the most part, are small, di-y, and farinaceous, many
of them not larger than an Olive ; and it is these that form the staple

of the food of the Arab population. All these varieties, it may be
well to know, are varieties of Phoenix dactylifera, which is as fertile

ia producing varieties of fruit as our Apple and Pear are. In the

Egyptian department there are also many varieties of Dates, among
which will be observed two varieties which form the large dry-skinned
Dates of our shops. These are called " Dattes de Dougolah" and
*'Datte8 Hamry do Belbeis et Salanieh." There is also a variety

which has no stone, and is called " sans noyau ;" and, if imported
into commerce, would doubtlessprove acceptable from that circumstance.

Dried Figs are an important feature in the Algerian, the Italian,

ihe Portuguese, and tbe Turkish departments. Here, again, it is

^nch to be regietted that no names or numbers are attached to the

different varieties, so as to afford some index as to the sorts that are

aisually employed for drying ; and the persons in charge of these

departments are perfectly ignorant on tbe subject. It will, therefore,

Jbe permissible only to ohsei-ve the various forma in which they are

made up. Some of these are sufiiciently curious-—as, for example,
those impaled on wooden skewers, like larks for the spit. Some are

pressed into shallow frames made of Arundo donax ; others are

squeezed in masses, like thick sections of a Stilton cheese ; while
others are made to resemble squares of Windsor soap or German
sausages. There is a mode of making up Figs exhibited in bottles,

which consists in cutting two fruits lonpitudinally as far as the stalk,

then spreading them out and applying the two inner surfaces to each
other; in this form the fruit is dried, and in drying the two snriaces

adhere, and they are then mounted on skewers or strung on a cord.

The same fancies in the way of packing may bo observed in the other
collections ; but in no case are there any exhibitions of those large,

handsome Figs which are to be obtained in the shops of tbe United
kingdom.

Almonds are weU repreeented in the Italian, Algerian, and Poriu-

gnese departments. The Jordan Almonds may there be seen under
the names of "Sultana" and " Delia Dama ;" while the other sweet

and bitter-kernellcd varieties will be found under their various names.
The other kinds of dried or natural fruits that are exhibited are

dried Apples, Kaiains, Mulberries, Pistachios, and pignons, the latter

being the kernel of the seed of the Stone Pine (Pinus pinea). In

tnoet of these countries the Jujube is also shown. This is sold in

Covent Garden Market under the name of " Japonicas," and with

what reason it is ^impoBBible to tell, it being the fruit of the Zizyphus

vnlgaris, a tree extensively grown in the south of Europe, where its

fruit is dried, and serves aa a winter dessert. It is from this fmit
that the confection called " jujubes "' receives its name, and which
should consist of gum arabic and sugar dissolved in the decoction of

this fruit and then evaporated to its proper consistence ; but, as made
in this counti-j-, the fruit forms no part of the ingredient. In the

Algerian department may be seen specimens of the Lotos of tbe
ancient Lotophagi, and which is the fruit of Zizj-phus lotus ; they are
about the size of a Cherry, and of a purplish colour. In the interior

of Africa these are pounded in a mortar and made into cakes, which
are eaten by the natives.

PresnTea limits.—In the Algerian collection are good specimens
of the fruit of Carica papaya, or Papaw. This, when young, is used
for sauce ; and water impregnated with the juice acquires the pro-

perty of rendering all sorts of meat steeped in it tender. The flesh

of old fowls or other animals becomes tender when fed on the leaves

and fruit, and joints of meat are prepared for cooking by being hung
in the upper branches of the tree. There are also examples <«

Sechium edule, or Choko, which is now considerably gi-own in Algeria
as a substitute for the Potato. The only other fruits that are pre-

served are Manderine Oranges, Peaches, and Loqnats, or Japanese
Medlars. In the Dutch department there are excellent examples of

Apricots, Peaches, Plums, Cherries, and Mulberries. Similar collec-

tions may be seen in the Bavarian depariment, and a very extensive

collection is sent by the United States of America, consisting of Pine
Apples, Peaches, Cherries, Gooseberries, red and yellow Tomatoes,
Plums, Grapes, Pears, Siberian Crab, Lawton Raspberries, Barberries,

Whortleberries, Quince, Currants, and Sweet Corn. These are all

preserved in spirit. Russia exhibits dried Apples, Pears, Prunes, and
Melons cut in slices.

VIOLA CORNUTA AND LUTEA AS BEDDING
PLANTS.

Mr. Wills asks for information from me concerning Viola

cornuta, and if the favourable opinion I entertained of it last

year is still maintained. I have great pleasure in stating that

after having cultivated it throughout last season and up to the

present time, I am more delighted with it now than when I

last wrote respecting its merits. With us it is perfectly hardy,

and, which is of the greatest importance at the present day, this

invaluable plant forms one of the most lovely and effective

beds for early spring-flowering I ever beheld, commencing to

flower in April, and continuing to do so in the greatest profu-

sion up to this time. Temperature and the weather do not

injuriously affect its beauty to the same extent as other early

spring flowers ; and to show Mr. Wills the high estimation

in which his favourite plant is held at Denhies, I have had
planted nearly one thousand plants of it for the edgings of a

series of ribbon-beds, which extend in one continuous line

from the south end of the conservatory. These plants were
reproduced from cuttings in January last, and were planted out

in the end of May. They now form a charming edging 1 foot

wide and in full flower.— J. Drewett.

I AM glad Mr. J. Wills has spoken so favourably of that beau-

tiful bedding plant, Viola lutea. It deserves all that he has said

in praise of it. I have a small circular bed of it and Carter^s

dwarf lilac Lobelia Beauty of llavensbourne planted alternately,

and the two colours contrast very well indeed. The flowers of

V. lutea are longer and broader in the petals than either of the

two varieties of V. cornuta—viz., Mauve Queen and Purple

Queen, and the colour is a bright canary yellow. It is a vigorous

and yet dwarf and close grower, and blooms and seeds pro-

fusely. I obtained my plants of V. lutea from my brother,

Mr. W. Dean, Bradford Nursery, Shipley, Yorkshire, and they

are, I imagine, identical with Mr. Tyerman's variety. It is a

perfect gem for the summer flower garden.

I saw at Kew, early in the spring, a variety of Viola lutea

considerably smaller in the size of the flower than that which I

am growing, while the foliage was not nearly so robust. The
weather was very cold, and the plants were by no means young.

Probably this will account for the apparent difference both in

size of flower and strength of foliage ; for my own plants

were fresh from the cutting-bed when I received them very

early in the year.

1 can bear testimony to the differences to be seen between
the two varieties of V. cornuta as stated by Mr. Wills. I can
the more readily substantiate his statements, as I obtained the

plants of Purple Queen from a friend who had them direct

from Osberton, while the other variety came in a similar way
from Mr. Wills. In growth, in constitution, in the jagged edges

of the leaves, in the size of the flowers, and the breadth of
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the petals, I trace enbetantially the dilTerences as pnt by Mr.
Wills. I have not, however, lost a single plant of Mr. Bennett's

Tariety—in fact, they are all doing well.

—

Eichaiid Dean, Kalini!.

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.
I AM afraid the Government duty-free tobacco will fail to

prove so groat a boon to the gardener as it was expected to be.

The quantity of sulphur added renders its combustion in the

ordinary manner in which tobacco is used so destructive to

vegetation, that I expect few will attempt its use in that way
;

or, ii 80, they probably will not repeat the experiment. The
presence of sulphur along with the bruised or ground tobacco

deprives the latter of some of its virtues, the opinion of

Hop-growers who have in years gone by used many hundred
pounds worth of both these substances separately, being that

although sulphur counteracts to a certain extent the spread of

mildew, it rather favours the production of the Hop aphis.

Many growers, indeed, go so far as to say that the aphis will

absolutely fatten on it. Be this as it may, certain it is that

the Government prepared compound of tobacco, sulphur, and
assafoetida, is not a safe article to fumigate glass structures

with. In the Hop gardens its use along with soft soap as a

decoction has been subjected to extensive trials and with vary-

ing results, which it would be interesting to note hereafter.

My purpose at present, however, is to advert to a suggestion

recently made in this .Tournal—that cayenne pepper should be

substituted for brimstone, as it would be impossible for any
one to smoke such a mixture. This is no doubt very true, but
can cayenne pepper be had in suflicient quautity and at a suffi-

ciently cheap rate to meet the requirements of the case ? And
farther, is not the combustion of cayenne pepper exceedingly

hurtful to all who have anything to do with it, excepting the

green fly, which it does not seem to injure ?

Twelve years ago, or more, the use of Capsicums mixed with
tobacco was recommended in gardening periodicals, and many
trials were made without there being in any case, that I am
aware of, results sufficient to compensate for its irritating

effects on the throats of the men who were engaged in the sup-

posed slaughter of enemies, which next morning were reposing

in camp unhurt, or nearly so, by the previous night's attack.

Now, as I suppose cayenne pepper and Capsicum pods to be
nearly the same in their effects, both, it may be concluded,

should bo employed with caution ; not that I apprehend any
evil effects as regards vegetation, but unless they can be proved
to be more destructive when used as a fumigating material
than has hitherto been the case, we ought to look out for some-
thing else. I must confess to having been not a little puzzled
to find so little harm done to the green fly about the period

alluded to wlien Capsicums had been burnt. I have, therefore,

Jbut little hoje of much good arising from a repetition of the
experiment, although I shall be interested in the result.

The present season in the county of Kent, and I believe in

all the Hop-growing districts of the kingdom, has been one of

the most remarkable ever known for the multitude of aphides
which have infested the Hop. The early growth of the plant was
vigorous, aud in most cases the bine reached the top of the
poles before any serious attack by vermin T?as made on it ; but
by-and-by the spread of this pest, aided by the cold, ungenial
weather, caused consternation amongst the growers, and com-
pelled them to adopt measures to combat the evil. Waggon-
loads of soft soap and tobacco in different conditions have been
naed

; generally the tobacco and soft soap were boiled together,

the liquid reduced by the addition of more water, and the
plants syringed. In one ground as many as one hundred men
were employed for some time in the attempt to remedy the
evil in this way. Close observation revealed the fact, that
although most of the insects were destroyed, a new brood made
its appearance iu thrte or four days, and the operation had to

be repeated in a week or less, the persevering insect meanwhile
following up the new growth to the very tips. Doubtless much of

the evil is due to the ungenial summer we have had up to this

time ; but enough has been proved to show that a good crop of

Hops cannot be ensured by any amount of assiduity on the
part of the cultivator when the attack is so determined as it

has been this season. Not a few of the old school of culti-

vators who have mostly left their plantations to take their

chance, console themselves with the reflection that they are

not much if any worse than their neighbours, and that a
natural enemy to the aphis, which in ordinary years follows in

its wake and dears o& what is remaining of this pest, has not

been destroyed in their grounds, which it certainly has been in

those where dressings of tobacco water, Ac, have been pcr-

severingly applied. This enemy of the green fly, known by
the name of fly golding, is always hailed as a friend, and its

destruction is guarded against by those who benefit by its

operations. Even when it invades dwelling rooms, which it

does in winter, to the annoyance of good housekeepers, its

destruction is forbidden by the master of the house.
Burning Capsicums will most likely he a costly operation to

those who engage in it, and I have but little faith in the utility

of the Capsicum as an addition to tobacco farther than pre-

venting the latter being used by smokers ; but I hope that

something else may be suggested, as sulphur in the proportion

of 25 per cent., which wo are told is the Government precau-

tion, must be fatal to both vegetable and animal life when
burnt in a confined place like a glass structure.—J. Eobson.

VISITS TO GARDENS PUP.LIC AND TRR'ATE.
MB. BICHAKD SMITH'S NURSERIES, WORCESTER.

Ever since, some two or three years ago, Mr. Keane, in

writing about these famous nurseries, said in reference to the

Hoses, " How ' D., Deal,' would revel amidst the beauties he
would there behold ! " or words to that effect, I have greatly

desired to visit this ancient city. The other day, duty caUing
me to Cheltenham, I made use of the opportunity of running
over to Worcester, and in no wise regretted the journey taken,

though it was on St. Swithin's day, when the saint verily chose

to give us a " taste of his quality," for it was in a thorough
downpour of rain that I started from the railway station at

Worcester for St. John's, where I was told the nurseries are situ-

ated, a walk of two miles. Soon after I got there, however, the

weather cleared up ; and as everything was fresh and green

after the rain, it made it the more agreeable, the Boses being

the only sufferers, and they were considerably draggled by the

heavy rain, but not nearly so much as I had anticipated when
I set out. I had intended to have gone round by Hereford and
seen Mr. Cranston's nursery, but the rain and the many objects

of interest at Worcester effectually prevented my doing so.

The nurseries of St. John's comprise somewhere about one

hundred acres, situated between the Malvern and Bransford

roads, the soil being mainly of a light loamy description, ad-

mirably adapted for shrubs, but not so good for Hoses. The
great difficulty in all such soils is provided for by a large series

of underground pipes and flexible hose, which, both inside and
outside, are constantly in use. The very first glance that I

gave at the nursery convinced mo that we had here some one

who took pride in his establishment, and who was a man of

order and neatness. Weeds were really rarities. As, however,

the houses are situated at the entrance of the nurseiT, and as

there was sufficient in them to interest me. I shall devote this

paper to an account of what I saw there. Aud here I must
frankly own that the sight of Mr. Smith's orchard-houses, and
the taste I had of the fruit grown in them, have made me a

convert to their usefulness. I have long maintained that they

were a fallacy, and indeed I am not yet quite sure that the ori-

ginal orchard-house, pur et simple, without any heating appara-

tus, is yet to be considered a success—I, at least, have never

seen one that was so.

Mr. Smith has two houses—one, a magnificent structure

about 200 feet in length by 27 feet in width, and another about

half that length. In the former there was a variety of fruit

of all kinds ; in the latter Peaches and Nectarines formed the

exclusive crop. This house was heated, or rather could be

heated, by the hot-water pipes, but not until the water had
passed through all the other houses, so that its heat was, com-
paratively speaking, small ; still it must have been pretty weU
used to have now, and to have had for some time, fully ripe

Peaches and Nectarines ; for in the cool orchard-houses which

I have seen the fruit was only ripe a very little while before

the wall fruit came in. The trees were all in pots, and on my
saying that their life was a brief one, Mr. Smith said. No, that

is a great mistake ; that Lord Somers's gardener ha i told him
only a few days before my visit that he had forced the same
Vines for five or six years in pote ; that the average produce

had, up to last year, been 10 lbs. a-Vine, but that last year he

had taken 14 lbs., and without, he believed, any detriment to

the Vine.
But to return to the orchard-house. A row of Cherry trees

had been placed on each side of the walk. These had

fruited, and the fruit had been gathered about Easter. Straw-
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berries had been placed on shelves along the sides of the house,
and now it was filled from end to end with Peaches and Necta-
rines ; of these already 100 dozen had been gathered, and there

were in all about 350 dozen of good saleable fruit, the highest
number on any tree being, as far as I could see, about thirty-two

or thirty-three. Now, this fruit was of good size ; the flavour

not, perhaps, so good as when grown in a regular Peach-house,
but certainly superior to that of wall fruit. These trees are

potted once a-year and top-dressed once. Great attention is paid

to the watering, to the neglect of which Mr. Smith attributed a

great many of the failures in orchard-house-culture. The pots

were mostly 9 and 10 inches, a few a little larger, so that there

did not seem to be much mystery in the mode el cultivation.

The fruits grown,atleast those which were ripe and eatable, were
Early Savoy, very similar to Grosse Miguonne, somewhat more
flattened in shape, and a little paler ; Grosse Mignonne, a
variety too well known to need any commendation, the flesh

was rich and highly flavoured ; Early York, with greenish Avhite

flesh, a very juicy and melting Peach ; Bourdine, an excellent

Jcach, with very rich and sugary flesh, and of a very deep red
colour near the stone ; BeUegarde, another well-known Peach,
with pale yellow flesh, of a rich and vinous flavour ; Chancellor,
this I did not consider good, probably the fruit was not in good
condition

; Early Albert, this is I believe one of Mr. Eivers's
Peaches—the fruit, as I tasted it, lacked flavour; Barrington,
a fine and highly flavoured Peach, light in colour, with yellow-
ish flesh. Of Nectarines there were Hunt's Tawny, with pale
orange skin, deep red on the sunny side, orange-coloured flesh,

rich and highly flavoured ; Eivers's Orange, a seedling from
Pitmaston Orange, which it very closely resembles ; Hardwicke,
raised near Bury St. Edmunds, at Hnrdwieke House, a most
delicious Nectarine, melting and highly flavoured, one of the
best ; Downton, raised by Mr. Knight from Violette Hative, a
well-flavoured variety with pale green flesh, first-rate sort

;

Violette Hative, a well-known variety of good quality, fruit here
excellent ; White Nectarine, skin almost white, flesh the same,
rich and juicy

; Pitmaston Orange, raised by Mr. Williams, a
great friend of Mr. Knight's. The house where Mr. Williams
lived adjoins Mr. Smith's grounds, so that this variety is of
peculiar interest here. It is one of the very best Nectarines

;

the tree is hardy and a prolific bearer.
Such were the principal binds in fruit, and as many of

these are not ripe out of doors until September, the advantage of
having them in-doors is evident, besides the certainty of the
crop. In the large house there was a great number to come
in later

; but here I tasted the Moorpark Apricot with a depth
of flavour one is not accustomed to find in the fruit out of
doors. Heie, last year, fruit was gathered at midsummer, and
continued to be gathered as late as November.

The ventilation in front is managed by a sliding apparatus
something like a razor-strop, and the ventilators can be opened
and shut with the greatest ease, 50 feet at a time.

Besides these hou.ses there were others filled with Vines in
pots, about as fine and healthy a fruiting set of canes as I have
seen anywhere

; houses, too, full of Fig trees, very healthy
and stocky plants, which will no doubt be greedily snapped up
by-and-by, for the severe frost of last winter has been most
injurious to the Fig in many parts, and perhaps those who are
fond of it will gladly adopt in-door instead of out-of-door culture
as more certain and satisfactory. Then there were conserva-
tories and greenhouses and a stove, all filled with healthy stock
of the various kinds of plants most in request. Here, too, the
order and neatness for which the nursery is distinguished also
prevailed. Thus, the plants in the greenhouses were arranged
very much as we should do a ribbon-border. The front row
was composed of Iresine Herbstii, which Mr. Smith thinks
does best on clay soils ; then there was a row of Mrs. Pollock
Pelargonium, then one of Coleus Verschnffeltii, then a row of
variegated Pelargoniums, and the remaining upper shelves
were filled with a general collection of the best bedding Pelar-
goniums. Not only does this add greatly to the appearance
of the house at a time when houses are all in confusion, gene-
rally speaking, but it would give many persons a very good idea
as to the combination necessary for making a grand effect in
their gardens. lu all my peregrinations through these houses

-1
J '^°^ ^^^ '^ single unhealthy plant ; there was no fly,

mildew, rust, or any of the thousand ills that plants are heir
to, but everything most healthy, and in a fit condition to be
sent into any garden in the kingdom.

I hope next week to make some remarks upon the out-door
department

; but I cannot forbear adding that nothing could
sxceed the kindness and courtesy with which 1 was received.

and I have certainly spent fewer pleasanter days of late than
that in which I rambled through Mr. Smith's nurseries.

—

D., Deal.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN OAEDEN.

Tnis is the period at which to lay the foundation of a sure
supply of vegetables and salads for the ensuing winter, and
time lost now in this respect cannot possibly be regained. Sup-
posing that all the spring and midwinter Broccolis have been
planted some time, and that Turnips for October and November
are also in, still it remains to insure a continuous succession

of Catdi/iower and autumn Broccoli, also a full supply of

salads. Cape Broccolis, although apt to start, are amongst the

most useful for the certain supply of the house if the family

is resident in the country throughout October and up to Christ-

mas. Where such is the case, the last planting, a good breadth,

should be immediately made. A rich border should also be
prepared for Cauliflowers ; these, planted immediately, will

supply the table until Christmas, provided they are secure from
frost. Endive, this, also, must be planted out with a liberal

hand. Lettuces, sow Brown Cos, the Black-seeded Green Cos,

and Brown Dutch Cabbage Lettuce for standing the winter.

Onions, take up the pickling sorts, and lay down the tops of

the main crop with a soft broom. Some of the White Spanish
may be sown. Let a clearance be made forthwith of all decay-

ing crops or those unprofitable, and supply their places imme-
diately with Coleworts and other winter crops.

raniT cirden.
Gather early Pears and Apples, their fitness for gathering

requires particular attention. If they are taken a few days too

soon they will be insipid and wattry, for they do not become
sugary by lying in the fruit-room, as is the case with later

varieties ; but, on the other hand, these early kinds ought not

to hang a day beyond the precise time they prove best. Attend
to trees budded and grafted this year, and see that they are

not injured by the matting used in tying. Dress oft the tips of

the stocks behind the gralts. If this be done now the wounds
will be nearly, or in some instances completely, healed over be-

fore winter. Wall trees will require to be kept in order as pre-

viously directed. This moist season has encouraged numerous
outbreakings of lateral shoots. Where the wall is already

covered with foliage these recent growths are worse than

useless, they shade the more efficient portions, whilst they draw
sap from the tree, but return little ; for, as Mr. Knight, of

Downton, observed, the elaboration of the very young foliage

is appropriated to its own development and the growth of the

pushing shoot.

FLOWEE G.tKDEN.

Eoses budded last month should have the bandages loosened

or removed if the buds have taken well, and the shoots should

be shortened back to prevent wind from breaking them off near

the buds. Continue layering Carnations, &c. Early-struck Pink-

pipings should now be planted out in flower-borders, or beds,

in the reserve garden for transplanting in autumn or spring.

Sow Intermediate Stocks in the open ground, to be potted off

when fit, for early blooming next year. Sow, also. Poppy Ane-
mone seed, the least sprinkling of earth over the seed is suffi-

cient. Laurels and other strong-growing shrubs, injuring

choicer kinds by overgrowing them, should be cut back to

allow the air to circulate, in order to harden the wood before

winter. Those who can find time may pick off the seed-pods

from Ehododendrons. This will add much to the strength of

the blossom in the next year. The Azaleas, of course, will

benefit by a similar proceeding.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

No time should now be lost in putting all houses, pits, <fco.,

in thorough repair. The glazing should now be well looked to,

and painting done where needed. With regard to the inte-

rior of houses painting must ever depend on the crops. White-
washing, however, can be managed at all times. The lime

should have abundance of sulphur mixed with it. No one need
be afraid of using any amount on cool surfaces. The repair-

ing and cleaning of flues will, of course, suggest itself, and the
examination of boilers or other apparatus where suspicion

may rest, should be proceeded with forthwith. Camellias if

forced into wood will bo rapidly advancing. They should in

this state be out of doors in a cool place on cool flags or coal-

ashes to prevent the earthworm from deranging the drainage.

Chrysanthemums should now receive their last shift, if

possible, using chiefly fibrous loam, with plenty of charcoal.
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This is the best way to keep them stiff in habit and to preserve

their lower leaves. Any necessary amount of strength may be

imparted to them, when the flower-buds are formed, by good
liquid manure. Look well after winter-flowering plants of

rather a common order, such as Cinerarias, Verbenas, Scarlet

Pelargoniums, Heliotropes, and Roses. Cinerarias must now
be potted off, whether from seed or from suckers ; also, Chinese
Primulas, remembering to give the last shift immediately to

those intended to bloom in October and November. Scarlet

Pelargoniums and Heliotropes, to bloom, must be potbound.
The continued ruins are likely to be prejudicial to all hard-
wooded newly-shifted plants in pots : therefore, either protect

them with canvas or remove them under glass until a change
of weather takes place. Many of the plants which have had a

liberal shift should have attention paid to training, &a. Cut-
tings of tbo desirable kinds of Calceolarias should now be
struck, and seeds of selected kinds sown, for next summer's
flowering. Examine the compost ground, and have the de-

ficiencies made up. Peat soil and loam should be procured
during summer, without these little can be done in plant-

growing. They should be laid up in stacks and covered on the
top with reeds to keep off the soaking rains. The various kinds
of manures in a decomposing state should be turned to freshen
and sweeten. Always have a supply of these kept in a dry
shed, never on any account use the soil in a wet state for

potting ; the procuring and preparing of soil is a primary and
important point in the cultivation of exotic plants. Attend to

the Japan Lilies ; they will now be coining into bloom, and
sotluug at this season can surpass them.

STOVE.

Successions of Brugmansias, Clerodendrons, Euphorbias,
Poinsettias, i-c, should receive a last shift directly in order
to provide a rich autumn displny in the conservatory. Climbers
on ornamental trellises should be occasionally cut back in
order to have a succession late in the season when flowers

become scarce. Those who have been mindful of such re-

quirements will have a succession of young plants in course
of preparation. A batch of such plants as Thunbergias, Ipo-
ma;as, Pergularias, Jasminums, Stephanotis, and Passitloras

should be brought on to cover ornamental trellises without
delay. Clematis bicolor and C. azurea grandiflora may be forced
in early spring, may rest behind a shady wall in June and July,

and will flower again in October and November. The latter

plants, although perfectly hardy, are well adapted for trellises

in the conservatory. Continue to top-up late growths of

Orchids, and to keep the plants at tbo warmest end of the
house. Give air most liberally in the early part of the day,
and on very fine mornings. Syringe occasionally the whole of

the stock as early as seven o'clock. A little fire must be kept
up, if only to insure a proper circulation of air ; take care,

however, that it is very low during the night.—W. Kease.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The weather during the week has been very favourable for

hoeing up weeds, of which no sooner is one yonng crop de-

spatched, than after a good shower another appears. The dry
days furnished also a good opportunity for taking up the earliest

Potatoes, separating them into lots, the best for table use, and
the middle-sized sound samples to be well dried and then
stored thinly for seed. Such ground will be prepared without
delay for two sowings of Spinach and Onions—the one directly,

the other a fortnight or three weeks hence.
We hardly know how gardeners manage who sow no Onions

in the autumn, as they must be badly off for large Onions from
the time when the old ones are too far gone until the spring-
sown ones come in. We generally find that autumn-sown
Onioua do best when transplanted about March ; but the other
day we saw a piece quite as good, or rather better than ours,

that had been sown, thinned, and allowed to bulb where sown,
which is so far a saving of labour. We also saw at another
place a fine piece of White Beet, which would be most useful if

it could be made the fashion to use it generally as brought to

table at that place—the crisp tender leaves dressed as Spi-
nach, and the white succulent midribs of the leaves cooked
and used in the same way as Sea-kale. We have sown it often,

but gave up growing it because it was not used. This vegetable
in both ways would afford a change, as well as a relief to the
garden as respects other crops.

Sowed for the second time Cabbage, Lettuces, Endive, Car-

rots to be drawn yonng. Onions for salads to precede those
intended to stand the winter. Cucumbers for late use, &c.

Planted vegetables of all kinds, and fresh refjulattd a piece
of Cauliflower planted about three weeks ago. On looking over
them nearly one half of tho plants wanted the centre, from which
alone the head would come. Planted a bed of strong Leeks,
in rich soil. The digging-down of a Strawberry-quarter lias

given a good opportunity for finding room for more winter stuff.

Celery, Turnips, &c ; and after this sowing of the latterwe shall

make a small sowing towards tho end of the month to stand the
winter. Drew with a string some Currant and Gooseberry
bushes rather closer together, in order that we might plant
young Greens closely between the rows. Where ground is

scarce for what is wanted, it is rarely that a yard of it can long
remain uncropped.
As an example, we may state that our earliest out-of-door

Peas were planted out on a border that had been cropped all

the winter with Turnips. The Peas were planted in rows

3i feet apart, and did very well ; between the rows were sown a
row of Spinach and two rows of lladishes. As these became
too old for use they were pulled up and laid by the side of the
Peas as mulching. When the Peas were past their best, the
ground between them was dug over again, and Ptas sown in
the spaces between, and when the first Peas had ceased to pro-

duce, the sticks were taken from them and put to those last

sown ; the space wheio the first Peas stood was then dug over,

and in each space two rows of Spinach were sown, which will be
useful before the Winter Spinach comes in. The late rains

have benefited the late I'eas, so that they exhibit little appear-
ance of mildew.

Cucumbers.—We alluded to our want of a good ridge Cu-
cumber last week, and among others to whom we are glad to

express our thanks, we have received some seeds from Mr.
Thomas Eads, who recommends Payne's Long Ridge, which he
grew last year " 17 inches long, and of good quality, with the aid

of a hand-light, and without any manure or heating material of

any kind." Mr. Eads also states that this Cucumber has re-

ceived a certificate from the Royal Horticultural Society. We
trust that those interested will make a note of the matter, as

the quality as to size of ridge Cucumbers has been much com-
plained of lately. Even those grown so freely about Sandy,
and the market gardeners in that direction, by sowing in the

open ground, though crisp when young, are too short to be
pleasiug to the eye.

We have never seen better Cucumbers than were produced
by a cottager twenty years ago. He used to sow the seeds,

three or four in a pot, on the 1st of May, place them near the
fireplace, generally the chimneypiece, until the seeds were well

up, and then took them to his window duiing the day, and
placed them on a table at night. Meanwhile, he took a trench
out in the garden, and filled that with trimmings of walks.

Cabbage and other stalks, and all the long grass and weeds that

could be had, which when covered with earth just produced a
little heat. At first every potful when turned out was covered

with a bos about Ij inches square, having on the top a move-
able lid formed of strong oiled paper.

FRCIT GARDEN.
Went on summer-pruning fruit trees, on the principles pre-

viously referred to. Found some places where unis were
threatening to be troublesome. Not having any guano, we
gave a good watering with strong lime and soot water, which
they equally detest. Li fact, dry quicklime, and strong lime
water will make them decamp. When very troublesome, it is

a good plan to syringe the trees heavily with clear soot and
hme water, which will bring them to the bottom of the waj,
and they will try the soil for shelter. When this is done a
band of a mixture of tar and oil, 3 inches wide, along the foot

of the wall, will prevent their again ascending. The oil will

prevent the tar hardening. This is a good plan to protect

Apricots ripening, and will also secure them from woodlicf,

and the eanviffs that are wingless, and it is not often that even
those with wings will use them to reach the fruit. This mixture,

however, must be used only on outside walls, or where, in a
house, there is plenty of air night and day. Li a house shut
up the fumes from the tar would be dangerous. Where wood-
lice are numerous in old walls, after such a syringing it is a
good plan to place small pots along the bottom of the wall, with
a little dry moss or hay in, and into these they will gladly

run, as to a harbour of refuge, and may thus be collected in

myriads. Earwigs may be thinned in the same way, ond if any
are left on the wall they may be enticed into any hollow stalks

of vegetables—the Bean stalk being, perhaps, the most at-
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tractive—merely sticking them in 8 or I'i-inch lengths among
the brancben of the tree, and blowing out the insects into water
in the morning.
For the first time this season we have had some plants in

orchard-houses attacked with the red spider. As these plants

were mostly small we washed them with a brush and soft-soap

water. The back wall also showed a leaf here and there af-

fected, and knowing how soon the insect spreads, we daubed
a paint of soft soap and sulphur on the few open spaces we
could get the brush at. We regret that we did not do this

earlier, before the leaves of the young shoots covered all the

space. The fruit was too far advanced to use soap water for

syringing, which when clear, made on purpose, and not too

strong, is an excellent remedy for the red spider, shutting the
insects up, as it were, and preventing their free movement. A
fortnight ago, as soon as a leaf showed the mark of a red spider,

the earliest house was lashed with sulphur-lime water, and that,

if it will not destroy all the insects, will keep them in cheek so

as to do little or no injury until the fruit is gathered. We are

giving two or three washings a-week to the later house, but
have left oft such washings in the earliest, as after the fruit

was freely swelling, we should be afraid it might leave a mark.
We have never seen any bad effects of such a wash on Peaches
and Nectarines when used before the second swelling, even
though the liquid have a milk-like whiteuess when used, as

that all disappears as it dries ; but we may repeat what we
have more than once stated, that such liquid is injurious to

Strawberries in forcing-houses, arresting their swelling, &c.
We may here repeat how the liquid is made. One pound of

quicklime and 1 lb. of flowers of sulphur are mixed together
in a gallon of water, in a stout kettle. The mixture is made to

boil for ten minutes or so, stirring all the time, and taking care
that none runs over. When all is settled iu the pot and cool,

pour off the clear brown-looking liquid into a large earthen-
ware bottle or other receptacle, and you may boil again if you
please, though the second liquor will not be of half the strength.
The liquid from the first boiling must be used very sparingly.
Less than halt a quartern will do for a common garden-pot full

of water. We generally use three-parts of an English pint to

thirty gallons of water. Even at that strength if the house is

shut up after syringing, the liquid will give out a strong sul-

phurous scent for the whole evening.
Proceeded with layering Strawberry plants, syringing those

pricked out for potting, and giving vineries, &c., the necessary
attention. What we could hardly have credited, we find that
good-sized fat sparrows and many smaller birds can make free

egress and ingress through one-inch-mesh cord netting. They
have almost cleared off a fine lot of Black Tartarian Cherry
before we found them out. Well, they have a right to a share.
We destroyed more than five dozen of tomtits in the spring,
but now every morning we see them hunting over Peach and
other trees in the hope of finding a stray green fly to repay
them for their labour.
Not long since we saw a number of starlings and water wag-

tails in a heap, as a proof of prowess and successful gun-practice.
Both are sure friends to man, and ought ever to be treated as
co-workers in securing his best interests.

ORMAMKNTAL DEPARTMENT.
Oh, for a little more sun to make the flower-beds look bright

and sparkling ! There is as yet, owing to the rains, a shadowy
dulnesB over the beds that nothing will dissipate except a
bright Bun. The fields, too, loaded with grain, want a bright
sun to give the ears a bright hue. An old first-rate farmer
said the other day, "A day of bright sunshine just now is worth
a miUion of money to the country." In a utilitarian point of
view we can lay no such claim to our flower-beds, but we feel
it to be one of the elements of true happiness to be able to look
on the bright side of all things, and if they are not so bright
as we would like, then we will anticipate the brightness, and in
our mind's eye survey them as we would wish to see them.

In the dry days used the hand-machine on the lawn, to give it

tha short soft feel of a Turkey crapet ; trimmed beds, removing
a good many of the largest leaves of Scarlet Pelargoniums to
give more light and strength to the flower-trusses ; and it ia
amazing what a little handling and picking thus does in light-
ening up a bed, especially if a bright day tr two, as we expect,
come after it. Secured the straight lines of ribbon-borders,
and for this purpose nothing answers better than a few straight
sticks connected with very small though stout cord, which,
after a day or two, is inconspicuous, though serving its allotted
purpose admirably, doing away pretty well with all necessity
for future nipping and training, if due attention has previously

been bestowed on the natural heights of the plants. In soma
cases, as in a back row of Gladiolus mixed with Salvia fulgens,

two strings have been requisite to keep the fine spikes of the

former in their allotted space, and the Salvia is showing bloom
to succeed them when the first blaze is over.

As respects ourselves, there is nothing in the flower garden
that absolutely takes the shine off the picture, except the way
in which the rabbits have used our Lobelias, Verbenas, and the
purple-leaved Oxalis. The latter was splendid last year. We
have a row between yellow-variegated Arabis and dwarf yellow
Calceolaria, and the effect would have been fine if the OxaUs
could get much above the ground. We have almost succeeded
in freeing the pleasure grounds from rabbits. However, there

are still enough left after all our efforts to destroy or expel

them to do all the mischief referred to, though nothing in

comparison to what they did last year. Many places are de-

prived of their completeness from want of toe wreath of blue

wliicli they would have had from our good plants of Lobelia

but for the rabbits eating them down almost every night. A
mowing machine or a scythe could hardly have stumped them
better.

This allusion will do good it the proprietors of gardens

become convinced, that the results < f alowing rabbits to find

their way into their pleasure grounds cannot bo counteracted

until a long time has elapsed, if there is plenty of cover in which
they can squat and burrow. Our last hunt gave us only one
rabbit for our trouble, but the next night too truly told us
that there were others that could not be moved. When pressed

hard they will not move until you are quite upon them. This
year fruit trees and bu"<hes are much as usual, and we have the

pleasure of looking on luxuriant quarters of Peas covered from
base to top. Last year the fruit trees in April were like

skeletons, and it was of no use putting out Peas, unless they

had previously grown at least 4 inches in height. We have
strong hopes that next season, it there are not rich wreaths of

blue Lobelia, it will Ije as much the fault ot the gardener as

the rabbits. If fine flower-beds are wanted, and rabbits are to

be protected in the same place, then as the result of experience,

and wishing to make the most of circumstances, we say de-

dedly. Let the gardener complete his proposed arrangements
without enlisting in his service Lobelias, Verbenas, or even the

purple-leaved Oxalis.

Besides this chief attention to making the beds airy and gay,

something was done in fresh arranging plant-houses, turning

out most of the Pelargoniums, and supplying with Fuchsias,

Coleus, Balsams, and other plants, packing afresh Orchids,

shifting Balsams, pricking off Primulas, Cinerarias, &c., and
sowing herbaceous Calceolarias. Many modes may be re-

sorted to in doing the last, but few modes will answer better

than the following:—Set in a shady place either one or more
hand-lights, or a single-light frame'. Place in it 2 or 3 inches

of coal ashes on which to set the pots, or half plunge them.

Prepare the pots by filling them half full of drainage, then put

in a layer of rough compost, then finer, and then the finest of

sandy loam and a little peat towithiu I inch of the rim ; water

well, allow the pots to drain for a day, scatter a little light soil on

the surface, and on this sow the seeds. Sprinkle over the seeds

a little silver sand as thinly as possible, press down slightly,

put a square ot glass over the pot, and cover with thick dark

paper before the little seedlings show themselves. When the

surface of the soil becomes rather dry water not that, but the

bed of ashes, &c., and there will be moisture enough without

any risk of washing away the small seeds, or causing the

young seedlings to damp-off and disappear.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARICET.—Auodst 7.

Large importntious from the Continent continue to come n ; but car
own produce is not so freely offored this week, the soft fruit falling oflf

and gi\inK place to Peara and Apples, and Plums. There are also large

arrivals of Potatoes, and prices are much lower ; the quality, too, ia good.

Apples i sieve

Apricots dn7, o u

Cherries lb. 6
Chestnuts bush.
Currants J sieve 3 6

Black do.

Figs doz.

FUborts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

fl. d. B. d
1 Otol 6

6
4
12

Melons each 3

Nectarines doz. 4
Oranges 100 8
Peaches doz. 6
Pears (dessert) . . doz. 2

Pine Apples lb. 4

Plums J sieve 3

Quinces doz.
Raspberriefl lb.

Strawberries lb. 6
Walnuts bush. 10

Greon.... per 100 1 6

8. d. B.

Oto5
8

6

2
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VEGETABLES,

ArtlcbokeB each
AsparofHiB biwdle
Beans, Kidney, A sieva

ScurletRuD.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli buudle
Bms. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery buudle
Cucumbore each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

8. d. 6. d
StoO 6

u

,

Leeka bunch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms pottle
]IInstd.i& Cress, punnet
Onions, .perdoz. bchs.
Parsley per tleve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Tumipfl bunch
Vfh'utable Marrows .

.

B.
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wai be to poor water, at 75°, at back and front of the bed, where it ia likely

to be the driest, and then make little holes witli a pointed stick over the
bed in the open places, so as to let tho wnter down, givinf* a little two or

three days eousecutively. A close, moist atmosphere is fsivourahle to the
production of Mushrooms, and the dampinR of the floor and walls, and
partly blocltiug the doorway at present, will most likely be sufficierit. We
would go on putting up other beds in the cellnr ns you propose, chiefly for

having successions at present. As the nights become colder the fresh

beds will help the other beds by their increased temperature before
spawning. Consult "Doings of the Last Week," published in our num-
ber for July 26th.

Lifting Vines—BoEDEn-M.UiiNG (.^ma/^Jir).—Yon should have referred
ua to the page in which former replies appeared ; it is impossible for us
to keep each individual correspondent's case in mind. Now. as to the
present inquiry. If the Vines, with bare stems in the ground, destitute

of fibres and deep in the soil, are old. it would be better to remove them
and plant afresh than to raise and bring the roots nearer the surface.

The sis young Vines planted this season and doing well, may either re-

main or will he easily raised and replanted if you make a fresh border.
The description of the subsoil shows that in natural circumBtances
drainage is wholly unnecessary, but still we would allow the drain to re-

main. With such a subsoil we see no renson for concreting, layers of

rubble at the bottom, or much trouble at all, provided you can keep the
roots near the surface with surface-manuring. As the border is already
almost all above the surrounding level, we question if a little fresh soil

and annual top-dressings would not be ample for securing good Grapes.
The only daneer is, that from neglecting the surface of the border the
roots of the Vines should be. even in the search after moisture, induced
to descend into the subsoil of snnd and stones, and there be unmaunge-
able. But for this we sep no reason for making a bottom for the Vine
border ac&ordinc to the "most approved modes;" but if there is this
danger, then at o feet from the surface we would incorporate about one-
fifth part of quicklime with five parts of the sandstone and gravel, and
lay down 4 inches of concrete, rolling it hard, allow this to set firm, and
sloping to the drain, and on that place 6 or 8 inches of rough rubble, the
finest on the surface, and then the soil for the border, placing turf re-

versed over the surface of the rubble. The soil from the grass field will
do very well ; but we would not take it above 2 or 3 inches deep unless
we were under the necessity for going deeper, as the nearer the surface
the richer and the better stored with fibre. For such soil as you describe
we would use little else, except a barrowlond of lime rubbish, rough, to
every ten ban-ow^loads or so of loam, and about a barrowload of broken
boiled bones to every thirty barrowloads of the soil. You can easily top-
diess afterwards. It matters not much whether or net such a border
is made at once ; but as you have the "Vine Manual," for the reasons
there given we prefer mnking the border at several times, say at first

from 3^ to 4 feet wide, which would do for a year or two, and then adding
2 or S feet more. We could not do better than refer to the instructions
given in the "Vine Manual " as to transplanting and border-maliing.

Speing-planting a Town Flower Gaeden {An Ignorant Amateur]—
We hardly know how to advise you as to securing a displny in a town
garden early in spring, where Snowdrops, Anemones, Jonquils, Narcissus,
and even Winter Aconite cannot be made to flourish. We would advise
Snowdrops and Aconites to be left with their folinge until this becomes
quite yellow, and then cover them with a little rotten dung, as much to

. mark the place, so as not to be injured by other plants, as for any good
the dung will then do to the roots. Wo would try Crocuses and early
Tulips, and if these show signs of not flourishing, we would lift and
store the hnlbs, and plant afresh every yenr, and so you mif,'ht do with
the Snowdrops if pl.Tnted early enough. You cannot sow the seeds of
double Daisy too soon for a 'fir<* di'^play next spring. The seedlings
should be pricked out and phnntfd :s edpings next season. You might
also divide any plants of Bnisies now. pricking the smallest bits out about
S inches apart, and they will make fine plants for next spring. You will

not succeed with Variegated Arabia from seed ; but every single bit

planted in a border now and up to Christmas, will root and be fit for

edgings next spring. This is the best way to treat this, Cerastiums, Ac.

;

pricked out in autumn they will be fine plants in the spring without hand-
lights or anything else. You may cut the Sweet Alyssum as you like,

and that and Virginian Stock usud to do well in the smoUiest parts of

London, and both are so hardy that scarcely a seed would fail, and they
make excellent edgings. Such plants as Prince's Feather, Love-lies-

iileedjng, and all the Chinese Chrysanthemums do well in town gardens.
We think that your bulbs will be' bettor lifted, owing to the warmth and
damp of your winters. If your Sweet Alyssum is likely to become too large
before the end of the season, you might sow now, just behind the ,old

plants.

Book on GARDENrKG fS. Zfa).—The "Garden Manual," Is. 6d., or free
by post from our office for Is. Hd.

Various (C. K i?.).—From your description we have little doubt yon
have Kitley's Goliath Strawberry. The flower-buds of Auguste Mie and
Smith's Yellow Hoses will he apt to damp or fall ofl" in such stiff soil as
yours, and in such a season as we have had. The remedy is at least deep
moving, planting higher, after lightening the soil, and the Roses will do
better than in a light soil. If Scarlet Pelargoniums would not suit yon,
then scarlet or nearly scarlet Gladiolus, as Gandavensis and varieties

would answer ; and for yellow, the single Marigold, Tagetes tenuifolia
pumila.

Manual of Gardening (Brierton) —We cannot recommend you any-
thing better for your purpose than " Out Door and In-Door Gardening}''
which you can have from our office for Is, Hd. each by post.

Dryi>g Pelargoniums [E. B. H.).—The best way is to dry them be-
tween blotting paper. Do not press them too heavily, and change them
frequently.

Elton Strawberry {An Old Subscriber, Dublin) —Strawberries suffer

very much from pacldng and carriage. Those received were in a state of

decomposition, but are certainly not the Elton. It is conical not round,
and is briskly acid ; leafstalks hairy, leaflets roundish, and concave.

Wedding Bouquets (M. L. D.).—These are frequently made of an
enormous size, but we would not have them more than 8 inches in
diameter, and if we consulted merely our own taste we should prefer
them 6 inches across. In the bride's bouquet there should be little bnt
white flowers, but n few Forget-me-nots or Lobelias may be introduced
with advantage. White should also prevail in the bridesmaids' bouquets,
but flowers of other cnlours may be more freely employed. By all means
introduce sprays of Adiantums or other Ferns.

Yellow-leaved PELARGONitM (W. H. B.. Beckcnham).—You should
submit your variety to the Floral Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society. If you mean the article which appeared in page 38, you will,

on again referring to it, find that flowers, not leaves, were spoken of.

Name of Insect (17. Y- M).—Your insect is the Sirex gigas (female)
the larva of which does considerable damage to Larches by boring ronnd
holes in the wood. The long tail-like appendage is used not as a sting,

but for boring into the wood in order to deposit the eggs.—W.
Names of Plants (Verifos).—Trifolium procumbens. (TV. T. S.).—

Chlora perfoliata. (James).—1, Pimelea glauca; 3, Erica jasminiflora;

4, Erica aristata ; 5. Erica Aitonia ; 6, Erica costata, var. ( Tweedside).-—
Linaria vulgaris {H. M.).—Cassia occidentalis. (J. Boyd).—The Fern
being without fructification cannot be determined. {A Constant Header).
—1, Phalaris arundinacea colorata ; 2, Vcrbascum thapsus : 3, Aspleninm
laserpitiifolium ; 4, Abutilon striatum; 5, Hypericum cnlycinum. (P.O.)-—1, Pteris scaberulii ; 2, Asplenium cicutarium. {W. Hallett).—Ferns:
1, Polypodium pustulatum ; 2, Adiantum capillus-Veneris; 3, Blechnum
occidcntale ; 4, Cystopteris fragilis ; 5, Polystichum augulare. Selagi-
nellas : 1, Selaginella cuesia ; 2, S. Kiaussiana ; 3, S. pubescens ; 4 and S»
5. Martensii ; 6, S. cuspidata.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending August 6th.

Wed. .

Thnts.
Fri. ..

Sat. ..

Son...
Mon...
TneB. .

Mean

BASOU£TEB.
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oonvej' back free from charge all specimens if remaining the

property of the exhibitor. Other railway companies will, if

requested, convey the specimens at parcel rate, if not over live

hondrod miles ; and the pens, called " Ipswich Improved," arc

BO oxcoUeut that the Kujal Agricultural Society hired them for

their recent Exhibition at Bury St. Edmunds.

DEWSBURY POULTRY SHOW.
TiTE Committeo of the DowHbury Poultry Kxhibition deserve tho

highest praine for tho excellcuee of their arrungomrnts and tho

zuauuor m whirh they have euduavourod to meot tho wishes of both

oxhibitora aud visitors. At tho Show ou tho "Jud inst. tho poultry

poUH wt.ro urraDi^ed without excepliou iu a siuf^lo tier, under tho pro-

toctiou of a tout. 7S vards louf? by nearly 'lU yards in width. Thia

acconiniodution afforded every desirable couveiiienco for both tho

birdH thomsolvoa aud a lar^e and fashionable company, tho weather

proviiif^' uf a most favourablo charaetor. Although as a natural

consequence of the moulting seaaon, thero were many birds in deep

zuoult, tho generality proved iu far better foather than most per-

flons would have uutieipated. We regretted to see a ftiw pons sent

soileriiig severely from roup, but very i)roperly they were instantly

romovod by order of tho Managers of the Show. It is au absolute

injustice to owners of birds in perfect health for any exhibitor to

knowingly forward to au cxhibitiou poultry in such a condition, for

however much this matter may iu tinu-s back have been duuieJ, thoro

cannot in the present day bo a dnubt that roup is by far tho most

contagious disease with whirh poultry can be uft'ecteJ. Thia com-

plaint, too, is usually so ajiparent, that owners can scarcely fail to be

aware of it on even a very cursory inspection, nor aio they justified,

in carelessly spreading so serious an infection, even under tho plea of

hoping to win a prize, or having such fowls *' claimed' by tho un-

initiated.

Tho Cochivs were mostly good, and many of the chickens were

especially promising. The Spanish fowls were not less praiseworthy,

but several pens had been by fur too frequently exhibited ; in fact, had,

been "liiggled" from show to show until they appeared to lack con-

stitution altogether. This is mistaken policy, as invariably they are

thus also materially injured for tho lollowijig breeding season. The
Grey lioi-kiwj chickens wore mostly oxcelieut ; tho adult class was,

however, a failure. The best pen in this class (admitted to be most
«icelleut), was thrown out completely by misadventure. Tho cock,

though perfectly well it is said when packed, was so paralysed as not to

be able to stand for more than a few seconds at a time, and shook like

% person affected, with a severe ague. It might possibly have arisen

from fright or excitement ou tho railway, but althougii this class waa
left by the Arbitrator till all tho other prizes were awarded, not the

slightest improvement was apparent. \Ve would advi.qo perfect quiet

ou a retired grass rnu, away from all other fowls as the only probable

restorative, and as the bird is evidently of great value, it is worth the

trial. Tho Uamr fowls were excellent, but many were out of feather.

Poliinifs likewise were most excellent, the Blacks being unexception-

able. In I/amlnirt/hs, a pen of Black chickens was well wortliy of

especial mention. Both Bhick and White Bantmiui were well shown,

aud a few pens of very good Game Bantams were iu competition.

Tho J'ii/cv/ui were so unusually good, throughout as to cause much
interest ; in fact, many birds were brought by their owners from even

beyond Ijoudou, aud, as a result, a largo amount of " betting" iu con-

aidorablo sums prevailed. Mueli as wo admire tho strongest feeliugs

of emulation among exhibitors, our opinion is adverse to betting, as

-tho invariable result is a keener disappointment to the unsuccessful,

combined with exultation on the part of winners that provokes a sever-

ance of social regard. For these aud other cogent reasons it is best

altogether avoided.

CocuiN-CiuNA.—First, C. W. Briorley, Middleton. Second, H. Bcldon,
Goitstoek. Commended, C. Sidgwiek, Keiphley ; W. A. Taylor, Man-
chester. C7iic^-i'n.^.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second, C. Sidgwiek. Hij;Uly

Commended. H. Beldon ; H. W. lllingworth, Idlo, Leeds, Commended,
MiHK Kitson, Milnthorpo, WaketieUl.

Si'ANisH. — First, Messrs. Hurch & Boulter, Shcflield. Second, J.

Thresli, Bradfoid. C/iicfc^Ha.— birst, M. I-urraud, UaUou. Second, H.
Beldou. Commended, Messrs. Burch & Boulter.

I>onKiNti.s.— C^nVA-CH*.— First, E. Lcccb, Boehdalo. Second, J. Stott,

Healey, kochdale. Commended, H. Beldou ; H. Pickles, juu., Skipton.
Bkaiima rooTUAS.—First, H. Lacy, Hehden Bridge Second, H. Kcldon.

Commended, E. Leech. C'ltrfrctur.— First, H. Lacy. Second, 11. Beldon.
Highly Commended, M. r^cott. Idle, Leeds.
Uam£ (black Kedt.—First, C. W. Briorley. Second, J. D. N'ewsome.

Batley. C/acfcrnA. — First, J. Fell, AdwuUou. Second, J. Firth, Hahfax,
IltKhly Commended, J. I>. Newsoiue, Batley.
Gamk (llrown Hod i. -First, C. W. Brierloy. Second, R. Pashloy, Worksop

Highly C'ommended, W. 1\L Marriott, Dewsbury. Chtckrw.—First, W. M.
Marriott. Second, V. Suddick, Bradford.

(lA.'kiE (Duckwings, and other Greys aud Blues).—First, W. Fell. Se-
cond, J. D. Newsume. Commended, T. Dyson, Halifax. Chickens.—
First, J. Fell. Second, R. Pashley. Commended, \V. Fell.

Gamk (Any other variety I.—First, C. W. liricrley. Second, T. Hartley,
Gomersai. Commended, H. C. Mason, DrighUugiou. Chickens.—Prize,
W. Wiilker.

Uamiu'rghs (Gold or Silvcr-spanplodK—First, H. Bcldon. Second, T.
C. & K. Newbitt, Kpworth. Highly Commended, U. Beldon; J. White;
Netherton, Wakefield. Commended, U. Pickles, juu. CliicKen^.^¥iTBtt
fl. Pickles, jun. Second, U. Beldon. CommondeU, T. Nichols, Wortley.

HAununuus (Gold or Sllver-peuoillod).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Commended, H. Pickles, juu. C'/ucilreTu.—First, U. Boldou. Seoood, H.
Pjcklus, jun.
HAMaijituii8(BInck).—First, H. Bcldon. Second, C. Sidgwiek. ChiekenM,

—Prize, C. Sidgwiek.
PoLA>Ds (Gold or Silvor-Bpangled).—First and Second. H. Beldon.

ChiekeriM -Urst, H. Beldou. Second, Miss E. Proctor, Hull.

PoLASDH (Any other varietyt.— Prize, H. Beldon (White-crested BlackJ
Bantams (Bliick). — First, Miss G. Itidgway. Dewsbury. Second, T.

Burgess, Brighou.iO. Commended, S. S. Moesop, Long Sutton; W, A.
Taylor, .Mancliesier ; J. it. Jossop, Hull.
Bantams (White) —First, J. K. Jessop. Second, W. A. Tnylor.
Gamu Bantams.—First, G. R. Davis, Knutstord. Second, J. D. New-

some. Highly Commended, T. Dyson, Halifax ; W. ¥. Entwisle, Leeds.
Anv BuKun NOT Mkntionf.d in tiik amove Classes.—First, T. Borgess.

Second, Coi Stuart Wortley, Loudon iCreve Cceurs). Highly Commended,
Col. Stuart Wortley (La FUche). Commended, It. Pashley (Lii Fl--che).

Gamk i.Vny variety .—Cocfc.—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, J. Hudg*
son. Commended. Bev. A. G. Brooke, Kuytou XI. Towns. ii<rn,—First,

C. Mason. Second, C W. Briorley.

Any Variety E.xcept Game.—Cork.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second, H.
Boldon. Highly Commended, C W. Brierley. //<•«.—First, H. Boldon.
becoud, C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended, Miss G. Kidgway ; M. Far-
rand; J. White, Nothertou ; J. Thresh, Bradford (Spanish.)

Ducks (White).—First aud Second, M. Farrand. Highly Coaunended,
E. Leech.
Ducks {Rouen\—First, E. Leech. Second, C. Sidgwiek.
Ducks (.\ny other variety).—Prize, C. W. Brierley.

ItABUtTs.

—

Lop'cared liuck.— First, W. Newsome. second, A. IL EastoD,
Hull. Hifhly Conimendud, M. MillinKton. York. Do^.— First, Messrs.
Hanson &. Wagstafl", Thorne. Second, C. Gravil, jun.. Thome. Colour.—
First, W. Nowsome. Second, Messrs. Hunson & Wagataff. Weighl.—
First, Messrs. Hunson & WagstalT. Second, J. Clarke, Leeds.

PIGEON'S.

Tho fino show of Pi:irn}}s was mainly brought to;:rcthcr by the in-

creased prize list, and by tho unceasing exertions of Mr. J. Frith, jun.,

the Hon. Treasurer, an enthusiastic fancier. It comprised most of

the crack birds in England, aud formed a most attractive feature in

, the Exhibition. At a local show we seldom recollect more care being
' taken of the various specimens sent for competition, aud we have no
' doubt tho result will be increased confidence du the part of exhibitors.

In the class for single Pouter cocks, the first prize was awarded to a

fine Black of exquisite shape, aud shown in capital trim. A Terr

lengthy Blue was second, but tho bird was quite out of condition and

\
showed to great disadvantage. The class contained several other good

' birds. In that for hens, very good Blues had both prizes. The
classes for Carriers, single cocks and single hens, formed a splendid

collection, the competition being very severe. Mr. Crossley's wonder-

ful Black, however, secured the premier position. The same exhibitor,

also, was first with his well-known hen of tho same colour. A fine

young Black hen shown by Mr. FuUon was second. Some capital

Duns were also shown. The AJmoud Tumblers were a very pretty lot,

nearly every peu being worthy of a first position. In Tumblers, anj

I other variety, the prizes wont to good Black Mottles aud Kites. BorbJi

I were numerous and excellent. An evenly-matched aud good pair of

I

Ked was hrst, aud Black second. Several capital pens of Yellow were
I also, shown, but with tho drawback of odd eyes iu nearly every pen.

I Turbits and Jacobins were average birds, Beds taking tho first

I positions, Piiut crowned Turbits winning. Trumpeters were only a

small class, but what they lacked in numbers was made np in quality.

The two prize pens were really first-class representatives, aud Mr.

Horner may well be proud of their possession. They are Black

Mottles, BuJh as we have not seen since the exhibition days of Mr.

Mewburn, from whose strain we understand they arc directly descended.

I Owls wcro well represented, tho foreigners as usual winning. Whites
' were first, Blacks second, Blues aud Whites receiving notice. Fautailg

were good, though fallowing traces of recent exhibition. Plain-headed

birds won. The other classes do not call for especial uotice. In the

vaiiety class, the prizes went to German Toys.

Pouter,— Coci-.—First, R.Fulton. Second, F. Crossley, EUond. Hightf
Commt'nded, C. Cowburu, Calls, Leeds ; R. Fulton. Hen.—First, R. Ful-

ton. Second, .J. Hawley, Biugloy. Highly Commended, F. Crossley; J.

Thackray, V^rk. „ „, ,, ry

CAnRiF.R.—'"(,cJt.—First. F. Crossley. Second, J. Hawley. Hlchly Com-
mended, H. YardleT, Miirket Hall, liirmingham ; R. Fulton. ^''"v-Jim,
F. Crossley. Secimd, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, J. Hawley ;

E. E. M.

Koyds, Rochdttlo; K. Fulton; J. Thackray.
, , „ - „ tt

Tumblers (.\Imond).-First, .T. Thackray. Second, J. Pcrcivall, H*r-

borne. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, juu., Rochdale; h. Crossley;

Trsra^TERS (Any other v.ir!oty).-First, J. Hnwley (Mottled). Second.

R. Fulton (Agate Mottles). Highly Commended, J. PtrcivaU (Red) ;
H.

Vardley; R. Fnlton (Agato Mollies ; J. Thnckray. „,,._.. ..,,

TunniTs. — First, H. W. lUiuKworth. Second, T. C. & E. Newbltt.

HiRhly Commended, E. Horner; H, Yardloj-. „. . i ^ _ a j
BAUD3.—First. E. Horner. Second, J. Thackrfiy. Highly Commended,

J. Bromley, Tougo Moor; E. Horner ; H. Yardley; R- tullon; J. Thack-

ray, York. ,-,„,.
JAConiNs.— First. E. Horner. Second, J. Thompson. „. . , ^ _
Trumpeters.— I- ir^t and Second, E. Homer, Harewcod. Highly Com-

mended. C. Gnvil. jun.. Thorne.
. ^ ^ » n „i.i, r-««

Owls.—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, F. Crossley. Highly Com-
mended, J. Thompson. „. , , ^ J J.
Fantails.— First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Hawley. Highly Commended^

Nuns.— Firtit. J. Thompson. Second, Rov. A- G. Brooke. Highly Com*
monded..I. Thackray.
Dragons.— I- irst. F. Crossley. Second, J. Thompson. Highly Com-

mended, J. Thackr-iy.
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CoMMON.—First. T. "WatRon, Thnmhill. J. A. Barratt, DowKbury.
Any other Variety.—First, H. Yardlev. S-rond, J. Thackray (Mag-

pies). Highly Commended. J. Percival ; E. E. M. Royds.

The Judftes were—for Poultn/, K. Hewitt. Esq., of Birmingham

;

and for Pif^eotis, T. Charlton, Esq., of Chapelthorpe.

HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

The following prizes were awarded for Ponltry at this Society's

Show, which opened at Glasgow on the 30th of July.

Dorkings (Silver-Grey).—First, D. Annan. Ton- of IVTonzie. Cupar-Fife.
Second, T. Raines, Bridgchancih, Stirlint;. Commended. H. Heys, Spring-

field HonRe, Bnn*be;id CftiVAvris.—First. T. Raines. Second, Lord Bin-
ning, Millerstain, Kel^n. Commended. H. Heys.
Dorkings (Coloured).—Firnt, J. M'Crtllura, Crieff. Second, J. Allan,

Crieffvechtcr, Crieff. C/ttcfcens.—First, J. M'Callum. Second, T. Raines.
Commended, J. Allan.

Dorkings (White).—First, J. Aitkon, Paisley. Second, J. Sharp, John-
stone, Renfrew.
Cochin-Chin'A (Colouredl.—First and Second. J. Stuart, Thistlehank.

Helensbnrch. Chickent.—Firp.t, J. Stuart. Second, W. Ford, Harden-
green. Dalkeith. Commended, J. Stuart.

Cochin-Chin.\ (Wbite' —First. Miss BiKpar. Braes House. Ecclefechan.
Second, J. Stuart, Helensburgh. C/n'irfcf/ts.—First, Miss Biggar. Second,
W. Ford.
Brahma Pootra (Pencilled.—First, T. Raines. Second, D. Annan.

Commended, J Stuart. C/iiVfccJi.^.— First, J. Stuart. Second, G. Muir-
head, Durdie, Errol. Commended. J. Stuart.
Brahma Pootra (Lightl.— CJiu-S:*;!)^.—Pri?e, G. Muirhead.
Spanish.—Prize, J. Dunlop, Paisley. Chickens.—First and Second, J.

Dunlop.
Scotch-Grey.—First, A. Grant. Kilbarchan. Second. W. Park, Park-

head. Commended, ^. Young, Neilston. Chielcenii —First, R. Maenab,
Cardonald, Govan. Second, W. M. Gilmour, Shawbrim, Hamilton. Com-
mended. 8. Younc;.
Hastburghs (Golden-penciUed).—First. J. Mitchell, Paisley. Second,

J. Lindsav. Thornhill, Stewarton. Commended, J. Monburgh, Paisley.
ChirJcens.—'Prize J. Mitchell.
Hambcrghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, J. Lindsay. Second, A. Gleudin-

ning, Stratbblane. Commended. J. Logan. Enstshield. Carnwath.
Haweurghs (Golden-spnngled).-First. T. Bruce. Bu=by. Second, H.

Currie, Ardrossnn. Ckickent.—First, H. Currie. Second, T. Bruce.
Hambdrghs (Silver-spangled).—First. A. Glen, Erskine,Bisbopton. Se-

cond, .T. Stewart. South Ajthurlie, Barrhead. Chickens.—First, A. Glen.
Second, J. Stewart.
Polish (White-crested Black).—C/iicAirns.—Prize, R. M'Nab, Cardonald,

Govan.
Polish (Golden-spnngledl.—Prize, W. R. M^nzics. Crossmyloof.
Game (Black or Brown Reds).—First. J. H. Maenab. Second. W. D.

Dickson, Carrnucroft. Thornhill. Commended, J. H. Maenab. Chickens.
—First and Second. J. H Macnnh.
Game (Duckwing).—Prize, W. R. Menzies.
Game Bant*ms.— Fir^t, J. Sharp, Johnstune, Renfrewshire. Second,

W. M. Gilmour, Shawlnirn, HnmiUon. C/iifAcM.—First, J. Sharp.
Bantams (Gold-laced Sebright).—First, D. Ainslie. Second, Lord Bin-

ning. C/iirA'^ns.—Prize. D. Ainslie.
Bantams (Silver-laced Schrights).-First, Dl. Ainslie. Second, Lord

Binning.
Bantams (.\.uy other variety).—Prize, J. Dryburgh, Paisley.
Any other Distinct Breed.—Prize, C. Thomson, Viewfield, Newton-

on-Ayr.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).-First, J. Dryburgh, Paisley, Second, H.

Heys. DucKUno-t-—First. Lord Binning, .''pcond, J. Sharp.
Ducks (Rouen).—Fir^t. J. H. Mncnab. Second, A. Grant, Glentayen

Mill, Kilbarchan. Ducklings.—Fir&t, J. Sharp. Second, Miss Malcolm,
Poltalloch.
Pucks (Any other distinct breed).—First, J. Pollock, West Walton,

Neilston. Second, P. Wilson, Lansaig.
Turkeys.—Prizp, Lord Binning.
Geese (Embdeu). Prize, H. Heys.

Judges.—Mr. R. Teebay, Fulwood, Preston, and Mr. J. "Wilson,

Wester Cowden, Dalkeith.

LEICESTER POULTRY SHOW.
This year's meeting of the Leicestershire and Waltham Society,

held July 31st and Au;^ust 1st, was a gi-eat success both as regards

the number of entries and the general good quality of the birds ex-

hibited. The weather, too, proved most propitious, and consequently

the attendance of visitors was far greater than usual. The late ex-

ceedingly changeable weather bad evidently affected very unfavourably
the health of several pens, and from this cause we regretted to see the

occupants of several pens, both Ponltry and Pigeons, decidedly roupy.

The tent provided by the Committee was as good as could be desired,

and the exhibition pens of Messrs. Turner, of Sheffield, made the whole
one of the most complete and well-ordered shows we have seen for

some time past.

The Gnnic classes were good, and the Grey Dorhlvfj chickens were
Worthy of especial mention. Some good Cochins were shown, but of

many the plumarre was fearfully bad, so much so that it was a pity to

exhibit them. The best varieties of the Ilmiihnrf/hs were decidedly

Ihe Spangled. The Ttirlens were unusually good, but of Occsc. there

was not a single entry.

The show of Pitietnis was first-rate, and the competition was gene-

rally good in all classes. A very curious incident occurred in the Runt
clasB, for, although the birds in one pen were of remarkably large

size, there was evidently a stain of the Frillback in the male bird, ft

circumstance never before witnessed. IVlost probably, thongh now so

apparent, this took place several generations hack. The Variety class

for Pigeons was exceedingly good, and proved one of the most interesting

features of the Show.
We regretted to find that many of the Cochin fowls were sadly

diseased in the feet and legs. One of the best known remedies for this

disorder being frequent application of sweet oil, this ehoold he

adopted before the disease becomes strongly confirmed.

Dorking s.=—First, H, Warner. Longhborough. Second, L. Richards,
Glendon Lodge. Commended, W. T, Everard, Alton Grange. Chickens.

-First. H. Warner. Second, H. Pickles, Earby, Skipton, Yorkshire.

Higblv Commended, L. Richards.
Spanish,—First. F. F. Foster, Birmingham. Second, W. T. Everard,

Chickev^.—Pr\7.Q, W. T. Everard.
Cochin-China (Any coIour).~First, H C. Woodcock, Rearsby. Second,

J. J. Sharpe. Kettering. Commended, Mrs. T. T. Paget, Humberstone,
Chirkcm.~¥vre,i, G. Sturgess. Leicester. Second, Mrs. T. T. Paget.

Highly Commended, H. E. Eraberlin, Oadbv ; T. Sheppard, Humberston«.
Cochin-China (White).—First. Mrs. E. Clarke, Bedford. Second, W.J.

Mellor, Colwich Rectory. C/tictcnt.—First and Second, Mrs. Williamson,
Queenborough.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds'.—First. W. J. Mellor. Second,

H. Warner. Highly Commended, Capt. W^etherall, Loddington. Com-
mended, W. T. Everard. C/n'cfr^fw.—First. H. Warner. Second, W. T.
Everard. Highly Commended, W. J. Mellor.
Game (W^hite, Piles, or anv other colour). —First, W. J. Mellor. Second,

A. J. Fludyer, AystonHall. Highly Commended, W.T. Everard. Chickens.

—Prize, W. T. Everard. Commended, II. Warner.
Hajibdrghs (Golden-spangled).—First, H. Hobson. Walsall. Second,

H. E. Emberlin. Oadbv. Highly Commended, H. Pickles, Earby, Skipton.
r;ii>;;c7M.—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second, T. Blakeman, TettenhaU,
Wolverhampton. Highly Commended, R. Jacobs, Humberstone.
Hajiburghs 'Silver-spangled),—First, H. Pickles. Second, A. Houghton,

Asfordby. Chirkem^. —Frize, H. Pickles.

Bantams (Gold-laced).—Prize, H. Draycott, Humberstone.
Bantams (Clean-legged).—First, H. Draycott. Second, H. E. Emberlin.
Bantams (Black clean-legged).—First and Second, H Draycott.

Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, W. J. Mellor.

Second and Commended. H. Warner.
Ducks (Avlesburv).—-Prize. H. E. Emberlin.
Ducks (Rouen).—First. J. Wright, Sysonby. Second, W. T. Everard.
Turkeys.— First and Second, J. Johnson, Braunstone.
Sweepstake for the Best Game Cock.—Prize, W. T. Everard.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First. F. F. Foster. Second, G. Sturgess, Leicester.

TuRBiTS.-First. G. Sturgess. Second, F. F. Foster. Commended, H.
Headley. Birmingham ; H. Draycott.
Pouters.—First, F. F. Foster. Second, H. Draycott. Highly Com-

mended, F. F. Foster.
Runts.-First, H. Headley, Bu-mingham. Second, F. F. Foster. Highly

Commended, G. Sturgess.
Jacobins.-First, G. Sturgess. Second, H. Headley. Commended. G.

Sturgess.
Fantails.—First, H. Draycott. Second, F. F. Foster. Highly Com-

mended. F. F. Foster; H. E. Eraberlin.
Magpies.—First H. Draycott. Second, H. Headley. Commended, H.

Draycott.
Any other Variety.-First. F. F. Foster (Fairies^. Second. H. Dray-

cott (Black Swallows). Highly Commended, G. Sturgess (Ratinettee,

Blue Carriers) ; J. J. Sharpe. Kettering (Red Short-faced Mottles.)

Rabbits.—HeavicKt ircip/if.—First and Second, H. Draycott. Greatest
Length of Ears.—First and Second, H. Draycott.

The Judge was Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparhbroob,
Birmingham.

CLEVELAND POULTRY SHOW.
The Poultry Show in connection with the Cleveland A;zricultural

Society was held at Kedcar on the Ist inst. In some departments the

Society's Show was not equal to those of past years. The exhibition of

poultry, however, gave no token of decay ; the entries m most of the

classes were numerous, the quality of the birds generally good, and next

to the " jnm])ing" performances of the hunters, which is always themoet
popular exhibition on these occasions, the ponltry attracted by far

the greatest crowd. For their accommodation a large marquee had
been erected, the pens were conveniently arranged round the sides and
down the centre, carefully protected from contingent showers or the

scorching rays of the son. In this respect the arrangements at Redcar
presented a favourable contrast to those of the late show at Stockton-

on-Tees and of Driffield, mentioned in the " Journal " of last week.

Surely it would he well if the parties who have the management of

those Societies would pay a little more attention to this matter, for it

can scarcely be expected that the owners of valuable poultry will send

their birds to shows where they will be exposed to whatever kind of

weather this changeful climate of ours may have in store.

Sjianish stood at the head of the schedule, but these aristocrats of the

poultry -yard did not. on this occasion, sustain their prestige : there were

only two pens, and these were not of great merit. Dorliiifjs came next,

and were also deficient both in quantity and quality ;
indeed, Spanish

and DorkingH were the weak point of the Show. Cochins were very

good, especially the White and Partridge. There were three pens of

adult JiraJnnns of fair average quality, although some of the birds

were suffering from moult ; also a pen of Brahma chickens in which the

cockerel had enormous vulture hocks, and one of the pullets had clean

legs. In Game there was great competition, and some very good black-

breasted birds : in this class there were not less than ten entries. Bam'
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burghs also were in preat force aa to nnmbers, bnt there were not many
really good birds amonght them, and white deaf ears were coniipicaous

by their absence. In the Any other variety class there wore Houdans,

Polish {(loldi-u and Silver-spanglfd, and White-crested Black), Cri-ve

Ceenrs, and Cuckoo Dorkings. The Uoadans which obtained the lirst

prize had certainly the recommendation of size, otherwise they were

sot particularly pood, the Crcve Cojars were very Une birds.

Docks were not quite tirst-class. Oeene, however, were very good, as

also were the Tarkuys.

Spinish.—First, 0. A. Young, DrifBeld. Second, O. & II. Vontress,

Danby.
DoBKlNOB.—First, J. White, Wnrlaby, Northallerton.! Second, T. C.

Taylor, MiddlesborouRb.
CocHlN'CiilNA (Buff or Cinnamon).—First, O. A. Young. Second, Rev.

J. G. Miltier, Bellorby, near Leyburn.
Cochin-China (White).—First, G. Calvert, Darlington. Second, R.

Eaaby, Ormesby, Middlesborour^'b.

Cochin-China (Partridge or Grouse!.—Prize, G. Calvert.

Bkahua Pootha (Any colour).—First, F. Powell, Knare-iborougb. Se-
cond, T. C Tsylor. Commended, J. H. Bennett, Hedcrir.

Game (Blnck'-breasterl or other Reds).— First, W. Gatenby, Hemlintrton,
Stockton. Second, P. Sturdy, Carlton, N'ortballertou. Commended, O. A.

Young.
Game.— roc*:.—First, W. Bearpsrk, Ainderby Steeple, Northallerton.

Second, -T. Kicbiirdsou, Middlesborongb.
Gauk Bantaus.— First, J. Gnmdon, Kedcar. Second, F. Powell.
BAUBuauns (Ooldeu-pencilled).—First, G. & H. Veutress. Second, W.

Bearpnrk.
HAUBunoHS (•^ilver-pencilled).—First, Rev. J. G. Mihier. Second, G.

Craggs, Great Ayton.
HAUBUhuus (Golden-spangled).—First, O. A. Y'oung. Second, G. & H.

Ventress.
Haudurohs (Silver-spangled).-First, O. A. Young. Second, R, Jack-

son.
Any Vauietv not Named above —First, Rev. J. G. Milner. Second, G.

Wren (Binck Poland). Commended, a. & H. Ventress (White-crested
Black Polish.)

Ducks i Aylesbury).—First, Miss Smith. Second, O. A. Y'oung.
Docks (Rouen).— Second, O. A. Vouug.
Any Vakietv not Named above.—Prize, Rev. J. G. Milner.
Gkkrk.— Qoallnifa.—First and Second, Mrs. ButTham, liedcar. Com-

mended, O. A. Young.
Geese.— Go«liTi(;j».— First, Mrs. RulTham. Second, O. A. Yount?.
ToBKEYs —First, Mrs. BuflThsm. Second, C. Trotter, jun., Stockton.

PcntlU.—>irst. J. Storry. Second, O. A. Young.
Rahhits (Any colour).— First, O. A. Young. Second, J Richardson,

Middlesbnrougb. Fancy Breed.— Prize, W. Bainbridge, Newport, Middles-
boroufr-h iHimalsya).
Extra I'oultrv.— Commended, T.Long, Guiaborough (Fancy Pigeons)

.1. Richardson (Rabbits.)

The .lodges were Mr. Churlea Dearlove, Bedale, and Mr. Samuel
Bum, of Whitby.

SHEFFIELD EABBIT AND CANAEY SHOW.
Tins was held en July '2'2vi and 23rd, at the Inkerman Tavern

Alma Street, Sheffield. Some of the best specimens of long-eared
Habbits ever exhibited were shown. The exhibition of dviaries was
Tcry good for the season. The Buff Belgian class was very well repre-

sented, and the other classes were of rather an inferior qnalitv. The
Exhibition was numerously attended, and gave the greatest satisfaction.

T^e following prizi s were awarded :—

RABBITS.
Length oe Ears.- First, J. Taylor. Buck, ago five months and fourteen

days, ears 3; J tnches long, 5^ inches w-de. Second, J. Maugham, Doe,
age four mentbs and eight diiys, ears 21 J inches long, .'ii inches wide.
CoLot'u— Prize, W. WingHeid. Black and white Buck,

-'

long, 5 inches wide.
, ears 20| inches

Yellow and White. — First, J. Mangham. Ears 20J inches long,
5^ inches wide. Second, .I. Leigh. Ears ISJ inches long, 43 inches wide.
Grey, White.—First, W. Wt. glleld. Ears 2n} inches long, 5 inches

wide. Second, W. Tl.oy. Ears lyj inches long, 42 inches wide.
ToKTOlSEsBlLL.- First, J. Leigh. Ears 20J inches long, 4J inches

wide. St-rend. J. Hewitt. Ears 17| inches lunp, 4^ inches wide.
Sele.— Rrst, J. Tsylor. Y'ellow Doe, ears 21 J inches long, 6J inches

wide. Sicond, J. Hewitt. Grey Doe, ears 17 long. 4J inches wide.
WEIOHT.-First and Second, J. Owen. Black Doe, 13 lbs. U ozs.

Black and white Buck, 12 lbs. 13 ozs.

CANARIES.
Yellow Beloians—Prize, J. Thomas.
BOFF Beloians.- First, O. Alton. Second, J. Alton. Third, R. Cross-

land. Fourth, J. Leigh. Fifth, J. Upton.
Vakif.oated.—First, J. Thomas. Second, J. Alton.
Norwich.— First and Second, J. Thomas.
LiZfliiDs — First and Second, J. Alton. Third, M. Oxley,
.loNQl'ES.—Prize, C. Brown.
Mule —Prize, J. Leigh.

Manchester and Livekpool Centenary Exhibition.— A
Committee meetiug of the Manchester and Liverpool Agricul-
tural Society, was held July 2'2iid, at which special prizes were
direoteci to be awarded for Spangled Hamburghs, which had
been omitted from the schedule uf prizes. This decision was
directed to be advertised, and the time for these entries was
extended to the 5 th of August. This, perhaps, will satisfy
" Y. B. A. Z."—Cockerel.

SAWDUST AS AN ABSORBENT AND MANURE.
One would imagine the farmers in " II. N.'s " neighbourhood

(see page G3j, to be a remnant of those gentlemen of ante-
diluvian notions who, unfortunately for themselves and in
many cases for others, will look with a supercilious eye on all

modern improvements, and are continually referring to and
mourning after the customs and practices of the " good old
days." New styles of agricultural machinery, or systems of
farming at variance with their own, meet with their most de-
cided disapproval ; and if a man's success depends upon the
opinions of his neighbours, there is little chance for him who,
in opposition to all those fixed notions, will commence and
carry out his own ideas with all the improvements of the present
age rather than follow the rules laid down by his forefathers,
aud to depart from which would be to such persons beyond the
bounds of possibility. If the opinions aud prophecies pro-
pounded hy these worthy gentlemen come but a quarter true
ruin is near at hand, and the downfall of our enterprising young
farmer will be a warning to all who !i i// try " now schemes,"
and only what could be expected of a man who thinks he knows
better than his elders, and wiU not walk in the way his fathers
trod.

But these things cannot always be talked down. The un-
timely end so enthusiastically predicted is still a vision of the
future, but every day becoming leas distinct. The crops which
under the improved systems of manuring, tilling, sowing,
weeding, reaping, etc., are yielding three or sixfold the former
produce of the ground, are being gathered in in prime condition
in half the time and with half the labom-; and, as "nothing
succeeds like success," we may hope next season to see many
converts who will be as much for as they were against the
improved systems aud appliances of the present day.

With one exception, my fowl-houses have for flooring ground
simply taken from the garden after a few days of dry weather,
turned over once a-week, and renewed with fresh earth to the
depth of 18 inches twice or thrice a-year ; this buries all animal
matter, keeps the place sweet and clean, and is a valuable
source of enjoyment and exercise to birds in a confined state.

As a stimulus to their exertions I give them earth over which
I have thrown quicklime before spring- planting ; this is slacked
hy dew and rain, and after being well incorporated with the
earth, is of inestimable value to the fowl-houses, the birds
never tiring of scritching and pecking for the shell-forming
material. I am, through this plan, never annoyed with soft-

shelled eggs, nor the untidiness of oyster shells or lumps of
old mortar about the yard.

The house which is not after this plan is an outhouse with
brick flooring. My first winter of poultry-keeping I had great
difficulty in keeping this place dry, losing two or three birds

in the season ; but by spreading sawdust to the depth of a
couple of inches all moisture is absorbed, and the fowls kept
warm and clean. As soon as it becomes damp, which is, of

course, dependent on the state of the weather and the number
of fowls, it is collected and spread amongst jjlants of the cab-

bage tribe, and forthwith they expand and brighten up con-
siderably, and I do not think my garden is infested with wire-

worms to a greater extent than it would he with other kinds o{

manure.
An amateur farmer in the neighbourhood keeps his pigs

literally rolling in sawdust. They are as clean as any lady's

lapdog, always in splendid condition, and always fit to be seen
without holding a perfumed handkerchief to the nose. He
finds the manure exceedingly valuable for heavy lands, the
sawdust rendering the earth porous and light. Many of the
stables in the island are also kept supplied with this material

in preference to straw.—A. Le Chbminant, Foulon Yale,

Guernsey.

SWARM DESERTING ITS HIVE.
Allow me to ask your opinion on the following occurrence :

—On the 21st of July I took and secured a fine swarm of bees,

placed them under a straw hive, and they kept there apparently
all right till the 2'Jth, just eight days, and then quitted the
hive and disappeared altogether ; but during their stay in the
hive they formed about 6 inches by 4 of a comb very perfectly.

Having kept bees for some years a similar circumstance hai
not before occurred to me. Account fi)r it I cannot, and there-

fore I ask you to enlighten me.—J. Ssiiin, Begbrooh House,
Frencluiy, near Bristol.

[You do not say if it were a first or a second svarm wluch
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deserted its hive after abiding there eight days. If it were the

latter it must have had a young queen, and even first swarms
are sometimes headed by juvenile princesses. We believe,

therefore, that such was the case in this instance, and that the

queen perished by some accident during, or more probably by
mistaking her hive on her return from, one of her wedding

flights, and that this caused the bees to desert the habitation

in which they had no longer anv chance of establishing them-

selves as a permanent colony. If your hives are near together

this occurrence would seem to indicate that they should be

more widely separated. ]

MILK-COOLER AND BUTTER-PRESERVER.
An ordinary refrigerator takes up room, is costly, and should

be kept in a cool place. It is evident that one which occupies

less space and can be placed in the dining room or in a pantry,

wonld save many steps and much work.

The engraving is a section of a water-cooler and a refrige-

rator which is ornamental in

its exterior and perfect in its

operation. Externally it re-

sembles the ordinary water-

cooler, being made in a cylin-

drical form, of tin or galvanised

iron, and of any required size,

from that of a water-cooler to

a capacity sufficient for the

wants of an hotel. Between the

outer case and the inner is

interposed some non-conduct-
ing material, which will keep
the coolness in and the warmth
out. In the centre is a cylinder

(a) for the reception of the ice.

;3 This has a lid separate from
Ip^'SKS' that of the refrigerator, and
—Sti^, near the bottom has a filternear the bottom has a filter

" under which is a water recep-

tacle (6) for holding the product of the melted ice, which can be

drawn off pure ice water by the lower cock, for drinking purposes.

Surrounding the central ice-chamber are movable cans (c c) for

milk, and receptacles (dd} for butter, meats, &c. Itisam»Z(«m
in paryo, convenient, useful and beautiful. It is the subject

of three patents, and for further information, address John R.
Elder, Indianapolis, Indiana.

The advantages of this milk and butter preserver and water-

eooler are such as to commend it to all housekeepers and dairy-

men,

—

[American Journal.)

QUEENS OF THE CURRENT YEAR LEADING
OFF SWARMS.

BEES APPROPRIATING IMPRESSED WAX.

At one of the meetings of the German bee-keepers at Pots-
dam, as related in your Journal of May, 14th, 1863, Baron von
Berlepsch states that he had never known a queen of the cur-

rent year to lead off a swarm (I presume a prime swarm), I
think the following may disprove the above :

—

On July 11th I noticed in one hive a bee commotion, both at

the entrance and in the super. At night all seemed quiet, and
the following miuning work was resumed, and no dead queen
was found thrown out, though looked for. On the 25th of

July, fourteen ilays after, a swarm issued (a dead queen, full

size, being thrown out of the stock in the afternoon) ; the bees
hegan to work at the sides of the hive, and carried in no pollen.
On the 28th, I saw a queen issue forth, but she returned in a
minute statu quo. On the 29th I was absent, but fancy she
must have had a successful flight, for the bees were carrying
in poUen on the 30lh. Looking to the fact of the bee commo-
tion, and of the issue of a swarm fourteen days afterwards, I

think I may safely exclude a lost swarm.
Have any of your readers found the bees to appropriate the

impressed strips of wax instead of converting them ? I have
noticed two such cases this year, doubtless owing to the bad
honey season. In one case all the strips seemed quickly to

disappear, but smiill pieces of comb only being formed ; in the
other I have watched the bees gradually nibbling thj strips

away, the bees hanging from the strips towards the main body
of workers ; of course I cannot state that the wax is not thrown
out, but I hardly believe this to be the case.

I quite agree with the'statement of "An Isle ofWioht Bib-
'

KEEPER " that the honeydew is the main source of the honey-
harvest.—J. C.

[We have ourselves witnessed a similar instance in which
the old queen was sacrificed, and the first or prime swarm was
therefore led off by a young one. Although not usual, we are
inclined to fancy that this exchange of queens takes place more
often than is generally supposed, and can therefore scarcely

believe that no case of the kind had ever come under the ob-

servation of the great German " bee-father." We have little

doubt, however, that what the Baron really meant was that

he had never known a queen of the current year send off what
is usually known as a "maiden" swarm. Such an instance,

however, did occur in our own neighbourhood a few years back,

and was related to us by the bee-keeper, who declared (and in

this we most implicitly believed him), that he had never before

had a " maiden " swarm from a second, or, as he called it,

a " pin " swarm.
We have often found strips of impressed wax either wholly

or partially gnawed off by the bees, instead of being converted

into comb.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Bttry PotTLTRV Show.—The Buff Gochin-Chinas of Mr. H. P. Leech,

of Wooliiit, near Bury, were highly commended at this Show, though hlB
name did not appear in our prize list.

HouDAN AND Ckkve Ccecr Fowls (Ladii-harn).— Our advertising
columns will give yon the addresses of numerous good amateurs who
have surplus stock of the kinds you inquire about, but we do not know
any of the French dealers.

Fowls Dying Suddenly (Weston).—We are at a loss to account for

the mortality, unless the Ducks and hens are too fat and die in conse-
queuce of being egg-bound. All the non-sitters are subject to sudden
death and divers diseases consequent on the production of thf^ many
eggs they lay, but such cases are by no means general, and besides, the
Ducks would not be similarly vi.sited. Feed them moderately. Use
whole corn, and ground oats slaked witli water. Avoid stimulants, and
give them lettuces that have run to seed, or at least to stalk. Ducks and
fowls should never roost together. Examine the next that dies. We
believe you will find that egga have been crushed in the passage. The
hen has strained to her utmost, but internal fat has rendered laying im-
possible.

Keeping Pottltrv Profitably {Rustic).—We believe the greatest profit

is to be made from eggs, especially in the neighbourhood of large towns,
where they sell well during the winter. It is now so well known which
are the most prolific breeds, and also the ages at which pullets begin to

lay, that the production of eggs by healthy, and well and judiciously-fed

birds can be made a cei-tainty. It will then only remain for you to insure
a sale to make the profit yon have read of. You will, however, need a
proper locality, a good run, a dry light soil, and if possible the facilities

for growing the food necessary for them. You are one of a very nume-
rous clnss asking for poultry informatiiu in regard to the remuneration
to be derived from it. It is like everything else. If you were to start by
puttingdown on paper all the possible expenses attending such a ventnre
you would never undertake it, but if you are careful and can give personal
superintendence, we have no doubt you can make it pay.

Pigeons Cankered tW. B.).—Mr-. Brent, our best writer on Pigeons
speaks of this disease in full in the following words :

—
" The only disenso

that has troubled me to any extent has been canker—a cheesy-looking
lump or lumps of pus, of very disgusting odour, which forms in or about
the mouth, and which I consider highly contagious. I have sometimes
bought a bird with it; at other times it has appeared without any appa-
rent cause. I beUeve it arises, in the first ease, from a bad state of the
blood, and bre.lk3 out in any part wounded by fighting, or otherwise. It

is also said to arise from their drinking frr.m a tin vessel, or from dirty

water. It is very fatal to young birds. When old birds are attacked, I
remove the matter with a tliin piece of wood, cut like a little soatula, and
rub the place thoroughly with caustic. This must be done eflectunlly at

once, or it will only form again, spread more, and become more difficult to

eradicate. I believe confinement and want of condiments to be a com-
mon cause of this disease."

Inccbator—StJPERS (Inquirer).—We know nothing about the incubator

you mention, and the book is no authority. Wood or straw supers are

better than those of glass in many respects ; but they cannot be produced
on table like those of glass.

Rabbits.—" It seems to me that in breeding long-eared Rabbits, so

great a length of ear as 21 or 22 inches, is not very easily obtained. I

have purchased first-class Rabbits of several strains, and bred young
ones, and yet cannot obtain such great ieugths as those spoken of in the
" Rabbit Book" published by you. I should be glad of a little information

respecting tliem. Permit me to ask a few questions. If a Rabbit will

not grow after five months old, what length ou^ht a Rabbit to be at three

months old? and at what rate ought it to grow each week up to five

months to have ears 21 or 22 inches long?—W. R."

[We shall be obliged by some of oiu' readers sending us information in

reply to these queries.!

POULTRY MARKET.—Adgust 7.

B d. 8. d
Large Fowls 2 6 to 8
Smaller do 1 9 2
Chickens 1 6 1 9
Geese 4 6 5 G
Ducklings 2 2 8
Pigeona ,,. 8 9

d B. d
tooPheasants

Partridges
Grouse
Guinea Fowls
Rabbits 14 16
Wiiddo OB 9
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pure and so easily obtained should ever be wanting is, to say
the least of it, to be regretted.—AyiisniEE Gaedeneb.

ABOUT THE LANDS END.—No. 1.

Some five and a half centuries since—namely, in the reign of

Edward II., the Knights of the Shire for Cornwall passed seven

days on the road in travelling to the Parliament in London,
and were equally long in journeying home again, so they
claimed from their constituents the expenses of fourteen days,

at the rate of half-a-crown per day. No wonder, travelling at that

tardy pace, that it was enacted that there should be no bushes
or dikes within 200 feet of the highway side, nor that if any
underwood was left nearer than that distance, the owner of

that underwood was held responsible for felonies committed in

its vicinity. Even as late as the early part of the last century

we read, " The Fbj coach from London to Exeter slept at a

good house at Morcombe Lake, east of Charmoutb, the fifth

night from town. The coach proceeded the next morning to

Axminster, where it breakfasted, and there a woman barber
shaved the coach."

Broccoli and early Potatoes could not then have been grown
at Penzance for the supply of the London market as they are
now, when they can be in the Cornish garden and in Covent
Garden within twelve hours. To learn among other things

how these vegetables are managed, and reversing the places of

departure and arrival, I reached Penzance, and as perversity
would have it, a wet day succeeded that of my arrival.

Now, if there be a time when a wet day away from homo is

superlatively detestable to me, it is when it occurs the first day
after I have arrived at a strange seaside town. I have had no
opportunity to purchase guidebooks, nor to take the measure
of the place and its people ; but in this instance, as in most
other obnoxious occurrences, I had a compensaticn, for I found
out a folio some century old, the theme of which is the an-
tiquities of Cornwall, and some of its revelations I think will

be as novel to the readers of " our .Tournal," as they were to me.
The Cornish language is now numbered with the dead, for

the last on record who could discourse in it, " Dolly Pentreath,"
was buried so long since as 1778, in the churchyard of St. Paul,
about three miles from Penzance, but the old volume before

me retains many words of the language, and I will jot down a
few.

These Cornish men must have been connoisseurs in kissing,

for I met with four distinct names for a kiss. Impoc, that
must have meant an ardent one; Pocetiil, surely one less

hearty ; nmatie, one tender and gentle ; and aff', which sounds
as if it describes one which would gladly have been avoided.

Again, was there not sly satire in calling a man, ijoas ; and a
goose, gnu: ?

More in unison with the sobriety of these pages, let me note
the Cornish names of some of our garden produce, and of the
animals your contributors delight to honour. Some of these
nanies evince a close relationship to other languages. I will

write them don-n alphabetically :

—

Guin-bren, the vine.jEran, plums.
Aidlen, a fir tree.

Avell, an apple.
Breily, a rose
Brisyeh, ii cabbage.
Gaboon, a capon.
Coulm, a pigeon.
Chelioc, or Kuliai*, a cock.
Eroinen, a turnip.
Fig-bren, a fig tree.

Gajah, a daisy.

Jar-gini. a turkey hen.
Kuliflg-gini, a turkey cock.
Mel, honey.
Moral - iala, a strawberry.
Moyrbren, ft mulberry tree.

Per, a pear.
Spezaden, a gooseberry.
Splusen, a pippin.
Teill, a raspberry.

Era is the Cornish for labour, and we may trace it appro-
priately in er, a field ; cro, a ridge ; and erbenm, gardens ; but
a large part of the market gardeners near Penzance totally

ignore such a derivation, and practically demonstrate that they
consider idleness and gardening synonymous. My first stroll

was to Tolcarn, an elevation about a mile from Penzance, for

Asplenium lanceolatum is said to be found there. I failed in

my search for it, but in the rich alluvial soil of the ravine, I

had no difliculty in finding examples of the worst possible gar-

dening and orcharding—every department slovenly conducted,
and everything overwhelmed with weeds.

This miserable mismanagement is the more remarkable,
because on the opposite side of Mount's Bay there are very
superior examples of gardening in all its branches. Before
proceeding to details, some of which would otherwise be rather
startling, let me state that the soil is a light loam, about 2 feet

deep, thoroughly well drained by sloping to the south, and

resting on greenstone. The climate is very mild and equable,
hills of greenstone formation sheltering, in a semicircle, from
all winds except those from the south and south-west, on which
points are the sea. A consequence of these favourable circum-
stances is, that the summers are cooler, and the three other
seasons far milder than in any other district of England. I will

only jot down in juxtaposition comparisons with London.

'rZ°^ "•'""- Spri.o. Snr,...er. Autumn. Zftk.mX. 1^"^'
rain, fns,

Penzance 62.P .. 44.6^ .. 49.6= .. CO.n' .. 53.8° .. 61.5° .. 43.0° .. 44
Lcindon ,50.4° .. 39.b° .. 48.6° .. 63.2° .. 60.2' .. 64.4° .. 37.8° .. 24

Knowing all this, and therefore, prepared to observe plants
grown in the open air throughout the year, that near London
can never flourish, unless protected by glass, yet I have mar-
velled at what I have seen at Gulval.

In the rectory hers resides the Rev. W. W. Wingfield, with
whom some twenty years since, one of the Editors of "our
Journal " co-operated to foster tho rising taste for domestic
fowls. " The Poultry Book " was the result of that co-ope-
ration, and which would have been differently arranged had
not the original intention been to confine its contents to the
management of the then newly-introduced Cochin-Cbinas.
However, its illustrations are still unsurpassed. They have
been incorporated in a new edition, its details employed, and
the authors consistently abused by the new editor, at least so
I was informed by Mr. Wingfield.

For nine-aud- twenty years he has been rector of this parish,

and during that time has created the grounds which now
beautify the rectory. When he first was inducted, it can
scarcely be realised that a mere field fronted the house, for it

is now embosomed in sheltering, vigorous plantations, and the
lawn embroidered with flower-beds. My notes must be desultory.

The prime and prevading impression is the intense health-
fulness, and, indeed, excessive growthfulness (if there be such
a word), of every tree, shrub, and herbaceous plant. The Roses,
without mulching, are undisfigured by either green fly or
spotted leaves, testifying to Rose-growers in drier localities, if

such testimony be still needed, that an increase of moisture,
both to the roots and foliage are the shields from those plagues.

Evergreens Mr. Wingfield has wisely made to predominate
in his plantations, not only because ornamental throughout the
year, but because they afford shelter from the powerful south-

westerly gales, and because they flourish here marvellously. Ber-
beris Darwinii, usually seen as a pigmy bush, is here 8 feet

high, as many in diameter, and exuberantly vigorous. Camellias

are as healthful as they are in .Japan. A Pinus insiguis, only
18 inches high when planted in 1852, has now a trunk (J feet in

circumference at its base, 60 feet in height, and with branches
issuing round down to the turf's surface. A Dracena indivisa,

only ten years old, endured last winter's intense cold, which
even at Gulval, descended to 18', or fourteen degrees of frost,

and is really like a dwarf Palm, being 14 feet high, and its

stem more than a foot in circumference at 5 feet from the ground.
Another specimen not quite so large, was slightly injured by
the frost, and this check to its growth has caused it to emit
suckers all round the base of its stem. The Cedrus deodara
Mr. Wingfield has discarded, for when it attained to a stature

of 20 feet it came within the influence of the powerful winds
from seaward, and had the tops destroyed. This deserves the

attention of a gentleman on the Welsh coast, who some months
since inquired in "our Journal" what Conifers would succeed

in his locality. Boronias and Myrsine undulata endured last

winter's severity uninjured in the open borders, and Cassia

corymbosa, though killed down to the soil's surface, is now
sending up most vigorous shoots. On remarking that I had
seen some very large Agaves in a villa garden near Tolcarn,

Mr. Wingfield observed in reply, that he had observed them in

full bloom in the Scilly Islands, their flower-stems measuring
36 feet in height. It has also flowered at Mousehole, about two
miles west of Penzance.

The climate is not suited to the fruitful growth of some
trees, and Mr. Wingfield specified the Walnut and Filbert. He
said he was not aware of any in the neighbourhood, for they

were found never to ripen their young wood so as to attain a

bearing condition. Neither does the Vine succeed for a similar

reason. Mr. Wingfield has tried it under a frame in imitation

of the ground vinery, but unsuccessfully. The Vine was over-

luxuriant, but bore no Grapes. It is possible that shallow

planting, and in a poorer soil, might reduce the luxuriance
;
yet

even then it is very doubtful whether the young wood woiJd

ripen in this uniformly mild and moist climate. From this,
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too, Peaches and Nectarines are deficient in flavour, and the

Apricot and Green Ga^e are rarely fruitful.

Many rare native plants are found in this district, and I

mention this for the purpose of warninf; botanists not to accept

as truth the statements published that some of those plants

are to bo found only in very restricted localities. For instance,

I was told that Asplenium lanceolatum was only to bo ol)tained

at the foot of Tolcnrn, whereas I saw it growing in the fissures

between blocks of greenstone supporting the sides of a lane

near Giilval. The Cornish Heath, too. Erica viiRfins, said only

to be found near the Land's End, I am informed is abundant in

other localities.—G.

VINES AND VINE BORDERS—NATURAL
TEMPERATURES.

I HAVE delayed answering the letter of " G. H.," which appeared
under the above heading (May 23rd), because I wished to obtain
from Mr. Wills and Mr. Thomson the information I asked them
for, and also because I wanted to receive the photographs of

my Vines from the photographer before giving the true account
of my first year's experience in forcing the Vine, which Mr.
Wills desired I would do. It would, however, be much more
satisfactory to me to know that Mr. Wills intends to carry out
his expensive system of border-making. If he means what he
writes, will he accept a challenge to a three-years race on our
respective Vine hobbies ?

I have been anxious to see how Mr. Thomson would make
his statement about a temperate climate being most suitable

to the Vine, agree with the tropical heats he recommends to the
amateur Vine-grower. I cannot accept the fact of his treatise

having reached the sixth edition as sufficient proof of the
soundness of the information it contains. I want something
more than this ; and when I, as one of those for whom Mr.
Thomson professes to have written hia treatise, ask him to

prove the necessity for the temperatures he recommends, I

think he is bound to reply.

I have read with much attention the letters upon the Gar-
stou Vineyard and Mr. Meredith's large bunches of Grapes,
which Mr. Wills says reminded him of the Grapes of Eschcol.
It is, I think, reasonable to believe that the soil and climate of

the valley of Eshcol were peculiarly favourable to the growth of

the Vine. The soil of the hill country of Jad:i'a is generally in-

ferior to the loamy soils lying upon our own chalk hills. Tlie soil

of Eshcol is an ordinary loam lying upon limestone, the upper
surface of which is of a loose marly or shingly nature. Situated
between Hebron and Bethlehem the valley has an elevation of

about 2, sun feet above the sea. Van de Velde, writing from near
Hebron, says, '• The cold is so great that I sit as close as I

can to the fire to warm mj' stiffened fingers and fit them for

writing. Just fancy our encountering so severe a climate here
at the end of March." Jlarch is the first spring month, and
the Vines would be starting into growth. In .\pril the later

rains fall in abundance, and continue till the end of May. In
Jane the heat of the day is considenible, but the nights are
cold, and the dews so copious tliat the trees drip as with rain.

July and August, the second and third months after the rains,

are warm and dry, but the temperature is that of southern
Europe, and not of the tropics. The vintage is in September,
and about the end of the month the former rains make their
appearance. The fact that the Vine in the valley of Eshcol
begins its growth in March and ripens its fruit in September
is sufficient proof that the climate is not such as Mr. Thomson
recommends to amateurs. And it I fail to find his tempera-
tures in the hill country of Judica, which may fairly be con-
sidered as the home of the Vine, shall I meet with better
success in Madeira 7 Do the Canaries produce rich clusters,
mingled with the glittering green and gold of the Orange trees,

and the broad waving leaves of the Bananas, growing upon
the low, sultry ground of the coast, or upon the breezy slopes
of Oratava ?

" G. II." says I have made some important omissions in
what I have written about natural temperatures ; but he does
not tell me what these omissions are. Ho merely tells me
that mean temperatures in the shade are only calculated to
mislead in making comparisons between one year and another,
and, therefore, we must follow the same rule in making a
comparison between the French climate at the 45th degree of
north latitude and the temperature we should maintain in our
vineries. I am well aware that mean annual temperatures
ore of little value to gardeners ; but these can have no surer

guides than the mean temperatnres of the seasons, the distri-
bution of the annual rainfall, the latitude and longitude, and
the elevation above the sea level.

If " G. H." will read my letter again he will see that I did
not ask Mr. Thomson the question, "That if he begins with
100° in the sun for Vines, how he will go on if he is to advise
temperatures for semi-tropical and tropical plants?" Mr.
Thomson does not place his thermometer between the foliage
of his Vines and the glass ; and when a vinery is closed in the
afternoon it is no longer receiving the direct rays of the sun

;

even the slanting rays still thrown upon the glass are, to a
certain extent, prevented by the sash-bars from falling on the
Vines. The moist heat of 100°, which Mr. Thomson likes to
enclose in his vinery, is certainly solar heat, the same as that
registered by a thermometer on the north side of a tree in my
garden ; but they are shade heats also. Mr. Thomson should
be allowed to defend his book himself. It has hitherto been
received 'oy gardeners, amateurs, writers, and reviewers as a
good practical treatise on the Vine. I received it as a conscien-
tious and fairly-written account of his own experience. I have
proved his temperatures to be fancy temperatures, unnecessary
and unsafe to the amateur, and not supported by reference to

the temperatures of any Vine-growing country in the world.
I .am also prepared to prove, by reference to Nature's treatment
of the Vine, that Mr. Thomson is as wrong in other matters as
he is in temperatures.

" G. H." has made a poor attempt at the thermic scale of

cultivation for the plants I mentioned. The Date Palm will

grow north of the Jlediterranean. It does not require a heat
of not less than 100° in the shade by day, and the temperatures
of localities in Algeria give as good an idea of the climate of

that country as the temperature I gave of the Isle of Wight
does of the climate of England.

There is, however, one part of the temperate zone where,
during the summer months, a constant tropical heat may he
found. The valley of the Jordan, in the vicinity of the Dead
Sea, has a temperature of 70° to 100° ; and here the Date Palm
ripens its fruit from ten to twenty days earlier than it does in

northern Africa. The plains of Moab and Jericho, on the east

and west of the Jordan, have never been celebrated for their

vinej-ards ; but high up in the neighbouring hills, at an eleva-

tion of 3,800 feet, Eshcol still produces its Grapes in bunches
of 10 and 12 lbs. weight.

I have but little to say about my own Vines. The photograph
of the roof of one of my houses and the two small bunches I

have sent to the Editors of the Journal will be more satisfactory

than anything I could write. I may, however, mention that

my houses have been freely opened to my neighbours, and
many gentlemen and gardeners have seen my Grapes in all

stages of their growth. The Vines were started in December,
and were breaking well on the 22nd of January. On the loth of

April the wood began to get brown at the base, and on the
22nd of May I cut my first ripe Grapes. Some of the bunches
had berries 3^ inches in circumference. Tlie smallest number
of bunches on any one Vine was twelve, the largest number
twenty-nine. The rods are 8 feet in lengthy and cover in the

three houses 1.700 square feet of glass, and the total number
of bunches borne by my ninety-five Vines was 1986.—H. S.

CALCEOLARIA FAILURE.
The failure of one of the best varieties of the shrubby class

of yellows this season in so many places where it had stood

before, leaves an impression that this plant can be no longer

depended upon for giving that display of its particular colonr

in which it has hitherto been unrivalled. Its failure in a great

many places has been so general for some years that it has
been given up, and something else substituted for it. Now, as it

would appear that the a<lverse season of 1807 is likely to drive

it from the remaining places it has hitherto adorned, can any
of your readers suggest a substitute ? Many years ago I tried

Neja gracilis, but it is late in flowering, and Gazania rigens is

too shy a flowercr to follow the Calceolaria ; and this season's

experience leads me to think that the small-flowered French
Marigold (Tagetes pumila), requires a warmer summer to do
well, as it has flowered very sparingly as yet. We have not
yet a good variety of yellow Tropicolum to depend upon

;
per-

haps after all Tagetes pumila. or as it is sometimes called

T. signata, may be turned to the best account, as it flowers

most abundantly. It would, however, be doing good service

tj the floral woild if those who have been able to secoxe
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the flowering of their Calceolarias as of yore, or have a variety
that does not " go off " as so many do, would impart the secret

of their success, or, which would be still better, state if they
have obtained a substitute, and its name and particulars.
Most likely amongst the many composite flowers we possess
one may be worked in to do good service in the golden hue in
which Calceolarias hitherto have reigned supreme.—M. F.

ROSES ON MANETTI STOCKS.
At one time, I believe, I was nearly the only amateur friend

of the Mauetti stock. Now I receive letters from distinguished
amateurs, speaking of their complete conversion. I have two
letters now before me. Mr. Postans, of Brentwood, says, " I

have become a very decided convert to Manetti. Henceforth no
more Briars for me, save for weak but fine things, for which
Manetti is too strong. My Manetti Eoses this year have been
half as big again as the Briar Ko.ses ; and then the size it gives
the plants is wonderful." Mr. Kent says, " The converts to

Manetti Eoses round here may be counted by hundreds." I

knew that this would be the case if Manetti Eoses were properly
propagated and properly planted, and, I may add, properly
pruned and looked after. The general treatment of Eoses on
any stock or on its own roots is quite barbarous. Let ns hope
that we shall have this noble flower better cultivaied, seeing
that it gives such gratification to all classes, from the occupier
of a throne or palace to the humble cottager. I have had, and
shall continue tc have, a daily Eose show here till frost stops
all further blooming. In mild winters 1 have cut good bouquets
as late as January.
The first division—that is, Koses not cut down by the frost,

are just commencing an abundant second series, and the Eoses
cut down by the frost are in abundant bloom and bud, and I

will undertake to keep them so throughout the season. " D.,
Deal," is coming here ou the 17th, and he will see whether it

is so or not. I propose now to say a few words on the following
points :

—

1. The Time of Planting.—The readers of The Journal
OF HoBTicuLTunE wiU open their eyes with amazement when I
tell them that on the 5th I bought of Mr. Gill, Blandford, who is

one of the best Manetti budders in the kingdom, about three
hundred plants, which will be planted here on August 7th. As
the nursery is so near here (seven railes), I will undertake to

do this without the least risk- in fact, as Manetti strikes so
freely, the temporary check will only cause it to confirm its

wood, which otherwise might be immature at Christmas. I do
not recommend this early period if the Eoses have to travel. The
ground is now saturated with the rain, and all that is wanted
is a blazing sun, which will cause the stock to throw out an
abundance of rootlets. Of course the foliage must be kept
moist for a few days. After the stock roots I care not how
soon the foliage drops off. I have moved Manetti Eoses in the
middle of summer without a bud, branch, or leaf withering.
It is to be observed that whilst immature wood on the Briar
will not bear, immature wood of the Eose on the Manetti will

bear abundantly. The chief object of trying to get the wood
ripe is that it endures severe winters the better. Manetti
Eoses may be planted at any time of the year when the ground
will work.

2. Planting.—Have your holes dug ready, and having cut
the points of the roots even, put in alternately soil and manure
(rotten), and having filled up the hole to about 2 inches over
the point of union, tread firmly and close up to the stock, which
will prevent the plant throwing out suckers from the stock ; it

rarely throws them up from the roots. Do not cut down your
plants. The stock requires a good body of wood to carry off

the sap. By severe cutting the sap forces out eyes from the
stock, which otherwise would remain dormant. Before plant-
ing cut out any eyes that you can see.

3. Buying Eoses.— 1, Novelties.—Buy these carefully, and
do not put them under a hot south wall. They will be mildew
all over. Plant them in au airy (not windy) place, and keep
their roots and foliage well supplied with water. They have,
probably, the sporules of mildew about them when they
arrive, being glass-reared. I shall dip all such in a weak solu-
tion of blue vitriol ; 1 oz. to a bucket of water would probably be
strong enough. Two ounces are what I use for strong plants
with firm foliage. Sulphur does the same mischief that mil-
dew itself does—it stops up the pores of the leaves. With
regard to novelties, they are often inferior to what we had
before, varieties without variation, and distinct Eoses, which

means, I suppose, distinctly bad, or having bad attributes.

What we waut are distinct Eoses, and better than those we
have. In the line of crimson, Charles Lefebvre, Senateur
Vaisse, Ducbesse de Caylus, Lord Maeaulay, Maurice Bernar-
din, and now Alfred Colomb—first-rate—an improved frce-

bloominj,' Due de Eohan, and Lady Suffield will take a deal of

beating. In the light line, the same may be said of Mrs.
Elvers and Madame Vidot ; and in the dark line Prince Camille
de Eohan and Pierre Netting, a deep-petalled, globular, full-

centred, and noble Eose, which does M. Portemer the greatest

credit. " D.," of Deal, brought out specimens of the following
Roses, and I thought them very good and promising :—Misa
Ingram, a globular creamy white Eose, very beautiful, a little

more substance in the petals would have pleased me more

;

Horace Vernet, a fine, deep-petalled clarety-red Eose ; Thorin,
Josephine Beauharnais, Madame Fillion, and Fisher Holmes
were the others, and good. Not one of them, in my opi-

nion, was equal to Alfred Colomb, the best new Eose I have
viewed for some time. I have seen Exposition de Brie. It is

good, and like Maurice Bernardin ; but it is not so good as yet
as that fine Eose. These two are grown at the Eev. E. Price's

(my clergyman), in this parish. They are both good growers.
In his garden I saw Xavier Olibo and Jean Cherpiu, both fine

dark colours ; but j)restjue j'leine. These Eoses have been
highly recommended to me by good judges ;—Madame Mar-
gottin (Tea), Antoine Ducher, Charles Verdier, Horace Vernet,
Madame Pulliat, Madeleine Nonin, Monsieur Neman, Paul
Verdier, Thorin, Mdlle. Eady, Mdlle. Annie Wood, Camille
Bernardin, Madame Eousset, and Marie Baumann. Some of

the above Eoses I shall buy. I have only a few Eoses to cast

out, such as King's Acre (a bad opener), Madame C. Verdier,

large, flat, and bad centre, and Madame Derreux Douville,

worthless. 2. Buy Old Stuff.—Though I have a good stock of

Charles Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse, and Camille de Eohan, 1

have bought fifty more of each. Let beginners buy fifty each
of these and Jules Margottin, Comtesse de Chabrillant, and
W. Griffiths. They will then have something worth looking at.

They are types, and of excellent habit. The above fine Eoseg
can be bought by the hundred on strong Manetti stocks at the
same price that twenty worthless novelties will cost !—W. F.

Eadclyffe, Okeford Filzjiaine.

DUTY-FREE TOBACCO.
AnSENCE from home has deprived me of the pleasure of notic-

ing the remarks of your coirespondent " G. S," in your issue of

July 2.5th, and, although Mr. hobson has in a later number gone
very fully into the question of the employment of cayeime or

Capsicum as an ingredient wherewith to adulterate tobacco for

the protection of the revenue, I may be excused if I add a few
words on the subject.

In the first place, I know from my own experiments, and ex-

periments tried by several well-qualified horticulturists, that

cayenne is injurious to plants of delicate organisation, unless it

is used in extremely small quantities; that it is most unpleasant

to use it in conservatories, whether detached or to which access

is obtained from a dwelling-room ; and that the quantity which
could be safely used would not prove a sufficient protection for

the revenue. As " G. S." says, half-a-grain in a pipe of tobacco

does not make a very enchanting smoke, but a snuif-taker would
not be troubled by a small per-centage in his high- dried, whilst a

chewer of tobacco would be grateful for the additional condiment.

In fact, cayenne is used in some factories in the United States

to give pungency to poor tobacco. Thus, it will be seen that

ca\ enne is not the article the Government chemist is likely to

recommend to the Commissioners of Customs as a sufficient pro-

tection for a valuable revenue. Independently of this, I am
inclined to the opinon expressed by Mr. Eobson, that cayenne

will not kill the green fly, having tried it repeatedly. Again,

looking at the question in a commercial point of view, cayenne is

an exi)ensive ingredient, and would go far to make up for the

saving effected by the removal of the duty.

Tobacco, whether in the form of tobacco paper or as ordinary

shag cut tobacco, is generally admitted to be eflScacious in eradi-

cating most of the pests of the greenhouse ; and it remains to be

seen whether tobacco cannot be so treated as to render it unfit

for smoking, chewing, or snuffing, before the Government will

entertain any pi oposition for freeing it from the duty. The assa-

fietida, although extremely offensive, is not objectionable m burn-

ing ; the sulphur in so large a proportion as twenty-five parts is

destructive of vegetable life. Cannot some other ingredient be
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suggested in lieu of the sulphur ? I venture to think it can. and

if the roaders df Tan Joi'hnal or Hokticultuue will think Ihe

matt<;r over, I have no doubt that experiment, or, wliut is much
the same, accident, will point to a way out of the ditTiculty. If

any of your correspondL-nts would liltc to communicate with me
on the subject, I shall be most happy to give them every atten-

tion and assistance; and, I may lay down as a sort of formula,

that what^'ver ingredient is suggested, it must bo such as will

becomo thorou;^hly incorporated with the tobacco, and utterly

spoil it for smokini^, snuffing, Sco. It must alHo be an ingredient

which cannot be extracted by chemical or mechanical means.

No sui^p-cstion which docs not cover this ground will find favour

with the Comiuissionersof Her Majesty's Customs.— J. F. Tafk,

Hecrctanj^ liichnumd Cavendish Co. {Limited}^ Liverpool.

UOY.VL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
August Gth.

Flohai. CoMnnTTEE.—There were upwards of sixty Knbjects for ex-

amination, and anionf^ them some extvvmtly intcrestiiii^ nuil novel

objects, anj, as might be expected, many not up to the standard of the

present day. Disappointments must necessarily occnr, but, we hope,

only to stimulate to further exertions.

Mr. Bur^^ess, Notliu}<ham, exhibited four seedling varieRated Pelar-

goniums ; Mr. Hittou, of Dunstable, Cupressus I>awsoniauu varietjata,

of which there are numerous similar forms ; Mr. Richards, cardener
to Lord Tjondesborouph, Cattlcya pallida, a variety of C. Wagneri

;

Mr. G. l-'ry. seedlinj» Fachsia. Blue Boy, a dwarf, compact, free-

flowering plant, benring semi-double flowers, useful for decorative pur-

poses ; a laliel of commendation was awarded. Mr. Fry sRut also two
Beedliuf; Zonal Polarponiums, Souvenir do Jlaximillian and Pillar of

Gold ; Mr. WallieriuK, Lewisham. Zonal Tricolor Empress Ka;/cnie

and Beauty of Lewisham ; Mr. Robert Poynter, seedlinp Fuchsia
Koyalty. with pale yellow foliage ; Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Fuchsia
Golden Leaf, a perfect i^em for decorative purposes, the intense golden
colour of the foliage very effective—first-class certificate; Tricolor
Zonal Pelargonium Lady Muncaster, veiy good, requested to be seen
again in younger plants ; Howarth Ashton, a seedling Tricolor of great
merit, dark zone, with shaded crimson—first-class certificate ; Fair
Kmily net equal to Italia Unita ; Tricolor Zonal Orange Grm ; Silver

Beauty, a bio.id whit^'-cdgcd variety ; Zonal Pelargonium Keticnlatnm,
the leaves much reminding us of Lonieera aureo-reticulata ; probably
this plant muy bo the origin of some euiioas variegations—label of

commendation; seedling Fuchsia Alba coccinea, unlike any other
Fuchsia yit cx.hibitt;d, the tube of the flowtr crimson, sepals white.

corolla dark shaded crimson ; a useful decorative plant—second-class

certificate ; Yerl)ena Harlequin, striped white and dark crimson, not
effective for bedding ; Ophiopogon jaburau fol. var.. which received a
first-elasa certificate in IHG'i ; also Ophiopogon s]>icatns. a purple-

flowering species ; Methouica or Gloriosa variety ; Lobelia Indigo Blue
and Lobelia wpeciosa spectabilis, not in condition to judge of their

merits, being too recently potted; Dianthus Napoleon III., one of the

prettiest fjrms of D. hybndus, deep rich crimson flowers, most orna-
mental-—first-class certificate.

Messrs. -lackuian, Wokiug, exhibited a collection of their splendid
Cloinutis, thill' new seedlings of which received a first-class certificate,

which they richly merited ; Lady Bovill with broad gi-eyish blue petals
;

Mrs. Bateman, a finely-formed mauve or light lavender ; Mr. T.
Moore, deep purple, a very large starry flower with a conspicuous white
eye, much resembling a Passiflora. These single flowers were much
admired ; but no description can convey any idea of the truir mag-
nificent specimens now in full perfection at the nursery at Woking.
No person could regret any little trouble which might arise in visiting

tliesr nurseries, now in their glory, and so conspicuous for the varieties

of Clematis.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., brought a very pretty

Capo I'elargouium (perhaps not a Pelargouium. but one of the

family), with zonal foliage ; the specimen was very dwarf and was
raised from seed ; this will probably be very useful lor decorative pur-
noses, especially for edging—second-class certificate. A special certi-

ocnto W!vs iilso awarded Mr. Green for a collection of interesting plants.

From Mr. William Paul came seedling Zonal Pelargonium Snow-
drop, not equal to other white-edged varieties, snch as Princess Alex-

andra, (fee. ; Prince Silver Wing, a pale Tricolor Zonal. Mr. R.

Dean, Ealing, sent dwarf bedding Lobelia Blue Tom Thumb, a neat
•rect-growiug plant, nacful for decorative purposes, and which received

a aecoud-class certificate. Messrs. Downie, Laird & Laiug hotl a
teedling Zonal Pelargonium belonging to the Bronze and Gold section,

•ailed Countess of Kellie, one of the very best of this section, with
a remarkably bright zone ; it was awarded a first-class certificate.

Zonal Kentish Hero, one of the same tribe, was likewise shown by
Messrs. Downio Sc Co. Mr. Williams. HoUoway, was awarded thn-o

first-class e«^rtificates for distinct and good seedling varieties of Athy-
riom FiUx-f(T^mina ; the names were accidentally wrongly placed, and
will be eoiTected ; a golden Gymnogramma was also shown by Mr.
Williams. Mr. Farley, gardener to F. Pryor. Esq., Digswell, exhi-

bited a remaikttble specimt-n of the Climbing Fern jjygodium japoui-

•um, 6 or 7 feet high ; a special certificate wus awarded it.

Jlr. C. J. Perry, Castle Bromwioh, sent a large collection of vary
fine Verbenas, twelve seedlings, not yet pent out. The following were
awarded first-class certificates :—Mias Tumor, J. C. Ward, Thomas
Harris, Hercules, and Francis Harris. The others were all good
flowers, more or less distinct from others in cultivation ; a special

certificate was awarded for this beautiful collection. Mr. Bland,
Richmond, sent several seedling Fnchsius; one very promising variety,

called Lass of Richmond Hill, had bright coral sepals, a white corolla,

aud was very neat in outline ; the Committee requested this to bo sent
again. Pehirgonium t^ueen of liosos, verv nmch like Beaute de Su-
resnes and others, were also shown by Mr. Bland. Mr. George Smith,
Ilornsey, exhibited two very fine hybrid Nosegay Zonal Pelargoniums,
producing unusually large aud fine trusses—Eclat, a rosy carmine,
and Grand Duke, an orange scarlet, both seedlings, received first-claas

certificates. Messrs. Low, of Clapton, sent Warzewi-iczella aromalica,
with violet-stained whitish flowers, and received for it a second-class
certihcate ; and Messrs. Leo, Hammersmith, a small plant of Rhns
glabra laciniata, a perfectly hardy shrub, with very ornamental foliage.

For this a tirst-elass certificate was awarded. Mr. Eckford, Coleshill,

exhibited seedling Verbenas Pluto, Gcorgo Stevenson, Lady Mary
Wilde, Hermit, Mrs. Bouverio, and Criterion; also a fine cut specimen
of Saecolabinm Blumei majus.

G. F. Wilson, Esq., brought a vei^ j^p^Lcnuid collection of eut Liliums,
among them some fine examples of L. auratum and l&nceolatom, also

L. tigrinum F'ortuni. Onu specimen seemed not to be recognised by
any one present; it was thoaght to be of the Thnnbergii type, deep
orange with a yellow band, spotted with black, forming a very handsome
cluster of flowers, the name is to be ascertained ; a first-class certifi-

cate was awarded it, and a special certificate was given for this inter-

esting aud beautiful collection. Jlr. Anderson, gardener to T. Daw-
sou, E^q., Meadow Bank, near Glasgow, exhibited splendid cut speci-

mens of Orchids, among them Odoutoglossum Aiexaudrie, Oncidiam
leucophyllum, Saccolobium Bluniei Dayii, Cattleya crispa, and Epi-

dendrum species ; a special ctrtificate was awarded the collection.

Mr. Shaw, of Manchester, exhibited specimens of the same varieties

of Athyrium FiUx-fm-mina as those shown by Mr. WiUiams, and to

him also first-class certificates were awarded.

PRESERVING VERBENAS AND REDDING
RLANTS FROM RABBITS.

I BEG to inform your contributor *' R. F.," that I have this

season effectually preserved my Verbenas, Lobelias, d'c., from
bares and rabbits, by sprinkling them overhead twice a-week
with cow's wash. My man dips an old whitening brush into

the liquid, then shakes it gently over the plants, so as to let it

fall in small drops, as largo quantities will burn
I do not know what intervals may be allowed between the

applications. I have had it done twice weekly to make sure.

The trouble is small, and the success has been complete. There
is no smell left to offend any one.—G., Glasgow.

STANHOPEA TIGRINA AND OCULATA.
Of the many varied forms in which the family of Orchids

present their bloom to our view, there are certainly none which
to 'the most careless observer show a greater departure from
the usual features of ordinary flowering plants, than the larger-

flowering species of the genus Stanhopea ; and the most care-

less and indifferent to fJl Flora's bcautie:, are, nevertheless,

constrained to look at aud admire the singular shape, great

beauty, and peculiar position of the flowers of this t^enus, for

in general the flowers appear where the roots of another
plant might be looked for, and in shape they might be mis-
taken for some huge insect or shell fish of peculiar form, while

in substance they fully carry out the latter idea. Never-
theless, Stanhopeas are but seldom met with as forming
leading objects in a collection of Orchids at a horticultural

show—the reason, doubtless, is, the plants do not remain so

long in flower as some of the Oncidiums, Cattleyas, and othet

genera ; but in point of beauty, of colouring, size of blooms,

and number of them, as well as the rich appearance the swell-

ing buds present, there is certainly nothing in the ordinary

class of Orchids met with at shows that equals a well-bloomed
plant of Stanhopea trigrina, when snch plant has been
allowed to attain a fair size, without that pulling to pieces

which is so often carried on to multiply specimens. Two plants

of this being in bloom hero (Linton Park), at present, I have
been induced to give some particulars of them, not that they
differ from the usual type, but to call fur a more extended
culture of this certainly one of the finest of all the Orchid
family.

There are, I believe, more varieties than one of Stanhopea
tigrina. The one we have has a rich dark ground with lemon-
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coloured spots, varying in size from that of a threepenny-
piece to small dots, but usually they are of uniform size, about
midway between the sizes stated. The spikes supporting the

bloom are not so closely packed with flowers as is the case

with S. oculata, of which, also, there is a pretty good speci-

men in flower at the same time. On the contrary, S. tigrina

rarely has more than four blooms to a spike, and often not so

many. One of the plants now in bloom has eighteen flower-

spikes, each with flowers expanded or in buds that will be open
in a day or two. There are two or three more spikes coming, but

they will be later. The number of flowers fully expanded and
in perfection is fourteen, with two past their best, and thirty-

eight in bud ready to burst directly. The expanded flowers

that are near together cover a considerable part of the bottom
of the hanging-basket in which the plant is grown, each in-

dividual bloom measuring from (i to 7 inches between the tips

of the wing-petals, the upper petal being proportionably large.

The second plant is not so large, but there are thirteen fully-

expanded blooms upon it, with fifteen more in advanced bud, and
several spikes to come that will probably continue the blooming
period for some time. The plant of S. oculata that is in bloom
has thirty-five fully-expanded flowers out at this time, with eight

more to come. The spikes contain from two to seven or eight

blooms each. They are not so large individually as the other,

and widely diiYerent in every respect, but both are deserving
more attention than they often receive, as the thick fleshy

substance of the flowers resembles shell or waxwork, and
it requires no great stretch of the imagination to conjm-e up
a resemblance to objects both singular and dangerous. I may
add that the scent is also very strong, some say sweet, but as

this is a matter of taste, and, perhaps, being fastidious in that

respect myself, I give no opinion. One thing, however, may
be said in favour of this Orchid and its flowers, the latter

require no long sticks or wirework-traiuing to bring them into

position for being seen, for the flower-spikes are short and the
back of the flower rests very often on the bottom or sides of

the basket. Our jilants being grown in wire-baskets or rustic

wooden ones, the spikes generally protrude at the sides, but
sometimes at the bottom, and in all cases hang downwards.
The fohage of the plant is also good, and removal from place
to place is attended with less of those preparatory arrangements
than are requisite for most Orchids. Certainly it cannot be set

down on the ground like a flower-pot, bat in a suspended
position few plants can possibly look more handsome, and at

the same time more remarkable.—J. BoBSOX.

TABER'S EARLY PERFECTION PEA.
I OESF.r.TE in the pages of your Journal two strong recom-

mendations of this excellent early Pea. With respect to my
own experience of it, I may state that when I received an offer

from Mr. Taber last season, with the remarks contained in his
circular, I was attracted by the description given, seeing that
the properties which it was represented to have were just what
were wanted. Having tested it, I have found it quite equal to
what was represented.

It appears to be as early as any variety Isnown, with the
advantage of being much stronger in the haulm, more produc-
tive, and much longer-podded than the early Peas of late

introduction. It is several days earlier than Sangster's No. 1,

shorter in growth, but very stout and vigorous. It appears to
be quite distinct from any other Pea which we have yet had,
and I consider it will be a boon to early-Pea growers. 1 observe
the Prince Pea is also spoken highly of by one of your corre-

spondents. This also I have tested, and find it an excellent
late Pea.—SiErnEs Brown, Sudbunj, Sm/'olk.

[If Taber's Early Perfection is with you several days earlier

than Sangster's No. 1, your Sangster's cannot be true.]

NIEREMBERGIAS.
In seasons like the present, when we hear so much of

plants failing and disappointing the expectation of the planter,
it becomes us to look around and see which has 'succeeded, and
where so, inquiries might be prosecuted to ascertain if a still

further improvement cannot be made in the class of plants that
have done well this somewhat unfavourable season. Amongst
those which have done well I again wish to call attention to one
I have on several occasions recommended to more extensive
cultivation—Nierembergia angustifolia, as it has made more
progress than most plants which I have, and at all times pre-

sents a greater mass of bloom than anything else in its way

;

but, unfortunately, we have only one colour in this plant, and
I want to know if the new species introduced by Messrs. Veitch

be likely to present us with other hues, that may be extended
hereafter when assiduous cultivation is brought to bear upon
it and the older specimen. A good blue or a good scarlet

Nierembergia would be a gem, and 1 hope we may have such
eventually. A good yellow would also be very agreeable, as

neat-growing plants of dwarf habit with yellow bloom are by
no means plentiful. Gazania splendens is too shy in bloom-
ing to become a general favourite. However, now we have a
second species of Nierembergia, I hope to hear good things

of it, and even it its appearance be not so inviting as could be
wished, I nevertheless hope to see its progeny or that of our
present species appear in another garb, with the same good
habit and free-blooming properties of our present highly orna-

mental plant.—J. E.

WOBURN COTTAGE GARDEN SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION.

The moralist and the philanthropist are now recognising the
fact more fully than heretofore, that the love of change is in-

herent to humanity. Hence the very change of employment is

often so delightful as to become to us actually rest in labour.

The industrious agricultural or gardening labourer may work
actively in his garden in an evening, stimulated by the con-

viction that he is labouring for himself and those who are so

dear to him ; but he can hardly realise the agreeable zest

which in addition is felt by the mechanic and the artisan, from
the very change in the kind of employment. It is greatly

owing to this fact that the best-kept gardens and the best

managed florists' flowers are found under the care of the
artisan and manufacturing classes.

This mere change of occupation, however, will not alone meet
the natural yearning for variety. The field, and the shop, and
factory, even when relieved by the ever-varying attractions of

the garden, will in course of time, all, more or less, be im-
pressed with a tame monotony. The heart begins to yearn not

only for change of employment, but for that change of scene

which involves a cessation from our usual labours. " All work
and uo play, makes Jack a dull boy." The proverb is quite

right, but it often dues more, it often makes Jack a bad boy as

well as a dull one. The craving for change often stimulates to

conduct that shades with sorrow the course of a life that other-

wise might have been bright and joyous. Great moral out-

breaks might have been prevented if more healthy and in-

nocent outlets had been provided to satisfy alike the exuberant

spirits of youth and this natural craving for change. Our
gieat social gatherings, our trysts, our fairs, our town statutes,

and our village wakes aud feasts, might have all been very

useful institutions in their day, though degenerating too often

in our times to such scenes of rough vulgarity, ribaldry, and
debauchery, as to grieve the hearts of the right-minded and
true-hearted.

The change was the great attraction, loolsed forward eagerly

to for mouths, and then under the stimulus of the excitements

so lavishly afforded, things were done and money foolishly

spent that told most injuriously on many frequenters for long

periods afterwards. With this natural craving for change, and
now and then freedom from usual toil, in addition to that

which the glorious Sabbath ever brings—the poor man's day,

the day of the seven, in which the working man may be in

reality the gentleman—with this craving, as it were a part of

our being, it would be the height of folly to deny all means for

its gratification, just as it will be great wisdom to find an outlet

for this natural yearning in scenes and circumstances that will

improve, elevate, and refine our natures, and insensibly make
us better, whilst doing something to make us more intelhgent.

Woburn. like most country towns, has its annual fair, with

the usual accompaniment of stalls, shows, dancing-booths, and
drinking-rooms ; and I am inclined to suppose that one of the

chief aims of the Committee of the Cottage Gardeners' Society,

was to change the mere common aspects of the fair into a grard

annual holiday, by means of a horticultural and floral show
and a rural fete, in which the arrangements, and the amuse-
ments, aud the kind of refreshments, excluding all intoxicating

liquors, should be entirely under their control ; and so well did

all seem to succeed, so far as I could see in my short visit, that

I should much regret to learn that amid such success, even

financially considered, there should from any cause be a dis.
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continuance of such fftes, just as I would rejoice to know that

some liiiitK that Huch U-tea would bo discontinued proceeded

ouly from Konio moiljid prophets wf evil.

I atti'iiili'il (or the second time this Woburn fi"-te on the lUst

of last iiiimtli, Htul in answer to several iiupiiries as to .sucreH.^,

aims, modes of oi)eration, extent of inliiience, co-operation of

.MO many parishes, liiuh aims of the Committee in gratifying

the relinnd tastes of the wealthy as well as meeting the sym-
pathies of the more humble, I would respectfully refer all in-

forested to the salient points of the Show as given in No. 2H0.

for August 7th, l.S(il!, and would refer now merely to a few

thoughts suggested by the Show of this year, and without any
attempt at arrangement.
The Show, thanks to the fine weather and the excellence of

the arrangements, was a great success even financially con-

sidered, anil that is saying a great deal, when in addition to

iifiO to i;70 given as prizes, three musical bands were engaged to

gratify the visitors, a militia band in the fine pleasure-grounds

of the Abbey in the forenoon, the band of the Coldstream
Guards in the afternoon at the Show grounds, and another
band in the evening until close on nine o'clock to meet the

wishes of those who found an outlet to their exuberant spirits

in dancing innocently on the green sod in the presence of

friends and neighbours.
I may here mention, in passing, a simple fact for the benefit

of all concerned, that notwithstantling tiie buoyant spiiits and
hilarity prevailing, no sooner did the music of the evening
cease at the specified time, than the great assemblage that

crowded the field at once left in the most orderly mauner; in

fact, I heard several gentlemen say they could not have acted

more quietly and orderly if leaving a church or a cathedral. I

may also state that the numbers collected in the Park as specta-

tors of the cricket-match, left at once at the appointed time.

But to return to the important matter of finance. Many,
and these the not most timid, were a little sensitive owing to

a little change in the arrangements. With great liberality the

noble proprietors of Woburn Abbey have generously opened
the mansion and grounds to visitors one day in the week. The
opening of the I'lensure-grouuds, Park, and Evergreens on
this fete day was a separate and distinctive favour, and last

year was reserved for those who had a ticket of admission to

the Cottage (larJen Show. This year, for reasons of which
|

I am ignorant, though I might guetis that one of them would
be tho nnwillir.gues-! that entrance to these fine grouuils

should bo at all associated with a regular money payment, even
though that should bo for the benefit of the Cottage Garden
Society, the (Jardeus were open as last year, but free as on a

comm.'ii open day, and under the usual regulations ; and in

such circumstances it was feared that the finances of the Society

would suffer. Here, however, as it <»ften happens, liberality

brings n rich reward. I was assured that many visited the

Abbey Gardens on that holiday who could not have gone on an
open week d.-iy, and took as many of the younger branches of

the family with them as they could not have afforded to pay for

at the exhibition ground. The great jiroportion, however, of

the visitors of the Abbey Gardens found their way ullimalely

to the flower Show ; so that whilst the visitors to tho Alibey

were considerably above four thousand, not less than five thou-

sand visitors were admitted to the show-field on payment. This
is just an additional fact to prove that even on tho low con-

sideration of a money point of view, a liberal policy is generally

the most remuuerative.
As I have hinted at the good behaviour manifest in the

•how-field, so here I m.ay say that if the great numbers that

visited tlie .-Vbbey Gardens had been "lords and ladies born,"
they could not have conducted themselves better, or manifested
greater admiration for the beauty of the flowers and the grand
results of the artist's skill, a sure proof—with only trifling

exceptions—that if you treat the great masses of working
people with trust and confidence, they so feel their sense of

honour appealed to, that they will return that trust with in-

tegrity and gratitude. I had the pleasure of leisurely travers-

ing aJl these grounds in the cool of the evening along with Mr.
McKay, the able Superintendent, and regretted exceedingly
to find even one solitary empty soda-water bottle. Not an-
other vestige of the visit of the thousands could be found,
unless that here and there the walks had been so beautifully
swept by the long dresses of tho ladies, that tho finest brooms
and the best workmen could not have equalled the operation.
Tho Show was a success, because a great improvement on

previous exhibitions in the quality of tho horticultural pro-

dnoe exhibited. The advantage of such societies is not only tho

fostering of greater indnstry, but the growing of better produc-

tions, and the showing them in tho best condition. As a general

rule, the people near Woburn are still behind in the growth
of flowers and the showing them oil to the best advantage.

If I see another thow, I shall expect to find cut flowers and
plants in juUs very much improved; in fact, I shall expect as

much improvement in this respect as has already most mani-
festly taken jilaco in fruit and vegetables. The quality cf tho

hardy fruit left little to be desired, and instead of the shapeless,

unequal-sized produce we used to see, there were myriads of

hunches of Carrots, Turnips, and tureens of Potatoes, each

specimen as if it had been cast in a mould. One great ad-

vantage of a careful decision in such matters is, that tho cot-

tager tees clearly what peculiar excellencies lie must aim to

secure. Several of the collections of fruit in the various classes

were very tastefully arranged—a matter well worthy of en-

couragement, as in such cases judges in general look more to

the kinds of fruit and the quality of each than the taste dis-

played in arranging it. Fine Grapes, especially Muscats, goldeu

ripe, were exhibited by Mr. Turner, gardener to the Rev. G. G.
Harter.

Though the great feature of a cottager's show was still para-

mount, there were more articles exhibited by amateurs and
gentlemen's gardeners, more nurserymen also gave their assist-

ance to fill the tables, and Ferns ami linefoliaged plants were

contributed from tho gardens of Sir Philip Duncombe, all

tending to the completeness of the Show, and furnishing ex-

amples of neat, compact culture and growth to our cottager

rivals. A juize was offered for a rare plant of any kind, and it

was taken by n beautiful little yellow variegated plant of tho

Bittersweet (Solanum dulcamara), belonging to R. Stevens,

Esq , Apsley, which from its mode of growth seemed as if it

would come in well as a hardy edging to flower-beds. Tho
plants shown by my friend, Mr. Manning, were well got up,

and elegrintly named on large cards.

No prize was offered to nurserymen, but still there were four

present—Mr. Sheppard, Bedford ; Mr. .fohn Woods, HocklilTe ;

Mr. Tirebuck, Luton ; (ii)d Mr. Jabez Chater. from Cambridge.

Mr. Sheppard exhibited a fine collection of Roses ; Mr. Woods,

a good collection of small, flowering, miscellaneous plants,

among which were some very neat, very dwarf Lobelias, very

useful for miniature edgings, whether white or blue ; also, the

pretty small white-anJ-crimson-stripcd Petunia I noticed so

favourably last year, and which seems to maintain its character

and habit'; also a good collection of flowers of Hollyhocks,

Picotees, and Carnations. Sir. Tirebuck exhibited Carnations,

and his fiiie-folingi-d and different-coloured Scarlet Pelargo-

niums, in the shape of neat-grown plants, such as they have

been de«cnbed in this Journal, among which in the full-

petalled kiuds stood conspicuous Emily Moreland, and among
the Nosegays the neat lilac rose-coloured Felix.

Mr. Chater exhibited some large Gooseberiies, and a fine

Cherry, beautiful boxes of Roses, gla".ed cases of leaves of fine-

foliaged seedling Pelargoniums, cut flowers of grcenhou-e and
hardy plants, and among other subjects fine flowers of the Holly-

hock", and varieties of the Zonal Pelargonium, mostly new.

As likely to be generally interesting, I will allude more par-

ticularly to these. Andfii-stof the Hollyhocks—a class of flowers,

the great improvements in which will ever be associated

with the name of Mr, William Chater, of Saffron W'alden. With
respect to seedlings, I must give some prominence to one of the

year, Robert Fish, a fine, compact, well-formed flower, of a

lovely crimson salmon colour, tinted with an orange shade,

with good smooth guard petals—a very promising kind. An-
other promising seedling had a salmon amber tint, but was un-

named. I subjoin the names of twenty-four fine flowers shown

on cards, the most of which have been raised at times by
Mr. J. J. Chater, and the others by Mr. W. Chater :—
Autumn Queen, bright rose ; Princess of Wales, crimson,

light shaded; Yellow Prince; Arthur B. Chater, blush and

tinted: Ne Plus Ultra, lilac purple; Lord Warden, tuby crim-

son ; Plurimus Dulcis, blush, purple base ; Iris, white, purple

base ; Shades of Evening, grey and purple red ; Agenora,

purple ; Yice-Chancellor, crimson salmon ; Acme, peach

;

George Paul, brilliant crimson : Aurantiaca, shaded orange

;

Decision, bufT, tinted with rose ; Constellation, crimson; Glory

of Walden, glowing crimson scarlet ; Richard Cobden. salmon

scarlet ; Princess, deep purple ; Cygnet, pure white ; Midnight,

dark maroon ; (jueen of Buffs ; seedling, rich salmon and

amber ; seedling, fine apple-blossom colour.

I forbear to mention the noble spikes shown, in which the

flowers were equally fine, and showed what may be done by
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attention, shortening the spike, and when necessary thinning
out the bloom-buds, and thus furnishing good lessons to all

Hollyhock growers who wish to show. For my own fancy I

like to see this majestic plant rear its head untouched and
unstopped.
Amongst the scarlet section of Pelargoniums shown, I will

merely mention a few seedlings of the present and the last

year :—Christine Surpasse, very like Christine in colour, leaf,

and habit, but without any white in the flower, and less pro-

pensity to seed freely ; Vulcan, a bright scarlet of 1866, superior

to Cybister ; Marion, also of 1860, pale rosy pink, clear colour,

considered an improvement on Mrs. W. Paul ; Masterpiece,

also of 1866, a bold large salmon scarlet flower; Alexander
McKay, a seedling of 1867, bright vermilion, with a strong tint

of Yellow Nosegay, with zonal foliage, and large truss of middle -

sized Nosegay flowers ; Forget-me-not, the grand sparkling gem
of the lot, combining all the best properties of Christine,

Caroline Lindsay, and Wiltshire Lass, being of a bright rose

colour, clear and shining, with a distinct white blotch at the

base of the top petals, dark-zoned foliage, aud good habit. I

shall be much deceived if this beautiful variety does not come
abundantly into request fur pots, vases, borders, and, above all,

to lend its charm to the chaste bouquet.
AVhen I used to see more of country shows than I do now, I

used to be impressed with the simple fact, that to a great

degree they flourished and declined juit in proportion as they
were patronised or not patronised by nurserymen. There may
be two reasons for this—first, the great paying public will not
long pay unless it has quantity as well as quality for its money

;

and, secondly, the keen amateur, who cares for nothing that is

not new, and of the most improved shape and colour, will not
trouble himself to go where there is no chance of seeing such
subjects in a nurseryman's collection. The groups, stands,

and boxes of the nurseryman are, therefore, attractive features

at all such exhibitions. Why, then, do nurserymen not visit, or

having done so at first, discontinue to bring their plants, etc.,

to such gatherings ? Is it not well to be out with something
like the truth, and say, Just because nurserymen are obliged to

look at such matters not merely in the light of honours, but in

the way of business, as associated with £ s. <L ? "When the first

enthusiasm has evaporated, there will be fewer orders for the

articles in trade. The societies are generally too poor to

enable them to offer prizes that would be worth while com-
peting for by nurserjmen, and the mere pnivilege of having
a place assigned for the articles they bring, and a barren vote

of thanks, and not always that, forwarded to tJiem by the Com-
mittee, will not go a great way to meet their necessary ex-

penses by road and by rail. In this respect my Woburn
friends might, in a small way, give a general lesson. I have no
authority for stating their general practice in this respect, but
I believe it to be this, that though no prizes are offered in this

class, such awards are made as will cover a portion if not all

of the necessary expenses, and this 1 think should in all

cases be done. Good as the Show was, it would have been de-

prived of some of its most striking attractions if the nursery-
men had not given their valued help.

There were, besides the cultural produce, some artistic

designs well worthy of the extra prizes awarded. There was a

beautiful grey-coloured model of the old church, done by a

young woman of Woburn ; there was a neat model flower gar-

den, enclosed within a very neat iron railing ; there was a
handsome model of a villa, with all its necessary accompani-
ments of conservatory, pleasure grounds, tlower-beds, gravel

paths, lawn, croquet ground, aud miniature figures of ladies

and gentlemen wielding the mallet, done by a youth of seven-

teen years of age, Thomas Randall, showing that genius has
not yet died out amongst us ; and lastly, there was a cross

some 9 feet in height, the main trunk neatly covered with grey
liichen, and on this were neatly fastened 116 distinct kinds of

Grasses, collected with great trouble in the park, as there is

now no Grass garden at Woburn Abbey. A card gave the bota-

nical and English names of every specimen. This was the

work of Mr. Phillimore, of the Abbey, who showed the arms of

the Bedford family in lied. White, and Black Currants last

year. This assemblage of Grasses deserved more attention
and study than it was possible for a visitor to give it.

As regards the prizes for the best-kept allotments and gardens,
this feature and the mode of operation described last year are
well worthy of imitation in similar circumstances. The taking
up four fresh districts or parishes evei'y year renders the efforts

of the Society more diffused, and on all hands I heard nothing
bat encomiums of the good thus effected. So strong is the '

emulation produced, that I noticed that in one of these places
(Eversholt), there were as many as fifteen competitors.
The prompt payment of prize-money, commencing at 6 p.m.,

and on the grounds of the Exhibition, is another feature.

Rocks there may be ahead on which the vessel of this Society
may founder—rocks arising even from the extended sphere of

its operations—rocks arising from the difference of view that
may rightly exist as to the adjuncts in the way of entertain-

ment, that may or may not be added to the Exhibition—rocks
arising from an unwillingness of the minority to act heartily

with the majority when their own views do not meet the general
approval ;—but prompt payment will be none of these rocks.

I have known cases in which the cottagers had long to wait, and
then lose time in order to obtain their prize-money. I have a
vivid recollection of a scene—the cottage prizetakers being
brought into an elegant room, after the members of the Society
had dined, to receive a well-meant lecturet on mutual sympathy,
industry, and temperance, and then go to the bar to receive

their money. I thought then, and think now, that the sight

of the table with its glasses, tumblers, and wine-decanters
would be more powerful as an example than the goodness of

the precepts. The time may come when we shall do without
these money prizes ; but I fear it is not yet. I read with my
accustomed zest the article in the number of July "iStb, on
harvest homes and village shows, by the warm-hearted
" Wiltshire Rectok," and with still more zest his remarks on
giving no prizes, aa a means of preventing in a small parish

heart-burnings, tiffs, huffs, and quarrels. Right well may such
a plan succeed. There is, however, hardly a mere human-
devised good that does not bring some alloy in its train. The
want of prizes would damp emulation, and leave the spectators

as ignorant as before as to what constitute the best points in
different products. I read these statements all the more
earnestly, as years ago I would have gladly avoided the evils of

competition in other and wider fields. A frieud of my youth,
of the same opinions—a zealous schoolmaster, was resolved to

carry it out in education. There should be no proud dux, no
depressed dull dunce recognised in his classes. But old Adam,
in the shape of human nature, was too strong for him. The
clever boy would know he was clever, and the dull boy would
feel he was dull ; aud the want of the recognition of this fact

did much, if it avoided envy and its evils, to arrest also

that noble-heartedness which leads the clever, well-principled

boy to help the weak and the dull boy. It is the glory of our
land that there is scarcely a village in which those better sup-
plied with means will not help the poor and the afflicted. Help
given to the strong and the able often does more harm than
good, as everything does that sinks a man's independence and
begets in him anythicg of the dependent or the pauper. As a
stimulus to exertion, few modes can be more free from alloy

than the prizes given at such exhibitions. .\ man may place

the winning cards over his chimney-piece with a pardonable
honest pride; and without abating a jot of self-respect and true
independence of character, he can take his prize, and show it,

and still feel

—

" That man with man, if rich or poor.
The best is he fur a' that,

Who stands erect in sell-rcspect.

And acts the man for a' that."

—E. Fish.

SALVIA PATENS AS A GREENHOUSE PLANT.
I HAVE no desire to depreciate " J. E 's " remarks on this

well-known flower, I merely wish to recommend it for another,

and, I think, a more suitable purpose than either beds or

borders. Its adaptability for either of these purposes hag
long since been found so sUght as not to warrant its retention

to the same extent as many other and more useful plants.

In the more northern part of the kingdom the blooming
period of Salvia patens and 8. fulgens is retarded till so late

in the season that they are often overtaken by frosts or heavy
rains, which speedily put an end to what little bloom might have
been shown. These plants are, however, useful for the green-

house or conservatory, where they make no mean display

among other and more costly subjects. Last year I had a plant

of Salvia fulgens 3J feet high, and about 2} feet through, which
was greatly admired by many. Unfortunately it met with an
accident which compelled me to do away witli it.

I would recommend those who have not already tried Salvia

patens for the greenhouse to do so without delay, as the clear

bright blue of its blossom, as " J. R." says, is as yet not ap-

proached by any other ordinary plant. It will last for several
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yean, and will repay all tbe attention it may receive. Red spider

and tbrips are itii greatest enemies, and require to be guarded

against.—W. H. C.

THE GREEX FLY.
Dtjiwko certain seasons and under certain circumstancos

there is a marvellous development of insect life— ii prodigality

of growth over which our garden philosophers might well

ponder. Take the common aphis or green fly for instance. It

comes into life with the very diiwn of sprin;,', latent in the un-
folding of every leaf, and endowed with the power of repro-

dacing itself at n fearful rate ; so much so, as not only to

spoil the gardener's work, but to take from him the possibility

of a return for his labour. Everything appears to be subject

to the ravages of these dreadful insects. They moss over every

Rose-bud, and do injury to every tender shoot on which they

feed. They come by thousands, borne in npon us by the grey

east wind, or they wake up from some snug hiding place where
they have slept through the winter, wailing only a congeniality

of temperature, warmth, or moisture, to burst out into life.

Yes, they come by myriads ; like the sands on the seashore or

the drops of the ocean, they are beyond all count, all measure-
ment.
They lead a happy, joyous, though silent life ; not over-sensi-

tive either, for they nestle close to, and clamber over each
other as if they possessed not the feeling of touch ; and they
leave all about in their homes, as if for barricades, the self-liko

skeletons of their dead past, until, reaching some higher state

of existence, they soar away with their beautiful rainbow-hued
wings, to form new cities, new colonies of their own, on the

shady side of some Lilium's broad leaf, wherever they are sure

of quiet and subdued light.

" I have been a gardener for more than fifty years," said old

Nathaniel Webster the other day, " but I never see'd the like of

this summer, it beats all. Them green flies are on everything

—Cabbages, shoot-ends of Peas, Hawthorn hedges, (iooseberry

bushes, Apple trees, and Plum trees. And as for the forest

trees, they are covered over thick with them ; all among the

underwood swarms, until the woud-cutters are well-nigh

choked."
" Talk about the country," said Sqnire Banbury's cook, " one

might just as well live in Leeds or Bradford, and have to get

one's Greens from those 'lotraent gardens down by the river

side, they swarm over so—they are all aUve. As for the
Lettuces, they are no end of trouble. I shake them, and sweep
with a hand-brush, and douce them up and down in bucketfuls

of water, yet they are not clean. I could not eat one for my
life ; and after all my pains they come down uneaten. Master
says they have a boiled look ; and the liorse will not drink out
of the bucket for days ; and everything is the same. There
ought to be a rule for gardeners to send things in clean. Why
the Parsil that came for the salmon the day we had our party,

made water thick as Yorkshire pudding-batter. And when wo
chop up Mint for sauce, no one knows what else !

"

"Oh ! I wish there was not such a thing in the world as

green fly," said little Annie Taylor. " It is such weary work
gardening. If I clean my poor flowers one day, they are all

beaded over again the next. Hundreds come rushing to the
funeral for every one I kill. Uncle Taylor says, ' I must smoke
them or wasji them with tobacco water.' But, then, one cannot
easily do that with out-door plants, it would be too expensive
even if there were no duty on tobacco."

Of all pests I think the green flies the most troublesome, a
perpetual battle do they wage against all toilers in fields, and
gardens, and hothouses. Snails and slugs do much mischief
some seasons, destroying the early crops ; but then it is chiefly

to plants low down on the ground, and a few young ducks wiil

lessen their numbers if not entirely destroy them. And if ducks
cannot be used for such a purpose, and unfortunately they
cannot always, for wo so rotine our tastes and ears that the
sight and soimd of ducks in our gardens are objectionable, how-
ever much we may enjoy them on our dinner-table ; then tbe
snails must be trapped, and caught, and carried away, which
they can be very easily, for slugs have a foolish habit of leaving
a milky trail on the soil, as if to point out where they are
hiding.

An old garden in tbe country some few years ago was sadly
infested with these little mollusks, to the great hunoyance of
the master, and tbe still greater annoyance of the gardener,
who could get nothing to grow. All the tender vegetables were

cropped off as soon as they appeared above the soil. Two yonng
girls of the family with whom the gardener was a favourite,
volunteered to exterminate tbe enemy. Armed with gloves
and trowels, for they could not bring their minds to handle
the soft sticky things, and tin cans for their deposit, they
went out in the dusky twilight for several evenings to pick up
the slugs. Search was not necessary, for there they were on
every path, and border, and bit of grass. At tbe close of a
week's labour they were not very easy to find, a fortnight and
the task was given up. The crops grew apace, and the gardener
no longer lost his firi^t and second sowings of Peas, Onions, and
Lettuce.

Then, too, there are tbe caterpillars, those most disagreeable
garden enemies, coiling themselves up in the youngest leaves,
or seeking their way right down into the soft stem of some
plant, just where the blossoms should spring from, and so
causing destruction at tbe very beginning. But, then, cater-
pillars usually give some signs of their coming, some warning,
if it be only a curled leaf, or bits of webby substance hanging
about, and they, like snails, may bo kept under by patience
and industry ; but the green fly comes down upon one in a
moment without sign or warning, and when one comes home
from a holiday, or rouses oneself up from a compulsory rest, it

often is to hud the work of spoliation done, all beauty gone,
for the greedy creatures suck out the very life-blood from what
they feed u|)on. -A.t times in our great disappointments, and
such come to most learners, and it is, perhaps, well that it is

so, for the lesson we learn has often a weightier meaning than
the lesson we are taught—well, at such times we are templed
to think that Nature must have lost her balance in insect life,

or that some great disparity must have arisen in the numbers
of the preying insect or the preyed upon ; or that the seasons
in their changes, their sudden extremes of heat and cold, bring
death to one species of insect, while they quicken into life

another.

We wonder if the rinderpest or some other destroying evil

has come to those delicate little fly-catchers that used to dart
up and down among the trees through all the long summer
afternoons, doing good service for us while we rested from the
heat. Or that the ladybirds have forsaken our garden for some
more favoured retreat, or that some unknown enemies have fed
too largely upon her larvie, owing to a famine in their Egypt,
so as to make few and far between the visits of those ever-
welcome little Coccinell.T.

From some cause or other the aphides have this year spoiled
our gardens to a great extent. It is hopeless to attempt un-
doing the mischief they have done. Many a yoimg girl has
thrown down her tools in disgust, and bitter words have been
uttered against the seeming uselessness of the poor green fly.

And yet after all, as our good vicar says, it may be but another
reading of the ancient sentence, " By the sweat ef thy brow
shall thou eat bread." And no class of men know belter than
gardeners the truth of this ; they need no microscope to read
it ; for them it is written in large letters all over, on grass, and
hedges, and trees, and flowers, and fruit. And as the artist

looking on a picture sees lines, and touches, and thoughts, and
feelings the uninitiated cannot see, so the gardener, looking on
a bunch of flowers, or a dish of drapes, or a splendid Pine
Apple, sees fine pencillings, proportions of form, and tokens
of labour and thought which those who have never grown such
things are blind to ; and if he be a wise man he will find the
curse against toil, spoken so long ago, in his vocation, at least,

turning itself into a perpetual blessing.

—

Macd.

ORCHAKD-HOU.SKS.
Mn. Breh.vut (page 73). while recommending spiral cordons,

says that a group of five of them takes up only tbe room of one
standard, and that you may have " varieties ripening from July
to October, instead of ripening all at once."
Now, I purpose making a few observations on these last

words, as they seem to me to have an important bearing on
orchard-house culture. I would lay down the proposition that

all fruit trees require a considerable amotuit of moisture both
in the air and at their roots until they begin to ripen, after

which time tho less moisture the better. It is tbe carrying out
of this maxim that I have always found tbe great and difficult

problem in orchard-house culture. Were a bouse tilled with a
single variety of a single fruit the requisite amount of moisture
could be given at tbe proper time. But as our bouses are filled

with all sorts of plants, some of which are ripening and require
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drought, while others are swelling and require damp, it follows

that either one or the other must be sacrificed, or else that

a compromise must be made, the result of which is inferior

flavour in the ripe fruit, and red spider on the leaves of the

later varieties.

Now my mode of attemptinR to overcome the difficulty, for

I do not pretend to have conquered it, is to grow my plants in

pots, and shift the ripening varieties to the extreme sunny end

of the house, leaving the ventilators near them partially open
all night, and not syringing those plants at all. When the

fruit is off the plants are put out of doors, and others moved
onwards to supply their places.

Now these things being premised, we return to the considera-

tion of five spiral cordons planted in a group, and ripening fruit

from July to October. Are they to be syringed during these

months or not ? If they are, will the fruit be of good flavour ?

and if not, how is the red spider to be kept at bay ?—G. S.

MESSES, CARTER & CO.S SEED FARMS.
A WEEK ago we visited these extensive grounds, and although

that visit ought to have been made some days sooner to have

seen many of the seed-plants at their full perfection, many
more had just arrived at that state, so that after all what we

missed was probably fully compensated by what the others

had gained in beauty. Be this as it may, the sight was one

that amply repaid a journey to Manningtree at the farther

side of Essex, near which two of the seed farms are situated

—

namely, Jiipe's Hill, and East House, Dedham, the one wholly

devoted to vegetables, the other principally to flowers. On our

way, however, from the station we pass over Jupe's Hill, and

from this eminence catch a view of the lower ground, where

whole fields of the most brilliant-coloured flowers are exhibited

before us. Even at the distance of a mile bright scarlet masses

may be discerned, and others of orange, and yellow, and white
;

while nearer at hand aud farther off stretch bright green pas-

tures and fields of golden corn, with Dedham church—an old

country church, such as one loves—with its massive square

tower, 'almost hidden by the trees in the distance. And now
we come to East House farm, cropped with subjects so plenti-

ful, so various, and withal so beautiful in their forms and

colouring, that numerous as those noticed may appear, at least

as many more must be left unmentioned, though scarcely less

deserving.

Marigolds are grown very extensively, and although the

object here, as with other plants, is simply to produce seed,

and no special mode of cultivation is adopted to bring the

flowers to a large size, both the lemon-coloured and orange

African are very large and showy, having heads not less than

4 inches in diameter, and several measured even more than

that. The orange variety is very rich in colour, and both

would prove very effective in large borders where tall plants

are grown ; while for places in which such are not admissible,

the miniature French kinds are well adapted, being very com-

pact and seldom exceeding G or 7 inches in height. Cue, the

Miniature Orange, has heads li inch across, and is very free-

flowering, but still more showy are the dwarf gold-striped,

which produce a profusion of rich brownish-crimson flower-

heads striped and edged with golden yellow, and measuring

when well grown about 2; inches in diameter. Clarkia pul-

chella in several varieties is also largely grown, as will readily

he supposed from its being one of the best of hardy annuals

both in point of beauty and free-flowering. Among the in-

tegripetala varieties there are a showy one called carnea, flesh

tinged with pink ; a fine double white ; a dwarf variety called

Tom Thumb, with large rose- coloured petals; and marginata,

deep rose with a light edge.

Among Godetias, one called The Bride, is very fine ; the

blossoms are large, of a very delicate rose-colour, approaching

to white, and deep red at the base of the petals, forming a

ring of that colour round the centre of the flower. Godetia

Lindleyana, which is well known, likewise covers a large space,

as also does G. roseo-alba, pale rose, blotched in each petal

with crimson, and which is in most profuse bloom. Messrs.

Carter have also a variety which is a great improvement on

the kind just named. Godetia reptans alba is very dwarf and

pretty for trailing over rockwork.

Of Lupins, numerous varieties are grown, among which

Lupinus albo-coccineus is one of the best ; in this the flower-

spikes are partly reddish purple and partly white. Another

very pleasing variety, growing about 1{ foot in height, and

having roBe-coloured and white flowers, is called L. elegans
roseuB albus. L. elegans carnens is likewise a pretty sort, and
there is a dwarf form of Cruickshanki, differing from it only

in its height. Larkspurs of the tall branching kinds occupy a
considerable space, and the blue is remarkably fine in colour

;

the same remark applies to the double scarlet Poppies ; there

are also large patches of other kinds, but now going out
of flower. Indian Pinks in mixtures include many pretty

varieties of different colours and markings, and Petunias,
which are raised from seed by the thousand, have with but
few exceptions large and showy flowers. Those known as

Dunnett's hybrids, which are striped and variously marked
with rich purplish violet, are of great excellence, while among
selected sorts, atroviolacea, deep violet purple, and magna coc-

cinea, purplish crimson, are very rich in colour and most desir-

able for bedding. There is also a variety called I'etunia viride-

cincta with purple blooms narrowly edged with green.

Among dwarf annuals, Cenia turbinata with small bright

yellow flower-heads, and its white variety, are certainly two of

the prettiest and are well worthy of attention. Of Brachy-
come iberidifolia, or the Swan Kiver Daisy, there are lovely

masses, both of the blue and the white varieties, and of the
two mixed. They are two of the most beautiful of dwarf half-

hardy annuals, and cannot be too generally cultivated ; in
masses they are more effective mixed than when either is

grown alone. Another Swan Eiver plant, the Acroclinium
roseum, of which there are both rose-coloured and white
varieties, fills large quarters ; and among other Everlastings
there are several pretty varieties of Xeranthemum of various
colours ; one called atropurpureum forms a showy mass of

double purple flowers ; whilst of Helichrysums, which are
much better for drying for winter, the stock includes fine large-

flowered varieties of different colours.

Lobelias of the dwarf kinds suitable for bedding and pot
culture, being such general favourites, it is scarcely necessary
to remark receive much attention and occupy a considerable

space ; besides a tine strain of the deep blue Lobelia Erinus
speciosa, compacta alba was noticeable as a neat dwarf white
kind, and the hght- blue-flowered gracilis as being well adapted
for pot culture. Nemophilas, which are amongst the prettiest,

and for almost all purposes the most popular of annuals, are
grown by the acre, and when in flower they must alone have
constituted a sight of rare beauty ; but at the time of our visit

the bloom was over and they were gathered into cocks, like hay,
by the sides of the roads, along which, and in other parts of

the seed farms, we were informed, they extended in belts to the
length of eleven miles altogether.

Calliopsis of various kinds are also extensively grown, are
at present very showy, and offer a considerable diversity, the
predominant colours being yellow and brown, or crimson. They
are very effective in masses. Calliopsis elegans nana, brownish
crimson edged with golden yellow, is particularly so. Of
annual Chrysanthemums, the New Double Golden is very free-

blooming, dwarf, and very double ; whilst amongst those ex-

hibiting several colours in the same flower. Chrysanthemum
Burridgi, white, crimson, yellow, and dark brown in concentric

circles, is most beautiful. Some of the flowers measure

2J inches in diameter. The pretty and useful rose-flowered

Saponaria calabrica and its white variety form large masses,
which from their continuous-blooming character will probably

remain long in beauty. There is also a variety -with rose-

coloured flowers having a nari'ow white margin. The white-

flowered variety of Silene pendula is also pretty, "as well as

Nemesia versicolor compacta, which is densely covered with
bluish lilac, rose, and white flowers, and being very compact is

excellent for pot culture. Viscarias form tine masses ; one of

the most noticeable is that called oculata Dunnetti ; another,

cceli-rosa nana, is a fine, dwarf, rose-coloured sort, very even
in height; but more beautiful than either is Viscaria car-

diualis with brilliant crimson flowers produced in profusion.

Among ffinotheras are the large, yellow-flowered (E. macro-
carpa, one of the most useful of all the dwarf kinds, and
CE. bistorta Veitchii, which is excellent for rockwork. Mesem-
bryanthemum glabrum is another plant suitable for the same
purpose, having bright yeUow flowers 2i inches across.

Tropa'olums, or Nasturtiums as they are called, are a spe-

ciality, and alone cover several acres, in masses of nearly an
acre of a kind, but some varieties take up three times that

extent of ground. Being all now in full bloom the effect is

most brilliant, and where the flowers are scarlet perfectly

dazzling. Glory, one of the climbing varieties, is conspicuous

even from a long way off, by the splendid mass of orange
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scarlet flowers which it forms ; whilst of the Tom Thnmb
section, so dwarf and excellent for bedding, King of Tom
Thnmbs, with large bright Bcarlet flowers ; and the crimson,
yellow, rose, and Bpotted varieties are in most profuse bloom.
One of tho best of the spotted kinds is Beauty ; Pearl is of a
creamy white, and King Theodore, on the contrary, very dark.
There is also a pretty rose-coloured sort having a bluish
tinge.

At St. Osyth, the seed farm, which is oven larger than that at

East House, Dedham, is situated about eleven miles southward
of the latter place measuring in a direct line, but tho distance
by road is, of course, considerably more. Here many of tho
annuals and other flowers already noticed are also grown in
quantity. There are considerable breadths of Dunne tt's hybrid
I'otunias, Asters and Siilpiglossis in alternate, beds, Zinnias,
Carnations, I'ansies, Auricula-eyed Sweet Williams, among
which arc many of great beauty, Sweet Peas, including a largo
piece of tho Invincible Scarlet, Viola cornuta in splendid
bloom, besides large quantities of tho beautiful rose-coloured
Saponaria calabrica, King of Tom Thumbs Nasturtium, very
brilliant in colour and in very free bloom ; Marigolds, both
African and Frencli, and Antirrhinums, one of wliich called
Crescia, is of a beautiful dark crimson. The splendid scarlet

Linum grandiflorum is also in profuse bloom ; it is here sown
without previously steeping the seeds, and comes up very well.

The white and lilac-flowered varieties of Nycterinia sela-

ginoiJes, as grown here, are two of the prettiest of half-hardy
annuals (at least as to treatment), and are Tery dwarf and con-
tinue long in bloom. The little golden-flowered Sanvitalia pro-
cnmbens also carpets the ground, and is studded with single
or double flowers, there is also an orange-striped kind. We
likewise noticed several hybrid Leptosiphons, which, being very
dwarf and free-flowering, are well adapted for rockwork and
edgings.

That most nsefnl little orange-flowered plant. Erysimum
Peroffskianum is well represented, and .so, too, are the Clarkias

;

among those there is a pure white Clarkia elegans, also a
showy double rose-coloured integripetala variety. Of Esch-
scholtzias, aarantiaca is of a uniform deep orange from the
base to the top of the petals ; and there are likewise an orange-
striped sort, and varieties of E. crocea and californica, in which
the petals are lapped over on the inside and toothed, being an
approach to quilling.

Tho value of Tagetes pumila for bedding being well known,
the mt^ro muntion of it will suffice, and tho same remark applies
to Tritoma uvaria grandiflora as an autumn-flowering border
perennial. RhodantheManglcsii, of which there is a variety with
larger flowers than the ordinary form, and the white-llowered
maeulata alba, together with the charming dwarf lilac Abronia
iimbcllata, are jti.st now very attractive. Here, too, tliere are
several vuri/tics of Trop.i^olum, including one, Lilli Schmidt,
with fine .scarlet flowers, and a Tom Thumb variety of pyramidal
habit. Among other subjects there are numerous seedling Holly-
hocks, and aliout two acres of Gladiolus, most conspicuous I

amongst which is Brenchleyeosis ; but there are many fine light-
\

coloured sorts as well.
'

I

Vegctablra arc groivn both at Jupe's HUl and at St. Osyth, I

and though at no time whcr in the ground very attractive, they
are least of all so when seeding. At the farm at Jupe's Hill, the 1

extent of which is about two hundred acres, about one-tenth is

in Peas. Among these the Pcaboily, a very prolific variety little

more than a foot high, covers five acres ; Dwarf Waterloo, a
late branching Marrow, not exceeding IJ foot high, a like
extent ; and Maclean'.s Little Gem. a very early wrinkled
Marrow, a still greater aroa. Of Jfyatt's Improved Parsley
there are three acri'S at St. Osylh, and'at this phue and Jupe's
Hill, Pine Apple Beet, Carter's Champi(m, JIaulc'sLate White,
Snow's Winter White, and other kinds of Broccoli by the acre,
llaelean's Premier Pea occupies between three and ibur acres,
and though not more than i feet high, on some plants we
counted as many as forty well-filled pods. It is a rather late
sort of excellent flavour. Imperial Wonder Pea, a tall late
wrinkled Marrow, is also extensively grown, as well as Laxton's
Prolific Longpod, Epicurean, Yorkshire Hero, Kent Kival. ami
Carter's Lcviatlum, tho last a new late Pea to be sent out next
season. Carter's Champion Kunnerj, judging from the specimens
we saw, are of a very prolific race. Of Large York Cabbage, there
is a piece of about eisht iieros, and a like extent of Imperial
Oxheart; of Little Pixie two acres; of Asparagus for roots two
acres, and similar areas are devoted to JIarjoram, Thyme, and
other herbs. Musselburgh and Ayton Castle Leeks,' Onions,
Carrots, itat's-tail and other Iladishos, Celery, Sims's Mammoth

and Keys's New Early Prolific Tomatoes also fill large quarters,
bpsidi-s which there are frames filled with Lynch's Star of tho
West, and other Cucumbers for seed.

THE COLEUS FOR TABLE DECOllATION.
WiTu good management, Coleus Verschaffelti can be grown

in small pots as low in tho scale as 72's, but OO's are a most
useful size. Beautiful compact plants can be grown in this
sized pot, clothed with heolthy foliage, so as almost to hide the
pot altogether. All tho care required is to keep the plant clean,
and stop at every joint, growing on in plenty of heat and
light near the glass. Cuttings strike freely in a gentle heat at
any season. When struck, pot off at once in the sized pot yon
require. 1 am aware the plant can bo grown to a large size

;

but in its liliputiau state I consider it looks better, and is

adapted for a greater variety of purposes. C. Blumei is also
admirably adapted for the same purpose, but lacks that rich ap-
pearance at night Verschallelti possesses ; still, for variety's
sake, I would recommend a few of the former being grown. It

is a plant fast going out of cultivation, as I seldom meet with
it now. I would also mention another plant which forms a
most lovely object in midwinter when grown in very small pots,
and is of easy cultivation—Oxalis comiculata rubra. To those
who have small vases to decorate, let me advise them to grow
a few dozens of this red-leaved Sorrel, and I am sure they will

find it useful.—J. E. (in The Gardener.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.IRDEN.

This week will bring a press of business in the kitchen
garden. All the open ground having been duly tilled with the
various Biassica.<, the late crops of Celenj should be put in

forthwith, and the early crops carefully soiled. Cnhhage must
be sown directly for the main crops next summer. A little

Com Salad, and a little Chervil, and the various Cresses for

autumn use, may now be sown. Endive, continue to plant on
elevated beds, well manured. Some should be so contrived as
to receive hoops and mats, or other covers, in winter. Onion.i,

sow the Welsh and Deptford for drawing young through the
winter, also for transplanting in March for bulbing. Let all

forward Onions have their tops bent down in order to get them
shortly off the ground, which should then be manured, and
filled with Coleworts, in rows 15 inches apart, allowing 10 inches
between the plants. Peax, take all care of the late Marrows,
let them have the best ef stakes, and be sure to top them when
they reach the points of the stakes. Parsley, if any is becoming
too gross and forward, let a portion be mowed down forthwith.

This is an old plan, but a very excellent one. A top-dressing
of soot, blended with dry soil, ashes, or sawdust, may be in-

stantly app lied, this will produce by October fine young Parsley
for garnishing and of a better colour than the older leaves.

Spinach, sow the Prickly for supplying the table from November
till next May. Tomatoes, dress, and see that all lierbs are
housed, and the Chamomile flowers picked when perfectly dry.

If the ground is beaten with heavy rains, its surface will be-
come too compact when dry weather sets in. Tho surface
should, therefore, be stirred by forking over, or otherwise it

becomes too hard for working freely. In many cases, farmyard
manure, the most desirable of all, cannot be readily obtained,

and the gardener has to substitute whatever vegetable refuse

he can collect, weeds included ; the latter can be easily rotted,

with the exception of the seeds, of which enough to crop the
ground manured usually escape decomposition, and in a very
wet time these weeds, chiefly of the annual description, will not
be destroyed by hoeing ; they are. as it were, moved and trans-

planted by tho operation. Groundsel, for example, may be
tossed frequently on the surface in wet weather, and will

survive, its roots being rolled up in balls of mud. Under such
circumstances, when hoeing proves ineffectual, digging is to be
preferred, as being best for the ground, which afterwards re-

tains a fresh, clean appearance for a considerable time with
little or no additional expense.

FRCIT GARDEN.
Continue to cut off runners from Strawberry plants, where

increase is not required. Attend to the bottom heat for the late

crops of Melons, any stagnation in this respect will render them
a prey to thrips, canker, and other evils.

FLOWXR OARCEN.
Pillar Eoses out of bloom should be carefully pruned ; cut out

a moderate portion of the old and young wood, to as to thin
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t^em sufficiently to prevent the wind from blowing them down.

The wood left should uot be shortened, but should be allowed to

grow during the season. Climbers on walls, &c., should be

fastened in, and occasionally pruned to prevent them from

becoming too thick. As weeds increase rapidly on gravel walks

in showery weather, take particular care to keep them clean,

frequently rolling and sweeping them. Hoe and rake borders

and beds as often as they require it. Keep herbaceous plants

neatly tied up, removing all dead flowers, but do not cut the

plants down to the ground until their stems have begun to die

off, as it weakens the plants for another season. Propagation

by cuttings is now a most important business in this depart-

ment. If time can possibly be spared, let there be no delay in

this respect, not only mass flowers, but many in the mixed

beds and borders, require to be annually propagated in order

to secure a continuance of them. Such are sometimes termed
imperfect perennials, of whicji instances may be adduced,

in such plants as Peutstemon campanulatum and its varieties,

Chelone barbata (still a useful plant), the Antirrhinums in

great variety, and Coreopsis lanceolata, auriculata, and better

still, C. graudiflora. Mimulus atroroseus, too, requires looking

after, and deserves it. Many of these are old plants, but they

are still useful in contributing to the general effect ; at least,

cuttings of Peutstemon gentianoides should be secured betimes,

if well established they will flower sooner than seedlings. The
Maurandya, the Lophospermum, Ehodochiton, &c., as before

observed, should be well established in their store pots before

winter. Ten-week Stocks may be sown for pots, and a little

Mignonette every week until the beginning of September, for

pots. Let Rose-budding proceed, and for common purposes we
would recommend such as the old Crimson Perpetual, the Bour-
bon Queen, Phcenix, Armosa, Lafayette, Aimee Vibert, &c.

These, although not of the exhibition class, are, nevertheless,

most useful about the pleasure grounds of a country seat.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSEKVATOBY.
The drenching rains which have been so prevalent and

general of late, will begin to cause a little anxiety amongst
plant-growers, as to the condition at root of some of the New
Holland plants. Ericas, &c., which are placed out of doors.

These matters are a severe test of the efficacy of the various

modes of drainage, and frequently teach the young beginner a

serious lesson. Cold pits or frames will soon be in request, if

at hand, if such weather should continue. Common structures

of this kind are, after all, much safer when placed under proper
regulations, than trusting tender or young stock to the mercy
of the elements unprotected. Give every attention to flowers

for a late display. Everything intended for this purpose should
be thoroughly established in the pot, late shifting will never
answer here. Now that all plant-structures are nearly empty,
or that the plants in them may be moved from one house to

another without sustaining any injury, painting and glazing

should be proceeded with ; in fact, uU kinds of repairs should
now be forwarded, and if the fines (should such exist) require

sweeping, let this be done. If any alteration is required in hot-

water apparatuses this sliould at once be completed. Badly-

set boilers, which consume fuel without producing much benefit,

should be reset on a right principle, and badly-constructed
boilers entirely removed. Nothing during the time of severe

frost is so disheartening to a gardener as to consume fuel with-

out receiving its full equivalent of heat. This is a most im-
portant subject.

STOVE.

Little fresh can be added here at present. Take evei-y means
in due time to harden or rather to ripen the growths already

made. It is rather too late to defer this until September.
Give air very freely indeed at all times, more especially

when the warmth of the natural atmosphere is a guarantee.

Nevertheless, shut up abundance of solar heat, with a good
amount of atmospheric moisture betimes in the afternoon.

riTS AND FnAMES.
Cuttings put in a few weeks ago will now be rooted, and

should be removed to a more airy situation for a few dnys to

harden off. Fill up the empty space again with fresh kinds,

no time must be allowed to pass by. (io on propagating all

the new and better kinds of Verbenas, Petunias, Heliotropes,
Scarlet and other Pelargoniums.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The heavy rains of the Cth so baked the surface of the

ground, that it became necessary, weeds or no weeds, to loosen

the soil among all young crops that the hoe or the fork

could have access to, in order to let a little air in and keep
the scorching heat of such days as Saturday out. It is seldom
that we wish to see a rake at work, except in making the soil

tine for small seeds ; but there is one instance before us in

which we might have found it better to have used an iron rake,

and that is in a small piece of Asparagus, well hoed and the
weeds left between the rows. These weeds, and some of them
of a fair size, too, are planting themselves most comfortably,

owing to the shosvery, dull weatlier, and will want another hoe-

ing in a bright day to let the sun shrivel them out of sight. If

we had had some salt we would have saved the hoeing, and
that is one of the advantages of salting this vegetable, that it

destroys the weeds as well as gives the plant what it enjoys in
its natural habitats.

CauUjhiwer.—We forget now how many successions of this

we have at present ; but from digging down a piece of Straw-
berries we were enabled to jjlant out a good piece, which will

afford a fine autumn supply, andthelatest will stand long under
protection. We generally plant one piece later still, either

where we can protect it, or to be lifted and placed under pro-

tection. At this season we give less room to the plants, as

they will not grow so strong—say generally 18 inches between
the rows, and from a foot to 15 inches in the row. There is no
other kind of Greens or Broccoli that equals the Cauliflower if

it can be had good and compact. The latter matter is some-
times lost sight of at country cottage shows, where some huge
parasol heads, so run that you could push your fingers or even
your fist into the openings, are expected to beat compact, firm
heads, 5 or more inches in diameter. This is less to be
wondered at when those of refined taste are so often led to give

the preference to quantity rather than quality.

Spinacli.—On ground from which Potatoes have been raised

we have sown the main winter crop, in rows from 15 to 18 inches

apart, and it is not too soon to do so on heavy, late land; on
light, early soils it would be time enough to do so about the

28th. We will sow a little piece more then, as it is always best

to be sure, as when too forward it is apt to suffer from early

frosts, and the two sowings afford a better succession in the

spring. Where ground can be spared it is well to have enough
of this tender delicious vegetable, as, though it exhausts the

soil, yet when it is cut down when strong and allowed to lie a

day or two, and is then trenched down, it returns to the ground
a good moiety of the nourishment that it took away. The
Prickly or Flanders Spinach is the best for present sowing.

Where there is much packing of vegetables and fruit to a dis-

tance, plenty of Spinich comes in useful fur packing material.

Onions.—Sowed the Tripoli and Whitj Spanish for the main
winter crop for salading, and for planting fur the first crop in

spring. If we have a tine autumn, even in our stiff soil, these

will be over early, and will become too large even for salads

;

but if the autumn be shady and cold they will not be too early.

We shall, therefore, sowa piece more at the end uf the month.
Have our readers noticed how weakly most of our seedlings

come at this season of the year compared with the robustness

they assume in April and May, when the sun is approaching

his greatest strength, instead of receding from it?

Turnips and Kadishcs.—Sowed a good breadth in rows, the

Radishes in intermediate rows, and to be cleared out before the

Turnips want the room. Will have another small sowing to-

wards the end of the month. The latter, especially, will pro-

duce but smuU Turnips in winter, but they will be firm and
sweet. It is rarely that Turnips should be used at table larger

than a middle-sized closed fiat. The sweetness will greatly

depend on youth and rapid growth. As fast as we could clear

ground we tilled it thickly withColeworts, Borecoles, Broccolis,

&c., as it is much more pleasant to cut them up in spring than

to go without a suflicient supply.

In the stimulus given to the higher branches of gardening,

especially floriculture, some of the rising race of gardeners are

apt to think the kitchen garden beneath their notice, and the

usual results as to grumbling and piuchings follow. Let it be

clearly understood, that in all families where the exception

is not clearly made vegetables must ever stand first, fruit

second, and plants and flowers third. Whoever ventures so to

transpose their position as to give vegetables the third place,

will most likely be reminded in no very pleasant way of hia

error.

Pras.—Late crops promise to be fine, and the rains have

made some sorts grow so fast, that we have been obligetd to

hold them up by imles connected with strings, as when the

haulm is broken or twisted the Peas do not swell regularly.
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AVhen the stakes are thus insufCcient, it would bo better for

the crop to bo on tbo tjrouud unstakml.
We bavo lately alluiled to some of the best-flavoured, most

prolific kinds. We regret to say, that tboufjli aclmirinj:; Vcitcb's

Perfection fortlie size of pod, and size of )iea, and rich flavour,

we bavo never. tbouKh tryiuR some little new mode every year,

succeeded in fiUin;; tlio basket from it as we would wish. Many
of tbo blooms seem aUo to become barren. Some people prefer

the flavour to such fine kinds as Ne Plus Ultra, the beigbt of

the latter being tbo chief objection to it, and the large pods of

Perfection look very handsome in the ;basket, but with us it

yields those fine pods too sparingly. Will some more suc-

cessful correspondent tell us how to pet our baskets better filled

from a row ;' We would be well satisfied, it in prolific bearing
it came considerably behind such kinds as Dickson's Favourite,
Knight's Dwarf Marrows, &c.

Potnttiis.— We biive now taken up our earliest, and we are

sorry to find that within these few days among the later kinds
the dread Potato disease has made its appearance. If those
taken up keep sound, or those still sound in tlie ground remain
so, wo shall bavo no reason to complain much ; but as fine a
sampk' of stored Potatoes as wo ever saw, took the disease long
after this, and when stored in thin layers, too. last year. Owing
to the muist character of the season, and frequency of muggy
davB, we could do little good in planting anything between
Potatoes this year. In general, it will be found the best plan
to prick out Coleworts, Borecoles, Broccolis, &c., and hft and
plant when the ground is cleared. Of course, we are not
speaking of such happy cases, where a quarter can be left

pretty well in fallow in the first part of tlie year, to receive

these winter crops as soon as they are strong enough. We be-
lieve that on the whole that is the best, the most economical,
and even the best-paying plan ; hut if the gardener has less

than an aero of cropping ground, and must obtain the greatest
possible quantity of good vegetables from it, then, willing or
unwilling, ho will have to crop so as never to have a yard of

ground long empty.
FRUIT GABDEN.

We stated that in niimmer pruninr/ and pinchin;} we left a few
shoots to carry on the growth. Wo have had the most of these
now removed, to let the sun and air to the fruit, and to perfect

more fully the buds for next season. In this matter we treat

very differently young trees, and those that are as large as we
wish them to be. In the case of young trees which we wish to

bear fruit in proportion to their size, and that as soon after

planting as possible—in the case of Pears, Apples, Cherries,
Plums, ttc, as soon as the summer shoots are 9 or 10 inches long,

we thin where too abundant, and merely nip out the point of

the shoots left with the finger and thumb, and had we nothing
but fruit trees to attend to, we would use little else but tbo
finger and thumb to do our pruning. Most likely these shoots
will push again from near the fruit, and they may bo stopped
again, and of these we will make little mention, as most likely

we will cut further back than the tirst pinching at the autumn
or winter pruning.

This thinning and this point-pinching throw tbo sap, as it

were, back on the tree, and thus we shall generally obtain two,

three, and on to half a dozen fruit-buds f.jrraed at tho lower
end of the summer shoot, whilst it we bad not stopped it. we
could scarcely expect a fruit-bud to be formed until tbo fjUow-
ing year. For this purpose, the stopping the shoot at that
length is a much better plan than stopping it further back

—

ga.y from .S to G inches distance from the last ysar's wood.
This would be a good plan when we wished to change that one
shoot into two, three, or four more, and thus form a head, or
fill a gap sooner; but it would not be equally good if early
fruit-buds were our aim.
The check given to the top growth would at first be severe,

the vital forces aoounnilated in branches, stem, and roots would
at once be arrested in their natural outlet, and the repetition

of such a process would gradually lessen the power of these
forces, and give us growth diminished in vigour and luxuriance.
This first stopping, however, of which we are speaking, though
dammingup for a time the natural outlet, does not do much
to arrest the natural vigour of tho plant ; it merely, as it were,
puts it on its metal, and ere long the jdant shows it will not
be easily beaten, by finding an outlet for these accumulated
resources, in giving you several shoots instead of one, but
shoots that for that season will be furnished with wood-buds
alone. Hence, in such trees the different result that may be
expected from merely topping a summer shoot, say in July,

and cutting it back to :2 or S inches in length. In the one case

you may expect and will often obtain fruit-buds formed at the
base of the shoot— at any rate there is almost the certainty

of having them so formed in the following year ; in the other

case, tho closer cutting is almost sure to be followed by the tree

in self-defence tlirowiug out more shoots from the buds on the
shoot so shortened.

Now, in the case of fine, dwarf bush, or pyramidal treeaOiAt

have grown as large as we wish them to be, if there was a
deficiency of fruit-spurs wo would, even as res)>bct8 them, fol-

low the same point-pinching plan, and cut back merely when
all danger of pushing fresh shoots was over ; but if the tree

was bristling with fruit-spurs, we would thin out these shoots

more liberally, taking those away first from Ibc top of the tree,

so as to throw the strength of the tree more downwards, as the
branches near the ground are apt to become weak soonest,

and wo would top the jioints of shoots chiefly when we wanted
fruit-buds to accumulate at their base, or where u new shoot

was wanted to be laid in. We should only be careful in July
and the beginning of .\ugust to leave as many sljoots growing
on such trees as to avoid all danger of the fruit-buds being
started into growth, instead of maturing for next season's fruit-

bearing.

The whole matter will be simplified if it is borne in mind
that the sooner and more thoroughly .you remove summer-made
shoots, tho more likely are you to have an abundant second
weaker growth, the more likely are you to prevent fruit-buds

forming in such shoots, and the greater Ibe probability of

starting into wood-growth what otherwise would have been
consolidated and ripened into fruit-buds. It is always best to

stop an extra-vigorous shoot early, because such a shoot is not

only liable to rob the rest of the tree, and thus deprive it of its

equal balance, but the shoot takes a long time to become fruit-

ful, whilst this fruitfulness is more quickly obtained by securing

two, three, or more well-ripened moderately-sized shoot sin-

stead of one.

In tho case of trees that are not so fruitful as is desirable,

owing to over-luxuriance, it is well to mark them now, that they

may receive less or more of root-prunimj after the fruit is

gathered. The earlier this is done the more will it increase

the fruitfulness of the tree for the succeeding year ; but if done
before the fruit is gathered the fruit will be almost sure to

suffer in size or quality. This cutting of the roots is going

at once to the root of the matter ; it secures more moderate
growth, on which the sun and air can thoroughly bring into ope-

ration their maturing powers. lioot-pruning, however, is

chiefly useful when the roots are going ti'O deep, and thus ab-

sorb moisture of a more crude nature than that which is ob-
tained nearer the surface. In all cases where the roots are

under control and near the surface, and are kept there by
waterings and mulchings, the strength of the tree, though not
so quickly, will be as efficiently regulated by summer pinchiogs
and prunings as by the lifting or cutting of the roots. Be-
tween roots and branches there will ever be a reciprocal, cor-

relative, sympathetic action. Eeduce the growing, evaporating
surface, and you will gradually lessen tho demands on the
roots, aud they will send up a smaller supjily of sap, which will

thus stand all the better chance of being well elaborated.

To have this eft'ect, however, the pinching and the pruning
must take place in summer in the period of growth. We have
seen many cases where it was attempted to neutralise over-

vigorons growth by a free use of the saw and the knife in

winter. Such a plan almost universally fails. The plant in
self-defence will find a vent in strong, young shoots next sum-
mer from the stored-up resources, the result of unchecked
growth in the season preceding. Of course the plan of severe

winter-pruning is all well enough when we wish to have new
wood for our tree, and to train, nip, and prune as we will.

Much, however, would be gained were the belief more general
that it is on summer-management and not on winter-pruning
that we must depend for securing moderate growth and extra
fertility in our fruit trees.

This simple principle understood will enable ne at times to

modify our operations, to make the most of circumstances.

Thus, noticing that a vigorous tree or shrub severely pruned in

winter would in self-defence attempt to restore the balance

between roots aud tops by a vigorous growth in the following

summer, has led us several times in moving rather larger fruit

and forest trees in the end of autumn, or the beginning of
winter, to deviate a little from the ordinary course, and always
with a seeming advantage. Unless such trees have been pre-

viously prepared, and a mass of young roots is formed round a
manageable ball, it is impossible to take up the trees witfaont
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doing snoh injary to the roots aa would destroy tbe previous
balance between roots and branches, and, therefore, it is not
uncommon to thin or shorten the bends of the trees, so as to

lessen the disparity that otherwise in this respect would and
must exist. Now, reasoning on the simple principle referred
to, in moving such trees without preparation, we have not only
seen the importance of lessening the top of the tree, so as to

give tbe lacerated roots less to do ; but the still greater im-
portance, after a vigorous growth in summer, to do this top-
thinning and pruning early in autumn, a month or two at least

before transplanting. The lessening of the outlets, as it were,
after the summer growth, and whilst the plant was still grow-
ing freely, caused an accumulation of extra resources, ready
under favourable circumstances to show themselves in fresh roots
and twigs. In the hurry, the argument may not be so clear as
it should be, but we can bear testimony to the benefit to be de-
rived from the practice.

In conclusion, then, severely pruning in winter a luxuriant
fruit tree, will not much lessen its luxuriance, as the resources
stored up in the stem and roots will find an outlet. In taking up
and transplanting trees, what pruning is necessary for the head
should be given early in autumn, that the forces thus hus-
banded may be developed in fresh growth below and above
ground.

Other matters much the same as last week, and chiefly of a
routine character.—B. P.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET—August U.
Trade in choice Tiroductinns has mnch filltn off; other articles remain

nearly bh before. There is n Inrtre nuiount of foreiffn produce on hand,
80 that dealers must eubmit to lower pricp«, as vre may shortly expect a,

large addition, in the shape of EnpU^^h Plums, to those already here.
Pears consist of Jargonelles, Bon Chrt-tien, and Bcurre d'Amanlis.

FRUJT.

Apples i sieve 1

Apricots dnz 8
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Cturants ^ sieve 3

Black do. 5
Pi(?g doz. '6

Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb.

GooBeberrios .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 2

Lemons 100 6

d. B.

Oto 1

4

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
OrancTes 100
Peaches doz.
Ppars (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plnms ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspborrips lb,

RtrawheiTies lb.

Walnuta bush.
Green. . . . per 100

d. s.

nto5
8

VEGETABLES
d. 8. d
3 too GArtichokes each

Asparapus .... bundle 000
Beans, Kidney, k sieve 4

ScarletRun.J sieve 4
Beet, Red doz. 2 8
Broccoli bundle 2 3
Bras. Sprouts J sieve
Cabbage doz. 1 1 fi

Capsicums 100 2 3
Carrots bunch 6 8
Cauliflower doz. 3 6
Celery bundle in 2
Cucumbers each 4 8

pickling doz. 2
Endive doz. 2
Fennel bunch 3
Garlic lb. 8 1
Herbs bunch 3
Horseradish . . bundle 2 6 4

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions, .per doz. bchs.
Parsley per Bieve
Parsnips doz.
Poas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidnev do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes .... per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows .

.

d. 8.

8 ton

2 3

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*•• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but wi'ite them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books (T. B. WiUe^l^.~'The best book on landscape gardening is Mr.
Kemp's "How to Lay Out a Garden."

Tree Labels (E. August).—There is no novelty in your labels, which
are already made both in zinc, porcelain, and earthenware.

Green Matter in Dyeing Vat [Calico Printer).—Th^ green matter
you find aa a scum on the surface of your alodgo is the voidauce of the
mussels which feed on gi'cen Sea-weed.

Red Spider on Vines [W. P. Mailduo7i).~Xa laat week's number, at
page 105, you will find yonr case fully answered.

Orchard-house and Fowls (S. L. T.K—Our own opinion is that the
fowls would eat your fruit as well as destroy the woodlice. If you want to
ffet rid of the woodlice trap them with small pots tilled with moss or hay,
in which they will take refuge.

Vicar of Winkfield Pear (A Constant Reader).—The Vicar of Wink-
field is not worth space on a wall if your room is limited. If your Golden
Benrri' is tbe Brown Beurre, we would recommend you to place it on the
wall and leave the Vicar of Winkfield where it is.

Estimate of Roses.—" In the list of Roses given in your last number,
Mr. Flitton nppeara to have entirely forgotten Senateur Vaisse, the best
Rose in the world. General Jacqueminot, Madame Charles Crapelet,
Madame Wood, Madame Julie Darau, >ouvenir de Comte Cavour (Mar-
gottiu). Prince Leon, and the superb Baron Maynard, the very beat white
Rose in cultivation.—Fuad Dervise."

Spot on Pear hEXVES (A. Atkinson).—It is not the work of .in insect
but of a fungus, to which the Pear is liable in seasons like the present,
which are unui^ually wet. uith a great absence of light. Drainage will
assist you more than anything.

Sarracenias iltohin Tioi'p).—We shall sec what can he done about
Sarraceuiasin a week or two.

Anacharis alsinastrom {An Old Snh^criher).—*' The only way" of
which you make inquiry, is to have the pond emptied, and all the mud at
the bottom well scraped out, n^ thereby everything belonging to the
weeds must be taken away.

Autumn Shows (G. 3fo»s).—Crystal Palace, September 10th.

Trees for a Blind iAnTiom J?ig»fr?r).~Plant Elack Italian Pop-
lars, which will grow quicker and taller than anything else suit'tble for
the purpose. Mix among them some common Laurels, which will grow
up and keep the bottom bushy when the trees get up. You might mix
Scotch and Silver Firs among the Poplars. If you experience irregularity
in procuring the Journal through your bookseller, order it direct from
the otlice.

American Blight (An Amatcm).—Take a hard brush like aplatc-brush
and brush them off. By keeping a close look-out after these pests as they
make thtir appearance, you will check their progress; but it is not
possible by any process to eradicate them.

Nectahine Cracking (T. S. Price).—The Nectarine is the Stanwicki
which is proverbially liable to crack. Whr.t is the condition of the roots ?

Are they, or have they been kept too dry at the roots, and the atmosphere
of the house relatively moist 1-* These conditions would cause the fruit to
crack. \

Spot on Grapes (A Small Man).—Are you quite sure the drainage is

all right, or have you kept the house too close and humid '? Give plenty
of air, and protect the border from those heavy rains that have been so
prevalent this season.

Wheelbarrows.—"G. E." wishes that some correspondent would
kindly tell him the best form and dimensions for a garden wheelbarrow.

Lti.ium lancifolium Hardy [G. McD.].^'H.eic in the south, Lilium
lancif'dinm and its varieties would be considered hardy herbaceous
plants, and admissible in a collection of these at an exhibition ; and wo
cannot but believe that it is equally hardy with you. Send your seedling
Pelargonium to the Floral Committee of the Ruyal Horticultural Society,
and it will have its merits or demerits well weighed.

Gardener Leaving {Stronger).—The autumn would he the season for

a gardener to leave his place, so as to cause the least inconvenience in

the establishment. Croiis are then gathered in, and the active operations
of the garden are then fewer than at any other season. Plant Ivy and
Holly in September.

Peach Trees under Glass {A. 5. T.).—Tour Peach trees will not
suffer in the least by the alturation you intend to make in the house.

Sea-kale Beet (B. B ).—It is the thick fleshy stalks of the leaves that
are blanched and eaten like Sea-kale. They are blanched either by
earthing them up like Celery or Cardoons, or by covering them with Sea-
kale pots.

Erecting Greenhouse (IT. TTM.—It is not easy for ns to answer the
question you put. If you apply to any of the horticultural builders who
advertise every week in this Journal they will furnish you with an esti-

mate and \i\i\ix. Much depends on the style ol the work as to what the
cost will be.

Prizes at Exhibitions (Stiiion-^bboiO.—There being no restriction in
the rules of your Society as to how many prizes an exhibitor may take in
class in which he exhibits, you are entitled to all that have been awarded
you. Where it is intended that no exhibitor shall take more than one
prize in each class, it ought to be stated so in the schedule, as is done in
that of the Royal Horticultmal Society.

Greenhouse Glass and Flue (W. 0.).—21-oz. glass is quite strong
enough for any ordinary greenhouse where the squares are not mora
than a foot wide ; hut if you exceed that width and length, 'J4-uz. will

be better and safer. The single flue will be amply sufficient to keep out
frost, but not to force.

Honeydew (Goddess).—The following from tbe "Cottage Gardener'!
Dictionary" aflTords the information you require :—" Heat attended by
dryness of the soil, as duringthe drought of summer, is very liable to pro-
duce an unnatural exudation. This is especially noticeable upon the
leaves of some plants, and is popularly known as honeydew. It is some-
what analogous to that outburst of blood, which in such seasons is apt to
occur to man, and arises from the increased action of the secretory and
circulatory system, to which it affords relief. There is this great and
essential difference, that, in the case of plants, the extravat-atiou is upon
the surface of the leaves, and in proportion, consequently, to the abund-
ance of the extruded sap are their respiration and digestion impaired.
The various successful applications of Hquids to plants, in order to pre-

vent the occurrence of the honeydew and similar disesesa, would seem
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to indicate Ihnt a morbid slate of the sap is the chief criHse of the honey-
dow, for otherwise it would bo difficult to explain the ronson why the use
of a KolutioD of common salt in wntcr, applied to tho »oil in which a
plant is growing, can prevent a disciise caused by inHcrts. But if wo
adn.it that the iiTcffulur action of tho sap is the cause of the disorder,
then we can understand that a portion of salt introduced in tho juices of
tho plant would naturally havo au influence in correcting any morbid
tendency, eitln-r i>revcnting the too rapid secretion of sap. stimulating it

in promoting ilrt regular formation, or preserving its fluidity; and that
by such a treatment the honeydow may ho entirt-ly prevented wo havo
often witnessed when experimontalising with totuUy dilTeront objects.
Thus wo havo seen plants of various kind', which have been treated with
a weak solution of cummon salt and water, totally escape the honeydew,
where trees of tho same kind growing in the same plot of ground not so
treated, havo been materially injured by its ravages "

Hbatinc, a <.'onsi:rvatorv (
7'. IT.).—One of Hays's middle-sized stoves

would keep tho frobt out of tho conservatory, :J!) feet by 9 feet. Wo pre-
sume it to be a lean-to. Of course you are aware that you must purchase

and leaf mould. Begonia Veitchii wo do not know. B. magniflca woald
Hur\ive tho winter in a wann greenhouse, the soil being kept dry.

Proi'aoatino and Wintebino Pelabgonilms (.VoriVc).—The one*Ught
frame will not be of any use, as cuttings taken now and put in boxes three-
]>arts lilted with sandy soil, and to the brim with Bhnrp sand, will striko
freely out of doors in the full sun, the soil being kept niwist. When cold
weather sets in the cuttings may be moved iuthe boxes to the room without
fire, and being kept dr>* lud afforded plenty of air they will live through tho
winter if taken to a place of safety during severe weather. Just enough
water shoulJ bo given them occasionally to keep them from drying up,
otherwise they cannot bo kept too dry. The stable, the room, and tho
cellar will do for the old plants, but these must be kept from frost, and all

decayed leavts and stems should bo pricked ofl* as they appear. Your
frame will answer admirably for Calceolaria cuttings if placed in a warm
situation and over a bed of good rich soil. Two or three inches of sand
m ay bo placed within tho fr.ime, and the cuttings put in early in October,
1) inch apart. A good watering should be given, and tho plants should
have all tho air puSHible, using the lights only at night and during heavy

the preparetl fuel. Wo would advise even then that a small gas-pipe ' rains In severe frosts it will bo necessary to cover tho lights with two
should go from tho top of tho stove. A round or square stove of iron
8ay 15 inches wide, and at least oO inches high, with a pipe through the
roof, would also suit you, more especially if tlic firo-box stand free of the
sides of the stove all round. That, of cour.^e, would burn coke or com-
mon cinders. We fear prepared fuel, as an essential, will lessen the use-
fulness of stoves that need it, as people are apt to forget such little

matters until the frost comes suddenly nud does tho mischief. We con-
sider anti-corrosiou paint first-rate for ciimmon purposes ; but wo would
nse it chiefly for tho outsidcs of glass houses, us lead paint inside is

more easily washed.

Herbaceods Plants for Bf.ds (C/n/i).—The Evening Primrose ((Eno-
thera macrocarpa), makes a flue bed of yellow, and continues long in
bloom. Agrostemma ooronaria is also a fine plant for a bed ; it has
bright rosy crimson blossoms. A bed of Antirrbinnms is also excellent

;

they are of many colours, and look well mixed or in a bed of one colour.
Salvia nemorosa, baring silvery foliage and numertms bluisli purple
flowers continuing through the summer, is fine for a bed. Delphinium
Bellailonna, with sky-bluo flowers, is one of tho very best blue-flowering
boddets. Lythrum roseum supcrbum, with rose-coloured blossoms, is

tlno for a bed in cp.rly summer, but does not do for autumn. Fuchsia
globii-^a is very pretty in abed in autumn, being of a fine scarlet and violet.
Sliinulus cupreus does well in rather shady, moist situations, and has
hiind-itme yellowish orange flowers. Few plants arc equal to herbaceous
Phloxes, which may bo planted one colour in a bed or in mixtures. Py-
r«lhrums, of which there are many kinds and colours, arc fine for beds.
Pentstcmiius have a fine effect in a bed late in summer and in autumn,
and Dianthusbybridus Marie Pare is the best of the white hybrid Pinks for
a bed.

Gladioluses in Pots after Blooming {H. Fni/).—V»'hca tho foliage
becomes yellow take up the bulbs, lay them in a dry place, and when dry
remove the stalks, and store the roots in dry sand in a cool place after
cleaning them. The plants sliould not be much watered after flowering,
but must be gradually dried off.

Wintering Gloxinia Tubers (/(/.ml.—After flowering tho plants
should be kept dry, and if the pots are placed on a coul bottom in any
house from which frost is excluded, the tubers will ^vj^ter safely. They
also keep well iu a cellar until February or March, and may tlien have all
tho old soil shaken from the roots, and be fresh potted and placed iu a
hotbod.

Hardiness of LiLini LoNoiFLonrsi (/'// "i).~Lilium longiflornm suc-
ceeds admirably in a cool pit during the winter if the pot is plunged to
tho rim in coal ashes; and it will stand the winter uninjured out of
doors if tho pot be plunccd to the rim iu coal ashes in a sheltered situ-
ation, and a thin layer of short litter spread over tho surface.

WcLFENiA CARiNTHiACA CULTURE (M. A. £".).—Tho plants may he
potted iu u compost of turfy loam, leaf mould, and sand iu equal parts,
tbo pots being well drained, for tho soil must bo kept moist, and good
drainage is therefore essential. The plants may bo placnd out of doors
in an open but not very sunny situation, and the pots plunged to tlie rim.
They should have an abundant supply of water, but the soil should not
be kept saturated. The pots may be withdrawn in autumn, and set on
ashes or plunged in them iu a cold frame, where they sbould have abun-
dance of air, and protection from those frosts succeeding a warnt period,
which are the chief evils cultivators of plants from elevated situations
have to contend against. To save trouble you may plant them in a
sheltered situation out of doors in rich turfy loam, leaf mould, and sand.
They will require water frequently during dry weather.

Pruning Klairii No. 2 Uose ihlem),—This Hose is rather impatient of
pruning, and should not be closely cut. Tho old wood should be cut out
as well as some of tho shoots, if these are too close together, some of
them ha\'ing the ends merely shortened a little, so that a uniform head
may be produced.

Various ( ).—All the Aucubasare perfectly hardy, and Aucubahima
laiaca will probably hybridise with A. japouica. Dcsmodium racemosum
is hai'dy, &ucceediug iu an open situation iu a compost of peat, loam.

or three mats, and any other covering that may be at hand. You will
find full particulars as to the propagation and wintering of bedding Pelar-
goniums at page i)7, of No. 2H0, and pago 807, of No. 291, and for tbo pro-
pagation of Calceolarias seo No. '2S9, page 271. Tho small purpio plant is

Aubrietia dcltoiden, and the Tropxolum one of the many varieties that
are raised from seed.

Strawderrv Forcing (,4 Younrj Bertinnfrt.—You may take up and pot
all the plants of Black Prince and British Queen, but the others named
by you we do not consider good kinds lor forcing, end the British Qacca
is not a good early forcer; but you lUHy pot Princess Alice Maud freely.

Due do Slalakoff forces well. Black Prince is vury good for tho purpose.
Tho potting should be done forthwith, the pbmts being abundantly
watered and shaded from bright sun until established. If tbo pots bo
placed in tbo house iu February the fruit will be ripe in April, and the
plants may be cleared out at tho end of tho month. We would advise
you to pot last year's runners in preference to old plants, and when you
can obtain well-rooted runuers of the current year, by all means pot them,
taking them up with a ball.

Pegging Down China Roses ili. E. L.).—\\l tho shoots of the China
Roses may bo pegged down, and doing so will not destroy them, unless
the work is so carulcssly performed as to break them. It should be dono
gently and by degrees.

Air-roots on Vine Stems (Idem).—Bad management has nothing to
do witn air-roots on the stems of Vines ; they are the result of the roots
being iu a cold outside border, whilst the branches are in a warm, moist
atmosphere. They are more or less prcseut on all Vines when they be-

' come aged, and aro evidence that the roots are not in a congenial medium-
CocKscoMn DA3IPING {W. C).—The Cockscomb sent appears to have

suffered from an excess of moisture. Wo think a little more heat and
more air would make all right, and we should cci-tainly remove the plants
to a cold frame, which you may easily convert into a stove by giving air
early in the morning and shutting up early iu tho afternoon. We make
no charge for answering questions.

Proi'agating Achillea clavenn.t: and Acdrietia orxca varieoata.
iSubscrihrr).—The Achillea clavenme is a pretty silver-edged plant, and
in dry soils nearly as liardv as the Arabis. To make sure wo would
take up the pbtnt and divide it into as many pieces as possible, and plant
under a hand-light—if in small pots all the better, and give just a
little pioteclion in cold weather in winter. Yon will best propagate tho
variegated Aubrietia gritca in a similar way ; but cuttings of that, the
smallest bits, will fctrike, and now is a good time. The common varieg.ited
Arabis we propagate by taking the cuttings iu autumn and winter and in-
serting them in an open border with sand along the rows, and put in a
few evergreen twigs in severe weathor\ Viola cornuta iseasiiy propagated
by cuttings, or taking up a plant and dividing it. Viola lutea is of even
a closer hibil—a bright yellow flower, one of the pretty plants Mr. Tyer-
man, of the Liverpool Botanic Gardens, has made popular, but which we
have lost through tho depredations of rabbits. It is an abundant bloomer.

Names or Plants (K.'i:j*U'').—Clematis viticella odorata {ilrs.M.).—
Rhododendron Edgworthii ; Myoporum tenuifolium (shrubbyl. Cuttings
of either may bo raised, but not without the attention of an experienced
gardeacr. [A f'ongtant Subucriher).—1, Erauthcmura sp. ; 2, Colntea
arborcscens purpnr«'a ; 4, Oncidiura flexuosum; 5. Asplenium furcatnm

;

6, Erica tetralix. {J. P. /I.) —All in a bad state. 5, Eranthemum leuco-
neurum ; 6, Scolopcndrium vnlgare crispum. IRchecca .—Nos. 1 and 3,

Begonia xanthina, vars. ; 2, B. Griffithii ; 4, B. xanthina marmorea

;

5, B. nitida; 6, B. pFirvirolia; 7. Asplenium (no fructification) ; H.Nophro-
lepis exaltata; 9, Pellrca hst^tata. tT. B.}.—1, StruthioptL-ris gei-manica

;

2. Lastrea Gouldieana; 3 and 4, Aspid'um intermedium. 'Thref-yeam
Subscriber).—We cannot undertake to name such parcids of plants as
you have sent; be moderate in your demands:— 18, Stachys lanata;
21, Lonicera japonica reticulata ; 20. SantoUnachamacyparissus ; 10, Sym-
phoricarpus racemosus ; 11, Tamnrix gallica : 2, Buddlxa plobosa ; 15, Sta-
pbylea pinnatn ; 21, Cibtus ladaniferus ; 6, Ailanthos glaudulosos; 4, An-
chusa sempervirens.

meteorological observations in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending August 13th.

Dm.
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POITITRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CEROKICLE.

HOUDANS AT EXHIBITIONS.
In your last issne I noticed that the Manchester and Liver-

pool Agricultural Society, at a committee meeting recently held,

have decided to offer special prize.s for Spangled Hamburghs at

their forthcoming Exhibition, and I am glad to perceive that

justice has been meted, tardy though it be, to the numerous
admirers of this pretty and useful variety ; but I do complain
of the slight which has been cast upon the French breeds,

which are now deservedly coming into almost universal favour.

Surely national antipathies have not prejudiced the Committee
against these fowls. I do not wish to say one word against the

merits of any other distinct varieties, but I insist that the

French breeds—more especially the Houdan, of which I can
particularly spenk—possess valuable qualities unsurpassed by
any other breed, and which deserve recognition at our poultry

shows, which were ostensibly established for the purpose of

encouraging the cultivation of useful and fancy varieties.

As egg-producers, Houdans are, I have no hesitation in affirm-

ing, unrivalled ; my hens, hatched in 18G6, although shedding

their feathers, laying at the present time, as well as in early

spring, and I have a pullet hatched in the middle of March,
which presented me with her first egg on Sunday, the 4th inst.

Houdans arrive at maturity at an early age, are extremely

hardy, will prosper in a limited space, and their deep, full

breasts render them especial favourites with the ook. I trust,

then, that you will raise your voice in behalf of the French
breeds, and endeavour to secure distinct classes for them at

the Birmingham aud oilier winter and autumn shows.

Can any one tell me whether it is indispensable that Houdans
should have a mufViing or beard ? I had always understood
that it was so.but at the showof the North Lincolnshire Agricul-

tural Society held at Barton last week, an extra prize was
awarded to a pen of Houdans, neither of the hens in which
possessed this, as I think, necessary appendage. The birds,

too, lacked size, though their plumage was all that could be
desired. I take it that size should be the principal recom-
mendation, then crest, muffling, and plumage.

—

Linddm.

POULTRY PRODUCE.
Tke following is the result I have obtained from thirteen

hens—viz. :—1 Cochin, 1 Brahma, 2 Game, 3 Dorkings, 1 Ham-
burgh, 1 Cii've Cffiur, and 4 Cross-bred. I have two cocks,

two pens, and a grass plot, upon which each cock alternately

parades every fine day, but I generally keep them in the slated

roosting-house when it is very wet.

The following statement, I think, will bear comparison with
that of " CocKEEEL," and I fancy if he can inform me the
total weight, I may probably exceed his, as I have only one
Hamburgh (a breed that lays a great number of very small
eggs), and he has three

—

Enos.
January 82
February 67
March 127
April 181

Eggs.
May 198
June les

Total 753

If thirteen hens lay 753, twenty-two hens should in the same
proportion lay 1274, and " Cockeeel's " have only laid 1008,

266 less.

I am sorry to say that my financial statement will not bear
comparison with his, as I consider that I have been a loser of

£1 19s. in the six months. I fear I am not taking " my eggs

to the best market." My cook requires all I can find, and is

very particular in ascertaining the market price. How am I

keep out of the Gazette ?

—

An Amateur Breedek.

BADMINTON SHOW.
Theue ia always something to be learnt by a journey, and therefore

always pleasure in journeying, whether it be a long journey or a short
one. Talte the former case. You enter a nearly-full railway cairiage,

and are accordiugly looked at as an intruder; but in a few minutes
you are forgiven and received into the brotherhood, especially if at the

next station you manage to keep oat another intruder. If it be morn-
ing you may notice how each man is engrossed in his newspaper,
reading, steadily reading, every column, not Bkimming the page as at

home. Then, each having fiiiiehed his own paper, there comes the

mutual exchange, every one hoping that evei-y other one's paper may
contain an additional scrap of news ; but at length all the papers are

exhausted, and the readers look doleful enough. Some try to sleep,

but do not succeed, and then the hours drag slowly on. If one traveller

eats his sandwich the others eye him for amusement, and consequently

be eats in restraint and awkwardly. Hours go on. If one unlocks his

portmanteau and struggles energetically to force iu his newspaper,
thi.'; simple act is regarded by his fellow travellers with great attention

and interest.

Then there arc the people one meets with when travelling. Recently

I sat opposite on Italian gentleman, and he amused me infinitely.

He related that when he first came to England he met a man who said

iu passing, '* A fine day
!

" and said he, " I looked up and around,

and could not see it was a fine day." He said tliis with a shrng and
turning up of the eyes which was delicious. " Then," said he, " I met a
second man who said, 'A fine day!' hut after a while I learned that

such days were fine by comparison. But oh for the blue skies of

Italy I " To continue, speaking of journeys, there were one's boyhood
journeys—getting up and driving off in the paternal vehicle while it

was yet a summer's night, and the chilliness before dawn ; and how a*

we advanced

—

'* Up leaped on a sudden the sun,
And flgninst him the cattle stood black every one,
To stare through the mist at ns quick driving past.'*

"Well, yesterday I drove as of yore, but not in early morning, for

poultry shows are as a rule not open before noon ; and I drove along

tlie same road on which William III. went on his visit to the Duke of

Beaufort of his day—the road the same, and the villages much the

same. I noticed as I left Wilts and entered the high table land of

Gloucestershire near to Badminton, how the marks of largo ownership
became visible in fine timber and exquisitely neat hedges. Badminton
village entered, what model cottages I beheld, with such model gardens ;

and then the village street was more like a park carriage-drive than a
street. If in a coming democratic age the law of }>rimngenituro should

cease, and with it large properties cease, England will be reduced to

what Robert Hall said Cambridgeshire is, " a mere rich mealtub,"

with no hedges, no trees, nothing to overshadow one blade of com ;

for a poor owner, which a small owner would be, could not afford to

let the fine trees remain. Heuce the beauty of the counti-y would in a
great degree bo at an end.

So musing. I enter the portion of Badminton Park appropriated to

the Show. Entrance money paid and catalogue bought, I prepare to

investigate all before me. Clearly the feature of the Show is the horse
department, and particularly the horses sent as " extra stock" by the

Duke. I glance at the fiowers, vegetables, and fruits. Some wer*
ccttagers' prizes, others amateurs" prizes, and (I liked this), prizes for

schcol children *' for the best nosegays of wild flowers." Then prizes

for the best collection of fiowers in pots suitable for a cottage window ;

then various other local prizes. Amid the Roses I see in a very fair

stand one marked '* Glory de di John!" The owner did not gain a
prize, but orthography and success went together. A lady near me as

I write says that poor " Gloire de Dijon ''
is often called in her county

" Glory be to thee, John !

"

Proceeding through the Show, looking at the horses, sheep, and
cattle, and not looking at tlie pigs, I reach a corner where is a barri-

cade, and a man with a money-or-your-life air demands Q>d. before

entering the poultry tent—this, mark you, in addition to the shilling

already paid for admittance into the Show ; and, furtlier, this fearful

man demanded 3r/. more for each re-entrance. Now, this was a great

mistake, and must be altered. Englishman-like I grumbled and paid,

but on re-entering twice afterwards I was not (thanks to the courtesy

of a clerical steward), retaxed by the ten-ihle money-demander.
There were 104 pens of poultry and 36 pens of Pigeons. This was

the first show, and I hope that next year will be larger. The Brnknur.

class was the best, and then the Spani.sk. I was sorry not to see any of

Mr. Hinton's or Miss Millward's birds ; Mr. Heath'.'^ fowls and Pigeons,

though entered, did not ari'ive. and there was no Bristol bird at Bad-
minton. All this was very unfortunate ; and the result was, the
poultry was not too good, and the Pigeons less valuable than the

poultiT. Mr. Hanks, of Malraeshury, and Mr. Maggs. of Tetbury,

had it therefore all their own way. Rev. R. H. Mullens showed a good
pen of Ihnnhiin/hs, and Rev. A. K. Cornwall a good pen of Game
Bantama, though the cock was not in its full beauty owing to moulting,

its hackle conspicuous by its absence. The Gome fowls were numerous
but inferior—like the roughs of Lon<lon, a vei-y undeserving class.

Duels were abundant, and could almost quack down the fowls, so

numerous were they. The pens were sadly small, but are to be altered

next year. Those prejmred for the Pigeons were narrow dark dens,

not pens. The Carriers seemed to me to be Dragons, and the Dragons
might better have been called Carriers. Next year I hope in the

larger pens to see much better bii-ds : still this Show, remember, is but

the first, and we walk before we run. At the refreshment stall I could

only obtain confectionery. May I next year hope to find beef and
ham, or a good hit of Wiltshire cheese?

Leaving the Shuw I enter, armed with a " garden ticket," his Grace's

private grounds, kindly made public for the day. Not so much <rf

beauty as of vastness of extent characterises all at Badminton. We
do not stop and say "How exquisite!" but rather '"What a noble

domain!" The kitchen gardens look like walled fields, the pleasura

grounds are those of a palace. On and on I walk, hearing not far
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from me the doop bay of the hounds—those far-famed hounds un'

rivalled in En-jlaiul. Gradually I eomo in front of the house, and
with oyoH mised to a sharp ant^le exaniinu that lofty buihliuf^. How
high and lon^tthy it i^ ! Its size leather than its architfctiiri:! appeal>i

to oue's admiration. In front is the level expanse callod " The Lawn,"
where take place annually "The Lawn Meets;" an onj;raving of a

woll-biiown picture of one of these is in most houses in North Wilts

and "West Gloucestershire. This lawn is vor}- large, maliing tho

avenue beyond almost too distant for a good effect. Fine timber

meets oue's eye everywhere.
Retracing my steps I reach the flower gardens. Here a sunk garden

gay with bedding plants ; there walks rnuuing on among shrubs—like

everythiug at Badminton, vorj- large. In the corner of a conservatory

I find an aviary, probably the delight of the little ones of her Grace.

A turn brings mo in Hight of tiio cliurch, and there immediately at the

back of the house I lind anotlier Hower garden. Proceeding further,

I leave the grounds, l»ut champing to turn bade I catch a sight of the

whole group of buildings forming Badminton House, and they look

like a small town. Specially interesting to dwellers in North Wilts

and Gloucestershire is Badminton, being the residence of the very

popular Duke of Beaufort, whose kind bearing and manly character

endear him to all, while her Grace is alwa\s spolten of with the utmost
respect, and, better still, the greatest regard. Leaving the park I am
again in tho village, gay with flags and bright with holiday faces.

But alas ! rain long threatened and coming in dribblets, is now coming
on in earnest in great sheets of wet, and I drive home thi'ough a blind-

ing rain, Pluvius having fairly conquered Sol.

—

Wiltshihk Kector.

The following is the prize list of the Poultry and Pigeon depart-

ment, in which Mr. G. S. Saiusbury officiated as Judge :

—

DoRKiKos (Any variety) —Fir^^t and Second, G. Hanks. Malmesbury.
Commended, Rov. A. K. Cornwall, Bencome, Uley. Chickens.—First^Rev.
A. K. Cornwall,
Gaiie (Any variety) —First and Second, G. Hanlta. Chickens.—Prize,

G. Hank?. Hitrlily Commended, J. Goulter, Actnn Turville.

Bhahmas.—First, J. S Magg^, Tetbury. Second, Miss P. M. Long,
Wotton-uuder-Kdge. C^tcfc''n8.—Prize, J. S. Magga. Highly Commended,
Rev. R. H. Mullens, Acton Turville.

CociiiNS Any variety).—First, F. G. Phillips, Chippeuham. Second,
A. Heath, Calne. Chickens.—Prize, J. S. Maggs.
Spanish (Any variety).—First, G. lies. Stoke Gifford. Second, — Brown,

Badminton. Commended, T. H. Cradduck, Hawkosbury, Upton.
Hambirghs {.\ny vnriety).—Fiist, Rev. R. H. Mullens. Second, Rev.

G. F. L.0 Mfsurier, Tormai-ton. Commended, A. E. Klcketts, Didmartou.
Chicken^.—Vrize, W. S. Shaw, Bath. Highly Commended, R. H. MuUous.
Bantajis (Any varietj ).—First, Rev. A. K. Cornwall. Second, Lady G.

Codrington, Dodincton.
DucK.s (Aylesbury).— First. DuUo of Beaufort. Second. G. Hanks.

Commended, G. H'^uks. Ducklingx.—^'Pnze, G. Hanks. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. Hartley, Lye Grove. Commended, Mrs. Thompson, Bad-
minton.
Extra Stock.—Prize, Rev. G. F. Le Mcsuricr.
Dtcks (Rouou).— First, Rev. R. H. Mullens. Second, G. Hanks. Duck-

liiifjs.— Prize, Mrs. Thompson. Highly Commended. G. Hanks.
Turkeys (Any variety).—Prize. Mrs. C. Blathw.iyt. Dyrham.
Geese.—First and Second, G. Hanks. Commended, Mrs. Hartley.

PIGEONS.
Cakriebs.—First, Rev. C. M. Perkins, Badminton. Second, Lady G.

Oodrington.
Dragons.-First and Second, — Jones, Mnlmesbury.
Pouters.—First. — Jones. Second, Rev. C. M. Perkins.
Fantails —First, Rev. G. F. Le Mesurier. Second, Rev. C. M. Perkins.
Tdrbits,—Prize. Rev. C. 31. Perkins.
Tumblers (Sbort-faced).—First, — Jones. Second and Commended,

Rev C. M. Perkins.
Tumblers (Baldheads'.—First, — Jones. Second. R. Ricketts, Did-

snarton. Corauiendcd, Miss P. M. Long ; Rev. A. K. Cornwall.
Barbs.—First, Rev. G. F. Le Moaurier. Second, Rev. C. M. Perkins.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
POULTRY SHOW.

The quiet, little, old-fashioned market town of Thirsk has been the

scene, during the past week, of great bustle and gaiety. The York-,

shire Agricultural Society held its annual Show there on the 7th, Sth.

and 9th, on the racecourse, a place admirably adapted for the purpose
The quantity of "bunting" displayed in honour of tho occasion was
something wonderful. From windows, from the roofs of houses, the
tops of trees, the tower of the tine old church (an edifice, by the way,
which the visitor to Thirsk shonld on no account neglect to see), waved
flags of Wvid colours. The weather was tino and sunny, and "" swai*ms
of folks,"' as a beholder expressed it, both vehicular and pedestrian,

thronged tho road leading from tho railway station to the Show-
ground. Upwards of lit),000 persons were present. The show of

poultry- was not unworthy of the gi-eat Yorkshire Society, and com-
prised many excellent birds.

On entering the grounds the ear was at once saluted by the song of

Chanticleer, and advancing towards the poultry department, a small
wooden booth presented itself to notice, covered with announcements, in
large type, that chickens were here " liatrhed by steam," &c. Two or
three dapper young men, in the doorway, were holding forth on the

extraordinary advuntages of the wondei-fnl invention which was exhi-

bited within. After descanting on the theme for some time, one of the

speakers darted into the booth, and instantly emerged with, a chicken in

his hand, which he declared to bo " just out;*' thou rushing in again,

ho soon ro-appoared with a chipped egg. *' Listen, and yon will hear a
fooblo i-liirp. Now, this hero hird is just a-coming out. Walk in,

ladies and gentlemen, and wee the whole process. Only two-pence."

Tho eloquence was irresistible, and great was the shower of coppers
which fell into tho hands of those cleve- demonstrators of science.

The proTrivmme commenced with Spanish, and there was a very
good show of these favourite birds. Tho first and second prize pens
were of nearly equal merit. If it would not be hypercritical to hint a
fault in Mr. Beldons magnificent Spani-^h cock, we wonld ask if he ii

not ju^t a little too nimh squirrel-tailed? Mr. Thresh's cock bird

seemed somewhat out of condition. Dorlinxjs were very good, but
some of them were far advanced in the moult, and others were marred
by crooked hreasts. Tho Cochin class was extremely good. A
cockerel, five mouths old. of great promise, was exhibited hy Mr. Brown,
Mr. Beldou " marked liiiu for his own ;" and we venture to predict that

this young hird will win many prizes in succeeding; years. Brahmat
were also very good, particularly tho cock birds ; Sir William Payne
Gallwey's prize cockerel towering aloft iu bis pen, a prodigiously tall

bird. When fully gi-owu and filled up he will be a veiy Chang among
Brahmas. There was not so large an entry for Game as might hav«
been expected ; the prize birds, however, were of great excellence,

indeed it would he difBcult to find a more perfect pen tlian that Bhown
hy Mr. Aylcroyd. Mr. Juliau's birds wore also very good. In Ham-
hw'f/h^ there were some ca])ital pens, particularly the Silver-spangled
and Silver-pencilled belonging to Mr. IJeldon and to Mr. Pickles. In
French Fowls the first prize was won by a splendid pen of White-crested

Polands, the second prize was won by Houdans, and tho third by
Guinea Fowls. Bantama were in gieat variety, and some of them of

very good quality.

(rfcsc were scarcely np to the average ; hut the Turkeys were very

superior. Mr. Braitbwaite's prize pen was claimed by Mr. Leech, and
also hy another gentleman. Duels were very good, notably a pen of

Rouens sho^vn by Mr. Leeeh, which were of the highest quality. In
the Any other variety of Ducks, the Itev. J. G. Miliier carried off two
pi-izes with East Indians.

In Pif/eo!is the entries were not numerous, bntthe birds were gene-

rally of great merit. Mr. Jesse Thompson exhibited some beantifol

birds, and succeeded in mnuing seven prizes.

The arrangements connected with the Show were excellent, and the

birds were carefully tended; but despite "the best-laid schemes at

mice and men," casualties will occur. On Thursday wo observed a
Golden-pencilled ben. a prize bird belonging to Mr. Pickles, lying dead

in the pen. The awards are as follows :
—

Spanish.—First, H. Eeblon, Goitstoek. Bincley. Second, J. Thresh,
Bradford. Third, W. Horner, Newsham Bnr. TUirsU.
Dorkings—First, H. Beldon. Second,.!. White, Warlaby.NorthallertOB.

Third, Mrs. Dale. Scarhorouyh.
CocHiNS.—First. H. Beldon. Second, G. Calvert, Darlington. Third

C. Pease, Southend, Darlington.
Brahma PooTRA.—First, K. Leech, Rochdale. Second, H. Beldon.

Third, Sir W. Pavne Gallwey. Bart., M.P. Thirsk.
Game (Black-breasted nnd other Red).— First. E. Aykroyd, Bradlord.

Second, H. SI. Julian, Hull. Third, J. Watson. Knnreshoroutfh.

Game (Any other vnriety).—First, H. M. Julian. Second, J. Rennison,

Skiff, Holme-on-SpaldiuiT iloor, York. Third. J. Watson.
HAMBunoHS (Gold. n-spnuKled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Walker,

Knarosboroucjh. Third, T. Walker, jun., Denton, near Manchester.
HAMornons (Silver-spancled).—First. H. Beldon. Second. H. Pickles,

jun., Earbv, Skinton. Third, J. Shiter. Hnsthwriite, Easin^wold.
Hambur'ghs (Silver-pencilled).-First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

jun- Third, W. Boiirpark, AindorUy Steeple. Northallerton.

Hawburohs iGoldeu-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

jun. Third, W. Be^rpark.
French Fowls (or nnv other distinct vnrietv).—First, H. Beldon,

Second, Rev. G. Hustler StilUngfleet Vicarage. Third, K. Wright,

Maunbv.
Game Bantams.—First. W. F. Entwis'e. Leeds. Second, F. Powell,

KnaresborouKh. Third, R. Ponninffton, Thii-sk.

Bantams (Anv other distinct varietv).—First. Mrs. Dale. Second,

Messrs. S. & H.'Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire. Third, Mrs. E. Ledgord,
Poppleton, York.

SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.—Prize, J. Thresh.
Dorkings.—Prize, T. Blnckhum, jun., Inglehy Greeuhow.
CocuiN-CniNA.^Prize, U. E. Brown, Wass, Coxwold.
Game.—Prize, W. Bearpark.
Brahma Po;tra.—Prize, Sir W. Payne Gnllwcy, Bart., M.P.

Geesr.—First, Rev. G. Hustler. Second, O. A Young, Driffield, Tork-

shire,-Go siirt/;.'?—First, E. Leech. Second, Kev. G. Hustler.

Turkeys.—First, S. B. Braithwaite, North Otterington. Second, H.
Merkin, DrilBcld.

,

Ducklings ( \ylcsbury).—First, E. Leech. Second, H. Beldon. Tbird,

T. Pinknev, Crown Inn, Thirsk.
Ducklings (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, H. Beldon. Third,

W. Benrpark. t» « i

DocKstAuyotbervarietv).—First andThird. Rev. .T. G.Milner, Bellerby,

Leyburn. Second, H. B. Pcirse, and Miss Peirae, Bedale (Black ludian).

PIGBONS.
Careiers.—Prize, J. R. Trenam. Helmsley.
Tumblers (Almond).—Prize, Messrs. Hattersley & Wilson. Thirsk.

Tdbiblebs (Balds, Beards, and Mottled).—Prize, J. Fisher, Sowetbf,

Thirsk.
(IwLS.—Prize, Messrs. IlattersleT & WiLjon,
N'uNS.-Prize J. Thompson. Eingley.

Turrits.—Prize. J. Thompson.
Jacobins.—Prize, J. Thompson.
Fa2»tails.—Prize, J. Thompson.
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TRDMPETEns.—Prize, J. Mason, Borobridpe.
Pouters or Croppers.—Prize, J. Tbompson.
Barbs.—Prize, J. Thompsou.
Dragons.— Prize, J. Thompson.
Any other Variety.—Prize, J. Mason.

Tlie Judges were Mr. John DouglaR, Clumber, near Worltsop

;

and Mr. James Dixon, North Park, Clayton, Bradford.

WORSLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The thii'd Show of the Woralc^y and Swinton Association was held

on the 7th iust., in the beautiful park of the Earl of Ellesmere. at
Worsley, near Manchester, and proved in every way a success. The
weather was all that could be desired, consequently tho attendance of

visitors was very great. The following prizes were awarded: —
Dorkings.—First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Second, S. Farrington,

Chat Moss, Astley.
Spanish.-First nnd Second. N. Cook. Chowbent.
POLANDS (Any variety).—First, C. W. Brieriev. Second, S. Farrington.
Cochin-Ch'na (Any varietyj.—First, W. A. 'Taylor, Manchester. Se-

cond, C. W. Brierley.

Game Cock.—First, O. W. Brjf^rley. Second. J. Roycroft, Salford.
Game (Black-breasted Red). -Prize. C. W. Brierley.
Game (Any other varieiy).—Prize, C. W. Brierley.
HA>rBURGHs (Golden-pencilled).-First and Second,W Pnrr, Patricroft.

Highly Commended, W. Parr ; T. Wripley, jun.. Tonge, Middleton.
HAStBURGiis (Silver-pencilled).—First, W. Parr. Second, J. Piatt, Dean,

near BuUon.
H-oiBHRGHR (Golden-Spangled).—First, T. Wrigley, jun. Second, W.

PaiT. Commended, W. Parr.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, T. Wrigley, jun. Second. W. A.

Taylor. Highly Commended, W. Parr.
Bantams fAny variety).—First. W. A. Taylor. Second, S. Farrington.
Any OTHER Variety.—Prize. N. Cook (Creve Cceiir).

Geese.— First. J. S. Culcbeth. Second, H. Neild, Worslev. Go!<llnri<t.

—First. P. Nightingale, Worsley. Second, J. H. Masfen & \V. E. Broad-
hurst, Worsley.
DrcKs (Aylesbury).-First. E. Leech. Second, W Parr.
Ducks (Kouen).- First. E. Leech. Second, H. Neild.
Ducks (Any other variety;.—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, W. Parr

(Black Ducks.)
TuREEYS.—First, W. S. Holden, Farnworth. Second, E. Leech.

The Judges were Captain Heaton, Manchester, and Mr. S. Fielding
Trentham Hall.

HASTINGS AND ST. LEONARDS POULTRY
SHOW.

The second Exhibition of Poultry, Pigeons. Rabbits, &c.. was held
on the 7th and Hth inst., in the Central Cricket Ground, Hastings.
ITnfortunately the opening day like that of last year was anything but
favourable for the event, rain falling heavily at short intervals during
the day. This had the effect of causing the number of visitors to be
very limited. Thursday being more propitious, a goodly number
assembled, but still, iinancially speaking, the receipts would fall very
shoi-t of the expenses incurred, which is a matter of regret, as the
Committee bad evidently spared neither pains nor outlay to make the
arrangements complete.
The eight silver cups and £100 in money prizes, brought together

267 pens. The Dorkimj class was exceedingly good, the silver cup
being awarded to Lady Holmesdale for a magnificent pen of old birds.
Game, S/uui>,sh, and Cochins were exceedingly well represented. The
Light Brahinati drew forth especial attention and admiration, every
pen being noticed by the Judge. The prize birds in the following
classes ;—French fowls, Gold and Silver-pencillod IliWihwrihs, and
Game Uanfams well deserved their honours, also the ISgcons, amongst
which there were some very beautiful specimens. The 1867 chickens
were more forward than could have been expected, and ap]ieared to
be in every case honestly shown. As far as the quality of the birds
and the number of pens exhibited were concerned, the Show may be
pronounced a complete success.

The following is the list of awards :

—

Dorkings {Any colour) —dip. Viscountess Holmesdnle, Linton Pnrk,
Stapleburst, Kent. Second, H. Liugwood. Needham Market, Suffolk-
Third, Vicountess Holmesdale. Commended, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst,
Hants; F. Parlett, Chelmsford; S. Onley, Whinchcombe. Brentwood
Essex; L. Patton, Coueytrave House, near Taunton. Somerset- Chickenn.—D. C. Cauipbcll, M D., County Asvlum. Brentwood, Essex. Second, F. W,
Pittock, SiDiuge, Hythc, Kent. Highly Commended, J. Lewry, Cuekfield.
Essex

; Viscountess Holmesdale ; Rev. J. M. Rice, Bramber Rectory,
Steyninp. Commended. Mrs. M. Seamen?. Hartwell. Aylesburv. Bucks.,
Spanish (Black). — First, J. R. Rodbnrd, Aldwick Court. Wringtou,

Bristol. Second, Viscountess Holmesdale. Third, J. Jeuner. Lewes.
Chickens.—First and Second, F. James, Peckham. Highly Commended,
F. James ; J. Jenner.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Buff) —First, R. White, Sheffield. Second, H.

Lingwood. Third, Mrs. A. Christie, Lewes. Chu-Arn-v.—First. Rev. C.
D'Aeth, Knowlton Court, Wiugham. Second, F. W. Rust, Hastings.
Cochins (Any other variety).-First, J. R. Rodbard. Second, S. Onlej-.

Chickcns.—th-st, J. R. Rodbard. Second, H. Lingwood, Suffolk.
Brahmas (Dark).—Cup, F. Jamc. Second. M. Bavley. Sussex. Third,

H. Dowsett, PIcshcy, near Chelmsford. C/itcA'cns.—First, F. James. Se-
ond, H. Dowsett.
Brahmas (Light).-First, F. Cronk, Forest Hill, Kent. Second, H. M,

Maynard, Holmev.'ood, Ryde. Hi^^hly Commended, H. Dowsett ; F. Crook,

Commended, R. Ede, Worthing, Sussex; J. \rnold, St. Leonards-on-Sea •

J. Pares, Postford, Guildford.
Brahmas (Any other breed) —C/itcAc ji-s.-First and Second, H. Dowsett,

Extra Second, H. M. Maynard. Highly Commended, F. Crook. Com-
mended, R. Ede : C. W. Mason, Brighton.
Game (Biack-breasted and otherRed).-First, S. Matthew. Stowmarket.

Second, R. Pasbley, Worksop, Notts. Third, J. Jeken, Eltham, Kent*
Chickctis.—First and Second, J. Jeken.
Game {Any other variety).—Prize, S. Matthew. C/dcA.-fTw.—Prize, R.

Pashley.
Hambcrgrs (Gold and SUver-spanglcd).—First and Second,H. Pickles,

jun., Earby. Skipton. Cliickens.—First and Second, H. Pickles, jun. Highly
Commended, T. Penfold, Sussex.
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled!.-First, C. Havers, Essex, Se-

cond, H. Pickles, jun. Commended. F, Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle of
Wight. C7n'rfcffis.—First and Second, H. Pickles, jun.
Polish (Any variety).—First, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst, Kent. Second,

D. Mutton, Brighton.
Polish (Any other distinct variety) —First and Second, Col. Stuart

Wortley. Grove End Road, London. Third, National Poultry Company
Bromley, Kent. Highly Commended, H. M. Maynard ; T. Penfold, Sussex ;

National Poultry Company. Commended. S. A. Wyllic, Surrey.
Game Bantams (Any colour).—Cup, W. F. Entwisle. Leeds. Second,

F. Parlett. Highly Commended, E. Sheerman, Chelmsford. Commended,
Viscountess Holmesdale.

SINGLE COCKS.
Game Cock (Any colour).-First. J. Jeltin. Second, R. Pasbley. Highly

Commended, H. C. Musters. Derbyshire. Commended, F. Kipping, Kent.
C'ocHiNS {Cinnamon and Buff .—First, F. W. Rust. Second, Rev. S. C.

Hamraerton, Warwick.
Dorkings fAny variety).—First, Viscountess Holmesdale. Second, J.

Lewry. Highly Commended, M. Bayley. Commended, R. Deudney, St.
Leonards-on-Sea.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First and Second, Mrs.M. Seamons. Highly

Commended, Mrs. Brassey, Sussex.
Ducks (.A.ny other variety).—First, J. Oliver, Sussex. Second, S. A.

W^yllie. Highly Commended, W. Balls, Hastings. Commended, J. T.
Stace, Ore, near Hastings: .T. Oliver.
Geese.—First, Mrs. M. Seamons. Second, Lady M. Macdonald, Hants.

PIGEONS.
Pouters —First, R. Fulton, Deptford. Second, H. Yardley, Birming-

ham. Highly Commended, R. Fulton.
Carriers (Black).—First, R. Fulton. Pecond. H. M. Maynard.
Carriers (Any other colour).—First, R. Fulton. Second, H. Yardley.
Tu>rDLtRs (Almond).—First and Second, R. Fulton.
Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, R. Fulton. Second. H. Yardley.
Fantails.-First, S. A. Wyllic. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, H. M. Maynard.
.\ny other variety.—First. R. Fulton. Second, H. M. Maynard.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley; R. Fulton; S. A. Wyllie; National
Poultry Company. Commended, H. Carwood, Thorne. near Doncaster.
Canaries Norwich (Yellow or Buff).—Second, J. Lamb, Hastings.
British BinDH.—Blackbirds.—Second, G. Barnes. Any otiier variety,

— Second, J. Liimb.
Rabbits (Lops. Longest-eared).

—

Buck. {Any colour).—First, S. Taylor,
Hastings. Second, T. Elphick, St. Leonards-on-Sea, Third, J. White,
Hastings. Highly Commended, J. Selden, St. Leonards-on-Sea ; H. M.
Maynard; H. Yardley. Doe (Lops, Longest-eai-ed).—First, O. Nicholson.
Landport. Second and Highly Commended, H. M. Maynard. Buck (Any
other varietvl.—First, W. Hornton, St. Leonards-on-Sea. Second, R. R.
Wise, jun., Hunts. Highly Commended, H. Carwood.

Judges.—For Putdtrii and Fif/cons, W. Tegetmeier, Esq., Muswell
Hill, London. For Mahbits and Canaries, Mr. John Price, of St.

Leonards ; assisted by Mr. G. Dowsett, Hastings.

ORMSiaPJv AND SOUTHPORT POULTRY
SHOW.

This was held at Ormsldrk, on Wednesday, the 7th inst. The
following is the list of awards :

—

Dorkings,—First, J. Robinson, Garstang. Second, Admiral Hornby,
Knowsley. ChickcuH.—First, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Second, Admiral
Hornby. Highly Commended, Lady Scarisbrick.
CocucN-CiUNA (Buff).—First, W. A.Taylor. Secoud and Hijjhly Com-

mended, T. Stretch, Ormskirlv. C/jtV/rciis.— First, A. Bamford, Middleton.
Second, W. A. Taylor. Highly Commended, D. Gellately, Meigle. Perth.
Partridge or Grouse — First, T. Stretch. Second. J. Stephens,

Wiilsall, Stafford. Highly Commended, T. Stretch; C. W. Brierley,
Middleton; A. Bamford. Chickens. ^ Fiisiy J. R. Rodbard, Wrington,
Somerset. Second, T. Stretch.
Brahma Pootra.—First, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge, York. Second, J.

Holt, Hesketh, Southport. Chickens.—First, H. Lacy. Second, G. H.
Whpeler, Middleton.
Spanish.-First. R. Tfiebav, Fulwood. Second, H. Beldon. Bingley,

Yorkshire. Chicktns.—First, J. Stephens, Walsall, Stafford. Second, D.
Gellatley.
Game.—First, J. Wood, Wigan, Second, C. W. Brierley. Chickens.—

First. J. Wood. Second, J. Sumner, Upholland. Highly Commended,
J. Sumner.
Hamburghs {Golden-spangled\—First, N. Marlor, Denton, near Man-

chester, t^econd, J. Roe, Hadfield, Derbyshire. Highly Commended, H.
Beldon.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, R. Teebay. Second, H. Beldon.
Hasidurghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, J. Robinson. Second, H. Beldon.

Highly Commended, S. Smith, Northowram, Halifax.
Hambdrghs I Silver-pencilled).—Fiist, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

jun., Earby, Skipton.
Bantams (Any variety).—First, E. Musgrove, Aughton. Second, J. W.

Morris, Rochdale.
Any other Distinct VARiETY.—First, H. Beldon. Second, Col. Stuart

Wortley, Grove End Road, London.
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Game Cock (Any variety).—First, C. W. Brieiiuy. Seeoml, Admiral
Hornby. Highly C'ommencUJ, C. W. Briovley.

Gamk Bantam Cock (Any variety).—First, (i. R. Davios, Kniitsford. Se-

cond, J. Ilulinos. Highly Cbmmendod, J. Bryors.Orinskirk ; C.W. Brierk'y.

DccKS (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech, Koehdale. Second, J. Kobinson.
Diu-Ks (Uuueu).— First, .Admiral Hornby. Second, K. Ijoocli. Highly

Commended, K. Musgrovo: .1. Wood.
fiEEsK (.\ny variety).—First, Admiral Hornby. Second, J. Bryers,

Ormskirk. HiRhly Co'mmended, J. Fairhurst, Ormskirk ; S, H. Stone,
Hochdiilo ; J. Bryers.
TuuKKYS. —First, Admiral Hornby. Second, E. Locch.
PliiF.oNS.—7iun(*.—Prize, Conntess of Derby, Knowsley. Wltite OicU.—

Prize, Countess of Derby. InaheU.—Highly Commended, Countess of

Derby. Blue Carrirrj*.-Highly Commended, ,1. Birch, Sefton. Dun
Carriers —Prizo, H. Yardloy, Birmingham. White PoHrrr^.— Highly Com-
mended, H. Yardley. Black Barbs.—Prize, H. Yardloy. Higlily Com-
mended, H. Yardley.

.Fudges.—Mr. Joseph Hiudson, Everton ; and Mr. Tato, Preston.

BANTABI AWARDS.
The great poultry shows will soon be upon us, and I venture

respectfully to call tho attention of judges to one or two small

matters. Tho first is the awanl of a silver cup for Bantams,

any variety. It seems to be invariably the rule in a general

competition to a^vard the cup to Game, no matter how good
and perfect tho other competing pens may be. It would be

only fair to breeders of other varieties to vary it occasionally,

when a pen of any certain breed is exhibited with all points so

perfect as to leave no room for improvement. I hope the pre-

judice in favour of Game will this season bo overcome when
first-class specimens of other breeds compete for a general

cup.
Another matter is the trimming of rose-combed birds. Those

that have their combs grown naturally and true should have
the preference over those that have been manipulated so as to

bring them to the proper shape and size. I have often seen a

winning pen with the mark of the scissors and wire on the

comb of tho cock.

—

Kose Comb.

raBBITS' EAIW.
In answer to tho inquiries of " W. E." respecting long-eared

Uabbits, and your request for information, I can assure him
that it is impossible to lay down any rule as to the length at

throe months old and subsequent growth per week. I am fond
of breeding long ears, and have found them not only to vary in

different strains, but also in the same litter. Some grow rapidly

for the first eight weeks, then more slowl3- ; others the contrary.

I have now three young grey and white Rabbits twelve weeks
old, two bucks and one doe. At eight weeks the doe's ears

were nearly an inch shorter than the best of the others ; now
her ears are 1'.)! inches long, measured without pulling at all,

beating her brothers by at least three-quarters of an inch. I

have also two yoUow and white Rabbits, a buck and a doe, eleven

weeks old, whose ears were short up to nearly eight weeks old,

when they shot out, and now they are long for their age, and
growing fast, being ID! inches in length. In this measurement
I calculate upon 1? to 2 inches, in some cases more, as being

the actual sliow measurement, which would make them more
than 21 iuchos long at eleven weeks, and this, as I remarked,
after being short at the commencement.
With proper care and feeding, and with good stock (not

manufactured long ears), I do not think it difliciilt to have
Rabbits at from five to six months old with ears from 21 to

22 inches long, with occasionally a prize one with another inch
or nearly ; but never tamper with their ears, never pull them or

rub them, it only irritates them, and makes their ears hard or

harsh. .\ good ear is always soft and velvety, a manufactured
one more like cotton goods.

If any of your contributors wish for any further information,
I shall be happy to supply any that I can give.—C. Felton,
ilravclhi Hill, >i<(tr nirmiiigJiam.

money prizes in fifty-six classes, no less than eleven silver
cups are offered.

A RAimiT at a month old ought to measure 13 inches ; at six

weeks old, lo inches ; and grow 1 inch per week until it is four-

teen weeks old. I find but a very slow growth, if any, after

Babbits reach fourteen weeks old. I have at the present time
some young llabbits fourteen days old measuring 9 inches.

The greatest perfection can be obtained only by nursing, breed-

ing, and feeding.—W. Whokwell, Siiaiyati- Street, Dover.

STRENGTHENING A WEAK STOCK OF BEES.
I AM an amateur bee-keeper. I bought two stocks last Oc-

tober—No. 1, a strong heavy hive, a May swarm, and that had
been enlarged or " imped," or " eked," as it is termed in this
neighbourhood (Garforth, near Leeds) ; No. 2, also a good
stock, but of ordinary dimensions ; both in common straw
hives, and both of them with ample store for winter consump-
tion. Early in .January we had a few sunny days, and I ob-
served unusual activity outside No. 1, and on looking closely
afterwards I discovered a large quantity of dead bees on the
ground. My neighbours told me my hive had been visited by
robber bees. About the end of May No. 1 was again very busy,
and I expected a swarm from it very shortly, while No. 2 ap-
peared to have scarcely any bees at all. Then came cold wet
weather, and then came also those thieving rascals above
mentioned, or others ; and No. 1 has gone on from bad to
worse ever since, till at length, on looking in, I find a consider-
able quantity of the comb has disappeared from the lower parts
of the hive, and, to judge from tho weight, there can be very
little honey indeed. On tapping the hive there appears to be
a goodly number of bees, but very few show outside, and of
these few the majority seem to consider it their sole business
to air themselves on the fioor-board ; or if a plunderer comes
with his provoking buzz they do indeed show a semblance of
fight, but if he is determined they usually allow bim to enter,

and, I suppose, help himself.

No. 2, I may remark, is now a vigorous stock, with plenty of
honey and abundance of bees.

Now, what should I do ? Can I do anything but let matters
take their own course ? Had it not been so late in the season
I might, I suppose, have united the two stocks in No. 1, and
taken the honey out of the other, but this is out of the ques-
tion now. Would you recommend me to feed my weakened
stock and try and save it ? I would gladly do so if it would be
of any avail, for I really take a great pleasure in my favourites.

If I am to feed, what food would you recommend ?—A Yobk-
SHiBE Novice.

[No. 1 might possibly be resuscitated if you were to drive

and add to it the inhabitants of a stock of condemned bees,

(two would be still better), in the manner described in page 59 of

the last edition of " Bee-keeping for the Many." Sufticient

food should then be administered to enable it to stand the
winter.]

Bristol and Clifton Podltry Show.—This Show is to be

hold on November Gth, 7th, and 8th, and in addition to liberal

PROTECTING HR'ES—LIMITING DRONE
PRODUCTION.

Will you allow me to bring under the notice of tho nu-
merous readers of the .Journal interested in bee", an exceed-

ingly simple, inexpensive, and efficacious mode of protecting

hives which are not under a shed '.' I have no sympathy with
those bee-keepers who, (unintentionally no doubt), make a

harbour for moths and earwigs out of rushes or straw, and
then place a milk-basm on the top to keep them cosy and dry ;

and, therefore, when I had occasion this summer to protect a
swarm, for which there was no room in the shed, I set about

devising something different from the rush-and-basin system.

I knocked together a few rough boards in the shape of a house,

making the boards overlap to insure dryness : but this had too

much of the appearance of a dog-kennel to please me, though
the bees might not have been so fastidious. I then procured

two American cheese-boxes, one of them tho exact circum-

ference required, the other much larger. Had this been the

same size as the other, it would have saved me the trouble of

drawing it in : but this was soon done. It had then the ap-

pearance of a drum with the ends knocked out. Cutting a hole

for the entrance I fitted this down in the Live, and placed the

other, bottom upwards, upon it. I then knocked the top ont

of the lid of the smaller box, and fitted the hoop over the part

where the two boxes joined, and thus fixed the upper part to

the lower, and the whole was finished.

I might have procured one box of the requisite circumference

and depth, and in this case all that would have been required

would have been to have cut an entrance and turn the box

upside down upon the hive ; but by using two boxes I secure

sufficient depth to allow of a super upon the hive, and when I

wish to examine the super I have just to lift off the upper half,
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as it is not fastened to the lower, but merely rests upon it,

being kept in position by tbe hoop.
Thus, at the cost of a few copper?—if, inileed, provision

merchants would make any charge for the boxes—bee-keepers
who, like myself, have to do as they can, and not as they would
like, may secure for their hives a neat, simple, and thoroughly
efficient protector. As I do not suppose bees are partial to the
odour of cheese, it will be necessary to rub the interior with a
bunch of thyme or other sweet-sweiling herb. It would also

be advantageous, perhaps I should say necessary, to fit over the
entrance a piece of zinc or tin, in order to throw off the rain.

Is it advisable to assist the bees in killing the drones, or can
they manage this best themselves ?

—

John O'Gauht, Lancaster.

[You do not state how you rendered the top of your hive-

cover weatherproof, which is a very important point.

We believe it to be advantageous to limit drone production
by permitting the existence of only a small proportion of

drone-comb, which can readily be done in frame hives, but
when once drones are hatched we consider it of little import-
ance whether the workers are left to expel them unaided, or

are assisted in the operation by the bee-keeper.]

LOSS OP QUEENS—HONEY DISCOLOURED.
How easily queens are lost if nucleus boxes 'are placed too

near together. I have indeed found it so this siimmer. Most of

them hatched, but they were all eventually lost. In one nucleus
a queen attained forty-two days old, ni-ver laid an egg, then dis-

appeared. In another nucleus a queen lived three days, and was
then lost, never to return. In a third a fine queen lived seven
days, and I never saw her afterwards.

I send a small bo.x containing a sample of honey. I removed
a Woodbury super from one of my strongest stocks on the 10th
inst., the only honey I have taken this year, which is darker than
I ever saw honey before. Can you explain it > I shall be very
glad to know the reason you can assign for its extraordinary
colour. Co you think it can be clariHed, or will it do for bee-
feeding ?—D. D.

[ The honey is certainly of a most extraordinary colour—so
dark as to appear almost black, whilst it greatly resembles treacle
both in taste and smell. We should really fancy that the bees
must have ohtaintd access to some refuse treacle, very highly
coloured by the emanations from the numerous chimneys of
Sheffield. Clarifying will not improve it, and it really appears
as though it could only be used for feeding bees.]

HIVING BEES ESTABLISHED IN A ROOF.
There has beeu a colony of bees established for some years

in the roof of the dwelling-house here, and it is desired if

possible to establish them in a hive. The best time of year to
attempt this, and any information as to the best method of
doing so, will be received with many thanks. I might state

that the roof is covered with slate ; under the slate, boards
;

and the bees are betweeu the boards and the ceiling of the
attics.—J. G., Strcatham Gummnn.

[The present time is as good as any. Access must be ob-
tained to the combs, which, when the bees have been quieted
by means of smoke, should be cut out and arranged in a frame
hive. If the queen and some of the bees can then be swept
into the hive on the top of the frames, the crown board should
be put on and the whole left as close as possible to the old spot,
in order to collect the remainder of the bees, until the evening,
when it may be removed to a new position. If the queen
cannot be at once secured, the bees should be allowed to
cluster together and then be swept into the hive. In all these
operations it is easy enough to obtain the combs ; the difficulty

is to secure the bees also.]

CONSEQUENCES OP SELLING FOUL BROOD.
In reply to some observations which have appeared in recent

numbers of The Journal of Horticcltuee, we beg to sty
that having imported stocks of Italian bees in order to insure
a supply of the true race without mixture of black bees, we
have been much surprised that in soma instances they are con-
taminated with foul brood.

We are at a loss to account for thejorigin of the disease, ex-
cept it be that the heat consequent on confinement during a

long journey has had the effect of engendering an atmosphere
prejudicial to the brood.
No one can regret more than ourselves that, after the expense

and trouble we have incurred in the endeavour to secure pure
Italian colonies, we should unintentionally have been instru-
mental in conveying diseased stocks to a single apiary.

We have discontinued the sale of these stocks, broken up all

the combs, had a thorough cleansing of the hives and frames,
and have another apiai-y in a new locality, with fresh hives and
bees.

By the junction of Italian queens lo healthy English .stocks,

and substituting these for all infected hives that have emanated
from us, we hope to give satisfaction to our friends.

—

Geo.
Neighbour & Sons.

[We are glad to find that Messrs. Neighbour frankly admit
that they have been vending foul brood. It appears, moreover,
that they have had recourse to palliative measures. Having
regard, however, to the subtle and malignant character of the
malady, as well as the very great difficulty and uncertainty of

effecting its eradication by any known means, it may perhaps
be doubted whether, after selling foul brood during three suc-

cessive seasons, they would not have best consulted their own
interests, to say nothing of those of their customers, by
declining any longer to incur the risk of disseminating so
terrible a disease.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Cooked Meat for Fowls IJ, S. E.).—We considGr cold conked meat

very pood food for a change. It is too stimulating except for change
find where fowls have a good grass run they do not require any animal
food.

HoTTBANS Sdffering FROM A CoLD {G. N.).—Your fowls are suflFering

from what you say, and we do not anticipate any evil result from the
attack. We should say of them as people often say of themselves. It is
only a cold. The treatment is by stimulants. Notbins is better than
bread soaked in strong beer. A pill of camphor the size of a t;arden pea
is a capital and effectual medicine It is also good when there is any
disease among fowls to put camphor in the vessels that hold the water
they use in common. You should not take the hen away from her
chickens unless sbe ill-treats tbem ; and at their age they would do better
if she were kept under a rip, which should be put on a gravel walk or dry
hard spot, close to vegetables which will afford food and covert. You
will find bread and milk a good change for chickens, and an inespensiv©
food.

Hen Affected with a Swelling (J. B.).—We have several hens
similarly afflicted to that you mention. They have been so for a long
time, but it is only now perceptible because they are moulting, and the
old worn-out plumnge failR to cover it. You may, if it be such a swelling
as we imagine, cause it to decrease by depriving her of water, except in
small quantities three times per day. The Robin would not cause it.

Brown Red Game with White Wing Feathers (Tr(?^A,li/ Subscriber).

—The occurrence is a very common one in all dark-feathered breeds, and
the white feathers are always in tbe flight. In Spanish it is almost the
rule. The cliicken feathers are white, but they invariably change to
black when they assume adult plumage.

Creve CfEPR wt:th Two Nails on One Claw (Young Exhibitor).—It
is a peculiarity which we have not before noticed. It is not desirable

;

but if tbe bird is good in otber respects we should not get rid of \ier. As
toeB and nails are not among the important points of a Creve Coaur hen,
we doubt whether the judges would discover or notice the superfluity.

Trumpeter Pigeons at I^ewsbttry Show.—" Your reporter says the
prize birds are directly descended from Ulr. Mewburn's birds. This I beg
to deny. I bred both pnira, two of tbem from a cock and ben I bought of
Mr. Baily. imported bii-ds ; the other two were from the above cock, and
two hens which were in no way connected with Mr. Mewburn's birds.

The excellency of the birds is evidently derived from the cock, the hens
they were bred from being only of moderate quality.—John Hawlby,
Bingley, Yorkshire."

Changing the Floor-boards of Hives fCnroZw;*).—The occaslona
purification of flnor-boards is doubtless advantngeons, but can scarcely
be deemed absolutely necessary, since we have frecjuently met with
stocks of several years' standing in perfect health, the floor-boards of
which had never been cleaned from the commencement. Many bees die
from natural causes at this season ; but an exceptionally high rate of
mortality would argue that something was wrong. Has the stock been
attacked by robbers? and is it amply supplied with food? We cannot
undertake the labour of answering correspondents by letter.

POULTRY MARIiET.—August 14.

Although the Grotise season will have commenced when this is before
onr renders, yet the necessity for fjoing to press prevents us from ffivinp
any nccoont of their appearance, or of the early supply. Pou)try will now
get to its lowest price, and the demand for a time will be nearly nominal.

8 d. B.

Large Fowls 2 to 2
Smaller do 1 9 2
Chickens 1 6 1

Geese G 6
Ducklings 1 9 2
Hgeons 8

B. d B.d
Pheasants OtoO
Partridges
Grouse
Guinea Fowls
Rabbits 14 IB
Wilddo 8 9
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It 13 evident that strength of growth is not all we require. One
would imagine that if a tree grew well, made strong shoots, and
large leaves, it would also produce good fruit, but the Tine
worked on the Sarbelle l''rontignan grows very strongly, and yet

its fruit is not nearly so good as that produced on the ungrafted

Vine ; whilst the Vine growing on the Black Hamburgh is a small

two-years-old plant which has hardly had time to grow strongly.

Again, those who have grafted the Barbarossa, a remarkably
Strong- growing kind,say that every variety of Grape tried upon
it is injured. It must be clear that vigour oJ growth is not all

we require.—J. E. Peaeson, Chilicdl.

PRUNUS PADUS AS A STOCK FOR PEACHES.
I LiTED when a boy in a district where the Bird Cherry

(Prunus padus) abounded, and used to wonder why it was called

a Cherry, when it seemed to have no resemblance of any kind
to a Cherry, but in leaf and smell was not very unlike a Peach.
So, when eight years ago I settled in Yorkshire, and found the
Bird Cherry again indigenous to my district, I thought it would
be worth while trying it for a stock, in order to find out its

affinity, but it was not until last year and the present that I

was able to put my wish into practice. Curiously enough,
when I went in the autumn of 1H65, to look for some young
specimens of the Prunus fit for my. purpose, all the Peach
trees in the district were smothered with a sudden blight of

aphides, and on arriving at the glen where the Prunus was
growing, I found the same aphis in the same abimdance. This
80 far favoured my old notion.

On removing the stocks, I planted some in the open ground,
and some in pots. All, however, suffered a very severe check,
and when I tried to bud them last autumn, the bark would not
Tiin, so that I set no value upon the results of last year. Those
in pots were placed in gentle heat in February, along with an
equal number of Black Damask Plum stocks, and when the sap
was fairly active all were grafted— the Prunus padus with Plums,
Cherries, Apricots, and Peaches. lu some oases all four sorts

were worked on the same ijtock, and the Cherries were either

.May Duke or Morello. The result was, that in almost every
case the Peaches grew on the Prunus padus, the Cherries grew
for a time, and then stopped, the others gave little hope of suc-
oeeding. Of those worked on the Black Damask Plum about half

succeeded. These were worked only with Plums and Peaches,
and were used merely to compare the stocks under the same
treatment, which was by no means the best for the purpose, as

I had no proper material for plunging the plants after being
grafted, and they were in consequence not plunged in anything.
As soon as the growth of the scions and Prunus was suffi-

cient to show which would thrive and which would not, they
were cut down again, and regrafted, putting Cherries and Plums
on the stocks where the Peach had succeeded, and Peaches on
those on which other fruits had failed. The only scions which
grew after this severe treatment were the Peaches, which again
succeeded in almost every case. Few, however, are now growing,
through their having been exposed to the frequent action of

crinoline. One (Dr. Hogg) I was careful to keep securely, and
it was regularly stopped, and finally repotted a month ago, and
is now a very promising tree, with well-developed buds, having
been allowed to attain a height of about 4 feet, and with laterals

li foot long at the bottom.
It now remains to be seen how far the Prunus padus, which

elaborates so much prussic acid, will affect the flavour of the
imit. Next year will, I hope, enable me to give an opinion upon
this question that will be of value. My preseut belief is, that
unless some amount of foliage is allowed to grow on the stock,

the flavour of the fruit is only influenced so far as the growth
of the scion is healthy or otherwise. I once by mistake grafted
an Apple on the Quince, and the two trees so worked grew most
vigorously for one season, and then became unhealthy. In one
case I allowed the Quince to put out about a dozen leaves
below the scion, and the next season the Apple so treated grew
again, the other died. It is most probable that in this case
the sap sent from the Quince roots was suited to the Apple

;

but that the sap sent down from the Apple leaves did not suit
the root of the Quince. This is, however, just one of those
questions that require a careful set of experiments to furnish a
correct answer.—W. Kingsley, South Kilcinijtun Rectory.

plant, early in June, I could cut upwardsof fifty splendid blooms,
all open at the same time. It certainly does not flower freely

the first season after budding, but that does not alter its after-

value.—BisNJAMiN II. Cant, if. John Street Nursery, Oolcliester.

Makechal Niel Rose.—.V correspondent in a recent number
has written disparagingly of this beautiful Rose. If he will grow
It on a south wall I think he will alter his opinion. From one

ABOUT THE LAND'S END.—No. 2.

SiKCE I last wrote I have been over and about nine miles
of the region bordering on the coast between Marazion and
Lamorna Cove—names savouring of Gaelic, and reminding
forcibly of Ossian, which justifies my stepping aside to observe
that Gaelic, Armoric, Manx, and Cornish are really variations

only of one and the same language. Now to my jottings on
these nine miles of coast country.
The first object which attracted my notice is the entire ab-

scence of stiles and gates where a division is needed across a
path. Instead of these nuisances, even to unencumbered legs,

and most exposing nuisances to those crinoline-euclosed, broad
bars of granite, usually five in number, are placed parallel to

each other, level with the ground, with a space of a foot width
between each and its neighbour bars, in _^__^^__-
this fashion. There is no difliculty in the —_^..^——^—
way of a rational being walking across —^^—^—^—

—

these ; but the irrational—namely, horses, ^^^^^^^^^^~
cows, sheep, and pigs—evidently suspect ———=—^—

^

that it is a trap, and for that, or on account of some other
fear best known to themselves, never attempt to cross these
mystic bars.

The cottage gardens in this district are scanty in dimensions
and badly cultivated, notwithstanding there is a society at

Penzance, which offers prizes to those cottagers who rise supe-
rior to their fellows in gardening. However, whether cultivated

well or ill, I almost invariably see Leeks, Garlic, Parsley, and
Onions are within each enclosure. The reason for these never-
absents, I am told, is that they are the invariable ingredients

of Cornish pies—a form of culinary compounds so prevalent,

that it is a common saying, "If a Cornish man caught the
devil he would put him into a pie." Compounds they are of

no ordinary richness, conger-pasty being formed of conger eel

and Onions ; Leeky pie of Leeks, bacon, and clotted cream ;

star-gazy pie of pilchards, with their heads piercing the centra
of the crust in a cluster, as do the legs of Pigeons when similarly

cooked; crocky stew is served in a metal pan, and is com-
pounded of meat. Onions, and shces of batter pudding ; squab
pie is made of meat. Apples, and Onions, covered over with a
crust ; and veal and Parsley pie has under its crust a mixtara
of veal, chopped Parsley, and clotted cream.

These savoury constructions seem to be no modem inven-
tions, for there is a record, bearing date 1369, which is explic-

able only on the supposition that a part of the rent reserved
had regard to a provision for these Cornish pies. In that year,

42 Edward III., Margery, wife of William Whitestone (careful

housewife that Margery), granted to John Ermyce two gardens
in Stratton, a north-eastern district of Cornwall, ou condition

that he rendered annually, among other things, a hundred
roots of Garlic at Easter. Norden, who wrote his " Speouli
Britanniie " in the reign of James I., says, speaking of Stratton

Hundred, " The inhabitants are to be comended for planting
orchardes, which yeldest greate store of Apples, Peares, and
such-like frute, whereof they make syder and perye, healthsome
and profitable to drink. There is also great aboundance of Gar-
lick, the use wherof the countryman holdeth salutarie, wherof
they also make a comodious vente into manie other shyres."

The said John Ermyce was also bound to dye of a red colour

yearly for the said Margery four ells of cloth, and this leads

me to remark further upon the old local names of plants, and
upon the suggestive names of most Cornish localities. The
red-coloured cloth coveted by the provident Margery must have
been dyed by the aid of Madder (Rubia peregrinn), which is a

native of the neighbourhood of Stratton. Now, this is a plant

still retaining its old Cornish name, Maddre, and I observe

that the names of many of our other native plants may be
similarly traced to this early language of our island. Thus,
hjilm, is still the name of the Holly ; and the parentage of our
modern names can be discerned in Idhis, Ivy ; Pluman, a
Plum; Ciircti/ii, a Carrot; Pamez, a Parsnip; Tunuipan, a
Turnip ; and Kai-atsJi, a Cabbage.
On the other hand the old Cornish names of plants intro-

duced by the Romans acknowledge that origin. Thus, Per, a
Pear, from the Latin Pyrus ; Pipes, Figs, from Ficus : fAlie, a
Lily, from Lilium ; Favan, a Bean, from Faba ; and Bos, a
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Rose, from Rosa. This last roniintls me that Roselaml, a very

fertile district between Fowey and the Fal, is so called not

because it is " the land of Hoses," but from the Cornish, Hose,

a valley, and Ian, an enclosure. Some places, however, pro-

serve in their names records of that for which they were onco

famous. Thno, Rnsncarnr, is literally the valley of Alders
;

Nansavallt-n, the valley of Applo trees ;
lioeevaili-n, the Apple

valley ; and Tivralhn, the Applo town.
j

Hundreds, or, rather, thousands of acres of the nine miles

of which I commenced speaking, are devoted year after year to I

growing early Potatoes, and early Broccoli, for the supply of

London. The seed Potatoes are bought during October and
November in the colder districts about Axmin=ter and Glaston-

bury, for the Potatoes grown near this southern line of coast
,

are found to vegetate earlier than is desired. The Potatoes
;

purchased from the more backward districts are placed in single

layers upon shelves in an outbuilding, where they remain until

they have sprouted, and are ready for planting in February
anct March. The ground is dug, tho sets, with the sprouts

uppermost, placed at the bottom of the trench, covered with a

little earth, guano at the rate of 8cwt. per acre sprinkled over

that, and then earth added, so as to cover the sets fully H inches.

The plants are never (artlicd up, because it is found, as the

Editors of " our Journal " have always contended, that tlio

tuber-bearing fibres are disturbed by the hoe, and the pro-

duction of tubers ranch retarded. The earliest time I could

hear of at which a crop was taken up for market, was the first

week in May. The rent for the soil on which Potatoes, Broccoli,

and JIansold Wurt/.cl are grown here, varies from £8 to £10
per acre. The Cornish acre, which is the measure still acknow-
ledged, is about one-sixth larger than the statute acre. Po-

tatoes cost about £35 per acre for rent, seed, and labour, before

any return is obtained. Tho yield is from 250 to 300 bushels
per acre. I was shown a one-acre field at Gulval.the produce
from which, being exceptionally early and abundant, sold in one
year for £130.

So soon as the ground is cleared of Potatoes, it is ploughed
and manured for a crop of either Mangold Wurtzel or Broccoli.

The manure preferred is a compost prepared by placing sea-

weed, stable manure, and the shelly sea sand of the coast, in

alternate layers. It Mangold Wurtzel is grown it is used by
the grower, or sold for stock-feeding in the neighbourhood,
realising from £15 to £20 per acre.

The Broccoli grown is tho " Penzance White," and even on
the day I write this (August 13th), I have seen it being planted

on ground from which a late crop of Potatoes bad been taken.

For the earliest produce, however, the Broccoli plants are in-

serted immediately after the earliest Potatoes have been taken
lip, in May and .luna. The seed for these earliest plants is sown
in February and the beginning of March. About '.IGOO plants

are required for a Cornish acre. The earliest heads arrive in the

market at the commencement of December. The average price

at Penzance is one shilling per dozen, but at the utmost not more
than half that price is obtained if sent in large quantities to

Covent Garden Market. They are sent thither in crates hold-

ing each about ten dozen Broccolis, and weighing 2J cwts. I

saw fields that had every year yielded a crop of Potatoes and a
crop of Broccoli for the last quarter of a century.

The land gradually rises from the shore, and the earliest

crrips are raised in the fields situated between that and an
elevation of less than 100 feet. Higher elevations are more
liable to checks and failures. Violent south-westerly winds
injuring, and even destroying, the stems of the Potatoes are

most dreaded. The Potato disease has visited the neighbour-
hood of Penzance this year very severely.

In tho neighbourhood of Marazion is grown what is locally

known as " the Marazion Turnip." It is certainly the most
sugary I ever tasted. Its bulb is a very flattened globe, the
largest about G inches in diameter, flesh white, skin at first also

white, but becoming yellowish when the bulb attains its full

eize. Excellent as I thought that I tasted, yet this being a
very late one, was said not to equal those which are in perfec-

tion as early as March. Whether this Turnip would be equally
excellent if grown elsewhere, or whether that excellence de-

pends upon tho light shell-manured soil, and mild, moist
climate of this vicinity, deserves to bo practically determined.
Many Apples were known half a century since, which had the

reputation of being raised in Cornwall. Of these were Borlase's
Pippin, said to have been produced by one of the B^rlases of

Tieluddero ; Blade's Pippin ; Blanchet ; Hasling ; Jany-gimb-
let ; Stubbart ; Whitesour ; Bel-bone ; Jacky-Johns ; Cobble-
dick-longer-akins GiUiflower, believed to have been first pro-

duced in the Polwhele Orchard, is still one of our best dessert
Apples ; Cloth-of-Gold, which once existed there, but was gone
as long since as 1816; Blue Pippin, then well known in the
Penzance market, but now never seen. It was a good dessert
Apple, ripe about Christmas

; yet although the fruit is not in
tho market, a few trees in a state of decrepitude are still in the
neighbourhood. The Godolphin was also then in the Helston
market. This last-named was raised in Lord Godolphin'a gar-
den, at St. James's Park, in this county. The chief dessert
Apples I see in the fruit market are "the Stebbutt ;" and the
well-known Devonshire Quarranden. Cider, for home con-
sumption, and of surpassing excellence, is made in some dis-
tricts of Cornwall. About thirty years ago, I am told that, tho
cider made from an Applo called tho Dullling, was preferred,
but my informant could not say whether that variety is stiU
employed.—G.

AUSTRALIAN SPIN.\CH.
The above new vegetable (Chenopodiam auricomum), which

wo introduced this season to this country, we have growib
rather largely, and, perhaps, a few remarks on our mode of cul-
tivation, and experience of the plant, may prove useful to those
of your readei-s who may be inclined to give it a trial another
season.

Our first sowing in the open border about the middle of
April, was a failure. On the same day, however, we sowed a
quantity under glass on a slight hotbed. The seeds came up very
thickly, and when the seedlings had made their second leaves we
h.ad the plants pricked out into boxes, and kept near the glass.
After making some growth, and all danger from frost being
over, we planted them out on a piece of well-mantued grormd,
about 18 inches apart, watering occasionally afterwards with
liquid manure. The young plants when put out were but puny-
looking, about 2 inches high, and with stems not much thicker
than needles. The plant is of exceedingly rapid growth, and in
fine weather it was astonishing how quickly it increased in
size. There are many plants fully 5 feet high, and still grow-
ing, with the appearance of flowering.

Our second trial was in the open border in the first week of
June, and was successful ; almost every seed seemed to have
germinated. This sowing is now yielding us an abundance of

I

leaves. The leaves can be gathered when the plants are about
18 inches high. In a few days they throw out fresh leaves,

I which are again ready to gather, and so continue throughout
' the season. If we are correct in our estimate of it, this Spinach
j
is likely to prove a valuable addition to our vegetables on

I account of its flavour, its productiveness, and its not having
a tendency to run to seed. The flavour is similar to that
of the Spinach of our gardens, but whether it has " some-
thing in it more refined, and less grassy in taste," we will leave
you to judge, and herewith send you a dish for trial, with a
sjiecimen or two of the plant for your inspection. We are of
opinion that the plant should be treated as a half-hardy annual
with us in Scotland, although, perhaps, it may prove otherwise
in the south of England.

In regard to cooking, it requires more time to boil than our
Spinach, and we also think it requires more attention in the
beating. We have had it put among warm water to bleach, and
then boiled as ordinary Spinach.

—

Stc.vrt ife Mein, KcUo, W.B.

[By a report in another column, it will be seen that the
Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society has under-
taken to try its merits.]

THE SNOAAI' MESPILUS.
Tnis fine ornamental tree (Amelanchier botryapinm), is

not half so generally grown as it deserves to be. Its nume-
rous blossoms, rendered all the more attractive by the coloured
calyx, attract the attention of all observers. It flowers in April
and May, or rather in the latter month only. It is usually

worked on the Thorn, and I suppose will attain the dimensions
of that general favourite. In the autumn, when your readers

are re-arranging their shrubberies and lawns, let them not
forget to give a place to this tree.—J. B.

Peaiice's GABnENER's Delight Pea.—I observe in your re-

port of the Royal Horticultural Society's Fruit Committee, of

August 6th, the following statement:—"Mr. Poynter, of

Taunton, sent two varieties of Peas, one named ' Pearce'B

Gardener's Delight,' which proved to be Ne Plos Ultra." I
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should be glad to know through any of your correspondents, if

Mr. Poynter showed the true Gardener's Delight, and if it is

considered to be identical with Ne Plus Ultra, as I believe I am
in a position to prove such is not the case.

—

Samuel Eandall,
Foreman to Lucomhe, Piiice, d- Co.

[Those shown certainly were Ne Plus Ultra, and a sample
sown at Chiawick also proved to be the same.]

ESTIMATE OF ROSES.
I DO not know whether your correspondent Mr. Flitton would

number mo amongst the enthusiastic novelty-seekers ; but as

I was the first, either amateur or nurseryman, who had what
I must still esteem the honour of an introduction to Marfichal

Niel, I should like to say a few words on your correspondent's

objections. When I saw it with Monsieur Eugene Verdier at

Paris I was particularly pleased with it, but even then my
opinion of it was a qualified one. I said, " I am quite per-

suaded, it it open as well with us as it does in France, that it

will be quite an acquisition ;" and when it was figured I said,

" There are one or two points which make us hesitate about it.

It is said by M. Verdier to have been raised in the South of

France, and consequently there must be some doubt as to the

certainty of its opening well in England, for Boule d'Or, which
we have seen in perfection from the neighbourhood of Paris,

win not, without a good deal of coaxing, display its beauties

with us ; and then it is unquestionably in foliage and form of

flower very like Isabella Gray, and therefore, we fear, is likely

to partake of the defects of that flower." In all this I have
not indulged in extravagant praise ; and when I saw it pro-

nounced in a contemporary as perfectly hardy, and knew that

one grower of it had lost 2000 and another 1500, I could not

but smile at the notion. Yet I cannot agree with your corre-

spondent altogether. A shy flowerer I fear it will be ; but I

saw this time last year at Mr. Keynes's at Salisbury row after

row of it, and every one of the plants loaded with flowers. On
the Briar I fear it will not do very well ; but Mr. Hedge, of

Colchester, has succeeded in flowering it most profusely when
budded on the Bauksian Hose ; and shy flowerer though it be,

a bloom of it is invaluable. I have always contended it was a
Noisette and not a Tea ; so, I think, are Gloire de Dijon and
COline Forestier.

As to going to Eose shows to see which are the good Eoses
being a mistake, " cc!a depend." Some persons wish to have
one kind of Eose, some another ; some grow them for the
purpose of making a blaze in their garden, and others for the
sake of cutting choice blooms to put in their rooms. To see
which are the finest Eoses there is no place better than a
flower show ; but to see which are the most vigorous, most
showy, and most ornamental, you must go to a Eose-grower's,
or ask some amateur who knows what Eoses are.

Are we to take Mr. Flitton's own recommendations ? Let
us see. He will pardon me, I am sure ; but the critic lays

Hmself open to criticism. In dark Roses he selects seven.

Of four of these there can be no doubt. Charles Lefebvre,

Lord Clyde, Lord Macaulay, and Madame Victor Verdier are

first-rate Eoses ; but I do not agree with him that the other
three ought to be at the top of the list. Eugene Appert is no
doubt brilliant in colour, but it is ragged ; Due de Wellington
is a splendid scarlet flower, but not quite full enough ; and
Fisher Holmes has the same fault. Then he has omitted Pierre

Notting, Dr. Andry, Maurice Bernardin, Due de Eohan, and
Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, all of which are worthy of a place

alongside the first four, and I think far superior to the other
three flowers. He gives us eight rose-coloured varieties, and
here again I take exception. I have no objection to Beauty of

Waltham, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Jules Margottin, and John
Hopper ; but I think Anna de Diesbach a flaunting dame.
Colonel de Rougemont a platter-face and a delicate grower,

Victor Verdier coarse, and Madame ThCro^e Levet I do not
know. But why has he omitted such Roses as Louise Peyronny,
Madame Boll, Madame Clemence Joigneaux, Marguerite de St.

Amand, and old William Grifiiths—all of them, I feel sure,

superior to those I have objected to ? I have said nothing of

any of the new Eoses, although I fancy such flowers as Alfred
Colomb, Abel Grand, Josephine Beauharnais, and Marguerite
Dombrain will take a good place. Nor have I enumerated all

that I consider good Roses ; but have endeavoured to show that
even in what was meant to be a very select list, according to

my view of matters great blunders had been made. But then
tastes vary. I haye seen legs o£ pork weighing some 30 lbs.

selected by soldiers here to be roasted for a treat for Christmas.
I envied their digestion, but not their taste. So some people
tliiuk size and display everything, and correctness of form
nothing.

At tlie same time I think there is much in that which I have
no doubt suggested Mr. Flitton's remarks—the great quantity
of rubbish and inferior varieties that are every year palmed
off on us as improvements— Eoses of which, as my friend

Mr. Eadclyffe says, " there are novelties without anything new,
varieties without variations, and distinct only by being dis-

tiuctly worse than the older varieties." And yet what is to be
done ? Novelty has ever a charm to all lovers of flowers, and
an excessive caution may lead to our rejecting many a valuable

addition to our gardens ; while to be able to send out a new
Eose which shall sell at '251. each is a piece of temptation that

French flesh and blood can hardly resist, although I have seen
some of the Rose-growers who have resisted the temptation,

and cut up and destroyed hundreds of plants which they
had regarded as safe to bring them in a goodly sum. I am
afraid we must still buy our experience, and sometimes rather

dearly ; but if we were to consider more the character of the
persons who raise and let out the Roses we should not be so

often bitten.—D., Deal.

AETERNANTHERAS—\^OLA CORNUTA.
Your correspondent " Calcaeia " expresses a wish that I

should give my opinion upon the above, and it is with much
pleasure I do so. I have had several letters respecting them,
asking questions too numerous to answer in detail : therefore

I shall content myself, and I trust satisfy all, by offering a few
general remarks.
Having great faith in the Alternantheras I last season pro-

pagated as many as possible : therefore, when I planted out,

my plants were exceedingly small, and then to diminish them
in size a small beetle, at times very numerous in the forests

here, attacked them so fearfully as almost to annihilate them.
However, it so happened we had a week or two of fine weather,

they then began to grow and look interesting ; indeed I was so

pleased with Alternanthera sessilis amosna that I thought it

the most lovely plant for edgings I had ever seen. Then came
more drenching rains and a frost, and wet continued more
or less from the end of July, 1866 ; indeed from August 1st we
registered 9J inches of rain. There can be no question that

last summer was the most unfavourable for bedding-out that

has been known for many years, and I am sorry to say the

present is also very unfavourable ; but the question I am asked

again and again is, Will the Alternantheras do for bedding?

All I can at present say is, my faith in them is as strong as

ever. The last season was a most remarkable one, and as we
have had to contend against the worst of seasons, we trust for a

better future, and I also predict such for the Alternantheras.

Last season, in consequence of so much wet, nearly all the

Cevastium was killed ; such an occurrence has not taken place

before in my time : therefore if the Cerastium would not grow,

what could we expect of the Alternantheras ? S till they did not

succumb to the wet, but stood it bravely, although quite at a

standstill. They also proved more hardy than I expected, for

they have withstood 12° of frost. Therefore, taking the last

unfavourable summer and the present one up to now into con-

sideration, and looking at the progress they have made with

me this season, I see no reason for altering my previous opinion

respecting them and their merits as bedding plants. A fine

summer will, no doubt, bring out their true character, and as

they are doing tolerably well this season at Osberton, they

will doubtless do better elsewhere, for a more unsuitable place

for bedding could not well be met with ; it lies low and wet,

and is subject to early and late frosts. They are all easily kept

through the winter, and make beautiful plants for the conserva-

tory, but they require a little warmth to keep them through the

winter. Alternanthera paronychioides is a fine bedder ; this

and sessilis amoena are the two best.

With respect to Viola cornuta. Purple Queen and Mauve
Queen are both in perfection here, the only difference to be

seen is that Purple Queen flowers more profusely with me, and
the flowers are a trifle larger, otherwise it would take a very

clever man to detect the difference. This Viola must be seen

in its various combinations to be appreciated. I have the per-

mission of my employer and the Viscountess Milton, the lady

I have the honour to serve, to invite any of your correspondents

interested in the Viola question to yisit Osberton, and decide
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for tliemBclves the merita of the two varieties. — Edwaud
Bennett, OsIit/oh Hall, IVorksop.

I FIND Altemanthera paronychioidea one of the easiest of all

plants to strike when placed in a proper temperature—namely,
in that of a Melon or Cucamber pit, where it will take root in

the course of ten days, and bo fit for potting off. After this

has been done it ought to be placed in the same temperature
for three weeks, and by that time the plants will be well rooted

and cover the mouth of a large (iO-sized pot. If intended to

grow much larger they must have a larger shift and still be
kept in tho same temperature, for I found that after the hard-
ening process began there was but little growth, and up to the

present time the progress has been small ; consequently my
edgings are nothing to be compared to what they would have
been. Still, every one can see at a glance what a beautiful

edging this Altemanthera would make when planted as thickly

as it ought to be—that is, the plants touching each other when
first planted out.

Tho temperature in which I keep my plants is that of a cool

pit or greenhouse, where they remain healthy. About the
middle of March I place them in the stove, and I soon have
plenty of first-rate cuttings.

Every one appears to be of one opinion 'with respect to

that fine bedding plant Viola cornuta. Here it is a perfect
gem ; but my experience seems to be at variance with the
recommendations given by some of your correspondents. In-
stead of its succeeding best in a shady place, with me just the
reverse is the case, for I have a border planted along the top
of a terrace on which the sun shines throughout the day, and
this border has been a mass of flowers since the first week of

April, and is still equally gay. On the other hand, I have two
beds in a shaded corner which have never approached the
border in point of display ; and at the present time the plant
has become so tall as to be quite unmanageable as well as
unsightly.—James Stewart, Nuneham Park.

COTTAGE GARDENS.
Or the various classes of society among which horticulture

as a science has made progress during the last few years,
none has, perhaps, benefited more than that to which this
Journal was originally directed—the cottager. Although the
flowering plants which thirty or forty years ago constituted
the gems of a collection that was tho pride of its owner, have
considerably declined in public estimation, still the plants
which have succeeded the pets of tho beginning of this cen-
tury serve to a'lsure us beyond all doubt that the love for gar-
dening has increased manifold during that period ; and though
the Ranunculus, Auricula, and Carnation may have given place
to plants which tho lovers of old fashions and the lovers of

change alike condemn, the spirit of inquiry, emulation, and
perseverance has been so successfully at work, that there can
be no question the number of those who are ardently fond of

their garden has very much increased within the last few years.
Many causes, no doubt, have tended to promote this result.

The absence of those desolating wars which broke up so many
families in years gone by, the more rapid propagation of

sound and useful information through the medium of the
general press, as well as in the class of periodicals devoted to
the especial object in view, the formation of societies whose
object was to give encouragement to horticulture, and the fos-

tering care and patronage of many of our great landed pro-
prietors, have done much to promote a love of that science
which offers the more beauty and enjoyment the more it is

searched into. Certain it is that the homes of numbers of the
working classes, whose callings are purely agricultural or
otherwise connected with rural affairs, present, in many in-

stances, an aspect of neatness not known some years ago.
Several years since I called the attention of the readers of this
Journal to the subject, and I make no apology for doing so
again, as it is one that cannot be too well ventilated, nor can the
merits of the various plans that are recommended for the at-

tainment of the object in view be too well understood ; for the
object being a most laudable one, the various means used by
private individuals to promote its advancement ought not to be
lost on the rest of society for want of being made known.
Taking it, therefore, for granted that the encouragement of

horticulture and of thrifty habits amongst agricultural and
other labourers in rural districts is an object worthy of the
patronage and aBslataneo of their wealthy brethren, let us see

how this can be effected. Many, if not most, provincial horti-

cultural societies assume to encourage cottagers by offering

prizes for fruits, flowers, and vegetables, singly or collectively ;

and the quality of the produce exhibited on such occasions fully

equals that from the more favoured classes. This may seem
to the cursory observer a proof of the good so done, while an
examination into the names given on tho winning sheet will

disclose tho fact that the same names have figured there for

some years. The competition is thus left in the hands of a few,

who—being in the occupation of better gardens, perhaps, than
some of their neighbours, being more ardently devoted to the
attainment of perfection in the culture of their plot of ground,
or having possibly acquired the art of preparing its produce for

show purposes—contrive to secure to themselves the greater

part of the prizes offered for garden produce. This state of

things is no overdrawn picture, for there are few horticultural

shows of a dozen or more years' standing where there is not
ample proof of its existence. Notwithstanding that now and
then stringent rules are brought to bear against the system,

the number of cottagers exhibiting produce decreases rather

than otherwise, and although the quality of the produce ex-

hibited may be faultless, yet the object for which such prizes

are given is not the one originally iutended, and there is a
difficulty in prescribing a remedy which usually baffles the in-

genuity of the managing committee.

Now, having mentioned the above evil as resulting in large

horticultural societies undertaking the duty of encouraging

cottage gardening, it is by no means to be inferred that much
cannot be effected in promoting the object in view ; but then
the competition must be on a less extensive scale, and instead

of inviting the produce from the best cottagers' gardens in,

perhaps, half a county to be sent to a large town, let there be
a number of smaller shows, say one to every hundred dwellings

or so, or, as is the case in the south of England in many places,

one to each parish. The patronage and support of the wealthy

proprietors are of course necessaiy to this ; but the outlay will

often be found an advantageous one, for habits of thrift, order,

and neatness will invariably follow in the train of a well-cul-

tivated garden, and the moral character of a district will be
raised accordingly. The working of the matter should be in the

hands of those who know the circumstances of each of the

competitors ; and these also, living as they do in proximity

to each other, cannot venture on any act of fraud without their

neighbours being likely to find it out. The exhibition of the

produce at some given place will always afford an opportunity

to those who dispute their neighbour's production being really

from his own garden, to expose any impropriety that may be
suspected, and its punishment of course is sure to follow.

But it is not the mere exhibition of garden produce at any
one place for prizes that is the best test of the industry and
good management of tho various exhibitors. Their holdings

must also be examined, and it is of far more consequence to

reward merit displayed at home than the production of laige

Onions, Cabbages, Potatoes, or other useful articles ; for an
inspector will be able to see if the most has been made of

everything, and by the condition of the various crops he will

be able to judge how the grower has done his duty in times

past, and what he is doing for the future. I therefore regard

prizes for well-kept cottage gardens and premises generally

as being of more importance than rewarding the exhibitor of

produce for articles of superior merit ; for accidental circum-

stances may sometimes assist an exhibitor in obtaining a prize

in the latter case without much effort of his own, but he carmot

keep a tidy well-managed garden without an amount of labour

for which "he is deserving of a prize. The larger fruits will all

grow where the soil and situation are favourable for them,

when the trees are large, without much help from the occupier

of the garden for the time being, and I have seen fruit from

such trees obtain prizes, whereas the cultivated part of the

garden was a complete bed of weeds : this, however, is not the

case where the prizes are awarded for well-kept gardens and
premises generally.

In giving advice to those who may be desirous of encouraging

a high state of cultivation amongst their poorer neighbours,

I must beg to differ from the views entertained by many, who
commence the pursuit of the same laudable object by giving an
undue importance the to cultivation of flowers. Certainly, I

admit that nothing adds more to the charms of a nice cottage

garden than a bed of mixed flowers standing forth between its

front and the public highway, but too much value has often

been placed on them. They are not the most useful articles

in the garden. The row ot Scarlet Buoner Beans, which pei-
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haps separates them from the plot of Potatoes, affords many a

dieh of excellent food, and is at the same time ornamental,

and the Lettuce and Onion beds are more profitable adjuncts

than Carnations or Chrysanthemums. But it must not be

supposed that I would discard flowers entirely ; on tlie contrary,

let them be duly credited with what merit is their due, still let

them be subordinate to vegetables and fruits.

In looking over a number of cottage gardens with a view to

award prizes to meritorious ones, the directions given to judges

contain so many features, that the duty requires more care and
thought than is generally supposed. In general, however, it

may be observed, that in country districts where such dwellings

are scattered singly, in pairs, or only a few together over a

district, some easy mode of taking notes of the merits or defects

of each garden will suggest itself to the judges. It is

diflerent in a show-tent, where the contending objects can be

inspected in juxtaposition ; but to go a mile or two to refresh

the memory of the features of a garden No. 1,3 when the in-

spector is perhaps at 63, is inconvenient and troublesome. To
those, therefore, who may have to undertake such a duty for

the first time I here beg to suggest a mode which I believe

I have once before explained in the pages of this Journal,

iut which may have not come under the eyes of the present

readers. I have at various times adopted it for twenty years

cr more.
Assuming, therefore, that a party of two or three jurors is

appointed to look over a number of cottage gardens and pre-

mises generally, many of which may perhaps stand singly

and in sequestered spots—and assuming that perhaps a hun-
dred or more of them have to be looked over in a day, or rather

in less than half a day, perhaps, as far as working hours are

concerned— it becomes necessary for after-comparison of merits

to take such short notes as will assign a proper position to each
holding as progress is made. Now, in the brief space of time
which can be bestowed on each, it would take a clever short-

hand writer to note down all particulars ; and even if that were
done, great delay must take place at last in reading over each

of the hundred or more observations so made. To obviate

this, and at the same time to have a clear and distinctive mark
attached to each holding, I have for many years adopted a plan
somewhat resembling that recommended by Mr. Thomson for

judging Grapes, which is by using figures instead of written

descriptions. My plan is this : On glancing over the contents

of a garden, or rather, I may say, on looking over it carefully,

and ascertaining its merits as well as its defects, and taking as

a guide an assumed idea of perfection to represent 100, a little

thought is required to consider how far the holding in question
falls short of this. It is rarely that I have met with one that

I was disposed to place higher than OO ; but whatever figure

was thought a jast and fair one was at once appended to garden
No. 1, and the same to all the others in succession

; so that at

the end of the inspection it was only necessary to look back
to the figure, and the highest, if it corresponded with the fellow-

judges' opinions, was awarded the first prize. I ought also to

say that it was customary for the judges appointed to discuss

the figures of the first garden inspected, and thereby enable
each other to judge of the position it was supposed to stand in,

J)ut all notes on the following ones were taken independently
of each other

;
yet at the end of the inspection the respective

merits of each were set down in much the same order in every
book, and a decision was made easy.

The advantage of this plan is more apparent when a large

number of prizes are to be awarded. For instance : a gentle-

man owning a number of cottages scattered variously over the
parish he resided in, was in the habit of giving a liberal sum
each year in prizes as a reward for the industry and good
management of the occupants of the holdings, which numbered
somewhere about a hundred. Now, to give this sum all to the

fcest three was neither just nor fair, as most likely the same
thing would be repeated another year. A naturally good garden,

in the hands of an industrious occupant, was very likely to

keep its place, or at all events the possessor of a small one,

however well tilled, could not have much chance to compete
with him. It was, therefore, advised to divide the gardens into

two classes, large ones and smaller, and apportion one first

prize to each, that for the larger garden being somewhat more
than for the small one. The after-apportionment of the prizes

was often left with the judges, who not unfrequently placed

three or four as seconds, and a still greater number third, and
STen fourth prizes were awarded to half a dozen or more, the

result being that often one-half of the occupants received

prizes. Of coarse no one v&b awarded a prize who did cot

deserve it, but a small prize was always encouraging; and the
interest felt in the matter, with the knowledge that an inspec-
tion was annually made, kept up a higher state of order and
neatness than would have been the case amongst the more
careless ; while amongst the industrious and enterprising a
great stimulus was given, as all the deserving were sure of a
prize, and the higher its grade so much the more honour.
I may also add that in some cases the inspection by the judges
took place three or four times during the summer, and at periods
when least expected by the occupant, and the prize given or
withheld in accordance with the general character of the hold-
ing at all of the times.

In recommending a mere column of figures to represent the
condition of the object looked at, it does not follow that other
notes might not be taken also ; a few words, perhaps, may do ;

but in most cases figures will better represent all that is wanted
where a great number of gardens must be looked over. To
those who like to go into detail, I may say that I have some-
times ruled a wide sheet into narrow columns for figures, and
allotted one for vegetables, one for fruits, one for fences (which
are an important matter in cottage garden^l, one for flowers^

one for window plants, one for wall trees or climbers, and one
for general cleanliness and order, with one column as a total

—

the last not the added-up amount of all the others, but simply
its position as so much below the ideal number of perfection.

100. The advantages of the above details are, that when
comparing notes with a fellow juror at the conclusion of the
inspection it is easy to refer to such a cottager being either

strong or weak in each department, and to discuss merits
without the inconvenience of a second visit.

The above as a mode of giving encouragement to deserving
cottagers for managing their plots of ground at home, is by no
means put forth as a plea against exhibitions of garden produce
as well ; on the contrary, the two systems can be worked together,

and often are ; and the exhibition being an affair which the
public at large take pleasure in seeing, it is at all times advisable

when the funds are forthcoming to have one, for however small
the prizes there is always an honour in being first, and a good
competition is often ensured. Many instances of the good
effects of such an exhibition might be cited, as well as of the
generosity of those who patronise such exhibitions, and who»
deserving all praise for their exertions in such a cause, prefer

the self-approbation of doing such good deeds in private.—J. E.

PEACH TREE PRODUCING BOTH PEACH ANI>
NECTARINE FRUITS.

We have growing in the gardens here an old Earrington
Peach tree which has produced in three different instances

both Peaches and Nectarines on the same wood, and in one
case a Peach, a Nectarine, and a fruit half Nectarine and half

Peach, one side of it being rough and woolly, and the other

smooth, all on the same shoot. Perhaps you or some of your
readers will kindly inform me if this is not an uncommon
occurrence, as I have never seen anything of the sort before

during an experience of upwards of fifty years, as well as

several friends to whom I have shown it.

The shoot mentioned, with the three fruits on, will probably

be exhibited by a friend of mine at the next meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society.

—

David Spaey, Ganlciicr to O. B.
Marten, Esq., MarsIiaU's Wick, near St. Alban.'s.

[It is not a common occurrence, but instances where it has
happened are not unfrequent.]

IMPROVED No. 1 PEA.
In the spring of this year we had a few quarts of a Pea sent

to us by a very intelligent gardener, under the name of " Im-

proved'No. 1." We sent a little of this Pea to Chiswick this

season for trial, and at the same time sowed the remainder

ourselves in our trial grounds. This variety has been pro-

nounced by the Committee as identical with Dickson's Favourite.

Several of the London and provincial trade, however, who have

known and grown the latter variety from its infancy, and who
have seen the two here growing alongside of each other, say

that they are different. We forward you a sample of the " Im-

proved No. 1." What do you say it is ? If you are of opinion

that it is Dickson's Favourite, we shall dispose of our stock of

seed as such.

No doubt theie are already too many so-called varieties ot
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Peas ia cultivation, and we would gladly see the^e Itiuitod to

the best iu eacli clas-i. Some persons, however, are apt to

thiak that the Comruittee dismiss some sorts rather too sum-
marily, at the samo tima the gardeuiug public ought to feel

deeply indebted for tho careful aud excelleut roportt} which have
of lato emaaated from tho gardens of tlie Ujyal Horticultural

Society at Ohiswick.— Sru.vitr & MiiiN, KcU^j, N.I).

[We have no hesitation in saying that the sample sent of

your ** Improved " Pea is Dickson's Favourite. It was so con-

sidered by tho Committee of the lioyal Horticultural Society,

who always bestow great pains in the examination of the sub-

jects submitted to them, and exorcise a great amount of deli-

beration before coming to a tinal decision. Composed as the

Committee i-^, of representatives of every branch of horticul-

ture, their decisions may safely be accepted as unbiassed and
truthful.]

ROYAL IIOUTICULTUUAL SOCIETY.
AuGosT SOrn.

Floral CoMMrmiK.—Thoro was ratbor a scarcity of plants aud
tlowors at thiei mooting. A fow seedlinj^ Diihlitis made their appear-

ance, flufliciout to romiud tho Committee of the worryinjr work which
is likely to be cat out for tlmra iliiruif? the uoxt fow moetiuss : we say

worrying, because there i^ so little novelty to he expected. There is a

^eat samcucds among the good flowers, aud very few come up to tho

standard ackiiowledj^ed hy the florist. Mr. Keynes, Salishury, exhi-

bited several bccdliug Dahlias—Mrs. Dodd3. a pale blue tipped with a
darker shade, received a second-class certificate. Caroline Tettercll,

a light ground, tijiped, likewise had a second-class certificate. The
flowers were not iu t^ood condition, probably many of them will be

shown again. Mr. Keynes also exhihitcd i\ box of several fine speci-

mens of that exquisite yellow Kose Marcchal Niel, aud a special certi-

ficate was awarded for it. Mr. Hopkins, Brentford, sent seedling

Dahlia Excellent, good outline, but flower too small. From Mr. J.

Pope, Chelsea, came seedlinj; Dahlia Kuth. Mr. Broekharst, gardener
to A. Turner, Ksq., Leicester, brought a very pretty Cattleya, a kind

from Demerara. Mr. J. Itichard^on, Darlington, contributed fiondi

of a hardy Fern, a variety of Athyrium, Lnt without the plant it was
impossible to ascertain its merits. Mr. W. Muir, gardener to Sir

Philip Egcrton, Oultou Park, exhibited four seedling Verbenas

—

\iz.,

Kobusta. Columbine, Brilliantisaima, and Little Nell.

Rev. E. Hawke, Williugham Uectory, sent cut flowers of seedling

Hollyhocks ; Uuby (^ucen, n magnificent flower, fnlly justifying its

name, received a rtrst-class certificate ; Gem. a pale silvery rose, was
also awarded a Hrst-class certificate. Those two 5eedlLu<^s were much
admired. Mr. Cluiter sent nine seedlinj^ Hollyhocks, of which Alba
superba was awarded a flrst-class certificate, and Walden (^neen, a

pale fleah-colourcd compact flower, had a second-class certificate. There
were several others of f^rcut merit. A special certificate was awarded
the collection.

W. W. Bailor, Kiq.,exliihit6d a cnriona Orchid (Wargcewiezella aro-

matien), very hi-^ily scented. The same plant was sent by Messrs.
Low to tho List Mcctini*. and received a second class certificate. Mr.
Butler. Clapham. sent a seedUn« Fuchsia of ISIiG without a name,
aud without any merit ; Mr. Bull, Chelsea, Calamus ad^porsus, which
roceived a first-class certificate, and Calamus elogans, which had a
similar award. These are very ornamental plants. From tho same
exhibitor came also Echites rahro-venosa, Lomaria falcata. Alsophila
Leichardtiana. a superb tree Fern—first-class certificate, a collection

of Zonal Pelargoniums, and an interesting group of plants, including*

Vallota purpurea and Vallota eximia in fine order. Messrs. E. G.
Henderson. Welliagton Road, sent Ixora crooata rutilans. a very great

improvement in Ixora crocata ; a first-class certificate was awarded.
Mefisrs. Henderson likewise exhibited Ixora crocata elegans, not equal
to tho others, and Pelargouium elogans plenum, rather confused,

and not free-flowering. Mr. Standish exhibited a tree Picotee, named
Ascot Yellow, very free iu flowering, colour pale yellow ; it was
awarded a fii'st-ehiss certificate. Messrs. Dowuie, Laird, A; Lamg
seut a Boedling Pelargonium of tho Hybrid Nosegay section, having a
fine truss, but not equal in other quaUties to others. From Mr.
Parsons. Wclwyn, came Athyrium Filix-fa>mina ceratophylium. a
distinct variety, for which a first-class certificate was granted. Mr.
Eckford, gardener to the Earl of Radnor, Coleshill, received a first-

cIass certificate for seedling Verhoua Tho Cure, a deep rose with
a Tery deep-shaded centre. He also exhibited Zonal Tricolor Miss
Rnth, light-edged ; Miss Annie, white with rosy zone, rather a pro-

mising plant, and Lady Folkestone, also a promising plant. It may
be useful to inform tho Fellows that a contest among the Tricolor
Pelargonium growers will be held on tho 17th of September, the ar-

rangements for which are in progress. Tho next meeting will bo held
on the 3rd of September.
FRtnr CoMiinTEE.—There were varions prizes offered for fruits.

In Class A, for the best dish of Poaches grown on an open wall, Mr.
Lynn, gardener to Lord Boston, Hedsor, took the first prize ; and for

tho Peaches grown in an orchard-house Mr. Douglas, gardener to

F. Whitburn, E^;q., Loxford Hall, Uford, was first with Early York,
very fuio and brilliantly coloured. Ia the class for Apricots grown on

an open wall there wore throe oxhihitors—namely, Mr. Lynn, Hedjor,
Mr. Earley. gardener to F. Pryor. Esq., Digswoll, and Mr. John Cox,
Uudloof, Tho flrat pri/.e was adjudged to Mr. Earluy, whose Moor-
parks wero largu, handsome, and dolicious. There was no competitioa
in the classes for Nectarines, either for wall or orchard -housu fmit.
In the former Mr. Lynn exhibited Hunt'B Tawny and took a second
prize, and in tho latter Mr. Douglas received a first prize. Mr. Tegg,
gardener to tho Duke of Newcastle, Clumber, sent a dish of very
fine Grosso Mimaonno Peaches, and was awarded a special certificate
for tlioir meritorioun production. A tirst prize was awarded to Mr.
John Cox, Kedleaf, for three dibhea of Plmos, consisting of Haliug'a
Superb, Jefferson, and Green Gage.

Mr. Wobb, of Galoot, near Reading, sent a seedling Plum, whick
bore considorable resemblance to Fotheriugham, but it was not of
suflicieut merit to receive a certificate. Mr. Whalley, gardener to the
Bifiiiop of London, Fnlham Palace, sent two Melons perfectly distinct^
which had been raised from seed taken from the same fruit. They
were both ronnd, one hii^hly netted and the other quite smooth ; the
former was very well flavoured, but tho lattfr much inferior. Mr.
Earley, of Digaweli, sent two fruit of Dr. Hogg Melon, neither of
which was quite ripe, but one of them gave good indications of tho higli
flavour which this variety possesses when fnlly ripe. Mr. Earley
stated iu a communication that he appreciated it for its continuity of
b.^ariug, he having cut from the same plant fruit which was exhibitel
at tho Bury Sliow on the KUh of July and consecutively till tha
present time. As it was not snfliciently ripo to gain a first-class cer-
tificate. Mr. Earley was requested to send it again. Mr. John Perldna^
gardener to Lord tlenniker, Tfaornhara Hall. Suffolk, sent a dish of
the (^neen Anne's Pocket Melon ; and from Mr. William Cox, gardener
to Lord Beauchamp, Madreafield Court, Malvern, came a seedling
Grape raised from Black Alicante crossed by Muscat of Alexandria.
Tho hunch is quite of the same form as that of Muscat of Alexandria*
long aud tapering, with good shoulders. The berries are largo and
long-oval or Olive-shaped; skin jet black, with a fine bloom; berry-
stalks short, stout, and warted ; skiu tough and membranous ; fleak
firm, very juicy, rich, sugary, quite brisk and vinous, and possessing a
distinct Muscat flavour. This splendid Grape received a fij-st-class

certificate.

Mr. Samuel Bradley, of Elton Manor Gardens, Nottingbam, sent
a seedling Apple from Keswick Codliu ; Mr. Joseph Jackson, Blake-
down Nursery, Kidderminster, a seedling early Apple, which was past
its best, and tho Committee could not form a judgment on its merits-
Mr. R. Webb, of Calcot, also sent a seedling Apple, which, however*
had not merit sufficient to entitle it to a certificate. From Ct. B.
Martin, Esq., Marshall's Wick. St. Albans came Peach and Nectarine
fruits on the same bearing shoot, and to which reference is made io.

the preceding page.

Mr. Tegg, of Clumber, sent a dish of Guava (Psidinm Cattlcyannm),
iu fine condition; and Mr. Evershead exhibited, through Messrs-
Wrench tfc Sons, of London Bridge, two new Peas, which, however*
the Committee did not adjudicate upon, but requested that seed shonl^
be sent to Chiswick. where an opportunitj- may bo bad of comparing
them with other varieties.

Messrs. Sluart &: Mein, of Kelso, sent specimens of the Australian
Spinach (Chenopodium auricomnm), which were ordered to be cooked
and a report to be made to tlie next Meeting of the Committee. Mr-
Gadd, gardener to Lord MidJleton, WoUaton Hall, Nottingham, sent
fruit of tho Cherry Tomato, which had been received from California*
and from Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place. Edgwaro
Road, came fruit of a seedling Cueumber, called Champion of St.
Albans.

Gknbbal Mebttng.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq , F.R.S., in the
chair. After the usual election of Fellows, and the admission of tho
Taunton Dean Horticultural Society into union, the Chairman remarked
that it had occurred to him, on seeing the specimens of Lilinm
anratnm which had been exhibited, that it would be very desirable to
see what could be done by hybridising it with otber species, with tbo
view of uniting to its fine form other colours. Tho French bad
worked upon Lilies to a considerable extent, and had succeeded in
raising numerous varieties, and ho thought English horticulturists

ought to see if they too conld not make a step ahead. Success, ha
believed, only required patience and a little investigation, and he was
sure that among all the beautiful tribes of plants the Lilies were one
of tho most worthy of such a trial. The subject of hybridisation was
of the greatest importance to tho horticulture of the present day, and
one which ought to be taken up.

Tho Rev. Joshua Dix remarked that the Meeting on the 17th of
September would be rendered interesting by a competition of Vario-

gated Zonal Pelargoniums.

NEW TRESERVE.
Now that the season of fruits is come, we have to introdacd

to the uoliue of our readers oue which has hitherto beea neg-
lected as being unworthy of uotice for any useful purpose.
We are indebted to Dr. Henry Kogors, of East Griastead, for

calling our attention to the fruit of Amelauchier botryapiam,
or Snowy MespUas, which he has most suocessfuUy pre3erT9<t
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m the ordinary way, by boiling it with sagar. It forms a

rich prCBerve of a novel character, and its kernels contribnte

to it a fine almond flavour. He has also dried the Iruit and

oeed it in the same way as grocers' Currants.

RAMBLES IN CO^VDR^IY PARK.
As well as being a most charming spot, few places in this

country are considered more beneincial to health than that

part of Sussex in and near Midhurst. The eastern suburbs of

this rural town connect it with the domain of Cowdray, one of

the residences of the Earl of Egmont. It is bounded on the

south by the South Downs, which here run inland, and almost

join the Surrey hills ; thus placing the district, as it were, in

the centre of a basin made by the curvature of the hills that

surround it.

Three centuries have nearly passed away since the existence

of Sir William Fitzwilliam, Earl of Southampton, in whose
days was raised a stately edifice, now an irretrievable ruin, on
the borders of the extensive piece of ground which he had pre-

viously obtained a royal license to enclose and name Cowdray
Park. I After the death of this nobleman it became the property

of the Viscount Montagne, and it is with the events relative to

this family that interest is awakened in the history of the place.

Although his lordship was a staunch Roman Catholic, yet his

fidelity to Queen Elizabeth was not impaired by his religion
;

for history tells us that, in 1591, she stayed five days at Cow-
dray on a visit to Lord Montague, who had attended her at

West Tilbury with two hundred horsemen.
In one of the " close walks " a round open spot is preserved,

which, we are told, is where the Queen once dined in a summer-
house overshadowed by Yews, which here flourish in great

luxuriance and beauty.

About a mile from this spot another relic of the past may be
seen. It is " Queen Elizabeth's Oak," traditionally said to be

that under which Her Majesty stood, and brought down with a

crossbow several deer that were driven past her. This lordly

tree has now a most picturesque appearance, and carries its

trunk to a great height, where it sends forth its huge majestic

branches far and wide in the air : at 4 feet from the ground
the trunk measures 36 feet in circumference.*

The descendants of Lord Montague appear to have adhered
to the religion of their ancestors until the seventh of the line,

who became a Protestant. He enlarged and improved the park,

and we are told that a magnificent clump of Chestnuts close to

the town was planted by him.
The fate of his son and successor, the last Lord Montagne,

will never lose hold upon the mind of those who are told the
story. In the summer of 1793 he left England on a continental

tour, and on arriving at the famous falls of Schaffhansen, in

Switzerland, made a rash attempt to navigate the cataracts in

a flat-bottomed boat, and was drowned. Before the melan-
choly news reached England his ancestral home was laid in

ruins by fire, and the splendid paintings and the beautiful

statues, together with the curious antique fittings and furni-

ture, besides other valuables which had adorned the walls for

ages, were no more seen ; in fact, everything was destroyed,

with the exception of a few relics, which are of but little value,

and are now preserved at the gardener's house. Tracings of

the paintings may be seen even to this day, and the windows
of the hall and chapel are nearly entire ; also, inside of the

quadrangle lies a piece of the carving in wood which belonged
to the "Buck Hall," and the entrance gateway is adorned
with the arms of Sir Anthony Browne, favourite of Henry VIII.,

and Standard-bearer of England.
The estate of Cowdray now devolved upon Lord Montague's

sister, and this lady became the wife of W. S. Poyntz, Esq.,

who, about a mile from the ruins, built a cottage ornfie, and
called the same Cowdray Lodge, which, though not possessing

any features of architectural interest, is a comfortable and
commodious house. There is now a fine Camellia trained

against the front, and it frequently bears upwards of a thousand

flowers.

After the death of Mr. and Lady Poyntz, this house was sold,

in 1843, with the demesne, to the Earl of Egmont, the present

owner of the estate. Although the original license to impark

gave the limit of six hundred acres, I believe its present size

• In one of Mr. Murray's handbooks, recently written for the nge of

travelleTS in Torkehire, I find that the famous " Cowthorpe " Oak is

S6 feet 8 inches in girth, consequently only 3 inches more than " Queen
SUzabeth'B."

to be abont eight hundred acres, and that there is nearly the
same number of deer kept here.
Anthony, the eighth Viscount Montague, employed the cele-

brated "Capability Brown" to reconstruct the landscape, but
under the auspices of Mr. Gilpin subsequent alterations have
been made more in accordance with the natural scenery, and,
consequently, in purer taste.

The fruit and kitchen gardens lie at the south end of the
mansion. They are not very extensive, but well planned, and
in the best of situations, consisting of 3i acres of gently slop-
ing ground, commanding a southern aspect. The walls which
enclose these gardens are 11 feet high, and are of great thick-
ness. The many fruit trees of various kinds trained against
them are in excellent condition, and are this season bearing
an abundance of fruit. The fruit also appears to be earlier

here than in many other gardens, and this fact coincides with
what Mr. Spring informed me with regard to his being pro-
vided with ripe fruit from eight to ten days sooner than his
neighbours. The reason, I suppose, is the sheltered situation
of the gardens.

In the middle of the kitchen garden is another wall uncon-
nected with the walls that surround the gardens. It is 300 feet

in length, and is covered on both sides with fine fruit trees.

Should the suggestion be ever approved of, an excellent range
of vineries might be erected against this wall. No situation

here could be better, and this would be the starting of the first

noble glass structure at Cowdray gardens, for it is only just to

say, that at present this beautiful place is without anything of
the kind.

On the east side of Lord Egmont's cottage is a cleared space
of ground of many acres. Here and there stand apart rem-
nants of an ancient forest which has long since yielded to the
demands of the British Navy, and the felling of these monarehs
of the forest in the different parts of the park, has opened up
the avenues and "close walks" of Cowdray, which are dis-

tinctly seen at a great distance ; indeed, it has much improved
the scenery of the park, which it is said surpasses anything of

the kind that can be found at Goodwood, Arundel, or any place

for miles around.
Then there are walks bordered with Ehododendrons 15 or

20 feet high, and rich with Ferns and Feather-grass ; these
wind in every direction, now touching on the park above, now
leading to the brook below which divides this part from the

meadows, through which flows the Bother, and from the neigh-

bouring corn fields.

In the private walks that lead from the ruins to the gardens,

half a mile or more in length, the foliage is of a different

character, less grand and massive, but more sylvan, light and
elegant boughs interlacing in every direction, and the Ught
struggling down in broken patches through their feathery

foliage, or some distant vista. In an article recently written

on " Our Native Trees," the author says, that " When we look,

for beautiful landscape, we look for wood and water ; they are

necessary in our conception of natural beauty." And surely

they are here in rare perfection, for the scene is one of ex-

treme rural lovehness. The whole park is belted in by these

extensive avenues and " close walks."

At the Easebourne gate, two of the splendid avenues meet,

one long one of Limes, which diverges towards the Midhnrst
gate, and the other, nearly a mile in length, of Spanish Chest-

nut trees, of noble size, which extends to a wicket gate that

leads from the park into the village of Easebourne. The fruit

of the magnificent Chestnuts is given to the poor of the neigh-

bourhood, and it is no slight boon, as many as would produce

£7 or £S having been gathered from one tree, and there are

many hundreds of them. It is said that four hundred bushels

of fruit have been gathered from the other trees with which
the park abounds, but these are sent to the Loudon market.

Close to this avenue is a Beech tree, the stem of which measures

22 feet in circumference. I have no doubt that some of your

readers have a partiality for famous trees ; I therefore subjoin

the measurements of a few of those the park contains, and
which, perhaps, have resisted the storms and tempests of a

thousand years. All the trees mentioned below were measured

at 4 feet from the ground.

Leaving the avenues for the present, and crossing the brow
of the hill, which was once the Easebourne racecourse, three

pollard Oaks are visible on the high ground in the distance ;

these are called " The Milkmaid's Oaks." Their stems mea-
sure respectively 18J, 22, and 23 J feet in circumference. Con-

tinuing the walk by the clump of Yew trees on the right, we
presently And ourselves on the verge of a valley, which is the
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" Deer Down Bottom." Here there is a pond, and the remains
of two avennes meet at right angles. At the intersections of

these avenues are five more large Oaks, the boles of which,

with the exception of one tree, measure over 20 feet, the

largest being the " Queen Elizabeth's," spoken of before. The
" Amphitheatre " is a circle of trees within a fence of palings

that lies in a northerly direction. These trees are Spruce Firs

from 8i to 14 feet in girth, and averaging 120 feet in height

;

also a Larch in girth 9} feet. Returning southward by the

right-hand side of the clump of Yews and several more pollard

Oaks, all remarkable for the immense size of their stems, and
bandsome heads of foliage, Cowdray Lodge is now at no great

distance. On the lawn are fine specimens of Rhododendrons :

a Rhododendron ponticum covers an area of liS yards. Several

plants of other ornamental trees and shrubs are also worthy of

remark. There are two large trees of Cedar of Lebanon each
14 feet in girth, and a Silver Fir Vi feet, once of prodigious

height, from which a length of nearly 50 feet was blown off in

the great storm of November, 1837.

A few more remarks, now, about the " close walks," already
noticed. They are in a small wood adjoining the wharf, and
quite separated from the park by the river. They are fenced
in, and the gates are kept locked, bo they can only be visited

by making application to the head gardener, who has the sole

privilege to admit those he thinks proper. On entering the
gate, the right hand walk should be taken, and very soon the
avennes are reached. There nre four of them, joined so as to

form a square, with circles of Yew trees in the centre, inter-

spersed with other trees bearing lighter foliage, and the effect

JB singular. On the top of a mound here is the spot where
Queen Elizabeth dined at a table 24 yards long. The wood
also contains a chalybeate spring.

The common, which lies on the west side of the river Rother
and Cowdray Park, is very extensive as well as picturesque.
It almost reaches to the foot of the hills, which rise to the
BOuth-west and west ; and the wooded heights of Harting and
Opp Park are clearly visible on that side, whilst on the other
those of Cowdray raise their stately heads. The common is

also valuable for the peculiar richness of its Heath, as there
are so many varieties, even a white one, which I believe to be
very uncommon in this country. It is not a variety though, as
erroneously called by some; but, like the white wild Hyacinth,
Bugle, &c., a sport, and cannot well be accounted for : however,
it is an exceedingly pretty Heath.
The noble owner of Cowdray very kindly allows the public to

visit the ruins and avenues of the park; and it is pleasing
to add, in the interest of my brother gardeners, all who are
desirous of seeing the private grounds and gardens will, I am
snre, find ili. Spring, as I did, as kind and courteous as he is

intelligent ; to him I feel much indebted for his efforts to

gratify me with interesting information regarding Cowdray
Park.

—

Georc.e Newlyn, DaniiMein.

BRIAR vF.nsi-s MANETTI STOCKS FOR ROSES.
Pray do not let the Rev. Mr. Radclyffe mislead amateur

Rose growers by condemning the Briar as a stock. I contend
that for Rose soils—that is, strong rich loams—tho Briar will

produce better and more enduring plants than the llanctti.

My experience also teaches me that ninety out of every hundred
of the flowers staged by the best exhibitors of the present day
are cut from plants budded on the Briar. I like the Manetti
stock very well ; all I have to say is. Do not be persuaded to
abandon the Briar for it, excepting on poor light soils. I hope
Mr. Radclytfo will bo able to class me among the favoured few
worthy of being called rosarians.

—

Benjamin R. Cakt, St. John
Street Nursery, Colchester.

GRAPE-JUDGING.
The various opinions expressed upon this subject in your

columns are undoubtedly very interesting, and I have no doubt
quite requisite for tho thorough discussion of the subject, but
are they calculated to accomplish anything definite ? Taking
it for granted that the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticul-
tural Society will interest themselves in the matter with a
view to settling the question, I think they will not like to work
from the mere opinions of other men ; and as the season is

fast advancing, I consider that it would be well to set to work
in some practical form as soon as possible. I therefore beg to
offer the following Buggestione—That the Frnit Committee be

solicited to take the subject in hand ; that persona wishiiig

to render assistance should state their views in as concise a
manner us possible, and send samples of Grapes calculated to
support those views to the Committee ; and that every meeting
of the Committee be open to receive such contributions until

this time next year, so that Grapes of all seasons may be
tested. This mode of proceeding would simplify the duties of

the Committee, and assist them in arriving at a correct con-
clusion respecting flavour and colour.

This dilliculty, I may here observe, seems only to exiet in

the case of the Black Hamburgh. No person seems to ventore
to assert that Lady Downe's, Alicante, Barbarossa, or Black
Prince is better when not so black ; and it is singular that
the Black Hamburgh should be an exception to the rule, as
everything seems to indicate that black is its natural colour,

the same as in the case of the others. I have long been con-
vinced of the justice of the remark made by Mr. Temple and
others, that Black Hamburghs of the finest quality are quite

black and apparently ripe a considerable time before they are
ready for the table, but they have been exposed to the fuU in-

fluence of sun, to a free circulation of air night and day, and to

the light. I have also proved the truth of the statement made
by Mr. Thomson and others, that it is possible for Grapes to be
perfectly black, yet never acquire a fine flavour, remaining
sour ; but it is when grown in a cool shady atmosphere, and
without the action of the agents above alluded to. It is this

fact that makes me think it is better on all occasions to taste

Grapes. I do not think that any reasonable gentleman or gar-

dener would object to it.

I would also strongly recommend Mr. Thomson's ten points

of excellence to the due consideration of the Committee ; they
will in all cases give flavour and colour combined a great influ-

ence, but the other points will prevent the value placed on
colour exercising any undue influence when not combined with
flavour.

I cannot see how Mr. Alliston can make it appear that
according to this rule the Frontignans would beat the Black
Hamburghs. Take for instance the Black Frontignan, which
from its peculiar qualities is the most formidable. Supposing
each variety to be equal as to merit of cultivation, they would
stand thus :—Black Hamburgh—flavour, 2 points ; colour, 2 ;

size of berry, 2 ; size of bunch, 1 ; shape of bunch, 1 ; bloom, 1

;

total, 9 points. Black Frontignan—flavour, 3 points ; colour, 2 ;

size of berry, 1 ; sizeof bunch, ; shape of bunch, 1 ; bloom, 1

;

total, 8 points. This, even by allowing the Frontignan an
equal number of points for form of bunch, still gives the Black
Hamburgh an advantage of one point. The Red or Grizzly

Frontignan would be still farther behind, as it would have no
points for colour. Perfect specimens of Muscat Hamburgh are

the only Grapes from which, according to Mr. Thomson's rules,

the Black Hamburgh would suffer, and this would be perfectly

consistent. I should like to induce that gentleman to give one
more point to bloom.

—

Tuomas Dixon, ]i'aterduk, St. Helen's.

VINE MILDEW.
A GAEDENEE's life is a constant warfare against insect and

vegetable enemies ; but, perhaps, there is nothing more
thoroughly disheartening than the first severe attack of Vino
mildew. A gardener who has once suffered from this scourge

is quick to perceive indications of the pest. In the first in-

stance he may, and generally does, aUow it to become thoroughly

established, when it is next to impossible to save the crop of

fruit or prevent injury to the Vines.

There is no doubt that a damp, sti'J atmosphere—that is, a
want of heat and ventilation, is a predisposing cause, but I feel

convinced that there are other and more powerful causes in
operation. I think I have proved that planting Vines in a soil

that is unsuited for them will render them liable to mildew,
and that if from any cause their root-action is impeded they
will be very likely to be attacked.

My Vines never sutTered from mildew till I potted several

hundreds in some nice-looking soil, which I afterwards found
was full of protoxide of iron. These Vines did not grow at aU
as I could have wished, and were soon attacked with mildew.
Being ill in bed, and my men never having seen mildew before,

it became so thoroughly established as to render the Vines
quite unsaleable, and I was strongly advised to throw them all

away. These plants were cut down and potted in good sandy
turf in the following spring, grew strongly, and never showed
a trace of the disease.

Again. I have seen a Vine growing in » first-rate border
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attacked viith mildew, and found its roots had been bitten by
the grub of the Vine weevil. Kepeated dressings of sulphur
kept down the mildew till the Vine had made good healthy
roots, when it ceased to be attacked, and made fine, healthy
foUage. I have also known Vines grossing in heated borders
to be often attacked, and believe that over-dryness at the root

was the cause.

Anything which militates against the health of a Vine seems
to render it liable to the attacks of mildew, red spider, &c.

For this cause, amongst others, I should hesitate to recom-
mend heated borders, unless I weie sure they would always
be UBder the care of a first-rate man. Who does not know
how liable such borders must be to become too dry ; also,

how difficult it is to saturate soil which has become thoroughly
desiccated '! 1 know I shall be considered very stupid to

doubt the propriety of heating borders, which is now so

fashionable ; nevertheless, I do doubt its being necessary, or
even advantageous in most places. In a cold wet district under
first-rate management we know such borders answer well

;

but we also know that equally good, if not better, Grapes
are grown in unheated borders. Let a border be made upon
dry land raised 2 or 3 feet above the surface of the soil, and
composed of Ught and porous materials, and I do not believe
that it will be necessary to heat it from below.
When I was a boy I remember seeing a Vine which was

trained across three houses ; it was in flower in one house,
the Grapes were half-grown in the second, and quite ripe in
the third. I believe it was planted in the middle house and
trained right and left, but of this I am not quite sure, nor is

it important. These flowers, and green and ripe Grapes, all

grew on one root, showing, I think, that the temperature of the
atmosphere has more eflect on a growing Vine tlian the tempera-
tm-e of the soil. I am well aware what a great effect bottom
heat has in promoting growth, and I know also how neces-
sary it is to guard against the dangers which often follow its

employment artificially. What I contend for is, that Vines
planted inside a house do not require it ; also, that if the
border is properly made, and covered early enough with litter

to a sufficient thickness, it will, even when outside, never be
too cold for a Vine to flourish and fruit. Also, that the danger
arising from heating borders artificially will in any but the
most skilful hands more than counterbalance the advantages.
A friend of mine says heated borders produce raisins, not
Grapes, as a rule. I have seen reason to think they are (except
where very well managed), productive of red spider and mildew.

I would advise those who have any suspicion that their
Vines are from any cause liable to be attacked by mildew, not
to wait till they see the leaves white all over, "as if covered
with particles of fine flour, before taking means to destroy it. A
Vine may be severely attacked without mildew being visible to
the naked eye. The mycelium of the Mushroom permeates
the bed before we see the fungus we call a Mushroom on its
surface. In the same manner I have seen the under side of a
Vine leaf covered with mycelium plainly enough seen under
a microscope, when nothing could be detected with the naked
eye. I think it is obvious, that dusting the upper side of a
leaf with sulphur can in such a case have but little effect.
In conclusion we may congratulate ourselves, that we have

in sulphur a thoroughly eflioient remedy for the Vine mildew
;

but it must, I think, be applied before the disease has taken
firm hold, and to both sides of the leaves. If the house can
be kept warm, dry, and well ventilated, the success of the
remedy is more certain ; but what I would most insist upon is,

that when Vines are attacked by mildew it is necessary to
inquire whether the soil or management of the Vines are not in
fault, as I beheve when all is right mildew gives little trouble.—J. E. Peaeson, Chila-ell.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Dendkobtom BuLLEKiANnM (Mr. Wentworth BuUer's Den-
drobium).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidaccie. Linn., Gynaudria Monan-
dria. Native of Moulmeine, whence it was imported two or
three years ago by Messrs. Low & Co., of Clapton. Mr. "Went-
worth Buller, of Strete-lialeigh, Devonshire, who was the first

to flower it, describes it as being of very easy cultivation in the
Dendrobium-house, where it flowers in spring. Flowers pro-
duced in twos and threes, creamy white, faintly tipped with
rose, with a large circular yellow spot in the lip, streaked with
reddish orange.— (7;o(. iWay., (. 5G52.)

EpiDENDKnM cNEMiDOPHOBUM (Shcathed Epideudrum).—
Nat. urd., OrchidaceiB. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native
of Guatemala, at elevations of 7UU0 feet or more above the sea.

Discovered many years ago by the late Mr. Skinner, but not

mtroduced alive till 1864. A fine specimen of it flowered tit

Sir Philip Egerton's, at Oulton, last spring, and was shown at

South Kensington. It succeeds in a Mexican-house, and as

the roots are large and fleshy, it requires abundant pot room,
the pots being filled with a mixture of broken potsherds, sphag-

num, and fibrous peat. Flowers in nodding, many-flowered

racemes ; sepals and petals white at the back, pale yellow

mottled with rich reddish brown inside ; lip divided into three

fleshy lobes, and in colour creamy white tinted with rose.

—

(Ibid., t. 5G5C.)

Begonia doliviensis (Bolivian Begonia).

—

Nat. ord., Bego-

niace;u. Linn., Monfccia Polyandria. Originally discovered by
Weddell, in the Cordilleras of Bolivia, and exhibited thia

summer by Messrs. Veitch, both at Paris and South Kensing-

ton, where it attracted general attention. Flowers drooping,

2 inches in length, bright scarlet.

—

[Ibid., t. 5657.)

Prostanthera nivea (Snow-white Prostanthera).

—

Nat. ord.,

Labiatfe. Linn., Didynamia Gymnospeimia. Native of rooky

hills in New South Wales and Victoria. Flowers pale lilac

and white, but not showy.

—

(Ibid., t. 5658.)

Cestrum elegans (Purple Habrothamuus).

—

Nat. ord., Sola-

naceic. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. Native of Mexico. Well

known under the name of Habrothamnus elegans as one of the

best of greenhouse climbing shrubs. Flowers tubular, an inch

in length, purplish red. Berries globular, from half to three

quarters of an inch in diameter, deep reddish purple, in mag-
nificent Grape-like clusters. Fruited by Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson & Son.— [Ibid., t. 5C59.)

Agave xylonacantha (Woody-thorned Agave).

—

Nat. ord.,

Amaryllidaceoe. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. Native of Eeal

del Monte, Mexico. A stemless species, with thick, succulent,

glaucous green leaves, from 2 to B feet long, and from 3 to

5 inches broad, spreading all round, and having white, woody
spines. Scape 9 or 10 feet high ; flowers greenish yellow, in a

raceme 3 or 4 feet in length.

—

[Ibid., t. 5660.)

KosEMARY EusSET AppLE.—This is " one of those fruits, o£

which there are many, that have never acquired the notoriety

which appears to be necessary now-a-days, before anything

good is appreciated. What was the origin of this admirable

Apple we have never been able to ascertain, neither can we dis-

cover when it first became known. The earliest notice of it is

by Ronalds, who published a figure and short description of it

in 1831, and who had cultivated it for many years previously.

As a dessert Apple it is one of the very best. Its size, form,

and colour, strongly recommend it, and it only requires to ba

known to find a place in all good gardens where only the best

fruits are grown. The following description from the ' British

Pomology,' will convey all the information we possess respect-

ing it :—
" ' Fruit below medium size, ovate, broadest at the base and

narrowing obtusely towards the apex, a good deal of the shape

of a Scarlet Nonpareil. Skin yellow, tinged with green on the

shaded side ; but flushed with faint red on the side exposed to

the sun, and covered with thin pale brown russet, particularly

the eye and the stalk. Eye small and generally closed, woody,

with erect segments, set in a narrow, round, and puckered

basin. Stalk very long, inserted in a round and wide cavity.

Flesh yellowish, crisp, tender, very juicy, brisk, and sugary,

and charged with a peculiarly rich and highly aiomatic flavour.

" ' A most delicious and valuable dessert Apple of the very

first quality; it is in use from December till February.'"

—

(Florist and Fomologist, vi., 165.)

APRICOT CULTURE.
•

{Continued from page 95.)

NoTwiTHSTASDiKG the hardiness of the foliage of the Apricot,

its blossoms, from their early production, are not always safe

from frost, being occasionally injured by it. A few degrees of

frost may not do any harm, as 1 have seen the bloom uninjured

when covered with snow and exposed to a temperature 8" below
freezing ; likewise, when the thermometer has fallen as low as
20°, or 12° below freezing-point, the blossoms if dry have
escaped ; but in these cases the frost was of brief continuance,

and to this circumstance may be attributed the safety of the

lilossoms, for when there has been a less amount of cold, but of

longer continuance, they have generally perished. The blossoms
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if they are not blackened do not set ; and as to those not ex-

panded, they were all destroyed with me in 18G6—that is, all

those showing the colour of the corolla.

It has been questioned whether the Apricot blossom is not

proof agaiuRt frost so long as it is dry. That it is uot so sus-

ceptible of injury when the air is dry as when it is wet is only

what may be expected, but it does not toUov; that a dry atmo-
sphere is all we require to protect the blossoms when the ther-

mometer indicates several decrees below free/.iug. No fiuit

tree blossom is proof against severe cold, and especially a con-

tinuance (if cold dump weather, and however unnecessary some
may tbiuk it to protect Apricot blossoms, I am of quite the

contrary opinion. My e\|)erience is that a slight frost will not

prove iiijnrious, but a continuance of cold and wet does mischief

that miijlit have been prevented had due regard been paid to

the protection of the blossoms ; at the same time little good,

and even harm, results from covering the trees during mild
weather, for it only renders the blossoms more liable to injury

froiii frost in those periods of cold which very often follow warm
weatncr. i'roteotiou is uot rc(iuired iu warm weather, for the

trees will bo sulliciently excited without it, and no protection

ought to be afforded unless one is prepared to give an additional

amount of it when the cold is severe.

It may have been observed that the blossoms and fruit of

trees against buildings are often uninjured by a severe frost,

whilst those of trees upon garden walls are so damnged that

the crop is poor. Now, in trees ngainst a building the dew is

prevented falling on the blossoms to the same extent as in the
case of a garden wall, for the roof of the building will overhang
the tree, and the amount of condensed moisture falling on
it will be considerably lessened. Insignificant as this may
seem, I know that a similar protection is often suflicient to

guard the blossom from injury. A wide coping-board is excel-

lent to lix along the wall over the trees. One of 14 inches
wide is ample for a wall 12 feet or more in height, and
one 11 inches wide for a wall of 10 feet or under, and in most
oases such a ooping-board is all that is necessary.

In severe weather and in cold situations canvas or nets will

be requisite in addition to the coping-boards. Canvas is, un-
doubtedly, the best covering in a night of severe frost ; but if

continued over the trees by day it does more harm than good.

There are times when the protection is required as much by
day as night, and then canvas coverings are not good, as the
trees are kept in the dark, and are deprived of air, without
which in abundance the .Apricot does not thrive. Thebest means
of protection with which I am acquainted are woollen nets

with a quarter-of-an-iuch mesh. These, from their openness,

do not prevent the air from reaching the trees, but are suffi-

cient to check the deposition of dew, which very often is con-

verted into ice by morning. The netting should be made of

sufficient width, by sewing several breadths together, to reach
from the top of the wall, immediately under the coping, to

within a foot of the ground. It should be securely fastened

at top under the coping to a strip of wood, and, to prevent its

brushing against the blossoms, poles should bo set with one end
in the ground, and at 18 inches from the wall, and the other
end resting against the latter immediately under the coping.

The poles should be 3 feet apart, and the netting secured to

them, at 1 foot from the ground, with string fastened to the
netting and to hooks or nails in the poles. The netting may,
instead, be made to move up and down by means of rollers in
the same manner as sh.idings for greenhouses, or it may be
secured at top by rings to an iron rod, so as to draw back like

curtains. It may also, when not required, be rolled up by
hand and laid upon the top of the wall in readiness for use.

Various other materials are also used tor protection, as frigi-

domo, mats, branches of evergreens, and occasionally straw
and hay ropes. I have seen straw placed amongst the branches,
and it is not a bad protection if care is taken not to cover up
the blossoms. Branches of evergreens are also good if stuck
in behind the main I r inches and alUwjd to hang ovfr the
blossoms. These simple means of protection have hut two
objections—they arc not nearly so neat as netting or canvas,
and they are more troublesome to place and remove.

It has been said that it is more necessary to employ cover-
ing to retard than to protect the blossoms. This remark I

am certain was never meant to apply to the Apricot, for I find

a net or canvas kept over the trees after the weather has be-

come so warm as to cause the bud-i of the trees to swell, has
no effect in preventing their expanding, as I have proved by
keeping the netting over some trees by day and not over others.

I find it very desirable to defer affording protection as long as

possible, and when it is used to employ as little as the safety of
the blossoms warrants. When the bloom-buds are so far ex-
pimded as to show white boldly, then the protection ought to be
applied whenever there is a likelihood of a frosty niglit. The
protection should remain over the trees by day when the
weather is cold, wet, and frosty ; but on line days it should be
removed by 8 a.m., and should not be replaced at night unless
there is a prospect of frost, and not then sooner than half-

past live o'clock. '

The protection should be continued until the trees are plenti-

fully furnished with leaves, for the young fruit is as susceptible
of injury from frost as the blossoms, if not more so. The
fruit is not safe until spring frosts are over, and thongh it

would be most iujurions to employ protection when the nights
are not frosty, neglecting to afford it when they are so may
result in the fruit falling when of the size of Beans or larger.

The protecting material should, therefore, be in readiness in

case of an emergency. .\n hour's extra attention on a cold
night may save a good crop of fruit from destruction.

Thinning the fruit is an important operation, as upon it

depend the size and quality of the produce, and the present and
after well-being of the tree. It should be done whilst the fruit

is young, and of the size of Gooseberries for bottling. I

have seen them left until of the size of Walnuts, and then pulled
oft' in great quantities, but this is a great waste of the vigour

I

of the tree, and robs the fruit left. When the young Apricots
' set very thickly, it is well to go over them when about the size

1 of horse beans, and relieve the tree of some of its super-

abundant fruit. The smallest and worst-shaped should be
I
first removed, and then the worst in shape and size of those

I

left, always removing those fruits that are likely from their
' position to become squeezed into an ill -shape from being
placed between the wall and the branches, or in some of the

angles of the latter. No greater mistake can be made than
not thinning the fruit, as the operation has an important etfeet

on the size and quality of the produce ; but it should be done
early, so that the fruit left may have the full benefit of the

vigour of the tree. If fine .Apricots are wanted they must be
thinned in time, and the fruit taken off is far better for tarts

whilst young and tender than when there is a large stone in

them.
Thinning should not only be done early but judiciously.

Weak trees and weak branches ought not to be allowed to bnng
to perfection so many fruit as those that are vigorous. One
fruit to every half foot of surface is quite sufficient to leave

upon a vigorous tree, but the amount of the thinnings should

also bo regulated by the size of the fruit. Large kinds should

be allowed more space than those that are small or medium-
sized. Vigorous branches may be allowed to carry more fruit

than those which are weak, as the extra cropping of the

vigorous branches will prevent their becoming too strong.

The trees should be gone over twice or thrice, removing a
quantity each time, as nothing is so detrimental to the health

of a tree as the removal all at once of bushels of fruit, which
were thinning done early and at twice might all be put in a peck

measure.^G. Abbey.
(To be continned.)

WORK FOn THE WEEK.
lUTCHEN GABDEX.

TiiK Celery and the chief crops of Endive being planted, the

cultivation of the ground between growing winter crops should

proceed in fair weather. Cabbages, cut all hard or bursting

heads in order to secure a good crop of early sprouts. Kidnty

Biam, let the late crops be well earthed up to protect them
against storms, and top or pinch all inclined to assume a run-

ning character. In gathering Kidney Beans, good cultivators

pick the old with the young whether of use or not, at all gather-

ings. It is astonishing how a few large or ripening pods will

exhaust the plant and hinder a succession. Onionx, the crops

of which the tops were bent down a fortnight since should be

removed forthwith to a gravel walk, and the ground where they

have been growing manured well and planted with late Cole-

worts, which will be very useful. ShalloU should be taken in-

doors directly ; these require a warm and dry room. Sus-

pended in a Cabbnge-nct in a kitchen they may be kept quite

sound for a long time.
FEl'lT G.UiPEX.

This is a good time to plant the Hautbois Strawberry abont

6 or H inches apart in beds. Those planted earlier are liable to
' blossom in the autumn. Let aU runners be trimmed away
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from the Alpines, and place slates under them. Cre-vices

formed between the soil and walls are the favourite lodgments
of numerous insects, therefore at this season the soil near walls

should be frequently disturbed. A shallow trench may he
taken out all alonR, and as this is being proceeded with the

soil adhering to the bricks should be removed with a hard
broom. The portion of wall thus exposed should then be
sprinkled with gas water, or with lime water if the other can-
not be readily obtained. Lime water should be applied the
instant it is made. Kemove all superfluous shoots from wall

trees, and expose the fruit of Peaches and Nectarines ; but this

must not be done by cutting off the foliage. It the latter is in

any case overcrowded, the fault is owing to the laj'ing in of the
shoots, and the remedy must consist in their proper regulation.

Place dry Bean-stalks, cut in lengths of about 6 inches, among
the branches, and by this means most of the earwigs may be
caught before the Peaches become ripe. The soft, pithy lining

of the Bean-stalk is decidedly preferred by these insect's to the
finest-pohshed tubes.

FLOWER GiRCEN.
Those who are fond of early annuals, whether in pots or in

th« flower-border, should sow soon. Stocks and Mignonette
should be sown forthwith. The latter may be sown on a warm
border and transplanted into well-drained pots, treating it

with much care for a week afterwards. The Moss and Provence
Boses for forcing should now be all turned round, if plunged,
in order to break the roots through the bottom of the pots ; at
the same time let all the gross shoots of suckers be cut away.
The filling of blanks, staking and tying up, mowing, cleaning,
and rolling will, of course, go on as usual. Look over rock
plants, pruning back any that are over-growing choice kinds,
in order to give them time to break again before winter. Plant
in borders single Wallflowers and Mule Pinks. Eeep such
plants cut back as have a tendency to over-grow Box or other
edgings. Many of the Carnations and Piootees that were
layered early wUl now be fit to take ofl' ; it is better to detach
them from the parent plant as soon as rooted. Prick out seed-
ling Pansies, and plant out the tirst-struck cuttings for next
year's bloom. Auriculas may now be repotted. All decayed
leaves should be removed

; but this must be done carefully, or
•more injury will be sustained by the plant than many people
imagine. In potting, should the plant appear at all unhealthy,
carefully remove the soil without breaking the ball, and ex-
amine the tap-root. Should this be decayed or cankered (which
is sometimes the case), it must be cut completely away. Avoid
all complicated stimulating composts, for however fine the
plants may grow, the health of the stock will be jeopardised.
Well-rotted leaves with turfy loam will form a good compost
for wintering the plants in. Many bulbs of Tulips, from the
serious check they experienced last blooming season, and which
reduced in numberless instances their bulk one-half, will re-
quire to be moved from the situation they held in the best bed,
and their places to be filled from the reserve beds. Pay strict
attention to the soil for the ensuing season, turning it over
occasionally in order to sweeten it. Pansies will now strike
very freely, and when the weather is suitable plant out seed-
lings in beds of richly-prepared compost. Examine Ranun-
culus roots, being careful that they do not contract damp, and
pay strict attention to Dahlias, which now require much care.
Young shoots may be struck in brisk heat, and the regular
routine of tyitig, disbudding, etc., must be persevered in, not
forgetting determined hostility to earwigs and all destructive
insects.

GREENHOCSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Where conservatory borders or beds exist, see that they are

duly watered. Examine the plants individually, as their wants
will be various. Arrangements must be made forthwith for
housing tender plants. There is in many cases no necessity to
bring them all in at once ; let it be done in a progi-essive way,
aceording to their wants. A few of the more showy annuals,
suchas the Collinsias, Clarkias, Leptosiphons, Platystemons,
Erysimums, Iberis, Lasthenias, Nolanas, Calandrinias, &o.,
may be sown now in pots and kept in cold frames through the
winter. They will serve to decorate the shelves of the mixed
greenhouse early in spring, as well as to enhven the early
flower-beds and borders. A good turfy loam rather old will bo
better than rich composts, the object being to obtain a stiff

and healthy plant capable of enduring a hard winter. There
will also be more colour in proportion to the amount of foliage
—a most important matter in the cultivation of annuals.
Plants that are required to blossom late in autumn and winter
shsnld be repotted and their growth advanced. Chinese Prim-

roses and Chinese Chrysanthemums are of this class. The
latter should be stopped and tied out, so that fine bushes may
be produced. These are of steiling value in the greenhouse
and conservatory until almost winter, and nothing is so likely

to bring them into disrepute as badly cultivated specimens.
Plants for next winter's forcing should now be seen to. Pinks,
Pelargoniums, and similar plants require to be well established

before forcing ; the roots should quite fill the pots.

STOVE.
It is advisable to expose the plants to sunshine, in order

that the shoots may be ripened before the winter. More air

should also be admitted to these plants, as their preservation

in a perfect state depends in a great measure upon the thorough
maturation of the young wood. It is a great error to keep
plants that are required to produce a profusion of bloom during
the following spring and summer actively at work late in the

autumn. Summer is the season when rapid development should
be promoted, nnd autumn the period when the young wood
should be comjiletely hardened and ripened preparatory to the
approach of winter.

riTS AND FRAMES.
Some of the first-struck cuttings will now be fit for potting

off
;
place them in a pit or frame, shade and keep them close

until they become established in their pots, when they should
be set out to harden previous to being stored for the winter.

Continue to put in cuttings, more particularly of the best kinds
of bedding Pelargoniums, which ought to be struck as soon as

possible. Verbena cuttings will strike freely in pans of wet
sand, even if exposed to bright sunshine in an open situation,

provided the sand be kept wet. Cuttings of Maurandyas, Lo-
phospermums, Salvias, Lobelias, Anagallis, Nierembergias, and
all others that are considered most suitable to increase the
general beauty of the lawn, flower-beds, and borders next
season should now be put in.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
Seldom have we witnessed a better illustration of the change-

ability of the weather in our climate than last week. Its be-

ginning was marked by very fine weather, which gave a brighter

hue to our corn fields, caused the Turnips to push on rapidly,

though before they were showing signs of that languor which in

dull hazy weather precedes the mildew, and everything in the

gardens seemed rejoicing in the sunshine. The heat terminated

in something like a high tropical temperature on Wednesday,
and became almost unendurable, except when a slight breeze

was produced about us by rather sharp exercise at work. Many
plants even showed distress by their drooping leaves, the roots

being unable to supply quickly enough the great demands made
on the foliage by such a rapid evaporation. This would have
been more apparent still, but for the bright days that preceded
this almost unexampled Wednesday, when even at 9 r.M. a
shaded thermometer marked 80°.

The amount of moisture in the shape of vapour raised from
plants and the surface of the greund must have been immense,
for even flower-beds that had been cleaned, and where a spot

of earth was visible, though surface-stirred a few days pre-

viously, began to crack and show open fissures in every

direction where not shaded by plants, and in the kitchen gar-

den this cracking was going on wherever young plants had
been turned out lately, so as to leave a part of the ground fully

exposed to the sun's influence. In the first part of the evening,

knowing that there was plenty of moisture in the soil, and
that the plants did not want watering at the roots, we planned
how best on the following day to go over the most of onr
ground, by surface-stirring, so as to keep moisture in and heat

out, and thus so far enable the plants to bear the great de-

mands made upon their foliage by the high temperature ; but

by 9 o'clock P.M. the barometer began to fall, huge snails began
to show themselves—a pretty sure sign that drought would not

long continue—a few clouds began to appear, and there were
not wanting the feelings that generally precede violent elec-

trical action, and by 3 a.m. the thunder rolled, and the rain de-

scended, and since then to the writing of this there has been a

great, and so far as our feelings are concerned, a pleasant fall

in the temperature. The rains, even, will as yet do no harm,
if we have plenty of sunshine to perfect the corn and permit

of its being garnered in good condition. We have heard no
complaints except from a few, who, having made arrangements

to have a regular watering-day on the Thursday, found all the

needful watering done to their bands. Such sudden changes
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show the folly of deciding lonR beforehand what wo should do

in our gardens and fields. The cironmstancea of every-day

require to bo considered in arranging to the best advantage the

labours of that day.

KITCHEN OARDEN.

The heavy rains saved us the trouble of watering;, and en-

abled us to turn our attention to planting all open spaces, and
sowing more Lettuces, Turnips, and Itadishos, as the Turnips,

though small, will bo useful and sweeter than those sown
earlier. We will as soon as possible pull up a piece of Peas
and Beans, and plant Celery for the last time—line strong

plants which will come in useful in spring. The Peas being a

favourite kind wo were anxious to save some good ripe seed ; but

we must be content with a portion, as, despite all our trapping and
tarring, wo find the rata climb tho sticks, cut off the best pods,

and collect them in heaps to bo devoured at leisure. lu this

respect birds and mice are a trifle to tho rats. The first rat

we trap, but with little harm done, we will tar and feather, to

give an example to his brethren, and that will release us for a

time from tho visits of the community to which ho belongs.

The tarring would be more ellectual but for tho simple fact

that the rats come from different directions, if not from entirely

distinct communities ; and as far as observation has enabled
us to judge, we should come to tho conclusion tliat between
these communities there is as little friendship or mutual
interest and intelligence existing as among warlike savage

tribes of mankind, each of which looks on a neighbour tribe

less as a friend than an enemy.
Several times we have seen an emigrating army of rats

going off to found a new settlement. Only once havo wo seen
a meeting of such emigrants, but in fact they did not meet.
Long ago, on a bright mooulight night, wo were crossing

a narrow foot-bridge over a river, and noticed a long moving
line coming towards iis. To mount the stone ledge of the
bridge was tho work of a moment; but we had not been long
there when the moving lino stood still, and on looking back
we saw a similar moving line coming from the opposite di-

rection. Both sides stood still when about G yardi from each
other. There was the erecting of tho back, a sort of hiss-

ing and screeching defiance, and then each side—as far as wo
could see about twenty-four rats—thinking discretion the better

part of valour, turned, and wont back the road they came. It

is just possible they might havo scented the presence of a
common enemy. Tho scene of the bridge led us to think,

however, that rats, like other wild and even tame animals, do
not like others even of tho same family to intrude upon their

peculiar territory ; and thus it is, that though by tarring a rat,

and then giving him his liberty, you may send consternation

and strong motives for change of quarters into that community
to which the rat belonged, you will not be freed from the visits

from another community, who havo received no such broad
hints to be on the out-lojk. Be this as it may, most likely we
shall have visits of rats uutil some of the best grain is stacked.

When all corn-stacks shall be built on platforms, and rats pre-

vented ascending to them, then wo may expect that gardens will

suffer more than they now do, unless the numbers of the rats

are vastly thinned, and less encouragement given them, not
designedly but adventitiously, to multiply.

Walks have needed much cleaning this season to keep them
bright. Wo shall take tho first opportunity, with shears, to

nip off all the twigs on the top and tho sides oE the Bjx-edging
that extend beyond the main bulk, and then the edgings will

bo regular and green all tho winter. Little will need to bo done
after the clipping they had in spring, as they were becoming
too large. Gone over now they will need but little attention in

spring to keep them in good order. Many things in tho way
of tiles and slates answer better than Box for edgings, be-

cause they harbour no vermin, but nothing is so pleasant to

the eye as a neat Box-edging. Our walks are rather smooth to

permit of salting for weeds, and even if they were salted
it would be, as it always is, advisable to keep the salt from 6 to

12 inches from the Box. We lately saw some fine walks in a
pleasure ground greatly marred, as respects effect, from a salt-

ing followed by rains, that washed over the edgings and de-
stroyed very irregularly the verdure at the sides.

FUCIT DErARTMKST.

Many Apples have fallen prematurely, but in most cases it

is just an effort of Nature to do what we should have done to

help her by thinning out the super-abundant crop. We also

find that Pears on low bushes and pyramids are considerably
marked by the frequent hailstorms they have encountered, and '

could we find time we should thin many of them out, which
would enable those sound and unspotted to swell more freely.

We have finished our protecting by netting tho most of the
Morello Cherries wo mean to hang any time, gathering the rest,

as tho birds had begun on them, sour as they were. We find

we shall not be able to keep late Gooseberries, as the Warring-
ton, so long as usual this season, which is a little singular, as

in most things we find the season is fully a fortnight later

than the generality of years. Small birds have penetrated

through our netting, but after all have had little more than
tlieir share of the very heavy crops of Gooseberries. To keep
small birds out would require half-inch-mesh netting. Many
pass easily through one-inch mesh, though how, without be-

coming entangled, we can scarcely make out.

Wasps have annoyed us little this season ; but we scarcely had
a visit until September last year, and then all at once they came
in myriads. Tbey showed rather strongly in May, but we have
seen little of them sinco. A paragraph has been going the

round of the papers that, provided tlie hole or holes to a wasp's

nest be closed up, those outside when they come to find an
entrance will not sting you, though any who find their way out

will be sure to do so. Our own experience with swollen cheeks

and head as a boy would point to the contrary—that the wasp
never forgets tho power in its sting ; but we would bo glad to

know the experience of others in this respect.

In the orchard-house to make sure, we spread a thin sprinkling

of guano near the walls and on tho borders before watering, to

drive away any ants that might bo present, and stuck bean-

stalks among the branches to entice earwigs and woodlice. We
have had a few fine Peaches spoiled as to their appearance by
the attacks of the latter, and it is always a great annoyance to

gather a fine fruit and then find a hole in it.

Errors will happen both in writing and printing. In the first

paragraph on the Fruit Garden, page 123, the beginning of a

sentence, reads thus—" Jlost likely those shoots will push
again from near the fruit, &c." Change " fruit " into " point,"

and all will be clear. When these summer shoots are stopped,

when, say, 1 foot in length or less, the earlier they are stopped

!
tho more likely will they be to break again, but in such a

' case the fresh growth will come from near tho point of the
' shoot stopped, and the buds neir tho base will not start ; but

the nipping out the point at first of such a shoot will have the

tendency to make the small buds at the base fruit-buds instead

of wood-buds. Wo havo now removed the most of the shoots

that wo had left as outlets to prevent tho starting of what we
wish to be fruit-buds.

OKXAMENT.IL DEPARTMENT.

The display in the flower garden has, as respects Pelargo-

niums, beenlater than usual. The fine weather last week
made a great difference in their appearance, as all the colours

seemed so much brighter after basking in successive days' sun.

Tho heavy raius did much less harm to their appearance than

wo expected. In the partial outbursts of sunshine they looked

with something of their accustomed brilliancy on Saturday.

This was in a great measure owing to the simple fact, that

before tho heavy rains of Thursday the most of the beds had
been gone over, edgings cut, any weed removed, blotched

leaves, decayed petals, and trusses taken away, and all made
rather as they ought always to bo ; and that is, with the con-

flicting demands on our attention, what we seldom can say.

In anticipation of the hot weather continuing. Calceolarias had
received a little rough mulching, and they have been quite up
to the mark all the season, as plenty of moisture and a fair

amount of sunshine just suit them.
What, however, we wish to impress on those who consult

these pages for instruction is this simple fact, that when a bed

of flowers, be it what it may, but especially if tho several

shades of Pelargoniums of tho varied-coloured scarlet type form

a portion, is kept well trimmed as it ought to be, removing every

coloured leaf, every leaf of extraordinary dimensions, every

faded petal as well as truss, then variations of weather wiU

have less effect on tho brilliancy of the bed. Wo say advisedly

above, as respects Pelargoniums, faded flowers as well as

trusses, because in many kinds of these fine bedding Pelar-

goniums, a truss will often have two or three scores of flowers.

Tho central flowers will generally expand first, and, of course,

will decay first, and these may be several times nipped out

with the point of a knife, learing those in full bloom to stand,

and the unopened flowers to succeed them, and only removing

the truss when few unopened flowers are left. Now, if this is

done, the difference in the result in changeable showery
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weather, as contrasted with the result when no snch nipping
and cleaning is given, is very great. In the first case the
rains rather wash and refresh instead of greatly injuring, iu

the latter case every shower washes the colouring of the de-

cayed flowers over the fresh ones remaining, not only destroy-

ing their brilliancy, but, as it were, giving them a poisoning as
well, and these faded petals falling on and resting on the foliage

destroy its beauty and damp it into blotches or holes.

It is of no use disguising the fact, that fine flower-bed.s out
of doors demand more unremitting care than in the great

majority of cases can be afforded them—a fact which should
lead not to less care being given, but to a lessened number to

care for. Our amateur readers may rest assured, that the
better kept their beds are, the less will these suffer in brilliancy
from changes in the weather. If all faded flowers are not re-

moved, then the beds will suffer greatly in their appearance
from every downpour of any duration. Another point should
be kept in view, especially in very rainy districts, and that
is, to have flowers that the rains affect the least. One of

the most successful and polished young nurserymen we ever
met, was at first quite surprised at this consideration being
brought to bear on a new bedding Pelargonium. He had grown
them chiefly in sheltered positions. But this simple fact con-
stitutes a great recommendation to many of the smaller-
petalled Nosegay Pelargoniums. The wind and the rains pass
through them without hurling them, which they cannot do in
the case of the larger-petalled line-formed kinds. So, too,

with Calceolarias. Those with small flowers and the openings
to the pocket or little reticule small and sealed-up, will stand
torrents of rain, when those with larger flowers and larger
openings to let the moisture into the bag, would be sure to fall

off, even by the weight of moisture added. This gives a reason
why many fine large-flowered Calceolarias are quite unfitted
for the flower-bed, and we must content ourselves with flowers
of less size because they stand so much better.

But for the necessity of having the beds, lawn, and walks
in unusually good order, we would have been busy propa-
gating, and trust that we shall have done much in that way
before this is printed. Before this time all kinds of Pelar-
goniums would have struck freely in the open border, as the
mere flagging of the foliage in such succulent plants is of no
importance; but after the middle or the third week in August
it is as well to insert the cuttings in pots or moveable boxes at
once, so as to be easily moved, without fresh potting, under
shelter when cold nights come. At present the chief work
will consist to putting in Heliotropes, Verbenas, Pentstemons,
Gazanias, Nierembergias, Petunias, &e., using well-drained
pots and sandy soil. Placed under hand-glasses or sash-lights
in a cold frame or pit, kept close during the day, and shaded a
little if necessary, with a httle air at night, they will strike
freely, and be much healthier afterwards than if they had re-
ceived any bottom or other artificial heat. Where "the Cen-
taurea candidissima is looked upcpn as a main feature, the
cuttings should be put in during the third week of August if

possible, and have time to strike in a cold pit. as they will not
be hurried. After August they strike badly. July, and March,
and April are the best months for striking this white-leaved
plant. Sandy soil will do very well, and if there are plenty of
thumb or very small 72 or fiO-pots, it is better to put only one
cutting in a pot, as, if several are put in a pot, the very tender
roots are sure to be broken in the process of disentangling and
reshifting.—E. F.

VEGETABLES.

COVENT GAEDEN MARKET.—August 21.

The dcmnnd being now so much less than in previous weeks, our market
quotations are only nominal. Wo have etill large importations of

Contineotal fruit, and heavy arrivals of Potatoes coastwise and by rail,

generally free from blight.

8. d. B. d
I

Artichokes each 3 to 6
Asparapus bundle

1

Bcnns, Kidney, A sievo 2 S (i

ScarletRuu.^ sieva 8 3 fi

Beet, Red doz. 2 8
Broccoli bundle 2 3
Brua. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbnge doz. 10 16
Capsicums 100 2 3

i

CniTots bunch 6 8!
Cauliflower doz. 2 4 '

Celery bundle 10 2
Cucumbers each 4 8

pickling ..,, doz. 2
Endive do:^. 2
Fennel bunch 8
G'lrlic lb. 8 1
Herbs bunch 8
Horseradish - . bundle 2 6 4

PRUIT,

Apples J sieve
Apricots doz
GherricB lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Tigs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Otol

Lemons 100 8 12

B. d. s. d
Melons each 3 Oto5
Nectarines doz. 4
Oranges 100 8
Peaches doz. 6
Pears (dessert) .. doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4
Plums i sieve 2
Quinces doz

6

Raspberries lb. 9
Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bash. 10
Green.... per 100 1 6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions, .per doz. bchs,
Pnrsley per eieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Turantoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Man'ows,dz.

3
9
6

2
3

9

1

3

4
1

1

4
4
1 6

e

9
3
3

2

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Sutton & Sons, 'B.evLdim^. — Catalogue of Bulbmis Roots,

Plojits, Seeds, tOc.

W. Cutbush & Son, Higbgate, London, N.

—

General Descrvp-
tivc Catalofiiie of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fniit Trees^
d'e.—Brilh Catalogue for 18G7.

B. S. Williama, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper
HoHoway, London, '^.—Gnh'ral Bulb and Fruit Tree Catahgiie.

Smitb & Simons, 1, Bucbanan Street, Glasgow.

—

Dutch
Boot LUt.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•• We request tbat no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should tberefore be addressed solehj to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture^ dc, 171, FUet
Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them aa-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them od
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once..

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Son, FOR VrN-E Border {Suhscrihcr).~-i:\ie> soil will do admirably with
the addition of the ingredients you name.
Rusr '^^ Beans [J. L. Z>.).—Your Beans are affected with rust,a fungus

called b - i otauists Uredo faba\

Spot ox Grapes {Aviatcxir Grnpe-grower, and Ten-years Subscriber)*
—The cause of the spot is no doubt too much humidity at the roots wifh
a deficiency of sunlight to enable the plant to digest the excess of food
it has taken up. The advice, therefore, which the two Grape-growers
gave you was bad. Instead of shading your Vines during the recent hot
weather, you ought to have given all the light and air you could. This re

just such a season as will produce spot, from the excessive amount of

moisture in the outside border, and the invent deficiency of sunlight; the
consequence is, we never knew the disease so prevalent.

Grapes Shrivelled {G. H. L.).—ln your case this evil has evidently
resulted from the same causes as those referred to in the preceding
answer.

Club in Cabbages {Ca/pt. S., and P(/rcro/it1.—Clubbing ia very fr«=-

quent in old garden ground. Frequently change the positions of the
crops ; dig, trench, and expose the soil well to frost ; lime it, or point in a,

dressinsi of soot. As regards the plants, transplant them frequently,
rejecting all tbat exhibit protuberances on the roots. A little wood ashes
or soot dropped into the holes at planting may also prove beneficial as a
preventive ; but when once a plant is fairly affected, the bfst tbiug to do
is to burn it; even if the protuberance is removed the plant rarely
comes to much. Club or anbury is most frequent in dry seasons.

Compost for Themandra (Tetbatheca) verticillata {Dolores).—
Two-thirds sandy fibrous peat, one-third light turfy loam, with n free ad-
mixture of silver sand will grow this plant well, good drainage being pro-
vided. The soil should be kept moist, but extremes of wet and drj'nesB
are to be avoided. The plant does not require excessive waterings.

Evergreens for Vases (Tdern).—You may render your vases very
ornamental by planting in them the different varieties of green and va-
riegated Hollies. They are of very compact growth, and will endure any
amount of cutting to give them the shape of pyramids or bushes.

Cloth of Gold Rose not Flowering (Idevi).—The best way to in-

duce this Rose to bloom, is to plant it against a wall with a south-west
aspect, in good, lich, rather strong loam. In training against the wal)>
keep the shoots moderately thin, and prune very little, merely cutting
out the old wood, and removing the points of the very long shoots.

Quick-growing Shrub for a Hedgb (G. B.) —The quickest-growin^f
plant for a hedge is the Evergreen Privet; but it does not grow very
strong, and is best planted alternately with Quicks.
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Uhododendronh not Fi,oi\*ElilNO {Agnfn}.—Yonr Rhododonilrons aro

siKuled tbrouKh heiiiR kept under Klass. They aro perfectly hardy, and
should have heeii kept outride, with the pots plunutd in an open situation,

and well tiupplied with water when making their Kro\wtli. and during dry
p«rlodt4. lu a greenhouse lUiododendronH, uDleii» they have a very coui

and airy poHition, grow luxuriantly but do not set their btidK, a circum-
fltauce whieh in due to the deficiency of light, and their growth not ho-

ooming matured. You cannot do anything this season to induce the
plants to flower next year, for their buds, you say, are wood-buds.

A/AI.EAH AFTER FLOWERING ( /(iiTnO.—Azalcafi after flowering should bo
repotted if they require it, bo placed in a house with a gentle heat, and
Jaare frequent syriugings, and a moist atmosphere, with a moderate amount
of air, in order to encourage free growth. Continue them in tbo bouse for

About six weeks, or until a good growth has been made ; then they sliould

have abundance of air, and a situation well exposed to the liglit. Supply
them with plenty of water, and keep them under glass until tlio buds are
aot, which you may know by feeling the points of the shoots. Those
which have set for Itloom will feel as if there were a hard knot in them ;

bat if tliere are no bloom-buds the points of the shoots will bo soft and
ampty. They may then ho placed out of doors ; take them in towards the
clone of Hepteniher, and place thein in a light and airy situation in a

ffroenhouso from which fro^t is merely excluded, giving plenty of air. It

u better to retain the plants under glass after the buds aro set, keeping
them in a cool, well-ventilated structure.

Azalea Leaves Browniso tF. B.).~The only way to prevent the
leaves from browning and falling oft" is to keep the plants in health. If

you will send us particulars we will endeavour to advise.

CuRVSANTriEMUil CUTTINGS (.f Su6«frifxT).—Cuttings of Chrysanthe-
mama struck in April flower the same year, and cuttings struck in July
will also flower in the same season, if not stopped after that time ; but
not nearly so finely as those that wci-e struck in spring.

THANMPLANTiNti KosBs IN SEPTEMBER fWrm).—Although root-ftclion

is more active in September than later in the season, it is not a good time
to remove Uoses, as when then lifted they aro liable to sutTer. and the
wood does i.tit ripen well. The end of October, or the beginning of No-
vember, is the best time to plant lioses.

Pl.AciNii Casiellias AND AzALKAs OuT OP DooFS (Tilfm).—It is a rule

not to turn these plants out of the house until the growths are made, and
the buds set. but they do much better kept in a cool, airy house.

PaopAGATlNQ Cerastium ToltENTosuM (.7. 7,.).—It strikcs vcTV freely

from cuttings. Tbo shoots that come from the base of the plant make
the best cuttings. These.taken when from 3 to 4 inches in length, inserted

in light, sandy soil, and kept moist and shaded, will soon root, and will

be fine plants by the next spring. Wo simijly allow a line or edging to

xvmain thrtmgh the winter, and in shower)' weather abont the end of

March, take up the whole line, pull the plants to pieces, and plant these

with a dibble, putting two or three of the tiny wiry shoots together. We
leave an inch or two of their tops above ground, and make no distinction

LetweeH tliose whieh have roots and those having none, as all alike make
good plants. Wo insert them about 6 inches apart, and by July we have
as good a lino as could well be desired. It is quite hardy.

PKoi'AOATiNa DocuLE ToM TilUMB Tropi-eolcms {W«ml.—Tho points

of the moderately strong shoots should be taken off with a sort of heel

when from a to 4 inches long, and quite close to the shoot from whence
they take their rise. The ends of the cuttings should bo pared smooth
with a sharp knife, and the leaves removed for two-thirds the length of

the cutting. Insert the cuttings to that depth round the sides of six-

inch pots, in a compost of equal parts of sandy peat and loam, and silver

sand, placing an iuch of the last over the surface. Give a gentle watering,

and place thorn in a hotbed of about 70 or 75 ,
plunging the pots to the

tim. Bo careful not to over-water, and keep close, or admit air very mo-
derately. There is no necessity to shade. The sand should not be more
than moist. They will slriko root freely, and Uion gradutliy harden tlun
uir, pot off, and winter in au airy greeuhouse.

Propaoatino Viola corndta (W^m).—This plant strikes very freely

from the side shoots, or runners sliiqjed ofl" either with or without roots,

and potted In small pots lllled with light soil, and plac^d in a cold frame.

They should then bo kept close and shaded lor ten days or a fortnight,

the Hoil being maintained in a moist condition, and water being applied

overhead in the morning through a flne-rosed watering pot. When the

yming plants aro growing freely harden them ofT, and plant out where

they are to remain. It la very hardy, and uauily increased by division

and seeds.

Salvia patens, Bros and Flowers Broppino (D. H.I.—Weoan only

account for the flowers (never of long continuance indivi<lu.illy) dropping

by a deflciency of water at the roots, and keeping the plant at a distance from

the glass in a conservatory, and in a badly ventilated part. Supply it

with plenty of water, and give liquid manure once a-week; place it in the

lightest, most airy, and coolest situation, and syringe the foliage fre-

(luontly. but not the fl..wer8. Tbo plant is very luible to be attacked bj

red spider and thrips when grown under glass.

Cordtline ixDnisA Dampino ofp(Z/. M. G.).—Cordylines, IJracionae,

and Tree Ferns, are liable to die off by the decay of the stem near the

surface of the soQ. This is the result of potting the pUnt with the collar

sunk in the centre of the pot or tub mui'h deeper than it was before.

Watering keeps the collar very wet, and decay sets in from the base of

the leaves that were removed. Pulling off the leaves is a very common
cause of tbo stems decaying, and is a practice that should bo avoided as

much as possible. Tbo decayed leaves should bo cut off with a sharp

knife instead of being torn off, which can hardly bo done without damage
to the stem of the plant.

Definition of Greenhoose asd Con8EKvatorv,.ahd of Loam (OM
7?iij;;/fc(on).—Greenhouse and conservatory are often used synonymously

;

but the first is intended to convoy the idea of a structure principally de-

voted to plants in pots or boxes; the second, to those for the most part

planted out. In both the temperature is suitable for exotic plants not

sufHciently hardy to withstand our winters, but not so tender as to

require the heat of a stove or intermediate house. The term loam^is

applied in a vcrv indefinite manner. Hy loam wo should nodcrstand tke

accumulated washings of any soil of an aluminous nature, and when

mixed with other soil naturally or artificially, the mixtnre is then distin-

guished as chalky, peaty, or turfy loam, 4c.

Helichryscms (-J. .v., (I Conilant .Suincndfr).—Gather the flowers

when they are just opening ; they will then keep for a long time. Evi-

dently you cut them when too far expanded.

Name of Fruit (T/ios. Baaj/arrf <(> Son).—Wo believo your Pear to be

highly-coloured specimens of the Peach Pear.

Names of Plants (J. C. .S.).—1, P>Tethrum, garden var.; 2, Ocntiana

asclepiadea; 3, Oatananche cterulea. (f. if 1.—Francoa sonchilolia.

(P. v. F.).—l, Hypericum androsiemum ; '2, Adiantum capillus- Veneris;

3 Ptoris aerrulata ; 4, Artemisia vulgaris; 5, Linaria vulgaris. ( J. £.).—

Nos 1-5 all Lastrea Filix mas. Wo have searched m vain for such an

article as that which you say appeared. (Cirni »•.).—PmnellaviUgarM

(Self-heal). (A. ii.l.—Lastrea FiUx-mas cristata. {J. E. i.).—I, Jelliea

gerauiilolis ; 2, Cheilanthcs hirta. (D. D.)-l, Lastrea Fihx-mas ; 2, I^-
treasp. :3, Polypodium phegoptcris : 4, Athvrnim Filix-ffimina. iC.A.M.).

—1, NothochlKua Maranta; ; 2, Asplonium fontannm ; 3, Chellanthes

odora. We could not undertake the labour of iminiug a whole book of

dried Ferns.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending August 20th.

Wed. . 14
Tlmrs. I.'')

Frl, ., IG

Sat, .. 17
Snn... 18
Mon,.. I'J

Toes, . 20

Mean

BABOHETBB.

Max.

29.948
3U.131

2fl SOO
29.860
8U.O00

80.U71

30.073

39.982

Min.

29.736
29.887
29.015
29.8)2

29.986
30.014

29.990

29.867 79.14

tsbrmomrter.
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eock in condition will weigh from 7 lbs. to 9 lbs., the hens about
the same, and chickens from four to four and a half months
old 5 lbs. and G lbs., with a remarkably small proportion of
bone and offal.

I am strong in the opinion that in a given breeding stock
having proportionate advantages with any other known variety
of fowls, a greater weight of flesh and eggs would be produced
during a season, and of first-rate quality, from the Houdans.
This, I think, may fairly be considered a great acquisition
when an increased supply of meat at the least possible cost is
absorbing pubhc attention. I do not say that in point of
quahty our superior strains of Dorkings and Game are sur-
passed as table fowls ; but I hold that a breed possessing the
above-mentioned properties in a marked degree is a desidera-
tum. The Houdan is a lively, showy-looking bird, of peculiar
characteristics. The comb, the crest, the beard, &a., give it a
novel appearance

; and the fifth claw I have invariably found
to be well developed in the finest specimens, and on a recent
visit to the Continent I found this was considered a mark of
purity of breed. In selecting them I should look to large
frames, short legs, black and white plumage, free from any
other colour ; comb of cock not large, neat and even in ap-
pearance; in the hens very small; crest, beard, whiskers, and
fifth toe well developed in both sexes. The beak should be
stout, the earlobes small, and the wattles united to the comb.—W. Masbet.

HOUDANS AT EXHIBITIONS.
" LiNDUM," in last week's Journal, wishes to know whether

Houdan fowls should have the muffling or beard. I think
there can be no doubt about it. " The Standard of Excellence "

in exhibition poultry mentions the muffling in the character-
istics of the breed. M. .Jacques, the author of the " Poulailler,"
and the greatest acknowledged poultry authority in France, men-
tions the beard, or cravat, as the French call it, and gives the
standard size of it in centimetres. I have now before me a small
poultry standard, published in the Houdan district, and devoted
exclusively to Houdan poultry, in which the beard or cravat is
insisted upon, and its standard size given in both cock and hen
birds. I have myself imported a great number of these fowls.
and I never received but one without the beard. I obtained
the bird from an inferior dealer, and consigned it at once to
the barndoor, not considering it fit either for sale or breeding.

I consider that the extraordinary merits of the Houdans
entitle them to the serious consideration of poultry committees
in arranging prize lists, and I hope that Birmingham will follow
the example set by the Royal Agricultural Society of England
at Bury St. Edmunds.

—

Francis B. Heald.

AN INDUSTRIOUS HEN.
_
In February I sat a Game Bantam weighing only 17 ozs. on

sixteen eggs, all of which she hatched. I then gave her four
others which were a week old. She reared them all, and some of
the number have won prizes already. The hen soon com-
menced to lay, and then to sit a second time ; and having for
a fortnight tried in vain to prevent her sitting, I again gave her
some eggs, thirteen in number, and now she is bringing up
thirteen chickens as fine and even in quality as it is possible
to imagine. They are about five or six weeks old.—W. F.
Entwisu;.

UTTOXETER POULTRY SHOW.
LuciOLY the weather proved most sntisfactory for this Show, although

in the previous night, for more than five successive hours, thunder,
lightuing, and rain prevailed to an extent rarely known in this district.

So continuous was the stoi-m, that before one roll of thunder ceased
another took up the deafening peal, till most of even the strongest-
built habitations shook to their foundations. It was noted by mauv
of the oldest inhabitants of Uttoxeter, that a storm so continuous and
of equal severity has not been known since that which occui-red on
the night of the death of George IV. Still, as the morning, and
in fact the day throughout, proved fine, the Committee have just
reasons to congratulate themselves

; and the arrangements of those
gentlemen were highly satisfactory. The pens were good, large,
and well-looking, forming a double tier some SO or 100 yards long.
Although the time of year was not conducive to a very large entry, we
have rarely seen in a show of the same extent the classes generally so
•well represented. Spanish, Dork-ings, Cochins, Game, Golden-
-fipangled and Silvcr-Bpangled Hamburghs were especially so. Game
BantamB were good, ae were the Sebrighta ; and Turkeys, Geese, and

Ducks were not less worthy of praise. In short, it proved an nnusoallj
good local Show.

Spanish. — First, J. Walker, Wolverhampton. Second, J. ManseH,
Longton. Highly Commended, T. Rogers, Walsall. Commended, A. O.
Worthington, Newton Park.
Dorkings (Any variety).—First, Lady BaRot. Blitbfleld Hall. SeconS,

Hon. Mrs. Arkwright, Derby. Chickens.—First, Hon. Mrs. Arkwright.
Second, L. Bagot.
Cochin-China.—First, A. O. Worthington. Second, E. Brough, Leek.

Commended, T. RoRers ; Rev. S. C. Hamerton, Warwick.
CoCHlN-Cms-A (Auy varietyl.—C'iififns.— First, A. O. Worthington.

Second, G. A. Crewe. Highly Commended, W. S. Bagshaw (White).
Game (Black or Brown-breasted Reds).—First, G. BaKUcU, Cheadle.

Second, F. S. Bagshaw. Highly Commended, M. Walnyn (Brown-breasted
Red.)
Game (Any variety).— CTiictfiis.—First and Second, G. W. Hay, Sud-

bury.
Hamburgh (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First. F. D. Mort, Stafford.

Second, C. E. Bootbby, Ncedwood Forest, Burton-on-Trent (Silver-pen-
cilled). Highly Commended, E. Bell, Horniuglow, Burton. Chicken).—
First, E. Bell. Second, F. D. Mort.
Hamburgh (Gold or Silver-spangled).—First and Second, H. Bagshaw

(Golden-spangled). Commended, T. May, Wolverhampton (Golden^
spangled) ; F. Richardson. Bramshall. ChickeTu.—First, W. Tatton, Leek
(Silver). Second, E. Burton, Alton. Highly Commended, T. Blakeman,
Tettcnhall, Wolverhampton. Commended. H. Bagshaw (Golden).
Brahma Pootr.i.—First, A. O. Worthington. Second, Withheld.
Bantams (Black or White).—Prize, Hon. Mrs. Arkwright.
Bantams (Any variety).—First, Hon. Mrs. Arkwright (Gold-laced).

Second, J. Atkins, jun., Walsall (Game). Commended, J. Atkins, jnn.
(Game).
Ducks (Aylesbury).-First, T. Wareing, Sudbury, Derby. Second, G. A.

Crewe, Etwall, near Derby. Commended, A. O. Worthington.
Docks (Rouen) —First, G. Bagnall, Draycott, Cheadle. Second, F.

Richardson, Bramshall.
Geese.—First, F. Richardson. Second, Miss Littlewood, Forest Side.

Highly Commended, — McConnell, Limecrofts (Toulouse).
TUKKEYS.-First and Second, F. Richardson.
Guinea Fowls.—Second. M. Walwyn.
Extra. — Highly Commended, W. A. Rawlins, Stramshall (Spanish

Geese) ; R. B. Wood (Houdan Fowls, Creve Cceurs). Commended, C. E.
Bootbby, Burton-on-Trent (White Cochins.)
Sweepstake.—Prize, T. Bladon (Pile Game Cock.)
Rabbits.—First and Second, T. Baker, Dresden. Commended, F.

Harper, Uttoxeter ; T. Baker; W. WiUisford, Uttoxeter.
Pigeons.—Hors^-Hu-a (any colour).—First, H. Yardley. Second, W.

Wilkins, Spiceall Street, tumblers (any colour).—First and Second, H.
Yardley. Highly Commended, H. Chawucr, jun., Houndhill (Almond).
Commended, H. Bagshaw. Carriers (any colour).—First and Second, H.
Yardley.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, Birminghflzn,
officiated as the Ai-bitrator.

HESSLE POULTRY SHOW.
The second annual Show took place at Hessle, near Hull, when

nearly two liundred pens of Poultry and Pif;eous were exhibited. The
Poultry, as regards quality, was very good, but suffered severely from the

intense heat, being exhibited in pens of open wicker work, and without

anj' protection from the burning rays of the sun. We hope next yeai'

the Committee will provide better accommodation, otherwise the owners
of valuable birds will refrain from sending them. The Rabbits were
in a still more pitiable plight, several died through the effects of the

heat. Annexed is the prize list :

—

Spanish.—First, G. Holmes, Driffield. Second, H. Hoyle, Ileasle.

Dorkings.—First, W. Charter, Driffield. Second, F. Key, Beverley.
Cochix-Chika (Euff, Cinnamon, or Partridge).—Fu-st, O. A. Young, Drif-

field. Second, J. Hatfield, CottinRham.
Any OTHER VARiETY.—First, R. Loft, Woodmansey. Second, W. Charter.
Game iBhicU-breasted or other Reds).—First, H." M. Julian, HoU. S«-

cond, G.Holmes.
Any other Variety.—First, H. M. Julian. Second, G. Holmes.
PoLANDS.—First and Second, Mrs. E. Proctor.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).-First and Second, G. Holmes
Hambdrghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, G. Holmes. Second, J. Marshall,

Kirksella.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangIed).—First,0. A. Young. Second, G. Holmes.
Hamburuhs (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, G. Holmes.
Game Bantams.—First. G. Uolmes. Second, R. Robson, "Wold Carr.

Any OTHER Variety.—First, Mrs. T. Wilde, Hull. Second, O, A. Young.
Extra Stock.—Second, J. Hodgkinson.

SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.—Prize, G. Holmes.
Dorkings.—Prize, G. Holmes.
Cochin-China (l:^uff. Cinnamon, or Partridga).—Prize, R. Loft.
Any other Variety.—Prize. W. Charter.
Game (Blftck-breasted and otber Reds).—Prize, H. M. Julian.
Any other A''ariety.—Prize, J, Hall, Willerby.
PoLANDS.—Pri:^e, Mrs. Procter.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—Prize, O. A. Young.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—Prize, G. Holmes.
HA3IBURGHS (Silver-spangled).—Prize, G. Holmes.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—Prize, G. Holmes.
Game Bantam.—Prize, G. Holmes.
Any other Variety.—Prize, Mrs. T. Wilde.
Extra Stock.—Prize, R. Loft.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, H. Lawson, Spring Cottage Farm. Second,

O. A. Young.
Ducks (Rouen).—First. O. A. Young. Second, W. Charter.
Ducks (Common).—Second, O. A. Young.
PiGEON8.—J>ra^orea.—Prize, W. Barrett, Hall. Cropper*.—First, F. K«f•
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Second, J. HatHeld. Carri>r».—First, J. Hatfield. Socond, W. Barrett.
7Vmmp/(cr*.—First, A. Beanraont. Beverley. Second,"J. Campey. Beverley.
JotfobifW.—First and Second, C. N. Lythe, Cottinpliam. FantaiU.—First,

F. Key, Second, S. ElIrinKton, Woodmnnsoy. Tumldnra.—First, Mis.s F.
Kaston, Hull. Second, C. W. Lythe. Bar(i».—First, W. Barrett. Socond,
t. Stattors, Hall. Nnni.—Flnt, C. W. Lythe. Second, O. A. Young.
Any other Vitrieti^.— First, Miss F. Easton. Second, T. Statters.
Rabdith (Fancy).—Prize, W E. Walker, Uessle. Lup--Kiirec!.—First,

A. H. Easton. Second, O. A. Young. Buck.—Vrizo, A. H. Eaaton.

The Judges were Mr. llolmea, Hotham, and Mr. Pickering, Hull.

AIJ.ERTON POULTRY SHOW.
The following arc the prizes awarded at the Show held .\upnst 10th :^
K Silver Cop for the best pen of poultrv.—E. Ackroyd, GirlinRton,
Spanish (Black).—First, .J. Threnh, Bradford. Second, J. J. Donby,

AUerton. Chtckeiu.— First, H. Bcldon, Goitstook, Bingley. Second,
M. Farrand, Dalton, near Hnddcrsfleld.
Cochin-china.—First, H. BuUlon. Second, C. Sidgwick, Byddlesden

Hall. C'/iicArt'fW.—First and Second, C. Sidtoviok.
Hambubohs (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, U. Beldon. CIncktna.

—First. R LonRhcttom. Bincley. Second, H. lieMon.
Hamburghs fSilverPhoasant).—First and Second, H. Beldon. Chickem.

—First, J. Robinson. Second. Ashton & Booth.
Hahburohs (Golden-pencilled).—First, S. Smith, Northowram, near

Halifax. Second, H. Beldon. CAicJtens.-First, H. Beldon. Second, J.
Preston, West House. Allrrton.
HAMBuniiHR (Golden Pheasant).-First, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram, Che-

shire. Second, II. Beldon. C'/i(cAfn^.—First, J. Preston. Second, J.
Walker, Knnresborough.
Hambubohs (Block). — First, C. Sidgwick. Second, H. Beldon.

C/iicteiM.—First and Second, C. Sidgwick.
POLANDS.—First and Second, H. Beldon, C/hcJ.-«im.—First and Second,

U. Beldon.
DORKIMOS.—First, H. Bcldon. Second, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Went-

worth WoodhoUHe, Uotherham. Cluckens.—First, Hon. H. Fitzwilliam.
Socond, H. Beldon.
Game (Red).— First, F,. Ackroyd. Seaond, W. Spencer, Cliffe Cottage,

near Haworth. C/ucfccn-i.—First, W. Spencer. Second, G. Nnble.
Oaue (Any variety) -First, W. Fell, Adwnlton. Second, E. Ackroyd.

CTtVt^iM.— First, H. Jennini.'s. Second. W. Fell.
Game Bantams.—First, W. T. Entwisle. Blenheim Place, Leeds. Se-

oond, G. Noble, Dewsbury.
Bantams (.\nv variety)'.—First and Second, T. Burgess, Brighonse.
Any other Varietv.—First, H. Beldon. Second, Hon. H. W. Fitz-

william.
81NUI.E Cocks.—Gamf.—First, .T. Settle, Manningham. Second, .T.

Hodgson, Bowling. iTowiburf7/(.—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Jennings,
AUerton.
DcOKS (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Rochdale. Second, C. Sidgwick.
Ducks (Any variety).—First. E. Leech. Second, M. Farrand, Dalton.
Geesk (Any variety).—First, E. Leech. Second, A. Booth, Oaks,

AUerton.
Pigeons.—CVoppi-r.*,—First. J. Hawloy, Bingley. Second, T. Burgess,

Brighouse. Tumblers (Short-faced).—First and Second, .J. Hawloy. Owls.—
First, J. Thompson. Second. A. & B. B. Laycock. Keighley. Turbils.—
First, J. Thompson. Second, A. Booth. FnnM(/3.— Second, J. Hawley.
Barbx.—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Thompson. Dfof/o/w.-First, .T.

Hawley. Second, J. Thompson. CarrfVra.-First, J. Hawley. Second,
E. E. M. Royds, Rochdalo.
Rabbits (I,ong-earod).—Prize, R. Binns, Bradford. Common.—Second,

I. Ingham, AUerton.

BURNLF-Y POULTRY SHOW.
At tlie third annual meeting of the Bnmley Agricultural Society

held on tho 1.5th inst., there was a considenitle falling off in the

entries of ponltry. their nnmber being 8S as against 151 in 1S65.
The following is a list of tho awards :

—

CHICKENS.
Game (Black and Brown Reds).-First, W. WhewoU, IrwellBank. Rad-

«liffe. Second, W. Roberts. Thovneyholme. Highly Commended, E. H.
Woodcock, Thornliill, Wigan.
Game (Any other variety).—Prize, E. Whittam, Mount PI asont, Mars-

den (Pile Garni).
Spanish.—First, J. Newton, Silsden, near Leeds. Second, D. Gellatly,

Moigle, N.B. Highly Commended, M. Farrand, Dalton, near Huddors-
Qeld.
Dorkings (Any colour).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, Hon.

H. W. Fitzwilliam, Weutworth Woodhouse, Rotherham.
Cochins (Any eolonr).—First, C. Sidgwick. Kcichlcy. Second, A. Bam-

ford, Middletori. Highly Commended. C. Sidgwick.
Hambukhits (Onklcn-spanglcd).—First, E. Wood, Burnley. Second,

H. Pickles, jun , F.arby. Skipton.
Hamburgh (Silver spnncledl,—First and Second, H. Pickles, jnn.
Hambuiu-.iis Golden-pencilled).—First, W. Walker, Hurstwood, near

Burnley. Second, S. Smith. Northowram. Holitus.
Hamuurohs (Silver-pencilled).—First, B. Longbottom, Bingley, Yorks.

Second, A. Smitii, Silsden, Leeds.
Bbahua PooTRAS.— First nnd Second, H. Lacy. Hebden Bridge.
Any other Variety or Fowls notNamed.— first. Col. Stuart Wortley,

Grove End Road, London (Crevo CfEur). Socond, C. Sidgwick.

SINGLE COCKERELS.
Game (Black and Brown Red).-First, K. Whittam, Marsden. Second,

W. Whewoll.
Game (Any other colour).—Prize, R. Whittam.

Game Bantam Cock (Any colour).—First, C. W. Brierlev, Middletcn.
Second, J. W. Norris.
Game Hant.sms (Any age or colour).—First, D. Gellatly. Second, G.

Birtwh)tlo, Haslinjdcn. Highly Commended, G. R. Davics, Knutsford. *

Bantams (Any nge or other variety).-First, T. C. Harrison, Beverley
Road, Hull. Second, J. W. Norris, Rochdale.
SELUNti ("LASH (Any ngo or variety)-—First, E. Wood (Golden.apBngled

Hamburghs). Socond, H. Wilkinson, Earby (Black Spanish}. Tliiid, T.
Briden, Earby (Dorking).
Ducks (Aylesbury).-First, E. Leech. Second, M. Farrand. Thirii.

Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam.
Di;cKs (Rouen I.—First, E. Leech. Socond, T. C. Harrison.
Geesb (Any colour).— First, T. Uriggs, Coldcoatos, near Clitheroo.

Second, T. Houlker, Bevidge, Blackburn. Commended, S. H. Stott,
Quarry Hill, Rochdale ; E. Leech.
Turkeys (Any variety).-First, T. Houlker. Second, E. Leech.

Mr. T. Dodds, Wakefield; and Mr.; T. Challoner, Chesterfield,
ofliciated as Judges.

ESTON AND NORMANBY PIGEON AND CANARY
SHOW.

This was held on the 13th inst., in connection with n horticaltaral
exhibition, in tho grounds of Normauby Park, kindly lent for tho
occasion by the Rev, W. W. Jackson. The following are the Jadges*
awards :

—

CANARIES. &c.
Belgian (Clenr YoUow).—First, T. Kobinaon, Middlesbrough, aecond,

W. Fawcett, Katon Mines.
Belgian tUofl).—First, C. Barton, York. Socond, R. Hawman, Middles-

brough.
Belgian (VarieRatod).—First, W. Bulinor, Stockton. Second, J. Thorn-

ton, Middlesbrou(?h.
GoLDFiNfm Mule, nearebt Canary.—First, G, Fawcett, California.

Second, J, Driver, Estnn Bank.
Crested (Yellow).—First, C. Burton. Second, T, Robinson.
Crested (Buff).—Prize, T. Robinson.
Dun (Cinnamon).—First, T. Robinson. Second, C. Burton.
Dun (Buflf).—First, J. Sawkill, Stokesley. Second, T. Whitelock,

Stokosley.
Dun (Varief^Tfited).—First, T. Robinson. Second, R. Hawman.
Yellow (Common).—First, J. Wood, Guisbrough. Second, G. MeyneU,

Pinchingthorpe.
Buff (Common).—First, C. Burton. Second, W. Snowdon, Stokealey.
Variegated {Common^.—First, T. Whitelock. Second, J. Taylor,

Middlesbrough.
Goldfinch (Moulted}.—First, W. Suggett, Stokesley. Socond, G. Cooper,

Middlesbrough.
Brown Liknet (Moulted).—First, R. Hawman. Second, J, Clarke,

South Eaton.
Blackbird.—Prize, H. Rogers, I.ackenby.
Thrush —First, J. S.iwkill. Second, H. Burnister, Middlesbrough.
Cage of Twelve Birds (Variety and Plumage).—Prize, J. SawkilL
Cage of Six Birds.— Prize, G. Fawcett.
Canary (Common Green).—First, W. Smith, Normanby. Second, J.

SawkUI.
PIGEOXS.

Carriers.—First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, J. Thackray, York.
Fastails.— Fir.'^t, .1. Thackray. Second, H. Yardley.
Turbits.— First, J. Thackray. Second, H. Yardley.
TusiRLEHS (Short-faced).-First, J. Thackray. Second, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—First, W. Bulraer, Stockton. Second, H. Yardley.
Barbs.—First and Second, J, Thackray.
Owls.-First, J. Thackray. Second. H. Yardley.
Trumpbtkrs.—Prize, T. C. Taylor, Middlesbrough.
Any VABIETY.—First, J. Thackray. Second, H. Yardley.
Pouters.—First, E. E. M. Koyds, Rochdalo. Second, J. Thackray,
Nuns.—First. J. Thackray. Second, A. Donnlii.-ion, Lickenby.
Magpies —First, J. Thackray. Second, E. E. M. Koyds.
Tumblers (Any variety).—First, J. Thackray. Second, H. Yardley.

Judges.— Pijcoiis : Mr. Pickering, Carlisle. f<in(png Birds: Mr,
Calvert, York. \

rOIILTRY rUODUCE.
My account of poultry produce will, I think, bear comparison

with those recently published. My average number of hens for

the six months endjng June 30th was twenty-two, which gave
me in

—

Eofls. Egos.
Jnnuary 97 May 171
Febrmiry 19G Juno
March ^li
April ISl Tot»l 1106

Of tbepe 1106 I set 173, and hatched 124 chickens, out of

which only 14 died (very fair for thi.s season), leaving 110 chickens

all hutched between March 6th and Muy l-lth ; so that with
these and the 928 eggs left for use I can &how a very satis-

factory balance sheet.

—

Philip Cbowley.

R.VBBITS' EAKS.
I nwK been mnch interested in what your correspondent^

have lately stated respecting tlie growth of Rabbits' ears. I

have been ii breetler of Lop-eared Rabbits inyeelf for Pome years ;

hut, not having succeeded in bringing tlie ears of my young
Ribbits to the same length as those of their parents, I am in-

cliuG 1 to tliink that there is something wrong in my treatment.

Would Mr. Felton kin(3Iv inform U9 what is the best food for
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does wbich are bringing up their young, and also for young
ones before they are six months old? and is a small outhouse,

free from draught, without artificial heat, sufaoiently -warm

for them ?

—

Amateuk Bbeepek.

I HAVE now four young Babbits, nine weeks old, with ears

14J inches long and .?! inches in width. They were weaned at

a month old, and have since been fed with oats, meal, and

potatoes, but I find that they have not gained more than half

an inch a-week from four to nine weeks old. I should be glad

to know whether I have weaned them too soon, and ted them

with proper food; also if Mr. Felton would explain what he

means by saying he would calculate upon IJ to 2 inches more

than the length which he himself measures, as the actual show

measurement ?—W. R.

[Mr. Pelton of course allowed for growth from the time of

measurement up to that of showing.]

BEES IN A SODA CASK.
I WAS visiting Hornsea the other day ;

and as I am always

on the look-out for anything connected with bees, 1 saw three

or four hives in a garden, but could not imagine what one of

them could be unless the owner was supering rather high. I

went up to Ihem, and judge how I was amused to find they

were in a common soda cask ! What with the size of the cask

(about 2 feet 3 by 18 inches), with a massive hackle and pankiu

to fit, it had, as far as size went, an imposing appearance.

On inquiry I found that three top swarms had come off

simultaneously, and had all joined together ; and as there wf s

no hive large enough to hold the mass of bees they were shaken

into this soda cask. I could not resist the temptation to turn

up this novel hive and have a peep to see how they were pro-

gressing ; and surely such a sight was seldom seen. The mass

of bees was really enormous, and the beautiful white combs

were hanging down to within a few inches of the mouth of the

cask ; so it seems they are prospering. What a honey-gather-

ing there will be next year, when the owner proposes to take

them !

I was very much surprised, on looking over a comb in my
own apiary the other day, to find in numbers of cells two eggs,

in many three, and in several four. Can you account for so

remarkable a circumstance ?—J. R. J.

[We shall be glad to know the ultimate result of this Brob-

dignagian swarm, which has been domiciled in so peculiar a

habitation. A plurality of eggs in each cell is not uncommon
when the queen is pressed for breeding-space, either by a super-

abundance of honey, or a paucity of combs, or of bees to cover

them.]

r LIGURIANS AT BLACIvHEATH.
Mr. Woodbuky's Ligurians are certainly very prolific, and

beat all my old experiences of twenty-five years with the com-
mon bees.

The only swarms I had previously had this season were a
prime and second swarm from a stock I had of him last year,
which issued on the 9th and 18th of .june respectively, and on
Wednesday, July 31st, the old lady swarmed again, thus lead-
ing out two swarms this year ! It was the largest I had had
this season. I never before had one so late, and to be a
swarm from a swarm shows how prolific these queens are. Of
course I returned it to its own hive the same evening, as the
bees could not at Blaokheath obtain enough to live upon during
the winter at this advanced season, although the white clover
is still in full blossom. Oh ! what horridly cold and ungenial
weather we have had. I never knew so bad a summer for bees,
although, I think, 1 shall clear 100 lbs. of honey in tops. I
should like to have all Ligurians.
The foregoing was written on Saturday morning, August 3rd.

On my return home in the afternoon I found that the old Li-
gurian queen had again swarmed. I returned her and the
swarm the same afternoon at 5.30. On the 4th she again
turned out with the largest swarm I ever had—2i feet long by
9 inches broad. Again I returned her to the hive (having been
two hours hiving them, as the queen had gone into the fork of

a shrub), and on the 5th instant she again swarmed !

I now thought it was high time to stop her ongoings, so in
the evening, on my arrival home, I opened the hive, taking out
seven combs, and cut out seven queen's cells, and then returned

her majesty to the hive with the swarm and all the combs, and
I do not think she will turn out again. The most forward
queen I operated upon by opening her cell. She was amazingly •

strong. I made sure the cold, &c., would kill her during the
night, but she was alive and active the next morning, protrud-
ing her proboscis. I then gave her some honey on a pin's
point, which she took with evident gusto, and grew so lively
with the warmth of my hand, that I was afraid she would
spring head first out of her cell. I left home for the day,
giving instructions to feed her every three or four hours. My
first impulse was to send her down to Exeter, as she was the
offspring of the queen I had from thence ; but I was afraid the
journey would kiU her, so I ultimately gave her, with two em-
bryos, to Mr. Marriott, of the Ciystal Palace, who came down
to Blackheath for them, and who, I hope, will succeed with (

them.
The old stock (Ligurian), has not since attempted to swarm

again, and the bees are now working vigorously, and on the
11th instant were sealing up honey. The white clover is still

well out with us after the refreshing rains.

I find the queen left in the old stock is laying hybrid eggs ;

,

but the bees thence have the Ligurian blood and dash, and the
queen the fecundity so marked in this breed. This stock
having swarmed twice, works more vigorously even now with
the fresh young ones, than many of the black stocks which
have never swarmed at all

!

,

The sparrows are a nuisance. I have shot two or three
dozen, and destroyed from fifty to sixty young ones, and yet
they still devour my bees.

I could say a good deal as to the untimely destruction of
drones, &e., during this untoward season, but have not time,

.

My bees are still (August 14th), sealing up a little, especially

the Ligurians, who work like Trojans.—A Blackheath'an.

'BLACK" BEES.
I ENCLOSE a few insects which at present infest a hive of.

Ligurians I had from Mr. Woodbury in April. Not having,
seen such before, I am anxious to know something about them,
as well as how to get rid of them. The fact of the regular
workers killing them as fast as they can is a proof of their
being obnoxious to them. I shall be glad if you can give me
any information as to what they are, and how to act with them.
—S. S.

[The insects which accompanied your letter are Ligurian
counterparts of the " black bees " first noticed by Huber (vide

page 169 et seq. of Tegg's edition), and believed by more recent
observers to be old bees with the pubescence worn oil from the
thorax and abdomen. They are not very uncommon, nor does
their presence appear in any way to affect the prosperity of the
stock.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
NoN-p^vniFNT (H. P. Leech).—There is no doubt that you hftve been

Bwindled, and as little doubt that the "Dairyman and Purkniau " card
which was enclosed " looked respectable ;" but thi^ artifice is no uovelty.
According to your statement it is only a simple contra't debt, recoverable
by sueing the "Dairyman and Porkman " in the County Court, If, how-
ever, there is no Buch tradesman at the address giv-u, then ^e think it

was an obtaining goods under false pretences, and ihnt a warrant would
be issued for the man's apprehension. If we were in your position we
would apply for the warrant, and spare no effort to obtain a conviction.

Queen Decreasing in Size {An Essex Bc€-kc€ii€r).~k worn-out and
exhausted qtieen would probably become somewhat smaller towards the'

close of her life than during her prime, but the alteration would not be
sufficient to chauge a queen of normal size into a "very small" one.
You do not describe the process by which you " drew off" the artificial

swarm, but as it was successful it appears most probable that it was ac-
companied by the old queen, and that her diminutive successor which
you destroyed, being unsuccessful in her wedding-flights, remained a
virgin, and consequently became a drone-breeder.

Feeding a Stray Swaem {A Breconshirc Parson).—Your stray swarm
is so late that it is not likely to survive the winter without a liberal

supply of food, which should be administered forthwith by means of an
inverted pickle-bottle tied over with a bit of coarse leno or cap-net, and
placed on a hole in the top of the hive with perforated sine interposed,-
Lump sugar and water in the proportion of three parts of the former to

two of the latter (by weight), and boiled a minute or two forms an ad-
mirable bee-food. Fill the bottle every evening, and continue the supply
until the contents of the hive reach from 16 lbs. to 20 lbs. nett weight.
If there is no bole in the top of the box. one should he made with an
iuch-and-a-half centre-bit. Buy " Bee-Keeping for the Miiny," published
at this office, price 4d. Y'ou wiU find an engi*aving of a good hive-cover
in page 17.

Milk and Bdtter Cooler (E. BcfifciV).—We do not know of any one
who has it on Bale. Any whitesmith could make one.
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signs himself " Vitis Vinipera," goea to the other extreme, and
sayB, " My delight is to store up quality for appreciative and
gratified palates ; but these exhibitors won't let me. One says

you must produce a bunch weighing a stone. Another says

that each berry must become a black Plum. Another that I

must wear a black coat like a rook. A fourth, that I must have
a dasty mouldy surface—bloom they call it—like a Sloe. The
eye, the fancy, the whim must be satisfied, whatever may be-

come of quality. And for what purpose ? The eye cannot eat

Grapes, the mouth cannot crunch a huge bunch at a snap, and
bloom is rather a nuisance than not, having something a little

fungus-like about it. Quality is the one thing needful ; that

appeals to the palate—the only sense or organ concerned." This
writer admits that the standard I proposed is good, but suggests

as better one which I here quote. Flavour, 6 points
;
quality

of flesh and fineness of texture, 2 points; colour, 2 points; size

of bunch, 1 point; shape of bunch, 1 point; in all 12 points,

half of which this writer gives to flavour, while others I have
quoted take no cognizance of it at all. Here, then, is diversity

of opinion on the very important subject of judging Grapes
with a vengeance.
To conclude, and take leave of this subject at its present

stage, I have to remark that, in full view of the various opinions
of the writers I have quoted, I still adhere to the standard I

suggested. It ignores no recognised quahty in a bunch of

Grapes. Bloom and colour, so much insisted on by some of

the writers, are fully recognised. The only point of excellence

put before them is what I still hold to be the one of primary
importance in all subjects whose final destiny is to be eaten.

If this principle is to be set ajide in the case of Grapes, why
not do the same with Melons, Apples, and Pears? Some of the
finest of our Apples have the ugliest skins, the same may be
said of Melons and Pears ; while varieties of the same fruits

that are the most beautiful to look upon are worthless when
submitted to the palate. So palpable is this, that, in judging
the fruits just named, they are always cut and tasted. Compare
the mutilation of a Melon having three slices cut out of it with
a bunch of Grapes that has merely had three berries carefully

picked from one of its back shoulders, and mark the difference ;

yet one writer makes a bugbear of this.

In judging Grapes according to the standard I have suggested,
there being three separate bunches say of Black Hamburghs in
the class, I would first taste them, and give the highest flavoured
3 marks, the next highest 2, and the third 1 ; unless it should
happen that any one of them was unripe and sour, though black,

when I would disqualify it. Then if No. 1 was not so well coloured
as No. 2, I would only give it 1 mark for colour, while I would
give No. 2 2 marks, thus the equilibrium would be restored,
and so on with all the other points. When the shades of dif-

ference in any one point proved very small, I would resort to

fractions, giving one bunch 1 mark as the case might be, and
the other IJ mark.

In this way something like justice could be done. Absolute
justice when any other quality except weight is involved is

unattainable, but it may be more closely approximated than is

sometimes the case in the present state of matters.
In the case of the Muscat of Alexandria I consider a golden

yellow colour always a sure test of high flavour, and the same
may be said of the golden-coloured Grapes generally

; but not
of the black varieties do I consider colour a sure test.

—

W. Thomson, Dalkeith Park.

ADIANTUMS for DINNER-TABLE DECORATION.
At this season, when, owing to the abundance of flowers out

of doors, floral decorations are less appreciated than at other
times, the Adiantums, from their cool green hue and sym-
metrical habit of growth, are specially qualified to take their
place on the dinner-table, and have long stood high in the
estimation of those who have to provide plants for that purpose.

In whatever numbers they are grown it is very desirable
they should be in pairs, both as regards size of plants and
pots, as then they are most easily adapted to the various
forms of arrangement rendered necessary by different sizes
and .styles of tables ; for when corresponding plants on a table
are not uniform in height and general appearance, to those
possessed of refined tastes, am! especially ladies, the effect can-
not fail to be disagreeable, let the individual beauty of the
plant be what it may.

Adiavtuni i:imeatum is for a table plant decidedly the best of
thorn all, and of it I grow five pairs of different sizes, with a

few young plants to succeed those which become too large or
old. To obtain these it is necessary to raise them from seed

;

for old plants, when divided, never have the green healthy
fronds of seedlings. When the spores begin to ripen, which
may be known by holding a sheet of clean white paper under a
frond, and giving the latter a smart tap with the hand, prepare
a shallow propagating-pot by filling it half-full of drainage and
the remaining space with a compost of sandy peat and loam,
pressed down firmly ; over this sprinkle a thin coat of silver

sand with a few lumps of the same material the size of Peas,
give a good watering through a very fine rose, and then dust
on the minute spores from the sheet of paper. Cover the pot
with a bell-glass, or with a squaie of common glass, to prevent
evaporation

;
place the pot in some part of the stove or vinery

where heat, shade, and moisture can be obtained, and in a
short time the whole surface will be green with the Lichen-like
rudiments of the young Adiantums.
When the first proper leaves make their appearance thin-oat

a large proportion of the plants with the point of a budding-
knife, and when two tiny fronds come up pot-off in three-inch
pots, placing three in each, by which means good-sized bushy
plants are sooner obtained than by potting singly.

Throughout the winter the plants should be kept rather dry,

to prevent damping, and in spring shifted when necessary into

pots a very little larger. " Give small shifts, and give them
often," was a maxim which an old and successful Fern-grower
used to din into my ears, and to Adiantums grown for the
table this rule is especially applicable ; indeed, they ought to be
kept rather under-potted, otherwise they are apt to outgrow
the size requisite for the purpose for which they are intended.
Adiantum formnstim is a beautiful Fern for the centre of a

table, having graceful drooping fronds of the liveliest green. It

is propagated by spores, and by separating the underground
rhizomes.

Ailianlum aetulosiim is usually called a stove Fern, but suc-

ceeds well in a shady greenhouse, where it forms a low-growing
and compact plant. Propagated by division.

Adiantuni cajyilliix-J'cncrix.—This, from its dwarf and ram-
bling habit, is not well suited by itself to form a good table

plant, but a circular wire basket, 4 inches deep and about a foot

in diameter, filled with it, and having a plant of Pteris serrulata

in the centre, forms a very ornamental object for a large table,

the sides of the basket being stuffed with Selaginella denticu-

lata, completely hiding the wirework. I have had two of these

for some time, one of them being nearly always on duty in the

dining-room or elsewhere, while the other is recruiting its

health in a late vinery.

For growing Adiantums generally, I find two parts of loam,

and one each of sandy peat and well-decayed leaf-mould, with

a liberal admixture of silver sand, very suitable. As for cocoa-

nut refuse, if not very rotten, its action can only be mechanical,

giving a certain degree of porosity to the compost, which con-

dition can be as effectually secured by materials more easily

obtained, while if thoroughly decayed it supplies no nutriment

which is not found in leaf mould.

—

Ayrshire Gardener.

MARECHAL NIEL ROSE.
TuK Gloire de Dijon makes an excellent stock for this Rose,

and those who possess the requisites—namely, the plfint of

Gloire de Dijon and the buds of Marechal Niel, will, I venture

to say, be fully rewarded for the sacrifice of a part of au old

fivourite by the superior size, beauty, and the exquisite colour-

ing of the new.
Allow me to suggest the experiment to your readers. The

stock in this instance appears to exercise an improving in-

fluence, which is very perceptible. The union of the bud and

stock is perfect.—T. Fr.vncis Rivers, Saubridrjctvorth.

Is it possible for an admirer of Roses to be silent, when any
attempt is made to slight this glorious Rose ? We will not

trouble to mention the Roses which are named as its most
effective rivals, but we are sure that the Maroehal slauds far

in advance of anything in its class. It seems as if careful

of its delicate beauty, by dropping its blooms sufficiently to

protect tliem from the scorching sun and rain, and you have to

raise them to see their merits.

Our experience of the Marcohal is as follows :—We planted

out in April, on a south border, forty plants of this Rose. In
three weeks they began to show flower-buds very freely ; by
the middle of Jiine these began to open, and from that time
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to the present we have had a sncceesion of five or eix really

good blooms open at once, some of them magnificent specimens,

BO much so, that the Rev. S. R. Hole, of Caunton Manor (no

mean jiidRp), declared upon seeing them, bis entire patisfactinn

at the success in the growing and blooming of Marijchal Niel

in the open ground.
Every plant was worked on the Manctti last February, and

many of tlicm have produced four and five blooms each, and at

the present tirao we have between thirty and forty bloom-buds

on the forty plants.—H. MEirnvwEAxnER & Sons, Thu Ninsfry,

Soidhwi'tl, Nolls.

TIMES FOR TRANSPLANTING AND ROOT
PRUNING.

I OBSERVE in your Journal of August 1st, that Mr. Abbey, in

his article on the culture of the Apricot, recommends that the

trees should bo transplanted in the middle of September. Now
this very early moving so wholly contradicts one's old-fashioned

notions on tlio subject, that I, for one, should be very glad to

have your confirmation, or otherwise, of Mr. Abbey's dictum.

I have to state for my own part, that the only trees which
did not do well with mo in tho transplantings of last autumn,
were three dwarf Apples that I had from the nursery in the

middle of October, and planted tho same afternoon—two
Manks Codlins, and one Hawtbornden, healthy trees. 4 or

5 feet high, ond all of them wonderfully full of blossom-buds.

One of the Codlins died outright, the second failed to set a

fruit, and the Hawtbornden, after opening its blossoms weakly

and unhealthily, shows now only one Apple, and that half

starved and good for nothing. I am inclined to take this as a

lesson, never again to transplant so early by a fortnight.

Since writing the above, I find in tho Journal of August
l.")th, that Mr. lladcljffe transplants his Roses by the score in

August, and that your valuable contributor, Mr. R. Fish, re-

commends root-pruning directly the fruit is gathered.

Now, do tell me what I should do. My guide hitherto, Mr.
Rivers, says. Root-prune—that is, lift or remove your trees in

tho end of October. These new and startling instructors say,

Do it at once—that is, ten weeks earlier. I can only say for my
own part, that my trees, though the fruit is gathered, are in

such luxuriant foliage, that I shall wait.

—

Beta.

rWe should not prefer transplanting fruit trees in the middle

of September, unless the kinds were early fruiters, the month
very dull, and the previous months had been so warm and dry

as to ripen the wood well. We have transplanted in the middle

and towards tho end of October, very successfully, but at the

first period, if hot sunny days set in, as they often do at the

end of October, we have taken the precaution to shade the

trees with a few evergreen boughs, to arrest evaporation. All

things considered, as soon as the leaves begun to change, long

before they became rjuite yellow and faded, we would not

hesitate to plant after the middle of October ; but we should

not think of doing so when the leaves were all green, unless in

exceptional circumstances, where we could shade, so as to let

the leaves fall off maturely, and keep the wood plump, instead

of shrivelled. If these objects are secured, then the sooner

transplanting is effected, so as to secure the advantage of tho

heat in tho soil to promote rooting, the more thoroughly will

tho plant he established for next season. Taking other cir-

cumstances into consideration, and which must be looked to as

well as transplanting, fruit trees in general will give least

trouble, and with that least trouble thrive the best, that are

moved between the last week of October and the first week in

November. By that time growth will be at a minimum, tho

leaves of deciduous trees on the wane, no danger of wood
shrivelling, ar.d a good deal of heatwill be still left in the ground.

Trees which ripen their wood early may be planted early with
propriety.

As to root-pruning : as a general rule, with most trees, as

Apples and Pears, it will be towards October before the fruit is

gathered. Root-pruning and transplanting are very different

practices. The former is intended to give a much more gentle

check to the power of growth, and by no means such a check as

transplanting involves. Wo still think what was advanced by
Mr. Fi.sh, as to early root-pruning, so as to check growth, and
promote fertility, is quite correct. You may root-prune after

November, and that will check growth for the following sum-
mer, and give yon more fruitful trees in 186',' ; but if you want
your root-pruning to tell upon the fertility of 18G8, you can
scarcely do it too soon after the fruit is gathered, if done mo-

derately. If done earlier the fruit would shrivel. If done early

and severely, the wood would shrivel, and the object would not

be gained. If done to such an extent as merely to arrest

growth, and not shrivel the wood, but yet to have a consider-

able amount of force from the sun to act upon it, then the

sooner the operation could be safely performed the better lor

tho fruit-buds of the following year. We have taken out a

small trench, and cut the points of the roots of a luxuriant

Cherry tree in September, but then the fruit had been gathered

in July and August, and the wood was firm, and a few potfuls

of water near the hole prevented any flagging. The autumn
sun studded many shoots with fruit-buds, which but for the

arresting of growth would have continued wood-buds all the

winter. Karly transplanting, and early root-pruning must,

therefore, be performed with more judgment and care than

doing either in winter. Of course, Ufting a deciduous tree in

full foliage is always attended with great risk. We have moved
Peach trees in winter, and had a good crop from them the fol-

lowing year ; but when it could be done, we would prefer prun-

ing the top almost as much as needed in August and September,

and lifting them as soon as the wood would not shrivel in the

beginning of October, even though a good many of the leaves

were green, and we were obliged to give a little shade in the

fiercest sun, so that they might ripen well before falling. Such
trees generally repaid the attention given, by a full crop the

following year. Of course, we are alluding to large fruiting

trees. Such moving can only take place when the trees are on

tho spot. When moved from a nursery at a distance, it is best

to defer the operation until the wood is ripe, and the leaves

beginning to drop.

We shall be glad to see the opinions of others, as the subject

started by our correspondent is of mnch interest and practical

importance.]

THE DOUBLE WHITE ROCKET.
I HAVE read with much interest the able article by an

" Aybshike Gardener," on the Double Rocket (page 9.5) ; and

all lovers of ornamental hardy plants must feel obliged to him
for pointing out the principal causes of the plant so often

dying off, and the remedies. One point, however, he has

omitted, and on this I trust he will enlighten us. It is, whether

tlic Rocket he treats of is the old dwarf Double Rocket, or the

more robust tall one, which in the south of England has in

most places superseded the former?

The tall Rocket, I may remark, is plentiful enough with

those who take any care to make it so, but the dwarf variety

is far from being common ; indeed, I believe it has been in-

ijuirpd for in the columns of this Journal without any response

having been made, and many old gardeners thought it lost to

tho country. This, however, is not the case, and it is very

probably the Rocket to which " Ayrshire Gardener " aUudes as

being so liable to die off. It is, doubtless, this tendency which

makes it so scaice in the south of England, where the larger

Rocket can be had in any numbers, and near here almost every

cottage garden produces plants which are robust enough. Some
growers call this the French Rocket. It certainly deserves

to be more extensively grown, as twenty or more spikes of

bloom, each branched into many spikelets, can be produced on

plants not two years old, and its sturdiness is also much in its

favour. When grown in good soil it is about 3 feet high, while

the dwarf Rocket rarely exceeds 1 foot in height, and is often

much less. The closeness of the flowers on the stem of both

cannot be improved upon. Some of the best examples of the

taller variety equal any diant Stock ever grown, being a foot

long, and closely set with bloom.

The flower-heads of the dwarf kind rather form a short

conical spike than a cylindrical one ; but for many years I was

a stranger to this variety, and, in fact, despaired of seeing it

again, when, being in Lanarkshire two years ago, I met with it

in rather an old-fashioned garden, and obtained a plant, which,

after being divided in the usual way, has this season flowered.

I am sorry, however, to see the same symptoms of the plant's

dying as those " AvitsiiiitE (.lAr.DESER " complains of, and, in

fact, tho best and largest plant has died since flowering, some

of the smaller ones are following, and the remainder show

their dislike to the soil or the attacks of the insects mentioned

by the writer named. They seem more disposed to produce

side shoots upon the old tlower-stalks than around the collar

of the plant. This tendency is not so common in the large

white, and consequently that variety is not so readily pro-

pagated by cuttings of the flower-stalks, unless the operation
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ia performed before flowering, wben the cuttings succeed yery
well. With me, however, the plant grows fast enough, and
every year, iu August, I take up ii few large old roots, and pull

them to pieces with a crown and some roots to each. The
divisions are planted in nurserj' rows, and during the autumn
become good, well-established plants fit to plant anywhere, and
nothing can well exceed their loveliness in May and June, wben
they are in full bloom. A row of them was planted around an
irregular clump of shrubs, with a row of Primulas (all of one
kind), in front ; and the plants being large, and having twenty
er more spikes of bloom each, the whole formed the most
eilective object in the garden at the time. I did not have them
tied up but allowed a portion of the shoots to lean against the
shrubs (Lerberises), behind, and some were bent more forward,
but their abundant flowering made amends for their irregularity,

which would not have occurred with plants spariagly furnished
with bloom. I may observe that there is a little tendency to go
off in the manner described, but with me not more than two
or three per cent, of the two-years-old plants die in this way.
Among those older the losses are a little more numerous, but
there is no advantage iu having plants older than stated, as
they become deformed and less ornamental in every respect.

Of the other varieties of Kocket, the Double Purple is a great
favourite with some, but it is certainly less showy than (he
Double White, which, when seen in the twilight of an early
summer evening, has a striking effect ; the former is not so
robust as the latter, and is more likely to die oiif, nor is it so tall,

but iu other respects resembles it. In old gardens a plant called

Double Yellow Rocket used to be very common, but it certainly
is not a Eocket. Nevertheless, it is a highly ornamental plant
and accords with the Eocket very well, it seems to thrive best
in a damp soil, and in such a place is very beautiful ; it seldom
exceeds 2 feet in height, but is very effective. I should be glad
to hear of more varieties of this popular flower, and think
there are two or more shades of purple—one more a pink than
a purple, but these varieties are not so plentiful as they ought
to be.

As to making useful bedding plants of Eookets, I have no
hope of that, but for presenting a mass of bloom all at one
time, nothing can possibly exceed the Tall Double White. Many
years ago I used to propagate it extensively, in company witir

Double Puiple Catchfly for eaily summer decoration, and when
good nothing could exceed the beauty of the two. Unfortu-
nately, neither blooms early enough to meet the wants of our
spring gardens, hence the necessity of employing them when
they have not to be followed by bedding Pelargoniums and the
like. As the Tall Double White Eocket, unlike Dielytra specta-
bilis and other plants, never presents an untidy appearance for a
long period, its presence when not in flower can be tolerated

;

indeed, the tidy compact growth of the plant recommends it to
notice for ornament iu winter, and few plants can be trans-
planted more readily, or propagated with greater ease and
certainty. In the latter operation I merely take up a few old
plants early in August, if the weather is moist, and having
pulled them to pieces, preserving a little root to each, the
largest are not unfrequently planted at once in the border
where they are to remain, and the smaller ones in nursery
rows in a sandy soil. All the attention tbey receive consists,

perhaps, in watering them for a time after planting if the
weather prove very dry. Having plenty of plants I seldom
care for cuttings. The Tall White is more truly an herbaceous
plant than the dwarf variety. The flower-stems usuallj' die as
soon as the flowers begin to fade, but cut into lengths before
flowering they strike well, and wliere plants are scarce the
plan may be adopted with advantage.

—

}. Eobson.

TIBER'S EARLY PERFECTION PEA.
In allusion to my remarks respecting Taber's Early Perfection

I'ea, which appeared in your Number of the 15th inst., as
coming into Uise several days before Hangster's No. 1, I And
you have come to the conclusion that my Sangster's is not true.

It may, therefore, be well for me to explain how the Early Per-
fection compares, as regards earliness, with other sorts. I find

it ready to gather ab'^ut five days before Beck's Gem, Long-
podded Tom Thumb, Maclean's Little Gem, and my Sangster's
No. 1 ; and, further, to show that my Sangster's would be true,

the stock now called Essex Eival follows three or four days
afterwards, and Dickson's Favourite, with Laxton's Prolific,

about six days after Sangster's. I regret I had sent away the
last of my stock of Eingleader when I had my trial Peas sown, '

or they should have been tested with it, but finding that

Taber's Perfection came in for use as many days before the
others, as repeated trials have shown me Eingleader will do, I

considered I might safely thereby ground my opinion as to its

being equally early with any other sort grown, more stout,

vigorous, and productive, and a longer podder. It has been
my custom carefully to test the properties of Peas, side by side,

for upwards of thirty years, and any incorrectness of such an
established popular variety as Sangster's No. 1 I doubtless

should readily detect.

I should not have written about Taber's Early Perfection, had
I not seen remarks from two of your correspondents, speaking
highly of the Pea as a first early, and for produce ; and having
tested, and being much pleased with the Pea, I was glad to

confirm their remarks, and believe I have not overrated its

worth. I had observed that the Chiswick trial of the Pea, as

in the report, showed a difference from my own trial. I

have a further trial of it, with Eingleader and others, now in
progress, and trust the season will enable me to give the
result.

—

Stephen Bkown, Sudbiini, SvJI'olk.

Would you allow me to add my testimony to that of your
correspondents, Mr. Dean, Mr. Stephens, and Mr. S. Brown, as

to the value of Taber's Early Perfection Pea ? 1 should not
have troubled you with these remarks if the above-named gen-
tlemen had not omitted to mention one of its best qualities,

flavour, which is far superior to that of any early variety grown,
being, amongst round Peas, what Champion of England and
Veitch's Perfection are amongst the wrinkled kinds. Mr.
Brown is not in error, when he says it is earlier than Sangster's

No. 1, for it has proved to be so with me. It is very distinct,

and, I believe, when it becomes better known, it will drive

Sangster's No. 1, and all the first earlies out of the garden. I

would advise all your readers to try it another season ; if they
do not, they will miss a treasure. I shall grow it largely for

the future. I have no doubt as to my stock of Sangster's No. 1

being true, it having always given satisfaction until Taber's
Early Perfection turned up.—W. Ingle, Gardener, Birch Hall,

Colchester,

OULTON PARK.
I EXPERIENCED no Small degree of pleasure when I found

myself the other day travelling among scenes so familiar to me
as those in the neighbourhood of Oulton Park. After alighting

at the Hartford Station, a pleasant drive of six miles brought
me to the Park, where I found every department, owing to

Mr. Muir's skilful management, in the best possible order.

I must, in the first place, give a passing word to the beauty
of the scenery outside the Park. About one mile north of the

Chester road, is the commencement of the drive which leads to

the Park. On each side of this drive there is, for a consider-

able distance, a triple row of Scotch Firs ; here and there large

masses of the common Bracken Fern are to be seen growing at

the base of some of the trees, and, pushing their fronds up
amongst the lower branches of the trees, they have a most
pleasing effect, the beautiful green fronds of the Ferns being

shown off to great advantage by the dark masses of the Fir

branches. The space betweeu the Fir trees and the road is

thickly covered with the wild Bubus, several varieties of Erica,

and many other little floral gems peculiar to the soil. Every
plant and flower appeared in perfect health, and all seemed
striving to contribute their share towards the formation of a

picture of natural beauty not often met with in the smoky at-

mosphere of Lancashire. At the time I drove through, all

nature seemed at rest, not a leaf stirred, the serenity of the

lovely spot was only disturbed by the clatter of the horse's hoofs,

and the roll of the wheels, and I confess I wished my lot was
cast in a similar part of the country, where the purity of the

air has so much influence on the growth of both wild and cul-

tivated plants.

A sudden halt at the Park gate put an end to my reflections,

and soon afterwards the natural beauties of the neighbourhood
were for the time forgotten, for I had entered the gardens, and
the dazzling scene which met my view, caused me for the time

to forget those more humble but not less interesting forms of

floral beauty on each side of the drive across the forest.

On enteiiug the gardens from the west we pass through the

arboretum, which is planted with choice hybrid Ehododeudrons,
and other American plants. On one side of the arboretum is a

magnificent Cedar of Lebanon, which I was glad to see in a

much more flourishing state than it was some years ago. On
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endeavouring to discover the cause of the evil, I found that

the greuud was char(;ed with water, and I at once liad some
deep drains put in near it. In cutting the main drain through

the arboretum, there were scores of drains discovered that had
long been partly filled up, and in these water was continually

standing, so that the whole of the ground surrounding the tree

was full of stagnant water. It was astonishing how soon a

change for the better took place after the water had been drawn
away from the roots ; the foliage soon began to assume a

healthy, dark green hue, and during the following summer the

tree threw out vigorous shoots all over its branches, and now it

looks as if it would weather the storms of several hundred
years.

liehind this noble tree there is a fine background of shmbs
and evergreens of various kinds. The belt of trees and shrubs

is continued in on irregular line all round the south tide of the

arboretum and llower garden, concealing also the stables, hiuu-

dries, brewhouse, itc.

After entering the arboretum we turn to the left, this brings

us on to a terrace-walk, on each side of which are planted most
of the choice kinds of Hybrid Perpetual Koses ; these are

planted in beds about 2 feet square, which are tilled with bed-

ding plants, which look exceedingly gay, and when care is

taken to plant coknirs in each bed to harmonise with the colour

of the Hose above them, as at Oulton, such beds not only give

a beautiful linish, but are useful for shading the ground, and
keeping the roots of the Itoses cool. If, moreover, a good

supply of fresh manure and loam is added every year, there is

no fear of the Roses being impoverished by the bedding plants.

On leaving the arboretum we enter the lluwer garden, but be-

fore proceeding furtlier, I will note what I saw in the houses in

this garden. The first house I entered was filled with a miscella-

neous collection of plants in bloom. Amongst these I noticed

several well-grown specimens of the old Fuchsia fulgens, in

splendid condition. This is a plant one very seldom meets
with now ; the rage for new Fuchsias has almost driven this fine

old plant out of cultivation, which is to be regretted, for few

plants are more useful or ornamental than it is when well

grown. In the same house I noticed fine specimens of several

of Mr. W. Paul's Nosegay Pelargoniums. These arc also most
useful for conservatory decoration. .Vftcr passing through this

house I entered the Camellia-house, in which there is a splendid

collection of well-grown plants, which promise to afford the

usual magnificent display of bloom. The late Mr. Erringtou

more than once referred to these be.iutiful plants. There is

something in the soil at Oulton that suits the Camellia remark-

ably well, for more magnificent Camellias I never saw than those

grown in this house. The house in which Mr. Krrington origi-

nally grew them was swept away in my time, and was replaced

by a new one, yet the plants, when I first undertook the manage-
ment of the gardens in 18U0, were looking well, although tliey

might almost as well have been in the open air. They have

still that tine appearance under Mr. Miiir's management. In

the front of this house I planted, in lSu2, some Koses, one or

two of them were Gloiro de Dijon, worked on the Manetti

stock. I also planted some young plants of Fortune's White
lianksian Rose, in which I inserted several buds of some of

the most choice and delicate of the Tea Roses. These have

all done well, and. Mr. Muir informed me, furnish an abundant

supply of beautiful blooms throughout the winter and early

spring months. These, I am sure, Mr. Muir finds invaluable,

us Lady Grey Egcrton is so fond of Rjses.

I have before recommended very strongly Fortune's White
Banksian Rose as a stock on which to graft or bud any of the

tender kinds of Tea Roses. It possesses this great advantage

over every other kind of Rose stock—namely, that at any

season of the year the bark will separate very freely from the

wood, whether young or old, so that if good buds can be ob-

tained the plant is always ready to receive them. I mention
this fact particularly, because I do not think it is generally

known how valuable this stock is for working the Tea Roses on.

It is also so easily propagated, and grows so freely, that plants

fit for working may very soon be obtained after the cuttings

are struck.

Leaving the Camellia-house we enter the cool Orchid-house.

Here there are several really good species growing very luxu-

riantly, and amongst them Mr. Skinner's new Epidendrum
cnemidophorum. This plant is the finest in the country, and
was the first that flowered in it. In 1965 it threw up a good

spike of bloora, this season it has borne several ; it appears to

be in good health, and is growing very freely.

The next house entered was the East India-house ; here the

plants were all looking well, and growing very freely. Much
credit is due to Mr. Muir for his skilful management of the
Orchids which it contains. When I gave up their manage-
ment in 18G5, they were just emerging from the " Blough of
Despond."
Between the East India-house and the cool Orchid-house

there is a space left, with the view of building another house.
Here Mr. Muir has a lot of AYills's Bronze and Gold Pelargo-

niums, and a grand sight they are. Mr. Muir is very much
pleased with them, and told me he thought they were much more
useful as beddiug plants thau the Tricolors, an opinion which
is now becoming somewhat general.

At the end of the East Indian Orchid-house the flower-gar-

den commences. The beds are all on grass, and there is no
particular form assigned to them. They are, however, all

very skilfully planted; in fact, I liave not seen any bedding-

out so well done this season. All the beds were covered with a
perfect mass of bloom, and the colours were v.'ell balanced.
The garden is bounded on the south side by a remarkably line

belt of evergreens, which were much adrairol by my friend

Mr. R. Fish, when ho visited me at Oulton, in 1«C3.

Quitting the flower garden, I entered the kitchen garden.

Hero cine of the grandest sights to be seen in the garJens of

this country met my view. There are no ribbon borders that
I have ever seen to equal those at Oulton Park, and this season
Mr. Muir has in them a very pleasing combination of colours,

wiiich are well blended, and the calculations as to the height of

each individual plant have proved quite correct. Mr. Muir's
variety of Lobelia speciosa, which is the best I have ever seen,

is hero most beautiful ; this, and Mr. Tyermau's variety of

Blue King, are perfect gems. Mr. Muir has raised the ribbon

borders at the back ueveral inches higher than they were in my
time, and this has very much improved them. Mr. Fish told

me, in 18CI!, that this was all that was wanted to make them
the finest borders in the country. Passing through this blaze of

flowers towards the north end of the gardens, two rows of

Viola cornuta met my view, these were planted on the border

in front of the forcing-houses. They were a mass of bloom,,

and had continued so since the 15th of April. The rows were
nearly 4 feet wide ; of this, and Mr. Bennett's variety, which 1

saw in great beauty with Mr. Tyermaa, a few days ago, I shall-

have something to saj- ere long.

The kitcheu garJens were well cropped, all the crops were in

a very flourishing condition, and every part was scrupulously

clean, and free from weeds. There had been splendid crops of

Grapes, Peaches, and Nectarines, in the early houses, and there

were fine late crops of Grapes, itc, coming on. In the Fig-

house was one of the finest crops of fruit I have ever seen, and
the crop which I saw Mr. Muir told me was the second the

trees had borne this year.

After passing through this fine range of houses, I took a stroll

through the pinet".m and pleasure ground. Here all the mag-
nificent specimeus were growing very freely, and I was pleased

to see that very little harm was done them by the severe spring

frosts. They suffered terribly in the never-to-be-forgotten

winter of ISilO. which commenced just three months after I

undertook the management of the garJens at Oulton Park.

In conclusion, I must again say how delighted I was to visit

Oulton once more, and to find it looking so well. It was
doubly gratifying to me after spending several years of anxious

labour in restoring this line old place, to see my efforts brought
to such a successful issue by Mr. Muii-, whose kindness will

always make mv visit to Oulton one of the bright spots in my
memory.—J. Wills.

POTATO CULTURE.
PnEVEXTioN is said to be better than cure. As no effectual

remedy is yet known for the Potato disease, our attention

might be directed towards the former rather than the latter.

I grow a few varieties of both Round and Kidney Potatoes,

and I invariably secure a Cue crop, and almost entirely free

from disease. My success I mainly attribute to the thorough
ripening of the tubers that are intended for seed, before they

are dug up. They are afterwards allowed to lie on the giound
to green before they are stored away for the winter. The old

plan of greening I believe to bo good. It prevents premature
spronting in tho early sorts, rendering the removal of the

sprout unnecessary. Wc know that the tfteuer a Potato is sub-

jected to this process the more it loses its productive qualities.

In sehcting the seed-tubers I find that, for early purposes,
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those which are of a size rather above the half size produce
the evenest and finest crop. By planting only well-ripened
whole Potatoes a much better crop is obtained than from sets

that have been subjected to the removal of the sprouts and to
cutting ; besides, fewer blanks are observed in the rows, and
disease, to a certain extent, is obviated.
There are certain sorts which are known to resist the disease

better than others, subject, perhaps, to seasons and localities.

These kinds are, however, often of inferior quality.

I will mention a few of the varieties which I grow for early
and late purposes. For frame work the old Ash-leaved Kidney
and Hardy's Prince Albert answer better than any other kinds
that I have tried. The latter is somewhat the earlier of the
two. Myatt's Ash-leaved Kidney is a favourite which I never
lose sight of. Wheeler's Milky White is an excellent second
early sort. The three years that I have grown it not one
diseased Potato has been found. The Dalmahoy is a large
cropper, and where a large family is to be supplied all the year
round it is invaluable. The Coldstream Early is an excellent-
flavoured and handsome Potato, but not earlier with me than
second early sorts. The old Fortyfold, for flavour and every
good quality, has, perhaps, not yet been eclipsed by newer and
more puffed-up varieties. It, however, requires good cultiva-
tion to have it large and fine. There are various other old and
well-tried kinds that I would not give up for some of the recent
introductions.

These remarks may induce others to throw out hints on Po-
tato culture—a subject which is far from being exhausted.

—

W. H. C.

LLANBEEIS AND ITS FERNS.
" Be sure you bring me a lot of Asplenium viride and a

Holly Fern or two," said a friend to me, as I was starting for
a tour in North Wales; and another friend chimed in, "And
don't forget me if you should fall in with Woodsia and Asplenium
septentrionale in some of your rambles."

"All right," said I, "I am going to the land of Ferns;"
but I laughed in my sleeve at the grand ideas of those who only
knew what Fern-hunting was by name.

Years ago, and Fern-hunting about Snowdon was not only
Fern-hunting, but Fern-finding. Now all is changed, " pteri-
domania " has seized upon young and old, and people who
hardly know a Fern fiom a flowering plant, nil! have a fernery
because it is the fashion to have one. And why not? It is

true they cannot be worried to look for the Ferns, but they are
quite ready to give the best price to those who will take the
trouble off their hands. So Fern-hunting has become a trade,
and little tables set out with rare and dainty Ferns stand by
cottage doors, and instead of giving a nurseryman a couple of
shillings for a Fern raised from seed, you give one shilling to a
poor man who finds Fern-collecting more profitable than field
labour, and ruthlessly seizes on all the rare Ferns he can find,
drags them from their hiding places, and thanks Providence
for the " fashion " that brings meat and white bread to a
cottage where it has seldom been seen before.

There is also, I fear, a darker side to the picture, for I have
heard of Ferns once accessible to the botanist in a morning's
ramble, being removed from his path to safer localities, so that
hiirried visitors may be compelled to Icuy if they are deter-
mined to have ; but I hope this is of very rare occurrence, and
I only mention it to show how much danger an indigenous
plant may stand of being exterminated from a country.

Yet in spite of all these disadvantages. Nature has ways of
her own cf repairing, in a wonderful manner, the ravages of
man, and in many a wild nook, and on many a mountain
height, rare and beautiful Ferns still exist in the neighbour-
hood of Llanberis ; Ferns that look none the less tempting, in
that they are only to be found after toilsome, and sometimes
even hazardous scrambles.
Bat it is not the Ferns alone of Llanberis that are so charm-

ing ; flowering plants are not outdone by their acrogenous
neighbours, and each month of the sweet spring-tide ushers in
the fair blossoming of many a mountain plant. Nor is it the
vegetable world that constitutes the only spell that yearly
attracts so many Saxons to the land of the Cymri. The grand
old mountains, now partially veiled by fleecy clouds, now
tawering above them heavenwards, now as if blottedout from the
face of creation, have a voice of their own, a power of attraction,
not given in like measure to any other created thing. And then
there are the people, so unlike other people in their trusting
simplicity, their grateful recognition of any little service done

them, with their broken English, or their rich guttural Cym-
raeg, their picturesque costume (fast dying out), and their

simple cottages dotted over the mountain side. Yes, it is the
people, the mountains, and the plants, that together form the
charm of Wales.
Here and there, amongst the very poor, you meet with a

nature-formed botanist. I found such an one, and had to
blush again and again at my own poor and lazily-acquired
attainments, as he explained to me, in broken English, through
what difficulties he had climbed the tree of knowledge, his
'

' dim Saesneg," and dim Latin standing in his way at every step.

I asked my poor friend to come and see my collection of dried
Ferns, and never shall I forget the look of keen enjoyment
that passed over his intelligent face, as form after form of the
curious and grotesque varieties appeared. Every now and
then he looked up at the Welsh landlady who also came for a
peep, with some quaint remark.

" Mrs. Thomas, tell the lady that though I am a poor man,
I would not take five pounds for this grand sight." Or,

" Mrs. Thomas, tell the lady these are better to me than my
dinner." (I had ordered him a good one.)

After a time the climax came. " Mrs. Thomas, tell the lady
I shall take her to see Asplenium germanicum, where I did
take Mr. Babiugton. Y'es, indeed, she shall go, for of all the
people I ever did see she is the biggest whatever."

So I went, bound to secrecy, and with my eyes metapho-
rically bandaged till I should arrive at a given spot ; a long
drive, a steep ascent, and then, " Yes, indeed, we must climb
up there (far away in cloud-land), and we must have a rope,

and ."

It is a fact, that Mr. Babington, under the guidance of my
friend, did see Asplenium germanicum in its mountain home ;

but it is, alas ! also a fact, that my coward heart failed me, and
I did vot see it, though I have two fronds gathered from it. I

would not even ask for a plant, for A. germanicum is very rare

as a British species, and I would not willingly have one habitat

destroyed.
" Well, indeed," said my friend, as I ignominiously retreated,

" but it is a great pity whatever."
However, I consoled myself with A. septentrionale (the very

finest I ever saw), and Woodsia ilvensis dragged from its fast-

ness by steadier hands and head than mine, and with a basket-

load of AUosorus crispus, that grows in wondrous tufts of

brilliant green amidst the slate debris of the grand old Glyder
Fawr.
On the same range of mountains, not far removed from Twl

Dii, or the Devil's Kitchen, was the rare Lloydia serotina, in fruit

at the time of my visit. It has been found in the same locality

for very many years, and exists there still, thanks to the break-

neck or otherwise evil character of the locality where it makes
its home.
Descending from Twl Du to Llyn Ogwen, whose dark waters

lie guarded on every side by still darker mountains, we find by
the side of the mountain streams Asplenium viride, and we
may notice, if we search diligently, that a few stray plants of

this little Fern have rooted themselves, together with Asple-

nium trichomanes, in the interstices of the stone wall which
guards the waters of the lake ; but I would earnestly hope that

these few visitors may be left to live unmolested. In the same
wall Cystopteris fragilis still grows, but there is not much left,

and I fear ere long it will be a thing of the past as regards this

locality.

Beneath the boulders of rock on the hillside, I found Poly-

podium dryopteris intermingled with Hymenophyllum Wilsoni.

P. phegopteris is to be found in abundance nearly everywhere.
Of Lastrea montana you become very wearied, it is far more
abundant than L. Filix-mas, and there are numberless forms of

A. Filix-ffomina, some crested, some laciniate, some decom-
pound, and all full of grace and beauty. Blechnum or Lomaria
spicant grows sparingly about the bogs, which are bordered
in places with a pretty star-like Saxifrage (S. stellaris).

But to return to Llanberis and its glorious Pass, where riven

mountains lay strewed about in grand confusion. Keeping to

the range of the Glyder, we find Meconopsis cambrica and
Pinguicula vulgaris, this last growing to a large size, and, as

you cear the bead of the Pass, in such quantities that the
ground is blue with them. On the opposite, or Snowdon side

of the Pass, Nature has dealt out her treasures even more
lavishly. There I gathered TroUius europo3us, with its crowded
yellow petals making it look so like a " double " flower. There,

too, I found Saxifraga stellaris, AlchemiUa vulgaris, and plenty

of Ferns.
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First, feathering out from every boulder of rock was Poly-

podium phesoptoris—" only phegopteris," as we disdainfally

remarked. A little higlior up, and in more scant quantities,

came I', dryopteris, so fresh and vividly green, that I pounced
upon it at once from a great distance ; not that I wished to

bring away the roots, only to a Fern-collector the finding fresh

habitats for any Fern is an intense pleasure. Higher still

Polypixlium Kobertianum grows, then Asplcuiura viride, and
then I'olystiohum lonchitis, but at such an elevation that I

sat down in despair, and sent a mountain child, the pretty

daughter of my botanical friend, to gather it for me. Some-
times I came on a patch of Hymenophyllum Wilaoni ; but both
Wilsoni and tunbridgen.ae grow in masses on the rocks over-

hanging the river nearer Llanberis.

Wandering through upland meadows I discovered Lastrea

Filix-mas, vur. propinqna (the Lastrea propinqua of Mr. Wol-
laston) ; it is a beautifully marked form, whether regarded as a

species or as a variety, and it occurs in great abundance apart

from the normal form of L. Filix-mas, which seems to indicate

a distinct specific character.

In these same mountain tracts Gymnadenia conopsoa was
Hcenting the whole air with its wonderful fragrance ; and in

company with it were Ilnbonaria chlorantha and bifolia, with
Listera ovat.!. I also gathered, but only in one small locality,

Couvallaria multiflora. Wherever I came on spongy ground I

was sure to see the bright blue blossoms of Pinguicula vul-.

garis rising up amidst sheets of golden Narthecium ossifragum

(the golden Maiden-hair of olden days), with the very roundest
and fattest of round-leaved Droseras.

Turning from wild flowers to Ferns, there were strongly-

marked varieties of Pteris aquilina, and amongst them very
characteristic specimens of Mr. Moore's vera and integerrima.

In many places the hills are literally covered with Lastrea
montaua, but though some of the plants were decidedly creuate

in character, they did not appear sufficiently marked to be
worthy of a distinct name. Lomaria spicant is not distributed

commonly. I found two plants of the variety bifida, and
one of ramosa. Asplenium adiantum nigrum is also rare at

Llanberis, and I met with no Polystichums but the one plant

of lonchitis, which was found for me; my botanical friend

assured me that he had met with several plants of the variety

lobatum : I should like to have traced out the history of these

specimens, so as to have discovered their origin, but I was
unable to do so.

Most of the Ferns which I have enumerated are local in

their choice of habitats, and no one must expect to find them
all at once. If a collector is simply wishing for species, and
his time is limited, the best plan is to hire the services of a
local botanist, for a stranger might hunt for weeks together

without being able to " drop " upon the home of Woodsia
ilvensis, Asplenium germanicum, or even Polystichum lonchitis

;

but for the search after varieties the collector can .scarcely go
amiss, and as he wanders about he will be sure to pick up many
a goodly species by the way.
From the wild plants I have spoken of as being in flower, it

will bo seen thit my visit was made late in the spring, or rather

early in the summer, and I have consequently only mentioned
a few of the botanical treasures which surround Llanberis on
every side. Other botanists have been more successful, adding
Silene acaulis, Saxifraga hypnoides and oppositifolia, Rhodiola
rosea, and many another pretty form to the list I have named,
indeed I think few places in England can boast of superior
advantages for the botanist.

The great drawback to Llanberis is the slate quarries, with
the constant explosions that the blasting produces. Hour by
hour, as the clock strikes, at the sound of a bugle, the thunder-
ing blasts bellow forth, and vast masses of slate are seen to fly

up into the air amidst smoke and dust, till the huge rock ap-
pears like so many small volcanoes ; and when to the noise the
thought is added that each blast maybe carrying death to some
poor workman of the thousands congregated there, the notes
of the bugle have a peculiarly touching effect, and become like

a call to prayer.

Close at hand to the Dinorwic quarry there is the hospital,

where the wounded are cared for, and to which the dead are
carried, for not once only during a summer's visit do we hear
words such as these: "At eleven o'clock a poor fellow was
killed opposite ;" or, more haply, it may only be " A poor
man has had his leg blown off." The people of the place tell

you that they do not notice the blasting ; but during a three-

weeks visit I found but little difference, and when Saturday
afternoon arrived I used to find myself wondering at the great

stillness, for then there is a half-holiday, when the workmen
may clean themselves and prepare for the approaching Sabbath.

And very beautifully is that Sabbath kept at Llanberis. The
religion of the poor is for the most part Calvinistic-Methodist,

and the observance of Sunday is that of a peaceful community
gathered almost unanimou.sly together for prayer and worship.

I saw no drunken men, I heard no unseemly oaths, but three

times each Sabbath I saw streams of tidily dressed men and
women issue from the doors of a large chapel ; and as I stood

on the hillside I listened many a time to the deep sonorous

voices sending up to heaven their simple hymn of praise.

—

FlLIX-yCEMINA.

IIOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Flohal CoarMTTTKK.—A meeting was held at Chiswick, Augost

19th, to determine the merits of the bedding plants, chiefly Pelar-

goniums, sufliciently advanced for the purpoae. Althongh many of

them, from having been received as small plants, and owing to the

unfavourable character of the season, were found not in a condition

for a satisfactory conclusion being arrived at, there were others in

better condition. Of these the following were awarded first-class cer-

tificates as Bedding Pelargoniums—viz., Madame Werle, free-bloom-

ing, fine shape, white, with delicately-tinted rosy pink eye ; leaf zoned.

Fair}' (^ueen, a free and useful sort, with bright rosy crimson flowers

and lobed leaves. Dr. Hogg, very showy, a semi-Nosogay, with large

broad petals of a rosy crimson hue, the lower petals, especially in somo
stages, being more strongly suffused with rose. Sambo, dwarf com-
pact habit, and faintly zoned leaves, the flowers rather small, but of a
very rich crimson scarlet. Madame Martha Vincent, free-blooming

good white, the white a Uttle tinted, and the flowers in good trusses.

Purity, free, and bearing good trasses, the flowers pare white. This
and the foregoing are the two best of the many white-flowered sorts in

the collection, the first having slightly the advantage in freeness and
size of truss, and the latter in pureness of colour. Crystal Palace
Gem, a large, red, and very showy flower with small white eye, some-
thing in the way of Roi d'ltalie, and with dark zoned leaves. Lady
Constance Grosvenor, a very effective flower, and probably the best, as

far as yet developed, of the present season ; the leaves are of a peco-

liarly lively green, and elegantly marked with a dark zone, and the

flowers (of the Nosegay class), are of a very bright scarlet, and pro-

duced in large trasses ; it is a decided beat upon Cybister. Violet Hill

Nosegay, which had formerly been voted a second-class certificate, was
now given a first; it is remarkably dwarf and compact, with a full

liead of salmon-red flowers, and has lobed leaves ; and if a continnons

bloomer, will make a pretty edging variety. Gloire de Nancy, with

large plain green leaves, and rosy-tinted flowers, was selected for re-

ward as the best of the donble-flowered varieties yet obtainable. Re-
becca, a semi-Nosegay, with zoned leaves and fine trusses of large rosy-

red flowers, having glowing upper petals. Wamor, a strong-growing

sort, with plain green leaves, and large trusses of finely-shaped bright

j

scarlet flowers. Princess Alexandra, a silver variegated sort, of com-
pact gi'owth, with large flat leaves, broadly edged with white. Castle-

milk, a white-edged variety, of rather erect free growth, with the

leaves inclined to cap. Snowdrop, the counterpart of Princess Alex-

andra as to compactness and flatness of leaf, but with the broad margin
of a creamy tint. Second-class certificates were given io the follow-

ing ;—Albion's Cliffs, a silver-edged, much in the way of Castlemilk.

but more vigorous in growth, and somewhat less white in appearance ;

a good nseful sort, nevertheless. Oberon Nosegay, with yellowish

-

green leaves, marked by a dull zone, and large scarlet semi-Nosegay

flowers ; it is bright in colour, but thin. Emily Morland, a zonate

scarlet ; Vulcan, a free-growing sort, with green lobed leaves, and semi-

Xosegay flowers of a clear scarlet.

In addition to the foregoing, first-class certificates were given to

Messrs K. G. Henderson & Son's Pyrethmm Golden Feather, and to

Mr. Chater's dwarf, compact-growing, orange scarlet Tropteolam,

called Advancer.

FatiiT AND Veoetabi.k CoMMrrTEE.—This Committee met at Chis-

wick, Ukewise, on the 19th iust.. for the purpose of examining the col-

lection of Chasselas Grapes, Tomatoes, and Lettuce, in the garden.

Their attention was more particularly directed to find out the various

synonymes of the varieties, a work very suitable for the Committee,

and one which is calculated to do an immense amount of good, every

one feehng the great inconvenience and annoyance of the present

multiplicity of names which every description of garden prodacu

lM>8sesses.

Of the Chasselas Grapes, a collection had been grown, and fmited

together in pots— the only way in which such a large number couldbe

brought under comparison. The earliest variety is Chasselas Hatit

de Tonnein, a small, round, somewhat pointed, greenish white Grape ;

seeds transparent, sweet, and agreeable. Gelbe MuscatcUicr, resem-

bles this in appearance, but is somewhat later. Pitmaston White

Cluster is very much like Gelbe MuscaleUier. Early White Malvasia

—which is s\-nonvmou3 with Grove End Sweetwater, Keinsheimer Wane
pr.'coce, Burchirdts Amber Cluster, &c.—is a most excellent early,

small, yellowish whiti Grape, juicy, sweet, and very agreeable. Royal

Muscadine is a very excellent variety for pot-cultare, and free-bearing.
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The following are synonymes of it—viz., Cbasselas Napoleon, Qaeeu
Victoria, Chatisi;las Moutauban a. grains transparents, Chasselas de
Foutainebleau, and Brutiano. Chasselas Croqnaut is somewhat firmer

in the flesh. Chasselas de Florence is the same, only haviuf; a few
rose-colonred berries in the bunch. Golden Bordeaux resembles the

Royal Muscadine, but is smaller, and not so good. Ciotat is a Royal
Muscadine, with Parsley-cut leaves. Muscat St. Laurent is a very

early Grape ; the bunches are small ; berries small, sweet, with a
muscat flavour. Muscat Ottonell aud Oliver's are synonymous with
it. Le Mamtjlon resembles it, but has much more deeply-cut leaves.

Chasselas rose do Falloux is of tho same flavour and character as

Royal Muscadine, with bright rose-coloured berries. Muscat rouge,

Chasselas rouge, Chasselas rose de Ncgrepont, and Fondante rose

are synonymes, a little paler than Chasselas rose de Falloux. Still-

ward's Sweetwater is a very good variety of Sweetwater, berries

large, and sets freely. Diamant Traube is a very tine Grape,
bunches and berries large, of a clear transparency ; flesh firm, juicy,

and. rich. Cabral resembles this very much, but is inferior to it.

Reeves's Muscadine is a very strong-growing variety, berries small,
beautifully yellow, rich, and pleasant. Chasselas Musine is well

known. Chasselas Musquo de Nantes, Muscat blanc de Berkheim,
and Muscat Kegnier are synonymes of it. Cranford Muscat is the

same in flavour and appearance, but has the reputation of not crack-
ing. Dnchess of Buccleuch is a very long tapering bunch, small,
round berries, in flavour like the Chasselas Musque. Muscat Troveren
is a fine Grape, bunches large, berries medium-sized, in flavour like

Chasselas Musque ; it does not crack. Foster's White Seedling is a
line Grape, bunches large, berries large, clear, and beautiful oval

;

pleasant flavour. Chasselas de Jerusalem is Black Hamburgh. Mil-
hand du Pradel is synonymous with (Eillade noir musque and (Eillade

noir precoce ; a very excellent variety, berries large, oval, black,

muscat flavour. Muscat noir d'Angers is synonymous with Muscat
noir d'Eisenstadt, a good form of Black Frontignan. Muscat noir
d'Hongrie is a small black Grape, with a verj- rich muscat flavour, the
highest flavour of all the varieties grown. Chasselas Duhamel is a
small, round, black Grape, not of high flavour. A Grape received,

from Sir P. De Malpas Grey Egerton is a small, oval, black variety,

of no particular value. No. r>.5 fVeitcli), is a small worthless variety

of the Persian (rrapes, reddish purple. Madeleine Royale is a fine

variety, larger than the Royal Muscadine, ovate, clear, rich, and
excellent.

Of the Tomatoes, a large collection of varieties had been procured
from Messrs. Thorburn & Co.. of New York, for comparison with our
own English varieties. They have all been gi'own and fruited in pots
under glass. They are very handsome aud ornamental grown in this

manner, the Cheriy and small-fruited sorts making really beautiful
decorative plants. The earliest variety is the Red Cherry, sj-nonymous
with the Cherry-formed ; the Iruits are round, red, and about the size
of Cherries, borne in clusters of from six to ten fruit in Rreat abun-
dance, vei-y handsome. The Yellow Cheriy, syu. Small Yellow, is the
same as the Red, with yellow fruits. Pear-formed, syn. Pear-shaped,
has the fruits red, of the form of a small Pear, from 1^ to *2 inches in
length, borne in clusters in great abundance, very handsome. Y'ellow
Plum, gyn. Plum-formed, has the fruits small, yellow, oval, in shape
like a Damson, very handsome. Round Red, syn. Extra Early Red,
and Sims's Mammoth, is a few days later ; the fruits are red, roundish,
ovate, smooth, about the size of a Washiugton Plum, prolific. Large
Red Italieu, syn. Orangefiekl, is the earliest of the large-fruited sorts

;

it is vei-y dwarf and prolific, bearing fine fruit within (3 inches of the
ground; the fruits are vei-y large, red, corrugated or ribbed—an
excellent variety. Grosse rouge hative is later than the Orangefield.
and a stronger gi-ower, a fine and true variety. Great Mammoth, syn.

Large Red, has smaller and more finely cut leaves. Large Red Smooth
is synonymous with Powell's Prolific. Fiklen is the same as Red
Valencia Cluster, Lester's Perfected, New Giant, and Fiji Islands.
It is a strong-growing variety, leaves deep green, late, and not so pro-

lific as the others. Keyes Early Prolitic is a tall-growing variety
;

the leaves are much more entire and of a lighter shade than any of

the others ; fruit medium-sized, pale red, corrugated, later than Orange-
field, very productive—a first-class variety. Large Yellow is the same
as tho Common Large Red. with yellow fruits. Tomato de Laye is

synonymous with Grenier, Upright, or Tree Tomato ; the plant is of

stiflf erect growth, will stand without stakes ; leaves deep gi-een ; fruits

large, slightly corrugated. It is very late, and not suited for culti-

vation in this country, excepting in warm seasons. The Whortleberry
Tomato proved to be nothing else but Solanum nigrum, the noxious
weed of our gardens.
Of Lettuces a very numerous collection was brought together ; a

great number of them, however, being only fit for winter use, could
not properly be taken into consideration. Another trial will have to

be made of the winter varieties. Those enumerated below are all fit

for summer use.

Of Cos varieties the Paris White Cos is tho best. Superb White
Cos (Sutton), Green Paris Cos (Barr & Co.), and Giant White Cos
are the same as this. Grey Paris and Buckland Green Cos are the
same—a very large and excellent variety. Moorpark (Lee), is a very
fine sort, large, aud late in running to seed, pale gi'eeu, and smoother
than the Paris Cos. Lee's Hardy Cos is also a very fine variety,

erect-growing, late. Magnum Bonum, which is the same as Florence
Cos, Ivery's Nonsuch, Sviiite Brunoy, and Giant Green, is a very '

largo tall-growing variety ; the leaves larger and smoother than the
White Paris Cos ; seed black, Egyijlian Green Cos is a very erect-

growing sort, of a deep green colour, runs to seed early ; seeds black.

Snow's Compact Cos resembles this ; small, seeds black. Brown Cos,
or Shortt's Defiance, is the same as Giant Brown Cos aud Bath Cos ;

black-seeded—a very good variety for either winter or summer use,

the dark colour being the only objection. Bath Cos (white seed), is

the same as Giant Brown Cos (white seed), and Wheeler's Improved
Cos. Holme Park (Stnart & Mem), is a small variety ; leaves greea
tipped with brown, niucli twisted ; black seed. Magdalena Cos is the
same as Largo French Cos and Monstrous Brown Cos, a tall, large-

leaved variety, tinged with brown, rather loose aud coarse ; seeds black.

The Spotted Cos, Improved Spotted Cos, White and Black-seeded are
more curious than anything else.

Of Cabbage Lettuces the best is Neapolitan, which is very large

;

leaves green, much curled, crisp and excellent. Drumhead, which
is the same as Malta, resembles the Neapolitan ; it is of a lighter

green, taller, and with a smaller heart. Early Simpson and Crisped
German are dwarf aud more curled varieties of the Drumhead.
Hooper's Incomparable, White Batavian or Silesian, Prince Albert,

aud Early Silesia are the same as tho Red-edged Drumhead. Hardy
Hammersmith (Stuart <Sz Mein), from Australia, is Neapolitan. Let-
tuces, curled like Endive, two varieties, are of no account. Brown
Batavian or Silesian is the same as Marseilles, in character like

Drumhead, of a dark brown colour. Large Spotted Cabbage, Spotted
Large Cabbage, white and black-seeded, are not of any use. Berlin,

White Summer (black seed), is an excellent variety, smooth, oily-

leaved ; hearts firm, large, sweet. Royal or White Summer Peqiignon
(Stuart tt Mein's No. 1), Berlin King's Head, Brnnzul, and Prince's

Head, all resemble this, but have the seeds white, and are not quite so

good. Imperial Large Cabbage {Stuart &; Mein), Triater (Barr and
Sugden). No. *2 (Stuart ifc Mein), and Green Spring, are all very

much alilie—a large, rather late, smooth, oily-leaved variety, white-

seeded. Imperial Cabbage (Barr it Sugden), is a very large and late

variety. It is the same as Large Winter or Madeira, Lai'ge Nor-
mandy, Shortt's Globe, and Mogul Large Yellow. Turkish or Butter
is somewhat sm.aller, and has the seeds black. Switzerland, Large
Versailles, Pas de Calais, and Winter Lettuce (Barr & Sugden),
are nearly allied to the Hammersmith, and more suited for winter.

Large Green (Barr), resembles this, but is slightly spotted, and the

seeds are black. Stonehead Frame, White Stone. Crisped Small
Early, Asiatic, and Victoria Cabbage are very similar, small, firm,

white-hearted. Tenuis Ball aud Stone Tennis Ball, black-seeded, are

very similar to the foregoing. Brussels Early, Small Berlin, George's

Early White Spring, aud Small Cutting are nearly allied, only fit for

cutting in a young state. Red-edged Victoria is the same as Brown
Genoa, Snedeshead, and Large Bro^vu Best, seeds black, compact,
leaves smooth, with a brown tinge, and a few brown spots. Mousse-
roune resembles this, but the leaves are more curled and crisped.

Brown Dutch, white seed, is the same as Bigotte. Emperor's Head,
Brown Winter, Ne Plus Ultra are the same, with black seed. Blood
Red, black seed, is somewhat darker. The Artichoke-leaved has leaves

cut hke an Artichoke, of a brownish tinge. It is a veiy good summer
Lettuce. Spinach, or Oak-leaved, has the leaves cut like the Oak or

Artichoke, of a pale gi-een colour.

CALCEOLAPJA FAILURES.
As the subject of Calceolarias failing when bedded oiit is

beiDg discussed, and having myself been a sufferer to a slight

extent, I beg to offer a few remarks.
When taking the plants out of the cutting-bed in spring, I

noticed some having mildew on the stems, and which seemed
not very healthy, but, being scarce of plants, I nursed these,

and some of them did well enough. They were afterwards

planted out side by side with other healthy plants which had
not been touched with mildew. I watched their progress

keenly and found my losses to occur amongst the mildewed lot.

Do you think this likely to be the origin of the failures ?

—

RouNDHiLL, Belfast.

[We forwarded the foregoing communication to a corre-

spondent whose Calceolarias, we knew, had proved most un-
satisfactory this year, and he has sent the following remarks :

—

" The view of the evil taken by " Roundhill " is not by any
means an unlikely one, although on a cursory inspection of a
number of plants that have either died or are dragging on a

wretched existence, I do not find sufficient traces of mildew to

account for their going off, and in my case I should be inclined

to think the mildew was the effect rather than the cause of the

disease. In four long rows of Calceolarias, each containing

upwards of six hundred plants, the deaths have been very

numerous. Certainly more than one-third of the plants have
either died or present a sort of withered blackened cluster of

leaves that will never come to anything, while the somewhat
irregular manner in which they have gone off, proves that

disease rather than atmospheric causes led to their failure.
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As it sometimea happens that eight or ten plants have died
together, and then a few healthy ones are to be met with, I

hare been led to tliink that the constitntional vigour of the
variety must be wearing ont, and the mere fact that older
varieties are less prone to this disorder is no proof against this
snrmisc. as all might not have been possessed of the same
constitutional strength to start with. I fear that we must
look to new varieties of Calceolarias to take the place of those
going off. It would, however, be well if those who havo suf-

fered in this way in past years would record their experience,
the more so if their plants are recovering. I have escaped
almost without losing a plant until this season, when my Cal-
ceolarias present a sad spectacle, and I am looking out for a
substitute. The dwarf Calceolaria, Cloth of Gold, does not
promise much as it is so uneven in its growth and so uncertain
in other respects. The yellow variety which with mo has been
least affected, is that called Viscosissima, but I am not certain
that it is exempt.

" I may add, that last autumn, by way of endeavouring to

throw fresh vigour into the Calceolaria, I obtained a number of

enttings from a distance of upwards of one hundred miles,
and from a soil of an opposite character, thinking the change
might be beneficial. In this I have been disappointed, for if

the plants struck from cuttings from a distance are not really

worse than those propagated from home cuttings, they are
quite as bad. Both were subjected to the same winter-treat-
ment, the cuttings being put into a cold-pit in rows about
3 inches by '2 inches apart, and about the beginning of April
one half the rows were taken up and replanted in a sheltered
spot on a bed of leaf mould and other light soil, and the others
remained till the middle of May, when both were planted out
with as good balls as could be obtained. For each the pro-
tection during winter was very slight, and pots have not been
used for many years.

" The failure of Calceolarias would seem to call for inquii?
in several directions. First, has any one after a severe attack
one year found his plants of the same kind healthy the next ?

Secondly, has any one found a second variety to escape where
one had failed before ? and thirdly, what varieties seem to
escape altogether. With me Calceolaria amplexicaulis has not
been attacked as yet, but its flowering so late precludes it from
occupying the place of dwarfer kinds.—J. B."]

I WO0LD recommend your correspondent " M. F." to try Cal-
ceolaria piunata. I was very short of the shrubby class of

Calceolarias a few years ago ; and C. pinnata resembled the
shrubby sorts so much, that one did not know the difference
without going close to the plants. How they will do with your
correspondent is another question, for I never saw them succeed
so well as they do in Wales, and I think the secret lies more in
the moist atmosphere th.in the soil.

Calceolaria pinnata is easily raised from seed ; and if sown
in good time and potted iu small pots, so as to form good
stout plants by bedding-ont time, I do not think " M. F." will

be disappointed with them.
I am glad to state that the shrubby Calceolarias this year are

aa lino here as usual, a single plant measuring '2 feet in cir-

cumference
; hut whether they are or would be proof against

the disease they are very subject to in dry places, I cannot
af£rm.
They are here very shy of starting when first bedded out,

ii the weather is at all dry, and become infested with the
green fly. My plan is to give them a dusting of sulphur while
they are damp with the dew, and afterwards a good syringing
with water three or four times a-week, which never fails to
restore the plant.—T. Elcojie, lihiiij Ganlext, Corwcn, Norik
H'aks.

In- answer to " M. F.,'' we grow Aurea floribunda. Prince of
Orange, and Victor Emmanuel by the hundred, and we have
not lost one plant in the hundred. Our soil is a sandy loam
with a red sandstone rock bottom. I put about half a barrow-
load of very rotten stable-manure to about every square yard
of ground. The plants are better this year than I have ever
seen them before, owing, I believe, to the extra manure which
I gave them.

I put in the cuttings about the first week in October, and I
keep them in the cutting-pots until February. I then pot
them and keep them growing until bedding-out lime. If the

weather bo dry after planting I water them well for about the
first fortnight.—A Cheshibe Gabdeneb.

BRLYR TCRsns MANETTI STOCKS.
" Anythino about Boses?" is an inquiry with many on open-

ing your Journal. There is likely to be a good deal, if the
Briar irr^iu Manetti question is to be fully gone into. It is
just one of those where prudent people remark, that " There is

much to bo said on both sides." Last winter is the strongest
argument I havo heard on the Manetti side. If such seasons
are to be expected it is of very little use budding Boscs on
high standards. It would be difficult to reckon up the number
of Briar stocks that must have perished. On the other hand,
as far as my experience has gone, the Manetti is more difficult
and uncomfortable to bud thau the Briar, and the stocks are
not ready until later in the season. It is also a snare and
delusion to the uninitiated. I have more than once found a
huge bush of Manetti being tenderly cherished as one of the
last new Koses. and heard the innocent owner wonder why his
Kose was so different that year from what it was when he bought
it ; or else console himself for want of flowers with the strength
of the branches ! Where people are not prepared for this, the
Ilose is often smothered by the too vigorous parent. I cannot
but think that, after the experience of last winter, it wUl be
well to pay more attention to growing Roses on their own roots,
and that with Teas in the open air this will become almost
indispensable.—A. C.

Aa I have lately (August 20th), visited my friend Mr. Bad-
clyffe at Rose Hill, Okeford Fitzpaine, I may be perhaps per-
mitted to bear my testimony to the truthfulness of his state-
ments with regard to the value of Manetti as a stock, its

excellence, and its endurance. I have already this season
spoken of his Roses in their summer aspect. I have now seen
them in their autumn gear, and never before saw more tho-
roughly realised the title of Hybrid Perpetual, for many of his
trees were one sheet of bloom, and young and vigorous shoots
were pushing away with young bloom-buds formed on them
and ready to expand their beauties shortly. As I have already
explained, this is done not without much care and trouble

—

manure applied copiously, and water still more so. This in a
dry season is, I am persuaded, the sheet-anchor of Rose-grow-
ing, both roots and foliage to be well soaked ; and if they have
been supplied with manure well, the ornngo fungus will, I
beheve, be very soon beaten out of the field by the process.
As to white mildew, I saw that effectually stopped by the appli-
cation of blue vitriol, two ounces to the bucket of water.
The plants were watered with this, and the mildew clean
burned out. The leaves were browned by the process, but the
further progress of the disease was stayed. It was a great
pleasure, although dashed with the thought how differently my
own looked, to go round the plants and see the beautifiJ
healthy foliage and the vigorous shoots which they were making,
and this on ground no way remarkable as Rose ground.

It has been questioned whether the Manetti is a permanent
stock. Jlr. Radclyffe has some Roses (notably six of Acidalie),
budded fourteen years, and now making as vigorous growth as
if in the very flower of youth. Surely this is a proof that on
some soils, at any rate, Manetti does not die out readily.
Mr. Cant, I see, urges Rose-growers not to be carried away

by Mr. Badclyffe's enthusiasm about Manetti. Well, I think
my friend would grant Mr. Cant all he asks—viz., that on Bose
ground such as his the Briar will do wonders ; but, then, how
few have such ground ! I know it well, as I do the Hertford-
shire loam, Mr. Turner's, of Slough, Mr. Tiley's, of Bath, and
some others ; but, then, we sigh in vain for such land, and
therefore for ninety out of a hundred I believe Manetti well
done to be the stock. For myself, I candidly say, after seeing
my friend, 1 have never given it a fair trial ; but I intend to
do so this next season, and try to beat out the orange fungus,
which has hitherto beaten me.

I should say that Jlr. Kadcljffe exhibited last week at Bland-
ford 118 trusses of Roses, taking the hrat prize, and, I hear, ex-
hibiting an uncommonly fine lot of flowers. He has mentioned
lately the fact of his removing Roses in August. I saw the
228 which he had planted. The foliage had of course all

dropped, but the wood was plump and healthy-looking, and I
had no doubt that very soon the buds would begin to work.
I saw also—let Mr. Fhtton please take note of this—a Mar^chal
Niel with ten good buds on it. I have one plant myself with
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several on it. And I would again say that, although some may
differ from Mr. Eadclyffe in his judgment on Roses, I think
there is no one who, seeing his collection, can refuse to accord
him the merit of being of our very tirst rosarians.—D., Deal.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It has at length been definitively settled that the Show

of Yariegated Zonal Pelargoniums proposed by Mr. Wills,

page 63, shall take place at the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting on September 17th. It will be remembered that Mr.
Wills suggested a subscription to be commenced among nur-
serymen and raisers of new varieties, and oilered to become a
contributor himself. Mr. Turner, of Slough, Messrs. Downie
and Co., Mr. Mann, of Brentwood, Messrs. Garaway & Co., of

Bristol, Messrs. Carter & Co., Messrs. Perkins & Sons, of

Coventry, Mr. Bull, and Messrs. E. G. Henderson having like-

wise signified their intention of contributing liberally, the
amount hitherto raised has been apportioned as follows :

—

1. The best 6 Viiriegated Zonal Pelargoniums, not yet in commerce,
seedling plants excluded, one of each, 50s., SOs.

2. The best 6 Geld and Bronze Zonal Pelargoniums, do., do., do., 50s. 30s.

3. The best 3 Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, do., do., do., 30s , 20s., 15s.
4. The best 3 Gold and Bronze Zonal Pelargoniums, do., do., do., 30s.,

20«., 15«.

5. The best Variegated Zonal Pelargonium (golden or silver), not in
commerce, the seedling plant excluded, 20s-, 15s., 10s.

6. The best Gold and Bronze Zonal Pelargoniums, do., do., 20s., 15s., 10s.
7. The best Golden Self Pelargonium, do., do., 203., 16s., 10s.

8. The best Variegated Zonal Pelargonium, in commerce, two plants
of the variety to be shown, 20s., 15s., 10s.

If, however, further subscriptions should come in some modi-
fications in the above classes may be adopted, such as restrict-

ing Class .5 to Golden Zonals, and adding a class for Silver
Zonals, and one for Nosegay Pelargoniums in flower, to be sent
ont next spring. The prizes in the above classes are to be open
to all comers communicating to Mr. Moore, not later than
Saturday, September 14th, their intention to exhibit ; and the
whole of the varieties shown will also be eligible for certificates

from the Floral Committee, at whose meeting on the Srd Sep-
tember censors are to be appointed.

The Floral Committee, at its last meeting, arrived at

the conclusion that new Roses shall date from the year in which
they are actually put into commerce. This will prevent much
confusion for the future, although contrary to the present
custom of growers, who date from the year in which blooms
are exhibited in this country, and which it is almost impossible
in some cases to ascertain with certainty. Now, a Rose sent
out any time this year wiU be considered a Rose of 1867.

On the 26th inst., the late Prince Albert's birthday,
when, by Her Majesty's desire, the Eoyal Horticultural So-
ciety's Gardens at South Kensington were open free, no less

than 104,599 persons availed themselves of the privilege, and
but for the unfavourable character of the day the number
would, doubtless, have been much larger.

The folIowingFloral and Horticultural societies announce
their intention to hold exhibitions next month—viz.,

Sept. 3rd Bicester
„ Middlesborongh
4th Mauchline, N.B.

Underolifr (Isle of Wight)
5th Alton (Staffordshire)

, Winchester
„ Harrogate
„ Royal Oxfordshire

5th and 6th Worksop
6th Louth

loth Erowneh Valley fAlfreton)
11th Bildeston District (Ipswich)

„ Eye
„ Faversham
„ Nottingham
„ Wrexham

11th and 12th Borough of Tynemouth
12th Thame
13th Leslie, N.B.

„ Bury St. Edmunds
14th Denny and Dunnipace
17th and 18th Warwickshire
19th Wainfleet
20th Belfast

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEN.

EvEr.Y attention should at this period be paid to the high

cultivation of winter crops. Where sufficient labour is pro-

vided at all times not a weed should be allowed to show its

head. Where, tmfortunately, they have done so through press
sure of business, I would strongly advise the use of the spade
instead of the hoe. This plan is generally considered the best

;

besides, it is as economical in the first instance, excepting in
very hot and dry weather, for unless the hoeing is succeeded
by a raking (a double operation), the hoeing will in general
have little effect. Moreover, the benefit in the way of admit-
ting air to the soil is very considerable, especially in effete

soils, such as are those in the majority of kitchen gardens.
All the Brassica tribe, from the York Cabbage up to the Canli-
flower, should be soiled up the stem as high as possible. Where
such crops are on poor land, a dressing of guano at this period
would be of eminent service. It might be introduced, as in
South America in the cultivation of Tobacco, Indian Corn, &c.
—viz., by hand, around the stems of the plants. I would ad-
vise the mixing of it with four times its bulk of dry old tan,
sawdust, charcoal dust, or anything which will duly separate
its particles. This process should, of course, precede the soil-

ing. Where plants of the Cabbage tribe are hable to "club,"
this course will be found of much service, as such frequently
depend for their existence on the few late-made surface roots.

Cabbages, continue to plant out. Cekrij, earth-up the earliest

crops, previously removing all suckers. Endice, late plantings
must be made forthwith ; this planting will be eligible to move
with balls of earth into frames in November ; the soil must be
very rich. Leeks, a most useful vegetable in a variety of ways,
should now be soiled-up, after the manner of Broccoli; a
dressing of guano may be introduced previously if the soil is

not sufficiently rich. Lettuce, this is an excellent time to
make a sowing of the Brown or Bath Cos and Hardy Hammer-
smith, to remain where sown through the winter. The beds
should be elevated considerably, the higher the better, and the
seed scattered broadcast rather thinly. Onions sow, and attend
to the taking up and storing the main crops ; these, when the
stems and roots are withered, should bo taken under cover,

and in wet days picked and sorted according to size and quality.

They keep best in a dry, cool, and dark place, for they are still

living vegetables, and as such cannot be unaffected by light.

Spinach, the latest sowing for spring use should now be made.
Tojnatocs, if they are over-luxiuiant cut away a portion of their

roots.

FKUIT GAEBEN.
As soon as the fruit of Peach and Nectarine trees have been

gathered a portion of the shoots that have borne fruit may be
cut out, in Older to allow more space for the shoots of the
present year's growth intended fur bearing next season. In
doing this it is not advisable to cut out all that will ultimately
require to be removed, for such would occasion too great a de-

privation of foliage. The most naked of the shoots that have
borne fruit should be first dispensed with, the succession shoots
can be trained in their place, and the trees should be well sy-

ringed. Leaves that are preventiug the fruit from ripening
should be put aside, but no further than is absolutely necessary,

and so that their upper surface may still face the hght. Cut out
the old wood from Raspberry plants, leaving only about six of

the strongest shoots of this year's growth. The old Strawberry-
rows should now have attention ; the leaves of the runners
will shade the principal leaves of the mother plant. It is a

good practice to mow down the runners right and left, in order
to throw sunlight on the leaves of those left. The mowing
down the old plants is a most absurd process, which some still

adhere to.

FLOWEE GAEDEN.
Pinks which have bloomed the second season should be re-

moved from the borders if there is a sufficient stock of young
plants to replace them ; if not, some of the best old plants

should be cut closely back ; they will break again and make
tine, healthy plants for next year. Many kinds of plants are

now ripening their seeds, which should be carefully coUecteiJ

in dry weather, and laid by for storing and cleaning at a more
convenient time when out-door work cannot be proceeded
with. The leaves of trees being now beginning to fall, more
attention must be paid to sweeping and cleaning walks, lawns,
&c. The decay of some of the eailier flowers will now begin
to leave blanks, which will not be tafjly ijlled unless a stock of

large plants in pots has been provided. In mixed beds some
of the late Phloxes, Asters, &c., may occasionally be untied,

and made to occupy three or more sticks in order to fill the
blanks. Petunias and other mass plants of gross habit should
have a pruning betimes to keep them within bounds. A few
Crocuses, Snowdrops, &c., may be planted soon to obtain an.

early bloom.
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OREENHODSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Continue to look over climbers, borders, &c. Large speci-

mena which had been removed out of doors to give room will

soon require moving back to these structures ; indeed, during

the whole month of September, attention to this matter will be
occasionally necessary. The earthworm is a greater enemy in

general to pot plants than low temperature ; every precaution

must be taken to avoid its depredations. In the mixed
greenhouse look well after late-flowering plauts. The late He-
liotropes, Scarlet Pelargoniums, Petunias, &o., if proceeded

with as recommended weeks since, will now be somewhat pot-

bound, and will in that state, with the application of weak
liquid manure, produce abundance of bloom on a light shelf

until the beginning of December. Lachenalias should be in-

stantly repotted ; and the Persian Cyclamens, if planted out as

recommended in spring, will now be fine bushy plauts full of

young leaves. They must be taken up forthwith with all the

soil possible, potted carefully, and placed in a close frame or

propagating-house. A bottom heat of 75^ with a very moderate
atmospheric temperature would be an advantage. After three

weeks of this treatment they may be introduced into the green-

house, whore they will produce their fragrant blossoms in

abundance from November till April. The different kinds of

shading on plant-houses and pits may now be removed, espe-

cially as we have had little bright sunshine during summer.
Light is now more than usually important to elaborate and
consolidate the juices before the winter arrives, for unless every

means is taken to accomplish this, we may expect sad failures

during the next winter among our tender and more valuable

exotics. To protect them from rain and to expose them to

light sliould now more than ever be our earnest study in regard

to choice specimens, especially those which have been recently

shifted, and which are in vigorous growth. Pelargoniums in-

tended for specimens should have their wood well ripened by
thorough exposure to sun and air ; their strength will thereby
be husbanded, and their constitution improved by this practice.

The foliage will not be so likely to damp off during winter, and
they will thus bo better prepared for their spring work. Now
that dry weather has set in we should immediately turn our
attention to the compost-yard ; this on no account should be
neglected, for it is the magazine that must supply the principal

munitions of gardening, and it is always best to obtain loam,
peat, and all kinds of composts in a dry mellow state.—W.
Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN garde:?.

Sliifls and Snaik.—From several quarters wo hear sad ac-

counts of the ravages of slugs and snails this season. Some
gardeners, hitherto distinguished for their fine quarters of vege-

tables, are quite at a loss, for nothing will grow freely. One
of the most successful, generally, that we know says the num-
bers of slugs were quite unprecedented, and even now they seem
not much thinned, though he picked them up in pecks, with

a lantern at night, and was out again early in the morning
using brewers" grains as traps, and lime and soot sprinklings,

with but little avail. We did not, however, notice a single

blackbird or thrush about the place, though informed that they,

too, made their appearance. We began to think, though we
had our share of slugs, that the less quantity with us might be
greatly owing to the numbers of these larger birds. In dull

mornings we noticed they preferred the fresh-stirred soil and
what they found there, to Currants and Raspberries. One
morning lately, at four o'clock, wo saw six fine cock blackbirds

walk up and down every row of a fresh-planted piece of Lettuce,
and making short work of every moderate-sized mollusc. The
same morning we noticed a family of tomtits twittering and
peering with their little eyes and heads under almost every
leaf on a Peach wall. We have hitherto had too much of the
feathered famihes, but we might fare worse if we had none
at all.

There being such a number of slugs is rather perplexing after

such a winter, when the frost at times was so severe as to be
too much for such pests if near the surface ; so our old men
say; but, then, we never recollect meeting with a snail killed

by frost. They must either endure it, or go beyond its reach.
On one subject we should like to have our opinions confirmed or
completely disproved. Thinking that a severe frost does some-
thing to thin snails, as well as birds, we have come to the con-
clusion, from repeated observation, that uudug ground is most
inimical to the slag in severe winters. So much do we believe

this to be the case, that, but for other practical and cultural con-

siderations, we would prefer the ground to be well frosted, before,

on its thawing again, wo would trench or ridge it. We certainly

should like to do this with a piece of ground peculiarly slug-

infested in summer. Our readers are aware that en such
smooth-surfaced ground the frost will penetrate much more
deeply than in that which is rough and open from ridging and
trenching. Do our most severe frosts, however, actually kill

the slug and snail ? and that we would like the experience of

others to decide, otherwise it would be of no use waiting for the

undug soil to be frosted. Wo can only say we think that when
we have had a piece of ground slug-infested one year, having

the surface well frosted before turning it down by trenching

or ridging, afforded comparative freedom from such visitois

next season ; but then that might bo only a thought — a
mere coincidence instead of a result from the supposed cause.

Even as such it may be worth trying by those who have
had an unusual number of these slimy devourers this

season.
ir.f5/)s'.—We directed attention to these quite soon enough ;

for, writing on the Saturday evening, we had quite a cloud of

them on the Monday, but very small and weak, yet such an
inroad did they make on Cherries, that we were forced to

gather Florence and other kinds, though not ripe, as not one
would have been left untouched. We began to be alarmed for

Plums, Peaches, and .Apricots, and collected a lot of common
bottles supplied with stale beer, and bruised faulty fruit, to

entice them to go there for refreshment, instead of to our

ripening fruit, and a goodly number of them kindly drowned
themselves. We were thinking of setting up our hand-light

traps— referred to in previous volumes— when the storm of

Monday and the rains of Tuesday week again cleared us from
them, but for how long it would be impossible to say. Besides

trapping and killing, thin muslin or Nottingham lace netting

will prove the most effectual protection, and for single fruit, as

Peaches, a very thin coating of cotton wadding fastened round
them. If done thinly and neatly this will not much injure

! either colour or flavour, and the wasps will not venture on the

i
dry woolly matter ; and if wet they are less likely to be moving

i

about. These unwelcome insects can fly but little when their

1 wings are wet, and this we have several times taken advantage

of in clearing them from a fruit tree by a free use of the syringe

I or engine over the tree and fruit, and another person ready

with a spade or flat trowel to settle thera on the ground as soon

as they dropped. We have had few nests in our neighbour-

hood this season.
Potatoes.—As we dreaded, the wet and the heat combined

brought on the disease, and in a virulent form. A fine piece left

undug proved a most wonderful crop, fine tubers, and so plen-

tiful that the ground could scarcely hold them when turned

out, but more than half are tainted, and we fear th.it most of

those which appear sound now will go. Until this incompre-

hensible disease shall leave us, the only lesson to be learned

as yet, so far as our observation and experience go, is to plant

only early kinds, and no great quantity of them in small con-

fined gardens, and to have the chief crops grown iu open fields,

in well tilled, open, but not over-rich land. In most small

gardens where the ground is continuously cropped, this con-

tinuous cropping at length makes the soil too rich for Pota-

toes, for it is of no use to try constant cropping without ma-
nuring. In small gardens, too, no great open space can be

given to Potatoes, but every few yards there must be a row of

Peas or something tall, which confines the sweep of the air,

already too confined in dull, sultry, close, damp weather. We
have noticed that Potatoes in close cottage gardens, near the

cottage, proved almost wholly unsound, whilst at no great dis-

tance those grown iu a field of allotments would mostly escape,

and in the same district those grown in open fields, and in well-

tilled soil, scarcely at all manured, escaped almost altogether.

Again, as a general result of observation and inquiry, it ap-

peared that Potatoes grown in fields, ridged up in the old-

fashioned way, were more exempt from the disease than those

grown on the flat, where they were more subject to be thoroughly

moistened in the ground, tlian those earthed-np in the old way.

The frequency of the disease in close, hard-cropped gardens,

may lead to relieving such gardens, by growing the principal

crop of Potatoes in the open field, a plan which also might well

be followed with Turnips, Carrots, Parsnips, and Beet, aU of

which would be richer and sweeter if grown every year on fresh

soil, an approach to which in an old garden can only be given

by trenching. It is quite mouraful to witness the effects of

the Potato disease in cottage gardens.
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FRUIT DEPARTJIENT.
We have bere been chiefly engaged in pottins Strawborriea

for forcing, and we use chiefly what are called -iO and 32-sized

pots. To save the trouble of layering, wo took off runners of

almost as many as we would want, pricked them in a bed,

covered with old sashes, or other protection to shade, and took
them up when tolerably well rooted, and potted. In potting, the
chief points to be considered, are rather stiff loam slightly en-

riched with rotten dung, keeping the plant well up, so that

the crown may be nearly level with the rim of the pot, and then
firming the soil well with the fingers and a round piece of

wood as a rammer, watering, shading for a few days, and then
giving all the sunlight possible. The plant will sink a little

lower in the pot by degrees. The exposing the crown well is a
matter of first importance as respects fertility.

ORN'ASIENT.VL DEPARTMENT.
Eoutine as to keeping and general management much the

same as usual. Commenced propagatinij in earnest for the
flower garden next season, turning attention in the first place to

Heliotropes, Verbenas, Lobelias, and similar plants, and follow-

ing with the rarer, and then the more common of the bedding
Pelargoniums. What are put in now will need no artificial

heat, and most plants ultimately succeed best without it. Ver-
benas, Heliotropes, Ageratums, Cupheas, &o., give least trouble
when they can be set in a cold frame or pit, some 18 or
24 inches from the glass, as then, kept close during the day,
with a skiiif from the syringe, they will require only a mini-
mum of attention in the way of shading and watering. All
such plants as Scarlet Pelargoniums, that have succulent shoots,
require much less attention, but even they will succeed quite
as well now, if not fully exposed to a bright sun, though in

their case shading is of less consequence, because the flagging
of the leaves is of little importance, so long as the stems are
not shrivelled. With respect to such plants as Verbenas, the
general rule holds good, that a cutting will all the sooner be-
come a healthy plant, it the leaves left upon it are never
allowed to flag, and yet the substance of the cutting itself is

never saturated with water. The more sun now such cuttings
stand without flinching, the sooner will they strike root, and
the more healthy and robust will the young plants be.

After this season all cuttings may as well be put in pots,
pans, and boxes at once, to prevent the necessity of future
lifting and planting. As to the size of the pots, those from
4 to 6 inches in diameter are very useful for the smaller subjects,

and from 8 to 10 inches in diameter for the larger kinds of

Pelargoniums, and, as a general rule, 1 inch apart is not a bad
distance for all the smaller cuttings. Many, however, who
have room, prefer potting a strong Pelargonium cutting in a

3.J or a 4-inch pot at once, and these will utimately make the
best plants with least trouble.
Where many plants are wanted, and there is little room to

spare in winter, the store-pot or box-system must be resorted
te, so as to keep as many as possible in little room. Good
serviceable boxes may be roughlj* made, 3 feet long, to

12 inches wiJe, and from 3i to 4 J nches deep. There is no
necessity for great depth, as the plants do no better, and the
boxes are much more diflicult to move. Such boxes require
little drainage, and if the sides do not fit accurately, the boxes
will need no holes to weaken the bottoms.
A few simple precautions are next to essential to success.

1st, The pots should be washed clean, and so might the
boxes if planed or painted. We generally use ours in the
rough, and if washed at all, we also whitewash them with
quicklime inside and outside, and that greatly prevents fungus
growing in the boxes in damp weather.

2nd, The soil should be light and sandy—if very strong loam,
plenty of sand added, and only a very little of sweet, thoroughly
decayed leaf mould. • Half-rotten leaf mould should never be
used even for drainage, as it is so apt to throw up fungus. The
soil should be of two or three degrees of fineness, the roughest
over the drainage, the next coarsest over that, and then the
finest, followed by a sprinkling of sand. Large pots may be
nearly half-filled with rough drainage; shallow boxes will need
little drainage. We prefer all such pots and boxes to be watered
a day or so before being used, so as to be nice and dryish on
the surface when inserting the cuttings with a dibber; and
then there is no ncfcssity for deluging the pots when the cut-

tings are inserted, a matter of importance with succulent and
tender subjects. Enough water to make all smooth and settle

the cuttings will then be sufficient, as you know there is moisture
enough beneath.

3rd, la choosing tho cuttings, though any part wiU grow, it

ia best to select the rather firm side shoots instead of those
stronger terminal ones, and if taken off close to the older shoot
all the better, as the bottom of the cutting will be harder and
more mature, and if it doe.") not strike so soon, it will go
safer through the striking process and be less liable to the con-
tingencies of damping, &c. It ia as well to cut the base of the
cutting clean through at a joint, or just where it came from
the main stem, remove a few of the lower leaves, and lessen
some of the greater ones, to diminish the evaporating surface.

The leaf question lies in a nutshell. The more leaves a cutting
has the sooner it will strike, if by your care in sprinkling and
shading, and yet giving all light that will not injure, you
prevent these leaves from flagging. The more leaves left on a
cutting the sooner will the cutting be exhausted by these leaves
flagging, if such care as stated above be not given. A com-
promise of the matter, therefore, as to the number of the
leaves, lessens the requisite care, and yet insures success. One
of the most common errors in striking tender plants is not the
shading from the sun, but the forgetting to remove that shad-
ing the moment it is not required. Such useless shade tempts
the cutting to expend its resources in lengthening upwards in-

stead of rooting downwards.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—August 28.

We have experienced a considerable decline in the quantity of tirst-

clfiss produce offered during; the past week, which i3 partly owing, no
doiiht, to the local markets havin;^ a better class of cnstomers at this
season. Pears consist of Bon Chrt-tien. JargoneUe, Beurrt> d'Amanlis.
Applies of Jenneting. Kex-ry Pippin, and Nonsuch. The arrivals of Pota-
toes are heavy, and there are several reports of the blight showing itself

in fresh places.

FROlT.

Apples A sieve 1

Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

a. d. s. d

Chestnuts bush.
Currants i sieve

Black do.
FigB doz. 2
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 1

Otol 6
4

5

3
n

4

B. d. B. d

Lemons 100 8 12

Melons each 3 OtoD
Nectarines doz. 4
Oranges 100 H
Peaches doz, 4
Pears (dessert) .. doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4
Plums ^ sieve 2 6
Quinces doz.

,
Raspberries lb. 9
Strawberries lb.

j

Walnuts bush, in 20
I Green per 100

8
14
8
3

5

1

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Kidney, h sieve

ScarletHun.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts \ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
CucmnbevH each

pickling .... doz.
Endive dnz.
Fennel hunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

R.
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Vine Leaves Spotted (E. R).—The Vine loaf la Bpottod chiefly l.y
Bnaldinc the result of condRn'ied moisture, and tho Run strikintr the
hrjusc bofoFL- air was «Iven. The P[)ottins2 nii tho Ciicmniier Icnf is partlv
tho rpfiutt of the Biime rauso. hut thoucU none nro visible on tho l"if
Kont. wo have nn doubt they have also boon nttankcd by thrips—a small
lonffifih 'nspct that wil> jump as you approach it, SmokinR, airl pyrincinir
nfterwarls with n-cak. donr snap water, aro the chief remedieH. If all
the leaves nro lilce tho saniple, the best plan would be to destroy the
plants, clean the place, and plant afresh.

Vine Leavf.s Sroncnrn-MF-LON Leaves CtniLiNo up.— See answer
to /;. B. We think it v**rv likelv tliat vnu liave both Ihrins and red
spider on the Jleion^j. It has been vcrv diftirult to keep the latter clean
this season, ns tho rhan^'es have been extreme, from shade tobri(,'ht sun.
The thrips when fall crown will be fullv a quarter of an inch Inner, and of
no preat<-r width thnn the bftir stroke nf a pen ; it i^ whitish at tlrsl. and
tarns of a darker colour. Nothintf does more mischief, and hardly nnv
msect i8 worse to eradicate, as fresh broods cnmo when you have killed the
oldest. In the early part nf the season we found it a Ro<td plan to etch
thorn on tho leaf with a wot finper or a piece of wet sponu'e. The Vinos
were injured by the heat, and chieflv because, as wo think, air had not
been Riven early eno«t.'h. On such days we threw whitened water over
Bonie of our houses withn syrinpe.

_
MYoponnsi thnctifomum (.Vri. 3/.).—This wo do not know ; but unless

it is a new introduction we suspect vou have Mvopni-uin parvifolium. a
small, neat, ovorprecn shrub, a native of New Holland, and nroducing its
white flowers in sprinp and carlv summer. Very probably the plant was
none the lietter of its journey from Paris. At anv rate, wo should have
expeetod it to stop tlowerinc by this time. The ropottinc would be riffht
orwronKaccordinKtocircurastaiicca. To recover it from its drooping state,
make sure that tho roots are damp, and keep tho plant for a few days in
n cool shariy place It will do in such a place out of doors from June to
October. It requires a preenhouso or pit in tho other months of the year.
Sandy loam und a little peat or heath soil will answer for it.

Cutting oovm a Laurel Hedoe (/f. r.).—The Laurel hedpe, which
has been much nepleoted, and has tfiown very hii?h. mav now have anv very
long irregular ffrowths cut in. but not to any pi-eat extent at this season,
the main euttinp beinp deferred until the hepinninp of next April, when
the whole of tho branches should bo reduced in length : and as vou wish
for a hedjre (J feet in height we would cut it down to 3 feet, leaving any
yoimggrowths that come from the bottom a foot or 18 inches longer than
the very strong old branches. The stumps will push very strong shoots,
and next August yon may shorten the side shoots so as to tjive th" width
of hedge you require, and the height mnv he reduced to 4 feet. Yon will
^".'s obtain a close liedge from tho bottom, adding to the beisht and
width by leaving the annual growths a few inches longer tlian they were
tho year before, until the height and width required be attained.
Weeds on Lawn (77. M. M. P.) —We advise theremovnl of the Planttins

and other weeds with a knife, gi-ubbing them up bv the root any time
betw-een now and April during moist weather: and in that monlli wo
would sow over the lawn a mixture per acre of 4 lbs. Festnca tenuifolia,
^

m*^-'
*^'f°'*s"r"« cristntus, 2 lbs. Festuea duriuscnhi. 1 lb. Foi ncmoralig.

4 Trifolium niinu^, antl 1 lb. Lotus eorniculatus minor. After sowing,
roll well, and do not mow for three weeks.

Oamei.i.tas UNirFALxnT iAUcnra}.~\o\\T Camellias having lost many
of their leaves, wo would repot the plants, removing most of the old soli,
or as much of it as comes away fi-eely from the roots, and select pota
that will hold the roots without cramping them or cramming them in.
Drain the pots well, and employ for potting the surface of a pasture where
the soil is a Ijght loam, takinjj no more than an inch of the surface ; and
this turf, torn in small pieces by the hand, mny be placed around the
roots, making it firm about them.' The neck of the plant should bo level
with tho rim of tho pot. A good watering may bo given after potting,
and tho soil should at all times be kept moist," but not watered exces-
sively. The plants may ho lightlv sj-rinfTcd overhead morning and
evening until they recover from tho pottinL'. and slight shade from
bright sun should bo all'orded them. We think your almost leafless plants
will have made fresh roots before autumn, and with careful watering in
winter will in sprint? make many young shoots. You cannot do anything
now with those plants tliat have many leaves but show no appearance nf
bloom, beyond repotting them if they require it; and your plan next
year will be, when they commence making new growths, to keep them
well supjilicd with water, securing to them a moist atmosi>here with
partial shade and a slight increase of temperature, under which condi-
tions they should he continued until the growths are made, when the
admission of more air, a less moist atmosphere, and n situation more
fully exposed to light, will secure the ripening of tho wood, and we think
you will have a plentiful show of buds.
Boxes roR Pelahoonium Cuttinos (Fred).—Hhc boxes may ho of any

eize, but wo prefer them for Imndiness not more than 3 feet long and
from 9 to 12 inches in width. We simply have a hoard of 9 or 11 inches
wide cut into as many lengths approaching to 3 feet as it will make
without waste, and place sides S inches deep upon the bottom, and nail
them securely. We then till in the ends with boards placed on tho
bottom, well nailing the ends to the sides and the bottom to the ends.
We u«e nothing hut a saw, hammer, and nails, and care nothing about
close joints, as any <lefects in this respect answer admirably for drainage
After inserting the cuttings in tho boxes we place them out-doors in an
open sunny situation, the hotter tho better, and keep the soil moist.
The cuttings will strike with certaintv. Wo remove them to a sheltered
situation in October, and take them in-doors when there is a likelihood of
severe frost.

Pit for Wintkbtng PT.AVTg (Mrm).—Yotir proposed nrrftngements will
answer admirably for the hardier kinds of bedding plants. Wo do not
seo the necessity for a wall 2 feet above ground, but wo would take out
the soil to tho depth of 18 inches, and merely have a wall above ground
of 6 or n inches in hoitrht. and 9 inches of the space below in*ound \^e
would fill with rough cinders. The height at back mi«ht be diminished
so as to correspond with that of the front, for tho closer you have the
glass to tho ground the safer the plants will bo frnm fro-t. It will bo
necessary to cover the glass with mats and straw during severe wo\ther.
and tho cround in front of the pit should be covered with U inches of
ashes or litter in winter.

Old Hotbed for Calceolaria Cuttings (7"d^m).—Your hotbed sunk
in the gi-ound will answer perfectly for Calceolaria cuttings, placing

fl inches of rich soil over the dung, and thon 2 or 8 inchas of sand. The
cuttings need not he put in until the bcBinninp of October, and after
gn-ing a t'uod wiiteriug they cannot have too mnch air, protection being
afforded from rains and frost.

Ve.;etable Marrows Mildewed fC. K. Wi//rr).—Mildew is apt to
appear when they are grown in too rich soil, and upon a bed nf decaying
VL->.;etablo matter without a sufficient depth of soil over It for the roots to
grow in. A close wet soil containing an exccB'iivc amount of vegetable
matter, and dr>' weather, are very favourable to the development of mildew
The dusting of the leaves and Ht«mis witli flowers of sulphur will, to a
certain extent, keep it in check. It is not caused by honeydew.
Violet Culture in Pots (/?. £.).—We hope to answer your questions

fully next week.

^

yiv_r IN AN OEcnARD-iiocsE {Soutk Crvudon).—li you have room, plant
it inside.

Strawuerries for Forcing iJ. W. J.).—Of the kinds of Strawberries
named by yuu. none of them will ho useful for forcing to come in at
Christmas. Tho only kinds that we have found of any value for such
earlv forcing were May Queen and Elack Princ-o. These, however, are
not in your list, whilst those named will, we are sure, do no good if you
were to force them for frnit to be ripe at Christmas. The time you name
as wishing for the fruit to ripen is as early as you may succossfully com-
mence forcing tho kinds you have in pots f^jr tho purpose, and they will
give yon ripe fruit in March. You must afTord the plants after October
the protection of a cold pit or cool house, keeping thera near the glass.
Of the kinds you have—Sir .Toseph Paxton and Marguerite are heat for
early forcing, and wo should introduce a batch of tbom early in Decem-
ber into a house from which frost is merely excluded, assigning them a
light and airy situation near the glass, and being careful not to over-
water, and not to force them much before Christmas, after which tbo
temperature may he gradually increased. Early in January we wonld in-

troduce a hatch of Keens' Seedling and Empress Eugi'mie, and the re-
mainder, if any, of Sir J. Paxton and Marguerite, following with President
and Wonderful in about three weeks or a month, and at a similar in-
terval. Prince of Wales and La Constante may follow, concluding with
Sir Charles Napier and British Queen.

Cyanophvllum SIAGNIPICU3I PROPAGATION {Tim).—The culture of his
plant was not given in the " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," because the
plant was not introduced when the first edition was published. It is pro-
pagated by cuttings, the tops of the shoots being taken off below the
second joint, not counting the extreme point. Cut them across below
the lowest joint, and remove the lowest pair of leaves. Drain a pot well,

and (ill it to three-fourths its depth with a compost of sandy peat two-
thirds, and one-third sandy loam, then to the rim with silver sand. A.

hole is then made in the centre of the pot, the cutting inserted to the
joint next above that at which it was cut over, and the hole around the
cutting tilled with sund. A gentle watering should then be (riven, and
the pot plunged in a hotbed of from 70' to 75', ond covered witli a bell-

glass. Shade from bright sun, and with a brisk iieat, und the soil

kept moist but not wet, the cutting will be well rooted in about six weeks,
and should bo hardened off, potted, and grown on. Kemp's " How to Lay
out a Garden." will suit you. You will find instructions for Melon and
Cucumber culture in the " ICitchen Garden Manual." which you can have
free by post from our office for live postage stamps. If you will inform
us more precisely to what your other question refers, we will endeavoui- to
answer it.

Pit FOR Bedding Plants (L. P.).—Yon might make a very good span-
roofed pit to answer the purpose proposed thus—sink it 2 feet below th©
cround-level, make it 12 feet wide, height to ridge from floor 9 feet,

height of the side walls altogether 4 feet, height above the ground-level
outside 2 feet, and have ventilators placed in the wall. The cheapest
plan would be to have all tbo roof fixed, and SJ-inch deep sash-bars
would do, so placed as to receive glass IG or iw inches wide. The best
plan for top air in such a short house would be to have two ventilators a
y.-.rd wide, and a good opening a yard deep at each end just below tho
ridge. If the house had been much larger wo would have recommended
a double ridge-board, kept 6 inches apart by blocks, and between these
blocks, a pivot-hung wooden ventilator, and all secured by two hoards
outside fomiing a copine, with plenty of space to let the air in. We think
the simpler one will do for such a short bouse. With your walk down the
middle, of 3 feet, yovi will have a platform -table on each side 4A feet

wide, and you will have stowage-room beneath the table for storing plants
at rest, and also for setting plants along the side of tho path. With, say
fonr rafters 3 inches thick, oue at each end. and two divided equally over
the roof, you could have over the headway a suspended platform of

18 inches in width, which would hold many little plants. We have a
doubt, hftwevcr, as you propose heating the place fi*nm your present
boiler, whether a house all above ground would not answer your imrposc
better, so far as the heating was concerned. In a pit yoa would gain a
little as respects warmth, from having less wall exposed, but that wonld
be gi-eatly counteracted by the greater dampness you would have, even
if tho hot-water pipes were placed on the floor. The expense of remov-
ing the soil is also something, and then there is tho constant unpleasant-
ness of stepping down into a such a house, instead of stepping up on the
floor, which, on tiiat account, would always be more jdcasant and dry. A
small house, therefore, we would think about before sinking for the pit.

In the latter case d:imp is dispelled in winter with more dithculty. The
chief advantage of a i>it so little above the ground level is, that you could
more easily give it protection in very severe weather in ^vinter. There
will he no difficulty in your heating, provided the boiler is beneath the
place to bo heated—that is, lower in level. Of course, yon will want taps
or valves to shut off or let on the heat as necessary. The expense of such
a house will depend on the finishing. Yo\i can buy very good glass for

such a purpose, cut to the sii-.e you want, at id. per foot, and wood Ij inch
wide ond inches deep, with wall-plates. Ac, planed and cut to size.

We think what is called IG-oz. glass would do, but if you want to be sorer
21-oz. will co&t about one-third more.

Exhibiting Dahlias and Gladiolus (Inqutrfr^.— Size of box for
twelve Dahlias, 2 feet by 18 inches. 6 inches high at back, and 4 inches in

front. Per Gladiolus abont tho same. Both of these flowers may be cut
tho evening before. Dahlias carry best in their tubes as they are to be
shown, Gladioli laid gently in the box. Do not trust to the tender
mcrcicEi of porters or all will be a mass of ruin.
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Biennials and Perenwials (ffi/tifinprfonfan).—Biennials are those
plants which are Pown in one year, stand the winter, and after bloomiuK
the succeeding, die down never to appear acain. Perennials are those
which when they die down appear in the followinK year. Man-el of Peru
is so called from the generic name Hirabilis, signifying wonderful.
White Muscadine Grape (H. Foy).~This will succeed perfectly in the

same house as the Hamburgh.
Manetti Stock fob Rose.s—Select Varieties (Humhle Cottager).—

One "who takes delight in his garden, and hopes to become a Rose-
grower in time," wishes me to answer him, through The Journal of
Horticulture, whether Manetti Roses will suit his rather shallow soil'
which is very dry and hot in summer. It is the \ct\ stock for the pur-
pose. He al?o wishes to purchase one dozen of Roses', strong-growers ond
free-flowerer?, in the style of Jules Margottin. I presume he has Jules
MargottiB. I advise him to add these excellent Roses, or some of them
—John Hopper, Baronne Prevost, Victor Verdier, Duchesse de Medina
Off'li, Margueiife de St. Amand, Gloire de Dijon, Madame Alfred de
Rougemont, William Griffiths, Charles Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse.Mare-
chal Kiel, Madame Boutin, Due de Gazes, Prince C'araille de Rohan, and
Maurice Bernardin. He cannot choose wrong.—W. F. Radclyffb.
Grapes Mildewed {W. M. M.).—By all means retain the Vines, .and in

fatnre attack the mildew on its first appearance, adopting preventive
meaeurea as well. Read Mr. Pearson's remarks in our last number.
PRDNING DEVONIENSIS RoSE—STRIKING CCTTINGS {T. R. D.).—The

Rose, I presume from its growth, is not the old Devoniensis. hut the
Cllmbmg Devnuiensig. In either case the treatment must be the same.
Tea Roses and Tea-ecented Noisettes require merely thinning when the
tree is overcrowded with shoots, and to be cut back to the first plump eye
on the tops of the shoots as far as they are ripe. The time to prune such
sorts depends upon tho character of the spring ; usually April or May is
the best time— I. /^., after severe frosts or sharp hoar frosts are over. I
should not cut nny of the shoots now. After winter is over " T. R. D."
will see better where to cut. No doubt after such rapid growth tiae tops
of the shoots will die back; he can then cut back to the first plump eye
belowthe withered tops. As regards cuttings for striking, the wood must
be ripe. He can in September (the best time, because the earth is hot
and the air cool), devote some portion of the old wood to this purpose.
Roses strike best with a heel. No. 4 shoot and the .shoot nearest the
window are the parts that should he used for striking.—W. F. Radclvffe.
Small Hothouse for General Purposes (A'.),—We are glad to hear

of your success, and that our recommendations proved of such service
to you.

Melons Cracking (E. JanetD.—The roots must have gone to the out-
side, and absorbed more humidity than was required by the fruit.

Glass Walls (B. L. i?.).-We do not know where vou could procure
the bars boiled in creosote, but you could prepare them for vourself, or
any hothouse-builder could furnish them.
Vine Leaves Attacked by Thrips (G. H. IT ).—Your Vine leaves are

attacked by thrips, with which the leaf sent was swarming. Try fumi-
gation and subsequent syringing and ventilation.

LA\TKG-orT a Flower Garden and Lawn {T. jj.)._Write to Mr. John
Gibson, jun., Surrey Lane, Battersea, London, S.W.

Castor-Oil Plant (J. Bayly).—li is not the true Castor-Oil plant, but
a species of the same genus, bow the seed and see what comes of it.

Ornamental Border Flowers (Moderation in all T/iinps).—We do
not know of any nurserymen who deal specially in these plants. If there
are such, it would be to their interest to make their collections known,
as there is now a gi-owing taste in that direction, which is rapidly in-
creasing. That several nurserymen have good collections of border
flowers we know, but it would be against our rule to name them.
Carter's Ash-top Fluke Potato (F. Richardson, Chatteris). — The

sample of this Kidney Potato was very fine, the skin verj* smooth, the
eyes small, and few in number.
Heating a Shall Hothouse (R. 0. 5.).—We are not acquainted with

" Moule's heacing apparatus." For such a forcing and general house for
flowers—a lean-to 3U feet long, and divided in the middle by a glass par-
tition—hot water heating would be the best, nnd the simplest would be to
have the circnlation perfect in the end next tho boiler, but to be con-
tinued by opening valves when deemed necessary. A small boiler, either
saddle-backed or conical, will answer the purpose, and there should be
four four-inch pipes in the first dirision, and two at least in the second.
We once managed such a house very cheaply and successfully by means
of a small flue entering one end beyond the pathway, going along the
front, and crossing the other end to a chimney in the north wall. This
always secured the greatest heat nest the furnace, .and if a little more at
times went to the farther end than was necessary, that was easily counter-
balanced by giving more air than otherwise would have been necessary.
Of course, when people ask the best way of heating such a house, we say
hot water, it gives so much less trouble in the house, and is ao cleanly,
but for a small house there can be no doubt that the flue is by far the
cheapest at first, and much cheaper every year as respects fuel and at-
tendance afterwards, and properly seen to, it is just as safe. No boiler
for a small house c;in be so managed as to prevent more heat going up
the chimney than from a flue 40 or 50 feet in length.
EvERGEEENii FOR CONSERVATORY RooF (J. R., a Constant Subscriber).—^We cannot imagine what the object is for planting in an outside

border : but we presume there is nest to no fire heat employed in winter,
and we therefore advise Billardiera scandens, Bignouia capreolata, Cea-
nothus integenimus, Escallonia macrantha, Stauntonia latifoUa, and
Lardizabala biternata. Or the following will succeed with but a mode-
rate amount of fire heat—Berberidopsis corallina, Sollya linearis, DoUchos
hgnosus, Passiflora ca?rulea racemosa. Habrothamnus elegans, and Jas-
minum grandiflorum.
Erratum.—In the eighth line of the report of the Royal Horticultural

Society's Floral Committee, page 137, for "blue," read lilac.

Names of Fruit (J. Ji.).-The Grape yon sent is certainly Dncheas of
Buccleuch, and we are much surprised to see some of the berries cracked.
(A. B. B.).—Red Summer Calville Apple. (H. P.).—The Pears you sent
are much too immature. Send when they are ripe.
Names of Plants (C. W., Eije, Herefordshire).—1, Veratrum nigrum;

2, Potentilla atrosanguinea ; o, Phlox siibulata ; 4. Scarlet Martagon Lily.
(P. /. N.).—Clematis viticella purpurea. (J. A'.).—Tilia microphylla.
(J. T. S ).—Erigeron bellidifolius. 1, Phleum pratense ; 2, Triticum
repens ; 3, Calamagrostis lanceolata. (G. S.).—Aconitum cammarum

;

Campanula rhomboidea. {W. Lawrcnson).—1, Red-berried Elder ; 2, Ley-
cesteria formosa ; 3, Viburnum opulus ; 4, Escallonia rubra.

meteorological observations in the Suburbs of Loadon for the Week ending August 27th.

DlTE.
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offer to be active in carrying out this proposal, but if three

gentlemen will form tliemselves into a Committee, have cir-

cularH printeil, anrl forwarded to all poultry eiliibitorB, and an
advortiaement inserted in the appropriate journals, stating to

whom subscription!! may bo sent, wo have no doubt that the

response will be satisfactory. We would not limit the subscrip-

tion to halfacrown, let those who can only afford a shilling

send it ; but we would not prevent the more wealthy sending
larger contributions.

—

Eds;.]

DOES GOOD MANAGEMENT CAUSE, or MERELY
HASTEN THE PllODUCTrON OF KGGS.'

Be so good as to inform me whether, by judicious feeding

and treatment, persons actually jiro(/»cc eggs in domestic fowls,

or whether they merely lidstni the production of eggs, as de-

velopments of the germs in a hen's ovary, supposing her to

have only a certain limited number of germs when she first

begins to lay, as the following quotation from a book before me
eeems to imply:

—

" Hens also," to use the words of Willonghby, " as thay for

the greater part of the year daily lay eggs, cannot suffice for so

many births, but for the most part after three years become
effete and barren, for when they have exhausted all their seed

eggs, of which they had but a certain (|uanUty from the begin-

ning, they must necessarily cease to lay, there being no new
ones generated within."
Why has the goose obtained the character of being a silly

bird ?

—

Bridleooose.

( Although we have opened many thousands of hens, we never
saw one in which the embryo eggs did not exist in some con-

i

dition. At a certain age they form in the pullet. It is the age
of puberty, and by natural process the eggs aro laid. When
that tirst process is over, the hen conforms to the rule of

seasons. She does not lay in the winter, the severe frosts

would spoil the eggs, or if they were hatched, the chickens
would die—the nights are too long, the days are too cold. Left
to themselves hens would no more produce and rear chickens
in the winter than Pheasants, Partridges, and Wild Ducks pro-

duce their young at that time. Yet the germs of the eggs are

within the hen all the time, and in the early spring when every-

thing is springing into life, the hen's face and comb become
red, the active circulation becomes more so, and a casual ob-

server cannot help saying, " That hen is going to lay." If she
were killed at that time, and opened, the little dark spots that

had remained dormant all the winter, would be found of dif-

ferent sizes, their transparent skins showing the thick yellow
yolk within them, and themselves covered with ruddy veins.

They are of different sizes and states of forwardness, so dis-

tinctly marked that a tyro might accurately show the order in

svhich they would have been laid. The knot of eggs is sus-

pended from the back, and hangs like a bunch of grapes, in such
numbers, too, at the top, that it looks almost Hke a piece of

fish's roe. We repeat we have never seen an instance out of

hundreds of thousands in which these were entirely exhausted.

Extra feeding may cause them to be developed earlier—that is,

the egg that by natural process would have been laid in March,
may be laid in .January, but if the norms were destroyed, no
amount of feeding or management could produce others. Where
hens do not lay at all, the embryo eggs are found full of blood,

a rupture of some kind has taken place ; this is often caused '

by the abuse of stimulants. If the rupture be of the embryo
egg, and the intestines become saturated with yolk, the hen at

onoe becomes a hen cock. We have many hens good layers,

that ore more than three years old. We do not call them old

ones.

A goose is called a foolish bird, because it is said Queen
Elizabeth said it was so, being too much for one, and not
enough for two. Did you ever run over one, or hear of one
being run over '/ Wo never did. ]

!\IANCHESTER AND LlVERrOOL
-VGRICrhTURAL SOCIETY S POULTRY SHOW.

Tilts commenced on the 27th iust., and closes to-day. The com-
petition in tho poultry classes was coufinud to birds hatched in the

present year. The following is the prize list ; bat wo mnst defer oar

report till next week :

—

Dorkings (Coloured).—First and Second, Hon. H. W. Fitznillinm,

Wcntworth Woodhouso, Kothcrhaiu. Third, F. Schofleld, Brooklleld,

Choshiio.

DoBKiNos (Sllver-Oroy).—First, T. Stattor, WhiteBeld, Hanehoster.
Sooond, J. Robinson, Garstang. Corttrd.— Prize, T. Blatter.

Spanish. — First. F. James, Peckham, Surrey. Second, H. Beldon.
liinglev, Yorkshire. Third, M. Ferrnnd,Dalton, near Hiidderefl Id. Com-
mended, F.. Hro\i-n, ShefHeld. Cockerfl.—Fiist, a. Forrand. : cond, F.

James, HiKhlv Comnioiided, U. Boldon.
CiicuiN-CillNA lUufl'nnd Cinnamon).—First, P. Taylor, Manchester.

Second, G. Fell, Warrington. Third, H. Mapplohcck, Moseley, near Bir-

mingham. Commended, J. Kelson, Ueaton Mersey, near Manchester.
Cockrrrl.—Pint, J. II. Dawcs, Moscley Hall, near Birmiughuu. Second,
A. Bnniford, Middleton.
CociiiN-CiiiNA {Brown and Portridgc-fcathcred).— First and Bocond, E.

Tudman, Wbitchurcb. Third, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. C'oc'.vrel.— Cirst-

O. 11. Wheeler, Middleton. Second, J. K. Uodbard, Wrington.
BnAHMi PooTHA. -First, It. W. Boyle, Bray, Wieklow. becond, H.

Lacy, Hobdon Briilge. Third, J. K. Fowlor. Highly Commended, T.

Statter. Commended, Mrs. M. Soamons, Aylesburj-. Cockertl.—FiTht, B.

W. Boyle. Second, G. H. Wheeler.
Gamk iBlaekbrcasted li.dsi.—Firat, C. Chaloner. WhitwoU, Chestor-

(leld. SeLond, Uev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory, Nottingham. Third,

J. Halsall, Inee, near Wigan. Cockrrrl.—Vrize, J. Ilnlsall.

Game (Brown and other Reds, except Black-breasted). —First, T. Statter

(Brown Redt. Second, J. Wood. Wigan (Brown-breasted Reds). Third,

W. Bourne, Hoavilev, Stockport I Erowii-breastcd Reds). Cnckerrt.—Viisl,

J. Wood (Brown-breasted Redl. Second, T. Statter (Brown Red).

Game (Any variety except Hlack-breiisted and other lUids).—First and
Second, J. Halsall (Duckwingi. Third, W.BoamoDuckwiiig). Cockerel.

—First, J. Halsall (Duckwingi.
HAJinnBoH (Goldenpencillod).— First, W. Parr, Patricrolt, near Man-

chester. Second and Third, S. Smith, NorthowTam, Halifax. Highly
Commended, J. Itobinson, Garstang. Commended, H. Beldon. Cockerel.

-First. T. Wrigley, jun., Tonge, Middleton. Second, ti. 11. Wheeler.
Hambcroh (Silver-pencilled).-First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Fielding,

Nowchurnh. Third, H. Pickles, jun., Earby. Cockerel.—First, H. Beldso.

Second, U. Pickles, jun.
Hambukgu (Golden-spangled).—First, T.Scbolcs.Chadderton. Second,

J. Chartderton, Holmwood. Tbiril. N. Marlor, Denton. Highly Com-
mended, J. Robinson. CocAcri-i.-First, E. Brierley, Hoywood. Second,

J. Roe, Hadfield. Commended, J. Buckley. Taunton, Ashton-under-Lyne.

Hajiburgh (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Pickle8,jun. Ceoond, J. Field-

ing, Newchurch. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, J. Turner,

Radclyffc, near Manchester. Cocicrcf.—First, J. Fielding. Second, J.

Turner.
Hambuegh (Black).—First, C. Sidgwick, Keighley. Second, J. Clogg,

jun.. High Compton, Shaw. Third, J. Robinson. Cocifrf!.-Prize, J.

Clegg, jun.
Polish (Any varietv).—Prize, H. Beldon. CocJterf!.—Prize, H. Beldon.

Anv Vabiety NOT Included in the Foreooiko Classes.— First and
Third, Col. Stuart Wortlev. Grove End Road. London (Black Cruve Ccenrs

and Black and AVhite Houdans). Second, J. Robinson (White Dorking).

Ga;ie Bantams (Black-breasted Hods).— First and Second. J. W. Morris,

Rochdale. Third, G. R. Davics, Knutstord, Cheshire. Highly Com-
mended, J. Halsall. Commended, B. Gerard, Chowbent. Coclerrl.-Firat,

J. Holland, Manchester. Second, J. W. Morris. Highly Commended, P.

Game Bantams i Any variety except Black-breasted Reds).— Prize, Rev.

W. J. Mellor (Duckwings). Coc^crci.—Prize, B. Gerard.

Bantam (Any variety except Game).-First. S. & B. Ashton, Mottram,

neiir Manchester. Second, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Third, P. Taylor.

DinKs (Rouen).— First, C. P. Ackers, Bickersham, near Wigan. Second
ami Third, E. Leech, Rochdale. Highly Commended, E. Leech.

DocKS(WhitoAvlesburv).—First, E. Leech. Second, T. Leech, Roch-

dale. Third, J. K. Fowler. Highly Commended, Mrs. M. Seamons ; M.
Farrand ; J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Any other variety than the foregoing).-Prize, J. Dixon, Brad-

ford (Grey Call). „ , „ „
Geese.—First and Second, J. K. Fowler (Toulouse). Third, D. R.

Davies (Toulouse;. Commended, Mrs. b. Burgess, Tabley, Knutstord

(Grey).
TUKKETs.—First and Second, E. Leech.

PIGEONS.
Pouters i Any colour).- Fh^t, J. Thackray, York (Blue Poaten). Se-

cond, R. Fulton, Deptford (White Pouters). Highly Commended, B. Ful-

ton (Yellow Pouters); E. E. M. Royds, Greonhill, Rochdale (Black

Pouters).
Carriers (Black).—Cocl-.—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second. R. Fulton.

Highly Commended, W. Maclaren, Highfield, Pendlebury, Lancashire.

W/n.-First and Second, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, E. E. M. Royds.

Carriers (Any other colourl.—Coclt.-First and Second, R. Fulton.

Highly Commended, H. Y8rdlc.v, Birmingham. Hrii.—First, E. E. M.

Royds. Second, R. Fulton. Highly Commended. H. Yardley.

Oahriers (Any colourl.-First, U. Fulton i Black). Second, E. E. M.
Royds.

, „,
Dragons.-First and Second, A. Lowe, Over Hnlton, near Bolton (Bice

Dragons). Highly Comraendod, U. Marshall, Lower Broughton, Man-
chester (Blue Dragons). „.,,. ,. .. ,

Axtb-ekps.-First, H. Yardley. Second, W. P. Wilding, Montford, near

Burnley, Lancashire. „, . . ., , ,

Jacobins (Any colonr).-First, E. E. M. Royds (Bhick). Second, J.

Thackray.
Nuns.-Second, H. Yardley. .. , , „ j j i. «
Barbs.—Firat and Second, J. Thackray. Highly Commended, fc. Brown,

TuBBlTS.—First, W. Gotten, Drifflcld. Second, J. Thackray. Highly

Commended. H. Mapplebeck, Moseley, near Birmingham.
, „ „ ,

(iwLs— First, J. Fieldinij, jun. I.arkflelds. Rochdale. Second, B. Fol-

ton. Highly Commended, H. Vardlcy; J. Fielding, jun.

Trumpeters-First, H. B. Woittaker. Middleton. Second, J. Thackray.

Fantails.- First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Thackray. Highly Com-
nioodod, W. Gamon, Chester : W. Goftm, Driffield.

Tumblers (Almond).— First and Sccmd, R. Fnlton. Highly Com-
mended.H. Yardley; J. Thackray; J. Fielding, jun.

liEvRDS.— First, il. Yardley. Second, H. Mapplebeck.

Tumblers ( Baldt.—First, E. E. M. Boydfl. Second, J. Fielding, jnn.

TusiBLEHS (Bald, any other varioly).—First and Second, K. Fulton

(Yellow Tumblers .and Red Mottled Agates).
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Ajjy other Variety tr/n the Foregoing.—First find Second, H.
Yardley. Highly Commendfd. H. Yiirdley ; Countess of Derby, Knowslcy
(Isabels) ; E. E. M. Royds (German Toys).

Judges.—PouUrt/: Messrs. Hewitt, Hindson, Smith, and Teebay.

KEIGHLEY rOULTRY SHOW.
This was held on tlio "JlJrd, and the day hcinj; fine it proved a fp-o&t

success. The entries for poultry were larger than on any previous
occasion.

In adiUtion to the money prizes, two silver cups were given, one for

the best O'aiur cock, which was awarded to Mr. E. Aykroyd ; the other
for Black linmlnmih chickens, ^vhich was awarded to Mr. C. Sidpvick.
f'fr/iiri<i and all the Hamhurghs were excellent, the principal prize-

takers being Mr. Beldon and Mr. Pickles. lu other varieties, Mi*.

Beldon also secured a great number of prizes.

Puicoiifi were good. The cnp for the best pair was awarded to Mr.
E. Honier, Harewood, for Jacobins.

GAiffE Cock.—Cup. E. Aykrnyd, Bradford.
CocniN-CniNA (Anv colour).—First jiud Second, H. Beldnn, Goitstork.

Third, C. Sidpwick. *Ri.idlcsdcn Hall. C/nVt7V(a.—First, \V. A. Taylor,
Manchester. Second, H. Beldoii. Tliird, C. Sidpwick.
Spanish (Black).—First, H. Belduit. Second, J. Thresh. Third, E.

Brown, Sheffield. C/(i'cArf»-t.—First, .T. Newton. Silsden. Second, M.
Purrand, Dalton, near Huddersfield. Third, J. Berry. Silsden.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).— Fii-st and Third.,'H. Beldon. Second.

H. Pickles, jun., Earby. Skipton. Chickens.—Yixsi, H. Beldon. Second,
and Third, Mesprs. W. & J. Bairstow, Binpley.
Hamburgh (Goldon-spantjled).—First. H. Beldon. Second. J. Throun,

Bracken Hill. Third, A. Driver, Morton BJinks. C?n"ctr7ts.—First, W.
Vickers, Otley. Second, H. Beldon. Third. W. Driver.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilledj.—First. S. Smith. Northowram. Second,

H. Beldon. Third, H. Pickles, jun. Cfti'H-ens.—First, H. Pickles, jun.
Second, H. Beldon. Third, S. Smith.
HAMBUKf;n (Silver-spanpled).- First, H. Picldes, jun. Second and

Third, H. Beldon. C;iic;.f»s.—First, H. Beldon. Second, T. Robinson,
Bftildon. Third, J. Berry. Sutton.
Hajlburgh (Bhick)—First, W. Green, Keiyhley. Second. H. Beldon.

Third, S. Butterfield, Keighley. Chidicm.—Cnw First. Second, and
Fourth, C. Sidgwick. Third, H. Beldon. Commended, C. Sidgwick; H.
Pickles, jun.
Polish.—First, Second, and Third, H. Beldon. Chickens.—Tivsi and

Second. H. Beldon. Third. T. E. Kell, Wetherby.
Do-RHiNG.— Second, H. Pickles, jun. C/nVAcri);.-First. E. Leach, Roch-

dale. Second, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Third. H. Beldon.
Game (Red).-First, E. Aykroyd. Second, J. Hodgson, Bradford. Tliird,

G. Noble, StHincUflfe. Chickcnn.—¥h'%U G. Noble. Second. \V. Spencer,
Haworth. Third, J. Beetham, Mnnnin^ham.
Game 'Any other variety).—First, E. Aykroyd. Second, T. Robertshaw,

Illingworth.near Halifax. Third, J. Fortune, Mortou Bunks. Chickcv.';.

—First, W. Fell, Adwaifon. Second. T. Robertshaw. Third, J. Fortime.
Any OTnEE Distinct Breep.—First, Col. Stuart "Wortlcy, Grove End

Road, London. Second, H. Beldon. Third, J. Hargrcaves, Skipton.
C;iic/.Tns.— Fii-st, Col. Stuart Wortlcy. Second, H, Beldon. Third, J.
Hargi-eaves.
Ga-me Bantams,—First, G. Noble, Staincliffe. Second, E. Aykroyd.

Third, G. Hopkinson, Haworth. C'/ric/i-fn^.—First and Second, J. Noble.
Third. T. Briden, Earby.
Bantams (Any other Distinct Breed) .—First and Third. T. Burgess

Brighonse. Second. W. A. Tavlor. Manchester. Chickens.—First, y*. A.
Taylor. Second. E. Hutton. Pudsey. Third, T. Burpess.
Selling Classes.—Any Variety.— Coc/.-.—First, M. Scott, Cote, Idle.

Second, H. Beldon. Third, W. A. Taylor. HniH.—First. J Marchant,
Halifax. Second, W. Taylor. Third, J. Thompson, Biugley. Highly
Commended, H. Beldon.
Ducks (Rouen).-First and Third, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, T.

Dean, Keighley.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Second, M. FaiTand.
Duces (Any other varietv).-First and Second. J. Dixon, Bradford.

Third, E. Hutton. Commended, F. G. Godwin. Sheffield.
Ducklings.-First and Second. E. Leech. Third, W. Bentlev, Allerton.
Geese.—First, E. Leech. Second, S. H. Stott, Rochdale. Third, Messrs.

A. Rhodes & Son, Marley Hall.

PIGEONS.
Pouter or Cropper.— Cor/,-.—First, E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. Second.

F. Crossley, Elland. Third. T. Burgess, Brighouse. Commended, J.
Hawlev, Binglev ; C. Cuwhurn, Leeds. Hc7t.— First, F. Crossley. Se-
cond, E. E. M. Koyds. Third, T. Burgess.
Carrier.— C'ocA:.—First, F. Crosslev. Second, E. E. M. Royds. Third

E. Brown. Sheffield. Ben —Fiist and Third, E. E. M. Royds. Second'
E. Horner, Harewood, Leeds.

'

Tumblers (Almond).—First, J. Fielding, Rochdale. Second, C. Cow-
burn. Leeds. Third, J. Thackrny, York.
Tumblers (Mottled).—First, J. Fielding. Second, J. Hawley. Third,

J. Percival.
Balds, or Beards.-First, Second, and Third, J. Fielding.
Owls.—First and Second, J. Fielding. Third, J. Thackray. Highly

Commended, F. Crosslev ; J. Fielding.
Turbits.—First. E. Horner. Second, Messrs. Hattersley & Wilson,

Thirsk. Third, J. Thackray. Highlv Commended, A. <!t C. Smith, Silsden;
H. W. Hlingworth, Idle; J. Lister, 'Keifthley.
Jacobins.-Cup. First, and Second, E. Hurner. Third, E. E. M. Royds.

Commended, J. Thompson, Bingley.
FanTAILS.—First, T. C. tt E. Newbitt, Epworth. Second, J. Kawley.

Third, E. Homer.
Barbs.-First and Third, J. Thackray. Second, F. Crossley.
Dragons.—First, J. Thompson. Second, A. Parry, Rochdale. Third,

J. Lister.

Trumpeters.-First, Second, and Third, E. Horner.
Magpies. — First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, H. Headley. Third, J.

Thackray.

Arohangels.—First. M»>ssrs. Hnttersley & Wilson. Second, H. Yard ey
Birmingham. Third, C. Cowhum.

'

Any other Breed.—First* J. Hawley. Second. J. Thompson. Third,
J. Thnckrfly.
Selling Class.—First and Second, J. Hawley. Third, A. & B. L. Lay-

cock.

RA.BBITS.
Long-eaced.-Bi/cA-.— First, A. H. Easten, Hulk Second, Messri.

Wagstnff & Hanson, Thorae. Commended, C. GrHvil. juu., Thome; F.
Mosley. Leeds. Doc—First, Messrs. Hanson & Wagstafl". Secjnd, I.
Slnde, Boroughbridgo.
Any other Description.—Bwft.—First, E. Clayton, Morton Banks.

Second, E. Driver. Doc.—First, E. Clayton. Second. A. H. Easteu.

Judges: Mr. R. Teehay, Fulwood, Preston, and Mr. J. Bonglas,
Clamber.

AVAKEFIELD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETYS
rOULTRY SHOW.

The Exhibition of the above Society took place on the '21th instant
in a commodious field a short distance from the railway station. The
Show was a great success, both as regards the number of entries and
of visitors, such indeed as could scarcely have been expected when the
Society started a few years ago. The general arrangement aud manage-
ment of it were also excellent, and ere long it will rank with the best
of the Yorkshire exhibitions. A tent. SO yards long and CO yards wide,
was provided for the poultiy and Pigeons—a most fortunate aii-ange-

meut for them, cousiderins how hot the sim was. G<iine stood at the
entrance of the tent, and the two pens shown by Mr. Brierley were
espef'ially remarkable. The cup for the best pen was won by him with
a splendid pen of Black-breasted Ked. Some vei*y good pens of Red
Game Bantams were also exhibited. The first-prize pen of Duck-
wings was most beautiful in colour, but a little too lar^e. In the
Variety class for Banfajitfi, the pen of Pekins. from Mr. Bur<:c'5S, took
the first prize, a pretty pen of Blacks being second. It seems
almost hopeless to show against oriental pets, as all Judges seem to
be prepossessed in their favour. It would almost cause one to wish
them a class to themselves. In the classes for adult Htr.nhinihs tlierc

were some good birds, but suffering much from moulting. There were
some excellent Hamburgh chickens. The Dorlhiij^, botli old and
young, were much hitter than is generally the case in the locality.

There were large numbers of Coch'tis, both adnlt and chicken. The
adult pen of Messrs. Taylor was all that could be desired, and the
cnp for the best pen (Game excepted!, was well won with the pen of
chickens belouging to these gentlemen; in fact, a more beautiful pair
of birds of this variety is rarely seen. Bralunas of both ages "were

good, and shown in fine condition for this advanced season. PoUimls
were first in the Variety class, and Cfi-i'e C'n-Kvs second.

Two pens of very large Aylesbury Diicl\t were shown by Mr. Far-
rand, thongh it would he well if these hiids were free of the creamy
colour of the plumage.
Of fir/cons there was a good show, and ever^* class was well repre-

sented. The Carriers were good, and the Yellow Dragons shown by
Mr. Tbompsou exceedingly smart. Mr. Hawley won the medal for

the best pair in the Show with a capital pair of Blue Pouters of great

length. The Trumpeters were of extraordinaiT merit, and tlie Owls
and Turbits were equally good. The class for Nuns formed a ]iretty

sight, and the Jacobins wei-e greatly admired. A most beautiful pair

of lee Pigeons won in the Variety class.

Game (Black-l»reasted orother Reds).—Cup and Second, C. W. Brierley,
Middletim. Highly Commended, Hon. U. W. FitzwiUiam, Wentworth
Woodhouse.
Game (Any other variety).—First, G. Noble, StaincliflFe, DcTslurr. Se-

cond, W. Ff.il. Aldwalton, Leeds. Chickens.—First. Master J. Crosland,
Wnkefield. Second, G. Noljle. Highly Commended. W. Fe)!.

Game Bantams > Black-breasted and'other Reds).— First, G. Nob'.e. Se-
cond and Commended, Master C. Crosland. Wakefield. Highly Com-
mended, G. R. Davies, Knutsford. Cammendcd, W. F. Entwisle. Ljeds.
GiOiE Bantam (Any other variety).—First, W. F. Entwisle. Second and

Highly Commended, Master E. Croslaud.
BANTAais (Any other variety).— First, T. Burgess, Erighouse. Second,

W. A. Taylor. Manchester. Commended, S. Rhodes, Wykc. Normnnton.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, J. White, Whitley, NethertoH,

Second, H. Beldon, Goitstuck, Binglcy. Highly Commended, T. C. &: E.
Newbilt, Epworth, Eawtry.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton

Second, H. Beldon
Hajububgh (Golden-pencilledi.—First, R. Smith. Northowram, Halifax.

Second, T. Wrigley, jun., Tonge, Middletou. Highly Commended, H.
Beldon. Commended, H. Pickles, jun.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

jun. CItickejis.—First. H. Pickles, jun. Second, H. Beldon.
Spanish.—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Thresh, Bradford. Chickem.—

First and Highly Commended. M. Farraud, Dalton. Second, H. Beldon.
Dorkings.—First, W. H. King, Rochdale. Second, F Key, Beverley.

Commended, Hun. H. \V. FitzwilLiam. C'/ircAr/w.-First, W. A. Taylor.
Second. J. White, Warlahy, Northallerton. Highly Commended, E. Leech,
Rochdale; J, Ingram, Wakefield.
Cochin-China.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second, C. W. Brierley. Highly

CoQimendi'd. H. Beldon. Chickens.—Cup and First, W. A. Tayloi. Se-
cond, C. Sidgwick, Keighley.
Brahma Pootras.—I'^rst, H. Lacy, Hcbden Bridce. Second. E. Leech,

Highly Commended, H, Beldon. Commeuded. H. Dowselt, Pleshcy.
Chelmsford. Chickens.—First, H. Lacy. :?econd, G. E. Osborn, Spalding.
Highly Commeuded, H. Beldon. Commended, S. Robsun, Brotherton,
South Mjlford.
ANY variety not CLASSED ABOVE.—First and Highly Commended, H.
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Boldon (PolandB). Second, Col. Stnart Wortloy. Grove End Road. Com-
mflnded.T. C. & fi. Nowbitt; J. Elgor. Newark (HoudanHl.
DfCKs (Aylesburj't.— First and Second, M.rnrTand. Hi;^hlv Commended,

E. Lc.'di.

Ducks ( Rouen \—FirHt, E. Leech. Second, C. Sidgwick. Highly Com-
mr-ndrtl, Lady Hawko, Woinoraioy Park ; J. White.
Gkksb -First, E. Locrh. Second, Mrs E Leduard, PoppliHon, York.

Hi'-lily C'oiuinendcd, 11. Po^kott, Parrinfiton, Pontefract. Commended,
J. White ; LadyHawke; Mr8. Bnrrell, Shnrlston, Wakefleld.
ExTKA Stock.—Prize, E. P. Porter, Goole.

PIGEONS.
CAnnrens.— First. E. Tlornor, Harewood, Leeds. Second, H. Yardley,

Blrrninyham. HiRhly Commended, J. Ilawley, Bingley.
DitAfiiiNH.—First, J.Thompson, Uinglcy. Second, A. & B. B. Lnycock,

Woodvillo, Keiijbley.
PofTKHs.—Medal and First, J. llawloy. Second, H. Yardloy. Com-

mended. T. C. & E Newbitt.
Tp.rMi'KTEns.—First and Second, E. Horutp. Highly Commended, J.

Thomji-^on.
BAnns.—First and Highly Commended, E. Horner. Second, J. Hawley.
Owi.s.— Fir*t,, E. Horner. Second. A. »t B. B. Lavcock.
TunnTTs.—First. E. Hornei*. Second, Holmes A Piekoring. Driffield.
Fantau.s.—First, T. C. & E. Nowbitt. Second, J. Hawley. Highly

Commended, H. Yiirdley.
Jacobiss.—First and Second, E. Horner. Highly Commended, J.

Tlinmpi-on.
N[;ns.—First. Holmes .% Pickering. Second, J. Thomp^ion.
TiMnLEns.— First, F. Kev. Sec md, J. Hawlev. Highly Coramcnded,

J. Bawloy : J. J. Berrv, Western Bank, Sheftleld.'
Antwfrps —First, J. Thompson. Second. Miss K. Crosland, Wakefield,
PlOF.oNs fAnv nthcr variety) First, H. Yardloy. Second, J. Hawley,

Commended, H. Yardley; J. W. Thompson, Hidl.

.Irnc.Ks.^Kichard Teehay. E^q,, FulwooJ, Preston, and Mr. J. W.
Thompson. Southowram, Halifax.

WIIITWORTH AND KOCHDALE POULTRY
SHOW.

Tins Show was hcUl on tlm 2l9t inst. in the jTronnils of W. K. Royds,
Ksq., tireeiiliiU, Rofhdale. Tbcro were upwards of 200 pens of Poultry
cutoreil, many of tham of oxctjllont (lualitv. ami the Ptfi'^rin.s, likewise
very mimerons, were as a whole remarkably Rood, esjieciaily Pouters,
Carriers, Almonds, Barbs (the first prize pair of which would ccr-

taiuly have carried tho cup had they not been in moult, which the
Owls hnd gone thronsh), Owls, and tho pri;;e Trumpeters. Tho
difficulty tho Judf^es had to contend with, was not having more prizes

to distribute amongst l>irdfl so equally matched as to quality. The
following is tho list of awards :

—

Spanish.—First. H. Bcldon, Goitstoek. Binsley. Soconil. E. Brown,
ShoffioW. CT;<-1-.-,h.—Fir^t, .T. Clewos, Walsall. Seoond, M. Farran.I,
DaU»n. near Huililcrsfleld. Hifhly Conimemled, H. BeMon ; 51. Farranil.
Cochins (Cinnamon and BniTl.—First, C. W. lirierloy, Middleton. Se-

cond, W. A. Taylor. M.inchosterdSnffl. Highlv Commended, H. Beldon.
CfuVivn-..— First. W. A. Taylor. Seciind. H. Hcldon. Higlily Couimeuded,
A. Bnmford. Middleton : J. Nelson. Manchester.
Any otiibu V.vrietv.—First, C. W. Briorlev. Second. A. Bamford.

r;iicJvn«.— First, W. A. Taylor. Second, H. Liiigwood, Suffolk. Highly
Comm'^nded, W. H. Wheeler.
Br»iimas.—First. H. Lacy. Hobdon Bridge. Second, F,. Leech. Boch-

dnlo. CJiictcin.—First. H. Lacy. Second, W. H. Wheeler, Middleton.
Highly Commended, .T. K. Fowler, AyUistjury ; H. Lacv.
Ga:mk.—Coc/.-.—First and Second, G. W. Eriorley. Highly Commended,

Rev. W. J. Jfellor, Nottingham; C. W. Brieriov
Game.—First and Second, C. W. lirierley. Highly Commended, C. W.

Brierley ; Rev. W. .T. Mcllor. C;ifcJ-fn.«.—First. Rev. W. .T. Mellor. Second,
T. Dyson. Halifax. Hiehlv Commended, T. Statter, Manchester; J.
Hartley, I'.ochdnlo ; T. Garlick, Eocliilalo.
PoLAKOs.— First and Second, If. Boldon Highly Commended, Messrs.

T. C. & K. Newbitt. Epwnrth. C/mV^yk*.—First aiid Second, H. Beldon.
Highly Ciimmendcd. K. Cliarlosworth.
HAMninf.Hs (Ooldenspinglcdl.—First. T. Walker, inn.. Denton, Man.

cheater. Second, Messrs. C. A. & E. Newbitt. Highly Commended-
Messrs. S. 4 R. Ashlon. Mottram. Cheshire; H. Beldon. C;irV»-.;i«.—First,
T. S. Chadderton, Manchestrr. Second. T. Walkir. jua. Hiu'hly Com-
.T. Wilde. Ashton ; .1. Chadderton. Commended, Messrs. S. & K. Ashton,
HAsmunons (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Pickles, jun , Earby, nesr

Sldplon. Second, H. Beldon. CTiiVlrnj.—First, H, Pickles, jnn. Second,
H. BcMon. Highly Commended, H. Pickles, jun.
HAMnruniis (Oolden-peneillcd'.—First. H. Beldon. Second, T. Wriglev,

jun., Middleton. Commended, H. Pickles, jun. OiiVtc/n—First. W.
Parr, Palricrnft. near Manchester. Second, H. Beldon. Highly Com-
mended. W. H. Wheeler.
Haimu a.;KS (Silyer-peneilled).—First, H. Eeldon. Second. H. Pickles,

jun. C'li.Jvm.— First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Wilson, Rush Bed, near
Rawtenstall.
HAJlEUU(3ns (ElTCkb—First. H. Beldon. Second, C. Sidgwick, Keichlev.

CTiiclnu.—First. H. Beldon. Second. S. Lancashire, Chadderton. Highly
Commended, J. Lanciisbire, Chadderton.
DoRKlxcs.—First. Mrs. A. Hart, Derby. Second. W. H. Kinu, Rochdale.

Cfticlvic—First and Second. Hon. H. W. Filzwilliam. Roth.ibanl. Highly
Commended, E. Leech ; E. Orcenhalgh, Middleton ; J. Stott, Healcy, near
Rochdale.
Any « TiiF.n Distinct Brkkd, ExcP-pt BANTAMS.-First and Second,

Col. Stuart Wortloy, Grovo End Rond, London. Third, .1. K. Fowler,
niuhly Cmmendeil". U. Hurst, Rochdale.
Gamt. Bantams.— First and Second. J. W. Morris. Hiehlv Commended,

O. Birtwialle. Haslincden ; T. Collinge. ''ocH'.—First. O. I!. Davies,
Komsfortl. Second. J. W. Morris. Rochdale. Highlv Commended, R.
Oharlo.sworth, Manchester ; J. W. Morris j T. Collinge, Boarshaw Clongh,
Middleton.
Bantajh Vny other Varioty).—First, T. Bnrgess, Bradford. Second,

W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Highly Commended, J. W. Morris ; Messrs,
S. * R. .\shton ; T. Burgoas.
DfcKs (Aybsbnry).— First. M. Farrttnd. Second, J. K. Fowler. Highly

Commended, E. Leech; J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Rouen).— P^irst and Second, E. Leech. Highly Commended, B.

Leech ; T. Statter, Manchester.
Any otheu Vauif.ty.— First and Second, C. W. Brierley.

Gekse.—First, T. Statter. Second, S. H. Stott, Itochdolo. Uighlr
ComTnendcd, E. Leech ; S. H. Stott ; J. K. Fowler.
TiTniCBvs.- First and Second, E. Leech.
Seli-ino Class.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second. D. Howarth, Rochdale

(Spanish). Highly Commended, E. Buckley, Rochdale ; Messn. J. J. 4 J.

Skyos, Rochdale.
Extha Stock.—Highly Commended, S. H. Stott (Guinea Fowl.)

PIGEONS.
PouTF.B OR CnoppBn.—Coct.—Cup and First, F. Crosslcy, Elland, York-

shire. Second, E. E. M. Royds, Greonhill, near Rochdale. Highly Com-
mended, W. Harvey, Sheffleld. .ffen.—First, W. Harvey. Second, J.

Hawlev, Binglev. Highly Commended, F. Crossley.
CAnuuin.—Cuct.—First and Second, F. Crossley. Highly Commended,

E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. Hen —First, W. Hargrcavcs. Bacup. Second.
R. Fulton, Deptford, London. Highly Commended, F, Crossley ; E. E. M.
Uoyds.

'J'UMBLElts (Almond).— l-'irst, F. Crossley. Second, R. Fulton.
Balds ou Beauds.—First, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Second, J.

Thackray, York. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun. ; E. E. M. Royds.
TuMni.Ens (Any other variety).—First, J. Hawley. Second, R. Fnlton.

Highly Commended, S. Stott; J. Hawley : J. Percivall.

Owi.s.—Cup and First, F. Crossley. Second and Highly Commended,
J. Fielding. Commended, H. Yardley, Birmingham ; K. Fulton.

Baubm.—First, M. Hedley, Surrey. Second, J. Thackray. Highly Com-
mended, W. Hargreaves ; M. Hediey.

TiriiuiTS.— First, H. Yardley. Second, E. Homer, Leeds.
Jacodiss.—First, E. Horner. Second. E. E. M. Royds. Highly Com-

mended, J. Thompson, Binglev, Yorkshire.
Fantails.—First. Messrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt. Second, E. Homer.

Highly Commended, P. Caldwell, Westhoughton ; H. Yardley.

Dbaoons,—First, C. Bulpin. Bridgwater, Somersetshire. Second, F,
Crossley.
Tkumi'Eters.—Cnp, First, and Second, E. Homer.
Magpies.- First. J. Thackray. Second, E. B. M. Royds. Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardley.
.\NY othek IviNn.—First. .\. Parrv, Rochdale. Second, H. Yardley.

Highly Commended J. W. Thompson," Hull (Frillbacks) ; U. Yardley; C.

Bulpin. Commended, H. Yardley.
Seli,in(5 Class.—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Thompson. Highly

Commended, E. Horner. Commended. .T. Hawley.
liABBlTS.-Lop-iarfd.—First, Messrs. Wagstaff & Hanson, Thome. Se-

cond, C. Gravil, jun., Doncaster. Highly Commended. .1. Warden,
Halifax; .\.. Parry, ^iiy of/ttrriirced.—First, J. Lucas, Rochdale. Second,

E. E.M. Royds.

Jvoass.—PotiTtn/ : Mr. Thomas Dodds, Wakefield, and Mr. Eiehard

Teehay, Fulwood, near Preston. Pii/rmis: Mr. William Smith, Beech

Hill, Halifax, and Mr. ¥. Esquilant, Brixton, London.

MOTTRAM POULTRY SHOW.
This was held ou tho lath inst. in a large weaving-shed Irindly lent

for the pni-pose, and forming an excellent protection from the heat of

the sun, which was intense. Some of the classes were not well filled :

but this deficiency was compensated by the quality of most of the

winning pens. Several of the best pons of poultry and Pigeons ar-

rived after tho decisions of the .fudges had been given in, which mast

have been very annoying to the exhibitors, especially as sijme of them

had come from a distance of seventy miles the same morning.

Dovhimis were poor throughont ; hut some first-class SiMniah, both

adnlt and chickens, were shown hy Messrs. Burch & Boulter. In

CorhhfS there were some very fine pens of Buffs in the adult class, and

the young ones were exceedingly handsome, the cockerel in the first

and pullet in tho second-prize pens being perfection. limhmns were

but moderate, and Oame very poor. Soma excellent pens of Ilam-

hiirfihs were shown, especially in the Silver-spangled class, the pullets

in several of the pens being of rare ijuality. The Black Hambnrgha

were splendid specimens. The (lame /Jnii/am.s were mostly good, and

a most perfect pen of Black B.antams were first for Black or White,

closely pressed, however, by a neat little pen of tho same colour, U>

which the second prize was awarded. The Laced Bantams were good.

Dttrk^y Oet'nc, and Titrlr;!^ were good, but few in number.

Some excellent Ititmns were shown, most of the prizes being earned

o3 by Mr. Royds, of Rochdale.

DonKPNOs (Any variety).—First, E. Bvdor, Harrytown, Stockport. Se-

cond. Messrs. S. & K. Ashton, :»Iottram. CliicAviu.-First. E. Leech,

Roendalo. Second, E. Ryder. Highly Commended, Messrs. S. 4 B.

Spanish. — First and Second, Messrs. Burch 4 Bonlter, Sheffield.

C;m>Icii«.— First and Second, Messrs. Burch and Boulter. Commended,

S. & R. Ashton. „ , , „ J , .

Cochins.—First and Second, W. A. Taylor. Highly Commended, A.

Bamtord, Middleton ; T. Maxwell, Saltord. C/iiVlvin.—First, J. Nelson.

Second. W. A. Tavlor. Highly Commended. A. Bamford ; ^\. A. Taylor.

Commended, A. Bamford ; H. Uoulden, Bowdon ; O. H. Wheeler, Mld-

BnAHMAs.—Second, .1. Lomax, HoUingworth. C;iicJ:fn«.—First, G. H.

Wheeler. Second, J. Lomax.
G.VME (Black-breasted or other Reds).—First, J. Holland, Manchester.

Second, -T. .Jackson, Burv. C/nVV'' n.«.—Prize. .T. Jackson.

Game (Anv other y-arictv).— First. B. Howard, Slaley. Second, J.

Shepley, Mottram. ClicAcjii.—First. .1. Holland, .-econd, J. Shepley.

Hamblbohs (Gold-pencilled). — First and Second, T. Wrigley, Jan.,
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Middlelon. Chickcns.-FirBUT. Wrigley, jun. Second, W. Parr. Com-
mended, G. Newall, Manchester.
Hambohghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, T. Maxwell. Pecond, Messrs. S.

and R. Ashton. Chicken.'^.—First, W. Parr. Second, J. Hey, Roe Cross.

Hamburghs (Gold-Fpansled) —First. J. Wild, Ashton. Second, Messrs.

S. & R. Ashton. aiickeiis.—First, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton. Second, W.
Parr.
Hamburghs (Silver-spanstled).—First. T. Wrigley, jun. Second, J. A.

Taylor. Chicken.<s.—First, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton. Second, T. M. Ashton,

Broadbottom. Highly Commended. T. Wrigley, jun.

Hameurgus (Black).—First, G, Heathcote. Second, J. R.Booth, Broad-

bottom. <7/iu-Av;;w.—First, J. Ashton, jun.. Broadbottom. Second, W. M.
Ashton. Hiftbly Commended, T. Andrew, Hattersley.
POLANDS.—First, S. & R. Ashton. Second, T. C. & E. Newbitt. Chickens.

First, W. H. Hey. Second, H. Hev, Ashton.
Game Bantams.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second, A. B. Bailey. Highly

Commended, J. Holland. Commended. Messrs. S. & B. Ashton.
Bantams (Elack or White!.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second. Messrs. S.

and R. Ashton (Black). Highly Commended, W. A. Taylor (White).

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, Messrs. S. R. Ashton (Silver-laced).

Second, T. C. Harrison.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Second, M. Farrand, Dalton,

near Huddersfield.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, Mrs. B. Howard, Staley.

Docks (Any other variety).—First, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton. Second, T.

C. Harrison.
Gekse.—First, E. Leech. Second, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton .

TuBKETS.-First, E. Leech. Second, E. Ryder.
Selling Class.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second, Msrs. S. & R. Ashton

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First. E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. Second, H. Headley.

Highly Commended, H. Headley.
Pouters.-Fu-st, E. E. M. Royds. Second, H. Headley.
Dragons.—First, A. Parry. Second, E. E. M. Royds.
Jacobins.—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, T. Newell, Ashton.
FastAILS.—First, A. Parry, t^econd, Messrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt.
Nuns.— First, H. Headley. Second, A. Parry.
Tumblers.—First. H. Headley. Second, G. W. Hibbert.
Owls.—First, H. Headley. Second, G. W. Hibbert.
Trumpeters.—First and Second, J. Lomax.
Barbs.—First, T. Newell. Second, H. Headley.
TuHBiTS.—First, H. Hedley. Second, Messrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt.
Any other Varfetv.-First, E. E. M. Royds. Second. S. Harrison.

Mottram. Commended, H. Arundale, HoUingworth (Baldpates.)
Selling Class.—First, Messrs. 8. & R. Ashton. Second, E. E. M.

Royds.

The Judges were Mr. James Dixon, Br.idford, and jVIr. E. Hntton.
Pudsey.

Chitterprat.—First and Second, H. Eeldon.

Game.—First. H. Jowitt, Shipley. Second, H. Beldon.
Hajtburgh (Golden-pencilled).-First and Second. H. Beldon.

EANTAiis (Any colour).—First and Second. T. Biu'i^ess. Brighouse.

Any other Distinct Variety.—First and Second, H. Beldon. Chichciis.

—First, J. Riley, Hawksworth. Second. H. Jowitt.

Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, Miss H. Newsome, Yeadon. Second, Misfs

A. Ranson, Yeadon.
Ducks (Rouen).-First, C. Sidgwick. Second, H. Beldon.
Pigeons.—Cro;);)tr8.~Prize, H. Beldon. Crtrricrs.—Prize, H. Beldon.

Tumblers.—Frize, A. Smith. Aiitwerps.—Prize, H. Eeldon. Owls,—"Prize,
H. Beldon.

BIDEFORD POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in conjunction with a Horticultural Show, on the

*22ud inst. The following is the prize list :

—

Dorkings.—First, Rev. A. C. Thynue, Penstowe, Stratton, Cornwall.
Second, W. Poimd, Eideford. Commended. Rev. A. C. Thynne.
Spanish.—First, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington, BristoL Second, Mrs. Buck,

Moreton. Commended,— Joce. Bideford.
Game (Blaek and Brown-breasted).-First, H. M. Bazeley, Bideford.

Second, A. West, Stratton. Cnmmended, — Joce.
Cochin-China.—First, J. R. Rodbard. Second, J. Dene, Horwood.

Commended, Rev. C. W. Silhfant. Wear Gifiurd.
Brahmas.—First, R. Andrews, Barnstaple. Second, Rev. A. C. Thynne.

Commended, Rev. C. W. Sillifant.

Malays.—Piize, W. AUin, East Putford.
Hajibdrgh (Gold and Silver-pencilled).-First, J. 'W'alter, Stratton

Second, J. F. Delmar, Stratton.
Hamburgh (Gold and Silver-spangled).—First, .T. F. Delmar. Second,

J. H. Medway. Menheniot, near Liskeard, Cornwall.
PoLANDS.—First, F. Barrett, Bridgerule. Second, F. W. W. L. Trewin,

Kilkhampton, Cornwall.
,
Extra Prizes.—Second, H. Leworthy. Newport, Barnstaple (Ancona).
Any Pure Bkef.d.—Single CocA.—First, J. Bines (Dorkings). Com-

mended, A. West (Brown-breasted Game).

—

Chieki'n.-..—First, Rev. A. C.
Thynne. Second, Rev. C. W. Sillifant. Commended, Rev. A. C. Thynne;
— Joce.
Game Bantams.—First, H. M. Bazeley. Second, Hon. G. Trefusis.
Bantams (Any other variety).-Second, J. D. Oliver, Bideford.
Guinea Fowls.— First, L. Lucas, Thuborough, near Holsworthy. Se-

cond, J. Turner, Abbotsham.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, Miss Caddy, Parkham. Second, J. Pow,

Bideford.
Ducks (Any other variety).— First, J. P. Ley, Bideford. Commended,

J. Bines ; J. Heal. Buckland.
Geese.-—First, J. Lyall, Bideford. Second, J. Heal.
Turkeys.—First, J. Heal. Second. J. Pow.
Pigeons.— Pouicrs. — Commended, W. Clarke, Eideford. FantaiU.—

Prize, Mrs. Buck. Jacobins.—Prize, N. S. Greet. Common.—Prize,J. Heal.
Almond Tumblers.—Prize, E. A. Bazeley. Turbits.—Prize, E. A. Bazeley.
Barbs.-Prize, R. Atkins, Barnstaple.

Judges.—Capt. Adiiey, and Mr. G. P. H. Paty.

WESTON-SUPEK-MARE POULTRY SHOW.
The Weston- Super-Mare Cottagers' Show, with its attendant ex-

hibition of Poultry, was held on August 21st m a tielil near the Town
Hall, which was kindly lent for the occasion by Mr. Glossop. This is

the lirst Poultry Show at Weston-Super-Mare, and, from the goodly
number that assembled, we may augur success for future exhibitions,

which are propo:5t:d to be held annually in January.
The fowls were exhibited in Mr. Turner's pens, which are portable

and. commodious. The lirst-prize pen of Spanisl', belonging to Mr.
Jones was much admired. Mr. Patton's first-prize pen of I)orhm'j--<

well deserved its honours, and Miss Milward's second-prize pen was
not far behind. The first prize for Cochins was easily won by her.

Brahmas were fairly represented, and a six-months pullet in Mr.
Hinton's pen was especially deserving of credit. He was also success-

ful in can-yiug off the first and third prizes for Folanii% the first for

Malays, and second for a Malay cock in the Single cock class. Th(!

Gi<ese, Tiu'hcijs and Duchs were not superexcellent.

The following is the prize list :

—

Spanish.—First and Second, E. Jones, Bristol. Third, G. Tonkin,
Bristol.
Dorkings.—First and Third, L. Patton, Tannton. Second, Miss J.

Millward, Newton St. Loe. Higbly Commended, L. Patton.
Cochin-China.—First, Miss J. Millward. Second, s. Onley, Cheltenham.
Brahma Pootra.—First and Third, H. S. G. Stephenson. Lympsham.

Second, J. Hinton, Hinton, Bath. Highly Commended, E. Pigeon, Lymp-
stone.
Game.—First and Second, S. Dupe, Evercreech, Bath. Tbird, Rev. G.

S. Cruwys, Cruwys-Morchard. Highly Commended, Rev. G. S. Cruwys.
Bantams.—First, Rev. G. S. Cruwys. Second, G. F. Tuckey, Bristol.

Third, E. Pigeon. Highly Commended, E. Jones.
Hamburghs.— First and Second, S. Onley, Cheltenham. Third, W.

Shaw, Bath.
PoLANDS.—First and Third, J. Hinton.
Malays.—Prize, J. Hinton.
Creve C(ecr.—Second, T. Wyndham, Salisbury.
Silkies.—Third, Rev. C. Pearson. Wookey.
Turkeys.-First, L. Patton. Third, S. Lang.
Geese.-—First, J. Coles, Worle. Second. 'L. Patton. Third. D. Hnett,

East Brent. Highly Commended, L. Patton.
Call Duck.—Second, Ai-chdeacon Denison, East Brent. Third, J.

Denison, East Brent.
Rouen.—S. Lang, Bristol.
Single Cocks.—First, S. Lang, Bristol (Game). Second, J. Hinton

(Malay). Third, S. Dupe (Game).

Judge.—J. K. Rodbard, Esq., Aldwick Court, Wrington.

GUISELEY POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on Tuesday, August 20th, when the following prizes

were awarded :

—

Spanish (Black).-First, J. Thresh, Bradford,
Bingley.
Pheasant (Golden),
Pheasant (Silverj.

First and Second. H. Beldon.
First, A. Smith, Silsden. Second, H. Beldon.

MEIGLE POULTRY SHOW.
The third annual Show took place August 21st. The weather was

all that could have been desired, with a north-westerly wind, and tho

sun shining biiUiantly the entire day. There were 137 entries.

The following are the awards :

—

Dorkings.—First, P. W. Ogilvy, Ruthven. Second, 3Ir3. Duncan.
Cldcketis.—First and Second, P. W. Ogilvy. Commended, Mrs. Robertson,
Coupar Angus.
Spanish.—First, — Somerville, Edinburgh. Second. J. Kerr. Chickens,

—First, Mrs. Anderson, Meigle. Second, — Somerville. Commended,
D. Gellatly, Meigle.
Cochin-China.— Second, P. W. Ogilvy.
Hamburgh.—First, J. Whittou, Ruthven. Second, R. JI'Gregor, Kin-

noull.
Gasie.—First, R. Robertson, Craitjlochy.
Bantams.—First, P. W. Ogilvy. Second, D. Gellatly.

Any other Variety.—First and Second, K. Japp. Commended, D.
Gellatly, and P. W. Ogilvy. Chicken.^.—Cup and Fiist, P. W. Ogilvy. Se-
cond, G. MuirbL-ad, Errol. Commeoded, G. Muirhead.
Any Variety.—First, P. W. Ogilvy. Second, L. M-Donald. Commended.

P. W. Ogilvy.
Any Variety.—p. W. Ogilvy. Second, Mrs. Robertson. Commended,

A. Gxiild, Meigle.
Ducks.—First, P. W. Ogilvy. Second, W. Kiddie.
Geese.—Second, P. W. Ogilvy.
Turkeys.—First, Miss A. Kinloch, Kinloch. Second, P. W. Ogilvy.

RESTRICTED TO COMPETITORS RESIDENT WITHIN EIGHT
MILES.

Dorkings.—Cup, First, and Second, D. Gellatly. Third, Mrs. Robert-
son. Cismmended, J. Duncan.
Spanish.—First, D. Gellatly. Second, W. Thomson. Third, Mrs.

Second, H. Beldon, \
Anderson, Meigle.
Any other Variety.—First, J. Whitton. Second. Mrs. Kidd, Bal-

machreay. Third, G. Mustard, AJyth. Commended, Mrs. Tait, Meigle.
Ducks.—First. W. Simpson, Cardean. Second, W. Kiddie, Braidston.

Pheasant (Black).—First, C. Sidgwick, Keighley. Second, H. Beldon. f Commended, Miss A. Kinloch.
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CniCKENH FOR Tajile.—First, J. Cree, Meigle.
Third, D. Gellatly.

Selling. —Firat, A. IV>bortflon. Second, P. W. O^rilv}'.

Gellatly. Cominonded, J. Klliot, Belmont, nnd D. Gellntly.

Ji'DGES.—Mr. Itiilpath, Edinburgh ; uud Mr. Brown, Perth

Second, Mra. Kidd.

Third, D.

and it is said somp of them had been there Bince eifjht o'cloek waiting.
The attractions of the Pigeons seemed immense, and iu many a group
of some half dozen stolid staid-looking men, one would have imagined
that the fatf of kingdoms was being di^ossed, rather than the prodoce
of some particular bird.

THH HAMBURG PIGEOX SHOW.
If may interest some of your readers to learn, that a Pigeou Show

in this city attracted a very large number of pens, and un enormous
coueourj^e of visitors. It commenced on the 15th of August and
lasted till the 'JOth. The number of entries iu the catalogue uas
li6t>, and nearly all the pens were filled. The catalogues, instead of

being divided consecntiTcly in classes of each variety, were arranged
so as to show each amateur'.s contribution separately. The first on
the list, and tlm only one whose name would be familiar to English
readers, was the Prince of Prussia, who sent ten pens of choice birds

of different varieties.

Iu attempting a description of the Show it is necessary to give a
slight doscriptioa of the place in which it was held. The Zoological

(.rardens at Hamburg are bcantifully laid out to exhibit each variety

of animal and bird in its natural condition as far as possible, and
would give a good lesson to our Society in London. In the centre

was erected, surrounded by a trophy of flags of several nations, a
series of excellent pens, each furnished with a porch.

Taking the birds in order as the different varieties are appreciated
with us at present, the Carrtirs were very poor indeed iu quality, but
an improvement on the German idea of them a few years since. The
.htt-'-rr/is were excellent and nnm'jrous. Two pairs sent by a medical
mau in Norway, were of the clearest blue ever seen. A good many
showed the gullet of the Owl, but three or four pairs of a dark rose-

wood tint, very small, very slim, with small pearled eyes, were the
tuo-st blood-like looking birds possible. Those of them which were for

sale were claimt-d immediately. The Pouters, according to Gei-man
ideas, were all that could be desired. In my eyes the tnie English
Pouter was very badiy represented, with the exception of some White
hens, which were marvellous. I believe some few of them may find

tiieir way over. The Hnniurr and Isahelks were beautiful, numerous,
and of everj* shade of colour. They attracted great attention and
many of them were at once sold. The Tumblers, according to English
ideas, resolved themselves into two pairs, one excellent exhibited by a
private gentleman, and one mediocre exhibited by the Prince of Prussia.

The classes of German Tumblers were exquisitely filled with Yellow,
Silver, Blue, and Black Masques, which have here a reputation for

fiauf vol; also, with little feathery-footed mottled or rather speckled
birds of excellent head and I)eak, and of all colours.

Of Barbs, much cannot be said, except that one or two birds of

priceless value as regards beak were shown, but all were deficient in

eye. There was not one really first-class pair in the Show, T\'ith the
exception of one pair of Yellows, on which the owner would put no
price. The Tnnn/>rtrr.t would have been tolerable years ago, but iu

comparison with those lately imported by Mr. Baily, and sold to Mr.
Hedley and others, they wonld be nowhere. The Jacobins formed
a very numerous class and exhibited every variety of colour and
marking. One pair of excellent Whites with Trumpeter feet, two pair

;

very good bat entirely Black, others Silver. Ked, Blue, and Yellowe
some with Trumpeter roses ; some Blue, Ked, and Yellow with whits
tails. The Nnni, Black, Red. and Yellow, comprised many very good
iurds, some of tliem very clean-cat indeed. Spots and Ikhmt-'i were
shown in great variety, and were much admired, as were also some
beautiful Fn'ffhiti-lcs, of a deep-shaded bine. Faufnils were of every
conceivable colour—Black, Blue, Red. Y'ellow, and White ; also. White
with black shoulders. White with black tails, red tails, and yellow
tails. All of them were pretty but did not come up to our present
standard of head and carriage. A collection of upwards of twenty pairs
of so-called A'; /'k/pww and ^Jnuiird Pigeons were great favonrites
from the very delicate shades of theii- colouring.

The ArrJwu(}i-tfi were alone worth a visit, and exhibited every
possible shading from deep black up to a slate colour, so delicate as
t.) become almost a sky blue. They were shown also two pairs with
white wings and red bars. The limjndais were very good indeed, of a
quality thut has hardly ever been seen in England, some of them with
beaks against which our Carriers would look short. The Turhits were
^eat in number but wofuUy low in quality ; Otrh the same, with the
exception of two pairs of Yellows, and two pairs of African. The
iSimlloica were largely represented, the Blacks being the best. The
Starlinffs and SirisM Pi;/fonit exhibited great variety of marking. The
mancd Pigeons were good ; the Pri'sfs also of excellent quality but
few iu number ; the S/n'^'Jih good, but also few. Several other varieties

unknown as breeds to us were exhibited. Every bird seemed iu perfect
health, and rather au uunsnal circumstance at a Show, all the birds
seemed really paired.

One curious feature of the Exhibition was, that at eleven o'clock on
the Sunday morning between two and three hundred Pigeons, many
ot thorn Autwerps. wore set loose in the ceatre of the gardens to find
their way home. With hardly au exception they flew to a jjreat height
and then began to circle, by degrees they thinned, and then those that
remained seemed to form themselves into flights and take theii* depar-
ture. At Ibis time it is computed there were forty thousand visitors, i

ANOTHER WARNING.
Ih the month of January last I advertised in your Journal

for some poultry. Amongst other replies, I received one from
a \V. F, Josling, of Writtle, Essex, and it was agreed that he
should send me some birds on sight, provided I sent him a
post-oflice order for their value—viz., IJ5s. Should I not like
the birds I could return them, and he wonld return the money.
I sent him the post-office order, but from that day to this I
have never received either the birds or the money back. I
allowed the matter to stand for some months, and I then wrote
him to send back the money, but received no answer. Under
these circumstances I wrote to the Superintendent of Police at
Chelmsford, and his reply confirmed my suspicions. Deeming
it but right that the poultry-dealing public shonld be put on
their guard, I have enclosed you the letters.

—

John Stuabt,
ThUtlcbank, Ilrloisbur'jh.

[Why did you not do what we have repeatedly advised others
to do—either require the poultry to be first received by you,
or make the post-office order payable ten days after date, 80
that you might stop its payment if the poultry were not pre-
viously received 1 We have no sympathy for those who choose
to run the risk of being defrauded by strangers.]

DUCKS POISONED.
A FEW days since Mr. Joseph Wyles, of Welby Warren, sus-

tained a somewhat serious loss in his poultry-yard, by the

sudden and, at that time, unaccountable death of a large number
of fine Ducks. Being utterly at a loss to imagine how the

birds came by their death, he decided to call in the professional

aid of Mr, Batchelder, veterinary surgeon, of Grantham, who,

having made a post mortem examination, decided to forward the

intestines of some of the birds to the eminent analyst of Guy's

Hospital, Professor A. S. Taylor, a report of whose analysis

has just been received by Mr. Batchelder ; from which it ap-

pears that he found the symptoms identical with irritant poi-

soning. Applying every known test for the detection of any
mineral or vegetable poison, he was unable to discover the

presence of any such body. In the food given to the Ducks,

which consisted of ground wheat, the Professor discovered the

presence of the black seeds of the Com Cockle [Agrostemma
githftgo] , in considerable quantities, whilst in the intestines

of the birds he also found partially digested food of precisely

similar description ; and it is to the presence of the Cockle

that he ascribes the cause of death, and not owing to the pre-

sence of any intentionally administered poison. He states

that personally he has had no experience of the effect of these

seeds upon animals, but that scientific authorities of repute

assign to the seeds of the Corn Cockle a noxious irritant action

on animals, especially on birds ; and that the seeds, when in

large quantities, act like a poison and destroy life in a few

hours. The word "cockle" when used with reference to this

seed is not understood in this part of England, the seed being

generally known by the name of "corn popple."

—

{Granthavi

Journal.)

PROTECTING HIVES—BEE FLOWERS.
The roof of the cheese-box hive protector (described at page

129) can easily be rendered waterproof by a coating of thick
coarse paint. As I was in urgent need of a cover for my hive,
I did not paint it, fearing the effect of the strong smell upon
the bees. I have, however, made it thoroughly waterproof, by
covering the roof with a piece of old passage cloth. I cut a
circle whose diameter was *2 inches larger than the top of the
cheese-box, and bending it over the side tacked it round the
edge. This not only makes it completely waterproof, but also

adds to its neatness, and a coat of paint on some fine day in
winter will make it all right. The swarm in this box now
weighs fully 30 lbs. nett.

In looking over some old Numbers of the Jonrnal for hints
on bee-management, I find one of 3'our contributors stating
again and again, that it is useless cultivating beo-fiowerf, that
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bees obtain their food from the fields. He, indeed, recom-

mends bee-keepers to sow twenty acres of white clover, and the

same quantity of buckwheat, advice which need never have
been given, for ninety-nine out of every hundred bee-keepers

could not adopt it if they would, and the hundredth would not

if he could.

From my own observation this summer, I am convinced that

much may be done to aid our little friends in their work. I

can strongly recommend every bee-keeper to sow as much Can-
terbury bell as he can find room for. I have not noticed this

plant in any list of bee-flowers that I have seen, but I was so

impressed with the appreciation of a large bed of it, shown by
my bees this summer, that I have now soma thousands of

seedlings coming forward for blooming next year. It was de-

lightful to hear the pleased, self-satisfied hum of thousands of

busy workers, as they flew from flower to flower, and to watch
them revel in an intoxication of delight, in the golden dust

which they found so plentifully in every bell, bearing off their

sweet prize to the hives close by, and returning to the feast

again with an appetite that never said, enough. " Thanks,
not any more," is an expression unknown to bee etiquette.

In watching the labours of bees in borage and mignonette, I

have observed that on the former hardly a bee will be seen with

any propolis on its legs, while on the latter hardly a bee will be

found without some. I think it would be valuable to many, if

some of your contributors would furnish a list of the best bee-

flowers that bloom from April to September, distinguishing, if

possible, betwixt those which furnish honey only (as is appa-
rently the ease with borage), those which furnish propolis only,

and those which supply both.

—

John O'Gaont, Lancaster.

Having seen in your Journal of August 15th, page 129, a
mode of protecting hives, I take the liberty of offering to the
writer's notice, and that of your other readers, a mode of pro-

tection which I think is, perhaps, even more simple and con-

venient.

I procure an empty-flour barrel (price GiL), this I cut to the
height of 20 inches, having first secured with broad-headed
nails, clenched on the inside, the wooden hoops which are at

the top and middle. My cover now presents somewhat the
appearance of a drum with the ends out. This, placed over,

or rather round, my fiat-topped hives, rests on the corners of

the floor-board, and allows a free circulation of air inside, an
important point in warm weather. A flat milk-pan placed on
the top secures from rain, and by its weight keeps the cover in

its place. This is easily removed, and at once gives access to

the glass or super on the top.

Certainly the cover above described is not very sightly, but a

little green paint on the staves, and white on the hoops, will

improve its appearance, and it will be found, I think, easy to

maie, convenient, and effective.—A Shkofshiee Bee-lovek.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Crkve CtEUR's Foot Swollen (C 6F.).—It is a much commoner com-

plaint with Dorkings than with any others, nlthough all heavy birds aro
subject to it It arises either from a bird flying from a high perch and
bruising the bnll of the foot, or from a small stone having penetrated
the skin on some similar occasion. In either case the swelling should be
poulticed and opened, and the bird should be shut up where it will walk
on grass only. After it is opened the foot should be carefully wrapped up
to exclude both dirt and air.

Feeding TiaiES for Fo^xs (B. B.).—A good meal in the morning, a

very moderate one at midday, and another good one two liours before

dark. The appetite of the birds must be your guide as to quantity.

Toui^ocsE Geese (Mrs. C).—Your need not be alarmerl. Your neigh-
bours are already trying to invent something to prevent the sale of your
Geese. We prognosticate that yours, being larger tlian theirs, will have the
call of the market ; and if feci like theirs, we know from long experience
that their flesh will be quite as dchcate in flavour, if not more so, than
that of smaller specimens.

Hastings Poultry Show (Fair Play).—The treatment of your bird

was most unjustifiable. We can imagine nothing that would waiTfint a

man in bleeding a cock in such a barbarous manner; but well-meaning
ignorance may excuse an en'or in judgment, and the man in charge may
have done foolishly with good intention. As a rule, the actingcommittee
of a poultry show engage a m-in who is supposed to be competent to

superintend in every way, both as regards feeding and treatment. This
absolves them ; but it is to meet such a case as yours the rule is intro-

dured which disavows beforehand all liability of every kind. Every ono
who exhibits a bird or a pen of birds dees so subject to a code of rules, of

which this is one, and there can. therefore, be no claim against the com-
mittee. It will, however, alter the complexion of the case if you can
prove wilful and malicious damage committed on your pioperty by a man
in their employ.

DoDGLAS's Mixture (H. TF.).—It should be 1 oz. of sulphuric acid be
weight. We are not inclined to think it would be injurious to non-moult-
ing fowls; but with poultry, as with ourselves, we prefer to let well
alone.

Tumour on Cochin's Breast lA. B.).—We advise you to open the
tumour on the breast of the fowl, and, if there bo anything to remuve, to
remove it. They are seldom filled with water only, but have something
more solid in them. If the operation is deferred, it is more than probable
the tumour will adhere to the breast. At his present age it may be
removed with little risk and merely nominal pain. It will aU.o heal much
better now than afterwards.

HAMBURon's Deat-ear become Streaked {GIouce8tcr!tliire).—'We

should be inclined to think that when the moulting is over the cock will
recover his deaf ear. We are often plagued in this way with Spanish.
They are perfect in May, doubtful in June, middling in July, worthless
in August, and first-rate in November. All white faces are affected by
the condition of the body. Stimulating fuod, violent exercise—anything
that causes an upward rush of blood, will interfere with them. There is

a red skin inside the white one. The wax was doubtless a scab formed
on the face and the white skin, which it may have injured. Or it may
have been caused by the hens. They are very fond of pecking the cock's
face. We should expect to see him regain all his beauty. It will be well
to keep him away from hens at present.

Matching Game Bantams for Exhibition {Old Suhscriber).—A prize
is awarded in Game Bantams, as with any other fowls, to the most meri-
torious pen. Matching is essential, and it would, of course, be sought by
an exhibitor ; but the fact of all three birds having a doubtful merit, or a
positive defect, would not be lessened in its consequences by their all

having it. We prefer a red ear-lobe in a Game fowl.

Crossing Fowls (N., Liverpool).—Your fowls are two-thirds Dorkings
If you continue they will be three-fourths, and if you go on agnin many
will come pure Dorkings, so far as appearance is concerned. They will,

however, always be liable to throw back, and to produce part Brahmas,
when Dorkings are most needed.

Allerton Poultry SHow.^The first prize for Golden-spangled Ham-
burghs, and the first prize for Fantail Pig eons, was awarded to T. C. and
E. Newbitt, Epworth, near Eawtry.

Dubbing Scissors (G. D.).- -The scissors used by grooms for clipping
horses answer well for dubbing, as they have the necessary curve.
Saddlers and cuttlers all sell them. Priest, in Oxford Street, London,
sells excellent ones.

DiARRHtEA IN PiGEoNS (Oiclu—We have not heard that this disease is

more prevalent than usual among the fancy stock. All Pigeons kept in
confinement are liable to diarrhoea, especially Pouters. When Pigeons
fly about miref^trained they secure themselves from disease. Cleanse
and limewash their house thorougbly ; well sprinkle the woodwork with
chloride of lime. Feed the birds (cram them if necessary), only on old
beans. Put down their throats each day three bits of old mortar, each
the size of a pea. It would be well to put the birds into a fresh house
for a while ; at any rate, separate the diseased from the healthy. But
try to remove the cause, then you will remove the disease.

Pigeons Diseased IJ. T. E.).—Your Pigeons have the wet roup owing
to cold or damp. Probably they are confined, and their loft is draughty,
and they have little sun. Give them three pills of cayenne pepper and
bread daily, and keep them warm.

Canary not Singing (L. B.).—Change the food of your C.mary which
has not sung for two years, gi\ing it mawseed with hemp, boiled egg
chopped fine, and plenty of green meat ; also, change the situation, and
place the cage where another Canary is in song. Many German Canaries
lose Iheir song after the third year.

Canary with Legs Cramped (S. B. H.).—Yovit bird, we fear, is too old
to derive any benefit from our advice. Hold the legs up to the thigh in a
cup of wai-m water for two or three minutes occasionally, and place a
saucer of water in the cage on a warm day for it to bathe in, also change
its food. Give millet and mawseed mixed with canary seed and boiled egg
chopped fine.

A Drone with a White Head (E. ,5.).—The insect you enclosed is

very i-emarkable, from the colouring matter being almost entirely absent
from both the simple and compound eyes. It is not unlikely that the un-
fortunate drone was afiiieted with partial, if not total blindness, resulting'
from this defect.

Hives Without Bees (James Smith).— It is just possible that the
population of the three colonies, now without bees dead or alive, may have
dwindled and ultimately become extinct, either from the death of queens
or from foul brood. We should, however, be much more inclined to
heUeve that they really perished during the winter, and that the dead
bees were removed by scouts from other hives, whose presence also may
have deceived you into the belief that the stocks were still tenanted long
after all their inhabitants had become extinct.

Uniting Stocks (A. avd B.).—If, as wo imagine, the three nuclei are
queenless, the union will be readily efi'ccted by simply lifting out the
combs, bees and all, sprinkling them with peppermint-scented syrup, and
placing them in a full-sized hive. A day or two after, and when any
exciteuieut has subsided, a queen may be added, and as under these cir-

cumstances she will most probably be well received, she may be simplv
immersed in liquid honey slightly warmed, and dropped into the hi^e
through the hole in the top, or introduced with all the precautions which
you will see described by Mr. Woodbury, in our Journal next week. It is so
'difficult to insure the safety of an Italian queen under these circum-
stances, that we have abandoned the practice altogether.

Removing Supers (S. £. I'. Z>.).— i super should be taken off when it

is filled, or as soon as the honey hnrvest is over; but this varies so much
in dilVtrent locahlics, nad even in the same locality iu different, stasuns,

that no precise rule can be laid down. When honey is sealed over in the
combs at tlie back of n. liive. the prob'xbility is that the bees are well pro-
vided with food, but it by no means follows that the whole of the combs
are sealed.

Husiele Bee (J. Ti. Pearson) —The union of the queon and drone
humble bee is but Sftdnm seen; Mr. F. Smith, the eminent IivmonoT^'e-

ristof the British Museum, being so far as we kuoiv the only British
1 observer who has previously wituesi^ed it.
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electricity, perform important functions in vegetable physiology,
We must not entirely shut out our trees under glass from
such influences. Even acting meclianically they wash the
foliage clean from insects and other pests. In hot weather
evaporation is rapid from the whole extent of foliage, and an
equilibrium is soon restored between root and leaf, unless
under unnecessarily severe conditions.—T. Bef.haut.

NEW, EASY, AND EFFICIENT MODE OF
DESTROYING WASPS.

Wasps are now rather plentiful. I have for several years
adopted a very simple, but very effectual, plan of getting rid of

their nests. When I find a nest I select the noon of a hot
sunny day for my operation.'). I procure a very strong solu-

tion of cyanide of potassium, and I saturate a piece of lint, about
3 or i inches square, with the soluliou. This lint I quietly
place at the outlet of the hole leading to the nest on the ground,
in a bank, or elsewhere. Nothing more is requisite. Every
wasp that arrives at the hole on its descent alights on the lint,

and, after one or two gyrations, drops over the edge of the lint

into the hole, dead, or else dies upon the lint—not one escapes.
After sitting down by the side watching the operation for about
ten or fifteen minutes at most, the number of wasps arriving
home becomes very much lessened, and then only a few odd
ones arrive, I then dig out tlie nest. All are destroyed. There
is no fuss, no risk of being stung, as every wasp coming home
falls on the fatal lint, and has no escape. The evaporation of

the cyanide is very rapid, and the air all around the hole is

tainted, and the wasps seem fascinated by it, as I never see any
turn away ; they look as if they must settle, and when once they
alight they have no power to raise themselves, the use of the
wings is gone, and they are soon dead from the inhalation of
the cyanide.

This is a very simple way of destroying the nest, because if

you do not wish to take the nest, you may leave the lint there,

it will destroy aU the nest, and will do no harm to anything
else.

When the nest is in a tree, I generally go in the evening, and
hold the lint soaked in the cyanide under the bottom hole.

The wasps soon begin to drop out, first one by one, then in a
regular shower. Of course caution must be used to avoid the
inhalation of the cyanide, but as so little is required, it is not
very probable any accident will result from the proceeding.

—

Amos BEARnsLEy, Grange, Lancashire.

ROSES ON THE MANETTI STOCK—MARECHAL
NIEL ON A BRIAR STOCK.

I WILL take the last first. I have now two plants of MarSchal
Niel budded on Briars growing well and beautifully. One is a

tall standard referred to by "D.," the other is a dwarf bought
of Mr. Keynes with five others, excellent specimens, having firm

wood averaging 44 inches. Four of the Briars have died this

summer from winter injury, the other is alive—scarcely alive.

It is not the fault of the Marechal. It is my fault. I wished
to try the hardiness of the Marechal, and so I did not tie it

up when the first frost set in, but I did so before the second
frost, but it was too late. I consider it a very hardy yellow

Rose, and the Briar a suitable stock. I have the mother
(Isabella Gray), on its own roots in the open champagne, a
strong-growing stalwart tree with two buds. I am interested

to see them bloom side by side. Jly two successful plants of

the Marechal are neither of them against a south wall—the

best place. One is 6 feet from a south wall, and the other

6 feet in front of my little vinery. I shall probably move them
to a south wall, or at any rate buy some for the purpose.
However good a yellow Rose may be in the open ground, it

will be better under a south wall, and more golden. I do not
remember advising (page 162), " Humble Cottaoee," to plant

MarSchal Niel. It is at any rate a mistake. I meant to write

Marechal Vaillant. In passing, I may mention, " D." brought
here two perfectly golden blooms of Bouton d'Or, as golden
outside as in—gems of great beauty, but not very large.

Now, a few words about the " Briar, I'ersus Manetti." " D.,"

of Deal, has said just what I should have said had I noticed
Mr. Cant's observations. Mr. Taylor lives at Fencote, Bedale,
Yorkshire, just ask him his experience of the " enduring
nature of a Briar stock," as compared with a Manetti Rose,

during the winters of 1860 and 1866. He lives in the fine vale

of Mowbray, perfectly adapted to Briar Rosea.
I have always found the Briar an admirable stock for sum-

mer Roses and Tea-scented Noisettes, both of which do
equally well, or better, on Manetti or their own roots, and are
more easily defended on them. It is fair to say that Rosea
may be grown well on a Briar in sandy or chalky soil, provided
people will go to a great extra expense.
Now, one word for " Beta." I do not advise inexperienced

persons to move Roses, especially travelled Roses, so early as
I have done. " Beta " left out the word Manetti before Roses,
which seems to make me advise the practice for all kinds of

Roses. Now, with regard to the fresh-planted Manetti Roses.
I bought on the 5th of August last, 285 Manetti Roses, and
Mr. Gill gave me three plants over, making 288. They have
all taken, Louise Margottin is in complete new foliage ex-

panded, and all will be new-foliaged within a mouth, and I

expect to bloom many of them, at least some, this fall. Surely
I need not say that I never write on any subject that which I

do not believe to be most strictly veracious.—W. F. Radolyffe,
Fwse Hill.

ABOUT THE LAND'S END.—No. 3.

I HAVE found in the old Cornish language more than usual
attractions, as the readers of "our Journal" may have ap-

preciated from my frequent recurrence to that language's voca-

bularies. It is not merely because some of the names of our
fruits and plants are traceable to it, nor because it is melo-
dious—on the contrary, it is harsh and rough, but it is because

its epithets and proper names are so very much more appro-

priate and expressive than o(ir own. Take, for example, the

names of the months. No names can be more inapplicable

and destitute of meaning than those by which wo distinguish

them. Thus, on what possible foundation can a Briton justify

calling the past month August? It was all very well for a

Roman to do so, as he wished to propitiate an emperor. More-
over, why should we still call four months the seventh, eighth,

ninth, and tenth, when they are in truth the ninth, tenth,

eleventh, and twelfth? Our Cornish forefathers adopted a

nomenclature which could not be so disorganised, unless by
some convulsion our globe's axis was changed. They called

January, Mh-ijen vcr, the cold-air month ; February, Miz-
Hiievral, the whirlwind month ; March, Mh-merli, the hor.se

month ; April, iliz-Khrall, the Primrose month ; May, Miz-
vie, the flowery month ; June, Miz-Ephan, the summer month

;

July, Jliz-ijor-epkan, the chief summer month; August, Miz-

east, the harvest month ; September, Miz-ijwedu gala, the

white straw month ; October, Miz-hcdra, the watery month
;

November, Miz-diu, the black month ; and Miz-liorardiu, the

month next after the black.

One of the objects attracting me to St. Michael's Mount was
to see Opie's portrait of the last talker of this language, Dolly

Peutreath, but it is gone. Murray's Handbook (l look upon
Murray as almost infallible) says it was there in 1865, Where is

it now ? On another day I journeyed to St. Paul, in the God's

Acre of which parish Dolly's bones are stored. In the wall of

that enclosure a stone is inserted, to the memory of Dolly, and
its inscription is in English and Cornish. It bears the date of

its erection, too, 18C0, and contains two mysteries, for which I

have sought explanation vainly. Why did Prince Louis Lucien
Buonaparte co-operate with the vicar in erecting that stone ?

And why was the twelfth verse of the 20th chapter of Exodus
inscribed upon it? She was not their mother, nor is it even
known whether she was any one's mother ?•

Although Cornish is altogether abandoned as a spoken lan-

guage, many of its words are still mingled with English by the

peasantry. Thus, in journeying from St. Paul towards the

Land's End, noticing a Mountain Ash, I inquired what the

Cornubians call it, and found that they name it the Cair tree,

literally " the berry tree."

Among the very few shrubs at the Land's End—there are no
trees there—I noticed the Tamarisk, and Fuchsia Biccartonii,

but the latter was stag-headed, for the Atlantic galea i^yiK^i over

it so soon as it peered above the granite blocks which formed

the low garden wall. Even the taller Furze (Ulex europrous)

is absent from the soil strewed with granite blocks, as it sown
broadcast by a giant, but the dwarf Furze (U. nana) is abun-

dant, is now in full bloom, and not higher than the Heaths
among which it is crowded.

* One of the priuterB in onr office st'ites that hie grnndmothor's pistor's

husband w»9 Dolly Pentreath'g grandson.—Eds.
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Nowbero do the Heaths flourish more, or bloom more
brightly than in the moist atmosphere of the Bouthern Cornish
roast, and it has been said that one of its parishes, Mylor, is

the only one of the 11,700 parishes of I'lngland, in which all live

of our native Ericas, as well as their half-siater Calluna, can
be found native. Erica vafjans, the Cornish or Goonnelly
Heatli, has its special residence in that district of the Lizard,

which I daro say very few know, is a true Cornish name,
JAazhcrd, much thrust out, as is the land seaward. It was
once thouplit, and Murray even retains the error, that this

Heath is only found there in the soil resting upon the serpen-

tine formation ; and as a serpentine contains about forty per

cent, of magnesia, it was thence concluded that abundance of

magnesia is necessary for its growth. This is only another
illustration

—

" How man too riislily oftrn deems
Of that which is from Unit which seems,"

for Erica vagaus is found far from any serpentine formation

on Connor Down, in this county, in Glamorgan, Portugal, and
North Africa.

How joyously fresh, also, do the Ferns look here—those
gentles of the Cryptogamic world—and some of the rarest h.ive

their whereabouts at the Land's End. Asplenium marinum,
fine and abundant, is in the coves around. Who'e plants were
for sale near the very small inn, the actually last inn in Eng-
land, although another at Sennen, half a mile inland, has on
the east side of its sign, " The Last Inn in England," and on
its west side, " The First Inn." Then, Aspleuium lanceolatum,

which is specified in onr English floras as " very rare," and so

it is in other parts of this island, but about Penzance it may
be described quite as correctly by the words " very abundant."
In more northern districts I never saw it so large and vigorous,

except when grown in the shaded part of a greenhouse, the air

in which was well charged with moisture. I cannot but think

that that rarest and most graceful of our Ferns, the Maiden-
hair, is to be found on the rocks of tlie very many coves and
caverns between the Land's End and Godfrey Island. The
belief here is, that it is growing nowhere except in a damp
cave on the beach at Carrack Gladden, about midway between
St. Ives and Haylc. Mr. Woods, a Snssex botanist, write.^

thus about this Fern, " I walked from St. Ives as far as the

ferry towards Havle, but, instead of crossing to the Causeway,
I landed on the Towans, and on that d.iy and the next had a

good hunt over them. I hunted also the Black cliff, and the

clitTs by Gwithiau for the Adiantura, but in vain. It seems to

grow on a tufa formed by the action of the water on the shelly

sand, but I hardly found any such combination of shade and
moisture, as to promise well ; I was, however, prevented by
the tide from coasting the whole length of the rocks at Gwi-
thiau." It is such hindrances, that, in my opinion, prevent

this Adiantum being found elsewhere than in that Carrack
Gladden cave. Casual visitors must always be so restricted in

their botanical searches, but if some sufficiently qualified resi-

dent would pursue the research, I believe it would be found in

other cavities along that space of coast. Wo are told by our
comprehensive friend, " Murray's Guide," that the cave at

Carrack Gladden, " until lately was festooned and lined with

Maiden-hair ; but the Ferns have been, to a great extent, de-

stroyed by the ' natives,' for the purpose of increasing the

value of the plants they have for sale. The cave might, and
should be, closed by an iron grating." That it does grow else-

where in the Briti-h Islands, than in that cave, is certain, for

it has been found at Barry Island, and Port Kirig, on the coast

of Glamorganshire, on the southern of the Arran islands, and
on the banks of the Carron.

Of the other native Ferns which are rare, Hymenophyllum
tunbridgense is to be found at (.'arn Galva ; Ophioglossum vul-

gatum. at Phillack, and the Scilly Islands, the proper name of

which is Si/lleh, or islands dedicated to the sun.

I will but mention one other rare plant, rather abundant
near Penzance, Sibthorpia europ.nsa, the Cornish Moneywort.
It is truly a graceful little plant, its trailing stems and its de-

licate pinky white flowers are now in full vi^jour.

If any reader of these notes wishes for a full enumeration of

the plants, "abcut the Land's End," it is to bo found in a

list published by Dr. Montgomery, of Penzance, who is not
only, as I have good reason to testify, an able physician, but a

skilled botanist. That list was originally published in the
" Reports of the Punsanco Natural History and Antiquarian
Society," one of the many associations for the promotion of

science which characterise this county. This society was formed .

in 1839, and still is active. A complete set of its Reports can

now be met with very rarely. In that now before me, I see a
list of " The Mosses about Penzance," with full directions

where to find them, being a result of the researches of Mr.
Alfred Greenwood; "A List of the Lichens," found in the
same neighbourhood, by Mr. Pentreath ;

" The Wild Flowers
and Ferns of Scilly," by Miss L. and Miss M. Millett ;

" Fungi
of the Neighbourhood of Penzance," by a brother of those
ladies ; and a list of some of the Alga;, by Mr. Ralfs, who
resides at Penzance, and is well known as one of those who are
best acquainted with our native plants.

The Koyal Geological Society of Cornwall is another justly

distinguished association. Its museum is one of the best in
the United Kingdom, and will now soon have a worthy abid-
ing place. This society was instituted at Penzance, in 181-1, at
the suggestion of the late Dr. Paris, who then resided there.

His work on " The Soils of Cornwall," would entitle him to a
notice in notes " About the Land's End," even if he had no
other claim. He wrote also a life of Sir Humphry Davy, who
was a native of Penzance, and the house of whose birth has
now become most inappropriately a second-hand furniture
shop, for Sir Humphry's world-wide fame is founded on no
secondhand researches. His "Agricultural Chemistry" is

no exception to this claim of originality, for although Lord
Dundonald had pointed out the importance of applying che-
mistry to the cultivation of the soil, yet Sir Humphry was the
first to elTect that application. Between the years 1802 and
1812, ho pursued those researches which one year later he pub-
lished as " Elements of Agricultural Chemistry," but they are

equally illustrative of horticulture, and it has been observed,

by one on whom his mantle has descended, that " the single

work of Sir Humphry Davy is nearly all that chemical science

has, in this country, been induced to contribute to the ad-

vancement of agricultural theory during the first forty years of

the present century." But the application of chemistry to the
culture of the soil is not the only exertion of his intellect which
entitles Sir Humphry to the regard of the readers of " our
Journal," for in one of his letters he says, relative to the pre-

servation of eggs for incubation, " It will be a great point if

the principle of life can be made to sleep in the ova of birds

and fishes, as it is in the seeds of plants. I wish Mr. Knight
would try if eggs that have been kept three or four months in

lime water, will have retained the vital principle. I have more
hope in electrical than in chemical interferences— such as

covering eggs with resin or varnish, or exclusion of the air by
machinery. Lime water seems to prevent the action of air on
the egg by its electrical effects."—G.

A BASIffiT OF FRUIT.
At a local horticultural show a prize was offered for the best

" basket of fruit." Does this mean a very large basket, having
within it ten or twelve smaller baskets containing the fruits,

or does it mean one of moderate size, holding its own contents ?

A few words in your next would greatly oblige—A Grower of
Fkuit, Clialti'i-ia.

[This is one of many instances in which a want of definite-

ness is much to be lamented. A washerwoman's clothes-basket

and a punnet equally come within the definition of " a basket."

A. basket contaioiug other small baskets does not come within
that term, for they are plural. Then according to common
acceptation, though not correctly, "a basket of fruit " would
include a basket containing many kinds of fruit, as well as a
basket containing one kind.]

prG:\rY vines in pots.
Havino been on a tour through Ireland, and having while

there an occasion to call at Newcastle, the seat of the Hon. L.
Harraan King-Harman's, I there saw a very excellent mode of

growing Vines in pots, which is, I believe, if not new, prac-

tised but very rarely.

Meeting with Mr. W. Henderson, the very able gardener
there, he wished, he said, to show me some "new ; lints" in

one of the vineries. I there saw on a wide back sh'.!i two rows
of Vines in pots, the back row being white Grapes, while those

in the front rof were all black. The two rows thus formed a
ribbon border, the effect of which was really excellent.

" Nothing in all that," say my readers. No, but when I say

that the Vines alluded to were all cuttings planted last Feb-

ruary, in four and six-inch pots, grown and fruited in the same
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pot, and placed on the dessert-table in the early part of July,

the same readers will agree with me that there was not much
time lost, and it certainly is a system preferable to drawing a

Vine through the aperture in the bottom of a large pot, or

growing Vines a year previously to their being fruited, and
in such pots as require two men to lift them.
The Vines grown in these small pots were from 1 foot to

18 inches in height, bearing from one to four bunches of well-

ripened, and beautifully-coloured Grapes. What magnificent
little bushes these would be, laden with their rich fruit, to

associate with Mr. Eivers's " wee " Peach and Nectarine trees.

Indeed, by proper arrangement with such trees as these, the
dinner-table might have them as a decoration.

Not having seen before such plants laden with such fine fruit

grown in such small pots, and that, too, in such a short space
of time, I could not help thinking that this mode of grovring

Vines would be very remunerative to market gardeners and
others, for when such little gems were brought before the
public, they would speedily become the fashion of the day.

Respecting the cultm'e of these dwarfs, I forbear to say more,
as I believe Mr. Henderson intends shortly to lay before the
public a small treatise, in which will be found foil particulars
of his mode of cultivation.

Should any of the readers of the Journal who are interested
in the culture of Viues in pots, happen to be in the Emerald
Isle, and have a desire to see these interesting Uttle objects,

the place is easily reached by rail to JIullingar, thence by coach
through a lovely part of the country to Ballymahon. The gar-

dener, Mr. W. Henderson, is well tuown as a leading, energetic
horticulturist, and any one who might be inclined to pay him
a visit, would find him in courtesy and kindness all that could
be desired.—J. S.

PAINTING AND COLOURING GARDEN
STRUCTURES.

It is somewhat strange that although many persons have
made public their views as to the way in which certain plots of

ground may be rendered as attractive as possible by ornamental
planting, the colouring of any timber or iiou work necessary in

the place has received but little consideration. In consequence,
however, of want of attention to this matter, sometimes the
eye is offended by the incongruities displayed, and it would be
well if some definite rules could be laid down, so as to secure
the attainment of the object of painting—namely, the preser-
vation of the wood and iron—without departing from that har-
mony of colour which ought to prevail in all places where floral

or vegetable beauty is the main attraction. There is, however,
some little difficulty in preserving this harmony where the
objects said to require artificial colouring, with the view of in-

creasing their beauty and durability, are numerous ; but there
are many instances in which I think artificial colouring has
been carried too far, and, I think, done in a manner not
consistent with propriety. I will now state a few of the cases

in which I have seen artificial colouring resorted to where it

appeared to have spoiled rather than improved the effect,

although others will, I have no doubt, be inclined to differ

from me on the subject.

Commencing, therefore, with objects to which paint had been
applied needlessly, I have several times noticed vases or tazzas

out of doors, intended to be planted with flowers, painted of a
glaring white, which was stained and spoiled by the first water-

ings which the plants received. These vases were of artificial

stone, or some composition resembling it, and so far as dura-
bility was concerned, did not require painting. Cast-iron vases
might require a coating of paint ; but in all cases where such
is wanted, let the finishing colour be some soft grey, or other
tint resembling the stone of the district. I would avoid both
white and green, which I think ought not to be used for out-

side work of any description. When it is desired to render
iron fencing invisible, green may perhaps be admissible ; but
then the fence ought to be a long distance from the eye, as ob-

jects near at hand cannot be so concealed, and it is useless to

attempt doing so. Returning, however, to vases, I may say
that the same rule holds good with other features in the gar-

den, as pillars, stands, walk-edgings when of stone or resem-
bling it, sun-dial stands, and in most cases balustrading and
copings. Perhaps if the latter are in contact with new work
of a highly-polished character, they may be kept free from lichen
and dirt, but they will rarely be improved in appearance
by paint ; while I must confess I admire the grey hue which

age gives such objects, if it is not accompanied with soot

and other impurities, that show an artificial rather than a
natural colouring. Perhaps one of the worst cases in which
1 remember to have seen paint applied was in colouring the
coping stones of a garden wall a clear white, and to complete

the absurdity, the chimney-tops were painted of the same
colour.

To flights of steps, perhaps, the above advice to let well

alone may not apply ; still, I am uncertain whether even these

are not meddled with oftener than they ought to be. Cleaning

them now and then is necessary, not so much to add colouring

matter of a foreign description, as to remove that dirty growth
which renders them shppery when wet. This, however, is one
of the cases in which utihty asserts a claim to attention ; but
it would be well to avoid as far as possible aU imitation of the

system of cleaning the front-door steps of dwelling-houses in

the case of flights of steps not duectly connected with the
residence.

Dismissing stone work and imitations of it, let us now pro-

ceed to the more difficult subject of what ought to be done
with the timber and ironwork which constitute an important
feature in the gi-ounds, and which we are told must be painted.

Many things must be painted, otherwise their utility is im-
paired and their durability shortened ; but in all cases where
paint can be dispensed with let this be done. Dahlia stakes

and similar supports look best when they are of Ash, Chestnut,

Hazel, Willow, or other straight-growing wood of the proper size,

with the bark on, and no more taken off the knots than is ne-

cessary. Most other stakes, both large and small, also look

better when made of similar material, rather than of dressed

deal painted green or any other hue ; but if deal sticks must
be used, let them be painted with some colour not too conspi-

cuous. Green, in my opinion, is the worst, and the next to that

a clear white. Of course, no one would think of painting stakes

bright red or yellow ; but green, which is very commonly em-
ployed, is certainly objectionable. For stakes of the kind de-

scribed, I would advise a dull ashy grey ; and most ironwork,

as arches, trellises, iron and wire fences, might be of the same
tint, or what is called a medium lead colour, which is one of

the most durable paints employed, certainly much more so

than green. All light ironwork might be so treated, but

elaborate work of a heavier character, as gates, balustrading,

and pillars, might have what is called a bronze finishing.

This, however, is a department on which I will not intrude

further than to urge against their being white or green.

Coming now to glass structures : these require painting

more than any other object I am acquainted with, as both dvira-

bility and utility are alike imperilled by neglect, which is not

the case with many objects painted ostensibly to increase their

durability, for I believe that no painted piece of woodwork in

the kingdom is so old as some that has never received anything

of the kind. The woodwork of a glazed structui-e, however, is

cut up into small pieces, which are further rendered more than
usually accessible to the action of the weather, by grooves

made almost as if on purpose to receive the moisture, and now
and then interruptions in the way of its escape, so that there is

no kind of woodwork that 1 know of, which suffers more from
the want of paint than the framework and sash-bars of glass

houses and frames. As regards the most suitable colour for

this purpose, I think, on the whole, that most commonly em-
ployed for outside work—namely, a stone colour, is the best

;

but it should not be too light, excepting in places where there

is very little smoke or dirt, for a newly-painted structure of a

little duller hue than common keeps its colour longer than one
which is very bright, and by adopting such a hue nothing is

gained. Forcing-houses exposed to much smoke quickly be-

come dirty, and I recollect once seeing a long range of such in

the garden of a nobleman, celebrated as a patron of horticul-

ture, which were painted of an ordinary lead colour, the best of

all for durability. I would not, however, recommend this

colour except in a few cases where more than ordinary expo-

sure to dirt was apprehended.
There is more diversity generally in the colouring of glass

houses constructed of iron, or a mixture of iron and wood, and
it is not unusual to paint the ironwork a sort of dark dull red

or brown, and the woodwork the usual stone colour. The
lightness of such houses, and the different forms given them,
afford scope for more variety than is met with in houses

built of wood ; and conservatories and other structures, whose
appearance is an important object, may be painted with

brighter colours than houses of less pretension. Nothing,

however, is better than a good stone colour, several coats being
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laid on. Effect may, perhaps, to a certain extent, be given by
painting some of tbo glazing-bars in the fronts or sides of a

chocolate colour; but this is less required thnn in the windows
of a dwelliii^'-houso. Now and then the ribs or ruftera, or a

part of tliom, maybe of a distinct colour; a good Spanish
brown is, perhaps, as good as any, though not better than
bronze, and all gay colours ought to bo avoided. Although two
colours, a^ a very pale blue and white, may be employed for

the inside colouring with effect, outwardly plainness is best.

All kintl^ of glazed work ought never to go longer than two
years without being painted, the preservation of the putty

being as important a matter as that of the timber. I am not
certain, were it not for the injury the putty does, that the

wood wouM not last longer without paint than with it : but as

it is, painting is indispensable.—J. Kouson.

PLANTS rr.OWERTNG AT ACKLAM HALL.
MlDnLESBOROCGII-ON'-TEES.

Ang. 2. Cainpaniihi itf^trregata

Oxrtlis fioribunda
Verbtiscum bluttaria
Linuni Kritiulitlorum

Enchari'liuia (H'Hut.Ufloram :

,, 5. Liliuin aiirantium
Onnphiilitiin lanatnm
Yi"l:i rmimta. Purple Queen
Latiiyru^ odoratus
Tii^etcs patula

„ 0. Vorouica vir^Dica
Lobelia speciosa
Cumpanula rapunculoides
lJrrtfhyrt)nio ibcridifolia

Delphinium Ajacls gcrma-
nicHtn

Sedum piirpurnnin
Malope (?rnndifl')ra

Clarkia putcbclla
int('K'rip^*tala

Pyrethruin partheniom,
double

Petunia ^'raudifloi'a

Artemisia draciinculos
Thymus vulgaris
Salvia Bclnrea
Satureja montana
Mcliasa officinalis

Oaloopsis versieolor
Antbemis nohilis
Lilium uiartu^ou rubrum
Datura stramonium
I^upiuu^i nlbo-coceinous
Tropa-olum peroffrinum
Gaaphaliiim margarita-

ceum
Fuchsia globosa
Saponaria calabrica
Linaria bipartita splentUda
Sanvitalia procnmbcnet

procumbons, double
Reseda udorata
Linaria vulgaris
Lupinurt hybridas atro-

cocciiiena
Xemophila insignis
Althiea chiuenais kerme-

»ina
Hyperirum piUchnun

,, 10. Onjiphiiliuin germanicam
Tiinacctum vulgare
Silene nortiflora

Centaurea cyanus
„ 15. Fuukia ca-rulea

Zauscbm^ria califomica
MeeouupHis cambrica
Catluna vulgaris
Erica tctralix
CampADula carpatica

gurganica

—M.H.

Auj;. 15. Ceatnuroaranilidissima
Mimnlus ciinlinalis

Statico limoninm
armeria

Aster tripoliuiu
CalystcRia pubcsccns
Cheiranthiis ochroloucas
Cioranium striatum
Ly^imaoliin numinularia
Malva raoseliata alba

zelirina
Meum fa-uioiilum
CaleniUila otlK'inalis

„ 19. Phrtseolus vnlk'ariH

multiflorus
Yicia alba

sylvatica
Anthcmis arubica
Pectstemon gcntianoides

coccineum
album

Sangninaria ofilcinalis

Eriiius alpiutis

Lilium lonj^iitioniin

Dianthus caryophyllus
Vefbeoa veuosa
Aloysia citriodora
Butomiis utnbellatus

„ 23. Nymphaja alba
Nuphar lutea
.Tasminum ntBfinale
Sapouaria ofiicinalis

Salvia fiilyjons

patens
Gazania splendent^
Impatien9 ^'laudulosa
Kiaella hispaoica
Gilia capitals

tricolor
achilleicfolia

., 27. Gnjsophila elmans
Campanula speculum
IleliantbuH anituus
Dianthu-i deltnided
Linum peretmo
Crurianella anomalft
Leycesteria formosa
Ceanothus a/.urons
t'hrysocoma lyiiosyris

Athanasia annua
Yucca gla«ee:-ieens

filamf'ntosa

„ 3©. Alehemilla conjnncta
Alstrnmeria aurea
Calyste^a sepium
Cbclone barbata
Sempervivnm tectomm
Tradescantia virpinica
Epimediuii) nibrum
T.ilinm longilloroin

SO that their roots may please thcmGelTes, yet tliere is a iear
about their goiog off suddenly, and I, like others, am on the
look out for a substitute. Ga/.anias I do not like as bedding
plants. Tauetes pumila with mo this year is remarkably good,
last year it was the same. I think well of it as a yellow
bedding plant, especially for ribbon-borders. I am thinking
of tryiug some of the yellow-edged I'elargoniams in place of
Calceolarias, but have not yet made up my mind.

I think I have this year an acquisition as a yellow edging or
bedding plant, in the double Sanvitalia procumbens, a plant of

compact dwarf habit. With me it is now flowering very pro-
fusely. It may be kept very compact, it is of neat dwarf habit,

very double, of a bright yellowish-orange, and well worth a
trial.—JI. Hebblethwaite, Jcklam Hall, 3Iiddlc$borough-on-

LILroM LONGIFLORUM—YELLOW BEPDERS.
Fon the information of •' H. Foy," page 12.5, of this -lournal,

so far north as North Yorkshire, I have had Tjilium longiflornm

planted out without protection of any kind during the last six

years. Within a few yards of where I write stands a fine

cluster of this Lily in full bloom. I think from this circum-

stance I may aflirra that it is quite hardy, and a fine border

plant it ia. The lancifolium race, grown in pots for plunging
in a bed with Vallota purpurea, constitute objects by no means
despicable.

Something is said, too, at page 113, abont the failure of

yellow Calceolarias this season. Mine have grown here re-

markably well. I attribute their success to deep cultivation.

PE.VIIS ON QUINCE STOCK CR.\.CKIXG. ;

I UAvi; a pyramid Beurrij Diel Pear on a Quince stock that
has been planted ten years, and twice removed. It bears well,

but the fruit cracks, and most of it is worthless. Would cut-

ting the tree in with the view of causing it to make new bearing
wood prevent the evil, or is it incurable ? Would it answer to

rework the tree with another kind'.' I mulch round it for

2 feet during the summer months, and I am anxious to retain

the sort. The fruit cracks in dry as well as wet seasons. Pears
on the Pear do not crack on my soil, which is rich, and 2 feet

deep, on a dry subsoil.

—

.\n Old Subscriber, I'ppingham,

[The subject of the stocks most suitable for Pears and other
fruits for different varieties, soils, and climates deserves far

more practical eiiamination than it has received hitherto.

Near Winchester, at an elevation of 200 feet, in a light loam
2 feet deep, resting on a chalk subsoil, the fruit of the Easter
Beurre cracked when the stock was a Quince, but it did not
crack when worked on the Pear stock. Having brought our
correspondent's case to the notice of Mr. Pearson, he observes
that at Chilwell, near Nottingham, the Beurre Diel cracks,

though worked on the Pear stock, as do many others for which
the climate there is too cold, and be thinks that the same
causes the Beurre Diel to crack at Uppingham.
We shall be obliged by other correspondents telling ns the

results of their experience on this subject.]

HEATING TWO IIOITSES FROM ONE BOILER.
I .VM about putting a flow and return pipe from a boiler that

heats a stove, into a new greenhouse (a cool honsej. Now, I

purpose having a valve iu the flow-pipe to ou.able me to put on
the heat to the new house at such times as may be necessary,

as I only require to keep out frost in the new house, while in

the stove it is nearly always required. Will you inform me if

two valves are necessary ? Must I have one in the return-pipe,

or will one valve in the flow be suflSoient?—IoxoR.vMfs.

[ If the circulation in the stove-house is complete, indepen-
dently of the new house, and if the pipes in both houses are on
the same level, it is of little importance having a valve in the

return-pipe of the cool-house; but if there is a diilerenco in

the level, it will be as well to have a valve. As the expense is

not great, it might suit yon best to have one, but in general

cases we trouble ourselves little with returns. The water in

the lower pipe will remain nearly still if there bo no circulation

in the upper one.]

CVLCEOLARIA FAILUllES.
Sekin'g that the subject of Calceolaria failures is being

agitated in the Journal, I have been tempted to send a small

contribution respecting it.

During the spring of 1866 my Calceolarias (Aurea fioribunda),

were very much diseased, so much so that I could not supply

my orders from them. Well, I picked out some of the best of

them for stock, planted them out, and after midsummer cut

off all their flowers, and let no more flowers open.

Directly after Michaelmas 1 took the cuttings off—stiff, strong,

and healthy, and put them in, about a dozen in a five-inch pot,

in a cold frame. They struck well. I wintered them in a late

vinery, potted them on in February, still keeping them in the

vinery and close to the glass till established, when they were
turned out of doors about the beginning of April under canvas.

I think I may say Calceolarias have never done better ; in fact,
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some of my customers tliouRht they could not be Aurea flori-

bunda because they were so strong, and I have heard no com-
plaint since.

In conclusion, I would say to your readers, In order to obtain

a good stock of dwarf Calceolarias, plant out some good plants

in a part of the kitchen garden where the flowers are not

wanted, cut off all the flowers as they come, strike the cuttings

in pots in a cold frame after Michaelmas, winter them where

they will be free from frost and have the advantage of light

and air. Pot them off in the spring, still keeping them under

glass till established, then turn them out (still in the pots),

where they will be cool, but free from frost, till planting-out

time. The result, I think, will be abundance of bloom during

summer and autumn.—Ivo.

SELECT LIST OF ROSES.
Would Mr. Eadclyft'e oblige me by recommending from thirty

to fifty good Eoses, chiefly Hybrid Perpetuals, without respect

to age?—E.
[The querist does not say what sort of land he has. or

whether he wishes them on Briars or Manetti. I must, there-

fore, take a " leap in the dark." I will, however, give a list of

excellent Eoses which I believe will do well on any stock. Tliey

are hardy, good, and constant bloomers, and also free bloomers.

They are all here on Slanetti, and a few of them on Briars.

Ense-cnlniired H.P.'.t.—Anna Alexieff, Cnmte de Nanteuil,

La Ville de St. Denis, *John Hopper, »W. Griffiths, Victor

Verdier, Duchesse de IMorny, *Gloire de Vitry, splendid on its

own roots; 'Charles llouillard, first-rate, extra; *Comtesse
Cecile Chabrillant, extra, but not so hardy as the above.

Crimson.—'Charles Lefebvre, •Senateur Vaisse, •Duchesse
de Caylus, *Lord Macaulay, »Lady Suflield, new, first-rate ; Dr.

Andry, Franijois Lacharrae, Biironne Adolphe de Eothschild,

'Jules Margottiu, George Prince, Dr. Spitzer, Duke of Welling-

ton, John Keynes, new, large, and fine ; *Madanie Victor Verdier,

Madame Boutin, Madame Crapelet. Madame C. Wocid, Madame
Clemence Joigneaux, Madame Moreau, and Madame Julie

Daran.
Dark Crimson, SForoon, Plnm Purple, or Sharles thereof.—

Vicomte Vigier ; 'Pierre Notting, extra ; 'Prince Camille de

Eohan, extra; 'Black Prince, new, very fine ; 'Due de Gazes;
Triomphe de Paris ; Souvenir Dr. Jamain, new, beautiful

;

Duchesse de Medina Cosli.

Blush.—'Caroline de Sansal ; 'Marguerite de St. Amand,
new, extra.

While.—Madame Rivers and M.adnme Vidot are the best

;

but unless I know the quality of the land, I cannot recommend
them; 'Madame Freeman, and Baronne de Maynard. If

simply abundance of flowers is wanted, Madame Alfred de
Eougemont and Madame Gustave Bonnet, much alike, are

good for the purpose. The two first named are the best for

show.
Yellow Poses (beautiful, good, and excellent on their own

roots, Briars, or Manetti).—Gloire de Dijon, Celine Forestier,

and Triomphe de Kennes.
Bourbons (admirable).— Baron Gonella, dove pink, extra, first-

rate ; Marguerite Bonuet, fleshy-white, fine habit and foliage
;

and Louise Margottin, salmon pink, distinct, well formed, and
very pretty.

i^'or a South IVall.—Souvenir de la Malmaison. It is not
tender, but sometimes refuses to open unless under a south
wall. It is extra fine, but best when so grown.

Qualitas vocis, or " a fine name," is a poor substitute for

qualitas rei, or stiff petals with smooth edges and symmetrical
arrangement and correct outline. 1 have marked thus * the
very best in each colour. They are all admirable Eoses.

—

W. F. Eabcltffe.]

LAYERING A VINE STEM.
Will you inform me if Vines will thrive with a walk 4 feet

wide between the border and the vinery ? and what kind of

protection, if any, will be required by that part of the stem
which passes under the walk ? Also say if one of Eiddell's

patent slow combustion boilers would answer for a lean-to

vinery 40 feet by 10 feet.—H. Cooke.

[Vines always do best when the roots proceed from one point,

and not from a layered stem. If you must plant your Vines
4 feet from the house, and take the stems under a 5-feet walk

before entering the house, we would prefer that the stems

should be enclosed in a pipe or box below the gravel. Would
it not be better to plant close to the front of the house, by
having 1 or 2 feet of a border, the walk in front of the border,

but the border also underneath a shallow walk? an arrange-

ment that would do well with unforced Grapes. There is no
doubt that if you bury your Vine stems below the walk they

will root freely enough, but we question if that is any advantage :

quite the reverse. The Eiddell's patent boiler would be quite

sufficient to help on the Grapes in such a house, and keep the

frost out, but it would not do to force the Vines much.]

GLASS WALLS.
In answer to your correspondent, " B. L. B.," I beg to in-

form him, that tlie new system of growing fruit trees on glass

walls, cylinder vineries, glass cases, &c., is now being tested by
Mr. Eivers, of Sawbridgeworth. who will, no doubt, before

long publish his experience. Tliese structures in my neigh-

bourhood are objects of interest, and well they may be, for the

health, strength, and growth of the plants has far exceeded

the inventor's expectation. These structures are the subject of

a patent, and the bars are only made by one firm. After Mr.
Eivers has sent in his report they will be advertised.

—

Observeb.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
September 3rd.

Floral CoManrTEE.—The seedlin;* Dalilias were the chief object.^

of attraction at this meeting. Thei-e were some fine varieties among
them, but after all a repetition of what has boon seen before. Mr.
Turner received a first-class certificate for Dahlia Yellow Perfection,

and a second-class cex'tiiicate for Mrs. Doi-lint;. Mr. Kawlings, Rom-
foril, had a tirst-class certificate for Dahlia Hebe, rosy lilac, heavily

tipped. Mr. G. Wheeler. Warminster, received a second-class certifi-

eate for a white Dahlia. Flag of Truce, and a second-class certificate

for Chameleon, light buff tijiped with red. To Mr. Keynes, Salisbury,

was awarded a iirst-class certificate for Viceroy of Egypt, a Fancy
striped flower, very distinct ; and also a second-class certificate for

Wonderful, another Fancy, and a first-class certificate for Sir Greville

Smythe. a deep rieh crimson finely formed flower. Leopardess, a
Fancy, likewise received a first-class certificate, as well as Lady Derby,

lii:;ht ground shaded with purple. Mr. Keynes exhibited eicht other

seedliucs. Mr. Bragg exhiliited Honourable Mrs. Gerard Wellesley

and Commander. Mr. I'.ckford sent eight seedling Dahlias ; Mr.
Burgess, Chelsea, two seediiuL; Dahlias, named Mrs. Burgess and Mr-

Adams ; and Mr. Hopkins, Brentford, Dahlias Yellow Gem, Excellent,

and Master Robert.

Mr. Eckford, Coleshill, sent sis coarse-flowered Verbenas ; a second-

class certificate was awarded for a pale salmon rose, named Bravo.

Mr. W. Paul sent an interesting plant of Enonymus flavescens, from
.Tapan. The Committee considered it likely to prove a very valuable

plant, and requested that it should be sent again. Mr. Willis, gar-

dener to J. H. Ross. Esq., sent a reddish purple seedling Verbena,

called Queen of the Bedders : it must be seen growing to ascertain its

habit and merits.

Messrs. Veitch contributed two plants of Ai-'rides Huttoni, from

.Java, for which a first-class certificate was awarded. Mr. .Taekson an
Acrides. a variety of crisjuim, and Drosera dichotonia, ilio latter in

full blossom. Mr. Cannell. Fuchsia Nursei-y, Woolwich, bad a special

certificate for a collection of cut Verbenas. Mr. J. Stevens, gardener

to F. E. Williams, Esq., Malvern Hall, sent seedling Gladioli Mar-
garet Booth, Wigley Williams, and Annie Stevens, shades of scarlet,

but not of any merit. Mr. Brocklehurst. gardener to A. Turaer, Esq.,

Leicester, roiitributed a single flower of Cattleya labiata—a first-class

varietv. Mr. Anderson, gardener to T. Dawson, Esq.. Meadow Bank,
near Glasgow, sent a beautiful collection of cut Orchids, including

Cattleya Aclandiie, Saceolabium Blumei Dayanum, Oncidinm leo-

pardinum (?). Odontoglossum grande, Oncidinm excavatum (?), Epi-

dendium sp. from Trinidad.

Messrs. Holmes, Gibson, Eraser. Lidgard, Parsons, and Kinghom,
were requested to act as .Judges on the 17th inst. for the collections of

Tricolor Pelargoniums to be exhibited on that day.

Fruit Committee.—There were but very few subjects bronght

under the notice of the Committee this day. Mr. William Paul,

AValtbam Cross, exhibited a collection of thirty-seven varieties of

Apples grown on the Douciu or French Paradise stock, on little plants

but two years old, showing what an excellent early stock this is for

working Apples upon. The varieties, of all of which there were

very handsome examples, were Golden Rehiette, Cornish Gilliflower,

Brickley Seedling. Kny.il Russet, Tower of Glammis, Stamford Pippin,

Stunner Pippin, Cellini Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Old English Codlin,

Large Yellow Bough, Foam's Pippin, Edinburgh Cluster, Dredge's

Fame, King of the Pippins, Norfolk Beefing, Dutch Mignonne, Drap
d'Or, Lord Derby, Alfriston, &c.
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From Kr. Kdgorton, gardener to the Coantess of Waldegravo. Straw-
iwrry Hill, came a greeu-tleshed Melon, which had bi-'cn rtowh withoat

bottom heat. It was sound, sli{;htly netted, but proved uf but poor
flavour.

Mea.srs. Waite, Hurrcll, & Co., sent a very fine specimen of the

true Flat Tripoli (^nion. It was 1(> inches in circumference, and very
solid. The same iirni also sent a npticimcu of their new Karly White
Tripoli Ouion, a very clear-skinned variety, which is stated to do
exceedinfily well when sown in the end of Angnst.

Mr. Adam Spar,-, of Chailey, Lewes, cent a new Pea called Spary's
Pre-eminent, which wa^ larj^o and haudsurac ; also pods of a Scarlet

Uaunor Hean, named Spary's Premier, which did niit seem to bo any
improvement on the common Scarlet Jtunner. Tlie Committee desired

that they should be sent to Cbiswick to bo ^rowu there next season.

Mr. Cole, gardener, Otto Ilouao, llammcTsmith. sent a collection

of oxceedin^^ly welI-f;i-own Poacho-i from an open wuU.
From the garden of tlie Society, Chiswiek, came a very ornamental

collection of Tomatoes in ])ots, which wore reported on in last week's

number; likewise a collection of Fi^'s which had been grown in ])ot9.

Tho varieties were White Tschia, rich and excellent ; l)e Lipari, a
small wiiiie variety resembling tho White Ischia, was also very good ;

De La Madeleine, clear yellow, very rich and excellent ; Versailles
;

Trois Kecoltes, small, but highly favoured ; Grosso Violette de Bor-
deaux, conical, black skin, sweet; White Marseilles; De I'Archipel,

dark tawny skin, white liesh ; Bourjassote Grise, large, bro^vu, rich,

juicy, and excellent ; Grosso Verto, very large, deep green skin, red
flesh, rich, sugai'y, and excellent—this vai'iety was considered the

richest and best, and was awarded a first-class certificate.

THE MANCHESTER HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

Thu last Exhibition of this season commenced on tho 'I'th and
limshcd on the ^Ist nit. The inclncemeut held oat to exhibitors in the
shape of liberal prizes offered by the Manchester Botanical and Horti-
cultarol Society brought together a fine display of both llowers and
frait. Tho fruit and cut flowers were exhibited in a large tent near
the Exhibition-house, and a portion of the ground laid out for the
lato National Exhibition was covered with a very large tent for the
plants and vegetables. The arrangements were very well carried ont.
The only fault I had to complain of was that the tents were a little too
dark, tho material they were made of being too thick and deep in
colour, cansing tlio plants to assume rather a sombre appearance.
"There was a marked improvement in the cnltitation and setting-up of
many of the plants exhibited, showing that the late National Exhibition
has infused a better taste amongst the Lancashire horticulturists, and
that their horticultural talent has been aroused. The next great
National Exhibition, to be held in .Tune, 18li8, will no doubt bring
together one of tho huest collections of plants and fruits that have
ever yet been witnessed. The guarantee fund amounts to upwards of
£:i(MXl, and the prizes in each class are to be increased and enlarged.
.Another improvement will bo introduced in the shape of shortening
tho duration of tho Exhibition. I think three or four days quite long
enough, after the experience gained on the present and late occasions

;

and I would take this opportunity of reminding the managing Com-
mittee that it is quite necessary to give exhibitors some little remune-
ration for every day after the Hrst or opening day, for it is very expen-
sive and inconvenient for them to remain in Manchester several days.
Tho nnsuccessful exhibitors should also receive the same remuneration.
The way, I think, the remuneration should be arranged should he—for

each collection of plants brought from any place beyond a radius of
ten miles Gs. per day, and for those from within live miles 3,s-. A pro-
portionate scale of rorauncration should also be arranged for fruit and
cut tlowers. The managers of all horticultural societies would do weU
to adopt these or similar suggestions, as I am sure such arrangements
would offer very great inducements to exliibitors to bring their plants.
They would feel sure of some little encouragement for their trouble.
They would not f.el like the poor fellow lately depicted iu the song by
*'S. K. H." which lately appeared in a contemporary, nor would they
exclaim

—

'* I'm a poor useil-up exhibitor.
Knocked out of present time ;"

but thoy would feel pleased with their slight reward, and if unsuccess-
ful exhibitors they would go homo with a fixed determination to do
better next time. Horticultural exhibitions would thus become more
interesting and better worth seeing, and would in consequence be
visited by much larger numbers, so that in the end it would be more
satiafactorv' to all parties.

Tho Dahlias and HoUyhocka were remarkably 6ne ; in fact the
. Hollyhocks were the finest I have ever seen. The best nine spikes
and tho best eighteen single flowers wore exhibited by the Rev. K.
Hawke, of Willingham Rectory. The manner in whicii these fine
exhibitions were staged, the fresh condition in which they arrived after
a lon^ journey, and, above all, the high state of cultivation, deserve
tho highest praise. l\Iany of them were seedlings ; I could not, there-
fore, note their names. The Rev. E. Hawke exhibited these in such
a perfect state, that I should think it must create a greater taste
fimongst gardeners for taking these line flowers a^ain in hand. It is

a pity they are not grown more than they are ; few plants are more

showy, none more easily managed. A splendid miscoUencous collec-

tion of plants was shown b^ Mr. B. S. WiUiamB. Thoso filled one-
fourth of tlie tent ; and as they were brought (three large vauloads),

mi;rely to decorate the tent, it shows what an enterprising nurseryman
Mr. Williams is. Mr. J. Watson, of St. Albans, also exhibited a large

number of tree Ferns, and amongst them tho largest Todcapellucida

I

have ever seen. It was a fine plant. Mr. Watson also exhibited

his Tricolor Pelargoniums Miss Watson and Mrs. Dix. I need not
hero describe them, as almost every one has seen them, and no doubt
heard Mr. Watson frequently expatiating on their pood qualities.

Splendid examples of Lilium auratum wero shown by Messrs. Yates.

'J'ho Grapes exiiibited wero good, as also the Barrington Peaches from
Mr. Tillery, of Well)e<!k. The vegetables were also numerous and good.

The weather altogether was delightful, and tho Exhibition in every
respect was a perfect success.

I may remind intending subscribers to the Findlay testimonial that

the list is still open, and that tho handsome snm of £*220 has already
been subscribed.—J. Wills.

THE CORNISH MYSTIC BAKS.
In your number of 22qi1 ult., the article headcj " About the

Laud's End " speaks of •' mystic bars," used in that neighbour-
hood in place of gates or stiles. You will, probably confer a
favour on others, as well as on myself, if you can give a little

further specification as to how they are to be laid down. How
wide are the " bars of granite" to be? Is the ground to be
flush—that is, level with the upper surface of the bars ? Ko
doubt any other stone would do as well as granite, which here
is not easy to bo had, and I should think would be anywhere
rather expensive to work into bars.

1 have heard of iron or wooden bars forming a bridge over a
ditch, and close enough together for human beings to walk
over, deterriug quadrupeds from attempting to pass. I think
this was said to be in Norway or Sweden, and I supposed the
bars to be across the ditch or hole—tuat is, in the line of the
path. The Cori"'sh " mystic bars " would appear to lie across

the path. I have seen what were called " Cornish stiles " in

the neighbourhood of Bath, really a passage so narrow that to

pass one leg hid to follow the other through the slit. These
are good in their way, but not very accommodating to crinoline.—Anglo-Scoti's.

[The "mystic bars'' are placed across the path, usually

level with its surface. Any kind of stone would do as well as

granite. Each "bar" in Cornwall is really a rough piece of

granite about '.) inches square, and some (i feet long. They are

placed about a foot apart. A hole or ditch is beneath the bars,

which can be seen iuto through the openings, and this may aid

in convincing the irrationals that it ia a trap.]

"STOCKS IN SPIKES."
A QUESTio>< as to the above flowers has arisen from the

mode iu which they were exhibited at a late show. Some
persons sent Stocks with the centre and side flowers on ; others

with the centre only. Which of the two modes of exhibiting

is correct ?—C. JN. B.

[We presume, as you put the words as a quotation, the prize

was offered for the flowers of " Stocks in siiikes." If so, we
consider that compound spike.s—namely, those with side spikes

as well as tho central spike, were as much entitled to be ex-

hibited as the simple spikes—that is, those which had onlya
central spike. There is no distinction made between them in

the words you quote.

—

Eds.]

VEITCHS PERFECTION PEA.
In Mr. Fish's "Doings," published in your Journal of

.August 15th, he mentions having tried many ways of growing

that queen of Peas, Veitch's Perfection—but that he has not

succeeded in filling the basket from it as he wishes. I will

therefore state my method of growing not only this but many
other varieties of Peas, and by pursuing this method I have

seldom failed to have most abundant crops of fine well-filled

pods. I could to-day (August 2Cth), gather four bushels of

well-fiUed pods of Veitch's Perfection Peas.

The following is my method of cultivation. I generally

place my rows of Peas from 16 to 20 feet apart, growing dwarf

crops between them. I mark out trenches 2} feet wide, and
take out the earth a good spade deep as for Celery. I next

jilace from 6 to 8 inches of stable-manure in the trench and dig
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it over. I then fill into the trench manure, old soil from the

potting-bench, and the soil taken out of the trench, so as to come
within 2 inches of the top. I next rake the soil even, and
sow in each trench six rows of Peas, about 4 inches apart and

three-quarters of an inch from each other in the row. They
are then covered with 2 inches of soil. As soon as the young

plants appear above ground I dress several times with soot and

fine earth in equal parts, to keep away slugs and other ver-

min, and when 2 inches high place small branches, about

12 inches high, taken from the Pea-sticks, amongst the Peas.

As soon as they clasp these they are stieked in the usual way.

After trying nearly all the new Peas, I consider Veitch's

Perfection to be as good as, if not better than, any Pea in cul-

tivation. I measured some of my rows to-day, and I find they

are nearly 4 feet through, and literally covered with fine well-

filled pods. The soil is a rather stiff loam with a clay subsoil.

—Henky Ellis, TIic Gardcnx, Alfirlon Park,

CLUB-ROOT IN THE C.VBBAGE TPJBE.
C.\N you enlighten me as to the cause of clubbing in the root

of the Cabbage tribe ?

I have some plants of Sprouting Broccoli raised from seed

in a bed never used for the same purpose before, and dibbled

out when very small at short distances to strengthen. On
pulling them now to plant out, I find some rows all clubbed,

and other rows without one clubbed plant in them.—J. H. T.

[The club-root, or ambury, being caused by an insect, the

ravager may pass along one row of plants, and leave the neigh-

bouring rows untouched. The insect is a very small weevil,

Curculio contractus. It is only a line in length, of an uniform

black colour, and its thorax very contracted in front. Fre-

quent transplanting, dipping the roots at each removal into a

creamy mixture of soot and water, is the best mode of keeping

the insect at bay. The female punctures a root or the base of

the stem of the plant and deposits an egg in the puncture.

The gi-ub eats the inner bark of the plant, causing the swelling,

or clubbing, and this enlarges, the wound putrifies, and the

plant is ultimately killed.]

THE INFLUENCE OF PAST AND PPvESENT
UPON FUTURE STATES OF THE WEATHER.

It has been said with trutli that " a symbol is an instrument

for the discovery of facts." If this be the case, then, in me-
teorology, where facts are as numerous and as complicated as

in chemistry, symbols must be more useful than mere enume-
ration, or even than the usual form of curvilinear diagram,

for they present to the eye with ease what figures would con-

vey but slowly to the mind. A symbolic method, then, it is

evident is the readiest form of investigating atmospheric phe-

nomena, even in the difficult phases constantly presented by

local causes.

To the agriculturist and to the horticulturist any simplifi-

cation of prevalent methods must be a gain ; and as a means
of ready reference, and also of immediate and complete iden-

tification of " possible influences of past and present upon
future states of the weather," no method seems to me so per-

fect as that inaugurated by Dr. S. Elliot Hoskins, in a paper

which has been published by the Koyal Society, of which Society

he is a Fellow. Dr. Hoskins has been long known in the

Channel Islands as a laborious and scientific collector of me-
teorological phenomena ; indeed it may with truth be said that

to him we are indebted for by far the greater portion of what
is now known of the peculiar climates eujoyed by the sister

islands. The Channel group, though alike enclosed in a large

bay whose form attracts the mighty tidal wave of the Atlantic,

while lying close to the gi-eat European mainland, have also

their distinctive and peculiar climates
;
and Guernsey, in which

island fortunately for science Dr. Hoskins resides, from being

the outlying island, and from its peculiar size and land ele-

vation, is by far the most interesting as typical of climate.

In England the atmospherical phenomena developed in these

islands are either generally confounded together or not under-

stood at all. From time to time in this Journal I have en-

deavoured to draw attention to these facts, and to show how
much certain local conditions, and chiefly among them the

comparative equabiUty of the night temperature, and the vio-

lence and direction of the prevailing local winds, account for

many cuxumstances of general interest to students of horti-

culture. I have thus arrived at the same conclusions as Dr.

H kins respecting the peculiar influence of our local climate
on vegetation ; and though " by another road," our opinions,

as he says, " point to the same direction."

The object of the pamphlet published by Dr. Hoskins, and
the perusal of which has led to these observations, is stated by
him to be " an attempt to determine whether any month or

class of months stand to each other in the relation of cause
and effect ; in other words, whether the atmospheric conditions

of autumn exercise any appreciable influence upon the fruitful

or unfruitful character of the ensuing season."

To show this in the simplest and briefest way, tables were
accordingly prepared from meteorological records at Greenwich
and in Guernsey, in which tables the excess and defect of

temperature, of rain, and of wind, on an average of twenty
years, were carefully calculated. The resulting numerals, con-

verted into simple and familiar signs, were then delineated in

squares upon a sheet of sectional paper, accurately engraved
according to scale. A square space was assigned to each of the
months, and they were laid down as abscis.^ni, with the years

as (irJiiiad'.-i. In this way diagrams were constructed which
present, at one view, the state of the weather during each
month from 1843 to 18G2, divided into two periods of ten years
each, or decades.

These diagrams (preserved for reference in the archives of

the Boyal Society), form not only registers, but facilitate com-
parison. They were afterwards decomposed, and the combined
signs in the squares transformed into letters of the alphabet,

so as to represent these four states of the weather—viz., heat,

cold, dryness, and moisture, and their combinations, as follows

—A := warm + dry ; B — warm + wet ; C cold + dry ; and
D ^ cold + wet. The letters were then arranged in columns
imder the heads of months and years ; the number of times in

which each recurred was noted, and resulting numerals, which
are the coefficients of the sums of the letters, were collected in

lines and columns—those of the mouths at the foot, and those

of the years at the sides, of the tables of analysis. Many
unexpected combinations resulted, remarkable also because the

data employed had been gathered m their natural course, and
not prepared to meet any preconceived notion. The horticul-

turist, therefore, may gather from these analytical tables that

the period from 1843 to 1852 was much warmer than that ex-

tending from 1853 to 1SG2—that is, that the first decade was
warmer than the second, the warm months of the first being

equal in number to the cold months of the second.

On comparing also the two groups of Novembers it will be
seen that their ratios were also in contrast ; the warm Novem-
bers of the first decade (1843 to 1852) being to the cold as 8 to 2,

and those of the second decade (18.53 to 1862) as 2 to 8. Fm:-

thermore, from 1851 to 1861 eight of the Novembers were de-

fective in temperature, and they were followed by Mays and
Junes of a similar character. These facts seem to justify the

surmise that the state of the weather in autumn did exercise

some influence upon the succeeding springs, during the peirod

under consideration, both as regards Greenwich and Guernsey
This similarity of disposition is all the more striking when the

difference in position and latitude between the inland and the

insular station is taken into account.

The symbolic mode adopted by Dr. Hoskins seems to me to

be admirably adapted to guide and simplify the labours of the

horticulturist. It has, besides, the advantage of being adapted

to the investigation and recording of atmospheric phenomena
peculiar to localities ; and its adoption on an extended scale

might enable scientific observations to be carried out which

would help to solve many an obscure problem in our daOy
work. The spirit of inquiry now so greatly developed requires

some such guide and ready means of reference, and, from a

conviction of its usefulness, I have wished to bring it before

the notice of the readers of this Journal.—T. C. Bbehaot.

MR-ROOTS ON VINES—GRAPES RUSTING.
Many and different are the opinions of gardeners as to the

cause of air-roots on Vines, some contending that they result

from bad management, others that they arise from too-deep

planting. I have come to the conclusion, when air-roots do

not appear till after the young shoots have been stopped, that

the sap, being suddenly prevented from flowing in its usual

channels beyond a certain point, is expended in the production

of these roots. They have no bad effect upon the Vines, for

the fruit soon demands all the sap which will flow to them,

and the air-roots shrivel and dry up.
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Another obvious cause of air-roota is Iteoping too inucli mois-
ture in the house, aud not alTording sutlicicnt ventilation.

Tliis must be obvious to every careful cultivator who has
managed small vineries or pita. It is ijuite possible in such
structures to produce excellent Grapes, ulthouKh some gar-

deners suppose that such a result cannot be achieved without
glass doors and fronts to their structures for growing Vines.

In many vineries, however, even though of a more pretend-
ing description, we tind small, shabby, rusty, shrivelled Grapes,
which have mucli more the appearance of bud management
then a few air-roots. Kusting is produced by allowing the flues

or hot-water pipes to become over-heated, or by putting water
on them whilst in this condition. The same is the case with
sulphur, which will also rust Grapes when very tender.

—

J.imks
Reid.

VISITS TO G.VIIDENS PUBLIC AND TRWATlv
MR. RIcn.lIU) .'JMITn'S NURSERIES, WORCESTEK.

(Continued from page 102.)

HowEvim interesting the in-door department of ihis famons
nursery may be—and I think enough has been said to show
that it is interesting, that whatever is attempted is done well,

and that order, neatness, and regularity reign supreme

—

yet it is the out-door department which really forms the chief
feature, and to it an etiual amount of attention is paid, so
that it is no small treat to traverse these hundred acres of

well-kept and well-stocked f;round. This is the amount of
land that Mr. Smith has under cultivation in fruit and forest

trees. It is not with him as I heard concerning a celebrated
foreign nursery of large extent—we will say in Timbuctoo

—

where visitors are taken through plantation after plantation,
and wonder wherever there is to bo an end—can it he like

Alexander, that only a world-wide domain woild suffice? If

you should happen to leave Timbuctoo the next day you will

leave with wondeiful ideas of the extent of Mons. Francois's
business

; but if, charmed by the genius of the place, you
should wish for a while longer to linger there and visit other
nurserymen, you will feel surprised to find that you are loitering
through part of the same grounds you traversed yesterday,
which are shown to you by three or four persons as their
" terrain." Then comes the bewildering question, Which is

correct :> Was the great man humbugging me ? or are these
merely vassals of his, who owe him a petty suzerainty while
they claim the lands as their own ? Nor, again, are ilr. Smith's
grounds like some I have seen in my own land, where quarter
after quarter is crowded with trees of all kinds, running into
one another, seldom moved, ill-shapcn, and unsatisfactory.
Ona expression of Mr. Smith's shows what his stock is, "I
endeavour to make every tree grown in the nursery a specimen
plant of its kind." This involves trouble and expense, but I

need not say it ensnres to purchasers an article of the greatest
excellence, as 1 believe all who have grown Mr. Smith's plants
can bear witness to.

Some idea of the amount of business done may be gathered
from a few facts which I here record. There are .50.000 fruit

trees trained every year, and eightj- men are engaged from the
beginning of October to the end of December in taking up and
packing trees of various kinds. There are twenty-one miles of
walks ; 400,000 stakes are used yearly ; there are fifty acres of
fruit trees, and whole quarters of Roses and forest trees of every
kind and description.

I had a walk through the R^se grounds of course, and it may
be interesting to the many growers of Roses to see what the
judgment w.as, remembering these were mostly on the Mauetti,
that the soil is somewhat light, and the time of year the middle
of .luh-. Jost'phine Boauharnais, a beautiful and distinct

silvery rose-coloured flower. Comte Alphonse de Serenye, a
good cherry red flower, not so much grown as I think it ought
to be. Fisher Holmes, I have already pronounced of this that,

although very pretty, is it inclined to be thin ; and these
nearly full Roses are very disappointing. Madame KuR("'ne
Appert, rough, and not worth growing. Mademoiselle Berthe
Leveque, like Theruse Appert, rough. Abbe Berleze, a flat

flower in the style of Grant des Batailles, and an improve-
ment on it. not so liable to mildew. Achille (ionod, too coarse
for my taste, but a favourite with those who do not mind a
flaunting dame. Auguste RiviC re, a good bright Rose, and to be
sought after, I think, more than it is. Baronne Maynard, one
of the best of those hybrid whites represented by Madame Gus-
tavo Bonnet, &a. Belle Normande, a poor-coloured flower. Due
de Wellington, beautiful in bud, and occasionally very fine

when fully expanded, but too apt to show the eye. Dnchesee
do Caylus, a lir,-.! rate Rose, and well sustaining the character
of my good and honest friend Charles Verdier. Leopold HauB-
burg, bright carmine, a well-built Uower of good properties.
Madame Canrobert, a fine flower, but shy in its habit of growth,
and not free-flowering. Monsieur do I'ontbriand, rough, very
curious colour. Marguerite de St. Amand, a first-rate Rose,
and although at times apt to curl its outside petals, yet one of
the very best acquaintances we have lately had. "Monsieur
Btncenne, a bright Uvely colour, bat not very full. Olivier
Delhomme, a fine old flower, but eclipsed by some newer kinds,
especially in the matter of constitution.
There is a large centre drive running from ene end of the

nurseries to the other, and on either side of this yon pass by
whole quarters of fine Conifers, including Wellingtouia gigantea,
Picea Nordmanniana, Picea piueapo, Thujopsis dolubrata ; and
unlike many a nursery where browned tips and blackened stems
too truly tell the tale of last winter's frost, Mr. Smith has been
fortunate enough to escape ; consequently everything looked
in the best possible condition, and as a heavy rain bad fallen
in the morning, all was especially fresh. I was surprised to
find Rhododendrons doing so well, as the soil was not that
which I had been led to believe was necessary for these plants

;

but Mr. Smith told me that by adding a couple of inches of
manure he found that they succeeded quite as well in his
ground as elsewhere.

At the end of the central drive there is a lodge just on tha
Malvern road, and on the other side are large plantations of
forest trees and of those with ornamental foliage. Thus, the Acer
negundo variegata is cultivated in large quantities, and no
greater addition has been made to our ornamental trees than
this beautiful Maple. Jlr. Smith informed me that a very
beautiful group is formed with this tree, the Purple Beech, and
the Silver Poplar. Among the curious trees which I noticed

,

were the Ring-leaved AVilluw, every leaf of which forms a per-
fect ring ; the variegated Dogwood, which is one of the most

j

efifective variegated trees which we have. It has been found
that by grafting the Persian Lilac on the Privet it is induced
to flower much more freely. Portugal Laurels trained as stan-
dards were abundant, and form an excellent substitute for

I

standard Orange trees ; but, in fact, both time and space would
fail me in attempting to give a correct idea of this admirably
managed establishment. I must not, however, omit noticing
some fine specimens of trees on the lawn round the house,
although Mr. Smith lives at some considerable distance from
the nursery. Quercus Fordii, Weeping Ash, Picea Nordman-
niana, Araucaria imbricata, the Drooping Cedar, and many
other kinds are here seen to great advantage.
The whole establishment is, as I have said, under admirable

management. Every one in it seem.^ to take a pride in it, and
to be interested in its success ; aud the excellence that per-
vaded every department showed that the able and intelligent
foreman under whose superintendence it is has devoted himself

1

to it con iimuir. What a mistake it is for people not to interest
themselves about those who serve them ! for sympathy is like
mercy, it '• blesses him that gives and him that takes. " And
how much more of life and vigour would there be in many an
establishment if, instead of grinding down and domineering
over the men, kindness and good feeling prevailed. I have
again to thank Mr. Smith for his very courteous treatment of
me, and to express the gratification that this visit afforded me.
—D., Deal.

FLOWER GARDEN PL.\N.
The group of flower-beds in the centre I intend edging with

Box and surrounding with gravel, as I do not like flower-beds
cut out of the lawn itself ; it will also give me an opportunity
of making the lawn from seed. The four beds at the comers
of the lawn I intend for choice evergreens and Koses. 'What
I more particularly wish to k-now is whether the central group
of beds is as effective as it could be made, for I desire to have
a little gem of a garden.— .T. F. C.

[You might consult a hundred sheets of designs, but which
we cannot send you, and not be able to fix on one more simple
and effective than that which you have chosen ; and as it is yoni
own plan we would advise you to adhere to it in the main
features, and make snch alterations as you may deem proper
when you have read our remarks.
The clumps arc well proportioned, except the central oval,

10 feet in its greater diameter by T feet in its less one, which
is too large for the others, and if planted of one colour would
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be apt to overpower them by its massiveness. This would be
prevented by planting in bands or rings.

The plan could only be carried out on gravel ; and to look

well your plants must be low, or the divisions of the beds will

not be seen from a distance. We would recommend that your

pathways of gravel should be from 1 to IJ foot wider ; they

now seem little over 2 feet—we would have them from 3 to

4 feet. You can easily do this by reducing the length of the

oval 2 feet and the width IJ foot, and extending a little farther

on the lawn.

a a, Lawn.
b, W^lk, 4 feet wide,
r. Entrance walk, 9 feet wide.
d. Walk in front of villa.

Wide walks are no attraction unless yon have people to keep

them gay; but the walk (i), at the farther side of the lawn

should be G feet instead of 4 feet wide. Your entrance walk c,

is 9 feet wide, that in front of the villa (d), is 7 feet in width
;

and unless there are strong reasons to the contrary, we would

make the opposite walk alluded to, and the end one, also

7 feet. This yon may do without lessening your lawn.
_
A

walk often does great mischief in destroying unity of expression

and breadth of view ; and you can only be reconciled to the

break thus made by a self-evident utility, usefulness of it-

self giving a reason almost suiBcient to satisfy even refined

taste.

c, Walk, G feet wide.

fj\ Borders, 14 feet wide.

g. Border 5 feet wide, with wall and palisade at back.

Granting the full propriety of having the four large triangular

beds at the corners cf the lawn for evergreens and Roses, we
cannot perceive the advantage of separating these at each end
from the lawn by a circular gravel walk, and thus having so

much gravel at the ends. Why not bring the lawn up to such

beds and thus enlarge its size ? If you must have Box for

these beds next gravel, well and good, or even Box next the

lawn if you like, but with a strip of gravel 9 or 12 inches wide

instead of a walk. Were it ours we would confine the Box to

the central group, and place turf verges round these large

clumps, and round the borders, too, outside. However, these

are mere hints.]

WORK FOR
KITCHEN GAEDEK.

Celery, if any strong plants remain, they may betaken up
with balls and " heeled " deep for use in soups ; this will save

the prime stock for salads. Cahharie, trench and manure well

for the winter sorts in due time, and plant out some more
strong plants of the early kinds for late Coleworts. Endive,

plant out more for the last batch, u.sing high slopes, which may
receive covers, or hoops and mats, when severe weather arrives.

M^ishroomx, the best way to secure good and lasting crops

throughout the autumn and up to Christmas is to make the

beds early enough to give them plenty of time to work slowly,

depending more on the warmth of the atmosphere than upon
fermentation in the manure. The natural warmth of the last

fortnight in August and the first three weeks in September
will guarantee the safe working of the spawn, provided a

proper medium be procured. Three things are requisite in the

dung to insure the spawn working well—viz., what is techni-

cally called "sweetness," an open texture, and a medium
degree of moisture. It is a good plan to make the beds in the

the Mushroom-house at twice, that is to say, if the shelf is

1 foot in depth, which is not too much for substantial beds,

8 inches might be made any time in July, and the remaining

4 inches as wanted. In this case use new droppings from the

stable door, with plenty of fresh littei amongst them, and add

THE WEEK.
one-third of strong loam at least, beating the whole into a

solid mass. For the surface of such beds well-fermented dung
alone should be used. It should be borne in mind that depth

in the bed, and loam mixed with the dung, tend at all times to

render the bed more durable. Remember that Mushrooms are

as fond of abundance of air, and even light, as other plants.

They grow most in the fields at night, not because they hate

light, but because they can enjoy abundance of atmospheric

moisture, which is so quickly dispersed by the return of day.

Let, then, abundance of atmospheric moisture be secured at

all times, as also a nearly uniform temperature of 55° or 60°,

and no tear need be entertained of injury from light or air

either day or night. Lettuce, plant out some strong Bath Cos

for the latest autumn use on rich soil and in a sheltered position.

Winter Spiiuich to be thinned to about (J inches apart, and the

hoe worked through it. Scarlet Runners, let all the old pods be

picked clean, except a few for seed ; they exhaust the crop

much, and prevent succession. Turnips, thin in due time,

and run the hoe through them.
FKUIT GAnCEN.

Particular attention now requires to be directed to the gather-

ing of the earliest varieties of Apples and Pears. As a general

rule, the latter may be considered fit when the stalk parts from

the spur by merely raising the friut to a horizontal position
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without pulling. The Flemish Beauty is, however, an excep-

tion, and must be gathered whilst it still retains considerable

hold, otherwise it becomes dry and musky instead of being

melting and sweet. The particular tinge of colour which
Peaches and Nectarines acquire when ripe should be observed,

in order that they may not be touched till they readily part

from the tree, i'unnel-shaped gatherers, lined with velvet,

have been recommended, but the hand is preferable if applied

so as to grasp the fruit with gentle and equal pressure on five

points of contact. In some cases the flavour of these fruits

will be improved if they are not used till the day after they are

gathered ; but they must be laid softly on cloth or on cotton

covered with tissue paper.

FLOWER GARDEN.

As the numerous varieties of Verbenas are now in bloom,
the best kinds should be selected for bedding-out next year;

also the particular habit and colour should be noticed for the

better arrangement of them at plantiug-out in the ensuing

season. The same observation holds good in regard to the

new Petunias, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &c. Where there are

conveniences for storing them in winter, as many kinds should

be grown as possible for planting on rockwork, in borders, and
to produce variety ; but in clumps nothing but first-rato kinds

should bo planted. It will be well to fill up many blanks in

flower-borders, as soon as possible, with plants of a biennial

character, such as Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Campanulas,
(Campanula grandis is useful). Hollyhocks, biennial Stocks,

and the various Primulas. Most of these will be found very

useful next spring, although somewhat old-fashioned. Auriculas

must be sheltered from bright sunshine, as well as from ex-

cessive rain, keeping the pots free from weeds, and occasionally

stirring the surface of the soil with a blunt stick. It is now a

good time to procure plants from a distance, that they may bo

established before winter. Layers of Carnations and Picotees,

where sufficiently rooted, may now be taken oS the stools and
potted in pint pots. The soil should be of a sandy texture,

without any manure being mixed with it, in order to prevent

the plants assuming too gross a habit, which is prejudicial to

their health during winter. Pinks should be planted in their

blooming-buds without delay. Pansies may now be divided

and planted out. Cuttings of the weakest shoots strike root

easily, and make better plants than those of more robust habit.

Dahlias should have all malformed flowers removed as soon as

perceived, and where necessary, some of the branches may be

thinned out. Trap earwigs in every possible way, and keep

tbe ground clean round the plants.

GREESnOtrSE -iND COXSERVATOKY.

Climbers will always require attention to keep the shoots in

their proper places. Take care, in training, that the part of the

trellis or stakes nearest the bottom does not bucume bare of

flowering shoots, as the beauty of climbers depends upon their

being clothed with foliage and flowers from the rim of the pot

upwards. Pot off seedling Calceolarias into small pots, and keep

them close in a frame for a few days. Lilium laucifolium will

now be in its beauty ; supply it bountifully with water, and
shade the flowers from powerful sunshine to prolong their

gaiety. Pay attention now to Chrysanthemums ; they must not

be stopped later than this to have fine heads of bloom ; a little

liquid manure will assist them ; let it be applied twice a-weck

if your desire is fine plants with large flowers.

STOVE.

As the nights become cold a little fire heat must be given,

not with the intention to promote growth, but to assist in

ripening the succulent wood which has been made during the

late dark summer. As all liberaliy-potted specimens have
made unusual progress, it now becomes a serious matter with

the cultivator how to harden their gro'vth sufficiently in order

to make it stand the winter. Admit all sunlight, and give air

abundantly when the temperature exceeds 80°. The Eranthe-

mum pulchellum with the .Justicias, Poinsettias, Euphorbias,
Plumbagos, Gesnera zebrina, and Achimenes picta must now
Teceive every attention in order to induce them to blossom

through November, and even December. Encourage the late

growths of Orchids by all possible means—viz., by toppiug-up,

beat, atmospheric moisture, and a circulation of fresh and
sweet air day and night if possible. Continue to cool down
those inclined to rest, and, with a more moderate temperature,

let them have plenty of sunhght on the leaves and abundance
of air.

PITS AND FRAMES.

Continue to pot off cuttings as rooted
;
place them in a close

pit or frame for a few days in order that they may become

established in the pots, when they should be removed to a

sheltered situation to harden. Keep every pit and frame well

filled, as no time should be lost in securing a sufficient stock

for next year.—W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^^^2EK.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The general routine has been much the same as in previous

weeks' notices, planting all vacant ground, and but for want of

opportunity we might have earthed-up some of the stronger

earlier Greens, according to Mr. Keane's advice, but now they

are beyond our reach, and it is impossible to go among them
without breaking them. Tbe chief use of such earthing-up is

to secure the stems from storms and gales of wind. Otherwise

the taller the stems of such vegetables as Sprouting Broccoli,

Scotch Kale, and Brussels Sprouts, the more the produce ob-

tained after the head of the plant is cut off.

Cucumbers.—Pulled out of our pit our first-planted Cucum-
bers, as they were the worse for the heavy crops they had borne

in little room. Plants will not last so long in flat, narrow pits,

as they will do in small Cucumber-houses, with more eloping

roofs, and, therefore, more room and more light. We have

planted again with strong healthy plants, which, if we like, will

give us a good supply up to about Christmas ; but in all such

narrow pits, taking a good crop in autumn and early in winter

prevents much fruiting afterwards. Plants intended to fruit

after Christmas should be planted forthwith, be kept healthy,

but allowed to fruit little until after Christmas. In roomy
span-roofed houses, where an abundance of light and jdenty of

heat can be given, and the heating medium is a good distance

from the plants, such extra care in taking little fruit untU the

shortest day is past, when spring supply is chiefly aimed at, is

not of quite so much importance as it is in the common, flat,

and narrow pits, which used to be devoted to this purpose. One
reason why we used to succeed so well in dung-frames with

early Cucumbers, was thj ease with which we could elevate

our frames behind, so as to give a steep roof instead of a flat

one, and thus we obtained more light than in a flat pit. Where
a bed was well made, and there was plenty of material to pack

up with, and clean protecting material for the glass, plants did

well in these old frames, and though there was more labour,

the gardener afterwards was tolerably independent of everybody

as respects manure for his Cauliflower and Celery. At the

present time, even with a fair allowance of fermenting ma-
terial, we have not yet planted out all the Celery we intend, be-

cause until now we could not obtain rotten dung to help it, and

knew right well it was little use planting without that assistant

to quick and crispy growth.

As to Cucumbers, however, wo are sorry to learn from nu-

merous quarters, that the disease has been very bad this season.

We are very desirous to know what brings it on, or what would

take it away. We passed the greater part of our gardening life

without ever seeing a trace of spot, or curl of leaf, or suppu-

rating fruit, and then for a few years we had less or more ex-

perience of all these, and we found to our sorrow that change of

seed, change of soil, change of temperature, etc.. had no in-

fluence whatever on the disease. Our only remedy on which

we could depend, was fresh poor soil, and very frequent sowing.

We had little of the enemy last year, and this season we have,

as yet, seen nothing of it, but we confess wo are totally ignorant

as to the cause of exemption.
It is very easy to assign reasons for this disease before you

actually feel its influences. Lately, in a conclave of gardeners,

the subject was mooted, and one person stoutly contended that

it was all owing to using too rich a soil. W'ell, wo used all

kinds of soil ; turfy loam alone, garden soil alone, peat alone,

sandy loam alone, and all conceivable mixtures, and yet the

dread disease would appear. Another stated that it was owing

to high temperature at the roots, or too high temperature in

the atmosphere of the place. Weil, wo had the i)lant3 in all

kinds of places, in all kinds of soils, in-doors, out of doors,

on ridges with dung beneath, in the open garden with nothing

beneath them, and all, in every place, were sooner or later

attacked with the malady, and yet all the time neither Melons

nor Vegetable Marrows suffered. Another gentleman stoutly

contended that the disease was carried constitutionally in the

seed, and folks should beware as to whence or how they saved

or obtained their seed. We once thought there might be some-

thing in this, and procured cur seed from great distances;
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but that did nothing to rid ns of the enemy. By the time the
plants had borne some good fruit they began to show signs
that they must ere long be succeeded by others, and we saw
no other method of keeping up a supply. As if to disprove
the seed theory, though in itself well worth attending to. we
happened to have our seed that furnished the plants this sea-
son, that have borne well up to the present time in frame and
pit, and showed no signs of disease, from a gentleman whose
house we have sometime ago chronicled as a picture and ex-
ample of Cucumber-growing, and where, up to this season,
there had been no trace of disease. We say we bad the seed
from the same packet as that gentleman saved himself from
healthy fruit, and yet for the first time, his plants sown in suc-
cession as he would, he could not escape the disease, could not
obtain Cucumbers, and the other day had not a single producing
plant in the place; fnl though able and willing enough pre-
viously to estimate in our case and in others the cause of the
disease, he confessed that now he was completely nonplussed.
He was merely having his empty houses thoroughly cleaned,
and was hoping his young plants intended for the winter would
be more prosperous. As our seeds and his own were saved by
himself and taken out of the same heap, there could not by
any possibility be a great deal in the seed as a cause. What,
then, can be the reason or cause of the visitation ? We are
left in even greater darkness than in the case of the dread
Potato disease. Without egotistically saying anything of our-
selves, no one for many years, to our knowledge, has cultivated
Cucumbers more successfully than our friend from whom we
had the seed that yielded us such healthy, prolific plants, and
yet this season with, as far as he knows, the same treatment,
the same soil, the same attention to watering, ventilation, and
temperature, he has had his plants diseased in every place
about the premises, in-dnors and out of doors. What is also
very perplexing is, that the disease will manifest itself in one
place and keep away from another place at a short distance,
and then in another year it will appear at the last place and
disappear from the former, and in either case the managers
will be as unable, as we confess ourselves to be, to assign k suffi-

cient reapon for the result.

Will chemical and other learned correspondents endeavour
to help us in this matter ? When driven into a corner with
nothing to lean on but fresh poor soil, and frequent planting,
we tried small portions of ingredients in the soil and in the
atmosphere of the place, but without the smallest benefit. In
one case we did think we derived a little benefit from using a
dusting of sulphur in the soil, but in that case, on removing
the plants we found the roots attacked with fungus, which had
spread from some half-rotten tree leaves placed in the botlom,
just beneath the soil.

One moral we should like to draw in the meantime, both for
employers and employed. To the latter we would say, Until the
evil leaves you, plant often. To the former we would say, Be
not too hard on your servant, if he cannot give yon the usual
complement of nice fresh Cucumbers, owing to the disease
manifesting ilself—and this, we hear, has been done in not a
few instances—for the gardener himself will suSer enough from
the disappointment ; and we urge this all the more, because,
however learnedly those may talk who have never grappled
with the disease, our candid opinion is that as yet neither the
philosopher nor the plodding working man has discovered,
or at least made the discovery known, as to what are the
causes or the remedies of the evil.

Celery.—Since planting we have hardly had a water-pail in
our flower garden. Our Celery has looked after itself too, thanks
to the frequent refreshing showers. We could not help think-
ing where we would have been if we had been under the
necessity of watering freely, as we are anything but too forward
as it is. There is something very interesting in the law of
compensation. If we had been obliged to water more we should
have bad less trouble with weeds, less time taken up with
keeping the lawns short and carpet-like. Went over part of
oar Celery, cleaning it, removing a stray sucker, tying it up,
and earthing-up a portion. For the present we will earth-up
no more than is wanted three weeks or a month hence, and
just doing a little at a time. For reasons previously given we
never earth-up our main crops until the remaining un-
earthed would render the crops liable to be injured by frost.

Tying up the plant loosely is very different. The earthing-up
bit by bit, as most calendars recommend, is the fruitful cause
of disappointment.

ORNAMENTAL DEPAKTMENT.
Have been very busy with cutting-making, but would have

done much more but for the necessity of making all presentable.
We have bad a severe task with the entrance fi'ont ffiavel. At
first we made it a square in unison with the mansion. To meet
the requirements of several coachmen the square was so far de-
parted from at different times, by rounding the sides, as to

make a little alteration in the levels. For more tlian twenty
years nothing had been done to it, but adding a little smaU
gravelly sand to the surface, to freshen it up. In drizzling
weather this became soft, and mortar-hke. We cleared away
this soft surface, which answered for helping to cover slightly,

and bind a rough road, picked over the surf.ace left, going
deeper where there were inequalities, and sitting all that over,

so as to dispose of the earthy and mere sandy particles, and
sinking the gravel some 6 inches deeper at the farther end, so

as to make a more rapid and regular descent from the door o{

the mansion to the farther extremity. With other work de-

manding attention, it was necessary that this affair should not
last long, in other words, that there should be no doing and
undoing, no lifting a spadeful, putting it down, and taking it

up again. Hardly any fresh material was to be had, so with a
fine sieve getting rid of the fine material, we were to make the
most of the old, and yet secure dryness in all weathers, and
with merely a good drain at the lowest point, the turf being
levelled down to it there. Now, in all such work the gentleman
and the gardener should be well aware that every yard of soil

taken away will be a fair cartload, a matter easily forgotten in

ground work, and fertile at times of much unpleasantness,

when the work is of much extent. Secondly, in answer to some
inquiries that have been lying past, we would say as the result

of considerable experience, that in all such work performed by
fair-labouring worlcmen, the best plan is to settle first on the

level at different parts, have strings or lines to connect these

transversely and longitudinally, and then it will at once be ap-

parent what is to be reduced, and what is to be elevated, and
no spadeful will want moving twice. In a width of some
85 feet we shall have a fall of about 21 inches, and with a firm

surface, we see no reason why the gravel should not be always

for a long time cleau and di'y. The surface is now covered with

the sifted rough gravel, and lightly rolled. At the first good

shower we shall roll it firmly with a heavy roller, and then wiU
just cover it as thinly as possible with fine-sifted sandy gravel,

so as to make it easy for the feet, but so thinly that it will not

sink with the feet however wet. A carriage -wheel and horses'

hoofs will make little impression. Much the same object could

be gained by an open bottom for such a large space of gravel, and
drains through it, to the main drain at the farther extremity;

but we had not the material nor the time at command. We
intend to secure the same object of dryness and comfort in all

Tceathers, by the hard level surface, which will cause the rains

to pass over it quickly, instead of passing into it. Heavy rains

did so well enough formerly, but the drizzling raius sank into

the too fine surface mado deeper than it ought to have been by
the repeated dustings in summer for years to give it a clean,

fresh appearance. Our opinion is, that it is a mistake to dig

out a great hole fi)r a road, and then fill it up with costly

stones, &c. We would rather have the hard natur.al bottom,

excavate but little except at the sides, and keep the hard ma-
terial on the surface, aiid that so regulated as to become bard,

rounded, and smooth, so that water shall pass over it, instead of

sinkiug into it, or standing on it. It is the groimd after all,

and not the mere stones, that bears the weight. A road thus

made about ten years ago, has given little trouble since, except

as regards occasionally levelling heavy cart-wheel marks.

—

E. F.

COVENT GARDEN IVIARKET.—September 4.

Our avciMge prices nre scarcely equal to those of last week, and we
have a larpe quantity of goods on hand The same varieties of Pears and
Apples continue to be supplied. Peaches and Nectarines are abundant.
The Potato trade is rather heavy.

s. d.

Apples i sieve 1 Ot
.\pricots doE 2

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
CuiTants i sieve S G

Black do.
Figs doz. 2
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb. II

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 1 6
Lemons 100 8

a.
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VEGETABLES.

Artichokes each
Aaparnfni!^ - . Imndle
Beans, Kidney, 4 sieve

Scarh'tRunA sieve
Beet, UuU (iuz.

Brocc'uU bundle
BrUH. Sprouts J niuve
Cabbii^e doz.
Capsicums luO
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumber.s ouch

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horscradibh , . handle

B. d. 8. d '

8 too 6

2
•3

2
fi

6

4

3
8
S
6

U
S
S
S
1 G

1 G

8
8

4
2
U 8

Leeks bunch
IjCttuce .... per score
Muthrooni!* pottle

Mnstd.& Cress, punnet
Onions, .per doz. bchs.
Parsley per sieve
Pursnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Rndishcs joz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea*iialo basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushol
Toniatoeii. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Mnrrows,dz.

B.
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Red Spider on Cucttbtber Plants M Young Beginner),—The atmo-
sphere of your house has been kept much too di-y, otherwise we think your
plants would not be so badly infested with the red spider. As you syringe
the house twice a-day, have painted the pipes, and syringed the plants
with sulphur and water, we only know one more thing you can do, and
that isto sprinklethe paths, walls, and every available surface other than
the plants two or three times a-day with guano water. 2 lbs. being dis-

solved in twenty gallons of water. If you have trough pipes or evapora-
tion-pans, you may keep them filled with the guano water. You will do
little good with your old plants for the furnishiu;? of fruit in winter. It

is now quite time to sow the seed (better if it had been done a fortnight
earlier), of Cucumbers intended for winter fruiting. The plants need
not be syi'inged in winter, but the atmosphere mny be kept moist through
the agency of evaporating-troughs filled with water, or the sprinkling of

the paths, walls, &c., with water twice daily, which will be regulated by
the fogginoss and severity of the weather.

Tulips for Flowering at Christmas iIdcm).~The best single Tulips
for early forcinc are Due Van Thol, vars. common, gold-striped, scarlet,

rose, white, and yellow; Keizers Kroon, Canary Bird, Pottebakker (the
red-striped, white, and yellow), Proserpine, and Vermilion Brilliant ; and
Due Van Thol, Toumesol, Yellow Touruesol, Imperator Rubrorum, and
Res Rubrorum of the double varieties.

Watering Mushroom-bed with Boiling Water (Idem) —We do not
think the watering the bed before spawning would do any harm to the
bed providing it were very dry ; but if at all moist, the watering of the
bed for the purpose of destroying woodlice would make the dung so wet
as to be destructive to the Mushroom spawn. Eoiliog water will destroy
Mushroom spawn in whatever stage, and wet dimg is equally destructive,
and prevents the running of the spawn. You may thin the woodlice by
placing ft boiled Potato at the bottom of a flower-pot. wrapped in a little

hay, and laid on its side : this will catch many. A number of such traps
will keep them from the Mushrooms.
Roses for a Greenhouse | W. H. S.).—Three pood climbing Roses for

a greenhouse are Har.chal Niel, yellow ; climbing Devoniensis, white,
yellow tint ; and Gloire de Bordeaux, rose. All are Tea-scented; but as
you wish for red Roses you may plant Lord Macaulav. Charles Lefebvre,
and Senateur Vaisse, all Hybrid Perpetuals. All are good Roses. A good
Rose for a wall is Docteur Ruschpler, Hybrid Perpetual, and Sir Joseph
Paston, Bourbon.

Pruning Elder Trees [J. .7. Tl''.).—The only system that we know of
pruning Elder trees is by nutting away the old wood, and keeping them
within bounds by taking off the tops "of the long straggling shoots. If
subjected to much pruning they will not fruit well, and the less they
have the better.

Covering Fruit Trees (7dcm).—The covering of fruit hushes with
muslin or netting to protect the fruit from birds or waspsi. does prevent
the sun and air from pelting at the plants to the injury of the fruit
if put on before the fruit is ripe ; but it does no great injury if not placed
over the bushes until the fruit i^ ripe. Muslin is bad for the after
well-being of the trees, as it deprives them of the sun itnd air so ne-
cessary for the preservation of the foliage in health. \^ hen the trees
are covered with netting we have not found the fruit at all deficient in
flavour, nor the trees in the least injured bv it. The ease is veiy different
when the trees are enveloped in a stifling bag uf muslin or in mats, to pro-
tect and keep the fruit to a late period. Covering is then injurious to
hoth trees and fruit.

Cauliflowers Running f/rfrm).—The chief causes of plants running
prematurelv to seed are too thick sowing, allowing the aeedlinps to stard
too long in the seed-bed before plantimr, nnd neglecting to prick them off,

and plant them out whilst young, or before they bpcome large. If the
j>lants are pricked-off from the seed-bed when larffe enough, which
is when they have made a pair of rough leaves in addition to the peed-
leaven, transplanting them with a ball when they are of a moderate size
into good well-manured t,Tound, and giving them an abundant supply of
water during dry weather, we apprehend you may enjoy nice heads of
this esteemed vegetable. Plentiful supplies of wate"r, and moving; whilst
young, are the grand secret of growing Cauliflowers and Lettuces during
dry hot weather. Liberal supplies of liquid manure are also good, but
nothing will compensate for keeping the seedlings too thick in beds and
-too long, and manure is an essential.

Cutting Down RnaDODENDRONS (A Subscriber, County of Cork).—Yon
may cut down the grafted Rhododendrons immediately they have
flowered, but not cut below where grafted, or the plants will he in their
original state—?', c, common sorts. They must be cut snme distance
above the union of stock and graft to allow for new shoots to come upon
the graft, and any shoots that come from the stem or root below the
junction of the stock with the graft, should be removed.
Calceolarias Failing {T. J. ^.).—The specimens you sent us are

destroyed by rust. We know of no remedy. Herbaceous Calceolarias
are best raised from seed sown in July, and placed in a shady place until
the plants are grown a little. When they are showing their rough leaves
the plants should have air by tilting the hand-glass, placing a brick
ander each of the corners, and when they are large enough to handle
they may be pricked off in pans about an inch apart, and be placed in a
cold frame. They should be kept moist, have abundance of air. and shade
from bright sun, potting them off singly into small pots when they have
grown so as to require more, every plant being taken up with a ball. The
compost used for potting may consist of two-thirds loam from rotted
turves, and nne-third leaf mould. They may be returned to the frame,
nnd should not be housed, but kept in and grown on in the frame until
severe weather is likely to set in. When the pots are full of roots shift
the plants into pots a size larger, and this repeatedly until they are
transferred to their blooming-pots, which need not exceed 9 inches in
diameter. The plants cannot have too little heat, only secure them from
frost, norbe kept too well aired, nor too near the glass in a greenhouse.
The shrubby kinds are best struck and wintered in a cold frame, affording
them protection from severe frost, air beinu' plentifully furnished them
in mild weather, and in March they may be pricked out or transplanted in
beds of good rich soil, 3 to 6 inches apart, giving them the protection o
any coveriug from frost you may have at hand. The essentials are coolf
ness, abundance of air and light, with moisture, a moderately rich and
open soil, and no sudden checks or changes f any sort.

Cinerarias for Autumn Blooshno {/(/^m).—Cinerarias for autumn
and winter bloom should be raised from suckers, offsets, or seeds sown in

March, the plants having evei-y attention in the shape of potting them off
when large enough to handle, and repotting as soon as the pots are filled

with roots. After May they will do better in a frame than in a green-
house or other house, as they can be kept more moist, and are much
nearer the glass and cooler. They should be sprinkled overhead every
evening, and have an abundant supply of fresh air. They should be
placed in their blooming-pots not later than September.

Sea-sand for Striking Cuttings (Jd^m).—Sea-sand is not desirable
for striking cuttings of plants, nor for use in potting them. We would
not use it for any purpose, except for di'essing Asparagus and Sea-kale
beds.

Haerothamnus elegans (Irf^m).—The shoots should be trained upon
the trellis moderately thin, so that every shoot may have a due share of
light and air, it being sufficient if they do not cover or overhang each
other's foliage. You cannot have the plants flower at the bottom so well
as at top, unless you are prepared to give the plant the same amount of
hght at bottom as its shoots have at top.

Planting Pines, Piceas, and other Evergreens (A. W.).—The best
time to plant these trees is as soon after the growth is made as the weather
is moi^t or showery. From the middle of September to the middle of
November is a good time, but the earlier it is done the better, and ever-
greens are no exception ; all will do better planted in September than at
a more advanced season, winter being the worst time of all to plant ever-
greens of all sorts. The planting is best done during showery weather,
but dry weather is preferable to planting when the soil is no more than
so much mud. Deciduous trees should not he planted until the leaves
are beginning to fall. The manuring of trees at the time of planting is

a bad practice, unless the manure is placed at a short distance from and
not in iiumediate contact with the roots, nnd it ought to be well mixed
with the soil. Some rich compost placed in the hole made for the trees,
and around the roots, is very beneficial, and is far better than manure
in any way. If you could manure the trees a year or two after planting
it would favour their speedy growth, giving it in the form of a top-dress-
ing, and neatly pointing it in, but not so deeply as to injme the roots by
disturbing them.

Passiflora quadrangulaeis Flowers not Setting (Amatevr).—We
think your hou&e is much too warm at night. We would lower the tem-
perature 10'^, and reduce the flowers by one-half, giving a plentiful supply
of air, and keeping the atmosphere rather drier for a few days, and the
roots well supplied with water.

Pear Tree Infested with Scale {Prar Tree).— The pest infesting
your Pear tree is that of Aspidiotus ostre^formis, or Pear-tree Oyster
Scale which you cannot now remove, except with the point of a knife or
similar instrument, and it is well worth while removing it from the fruit,

as it very often seriou&ly disfigures them at or near the shank. The best
remedy is to unnail the tree, if against a wall, and wash every branch
and slioot with a stiff or half-worn paint-brush, giving every part a good
scrubbing, but being careful of the bloom-buds or spurs, so as not to
injure them, and yet free them of the enemy. The solution with which the
trees are to be washed consists of S ozs. of soft soap dissolved in a gallon
of water. It should be done immediately the leaves fall, and should be
repeated

—

i. e., the brushing and scrubbing, two or three times, but not
the washing with the soap solution, for this must be reduced in strength,
6 ozs. being sufticient for a gallon of water as spring approaches. As a
preventive, the tree may be dressed in February with a composition
formed of the soap solution previously named, and brought to the con-
sistency of paint by adding equal parts of fresh soot, lime, and sulphur
vivum, applying it with a paint-brush to every shoot or branch, working
it into any hole, angle, or crevice.

Coreopsis {Hfn?c.i/).-The flowers of this genus, to a common observer,
lesemble those of Calliopsis. EvenDeCandoUe says that the two genera
scarcely differ.

Salpiglossis for Bedding {Tdevi).—The Salpiglossis is no great plant
for a bed, as ihe varieties grow too tall, are not sufficiently profuse-bloom-
ing, and do not continue long enough in bloom to enter the lists as bed-
ding plants. They certainly are very fine plants for beds and borders, but
not for placing in lieds adjoining masses of Pelargoniums and Calceolarias.
They flower for a long time, usually until late in September. They are
not like Petunias, and are vastly inferior to them for bedding-out pur-
poses.

Poisoning Cats (Jrfem).—We know of no law forbidding the putting of
poisoned meat among garden crops.

ViNF, Leaves Diseased (T. W.),—No 1 leaf enclosed to us is infested
with the Vine scale (Coccus vitis). It may be destroyed by strippiug ofl"

the loose bark when the leaves have fallen, and thoroughly cleaning the
stem and shoots by washing them with soft soap and warm water, 6 ozs.
soft soap being dissolved in a gallon of water. The water should not be
cooler than I'JO^, nor exceed 130\ In addition to washing the Vines, the
whole of the woodwork should be thoroughly cleansed with the soap
solution, keeping it off the glass, and the walls coated with a mixture
of lime and sulphur, with sufficient tobacco water to bring it to the con-
sistency of whitewash. It should be put on like whitewash. No. 2 leaf

is scorched, probably through the leaves being moist when the sim shone
powerfully upon the glass before air was given, or the injury may have
been caused by the leaves being very near the glass, or some injurious
agent employed for the destruction of insects.

Orchids (H.).—-There are very many genera, and, of course, hundreds
of species. In the " Orchid Manual," published at our office, price 2s. 6d.,

you will find descriptions and directions for the culture of those suitable

for a stove and a greenhouse, as well as those which are hardy.

Ferns (ir. 77.).—Polystichum proliferum is a native of Van Dieman's
Land, and consequently disquali£ed your collection shown for the prize
for native Ferns.

Grapes Diseased {A. ^.).—The berries enclosed are severely affected
with " the spot." Remove the soil down to the first tier of roots in the
inside border, and replace it with some rich compost, and water once
a-week with weak liquid manure, of a temperature rather warmer than that
of the house. Remove the diseased berries as they appear; thin the
bunches a little generally, and admit air freely during the day and night.
[Omrijn i.—The bunch you sent was affected in a similar manner. Treat
your Vines similarly. We never recollect of the disease being more

i general than it has been this season.
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Names of Plants (TT. D«an).—1, Erica nristata cilinta ; 2, E. jasmini- I 1, Lastrea FiUi-mas; 2, Lintrea dilitatn; 3, Athyrinm Filii-fcemina

;

flora minor : 3. E. Massonia ; 4, E. aristata ; 5, E. aristata minor ; 6, E. 4. Akiivrinm Filix-fcemina (voung state) ; 5, Aspidium acnlcatum ; 6, Cya-
princepa; 7, E. aristata, var. (U. JIf.).—Spiriea sorbifolia. (J. S.).— I topteris fragilis.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September 3rd.

Oaik.
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promiBing birds), by Messrs. Voltinan, Bennington, Evans, Fulton,
Shuter, and Reeves.
The Society is in a very prospcrons condition, aud members are

being enrolled at most meetings.
At the next meeting, which is to take place on the ^Oth inst., it is

expected there will be a very good show of adult birds of all classes,

several members having promistd each to fill a pen of such birds as

will not only be a credit to themselves, but also to the Society. Visitors

are adniitted with a member's oarj, or by forwarding their card or

name, according to the rules of the Society.

—

Columbarian.

HALIFAX AXD CALDER V^VLE POULTRY
SHOW.

This Society was first established in 1SS9, consequently the present

year is that of the twenty-ninth exhibition. It has been iuvariably

well supported, aud luckily for the coffers of the Committee, the

weather on each annual Show hits been almost without exception of a
favourable character. As is too generally the custom of poulti*y com-
mittees, where this part of the show is attached to an agricultural

society, the penning of the poultry was delayed until nearly, if not
quite, the time for the pubHc admission of visitors. This causes a

serious impediment to the expeditions and careful awarding of the pre-

miums by the judges. Exhibitors are naturally interested in the suc-

cess of their own birds, and staunch as an old pointer (if l;ept by the

ruling powers out of ear-shot of the arbitrators), they still not un-
frequently mahe a dead set opposite theii- own pens, for purposes that

it requires but little sagacity to inuifiine. The Halifax pens are of a
construction especially adapted for the production and display of this

habit, for althouf^h the tops, bottoms, nud ends are of wood, both fronts

and bacts are alike open vrirework. The public being thus admitted,

many exhibitors are constantly attending the opposite side of the

show pens to that appointed for tlie arbitrators, so long as personal

interest individually operates. Another disadvantage of pens open
at both front aud back is this—if an arbitrator closely approaches a
pen for careful inspection, the birds being alarmed at once turn
entirely round, endeavouring to escape at the rear; aud thus to take
cat Game cocks becomes a matter of extreme difliculty, for they must
either be taken out for an examination by hand, tail first, to the great
probability of injury- to the plumage, or the dangerous risk of being
struck must be incurred by turning the bird, when thus excited, by
hand within the pen. That the birds shown in such pens are more
readily seen by the great numbers of people attending is freely ad-
mitted ; and as the Show at Halifax only remains open a vei-y few
hours, this is no doubt essential ; still, during the judging, it is a great
disadvantage that might bo easily corrected, and one which never
occurs where the pens are opeu-woik on all sides ; for then the poultry
play round, instead of running directly from front to back, or the
contrary-.

The collection of both Poultrj' and Pigeons was remarkably good,
iSjxivigh being a first-rate class, especially the chickens. Adult
DorJciv(/.f invariably show to gieater disadvantage than most varie-

ties of poultrj' at the moulting season, consequently they require but
slight mention ; the Dorking chickens, however, proved one of the

greatest attractions of the Show ; the Hon. H. AV. Titzwilliam's two
prize pens contained decidedly some of the best-grown chickens
that have been exhibited as yet this season. CocJ(in,-i were good.
Messrs. Sidfi^rick, of Keighley. and Mr. Stretch, of Ormskirk, exhibited

most creditable pens. The £nihnias were very good, but not equal to

some others exhibited this season. Game fowls were abundant, Mr.
Brierley and the Kev. J, Mellor taking a lai'ge share of the premiums.
Sambui'ihs proved good classes tliroughout ; the Black varieties seem
of late vei"y much improving, A most excellent Variety class left

Colonel Stuart Wortley in receipt of additional honours, though the

National Poultry Company, on this occasion, successfully contested
for several prizes. Some very excellent Cochin Bauffnits were shown,
and some Black and Silver-laced ones, that were also good. Bahama
Ducl^, CaroUnas, and Shell Ducks were a great addition in the

fancy department. Turki'ys aud ('knse proved of unusual merit. A
very curious " cross '' between the Sebastopol and Spanish Goose was
a unique feature of the Show, aud most interesting.

Of Fff/coi/s the entry was nearly 1*20 pens, and this portion of the

Exhibition had many admirers. Most of tho principal exhibitors were
represented, and the show of these bii'ds, therefore, has never yet been
eqnalled at Halifax.

Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, H. Beldon, Goitstock,
Eingley. Highly Commended, J. Hey, Huddersfield. Commended, T.
Marcbant, Halifax. Chickens.—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Newton,
Silsden. Highlv Commended, W. Paterson, Langholm; M. Farrand,
Huddersfield. Commended, T. Marchant, Halifax.
Dorkings.—First, W. H. King, Wakefield. Second, F. Key, Beverley.

Highly Commended, Mrs. Dale, Scfirborough. Chickens.—First and Se-
cond, Hon. H. W. Fitzwillinm, Rotherham. Highly Commended, T. Pom-
fret, Preston. Commended, Rev. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-Cleveland,
Stokealey ; Mrs. Dale ; €. W. White. Driffield ; W. A. Taylor, Manchester.
CocHiN-CiiiNA (Cinnamon, BuiT, nrLcmon).— First, H. Beldon. Second.

W. A. Taylor. Highly Couinieudcd, C. Sidgwick. Keighley. Chiekcm.—
First, C. Sid^'wick. Second, R. li. Brown, Wass, Oswaldkirk. York.
Highly Commended, C. Sid'^wick ; U. Loft, Woodmausey. near Beverley.
Cochin-China (Pai-tridgef.~Fir!=t,. T. Stretch, Ormski'rk. Second, C. W.

Brierley. Highly Commended, C. Sidgwick. Chickens.—Fii-st, W. A.

Taylor, Second, C. Sidgwick. Commended, J. Horrocks, Tonga, Middle-
ton; F. Crossley, EUand.
Cochin-China (Black. White, or any other variety).—Prize, R. Loft.

EuAHMA PooTEAs (Lit,'ht).—Prizo, H. Dowsett.'Pleshey, Chelmsford.
Chickens.—Wu^i, H. Dowsett. Second, W. Whiteley, Sheffield.

Brahma Pootras (Dark).—First, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. Second,
W. Hargreaves, Bacup. Commended, H. Dowsett, Chickens.—First and
Second, H. Laey. Hiyhly Commended, Rev. J. F. Newton ; G. H. Roberts,
Ptnwoitliam, Preston. Commended, J. H. Pickles.

Game Cock (Any colourl.—First. C. W. Brierley. Second, Rev. W. J.

Mellor, Nottingham. Highly Commended, J. Firth, HaUfax ; J. Mason,
Worcester. Commended, W. Carver, Southowram.
Game Hen (Any colour).—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, G. Pickles,

Banks, near Mytholmroyd. Highly Commended, E. Aykroyd, Bradford;
Rev. W. J. Mellor. Commended, J. Mason ; W. Whewe'U, Radehffe, near
Manchester.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Second, C. W.

Brierley. CUickcm.—Vix^i, P. Scott, Salt»ire, Bradford. Second, A. D.
Edwards, Huddersfield. Highly Commended, A. D. Edwards ; G. Noble,
Dewsbury.
Game (Bro^Ti-breasted and other Reds).—First, E. Aykroyd, Bradford.

Second, A. D. Edwards. Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley. Chickens,

—First, J. Pickles. Second, Rev. M'. J. Mellor. Commended, J. Firth.

Game {Duckwing Grey and Blue).— First, Rev. W.J. Mellor. Second,
J. Fell & Sons, Adwalton, near Leeds. Chickcm.—F\i'S.t, J. Fell & Sons.
Second, J. Firth. Highly Commended, J. Fortune, Keighley.
Game (White and Pile).—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, G. Hartley,

Gomersal. Leeds. Chickens.—Prize, W. Walker, Gomersal.
Game (Black or any other).—Prize, A. D. Edwards. C/iic/iTfiis.—First, J.

Brook, Gomersal. Second, G. Hartley,
Game Cockerel (Any colour).—First, J. Firth. Second, Miss A. Faw-

tlirop, Siiuthowrara. Commended, J. Fell & Sons, Leeds ; T. Bottomley,
Shelf; J. Longbottom. Halifax.
Game Pullet (Any colour).—First, E.Redman, Ovenden. Second, Rev.

W. J. Mellor. Highly Commended, J. Longbottom. Commended, J.

Pickles ; J. Mason.
Polands.—First and Second, H. Beldon. Chickens.—First, H. Beldon.

Second, Mrs. E. Proctor, Hull. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
Hambueghs iGolden-ptucilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, S. Smith.

f^]iickeni.-~-First, H. Pickles, jun. Second, J. Preston, Allerton, near
Bradford. Highly Commended, S. Shaw ; S. Smith.
Hamdurghs (Silver-iienciUed).-First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

jun. Highly Commended. H. Beldnn. Chickens.—Fiisi and Second, W.
aud J. Bairstow. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
Hambueghs (Golden-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Cold-

well, Norridge, Holmfirth. Chickens.—First, J. Preston. Second, J. Roe,
Undfield, near Manchester. Commended, H. Beldon.
Hambueghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second and

Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Chickens.— Fivsst, T. Robinson, Baildon.

Second. T. Fawcett, Baildon. Highly Commended, Messrs. Ashton and
Booth, Mottivra, Cheshire. Commended, J. A. Taylor; H. Beldon.
Hambueghs (Black, White, or any other variety).—First, S. Shaw,

Stainland. Second, C. Sidgwick. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
C.'/((cA-eH8.—First, C. Sidgwick. Second, S. Shaw. Highly Commended,
C. Sidgwick. Commended, H. Beldon.
Any other Distinct Beerd Except Bantams.—First, National Poultry

Company, Bromley, Kent (Houdan). Second, Hon. Col. Stuart Wortley
(La Fleche). Highly Commended, National Poultry Company (Creve Coeur,

Padue Chamois) ; P. Winklemnn, Gomersal (Creve Cceur). Chickens.—
First, M. Riley, Ovenden (Andalusian). Second, National Poultry Co.,

(Houdan). Highlv Commended. Hon Col. Stuart Wortley (Creve Coeur)

;

National Poultry Company (Creve Cceur).

Game Bastam Cock (Anyeolour). — First, G. Noble. Second, C. W.
Brierley.
GAsrE Bantams. — First, G. Noble. Second, W^ F. Entwisle. Com-

mended. R. Bentley. Bawtry ; Kev. W. J. Mellor ; J. Walker, Halifax ; J.

Firth; J. Gates, Halifax.
Eantabis (Gold or Silvor-laced Sebright). First, S. & R. Ashton, Mot-

tram, Cheshire (Silver). Second, T. C. Harrison, Hull (Silver). Com-
mended, Messrs. Akroyd & Scott, Sunderland (Gold) ; T. Walker (Silver.)

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, T. Burgess (Cochin Bantams).
Second, R. Bentley. Bawtrv {White Japanese). Highly Commended, S.

audR. Ashton (Bliu-k) ; S. A.'Wyllie, East Moulsey (White Japanese) ; W. A.

Taylor (Black); T. Burgess (Black). Commended, Mrs. Dale (White); S,

Rhodes, Noi-manton (Black).

Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, M. Farrand.

Highly Commended, M. l-arrand ; Messrs. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, S, Shaw. Highly Commended,

E. Leech; S. Shaw ; C. Sidgwick; T. Dean, Keighley.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, S. Shaw (Bahamas). Second, C. W.

Brierley (Shell Ducks). Highlv Commended, C. W. Brierley (CaroUnas).
Commended, A. D. Edwards'(Wild) ; S. A. Wyllie (Grey Calls).

Geese.—First, S. H. Stott, Rochdale (Toulouse). Second, E. Leech,
Commended, R. Bentley. Goslin^js.-FivsU ^- H. Stott. Second, E. Leech.
Commended, S. Shaw.
Turkeys.-First, E. Leech. Second, J. Ogden, Halifax. Poults.—

First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Second, E. Leech. Commended, Mrs. Dale;
J. Clegg, Greetland.

PIGEONS.
Pouters or Ceoppees.— CocA-.—First and Second, F. Crossley. Hen.

—

First and Second, F. Crossley. Highly Commended, S. Shaw.
Carriers.—Co cA:.—First and Second, F. Crossley. Highly Commended,

G. H. Roberts. Htwi.—First and Second, F. Crossley. Highly Commended,
G. H. Roberts.
Tumblers (Almond).—First, P. Key, Beverley. Second, F. Crossley.

Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jnn., Rochdale.
Tumblers

i
Mottled}.—First, S. Shaw. Second and Highly Commended,

J. Hawley.
Balds or BEARDS.—First, J. Lister. Second, J. Fielding, juu. Highly

Commended, J. Percivall.
Owls.—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, F. Crossley. Highly Com-

mended, S. Shaw ; J. Fielding, juu. Commended, F. Crossley.

TuRBiTS.—First, E. Horner, Harowood, Leeds. Second, J. Thompson,
Bingley. Highly Commended, S. Shaw.
Jacobiks.—Fii-st, S. Shaw. Second, E. Horner. Highly Commended,

J. Thompson.
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Pantahb.—Firet, S. Shaw. Second, J. Hawloy. Highly Commended,

Babbs.'—First, M. Hedley, Redhill, Surrey. Second, E. Ilorner. Highly

Comnieadod, F. Crosslev.
Deaoons.—First F. CrosBley. Second, S. Shaw. Highly Commended,

J. Percivall.
Teumpetebb.—First and Second, E. Homer. Highly Commended, b.

MAGPrES.—First, S. Shaw. Second. H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Anv other BiiEED.-First, A. Parry. Second, H. Yardley. Highly

Commended, S. Shaw ; H. Yardley.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook. BirmiuKham, was the Judge

of I'mil/ri/; and T. .J. Charlton, f^st]., of Chapel Thoqie, near

Wakefield, of Pigeuns.

ROYAL AGRICULTUR.'^L SOCIETY of IRELAND'S
POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

The annnal Show under the anspiccs of the Royal ARricnltnra'

Society of Ireland, was held at Stephen's Green, Dulilin, on the

•28th, iOth, and 30th of Ausnst. A situation better calcnlatc-d to briu^'

together the strength of the agriculture of Ireland could not have

boon chosen, than the metropolis of that country, as the railway com-

manication converges there, and in the metropolis there is not to be

found a more beautiful and spacious "Grceu." limn that called after

St. Stephen. It is nicely planted with evergreens and flowers that

added much to the effect of the assembly, which was very extensive,

and to this result the fine weather ecu r'.butcd not a little.

Curious to say, tho first objects that caught my attention were two

sheds, one on cacli side of the space at the entrance, filled with poultry,

and I must really congratulate this worthy Society for the admirable

pens constructed for the accommodation of our pets. I mention this

as one of the steps in the right direction which this Society has made.

It is to be regretted that there were not enough of these new pens,

which necessitated the employment of the old ones belonging to the

Royal Dublin Society, which are everj-thing that could be abused for

dirt and smallness of size. However, in the absence of l)etter they had

to bo made available. I thint, also, that at all poultry shows the

pens ought to be ready before the birds arrive, and I am sorry to say

at this Exhibition it was the reverse, as when I went into the Show,

when the judging ought to have been over, I saw men making pens,

and gentlemen penning their own birds.

I hope to see this Society, which has done so mnch for agriculture,

advance still further. I mean in the way of jndges. If the Society

would choose a single gentleman in whom exhibitors have every con-

fidence, and let every one know that such an Arbitrator was to tUI that

office, I feel confident they would largely increase the number of Irish

entries, and also induce many more of the English and Scotch fanciers

to come over. I would also suggest a remodelling of their liberal prize

list, there being several classes with only one pen.

There were in all 270 pens of poiJtry and Pigeons, of a very fair

class indeed on tho whole. '\\'hen I mention such names as the Hon.
H. W. Fitzwilliam, Col. S. Wortley, Mr. R. W. Boyle, Mr. F. W.
Znrhorst, and Mr. J. C. Cooper, all well k-nown as poultry exhibitors in

England, I need say no more, but tender a few remarks on the

judging.

I presume that the Judges having so much to do must have caused

some of the mistakes, one of them having judged thoroughbred horses

and hunters ; another adjudicated on the sheep. Their names were Mr.
Thomas Morris, Mr. James S. Turner, and Mr. Henry Thnniell.

The first classes were for Coloured or Silver-Grcy Din-kinijit, and here

in both old and young the Jndges totally ignored Coloured, and gave

all the prizes to Silver-Grey, although there were birds of undoubted

merit and very much larger in the pens of Coloured birds. In chickens

the pen Ijelonging to the Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, in my opinion,

ought to have been first. As to the >>pnni.-^1i judging, I am at a loss to

make out why the prizes were awarded, as in both adult and young the

errors were so very glaring that one and all agreed the best pen in botb

classes was left unnoticed. In Partridge Cuehin.-i, Mr. Staunton was
first with a pen marked extra superior by the Judges, Mr. R. W. Boyle
being second. Mr. Zurhorst held his accustomed position of supre-

macy in White Cochins. Mr. Boyle won as usual in both classes for

Brpnmas. In French breeds, which have received such liberal

support at this Show, tho Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Mr. C. F. Stann-

on, Mr. F. W. Pirn, Mr. Cooper, and Col. Stuart Wortley won the

chief prizes.

Mrs. Warburton and Mr. Cooper were awarded the majority of

prizes in Oer.M', with first-rate birds. In ornamental water fowl and
ornamental birds, the prizes went to Mr. Boyle and Mr. Williams.

Annexed is the prize list;

—

Dorkings (Coloured or Silver-Grey).—^First and Second, Mrs. 'Warbur-
ton. Highly Commended, li. W. Boyle. Chiekens.—First and Second,
Mrs. Warburton. Highly Commended, Sir R. Paul, Bart.
Spanish.—First, J. C. Cooper. Second. A. Comyns, jun. Highly Com-

mended, R. P. Williams. C/u'cfceTW.—First, S. Mowbray. Second, R. P.
Williams.
Gaue (Any variety).—First, C. F. Staunton. Second, R. Close.
Cochin-China (Bro«-n or Partridge).—First, C. F. Staunton. Second,

R. W. Boyle. Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper.
Cochin-Chika (\Y'hite or Black).—First, F. W. Znrhorst. Second, G.

Andrews.

Cochin-China (Any variety).—Cfticifru.—First, .1. C. Cooper. Second,

R. P. Williams. Highly Commended, Miss L. Warburton.

Bkahma Pootra.—First, R. W. Boyle. Second, E. WaUace.
I.A Fleche,- First, C. F. Staunten. Second, Co). Stuart Wortley.

Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper.
Malay.—First and Second, J. C. Cooper. .„,„,_
CaivE Corn.-First, Hon. U. W. Fitzwilliam. Second, Col. Stuart

Wortlev. Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper.
. . -, ,

HocDAN.—First, F. W. Pim. Second, J. C. Cooper. Commended, CoL
Stuart Wortley.
PoLANus.— Prize, J. C. Cooper.
HAJmoRoHS (Pencilled).-Prize, C. F. Staunton.
HAnnsuRGHs (SpnngledK-First, F. W. Zurhorst. Second, S. Mowbray.

Higblv Comnifuded, F. W. Znrhorst.
Bantams.—First and Sccoml, Mrs. Staunton.

Any other Varietv.-First and Second, F. W. Znrhorst. Highly Com«
mended, J. C. Cooper.
DncKS (Rouen).—First, R. P. Williams. Second, J. (.. Cooper.

DCCKS (AylesburjO.-First, R.P.Williams. Second, Hon. H. W. Fitz-

william. Highly Commended, Miss A. Warburton. Commended, Mrs.

Warburton. « ,.

Geese (Wbite).—First,Mr3. Warburton. Second, J. C. Cooper. Qotlmgl,

—First and Second, Mrs. Warburton. Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper.

Geese (Grey).-First and Second, J. C. Cooper. Oo«iiJip«.—First, S.

Mowbrav. Second, J. C. Cooper
TuRKEVS.—First, J. C. Cooper. Second, Mrs. dementi. PoalU.—

Prize, J. C. Cooper.

SINGLE COCKS.
Dorking.-First, S. Mowbray. Second, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam.

Spanish—First, J. C. Cooper. Second, G. Andrews.

Game.—First, R. Close. Second, J. C. Cooper.

CocHr\-CBlNA.—First, A. Comyns. Second, R. W. Boyle.

Brahma Pootra.—First, R. W. Boyle. Second, Mrs. Warburton.

La Fl*:che.—First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, J. C. Cooper.

Malay.—First and Second, J. C. Cooper.
.

Crkve CiEcn.-First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, F. W. Znrhorst.

HouDAN.-First and Second, F. W. Pim.
Poland.—Prize, J. C. Cooper.
Hambcugh (Pencilled).—Prize, C. F. Staunton.

Hamburgh (Spangled).—First, S. Mowbray. Second, F. W. Znrhorst.

Bantam.-First, C. F. Staunton. Second, A. McGany.

PIGEONS.
TcjrBLERS (.4jiy vaiicty).—Fu-st, Master J. F. Blennerhasset, Rockfleld,

Kilpeacon, Limerick (Short-faced Black-mottled). Second, Master B. A.

Illonncrhasset, Rocliiield, Kilpeacon, Limerick (Short-faced Bluebeards).

Highly Commended, .J. B. Blennerhasset, Rockfleld, Kilpeacon, Limerick

( Short-laced Yellow Bald).
, „ „ i,. „ a

Fantails —First, J. H. M'Crea, Altona, Foxrock, Co. Dnblm. Second

R. Blennerhasset (White). Highly Commended, E. D. M'Crea, jun

Commended, R. A. Blennerhasset (Blue and Black).

Ncs-s —First, J. F. Blennerhasset. Second, C. F. Staunton. Highly

Commended, C. J. Wallace, Belfield, Donnybrook, Co. Dnblm (Black*

headed).

Ornamental Water Fowl.— Prize, R. W. Boyle (Bahama Ducks).

Highly Commended, R. P. Williams, Glasiinn, Clontarf, Co.DubUn (Ruddy

Ornasiental Birds not Previocslt Mentioned.—Prize. R. P. WUliams
(Silver Pheasants). Highly Commended, R. P. Williams (Japan or Blue-

shouldered Pea Fowl).

CR.YVEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S POULTEY
SHOW.

[From a Correspondent.)

The Exhibition of the above Society took place in an extensive park

at Sldpton. on August .30th. Some excellent poultry and Pigeons were

shown, and there was a good attendance of visitors. Among adolt

poultry the Dorkings were poor, but the S/jam'sh and Cochins good

;

and the winning pens of Game were very fine. The first-prize Golden-

pencilled Humhurgh cock was also very fine ; but most of the other

Hamburghs, though good in other respects, were not in good feather.

Among chickens the Dorkings were much better than the adult

birds of "the same breed, and tlio Spanish were but moderate. Oame
were poor, but the Cochins were all that could be desired. The first-priza

Silver-pencilled Unmlmrgh pen contained a cockerel of extraordinaiy

merit, shown by Mr. Beldon ; but the Gold-spangled were bad, while

the Silver-spangled were as good. The first-prize pen of Black Ham-
burghs was of extraordinary merit; and tlie Polomls ani first-prize

pen of Gxime Baiifoms were also well woilhy of their position. A
perfect pen of Black Bantams was first in the variety chiss.

The (;<«$« and Dticks were also large and in fine condition, and a

very fine pen of Bahama Ducks took first for any other variety ofDucks.

Pigeons were good throughout if wo except the Owls, and most of

the Carriers were in bad feather. The Antwerp cla,s5 was one of ex-

traordinary merit and number, and some excellent birds were shown.

Dorkings (Any colour).—First, H. Boldon, Bingley. Second. J. Har-

groaves. Skipton. Chickens.—First, H. Beldon. Second, E. Leech, Roch-

dale. Highly Commended, J. Hargreaves.
, „ „ ,.

Spanish (Black).—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second. H. Beldon.

Chicl-ciis.—First. J. Newton, Silsden. Second, H. Beldon. Highly Com-,

mended, J. W. Cnnnan, Bradford.
, „ ,. , „, . , ^. . ,

GA3IE. First and Second, E. Ayltroyd, Bradford. ChxriienK.—First, J.

Carlisle] Earby. Second, T. M. Johnson, Eshton. Highly Commended,
W. Roberts, Burnley. „ . .

,

Cochin-china. — First, H. Beldon. Second, C. Sidgwick, Keighley

C/nVArns.—First, R. Smith. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.

Hambubghs (Golden-pencilled) —First, J. Dixon. Bradford. Second,

H. Beldon. OiicAtj".—First, H. Pickles, jun., Earby. Second, J. Preston

Bradford. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
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HAMBtTRons OR Chittephatts (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon.
Second, H. Picklee.jun. Chicknis.—Firt^t, H. Beldon. Second, W. A J.

Bairstow, Biugley. Hit,'hly Commended, W. Wilson, Rawtenstall ; A. & C.

^mitb, Silsden.
Hamburghs (Goldcn-Bpangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Newton .

Chickens.— First, "W VickersiOtley. Second, W. Driver, Keighley. Higlily

Commended, H. Beldon.
HAMBunr.HH (Silver-Fpnngled). —First, H. Pickles, jnn. Second, H.

Beldon. Highly Commended, A. & C. Smith, Silsden ; H. Pickles, juu.

Chickens.—First, K. Pickles, jun. Second, J. Berry, Sutton. Highly Com-
mended, H. Beldon ; T. Fawcett, Baildon.
Hamburghs (Black).—First, H. Beldon. Fecond, W. Green. Keigbley.

Chickens.—First and Second, C. Sidgwick. Highly Commended, W. Green ;

H. BeUIon.
PoLANDS.—First and Second, H. Beldon. Chickens.—Vrize, H- Beldon.

•Game Bantams.—First, G. Noble. Secoud, J. Scott, Skipton. Hif-'bly

Commended, G. Birtwhistle, HasUngden. Chickens.—First, G. Noble.
Second, T. Hartley, Earby.

. Bantams {Any colom).—Prize, T. Burgess. Chickens—First, E. Hutton,
Pudsey. Second. J. Rooking, Addingham. Highly Commended, E. Hutt'n.
Any other Variety. — First, H. Beldon. Second, J. H argieavts.

Qkickens.—First, E. Leech. Second, H. Beldon.
Geese (White).—First, E. Leech. Second and Highly Commended, B.

Baxter, Skiptou.
Geese (Grey Toulouse).—First, K. B. Cbnuler. Second, E. Leech.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Second, E. Leech.
Ducks (Rouen'.— First, E. Leech. Secoud, J. Dixon, Bradford. Highly

Commended, E. Leech ; C. Sidgwick.
Any other Variety.-First, fl. Beldon. Second, J. Dixon.
Turkeys.—Prize, E. Leech.

PIGEONS.
Carrier.—Co cA-.—First, H. Smith, Skipton. Second. J. Hawley. Highly

Commended, J. Hawley. ffi^u.—First. H. Smith. Second, .T. Hawley.
PouTEE.~<;'ocfc.—First, H. Beldon. S'-cond, J. Hawley. ilcn.-First, J.

Hawley. Second, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, J. Hawley.
Tumblers (Almond). First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Hawley.
Owls.—First, J. Thompson. Second, A. &, B. B. Laycock. Highly Cora-

mended, H. Smith.
Barbs.—First, J. Hawley. Second, H. Smith. Highly Commended, J.

Thompson.
Jacobins.— Fii'st and Second, J. Thompson. Highly Commended, H.

Beldon.
Tumblers (Mottled).-First and Second, J. Hawley.
Bald Pates.-First, A. & C. Smith. Second and "Highly Commended,

J. Hawley.
Runts.—First, H. Smith. Second, A. & B. E. Laycock.
Fantails.—First, J. Hawley. Second, A. & C. Smith. Highly Com-

mended, J. Thompson.
Dragons.—First, .T. Thompson. Second, J. Lister, EijMy Commended,

J. Thompson ; J. Collier, Skipton.
Antwerps.—First. J. Hawley. Second, E. Hutton. Pndsey. Extra

Second, W. Lund, Sh'plev. Highly Commended, J. T"'impson; A. G.
Wilding. Burnley; J. Hawley; E. Hutton.
Any other Variety.—First, J. Thompson. Secoud, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, J. Thompson ; J. Hawley ; J. Lister.

Judges.—Mr. J. Heywood, Bow Lee, Middleton, Manchester ; and
Mr. Richard Teebay, Fulwood, Preston.

BINGLEY POULTRY SHOW.
Although at the present time the number of poultry eshibitions

held simultaneously, or nearly so, must necessarily do somethinfj to

lessen the number of entries at each show, there is evideutly so strong

a tide in favour of these exhibitions, tliat good competitions iu spite
\

of all such drawbacks take place, and the number of visitors frequenting i

them certainly increases from time to time. This statement applies 1

forcibly to the Biugley Show, as no doubt the knowledge that the I

specimens shown would be under the special care of persons themselves '

well known for their vigilance and good management in poulti-y matters
j

gave increased confidence to many an anxious owner. The Show
1

took place in Myrtle Park, a very suitable and picturesque spot ; I

whilst the town of Bingley itself was from end to end in holiday attire. S

Flags and banners were everj'where abundant; whilst by the Icind

permission of — Farren, Esq., M.P., of The Grange, sufficient ever- I

greens were cut from that gentleman's very extensive plantations to '

decorate the whole of the piiucipal streets in Bingley.

The Show itself took place beneatJi the shelter of a very large and
excellent tent, that had the day previously been u?ed for the horticul-

tural and floral frte. This caused, no doubt, the only mistake in the

arrangements for the poultry Show that could be pointed out. The
stands for large exhibition plants were sadly too low for the purposes
of a poultry show ; in fact, the pens should have been raised some
18 inches to 2 feet higher, and then the general appearance of the
Show would have been wonderfully improved. Time, however, was
pressing, the timbers used for the llower show remained unchanged,
and hence arose this one shortcoming.
There was a good show of Game birds, and the Spanish cI&^b, though

a small one, was first-rate. The Dorhing class was the worst iu the
Show, and consequently only the third prize was awarded. The
Cochins were few, but excellent; and the Brahmas v^ere better than
we anticipated. In Fohmls; of course, Mr. Beldon had it all his own
way ; but so excellent a collection is rarely to be seen at one time.
Mr. Beldon's collection of Ifomhunfhs was a great credit to this Meet-
ing; and Mr. Sidgwick exhibited a peu of Black Hamburgh chickens
that were, indeed, most covetable specimens. Col. Stuart Wortley
stood first in the extra class with Crccc Cceurs, and the fowls sesmed
especially attractive to the public eye as a novelty to visitors not ac-

customed to new varieties. The Selling class, "not to exceed 20s'

the pen,"' was an extraordinarily good one. The two priuciijal pens*
Buff Cochins and Spanish, were certainly, either of them, worth thrice

the money at which they were entered. Several other varieties iu this

class were nearly as much undervalued. The Diicht were very few in

numbers, and neither Geese nor Turkeys were exhibited. For the

latter two, no doubt, in future years prizes will he offered. The
Committee were very painstaking in their care of both the poultry
and Pigeons. The day being very fine indeed, there was no lack of

visitors, and everything went off most satisfactorily.

Game.—First, E. Aykroyd, Bradford. Second, J. Hodgson, Bradford.
Third, W. Spencer, Haworth.
Spanish.—First, W. Harvey, Sheffield. Second, J. Thresh, Bradford.

Third, H. Beldon, Goit^^tock, Bingley.
Dorkings.—First aiul Second, Withheld. Third, H. Beldon.
Cochins.—First and Second, W. Hiirvey. Third, C. Sidgwick, Keighley.
Hrahmas.—First, W. Harvey. Second," M. Scott, Cote, Idle, near Leeds.

Third, H. Beldon.
PoLANDS.— 1 .! <t. Second, and Third, H. Beldon.
Hambdrghs ' GoldfD-pencilled).—First. H. Beldon. Second. J. Smith,

Slicklethwaite, near Bingley. Third, H. Pickles. Earhy, near Skipton.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).-First, A. Smith, Silsden. Second, W.

nnd J. Bairstow. Fearncliffe, Bingley. Third. T. Ivinder, Bingley.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, A. Driver. Bingley. Second, H,

Beldon. Third, J. White, Netherton,near Wakefield.
Hamburghs (S;ilver-spaugledj.—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

jun. Third, E. Gill, Binpley.
Hamburghs (Black).—First, W. Green, Keighley. Second and Third,

C. Sidgwick.
Game BANTAMs.—First. W. F. Entwisle, Leeds. Second, W. Greaves,

Allerton.near Bradford Third, E. Brough, Leek.
Bantams (Anv other breed) —First, T. Burgess, Erighouse. Second

W. Harvey. Third, T. Amphlet, Walsnll.
Any other. Breed. — First, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road,

London. Second, M. Abbott, Whnrfedale.
Selling Class.—First, H. W. lUingworth, Idle. Second, J. Baron,

Silsden. Third. H. Beldon.
Ducks (Any variety) —First, C. Sidgwick. Second, T. Dean, Keighley.

Third, H. Beldon.
PIGEONS.

The Pigfons were generally of first-class qualitj'. In Pouter cocks

a splendid bird of F. Crossley, Esq., was first. The same gentle-

man took the same place in the hen class. Mr. Harvey was third

with a very good White, which ought to have been higher in the list.

In Carriers Mr. Crossley was again first in the class for cocks ; in

hens (Carrier), E. E. M. Koyds, Esq., was first, and took the cup for

the best pen with a splendid Dun hen. In the class for Tumblers Mr.
F. Key was first with a pair of Almonds, Mr. J. Hawley being second

with a very good pair of Black Mottles. Barbs were of fair quality.

Jacobins were a poor class. In Owls Mr. Fielding was first with a good

peu of Blues. Trumpeters were a fair class, especially the first-prize

pair. Fantails were good. In Turbits Messrs Hattersley & Wilson
were first with a good pair of Blues. Dragons and Antwerps were of

good quality, the competition being keen. In the Variety class, per-

haps, Mr. i'ardlcy's Maned Pigeons ought to have been first. The
Secretary showed some good birds (not for competition), comprising

some excellent Jacobins, Trumpeteis, Turbits, Nuns, Owls, ttc.

Pouter.— Coc/.:.—First, F. Crosslev, Elland. Second, E. E. M. Royds,
Greenbill, Kocbdale. Third, J. E. Breward, Covonti v. J/c7i.—First, F.
Crossley. Second, E. E. M. Royds. Third. W. Harvey. Hitrbly Com-
mended, A. H. Stewart, Harborne, near Birmingham ; J. Hawli-y. Biugley.
Carrier.— CocA-.-First. F. Crosslev. Second, H. Yurdley. Birminsbam.

Third, J. Hawley. Conmieuded, E. E. M. Koyds; J. Muir, Glasgow. Hen.
-First, Cup, and Third, E. E. M. Royds. Second, F. Crossley. Com-
mended, J. Hawlev.
Tumblers.—First. F. Key, Beverley. Second and Third, J. Hawley,

Commended, J. Hiwlcy ; F. Crossley.
Barbs.—First, F. ( rosslcy. Second, J. Hawley. Third, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Muir. Third, A. H. Stewart,

Birmingham.
Owls.—First, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Second, F. Crossley. Third,

A. &. B. B. Laycock, Keighley.
Trumpeters.—First and Third, J. Hawley. Second, C. Dunlop, Bingley.
Fantails.—First, H Yardley. Second, J. Hawlf-y. Third, J. Lister,

Keighley. Commended, A. Pari'y, Rochdale; J. Muir.
I'URBiTR.—First. Messrs. Hattersley & Wilson, Thirsk. Second, R. F.

Payliug, Peterborou^'h. Third, A. H. Stewart. Commended, fl. Wi
lUingworth ; J. Booth, AUerton.
Dragons.—Fivsf, P. Crossley. Second. W. Harvey. Third, H. Yardley.
Antwerps.—First, J. Hawley. Second, W. Lund, Shipley. Third, H.

W. lUingworth.
Any other Variety.-First, J. Hawley. Second, H. Ynrdley. Third,

A. H. Stewart (German Toys). Highly Commended. W. Harvt-y. Com-
mended, H. Yardley ; F. Broerael, Lewisham (Trouts.)
Selling Class.—First, J. Hawlev. Second, A. & B. B. Liycock. Third,

A. H. Stewart (Blue Fantails). Highly Commended, J. E. Breward (White
Pouters) ; T. Bui"gess.

CANARIES.
Belgian (Yellow).—First. .J. Cocksbott, Bingley. Second, J. Hollings,

Bingley. Third. S. Fieldhouse, Baildon.
Belgian (Buflf .—First. A. Walbank, Bingley. Second, W. Addison,

Ripon. Third, J. Sharp. Baildon.
Norwich (YcUjw}.—First, Cup, and Second, J. Baines, York. Third,

W. Addison.
Noiiwicn (BuCf;.-First, C. Burton, York. Second, J. Baines. Third,

H. Cockshott.
Marked Yellow.—First, J. Coward, Baildon. Second, I. Wildman,

Bingley. Third, W. Addisou.
Marked Buff.—Fir.st, I. Wildman. Second, J. Cockshott. Third, J.

Ellis, Baildon.
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Mole (Yellow).— First, T. Newnll, Bnildon. Scconil. B Dolton. BinKlev.

Mui.K (Bntrj.— First, B. Dnlton. Second, A. Wulbnnk. Third, C.

Burton, York.
Anv OTHEit Vauietv (Silvor-pl»tcd Cup for tlie best Cnnary bird).—

First and Second, J. Cockshott. Third, C. Burtou, York.

Mr. Cannnu, of Bradford, and Mr. Hewitt, of liirmiu^ham, were

the Judges.

WHITBY POULTRY SHOAV.
(From a Correspondent.)

To those wliosn avocations eomi)el them to dwell in smoky, stifliuK,

inlauci towus. it ia n ileli;,'htfiil relief to Bpend a few d*iys at tho sea-

side, especially in this ahno.st trojiical weather, uud there an^ few

places which offer j,Teater facilities for relaxation and renewal of

health to tlic overworlied stiuleut, or jaded man of business, than tho

pleasant waterin;^ place of Whitby.
Thf Whitby A^'rirnlturnl Society, foUowin.^ in the walce of the

Royal and other larf;e Societies, offered this year additional and mure
liberal prizes for poultry. The rcsalt has been an enormous increase

in the number of entries. Tho Show mustered iu poultry and PigeouR

358 pens, a great proportion of which had been sent from a consider-

able distance. Tho arrangeinnnts for tho comfort of the fowls wore

all that could be desired. Turner's pens were used, and thoy were
surmounted bj' a canvas a^niiug, which, whilst affordin;^ ample pro-

tection from sun or shower, offered no obstruction to the light, and the

birds were all seen to tho best advantage.

Foremost amongst the noteworthy birds was a very flue Numidiau
Crane [Aith-ii cii-f/o)^ a beautifully-shaped and graceful bird. Col.

Stuart Wortley exhibited a pen of La FlicJie and a pen of Jlnudons of

the highest excellence. A pen of Malays, a pen of Houdans, and a

pen of Aylesbury Ducks, exhibited by the Rev. Mr. Hustler, York,

were all of good quality. Mr. Nicholson's Game birds, Mr. Tom
Brown's Cieese, and Jlr. Farrands Aylesbury Ducks were also of

superior merit. Thero were some very good Spanish, Houdan, and
Dark Brahma chickens exhibited by Mr. Stonehouse, of Whitby.
Dorl't'iigs occupied tho place of honour in the schedule. Thero were

very full classes, and some very good birds both adults and chickeus.

In Spanish., the old birds were not worthy of much commendation,
but there wore some very good chickens. In the Game class, cock and
hen, there were twenty entries, and sixteen for tho cockerel and pullet

class. Some of the birds were very good. The first prize was won by

n Black-breasted cock. Cochins were numerons, and some of tho birds

had attained great size, but they were not remarkable for thi? possession

of other good points. In Brahma Pootras there were twelve entries,

most of the birds were suffering from the moult. The first-prize bird was
long in tho legs and neck, had vulture hocks, and a large ill-defined

comb, and the hackle of tho second-prize cock was more of a golden

than a silver colour. Ilamhuyt/hs were in gi'cat force. In the four

classes, altogether there were more than fifty entries. The Golden-

apangled class was exceedingly good. Mr. H. Pickles carried off three

Brst prizes in these classes. For Garne Bantam-f there were twenty-

six entries.

Dncts, Ocexc, and TitrTceys were of good quality. The Pigeons were

also fnlly up to the average.

The following are the awards :

—

BoRKiNO.—First, J. White, Wnrlaby. Second, G. Pounder, Kirbymoor-
side. Hiphly Commended, J. Walker, Knarcsborouph. Commended, R.

Smith. C'/ncfccrw.—First, J. White. Second, Kev. G. Hustler. Stillincflcct,

York. Highly Commended, G. Pounder. Commended, O. A. Young,
Driffield.

Spanish.—First, G. Holmes. Driffield. Second, J. Nicholson, Scar-
borough. Chicketvi.—First, M. Farrund, Dalton. Second, W. Stonehouso,
Whitby. Commended, W. Stonehouse.
Game.—First, J. Nicholson. Second, Rev. T. Phil'ips. Highly Com-

mended, R. Smith: G. Pounder. C^i>Am?.—First, W. Bearpark, Ainderby
Steeple. Second, G. Pounder. Highly Commended, T. B^o^vn, Picker-
ing. Commended, G. IJ. Bell, D.irlington.
Cocnis-CiirNA Anv colour).—First, T. H. Barker. Hovingham. Second,

J. Walker. Highly Commended, R. Smith; T. H. Barker; G. Calvert,
Darlington. Commended, G. Pounder.
Brahma Pootra (Any colour).— First, W. Whiteley, Sheffield. Second,

G. Pounder. Third, W. Stoneliouse. Highly Commended. G. Cilvcrt.
Hambitugh (Golden-spangled).—First, G.Holmes. Secmd.O, A. Young,

Highly Commcnde<l, .T. Thisllelhwaito, Gt. Ayton ; H. Pickles, jun.
Earby. Commended, T. H. Read.
HAMBURfiH (Silver-spnngled).—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second, O. A*

Young. Hiwhly Commended, J. Walker.
Hamburgh (Golden-poncilled).—First, H. Pickles. Second, G. Holmes.

Highly Commended, J. Walker. Commended. W. Beari>nrk.
Hambhrgh (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles. Second, J. Walker.

Hi«hly Commended, G. Holmos.
Game Bantam (Any colour).—First, W. F. Entwisle, TiSeds. Fecond

and Third, R. Smith. Commended, R. Horstler.
Bantams (Anv othervarietv).—First, O. .\. Young. Second, W.Bavncs,

Middleton. Third. R. Smith.
Any other variety not before mentioned.—First nnd Third. Rev.

G. Hustler. Second. Col. Wortley, London. Highly Commpndtd W.
Stonehouse; Rev. J. G. Milnor. ' Commended. 1. Bolton; T. Brown.
C^wVXv/i^.—First. Col. Wortley. Second, S. A. Barrowes. Third. J.Braim.
Highly Commended. W. Wardell. Pickering. Commended, W. Stonehouse
J. Braim ; W. Djwsland, Burniston ; J. Dcnham. Malton. «

Ducks t Aylesbury).-First, M. Farrnnd. Second, O. A.Young. Ducfc-

JtT!i78.—Firsti Rev. G. Hustler. Second, J. Braim, Jan.
.Ducks (Rouen).-First, J. Braim, jun. Second, M.L.Simpson. Duck-

linfjit.—Fir t. W. Dowsou, Jiakdalcaide. Second, J. Braim. Highly Com-
mended, W. Bjarpark,

Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Second. Rev. J. G. Milnor.
Geese.—First, T. Brown. Second, O. A. Young. Highly (.loniuiended,

J.Wilkinson. Goflinf/n.—FiTfit, O. A. Young. Second, Uattersley and
Wilson. Hitrhly Commended, Mrs. W. Ward; Rev. G. Hustler; J.
Wilkinson. Commended, H. Dowrtland, Ruston.
Turkeys.—First, G.Hindson, Dromouby. Second, H.Merkin, Driffield.

HiKhty Commended. Rev. G. Hustler. Commended, Mrs. T, Ward.
Poulh.—Virst, Mrs. T. Wnrd. Second. O. A. Young.
Extra Stock.—Highly Commended, Mrs. Tumbull.

PIGEONS.
Croppers.—Fir.it, Htittcrstey A Wilson. Second, H. Simpson, jun.
TuMnLEUS.—First. Hatterslcy & Wilson. Second, G. Readman, CastlotoD.
Carriers.-First, Hatterslcy & Wilson. Second. G. W, Sanders.
Fantails.—First, F. B. Lockwood. Second. W. Rudsdale.
Jacobins.—First, H. Simi>son, jun. Second, W. Rudsdale.
Trumpeters.- First, H Simpson, jnn. Second, Hattersloy & Wilson.
II \RDS.—First, n. Simpson, jun. Second, W. Rudsdale.
Any other variety.~First,iIattersley& Wilson. Second, W. Rudsdale

Judges.—Mr. Harry Adams. IJeverlev : Mr. Samnel Bom, Whitby ;

and Rev. T. PhiUips, Robin Hood's Bay.

MANCHESTER AND TJVERPOOL POULTRY
SHOW,

This year's meeting appeared to excite a greater amount of pnblia

interest than any iu previous years, from the simple fact that the Man-
chester and Liverpool Society's Shows have now been annually held for

one hundred years. Of course poultry has only formed a portion of

the Exhibition during tho last lifteeu or twenty years ; but the fact

was well recognised by all, that this department of the Show-yard is

always the most popular and well-filled of any ; and since the restric-

tions necessarily imposed on the exhibition of homed cattle through

the cattle plague, poultry seems to have been productive of great pecu-

niary help to agricultural societies generally. In the present case

both the poultry and Pigeons were exceedingly good, and the space

allotted to them was constantly filled with amateurs and general visitors.

A rule, unfortunately laid down by the Committee, that each exhibitor

was compelled to send some party in trast of his birds, told seriously

against the number of entries, and caused the competition in some of

the classes to prove meagre in the extreme. It was universally ac-

knowledged to be a great mistake in this year's regulations, and we
were glad to find that at future meetings this obnoxious rule will be

cancelled. The birds shown were, as a rule, of the highest excellence,

and the arrangements on the ground deserve most favourable mention.

The Spanish fowls were particularly good, and the same may be
said of the Cochins. Mr. Taylor's pen of the last-named variety was
exceedingly well shown. We cannot possibly speak more highly than

they deserved of Mr. Boyle's pens of Brahmas. They were the most
heavily feathered we have seen for many years past, yet without the

slightest trace or even suspicion of *' Falcon-hock," and the matching
of the pens was perfection itself. The colour and markings were also

equally excellent. Mr. Charles Challouer showed one of the very best

pens of Black Red Game chickens yet seen this season, and Mr. Wood
competed with excellent pens also, but their being so much overtaxed

by frequent exhibition told sadly against the last-named fowls. Ifam-

bnrijhH were quite a feature of the Show. Mr. Beldon's Silver-pencilled

have rarely been equalled of late years, in fact, never since Mr. Archer,

of Malvern, ceased to exhibit them. The Golden and Silver-spangled

were scarcely less worthy of praise. Col. Stuart W^ortley stood first,

as usual, in the new varieties of French fowls. Ducks, Gccse, and
Turlri/s were especially good.

The Show was arranged for birds of 1S67 only ; but we regret to

say that a number of pens containing old birds were exhibited, and

necessarily '" disqualified." We say for the twentieth time exhibitors

cannot possibly pay too great attention to the pernsal of each parti-

cular prize schedule before making their entries, for rules most be

complied with.

The Pifieons were almost without exception of the highest order ; a

pen of Blue Pouters were greatly admired. In Carriers thero is only

very rarely to be found so good a competition. Among the Toys were

several breeds that proved moat attractive, as being not only shown

in the most exquisite condition and feather, bnt some pens contained

such varieties as have n^t been seen at previous shows.

The weather proving favourable the number of visitors was most ex-

traordinary, and the refreshment department being under the special

aiTungement of the Messrs. Jeunison, of Belle Vue, was carried out

in the most efficient, orderly, and satisfactory manner.

The Judges for Poultry were Messrs. Hewitt, Hindson» Teebay, and

Smith. For Pigrom: Messrs. Smith and Esqnilant. We gave the

prize list in last week's issue.

Light Brahma Pootras.—In the Birmingham prize list of

this year will be fuu..Jtwo silver cups (£5 each), for tbi^ breed;

one given by our celebrftted exhibitor Mr. Pares, an-l the other

to be given by subscriptions, towards which Mr. Pigeon gives

£1. and I give'£l. I trust that others will write to Mr. P;*res,

Postford, Guildfortl, and subscribe £1 each. If more than the

requisite amount be obtained, a third cup will be given.

—

ALnERT O. WORTHINQTON.
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LIGURIANISING AN APIAEY.
Theke ia one point which I think is omitted in Mr. Wood-

bnry's article on the subject of propagating Lignrians, which

appeared in " Our Journal " of 11th uf April last, and which I

think important. It is not stated how the young queens are to

be introduced to the other hives, or what is to be done with

the nuclei when they have answered their purpose. I should

suppose the former must be done in a similar manner to that

recommended in " Bee-keeping for the Many," and the latter

would, perhaps, be placed in such positions as would be suit-

able for joining them to the nearest stocks afterwards. Or,

would it be better to remove the old queen and then drive the

Lignrian queens and bees out of the nuclei, and add them to

the queenless stocks in that style ? or to place the nuclei upon

the top of the queenless stocks ? I should fancy that in frame

hives it would be a good plan to remove the old queen and give

them a couple of queen cells from the Ligurians ; but certainly

the safer plan is to keep them in the nuclei until there is evi-

dence of the queen's impregnation. I am very much iuoon-

venienced for want of some worker-comb, being a beginner;

and some of the rebels in one of my artificial swarms have

made little else but di'one-comb. However, the queen has com-
menced laying in the worker-comb, so I have taken two of

these drone-combs, with honey in, to place on each side of my
Lignrian brood-comb in the nucleus.

I added a swarm of black bees to the stock in which I placed

the Ligurian queen about a fortnight after I had received

her, as I thought it would materially strengthen the swarm,

and aid her majesty in accomplishing the desired revolution.

—

J. K. J.

[No queen should be removed from the nucleus in which she

has been hatched until she has commenced egg-laying, when
she may be placed at the head of another stock. And here I

may at once confess that I know of no means by which the

substitution of queens can he effected without some risk of a

mishap. After all my practice, and I have had not a little, I

have failed twice during this present season, and I can there-

fore do no more than describe the process by which the degree

of risk seems reduced to a minimum, without attempting to

guarantee success in all cases. My instructions in the first

instance apply only to moveable-comb hives, the combs of

which must be lifted out and looked over imtil the queen be
discovered. She should then be imprisoned in a small but

well ventilated box with a few score of her workers and a

piece of sealed honeycomb, and put by in some quiet, dark,

and cool place as a dernier ressort in case of failure. Four
or five days after her deposition the combs must be again care-

fully examined, and all royal cells excised. It will, indeed, be

better at this time to shake nearly all the bees off from each

comb in succession, in order to make sure that no royal embryo
escapes observation. Extinction of the recent dynasty having
thus been completely effected, at any rate for the time being,

the new pretender to the vacant throne must be first introduced

to her intended subjects under the protection of a wire cage,*

which having been secured between two of the brood-combs,

the hive should be closed and left undisturbed for a couple of

days, when the cluster of bees surrounding the royal prisoner

should be critically examined, and her liberation or continued

incarceration determined on in accordance with their demean-
our. If this cluster assumes the appearance of a dense knot

of workers intertwined and chnging closely together with all

the strength and energy of which they are capable, and mo-
mentarily increases its dimensions by the accession of num-
bers of bees which rush towards it from aU parts of the ad-

jacent combs, the regieidal frenzy continues in full force and
its hapless object must still remain within her prison-bars, in

order to be protected from the fury of the raging multitude

without. If, on the other hand, the bees which surround her

cage are so few in number as to permit a view of the move-
ments of the royal prisoner and her companions in captivity,

whilst none cling, "like grim death," with curved and threat-

ening abdomens against the wires of the cage, but rather

assume the quiet and respectfully attentive appearance which
marks the ordinary deportment of workers in the presence of

their acknowledged sovereign, the imprisoned queen may be at

once released with eveiy prospect of success, and if she be
allowed to traverse the comb for a few seconds in view of the

bee-keeper, he will be enabled to judge of the character of her

* A wire iJipe-coTcr, pressed into the surface of a comb in the manner
described by Kleine, may be used for this purjiose, and it ia well to im-
prison two or three of her own workers with the oUeu queen.

reception. Should she obtain the respectful homage proper to

the royal progress of a liege sovereign amongst her loyal subjects,

the hive may at once be closed with every hope of a successful

issue, but if she be seized and detained she must again be
restored to the protection of her prison, there to await the re-

turn of her rebellious subjects to a more dutiful frame of mind.
There are of course almost infinite gradations and degrees of

difference between the dense knot of would-be regicides which
I have first described and the comparatively few watchful at-

tendants who wait with respectful patience to welcome their

future sovereign on her release from captivity, and it requires

some practice to enable the bee-keeper to determine when it is

best to release an imprisoned queen, since, if she be left too

long incarcerated, the outsiders seem at length to come to re-

gard her with indifference, and she ultimately perishes either

from lack of food or from the effects of her unnatural and con-

strained position.

In operating upon hives with fixed combs, I prefer effecting

a complete eviction of the inhabitants, which should be ex-

pelled by driving, and then estabhshed as an artificial swarm
in a moveable' comb-hive on their old stance, whilst the occu-

pants of the nucleus-box are inducted into their ready-fur-

nished dwelling. As it is most probable that the incoming
tenants will be comparatively few in number, and that they
will, therefore, find themselves over-housed, whilst the brood

left by their predecessors would in this case run great risk of

becorning chilled and, therefore, abortive, it is well during the

first week or so to shut up the bees every evening by means of

perforated zinc, and place them in a warm room (say the

kitchen), for the night. When the hive becomes moderately

populous, this practice may, of course, be discontinued.

As soon as another young Italian queen is ready, and the

artificial swarm has pretty nearly filled its hive with combs, it

may be Italianised by an exchange of queens in the manner
first described.

The various nuclei having answered their purpose by furnish-

ing Ligurian queens for other hives, should towards the end of

the season have queens raised within them for the last time, and
these having become fecundated, every nucleus should be built

up into a good stock by the gradual and careful addition of

ripe brood-combs taken from other colonies, being also trans-

ferred during the process into a full-sized hive, and fed up to a

sufficient weight to stand the winter.

This, then, is the complete programme for Italianising an
apiary. Many of the young queens thus raised will, doubtless,

be crossed by black drones ; but even these will, as I have pre-

viously stated in these pages, certainly breed pure drones in

the following spring, when they may in their turn be weeded
out and replaced by queens of the current year, which will

then have a much better chance of true Italian impregnation.

It will be perceived that I have avoided all unions of adult

bees, which a very considerable amount of experience has satis-

fied me, can in no way be effected without risking the life of

the queen. " J. B. J." it appears tried the experiment and
was successful. I congratulate him upon his success, but, all

the same, I should have been afraid to risk it.

Whilst confessing, therefore, that I know of no mode of

uniting adult bees which is free from the chance of an oc-

casional failure, I purpose taking an early opportunity of de-

scribing the process of effecting autumnal unions, by which
that danger appears recently to have been reduced to a mini-

mum by—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

P.S.—The rebels who made drone-combs in oneof " J.B. J.'e"

artificial swarms, did so, doubtless, in consequence of these

combs being built before a queen had been hatched out. This

argues a mistake on the part of the apiarian, for no large

artificial swarm should ever be made without a queen. Swarms
that have to raise quefins should be furnished with combs, and
consist of but comparatively few bees.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Manchester and Liverpool Podltrt Show.—" Mr. P. Taylor, of

Manchester, won the first prize for single Buff Cochin cockerel, and not
Mr. Dawes (ae stated in your report), as that gentleman's pen was empty.
Mr. P. Taylor's first-prize pen of Buffs was claimed at the sum of £25 by
Mr. Brierley, of Middleton, on the last day of the Show.—X. Y. Z,"

Gale's Hives {C. A. J.).—We hope to give more information concern-
ing them very shortly.

Cheap Ligurian Qoeens {Qnestor).~I have some queens of the charac-

ter you describe, which cost but 5s. each.—T. W. Woodbuby, Mount Bad-
ftyrdj Exeter.
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to look at such a bloom, yet the prower told me it had already

been out in bloom a fortnight ! This, then, is a useful quality.

I do not myself gather that it is hardy, for last winter took

stock plants of mine, and destroyed every bud also ; still this

may be improved, and all horticulturists will hope that such a

concentration of several winters in one may not occur again

for some years. Again in " our .Tourual " of the 29th the hint

of budding it on Gloire de Dijon may prove useful to every

Bose-grower.
There can be no question that the different opinions formed

by growers of the same Rose, as to its merits, depend on circum-
stances, possibly beyond our control. Certain Eoses decline

to open in certain situations ; therefore, A discards it, B mean-
while lauds it to the skies. I have frequently noticed this in

our columns—Eoses mentioned as splendid, &c., yet which I

can do nothing with. Madame Julie Daran, for instance, no
sooner opens with me, than straightway the petals appear to

bum up ; this is alike on Manetti and Briar. America I

have seen grown by Mr. Keynes surpassingly beautiful. I have
never had a bloom open on the Briar till this year ; but one
this year was worth waiting for. I have budded it on the
Manetti, I trust it may do better there, for I am loth to dis-

card it. Imperatrice Eugenie, again, will never open with me
in the early summer. This, too, is on the Briar. I am going
to try this on Manetti, for although Mrs. Y. B. A. Z. when I do
bring her a bloom merely says, " Yes, pretty well for an improved
monthly ! " I myself like the Rose much. Turenne, again
(that I well recollect seeing in "our" pages, noticed as only
worthy of being in the largest collections), is one I must retain,

if I confined myself to two dozen. It is a most glorious Eose,
grown on the Manetti. Eug('ne Appert, "D., Dca/," justly calls

ragged, yet under certain conditions I have seen splendid blooms
to which the epithet could not have been appHed. Again,
" D., Deal,'' evidently praises Madame Clemence Joigueaux,
and it ceitsinly is a magnificent Eose. I have grown it myself
this year oj inches across, but I fancy it, if anything, coarser
than Victor Verdier, at least with me.
On the merits of the Briar v. Manetti, I hardly like to speak

after Mr. Cant's note, yet I should have given my verdict fifty

times over in favour of the latter. The summer Eoses, Gloire
de Dijon, the Teas generally, make plenty of wood with me on
the Briar, but few others grow vigorously ; Eugene Appert,
Madame Boll, and Comtesse C. de Chabrillant, I must except,

but the difference in vigour with me is most marked. I have
so far discarded the Briar, that I do not expect to plant any
more. In my neighbourhood some of the nursery gardeners
use and value the old Due de Gazes as a stock, using it in the
same way as the Manetti.

I have found the Manetti throw up more suckers than I ex-
pected. This maybe 'Friday's" fault, possibly he disbuds the
cuttings with a bad grace, for he " can't zee what measter do
want wi' so many Eoses, the gearden be vull on 'em." I have
never been able satisfactorily to bud on the Manetti under-
ground, as I believe all our Eose-growers do. This, I dare say,

is all my own stupidity, but the bud from some cause or
another rots. This is not of so much importance now that ex-
perience has shown that the Mnnetti does well for half standards.
My own plan is this—I give it for the benefit of those who in-

tend to try the Manetti stock, I warrant they will find it no easy
work at first to bud underground. One's fingers appear to be
all thumbs. In the first place, I like to make my stocks clear

of shoots for 6 or 8 inches above ground. "Friday" plants
them very shallow, just hiding the root. I bud just on the
surface of the ground ; if flush of buds I put in two, one just

above the other, on opposite sides of the stem. The following
autumn when the plant ia placed in its regular position, the
junction is buried some 2 inches.

As regards the suckers, I should say with the Briar this is

the rule, with Manetti stocks it is the exception. At least,

this is my experience. Is it a reason why with me the vigour
of the plants budded on Manetti is so much greater ? If I take
up a Briar-budded Eose there is ajiparently an immense root,

on examination it is soon proved that the root is chiefly made
up of suckers that have been stopped as they appeared above
the surface, whilst the true root fibres are very insignificant,

and always fill me with astonishment as to their power to
support any good growth in the tree. On the contrary, a plant
of Manetti taken up is full of root fibres, requiring generally a
very free use of the knife befnie rejihiuting. If we are to have
such wiuters as the last three Mauetti must go to the top of

the poll very quickly, for the Rones are for all practical pur-
poses on their own roots. ludetd, it was shown by one writer

in " our " pages, many many months ago, that a large pro-

portion of the Eoses budded underground on the Manetti ulti-

mately became " independent " members, and could throw off

any allegiance to their foster parent.

There is, again, another advantage the Manetti has over the
Briar—that is, that the wood will run (at least here), much later

than the Briar.

As regards my budded plants of Manetti, I am somewhat in

trouble, and I shall feel very grateful to Mr. Eadclyffe if he
would kindly give me his advice. By far the larger number of

the buds I have put in have already started. Some are weU
out of harm's way, as they have flowered, or will do so before

the wintry winds overtake them. Many, however, I fear will

not be so fortunate. Now, with the earlier buds I have cut away
the head of the Manetti to make it grow as vigorously as I

could, as also to let in air and light to harden as much as pos-

sible the young wood of the bud. But how had I better act

with those that have started—say since the 20th of August,

and what steps had I better take to save them from winter's

cold ? I have thought of light litter, retained by fir branches,

also hoeing up the earth round the stems so as to have the

junction well covered by soil. Would this plan answer ?

Does Mr. Eadclyffe thiuk that a Manetti well budded with a

healthy-looking dormant bud is injured in its prospects of life

by removal in autumn or winter?—Y. B. A. Z.

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GARDENING.
I n.iVE read with some attention the letters of the Piris cor-

respondent and " A London Market Gardener" in the Times.

As usual there is some truth on both sides, but, as it seems to

me, neither of them has made the subject very plain ; for what
can the greater part of the Times readers know of " cordon "

training, about which the Paris contributor is so enthusiastic ?

He is evidently a young gardener who has seen but few of the

fruit gardens belonging to amateurs of horticulture in England,

and he is now on his first visit to the Continent ; consequently

he is warm in his admiration of the fantastic, but, in some in-

stances, pretty modes of training fruit trees practised by French
amateurs and by some of the French gardeners. It is to be

regretted that this exercise of fancy too often fails to produce

fruit (which, as I take it, should be the duty of a sober-minded

fruit tree), so that a tree is often pointed out to the visitor as

perfection in its training, yet quite bare of fruit. These fancy

trees are often " spiral cordons," " palmettes," " diagonal

cordons," &c. My memory fails me in endeavouring to recall

the names I have heard applied to the various modes of train-

ing trees in France during my experience of some thirty or

forty years ; for I must acknowledge that I am an old fruit-

cultivator, and have during my pilgrimage travelled much in

France, Belgium, aud Germany, and from my taste being that

way inclined, I have been a close observer of the gardens of

the Continent. I remember particularly well how much I

resembled the Paris correspondent, when a young traveller, in

my enthusiasm for all that I saw new (and which I then thought

rich and rare), in horticulture. The different fashions of train-

ing trees in France have always afforded me much amusement.
It is true they have not been quite so fleeting as the fashion

of a bonnet, but they have flourished for a time and have then

passed away. The cordon training, now so much written

about, is a very old EngUsh system, and may be found in per-

fection in the gardens of the Eoyal Horticultural Society at

Chiswick, where some fine Pear trees, grafted on Quince stocks

and trained to the walls, have been trained " en cordon '' by
the venerable and talented Eobert Thomson for some forty

years past ; and I may add that in every good fruit garden in

England Pear trees are trained after the same method. The
cordon method of training trees not attached to walls, but

growing in gardens and orchards, seems to have had its origin

in England, but, as I presume, has not been widely spread,

owing to the peculiar prejudices of cultivators of the soil, who
seem to take great delight in closing their senses to any new
thing. This feeling has always existed, and I am inclined to

think always will exist ; for only go to Damascus and try and
instruct the cultivator how to regulate his water-courses other-

wise than by his foot, he would turn upon you an evil eye.

To return to cordon orchard trees. I am able to relate a

curious fact in support of my assertion that this mode of train-

ing is of English origin. In a farm-house in Sussex, not many
miles from Tnubridge AVcUs, lives an old tenant farmer, m
whose orchard are numerous cordon Apple trees, some fifty
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years old. On being interrogated as to how he came to train

his trees so differrntly to those of his neighbours, he very
promptly said that ho found the common orchard trees shaded
Buch a largo quantity of ground, and gave such unequal crops
(sometimes so abundant as to bo of no value), that ho should
like to grow more trees, and thus have a greater variety of

fruit, so as to have " more chances." This he soon found he
could do by pruning his trees in summer (a modification of

hedno-clipping), and in this manner he formed his cordon
Apple trees, which he has always found to bear the finest fruit

;

and from his being able to cultivate some ten or fifteen cordons
with from five to seven brandies to each tree in the area that

one common orchard tree would occupy, he is a large gainer.

Many of your readers even now may probably ask. What is,

after all, a cordon tree ? ^Yell, it is simply a branch, or single-

stemmed tree with all its young shoots shortened during the

summer, so that it takes the form of an upright Cypress or a
Lombardy I'oplar in miniature. This closely pruned branch
bears its fruit clo.so to the stem, something after the manner
of our familiar "rope of onions," hence its pretty French
name. Those cordon trees may be trained to wires horizon-

tally—(an old English practice)—or in the fan shape; also on a
single wire close to the ground, to form an edging for borders

in the fruit garden. This is a modern French practice really

pretty and economical. The pyramidal method of training

fruit trees is probably French, but has been iutroiluced to our

gardens some thirty or forty years. This method for small

gardens is the most interesting and profitable of all systems of

training trees in the open air ; and when it is well uuderstood
by our intelligent artisans it will make their fruit gardens a
constant source of interest (leading to a refinement of manners
earnestly to be wished for in our working men), and our sub-

urban gardens fruitful and of increased interest and value to

their occupiers. I liave had much experience in rural life,

and I have always found the working man who managed his

garden skilfully to be a good member of society.

The Paris correspondent of the Tiiius writes with the en-
thusiasm of a tyro respecting the villa gardens near Paris. He
seems to have forgotten the difference of climate, which owing
to increased sun heat there is so favourable to the production
of Pears and Plums on pyramidal trees, while in a large portion

of England and Scotland choice varieties of such fruits will

neither bear fruit nor ripen it in the open air. Still, if he had
made use of his eyes he might have seen thousands of gardens
in the warmer parts of England, and also in Ireland, well fur-

nished with pyramidal fruit trees. I know of their existence,

and have often witnessed the careful culture bestowed on such
trees by intelligont amateurs of gardening. Tliis improved
method of fruit-tree culture will soon be widely spread, so that

our most humble gardeners may enjoy the luxury of home-
grown fruit. I do not dispute the facts given by tlie writer in

the 'I'imes ; I merely wish to convey, that as far as our climate
will allow, we are not behind our neighbours in open-air fruit

culture. This truth he seems to ignore, merel3', I trust, from
lack of experience.

With respect to the flavour of English fruit, it is unequalled
;

no country in Europe can produce its like. This seems a hardy
assertion, and I feel it a duty to give the reason why—It is owing
to our temperate climate, which does not ripen fruit too rapidly,

and thus prevent the development of its flavour. It is the ex-

treme heat of the sun in the warmer parts of the Continent
that makes Peaches hard and .\pricots mealy. Apples dry and
tasteless, und Peais large and deficient in flavour. It must not,

however, bo forgitten, that to obtain our fine fruit in England,
the trees mu^t be cultivated under very different circumstances
to those on the Continent. Here they must bo trained to walls,

or planted in structures of glass, in which they would bo
scorched ami suffocated if on the slopes of the Mediterranean.
It is the old story repeated, where Nature is liberal man is in-

dolent, so that mauy gardens in the fai north of the United
Kingdom c 'uM show a liuer collection of fruit than any garden
in tlie kingdom of Italy. There are but few, very few, fruit gar-

dens on the Continent so perfect in every respect as our first-

class English gardens. Hundreds, aye thousands, of such may
be seen, their ownership not confined as formerly to the upper
class, but to a large and increasing class of business men who
have gardening taste, and deri .e much pleasure in its cultivation.

Glass struct'ires of enormous extent filled with the finest

fruit in the world, and under the most perfect cultivation, may
now be seen in every district favoured with a fair average
English climate.

This superior culture is not, however, confined to the first-

class gardens of the wealthy, but extends even to what may be
called the gardens of the people, for in almost every respectable
village garden may bo seen the vinery for growing Grapes with-
out artificial heat, and the orchard-house for the culture of
Peaches and Apricots. These unhealed glass structuies, as a
rule, produce much finer fruit than that referred to in the Times
as being offered for sale in the markets and streets of I'aris

;

and as to the superior flavour of our fruit ripened slowly in
such houses, I have some evidence to offer.

In tlie month of August I had the pleasure of receiving &
visit from the American gentleman (a great lover of fruit) who
had been for two months in Paris as horticultural commissioner
for the United States. His love for gardening prompted him to
visit the principal gardens on the Continent, to taste European
fruit, about which he had heard so much in America. I gave
him some Peaches, Apricots, and Nectarines, gathered from my
orchard-house. They have ripened slowly this cool summer,
and he pronounced them to be the most perfect in flavour of
any ho had ever tasted either in America or Europe.
The " London Market Gardener" of the Times, in his blunt

patriotism has told some truths which seem unpalatable to the
Paris writer. He is, however, quite correct respecting the long
use of the cordon system in England ; but he is not so in his
disparagement of the single cordons. There are many modes
of cordon tr.tining, such us the diagonal, the vertical, Ac. ; but
as far as I can observe, the pet method with the Paris corre-
spondent is the single horizontal cordon, trained to a wire
near the ground. This method, owing to the sun heat reflected
from the surface of the soil, produces remarkably fine fruit ; but
in France, and in gardens with warm soils even in England,
Apples ripen too rapidly, so that a Ribston I'ippin becomes dry
and tasteless. In cool seasons and on cool sites .\pple trees
thus trained produce the finest of fruit ; for Pear trees in Eng-
land neither site nor soil can be too warm. With respect to
French Pears, I must beg leave to correct the Paris corre-
spondent of the Times. Nearly all our popular kinds of Pears
are of Belgian origin. They have French names it is true, bttt

Belgium in language is a French province, and no Belgian gar-
dener would give an uncouth hybrid Dutch name to a now kind
of Pear.

.\s to the French Asparagus so eulogised, the valley of the
Seine seems highly favourable to the growth of it ; its cul-
ture is also skilfully man.iged ; and its flavour owing, I am
inclined to think, to the brighter sun of France, is very good
indeed. It is to be regretted that a more refined method of
serving it is not practised ; instead of those short, club-like white
sticks with green ends, the Latter only should be sent to table,

so that they could be eaten in a civilised manner with the fork.
In one of the communications from the Paris correspondent

of the Times, French salads are alluded to as sometliing re-

markable. There is no doubt but that a salad of tender Lettuces
sprinkled with .small herbs, such as Corn Salad, &c., and served
with fine oil and vinaigre d'Astragon (Tarragon vinegar), as
usual in Paris in the superior restaurants, is of high excellence;
but the winter salads of Paris composed of Barbe de Capncin
(wild Endive), and Dandelion leaves blanched in cell.trs, are
bitter and most disagreeable to the English palate.

Tiie large green bell-glasses employed by the market gar-
deners near Paris to such an enormous extent, should be things
of the past, as they are clumsy, and so liable to breakage. Our
modern English method of planting Lettuces and Endive for

winter salads, in our cheap unhealed glass-structures, in which,
except in severe frost, we have the mild, dry winter climate of

Madeira, is very far superior, for in them the gardener can
attend to salad culture without the least inconvenience, and if

needed he can efficiently protect bis choicest salads from severe

frost. In the months of .January, February, and March, I

derive all my choice salads from such houses, and owing to the
mild, soft temperature in which they have grown, I find them
most tender and succulent—far superior to the winter salads of

Paris.

English gardeners owe a heavy debt to the late Sir R. Peel

for his judicious repeal of the duty on glass. No modern act has
so largely contributed to the comfort and well-doing of the
middle classes of England, for annually thousands of unbeated
gla^^s structures arc built, and when their use is more fully

understood by English market gardeners, Peaches, Nectarines,

and Apricots will be cheaper, and much superior in quality to

those offered in Paris. The Peaches sold cheaply in the markets
of France are varieties raised from Peach stones, the trees not
grafted. They are generally called " Piches de Vin," and are

gathered from standard trees planted in the vineyards to the
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south of Paris. As a rule, they are very inferior, and hunger
and thirst would be the only terajitera to attack a basket of

them to any extent, for a bad Peach is the worst of all fruits.

The Paris corre.';pondent is unjust to English gardeners

when he says that " the Peach [tree] is generally seen, even in

first-class gardens in England, stmggling with a few shoots

over a nearly bare wall, and the mere ghost of what it ought to

be." This, as I well know, is quite contrary to facts, for in

our first-class gardens they are as one hundred to ten of the

same class in France ; the Peach and Nectarine trees trained to

walls are models of beauty, perfect training, and fruitfulness.

We must, therefore, conclude that the person in Paris who
writes so fluently in the Times, knows but very little either

about English gardens, English gardeners, or fruit-tree culture.—Thos. Kivees.

TRANSPLANTING FRUIT TREES.
I ACCEPT your invitation in reply to " Beta," and feel pleasure

in communicating my observations and experience, such as it is.

First, with regard to the removal or transplanting of trees

and subsequent treatment. On the 29i.h of September, 1865,

I jilanted in my garden, at Bath, in a wretched soil, a Washing-
ton Plum, Orleans, Morello Cherry, Eibston Pippin, a very

young Marie Louise Pear, and an Apricot. The first three bore
fruit, of Cherries enough to make a large bottle of " bounce." All

but the Pear were large trees. I have no idea of waiting long for

fruit from a fruit tree. All these had their full foliage at the
time of transplanting (a very essential element of success in

my opinion), which I took great pains to preserve as long as I

could, being aware of the mutual offices of the different mem-
bers of trees generally. These can only be preserved by fre-

quent waterings, and must on no account be neglected for a
single day, or the terminal leaves will flag. If they stand erect

it is a sure sign the tree is making young rootlets—the very
life-preserving, fiuit-creating power of the tree. If an ounce
of salt be added to every gallon of water so much the better

;

the effect is marvellous.
I removed from Bath to Seend on the 27th of September,

1866, bringing all my trees with me. I took them up about
the 24th, and they were out of the ground nearly a week, still

preserving their foliage, being kept in a damp outhouse, with
their roots protected with matting. Everything was in my
favour as to weather and ground.

I planted the aforesaid trees—Orleans and Washington Plum,
Morello Cherry, and Apricot in the front of my house, due
south. I have had this year a fine crop of Plums. The
Washington on this aspect is both beautiful and delicious, and
the Orleans cannot be surpassed for beautiful bloom. This
tree was much blighted, but I did not allow the aphis or any
other insect to have undisputed possession ; I kept a vigilant

watch, and saved my crop. I had an excellent crop of Cherries.

The Apricot brought only one to perfection. This was partly

my own fault ; want of protection, and also on account of its

not striking so readily as the Plmn tribe. The Ribston Pippin
blossomed well, and would have borne a proportionate crop, but
I compas.siouattd all my trees, aud left an excellent prospect
for another year. I allowed of none to bear more than half the
fruit set, at Cinches apart, and only one Cherry to a blossom-bud.
On an easterly wall I planted Coe's Golden Drop, an old tree

which 1 also brought with me ; this has some fine Plums. The
following are the sizes and dimensions of the trees:—Morello
Cherry, dwarf—circumference near the ground, .5 inches ; height,

C feet ; space covered, 6 feet. Washington Plum, standard

—

girth, .7 inches ; covers a space of 51 ftet in width ; 10 feet

high. {I am confined for room, therefore the boughs are
trained as close as possible.) Orleans Plum—girth, 6 inches,
standard ; 9 feet 9 inches high ; space covered, -IJ feet. Apricot,
dwarf—girth, 4J inches; height, 6A feet; covers a space of

7 feet ; a luxuriant and promising tree. Golden Drop—girth,

7 inches ; 6 feet high ; but spare foliage, very healthy, and full

of blossom-buds. This was what I call a double-rooted tree

—

that is, after the first roots, I suppose a tap root in forcing its

way down in search of better soil, throws out a fresh bunch,
eaving an interval of a few inches between the two. I cut off

the lower, and jilauted on the stump aud the first roots.

On the 2nd of November I planted a Nectarine Plum on the
same aspect. Girth, 8 inches ; heiKht before boughs, 5 feet

;

total height this yenr, 11 feet ; covers a space of 9 feet. Had
a splendid bloom. I allowed a dozen and a halt magnificent
Plums to ripen. This tree was very indifferently rooted ; but
I made the best cf them, shortening the wood roots, and
nourishing and cbeiishing the rest.

My mode of planting is to keep the roots near the surface.

Suppose the roots are a foot deep ; I plant them that depth,

aud so whatever they may be, the tap roots bting almost visible.

Of course the habits of the tree must be studied. Plums are

not jiarticular. Apricots are rather early, and must be hu-

moured ; if one sort of mould wo'n't do, try another. Cherry
rtjoices in shallow planting and old lime pounded. My Bib-

ston Pippin (girth, 10 inches ; height, 6.J feet ; width, the same),

is a bush tree, growing on a forked stem, aud thriving well.

For all sorts of Apples a limestone foundation and intermix-

ture is desirable ; when first moved it was as much aa one
man could carry.

Eoot-pruning, so much talked of, requires judgment. It

sometimes happens that an espalier Apple does not bear, and
the poor roots are condemned, whereas it may be, after all, the

fault of the soil and want of carbon.

Pear trees frequently require root-pruning. Why is this ?

They are planted in ungenial soil. The roots go in search of

suitable food (for trees seem to be endowed with sense of dis-

crimination as to their proper nourishment). When they find

what they are in search of they push out a bunch of rootlets.

If they are cut short the wood root sends out fibres, which ex-

tract the nourishment around the immediate neighbourhood

of the tree, which becomes an artistic instead of a natural

operation. The large wood roots of a tree, I take it, are only

intended, or principally, to keep the tree in the grormd. Eoot-

pruning is not the panacea for barrenness.

All things being equal, I will undertake to move a tree of any
size, and will guarantee its bearing—that is, with right time of

planting, proper soil, judicious watering, and aspect. Newly-
planted trees are better protected through the winter with a

top-dressing of stable dung, but should on no account be

planted in it. Some people suppose Filbert trees should be

left to Nature; but it is a mistake. They require- the same
treatment as other fruit-beariug trees, and especially the aid of

catkins if they have none of their own. At Cheltenham Pear

trees luxuriate in a red soil. The roots require no pruning;

but as the trees grow old they acquire a corkscrew finish. How
is this ?—ExcELSion, Secnd ]'iUa.

I AM very much inclined to be of the same opinion in regard

to moving trees as your correspondent "Beta;" and my ex-

perience teaches, that trees never ought to be moved till part

of the foliage has fallen.

I recollect some ten years ago that I planted about four

dozen of dwarf Apples for espaliers about the eud of September,

when there was not the slightest appearance of the leaves

coming off—in fact, they were quite green ; but to make sure

of getting first-class trees, I went to the nursery myself and
picked the very best I could fiud. The ground was well pre-

pared as far as trenching and everything required to ensure

success ; but 1 am sorry to say far otherwise, for there was
only oue variety out of the whole collection that made any-

thing like satisfactory growth iu the following season ; and
though none of them actually died, the greater part of them
would have proved quite as satisfactory if they had departed

this life, for they never overcame the effects of the removal.

It is an old saying, and I think a very true one, that ' Bought
experience is best," and I am sure in my case it has been so

;

for although I have lifted some scores of fruit trees and trans-

planted them, not only to my own satisfaction, but also to the

satisfaction of my employers, I never begin to do so till the

greater part of the fuliage has dropped.

In some seasons I begin earlier and in some later, the falling

of the leaves being my guide, and seldom now have I any occa-

sion to repent my looking a little to Nature.

—

James Siewabt,
Kuncham Park.

POOLEYS GROUND TOBACCO AND ITS USES.
Haviso yesterday, through the kindness of Mr. Eobson, my

excellent confrere, had the opportunity of visiting the Hop
gardens of Mr. Bannerman, of Hunton, near Maidstone, who
farms 330 acres of Hops in that parish, I there learned some-
thing about the use of tobacco which may be interesting to

those who are doubtful of the success of such wholesale appli-

cations of vermin-destroying potions ; but 1 never could see,

if we could destroy the aphides, &c., on our Eoses, why in such
a valuable commodity as Hops it would not pay to do it. So
Mr. Banuerman thought ; aud as nothing could be more un-
promising than the Hops were a few weeks ago, he set to work

,
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and has been enabled to wash 100 acres. The ground tobacco

is boiled along with soft Boap, and the decoction is then
strained. It is carried out to the Kroumls in a lar^o tub, and
the men, provided with tarpauUn|.;s ifor it ia a na>ty job), set

to work. Tlio enginea used aro Koad's doulilo-lioscd, with

tloxiblo imliiinriibber ho.^es. One man works the engine wliile

two preside at the hose. In some cases where they were very

bad they were syrinRod twice, and the result has been that an
excellent crop is tit for picking. Close by, at the corner of the
bailiff's R<»rJen, one hill was left for experiment, unwashed,
and this is as black as a coal, and without a siujilo Hop on it.

The cost of this washing is estimated at about JtH per acre

—

a small item in Hop culture, and well worth expending on a

crop of which two thousand pockets were lately sold for £18
a-pocket.—D., /'.•<;/.

MUSC.VT .\.ND n.VMP.URGH VINICS TOOI^TIIER.
I H.VVE five young Muscit of Alexandria Vines which I am

desirous to plant in a house where tliore are already six lilack

Hamburghs. I force this house, and cut in May and June. I

shall cut these Vines to about 2 feet this autumn. Would it

be bettor to repot these young Vines into larger pots, and place

them in a cooler house till next autumn ? I should prefer

planting this if the forcing next year would not weaken them.
Should you advise planting this year, how can I ]ilant these

between the other six, ao as to injure the roots the least :' The
border is an inside one.

—

Sdbsckibek.

^We have planted Muscats alternately with Hamburghs, but
we do not consiilor it a good plan. They do best by themselves
or in one end of a house. If your Hamburghs are ripe in May
and June, we would plant the Muscats directly, and not cut
them down until winter. How to do so between the Hamburghs
without injuring the roots of these we cannot tell further than
saying great care will be necessary, getting out an opening with
bonds and forks, and adding as much fresh soil as possible.]

SELECTION OF ROSES.
The main object I had in view in giving my opinion of the

Rose Marochal Niel (page IKi), was to elicit from other culti-

vators their experience with that variety, and so fur as given,

I fail to discover wherein their success is greater than my own.
Mr. tiant recommends a south wall. I presume his plant so

grown is not on the liriar. Mr. Rivers says, Gloiro de Dijon
is a most excellent stock for it. Messrs. Mereweather, who, by
the way, are somewhat poetic in their description of the Ma-
ri'chal, give their experience with it on the Manetti, planted
out in April in a south border. With good soil, proper cul-

tivation, and the plants kept clean and healthy, I do not see
how they could have better treatment.

Nothing I have yet seen or heard has altered my opinion.
The llower is splendiil, but the plant is tender, and a very,

very, shy bloomei", and a bad opener. It requires cultivation
pecaliar to this class of Roses to do any good with it.

As to the Roses recommended by me, they never were meant
as a very select list, in the manner your readers would infer
from " D., Z><'rt/'.i" criticisms (albeit, they contain the cream
of every colour grown), but simply a list from which might be
selected plants of any colour from pure white to almost black,
and dependanco upon good growth and abundance of bloom
not bo disappointed, which is more than can be said of many
much-vaunted varieties. No florist would recommend Nell
Owynn Tink as an exhibition flower, but few will deny its

ntility as a border plant. For the same reason I recommend
for general juUivatiou Roses that would not be tolerated on an
exhibition stand.

Eugene .\.ppert is a hea'.thy strong grower of fine foliage,

and a beautifully coloured flower. It invariably gives satis-

faction to the purchaser—a great point in favour "of any flower.
I admit that Due de Wellington and Fisher Holmes are not
full, but in their peculiiu ly bright.coloured class one is compelled
to overljok this imperfection when the varieties under con-
sideration are not for show. Of the Roses mentioned by
" D., Di'iil," as superior, I'iorre Netting hardly opens well;
when it does it is good, but it burns badly, and so do all the
dark sorts mentioned by him. Of the rose-coloured sorts,

Anna de Deisbach is rather loose, but of first rate habit. Louis
Peronny is a very bad grower. La Reine de la I'ape is much
superior, Madame BjII is flat. The others are good, but I wotUd
not select William Grifliths.

Of newer sorts, I prefer the Princess Mary of Cambridge to
Marguerite de St. Amand. Alfred Colomb is a good Rose, but
we have already as good varieties as Abel Grand, Josephine
Deauhaniais, and Miss M. Dombrain. Doctcur Andry is a good
Rose, but how about liability to mildew '; I would recommend
I'ranvois Goeschke for its splendid colour. Daronne de May-
nard as a white Noisette is good.
Such is my experience. Soil, cultivation, and position alter

the character of flowers very materially, but of nono more than
the Rose. Yet there are several varieties which do invariably
well, and these I recommend to purchasers.

In conclusion, although wo may diller as to tho merits of
certain Roses, I hope " D., Deal," will long continue to

" Strike out with muster hand, a copy f.»ir of liis ideas."

Whether the subject be new Roses. Pelargoniums, Gladiolus,
or any other flower, he may depend that I shall take note of
everthing connected therewith.—F. Fi.itton.

AriilCOTS.
Is reading Mr. Abbey's excellent and carefully written artiol*

on the culture of Apricots as wall trees, I have been mnah
struck with tho time consumed before a tree can give a good
crop, and the constant summer and winter pruning and nailing

[ which every season miist biiug on. This has led me to the
great contrast offered by orehard-liouso culture of this (when
properly riponoi) most excellent fruit.

For many years I have with great success cultivated Apricots
in pots, and it is only a few years since that I was tempted to
plant out in one of my orchard-houses some trees with stems
from :! to 5 feet in height, called respectively half-standaids

and standards. They were in a bearing state, having been
grown in pots for two seasons, and were planted in a hard
undug border. This was done for an experiment, as I had
found solid earth so beneficial in pot ciilture. These trees

bore a good crop the first season after being planted, and have
continued to bear abundantly every season. The only trouble

I have had has been in thinning tho fruit, as almost every
blossom has set. Their culture has been most simple, and has

' consisted in pinching in the young shoots during tho summer
so as to make their heads compact. They have been syringed
once in two or three weeks, merely to wash the dust from their

leaves ; and the blue aphis, to the attacks of which they are
subject, in some seasons has been destroyed by quassia water,
i ozs. to the gallon, boiled ten minutes. The soil has not
been stirred, but remains as solid as the path which passea
near them. .Vs some trees in pots are standing on the border
which have had water, none has been given to the trees ; but
as they increase in size their shade will prevent potted trees

being placed on tho border, and then they would require a.

i

drenching of water once a-fortnight during the summer and
till the end of September, being kept perfectly dry during th*

I

winter till March. This method of growing Apricots is so
simple and inartificial, and the fruit the frees produce so supe-
rior to that given by wall trees, that one feels surprised it is

not carried out to a large extent. Mr. Solly, the fruit-grower

I

at Bath, who grows Apricots planted out and in pots with great
success in his orchard-houses, speaks of the fruit as of the
highest quality. The fact is, that an Apricot dead ripe with
its skin slightly wrinkled is one of the finest fruits in the world.
I commenced to gather Apricots from trees in pots on the
2tth of June, and continued to do so daily till tho 24th of

.\ugust. The first full-sized Apricot thut ripened was OulUn's
Early Peach, and the last the Peach Apricot and one or two
late varieties raised from seed.

Tho most interesting trees when loaded with fruit were some
large bush trees some fifteen years old, and some hundreds of

cordon trees

—

i. e., pyramids, their shoots closely pinched in.

One house, 100 feet long and 11 feet wide, filled with such
trees nearly all studded with their golden fruit, was the most
perfect specimen of successful fruit tree culture in pots ever
seen. The soil employed is a stiflf calcareous loam two-thirds^

and one-third manure thoroughly decomposed. The soil is left

undisturbed till the fruit is the size of a horse bean.—T. R.

The Snow of V.tniEo.vTEH axd other PEijiKfiOKinis, to be
held at the Royal Horticultural Gardens, on Tuesday next,
the 17ih inst. Other subscriptions having been received in
addition to the prizes announced the following will also be
given :—Class 'J, The two beet Golden Variegated Zonal Pelar-
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goniums, in commerce or not, two varieties, three plants of

each, 25s. and 15.s. Class 10, The best six Gold and Bronze
Pelargoniums, put in commerce within the last twelve months,
25s. and lot.-. Entries for these classes will he received by Mr.
Moore any time on Monday, the 16th.

DWAKF APPLES ON THE DOUCIN STOCK.
Having received inquiries respecting the Apples shown by

me before the Koval Horticultural Society on the 3rd inst., I

have much pleasure in making pxiblic the mode of culture

adopted here, and the results.

The Doucin stock is akin to the Paradise, but on this soil

roots and grows more freely, the roots often pushing in pro-

fusion just above the level of the soil, and striking downwards
into the earth. The second year after the graft is put in the
plants are often a yard high, forming perfect pyramids covered
with their snowy crimson-tinted blossoms in spring, and laden
with fruit in autumn. Twenty to thirty fine fruit on each tree

is no uncommon result. They are beautiful objects both in

the flowering and fruiting season ; admirably suited for small
gardens, as they take up little room ; are highly ornamental,
and veiy productive. Some of the fruit exhibited were gathered
'from trees transplanted last March. I graft in spring, let the
trees take their natural growth the first summer and autumn,
shape them by pruning and pinching the next summer and
autumn, when they are transplanted, and fruit abundantly the
following year : so that trees grafted in 1865 were formed in

1866, and fruited in 1867. As the trees increase in age and
size the fruit of course increases in quantity.

—

William Paul,
Patil's Nurseries, Waltham Cross.

anything but behind, and though much is still wanted in her
farming, there are patriotic noblemen and gentlemen who might
well give au example to many on this side of the water. We
trust that brighter, happier, and more prosperous days are in

near realisation for her warm-hearted sons and daughters, when
the simple fact shall be better understood that properly

remunerated work is the cheapest mode of having labour

performed. With hardly or little more than a shilling a-day,

we did see nice plants and gardens belonging to such wage-
earners. What may we not expect when, even on the principre

of supply and demand, these wages shall be nearly doubled, and
with increased enjoyment to the workers, there shall also be
augmented profits to the employers ?J

DUBLIN WINDOW GAP.DENING.
A CLE-\T3r. correspondent of The Journal of Hor.TicuLTtinE

(Mr. Fish), when over here some two or three years since, and
vrriting from Dublin to that paper, remarked, that in passing
even through the best parts of our metropolis he was disap- '

pointed by the absence of those praclicnl indications of the love i

of plants and flowers so characteristic of Englishmen and '

English towns. If we remember rightly, he said that, with
i

one exception onl3-, did he observe any attempt at window-
gardening, and this exception consisted merely of a jardiniere,

gay with dwarf scarlet Geraniums on a window-sill in Clare
Street. To a gi-eat extent we must plead guilty to this charge

;

feut it must be remembered that Mr. Fish's visit was at that
time when the inhabitants of our squares and best streets are
at their country or sea-side quarters, and their town residences
deserted. If he had visited us at an earlier period of the yesr
he would have seen in the same neighbourhood several nice
specimens of spring window gardening. A taste for plants and
flowers is by no means wanting even among the humbler classes

of our people ; it may be latent, but, nevertheless, it is there,

and only requires a little encouragement to develope it. Even
in the by-ways and dingy alleys of the town examples of this

taste frequently meet the eye, and we have often stopped to

admire the humble plants, and the supplemental shifts had
recourse to to grow them.
We are always glad to note the extension of this taste ; for

Tve believe the more it spreads all classes will be the better of it,

both materially and morally. We are led to m.ake these obser-

vations by incidentally observing in passing through Leinster
Street a very pleasing example of window gardening. In a
house of business in the street just named, with few and simple
materials, the owner has managed to give the front of the build-

ing quite a gala appearance. On the sills of the windows of the
drawing-room and second floors are wooden boxes filled with
dwarf Nasturtiums. At the end of each box is a plant of the
pretty yellow Tropa^olum canariense, and this is taught to steal

up cords or wires, define the architectural lines of the windows,
and fringe them with living beauty, in the shape of delicate

green foliage and golden flowers. The effect is pleasing and
pretty : and if the recurrence of such were frequent, the streets

would look for weeks as though our city were keeping high
festival. We could not help admiring the pleasing conceit, and
turning away with the impression, that the habits and de.alings

of the proprietors are not the less business-like and satisfactory

for this pleasing employment of the leisure hour.

—

{Irisli

Farmers' Gazette.)

[We are very much pleased to learn that Dublin is improv-
ing in window gardening. In gardening in general Ireland is

[

GPtOWING MELONS WITHOUT ARTIFICIAL
HEAT.

I NOTICE in your Journal of the 6th inst., that there was laid

before the Fruit Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural Society,

a Melon that had been grown without bottom heat, and that it

was handsome-looking, but of poor flavour.

Now, for a good many years (because in a small garden the
wheeling-in of manure is dirty and littery, and troublesome), I

have grown my second ercp of Melons without any bottom heat,

and I find the fruit is quite equal in flavour to that of the
earlier Melons that are more petted and coddled, and the plants,

if there be a difference, more productive.

My plan, a very simple one, is as follows :—In the last week
of April, or first week of May, I throw roughly into each frame
the needful amount of mould, good stiff loam, with a little well-

rotted manure mixed with it. I shut up closely through the
day ; and at night, directly the sun is off the frame, I shut up
as carefully as if the plants were already there. Thus I go on
for ten or twelve days, only I am careful to turn up the soil

afresh every morning, so as to expose a new surface daily to

the sun. I then put out the plants, and pleasant it is to see

how they thrive and speed. Indeed, anj- one who would take
the trouble to ascertain with his hand how great an amount of

heat is thus stored up, would well understand their satisfaction

with the quarters they have got into.

" One word " if you please, for your agreeable correspondent,

Mr. Radclyfle, whose letters to you I always read with pleasure,

not only for the instruction they give, but for the earnestness
and readiness with which he imparts it. I had not the most
distant thought of doubting his perfect truthfulness ; and on
looking again over my late hasty communication in your pages,

I am at a loss to see what expression therein could by possi-

bility have suggested the feeling.

He may well be pleased with what he has accomplished—288
Roses transplanted early in August, with scarcely any loss.

But then the time, the pains, the trouble ! After all it is, I

suppose, only an illustration of our friend Sancho's opinion,

who affirms that all success is due to the " studying hard, and
having favour and good luck."

—

Beta.

DOLLY PENTPEATHS EPITAPH.
I CAN answer your correspondent's question respecting Dolly

Pentreath's epitaph. Prince Napoleon, being a great linguist,

went to Cornwall in 1860 to ascertain the Cornish dialect, and
from thence proceeded to Iceland to learn Icelandic and Norse.
Not being able to find the grave, he gave the rector money to

have a memorial erected and placed in the wall, having been
told that she was the last person who could speak genuine
Cornish.
She was married and had children, and died at the age of 102.

That accounts for the text on the stone. Possibly Dolly was
conspicuously a dutiful daughter. She died in 1778.

" Old DoUy Peiilreath, one hunilred ageil and two,
Decenseil anil buried in Paul parish tun

;

Not in the clmrch with people ffreat and high,
liut in the chui-ehyard doth old Dolly lie."

She wis born and died at Moz-hajle, now corrupted into

Mousehole.—F. Davies, Fershorc.

POISONING CATS.
Xou rightly inform your correspondent, " Heni.ey," that no

law prevents his putting poisoned meat among his Cabbages,
but if he should use arsenic or any other painful poison, he
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will be liable to be prosecuted for cruelty to animals. Why be
should wish to destroy his best friends, which do not eat his
Cabbages, but clear tlie frarden of rat^, mice, and other enemies,
I cannot imagine. Surely the only damage ever done by cats

to gardens is, that they sometimes disturb the surface of newly-
dug ground, while they are at the same time manuring it. One
of your correspondents once before pleaded the cause of " poor,
fond, aftectionate pussy." AVe bear much of the plague of

birds, but seem to forget that it is our own fault, by killing

and endeavouring to exterminate not only cats, tjut hawks,
kites, and other predatory animal.i, which were created for the
express purpose of keeping in check any undue excess of birds
and mice.—G. S.

CRYSTAL PALACE AUTUMX SHOW.
This autumnal Show, continuinf; Tnestlay, AVcduosdav, and to-dav.

is superior to that of last year, both in the iiumber and qnality of the
specimens exhibited. The nnmber may he appreciated
that there were about t>5t) exhibitors.

The Flowers, rouspicnons chiefly in Dahlias, Aster*;, and Gladioluses,
were arranged down the middle of the centre iiuve, then came an
interval fronting the orchestra, and beyond them, also along the middle
of the nave, wcie (ho frnits.

The Jud:jrs of Fruit were Messrs. Solomon, Rntfitt, Kdmnnds and
Kinghoni ; of Flowers. Messrs. Barnes, Turner, Kobiuson & Holmes.
For collections of Fruits, both superior.—First, Mr. T. Baile}* ; se-

cond, Mr. C. Smith.
The Pine A]>ples were not numerous, but very superior in size. The

first-prize (^ueen weighed (libs. -1 ozs. Kor a cojicrtioa.—First, Mr.
T. Uaiiey : second, Mr. Kaltrny ; third, Mr. Pa^**. For (Juft-ns.—
First, Mr. Rocliford ; second, Mr. I^ttray ; third. Mr. Davits. Othrr
A'arietifs.—Fii-st, Mr. Penney; second, Mr. T. Bailey; third, Mr. M.
Rochford.
The Grapes were very 6no. The Barharossas. perhaps, as fmc as

any we have had to report ni)OU. Ornju'x 12 lbs.—Kqnal firsts, Mr. It.

Norris and Mr. F,. Sage; third, Mr. G. Osborne. For Black Grapes.
—First, Mr. R, Norris; second, Mr. E. Saj;e ; third. Mr. G. Osborne.
White Grapes.—First, Mr. R. Laing ; second, Mr. G. Geirs ; third.

Mr. J. noUin-jworth. Grapes. L:ir^est Bunch.—First. Mr. J. Douglas
;

second. Mr. T. D. Irving; third. Mr. G. Osborne.
Of Ptnths there were si\ty-eiyht exhibitors.— Fii-st, Mr. W. Page ;

second. Mr. T. Paine ; third, Mr. J. W. Chard.
Of Xfctarims there were also sixty-eight exhibitors, and of these

brother fruits we never saw finer.—First, Mr. T. Frost ; second, ilr.

.T. Fraser ; third. Mr. H. Geirs.

The Jifclotis were of aveva^e merit. For Grecn-flesbed, of which
fifty-three were sbowu.— Firi^t, Mr. W. Beech ; scroud. Mr. T. Sim-
monds : third. Mr. W. Richb'-ll. Melons, Scarlet-lieshed, forty-four

exhibitors.—First, Mr. J. Alliston ; second, Mr. C. Pitts ; third, Mr.
J. Standish.

Cftcrrit's. Tho Bigarreans and Morellos were very good.—First,

Mr. T. Bailey ; second, Mr. 0. Goldsmith ; third, Mr. R. Marcham

;

extra, Mr. G. Sago.
Of Fltuits there were thirty-one exhibitors.—First. Mr. R. Webb :

second. Mr. G. Sage; third, Mr. W. Holder; fourth. Mr. T. Bailey.

In Ap/ift't, dessert, there were thirty-three exhibitors. The frnit

was below the average. First. Mr. G. (Jrover; Sfcoud, Mr. R. Wi*bb

;

third, Mr. V. Wallis ; fourth, Mr. .T. Bath. Kitchen Apples were
very snj-erior. Of the thirty-one exhibitors the prizes were taken by
—First. Mr. J. Mortimer ; second, Mr. W. Newman ; third, Mr. H.
Geirs; fourth, Mr. H. Anstiss.

I'i-nrs (three dishes), were below the average in quality, though
there were twentv-eight exhibitoi-s. First, Mr. D. Cooper ; second, Mr.
G.F.Wilson; third, Mr. R. Webb; fourth. Mr. C. Towill. Pears,
for the heaviest—First. ISIr. O. Goldsmith ; senond, Mr. J. Morris

;

third, Mr. J. Rabbit. Pears, for the best tlavourud, there were no less

than fifty-one competitors—First, 3Ir. T. Bailey; second, Mr. H.
Thomeycroft ; third, Mr. G. Grover.

^'iiic:i in />ots were very few, hut excellently fruited—First, Messrs.
H. Lane i^* Sons.

IVocIu's ill fxtts—Fii-st, Mr. H. Waller ; second, Mr. J. Fraser.
Thcio were only three competitois in these two classes.

In the j}figrellitnrn}ifi class the following were selected for prizes out
of thirty-one comi>etitors—Mr. J. Fraser and Messrs. H. Lane it Sons
for frnit trees in pots : Mr. W. Saras for Cucumbers; Mr. G. Sage
for Bananas ; Mr. E. Bennett for a dish of frnit: and Mr. R. Webb
for Nuts. These Nuts. Filbert and Cob. deserve ei^pecial notice, for

they excelled both in size and quiility. Mr. Webb is the wt li-known
proprietor of Calcot Gardens, noar Reading. At the Show he had a
pamphlet on their cuUuru distributed gratuitously, and we must tind
room for one extract from its pages:—" Coh Filberts were the foun-
dation of the produce ; and here I can truly say that the land on
which they were planted has proved a very profitable specolation, and
to prove the fact 1 will now state what has grown on parts of this

plantation, whifh will be quite sufficient for our present inrjuiry.

Early in September we commenced gathering, and from half an acre
of ground we had 1300 lbs. of Coh Filberts, and also upon another
tliree-quarters of an acre 1700 lbs., besides Apples, Pears, and Potatoes

above and beneath. Now, it mast bo remembered that the past season
has been by no means an abundant one for Nuts ; but as it is, we will
now see the value of the produce first upon the half acre when we
began—viz., i; s. iK

IMOO lbs. Cob Filberts, sold at £7 per 100 lbs. . . 01
10 bushels Apples 20
Potatoes 7 10

i'UH 10
"Now this will be, according to this calculation, £237 per acre.

Again, the 1700 lbs. on three quarters of an acre Cob Filberts nrtualty
.fo}>l at £7 per 100 lbs., and some at i7 10^., will he, if we calculate
them at £• g. d.

£7 per 100 lbs 119
.^0 bnsheis -Apples ) „, -. ,.

20 ., Pears f
'^^ **

^

Potatoes 5

£159 U
Add one quarter more for the remaining quarter

of an acre 39 15

Return per acre £19S 15

" I think, therefore, after nine years' experience, I am fully justified
in anticipating what I have stated, that from £200 to £300 per acre
may bo *•«.%//// nccomplished in growing C^b Filbert.s and other Nuts
of best quality."

Gr.EAT were the lamentations in tho horticnlturol world when it wag
understood that the Crystal Palace Company {which mnst necessarily

\
be governed by the vulgar considerations of " does it pay ?) had de-
termined to abandon thtir antum'n show. It was felt, and justly felt

too, that there would be thus no opportunity of seeing the beaotifnl
autumn flowers which are go highly prized and valued by a large class
of growers ; and when it was announced that they had reconsidered
their determination much satisfaction was expressed. The schedules
were again sent out ; and although the Show has been htld at a some-
what later period than usual, I never saw a better exhibition at this

time of the year ; and wliile no inferior flowers were exhibited, the
excellence in some classes, especially Dahlias, was very marked.
Some beantifnl stand<^ of Roses were exhibited ; and the Gladioli
(although it was somewhat late for them), were nevertheless objects of
great interest to a large number of visitors. There was nothing very
new in the varieties of Roses that were exhibited, but the individual
blooms were wonderfully fine considering the season of tho year.
There were some bloums which would have been creditable to a stand
at any season. In the Nurserymen's class of ."6 the first prize was
awarded to Messrs. Paul & Son for u fine box of blooms containing
good examples of Marc-chal Niel, Charles Lefeb\Te, Senatonr Vaisse,

Madame Victor Venlier, Sonvenir dun Ami. La Brillante, Exposition
de Brie, Alfred Colomb, < .loire de Dijon, Victor Verdier, .lean Lam-
bert. Souvenir d'Elise, At.'ts Dufour, Sophie Coqncrel, CamiUc de
Rohan, Vicomte Vigier, Abel tirand. .Josephine Beauhamais, and
Gloire do Vitri'. ilr. Keynes was second, and Mr. H. Coppin third.

Messrs. Paul & Son were again first in 21 single blooms, their

varieties being Joseph Fiala, Eliz. Vigneron, Maurice Bcrnardin,
Souvenir d'un Ami. Madame 0. Yerdicr, Charles Lefebvre. Madame
Caillot, Vicomte Vigier, Achille Gonod, Pierre Netting. La?lia, P. of
Cambridge, Leopold I., John Hopper, ComiUe Bemardiu, Madame
Villermoz.

There was a splendid contribution in the class for 18 by Amat^nrs.
the fii-st prize being gained by Mr. T. Draycott. gardener to T. T,
Paget, Esq.. with Lord Clyde, Triomjdie de Rennes, Duchesse do Caylns,
M. Bonnaire, Lord Herbert. Lord Miicauluy, Seuateur Va»sse. Gloire
de Dijon, John Hopper, Col. de Rongemont, Beauty of Waitnam,
M. Bonbon. S. de Malinci^. Charles Lefi-bvre. Antoinc Ducher. Aaroro
Boreale. La Ville de St. Denis. The second by Dr. Cooper of Slough,
and the third by Mr. J. W. Chard.
The Rev. Mr. Radclvffe, of Okeford Fitzpaine, exhibited (not for

competition), a very beautiful box of blooms, comprising MaW-chal
Niel, Charles Iicfebvre. Senatenr Vaisse. Sa-nr des Anises, Celine
Forestier, Souvenir de la Mahnaison, Devonianum, Triomphe do
Rennes. Madame Knorr. Duke of Wellington. John Hopper. It

showed clearly by the healthy foliage and size of the blooms that his

growth on the Jianetti fully answered all the purposes of autumnal
blooming, and bears out all that he has said in it** favour.

FiiicrUoLSj Holh hocks than tl o e exhibited by ih; Rev. Edvard
Hawke it is impossible to conceive. Il*^" outdid himself, and has carried

the growth of this stately flower to atlegree of perfection at one time
considered impossible. HisvarietieswercKer.J.Dix. Glory, Desdcmona,
Dcaiii, Senior Wrangler. Charmer, George Keith, Favourite, Mrs.
Downie. and several seedlings. '

ilr. C. J. Pern's Verbenas fully maintained the reputation he has
already acquired in this flower, an immense distance being noticeable

between his stands and those of any of his competitors. Particularly

noticeable amongst his flowers were Miss Turner. Hercule?, Thomas
Harris, lilowworm, Cleo]>atm. Meteor, Mrs. Ward. Samuel Moreton,
I'irefly. Prince of Wales. Startler, Leah, Madame H. Stenger, Harry
Law, Mrs. Mole, Rose Imperial.

As I have already said, the Gladioli vere not so good as nso&l ; bat
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it was fnlly a fortnight too late for them, especially after snch a forcing

month as we hud iu the month of Auf^iiKt. However, it would have
heen difficult to have surpassed the tiue stand exhibited by Messrs.

Kelway & Sons. Of these the finest were Leonardo da Vinci, Madame
Rahourdin, Marie Dumortier, Le Dante, Lord Byron, Rose Snperbe.

Gem of the Ocean. Mirabilis, Felici;m David, and Prince of "Walos.

Messrs. Bunyard, of Ashford, exhibited a nice collection, taldng the

second prize, in which were some new llowers, although the spikes

were hardly so large as Messrs. Jvelway's and weie too much crowded
in the bos. Amongst them were Bernard Palissy, Newton, Le Daute,
Madame Furtado, Lady Franldiu, Moliure, Belle Gabrielle, Rev. M.
Berkeley. Meteor, Emperor Napoleon, Othello, Hebe. Amongst
amateurs. Mr. Sladden, of Ash, w.as a long way ahead with a box con-

taining sixteen of hi.s new seedlings, Acidalie, Madame de Sevigne.

John Bull. Leonardo da Vinci, Fulton, Le Dante, and other fine

flowers. Messrs. Kelway exhibited a large collection, as did also

Messrs. Bunyard, and the former gentlemen had some good seedlings,

to which certificates were awarded, one being the very ditto of New-
ton, the other of Madame de Sevigne.

Of Dahlias Mr. Keynes was first in the class for Nurserymen. His
flowers were Vice President, Grand Sultan, Ruby Queen, Harry,
Annie Keynes, JTrs. Boshell, Arthur, Thomas Backhouse, Mrs.
Thomas Hill, Lord Palmerston, Lady Jane Ellis. Lilac Queen, Peri,

Lord Derby, Snowball, Hugh Miller, Miss Sarah Turner, Miss Her-
bert, George AN'heeler, Golden Drop, Juno, Matilda Keynes, George
"White. Charmer. Lord Lyons, Delicata. Jenny Austin. Croton. Pi*ince

of Wales. Mrs. Wyndham, Miss Horton. Sir George Douglas, Char-
lotte Dorling, James Backhouse, Bob Ridley, Mrs. Boston. Princess
Mary, Golden Gem, Donald Beaton. Leah, Lady Derby, Flossy GUI,
Harriett Tetterell, Caroline Tetterell, Lightning, Seedling, Barou
Tannton, Lotty Atkins. I have not time to particularise the other
stands, and must refer to the prize lists, which will appear next week,
but never has a tiner collection of Dahlias been exhibited. There were
also fine seedlings both in Dahlias and Verbenas.
One of the most attractive features of the Autumn Show is the col-

lection of cut stovo and gi'eenhousG llowers. Some fine boxes of these

were exhibited and attracted gi'cat attention. Nor must I omit the

glorious stands of Marechal Neil, furnished by Messrs. Paul & Son and
Mr. Keynes, nor the fine stages of ornamental plants from Messrs.

Carter & Co., and Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laijg. Altogether I
have to congratulate the Company and their efficient Secretary, Mr.
Wilkinson, who (as usual), did everything in his power to contribute to

the comfort of all concerned in the gi'eat success which has attended
this Show, and hope it may prove remunerative.—D., Deal.

HOW TO KILL THE PEAK SCALE.
Bless me! What could induce you to publish tbat tre-

mendous receipt for killinfr not the scale only, but gardeners
also, in your last number, page 182? Picture to yourself the
gardener's face growing longer and longer as he reads that " he
is to unnail the scale-infested tree, scrub it all over two or
three times, next wash it with a solution of soft soap, then
dress it all over with a nasty composition, working it into
every hole, angle, or crevice." None but a man iu command
of an army of painters as well as sub-gardeners could attempt
to execute such a formi^'able receipt.

Try the following pi -
, Paint the tree all over with pure

boiled linseed oil in J.....i..iy or February; avoid oiling the
bloom-buds if you can—it is, however, of no great moment.
This is a thoroughly efficient measure, and comparatively easy
of execution. No erratic scale will crawl upon the polished
branches. My gardener had seen this method employed years
ago with great success, and he persuaded me to allow him to

make a trial of it. I said the oil would smother the tree. He
said the tree would rather like it than otherwise. Two upright-
trained Pear trees on the Quince stock were operated on in

February last. One tree had only the lower portion of the
cordons oiled, the upper part being coated with the usual horrid
composition ; the other tree was oiled all over. When I saw
it shining like polished mahogany I thought it was indeed all

over with it. At this moment both the trees thus operated
upon are in better health than they have shown for years.

One is bearing an excellent crop of fruit, the otlier is more
luxuriant than is consistent with fruitfulness ; but it is "all
over " with the scale.—C. I. M.

TEA AND NOISETTE ROSES.
A COREESPONDEKT Rsks, in reference (o my statement that I

include Maifichal Nic-1, Gloire de Dijon, and Celine Forestier
amongst Noisettes, whether Gloire de Dijon has not a Tea scent,

and if, therefore, it is not a Tea Kose. what is? To answer
this we must begin at the beginning. The Noisette Rose is so

called from the original Eose having been raised by a ilons. '

Noisette in America, and sent to his brother in Paris in 1817.

It was raised from the old Musk Rose and the common China
Eose. Since then this Eose has been largely hybridised with
the Tea-scented Eoses, and the produce may be called Tea-
scented Noisettes, as, indeed, our first authority on the Eose,
Mr. Rivers, long ago called them. The habit of these Eoses is

more rambling than the Ten. jjtir t't siuiplr. and the foliage is

more robust ; but still the Tea scent is there. Any one can
see, I think, that there is a great difference between the growth
of such a Rose as Gloire de Dijon and Niphetos, Maurin,
Adam, or any of the genuine Teas. The Tea-scented Eose is

a China Eose, and was, in its original condition as a blush
Eose, simply a variety of the old well-known flower. It was
then crossed with the yellow China, and the result has been
the many and beautiful varieties of Tea Eoses we now possess.

I hope the above may satisfy your correspondent ; but if

not, I would refer him to Mr. Eivers's " Eose Amateur's Guide,"
where he will get plenty of good, solid, practical information,
without anj' quasi-philosophical twaddle or affected cliissicalism,

but the experience of a long hfe spent iu cultivating this fa-

vourite flower.—D., Deal.

APRICOT CULTURE.
{Concluded from page HI.)

Is the case of trees trained to a hot wall, in addition to the
blossoms of the trees being protected by nets or canvas, as
already described, a moderate fire may be kindled and kept
going when the nights are severe, but under no circumstance.'?

should a strong fire be made, as the heating of the wall beyond
making it warm is more injurious than beneficial. A gentle

fire during a night of severe frost may be the means of saving

the crop from injury, but the violent heating of the wall may
prove equally disastrous to the crop. With due care in not over-

heating, I have known hot walls answer admirably for Apricots,

not only by preserving the blossoms and young fruit from frost,

but by causing the earlier and better ripening of the fruit. A
gentle lire kept going night and day, but more particularly

during the day, will cause the fruit to ripen as well upon the
side next the wall as on the side exposed to the sun, where it

very often is quite soft and ripe, whilst hard and green on
the side next the wall. A partial shade of thin netting
when the fruit is ripening and the sun's rays powerful, will

prevent the fruit on the exposed jiart from ripening so rapidly,

and the side next the wall will have time to ripen equally
with the exposed side. The netting will serve to keep off wasps,
in addition to securing the better ripening of the fruit.

Earwigs and ants are very fond of the fruit. The first are
best caught iu traps for that purpose, and which may be ob-
tained from nurserymen and seedsmen, or great numbers may
be caught in the hollow of bean-stalks, these being cut into six-

inch lengths and placed among the branches close to the wall.

The hollow stems of the Sunflower, Jerusalem Artichoke, and
Heracleumgiganteum, cut into six-inch lengths, make excellent

traps, which should be frequently examined, and the insects

blown out into scalding water. 'With regard to ants, they are
far more diflicult to exterminate, but they may be kept from
ascending the trees and walls by drawing a band of gas tar

horizontally along the wall between the soil and the lowest
branches, and around the stems of the trees. A band an inch
broad will be sufficient. Across this the ants will not pasB
until the gas tar ceases to be offensive. It is necessary to
renew the band in case of its becoming passable to the ants.

The borders in which Apricot trees are planted should have
the surface neatly forked over in autumn (not going so deep as

to injnrc the roots, or even disturb them), and the whole border
should be covered with atop-dressing of rich compost or short
littery manure an inch or two thick ; but if of manure a
depth of three inches will not be too much. In March the
top-dressing may be neatly pointed in, and in case the roots

are very near the surface, another top-dressing may be given,

but not more than to half the thickness of the autumn
top-dressing. In addition to the top-dressings, a good soak-
ing of the soil with weak manure water will prove of great

benefit to the trees during dry periods ; but frequent waterings,

inasmuch as they seldom are given iu quantity to reach the
Juwest roots, are worse than useless and should be avoided.

Two or three good waterings supplied duiing dry periods in
May, June, July, or the early part of August will be of great

benefit, contributing to the health of the trees and size of the

fruit.
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There are cases in which the trees blossom very froely, but

rarely set more than a thin crop. It will usually be found
that this occurs wliero the roots are burieil deeply, which they

often are in ilecp loamy uoils. The subsoil in these instances

ia often deticiont in moisture, for, however moist their sur-

face, loamy soils that have not been properly trenched and
rendered [joroiis by an admixture of suitable materials, are

seldom moistened throunhoiU by rain or surface-wateiings. It

is well in such eases to tlirow the soil up in ridges in autumn
as deeply as possible witliout interfering with the roots, the

ridges running; parallel with the wall. The subsoil may during
the winter become moistened ; but if, upon examination in

March, the subsoil is still found dry, the hollows between the

ridges should be thoroughly soaked with water and conse-

qaently the subsoil (the water as it is absorbed being renewed
repeatedly until the subsoil has been thoroughly soaked). To
effect this sooner holes may be made with a crowbar, but not
deeper than 2 feet, as the roots will follow the direction of the

orowbar-holes, and may go deeper into the soil than will be bene-

ficial to the trees. 1 he water used at this season may be that

from a spring, as it will be liigher in temperature than the at-

mosphere or ground, and its use at this early season will be
beneficial ; but the water used iu summer should not be taken
from a spring but be soft or rain water from an open cistern or

pool. When the water has fairly settled from the surface, the

ridges may be levelled, and a more healthy growth will follow.

Trees which are luxuriant and making much wood are not
nnfrequently severely attacked by mildesv. This may be par-

tially kept under by dusting the mildewed parts with flowers of

sulphur ; but the evil proceeds from the root, and to effect a
thorough care the trees should be taken up in autumn im-
mediately the leaves turn yellow, replanting them after the
border has been properly trenched and otherwise duly pre-

pared. It is not desirable to remove very old trees but those
of ten or twelve years' growth (notwithstanding that they cover
the wall), may be removed with perfect safety, due attention

being paid to the preservation of the roots and especially of

the fibres.

Of diseases to which the Apricot is subject, one of the most
frequent is the limbs dying off, whole branches occasionally

perishing without any apparent cause, but upon examination
it will be found that there has been on some part of the limb
an exudation of gum or a rupture of the sap-vessels, resulting

in their entire destruction ; but what this is caused by remains
one of the unsolved problems of horticultural science. I believe

it to be solely attributable to the influence of the stock, usually

that of the Muscle Plum, and I believe a great many stocks

are raised from layers and not from the stone, as they in all

oases ought to be ; hence we have the trees upon them weak
in growth and very liable to gumming, and partially dying.

A small green caterpillar (Ditula {I'aidisca) angustiorana),

does considerable mischief to the foliage by eating holes and
twisting the leaves together, to form for itself a home. A good
syringing with clear lime water will destroy it. but the best of

all means to adopt is to search for the caterpillar iu the even-
ing and morning, and pick it off the leaves by hand. It

folds itself up in a sort of nest by tying portions of the leaves

together when it attains its full size, changing into a brown
pupa, from which the moth emerges early iu July. The insect

should bo sought for before it becomes developed into a moth
and destroyed, for by doing so much subsequent trouble will

be saved.—G. Aubey.

FLAVOUR OF FRUIT.
I PERFECTLY Coincide with Mr. W. Thomson's opinion, that

flavour ought to be the i>rincipul aim in Grapes and in all kinds

of fruit.

From observation 1 think suitable soils must bo the first and
chief cause of flavour. Perhaps cither Mr. Thomson or Mr.
Bivers would say something on this point.

Gentlemen of correct taste, who do not exhibit, will no doubt
always require a good-flavoured fruit as indispensable. Of
course they will require a gardener also to finish off his fruit

handsome for table. Sjme years ago Mr. Flemingwas slio.ving

me the gardens at Trcntham Hall, of which he had at that

time the direction, and he pointed out that all his fruit trees

were in brick basins ; for although the natural soil was deep
and apparently good, it was not suitable for producing flavour

in fruit.

Another iustanco has come under my observation. I have

two friends, one in Staffordshire and the other in Worcester-
shire. The former keeps a skilful gardener, but all his fruit

(.^.pplea, Pti irs, Plums, Damsons, Walnuts, Cob Nuts, and
Filberts), are not worth eating as compared with the same
sorts grown by my Worcestershire friend, who has no regular

gardener; yet the Brassica tribe in Staffordshire are the beat-

flavouied I ever ate. Any light thrown on these points would
be valuable, as most kinds of fruits might be grown in artificial

soils.—A FliDlT-EATEIt.

MASTER AND GARDENER.
" If a master does not know when he is well served it is fit

he did. I shall not stay here. I shall give notice " So said

Mark Grantou as he sat down to tea one sultry evening in

August.
" You would not leave in the height of the season, when

there is so much to do—so much that would go wrong if you
were not here to direct?" said his wife.

" That would be nothing to mo then. I was engaged at a
month's notice, uud I shall give it, and leave."

" But we have such a comfortable house, and the children

are never in the way, and they have grown quite fat, playing in

the field there, safe from harm !

"

" Well, I suppose there are other houses quite as comfort-

able as this, and children can play anywhere. I'll tell yon
what, Mary, if I have a score lads I will not make one of them
a gardener; it is the most thankless work a man devotes him-
self to. It is. 'Come here,' and ' Go there ;' 'Do ibis,' and
'Do that;' 'Why was this thing done, and the ether thing

left undone ?'

"

"You are tired out, Mark, with the heat; it will not look

so bad to-morrow."
"It is generally bad at these big places at this time of the

year. The work is aKvays ahead, do the very best one can; a

score things wanting doing at once, and it would puzzle a Sir

Joseph Paxton's bead to know which to do first. I declare, if

a man had half-a-dozen pair of hands instead of one, and
worked from sunrise to sun.set, something or other would stare

him in the face on the Sunday morning, saying, ' Come, do
me.' And the worst is, there is a great deal of labour which
makes no show of having been done, and yet it must be done,

and that, too, within a given time, or the result is bad."
" Sumethiug like a woman's work, of little importance in

the doing, and yet if it is not done all goes wrong."
" I do not know about that; but I know there is often little

to see for all the labour; and I often feel at night like the

luzy man uncle used to tell about, who worked all day under
a bracken, and it could not bo found out what he liad done.

It makes a difference if you are serving a master who under-
stands what you are doing, from having done a little that way
himself."

"And yet I have heard you =ay (In* marv cir'nners do not
like going where the owner nnderstands gardening."

" Neithtr do they as a rule. Ttitrro are rvuai^iiS why they
should not, and yet they could have no influence over a man
up to his work and willing to do it. For my own part I would
rather have a master who knew what I was doing ; for then,

though ho might Cud out the easy idle days, ho would also

know of the hard ones. And after all, growing flowers, in-doors

or out, in this cold, wet, windy, disappointing climate of Engj
land, is not play; its ditty is the same as poor Hood's song,
' Work, work.' I wish I had been a nail-maker or a cloth-

draver—anything in the world obliged to begin and end at a

fixed time. But after this, when 1 change, I will be ' to-a-

minute-man.' Why, there is Robert Thorp, up at Clayton,

they say he never stops a minute after the lodge clock strikes

six. If he is watering, and his can be half empty, he does

not staj- to finish, but turns all out at once, and is off."

" I do not admire him in the least," replied the wife. " He
cannot care much for his plants ; has not much pride in them,
or he could not do so ; there would be times when they would
suffer it he did. And then, too. if he leaves to the minute he
mu-t also be there to the minute, or he would be robbing his

master."
•• Ui course he must ; no great hardship in that."
' I do not know. We thought it rather hard when we lived

in Manchester, and had to pay 3d. a-week to a knocker-up."
'Uabit is second nature; wo should soon have learned to

cet up at tie right tim^. And as to being fond of plants,

where is the nse ? they are not our own, only ours to make
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grow. Why, at Thornton they have turned away a good gar-

dener for giving a few cut flowers to his mother."
" That was not fair ; for to give a few flowers is a privilege

every gardener has possessed ever since I knew anything about

the matter, and my father and grandfather were gardeners."
" But everything is altered since that time. They were

Utopian days in which our grandfathers dug ; days of quiet,

easy gardening, with a long winter, in which they did little or

nothing—indeed, fancied they could do nothing. Imagine us

now at our time, and with our requirements, taking oft all the

lights from every pit and frame, and putting them under cover

for the winter. Why, our winters are almost as busy as their

summers used to be."
" Yes ; I wonder, Mark, what they would think if they could

see the Cucumbers and snowy white Cauliflowers we have at

Christmas, and the long bright sticks of Rhubarb, red as a

Cherry, they used to think so much of if they could have by

May-day."
" Now, Mary, you would think it wrong of a gardener to

give away Cucumbers and vegetables without consent; and yet

the masters argue they are no more his—that is, that flowers

are no more the gardener's than fruit or vegetables ; and legally

they are not his, he neither buys the seed nor rents the ground

on which they grow."
" And yet custom or courtesy have ever acknowledged the

gardener's right to cut flowers when and where he chose, pre-

supposing he knew best. I am sure I should not stay a month
it the right was withheld me. And your comparison is not

good, for fruit and vegetables are food, and have a certain value
;

But flowers fade by to-morrow, and are useless."

"And perhaps you do not know that flowers have come to

have a certain value—that is, a market value. Large hampers

of flowers, packed in moss or damp grass, are sent by rail

weekly from London to the great towns in the north, and find

there a ready sale. So that after all they have a certain value

of their own."
" But the flowers you speak of are grown for sale by nursery-

men or people who have tmall gardens of their own ; and that

has nothing to do with a gardener having the right to cut a few

flowers for his friends."
" You do it whenever you like."
" Yes, but I agreed for it, and it was given me most liberally.

And if all gardeners would look upon their engagements as a

mere matter of business, and put sentiment, fondness for

flowers, and such like nonsense out of their heads, they would

not make so many mistakes."
" I thiijk, Mark, you met on east wind as you came."
" No, I did not; but I got put out greatly. Y'ou know we

have had a busy time of it this season with the new borders

making (and perhaps the houses are not in as good order as

they .should be) ; and master coming in this afternoon says,

' The plants over yonder at Sykes's are in much better condition

than ours. Y'ou could not find thrips running the mad gam-

bols they do on these Azaleas.' I was near to saying their

place is less than ours, and they keep a man more, but I did

not, for I hate grumbling; so I said, 'He is a tobacco manu-
facturer, and one pound of tobacco would go farther in his

houses than three in ours.' ' You could still smoke,' says he,

'your bills get paid.' 'Well, I should have done so,' I said

sharply, for I felt cross; 'but I was afraid of spoiling the

young stuff in the house at present.' ' Oh, indeed !
' he re-

plied, ' why did you not wash them down ? At the Five

Poplars they never smoke the year round, but wash them down

with Gishurst and a painter's brush.' ' Wash them !' I said
;

then, for fear of a larger dose than I could swallow, said it was

tea-time, and came home. Now, Mary, if he had understood

anything about gardening, had any practical knowledge of

plant-culture, with such houses as his are, and so full as he

will have tliem (he will find out the ruinous practice of over-

crowding some day to his loss), lie would never have said any-

thing half so absurd as to wath thiips cif the leaves of Azaleas

with a painter's brush. Why, the little black things would run

up among the bristles and come down at their leisure in search

of better quarters ; and then the time it would take ! I wonder

if he would hire the village school, or the old women fiom the

Union. No, I shall never come to that; I will be a rolling

Btone first, changing ever. It is bad enough to have Camellias

to wash three or four times in the year with soap, making one's

hands feel as it they had been out charing, and yet they must

he done, or they .are not fit to be seen ; but then the leaves are

large and smooth, and a sponge over does wonders."
" But he would never think of your doing it, Mark."

" No, but he would expect your husband to consider himsell
responsible, and I might just as well do it as stand over some
one, wasting my time while they did it, and probably have my
patience sorely tried in at the bargain. Now the idea of setting

such a lad as Smith to wash away thrips from Azaleas, ten to

one ho would knock off half the buds, and never know the mis-
chief he had done. And Kobert is not much better. Why the
day we went to Liverpool, I told him to gather some Peas for

the hall, and to do it carefully, so as not to spoil the whole lot

by putting in those too old. Well, he pulled more empty newly-
formed pods than full ones, and his peck of Peas when shelled

did not fill a breakfast cup. I dare say he was watching the
thrushes and the ripening Cherries, and wondering which
would have the best of it."

" Well, I do not know what to say, Mark, but it seems to me
there might be worse things to do, or to put up with, than
washing away thrips from greenhouse plants, and a man with a
young family should try to get a bit of moss on his roUing
stone."

" Well, well, Mary, I must go or Miss Claude will miss her
bouquet tor to-night's ball, and if there are any thrips dancing
about they will show off splendidly on her satin dress."

"Well, you know best, Walter, at least you think you do,"

said Mrs. Stapleton, of The Elms ;
" it is a foolish custom or

rule, or whatever you may choose to name it. I do not approve
of it ; would not submit to it. You pay hundreds a-year to

your gardeners, you grow the rarest, most costly flowers, your
hothouses are the boast of the county, you do all this not for

your own pleasure, or the gratification of your family. Do not
make any mistake about it, I pray you. it is just for your gar-

deners, they hold the keys, and bow one in and out, and say this

must be cut, and the other not cut. Yet your wife may not
dare to pluck a few buds even."

" Ah ! you do well to say buds, for tliat last Camellia you
took had three fine green buds on, and two years' growth of

wood, and the wood growing in a place where it was much
wanted to make a fine specimen plant."

" I suppose it will grow again."
" Yes, but never as it would have done if you had left on

that strong healthj* young shoot. Butler was finely put out."
" Indeed ! I heard him say he would rather I had cut down

the entire plant ; but it is always the same, whatevei I take is

something I should not have done. There are thousands ol

flowers growing out on the borders before the windows, burn-
ing in the simshine, or dying in the rain, and if I dare to

gather any of them, I am spoiling the appearance of the beds,

lessening the depth of colour where it should be deepest. I

tell you what, Walter, the Curate's wife down in the village

with her plot of garden she can manage herself, and do what
she wills wiih, even to the cutting away of a few green buds, is

richer than your wife."
" I hope she is more judicious, Margaret, for the flower you

are wearing in your hair cost guineas, and this is our first year

of blooming it. And I half fancy you took it yourself, though
you are too timid to pluck a Verbena. I am quite sure Bittler

would not have cut it, and he allows no one to do anything in

the Orchid-house without his peimissiou. It was to have been
sent to the show next week."

" I am sorry I took it, then."
" Y'ou are like most women, hard to please. Y'ou have fresh

flowers brought in for you every day in the year. They are on
your breakfast-table, on your dinner-table, and in your draw-
ing-room. They are in the hall and in the lobby windows.
They come to you without cost or trouble in any way, and yet

you would have more."
" I would have the pleasure of gathering for myself, of doing

as I like with what is or ought to be my own. I caunot, I

never could, understand why a gardener should cut flowers and
his master not. It was the same at my father's, it is the same
go where you will."

" It is very easy to understand if you look at it from a gar-

dener's point of view. These plants are in his care, the result

of his labour, proof of his skill, and he must naturally lose

all heart, all interest in their growth, if they are mutilated at

the fancy of another. I never yet met with a gardener worth
a rush, who would submit willingly to the indiscreet clipping,

even ol a lady."
" It may be a rule, it is still a bad one, and were I a gentle-

man employing gardeners I would put it at defiance."
" Y'ou would soon find out that you were doing more injury

to yourself and your house than to any one else. For if the
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gardener found it difficult to do without yon, believe me you
would find it utterly impossible to do without the gardener."

" I may have to submit to the rule, but that will not make
me acknowledge its propriety."

—

Maud.

MILDEW ON GRAPES.
I DO not believe that mildew attacks Grapes owing to the

Btate of|tbe roots (though so affirmed at page 139), but I rather
think it is induced by the state of the atmosphere. We learn

that in Vino countries mildew is of recent years unusually de-
structive, though the roots receive the same management as

they have for centuries.

I will state a few facts bearing on the subject. In 1856 I

planted here (in Surbiton, Surrey), a small Vine of the Sweet-
water variety, to cover a stable wall. This Vine now covers
40 square feet of wall, the longest shoot is 70 feet long. The
foundation of the wall is 11 feet below the surface, in a sandy
Boil. Every year the Grapes of this Vino were preferred to

Grapes from the vinery. It was never mildewed, although we
were troubled with mildew during the last ten years. But this

year mildew attacked this healthy Vine in June, yet the tree is

most vigorous.

I manage five Sweetwater Vinos on a wall 20 feet high. For
the last five years every one of the five trees was mildewed,
but this year only iive bunches are mildewed, although the
mildew is unusually bad in Surbiton.

I planted a small lean-to vinery here seven years ago. It is

very damp, and the mildew has appeared for the last seven
years in June. Last winter I did not wash the Vines as usual,
now I am glad to state that not a particle of mildew has ap-
peared as yet, although the Grapes are seldom dry till twelve
o'clock daily. The fire is never lighted in this vinery till the
frost is severe. The border for the Vine roots is a stiff loam,
nearly as cold as clay, and exposed to all weathers.
Now, how can I suppose that cold root-action is the cause of

mildew ?

—

Jouk lioss.

DR. DE BRIOUS PAINT—SPEXCES HEAT-
RETAINING COMPOUND.

Dr. de Biiioc, of Paris, has succeeded in producing an
enamel paint made from indianrubber, which though of film-
like consistency, when applied to iron renders it absolutely
proof against atmospheric action. The rapid radiation of heat
from unprotected cylindrical boilers, &c., where heat is not
required, has led to several inquiries being made through the
columns of the Journal as to the best mode of covering them.

Mr. Spence, late of Portsmouth Dockyard, has devised a
composition which successfully resists the heat in the pipes of
blast-furnaces 1000°. It is readily applied to plain, concave,
or convex surfaces. It adheres to the surface as if it wore
part of the iron. The economy of fuel resulting from the use
of the composition is estimated by the inventor at 20 per cent.
Any information respecting either of the above compositions
would greatly oblige.—F. Flittox.

HOW I HAVE EDUCATED JIY FRUIT TASTE.
My wife and I have not agreed very well together about

the merits of certain fruits. The fact is, I despise a mean
taste. I like that which is elegant and refined. Mrs. P. is

all you could wish in the drawing room, and it puzzles me
that she doesn't seem to have the same high-toned ideas in the
kitchen. You know (I suppose you do, as bj- a reference in
your last number I see you also are a married man), that there
will be quarrels in the best regulated system of married life,

and our first quarrel was over some wretched Albany seedling
Strawberries. Her mother's garden grew them, and she brought
me a few hundred to plant in ours. I had not had much ex-
perience in gardening, but marrying into a suburban family I

conclnded to start into a little gardening and matrimony to-

gether. I subscribed to the Il'trticiiltiirist, and in a number of
that periodical learned that the public taste was being degraded
by mean fruits, and that it was the duty of all who hud refined
ideas of what was good to educate the vulgar crowd to a know-
ledge of what was best for them, .\mong Strawberries the
Albany was particularly marked :

" a hog would not eat it,"

said the Editor. I was little astonished at my wife bringing

me such things. I did not like to plant them, nor to remon-
strate either, seeing as we hadn't been married long. I had
been taught by select paragraphs in the newspapers that every-

thing was in knowing how to manage a wife. I thought I could

manage this thing pretty well, and this was what I done.

Looking over a Patent Ofiiee report 1 saw a magnificent coloured

plate of a magnificent kind, the Peabody seedling, which accord-

ing to the account given by the government officials was to be
the alltobedesircdin this delicious fruit. I sent away twenty
dols. fur Peabody plants, and when they came threw away the

Albanjs, trusting my wife would never know the difference, and
that I .'ihould not have to blush when our friends stayed to tea for

setting such vulgar things as Albanys before them. But alas !

When the time for fruit came around the pesky things didn't

bear any worth speaking of, and my wife " could not under-

stand it." " Dear," says she one evening, looking suspiciously

at the bed, " I think there must be some mistake here. These
can't be the Wilson. They always bore, and yet how can it be
else, for I dug up the plants myself and gave you?" " It is

queer," says I, reddening a little, " Meehan [Editor of Anuricaii

Gardcmr's Mniithbj] says (I had just been reading an old Agri-

cultural paper) Strawberries will run into all sorts of kinds."

"Meehan! fiddle-sticks" says she, "who's he.' They never
ran about that way in our garden."

I never heard her talk so commonplace before, and was about
to reply in good style, when she picked up a small berry and
said with vehemence, " I believe there has been another kind

planted. We always have hard work to get the ' hull ' off

the Albany ; with this thing's long neck the ' hull ' can hardly

be made to stick on." I did not know as much as she, and I

began to feel it, and as I had taken your name in vain to save me,
and that didn't do, I thought best "to tell her all ! Well, if yon
ever saw such a storm ! For the attempted deception I beUeve

I have never been truly forgiven, but I plead so hard about
" educating the pubUo taste," that I think it consoled her for

the loss of Strawberries that year. On the main point, how-
ever, I made up my mind not to give in. I have since

been buying all the new kinds as they have severally been
brought forward to "educate the public taste," but somehow we
don't get many fruit, and my wife says it is hard she cannot
have plenty of Strawberries, as her mother always has in her

garden ; I think it is hard also, but yet I think in view of the

immense advantages to the public of maintaining a high stan-

dard of public taute, better do without Strawberries altogether

than encourage such vile things as the Wilson Strawberry.

Of course I went into Grape-growing. Canadian Chief,

Brinckle, Rebecca, Delaware, Clara, and some others, came
strongly recommended by the educators of pubhc taste. I sent

a draft for one hundred dols. up the Hudson, so as to be sure to

get the "genuine thing." My wife asked me to add Concord, but
I showed her the report of a committee who went to Boston to

see it, and the members had all caught the diptheria by eating

the berries ; I also pointed out that the Editor of the Horticul-

turist had vetoed it ; that lona Island, the centre of Grape
knowledge, had "pronounced" against it; and indeed no one
but that little fellow Freas, of the Germantoirn Telegraph, had
said a word in its favour. This last brought on another storm,

for I did not know that she thought so much of Freas. " His
' household department ' was the best thing a-going ; she had
had the paper since she could read and always would, and she
had seen more fruit in his garden in one year than she feared

she would ever see in mine." I did not like " mine " instead of

ours, but I swallowed that. The end was I agreed to let her

have Concord to put about the house, over the pump, and along

the back fences. She has plenty of fruit such as it is, as Mr.
Mead happily expresses it in your review, but " one remove
above a fox Grape." But, although I had to wait fivo years

before I got a Delaware bunch, and it has not yet done near as

well as I know it will after age gives strength to the Vine, and,

although the others have died out altogether, I would not give

one bunch of Delawiire for ten thousand pound weight of Con-
cord, and I am sure the educated tastes of your readers will agree

with me.
So wo have gone on for about ten years, wife and I. She is

an excellent housekeeper. Though so deficient in the refined

taste for good fruits, she manages to have the table always

filled with good things prepared in some way ; but as she knows
my hostility to the vulgar varieties of fruits, I am sure she
uses none of them. In the garden I only gave way to her in

one single thing. After long coaxing I agreed to plant fifty

Philadelphia Raspberries two years ago. I hated to give the

price I did for them, especially as it was boldly announced that
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it was a fruit only fit for the " million ;
" but I had persevered

year in and jear out with my Brinckles, Aliens, Hornets, Fill-

baskets and so on ; tried sawdust, tan, long pruning, short

pruning, pegging down, tying up, and every contrary thing, and
I really thought the basliet required to be filled was rather too

small, and the only Hornet was in the house (Mr. Editor, please

send this number to my store instead of my private residence

if you print this sentence). But I yet have hopes ; but to

satisfy her, I bought fifty, but you may guess I took no care of

them, never hoed them, and let them grow as they chose. I

put them in a part of the garden near the rubbish, and indeed

had forgotten all about them. And now comes the curious part

of my story, for a week past we have had Raspberries all over

the house, and supposing my wife bought them in the market
I kept praising thtir good qualities, for they were good, and to-

day she tells me they are from those fifty plants " behind the

barn."
But I am not going to give it up so. I am sure Mr. Parry

must have sent us something else for the true Philadelphia.

He himself has assented to this not being quite so good in

quality as some others, but as my taste is an " educated one,"

and this one is " good enough for me," I am sure it is new, and
I shall make a new plantation of it next year.

—

Pekciv.ii.

PisKERTON (Americmi Gardener's Monthhj.)

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Colas jugosus (Furrow-lipped Colax).

—

Hat. urd., Orchid-

acefe. Linn., Gynandria Mouandria. Native of Brazil, intro-

duced by Messrs. Loddiges. Flowers white, crossed with dark
purple bars.

—

{Bot. Mag., t. 5601.)

Dkac.ena surcolosa, var. maculata (Spotted-leaved Long-
shooting Dracsena).

—

Nat. ord., Asparaginete. Linn., Hexan-
dria Monogynia. Found by Mr. G. Mann on the banks of the

Old Calabar River. Flowers pale straw colour. Leaves yellow-

epotted.— (i^irf., t. 5662.)

Begonia Veitchii (Veiteh's Begonia).

—

Nat. ord., Begoni-

aceiE. Linn., Montecia Polyandria. This is the handsomest
and most showy of the Begonias. Found by Mr. Pearce, col-

lector for Messrs. Veitch, near Cuzco, in Peru. "With the

habit of Saxifraga ciliata, immense flowers of a vivid vermilion-

cinnabar red, that no colourist can reproduce, it adds the novel

feature of being hardy, in certain parts of England at any
rate, if not in all. It was discovered at an elevation of 12,000 to

12,500 feet, and the plants grown in Mr. Veiteh's establish-

ments have already given proof sufllcient of their hardihood,

by withstanding a temperature of 2.')° Fahr. with absolute im-
punity. Unwilling as I am," says Dr. Hooker, " to pronounce
on the probable or possible adaptation of exotic plants to an
English climate, I cannot but believe that in the south-western

counties and in the south of Ireland, the Begonia Veitihii will

certainly prove one of the most ornamental of border pknti."
—llbid.'t., 5663.)

Epiden'deum Brassavol/^ (Brassavola-like Epidendrum).-

—

Nat. wd., Orchidacese. lAnn., Gynandria Monandria. Dis-

covered by the late Mr. Skinner on the mountains of Guate-

mala. Flowers brownish yellow; lip, upper half straw colour,

lower half mauve.

—

{Ibid. t.. 5604.)

Ebodidm macradenium (Spotted-flowered Storksbill).

—

Nat.

ord., Geraniaceip. Linn., Monadelphia Pentandria. Native of

the Pyrenees. Two upper petals light purple, with deep purple

horseshoe spot and purple-veined ; three lower petals pale

pnrple, with darker purple veins.

—

(Ibid., t. 5G65.)

Gripfinia Blcjiex.ivia (Dr. Blumeuau's Griffinia).

—

Nat.

ord., Amaryllidace.-B. Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. " A very

charming tropical bulbous plant, discovered by Dr. Blumenau
at St. Catherine's, Brazil, and sent by him to the Berlin

Botanic Gardens. It is advertised by Messrs. Haage & Schmidt
in their catalogue for 1867, and the Royal Gardens, Kew, are

indebted to Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son for specimens

which flowered in April of the present year." Flowers white,

streaked with crimson.

—

{Ibid., t. 5666.)

Hyacixth Prince Albert Victor.—"Until recently our best

darl: red Hyacinths were feeble in spike, producing small, nar-

row, and crumpled bells, bearing no comparison iu size and form

with the best light reds, blues, and whites. It is with satisfac-

tion, therefore, that we hail in Prince Albert Victor a deep red

flower, which is so markad an improvement in these respects.

The habit and growth of spike is that of Von Si:hiller, which
in this point has hitherto stood in advance of all others, and

the colour is a rich dark shining crimson. The spike ia deci-

dedly longer and broader than that of any deep red Hyacinth;
the bells, too, are of good shape, and very close on the spike.

The root is round and handsome, and equally suitable for pots

or glasses. The best of the old deep reds are Amy, Lina, and
Mdlle. Rachel ; of the new ones. Garibaldi, Liuiia>us, Reino
des Jacinthes, and Vuurbaak ; but Prince Albert Victor is ia

advance of all these, and will doubtless eventually figure in

every choice collection of these beautiful spring flowers. Our
drawing was taken from a spike grown and furnished by Mr.
William Paul, of Waltham Cross, who e.xhibited specimens
before the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic Societies of

London in the spring of the year, and by the former a first-

class certificate was awarded. It is uncertain at what data

this flower will be offered to the public. It is at present ex-

clusively in the hands of the raiser, and the slow process of

multiplying the Hyacinth will, probably, prevent its distribu-

tion from taking place for at least two years, and even then the

number of roots to be disposed of will be limited. It takes

four years to flower a Hyacinth from seed, and when found to

be worth multiplying, another four years before good flowering

roots can be brought into the market."

—

{Florist and Pomologist,

vi., 189.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
lUTCHES GARDEN.

Asparagus, if any of the beds are withering and ground is

scarce, cut them over if quite yellow, and plant a row or two of

Endive and Lettuce for late use. Cahbage.<, young plants

just through the ground should have a little soil thrown through

their stems, if intended to remain where sown. Endive, blanch.

There are various well-known modes of doing this. The Span-

ish method of blanching is generally performed by pressing

the heart of the plant gently down, on which a fragment of tile

is laid, over this a light covering of earth is sifted. The fringed

edges of the leaves are carefully freed from earth and exposed

to light (having small bits of tile laid over that portion of soU

from whence they protrude), to render the blanching perfect,

and produce what gardeners particularly pride themselves in

—

viz., a plant of Endive white all over, excepting the edges of

the outer leaves, which should show about 2 incLes of green.

Herbs, all, if not gathered, should be cut immediately. Quick

dryiug is proved to be the best mode, for the same reasons

that quick haymaking exceeds a lingering process. The Sxoeet

Basil should be bunched and hung in a hot kitchen, also the

Stoect Marjoram. When thoroughly dry let them be imme-
diately packed close in boxes, so as to exclude all air ; indeed,

bottled herbs sealed up after such a course of treatment are

very superior.
FRUIT GARDEN.

Gathering the various kinds of fruit as they become fit will

be for some time the principal occupation in the fruit garden.

The skins of Apples and Pears should not be rubbed, for they

are covered with a sort of bloom, although not so conspicuously

as those of the Plum and Grape
;
yet it does exist, and should

not be displaced, as it prevents moisture from soaking into the

skin. The common varieties of Apples and Pears may be

stored in heaps and covered with kiln-dried straw, but the

choice kinds of Pears should be carefully placed in close

drawers made of non-resinous wood. Peaches and ^'ectarines

are generally packed for carriage much too loosely for fear of

bruising ; the consequence is, that they jostle against each other

during the journey, each giving and receiving a thousand con-

cussions, which may, indeed, be very slight, but ultimatjly the

effects are too evident. Therefore, after packing these fruits,

r.hake the box or basket, and observe if the whole appear as

fixtures, if any do not, plug them more securely with cotton

wadding.
FLOWER GARDEN.

Neapolitan Violets which were parted and planted out in

spring, should now be carefully taken up with good balls and
removed to a frame or jut for flowering during win;er. The
soil most suitable for them is well-rotted turf, but if that

cannot be procured, equal portions of leaf mould, sweepings of

roads, and any light soil will answer. Late-planted beds and
plants turred out into borders should now be occasionally

watered. Tuis should be done early in the morning, as the

nights are getting cold. Sweet Peas, Dahlias, and other plants

requiring tying-up should now be attended to before they are

destroyed by wind. Climbers on walls should again be pruned

and liailed if they require it. Prime Hollyhocks for seed
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Continne to put in cnttings of new and scarce plants ; a close
frame witlinut artificial beat will answer to keep them in at
present.—W. Kk.ine.

should have the decaying corolla plucked out. This helps the
seeding mucli. Make observations on tbe colour and general
character c^f the llower garden before tbe season closes in order
to improve next year. After studyiug the individual effect of
flowerR, let collective eflcct receive a tborougli consideration,
and tbo important principles of proportion and outline as well
as combination of colour.-) have Ibeir full weight.

OREENDOUSE AND CONSF.IIVATORV.

The sooner the hulbs are potted for forcing the bettor, more
especially with regard' to imported roots. Tlie chitf business
is to get tbo root well established before growth commences,
otherwise it is impossible to produce an early and strong bloom.
Most of tbe failures we meet with are chargeable to tbe omission
of this most important point, and tbe fault has not uufre-
ijuently been charged, most unjustly, on tbe bulbs. A soil com-
posed principally of a mellow loam, with the addition of old
cow-manure and leaf soil, and a sprinliling of sharp sand, and . .

fine charcoal dust, will be excellent material. Secure good "''"^K t*^ attain bis object, "Well, on the whole it is just as

3 the level of ^^''"' f'^r,"

DOINGS OF THE LAST WFJEK.
The most of our work has been a mere continuation of that

of the preceding week, c.msiderable time Itiug taken up in
rendering lawns, flower-beds, and gravel as neat as possible
to bear the inspection of visitors, as well as to escape tbe
personal mortification of perceiving the untidy, day after day,
staring one in the face. With every tfTort, however, as most
gardens are now managed, there will bo comers and places that
cannot be reached in time, so as to have tbe whole demesne
in first-rate order, and one of our old masters used to say,
whilst making every effort to attain that result, when still

failing to attain bis object, '

drainage, and pot the bulb high (three parts above
the rim), taking care that tbo soil is in a mellow state, neither
wet nor dry. Shako the pot shgbtly, in order to prevent thu
bulb settling too low, but do not by any means press the soil.

They succeed by far tbo b^i^t in a cold frame, audit is most de-
sirable that they should receive no moisture beyond what the
soil contains, until tbe pot is somewhat filled with roots. Those
who have not the convenience of a frame may plunge tbem in
cinder ashes in some sheltered spot, taking care to raise them
above the ground level for fear of water lodging. Take care
that there is a free passage for the rain, and let them be covered
with U inches of some mellow material, such as old fan, old
leaf soil, sawdust (if not too new), or ashes. This depth is

necessary to keep out sharp frosts. Those put in water-glasses
should bo kept iu a somewhat dark place until pretty well
rooted, suffering the bulb to barely touch tbe water at first.

Heliotropes to flower tbroiigU the winter, and the Scarlet Pe-
largonium, should now he introduced to the greenhouse, and
placed on a light, cool slielf. Autumn frosts may shortly bo
expected, and it such could be warded off by some means, most
of these tilings would be better out of doors for another fort-

night. Pot early Cinerarias, those taken in hand in due'time
will now be showing bloom, and will be very useful in pro-
longing the autumn display. Those who desire Moh-ts iu pot.-i,

should now pot their Neapolitan, and Early Kussian, which
were cullivateil early for tbe purpose. This is the period also
for planting a frame or pit of Violets ; and if required to bloom
through November and December, continuing until April, n
little bottom heat is a desirable thing. It must, however, be

I

of a moderate character, not exceeding by any means 75°. i

The plants to be idanled with good balls of earth, and to
|

receive a slight shading for a week after planting, after which
they will require an abundance of air day and night, but no
rain. Pelargoniums cut down a few weeks since, may now be
disrooted, the soil shook entirely away, the roots slightly
pruned and repotted in clean pots thoroughly drained. The
Anne Boleyn Pinks for early forcing, if not potted, must bo
done forthwith. All these things for early forcing should at
this period be strong and well established in their pots.
Primula sinensis must be forwarded by frame protection, and
the size of the pots increased ; heat will not be necessary, but
confinement in a frame will promote their growth, and secure
their caily flowering. Successions of Jlignon^tte, for winter
and spring use, should be sown every three or four weeks.
Protect it from the weather in a common frame, keep it near
the glass, and well thinned, leaving only six plants in a five-
inch pot. Roses of the Tea-scented and" Chinese kinds should
also be placed under glass, aud if requisite repot them, to pro-
mote immediate growth aud early blooming.

stove.
Give regular attention to Orchids, in order to ascertain which

have completed their season's growth, such should be instantly
removed (more especially if any yellowness occur in tbe leaf),

to a moderate house. Several of the Bletias, as well as the old
Phaius grondifolius, are very useful for producing winter or
early spring flowers. Tbe Maxillaria aromatica, also, is an ex-
cellent carlv thing, provided tbe growth is early made and well
matured. This principle, indeed, applies to allforeing matters.

FITS AND FIUMES.
Mignonette to come in in spring, should be thinned and

pricked out into other pots, kept close and shaded for a few
days. Cuttings of Pelargoniums should be occasionally looked
over, picking off all leaves that exhibit a tendency to damp off.

our employers saw everything done they would
suppose there was nothing to do." We have never in our
course had any chance of arriving at that consummation, bat
when one desirable thing had been done, had always several
more staring us in tbe face and requiring to be done. In such
circumstances. Common Sense an I Prudence would say, " See
that all that comes principally under the eye is attended to
first ;" and hence in a gentleman's garden, all about and neaj
the mansion should first receive attention, and every effort be
made to have all neat, tidy, and comfortable, and enjoyable on
a wet day, as well as a dry one. The state of the walks and
lawns is, therefore, of primary importance.

Then, again, in a kitchen garden, if there are houses, these
houses and tbe borders and walks near them, should always be
neat and clean. A few large weeds in a distant quarter will
not strike the eye so much as similar weeds near the houses,
whilst such weeds inside the houses always convey the ideas
of slovenline-^s and idleness. We shall never forget the im-
pression made iu a pretty well-kept place, from seeing large
weeds disputing the post of honour with greenhouse plants in
the plant-house. Unfortunately we walked into that greenhouse
first, from a door in the boundary-wall, and we greatly regretted

j

dojng so, as the weeds there gave a sort of character to tbe

I

whole place, as these weeds would rise up to our mind's eye
when surveying fine crops and neat flower-beds. The simple
lesson we would wish to inculcate is just this—If short of
labour power (and that shortness cannot be altogether con-
cealed), do not let it bo seen in the most prominent places,

j

as near the mansion, or in glass houses, &e. We think we
once chronicled how a clever good gardener lost a good place,
because on a necessary reduction of labour he allowed the re-

I
duction to appear prominently in a small flower garden near

i

tho house. He might have left uucropped the half of a large
' kitchen garden, or sown it in grass or grain. No one likes
,
even to see the result of a reduction or deficiency thrust npon
them, and much unpleasantness in such matters would be

j

avoided, were it only thoroughly comprehended how much of
pleasure, or the reverse, is obtained iu a garden by the first im-

! pression made. No after-sights, especially in the case of short-

j

time-staying visitors, will do away with tbe effects of that first

1
impression. The proprietors and the managers of gardens
should keep this in mind where there is much not quite np
to the mark. If seen at all, these places should be seen after
the senses have been well supplied with the beautiful and
the interesting. One exception may be made iu a place that
is all thoroughly well kept, and the visitor has only time to
look round ; in that case it is often well to commence with tbe
plainest and to end with the most artistic and highest kept,
and in that case the last picture may be the most impressed on
the mind. In small places it is as well that tbe best should be
seen first and last likewise. The kind of day makes a great
difference as to our sensatious when looking on a flower garden.
The same groups seem very different in a dull wet day to what
they do in a bright sun, and even in tbe latter case the gar-
dener will gain something if the visitor looks on the sunny bed
whilst his own back and not his face is to the sun.
Cottage Garhess.—Whilst in the autumn the gentleman's

gardener must keep an eye to neatness and cleanliness, it is

still more indispensable that the cottage gardener and tbe
allotment gardener should do so. It is often very melancholy
to contrast such gardens in spring and autumn. In tbe first

time, all speaks of promise, and tbe fresh-turned soil, the neat
borders, and clean walks are quite in unison wiih the seaeon
of the year—the expanding buds ,tbe opening flowers, the skip-
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pings of the lambkins, and the sweet music of the birds. But
now how often all is changed ! the Spirit of Melancholy too
often broods over the scene. The decaying, rotting Pea-haulm,
the diseased Potato tops— (sad matter fortlie cottage gardener)

—

taint the atmosphere ; the winter greens struggle against weeds
;

the paths so trim in April and Jlay are scarcely passable in

September ; and flowers once so nicely tended are left to the
rongh will of wind and rains, and, therefore, become repulsive
instead of attractive. Excuses can, no doubt, be made ; the
head of the house, if an agriculturist, has, most likely, to work
long hours to receive the extra money which helps to meet the
rent-day, and he can do little in his garden ; but children and
helpmate might do something to keep down the weeds, which
even in the pathway must be sadly in the way of the most
modest crinoline. In harvest-time long hours can scarcely be
avoided ; but without interfering at all in these matters, be-
lieving that it is always the best when the employer audi em-
ployed stand alone, with full powers on both sides to settle

their own affairs, we may yet state our opinion, that for any
continuance, long hours—we mean beyond from six to six—are
a mistake, and will ultimately be no profit either to employed 1

or employer. These long hours at present are a great draw-
back to the neatness of the cottage gardens of those engaged in
agriculture. There is, however, something almost looked upon
as a matter of course—that gardens should be left to themselves I

in the autumn, which is a great mistake, as a month or six

weeks of neglect will lay up a storehouse of seed weeds for a
|

number of years to come. The labourer has not even here !

himself wholly to blame. The farmer and the gentleman, un-
intentionally of course, help to increase the burden. We lately

saw what was a pretty garden in 3fay and June, overrun not
so much with common weeds as with the common Thistle
and the Sow Thistle, and the poor man said, " What can I do?
.Tust look over that ere hedge;" and there were hundreds, if

not thousands, of Thistles scattering their winged seeds, which
might find no lodging-place on the sward, but would sow them-
selves liberally in tne soft ground of our neighbours' gardens.
It does surprise us that with all our improvements in agri-
culture, the great expense put out for artificial manures, the
improved implements for cleaning the land from weeds, there
should be such preserves in meadows, pastures, and hedge-
rows for insuring plenty of weeds in future for garden and
field.

The chief circumstances, however, against trim gardens be-
longing to the agricultural classes in autumn is—first, the long
hours of labour; and secondly, the similarity of the work in
the garden to that in which they have been employed during
the day. In such a case there is nothing of what may be
called ' rest in labour," which follows from a mere change of
occupation and among fresh and different scenes. No wonder,
then, that the garden of the mechanic and the artisan so often
excels in cropping and in keeping the garden either of the agri-

cultural or the gardening labourer. There is always the
stimulus of feeling that we are working entirely for our own
benefit, and not, as is generally the ease, for the benefit of
others as well as ourselves

; for the true policy is whilst selfish-
ness exists to appeal even to that selfishness, just as those
regulations and laws that secure the best interests of all are
better every way than the promptings of benevolence, which
can look only on isolated cases. But beyond the stimulus of

self-interest there is wanting in the case of farm labourers
the stimulus that comes from a change of labour—such a
stimulus as the carpenter, the bricklayer, the shoemaker, and
the weaver experience, when leaving their usual work they
can go for an hour or two into their garden. In their case
the change of work is a sort of rest, gives them a peculiar
pleasure, and, therefore, we may expect that at all times, and
especially in the autumn, their gardens will be well tended.
This matter should be kept in view in judging gardens and
allotments.

_
It grieves us to learn that in most cottage gardens in this

district the Potato crojt that loo'jcd so promising has turned
out a next-to-complete f.iilure. Tije loss of so much food is a
sad -natter to the family of I he cottager. Nothing can make
up kir the want of the Potuti.; but in future, prudence would
say. Let more Parsnips, Carrots, Turnips, and Onions be grown,
and at present fill as mucli ground as possible with Winter
Greens and Cabbages, which will come in in winter and spring.
It will take a large basket of the latter to make a good dish
when boiled ; but they are bettor than nothing, and for men
who can stand them, and have to take a cold dinner in the
fields, a good-sized Onion or two will ahke give stimulus and

strength, and the aroma that might not be over-pleasant in
a close parlour, will give no offence in the free, open atmo-
sphere.

New Mode of Getting Pear Wells.—The other evening
we met with a young pushing scientific farmer, who had wit-
nessed this new mode of pumping up water in the east end of
London, the invention of, and patented by, an American gentle-

man. The invention is applicable tt any place where the
water is at no greater distance from the surface than can be
acted on by the weight of the atmosphere in a common pump.
The tubes used are about 12 feet in length ; but one and
another can be added as required. Our friend gave us a par-
ticular account of the simple apparatus used, and was very
sanguine as to its use in many parts of a farm at a distance
from water, and where water was to be found near enough the
surface, as the pipe or well is easily lifted when deemed neces-
sary. In the case he witnessed, water from a depth of 24 feet

was obtained in about three-quarters of an hour. The matter
is noticed in the Pull Mall Gazette of the 7th of September,
from which we take the following extract for the benefit of all

concerned :

—

" The inventor accompanied the Northern army during the
late American war, and was instrumental in procuring by his
method an unfailing supply of water for the troops. The well
consists of an iron pipe 1} inch in diameter, and about 12 feet

long, pointed at one end, and perforated with holes for about
16 inches from the pointed end. A moveable iron clamp is

fitted round the pipe, and on the principle of pile-driving a
56 lb. hollow weight is raised and allowed to drop upon the
clamp, and thus the pipe is driven into the ground." (Our
friend states that a simple plummet is dropped into the tube
to ascertain when water is reached, and, as stated above, if one
tube is not enough a second or third is added, and when the
moisture is found the pump is fixed on the tube.) We now
add from the Pall Mall:—"The earth, sand, itc, that first

enters into the pipe through the holes is pumped out. and then
the larger pebbles, &c., form a natural filter around it. A well
formed thus receives no surface-drainage, and the water
yielded from it is always cool and fresh. No dirt is made in
sinking the well, no accident is possible from foul air, or falling

in of the sides, and the cost of sinking a well 15 feet deep is

but £5. If rock is encountered in sinking, the operation is

more tedious and expensive. A few days since a number of

gentlemen assembled upon the cricket ground. Old Trafford,

Manchester, to witness the sinking of one of these wells.

;
Water was reached in five minutes from the commencement of

j

the work, and in twenty-two minutes a depth of 10 feet had
[
been pierced, the pump had been fitted to the top of the well

(or tube), and a good flow of water had been obtained." Our
friend told us that when the point of the tube was obstructed
by a large boulder it was often best to begin again at a short

distance. After the pumping out of the sand and earth the
water came muddy at first, but soon came quite clear and
fresh. We know no end of cases where water is plentiful at

common pump distance from the surface, and where the well

is always when made a fruitful cause of worry and danger,
especially in the case of children. This new invention in all

such cases would be both economical and safe—no tumbling
into the well.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Here the chief work has been looking after what was ripe,

and protecting from and trapping natural enemies. Our
bottles have not caught as many wasps and flies as usual—in
fact, the wasps have not troubled us so much as large flies

with blue abdomens. Singular enough, one open wide-mouthed
bottle set near bee hives, and supplied with stale beer and
bruised decaying fruit, got denselv filled with flies and a few
wasps, not a bee had looked into it, though we feared they
would, as sometimes they will attack fruit as well as wasps.
We put up some hand-light traps in front of an orchard-house,
and in the course of the first day thousands of flies were safely

imprisoneii. The traps are thus made : One hand-light with
its top is set on four bricks. At the highest part of the top a
hole is made, on the top of this hand-light another one is

placed, the open spaces between them stuffed with moss. Be-
neath the first light is placed a vessel with beer, sugared water,

decayed fruit, &a. The insects go in to feed, and in the ma-
jority of cases they, instead of flying out, fly upwards, and
after a while find the hole, get through into the upper glass,

and there fly about uutil they die. We have taken more than
half a bushel of dead wasps and flies out of one of such traps.

The extra humane may lessen their struggles and their misery
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by putting a brimstone match lighted beneath the lower glass,

when the fumes will ascend and settle them quickly.

Apricots we have finished gathering. A few were rather
hard on one side, but on the whole were in good condition and
a good crop. We were afraid to leave those a little green on
the side any longer.

Could we find time we would give an abundant watering to

Nectarines, itc, on the open wall, as notwithstanding all the
rains, we find that the ground about the roots is rather dry,

and in such a case, in bright weather, the fruit is apt to drop
prematurely before either it has received its full size or flavour.

We commit an error in not giving plenty of water to such trees

after the second swelling, and only withliolding as soon as the
trees approach ripening. The Nectarines we allude to are as

yet as hard as stones, and will come in when most of those in

the orchard-house have gone. Where too abundant for use,

Nectarines make a fine preserve, only inferior to Apricots.

Some people say, even superior to them, at any rate far

superior to Peaches, which are too juicy for that purpose. We
found some flue fruit were infested with ants, and, therefore,

gave the trees a good syringing with weak clear lime water to

get them from the wall, and then scattered some guano along
the bottom of the wall, and then after a day a little soot and
lime, and they have decamped. If on the outside and trouble-

some we should have brushed the bottom of the wall (after

syringing), with tar, but this tarring will not do in-doors.

Red Spider.—We have more faith in sulphur water, sulphur
fumes, soap water, &c., than our coadjutor Mr. T. liruhaut. We
have found the sulphur water and clear soap water useful in late

houses. In an early Peach-house the enemy appeared just as

the fruit was ripening, and when we could not use the syringe,

and chiefly on the front trees, where fumes of sulphur from the
sun striking against an open part of the wall could not reach
them. By the time the front fruit was gathered some of the
leaves showed webs and clusters of the spiders. By syringing
with sulphur and lime water as soon as the fruit of a tree was
gathered we kept it from getting to the back trees until the
fruit was becoming ripe,and when that was all gathered, a good
syringing, even in the middle of the day, and shutting up the
house in a bright sun, gave the trees and insects such a hot,

moist vapour sulphur-bath as pretty well to send every trace of

a living spider out of sight. This operation requires to be
repeated, as, unfortunately, though it pretty well does for all

that are alive, it will not injure the myriads of insects that will

be hatched in future tine weather. It is often puzzling to

think where all such enemies come from. Frequently in Peaches
we never see a trace all the season of the red spider until the
fruit is getting ripe, and then they will come, and if let alone
they will soon have their own way. In all such cases preven-
tion is better than cure, and one of the best preventives, we
agree with Mr. Bruhaut, is healthy vigorous growth. Even that
growth with us will not always save us from red spiders at

fruit-ripening time.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
We have already alluded to whiit we have been doing here,

and lawns, walks, and beds have occupied a good portion of

our time, and more especially as the damp season has caused
many things to grow stronger than usual, and therefore re-

quired more attention in the way of support in our windy
place. Wo can leave nothing without twig-bracing, whilst sup-
porting is not at all needed in low, sheltered places. It makes
a great difference when Hollyhocks and Dahlias, and the taller

herbaceous plants are the only things that need bracing. The
tender greenhouse plants must now be put under shelter, and
Pelargoniums cut back should not be too wet. Much time
has been taken up with cuttings. Heliotropes, Verbenas, i'C,

are doing well in a cold pit, and with very little shading at

first. We shall take off more cuttings and place them in a
spent hotbed, where there will be a very gentle heat. In this

latter circumstance, in case of any insects, we shall pass all

Verbena and other cuttings through weak tobacco water, and,
if the least signs of mildew, through sulphur water too, holding
the cuttings by their base and drawing the top tlirnugh the
liquid. This will save future trouble.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Skptkmiiei; U.
RcAROR nny nlteratinn hns taken place here, business bcinir very dull

nutl no chmice of imiirovemeut yet awhile. Lfir*re quantities of Walnuta
reach us from Holland and Belgium in addition to other article!^.

Apples J sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
FiKS doz.
Filberts lb.

Coba lb.

Gooseberries .. rjuart
Grapes, Hothouse. .Ih.

Lemons 100

Artichokes each
AsparajTus .... bundle
Beans, Kidnoy, ^. sieve

Sc.arletRun.| sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Erns. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs hunch
Horserailish . . bundle

FED IT.

B. d. B. d
I

S.

1 Oto 1 6
;

Melons each 1

' Nectarines doz. 'i

0! Oranctes 100 H
Peaches doz. 3

3 5 I Pears (desseit) . . doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4

2 3 PInms i sieve 2

10 Quince'^ doz.
0! Raspberries lb.

I

Strawberries lb.

1 G 4 Wn'.nuts bnsb. 10

8 12 1 do per 100 1

d. 8.

6to:(
G

VEGETABLES.

8. d. B.

3 too

2
2
2

G

1

3
6

4

3

Leeks banch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions., per doz. bchs.
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sen-Kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegctublo Marrows.dz.

d.

3 too

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVKD.
James Carter & Co.'s.Higb Holborn, Gardem'rs' and Farmer.^*

Vadc ]\TtCum. Part *i: DutcJt and Cape Bulbs.

Eobert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tootin;;;. Surrey, S.

—

Cata-
hfjue of Stovi*, Greenhonsf, and Hardy Plants, Fruit Trees,

Hyacinths, and other Bulbous Boots, dc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
*• We request tliat no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of UorticuUure, dx., 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest

I

week.

I

VAniEGATHD Pet..\tigoniums (./. 0. H. H.) —Beauty of Oulton, I^una,

I

and Golden N'uacet are not variegated Pelarfioniurns, but belornj to the
' ?rolden Bronze Zonal section, and cannot be shown with Mrs. Pollock and
,

Italia Unita. which are variegated Pehirgoniums.
' Ground Vinery \Lincohitcn'<i^).—We see no reason wbyyour proposed
plan of a ground vinery should not sutve^-d ; but as it will be a true
lean-to we arc doubtful if the openincs in the bricks at both front and
back will tie sufficient for ventilation." as your back wall of slate will be
very hot in a sunny day. We should like opening.^ at the ridge to be
used in extreme cases. In this respect lean-to's are verj- different from
span-roofed houses.

XECTARrNEs IX ORcnABD-HOUSE SHRn-ELi.TNG (X. Y. Z.)-—Wc think
the shrivelling of the Nectarines is chieflv owing to a deficiencv of water
and a bri<?ht sun. It sometimes happens from over-cropping, when at the
last swelling the Nectarines take water greedily. See '' Doings of the
Last Week." Some Nectarines, and fine kinds too, are subject to this, and
are exceedingly sweet, though not pleasant to the eye. We think in your
case want of water, overcropping, and bright aun were tlio cause. This
season has been so variable, bright sun after mucrgy weather, that the
fruit felt the extremes. We have several times dulled the glass in an
orchard-house to prevent the fruit feeling the sudden change. The
Noblesse of 9 inches in circumference are fine fruit.

Heating—Vines IS Pots (Jiicnt).—Your mode of hfating will do very

well—that is. having one pipe from the top of the boiler, taking it round
the back border and then round the front border, and returning it to the
bottom of the boiler. No better plan can be tried for getting a good and
regular beat. There will not be too much piping, as you need not heat it

more than vou want. If you have the necessary heat, the less the heat
in the pipes the better Vou mav have very good bunches of Grapes in

pots if you take few of them ; but recollect the pots will bo almost solely

dependant on your constant attention.

Grapes Cracking and Removing {B. -f.l.—As a general rule. Grapes
and other fruit will not be prevented cracking by partially dividing the

footstalk of the fruit or bunch. The cracking takes place more from
want of sap, or a sufficient temperature to mature it, than from their

haviug too much of it. Frnits liable to cr.ack in a low temperature will

not track in a higher one. ^^very case must be watched, so as tr. bo able

to decide. The taking off the frnit from a Vine in the orch.ard-houso

part would give greater strength to that part of the Vine which passed
into the fort-in^-houso. other thiugs bLii:g equal ; but it may not always
have that ehuct. In your c:iso the shoots in the forcing-house cease to

grow, whilst the part of the Vine in the orchard-hou^e grows vigorously.

Just so; the fruit may have been taken off too late to benefit growth in

the forced part, or the wood there getting matured so much sooner may
cease to grow, whilst that in the orch-urd-house is growing freely. Wo
have had a Vine with the top in three different temperatures, and there-

fore ripening in succession ; but it is best to have a Vine for each place.
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Planting a Vinery (B. W. Rtannus),—We approve of yonr plantinc
yonrwide span-roofeil house 'with Vines in the centre as well as at the
sides of the house; but if you wish the Vines in the centre to fruit down
to the floor, they must not be much shaded by the side Grapes. Of the
sorts chosen for such a late house we would dispense with Black Ham-
burchs «nd substitute Galabrian Raisnns and Trebbiano, which will keep
to February and March, and we would lessfu the number of Barbarossa
and Black Alicante, and substitute Lady Downc's. In any of the cases
we should not consider gi-aftiu^ necessary.

Naerow Rose Border—Cebastium Cuttings {Fred).- -Vor a Rose
border only li feet wide you should have good soil from 2 to 2^ feet deep.
The Cernstium may be planted at any time, littlo bits, a few inches apart,
from now to January, and they will be nicely rooted for transplantinp in
Api-il and May. Could you not bon-ow a little heat from your kitchen
for the small glass house ? If not, then n small iron stove would be
necessary.

Uses of Border in an Orchard-house {M. H.).—You may grow Ca-
cnmbers in your bouse, plancin^i them in Ihe border by the will, nud
training them to the rnfters of the house on w^iies, about 15 inches from
the glass ; but you must clear your house of its proper occupants, the
Peach, and whatever trees you may have, as the bouse must be kept
much too hot for an orchard-hnuse to do justice to tlio Cucumbers. We
would not advise anything to be grown in such a border, except it were
one or two rows of Strawberries in pots, a row of early Potatucs or Kidney
Beans, or some such description of vegetables as would not interfere
with the well-being of the fruit trees. Tho border would be very useful
for Endive and Lettuces in autumn and winter and early spring. You
might introduce a few roots of Rhubarb, and have a row of dwarf early
Peas.

Rose Cdttinhs (M. P.).—li is not now too late to strike cuttings of
Roses. They m.iy be inserted in sand in a cold frame in a warm situation,
affording shade from bright sun. They will root slowly but surely, and
be fit for potting ofT in April. During the winter thev cannot have too
much air, prtitection being afforded from heavy rains by drawing on the
lights, and from frost by a covering of mats over the ligbts-

WoBMs IN Lav.x {I(l<->n).—I'ou may free your lawn from the worms by
watering it with lipic water, made by placing 1*2 lbs. of fresh or unsL-icked
lime in a hogshead, and pouring thirty gallons of watfr over it, stirring
it well up. and allowing to stand forty-eight hours. The lawn is to be
watered with the clear liquid by means of a rose watering-pot during
damp weather, giving a good soaking the evening succeeding one upon
which a good watering has been given. Ammoniacnl liquor diluted with
sis times its volume of water, will answer even better than the lime water

;

but it has tlie disadvnntage of making the lawn look brown for a time.
Both act by bringingthc worms to the surface, whence they may be swept
np and cleared away.

Roses (P. I. iV.).—You will have seen the list of Roses at page 174 by
Mr. Radclyffc, all of which we know to bo first-r:ite. and by growing
them you cannot fail to have an abundant bloom in autumn.
LiNDM FLAvoM (Idem).—Linum flavum is not a good bedding plant,

not flowering sulliciently long, nor .at a desirable season for a bedding
plant. It will never supplant Calceolarias for bedding purposes.

Cumbers Fon Fepnery iIdcm).—Fov your cool house the following
may answer, as P.issiflora princeps does well in tho house—Bomarea mul-
tiflora. Clematis Fortunei, C. lanuginosa, C bybrida splendens, C. Jack-
manii, and C. Standishi; Cobcea scandeus vnriegata, Fieus repens (for a
wall), Hibbertia dontata. H. volubilis, Jasmiuum gracile variegatum,
Kennedya inophylla floribunda, K. monopbvUa. K. Marryatta?, Rhyncho-
spermum jasminoides variegatiim, and Sollya linearis. If shaded they
will not succeed.

Celery Leaves Diseased {W. B., Upton).—The specimen sent us is
infested with a parasitic fungus, or the rust in its worst form. Your only

remedy is to pick off the worst infested leaves and bum them, and to
dust those but partially affected with a powder formed of equal parts lime
powdered, and flowei's of sulphur, having previously givtn a few good
waterings over the foliage of lime and soot water, made by placing a peck
each of soot and unslaked bme. and pouring over them' sixty gallons of
water, stirring well up, and allowing it to stand two days, then water with
tho clear liquid, employing a rose watering-pot. The powder should be
applied in the morning whilst the leaves are wet with dew, so that it may
adhere to them.

Peach Tree Leafless (.i Su^jscrfficr).—The ants have not caused the
"leaves on the young shoots to curl up and bo destroyed." You may
prevent the ants ascending the wall by drawing n line of coal tar an inch
broad along the bottom of the wall, a Uttle above the ground, and if you
sprinkle guano over their nests, it will drive them away. We think it is

mildew that has caused all the leaves to curl up, and we advise the whole
of the shoots to be dusted with flower.s of sulphur, having previously
given the trees a good watering, and two or three good syriugings over
the foliage with a solution of soft soap, 2 ozs. to a gallon of water. In a
day or two wash off the sulphur by syringing with clear soft water, and
dust again with flowers of sulphur.

Plumbago capexsis Flowering in Solitary TRCssEa (Idem).—Yoar
only hope of having all the shoots in flower at one time, is by stopping
those that are disposed to flower at any early season, or stop all the
shoots up to a certain period, say July, and then allow all to grow and go
for bloom. A lengthened period of bloom is one of its many character-
istics, it being a fine old plant, very useful, yet much neglected.

Cleaning Hot-water Apparatus (Amateur Gardtner).—It would be
absurd to take a hot-water apparatus to pieces for the purpose of cleaning
it, for the removal of the fur would ho more injurious to the pipes and
boiler than beneficial. Well put up at first, and the best materials being
used, the apparatus requires nothing more than a pipe at the lowest point
to let off the sediment, which should be done periodically, and the whole
of the pipes and boiler be occasionally emptied, and the sediment for the
most part being carried to the boiler by the return-pipes will be cleansed
by the drawing off of the water.

Wintering Pelargoniums (MriH).—You may place them in sand in
chests after you have removed the soil and all the leaves, and allowed
them to lie a few days in an airy place to dry. It is better to have them
in single layers only, and not to cover the top much with snnd ;

but they
will keep well in layers, in a cool, dry place. Vou may also place the
plants in the linen closet, hanging them heels upward ; but if it be very
dry and warm the roots and stems will, wo fear, shrivel considerably.

Tlie wine-cellar is by far the best situation.

Parings of Horses' Hooves (Reading).—They are a good addition to

a Vine-border, or to any other fruit-tree bordtir requiring a very gi-adual

and lasting fertiliser.

i
Espaliers. Pyramids. Cordons (W. T.).—As every species of fruit tree

j

requires a different mode of pruning, to state the information you ask

upon these forms of gi-owth would fill a whole Number of this Journal.

Exhibition of Zonal Pelargoniums I Ipomea). -Yon can obtain ad-

mission to this exhibition at the Royal Horticultural Society's Garden,
at South Kensington, on the 17th inst., by paying one shilling at the

entrance.

Names of Fruit (R. S. i?.).—Your Pears are, 1, Glout Morceau; 2,

Dunmore.
Names of Pl.ants (B. A. S,).—Cucumis Mclo. (Veritas).—I, _Lep-

turus incurvatu'? ; 2, Juncus lanipocarpus. (J. T.\—1, SelagineUa

Braunii; 2. S. Galeotti ; 3, S. Miirtensii. (H. H. W.).—l, Spdum Tele-

phium ; 2, Juniperus virginiana ; 3. Ononis arvensis. (J. F. Sinclair).—

Alonsoa caulialata. (Essex).—1, Anemone vitifoUa ; 2, Stauracanthus
Garden!.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September 10th.

DlTZ.
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for eatiDg any of the seeds, as they were poison, and that I

might easily lose my lifo by eating them. She said that she

once knew a number of hungiy fowls eating heartily of the

seeds, and several of them died.—S.

POULTRY rUODUCE.
Beading Mr. Philip Crowley's account of his poultry pro-

duce in your Joiiinal ok Horticultckk, No. 334, and think-

ing I have been even more prosperous with my hens, 1 venture

to send yon the account, which haply you may see lit to find a

corner for in the same Journal.

For two months, from Christmas 186{), I had only four hens,

and up to August 3Ut (1807), only ten (six added in March).
These have laid 713 eggs, hiive been sat upon 121 out of the

number, bringing eighty-six chickens ; of which wo have reared

seventy-fivo, have killed some for the table at four months and
a half old, weighing good 4 lbs., and we liave used no extra

oare, only good feeding and great cleanliness. One of my hens
(a Bufl' Cochin), has laid 144 egf>s (130 without stopping), and
reared one brood of chickens. The ten hens are two Cochins
and eight Dorkings.—Ass Wynne, lihos Anmjdd, Rusthall,

Txmbridgc WelU.

CKOSS-BBED BEAHMAS AND DOIiKINOS.

In January last I collected together a lot of fowls of mixed
eharacter, but chic-fly cross-bred Brahmas and Dorkings. Having
met with an accident my stock was considerably reduced, and
the avorage number was thirty-two hens. The result up to

June 30th will be best understood by the annexed table :

—

chickens Chickens
Uonths. No. of eggs. hatched. roared. No. of hens.

January.. 25 87
Foliruary . 268 1 87
March .. 244 r,2 43 86
April .... 287 .... .« .... 25 .... 31
May 288 .... 43 .... 31 .... SO
Juno 183 23 2D 21

Total 1295 152 lU) 32 averaRO

I may state that I have a grass run of an acre in extent and
a stable-yard, and that I allow my stock one bushel of corn

weekly. This quantity, with what the fowls procure for them-
selves, has been found snfScient. Newly laid eggs in my
neighbourhood (Liverpool), are never worth less than 1.5. per

dozen, and during the winter months as much as 3s. I have
had a constiiut su|iply hitherto of chickens and eggs for the

table, also for hatching.—Powis.

GOI.DK»-PENCILLED U.\H1)DKG1I AND GAME FOWLS.

I SEND you an account of poultry produce from January to

June of Iho present year. On the 1st of January my stocli in

one yard consisted of nine Golden. spangled Hamburgh hens,

bred in 1806, to which two Golden-ptnciUed hens (age un-
known), were added on the 1st of April. These hens began to

lay on the 1.5th of February, antl the number of eggs per
month was as under.

F.r.ns.

Febrnnrj' 31
March 86
April 176

Eons.
May 106
June 71

Total 470

On the 3rd of June, one of these hens was killed accidentally.

About the middle of the same month another striiyed away and
was lost, and early in July I sold the remaining nine hens for
19.S., having determined to give up keeping Hamburphs.
During the same period of time, I hnil in another yard a

Black-breasted Red (;ame cock with throe hens of the same
breed. Tliese hens began to lay on the .'ith of February, and
the number of eggs per month was as under

—

Eggs.
February 30
March 32
AprU 18

May.

.

Juno

Eoos.
,. 15

Total

During the same period each of these hens has had a sitting

of eleven eggs under her, with the following results :

—

On the 31st of March, the first hen that sat hatched seven
chickens, three cocks and four hens, all of which are now alive

and fine well-grown birds.

On the 3rd of Jlay, the second hen that sat hatched five

chickens, two cocks and three hens, and of these one cock and
two pullets are alive and doing well, but, of course, not such

fine birds as those hatched on the Slst of March. The third

hen should have hatched about the 14th of May, but owing to

mismanagement whilst I was absent from home (although

there were chickens in most of the eggs), none hatched out.

The covered yards I have for my poultry are about G yards
long by 2 yards wide, with suitable roosting and laving places,

and each lot of birds has been let out for half the day (tho

Game in the morning, and the Hamburghs in the afternoon),

into about a quarter of an acre of ground, cbir-fly grass.

Two of the Game hens are now (August 21th), laying again,

and average about a dozen eggs per week.
The cost of wheat, barley, and meal for the whole Block,

from the Ist of January to the 1st of July, was £4 2s. 9d. Thii
includes groats occasionally for the young chickens.—G. S.,

Yurk.

EED CAPS AND GAME FOWLS.

H.vviNG read several accounts of poultry produce in the

Journal, I send you mine, which bears comparison with any
p\iblished. I have ten hens, seven Red Caps, and three Game,
which produced me in

Eo«8. Eoos,
January 42 May 188
Fcliruary 130 Juno 100
March 179
April 198 Total 887

Out of these I sat sixty-three, hatched forty-three, and reared

thirty-two chicks.

Your correspondent, Mr. Philip Crowley, averaged from
twenty-two hens just over fifty eggs for each, mine have averaged

nearly eighty-four eggs from each hen; but he has been more
successful in rearing chickens.

—

Henry Coopki!, Carlton Hill,

near Nottinyham.

SILVER-PENCILLED UAMEUKOHS.

I nouGHT six hens on January 2Gth, and two more hens and
a cock on the 4th of February, the latter from a different part

of the country, and the following is the produce :

—

Eggs.
June 146
July 119

Egos.
Fobrnary 14
Mnrch 64
.\pril 135
May 14S Toial . C26

Thus far in this month (August), I have rather more than in

July, although some of the birds are moulting. I should add
that not one of the hens has wanted to sit.—S.

BARNSLEY POULTRY STIOV,'.

Tins was held on the 3rd instant. The following ^7ero the awards:

—

Gau£ Cock (Any colour).—Prize, W. J. Cope. Barnflcy.

Gamk (Black-br.aBted and other Red).— Fii-8t, A. Senior, Riloy, Kirk-

burton. Second, \V. J. Cope.
Game (Any other colour).—First, G. Xol>lc, Staincliflb. Second, I.

Batty, Bolton. Ui);blv Commended, W. J. Cope.
Spanish.-First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, Vi. Harvey, Sheffield.

HiKbly Commended. E. Brown, Sbrffii-ld-

UoiiKiNGs (Anv colour).—First. W. H. King. Seonud, S. AB. Ashton,

CocHiN-CnisA (Buffer Cinnamon) —First and Second, V. Hor\-cy.

Cochin-Chika (Anyothcr colour).— Frizi'. T. nicbardson, Barnsley.

BuAiiMAS {Any colour).— First. Mrs. Newman, Worsl orough. Second,

T. Richardson. " Hicblv Commended, W Harviy.
HAMnrnoiis (Gold or Silver-spangled).-First, J. \\Tiito, Nethorton.

Second. W. liarvcv.
Hajibviighs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First, Messrs. Ashton 4 Bootb,

Broadbotlom, Moltram. Scci'ud, E. Batley.

Amy other Variety Except Baktams.- First. Col. Stuart Wortley,

Grove End Road, London. Second, T. C 4 E. Newl)itl, Epwortb.

Game Bantams.-First, G. Noble. Pewtbury. Second, T. Vickeim&n,

Barusley. Highly Commended, W. J. Eutwisle, Leeds.

Bantams (Any other variety) —First and Second, W. J. Cope.

Gl INEA Fowls.— First nndVecond, H. Merkin. Prinitld.

Dicks (
Aylesbury).- Prize, J. Wilkinson, Barnsley.

Dicks (Any other variety).—First, J. While, Waliefield. Second, Mrs.

Newman. Wor.tiboroURh.
Geesk (Any colour).—First, J. Whito. Second, H. t llyott, Blackmoor,

Penistone. « .^ ™ ,. «. _.».

TCBKEVS.-First, T. Richardson. Second, F. w. T. ^ . Wentwnrth.

Selling Class.—First, W. Harvey. Second, U. Ullyot.

PIGEONS.
CAniuEKS.—First, E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. Second, T. C. 4 E. New-

Pocters.—First, E. Brown, ShcflSeld. Second. E. E. M. Royds.

B.vrhs.—First, E. Brown. Second. B. Kaye, Honley.

TCMBLFRS.—First. E. Brown. Second. F Wailt. Bi'mingham.
Jacobins.—First. B. Knye. Second, E. E. M. Royd^.

Trumpeters.—First, F.'Waitt. Second, S. 4 R. .\sbton.

Fantails— Prize, T. 0. 4 E. Ncwbitt.

ANV ctreb Vabietv.— First and Second, F. Waitt.

Selling Class.—First. W. Harvey. Second, Rev. C. Spencer, Norfolk.

Highly Commended, F. Waitt.
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Rabbits.—Lop-eared.—Vrize, J. Taylor, Sheffield. Himalayan or Silver-
' Grey.—First, H. Hairey, Banasley. Second, J. A. Barrett, Dewsbnry.
Any otlurfancy imri<'ty.—'Pvlze, E. E. M. Royds.

The Judges were Mr. T. Challoner, Bailborough, near Chesterfield,

and Mr. John Crossland. Wakefield.

BRIGHOUSE AND RASTRICK POULTRY SHOW.
The first annual Show of Pigs, Poultry. Pigeons, aud Dogs, was

held at Brighouse, on Saturday, the 7th. The Show originated with

a few of the members of the Working Men's Institution, and may, there-

fore, be considered due to the exertions of the operative class, though
readily supported by the gentlemen and tradesmen of the locality.

The show of Poultrif was not large, but the quality of the birds was
generally good, although there were here aud there specimens that

required rest while moulting.
In PUicons., the Pouters and Carriers were of high quality, and Mr.

Hawley's pair of Whites were as good as can be wished for. Barbs
were wretched, but Jacobins and Owls good, and the two pair of

Turbits shown by Messrs. Thompson and Yardley respectively, were

very fine. Mr. Burgess, of Brighouse, kindly lent his Pekin and
Japanese Bantams, and his celebrated stud of Dogs for exhibition,

bat not for competition.

Game.—First, J. Hodgson, Bowling. Second. J. Sunderland, Hipper-
holme. Highly Commended, G. Noble. Staincliffe

Spanish.—First, H. Beldou. Bingley. Second, J. Thresh, Bradford.
Commended, W. Goodall. Briahouse.
Dorkings.—First. W. H. Kint'. Uocbdale. Second, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, J. T. Beaumout, Huddersfield.
Cochins. — First and Second. H. Beldon. Highly Commended, B.

Pinder, Brighouse; H. M. Crossley. Rastrick.
Brahsias.—First. A. H. Verity. Cheshire. Second, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended. H. Bishop. Nottingham.
PoLANDS.—-First and Second, H. Beldon.
Hamedrghs (Golden and Silver-pencilled).—First, W. Bentley, Hipper-

holme. Second, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, H. Beldon ; Mrs.
Holmes, Halifnx.
Hamburghs (Golden or Silvcr-spanglcd).—First and Second, H. Beldon.
Hambubghs (Black).—First. H. Beldon. Second. W. Bartle.
Game Bantams —First and Second, G. Noble. Highly Commended, F.

Entwisle, Leeds ; H. Beldou.
Ducks (Any variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second. H. Farrand. Dalton.

Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Commended, R. Parkinson, Brighouse.

PIGEONS.
Pouters (Anv colour).—First, F. Crossley, Elland. Second, J. Hawley,

Bingley. Highly Commended, J. Hawley.
Carriers.— Second, J. Hawley. Highly Commended, J. Hawley; H.

Yardley, Birmingham,
TuMiiLERs.-First, J. Hawley. Second. F. Crossley. Highly Com-

mended. J. Hawley. Commended, H. Yardley.
Barbs —Firf^t, H. Ynrdley. Second. J. Hawley.
Jacobins.—Prize, E. C. M. Royds, Rochdale. Highly Commended,

F. Crossley; J. Thompson, Bingley. Commended, J. Thompson.
Owls.—First. F. Crossley. Second, J. Thompson. Highly Commended,

J. Hawlev ; H. Yardley.
TcRBiTS.—First. J. Thompson. Second, H. Yardley.
Any other Variety.-First, H. Yardley. Second. F. Crossley. Highly

Commended. J. Hiwley; F. Crossley; .T.Thompson.
Common Pigeoms.— First, W. Gooder, Kastrick. Second, H. Nelson.

The Judges for Poultiy were Messrs. E. Hutton, Pudsej' ; and
J. W. Thompsom, Northowram.

COTTINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
{From a (Jonrspondcnt

.)

TiiL ;(,ljove Show took place on the '29th of August. Of each va-

riety there was a capital exhilntiou, with the exception of Game.
Spanish, Dorking, Cochins, and Polands, were well represented, and
some first-class birds exhibited.

Spanish. — First, G. Hnlmes. Driffield. Second, Messrs. Newbitt,
Epworth. C}iic7crnt.—Fir.=t, M. Hobinson, Cottingham. Second, G. Holmes.
CocA-.—Prize, W. Edmonson. Beverley.
Dorkings. — First. W. Charter, Driffield. Second, W. Thompson.

Chickens.—First, D. White, Drilheld. Second, G. Bromby. Cock.—Prize,

G. Holmes.
CoceiN-CniNA.—First, J. Hatfield. Cottingham. Second, O. A. Young,

Driffield. Chickcns.~Fij:st and Second, R. Loft, Woodmansey. Cock.—
Prize, R. Loft.
GABTElBlack-bre.isted}.-First.G. Holmes. Second, W.Raylor. Chickens:.

—First, G. Sutten, York. Second, W. Charter, Driffield. Cock.—Prize, J.

Lacup, Driffield.

Game (.\ny variety).—Prize, G. Holmes. Chickens.—First, R. Bromley.
Second, R. Wool, Beverley. Cock.—Prize, J. Lncup.
Polands.—First and Second, E. Proctor, Hull. Chickens.—First and

Second. E. Proctor. Cock.—Prize, E. Proctor.
Hamburghs (Golden ).— First, Messrs. Newbitt. Second, J. Blanchard,

Driffield. C/jicfce«s.—First, G. Holmes. Second, O. A. Young. Cock.—
Prize, G. Holmes,
Hamburghs (Pencilled).—First, G. Holmes. Second, A. Hawe, Barms-

ton. Chickent.—First, G. Robinson, Frodingham. Second, J. Hawe.
Cock.—Prize, J. Marshall, Kirkella.
Hamburghs (Silvei-spnngled).— Fii-st, J. Blanchard. Second, J. Holmes.

Chickens.— Hirst, J. Hall, Willerby. Second, G. Holmes. Cocfc.—Prize,
R. Cook, Cottintrhnm.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, G. Holmes. Second, J. H. Wildp,

Holme Chickens.—First and Second, G. Holmes. Cock.—Prize, G.
Holmes.

Bantams (Gold).-First, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Second, J. Marshall,
Kirkella. Chickens.—Prize. T. Viall. Cock.—Prize, T. C. Harrisnn.
Game Bantams.— First, G. Holmes. Second, J. Blanchard. ChickcTUt.

—First. G. Holmes. Second, G. Blakey. Coc4.—Prize. T. C.Harrison.
Bantams (Any variety).-First, T. C. "Harrison. Second. J. R. Jessop,

Hull. Chickens.—FiiBt aud Second, T. C. Harrison. Coct.-Prize, T. C.

Harrison.
Any Distinct Variety.—Prize, R. Loft. C/tJcA^mr.-Prize, J.Hodgkin-

son, Hull. Cocfc.—Prize, R. lioft.

Farm^-ard Cross.—First, R. Loft. Second, G. Robinson. Chickens.—
First, R. Loft. Second, T. Coverdale. Cock.—Prize, G. Robinson.
Selling Class.—Fir.st. R. Loft. Second, T. Gawan, Beverley. Cock.—

First, Miss Creyke, Bridlington.
Geese,—First, O. A. Young. Second, W. Charter.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, G. Nutbrowne, Hummanby. Second, O. A.

Young.
Ducks (Any variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, W. Charter.
Turkeys.—First, W. Usher, Weiton. Second, J. Kymes, Hull.

PIGEONS.
Cropperr.—First, F. Key. Beverley. Second, Messrs. Newbitt.
Carriers.—Firpt, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, R. Bellamy, Leven.
TuRBiTS.—First, Miss F. Ea'ston. Hull. Second. J. Campey.
Trumpeters.—First, A. Beaumont, Beverley. Second, J. Campey.
Jacobins.—First, T. EUerington. Second, C. N. Lythe, Cottingham.
Fantails.— First, T. Elleriugfou. Second, Messrs. Newbitt.
Dragons.—First, H. Taylor, Newland. Second, J. W. Thompson, Hull.
Tumblers.—First. C. N. Lythe. Second, J. Campev.
Babes.— Fir-st. H. Yardlev. Second. W. BaiTett, fliill.

NcNS.—First, G. H. Pickering. Driffield. Second, C. N. Lythe.
Ant Variety.—First. J. VV. Thompson. Second, H. Yardley.
Babbits.— hirst and Second, Miss F. Eiston.

The Judges for Poultry were F. Ferguson, Esq., Eisby Park ; and
W. W. Boulton, Esq., Beverley.

WORKSOP POULTRY SHOW.
This was held in connection with the Floral and Horticultural

Society, on Thursday and Friday, September 5th and 6th.

The following is the list of awards :

—

YOUNG BIRD?.
Spanish.—First, Duchess of Newcastle, Notts. Second, M. Farrand,

Dalton, Huddersfield Third. Messrs. Burch & Boulter, Sheffield. Highly
Commended, F. Jame.i, Peckham, Surrey; W. Harvey, Sheffield.

Dorkings,—First and Cup, J. Anderson, Mpigle. Second and Third,
Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Rotberham. Foui-th, Dr. D. C. Campbell, Brent-
wood, Essex. Highly Commended, J. White. Warlaby. Northallerton ;

F. Parlett, Chelmsford. Commended, Dr. D. C. Campbell ; Mrs. A. Hurt,
Alderwasley, Dm-by.
Cochins {Buff).—First and Cup, Duchess of Newcastle. Second, W. A.

Taylor, Munchcster. Third, Rev. G. Gilbert, Norwich. Highly Com-
mended, Rev. C. Spencer. Attleborough, Norfolk.
Cochins ( Partridge or Grouse).—First, C. Sidgwick, Keigbley. Second,

W. A. Taylor. Third, J. R. Rodbaid, Wrinpton, near Bristol.

Cochins (White, or any other variety).—First, A. O. Worthington, Bur-
ton-upon-Trent. Second. C. Chiloner, Chesterfield, Derbyshire.
Brahma Pootra i Dark).—First, B. W. Boyle, Bray. County Wiwklow,

Ireland. Second, Duchess of Newciistle. Third, H- Liicy, Hebden Bridge.
High'y Commended, R. W. Boyle; W. Harvey. Commended. F. James.
Brahma Pootrvs (Light).—First, J. Pares, Postford, near Guildford.

Second, and Third. H Dowsptt, Plushey, near Chelmsford. Highly Com-
mtuded, T. W. Amis, Claphfim, Surrey.
Game {Black-breasted Red).—First, Duke of Newcastle, Notts. Second.

E. Turner, Sheffield. Third. J. West, Worksop, f-ourth. T. Burgess.
Gasie (Brown-brertsted Red).—First, C. Chaloner. Second aud Fourth,

J. Fletchei-. Manchester. Third, Duke of Newcastle. Highly Commended.
Rev. W. J. Mellor, Nottingham.
DuCKwiNG, and oTHRii Greys AND Elues.—First, and Cup, Duke of

Newcastle. Second, C. Chaloner. Tliird, S. Matthew, Stowmnrket,
Suffolk Highly Commended. Duke of Newcastle ; J. Fletcher.
Game (White' and Pilei.— First, R. Butcher. Cresswell, near Chester-

field. Second, Miss Crawford, Southwell, Notts. Third, C. Chaloner.
Game Cockerel (Any variety).—First, Cup and Second, C. Chaloner,

Third, J. Fletcher. Fourth, W.Bourne, Heaviley, near Stockport. Fifth.

T. Burgess.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, T. Walker, jun., Denton, near

Manchester. Second, W. A. Hyde, Hurst, Ashton-under-Lyne. Third, J.

Roe, Hadfieldnear Manchester.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, Duchess of Newcastle. Second,

Messrs. Ashton & Bonth. Mottram, Cheshire. Third, H. Pickles, jun.,

Earby, Skipton. Highly Comniende.l, J. Fielding.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First. H. Pickles. Second, T.Wrigley,

jun., Middleton, near Manchester. Third. T. J. Han-ison, Kendal.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First and Cup, Duchess of Newcastle.

Second and Third. Messrs. W. & J. Bairstow, Bingley, Yorkshire. Highly
Commended, H. Pickles. Commended. J. E. Powers, Biggleswade, Beds.

H.AiiBURGHs (Elack, or any other variety).—First and Second, C. Sidg-

wick.
Game Bantams (Any variety).—First and Cup, J. W. Morris, Rochdale.

Second, B. Jarvis, Mansfield. Notts. Third. Duchess of Newca'^tle. Fourth.
W. F. Entwisle, Leeds. Fifth, J. W. Kelleway, Isle of Wight. Com-
mended. G. Smith, Dprbyshire ; Miss Crawiord; J. Crossland, jun , York-
shire ; R. ^wift, Southwell. Notts.
Game Bantam Cockerel (.\ny variety).—First. H. Shumach. South-

weU, Notts. Second. J. Crosland, jun. Third, R. Charlesworth, Man-
chester. Fourth, G. R. Davies, Cheshire.
Bantams (Any other variety) —First and Third. M. Leno, Dunstable,

Beds. Second,"Mcssr8. S. & R. Ashtou, Mottram, Cheshire.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, M. Farrand. Second, E. Leech, Rochdale.

Third. C. Chaloner.
Ducks (Rouen).-First, E. Leech. Second, C. Sidgwick. Third, C.

Chaloner.
Ducklings (Anv other variety).—First, Duchess of Newcastle. Second,

C. Chaloner, Third, G. Goodwin.
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Goslings.—First, Duchess of Xowcnstle. Second, C. Chalonor. Third,

H. Snvile. Notts. Highly Commended, C. Chaloner.
TcnKEYS—Pou/M.— First, Duchess of Newcastle. Second, Viscountess

Galway, Riiwtry. Third, Kev. W. H.MoUor. Hitfhiy Commcudod, H. Savile.

Ahy othkr Variety.—First and Third, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grovo End
Road, liondon. Seconil, Duchess of Newcastle. Highly Commended, C.

Chaloner.
Selling Class (Any hreed).—First. M. Famind. Second, C. Chaloner.

Third, M. Brookshmk. Manchester. ITiRhly Comnunih'd, Uov. G. Gilbert
(Buff Cochins) ; H. Savile. Commended, M. BrookMbank.

MANAGEMENT OP LONG-EARED RABBITS.
PEnnArs tlie following notes may be of some use to " In-

QCIREU" :
—

Rabbits must be kept warm, if you wish to produce long ears.

The hutches should not be too large, nor lofty, from 11 to

15 inches in lioight enoufjh.

The breeding-box should be supplied with plenty of soft hay
previous to the doe's kindling—that is, fill the box from the

floor to the ceiling.

After the doe has kindled some four or five days, select four

of the finest Babbits and destroy the others. Four or five

will grow much larger than seven or eight, the number a doe
often has.

Feed plentifully with oats, barlevmeal, peas, iSrc, and give the

doe and tlio young Rabbits plenty of green meat ; in fact, as

much as they can eat. The best I know is that weed of the

fields called sow lhi.=tle.

Keep the Rabbits warm, much depends on this. Hang a sack

or cloth at night over the front of the hutch. I have seen some
hutches glazed ; but this I do not recommend.
Keep the young Rabbits with the doe as long as she will

allow them to remain with her. When she becomes trouble-

some to the young ones, you can shut them in the breeding-box
at night, also for several hours in the day, letting them out
occasionally. Being together, the heat causes the ears to in-

crease in length. You can stroke the ears lightly forward every

time you visit them. By so doing they will gain that position

so much admired in good lop-ears.

—

Spanish.

WHAT WILL BE THE RESULT?
Will you express your opinion on the following state of

things ? On the 2.5th of July a virgin queen led oS a swarm
;

she was seen to go out on the 28th, but soon returned in statu

quo ; on the 30th pollen was being carried in, so that I con-
cluded all was right.

When three weeks had expired I daily expected to see a
flight of young bees, but day after day I was disappointed,
though I had fed moderately, and pollen was continually carried

in. Twenty-six days after pollen was first seen to be taken in,

a young drone (I fancy about eighteen days old), was lugged
out alive ; it was small as though bred in a worker cell. Is

there hero a want of control over the spermatheeal organs, as

in the case related by Mr. Woodbury, so that I may look for

worker eggs to be laid when things have rigtited themselves ?

This result seems to be scarcely due to retarded impregnation,
for the hive will not admit of this. I want to keep the queen
if she is likely to prove a layer of worker eggs.—J. C.

[This is a case upon which we find it impossible to oflter an
opinion. All may yet come right, as in the cases to which you
refer as having been related by Mr. Woodbury, or the queen
may remain a virgin, and in that event will turn out a con-
firmed drone-breeder. It is also just possible that the queen
may be defunct, and that the diminutive drone may be the off-

spring of a fertile worker ; but this contingency is much more
unlikely than either of the others.]

LIGURIANISING AN APIARY—REMEDY FOR
THE STING OF A BEE.

I A3I greatly obliged to " A Devonshire Bee-keeper," for

the trouble he has taken to answer my questions so fully on
the above subject. At the same time I tl;;uk he makes the
operation of substituting queens in bar-hives appear more
difficult than need be. I have this season removed three
queens and substituted fresh ones in their place without any
mishap, and without half the precautions he seems to think
necessary. I hope our " Devonshire " friend will not feci

aggrieved at a, " beginner " advancing any theory in opposition
to his own, as I am sure he is anxions to aimphfy all operations

(

with bees as much as possible.

I had better state my plan of operating, and the success

attending it, and leave others to try whether it is simply a
matter of luck or not. I received my first Ligurian queen on
the Ist July, having formed an artificial swarm the day before

by taking a brood-comb out of No. 4, and placing it in No. 6
(both Woodbnry-hives), which was then placed upon the stand

occupied by No. 1, the latter being removed. " A Devoxsiiirb

Bek-keepeu" advised I should "immerse the queen in liquid

honey," and then " drop her into the hive among the bees

thrC'Ugh the hole at the top," as being the likeliest method to

insure .success. Somehow I could not fancy this plan, and
did not wish needlessly to endanger the life of her Ligurian

majesty, and I knew from experience the bees I wished her to

reign over were regular "Tartars," so I placed perforated zinc

over the hole in the top of the hive, and then put the little box
in which she was sent on one end (having removed the lid),

and a bell-glass over it, so that I could see what was going on.

After awhile I allowed four or five bees to come up, but soon

the queen was seized by one of them, and would have been
killed perhaps had I not interfered. I then waited for some
time aud tried again (having in the meantime left them over

the hole as above mentioned), then I admitted six or eight

bees from below ; but after a few minutes had elapsed two of

them seized her and tried to inflict a mortal wound, aud I had
to cut one of them in two to rescue her, and even then it held

so fast I had to remove both together. After this I thought

the safest plan would be to turn the box bottom upwards over

the hole, aud allow them to fiaternise through the perforated

zinc, as recommended in " Bee-keepiug for the Many." I

did so, and late in the evening again placed the box on end as

before, and allowed a number of bees to ascend, when they

behaved in a more civilised manner, and fraternised with the

Ligurian worker's, who seemed to cling together about their

queen as though jealous of evil. However, as all seemed
peaceable and they set up a joyful hum, I left them for the

night. In the morning they seemed all right in the box ; but

the poor workers who, tired of their confinement, ventured

out of the hive, were seized by the guards, stung, and cast out

by dozens, while those in the box seemed quite on friendly

terms with their black relatives ; but I believe every Ligurian

which left the hive was slain. The queen never leaving it

proved to be safe.

This was my first attempt. The others were far more easy

and simple, and equally, nay, more successful, as I not only

saved the queen in each case, but also the lives of her entire

body-guard, the whole of the workers sent with them being

preserved, and regularly up to the present time taking their

place of duty among the other busy labourers. And these

latter ones were added, not to artificial swarms, but to stocks

whose queens were previously taken from them.

I received them late in the evening of the 2-lth ultimo. On
the 25th I removed the queens from Nos. 4 and 5, and placed

the boxes over the hole in the top of the hives, having pre-

viously removed the lids and placed perforated zinc in their

stead, and also sprinkled both these and the bees in the hive

with peppermint-scented syrup, and rubbed it well upon the

zinc. The same evening (not " four or five days afterwards "),

before they would think of forming royal cells, having had the

new queen in communication with them all day, I turned the

box on its end, placed a bell-glass over, and allowed the bees to

ascend. All seemed agreeable, ao I turned the box over again

and left them. On the 2Gth I simply removed the perforated

zinc from the other and allowed them to mingle, they set up a

loud hum and I left them. On the 29th I examined both

stocks, and found the new queens all right and busy laying

eggs, and the workers were all right too, much to my gratifi-

cation.

In another case of substitution, it was one of the black

queens I removed from one of the above stocks. She was a

very fine young one I had artificially raised, and so I resolved

to remove the old one from No. 3, as I could find no eggs iu

the combs, and place her there instead. I simply removed the

old one, then put some of the s.yrup upon the young one with a

feather, and placed her at once upon a comb iu the midst of

her new subjects. And I saw her yesterday all right and busy

laving eggs.

The above I submit is better than placnig the queen in a

cage for two or three days, and is far more simple and ea--y for

" beginners," and will, I hope, induce them to try aud be re-

solved to overcome any seeming difficuliies iu the way. I

thought if the scented syrup was ppod fjr uniting; stocks or

swarms, why not for uniting queens to strange stocks?
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I do not Bee in any of the bee books any efficient and easily-

applied remedy for the sting of a bee. I beard of one the other

day from a friend of mine, at once simple, cheap, and effectual,

and it is generally near at band, too, and that is good vinegar.

I have never seen it mentioned before, but I venture to say, if

your readers will try it, they will need no other remedy.

—

J. E. J.

[I was just as fortunate as your correspondent with the first

Ligurian queens which I imported, and like him felt confident

of continued success. Caution is, however, born of experience,

and the advice given by me in page 188 is the result of eight

years' practice, embracing some hundreds of operations, varied

in almost every conceivable manner.
Young bees receive a strange queen much more readily than

old ones, and for this reason an Italian queen may be given
to a small swarm or nucleus formed in the manner advised by
me in " our .Journal " of the 11th of April last, with a good
chance of her being accepted. Immersing the alien queen in

liquid honey, and then dropping her into the hive at the top is

an American plan, and by no means a bad one. When adopted
with a nucleus consisting only of ymmr] bees, I regard its success

as tolerably certain, and being also simple and easy, I recom-
mended it to " .J. R. J."

Vinegar is probably just as good as a great many other re-

puted remedies for bee stings.—A Detonbhire Bee-zeeper.]

NOTES OF EXPERIENCE IN BEE-KEEPING.
Several times during this bee-season have I been on the

point of writing you with regard to its extraordinary nature,
but have not done so, wishing to hear from others in different

parts of the country whether their bees had been similarly
affected as mine.

I consider it as a whole never to have been a worse year.
Unquestionably, as regards swarming, or rather want of it, it

has been with me most remarkable. As regards honey, I

should say that in this neighbourhood (Blackheath), from the
2oth of June to the 14th of .July inclusive, when the limes were
in full blossom, I rarely remember a better collection, the
weather having been most favourable (a moist warmth, with a
good deal of electricity in the air), causing the blossoms to yield
large quantities of honey, the atmosphere being at times quite
oppressive with its perfume ; but with the exception of those
lew days both before and afterwards till the lOtli of Augnst,
there has been no storing up of food ; in fact, all cells not sealed
np were gradually becoming emptied ; but on the 11th July,
np to that excessively hot day (14ih of August), and at intervals
to the 25th of August, they again began to collect from the
white clover, and many ceDs were completed and closed.

I really think it takes upwards of a quarter of a century for

a bee-keeper thoroughly to understand the different phases of
bee-keeping, and to complete the cycle of bee years ; for I never
remember any season more perplexing, even to veteran ama-
teurs, let alone those unfortunate beings who may, perhaps, for

the first time have commenced with one or two stocks in the
spring. For their consolation let it be known that a certain
party has kept bees more than twenty five years, and never
remembers such a year as this. One thing I have learnt—viz.,

that Ligurian bees beat the ordinary black bees hollow ; the
stock I bad of my friend Mr. Woodbury last year is the only
hive which swarmed, and that twice, out of eleven hives with
which I began the spring. The queen's extraordinary fecundity
is such that she soon fills the hive with workers. Then, again,
her progeny have such activity, spirit, and dash in them that
they are always the first at work, even on a bad morning.
Look at the entrance—no loitering ; in and out like rockets,
yellow-coated fellows vigorously flapping in regular lines,

through which the workers pass with wonderful activity, and
evidently "meaning business."

I have also learnt that a hybrid race from a Ligurian queen
impregnated by a common drone has the same extraordinary
vigour, and the queen the same wonderful fecundity, for the
hive from which the old Ligurian queen swarmed is as full of
bees as most of the other hives which have never swarmed at
all, and this after having swarmed twice !

I have this year again proved the duration of the life of the
working bee in the summer season. I then proved it to be in
no case more than two months, and owing to the young virgin
Ligurian queen having been impregnated by a common drone
between the 19tb and 24th of June, and the hybrids manifestly
appearing in numbers abont the 20th to the 25th of July, I

was at once enabled to see the distinction between them and tlie

old Ligurian workers left behind when the old queen swarmed,
These latter entirely disappeared about the 20th of August,
as there could have been no pure Ligurian eggs laid since

the 9th of June, when the old queen left the hive. Up to the
first week of August I used to see now and then a pure Ligu-
rian, but in that woebegone, draggled, ragged-winged condition
denoting hard work and old age ; these were rapidly eliminated
by their more juvenile brethren, and now I do not find one.

As early as the 13th of May two of my most favoured stocks

began every cold morning to turn out drone brood, and this

continued, more or less, in all my hives (except the Ligurian),

until about the 25th of June, when the limes beginning to

blossom, and the warm weather setting in, they gave it up for

a more profitable occupation. So certain was I that this early

drone-killing would hinder swarming, that in most cases as it

occurred I at once put on supers for honey-storing, taking the
risk of the queen laying her eggs therein. My usual time for

this in ordinary years being about the 10th of June, I have
never been wrong in taking it as a certain sign of non-swarm-
ing when a hive at any season turns out their drone brood.

The unusually cold and sunless May and June was undoubtedly
the cause of this early slaughter this season, and there can be
no question that it had an equal effect in retarding worker
egg-laying by the queen.

I never remember the white clover blossoming, or continuing
to blossom, so late in July and August as during the present
year. In ordinary times it begins to open with us about the
28th of June, and is all over by about the end of July at latest.

I did not see any till the cth of July; and on the 15th of

August it was in full blossom all over the fields and in great

abundance, and did not fail the bees for at least ten days later.

Altogether it has been a most anomalous season, and one I

hope never to see again.

Did ever any of your correspondents keep what I call a
" swarm barometer?" It is simply a hive or two which have
had comb cut out, all excepting two or three small pieces at

the top. These I generally keep some little distance away from
the apiary ; and almost invariably when any of my hives are

about to swarm, I have notice of the same at least a week
beforehand. In the case of the Ligurians this year I was fore-

warned of both my swarms by the fussy dodging in and out of

these " empties " by the yellow-coated fellows. On the swarms
taking place these are immediately neglected. I have had
them taken possession of direct by a swarm several times, so

it is as well not to have them in the middle of the apiary for

fear of a scrimmage. My first Ligurian swarm this year on
the 9th of June was so taken up with examining these " baro-

meters," that more than an hour after I had hived the swarm
and everything was quiet, all of a sudden they began to come
out, and at once I saw what they intended. The swarm had
settled about 40 feet from the apiary, and in a few minutes
a steady stream began to pour into one of these empty hives,

which had a small quantity of comb in it. I was not going to

be done in this way, as in the evening I intended to put them
into a Woodbury hive and the comb might have bothered me,
so I quietly whipped nii the hive into which they were pouring
and replaced it with luu hive into which they had first been
placed and which was now deserted, and they evidently did not

see the difference, for they just settled into it at once. I cannot
help thinking that in most cases with prime swarms, and
sometimes with second swarms, the bees look out for a suitable

habitation, and if fouud would, if left alone, proceed straight

to it after resting on a bush for an interval. As in the case

of the ordinary weather barometer, this '-swarm barometer'*
must not be implicitly relied upon ; but like its congener, with
other symptoms superadded it does afford indications which an
attentive observer should never neglect.

I write this on the 2nd of September, and it is only during

the last week that my Ligurians have ceased seaUng up cells

with honey—a thing unprecedented at this time of the year,

where heather does not exist.—A Blackheath'as.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Craven Poiti.try Show.—" The correspondent who sent you an ac-

count of the Craven Show, has made several mistakes—viz.. First prize
to Black Hamburghs was awarded to me, and not to Mr. Beldon ; also,

I obtained First itnd Second in Cochin-China chickens, Mr. R. Smith
getting nothing.

—

Charles Sidgwick, Ryddleiden Hall, KeifihUy."

Skipton Poultry Show.—"You say in Do'-ks, Any other variety, Mr.
Beldon was first, which is a mistake, ns both first and second were
awarded to me.—Jas. Dixon, North Park, Brad/i/rd,"
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haps, by a mere handful of bedding plants, then I would not

hesitate to use them with a very free hand.

In mentioning the bine KauUussia I am reminded of Ana-

gallis Monelli, a blue half-hardy herbaceous plant, which

another of your correspondents recommended to me last spring

for bedding. Never having seen it usad for that purpose, with

some trouble I obtained half a dozen plants, and put them out,

but have not yet had a dozen flowers upon the whole of them.

It is, however, an old favourite with many, and a really beauti-

ful thing for pot-culture in a greenhouse.—AYESHinE Gabdkner.

and in themselves constitute what is usually termed a species ;

that they differ only in the Peach and Nectarine having a
greater development of more succulent cellular tissue in the
envelope of the fruit than the Almond has ; and that the ruit

of the Nectarine differs from that of the Peach in having a
smooth instead of a downy skin, and as these characteristics

are so variable that each has been discovered on trees of the
other without artificial hybridisation, we are led to the con-
chision that they are mere varieties of one more fixed form

—

the Almond, and, consequently, may readily be expected to

cross the one with the other.—H.

SEEDLING PEACHES AND NECTARINES.
Early in August we had the privilege of tasting some of the

early kinds of Peaches raised at Sawbndgeworth. The very

early kinds were past as they had ripened in the middle of .July,

but some few of what may be called the second series were

ripe. And here we have to notice a curious physiological fact

—

nearly all the seedling Peaches and Nectarines have a smack of

the Stanwick Nectarine flavour. This is not only the case with

those purposely crossed with that sort, but nearly all the others,

as if the pollen of this foreign variety possessed some peculiar

vigour, so as to impregnate to a certain extent all the blossoms

in the house.

Not only is it by the direct crossing or the influence of the

pollen communicated in other ways, that the Stanwick has
infused its flavour into the first produce from the cross, but
even in the second and third generations is this influence ex-

hibited, even where direct crossing has not been practised. Ml
through these new varieties of Peaches and Nectarines which
Mr. Eivers has been so fortunate in raising does this flavour of

the Stanwick pervade, with all the persistence of a subtile

essence.

We were particularly attracted by the following—a seedling

Elruge Nectarine rather larger than its parent, and ripening at

the same time, is a veritable Stanwick Elruge, so strong is

the combination of flavours. A Peach raised from Eivers's

Orange Nectarine, had the most exquisite flavour— a combi-
nation of the Stanwick and the Pitmaston Orange Nectarine.

A seedling Early York Peach, with glandular leaves, had also a

mixture of the Stanwick Nectarine with the peculiar and de-

licious flavour of the Early York Peach ; and a very remark-
able early Nectarine raised from the Early Albert Peach,
seemed to be most original in its combination of the Peach and
Stanwick Nectarine flavour. Many other novelties presented
themselves araopg some hundreds of seedlings, to such an ex-

tent that Mr. Kivers finds it difficult to select the kinds most
deserving of cultivation. He has, however, as a general rule,

resolved to bring out and name only those kinds that are very
early and late, or any seedling like the glandular Noblesse and
glandular Early York Peaches, that have all the fine qualities

of the parents with an improved habit.

We were much interested in the curious effect of one cross.

Some three or four years since Mr. T. F. Rivers fertilised the
flowers of the Leopold Peach (a late sort with large pale flowers)

with the pollen of the Chinese Double Crimson Peach, pre-

\riously removing the stamens from the blossoms of the former.

The efftjct is very remarkable. The flowers of the seedling are

large, single, and of the colour of the Leopold, with no crimson
tint, the only feature that attracted attention being the fine,

stout, Camellia-like petals, and regular cup-shaped corolla. It

is, therefore, most curious and interesting to find all the fruit

on the tree of the same form, size, and nature as those given

by the Double Crimson Chinese Peach, being compressed and
pointed, with but little pulp—in fact, more like an Almond than
a Peach. Such a remarkable effect of the power of the male
parent in changing the nature of a fruit only, leaving no trace

of its form in the leaves and flowers, is a physiological fact,

perhaps worthy of record.

From this, and from what we have already stated with respect
to the influence of the pollen of the Stanwick Nectarine, and
also from what we know of other instances of hybridisation, we
learn that the more distinct either of the parents is in any of

their characteristics, the more apparent will be the effect on
the progeny. It would be instructive if Mr. T. F. Rivers were
to reverse the experiment, and see what the result of the pollen
sf Leopold Peach would be on the Double Crimson.
But after all, when we examine the subject physiologically,

there is nothing so remarkable in this result of hybridisation
as at first sight appears. When we consider that the Almond,
the Poach, and the Nectarine, are all mere forms of each other, I

CULTIVATION OF VIOLETS IN POTS.
To have Violets, '-deep blue Violets— April's loveliest coro-

nets," with certainty and at an earlier season, they are grown
in pits and frames when the flowers only are the object, and
in pots for decorative purposes in the greenhouse and the con-
servatory. On this latter mode of culture I now tender a few
hints, hoping to meet the requirements of more than one of

your readers.

After the plants have flowered they will, under favourable
circumstances, commence growth, and send out runners in all

directions. To encourage the rooting of the runners a few
good waterings should he given, especially if the weather prove
dry during the early part and during May, and the last week in

April or first in May an inch of fine and moderately rich soil

should be placed around the old plants, and for some distance
all around them, as this benefits the old, and secures the better

and more speedy rooting of the new plants or runners. When
the latter are nice little plants, with a moderate amount of root,

they should be detached from the old plants and be taken up
carefully, so as to preserve any roots they may have formed or

be in course of forming, and be potted into three-inch pots, using
a compost of loam from rotted turf two-thirds, and one-third
leaf mould or very decayed manure.

After potting they should be placed on ashes in a cold frame,
and a good watering given. The lights are then to be drawn
on close, and a mat or mats thrown over them to protect the

plants from the sun. The lights should be kept dosvn close,

and the plants be sprinkled overhead with water every morning
through a fine-rose watering-pot, the lights being drawn on as

before, and shade given from sun. In the course of a week the

plants will have commenced rooting into the soil, and the lights

should be tilted at the back and kept open until 'i or 4 p.m.,

when a gentle watering overhead may be given and the lights

drawn on close, the mats being continued over the lights until

the sun's power is lessened, or until 6 p.m., when they are to

be withdrawn. This is to be continued for ten days or a fort-

night, increasing the openings caused by the tilting of the
lights from a little to a considerable, or their full extent by the

fortnight's end, lessening the shade by degrees, but not so

much so as to cause the plants to flag, and keeping the soil

moist, but not so wet as to become sodden, and sprinkling

overhead in the morning to maintain a moist atmosphere.
Under the above treatment the plants will be established in

a fortnight or three weeks, and become capable of enduring
sunshine without flagging. The lights are then to he drawn
down, and kept off day and night, the plants being watered
overhead very morning early, and again in the evening, unless

the weather be showery, when it will be unnecessary. The
soil of the pots should also be examined, and any that are dry
be watered.

Under such conditions the plants will grow vigorously, and
by the end of June have filled the pots with roots. They may
then be repotted into pots i\ inches in diameter, in a compost
of rather strong loam from turves a few months old, and very

old manure or leaf mould (two-thirds loam and one-third leaf

mould or manure). Good drainage is an essential, and a sprink-

ling of half-inch bones over it will not be lost upon the plants.

The plants should be kept well supplied with water, and be

watered overhead every evening during dry hot weather with

soot water, made by placing a peck of soot in a hogshead and
pouring thirty gallons of rain water over it, stirring it well up,

and allowing it to stand a few days to clear. An east or west

aspect is the best of positions, and a warm south dry aspect

worst of all for the plants. The pots may be three parts

plunged in coal ashes and placed on a bed of the ssme, allowing

sufficient space between the pots for the growth of their foliage,

and to expose it fully to light and air. The runners should be
kept closely stopped up to July.
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Under favourable circamstances the plants will gro-v and
spread mncii. It is well not to restrain their spreading much,
but to allow them to grow at will until the commenoemeut of

September, when all runners should be removed ; and their

removal at this season will tend to the increased vigour of the

main plant, and the danger of a gross growth bo thereby

obviated; whilst the removal of all superfluous growths will

tend to the perfection of the growth and the formation of a

well-developed crown through the freer exposure to air and
Ught.

Early in October the plants should be repotted into pots

(i Inches in diameter, using a compost of rather strong loam
from rotted turves two-thirds, and one-third leaf mould or old

cow or sheep dung, and to every peck of this compost adding

a quart of half-iuch bones. The compost should be broken
and made rather Hue, and the plants (being turned out of the

pots), need not have any of the old soil removed, nor the ball

interfered with in any way, except to remove the pieces of pot

used for drainage, leaving the sprinkling of bones at the bottom,

and loosening the sides of the ball a. little with the hand.

Good drainage being provided, a few half-inch bones over it is

a good thing ; and the removal of the surface soil if at all over-

grown with moss (being replaced with fresh soil), will induce
fresh growth. The soil should be made rather firm around
the ball, but tight potting is not to bo practised in its strict

sense. After potting the plants should have a good watering,

and be placed in a cold frame in a warm sunny situation,

affording them a slight shade for a few days if the days are

bright and the sun powerful, until they become ettablished.

The pots should bt.; placed on coal ashes. Notwithstanding
that the plants are placed in a frame, it is desirable that they

have abundance of iiir ; no more water than sufficient to keep
the soil moist, but under no circumstances wet ; no further

use being made of the lights than to afford them protection

from heavy rains and frost. In frosty weather the lights

should be drawn on, and a covering of mats given in addition

to that of the glass ; and during wet mild weather the lights

should be diawu on, but they should be tilted at the back.

Thus treated the plants will be tine and strong, and many
of them shuwing evidence of bloom by November. The most
promising may then bo taken into the greenhouse, and be
placed near the glass in a cool airy situation, care being taken
not to overwater, as nothing is more baueful to Violets than a

sodden and sour soil ; at the same time it is necessary that

the soil be kept moist, aud that no water be given until the

soil becomes dry, then enough given to show itself at the drainage.

A few plants draughted into the greenhouse from the frame
at intervals niU keep up a succession of plants for blooming,
and in a ruol airy position they will bloom for a great part of

the winter and early spring.

After blooming, the plants .should be planted out-doors,

having hardened them well off either in or out of the pots in

a bed of good rich soil, and about 1 ft.)Ot apart, in a rather

shaded yet open situation, where they should be well supplied

with water, and be frequently watered overhead. Any choice

kinds may liave the protection of a frame, being potted towards
the close of April into four-inch pots after the reduction of the

ball and the removal of most of the old soil, keeping them
rather close and shaded for a few days until they recover the

potting, after which they are to bo treated in the same manner
as described previously for runners, transferring them to their

blooming pots in September, and, moving to a frame at that

season, they will bloom much more surely than younger plants
and during greater part of autumn and winter.

There are other and more simple moans of growing Violets

for blooming in pots. The runners are taken otT when suffi-

ciently rooted, which is usually at the close of May or early in

June, and planted in an open situation iu ground wuU dug and
otherwise properly prepared by the addition of leaf mould or

thoroughly decomposed manure, but not so much of the last

as to make the soil very rich, as when this is the case the
plants grow luxuriant more than sturdy, which is essential for

a well-developed head or crown. They may be planted in lines

15 inches apart, and '.) to 12 inches from plant to plant. They
are best planted in showery weather ; or, if the weather be dry,

a slight shade given from bright sun and watering will be
beneficial and necessary. The after-tieatment is keeping the
soil well stirred between the roots, the giving of water during
dry periods, and the removal of all suckers and runners ; but
it is not well to keep the latter very (closely cropped off, as by
allowing them to grow to some extent the plants will the sooner
became established, and form a better root aud head. The

runners therefore should be allowed to grow for a time, and
then remove all close. And this holds good through the season.
Allow the runners to grow some length, but do not allow them
to root nor to grow until they cannot be distinguished from
the original plants, for that is going to the opposite extreme.
Early in October the plants may be taken tip with a ball and
be potted iu pots that are of a size sulficient to hold them
comfortably. After potting a good watering should be given,

and the plants placed in a cold frame, keeping them rather

close and shaded for a few days until they recover the potting
;

afterwards they cannot have too much air nor light, with pro-

tection from frost and cold heavy rains. It is hardly necessary
to add they will be in a fit state for placing in a cool house by
November, and with a very moderate amount of forcing they
will flower at an early season—a succession being kept up by
placing more within the house at intervals of a fortnight or
three weeks, or longer or shorter intervals, according to the
demand.

It is not unusual to apply the term " Forcing" to cultivation

of Violets in pots. Now, Violets are of all plants that I know
most impatient of heat, and none are sooner injured by it.

To bring on Violets rapidly is only seeking a tuft of leaves and
a show of buds that turn yellow but do not form flowers.

They should not, therefore, be subjected to a high temperature.
A cool greenhouse from which frost is no more than excluded
is a sufficient excitement to begin with ; and at no time ought
the temperature to exceed 45° to 50° at night, and not that

until the plants have been a fortnight, or from that to a month
(the longer the better), in a cool house. The lightest and
most airy situation and close to the glass is the best place for

them. They ought not to be at a greater distance from the
glass than 15 inches, aud need not be nearer than '.' inches.

Prior to placing the plauts in the greenhouse or other house

I
the pots should be clean washed, the surface of the soil stirred,

with a piece of wood removing any moss, and adding a little

fresh soil if necessary. All the old and yellow leaves should
be nipped off; aud any that show traces of red spider should
bo dusted on the under side with a powder formed by mixing
equal quantities of dry soot and flowers of sulphur together.

Violets are very subject to attacks of red spider both in the
open air and under glass. The preventive is to keep them
well supplied with water, and to paint the inside of the frame
or pit with a mixture of soot and sulphur brought to the con-

sistency of cream with water. The worst infested leaves should
be nipped off, and the others dusted with soot and sulphur in

equal parts.

•Mildew is occasionally troublesome. The leaves most at-

tacked should bo nipped off, and the whole of the plants be
dusted with flowers of sulphur.—G. Abbey,

EXHIBITION ROSES FOR IRELAND.
" W. H. JI." wishes me to name from forty to fifty varieties

for dwarfs and for exhibition, for the banks of the Shannon.
He says, " The average rainfall is H't inches, and the soil is

cold, with a gravelly subsoil." Under such circumstances I re-

commend the Manetti stock, and such Roses as are hardy and
free bloomers.

Acbille Gouod. Alfred Colomb, Anna Alexieff, Baron Adolpbe
de liothschild, Baronne Prevost, Caroline de Sansal, Charles
hetobvre, Charles llouillard, Comte de Naiiteuil, Comtesse
Cliabrillant, Ur. Andry, Due de Cuzes, Duke of Wellington,
Euai'ne Verdier, Francois Lacharme, Gabriel Peyronny, Gloire

de Vitry (own roots), .Tolin Hopper, Jules Margottin, Lady
Sufiield, La Duchesse de Morny, La Ville de St. Denis, J^ord

Mscaulay, Madame Boutin, Madame C. Crapelet, ^ladame Boll,

Madame C. Wood, JIadame Clemeuce Joi>;neaux, Madame
Julie Daran, Madame Freeman, Madame Moreau, Madame
Victor Verdier, Marechal Vaillant, Marguerite de St. Amand,
Maurice Bernardin, Monsieur de Montigny, Pierre Netting,

Prince Camille de Ilohan, Senateur Vaisse, Souvenir de Dr.
Jumain, Vicomte Vigier, Victor Verdier, W. Griffiths, Baron
Gonella, Baronne de Maynard, and Marguerite Bonnet.

The following have been blooming splendidly on the Manetti

stock here—Scrur des Anges, Duchesse d'Orleans, Madame
Vidot, and Madame Kivers. They are superb here, but I must
leave them "an open question." Yellow Roses are essential

for a good show-box. I recommend Gloire de Dijon, C61ine
Forestier, Triomphe de Rennes, and Mait'chal Niel. The
following Tea Itoses, when well grown, will greatly help to-

wards a prize, they are most beautiful Roses:—Adam, De-
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vonieusis, MaJame Willermoz, Souvenir d'un Ami, and
Souvenir d'Elise.

In furtlier reply, for his cold land, guano is better than
ground bones ; for hot burning soils bones are very good.

Superphosphate and nitropbosphate are good for Koses put on
at any time. Fresh cow manure is the best of all.—W. F.

Radclyffe.

VINES AND VINE BORDERS—NATURAL
TEMPERATURES.

So near to us as eastern France, a basin of the pulp of the
Grape and a slice of brown bread is often a most acceptable

meal to the weary pedestrian. Not only in France, but in

Spain and Portugal, wherever the soil is too strong or gravelly,

too poor or too steep for ordinary cultivation, the Vine becomes
the chief support of the husbandman, and the juice of the

Grape is as much a necessary of life to the Vine-dresser as

milk is to an EngUsh peasant iu a dairy district. If a tropical

heat and a rich soil were so necessary to the Vine, Palestine

would not have been so celebrated for its vineyards. Its rocky
hills and stony valleys were covered with the Vine, the Fig,

and the Olive ; its plains with Wheat and with Barley. It was
a land flowing with milk and honey because of its teeming
population and the peculiarity of its climate.

I have given some idea what this climate is from March to

September, let us now see what effect it has upon the Vine
when the work of the wine-press is over. The hills and valleys

of Canaan remain the same in their physical condition as when
Joshua and his companions rested in the valley of Eshcol on
their return to the camp at Kadesh. The rains are still as

abundant as when the swollen river of Kishon swept away the
host of Sisera. It is these rains that, falling in tke autumn
upon a soil warmed by three months of a rainless summer, pro-

duce such an astonishing growth iu the vineyards. The bark
of the spring shoots splits open to make room for the layers of

new wood, which continue to be deposited till the buds, which
were bare and iiiromiuent in September, become nearly fiat,

owing to the increase in the circumference of the shoot, when
the gradually decreasing temperature causes the leaves to fall

in December.
A continuous growth of nine months, year after j'ear, soon

makes the Vine assume the proportions of a timber tree.

Chardin mentions some with trunks almost too large for a man
to encompass with his arms. One month after losing their

leaves the Vines of Palestine, growing within five hundred
miles of the tropics, begin to feel the power of the ascending
sun ; and although their advance is but slow, still there is an
advance similar to that which may be observed iu the Honey-
suckle in the months of January and February iu our own
country. During seven months of the year the hills of Judaea
are subject to heavy rains. For three months more they are
refreshed by dews so copious, that Mauudrell says, " We were
instructed by experience what the holy psalmist means by the
' dew of Hermon,' our tents being as wet with it as if it had
rained all night." In this climate the Apricot, the Peach, and
the Plum grow with as much vigour as the Vine, and the latter

may be seen side by side v;ith the Hawthorn and the Laurel.
I have said that the Vine iu the valley of Eshcol begins its

growth iu March. The amateur Vine-grower adopting Mr.
Thomson's treatise for a guide will start his Tines about the
same time. As soon as the shoots are half an inch long he
will withhold all moisture, except in the form of vapour.
When the bunches are in tlower (about seven weeks after the
bursting of the buds), the temperature will have to be main-
tained at from 70° to 9.5°. After the ripening of the Grapes
all second growths are to be removed, and the Vines allowed to

go to rest. Under this treatment the Vine ripens its fruit iu
seventeen weeks, during ten of which it is subject to the ex-
citing temperatures of the tropics, supplemented by an addi-
tional daily excitement of six hours more daylight than tropical
plants can possibly receive. In seven months the Vines would
be at rest, and from October to March—a period of five months,
they would remain iu an iuactive, torpid, and injurious condi-
tion. If planted in a well-drained inside border they would
receive three waterings. If the roots were in an outside border
aslight mulching would keep them sufficiently moist.
Now, the rainfall in countries having the same temperatures

as those recommended by Mr. Thomson varies from 6 to

12 feet ; and the temperature of the earth at 1 foot from the
surface is equal to the mean temperature of the air.

—

{Botissiii-

.gault in the "Annates de Ghemie et df Physiqac") Von

Humboldt has given the mean temperature of the earth at

Guayaquil at 78.80° Fah., and that of the air at 78 08° Fah.
At Zupia the temperatures are 70-70° Fah. and 7l)-70° Fah.
respectively. A Vine iu Guayaquil and another grown accord-

ing to the recommendations of Mr. Thomson, would ha.Te

equal advantages in regard to atmospheric heat ; but there
would be a ditlerence iu the temperatures of the soils surround-
ing their roots of nearly 20° Fah.

I hope Mr. Thomson will not think I oppose his book from
any prejudice against what he has written. I am anxious to

obtaiu all the information I can about the cultivation of the
Vine, but I am utterly unable to understand Mr. Thomson's
treatise. But I can assure Mr. Thomson that if I believed

rest would restore to the Vine its exhausted energies—if I be-

lieved iu Btored-up sap available for the support of the Vine
before root-action commences, I should be perfectly prepared
to defend my own statements.—H. S.

STORING POTATOES.
What is the best treatment after a severe attack of disease ?

Divers and contradictory are the recommendations one gets

here, and all based on the most conclusive experience ! More
especially are the opinions opposed as to the time store Pota-
toes should remain in the ground before they are taken up,
say such sorts as Kegents, Flukes, Eocks, &c.

—

Coenubh.

[Long experience and inquiry justify us iu recommending
that Potatoes are best preserved if placed in alternate layers

with dry sand in a cold dry cellar or outhouse. On similar

grounds we recommend Potatoes to be taken up for storing
during dry weather' immediately the leaves have died to a con-
siderable extent. Leaving the ripe tubers in the soil, exposed
to vicissitudes of temperature and wet, is the most effective

mode of inducing disease.]

HOTBEDS.
A COKEESPONUEXT of the Times, who has lately visited France,

strongly recommends our imitating the French practice of

placing frames on the ground and surrounding them with
dung, instead of placing them as we now do upon the dung.
Now, in the French system, the upper surface of the dung is

used as a path between the rows of frames, and is about a
yard wide. It will, probably, be somewhat under a yard deep.

So where the frames are few, and these well covered-in on
four sides, there cannot be much saving in the article of dimg

;

and as to heat, the system proceeds on the supposition that

heat does not exert its chief force vertically, but laterally,

which is contrary to ordinary experience. The upper side of

the French beds must be perpetually cooled by raius and
evaporation, while ours are under glass. Moreover, our elevated

sides, like the sub-tropical mounds, receive the rays of the
sun. The only fact adduced in proof of the superiority of the
French system is, that they ripen Melons freely, although the
glass is removed during the last process of ripening ; but this

may be attributed rather to the French sun, for according to

Loudon, the Melon succeeds in the open air in latitude 43°,

and, therefore, Paris is only 5° .50' north of the point where
artificial aid maj' be dispensed with altogether.—G. S.

WHITE MARSEILLES AND DE LA MADELEINE
FIGS.

The Fruit Committee of the Horticultural Society, 3rd of

September, tasted the White Marseilles and the De la Made-
leine together. The latter is described, but the description

would suit the White Marseilles exactly. It has hitherto been
considered that the two names were synonymes of the same
variety, and it would be satisfactory to learn whether such be

not the case. The general descriptions of White Genoa and
Bourjassotte Blanche are so similar, that when the Committee
pass in review these fruits, it is hoped that they will come to

some ditermination of this point also.—G. S.

[White Marseilles and De la JIadeleine are quite distinct,

the latter being synonymous with Angelique. The difference

between the two is in the fruit of the former being rather above
medium size, rounded, skiu pale green, flesh greenish white;

while that of the latter is smaller, flattened like an Onion,

skin clear yellow or straw-eoloured, flesh pale under the skin,
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tinged witb clear rose towards the centre. The foliage of Do
la Madeleine ia also very distinct, being nearly entire, but
much serrated or toothed, and wavy in outline, j

VIOI..V CORNUT.V AND VIOL.\ LUTEA.
I WISH for information about the lasting qualities of Viola

cornuta. From statements made from time to time in the

Journal by >Ir. Wills, Mr. Bennett, and others, I was led to

believe it to be a good beddmg plant ; consequently I procured

some cuttings in September of last year, struck them, kept

them in a cold frame all winter, nnd planted them out in May
with the other bedding plants. They began to bloom imme-
diately, and contioued to do so, so that I was so pleased with

it that I have taken cuttings from the plants, also picked all

the seed-pods as they ripened, to increase my stock for next

summer ; but to my dismay, about the 2(Hli of August the

(lowers on them began to be fewer, and they almost ceased

blooming by the Ist of September; and now (the 10th), they

are in the same state—not one bloom in a foot all over the

bed. Now, I want to know if this Viola usually ceases bloom-
ing thus early ? If so, I shall discard it altogether as a bedding
plant, for it mars the whole, all the other bedders being in

gaiety—I mean Lobelias, Purplo King and other Verbenas,
Calceolarias, and various Pelargoniums. I should have said

mine is Mr. Bennett's variety, as it came from Osbertou Hall.

Do you know if tho Viola lutea is lasting in blooming ?—
DonsET.

' I have not found Viola cornuta to cease flowering on any
occasion, whether the weather has been wet or dry, hot or cold,

during the summer and autumn months. No doubt tho sudden
failure complained of by " Dorset " is owing to the want of

food. Tlie plant, being such a free and profuse bloomer, natu-

rally requires plenty of food in the shape of manure to sustain

it. The way to have it in full beauty all through the summer
is to make the ground it is to be planted in very rich with

manure, trench the beds over in tho autumn to the depth the

soil is good, place at the bottom of every trench about 2 inches

of good manure, and, after the soil has been treuched over in

this way, to spread some leaf soil or well-decayed manure over

the surface of the bed ; then with a good digging-fork mi:; it

up with the surface soil. This will encourage rapid growth
soon after the plants have been put out. The manure placed

in the bottom of the beds will supply the plants with food later

on in tho summer and autumn. It " DonsET " and otlier

correspondents of " our Journal " will only take this trouble

in preparing their beds before pLinting-out time arrives another
year, thoy will have the satisfaction of seeing this gem of the

flower garden constantly in bloom from April to the middle or

end of October. When the soil is light and sandy, and shallow,

in dry seasons it is absolutely necessary to carry out the deep-

trenching system recommended above ; and instead of placing

only two inches of manure at the bottom, it will be necessary

to put it in four or six inches deep ; and if there is a long
continuance of dry weather frequent waterings will be required,

sometimes with manure water. In watering, the plants should
not be watered through a rose as is sometimes done, but the

water should be carefully convoyed to the plants by means of

a small water-pot without the rose on. The beds by these
means can be well soaked without spoiling the plants' beauty.

I have had letters from all quarters complaining of the
failure of Mr. Bennett's variety ; and with all due respect, I

must beg to differ from him as to what he has lately said about
the two varieties. I maintain that it does not require any one
with nice discrimination to detect any difference between the

two vaiieties Mauve Queen and Purple Queen, even when
Mr. Bennett's favourite is growing in a favourable situation

—

namely, where the plants are protected from the direct rays of

the sun. In such a position Purple Queen is a gem, but from
my experience of it this season, and from the numerous letters

I have received, I am led to believe that it will not give satis-

faction in a situation fidly exposed to the sun. In a letter I

received a short time ago from Mr. Smith, of the Kew Botanic
Gardens, he tells mo that Purple Queen is constantly dying off,

and has to be replaced by other plants, which makes it look
ragged and uneven, whilst not a plant of Mauve Queen has
gone off. He says both have received the same treatment, and
Mauve Queen is admired by thousands. I mentioned some

. time ago that I planted in the spring a row of Mauve Queen
and a row of Purple Queen, a walk only dividing them; and
that they were both planted on the same day, in the same soil,

and nnder precisely tho same conditions. Mauve Queen soon
became beautiful, and has remained eo all through the season,

whilst Purplo Queen has been taken away and replaced by a
row of Mauve Queen. Tho remnant of the plants of Purple
Queen were then carefully planted in good prepared soil on a

north border ; but since then they have been rapidly dying
away, and now, out of about six hundred plants, there is not
a dozen healthy plants left. The position in which the two
rows were planted was fully exposed to the sun, facing the south.

About six weeks ago I received an invitation from Mr. Tyer-

man, of the Liverpool Botanic Gardens, to como and see the
Violas there. I went, and a most pleasing sight they were,

and well worth a long journey to see. There Mr. Bennett's
variety was in splendid condition ; but it was planted in a
moist pl.ace on the east side of a tall Thorn hedge. At the
back of it was a row of Mr. Tyerman's variety of montana in

splendid condition. In this shady position Mr. Bennett's

variety was quite at home, and the beautiful purplo shade of

its flowers was seen to great advantage in front of the fine row
of grey and mauve produced by Mr. Tyerman's montana. The
effect thus produced was very chaste and beautiful, and when
viewed from a little distance it was most pleasing ; bat on a nearer
inspection tho difference in the habits of the two varieties,

Mauve Queen and Purple Queen, could at once be seen. Mauve
Queen has a nice erect style of growth, whilst Purple Queen
has a more procumbent habit. The leaves are also rounder
and more deeply serrated on the edges. Purple Queen when
planted in rows or beds has a tendency to spread on the ground,

le.aving its centre naked, whilst Mauve Queen is constantly

pushing up young shoots from the centre, which are no sooner
formed than they are covered with their pretty mauve flowers

in great profusion.

In another part of the Botanic Gardens I saw a splendid

bed of Mr. Bennett's variety. This was in fine condition ; but,

like that described above, was partially shaded, and being near
a fountain which is constantly playing, was kept moist.

In another part of the garden, also partly shaded, Mr. Tyerman
has a group of beds all filled with Violas. Here were to be
seen Mauve Queen, Purple Queen, one or two varieties of cor-

nuta slightly differing in colour, also beds filled with the beau-
tiful V. lutea and V. lutea prandiflora, a seedling raised by Mr.
Tyerman from lutea, with flowers much larger, and altogether

a great improvement on lutea. There were also two beds of a
very pretty lively-looking seedling, which we named V. versi-

color. This I thought exceedingly pretty. There Mauve
(Jueen and Purple Queen were equally beantiful ; but the same
fault above .alluded to in Purple Queen was still apparent

—

namely, its showing in the centre of each plant too much space
that was not covered with flowers.

The beds of Viola lutea were magnificent. I may truly say
that this is the finest yellow bedding plant in cultivation. With
me it has been one complete mass of bloom all throngh the
season, and will undoubtedly continue so till the frost cuts the
young flowers off and prevents them opening. Lutea should
have the same preparation made for it as that recommended
for Mauve Queen. In a future communication I will state in

what arrangements lutea and cornuta will lonU well, and note
some other line plants I have seen at the Liverpool Botanic
Garden and elsewhere.—J. Wllls."

STRINGER & CO.'S P.KGEXERATOK.
I .iND many more of tUe readers of The Jocrnml or HoiiTi-

ccLTvr.E would be glad to know what the experience of those is

who have tried this article, which is advertised in your columns
as producing the most extraordinary effect on fruit trees—an
effect which I for one do not believe iu. What is the meaning
of, •' The Regenerator is introduced into the sap at the fall of

the leaf?"—Qcis.

[We have had a communication on the subject which Tve de-
eliucd to publish. Whatever the Regenerator and its effect

may be, the statement which you have quoted from the ad-
vertisement is simply nonsense. All communications on this
subject must be well authenticated, otherwise they will not be
inserted.

—

Kds. J. of H."

CORNWALL MYSTIC BARS.
YocR paper has of late contained some allusions to these

bars, as forming a superior kind of stile. Allow me who live
I in their midst, to point out that they are not a coutrivanee
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replete with advantage. Certain it ifl, that departed crinoline
suffered more with the usual steeple-chase type; but I can
assure you that the nocturnal pedestrian not having the ad-
vantage of any gas illumination in crossing these bars fixed at
different distances, bridging a gulf differing in depth from 1 to
£i feet, according to the exigencies of drainage, ifcc, has every
faciiity ol'fered him for experiencing the sensation of passing
down a shaft with an abrupt termination, accompanied by an
ampJe removal of cuticle as the minimum damage.

I have known such instances happen with ladies during the
dayli,'7jit, and I need hardly say that they would prefer crino-
line contortion to any extent, rather than be subject to such a i

favj- pas.—CoRNUfiiKNsis.

aOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Skpte^ibkr 17ih.

Sh-ivv of Variegated and Other Pelargoniums.—There was on
thJiJ occfiaion a most extensive and excellent displrtv of the newest and
best of the Variegated and Gold and Bronze Zonal Pelargoniums,
inanv of the exhibitions being so nearly balanced in merit that thf> task
of decision was dillicalt even to jndges of such experience as those
appointed.

In Class 1. which was for the best six Variegated Zonal Pelargo-
niumn Tiot yet in commerce, Mes=irs. F. & A. Smith, of Dniwich, were
first with Snnray, King of Tricolors, Coruscan'^. Earl of Derby, Pen,
and Banshee ; the last two, white-edged, also receiving first-class cer-
tificates. Messrs. Saltmarsh, of Chelmsford, were second with Mrs.
Patti.'ison, Alma Browning, Sunrise, Vesuvius, Dnke of Buccleuch,
and Crown Jewel ; Messrs. Carter & Co. being third with Mrs. Dun-
nett, Sultana Valid--, Marian, Aurora, Royal Standard, and Sultan
Abdiii Aziz. Mr. Wills, Huntroyde Park, Mes^srs. E. G. Henderson,
and M'^ssrs. Garaway & Co., of Bristol, also exhibited in this class.

In CJ ass 2, for the best six Gold and Bronze Zonal Pelarf»oniuma
not yet in commerce, Mr. Wills was first with Diadem, Her Majesty,
Th<* Saltan, Arthur H. Wills, which also received a first-class certifi-

cate, AdmiratioD, and Princess Beatrice. The second-prize collection
"we TiaTortunately missed.

L-i Class 3. for the best three Variegated Zonal PelarHoninms,
Mesr-r3. F. Sc A. Smith were first with Jetty Lacy. Sylph, and Sanray.
Mes.irfl. Carter & Co. were second with Mrs. Duiinett. which also
received a first-class certificate, Viceroy of Eg>-pt, and P^mperor; and
Messrs. E. G. Henderson third with' Lady Sheffield and Howarth
Aijhton, both of which had previously been awarded fir«t-class certifi-

cater,, and Mrs. Grieve. Mr. Bull, Messrs. Saltmarsh. Mr. Tirebuck,
of Luton, and Mr. Aldred, of Kilbum, likewise exhibited.

Forliie best three Gold and Bronze varieties, shown in Class 4, the
first prize went to Messrs. Downie, Laird. & Lain?, for KontiKh
Hero, Mrs. John Todd, and Conntess of Kellie, all three of which
were very fine

; the second to Messrs. F. &: A. Smith for Svbil. Com-
batant, and Brilliant; and the third to Mr. Wills for Her Majesty
with Jine bold foliage. Beauty of Sahden. and Illuminator.
The next Class, i>, was for the best Golden Variej^ated Zonal, and

here the first position was taken by Countess of Craven, shown by
Mea'iTS. Perkins, of Coventry, who also received for it a first-clasa cer-
tificate. It has medium-sized or rather large leaves, with a fine
golden edge, and a red and mulberry zone. Messrs. F. &: A. Smith
were necond with Jetty Lacy, a handsome variety ; and Mr. Watson
third with Mrs. Dix, which has been frequently noticed in these pages.
Messrs. Saltmarsh had a first-class certificate for Crown Jewel ; and
simHar awards were made to Messrs. E. G. Henderson for Beauty of
Culford, having a broad zone with an unusual amount of red in it,

and to Messrs. F. & A. Smith for Ketaliator. Mr. Turner, of Slough,
and Wt. Aldred also competed.

In Class (J, for the best Gold and Bronze Zonal variety, Messrs.
Carter & Co. were first with Egyptian Queen, to which a first-class
cerlifirato was awarded. It has a verybroiid reddish bronze zone with
a golden centre and edge, and is altogether verj- beantifnl. The same
firm tvere third with Cleopatra, .somewhat similar in general appear-
ance. The second prize went to Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing for
Coantess of Eellie, with a handsome light-coloured zone and a bright
goldoo ground. Mrs. Frampton. from Mr. Uphill, Moreton, Dor-
chester, received a first-class certificate in this class, its colours being
good and clear.

ClaBS 7 was for the best Golden Self ; and here Mr. Tirebuck, of
Luton, was first with Golden Drop, Messrs. Saltmarsh, of Chelmsford,
being second with Golden Queen, and Mr. Tirebuck third with a
variety under the same name, but with larger leaves. Mr. Turner,
Mr. Wills. Mr. Bull, and Messrs. F. & A. Smith also exhibited.
In Class B, for two plants of the best Variegated Zonal Pelargonium

in commerce, Messrs. Perkins were first witli Queen Victoria, and
Messrs. F. X' A. Smith second with Defiance, to both of which fir.st-

class certificates were also awarded ; Mr. Watson being third with
Miss Watson. Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Bull, and Carter were also
exhibitors in this class.

Class 9 was for the two best Golden Variegated Zonal varieties,
whether in commerce or not. The first prize was awarded to Messrs.

F. & A. Smith for Defiance and Jetty Lacy, the second to Mr. Watson
for Mrs. Dix and Miss Watson. Messrs. Carter & Co., Mr. Willfl,

Messrs. Saltmarsh, and M-^ssrs. E. G. Henderson had aUo fine

varieties.

Class 10 was for the best six (iold and Bronze Zonal varieties put in

commerce within the last twelve months. Mr. Wills took the first prizo

with Beauty of Ribbledale, Perilla, Firebrand, Beauty of Calderdale,
Model, and Conipactum. Mr. Bull was second with the five last

named and Glowivorm.
The first prize in Class 11, for the best Silver Variegated Zonal

Pelargonium, not in commeroe, was awarded to Messrs, F. & A. Smith
for Mi.ss Bnrdett Coutts, with a large bold leaf with a broad edge and
zone, the latter with much red in it. Messrs. E. G. Henderson were
second with Italian Sunshine, with smaller leaves exhibiting less red

;

and Messrs. F. & A. Smith third with Peri, having a conspicuous
white edge, and a broad gi'cen centre.

Floral Committke.—This was one of the most interesting meetings

that have been held this year, and much is it to be regretted that

comparatively few of the Fellows could enjoy it. The competition

among the raisers of Variegated and other Zonal Pelargoniums was
most Kpirited, and hard indeed must have been the task of the censors

to have made their decisions. There were many other plants sent, and
so numerously, that we fear all cannot be noticed.

Among the exhibitors of seedling Dahlias Mr. Thorneycroft exhi-

bited four—namely. Conqueror, Scarlet King, Mrs. Cooper, and Princess

Marv of Cambridge ; the last, a delicate creamy white, received a
second-class certificate. Mr. Wheeler, Warmiuster. sent five seedling

Dahlias. Chameleon, huff tipped with lilac, and Kosy Circle, were

awarded second-class certificates. Mr. Burgess, Chelsea, sent two
seedling Dahlias, named Mrs. Burgess and William Lund ; Mr. Hop-
kins, Brentford, seedling Dahlia Gipsy Queen, white ground shaded
with deep rosy carmine, and which received a second-class certificate ;

and Mr. Elliot, Birmingham, seedling Pompon Dahlia Honeycomb,
Mr. Eckford had Dahlias Eliza and Hon. Mrs. Bonverie ; also five

seedling Verbenas, no advance on those already sent out. From Mr.
Rawliugs, Itomford. came four Dahlias—Hebe, White Bedder, LittU

Bobby, a Pompone, and Golden King, which was awarded a .second-

class certificate ; and from Mr. Church, Woolwich, two Dahlias

—

Reform, a deep purple, and Memorandum, a shaded lilac : the latter

received a firKt-class certificate. Mr. Lepge, Edmonton, sent Dahlias

Beacon, Fairy Queen, Sultan, Flora. Rainbow, and President, a dark

crimson, fine flower^first-class certificate. Mr. Turner, Slough, exhi-

bited Dahlias Rosamond, dark rose— first-class certificate; Adonis,

blush white—second-class certificate ; Vidette, rosy purple—second-

class certificate ; Buttercup, deep yellow—first-class certificate ; Billy

Button, a fancy of nondescript colour, excellent form—second-class

certificate ; and four others. Mr. B, W, Knight. Battle, sent cut

specimens of a very fine bedding scarlet Verbena called Constance—

a

first-class certificate was awarded ; and from Mr. H. Walton came a

seedling Calceolaria mth large deep red flowers, but the plant was out of

condition.

Mr. Bull sent a magnificent collection of plants, occupying on»

whole side of the Council-room, many of which had received certifi-

cates. The following were awarded certificates on this occasion:

—

Oreodoxa rcRia, nn elegant Palm, tiret-ciass ; Astrocaryum nivenm,
,

first-class; Cyathea caualiculata, first-class; Araucaria elegans, first-

class ; a special certificate was awarded the collection. Messrs,

Veitch tt Sons exhibited some very beautiful plants. Alocasia Jen-

ningsii, w-ith beautifully marked foliage, received a first-class certi-

ficate. Most of the plants in this collection, which was awarded a

special certificate, had previously received certificates, such as Cattleya

exoniensis, Panicum variegatum, Selaginella Poulteri. and Davallia

parvula. A fine-foliaged Cinchouaceous plant, stated to be suitable

for subtropical gardens, was much admired, and the Committee re-

quested that it should be sent again. Messrs. E. G. Henderson also

sent several good plants merely for exhibition. Amon^^ them were
Miltonia Clowesii. Cycnoches chlorochilum, Cattleyu speciosissima, a
very fine kind, and others.

Mr. Shortt, Heckfield Place, received a first-clasa certificate for Saxi-

fraga longifolia (vera), an old plant, but scarce. A special certificat*

was given for his collection, containing two Capo Pelargoniums, Sar-

eoglottis lineata and S. variegata. Hibiscus metallicns, Satyriam
aureum, iSrc. Mr. Earley, Digswell, sent some well-grown specimen*

of jEchmea fulgens, suitable for table decoration, for which purpose

they will prove very effective. Mr. Cannell, Woolwich, sent a seedling

Ivy-leaf Pelargonium, Duke of Edinburgh ; the plants were rough

and out of condition ; when better grown it will be likely to be a very

useful plant. From Mr. George, Stamford Hill, came Tropieolum
Scarlet Perfection, but which must be seen bedded out before it can
be noticed. Messrs. Downie, Laird. & Laing sent Wigandia Vigieri,

a fine-foliaged plant, not equal to the other species. From Mr. Salter,

Hammersmith, came a snuiU collection of plants, among them Beta
chilensis. with very handsome dark foliage with orange and scarlet

markings on the midribs of the leaves ;
Centaurea ma^itica, not

equal to candidissiraa ; Craasnla Cooperi and Pacbypbiton bracteosum.

Mr. Beach, gardener to C. J. Berries, Esq., Sevenoaks, sent Fuchsia
gracilis aurea and Hoya caruosa var. alba ; Mr. l-lichardson,

Southend, Darlington. Athyrium Filix-fceroina Peaseonum, to which a
first-class certificate was awarded ; and Sir W. W. Wynne, Bart., a
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Ainall plant of Bonfjuinvil]a?aj^lal)rft. llr. W. Paul exhibited Capres-

^U(* liawsoniatm orlirol._'uca, which roceiveil a tirst-flaHs rertificatH, a

Taric'ty of Taxni. aiul a coUertioa of lu-autiftil Ilmos. which wure
awurdtnl a Mperinl rertilicatn. Mr. Jackmau, Woking;, yeut a ba'^kut of

rttnftll plant^^ in pots, lull of llowora, of hia Clcmatisoa. A specittl certi-

ticntc was uwnnl^'d f«>r them.
The foUowiiij^ Viirit'j'atod Zonal Pelarj^oniams wore selected for certi-

ficattfs from thf plnnts <.'\hibitod in thti various classes :— Messrs.

F. S: A. Smith. OuUvicb, rercivod first -cIu'ih <*i^rtilicatn-i for JfisH

Bardett Contts, u tinn white-odf^pd kind; Defianeo, with a dark
fieri' zone ; t^uceu Virtoria. a white-j'round variety ; Peri, white
^ouod, witli a hrinht ro«y zone. Meiisrs. Carter firp*t-clas« for Egyptian
Qaocu of tliM Clold iiiid Uronze sertimi ; and Mrs. Dnuuett.deep-rolonrud
20UC. Mes'.i-fi. IVrkinfi first-class for l^ueen Vu-torin and Coaiitess

of Craven, ilr. 'rurn^-r, Slough, tirst-class for Mrs. (1. Han)>ury.

Mottsrs. E. *.i. Henderson fir;tt-clasd for Ueauty of Cnlford. ^Ir. D.
Uphill fir^t-ilaKH for Mrs. t'rampton. Mr. Wilis first-class for Bronze
Zonal Arthnr.r. WilU.

Messrw. l)o\vnic m-nt a white-varicpatcd Pflargouium called Cloth

of Silver ; Itr. \V. Panl Princo Silver Wiii^s and Snowdrop. Two
Tviri* prettA' -ifcdlin^ Variiifiatcd Pdarj^oniums were hrouj^ht by Corporal
Browne, of the Royal Knj^uoers, who had rai-^ed these secdlinss in his

small sittin;,'-room, after carefully fertilisiuq the tlowers. They were
named Roynl Kupineer and Hmi. Mrs. W. le Poer Trench. It is

always pratifyin;? to sec this r;ilionttl and amusing occupation so en-

thusiaRtically carried out by those who havtt far heavier duties to

perform day after day. It will ho well if the Corporal's example
siiould be followed by others.

Kanx CoMurrTKK.—At this raectinp prizes were offered in separate

aiasscs for the best dishes of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots from
the open wiill, and there was a class for each of the same fruits from
orchard-houses ; there were likewise classes for the best three dishes

•f Plums, and for tin- best dish of Fiji's. No Apricots were shown
either from walls or (»rehardhouses. The first pnze for the best dish

of Peaches from tlie open wall was taken by Mr. Ruffctt. j^ardener to

Viscountess Piilmerstuii. Brockt-tt Hall, with finelv ripened fruit of

Violctt« HiUive ; the secoud prize Roinf^ to Mr. Earley, gardener to

F. Pryor, Esq., Ditjswell, for Barrin^on. Mr. Whitine, Mr. Lynn,
Uedsor, and others also exhibited good fruit thoufrh not so tine. In
the corresponding clas<i for Nectarines, Mr. Ruffett was aiiain first

with Elruije : and Mr. Whitinj;, The Deepdene, Dorking, second, with
Pitmaston Orange, both well rijwued and of fine flavour, but not re-

markable for jiizc. ilr. Beach and Mr. Hughes, gardener to the Rev.
O. Kemp, likewise exhibited. For orchard-house Peaches, a second
prize was awarded to Mr. "Whiting, The Doepdene, for Noblesse ; and
Mr. Douglas, gardener to K. "Wliitbourne, Esij.. Loxford Hall. Ilford,

sont Wnllinrton Admirable ; while from Mr. Tillery, gardener to the

Duke of Portland. Welheck, cauiw large fruit of the Barrington, but
Dot apparently ]»erfectly ripe. Mr. Tillery also sent good examples of

Klmge Nectarines, from an orchard-house. In the cla^s for Plums,
throe dishes, the onlv exhibition came from Mr. Wliitiug, who had a

second prize for Imp* ratrice, Reine Claude de Bavay, and (iutlirie's

Late Green. Mr. Hu-jhes, gardener to the Rev. (1. Kemp, hid a

similar award for u di-^h of Brown Turkey Fig>. small bat well ripened.

Mr. Ingram, Uoval (iardens, Frogmore, receivod n first-clas^ certi-

6cate for a needlin'< Plum called Bonne Bouche. which provetl of

delicioos iiavonr. From the Society's garden at Chiswiek came lar>^e

examples of Goliatli : and White Magnum Bmum canio from J. Whit-
more. Esq.. SIoixn« Stri-it. Mr. Webb. Calcot, Reading, sent a soed-

Ung Plnm and Apple, but they were not considered equal in merit to

exiiitizig kinds. Mr. Bri>ach, Snrbiton, exhibited a large fine-looking

seedling Pear called T^ord Sulfiold ; but it, too, was not considered of

gafficient merit for an award. Messrs. lice. Hammersmith, sent frnit

of Koyal Vineyard Peach, a fine-looking variety, of whicli it was stated

that the parent tree bore a heavy crop as a standard out of doors in

IH65, the fruit averaging 10 ozs. each, but that tho May frosts had
destroyed all the blossoms of the parent tree for the last two years.

It is described as being of vigorous habit, and ripening its fruit, which
is joicy and of good tlavour, a week earlier ilian tho Bamngton. Mr.
Shortt, Herkfield. sent a variety of Pino Apple introduced from Brazil,
jitated tn k»*<]> good for from five tosevea weeks after being cat from the
plaDt, but it was not ripe enough for a satisfactory conclnsion as to

ite merits being arrived at. A seedling white Grape with large berries

was also shown by Mr. .Tames, gardener to the Earl of Dartmouth,
Pataholl, but no award was made for it. Mr. Jones, gardener to Lord
Leconfield. Petvrorth. sent a seedling Plnm ; Mr. Ford, a seedling

Black Currant ; and Mr. Perkins, gardener to Lord Henniker, Thom-
ham Hall, a scarlet fleshed Melon ; but these, also, were not considered
to merit any award.
G. F. Wilson. Esq., Weybridge, was awarded a special certificate for

Louise Bonne of .Tersey Pears of remorkably fine flavour, grown in pots
Bi an orclmrd-honse. and tlien plunged outside. Mr. Wilson also

exhibited fine fruit of tho Melon Apple. A special certificate was ulso

given to Mr. Chalmers, gardener to E. J. Colman, Esq., Stoke Park,
dlongh, for four heavy tiuely grown Queen Pines. Messrs. Veitch
exhibited their Muscat Champion Gr.ipe, a remarkably fine variety,
with a Frontiguan flavour. It was raised from Mill Hill Hamburgh
and Canon Hall Mnseat. and succeeds in the same temperature as a
Black Hamburgh. lu the specimen exhibited tho Frontiguan flavour

«M fltxongly marked, and the flesh besides was rery rich aud juicy.

The Committee confirmed their previous decision as to its high
merit.

Among other snbjecti shown were fruit of Monstera delicioia, from
Mr. Fleming, Cliveden ; t^uetsche or Ciermau Prune Plums, from
Mr. Turner, of Slough ; Morello Cherries, from ilr. Tillery

;
good

specimens uf Yellow Ingestrie Apple-^, also lUispberrics. and Red
Grape Currants, from Mr. Beach, gardener to C. J. Hfrries, Esq. ;

and a collection of upwards of eighty Apples and Pears, from Mr. VT.

Paul.

SEEDLING FLOWERS AT THE CRYSTAL
I'ALACE SHOW.

TilH foUowinp nrc tlio^e which received certificnto, :

—

OliirtiohiHrs^ from Mos^ra. ICelway &i Son. Lan{^)ort. Firel-clasfl

certiticnte for Charles Turnt^r, Kefulj;enH. Snowfluke, nutlMr. Kobinaou.

llitUnhofki, frojn Mr. MiucliiiL. Hook N'ortou, Oion. i'irat-clasa

certiticute for Ui-v. (!. (iiiriH'tt nuJ Alypeus.

Verheiins.lioxa Mr. C. J. Perry, Ciistle Uromwich. First-cIasB certiB-

cato for Misa Turner, Interesting, G. P. Tje, Hercalea, and J. C.

Ward.
Vn-heitn, from Mr. Knight, G7, High Street, Battle. Firatclasa

certificate for Constauce.
linhHnu, from J. Keynes. Salibbury. First-class certificate for Mrs.

Boilds. Leopardess, Kosy 4ueen. and Yellow Boy. Second-class cer-

tificate for Chameleon. From Mr. C. Turner. Slough. First-clasa

certificote for Mrs. Dorling, Adonis, High Sheriff, Buttercup, aud
Master Johnny.

Dahlia, from Mr. Ranlinga. FirstcUss certilicato for Hebe.

POIA'STICHUM L0NCHITI3.
Cas PolyBtichum lonchitis be called a proliferous plant?
Profeasor Henslow gives as the definition of proliferous that

it is " an unu,sual develoi)ment of supernumerary parts."

I have an old plant of 1'. lonchitis that yearly produces

such a large family of little plants clustering round its roots,

as, I think, might fairly entitle it to rank aa proliferous.

On the X2th inst. I divided sixteen healthy plants from the

parent root; and, had I not feared to injure an old friend, I

think I might have taken as many more.
The original plant came into my possession from a nursery-

man at Nuneaton, in Warwickshire, to whom its history was
not known. It then only possessed a few frond.s : whereas now
the old plant grows in a beautiful vase-like form, healthy fronds

clustering all round the nest of brown embryo fronds in the

centre; while the nutside of the plant, till yesterday, presented

a little forest of young fresh-looking fronds, growing in tiny

va^e-like form round numberless small crowns.

The plant is quite a fortune to me, for I', lonchitis is a

general favourite, and not always to be procured genuine.

—

FlLIX-KcBMINA.

OIL AS A DESTROYER OF INSECTS.
WiTnotT having had occasion to try the receipt of your cor-

respondent, " C. I. M.," for the destruction of tho Pear scale,

I have used it for other pests of the garden with perfect success.

More than thirty years ago I applied it to some Apple trees

infested with American blight, and subsequently I have on
ieveral occasions employed it for the white scale on plants

;

but in the latter r.&se no acrid oil ought to be used, but a

camel-hair pencil dipped in sweet oil. the affected port of the

foliage being touched with it, so as fairly to close the insect

inside. The portion oiled was fatal to the insect, without, in

any instance that has come to my knowledge, the oil being

hurtful to the plants, certainly not so much so as remonng
the insect by ordinary washing.
Some time ago a Kennedya occupying a prominent position

as a climber in the conservatory, became affected with this in-

sidious pest, and in spite of repeated rubbings off, it spread,

and soon occupied a great part of the plant, to attempt to

clean which would have been an endless affair. I, therefore,

cut the plant down, leaving only S or 10 feet of the strongest

shoot to furnish the space allotted to it. This I had oiled all

over, there being no leaves at the time, and, aa your corre-

spondent justly observes, it shone like polished mahogany,

and by-and-by it broke into fresh shoots, which have hitherto

remained clean. Tlie liability, however, of this class of plants

to the scale renders its being kept at bay a matter of no small

difficulty when plants that may have some slight acquaintance

with this pest are frequently" brought in or taken out of a
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house. I have, however, fonnd sweet oil the most efScacions
of all applications, anil that which inflicts the least injury on
the plants, either as renards appearance or health. Applied to

plants affected with mealy bug it is equally efficacious, and a
small phial hung up in a plant-stove, with the handle of the
pencil run througli tbe cork, so ns always to be in readiness
when an enemy is seen, is a very good appendage to such a
structure ; for although few like to acknowledge having either

of the two insects aUuded to, there are comparatively few
places perfectly free from them, and an easy way of keeping
them down is an important alTair. I have, therefore, every con-
fidence in confirming what " C. I. M." says of oil being fatal to

the Pear scale, and I expect any cheap oil not possessing any
acridity or irritating ingredient, will do for out-door trees in
winter. In the case in whicli I used oil for American blight,

common train oil was applied ; I think linseed oil has been
used for tbe same purpose, and I once saw some ugly scars on
an Apple tree smeared over with a very common grease with
advantage to the tree, and death and destruction to its enemies.
—J. EOBSON.

THE REV. H. COTTINGHAM'S GRAPES AT
THE HE.VTH.

For the information of your readers let me state that this

residence is about five miles from Chesterfield and seven
from Mansfield, and lies on the chief highway between these
two towns. It is a neighbourhood fraught with general inter-

est, and charms adapted to the tastes of ramblers abound on
every hand. From Mr. Cottingham's flower garden and draw-
ing-room windows are obtained charming views of Hardwiok
Hall, on the brow of a bold and commanding hill. We cannot
turn our attention to Hardwick Hall without a train of his-

torical circumstances rushing on the memory. It was here
that Mary Queen of Scots was for some time confined—not in
the present mansion, but in an old dilapidated edifice close by,
the massive grey walls of which are overgrown with Ivy and
have fallen into a state of decay. In the picture-gallery of the
present mansion is to be seen a fine portrait of the celebrated
Thomas Hobbes, the author of tbe " Leviathan." Hobbes
chiefly resided with the Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth.
He died at Hardwick (whither he had just removed with the
family), at the venerable age of ninety-two. His remains were
interred in the adjacent church of Ault Hucknall, where there
is a monument raised to his memory. The house is very
large, and in the rjuaintest form of the Elizabethan style of
architecture. One extraordinary feature appears to be the
number and size of the windows, which are set so thickly
together, and so elevated, as to have often suggested the com-
parison of the house to a huge lantern. Hence it is not unfre-
quently termed in a popular local rbyme

—

" Pronil Hardwick H^Il,
More windows than wall."*

The park is richly wooded, very extensive, and embellished
with a profusion of venerable Oaks. Altogether the park, with
its attractions, the antiquity of the old dilapidated mansion,
the present one with its assemblage of curiosities, and the sur-
rounding scenery so pleasant, enable one to spend a day in tbe
neighbourhood with advantage as well as pleasure.
The chief feature at Mr. Cottingbam's is the superexcellent

Grapes, and I had many times heard of tbe remarkable success
attending their culture ; so availing myself of a special invi-
tation a few days ago, I can now report on the Grapes and
acknowledge tbe extreme kindness of Mr. Cottingham.

There are but two houses of Vines, both together being
CO feet in length, with a glass partition in the centre about
13 feet wide and 10 feet high. One house and part of the
other was planted in 186S : the other part was added and
planted in 1865. The varieties grown are Black Alicante, Bar-
barossa. White Tokay, Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria,
Canon Hall Muscat, and the Black and White Frontignan.
The two last-named Mr. Cottingham intends to remove and
replace with varieties of greater value. The border for the
Vines planted in ISli:-'. is on the outside, and those planted in
1865 have a border both inside and out. There is nothing
particular in tbe formation of the borders more than is met
with in all ordinary gardens. This affords another very con-
vincing proof that it is not requisite to make expensive and
complicated borders in order to produce the finest Grapes.
The compost used is good turf, with a small proportion of lime
rubbish and broken bones. Had Mr. Cottingham had oyster-

shells at command he would most probably have used them in
the compost. Care is taken to secure perfect drainage, and
the outside border is never allowed to become very wet.

Before giving the results I will state that Mr. Cottingham is

tbe rector of The Heath, and keeps no regular or skilled gar-

dener ; that the entire management of the Vines rests with
himself and his curate, the Kev. T. B. Vaughan ; and during
their absence air is given and taken oil' by one of the servants
in the house.

In the year 1865 the largest bunch cut was Barbarossa, and
weighed 10 lbs. ; Muscat of Alexandria, 8 lbs. ; Black Alicante,
(> lbs. Last year the largest bunches of Barbarossa were but a
little over 8 lbs. This year, when ripe, the best bunches of

Barbarossa will be from 8 to 9 lbs. ; the bunches of Black
Alicante will average about 5 lbs. ; and the Muscat of Alexan-
dria, of which I counted seven bunches on a Vine, will average
about 4 or IJ lbs. each. All the bunches on tbe latter were
as nearly equal in size as possible. These are from the Vines
planted in 1863, and those planted two years later are doing
equally well, and carrying fine bunches of Grapes. The berries

of Canon Hall Muscat were of extraordinary dimensions,
though I did not think the bunches were so large in proportion
as those of the other varieties. The bunches were what Mr.
Thomson, of Dalkeith Park, would pronounce perfect in colour,

size of berry, size and symmetry of bunch, beautiful bloom,
and I do not hesitate to make the assertion, they would be
perfect in flavour. The foliage was in the highest state of
health, and perfectly free from all the ills which Vines are
subject to. There evidently must have been a gi'eat amount
of care and persevering skill exercised to bring tbe Vines to their

present state of perfection ; and I place this instance of success
on record to stimulate those who have hitherto failed, and as an
encouragement to those amateurs who would like to grow a few
Grapes but dare not embark on their cultivation.

The kitchen garden was a model of perfect arrangement
and good order. In proximity to the rectory is a neat flower
garden, and adjoining this the lawn and pleasure grounds.
In a secluded walk is a small hardy fernery planted with very
choice hardy varieties of Ferns. I may add that I have many
times visited places of much larger extent, but never any which
afforded me more real gratification and pleasure ; and though
there are no attempts at show or display, yet great and im-
portant results are accomplished.

—

Quintin Eead, Gardener to

]Vm. Hollins, E.-n],

RICHMOND COMPANY'S TOBACCO WASH AND
HOPS.

I AM requested to correct an error into which the worthy
writer on so many topics, " D., Deal," has fallen, in report-

ing the advantages derived from the use of tobacco wash in

arresting the ravages of the fly on the Hops, seen by him at

Mr. Banuerman's, of Hunton. The error is simply that of

giving the credit to Pooley's ground tobacco, which should
have been accorded to tbe Pdchmond Cavendish Company
(Limited I, of which Mr. Thomas Cope is Manager. It appears
that the wash was formed from the Company's material and
soft soap boiled together and strained ; and it was applied to

the Hops with all the benefit mentioned by " D., Deal." The
mistake in the name, of course, was purely accidental.

—

J. BOBSOS.

NOTES ON THE CAPE HEATHS.
The graceful elegance of tbe Cape Heaths claims expressions

of the highest praise. Many other plants obtain for them-
selves world-wide approbation from their magnificence and the

bold dash of their rich colours, but the Heaths possess a sweet-

ness which is entirely their own. They are beautiful alike in

their greenness, and wbile loaded with their many charming
umbellated or tapering trusses of waxlike bells, whose glowing

shades partake of almost every colour, whDe their endless

diversities of foliage, habit, and form of flower constitute them
one of the finest divisions of greenhouse evergreens. Perhaps
no other species of plants are more prized among gardeners

than Heaths, yet comparatively few can point to their col-

lections with such feelings of pride as they can cherish toward

other plants under their care. This may arise from many
causes—want of accommodation, time to give them attention,

&c. ; but tbe chief cause, I fear, springs from other sources

—

the application of wrong soil, and of water loaded with mineral
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substances, which arc suro to kill tbem by degrees. Free,

turfy, sandy peat, and abundance of pure rain water above
everything, are essential to the production of healthy results.

In illustration of these remarks, I shall narrate one instance

that occurred in my own experience ; though the reverse of

creditable to myself, it has taught mo something to avoid after-

wards. A few years ago, while replenishing our stock of hard-
wooded plants to furnish our new conservatory, some two dozen
Heaths of sorts formed part of our purchases, which were extra-

ordinarily healthy in appearance ; but on making examination
of their roots we found a shift of pots was required. This was
a difficulty, seeing our sample of peat was most indifferent, re-

sembling more in character sooty mortar than the desirable

material. We bad no remedy for it but to bo off to the moors.
I took a man with me who professed to know where to find

exactly what we required, but after traversing the moor over

bog and Iieath for hours, the wished-for material could not be
obtained ; and we were therefore obliged to content ourselves

with the nearest approach to it. The necessary amount of the
most likely poat we had chopped up to a proper consistency,
adding a large quantity of silver sand. The plants were then
carefully potted and housed in a deep cold frame at the north
side of a high wall which divided the garden. For a time they
looked all the better of the shift, but at length a few began to

show symptoms not at all desirable ; a faint brown began to

spread itself among the green of the leaves, and all appearance
of growth had stopped. Wo immediately had the plants turned
out for inspection, and to our surprise found the roots had
never entered the new soil, which we found firmly adhering to

the pots, and having assumed the exact appearance of the
sooty mixture wo had at home. On continuing our examination,
we were grieved to find the roots had been receding instead of

advancing. Tbo intricate mass of hair-like roots that encircled

and protruded through the balls now stuck to the sides like

rotten network, making it evident that the plants had been
poisoned.

So much for our home-manufactured peat-compost ; but I

must not neglect to mention the other agent of death to the
Heath which we had been dealing with. Our supply of water
was conducted to the garden in pipes from a well at some dis-

tance. Tliis water I afterwards found to be highly impregnated
with lime, enough of itself to have done detriment.
As a last resource, I communicated with our nurserymen,

and requested that they might forward a hundredweight or two
of the peat used in their establishment, which was done, and
from that date began our better fortune. The beneficial effects

that followed the application of the good soil I shall now
endeavour to describe. We first had the plants taken out of

their pots and their roots disengaged from the obnoxious soil,

then dressed away the dead fibres with a sharp knife; this

reduced their balls one-third of their original size. We next
pottel them into the same size of pots, using a mixture of one-
fourth silver sand in addition to that the peat already con-
tained. The peat was well chopped up but not sifted, and the
rougher parts used as a covering for the drainage, which was
pieces of the silver sand instead of broken pots. We then
transferred the plants to their new pots, pressed the soil firm

to their balls while potting, and completed the operation by
administering a thorough watering. The plauts were allowed
to dry their foliage before replacing in the frame, by standing
in a shaded part of the potting-shed. The frame was supplied
with a covering inside of coal ashes to a depth of "• inches,

well beaten down, that the pots might stand clean and dry, and
worms bo prevented getting into them from below.

After returning the plants, the frame was kept shaded, and
little air admitted for the first eight days ; but after this, venti-

lation was gradually given more abundantly, and the shading
dispensed with excepting on occasions of bright sunshine
acting on the plants. After a few weeks the plants began to

show a deeper green, and give signs of starting growth through
their half-withered points. Throughout this time few root-

waterings were demanded. Svringings of pure rain water were
given daily when the atmosphere was comparatively hot, but
on dull cold days water was withheld, excepting to those re-

quiring it at tho root.

This state of things lasted a Utile longer, until the plants
had acquired more vigorous growth, when they entirely got
over their former sickness, and onlv left a few with naked
stems to tell of their calamity. To remove this eyesore, all

tho leaders were carefully pegged down across the pots, and
had the points pricked out of them.

Air was admitted copiously day and night after this stage,

especially when tho atmosphere was soft and balmy, when the
lights were removed.

Shading was only desirable in the afternoons, to protect the
young growths from those piercing blinks of sunshine that
sometimes burst out upon us in cloudy weather and on very
hot days. With this treatment the plants made wonderful
strides, and by the time for placing them in their winter-
quarters, wore bristling all over with healthy shoots. Their
winter attention comprised potting those whose condition posi-

tively demanded more root-room, but those not needing this

wore left till spring ; before housing, tho pots were washed, all

weeils removed, and the strongest shoots pinched back. They
were then distributed along the front stages where partial

shading was afforded by other plants, while at the same time
they had the advantage of plenty of fresh air and other at-

tentions given, such as turning to the light, sprinkling over-

head, and sometimes a smart syringing when thought needful,
and supplying at the roots enough to keep the soil moist.
At the commencement of March a shift of two sizes larger

pots was given, and each leader-shoot provided with a light,

dwarf, well-poiuted stake. With these the plants were assisted
into their natural form, whether pyramidal, convex, or flat.

The tops of tho leaders were all pinched back an inch below
the summit of the stakes. With the same system of treatment
as the previous summer, framing them behind tho wail at the
latter end of May, .tc, these plants had attained to fair dimen-
sions, and had formed a good foundation for fair specimens.
Some were covered with bloom, and others ripening their wood
in healthy vigorous condition by the time the autumn came
round.
By way of supplement, a few sentences on the propagation

of the Cape Heath may be of use to those whom these notes
are intended to benefit.

Propagation hij Cuttings.—From the middle of July to Sep-
tember will be found a suitable period to extend the stock.

The hardwooded sorts, which are more difficult to root, require
a longer time in the nursery-bed, and ought to be put in at

once. The softer-wooded varieties will do later in the season
or spring. In selecting, the strongest and stillest points ought
to be preferred, cutting them from tho plant with a little

hardened wood at the base, and using a sharp knife for the
purpose ; then dress oiif about an inch of their lower leaves,

and they are ready for insertion. For a compost use fibry peat
and silver sand in equal parts, filling up the pot or pan one-
half with crocks, and spreading a covering over them of the
coarser parts of the soil ; next cover with a second stratum
from the main body, and complete tho bed with a half-inch
layer of silver sand. Slightly press and level the surface, and
insert the cuttings about 1 inch apart with a small dibber ;

then water through a fine rose to a degree that will saturate at
least the two upper divisions of the compost. Cover the cut-
tings with a bell-glass, and attend regularly to the removal of
the moisture that will gather inside the glass. Spread a piece
of paper over the glass under sunshine, and raise the side a
little after warm days for an hour. Sprinkle lightly through a
fine rose overhead when the surface appears dry; and as
regards temperature and place to grow them, the shady side of
a greenhouse near the glass, with heat ranging from 60' to
65°, will suit.

Propariation by Seeds.—This can be effected by sowing in
tho beginning of August, but with some danger to the young
plants in winter from damp and ether causes. The month
of March ought to be preferred, when we have the summer
before us, that the plants may accomplish all that is ne
cessary to establish them in an independent condition (in

a sense), to contend with the changes of winter even in tne
best house.

Half fill tho pan with crocks, and lay a covering from the
rougher portions of the peat ; next sift through a fine riddle a
mixture of equal parts fine silver sand and peat ; fill up the
pot to half an inch of the top, and smooth to a level surface
after pressing a little together : scatter over the seeds, and sift

a little soil over to cover them, and again lightly press and
level the surface of the bed : complete the bu.siness by softly

moistening tho bed through a fine rose, taking care not to dis-

turb the seed-bed. Cover with a bell-glass, and place, if

possible, in a shaded place where a little heat can be regularly
obtained ; otherwise attend to them as recommecded for cut-
tings until the plants make their appearance, when the edge of

the glass ought to be raised and air and light gradually admitted.
When tho plants have made suflicient strength to handle, they
ought to be planted separately into thumb-pots, with the same
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silted mixture applied to them, and returned back to their

shady quarters until root-action commences, when they may
be again exposed to light and air by degrees, taking great care

not to allow them to get dry at the roots, else it may prove all

labour in vain. Ultimately, when the plants may be considered
hardened enough, they may be placed by the side of their
older brethren and receive the same attention.—A. Kerr (in

Gardener.)

WOOD-BORING CATERPILLAR.
" A Sdbsckibeb " would be glad if the Editors could give any

account of a monstrous caterpillar, which annually during
this month eats its way out of the trunk of an Oak tree in the
Isle of Wight, as if the eggs were inserted in the heart of the

tree. Its length is from 2J to 3 inches, its colour black with
orange spots, and orange all along the abdomen, and about the

thickness of one's finger. Having had one put in a small box
made of half- inch deal it ate its way nearly through it ; but, as I

suppose, from the want of nutriment in the dry deal it died, and
has since been lost. I enclose some of the chips it made in the
box. It is evitleutly causing the death of the tree out of which
it burrows.
[We conclude that it is the caterpillar of the Goat Moth,

CossuB ligniperda, of which we published the following some
years since. A cater-

pillar of this Cossus,
placed in a box, ate not
only through the bot-
tom of the box, but
through the slab of the
mahogany side-board
on which the box was
placed :

—

" The caterpillar of
the Goat Moth, both of
which are represented
in our drawing of the
natural size, is most
destructive to the wood
of fruit trees, though
theEim, Oak, Willow,
Poplar, and Walnut
also, are liable to its

attacks. It is the Cos-
bus ligniperda of some
naturalists, and the
Bombyx and Xyleutes
oossus of others. The caterpillar often measures full 4 inches
in length, is smooth and shining, beset only here and
there with single short hairs. It is dajk red on the back,
and the breatliing-holes situated at both sides are of the
same colour. The sides and lower part of the body are flesh-

coloured
; the head is black, the first segement also marked

with black above. After remaining more than two years in
the larva state, and casting its skin eight times, the cater-
pillar becomes of a light ochrish-yellow hue, shortly before
becoming a chrysalis, which usually takes place in spring.

when it make a strong cocoons of chips of wood and small
pieces of bark, which it has gnawed off. The chrysalis is

yellow, and the segments are deeply indented and capable of

much extension ; its back is furnished with strong pointed
spines, sometimes of a reddish brown colour. The cocoon
is situated immediately within the opening in the tree, so
that the pupa when arrived at maturity can press itself half
out of the hole when the shell bursts, and the moth comes
forth usually in the month of June or July, after having re-

posed in the pupa state for an indefinite time. When at rest

the wings are folded together over the back in the form of a
roof ; it sits quietly in the day time on the stems of trees, and
is difficult to be distinguished on account of its grey colour.

Its wings measure, from one tip to the other, nearly 3 inches,

and many specimenti

more than this ; the
female is usually larger

than the male. The fore

wings are ashy white,

clouded with brown,
especially across the

middle, and marked
with very numerous
streaks like net work

;

the hind wings are

brown. Thorax ochrish

in front, pale in the

middle, with a black

bar behind. The fe-

male is provided with
a strong egg-depositor,

^vith which she intro-

duces her eggs into the

bark of the tree—often

one thousand in nuna-

|. ber ; the young cater-

pillars living at first in

and between the outer and inner baik, and afterwards, when
they are stronger, penetrating into the wood. When the ex-

istence of one of these creatures is detected in a trunk, by its

excrement, relief comes too late for the tree, even if we are able

to kill the caterpillar, the mischief beingalready done. Notwith-
standing this, the caterpillar should never be left undisturbed,

and an attempt fhould be made to reach it by enlarging the open-
ing with a garden knife, or endeavouring to kill it by thrusting

a piece of pointed wire up the hole. II is called the Goat
Moth from the peculiar smell both of the insect and its larva."

|

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The meeting of the Royal Association of Science in 1868

is fixed to be at Norwich, under the presidentship of Dr.
Hooker. This is a just tribute to him, and to that birth-

place of botanists.

• The Editor of the "Gardeners' Tear Book" is now
engaged in the preparation of next year's edition, and will be
obliged by gardeners forwarding to him, at the oflice of this
Journal, any additions or corrections as early as possible, to

insure insertion.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cabhapes, the young plants in beds should be looked over,

and the most forward transplanted or pricked out forthwith.

Celery, continue to earth up. It is a good plan to sow fresh

slaked quicklime through the beds or rows immediately pre-

Tions to the first earthing-up. We have found by experience

that the Celery-bed is the best slug trap in the garden, a double
operation as it were iu performed, and a vast amount of these

pests destroyed. The lime, however, must not be applied hot,

and it must be shaken in carefully into the heart of the plant,

not in coarse lumps. Lrttnccs, keep tying-up autumn. Po-
tatoes, the taking up of the crop will require to be done with
more than usual care. Separation must be made of the per-

fectly sound, the doubtful, and the bad. The former to be
placed where they are to remain, secured from the access of

frost and wet. Those that are doubtful had better belaid where
they can be readily inspected. The effect of washiug them with
lime water should be tried. Tvmatoef, expose the iruit to the
sun.

FHtllT GAUDEN.
Of all the operations necessary to promote fruilfulness, the

general stopping of fruit trees is, perhaps, the most necessary,

yet the most neglected. It does appear strange that so much
should be said about modes of pruning (dignified by the title of
systems), when the trees are stripped of their leaves, whilst
even by some of these systematists they are shamefully neg-
lected at the very period when the rivalry of conteuiUng shoots,
and the darkness occasioned by watery breastwood, are so very
prejudicial to the welfare of the true bearing shoots or spurs.
Hence, in the spring, we hear so many complaints of the trees
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blooming irregularly, " breaking blind," blossoms produced

without pistils, ifco. Wo recommend at this period the cul-

tivator to Ro over all trained trees onco more, and entirely to

remove all late growths, except from the lower and inferior

shoots. On Peach and Nectarine trees these may be kept grow-

ing as late as possible, in order to encourage strength in those

parts, and to equalise the sap in the ensuing year, by the en-

largement of their capacities for its reception. Pears will be

found to benefit much by this mode of procedure ; indeed, the

whole of the snags left by shortening back the young spray in

June should be totally removed in September. Much earlier

than this would not answer, for, although it might not cause

the true blossom-buds of next year to push, it would cause

them to elongate, thereby producing abortive blossoms, and
malformations in the fruit, of which we have had so many and
extraordinary examples this spring and summer. Late-growing
Vines should also undergo the same process, at the same time
removing every lateral that is shading the principal leaves.

This treatment should be applied to Vines in-doors as well as

OD the open walls.

FLOWER OAnilKN.

Every attention should be paid at this season to collecting

«ee<h of popular flowers for mixed beds or masses of next
year. The seeds of Petunias, Salvia patens, the various Pent-
stemons. Calceolarias, Antirrhinums, with a host of annuals,

and other things, may be at this period collected. Gardeners,
in general, can scarcely be expected to save many seeds, those
who have small gardens may, however, do much in this way.
Some of the climbers also produce seeds, such as Tropii'olums,

the Slaurandyaa, the Lophospermums, Ac. Let the planting

of bulbs for early work proceed directly. Borders or beds de-

ficient in the Snowdrop, the Crocus, or the Narcissus, should
have some introduced. The main planting, however, may be
reserved for the early part of November. A few of the earlier

sorts of Hyacinths may also be planted, covering them 4 or

5 inches in depth, and surrounding the bulb with sand. Ten-
week Stocks sown when recommended some time ago, should
now be potted off, and placed in a shady situation for a few
days, and then exposed until they are stored away for the
winter. Cuttings of China Roses that are rooted should be
planted out in the reserve garden, or potted off. Gather the
cones of Abies and Piceas as they ripen, as a few hot days at

this season open them, and the least wind shakes out the seed.

Plants in beds that are overgrowing Box or other edgings
should be cut hack for cuttings, or taken to the rubbish-yard.
Clip and fresh lay Box edjint;.

OREENIIOrSF. AND CONSERVATORY.
Greenhouse plants which are in the open ground should

still remain as long as the weather continues favourable for

maturing their growths. Boronias are much benefited by
exposure a short time during autumn, and tliey require and
deserve every attention. All the Chinese Azaleas should also

be exposed for some weeks
; they will be invigorated and im-

proved by this treatment, but they should not be permitted to

remain out late in the autumn, as thp cold and wet are apt to

make them cast their foliiige. The I'Vancisceus ure very orna- i

mental plants, and well adapted for those who have only one
house. The F. Hopeana, although an old kind, is still very
useful, and. moreover, veiy fragrant. The young rambling
shoots should be constantly stopped, this will induce them to

blossom freely, and keep tiie plants in a bushy state. Stout
young Mignonette plants potted immediately and kept under
cutting treatment for a week or so will flower nicely in Novem-
ber and December, when every little matter of the kind will be
acceptable. The Cyclamen hedcra'folium is a nice little plant
grown in pots for those having only limited room ; indeed, the
whole family of the Cyclamens is particularly ornamental, and
easy of cultivation. The Linum tripynum is a pretty winter
flower, one or two should grace every collection. As before ob-
served, continue daily to house anything likely to sufl'er by the
autumn frosts. The present weather is extremely tempting,
and will, we have little doubt, prwve a trap to many. Many of
our summer favourites will now be on the eve of departure in

the conservatory, if not already gone, and their place supplied
with kinds peculiar to the autumn months. Brugmansias and
Clerodendrons make an admirable display here at this period.
Some large specimens should be grown late every season for

this very purpose. They do admirably through the summer in
any common vinery or Peach-house, provided they are duly
supplied with water, and kept free from insects. Let all large
Orange trees. Camellias, or other large specimens belonging to

such structures be brought under cover betimes. Amongst t

climbers, the Stephanotis and Pergularia, grown on ornamental

trellises, show themselves peculiarly eligible to be introduced

here on the decay of other flowers. The Jasminums, especially

J. Sambac, are valuable plants thus treated. The principal

treatment is stopping every luxuriant ahoot as soon as it is a
few joints long.

SIO\'E.

Several of the Dendrobiums, Aerides, Sacoolabinms, Vandas,

,tc., will still make considerable growth by the application of a

high temperature, with much moisture, taking care to increase

the amount of sunlight. Cattleyas should not be encouraged

tc grow after this time, if good blooms are required. Young
specimens, may, however, be kept growing still, for the sake of

size. Stanhopeas which have made robust growth should have

a diminished supply of water, as well as a decreased tempe-

rature and less shading ; those stUl growing may be watered

freely.

PITS AND FRAMES.

Take particular care during the present damp weather not to

water cuttings too freely, unless they are very dry. Continue

potting off the most forward struck cuttings, and fill the pote

again with choice or scarce kinds.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^VEEK.
KITCHEN OAHDEN.

All our work has been to a considerable extent a repeti-

tion of that of the last and some previous weeks, and some
time has been taken in keeping icectU dincn. A gentleman

has asked us, " if we really do believe that people careless of

weeds, can do so much injury to their neighbours as we have

said thej' do," and we answer undoubtedly in the affirmative.

Only the other day on a close-cut lawn we picked up in a

square yard just twenty-seven winged Thistle seeds, a weed
which is so difficult to eradicate when once it has taken pos-

session of the ground. These downy seeds must have come
from a considerable distance, and yet for some thirty yards the

down looked on the lawn like a slight fall of snow. A breeze

springing up, most of them were wafted away over the park, and
into fields, where they would have a better chance of vegetating.

As stated lately, we were remedying some defects in the gravel

near the mansion, and could not help thinking how many of

these Thistle seeds might have alighted among the fre-'h-stirred

gravel before the surface had become too consolidated for them,
which by this time it nearly is, and we know well how ugly a

hole must be made to take a Thistle out of a solid gravel walk.

Some people do, indeed, contend that they have a right to do
what they like with th.;ir own, and if they admire the rough
" touch-me-not Thistle," on their lands and hedges, what is

that to other people? This much, that the keenest admirer of

Scotia's emblem cannot, if he would, keep the Thistle to him-
self as his own. Like many other evils it will not be cribbed

or confined to the place of its birth. It will exercise a banefnl

influence ; and the man who stands on his right to grow, and
bloom, and seed the Thistle, should be made to understand
that he is not to be at liberty to fill his neighbours' fields with

his favourite. It is high time that law should step in and com-
pel that to be done, in waysides and hedgerows especially, which
common sense and common prudence have yet failed to accom-
plish. We have heard it said, that a Scotchman in a fit of

national enthusiasm took some heads of Thistles out to Aua-

triilia, and the sowing of these is already threatening, by their

vast increase, to be a curse to that island-continent. We have

seen enough of downy Thistle heads in a single make-believe

hedgerow to miike sure of the preservation of the species for

many miles round, plough, scarify, weed, and burn, as the

farmers may.
Like most other things, the Thistle may be conquered in

spite of its strong and deep roots, by frequent cutting ; that in

the end will kill the roots, and the cutting at least will pre-

vent the seeding, which soon will increase the evil a thousand

fold. The man who docs what he likes with his own Thistles,

and thus preserves them, should be treated much in the same
way as the man who, asserting the same rights, keeps rabbits and
pigs in his dwelling-house, and will have a pestiferous dung-

hill close to his door in a thickly populated neighbourhood.

Both are nuisances to be got rid of for the general good.

Weeds have grown as they never have grown before, and
when we could not hoe, or keep the ground as clean as we
would wish, we went or sent round and puUed or cut up all

that were showing signs of seeding.
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CV;<;r^.—Treated a part of our Celery as stated the other week,
and have not jet cleaned and tied as much as we wish, as it

is not pleasant working amongst it whilst it is in a wet state
;

and what with rains and heavy dews, it has been little dry until
some afternoons of late. Our Celery is healthy enough, but
we have seen some places, and heard of several others, where
the Celery is very unhealthy this season, independently of
good rich soil and suitable attention. This ailment is some-
thing very different from the fly, &c., which we are familiar with,
and know tolerably well how to manage or keep away, and
then the maggot will not come. The tops of the plants, the
leaves, seem to assume a hard brown-like touch and tinge, and
there it remains, and the plant remains too—that is, it just
keeps alive, but it will not grow, do what the gardener will to
charm it to do otherwise. Have any of our correspondents
noticed this ailment, and can they state the cause or the cure ?
The instance that came under our immediate observation was
at a place and under a management hitherto marked by fine
lusm-iant Celery, and there seemed to be nothing in position,
soil, or circumstances to account for it.

Cateijnllars.—These, like weeds, are becoming very nume-
rous, but as yet we have suffered little in comparison with
others we hear of, but still we have more than usual, owing to
not having boj's to hunt and beat down the white-wiuged but-
terflies. When we did so, we were little troubled with cater-
pillars on Cabbages and Cauliflower in the autumn months.
We have heard of large breadths of vouug Cabbages on which
not a leaf has been left, but all is cleared off as if an army of
locusts had passed that way. Such caterpillars when not over-
numerous may be picked off, and that is the surest method,
but an impossible task when great breadths have to be gone
over. The most rapid mode of getting rid of them is to dust
the plants, and especially on the under side of the leaves, with
quickhme, or even fresh wood ashes, but the lime is the best.
When that is not advisable, strong clear lime water will cause
them at once to fall, and will generally kill them. If unar-
rested, and very numerous, they will leave nothing green be-
hind them, as they feed voraciously until they shut themselves
up for their winter quarters. In some cases when the butter-
flies are very numerous in summer an unpleasant smoke, as
burning rubbish, will deter them from visiting the place and
depositing their numerous eggs.

Lettuci's.—Vfe have had no trouble with these until now,
but slugs have begun on us in earnest, and they must feed at
the darkest hours, as we can only know of their presence by
the effects produced. We shaU be under the necessity of sow-
ing under glass, as our late sowings in the open air have every
day been less visible than the day before, and that in spite of
sprmklings of ashes, &c.

.
FEUIT GAKDEN.

The chief work has been collecting fruit and looking after
the enemies, mostly of the insect tribe. We may expect rats
to leave us now for a time, as they will find better feeding in
the stacks of the farmers. Our various contrivances had nearly
di-iveu them away, and not without cause were our efforts to
start them. In one night they found their way into a pit and
cut over, close to the surface of the soil, a score or two of
favourite Pelaraoniums, leaving the tops untouched on the
ground, as if they did the whole out of mischief. We had to
move the plants, or most likely in another morning not one
plant would have been left ungnawed. It is a good plan to
treat rats with barleymeal made into a rather stiff paste
with water, and then when that is eaten to follow with another
dose, but with arsenic mixed with it. Potatoes beaten up and
fried with dripping and then mixed with arsenic are also
yery good

; but two things in all such matters must be kept in
mind

:
First, in making and putting down such mixture, the

hand should never touch it; and, secondh-, the mixture must
be placed where no useful animal can have" access to it.

Stmirhinics.—Those potted now require all the light they
can receive, aud never to suffer from want of water. Our
main pieces and quarters in the open ah- are rather wild, as
we have not yet been able to clear away the runners, which
ought to have been done weeks ago, but"it is rarely that one
can have everything done at the right time. As a general rule,
we let our Strawberry plants stand three years, aud then the
ground, when all is trenched down, is useful for Winter Greens
and general crops. Many possessors of small gardens, how-
ever, have a sort of horror of making a fresh Strawberry
plantation, and that chiefly for two causes. First, the dread
of having but a small crop the first season. This can be sur-
mounted by taking off the runners as early as possible, pricking

them out 4 inches apart in rich light soil, and then lifting them
with good balls in autumn. Another easier plan is to take run-
ners now, prick out in the same way so as to take little room,
and take up and transplant next season. One advantage of

this plan is, that all the plants that do not show bloom next
season may be discarded, so as to make sure of fruitful plants.

When the most is to be made of the ground, we would plant

the first year in rows 1 foot apart, and 1 foot from plant to

plant in the row, and in the second year we would remove
every other row. The second objection is, that there is a
shrinking from the trenching, dunging, and preparing of a
fresh piece of ground for Strawberries, and they would rather

put up with their old bed. Well, in this case we can only

say, that in good loamy soils Strawberry plants will bear many
years. We have had them good for eight aud ten years, if

every season after bearing the runners are removed, the plants

themselves thinned by taking away the parts with the poorest

buds, aud then forking the ground an inch or two, but not
more in depth, and dressing with rotten dung for the winter.

Strawberries will flourish a long time under such treatment

;

but we lose the advantage of rotation of crops in a limited

space.

0RX.\5IENTAL DEP-UITMEST.
Gravel, lawn, flower-beds, cuttings, have taken up much of

our time, aud still there is plenty to do. Tender plants must
now be looked after before the nights become too cold. Even
on the present bedding system, much may be gained by mixing
more and preventing the beds having too regular and mo-
notonous an aspect as to height and level. We lately saw a

flower garden wliich we have always admired ; but the beds, well

filled aud well bloomed, were very large, and, standing on any
side, you could see only a level breadth of colouring, the grass

spaces though wide being too narrow for the huge beds. We
could not help thinking, that half of the bed-space would have
been more effective ; and, again, what a relief massive, loftier

stand-points in the beds would have been in breaking-in the

monotonous level, and thus, even on the fashionable mode
of planting, effecting a degree of light and shade. On the

generally-received mode of planting no beds could have been
done better.

In another place we were presented with a proof of what we
have often alluded to, that it is better to have a small flower

garden, and a small lawu well kept, than a larger one of either

only very moderately attended to. Looked at in this light one
acre may be more attractive than a dozen. Here is a neat
lawn not altogether half an acre in extent, and .>et such nice

picture flower-beds, and the grass is like a Brussels carpet ; and
so it ought, for after the first mowings and rollings, it is run
over by a Green's mowing machine at least twice every week,
and sometimes oftener. There is another lawn aud flower gar-

den of at least three acres, the beds more numerous, exquisitely

filled, but as you pass along you see there are weeds disputing
with the flowers, there are as many decayed blooms in the beds
as fresh ones, and to get near them until the after part of the
day you must run the risk, from the length of the grass, of

having your feet wet as high as your ankles. Will mere space,

or quantity, or bulk, make up for the want of the tirst-rate keep-
ing ? For our own part, if the alternative is presented, we
would sooner have the rood than the acre, unless the acre could
be kept as well as the rood. Not a few are finding out what we
long since laid down as a fact, that a well-kept lawn is the
most expensive thing about a garden, and the expense will be
increased in proportion to its size ; and then at its best it merely
repays the labour by pleasing the eye, and thus becomes as

much a luxury as the keeping of fiue paintings and pictures,

with this difference, that the expense of thfe pictures is pretty
well done with when they get hanging room after being pur-
chased, whilst the expense of a lawn is pretty well a weekly
outlay.

ITindou- Gardening.—We read lately that the authorities of a
town had issued their decrees that every person was to be fined

so much after a certain day, who kept a flower plant in a pot
outside his or her windows. There was no reason assigned,

no circumstances stated under which the window plant might
be retained as an ornament. We can fancy cases in which the
careless watering of such plants, without means for catching
the water, might be a nuisance to those passing beneath the
window; but that could be easily obviated by having a water-
tight vessel for the plants to stand in. We can also fancy pots
standing outside of a window liable to be blown down on the
heads of passers-by, but that could bo easily prevented by a
couple of iron bars fixed to the walls, behind which pots and
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boxes would be perfectly safe. We trust tbat niitliorities will

not in general imitate sucb a prohibition. Itjis cheering to

have plants iusiJe r.f the windows of our livinf,'rooni9, but
from June to the middle of October most of them will thrive

better outside than inside, more especially if at tirst nnd last

they are removed inside at night. AVe have no objection to

such plants being properly secured, and tliat everything like a

nuisance or an annoyance to others should bo prevented ; but
that secured, we contend that encouragement and not dis-

couragement should be given to the thus ornamenting the

windows. The street, or the house, thus ornamented will al-

ways have a very different appearance from those left in their

bare, undowered grandeur. .\s the season advances additional

care should be given to window plants to keep them clean and
attractive, and many things, as Scarlet Pelargoniums, if out of

doors, will need but little water, as the heavy dews, even with-

out rain, will be almost enough for them.—E. F.

COVENT GARDKy MARTCRT.—Skptemueii iw.

The supply of wi»ll fi-iiit is becinniii;; to full nJV; but nil other kinds of
fruit aro plentiful. Pears (lonsiiit of Mario Louise, Suumier Bou Chr.'ticn,

aud Docbesso d'AQgoulemc.

FBDIT.

d '

Melons Cflch
8. d.

1 OtolApples i sieve
Apricots .". doi^

Cherries III.

Ohestnnts bush.
Cnrrants j sieve 8 6

Blaek do.
FlK8 doz. 2
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb. II

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hotliouso.. 11-.. 1 G
Lemuus 100 8

Nectarines do?,.

Orannes 100
Peaches doz.

5 Pears (desgortj ..doz.
Pine Apples lb.

3 Plums i sieve
' Quinces doz.

I
RaspbeiTi^s lb.

Strawberries lb.

4 Walnuts bush, in n

12 I do per lOU 1

Artichokes each
Asparsijrus bundle
Beans, Kidney, i sieve

SearletRun-i sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bmg. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capaicams 100
Carrots bunch
CaDllSower doz.
Celery bundle 1
Cucumbers each 4

piekliu<* doz. 2
Endive doz. 1
Fenuel hunch 8
Garlic lb. 8
Herbs bunch S
Horseradish .. bimdle 2 6

VEGETABLES.
ds. d

StoO C

2
2
2

fi

1

2
6

2

- _ Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score

!I fi Mu.shrooma pottle
;t Mustd.A Cress, punnet
!i , Onions, .per doz. belis.

1 fi Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.

1 6 Peas per quart
3

I
Potatoes bushel

8
I

Kidney do.

4 Radishes doz. bunches
2 Rhubarb bundle

8 Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
1 Tomatoes per doz.

Turnips bunch
4 • Vegetable Marrovvs.dz.

fl.
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men t of the air, FnrlhiT than this. Its influenri*B on the plnnt are nnt
good, as, when the sun i^ powerful, the leaveH are evaporatinK or exhaling,
and the shock to this procen^ by the dashinji over them of cold water in

nnything bat salutary ; a-i by analogy, we may fflean from the aemtons
effects of a cold shou'er on the human body whilst perspiring freely. Let
it be rernembercd that it iw impossible to make the leaven inhale when
Nature causes them to exhale: hence the watering of plants overhead
when the sun's rays are powerful ia absurd; and as for waterini? the
ground during the middle of the day, it is like pouring it upon a hot
plate so that it mny the wooner bo eTapornted, and every appearance of
its use be the more speedily obliterated.

Peotectino HAT.K-FiAHnY PLANTS (7(frwi,—The best thing to place
over the crowns of plants in winter is either cocoa-nnt flbre refuse or
partially decomposed leaves, and the next IicKt is short litterv mannrc,
the dung being shaken out. Ashes answer very well when the soil is heavy ;

tan is not bad for the purpose, and straw will do.

CALCEOLAKiAfl lUsKASED {T. Ji'Tord).—The appearance of yourjdanis'
stems certainly shows evidence of their beingeaten by s^me grub, and the
bark is entirely pone from one of the stems. Upon the other we notice
traces of fungus, and that wo think is the immediate cause of the death
of the plants, for if the disease were the result of insects destroving the
stems, it is highly probable that the part of stem below ground would
push out new shoots, whereas this is seldom it ever the case, the plants
perishing all at once and in a very short time from some, as yet, unex-
plained cause.

Soil for Vinf Bordeks f.7". F. Svuth).—The gardener is quite right.
Instead of one you should have from five to six parts of turfy loam
added to the sandy rood scrapings.

BiJDDTKG Roses o\ the Manetti Stock f r. B. A. Z.).~" You are right
to bud them close to the ground. It is still better to scratch a groove
along the Manetti line, and bud ns close to the roots as possible When
Manetti stocks are planted deep thev must be budded high. This has
brought them into disgrnce. 'Mr. Radclvffa planted 285 on Juno 7th. They
are fill in full leaf, and Louise Margottin, September 4th. had two buds.
You mny move your dorraant-bud Roses with perfect immunity. It is
the best way to prevent them from late breaking. Those that have broken
should be exposed to sun and air, and be protected with straw if the winter
be severe. In the spring they may be cut down. Manetti suckers from
the stock have sprung up this year more than Mr, Radclvffe ever knew
them do before, owing to the plants havin«7 been cut down.' Alwnvs keep
.1 good body of wood on ilanetti stocks.—W. F. R."
Pkars at the Outstal Palace Show.—"In vour report it is stated

Uiat there were fifty-one competitors for the prize for single dishes of
Pears for flavour, and that the first prize was awarded to Mr. Bailey.
This is an error; the first prize was awarded to our Louise Bonne Pears,
grown m a pot, the fruit set in an orchard-house, and then the pot snnk
in thegroundoutside.—G.F. Wilson, G(aftur«fCoi/ai7«, Wryhridgg Hrath."
HORTICULT0RAL HOCIETIKS IN CONNECTION WITH THE RoTAL HoRTI-

CPLTURAL Society (Oajf^r Greenwood).--\ox\ con have the '* Horticultural
Directory for 18fi7 " free by post frdm our office if von encloso twentvsix
postage Btamps with your direction. It contains full particulars of the
advantng-'s gamed by societies from such u connection, and ranch other
information.

Universality of Poisok (Jrf^m)._'-How much truth is there in the
expression. Evervthing that we ©at in the wav of food contains poison,
except Carrots ?'"

[We never heard before of snch «n apophtliegm. Evervthing eaten tft
excess is deleterious, nnd the Inditor of the apophthegm, perhnns. had
norensft tor Carrots, and thought no one could eot many of them]
Caterpillars ox Cahraoeh (O. AX~^o mode of exterrainatins them

te so easv or effective as hand-picking. Thorouoblv decayed stable ma^

mix^d^°
^^^ " "'"^ excellent for Strawberries,' either separately or

BorsLK pi.i.ow Rocket (J. G.l.—We have made some inquiries whout
UUB plant but the season of its blooming havintr gone bv. we could not
Uetine its botanical relation without Bering it in bloom : but our own im-
pression 18 that you are right about its not bein-? a Hesperis; whether
nisnlliedto the Cabbncroor Cress tribe we are unable to sav. Many
yaars ago when we had it. we found no difflcultv in propagating It bV
catting the flower-stem into lengths, and putting them under a hnnd-
Riass m a shady plnce. only we had to cut the spikes before they opened,
wliich was a sacrifice many are unwilling to make.

*i,^'r*'^*'
Disease (J. 0.).~We hope if the disease has been visible in

J^enaulm without affecting the tubers for some weeks, that the latter
Will escape. We have, however, not much hope of this if wet weather
set in. Faterson's Rlues are highly spoken of. and genernllv do well;
not we incbne to the belief that no varictv is entirely exempt from disease
in bad seasons, althongh some are more prone to it than others, and
some kinds adapt thom^-elves better than others to particular soils, and,
tdere.ore escnpp the disease when its attacks are not too virulent.
Wenerally speaking, a robust—not a coarse, rank grower, escapes best

;

out, like human beings, entire exemption from disease is more than
questionable.

iS^t^^'^'^^^^ i'^ ^*'^^''riber).~Xt does not matter whether von have a

!^™ u**^/ "I"^" ^^^^ ^^^ Peaches. A good house of the first-named
lorm Should be lii feet wide. 18 feet In height at back, and 2 feet in front.
wees planted inside, and trained up 15 inches from the glass. A similar
^an-roofed house would do equally well if from 20 to 24 feet in width
Jtnere is no better plan than training the trees under the glass. With a
nouee of the same height, or frowi 2 to more feet hisher in front, it ia
oommon to have a curved trellis in front, and trees on the back wall

;

nut it IB doubtful if on the whole more fruit is obtained, though somc-
jning IS gained in the matter of succession when it is an object to have

11 V r?- ^ °^^ house as lone as possible. We have a useful house.

trJr oi "^ *' ^^^^^ ^^ *""^ ^^^^ >n 'ront. and U feet wide, ^ith a front
irems dj feet m height, and M feet from the back wall, which admits of

l^^^^}
of light to the bottom bf the wall and the trees there. All things

^8 roof
^"^^ Hhelves, we would prefer a trelUs underneath the

'' -Th
^^^ (fl^-'iWo'mina).—If you reqnire culture as well as names, &c.,

ine l-emMauual" will suit you. Yon can have it free by post from•w •ffice if you enclofe 5j. 4d. with vour address.

White Pelargonims (VirginiuA).—The purest white Pelargonium w«
have seen is one raised bv Mr. G. Smith. Homsey Road. This was deli-

cately white, but not perfect in form. Tliero are others, we believe, in
cultivation, and we shall he obliged by having their names communicated.

Ventilating a Vinery {G. H.).—It is not often that such a case as
yours occurs, for the top of the house, however wide, is gnnerally the
wannest. However, there can be no loss in the proposed arrangement;
only if we were directing it we would placo the pipes uoaror the baok
wall if there is nothing on it that the heat would injure. Wo think tho
heat then would be more easily diffused, and it wonld be better as re-

spects the top ventilation.

Rose Mount at the Crystal Palace {Lover of Flowern).—Tho Rose
Mount at the Crj'stal Palace ia very beautiful this season. We saw the
p mel border to which you refer, and of which, so far is we recollect, your
plan is not correct Such panels are pretty when looked across to, looked
up to, or looked down upon, and in a circubir position as at the Mount.
The background of the fence, covered with >;reen foliage, also helps.
The half-circular sweeps next the fence are, as you represent them, filled

with Scarlet Pelart^oniums, bordered with Colons ; bur, the next sweep,
instead of following the same angles, starts from the wide part of the
circle. As far as we recollect, tho Pelargoniums are bordered with Coleus,
which in the next sumicircle is bordered with Ciiristine Pelargonium,
the centre with Purple King Verbena, the lower side with Flower of tho
Dav Pelargonium ; the triangular pieces with the dwarf single M.irigold,
and the frf)nt with double lines of the blue Lobelia. Tho Marigold was
hardly good enough for the rest of tho border. Dwarf yellow Calceolariafl
would have been more telling. Straight borders when seen from either
end tell best in rows, when panelled you must walk abreast of them.

Bed in Centre or a Greenhouse f^. li. H.).—In such a bed in a
greenhouse we ahould adsise having nothing planted out except climbers,
and these we would confine to little pits or boxes, set apart for them. Tbw
rest of the bed we would fill with saiidv loam, and deep enough and well
drained for plunging pots in it up over the rim, and removing and filling

03 deemed necessarv-. The dropping of the flowers of the Fuchsias, &c..
we attribute to want of enough of moisture, and also, perhaps, a want of

enough of ventilation. Pelargoniums and Fuchsias in small pots want a
large amount of water. Some of the best we ever saw had it two or
three times in a sunny day.

Erecting a Greenhouse (0. H.).—For any definite information about
Beard's Metallic Glass Houses, apply to Mr. E. J. Sanders, Victoria
Works. Bury St. Edmunds, who is working out tho patent. We believo
that the houses are now put up at a lower price than when first described
in this Journal by Mr. Fish, and that considerable improvements have
since then been made. The reason as to not advertising does not rest
with us. All we can say is, that if there had beeu any reason for Mr.
Fish modifying his favourable opinion, it would at once have been made
known to our readers. The objections entertaintd by you and your
friends, as well as others, are chiefly these :— 1, Glass placed edge toedgo
instead of the usual lap, is sure to crack by expansion and contraction.
This will be the result in common putty glazing, but is not the result in
Mr. Beard's peculiar plan, in which putty is altogether dispensed with,
and the favourable result is chiefly the consequence of plenty of room
being left nt the ends of the squares, where they may eip^md and con-
tract as much as they will without any d;imige. The second objection
is that drip must fall and rain be driven in through the spaces between

I these lapless squares. All we can say is, that the first viwit to these
i houses was paid after a day of drenching rain and rough wind ; but thero

j
was not the mark of a single drop in the house. With glairs nicely cat

I we believe there ia no danger from either of those causes. 3. Such iron
houses are so much coIiJer than wooden ones. This is true of all iron

;
structures ; but the evil is lessened by the vitrified system as well as the

(
galvanising, and especially by the fact that the quantity of iron used ia

I so small, that a very little additional heating power would be needed.
Much al-io is gained in severe weather from tho absence of laps. We do

I

not see why your gas stove should not heat your small hsuse ; but instead

I

of a three-inch pipe from tho stove all round tbe house, we would be
'i satisfied with a pipe of H inch ; and in that case, or with your three-inch

!

pipe, when it entered out of tho hou^e we would have a cowl over it to
prevent damp or draughts entering it. We have never mot with the
danger the engineer speaks of—the cold air rushing down and putting the
gas out. Wo should almost as soon expect the cold sir rushing down n
chimney and putting the fire out ; and that will be done at times, until

tbe fire heats and expands the air near it. We should like the pipes t«

rise gradually from the furnace, instead of going on a level. Most likely

you can obtain tbe gas easily, otherwise a small iron stove with a pipe
through the roof would do admirably for such a small house, especially

if the stove had a flat top to receive a pan of water.

Grafting the Vine—Early Tulips (T.,—Wo would not hesitate to
graft the Black Hamburgh on the Golden Hamburgh. Meanwhile, if

you are a great admirer of the Golden Hamburgh, we would grow it on
the long-rod system, place tbe Vine 6 inches farther from the glass, and
leave only a moderate crop. It is a tender Vine. The following Tulips,
we think, will suit you :—Double— Gloria Soils, Duke of York, Imperator
and Rex Rubrorum, Couronne ponrpre, Overwinnaar. In addition to
your Toumesols, sincle—Pottebakker, white, yellow, striped; Bella
Alliance, Florentine, Keizer's Kroon, Standard Royal, and Vermilion
Brilliant.

Forcing Strawberries (T. H., Younff Beginner).—To have Straw-
berries ripe in the beginning of April you would require to commence in
February; and if the following month should be stormy and frosty,

you will scarcely have enough of heat for the Strawberries with two
four-inch pipes in your 14-feet-wide house. There is one thing, tho
Strawberries will not suffer from a lower temperature in stormy weather
farther than not ripening so soon. More forced Strawberries are injured
by a too high instead of a too low temperature. We would not repot pot
Vines now, to be forced next season ; but we would rest them as soon as
the leaves turaed yellow, and on starting them we would give rich surface-
dressings and manure-waterings. We as yet know no more of the pro-
mised treatise on Vines than what has appeared in the Journal to which
you refer. Such results are more to be looked upon as what may be
done, not as what is likely to bo done under general circiunstunces.

Planting Vines in Early Vinery (Charles).—The Vines should at
once be planted, and those you have that are now growin;,' will not do
for the planting in a house where forcing is commenced in November.
You should plant Vines whose wood is quite brown and hard—that is.
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lullv ripo. and the lenTeR tarnloff yellow, nnd thoy ought to Im pruned
early in October. The Itlaek Hamburgh is the better of the two tor on
eiu-ly vinery.

Primula intfumkdia Culture (7f/cml.—Primula Intormedia Bocceods
wpII in ft ronipost of linht fibrous loam ami peat, or old cocoa-nut fibre

refuse in equal partH with one-half ktU or sandbtoiiu broken Hmall. The
JrainaRe »hould be w»>od, more particularly in winter when the soil need
not be more thau nioiMt ; but durinjj tin* time of v;rowint,' in Kumim-r it

cannot be kept too nioint at the root. In very hot, dry weather a nlight

rthade iH eH.Hentinl, and not leuH so in an opi>u situation.

Prf.skhvinu Aucuba Pollkn lTil<'m),-~lt may b«! wrapped in clean,
'Iry, white paper, and kept In a cool, dry place.

Potting FnuNTH hinknsih {A Cunntant Iii-nd':r).-Sov,- ia a Rood time
Ui pot thtH shrub, removing the drainage niutoriaU and picking away
with a peinted piece of wood an much "f the old soil as possible ; but
U the ball is very hard merely l(»osen the Mido-*. A coinpoMt of two-
thirds rather light turfy loam and one-third leaf nicuild. witli a free ad-

mixture of wand, will grow it well. He careful not to overpot, but keep it

in a nioderate-Hlzed pot. If the plant is not required in a large pot, you
may cut away the old roots or reduce the ball and repot in the 8amo sized
(Hit as before.

HF.I.I.AnONNA AND GUEnNSEY lilLIEM AFTER Fl.OWF.niNO f /(/fnO.~Koep
them with the puts plunged in coal allies in a cold pit. atlnrding protec-
tion from frost, and supply them well with water up to May. or you may
keep them on ft light and airy shelf in n greenhouse, the jKits being set

on a pan of wet sitnd up to the end nf May. Do not repot the plantn,

but keep them well watered until the leaves aliow sijfns of n)aturity, then
lessen the supply, and keeping the sand moist will be sufficient for the
bulbs when at rest. When growing keep them well watered. Do not re-

pot the plants until they ^row and crack tlie ])ot.s. The bulbs will not,
we think, (lower next year, but in all probability thoy will do so in the
following year.

Caskkr Worm (J. T. .S.).—The canker worm (Anlsopter>"X pomotaria),
Is very difficult of destruction. The moth appears early in spring. The
male has wings, but the female is win«less, and, therefore, crawls up the
plants on which it deposits its eggs. The larva appears towards the end
of Blay, and i^ of a dusky brown or ash colour. The only efTi^ctual

remedy is to destroy the female by tying strips of calico smeared with
some glutinous substance, as bird lime, around the stems of those trees.

We do not think that it is the canker worm which you have to complain
of. but that the maggots of the Onion-lly i

'\nthomyia ceparumt, are at
work on your Onions. Soot applied tu the ground prior to sowing is the
best preventive, and powdered charcoal is excellent for strewing around
and over the plants along with dry aoot. The Brassy Onion-fly lEumerus
flenens), attacks the bulbs and spoils thorn. The grubs of the spotted
giirdcn-guat {Tipula maculosa), cut off the btem>^ of Strawberries, espe-
cially the flowor-stalk-f, nnd the larvae of Otiorhynchus tenebrirosus, He-
pialus lupuUnus, and other insects prey on the roots. The only remedy
ia the destruction of the old and the making of new plantations in freah
KToond.

EtTLDB (J. C. /f.). —The bulbs you have from a late importation you
will du well to keep in a dry cool place, as little exposed to the sun's rays

as poasibl*-. The sooner you plant the Crocuses the better, and the

Hyoclnths are all the better planted as early after this as can be. Tha
Tulipn also would bo as well planted.

CucCMiJEU I'^R WiSTF.K {A <Jnril^ner),—Wo consider Telegraph on*
of the best lor winter use, but Kirklees Hall Defiance, Lord Konyon'u
Favourite, and Sion House Improved are also good. It is now quite time
to prepare for planting, and to get out the plants for fruiting at Christ-

mas.

Transplamtino KiiRrns {Inquirtr).— You may with safety remoTo
during the tlrst showery weather after this, the Urge Laurustinus and
Arbutus, being careful to preserve a good ball to each, and as much of

the routs as practicable The raoviug of them but a few fi-et is greatly

in favour of the operation. After planting give a good watering. The
largo white T-ilae may be moved when the leaves fall, taking the same
care as to the preservation of a ball ; and it would be well to take ad-

vantage of the moving of the tree and cat away any long, »tr.ig;.;ling, and
bare shoots.

HoLrAiiocK Seed Sowing (fd^m).—The seed of Hillyhocka may bo
sown from May up to July ; the seedlings pricked off when largo enough
in iines 1 foot apart, and t» inches between the plants, will make fin*

plants by autumn, and may thou be planted out in good rich soil whore
they are intended to bloom. Hollyhocks are biennials, not flowering th«

same season ns sown, but the second year.

Varikoatkd ALVssrM (/f'rm).— It in not hardy except in well-drained

soil in a warm dry situation, and in an unusually mild soasou and locality.

It requires the protection of n. house from which frost is excluded.

Irfsink Hf.rbstii il(Irm) —This may be grown from seed sown m
March, in pans, in a gentle boat, and the plants when large enough to

handle, be potted off singly in small pots, .^.fterwards keep them growing
in a mild hotbed, and when they become fine phints gradually harden
them otl", and plant out early in May. The seed, bo far as we are awanj,

is not procurable, as the plant is increased from cuttings.

CuTTiNii Dows Riiododf.ndron (7(Irm).—Your Rhododendron which
has become very straggling should not now be cut down, but defer doing

80 until May of next voar, or until the blooming is past, when you may
cat it down; but we "are not certain that it will flower in the following

year, as that depends upon the formation of bloom-bud»4. It certainly

will not flower next spring if not cut, unless you leave bloom-buds upon it.

Names of Fruit [It. S. R.).— A mistake was made by us last week.

Your Pears were—1, Dunmore; 2, Williams' Bon Chretien. (T. if.. Semen-

oaks).—!, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 2, Blenheim Pippin.

Names of Plants \J. E. Cro«*).—Prunus padus, or Bird Cherry. [Jnm,

rmfieng).—\, Tecoma radicans ; 2, possibly Paulownia imperialia, but

specimen much too incomplete to decide upon. (R. A. A'. .—Spiraea For-

tunei. (J. A. 0.).-Sciudap3Us pictus, a climbing stove Aroid. {J. M.).~~

Spinea arifefolia. a native of North-west America. (D. U'.).—Seems to be

a leaf of the common Tansy (Tanacetum vulgare), but there are many
allied plants with leares like it. {Lady King\.--^ome genus allied to

Cbrvsantheraum, perhaps Gozania. hut wo cannot make it out fi>lly by

means of the specimen sent. (K. F., jun.).—li is impossible to identify

such a dried flowerless specimen.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September 17th.

Datb.
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the quantity and quality o£ our supplies. Whoever, therefore

has markedly promoted those exhibitions deserves a more per

manent acknowledgment than thanks.
"If we look over the list of those exhibitions, -we shall find

that Mr. Hewitt is employed at nearly three-fourths of them,
and this fact alone testifies that his decisions generally inspire

confidence in his judgment and integrity; while if we look ovar

the catalogues of those exhibitions whose committees previously

announce that he will be one of the arbitrators, the numbers
of entries are evidence that ho is highly respected by the great

majority of exhibitors.

"It is proposed, therefore, to present a testimonial to Mr.
Hewitt, and thus enable exhibitors to testify their respect and
esteem for a gentleman who has judged at hundreds of shows
and travelled thousands of miles without fee or reward, except
expenses out of pocket, on purpose to encourage the growing
taste for high-class poultry, and to benefit the societies under
whose fostering care the fancy has risen to its present high
standard.

" Your contribution to the funds for this purpose is, there-

fore, solicited, and may be forwarded to any of the following

gentlemen, who have consented to act as the Committee ; or

to G. W. .Johnson. Esq., 171, Fleet Street, London, E.C.—
J. R. Eodbard, Aldwick Court, Wrington, Bristol ; James
Fletcher, Stoneclough. Manchester ; H. Tomlinson, Balsall

Heath Road, Birmingham; J. R. Jessop, Hull; S. Barn, East
TeiTace, Whitby."

.SUESCKIrTIOXS ALPEAEY r.ECEIVEK OE PROMISED.
Proprietors of The -JoDRNAL OF Horticulture £10

„ The Field 5 5
A Ladv Exhibitor .5

An Old Pcboolfellow 5
Mr. J. Allport 1 1
Mr. MathewDavies 2 2 (1

•James Fletcher, Esq 10
Mr. G. Griffiths 1 1
Viscountess Holmesdale 5
The Rev. W. J. Mellor 2 2
J. Pares, Esq 110
Messrs. Routledge 1 1
Mr. W.Stevens 110
W. B. TcRetmeier, Esq 110
J. Westgarth Wooler, Esq 1 1
Mr. Jessop 110

duty charged on eggs. On August 8, 18-54, there was a reduction

to id. per 120, and from that time to March G, 1860, they were
entered by the cubic foot at the rate of 8d. This mode was
found less convenient, and the previous system was adopted

—

that of number, called great hundreds, or 120, as a unit ; and
eggs were placed amongst free articles.

The countries from which we derived our principal supplies

will be seen by the following table, with the exception of the

year 1866, where the total alone has yet been ascertained—
From 1862. 1863. 1864. 18n.5. 1866.

gt. hds. gt. hd«. gt. hds. gt. his. gt. hds.
Hamburg .... 6,864 .

.

8,006 .

.

.'i.SlS .

.

5,670 .

.

Bremen 15,433 .. 10,250 .. 3,413 .. 1,881 ..

Holland 8,801 .. 1,30S .. 1,206 .. 1,772 ..

Belgium .... 169,462 .. 158,526 .. 217,067 .. 171,855 ..

France 1,501,402 .. 1,872,753 .. 2,893,521 .. 2,795.899 ..

Portugal 13.813 .. 4,2.51 .. 6,232 .. 1.712 ..

Spain 189,628 .. 78,828 .. 64,465 .. 81.328 ..

Cbnl. Islands 85,226 .. 94,487 .. 113,294 .. 21,617 ..

Othr. countrs. 881 .

.

900 .

.

1,141 .

.

1,710 .

.

Total .... 1,936,010 . . 2,224,414 . . 2,794,152 . . 8,033,444 . . 0,657,324

Value.... £593,813 .. .fG73,>38 .. f -35,028 .. £92'<,247 £1,097,197

In the volume of trade and navigation published by the

Board of Trade, the average prices given for the computed value

in the year 1805 were—Belgian, 6s. '2d. ; French, 5s. l\d. ; the
Channel Islands (their own produce), .5<. lOd. ; and Spanish,

6.5. 3rf. per great hundred. It would, however, be an erroneous

impression to suppose that Belgian eggs were therefore worth
more than French, the mode adopted by the authorities at the

Custom House being this ; to take the average prices published

in the Economist for that year as follows, per 120 :

—

». d.

7 6
7 4i
5 9"

.January .

.

February
March
April . . .

.

May
June ...
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The total value of exported eggs, of which England received
the lion's share, has been as follows :

—

francs.
1815 to 1835, an average of 2,786,000
For 1850 „ 7,512,000
„ 1858 „ 10,418,000
„ 1859 „ 11,340,000
„ 1861 „ 17,845,000
„ 18fi4 „ 27,974,000
« 1865 „ 37,650,000
„ 1866 „ 42,334,000

How these exports have been distributed will appear by this
table :—

1864. 1865. 1866.
kilog. kilog. kilog.

Belgium 46,864 . . 84,117 .

.

l.S0,627
United Kingdom 22,095,2«2 . . 29,765.361 .

.

33,458,539
Germany 15,767 .. 35,71S\ ..

Spain 34,789 .

.

52,682
Italy 14.799 .. 16,117 1 .. ^„. „_„
Switzerland .... 143,200 . . 133.753 f .

.

2/8,659

United States .. 2,156 .. 8.370 ..

Other conntrjes 27,120 . . 29,719 '

.

.

Total 22^79,457

-{Th€ Grocer.)

30,120,772 33,867,825

WARNING.
About a fortnight ago I received an order to forward to a

Mr. Mason, some fowls, and enclosed in the letter was a
business card. Keljing npon the apparent respectability of

the parties, I forwarded the birds, which were of some value.
Not receiving any information as to the arrival of the birds, or
any communication ae to payment, I instituted inquiries, and
was informed by the Superintendent of Police, that " Mason is

a person that does nothing else but go about the country giving
orders for goods, without any intention of paying for them.
He is a swindler of the Long Firm, has no home ; in fact, has
nothing."
Now, gentlemen, I read in your Journal, '* Do not part with

your money until you have the birds." So much for advice to

buyers. Sellers will, perhaps, take my case as a caution, and not
part with their birds until they have the money.

—

Merryfields.

[You are quite right. We say to sellers, Do not part with your
poulti-y until you have a security for the money, which is easily

given by the purchaser sending a post-office order made payable
ten days after date. This protects both vendor and buyer.

—

Eds.]

LEIGH (LANCASHIRE) POULTRY EXHIBITION.
This poultry Exhibition hae always been held in connection with

the annual local cattle show; last year, however, no meeting of the
Leigh Society took place on acconnt of the cattle plague, and great
were the con^-atulations of the Bupporters of this Show that they this
year enjoyed the privilege of holding their castomary show of cattle,

particularly as this was the first grant that has been permitted for
some time p.ai^t to any agricnltural society, with the view to ensure the
complete stamiiinti out of rinderpest. It was certainly quite a reviv-
ing feature to see cattle again holding their accustomed position at an
agricultural meeting, but at the same time, the pressure to the poultry
tent proved that the combined attractions of horticulture, dogs, butter,
and cheese did not lessen the popularity of poultry. Everything con-
nected with the Show went off most satisfactorily, the only draw-
back bein;^ the deadly gloom that most faces exhibited, as rumours of
the frightful accident by railway in this locality were narrated by those
parties whose fate it had been to pass on the Midland line on their
way to the Exhibition. It is a matter of regret to find them not ex-

aggerated, as at the first most of the anxious hearers considered
probable.

As to the Show itself, there is no room to question that the general
quality of the birds shown was far beyond thiit of former meetings.
Many of the birds of necessity proved to be in deep moult, and no
donbt this acted as a very considerable drawback, particularly in the
Game classes. Messrs. Brierley, Halsall, and Mellor. however, exhi-
bited specimens of unusual merit. A Black Red pullet belonging to

the Kev. W. J. Mellor especially deserves mention.
The Gf'jsey Turlri/Sy and Di«:l:s were far superior to those exhibited

at former shows held at Leigh ; and in the Variety class of Ducks some
beautiful specimens of Shell Dacks, Caroliuas, and Grey Call Ducks
were most attractive.

Among the oddities that were shown was a pair of the common
English Bam Owls, entered at five guineas (}), and their anxious
owner had placed a placard on their pen, " retjuesting the public not
to touch these birds," which some passing wag had altered to " The
public are requested not to purchase these birds," a piece of advice by
no means necessary, though causing many a passing smile. Another
curious living curiosity was to be seen—viz., a cuckoo-coloured hen with
four legs, three of which were evidently used for locomotion. It was

by no means a pleasing spectacle, and the feeling of disgust was some-
what general. Snch monstrosities are best suited for the purposes erf

the penny showman.
The day proved exceedingly fine, and the attendance of visitors was

such as to ensure success in a pecuniary point of riew.

Gaue ; Black-breasted Red).— First, C. W. Brierley, MiddJeton. Second,
Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwiok R«ctory, Nottingham.
Game (Brown Red).—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, J. Holland, Man-

chester.
Gamk (Any other variety).—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor (BUck-breasted

Red). Second and Highly Commended, J. Hallsall, Ince, near Wigan
(Duckwing Game.)
Spanish (Black).—First and Second, N. Cook, Chowbent.
CocBiNS (BuflD.-First and Second, C.W. Brierley.
Cochins (Any other colour}.—First and Second, C. W. Brierley (Part-

ridge). Commended, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Oswestry (Partridge.)
Brahma Pootra.—First J. Gerrard, Over Hulton. Second, Miss M.

Piatt, Deane, near Bolton.
Dorkings.-First and Highly Commended, S. Farrington, Chat Moss,

Astley. Second. E. Shaw.
Ha-uburghs (Golden-poncilled).—First. T. Wrigley, Middleton. Second,

H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton, Yorkshire.
Haubdrghs (Silver-peocllled).-First, J. Jackson, Bury. Second, J,

Piatt.
Hamburghs (Golden-spanpled).—First, W. Parr. Patricroft, near Man-

chester. Second, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Pickles. Second, J. Jackson,

Bury.
PoLANDS (Any variety).—First, P. Unsworth, Lowton, near Newton-le

Willows. Second, S. Farrington. Commended, T. J. Lancashire, Bed-
ford, Leiph (Black).
Game Bantams.—First. R. Gerrard, Chowbent. Second, C. W. Brierley.

Highly Commended, P. West, Wigan. Commended, J. Renshaw, jun.,
Barton-on-Irwell.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, S. Farrington. Second, S. & R,

Ashton.
Any other Distinct or Cross-Brked of Fowls.—First, N. Cook

(Houdans). Second, C. P. Ackers. Wigan (Houdans.)
Game Cock f Anv varietvl.—First, C. W. Brierlev, Second. J. HalsalL

Commended. Rev. W. J. Mellor; J. Atherton. Middle Hulton (Black Red).
Game Cockehei. (Auv varietv).—First, E. H. Woodcock, Wigan (Black-

breasted Redt. Second, J. Halsall. Highly Commended, R. M W. Bar-
ton, Leiph (Game Duckwing).
Ga me Bantam Cock ( Anv variety).—First, R. Charlesworth. Manchester.

Second, C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended. R. Crompton, Leigh. Com-
mended, R. Gerrard.
Game Pullets (Any variety).—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Second, J.

Piatt. Highly Commended, J. Halsall. Commended, T. Danson, Ince;
E. Brough, Leek
Selling Class.- First and Second, S. Farrinjrton.
Extra Stock.—Highly Commended, P. Caldwell, Westhoughton (Fan-

tail Pigeons.)
Docks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Rochdale. Second, J. Unsworth..
Ducks ( Rouen).—First, T. Wakefield, Golborne, near Newton-le-Willows.

Second, C. P. Ackers. Commended, T. Wnketield ; C. P. Ackers.
Any other Vabiety.—First and Second, C. W. Brierley (Shell Ducks,

Carolinas). Hiffhly Commended. S. & R. Ashton (Grey Call Ducks.)
Geese or Goslings.—First and Second, S. H. Stutt (Geese and Goslings.)

Hiffhlv Commended, H. Neild, Manchester.
Tur'keys.—First, R Dickinson. Bolton. Second, H Neild. Highly

Commended, J. Hartley, Leigh.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparlcbrook, Birmingham,
ofliciated as Arbitrator.

LICHFIELD POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 10th and 11th inst., in connection with the

Staffordshire Agricultural Society's Exhibition. The following is the

prize list :

—

YOUNG BIRDS.
Game f Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, C. B. Lowe. Atherstone.

Rec'tnd, G. DiuRle. Sbustoke, Coleshill, Warwickshire. Commended,
J. Upton, Alrewas, Ijicbfield.

Game (Any other variety).—Prize. C. B. Lowe (Piles).

Spanish.—First. .T. R. Rodbard, Wriugton, Bristol. Second, J. Clews,
Walsall. Commended, T. Cliflfe, Hanley.
Dorkings (Coloured, except Silver-Greys).-First and Second, Mrs.

F. S. Arkwright, Derby. Commeuded, Mrs. Bailey, Longton.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey or White).—First and Second, Lady Bagot,

RuReley. Coramended. Mrs. F. S. Arkwright.
CocHiN-CHiNA(('iQnHmon or BuflTi.—Prize, W. H. Crewe, Etwall, Derby.
Cochin-China (Uro^vn, PartridKe-feathered. or other varieties).—First

and Highly Commended, A. O. Worthington,Burton-upon-Trent. Second,
J. R. Rodbard.
Brahma Pootr as.—First, E. Leech. Second, A. O. Wortbinpton.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).— First, F. D. Mori, Stafford. Second,

C. Havers, Inpatestone, Essex.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, Duke of Sutherland, Trentham

Hall. Second, C. Havers.
Hamburghs (Golden-spflngled).—First, L Davies, Harbome. Second,

T. Blfikeman, Tettcnhali. Wolverhampton.
Hamburghs iSilvor-spanpled).—First, Duke of Sutherland. Second, G.

Strongitharm, Rusball, Walsall.
Cochin-China.—Prize, G. Strongitharm.

SINGLE COCKERELS.
Game.—Prize. T. W. Yates, Lichfield.
Spanish.—Prize. G. Strongitharm.
Dorking.—Prize, Mr. F. S. Arkwright.

Turkeys (Any variety).—First, E. Leech, Rochdale (Cambridge). Se-
cond, F. E. Richardson. Bromshall, Uttoxeter (Cambridge). Commended,
Mrs. Dyott, Lichfield (Norfolk.)
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Okesx.—First, E. Leech. Second. S. U. Soots. Kochdale. Highly
Commcndod, T. Unntock, WoWerbftinpton
Docks iWhito Ayl«Bbur>"f- -First. K. Lcoeh,RoclnlnIc. Second, W. H.

Crewu. Etwiill. Durby. itighly Commouded, A. O. Wortbington, Burtou-
apon-TreDt.
DucK« Kouoni.— Kirst. E. Leoch. Rpcond, A .0. Wortbington. Highly

Oommebdcd, K. Milla, Aldridge, WnlBnll.
Duc2U (Blank East lodiau).—Socond, J. Novillo, Taiuwortb.

KENT AND SURREY FANCY RABBIT SOCIETY.
On SoptombtT ilth, the mombere of the above Socifty met nt the

" Rosemary Hruueh," Peckham. to celebrate their Bixteeuth half-yearly

aeflaion. U. B. Newsom, Ksi]., was iu the chair.

PiaZES.
1. Mr. Lock. Yellow nnJ White Doe, age four months and nine days,

•ars 21 g inches lon^t, 5J iuchcH wide.
2. Mr. Hyatt. TortoiseHhill Doe, age foar months and two days, ears

21^ inches lon^, 51 inches wide.
5. K(|ual. Mr. \Vobb. Sooty Buck, n^e five months, ears 21^ inches

lonR, 5\ iuchcs wide. Kijiial, Mr. Lock. Kuwn Uucjt, age four months
Mid fourteen days, cars 21ii laches loni;, 5\ inches wide.

4. Mr. Webb. Black and White Doe, age six months, ears 20^ inches
long, 5ti inches wide.

5. Mr. Piicc, Yellow and Whito Doe, age six months and eight days,
ears IPjJ inches long, 4i inches wide.

6. Mr. Hyatt. TortoiseshiU Buck, age fonr months and two days,
«ars 21^ inches long, 5^ inches wide.

7. Mr. P.-ice. Bluo and White Buck, age six mouths and eight days,
•ftrs 183 inches long, 41 inches ^vide.

9. Self Colocr.—Mr. Kniniett. Bluo Doe, age three months and
hrenty-threo days, ears 21,i inches long, ti\ inches wide.

10. For Weight.—Mr. Vaughan. Fawn Doe. ago five months, weight,
9 lbs. 10 ozs. ; ears 20) inches long, 4^ inches wide.

JUDOES —Wessrs. Lock, Ward, and Brett. Assistants, Messrs.
Pace and Webb.

Long Shttok and South Lincolnshire Poultry ani> Pioeon
Snow.—Among the country Societies which have shown in-

oreased spirit in their premiums, the above is rather remark-
able. Fifteen silver cups, value five guineas each, and 130
money prizes, are included in the .schedule.

STOCKS OF DRIVEN BEES.
I HAVE two stocks of hlack bees in Pettitt's twelve-bar-frame

hives ; one stock driven from an old common hive on the 14th
of July, which on the I'.Hh of August weighed 1!) lbs. nett

;

the other, an old stock and a very late swarm of this season,
driven and united on the 2.'ird of August. These have built

combs in one corner of each of six frames. The outermost
comb is tilled with honey, but not sealed. In this state the
bees have been fully a week, yet they are very busy carrying
in pollen. I think they mean no more comb-building this

season.

What may be the probable number of stocks produced from
these two stocks the next season if all be well :'

—

\ Workino
Cabinetuakeb.

[The bees of the united colony are not now likely to extend
their combs. You would, therefore, assist them most ma-
terially it you could give them two or three full-sized combs,
either with or without a portion of honey, such as you might
probably obtain for ft trifle from some one who destroys bees
in the usual way. Take care, also, that there is a sufficient

store of food to last the winter. You may reasonably antici-

pate t.vo swarms from each of your stocks next year.^

HIVE-PROTECTOR.
The hive-protectors recommended by "Jons O'Gaijnt," and

a " Shropshire Bee lovkb," are so very rude and ugly, that
rather than disfiguro my apiary with such an unsightly con-
struction, I would iiUirn to the old rustic and picturesque
straw hackle with all its disadvantages.
Now, in adopting iiny new and simple contrivance in bee

hives, covers, ifec, I a'. ways have an eye to cheapness, efliciency,

and neatness, and if the last requirement cannot be secured.
I discard the thing altogether. I have for many years used

|

the American cheese-boxes recommended by " John O'Gaunt,"
and they ;ire very convenient, cheap, and effective, and if made
to one gauge so as to be interchangeable, each rim mode to fit

on the top of all the other rims, with a narrow lioop to cover
the joint, are more convenisnt still.

I have made neat and good, cheap and durable eovers in the

following way, requiring, certainly, a little more exercise of

constructive ability than the "flour-barrel and milk-pan"
cover :

—

The material, old soap-boxes, may be obtained from the same
source as the cheese rims. I cut the thin portions of these

boxes into triangular pieces about 14 inches long and .5 broad
at the base. Then to a rim about 6 inches iu depth, I nail

about eight of those pieces at equal distances all round the

upper edge, giving the required slope, the points all meeting
in the centre, where they are all secured to au octagonal piece

of wood. Having made all firm I put eight other triangular

pieces the same size over the open spaces left between the first

eight, giving a lap of about three-quarters of an inch, secure

all together to the edge of the rim with long sprigs, give two or

three coats of paint, and it makes a neat and durable pro-

tection. The above sketch will better explain the result of the

above operation.—G. L., Woh-erhampton.

JUDGING SUPERS OF HONEY.
What constitutes a first-class super of honeycomb, and how

should such supers be judged by points? There is a great

difference of opinion about it in this district.—K.

[Wo believe no rules have ever been laid down, nor so far

as we are aware, has any attempt been made to judge supers

by points. Still we do not see why it should not be done, and
should be glad to receive suggestions on the subject.]

HONEY DISCOLOURED.
The discolouration of honey complained of by " D. D." is

not I am sorry to say, the ouly instance of this peculiarity. I

myself removed a Woodbury super a few days ago weighing

about 15 lbs. nett. in exactly the state yoa describe the sample
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sent by " D. D." From the position of my apiary it is almost
impossible that the bees could ha'i'e had access to a treacle-

cask, although the honey closely resembles it. 1 attribute this

phenomenon entirely to honeydew, which has been very plenti-

ful in this district this autumn, and in several instances I

have seen the bees gathering it. Another super I removed at

about two miles distant from the first, the honey is not so bad,

but still very dark and not good flavoured.—G. L.

NEW BOOK.
On the Mana/ji'mcnt and Preservation of Game, and Ornamental

Birdx, and tltc Laws relating thereto. London : Bemrose
and Lothian, 21, Paternoster Row.

The first few days in September seem a very suitable time

to look into a new book on game. While the sound of the

sportsman's gun is actually in my ears as I write, and I see the

beaters run to pick up the unhappy, or, shall I say happy, par-

tridges ; for remember how carefully they are preserved from
anything that can harm them during so many months of the

year ; and then, although they have to run the gauntlet with
the shooter, yet how many escape ! yea, only a certain number
are permitted to be killed, and those that are killed die in no
vulgar way, and by no vulgar hands. Then when dead the
partridges are stiU held in honour—they are made presents of,

they are received with pleasure, and on the table how they are

praised ! so we will call them happy partridges.

The book, the name of which is at the head of this article,

is one of a new series of works for the country, and is both
cheap and full of information on a subject which was formerly
only to be read of in expensive works on natural history. It

is a good sign in this so-called artificial and highly polished

age that the love of nature still holds sway over the mind,
yea, that this influence is increasing. A Frenchman makes a

fortune, and lives in Paris ; an Englishman makes a fortune,

and lives in the country. This is a more healthy taste ; the
yearly advancing love of poultry among us, and the new
books published, all point this way ; and now we have a little

manual on game and ornamental birds to help forward the
good cause.

The pheasant is first spoken of, that grandest of acclimatised
birds, useful hints on rearing them are given, together with a
description and engraving of a pheasantry. Naturally enough
after the pheasant comes the partridge, of which much is told

ns : among other things, how tame it becomes, and this in-

stance is given:—"One would attend the pastor at breakfast,

receive food at any hand that would give it, stretch itself out
before the fire, and enjoy its warmth ; but at length it fell a
victim to that decided foe of all favourite birds—a cat ; the
dogs were too generous to molest it."

Other game birds are then spoken of, among others the
capercailzie, that splendid fellow, now introduced with suc-
cess in some of the most -wooded parts of the Scotch High-
lands. Mr. Poyntz, the former owner of Cowdray Park, Sussex
(a graphic account of which appeared recently in this Journal,
and a trae account as well, as I can attest from personal know-
ledge), tried to make the capercailzie at home on his own
estate, but in vain. I was startled at seeing stuffed specimens
of this grand bird in different cottages in the village of Ease-
bourne, a former cure of mine, and lying clcse to Cowdray
Park.
The part about fen birds is to my mind the most interesting

portion of the book, though I fear the ruff and reeve, common
enough in my day in the fens of Cambrideshire, are no longer
to be found; for the simple reason, the fens are drained.
Thirty years ago an old man, Roger Addison by name, living
on the verge of " The Wash, "-who gained his living by shooting
fen birds and snaring eels and pike, was one of my boyhood's
friends. He dressed sailor-fashion ; his cottage was a sort of

Robinson Crusoe hut—guns, snares, fishing tackle, and stuffed

decoy-birds hung on the walls or were upon the shelves.
Specially did I marvel at the long gun, a cannon in bore,
which when on duty was fastened into the boat, the boat being
a little, narrow, cocked-hat-shaped craft, along which he lay
on his stomach with shoulder to his gunstock. This old man
—very rheumatic, and no wonder—took to a lad who showed
an interest in his calling. He was the last of a family who
had for generations been such as he was ; but he was wont to

speak of his father's and grandfather's times as being " the
good times," for no drainage had taken place then. Old Roger
used to speak of the little square gravestones in the church-

yard raised to the memory of his ancestors, and the last line of

the newest stone ran thus :

—

" Old Roger to come.''

A few years later I was in that churchyard, and the line then

read

—

" Old Roger ks come."

This old man first made me acquainted, among other birds,

with those graceful feathered creatures ruffs and reeves, who
easily betrayed their haunts by having, what I may call, their

cockpits.

The redshank, another elegant fen bird spoken of in this

book, is, I fear, now quite extinct.

After the web-footed fen birds there are some interesting

chapters about the hare, the fox, and the stag. Concerning

the last-named, we have this amusing anecdote :
— " Of the

stag's courage, when personal safety requires it, may be in-

stanced the combat promoted by William, Duke of Cumberland,
many years since, in an area where a stag was enclosed with a

hunting tiger (chetar ?). Into an area, 15 feet high, an old stag

was turned ; the tiger was led in hoodwinked by two blacks

that had the care of him, and his eyes and himself at once set

at liberty. The instant he saw the deer he crouched down on
his belly, and, creeping like a house-cat at a mouse, watched
an opportunity of safely seizing his prey. The stag, however,

warily turned as he turned, and this strange antagonist found
himself opposed to his formidable brow-antlers. In vain the

tiger attempted to turn his flanks—the stag out-generalled him ;

and this cautious warfare became so tedious, that the Duke
desired the tiger might be goaded on to the attack. It was
done, when immediately, instead of attacking the stag, with a

furious and elastic bound he sprang at and cleared the place,

and crossing the road, rushed into the opposite, and fastening

upon a fallow deer, brought it to the ground ; having satiated

his rage and hunger, he was easily secured by his keepers."

I forgot to mention that this little work has numerous and
very life-like illustrations, and is well suited to be placed in the

hands of all lovers of natural history.

—

Wiltshire Rectok.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Pheasants Eating- titetr Feathers (Chinese P/tecwani).—Your birds

lack something, but you will no more cure them of eating feathers by
f-ivinff them horse-flesh, than you would a drunkard by supplying him
with drink. There is an age when they want something, and will not be
satisfied unless they obtain that, or a substitute for it. Auts' eggs are the
real satisfier. If they cannot be had. scoured gentles will sometimes
answer the purpose. Give the greatest possible change of food, and all

of a cooling nature. You may, in the way of animal food, give worma,
but nothing else. We should fear you have been in the habit of giving
raw food ; and having withheld it they seek to eat each other. It is not
the feather they wnnt. but the bleeding ptub, as that is most like raw
meat. There is no bird that cannot be train&d to eat its fellows by being
fed on raw meat for a long time, and then deprived of it. A Pheasant
or a fowl will either of them stand still while its fellows eat it, even to the
death.

PEACoarB {Brahma Cock).—A peacomb should not be high nor coaxse,

Ih or 2 inches is ijuite high enough. It should be thick at the base, and
fixed firmly on the head. The centre should have some blunt serrationa.

On either side, halfway between the base of the comb and its top, shonld
be the distinct impression of another comb, similar to the centre, jffO-

jecting merely, but in no way detached.

Craven Poultky Show.— "' The correspondent who sent nn account of

the Craven Show, stated that the second prize was awarded to J. Scott,

of Sldpton, for Game Bantams, which is not correct. The second prize
was awarded to me in adults.—Thomas Hartley, Earhy.'^

Food fob Pigeons (TT'. H. B i.—Tares, if old, are perhaps the best food
for Pigeons. As to linseed, it has been found in Germany that after the
linseed harvest Pigeons are frequently ill, and die of dinrrhcea; so that
we would advise you to give it with a sparing hand, and add a few hand-
fuls of common dry rice to your compound of tares, linseed, peas, and
barley.

Bee Flowers (Cor?i»&J»i).—White Clover, Saiutfoin. Trifolium incar-
natum. Buckwheat, Heath, Lime, fruit trees of all kinds, Raspberry,
Gooseberry, and Currant j Laurustiuus, Borage, Mignonette, and Nepeta
Mussiuii.

Pot Pourri (South Lincolnshire^.—Gather the petals of the most fra-

grant lands of Roses, with which other flowers may be mixed at pleasure
in smaller proportion ; spread them out to dry in the sun, or in a warm
room ; sprinkle a little salt on them, and put them into a jar, in which
they are to be kept covered up till wanted for use. Take of these Rose
leaves 4 oza. ; dried Lavender flowers, 8 ozs. ; vanilla, cloves, storax, and
benzoin, all bruised, of each 1 drachm; ambergris, 20 grains; otto ol
roses, 20 drops. Mix.

POULTRY MARICET.—September 18.

Our supply still continues o be a very limited one. Young Grouse
are very scarce, and, so far as can be judged at present. Partridges are
the same. Tliere is little trade, nor does there seem to he any prospect
of change either in supply or prices.
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present year 288 Manetti Eoses, they are all alive now (Sep-

tember 13th), and by September 4th I pointed out to the Eev.
Robert Price, my clergyman, two well-formed buds on Louise
Margntt n. I have removed twelve Prince Camille de Kohan,
six Vicimte Vigier, and six Due de Cazes with their new
foliage nd fresh-struck roots. They have, therefore, had two
removals between August 7th and September 13th. On the

•9th of August I planted seventy-nine more, and they are doing
welL
The Manetti stock pumps up such tides of sap, and is so

energetic, that in the autumn it brings its blooms to perfection

much sooner than the comparatively sluggish Briar or the Rose
on its own roots. The Briar Rose has three vulnerable points

—the roots, the stock, and the head ; but the Manetti Rose has
only two points of attack, both easily defended—namely, the
loots and the head. The Briar casts its suckers from the roots,

but the Manetti Rose from the stock (rarely from the roots), the
remedy for which will be pointed out hereafter. The Manetti
Bose may be recovered when sick and scarcely alive : such was
the case with Carl Coiirs this spring ; but a Briar Rose rarely

recovers ; if it does not go forward it never remains stationary,

bat declines more or less slowly towards death. Mr. Gill made
great eomplants of the mischief done to his Briars and Briar
Roses last winter. In respect to Carl Gc^ers—a small pot plant
wintered in my vinery— it was so nearly dead that I should
have thrown it away had not my man said, " There is a little

green in it." I cut it down to within an inch of where he said

it was green, and planted it under my south wall, covering it

all over with earth like a molehill. I then watered it, and left

it for dead ! It sprang up in due time, is a nice plant now,
and has given me two series of flat, large, crimson purple
flowers.

The rest of the Manetti Rose is but short—from one to two
months, never more than three months. It produces so many
buds that I never trouble myself to kill the bud-worm. The
Manetti Rose may be pruned in winter, or in any month from
January to May. You may let it form all its branches and
bads, and after the bnd-worm has done its mischief you may
«ut out what you wish to remove, and it will still have more
buds than an ordinary person would think should be left on
the plant. It may be budded later than any other stock known,
the way of which will be shown hereafter. A Briar Rose often
takes two years before it is established, but a Manetti Rose is

quickly established ; it may be established in forty-ei^ht hours
in hot weather if there is sufficient moisture at the roots. It

is the quickest rooter known to me.
A Rose on its own roots, or on a Manetti stock properly

bndded, properly planted, and properly treated for that pur-
pose, may be multiplied by Roses on their own roots (the way
to do which will be shown hereafter) ; but the Briar Rose can
never be more than one Rose. There is hope of the former,
that if they be cut down, they will sprout again, but there is no
liope for a Briar Rose. If the stock dies the Rose must die
with it : and that has been the case this summer with Roses
•on good Briars that were wounded in the stock, not in the roots

and head, by the severity of the winter. One Briar Dr. Lindley,
snd one Briar Black Prince, that bloomed well in the fore part
of summer, have since died from injury to the stock. The
roots of both were perfectly healthy, and the two Roses, which are
good growers, with fine foliage, and of a hardy nature, perished,
owing to the death of the Briar stock. I have one of each
left, and they are doing well. T»io p'auts of Lady Suffield—

a

capital Hose in all respects, likewise the kind gift of the raiser,

Mr. "W. Paul—escaped all iujury, and have grown well, and
bloomed continuously.

It Roses are wanted on their own roots, the quickest and
best way to get them is by natural transition from the Manetti
Bose, and the way of bringing about this result will be shown
hereafter. Then, as an object to please the ."ight, a bui^h plant
anuEt be better than a Rose on a " stilt." If Roses are budded
on a Briar, except for pendidons or drooping forms, they should
not be higher than 3 feet. For conveniently teeing them,
lis inches or 2 feet will be a preferable height ; for a peisou
must be 7 feet high to view conveniently Roses—strong growers—on a fuur-feet Biiar. As ret;aids Roses on their own roots,

'if the soil is very rich and well cultivated, and if you could get
strong plants, which is improbable, I think it would be very
nice, for myself I do not care whether they are on their onn
roots or on the Manetti stock. For poor lauds or bad culti-

Jvators, they would be simply wovthless I For poor soil Manetti
'Boses aie the best, as tbey do not require nnch a good staple, or
anything like ihe expensive manuring that the other t«o re-

quire. Moreover, in rich land the Manetti Rose requires littla

or no manure, but simply annual or biennial removal, either in
the same place or to some other. If Roses are planted care-
lessly and neglected, which I fear is generally the case, the
Manetti Rose will beat the Briar Rose, as, indeed, the Rose on
its own roots, when firmly rooted, will also do. I may truly
say, that if persons do not mean to cultivate Roses properly,
they had better stick to Ragged Jack, or Beans and Peas!
Before I approach the subject of cultivation, I will address to
such the following lines :

—

" Should e'er your Fancy wish herself to please.
Let her take flif^ht among the Beans and Peas ;

But. oh ! in pity, never let her try.

Her inspiration on the rosery ! "'

"

—W. F. Raecltffe.
{To be continued.)

THE POMOLOGICAL CONGRESS OF FRANCE.
The twelfth meeting of the Pomological Congress of France

was this year held in Paris, under the auspices and in the
house of the Societe Impel iale et Centrale d' Horticulture of

France, 84, Rue de Grenelle St. Germain. The Congress was
opened on the 19th instant by an address from the President,
Senateur Reveil, in which he reviewed the past history of the
Society, its present position, and its future work.
The Society took its origin at the meeting of the Imperial

Horticultural Society of the Rhone, held at Lyons in 1856,
when a number of pomologists being assembled from various
parts, formed themselves into what was then called the Congres
Pomologique de Lyon. It had for its object the destruction of

the embarrassing synonymy of fruits that is met with in nur-
series, the fixing of a correct name by which each fruit shall

henceforth be known, the proper description of varieties, and
to encom-age the propagation of good and arrest that of inferior

varieties. It was found that the labours of the Society became
so extended, and so many pomologists from all parts of France
became connected with it, that its operations were widened,
and instead of being confined to the neighbourhood of Lyons,
it assumed the more universal title of CongrSs Pomologique de
France. For twelve years this excellent Society has been
labouring faithfully in the field it has undertaken to cultivate,

and this year it has for the first time held a meeting in the

French capital.

In connection with the meeting of the Congress there is

always a Fruit Show held, altogether independent of the

labours of the Congress, and of this Exhibition we shall now
proceed to give an account.

The Exhibition of fruit, which is of considerable extent,

consisting chiefly of Apples and Pears, is held in a large hall

in the Rue de Grenelle St. Germain, 84. The arrangement
of it reminded us very much of the great fruit shows which
were held in Willis's Rooms and St. James's Hall, the centre of

the ball being filled with seven large tables some 50 or 60 feet

in length, and 8 or 10 feet broad, on which the fruits are ar-

ranged in dishes. At the entrance and at the farther end of

the hall, and in some little rooms adjoining them, are like-

wise numbers of smaller tables filled with fruit, the whole
presenting a very good appearance without any attempt at dis-

play. The most of the fruits are legibly named, and in many
instances not very correctly, in our opinion. There is, how-
ever, a great difference in the appearance of a fruit grown in

Fiance and that of the same variety grown in England ; they are

in general much larger, and always more highly coloured when
grown in the sunny south than we are accustomed to see them.
One great drawback to any one seeking infoimation like our-

selves, is the almost total absence of cards indicating by
whom the fruit is exhibited.

Eight in the place of honour, in the centre and extreme end
of the hall, on a raised duiis or platform, our countryman, Mr.
Knight, of Portechartrain, exhibits his collection, and most
creditably has he upheld the standard of Englibh horticulture.

His Grapes are by far the finest we have evt r seen grown in

France. He exhibits portions of the stem of hi,'* Vines trained

on the spur sjsti m, with the bunches hanging on ihem; they

are veiy good examples of that mode of cultivating the Vine,

an example which the French would do well to imitate, their

style of cultivation and the fruit obtained being miserably
inferior to what is seen in Eugland. Mr. Knight exhibits

of Grapes, Frunkenthal, the bunch and berries be ng of good
size, not particularly well coloured ; Cb-i-selas Napoleon,

which is a, very handsome and beautiful Grape, not much
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known in England ; tho bunches are large, berries oval, clear

yellow, about as big as a medium sized Muscat : Black Barba-

rossa, or more correctly Gros Gnillaume, but badly coloured
;

Lady Downe's well coloured ; Muscat Escbolata suporba, or

more correctly Canon Hall Muscat ; Buckland Sweetwater,
very clear amber, well ripened. Duchess of Buccleuch did not

tell well. He had also one Cayenne Pino Apple, which was quite

green ; it was the only one exhibited in the hall by the culti-

vator, which does not say much for Pine-growing in France
;

3 large Cantaloup Melons ; .'> or (! dishes of Pears, which were
very fine, consisting of Beurrc Did, Duchesse d'Angnulcme,
Easter Bouriij under the name of Doyenn^ d'Hiver, Flemish
Beauty under the name of Fondante du Bois, Colmar d'Arem-
berg very tine ; of Apples, very good examples of Calville

Blanche, Reinette du Canada, Reinette de Caux, very hand-
some, and Api Noir.

M. Adolphe Berton, PropritHsire, Scenux, exhibits about

70 dishes of Pears and 12 of Apples, and a small basket of

Grapes, which consisted of small bunches of Frankenthal well

coloured, and Chasselas de Fontainebleau. Amongst the Pears

there were very good examples of Colmar d'Aremberg ; Beurre
d'Aprfimont, which is the same as our Benrrfi Bosc ; Belle de

Bruxelles, hand.some, but of no merit ; Bon Chretien d'Etf-,

very fine ; Murtin Sec. like a large Seckle ; Fondante de Noi-I,

same as Belle Apres NdoI ; Doyennfi Boussoch, much russeted
;

Flemish Beauty, under the name of Fondante du Bois ; Beurrfe

Clairgeau, very large and ban Isome ; Vicar of Winkfield, under
the name of Cure ; Bon Chretien d'Espagne, large but coarse

;

Duchesse d'Aogouleme, very large and fine ; Beurr(5 Diel, under
the name of Beurre Magnifique; Beurre SieuUe; Doyennii du
Cornice, very highly coloured ; Williams's Bon Chretien, under
the simple name of Williams, it was not nearly so good as

in England ; likewise the Pears rii r/roupe, in clusters as they
have been grown on the tree, showing how wonderfully well

the Pears succeed in this country. Of Apples the Reinette du
Canada was the largest. Belle Fille and Api Gros were also

very good.

MM. Croux et fils, Horticulteurs ;"i Sceaux, Seine, exhibit a
very large collection of Apples and Pears, filling two entire

tables. Of Pears there were upwards of S50 dishes, and of

Apples 100. Of Pears there were very good examples of Jose-

phine de Malines ; Passe Colmar ; BeurrC Gris ; Beurre d'Al-

bret, russety, very handsome ; DoyennC d'Automne, very large

and fine ; Doyenn^ de Sterckmans, very handsome ; Des Deux
Sceurs ; Triomphe de Jodoigne, very large ; Beurre de Bance,
under the name of Bon Chretien de Ranee ; DoyennC; du Cornice,

very highly coloured ; Napoleon, under the name of Bon Chretien
Napoleon ; Caillot Rosat ; Beurre d'Anjou, very fine ; Bon
Chretien d'Espagne was here highly coloured ; Keens' Seed-

ling (?) very handsome ; Poire du Congres, very large and hand-
some, russeted ; Flemish Beauty, under the name of Fondante
du Bois ; Glou Mor(,eau under the name of BeurrC d'Aremberg,
which is the name it is generally known by in France ; Beurrft

Bachelier, very large and fine ; Grosse Calebasse, under the

name of Calebasse Monstre ; Beurre Diel, called Beurre Mag-
nifique ; Beurre Clairgeau, very large and handsome ; Duchesse
d'Angouleme, large ; Uvedale's St. Germain, called Belle Ange-
vine ; Williams's Bon Chretieu, very good ; Bon Chretien
d'Auch, large and very handsome ; Calebasse Tougard, same as

Grosse Calebasse; Beurre I'iel. true; Conseiiler de la Cour;
Bergamotte Cadette was wrongly named in one instance, in

another rightly so ; Seckel, smaller than in England ; St.

Miche!-.\rchange—under this name three distinct Pears were
exhibited ; Beurre Superfin, medium sized, russety, and hand-
some; Catillac was exhibited under the name of Gilogil, which
is very distinct ; Van Mons Leon le C'lerc, large and fine

;

General Todtleben, medium sized, clear skin with rosy cheeks

;

King Edward was wrongly named. Of Apples, Reinette du
Canada was a-i usual very fine ; Belle Josephine, very good ;

Eeinetto do Caux, very handsome, regular iu outline, and
highly coloured; Museau de Lievre, pearmain-shaped, large,

and very handsome ; the (Iravenstein was not true, the one
exhibited resembling a Ribston Pippin ; a largo white Apple
was exhibited wrongly as Boston Russet, as also a small white
variety wrongly as Alfriston

; Dutch Mignonne, very fine;

Hoary Morning was exhibited under the name of Louise Van
Mons ; Mervillion d'Espagne, very handsome, resembling our
Blenheim Pippin ; Calville de St. Sauveur, very large and
handsome ; Paulino de Vigny resembled the Emperor Alexan-
der ; Giand-.Mexnndre was Emperor Alexander, very hand-
some ; Reine des Eeinetles is our King of the Pippins ; Reinette

Noire is a very distinct sort, dark green, russeted ; President

Napoleon and Imp^ratrice Eugenie, two new Apples, are both
very handsome varieties. Three varieties of Malus baccifera ar»
likewise exhibited—the Petit rouge, Gros fruits blancs, and Gros
fruits roses ; also, three varieties of Plums, consisting of Mira-
belle tardive, Coe's Golden Drop, and Reine Claude de Bavay.
The Socieic d'Horticnlture de Lyon exhibit about 4.")0 dishes

of fruit, upwards of 300 being Pears, 100 Apples, 30 Grapes,
and 6 Peaches. Of Pears, t'tie most noteworthy were Ber-
gamotte Esperen, large and fine ; Bergamotte de Parthenay,
very good ; Beurrfe Bosc, under the name of Beurr6 d'AprO-
mont ; Beurre Bachelier, very large and fine ; Beurrf Clairgeau

;

DoyennC du Comice, very fine ; Duchesse d'Angouleme, large

;

Fondante du Comice, the same as Doyenne du Comice ; Louise
Bonne d'Avranches ; Nouveau Poiteau ; Vicar of Winkfield,
called Cur6 ; Madame Tr6yve, medium sized ; Rateau Grig,

very large, in shape like a Beurre Diel, thickly russeted ; GiUe
Aigulle and Gilogil, exhibited as distinct, were the same, they
were large examples of this excellent stewing Pear ; Tuerlinx,
enormous size, stewing; Dfilices d'Hardenpont, very large;

Calebasse Bosc ; Bergamotte de Nemours, like Bergamotte
Esperen ; Madotte, very large ; Bergamotte Artois-enet, largo,

yellow, russeted ; St. Lezin, large, stewing; Couleur St. Maro,
medium, vei-y handsome ; Van Marum was Grosse Calebasse,
very large, 7 to 8 inches long ; Fondante de Charnen. very fine;

Triomphe de Jodoigne, extremely large ; Colmar d'Aremberg,
very large ; Beurr^ d'Avis resembled Flemish Beauty ; Certeaa
d'Automne was the same as our Styrian ; Beurre Superfin,

very fine, of medium size; Chaumontel, not so large as those

of Jersey; Glou Moreeau, under the name of BeurrC d'Harden-
pont, very fine ; Pius IX., clear yellow, large ; Bergamotte
d'Hollande, very handsome. The Apples in this exhibition

were not very fine. Reinette du Canada, was the largest : Rhode
Island Greening, also very good ; Menagere, large clear-skinned;

Pauline de Vigny, like the Emperor Alexander ; Calville de St.

Sauveur, and Canterbury. Peaches were poor, the best being
Bon Ouvrier, a good late variety. The Grapes were all of the
small wine-making sorts of no interest.

Messieurs Jamain et Duraud, Pepiuieristes, a Bourg-la-Reine,

exhibit a very interesting and fine collection, about 200 va-

rieties of Pears, and 100 of Apples. Amongst the Pears w©
were particularly struck with the beauty of Louise Bonne
d'Avranches Panachee, our Louise Bonne of Jersey, striped,

and very prettily so, with rosy red and yellow. This variety

would be a pleasant addition to our fruits in England. Duch-
esse d'Angouleme Panachee, was here also exhibited, but the

stripes were not so distinct as in the Louise Bonne ; Comte de
Flandres was very large and fine ; Thompson's, large and mne}]
russeted ; Seckel, very large and fine ; Litta Douillard, and
Poire Vilmorin, were also very fine ; Urbaniste was wrongly
named ; a large stumpy brown Pear was exhibited wrongly as

Bishop's Thumb ; Soldat Labourer, was very large and fine

;

Gros Ilousselet, very handsome ; Doyenne d'Ete, and Ne Pins
Meuris, both very large and handsome ; Jalousie de Fontenay,
much russeted and handsome ; Josephine de Malines was her.)

very large; Professeur du Breuil, large, roimded, bright rosy

red, extremely handsome; Crasanne d'Hiver, extremely large;

Baronne de Mello, very fine ; Poire Gendron, large, much rus-

seted, with rosy cheek ; Belle sans Pepins, same as our Belle

et Bonne ; Gile-o-gile, as it was spelt, was here again very
handsome ; Iioon Leclerc d'Hiver, very large and fine ; Flem-
ish Beauty, under the name of Fondante du Bois as usual}

very fine; Beurre Bachelier, very fine; Duchesse d'Angouleme,
Beurre Clairgeau, Nouveau Poiteau, and Beurre Diel, were all

very fine ; Doyenne du Comice, exceedingly handsome, this

we observed was in every collection, and is much esteemed;
Beurre de Ranee was exhibited as Bon Chretien de Bans, the

name which it appears generally to go by in France ; Uvedale's

St. Germain, very large, called Belle Angevinc, this is the name
of the monster Pears which are exhibited in Covent Garden
Market ; Van Jfons Leon le Clerc, and Colmar d'Aremberg, very

large and fine ; Grosse Calebasse, called Vau Marum, was very

fine; Beurre Superfin, very handsome; Napoleon, large and
fine, called Bon Chretien Napoleon ; Glou Morveau, under the

name of Beurre' d'Hardenpont, very fine. Amongst the Apples,

by far the largest was Belle Dubois, it was immensely so, in-

deed it was the largest Apple we have ever seen ; Reinette da
Canada, which is the most generally useful Apple in France,

was very fine, it takes the same rank in France as the Blen-

heim Pippin does in England, a variety, by the way, which we
do not recollect observing in the entire Exhibition; Reine des

Reinettes was exceedingly handsome, it is very much like oui"

Golden Reinette or King of the Pippins ; Belle du Havre, Cal-
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ville lilancbe, and Pomnie Suisse, were all very bandsome;
KeiuetleTii's Tardive, very laige. muclirusseted; Cux's Oraugti

Pilijiin, very fine; Lemon Pipijin, very large, scarcely recog-

uisable ; Eeiuette de Caux, aiid Calville de St. Sauveur, were
aleo very fiue ; Mcuagire, a large kitcbeir variety: Eeinette du
Canada Grise, waa also large aud very bandsome.
Messieurs Koui'le Cuurbe, Tours, cxbLbit 140 varieties of

Peais, and 120 varieties of Apples. Amongst tbe Pears, tbe

most remarkable v^ere Mausuette Solitaire, wbich was very

large ; Leon le Clere de Liival, very frne ; Esperine, very good

;

Dui beif-e d'AngoiiIi>me, Dojenne du Cornice, Beurie Clairgeau,

Williams's Bou Cbji'tieu, Colmar d'Arembeig, and Uibauiste

weiG very large and fine; Beuriu Six Vfas monstrously large

;

Glou Moroeau, called Beuriii d'Hardenpont, Grosse Calebaste,

called Calebasse Bojale, and Beune Lose as Beurie d'Apie-

mont, were also all excellent examples; De Tungres, very

bandsome. russeted ; St. Micbel-.\jchange was bere very fiue
;

Ducbesse d'Angoul erne Panacboe, exbibited as Ducbesse Pa-

nacboe, was very bandsome ; if it would colour as well in Eng-
land it would be a very pleasant acquisition. Amongst tbe

Apples. Menagere, a large lutcben variety, was conspicuous
;

Belle Dubois and Pieinette du Canada were also veiy line ; Al-

fristou, Eedfordsbire l^'mndling, Giand Alexander same as our
Emperor Alexander, Wellington, Pomme de Naples, Calville

de St. Sauveur, and Calville Blancbe were also very fine. M.
Couibe also exhibits G disbes of Peacbes and Nectarines;

amoi'gst tbe latter was tbe Pilmastou Orange, under tbe name
of Stanwick.

11. Ltlandais pere, Pepinieriste, Caen, exhibits 125 varieties

of l\ars and SO of Apples. Tbere were not many very re-

mai liable in tbis collection. Of tbe Pears, Beurie deKance was
very bigbly coloured and large ; likewise Doyenne du Cornice.

Bon Cbielien d'Hiver, exbibiied as distinct, seems very mucb
like Eeurre de Eance. It is somewhat greener, but that may be

accounted for by its having been grov\n in the shade ; we have
little hesitation in saying they are synonymcs, as exhibited

bere. Glou Moiveau, exhibited as Beurrc d'Hardenpont, Doy-
enne Sterckmans, Eeurre Claiigeau and Bezi Mai were like-

wise fine examples. Among!-t tbe Apples, Eeinette de Caux
was very fine ; Pigeonnet Kouge, very pretty ; Menagere

;

Dumelow's Seedling, Grand Alexandre, same as Emperor Alex-

ander, Eoi des Pepins, our King of the Pippins, and Biborel,

a handsome dessert variety, were very good.

Baron Pbilibert, ;i Meuilmontant, Paris, exhibits 120 varie-

ties of Pears, a few Apples and Plums. Amongst the Pears we
got the first glimpse of Marie Louise, which we bad looked for,

but in vain, having expected to find some fine examples of

this our favourite English Pear; those exhibited bere were
very poor. Triomphe de Jodoigne was large ; Doyennfi du
Comice, exhibited as Beurrc Super fin, was very good ; likewise

Louise Bonne d'Avranches, Beurre Gris, Colmar d'Aremberg,
Beurie Diel, and Duchesse d'Augouleme.
La Societe de Melun et Fontainebleau exhibit 100 varieties

of Pears, 20 of Apples, 9 of Peaches, 7 of Plums, and some
Cbasselas Grapes. Amongst tbe Pears, Beurre de Montgeron
was very handsome ; likewise Duchesse Panacbfie—Ducbesse
d'Augoulcme, beautifully striped ; Napoluon was hero exhibited

with bright rosy red cheeks, a colour which we in England can
scarcely believe it would ever attain ; it is exceedingly pretty.

Doyenne d'Automne, very largo and fine : Beurre Diel, very

large; Beurie Hardy, largo and bandsome; Colmar d'Arem-
berg, extremely large; llemish Beauty, called Fondante du
Bois, was very bigbly coloured ; Glou Mor<,'eau, as Beurre
d'Hardenpont, very fine ; Louise Bonne of Jersey, almost
quite red; Bon Chietien d'Hiver and Bm Chretien de Bans
were here again indistinguishable from Beurre de Eance, they
were very large and fine ; Doyenni; SieuUe, very fine and large.

Figue de Naples was exhibited as Beurre Bronze. Beurre
Clairgeau, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Cbaumoutel, Pie IX.,

Triomphe de Jodoigne, and Bergamotle Grasanne were likewise

very fine ; Bon Chietien d'Auch, Catillac, and Bon Chietieu

d'Espagne, stewing Pears, were all very large. Amongst tbe

Apples, Belle Dubois was tbe largest ; Eeinette du Canada,
Eeinette d'Angleterre, aud Calville Blanche were also very
fine. Of Peacbes, Imporatrice Eugenie was large and beauti-

ful; Bon Ouvrier, very fine late Peach; and Chevreuse tar-

dive. Tbe Plums consisted of Cos's Golden Drop, named
simply Cue's ; Eeine Claude Violette ; JeiTerson, named
Washington ; Grosse Mirabello, &c.
La Sooiete Coulommier, Seine et Mame, exhibit 82 varieties

of Pi-'ars, and 20 of Apples, likewise a very large collection of

cider Apples and Pears. In this exhibition there were some

fine fruit, especially Beurre Clairgeau, Louise Bonne d'Avran-

ches, Glou Moiveau ; Ducbesse d'Angouleme, very tine ; Loniee
de Prusse, yellow, large, but not good; Colmar d'Aremberg,
very highly coloured; Buerrd Diel; Doyenne Blanc, very
large ; Beurre Gris ; Napoleon, with rosy red checks, ex-

tremely bandsome ; Doyenne du Comice, verv' tine; Chaumon-
tel, Triomphe de Jodoigne, Beurre de Merod, same as Doy-
inue IjoUi-sicb, veiy large; and here again we meet Marie
Louise, named Marie Louise Delcourt, poor specimen. Of
stewiug Pears, Uvedale's St. Germain, called Eel.'e Angevine,
Gilogil, and Bou Chietien d'Espagne, were very good. Amongst
the Apples, the largest were Belle Dubois, Eeinette du Canada,
Eeinette de Caux. Calville Eouge, and Calville Bluucbe.
La Sooicle d'Horticulture de Melz, exhibit a very large col-

lection of Ptars and Apples. Amongst tbe Pears, Calebasse

lio,>ale was very line, tbis was different frcm Grosse Calebasse.

as generally exhibited; Beuriu Diel was very large, it was
spelt Beurie d'Yel; Eon Chietien d'Hiver was here the same
as Bon Chietien d'Auch. there seems to be mucb confusion as to

what Bon Cbu-iien d'Hiver reall.y is ; Cerleau d'Automne was
here again the same as Styrian ; Glou Morti-eau, very tine, under
tbe name of Beurie d'Aremberg; Catillac was wrongly named
Beau Present d'Artois; Culotte de Suisse was small, but beau-
tifully striped.

M. F. Mauduit, Pepinieriste, Eouen, exhibits upwards of

200 varieties of ipples, they were not large, but very bigbl.Y

coloured. The gitaler portion consisted of our best English
sorts, mucb improved by the bright sun of tbe south. Our
Blenheim Pippin was represented here under tbe name of

Pauline de Vigny, in some other collections as Eeinette d'An-
gleterre ; Eeinette a Feuilles d'Aucuba, was slightly striped, and
very pretty.

There were several other collections exhibited of Apples and
Pears ; but the most of the varieties having been alread.y

noticed, we shall not enter into them in detail, with the excep-

tion cf that of M. Giogoire-Nrlis, Pomologist, Jodoigne, Bel-

gium, who exhibits about 120 varieties of unnamed seedling

Pears, and 48 new named varieties. Eespectiug the seedling

varieties we can say but little, further than that they are a

great many more than are wanted, even if they were all good.

Judging by their looks there was nothing attractive amongst
them. Of the named varieties the most attractive-looking were
Delpiere, large, russeted ; Incroyable de Beaurainy, very laige,

resembling Doyenne du Comice ; Docteur Lenthier, greenish

yellow ; Souvenir de la Keine des Beiges, medium sized, in shape
like Beurre Eosc; Fulvie Gregoire, large, russeted ; President

Muller, resembling Marie Louise ; Viccroi d'E^'vpte ; Andre
Murray, of medium size, mucb russeted ; Consul Ed. Ladde;
Prince Imperial de France ; La Transylvanienne ; T. T. Gel-

lian ; and Nouveau Zephirin, flat Bergamot-shaped.
The celebrated Peach cultivator, M. Lepere, of Montrenil,

exhibits 12 dishes of Peaches. Some of them were very fine,

but not more so than those of English growth ; however, it is

now somewhat late for Peaches in the neighbourhood of Paris.

The Chevreuse, Belle Eausse, and Eon Ouvrier were the finest.

The Stanwick Nectarine was small and cracked as it does with

us ; it was spelt Stanswigbt.
M. Chevalier, of Montreuil, exhibited a very handsome seed-

ling Peach named Belle Imperatrice, in the style of tha Belle-

garde, large and handsome. This we Ibink will prove an
acquisition ou account of its large size, handsome appearance,

and tbe late period at which it ripens. It is excellent in flavour,

and the flesh separates freely from tbe stone.

Mr. Ferdinand Gloede, of Beauvais, exhibited several Straw-
berries and Easpberries. Amongst the former is his Perpetual

Pine. There were not many fruits sent. It is rather small,

conical, deep scarlet, firm-fleshed. Judging by the fruits sent,

one would be apt to condemn it, but we must not be too rash.

Although not first-rate in itself, it is a break in the right

direction, and will form the basis of a gra»d race of perpetual-

bearing Strawberries. M. Gloede also exhibits an excellent

dish of Belle Eordelaise, a Hautbois Strawberry ; it is in every

way excellent, and ought to be much more cultivated than it

is. There was also a dish of a variety cf Alpine Strawberry,

Guillen sans filets, wbich was very good. These are much
cultivated about Paris, and may be met with in every restau-

rant. Of the Easpberries, Merveille des Quatre Saisons Janne
and Eouge were the best. Calaurissa, an American variety, was
also very tine and large.

M. Ocquidant Nolette, Pepinieriste et Vigneron, Cote d'Or,

exhibits about 100 varieties of Grapes for the dessert and wine-

making. They were nearly all small sorts ; the largest being
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Vrankenthal. Chasselas do Fontainebloau, C. Croqnant, Bins-

sard Blanc, lie Candolle, Jlnlaga, and Morilkm blano.

M. (iandiiis, Nice, exliibits some very good Grapes, one

very large biincli of Ue la Palestine, wbicli is our Syrian

;

Hiuoat of Alexandria not very good; Clm'solat do Fontiiino-

bleau ; Tokay des Jardius, deep rose ; I'erle Imptlriale, medium,

black, oval
;" lminriHle Noire, large bunch, round berries

;

Terle Iinpiiialo Blanche, good size, oval ; Muscat de Tcucrou,

white, slightly oval ; 'rcnCiou (Olivette do Cadenel), greenish

white, oval, large; Chasselas Crystal du Cap do Bonne Espe-

rance. like the Rjyal Muscadine.

M. Victor Chatul, Propri.'taiie, Valcongrain. exhibits several

varieties of Grapes which he uses for wiuo making and dessert.

Muscat a Flour d'Oranges is much esteemed as a dessert

variety ; it is our Chasselas Musqno. Chasselas de Fontaine-

bleau much esteemed; Chasselas Hdlif do Tt'Orriffo is about

a fortnight earlier; Gros Marooain (Black Morocco), is much
esteemed for late work, but is very subject to mildew ; Fran-

kenthal; Totit Corintho, white; there are only three or four

berries in the bnnch that swell off to the right size, the rest being

all small iind seedless, hence the name given to it at Constan-

tinople, '• III Poule et sea Tetits"—the hen and her chickens.

A collection of some 20 or 30 varieties of Fig^ on the

branches was exhibited from Marseilles, showing their wonder-

ful productiveness. Baurjasotte Griso and Bourj isotte Blanche

were very good ; Col di Signora Blanca and Col di Signora

Nero excee iin'jly so ; very rich and firm. Monaco Blanco,

large ; Figuo Panacbee, beautifully striped wiih yellow ; d'Or

Bifera, and several others, the most of which are in the line

collection of the Uoyal Horticultural Society, at Chiswick.

THE ORCHARD-HOUSE.
Tui: great mistake connected with orchard-hou'cs has been

the supposition that there is a royal road to fruitgrowing.

Mr. Rivers has partly paved the way for this idea by saying in

Lis admirable book, " There can be no failure." No doubt
that position is fortified by certain conditions, and it is true to

a considerable extent that if these are properly carried out the
result assumed will be attained ; but in order that this may
be the case two things are necessary—some little acquaintance
at least with the habits of fruit trees, and, more especially, a
love for their cultivation. This latter is essential, for without

if there will be neglect, and neglect will inevitably result in

failure.

To those who have realised the conditions I have named the

growth of fruits in orchard-houses is almost certain to prove

satisfaotoi-y. The uncertainty of growing the tinest varieties

of Pears and Plums in the open air verges on an utter failure,

and as to Apricots, Nectarines, and Peaches, there is no ob-

taining them in any shape without walls ; and with walls, it

would not, I apprehend, be dillicuU to show that the orchard-

house is much more certain. In all this, the conditions above
named must be kept in view. These statements, however, are

only preliminary to facts connected with my own experience.

It is well for general statements to bo thus confirmed and
supported.
My experience in orchard-houses dates from November, 18G4. I

had a Green Gage Plum tree in mygarden for fifteen years, and
during that time ten dozen Plums formed the extreme amount
of the produce. I kept the tree year after year—partly from
the feeling, which prevails to too great an extent, of not liking
to do away with a tree one has planted and seen growing for a
length of time, and partly from the hope of better results

—

btit one fine day, perceiving no improvement with the lapse of

time, I summoned resolution and got rid of it. A bush of

the SAmo kind of fruit in my orchard-house, '2 feet high and
2 feet in diameter, brought me this year, after thinning, seventy-
eight Plums. I had Coe's Golden Drop in the open ground
for twelve years, and never had a Plum from it ; a bush in the
orchard-house in a 12-inch pot ia now bringing to perfection
thirty-four. I hoped to have given an equally promising report
about Gansel's Bergamot Pear; but here there is some little

disappointment. A dozen or so set in the spring, and grew
as large as good-sized marbles, but unhappily fell off, with the
exception of one tine Pear, which remains and is coming to
perfection. This, however, is a step in the right direction.
I had an espalier of this fruit in my garden for twelve years,
well trained, and never had a Pear off it. I shall at least have
an opportunity of tasting this much-lauded Pear, about the
fUvoor of which I am at present qaite in the dark.

Hero I may say, for I wish to state matters fairly, that my
Pear trees in pots for some reason have not done well this

year, but four idnnled out on the border have all of them
yielded a good crop. The trees are about 5 feet high, and from
2 feet to 2J feet in diameter. A Bon Chretien pri>duced

lifteen Pears .I j ozs. each ; Benrrfi d'Aremberg, thirty-six

;

Louise Bonne, (urty-eight ; and Bergamotte d'Esperen, seventy-

five fruit.

Not having a wall in connection with my premises, I had no
experience whatever of Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarine.^ until

I adopted the orchard-house Kystem. The produce this year
of four Apricot trees, two in pots and two planted in the

borler, is eighty-three. I do not perceive any particular ad-

vuutago in plaotiug this fruit tree in the border, notwithstand-

ing what has been said about their supposed failure in pots.

In my case the pot trees are about on a par with thofe in the

border. The Nectarines have done well, four trees after thin-

ning producing exactly one hundred fruit, an average of twenty-

live to each. The Peaches have done moderately, five trees

producing seventy, some of them 8 inches in circumference.

In addition to the Plum trees I have mentioned I had sixty

on an Early Favourite. A bush of Kirke's produced firty,

scma of them weighing IJ ozs. A Jefferson had upon it

eighteen, the weight of some of these 3 ozs. There are twenty-

seven on an Ickworlh ImpCratricc ; and a Heine Claude de

Bav.iy furnishes forty-four. The foliage of this Plum is very

fine ; 1 measured one leaf S inches long from the stem, and
some of the fruit weighs 2 ozs.

In order to give as fair a report as I can, I will add that my
two lean-to houses contain forly-.^ix trees, varying in age from
three to seven years from the bud ; thirty-six are in 12inch
pots, and ten are planted in the border ; thirty-seven had more
or less upon them, and nine were fruitless. In my hou-eg

I have managed to keep down aphides and red spider wiihout

using tobacco and sulphur, brushing off the insects as they

appear, and giving constant and abundant syringing till the

end of August. I now perceive some appearance of the red

spider ; but if the trees are healthy and green on the 1st of

September they may he considered in the main right for the

season.

One of the most important points in orchard-honse culture

is the proper ripening of the trees. This may seem a simple
operation, but it is in reality a very nice one, and is Lot to be
learned in a day. It requires special attention, too mach
water being almost as mischievous as too little.

What a pity it is we cannot obtain more certain data about

the season in which different kinds of Pears ripen. There is

no dependance on the definitions in the various lists. Jo-

tophine de Malines and Bergamotte d'Esperen are represented

as being in season during March and April.* What I had of

these varieties last winter was in perfection before the middle
of January. When once one can make an impression with the

thumb upon a Pear it is on the verge of perfection. It may
become a little softer ; but my opinion is that as regards flavour

it is better at that time than in any of its after-stages, and a

very short period after that will sulUce to render it comptkra-

tively worthless.—J. M.

BEDDING PELARG0NIU:MS.
" Wnicn do you consider the best—most telling in effect

—

of the Pelargoniums for bedding purposes you have seen this

year ? My purse is not a long one, and I shall not go to long

prices ; but I should like to hear of some Pelargoniums, horse-

shoe foliage preferred." Now this question, which reached me
some time ago, I have not replied to ,because there were a few
places I wished to visit where I knew I should see some Pelar-

g iniums, and could bo bettor able to answer my correspondent's

question after I had seen them. The question is somewhat
vague, for no mention is made whether they are to be Nosegays
or the ordinary Zonal varieties, or what coloured flowers are

sought for, nor what varieties the writer already possesses

;

but surmising that I know nothing on the?e points, I shall

endeavonr to give the result of my observations.

Were I asked which was the most effective Pelargonium I
have seen this year, I am bound to say that uotwithetanding

I have not yet got over my objection to Nosegays, it must be
Stella. I saw a long strip of it in a ribbon border at Linton
Park, and it far eclipsed everything else ; but then it was

* lIoRg's "Fruit Miinua] ' namea February for the flnt-oamcd Pear
and Juioary for the second.—Ess.
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looked at from a distance, and for large park-like parterres

like that I know nothing more effective. I think it is better

than Cjbister, throws its blooms better above the foliage, and
is altogether freer. It is impossible as jet to judge of the

eSsct of varieties of which one only sees two or three ; but I

am very much mistaken if Lady Constance Grosvenor sent out

by Mr. Turner, of Slough, and King of Nosegays by Messrs.

Downie, Laird, & Laing, of Forest Hill, are not likely to eclipse

it and take the honour of the first position. They are better-

formed flowers, fuller in the truss, and do not blacken off so

much in the centre.

In the scarlet Tom Thumb style I have as yet seen nothing

to beat Editor. It is somewhat taller in growth than Per-

fection ; but then its freeness of flowering and size of truss

make it so desirable that I wonder that it is not more generally

grown. Next amongst scarlets with a fine horseshoe foliage I

would rank Excellent, sent out by Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of

Dulwieh, although raised, I believe, by Messrs. Windebankand
Kingsbury, of Southampton. It is a flower of good form ; the

habit of the plant is good, and the flowers are abundantly
produced. There are a great many fine varieties, splendid in

form, with great substance; but then there not one truss is

produced where three or four of the others are. Such kinds

as Clipper, Provost, Dr. Lindley, &c., are most valuable for

pot culture, but they fail in effect in beds. There is one kind,

however, which I fancy is likely to combine both properties.

It is Sir Fitzroy Kelly, raised by Mr. Groom, of Ipswich; but,

as I have already said, it is very difticult to judge of these new
varieties where only three or four plants at most are seen.

Amongst the rose-coloured varieties I think Rose Eendatler

is the best I have seen—that is, by applying the same rule.

For size of flower, substance, and beauty, Beaute de Suresnes
ia undoubtedly first ; but then its flowers are sparsely produced

—too much so for bedding purposes, while Eose Rendatler is

Tery fine. Lucius, a bright rose, is another fine flower, and
was exceedingly good at Battersea, where it is the favourite in

its .shade of colour, and ought to be more generally used. It

dses not, like Christine, seed so very freely, and hence is very

useful. Eve, a soft pink, with large flowers, I have also seen

very effectively used ; and Miss Martin, a soft waim rose,

promises well ; but it is new, and has its character to make.
Amongst whites, which alter all do not make much of a

show, the only advance on Madame Vaucher is Purity, which
deserves its name for its exceeding whiteness ; and a new one.

Alba floribunda nana, equally well named, for the plants I had
of it were a mass of flowers.

These, then, are the most effective and telling flowers that

I have seen this year. Persons may be surprised at the small-

neas of my list, but I can only speak of what has struck me.
There is a multitude of varieties, all very beautiful, and from
them selections may be of course made ; and indeed in each
locality there are favourite flowers which are said to eclipse

others. My list is given from several localities.—D., Deal.

that some years ago I received a package of fruit trees from the

nursery in the first week in November ; they could not all be

planted for a few days, and, therefore, they were carefully laid

in, and in four days they had sent out numbers of fine white

fibres, in search of food no doubt.

Great care is necessary in transplanting and root-pruning,

otherwise much mischief may be done ; for my part I like to

see the leaves put on their autumnal tint before I commence
operations. Local circumstances must also be taken into con-

sideration. I have seen much mischief follow root-pruning

when the operation has been injudiciously performed. For in-

stance. I once root-pruned some Pear trees on the walls, on es-

paliers, and others—such as Glou Mor{;'eau, AUhorp Crasanne,

Louise Bonne, Marie Louise, and many more, some on the

Quince, and these are the easiest to manage with, and some on
tlie Pear, which require more care. Those on the Pear were
very unfruitful, and had but few roots, and most of them tap

roots ; of course these I cut out. I examined a part of the

other roots, and gave them a little fresh soil. In the spring,

I found the trees so treated had received a very severe check,

and it was two years before they looked well again. In
the third year I was rewarded with a splendid crop of well-

ripened fruit from the once-barren trees. There need be no
hesitation about root-pruning, but it requires care and thought.

To those who have to learn the practice I would say. Root-

prune only a few trees in a season ; by this means you can

operate upon them in rotation. Some kinds are best root-

pruned at twice.

As to stocks for Pear trees, I prefer the Pear stock to the

Quince for garden and orchard trees, and the Quince for some
kinds in pots. All do not do alike. The Pear stock, regularly

transplanted, produces abundance of fibrous roots. Why I object

to the Quince is that sometimes at the junction of the bud or

graft the trees become unsightly from the stock not keeping pace

with the bud ; sometimes they die off altogether. 1 would
strongly advise those who have to learn to procure Mr. Rivers'S
'• Miniature Fruit Garden," and study it ; aU that is needed is

there.

We last November moved an Apricot and Peach tree of about

six years' growth ; they have both ripened an excellent crop of

fine fruit this season, and are very promising for the next. 01
course they have been carefully attended to as regards watering

and syringing. I am inclined to think that the cause of so

much fruit falling, of which there are such numerous com-
plaints at times, is in a great measure the want of moisture at

the root when the fruit is stoning. Perhaps some of your
readers can help us in this matter.

At page 194 Mr. W. Paul details some good information

respecting the Doucin stock for Apples. The old Burr Knot
Apple answers well for stocks for some kinds of Apples, espe-

cially whore small trees are desired. It strikes freely from
cuttings.—M. H., Acklam Hall.

JUDGING GRAPES—TRANSPLANTING AND
ROOT-PRUNING—APPLE STOCKS.

I QUITE agree with Mr. Thomson in what he lays down as

a standard for judging Grapes. To my mind there is nothing
more pleasing than to have a dish of well "finished" black

Grapes to send to table—I mean finished in bunch, in berry,

in colour, in bloom, and in flavour. I am quite of opinion
ttat Grapes sent for competition ought to be tasted. I do not

or one moment entertain the idea that an employer who de-

sires to see horticultural exhibitions succeed would object to

have his Grapes tasted ; besides, the men who are chosen to

be judges are men who are selected for their ability, and know
fall well how to handle a bunch of Grapes without disfiguring it.

I would not under any circumstances have red Hamburgh Grapes
called black ; if they are not so, let them have a class to them-
selves, but do not let us call them black when they are red. I

know of nothing more disheartening to a Grape-grower, when
he has used his best endeavours and his employer's means
for the purpose of obtaining black Grapes, than to find that

they will be red in spite of him.
At page 151 information is solicited respecting transplanting

and root-pruning. When I have any transplanting to do I

choose the last week in October, weather permitting, and by
the middle of November I like to have all trees planted or
removed if possible. I believe that root-action is very active

in iruit trees at that season. As a case in point I may state

TOMATOES IN AN UNFAVOURABLE SEASON.
A FINE bright summer or the reverse has so much influence

in causing the success or failure of many crops under the gar-

dener's care, that it is no wonder his anxiety is great when an
adverse season threatens to prevent his supplying all the articles

of produce which he is expected to furnish. A wet cold autumn,

with an early winter, is fatal in many cases to the ripening of

Tomatoes out of doors ; even in favoured places they are leas

abundant, if they ripen at all, which is not always the case in

very cold seasons. At the same time there are plants for which

the benefits of a fine autumn come too late. Onions like

bright hot weather, but their growth, and ripening, and even

harvesting and storing, ought to be done before the middle of

September ; so that, unless they have fine weather in June and

the early part of .luly, they do not benefit much by that which

may come later. But this is not the case with out-door Grapes,

Tomatoes, and some other things which require a long summer
and fine weather at the end of it.

I believe that after the present season has passed away it

will be looked upon as being only an indifferent one in its

action on fruits and tender plants, for there will be few out-door

Grapes that will ripen, and Tomatoes threaten also to be late

and anything but plentiful. I recollect one fine season (I think

it was 1858), when some plants of Tomatoes that by accident

came up on a north border from self-sown seed were allowed to

remain, and a few boughs were laid on the ground, on which

the tops rested, and bore finely ripened fruit in abundance

;
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althongb I beliovo tho plants did not make their appearance

aboveground until the middle of May, when other plants of the

same kind were being planted out in favoured places against

walls, A-c. ; but the season proving unusually warm occasioned

the plants from self-sown seeds to ripen fruit also. A hot dry

season will also ripen, or in a great measure do bo, Capsicums
growing out-doors, and its effects are also visible on some
plants hardier than our commonest weeds. Jerusalem Arti-

chokes will flower in dry fine autumns, and Indian Corn will

likewise ripen better than when the season is unfavourable.

It is not only in tho production of flowers and fruit that a hot

sunny summer has marked effects, but the growth of plants

from warmer climates than our own is accelerated accordingly.

The warm seascms of 1H.")7, 185H, and IH,"/.) led many to form
groat expectations of Hulciis saccharatus as n forage plant for

cattle ; but the next year upset all their speculations, other

subjects being s milarly affected. Now, although the summer
of lb(i7 has been more favourable than that of 1800, there are

nevertheless many tender plants that have made but little pro-

gress out of doors, and amougst them Tomatoes; and although
autumn is only just commenced, nevertheless the moisture in

the earth will prevent the ground receiving that warmth so ne-

cessary to ripen a fruit that requires all the heat of our hottest

seasons. It is, however, good practice to stop the shoots, to

cut away all useless wood, and allow the fruit to have all the

exposure it can ; and further than that, it is advisable to run
a spado down a short distance from the collar of the plant

all round, so as to cut the points of the roots, and thereby

check all attempts at mere growth of wood. These remedies,
with a slight covering when a sharp frost is expected, will help

tho plant to live on until the fruit is more matured ; but it

can hardly bo expected that fruit thus starved into a resemblance
of ripeness can be so good as that which ripens earlier in the

season and under more natural conditions. By adopting these

means, however, its quality is better than would otherwise be

the case ; and as Tomatoes have all to iindergo a cooking or

preserving process before being brought to table, and receive

additions in the shape of seasonings, etc., their immature con-

dition is not of so much consequence as with dessert fruits.

My object in making the foregoing remarks is chiefly to

direct attention to the fact that it is impossible to have To-
matoes and similar crops in such abundance in dull seasons as

in those which are hot ; and although in favoured situations a

crop may at all times bo looked forward to with every prospect
of success, even then the difference of seasons is as perceptible

as in less favoured localities, which are far more numerous.
—J. ROBSON.

CULTURE OF BEDDING CALCEOLARIAS.
" Ronis RovK " seems to me to infer that a robust and

vigorous growth is a remedy for canker in the Calceolaria. I

cannot say that I have not found it ho in practice. Although
the plants under my care have in years past suffered but little

from its ravages, and have quite escaped it this season, yet

whenever it has made its appearance strong plants, apparently
rejoicing in an exuberance of health, and certainly of fine green
foliage and large trusses of bloom, have succumbed to it in

quite as large numbers as the weaker plants.
" Robin Rovf, " advocates pot culture. I must say that for

bedding purposes I very much prefer a Calceolaria which has
never been in a pot at all. It is a good old saying, that " Ne-
cessity is the mother of invention ;" and having to provide a
Urge stock of bedding plants with a small quantity of glass to

winter them in, caused me to try to grow Calceolarias without
pots, and also without heat. I do not advance any claim to

originality for my plan, as I know it is practised in many gar-

dens, if not just as I state, yet in a manner so nearly approach-
ing it that the diflerence is quite immaterial.
The cuttings arc taken off about the last week in September

(and here I must say that I quite agree with " Kons Rote "

in his preference for autumn-struck cuttings) ; they are inserted

tirmly in soil consisting of equal parts of leaf mould and
sand, in a cold brick pit, near the glass, and every attention is

paid to giving plenty of air and water, never suffering them to

flag at all, or to present that starved and dwindling appearance
which they will do if at all badly treated. They are well pro-
tected during winter with mats and dry litter, and the lights

are taken off whenever the weather permits ; and although I

have had them covered nearly a fortnight at a time, yet upon
opening the lights I have never known them look much the
worse in consequence of being so contined.

Treated in the above manner tho plants will grow so freely

as to require stopping twice or thrice before their removal, early

in March. At that time of the year I am unable to spare any
boxes or hand-lights, I, therefore, adopt tho following plan :

—

A bed or pit is prepared for the plants on a warm border in this

way : the soil is taken out to the depth of 15 inches, the sides

are made sloping, and are faced with flat tiles or slates to pre-

vent the soil from falling in on the plants ; 8 inches of soil

consisting of two parts leaf soil, one part loam, and one part

sand, being then put in, and if this is somewhat rough so

much the belter. The plants are then taken up carefully, re-.,

moved from the brick pit, in which, by this time, they have be-

come very much crowded, and are planted far enough apart to

allow of a liberal growth. They are protected during the night,

and on cold mornings by hurdles thatched with straw, and care

is taken for the first week to shelter them from cold winds.

They soon become established, growing freely, and requiring to

be stopped several times before they are removed to the flower-

beds. By the time they are wanted for this purpose they will

have become such tine, busby, vigorous plants, as I venture to

say are rarely, if ever, to be equalled by plants grown in pots.

I also think that plants having such a mass of fine healtny roots

as these will have when taken to the flower garden, must pos-

sess a great advantage over a plant which has become even

slightly pot-bound.— Edward Lcckiiuest, UanUncr to J/rs.

Simeon, Eifcrton House, Egcrton, Kent.

I ONCE heard a head gardener of no little pretensions say to

his foreman, " It is now time to begin propagating our stock

of bedding plants for next season ; and as the Calceolarias take

a long time to strike, you had better put in cuttings of them
before the Verbenas." I need hardly remark that the cuttings

did take a long time to strike, when I state that they were

taken off at the end of August, at which time the plants were

in full flower, and when, consequently, all their energies were

directed to the production of flowers, whilst excessive evapora-

tion from the leaves was going on under the influence of sun
and drying winds. Probably at that season the plants were

also dry at the root, which would tend to dry up the sap in the

shoots, and destroy the tissue of the leaves, thus preventing

the plants from forming the organisable matter necessary for

the production of roots.

Well, the cuttings were put in according to the gardener's

directions in small 32's, from fifteen to eighteen cuttings being

inserted in each pot, and the pots placed in a pit. September

passed, and no signs of rooting. " Keep them drier," was the

order, which made bad worse. The following three months
passed, and only one or two cuttings in each pot struck, whilst

many more had perished altogether. This was a failure from

which I learned much, and, although then a lad, it taught me a

lesson which it will take me a lifetime to forget.

I will now describe the plan which I have adopted for several

years with great success in propagating and wintering Cal-

ceolarias.

Any time in September I collect a lot of old leaves, half-

decayed dung, refuse from the kitchen garden, &c. 1 then

measure the width and length of my frame or frames, and make
my bed 2 feet thick and 2 feet wider and longer than my frame,

using the material I have collected more for drainage and keep-

ing the necessary moisture at the roots than for bottom heat,

which is unnecessary. On the centre of the bed I then place

my frame, and in it I put about (J inches of moderately rich

open soil, and, after levelling this, I place a little sand or grit

over it ; I then give a slight watering to settle the sand, and
the bed is quite fit for the reception of the cuttings.

The cuttings are taken when the plants are growing moat

rapidly in the autumn, which is when nearly all the flowers are

off, and when refreshed by the September rains and dews. I take

off my cuttings below the third joint from the point, leaving

the point and one pair of fully developed leaves on the cutting.

After I have made a few I insert them in lines across the

frame at about 2J inches asunder. I then give a gentle water-

ing through a fine rose, and keep the frame closed. The after-

treatment consists in keeping them sprinkled twice aday, and

giving them a little shading on sunny mornings.

When all the cuttings are struck, I give a little air, and
afterwards gradually inure them to the air, so as to make them
as hardy as possible before winter, by removing the lights

altogether on every favourable opportunity. By this mode of

treatment they are enabled to withstand several degrees o£

frost with impunity.
During winter I pack leaves, dry Fern, or straw arotind the
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frame, and in severe weather place a covering of mats on the

glass, leaving one mat on to shade from sun when there is any
danger of frost being inside.

By pmrsiiing the above mode of treatment I have never had
a plant affected with yellowness, as described by your coire-

spondent at page 189. Doubtless his plan is very good where
plants are calculated by so many dozens ; but where as many
thousands are wanted, I fear the pot system would take up the

room required for other plants which are more impatient of

moisture and frost.

The winter over, air is given more freely, and every day as

the sun gains greater power ; and when April with its genial

showers has come, the plants are growing rapidly. I now take

them from their winter quarters, and plant them out in

turf-pits or frames, about 4 inches asunder, in good soil. I

keep them close for a day or two until they take hold of the

new soil. I never allow them to flag or bec(ime dry, and stop

at every second joint, so that in May I have line sturdj' plants,

which are removed to their summer quart ers with a good ball

of soil about them.
. If the above treatment were carried out, we should not hear

B9 many comjilaints of Calceolaria failures.—W. Osboese,
Co. Cork.

MAKECHAL NIEL ROSE.
Mdch dissatisfaction has been expressed, and still more felt,

at the very unfavourable results obtained by the numerous cul-

tivators of this variety of yellow Eose. On the other hand,
there are many who have been more successful, and who are,

therefore, not without reason ready to affirm that the causes of

discontent are groundless. This has till lately been inexplicable.

When this Eose was first announced in the glowing and
rather exaggerated way in which the French growers are ac-

accustomed to put forth their novelties, hopes were entertained

that it might prove a really valuable addition to our yellow
Eoses, a colour so very popular with us among Eoses, as much,
perhaps, from the very distinct character it adds to the ex-

hibition-stand and to the bouquet, as from its own peculiar

merits combined with form, as seen in Triomphe de Bennes
and Cfiline Forestier. But when the first glorious blooms of it

were seen, as exhibited by Mr. Mitchell, Messrs. Paul & Son,
Mr. Keynes, and others, it was received with admiration, such
as has never before been accorded to any single Eose. As a
matter of course, not only rosarians and Eose growers, but the
horticultural wovM generally, were in a fever of anxiety to

possess it, and the propagation of it was, and is still, an im-
portant business with nurserymen. Thousands of plants have
been distributed, and pleasure and disappointment have both
followed.

Tile Marechal Niel is really a very beautiful yellow Eose, now
so well known as not to need description ; nevertheless, to the
Bose critic it has a slight defect in form which a thorough-going
rosarian must acknowledge, and hope that before long another
Idnd will appear that will yield symmetry of *hape with the
glorious colour of the Marechal. Whence have arisen the dis-

crepancies that now perplex the possessors of this fine Eose ?

It has for some time been suspected that there are in commerce
two Eoses und jr the name of Martchal Niel ; and comparison of

plants, or even foliage, leaves not only no doubt, but even leads

to conviction, that there are really two different Eoses that have
been sent out under this name, and that difference in results

arises from this fact. Nor is it in England alone that these

circumstances have been noted, for I hear that in France dis-

appointments on the one hand, and favourable accounts on the

other, have also been expressed ; and there also it is asserted

that there are two Marechal Niels in commerce. It is further-

more accounted for in this way. I give the statement as I re-

ceived it, without being able to vouch for its correctness further

than that it came from an authority who would not give it

currency without sufficient foundation.

Marechal Niel Eose was raised by a young gardener named
Pradel, somewhere in the south of France. M. Eugene Verdier,

of Paris, became the possessor of the stock, or original plant.

It is said that Pradel sent to M. Verdier two seedlings without
distinguishing them. In the belief that both of these plants

were of the same kind, propagation was proceeded with from
them indiscriminately ; hence arose the confusion, for which
M. Verdier is responsible, if not to blame. Be it as it may,
great annoyance has been felt, and it is but due to the public

that some explanation should be offered to clear away the un-

Ceitainty at present existing. Should this statement be even

an approximation to the truth, it will be quite evident that our
nurserymen are quite free in m any blame attached to the dis-

tribution of the wrong kind. It will also be remembered that
the manner in which Marechal Niel was first sent out was not
altogether unobjectionable.

The pseudo Mar6chal Niel may be distinguished from the
true one by its habit, foliage, and Uowers. The habit is less

robust and more straggling ; the foliage of a deeper green, re-

sembling that of Isabella liray; the leaves smaller and more
pointed ; the flowers are smaller, hard in opening, but when
open of a deeper yellow, but in no point so good as the right

variety.

—

Adolphijs H. Kent.

Mk. F. Flitton in a recent number characterises MarCchal
Niel as " a very very shy bloomer, and a bad opener." I have
only possessed it two seasons, and must say that I cannot
endorse his opinion. My plant, which is quite small, and pro-
ducing very few shoots, last year showed bloom almost simul-
taneously with the first leaf-growth, and this year a bud in-

serted in 180G on the coman n Pink China stock, began to
grow most vigorously, an i e hibited seven or eight buds as
soon as it was as many inches long. These opened as well as
any Eose in my cultivation. The testimony of other growers
n this neighbourhood coincides with mine.

—

Iseemis.

PIGMY VINES.
As I have lately had a number of letters inquiring about the

culture of Vines alluded to in your Journal of September 5th
by " J. S." (page 171), I shall feel obliged by your permitting

me to state gt n .'rally in reply to their inquiries that the "pigmy
Vines " alluded to were all cuttings from Vines that had been
started in February last. The cuttings were taken off the old

Vines after the fruit was all set, and were potted in five, six,

and seven-inch pots.

—

William Hendeeson.

PROLONGED HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS.
I ])Eo to enter a protest against the custom of continuing

horticultural exhibitions for four or five days, or a week, as is

fast becoming the rule at provincial as well as metropolitan

shows. I speak chiefly with regard to fruit, although I have
no doubt the same objections apply to plants. Looking at the

extra expenses incurred, the loss of time, the value of the prizes

awarded, and, above all, the damage to fruit by long exposure

and the like, there is really little or no inducement to venture

to the exhibition table. True, there is the honour and grati-

fication of receiving a prize; but, then, what a counterbalance

is there in the care, .inxiety, and expense of conveying a large

quantity of valuable fruit a distance, perhaps, of eighty or one
hundred miles and back.

It is, I believe, generally understood, between gardeners and
their employers, that the gardener pays all expenses and reaps

any benefit which may be gained ; and it is also reasonably ex-

pected that the fruit will be brought back again in as good
condition as possible. Indeed, I have known cases where per-

mission to exhibit was accorded only on these conditions—con-

ditions, I may observe, upon which it is hardly necessary to

insist, for it is the interest of the gardener in every respect to-

lay his very best samples upon his employer's table, and when
he ventures with the pick of his produce to the exhibition

table, it is important for him that it is taken care of. I have
not a word to say against curators or others in charge at our
exhibitious, for, in general, everything is conducted in a satis-

factory manner in this respect. It is the damage arising from-

exposure, whereby the fruit is rendered unfit for almost any
purpose whatever, to which I allude. As an exhibitor and ob-

server, I can speak with confidence, and instances need not be
wanting. To an exhibition which lasted the best part of a week,

the writer of these remarks sent five bunches of Grapes, weigh-

ing together 23 lbs., also Peaches, Pines, Melons, Figs, &a. On
the last day of the exhibition a man was sent to bring the

fruit back—but in what condition ? Figs were mouldy, and fit

only for the rubbish-heap; the slightest bruise which the

Peaches had sustained was now an ugly blemish ; Melons felt

so spongy, and smelt so decidedly, that their appearance at

dessert was considered risky, and they followed the Figs ; and
the Grapes, which I contemplated sending to dessert with Bucb
satisfaction, and which I cut with such grave misgivings on.

I the morning of the show, were now all flaccid, the footstalks
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withered, and in an ngly heap. A eeloct company was expected
to dine at the fliUI, and to send them to dessert to he criticised

in such a condition was out of the question. So, -jnlpinf; down
the mortitlcation and disappointment as best I could, I had
recourse tolhocoolc, to wliom 1 hinted tluit if anything was
wanted in tliat way I would be glad to oblige liiin ; but that

functionary, whose demands for such things seem generally

to fall between Christmas andEastor, did not "just wnut " any-
thing of the sort then, so I kept them on, and 1 sliould be sorry

to say what became of them. Again, my friend A sent seven
or eight of his best bunches, or something over 40 lbs. weight.
In the hope of picking up a " wrinkle," I asked him afterwards
how he disposed of them. Ho muttered something about a

"cricket ni-itcli," and about being " eaten up," but the subject
was evidently so annoying that I desisted.

I mention these instances merely to show the peculiar cir-

sumstances in which an exhibitor may be, and often is placed,
not at all to his advantage, or that of his employer. Every
exhibitor knows that miiny of the samples he sees upon the
exhibition table may have been retarded for days, or even weeks
before the show, and are not likely to be of much use after

another week's exposure in such a place.

I have felt surprised at times that some of the above oh-
jections liave never presented themselves to the minds of those
who object so londly to their Grapes being " mutilated and
pulled about by the judges," as they like- to put it. I have
seldom or never seen a buuch of Grapes so abused in that way
as to bo unpresentable afterwards, as, indeed, I should con-
sider the man unlit to act in the capacity of judge who could
suppose that two, or even half a dozen berries could not be
picked off a bunch of Grapes without injury to its appearance
afterwards. I am certain, at any rate, that the injury done in

this way is a mere trilie in comparison to that sustained by
fruit being exposed for a week in a marquee ; and I will observe,
in conclusion, that I think two days quite suflicient, for fruit at

least ; and if the prizes are expected lo be an inducement to ex-

hibitors, they ought to be in some proportion to the trouble
and expenses incurred. Were it not for obvious reasons, I could
give halt a score of instances which have come to my own
knowledge, where gardeners have been prevented partially or
altogether from exhibiting, solely from the reasons I have stated.—An ExniiiiTOR.

ROYAL irORTICULTURAI- SOCIETY.
In the ropnrt made last week of the Zonal Ptlargouinms wp inail-

TPrtently omitted to iiotk'e a very fiue variety sent by Mr. J. Must,
Walthanistow, whirh reouivi'd a iirflt-class certiticate. It was named
<iaeen of Ro.ses. aud is dfcidi'dly the very best in its seetiou, liavini* a
j;ood truss, pp-eat depth of i nlour. and lirmnes-i of petal, far RnrpasRJnf^

Keante do Suresues aud others of the same class. Shonid it be a free

iiloomer aud of pood habit, it will be a great aci]uisition.

THE ELDER TREE.
The common Elder iSambucus nigra), is so decidedly a house,

hold plant that any attempt to describe it would be useless-

Its name Sambucus is said to be derived from Sambuca, a
musical instrument made of it. I can well believe this ; for,

in my boyhood days, its hollow stems were the unconverted
timber out of whiith our whistles and pop-guns were made.
The wood of the Elder is very hard, and so like that of the Box
that foot-rules are made of it. In Scotland, it is called Bower
tree, pronounced " Eoortree," as in the old ballad :

—

" What care I for owlet's cry.

For IJourtree banks, or walls of Craigie ?'*

but in the Scottish ballad of the courtship of that doughty wight
the " Laird of Cockpeu," we tind the name of Elder :

—

" Laily Jane ahe was mntiinf; the Elder flower wine.''

I have tasted the hlder-Howcr wine, but can say very little in

its favonr ; bnt Elder-berry wine is certainly a very agreeable

beverage when warmed and spiced. The Elder is a rapid

grower at first, and survives for a long time as a stunted bush or

low tree, with a thick shady top ; and, being a free-flowering

plant, it is generally covered with blossom in summer, and
heavily laden with berries in autumn. It is a coarse feeder,

and thrives best where there is plenty of moisture ; indeed,

such a plant must have a good supply of raw materials at hand,
as it will rush into such a rapidity of growth as is scarcely

known among woody plants, frequently producing a crop of

strong shoots 6 feet long in a season, when once it gets estab-

lished
; and it does not take a long time to get that ; only let it

bo planted in season-lime—November, December, or .Jiuuary,

not later—and no failure need be apprehended. When the
I'Uder begins to grow, if one did not know its character and his-

tory, it would easily he taken for an lierbaccous jilunt
; and its

stinking foliiige iiimI blackish green colour would father it upon
the worst form of Umbellifera-, and, if not poisonous, at least so

ill-favoured aud uninviting, that no one could think of eating

any part of such a plant, unless he had sound information
beforehand on the subject. I5ut although the Elder has the

lurid poisonous look and the hollow stem of tlie Hemlock-brood,
it is not an umbelliferous plant, but belongs to the Honeysuckle
tribe {(Japrifoliaeeie), and, although its stem be hollow, it is,

after all, both woody and perennial, forming one of those mar-
vellous links which we frequently lind in botany, uniting

opposite characters. Had the Elder been blest with foliage as

sweet as that of the Walnut tree, it would not have been half

so valuable to the farmer ; for it is very rarely indeed that yon
see the Elder tree touched by hares or rabbits. J'uring longand
severe frosts, with snow, I have seen sticks of all kinds bitten,

and branches that had been cnt oil where trees had been felled

would bo barked as clean as if the woodman had stripped them
for the tanner. But, as a rule, hares and rabbits do not bark

the Elder : aud as for the leaves, the smell is quite suflicient

to warn either cattle or coney from laying a tooth upon them.
This style of plant is called by idanters a " nurse," and they

put in such by millions to shelter better trees.

Since the system of bedding-out greenhouse plants for the

flower garden m summer became a common practice, everybody
has become aware that such plants as the Pelargonium and the

Verbena are increased by cuttings of the green wood with more
or less of the leaves attached. Now, alihough the Elder is to

be increased by cuttings, it being a deciduous tree it is not to

be treated in this manner, and it is not to bo propagated
in summer, or when growing, as is the case with Pelargoniums,

Ac. The Elder, the Willow, the Gooseberry, aud the Vine,

are mostly propagated by truncheons of the stem of the wood
of the current year, taken off the parent plant when the sap

is down, or when the leaves have fallen and the plant is in

a dormant state. The truncheons of the Elder may be 1 or

2 feet long, and ought to have one joint in the earth when
planted, aud one or more out; the truncheons should be cut

below a joint with aclcan cross-cut, not slanting ; the truncheons

to be planted at once where they are to remain, and should be
not less than 4( inches deep in the ground, firmly planted in

finely pulverised soil. It may not be desirable, for many
reasons, to purchase costly trees, and plant them at one's own
expense upon other people's land, and yet the use and shelter

of trees must be had ; for stone walls, even if these could be had,

are not to compare with trees in breaking the force of wind, for

the walls produce eddies and often whirl the wind with great

violence against particular points, but trees sift the wind and
never gather it. A farm-steading unsheltered by trees ought
to be a terror to an incoming tenant, as it ever will be to those

who have to do battle with the storm in such a place thns
miserably left to its mercy. When our ports and harbours

were swept by wind and tide, the breakers seriously interfered

with our shipping interests, and we had to erect costly break-

waters, behind which the stately craft could ride at anchor un-
molested by the storm. This was sterling wisdom and fore-

thought, well founded upon dearly-bought experience ; therefore

let no one tbiuk lightly of masses of cheaply got trees to adorn
the landscape aud shelter man and beast. But I have another

object in view with branches of trees on the farm, for faggot

wood is calculated to do a species of work that no other material

can do so well. In the kindling of fires, the heating of bread

ovens, and in various other ways, the faggot stack is essential

to the work ; but on a clay farm the faggot wood, in immense
bulk, is particularly wanted to burn the clay with —for there is

no other process at all to compare with burning to bring the

clay into good working order, for it is chemically changed as

well as mechanically when it has passed through the tire; and
for want of fuel of the right kind it never could be done. It is

only such materials as stubble and straw of all kinds, and
particularly Bean straw, and wood faggots, that farmers can use

in burning clay, for coal, however cheap, is no fuel for farmers

to burn ridges of wet clay with.

There are only two ways in which Elder trees appear to me
to be in character, and these are circles and lines. No figure

equals the circle, for it has the same front on all sides, and
the generol appearance is that of one vast bush. It is no
waste of land to sacrifice so much for the sake of shelter.
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Planted in lines as hedgerows, the Elder nill be quite established

in two years, and form a fence
;
planted against a low stone

wall, hurdles, pales, &c., it forma an excellent fence by adding

one storey to make up for the deficiency of the wall ; and as it

never grows large, it does not rob the land like timber trees.

I remember a hedge made of Elder shoots to screen a garden
;

it was about 100 feet long, and one man cut the shoots from
the bushes, carried them on his back for halfa-mile, cut them
into lengths, and planted them, without any further cost than

his own labour, and that was for half-a-day I Cottagers and
tenants-at-will should take a lesson from this experiment, for it

was a tall, strong hedge in two years, and such a wind-guard
wonld be no small benefit to those who rear calves and poultry,

and, if they made no use of the Elder berries, the fowls would
eat them greedily.

—

Alex. Forsyth (in Mark Lane Express.)

LILLIESDEN.
Situated on an eminence in a rich undulated tract of

country near the southern boundary of Kent is the village of

Hawkhurst, the healthiness and rural beauty of which have
obtained for it a high reputation. The village in itself is a

pattern of neatness, not less so by its situation than by the

nniformity of colouring given to the shops and dwellings, that

employed being a sort of stone colour. Hawkhurst appears to

consist of two villages fully half a mile apart, each built on an
eminence, with a valley between. The southern of the two I

shall call for distinction Hawkhurst proper, as it contains the

paritih church, itself an object of much beauty, and also that

other important feature in a country village—the green, which
in this case is no mere piece of waste ground used for piling

up heaps of manure, timber, and the various articles we
sometimes meet with in other open spaces dignified with the

same name, but is a beautiful level piece of turf that would
grace any nobleman's lawn, and sufliciently large for two or

three sets of cricketers at a time ; and it is to be hoped the

spot will always remain innocent of the bricks and mortar
which invade similar public places. Good roads surround this

triangular-shaped green, boidered by dwellings and shops. The
church and its interesting churchyard are at one corner, and
near to the gate stands a venerable Oak tree, which, though
not so large as some met with elsewhere, is yet, I believe,

about 17 feet in circumference at 4 feet from the ground, and
from its aged appearance is a great favourite with artists.

The churchyard itself is also full of interest, and commands a

lovely landscape. Proceeding beneath umbrageous trees, and
passing on the way an elevated structure, which is the obser-

vatory of the great Sir John Herschel, I at length came to the

immediate object of my journey—Lilliesden.

Lilliesden, the seat of Colonel Lloyd, is one of those resi-

dences which rise so suddenly and yet so complete, at the

iidding of such energetic and enterprising gentlemen as the

owner of this. I believe only a dozen years have elapsed since

the property passed into his hands ; it was then but an ordi-

nary farm with its necessary buildings and a second-class

farmhouse. The latter have all been swept away, and a new
mansion has been erected, which is replete with every com-
fort which wealth, good taste, and judicious arrangement can
ensure. So successful, also, has been the planting of large

trees, that Lime trees and Oaks 40 feet high already grace the

]awn and belts where only a bare hill existed before, while in

front of these have been planted, in most cases successfully,

specimens of the most choice Pinuees brought from great dis-

tances ; numbers of smaller ones are also rising up in all

quarters, as well as masses of shrubs, in one place crowning

a height, in another reposing in a valley. Here I may remark
that the mansion is placed on the top of one of the gentle

eminences which form so important a feature in the district

;

while around it on the southern and western sides the ground
recedes, not regularly, but in subsidiary hills and valleys,

giving scope for that irregular mode of planting and treatment

which has always been a favourite feature in English gar-

dening.

On the southern and western sides of the mansion is a broad

terrace ; and below that, on the southern side, is a geometric

garden, the beds being cut out on grass, and these at the time
of my visit—the early part of September, were gay with the

most choice bedding plants. Conspicuous amongst them was
Indian Yellow, one of the Pelargoniums raised by Mr. Beaton,

and which is an abundant bloomer. Mrs. Pollock was also

well represented, and, indeed, all sections of Pelargoniums

and other bedding plants, not the least interesting to me being

some beds of Calceolaria Anrea fioribundo entirely free from
disease and dead or half-dead plants.

Below this geometric garden the ground was covered with
irregular groups of Pinuses and shrubs, with ample glades of

well-shaven lawn between, the whole being intersected with
walks so arranged as not to mar the character of repose which
reigned in the planting. To the westward the masses of
shrubs were more dense and the declivity more steep, though
at the same time broken and irregular ; while at the bottom
a piece of water stretched for a considerable distance, forming
in that direction the boundary between the dressed grounds
and the park, which, I ought to add, was formed in the same
short space of time as the mansion and garden, and yet it

seemed complete. By retaining trees which existed in suitable
places, planting others where wanted, levelling ground, and re-

moving hedgerows and other obstacles, with the aid of a healthy
sward which sprung up, it had the appearance of a park formed
some centuries ago.

Connected with the mansion at the south-eastern corner is

a conservatory 72 feet long by about 30 feet wide, but as it was
undergoing alterations at the time I was there, the plants that
usually adorn it were in a suitable span-roofed house in the
garden. The mansion itself is one of those to which a mixture
of red brick and Bath stone gives a showy appearance. The
approach to it is on the north side ; and by the side of the
carriage road some noble specimens of Cupressus maorocarpa,
Wellingtonia, Pinus I'ouglasii, and other favourites were
planted ; while in another part of the ground the same and
other kinds of trees were to be met with in numbers, and now
and then that very important ornament to our lawns in autumn,
the Pampas Grass. On one plant upwards of one hundred
spikes of bloom were making their appearance, giving unmis-
takeable evidence that the severe January frost, so destructive

at many places, had not done much harm at Lilliesden.

Connected with the pleasure ground and lawn on the north-
western side is the kitchen garden, which has the advantage
of being situated on ground which is level, or nearly so. Quarters
of healthy vegetables attested that they had been generously
dealt with, and under judicious management the wall trees were
yielding abundant crops. Perhaps, if anything was wanting to

give this garden more importance, it was a greater height in
the walls.

Passing on to the plot where the glass houses are arranged,
I found that these consisted of several houses and pits, but
having been erected at various times, and the original intention

of only a moderate number having been departed from, the ad-
ditions found necessary have consequently given a less uniform
character to the whole than would have been the case had a
proper plan been decided on at first. The contents of the
houses and pits, however, were in all cases good. There were
excellent Grapes in one, in another the fruit which had been-
cut was equally good, while a third presented a good prospect
for winter supply. In one of the houses I observed fruit of the
variety known as Marchioness of Hastings, with white berries

much like Golden Hamburgh, and in excellent order, while a
late black variety seemed equally well grown. Mr. liecord had
received it for Lady Downe's, but it was certainly not that va-

riety, but one midway between the Alicante and West's St.

Peter's, as it in some degree resembled both ; still, as localities

alter the character of Grapes, it may probably be referable to

some well-known kind. 'The Black Hamburgh and Mill Hill

Hamburgh were both represented, and the health of each at-

tested the care bestowed on them by those entrusted with their

management. In another house devoted to early forcing was
an excellent crop of Melons ripening off, also a number of plants
of Queen Anne's Pocket Melon, upon which when again brought
into notice Mr. Record was one of the first to report in this

Journal; an inner compartment, that might be kept still

warmer if required, contained some young plants ofCucumbers
turned out ready for fruiting in midwinter. A large span-roofed
house was gay with plants intended for the conservatory,
amongst which were some well-grown Fuchsias of the best

kinds, of which I noticed Gipsy Girl, Conspicna, Schiller,

Guiding Star, Lady Heytesbury, and Albertii, as being parti-

cularly good, or well-grown. Liliums, Tritonia aurea, and other
plants, were equally abundant ; and not the least interesting

were some plants of Tree Mignonette nearly T) feet high, in

good health and tlower. Outside this house there was a fine

lot of Camellias, Azaleas, and other plants for winter and
spring use. A stove contained specimens of the most remark-
able flowering and fine-foliaged plants ; and several pits, more or

less occupied by the crops of the season, formed another featnie
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of the whole, also allowing standing room for a batch of ex-

cellent Strawberry plauts, of which Mr. Becoril prepares up-

wards of a thouRaud fur forcing.

In proximity to the glass himsoa are the rooms for the young
men empbiyeil in the giirJen, and, contrary to a too common
practice, tbeao were not bailt against tho north nail at the back
of hothouBes or a kitchen garden, but stood out openly by
themselves, and a peep in at the window showed that

internal comfort as well as outward appearance was com-
bined ; and the convenient position in which they were placed

for giving air and other attendance to tho glass structures,

showed a judicious arrangement on the part of the garden
architect.

In the borders skirting the kitchen garden I noticed numbers
of plants being prepared for tho spring decoration of tho flower

garden. An early-flowering Sileno, Wallflowers in thousands,

Myosotis sylvatica, some Violas, several early-flowering shrubs,

as Deutzias, Weigelas, (tc , with bulbs of various kinds, I under-
stood, formed only a part of these, of which I hope Air. Itecord

will favour us with a more detailed account, as spring garden-

ing is as yet but in its infancy, and those who practise it differ

widely in respect to the materials employed.
In noticing the terrace garden near the mansion, I omitted

to describe a nnraber of standard Laurustinuses in slate boxes
with ornamental rims. These standards, of which tho heads

i

were round and conical, a plant trained in each form being
placed alternately, were in boxes set on square dressed stones,

|

which I was told were placed over pits walled up, and suffi-
j

ciently large to take in the box up to its rim in winter, when '

the plants wero lowered into the pit and the roots covered with
cocoa-nut libre, tho top presenting the same appearance as in

summer, with only a shorter stem, while the roots were safo

from all injury from frost. I can conlidently recommend this

plan to all having such plants to deal with, and the healthy
condition of those at Jjilliesden was a proof of its success.

In concluding my remarks, it is only just to pay a high com-
pliment to its spirited proprietor, whose measures in securing
himself and family a comfortable abode are not less noteworthy
than his spirit in forwarding everything that is calculated to

benefit his poorer neighbours. Comfortable and commodious
cottages attest his benevolence. The future annals of the

county will include the name of Lilliesdeu amongst its mansions
deserving that especial notice which a large and handsome
dwelling surrounded by twenty or more acres of dressed grounds,

|

is viflaally entitled to.—J. lloiisos.
|

WORK I'OR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN 0\UDES.

Broccoli, give every attention to the autumn sorts ; also to

autumn and winter Lettuces, as to watering with liciuid manure
to make them crisp, and tying in regular succession. CiUti/, let

the blanching of this and Endive be proceeded with. Leiliici-,

Brown and Hith Cos, as well as Hammersmith Cabbage, for

early spring work, should now be pricked out. Oniotu<, store
;

also Potatoes and other roots as they become ripe. Spinach, hoe
and thin, and dust soot lightly between tho rows in showery
weather, ai also among Turnip.^ and similar crops. Tomatoes,
cut off all superfluous shoots, and if tho plants are gross, chop
away a portion of their roots.

FltCIT r.ARI)l!N.

Put the fruit-room in proper order for the reception of its

winter stock. Use no straw or hay about tho fruit, as materials
of the kind are very liable to spoil tho flavour of tho fruit laid

amongst them. Keep the room always cool, dry, and airy in

dry weather ; handle the fruit, especially Pears, ns little and as
lightly as possible. Remove all decaying fruit as .'^oon as

noticed. Protect all fruits from wasps and other enemies.
Thin the leaves of early Cherry trees on walls, so as to ripen
the wood. Protect ripening Figs with gauze bags ; remove de-
caying leaves from Peaches and Nectarines to expose and ripen
the wood

;
protect the late fruit; gather Pears as they ripen,

and lay them in single tiers on the fruit-shelves. Protect
Plums from insects, and closely net-up Impcratrice and other
keeping varieties. Kxposc Raspberry suckers so as to ripen
them thoroughly. Thin a few leaves from Vines to assist in
ripening the fruit and wood.

FLOWER IJARDEN.

Take up and pot such of the greenhouse and half hardy
plants from the borders and beds as miy bo desirable. Pol
the layers of Carnations and Picotees. Tie-up and regulate the

,

Dahlias as they bloom, removing all bad and small flowers.

Prepare beds for Tulips and other bulbs. The soil should be
well worked and exposed to the air, and about a third of the
old soil replaced with good fresh loam. Chinese and similar

Roses may bu struck from cuttings, also prune-in the straggling

boughs. Wtiere annuals have sown themselves on- borders, it

is advisable that a great portion of them be carefully retained,

they will bloom early and strong in the spring, especially the

t^llifornian kinds, and may, moreover, be transplanted in

February to desirable situations. Lawns sfaotild now be well

attended to, in regard to mowing, rolling, Arc. Heliantbuses.

Phloxes, &.:., should once more be examined as regards secure

staking before October commences.

OliKESUOlSK AND C0N8KBVAT0IIY.

Continue to weed out in the conservatory flowers of a tem-
porary character on the eve of decay, and to supply their places

with good specimens of other plants. The introduction, how-
ever, of some of the hardwooded tribes which have been set

out of doors (unless they can be placed in tempor<ry situations

for awhile), will till many of these vacancies. Every attention

having been paid to autumnal and winter Roses, as recom-
mended in former calendars, they will now be found very
useful both in tliis and other ornamental structures. They
should be at this period thoroughly established in their pots,

and all attempts at blossoming having been duly checked for

months past, they will now be compact plants, full of vigour,

and inclined to blossom. Much of the business pertaining to

the conservatory will be found to apply to the mixed green-

house. In housing the out-door plants be sure to place the

Pelargoniums and forward Cinerarias where they will enjoy

both light and air, and near the glass if possible. Hardwooded
plants may be allowed to stand further back, except the young
stock of Ericas, Epacrisea, and similar choice plants—these well

deserve a good situation. The Chinese Primroses will do in

partial shade, and in the dampest part of tho house. These
things should be well attended to, as doing so will help to econo-

mise room, which is a most important affair with those who
possess only one house. Evergreens in pots should be procured

to take the place of flowering window plants.

STOVE.

Keep a vigilant eye over all stove plants at this season, taking

care that they are perfectly clean before they are placed in

their winter quarters, for no advantage can be obtained from
wintering vermin. See that all plants are properly staked and
divested of dead leaves. Tjdiness in all gardening operations

is a great recommendation ; an ill-grown plant is bad enough,

but when insects are added to bad cultivation it becomes in-

tolerable. Encourage the different kinds of Begonias for

winter-flowering, giving them larger pots it required. Promote
also the growth of Achimenes picta and Gesnera zebrina, plants

which add much to the beauty of the stove during winter.

They are justly considered two very valuable acquisitions for

this purpose. Look, also, after Euphorbia fulgens and splen-

dens ; they are likewise two first-rate plants either for enliven-

ing the stove or bouquet when scarcely anything else can be
had. Proceed with the Orchids as detailed in former calendars,

dispensing with shading altogether if possible. Hardening
growths is henceforth the main business.

PITS ANn FRAMES.

Every week at this period will bring the business of housing
tender plants, the omission of which will peril the welfare of

valuable stock that cannot bo readily replaced, \yhere pits or

frames are at liberty, or can be made so, by rooting-up tho re-

mains of exhausted Cucumbers, Melons, ttc, there is no ab-

solute necessity for stationing every plant or tribe where it is

to remain throughout the winter. Protection of this sort for a

short period will cont.-ibute more than bouses to the production

of sturdy growth and well-ripened wood, possessing a greater

tendency to blossom and being more capable of enduring a severe

winter. In such places the plants must be secured from the

depredations of the earth-worms. This is easily accomplished,

especially when the frames are raised above the ordinary

ground level, by a good soaking of lime water, foUowed by a
good coating of cinder ashes .T inches in thickness. Nearly all

house plants may be kept thus, except, of course, stove plants

»nd Orchids, until tho early part of November, taking care to

mat up at night in suspicious weather, and to give abundance
of air in the day. The glasses or lights should, by all means,
be washed thoroughly. Such a course as here detailed wUl
prevent the hiirrying-off of late annuals, Achimenes, and a

variety of other gay subjects, in order to moke way for the real
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winter stock. Towards the middle of October the Chrysanthe-
intims will reqnire to be staged, if not before, nnd tbe bousing
of these is frequently tbe cause of a re-arrangement of a con-

sideialile portion of tbe other stock. Those who have a house
or pit for everything will not need any advice on this bead ; the

majority, honever, are very differently situated.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST \\T3EK.

KITCHEN GAKDKN.
Globe Articliokes.—These still continue to produce freely.

Several authorities say, When you gather the head, cut down
the flowering stem ; but we do not find any advan'age in doing

so, as, when tbe first heads are removed, smaller beads are

produced in succession from tbe axils of the leaves, lower down
on the first stem. With mulchings and waterings in a dry

season tbe Globe Artichoke may thus be kept on tit for use for

a long time. Where Artichokes are considered luxuries (and

some things are looked upon as such ia proportion to the time
that it takes to get at and enjoy their delicacy), it is desirable

to plant a fresh row of good strong roots every spring, as these

will produce later in the autumn than the general crop. It is

safest to put a lot of long litter over tbe crowns in winter.

JiTiisalem Artichokrs.—These are greatly relished in many
places, cooked in vaiious ways, but more especially in soups.

Could the use of h m be made popu'ar, they would be no bad
substitute with those who prefer a waxy Potato to a mealy one.

They produce best when planted afresh every year in rows
4 feet apart, and IS inches from each other in tbe row ; but
they will stand for years in the same ground, and afford plenty

of produce, only the tubers will not be so regular. Almost all

soils come alike, though they grow strongest in good l».amy

ground. This season they have grown with us to an immense
height, though planted on the norlh side, close to a thick ever-

green fence. We have never known anything like a disease

affecting them, and we liave scarcely ever seen tbe tubers
interfered with, except by rats and pheasants. We have often

been surprised that they have not been more planted in tbe
open parts of covei s and game preserves ; the stems would give

shelter, and the roots abundance of food.

Potatoes.—Sorry we are to learn that the dread disease is

committing great ravages in this neighbourhood, and, as was
the case last season, many are giving way that were housed in

first-rate condition. Tbe reds and other coloured kinds seem
to be more exempt than the whites, and, as stated formerly,
tbe crops grown in the open fields, and not too close in the
rows, are less affected than those grown in confined gardens.
It is grievous to see how many cottage gardeners, who depended
on their Potato crops to carry them through the winter, will

be pinched and disappointed. In all our experience we never
Siw better crops or Letter tubers in gardens; but these fre-

quent visitations should lead, in prudence, to tbe growing of

more vegetables, and especially Turnips, Carrots, and Parsnips.
We do not wonder that hardworking men in the country care

less than their town brethren about a dish of Greens wlien
they get home at night ; for, after all, it takes a good basketful of

them to make much bulk when boiled, and even then tbe
nourishment they yield does not satisfy like a Potato or a
Parsnip.

One field of Potatoes we liave seen that has not shown a

trace of the disease
; but here a singular freak presented itself.

The land was well prepared, and well dunged with rotten dung,
but not long after tbe Potato stems were above ground the
fohage assumed a hard, brownish appearance, something like

that which we said appeared in the case of Celery in some
places, and by-and-by moist weather set in, and altogether tbe
foliage began to fall. The crop in consequence is poor, the
tubers generally not larger than a Walnut, but they are fine in

qnality, and like so many balls of flour when boiled. We could
have understood all this if the ground had been poor as well as

fresh, but we were informed that the land was manured quite

as heavily as for Turnips. It is just possible that the manure
may have been rather fresh (but of this we have no evidence),

as then the Potato might have received a check at first. As
it is the matter is perplexing, like everything else about the
Potato.

Cabbages.—Watered tbe last-planted Coleworts, also Cauli-

flower just coming in. Can any one tell us how to have Cauli-

flower as fine and compact in September and October, as it

comes without our aid in May, Juno, and July? As we have
not taken all our Onions up, planted Cabbages intended for

spring in part of the ground cleared and prepared, and pricked

out a lot of good plants in a border, to be lifted and planted

when the other ground is properly prepared. We have long

proved that tbe main crop of Cabbages forms a line succession

to Onions, and if a little dung can be trenched down all the

better, as these Cabbage plants tinned out now will most likely

produce all tbe summer of 18C8, and in the spring of 1869.
Ciibhages, however, are about tbe worst precursors to Onions.
We like young Coleworts from sowings in Muy and June, which
yield nice little heads iu autumn, and in luild seiisous on to

tbe time when young Cabbages come in ; but where ground is

scarce, one plantation of Cabbages in the autumn, and no burst

heads allowed to remain, will almost give a succession of all

sizes for the season. In planting now, it is well, in such a
season for slugs, to scatter some fresh lime and soot over the
ground, and rake and point it several times with just the point

of a fork before planting. Even that will not dispense with

future care. If the ground is diy on the surface after tbe above
dressing it is also well to roll it with a light roller, as that will

present a smooth surface, and, therefore, fewer hiding-places

for the enemy. A dusting of lime and ashes, and a light scuffle

with the lioe, just to break the surface, but n'lt enough lo make
it rough, will also make all such slimy visitors uncomfortable.
When the plants are fairly established, tbe ground may be
stirred with the point of a folk, to let the air into tlie soil.

Nothing makes a better return for such little attention than the

Cabbage, and one grown quickly and just hearting well, is a

treat to any one. Filled in empty spaces with Greens of any
kind, as they will come in useful before the fresh Cabbages come
in freely in spring.

Celcrij.—Took the opportunity of fine diy days to tie-np the

heads, and clean the bottoms where they needed it. Except
for use by-and-by, we will not be in a hurry earthing-up the

main crops. Our Celery has hardly bad a liand-watering since

it was planted, the rains have been nearly sufficient for this

and other things likewise. We do not think it is quite bo

strong as when we gave it manure-waterings. The saving of

the water-pail has not been all gain.

Cauliflowers.—Marked out places for some hand-lights on a
sloping bank, and pricked out young Cauliflowers to be covered

with hand-lights ere long. Most likely will put a lot iu GO-sized

pots, and keep them in the orchard-house, and these when
shifted in spring into larger pots, and turned out into well-pul-

verised soil in March, give good aud early cuttings. We hope
we shall escape the ravages of rats this season. Two years ago

they almost destroyed our Cauliflowers, not eating the young
plants to any extent, but cutting them down to the surface of

the ground, just as they did lately with some of our best Pelar-

goniums. We must tar the first jat we catch that is not much
hurt. For some time we did not see the trace of one, and
now they are crossing our path in all directions. Tar is one

of their abominations. We have saved Melons in boxes by

running tar all round and below the bottoms of the boxes out-

side, and tbe linings over it kept it moist.

Carrot.'' aud Parsnips.—It is as well, if the ground is not

wanted, to leave the latter in tbe ground, except wliat are needed

for use ; but Carrots, spring-sown, generally suffer if left too

long in tbe ground. They will be cleaner aud freer from worm
and spot it taken up in the beginning instead of the end of

October.
FRUIT GAItDES.

Stone fruit will ere long become scarce, but it wants con-

siderable attention as yet to keep it from dropping and to protect

it from enemies. The Walburton Admirable Pt-ach is now in

tine condition in the late orchard-house, aud Barrington and
Royal George Peaches out of doors. Late as in some things

the season has been, we fear that October Peaches will be little

seen in this district after the first part of the month. Plums,

too, will soon be over, except Cue's Golden Drop and other

late kinds. The Golden Drop has lipeued on some little trees

in the orchard-house, and tbe flavour was more like that of a

rich preserve than of a Plum. Were we rich enough to have a

little orcbard-houso of our own, we should be greatly tempted

to fill it with Coe's Golden Drop Plum, train the tiee to a
rough trellis 20 inches from the roof, either have dark glass or

shade iu bright weather, with plenty of air all tbe summer,
after tbe fruits were fairly swelling, and this would keep the

fruit later even than if the trees were out of doors; and then

from the end of autumn on to Christmas we should expect to

gather the richest of all Plums when the Plum season was
thoroughly over. Even in our late orchard house, wbicli we
could not keep cool enongli owing to other things, some little

trees in pots of Coe's Golden Drop have the fruit well swelled.
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bnt yet green and hard. We are convinced that the Walburton
AJuiirable Peach, auJ late kioda a» Late Admiiable. Cathoriue,

Tfiton de Venus, and balway, might he had very late in good

condition under glaiis, and would tlius come in as valuable

auxiliaries iu the country for shooting-parties.

Many (f the trees iu-doors and out of doors have been roughly

gone over to remove laterals, &C., and the more {pruning is done
now the better for the next season. M\ weak Eecoiidary and
tertiary growths on trees intended to bear fruit act more as ex-

hausters than feeders, and present a larger instead of a smaller

Burfuuu for the rays of the sun, now diminished in force, to act

upon to insure perfect maturation of the wood. The ripening

of the wood now ought to demand as much thought as the

ripening of the fruit. We wish wo could oven have greatly

thinned our pyramidal Tears, and will remove if possible the

spotted fruit from the late kinds, as that will help them con-

siderably, fur independently of being too thick, a number
were considerably marked by a hailstorm. Apples in the

kitchen garden on low bush trees, are in general a heavy
crop. On other trees in a small orchard wo have none, but

that is chi- fly owing to their proximity to the thatched buildings,

from wliich the birds come every spring, and scarcely leave a

bud behind them. Uut for the noise of the gun in spiiug, and
other deterrents, the small trees in the garden would have
shared a similar fate, instead of being weighted to the ground
with fruit. Small low trees are, however, much more easily

protected from such ravages than orchard trees, and then it is

BO pleasant t<> be able to m^inage them, and do what is neces-

sary to keep them iu order. These low trees were heavilysyrinsed
with lime^ash i-evtral times in spring, but that alune would
not have kept the small birds from the buds ; but they, as a

riUe, avoid as dangerous a while colour. Common nets are,

if not thciroiiglily secure, a temptation rather than otherwise;
but if we had nets that would keep a white colour, we have no
doubt we should giiiu a great advantage.

Strawlic'irii-x.—Not only in the case of fruit trees, but also in

that of Strawberriesi. we are too well reminded of the old axiom
of the teacher, " Do as I tell you, do not do as I do." We
know full well that example is better than precept, hut then it

is well to give the precept, especially when people do not know
hut that you also give tho example. Well, we have dwelt on
the importance of clearing all pliiutations of Strawbeiry plants

from runners, and if old plantatiocs, even thinning the stools;

and the bulk of ours still want atteuding to. We never have to

complain of the want of plenty of Strawberries ; but still we
know that unusually fine crops depend something on having
the plants cleared of their numerous progeny, and the ground
surface-stirred and mulched early, so that the roots shall be a

little protected, nourishment washed down to them, and sun
and air allowed to play freely among the leaves and buds that

are left. Those who wish to excel iu this respect must be

guided by our advice, and not by our example. We would have
wished all this done at least a nionlh ago.

In the case of pots, went over them, pulled out weeds with
the point of a knife, cut off all runners, just broke the sur-

face soil, and g*ve a little more room to the pots, where tho

plants were standing rather thickly, that tho sun might aet on
each leaf. This season the plants are not so strong as we have
had them, partly owing to tho showers that have made us

dispense with Aianure-watering. We have placed a little soot

and a pinch of guano on the surface, but that does not make
up suHieiently for our manure-waterings. Last season, too,

our plants were not over-strong, but they fruited exceedingly
well, and then wo came to the conclusion that it was possible

to have the plants with too strong a growth, as then the buds
were not likely to be well matured. We pricked out more run-
ners than we have potted, and forthwith will dig a piece of

ground, enrich it at the surface, plant out n lot of these

pricked-out runners about C inches apart, and then if we want
them we can lift and pot, or transplant into beds under glass

in spring. Such plants do admirably when moved in March
and onwards, but for early woik the plants must be thoroughly
established in the pots in the autumn, and the ball be as lirm

with roots as a round Dutch cheese is to the touch.

ORNAMENTAL DErARTMENT.
Here the work has been a repetition of that of previous

weeks. We have again been presented with the fact that there

are many ways of securing the same object. We stated how
we had to make a large square of gravel hrm and dry without
making drains through it, or employing much labour or

fresh material, by merely petting rid of part of the fine

worn-out surface, picking, riddling to remove mere dusty

matter, rolling and dusting the snrface to make it fine,

merely sloping it to both sides and the farther end from the

house, where there wore cesspools to catch the water and take

it to one drain. The rains sweep off at once, and after some-
thing like a flood the other day, no rain stood, and half an inch

from the surface the under stratum was quite dry. With
plenty of material we might not make a piece of entrance

gravel in that way ; but we feel sure it will answer until the

surface is again thoroughly worn out, as even when wet the

wheels of a cairiage scarcely show where they have been, and
not at all when dry. We woidd not allude to this subject but

for the simple fact, that many who make expensive ruads and
iculkg are not sufficiently aware that after all it is the ground
that carries the weight put on the walk, and that the bearing of

the weight equally depends almost entirely on a smooth un-

broken surface. One of the most lasting roads we ever had
anything to do with, was made through a marshy wet meadow.
It was always in a puddle, low, and muddy, though it had had an
immense quantity of stones put on, which quickly went ont of

sight. A lot of clay and the tops of White and Black Thorn
hedges had to be cleared away, and with layers of these, Thorn
and clay, the position of the road was covered and raised, and
then gravel was placed on the top, and the sides bevelled off, so
that the road was higher than the marshy groimd. For twenty
years that road has scarcely needed repair, the gravel merely
being pulled into the ruts for the first few months. For many
years, when a heavy waggon with four horses used to go over

this road, the ground would seem to sink below the wheel*

a little, but rise immediately the wheels passed. The snrface

soon became so smooth that even wheels made no impression,

and some three years ago, when digging down, we found the
Blackthorn and even the Whitethorn quite sound. Chalk
makes a tine bottom for either walks or roads where it can be
found, but the chalk must not come near the surface, or the

frosts and deluges of severe winters will make sad havoc if

there are openings or hollows on the surface.

We have gone on with clearing beds, keeping lawns short,

itc, and have been obliged to water a few ot the centres of

beds notwithstanding the rains. We find, also, that many
shrubs, as Sweet Bay and even some Pinuses have suffered

from want of water, as the heads threw the rain beyond the
roots, and the sun has been more powerful than usual when
the days were clear and unclouded. We have passed many
shrubs that had enough to do to hold their own in a bri{;htday,

and we found that the soil beneath them was so dry that we
would have liked to have given them a dozen pails of water.

We think that shrubs often sutler more in this way than is

generally supposed.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Seitesib eh 25.

LiTTix alteratioD bns taken place io quotations since our last week's^

report. Peaches liave advanced iu price.

. d.

Apples i sieve 1 Oto 1

Apricots doz ~

Cberries lb.

Chestnuts huBh.
Curriiuts ^ sieve

Bluck do.
Pigs doz.
Kilberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse. Ah.
Lemons 100

Artichokes each
Asparapus . . . bundle
Beans, Kidney, J

sieve

ScarlotltuD.^ sieve

Beet, Red doa.

Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts i sieve

Cabbaee doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery handle
Cueumbors each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Horbs bunch
Uorsendisb . . bundle

U la

G Uelons each
Nectarines doz.

U Oranges lUO
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) .. doz.

I Pino Apples lb.

I

Plums } sieve 2 6
Quinces doz. U

, Kaspbcrrii'B lb. 8
Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10

I do per 100 1

0. d. s.

1 6to3
.S 6
H
4

•J

4 n

VXGETABLES.
S. d. 8. d

3 to 6
U

a

1

2

3
1

a
1

3
a 6

8
8

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce per S'-ore

Musbroouis pottle

Mu8td.,S: CresA. punnet
Onions. .perd,<z. bchs.
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes buahol

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bnncbca
Ithuborb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bnshel
Tomatoes per doa.
Tumipa bnnch
Vegetable Uarrow8,dz.

d. 8. d
3to9 »

a

D
9
U

2
S

9

B
2
2 e

e
1

3 6
4 »

3 »

•i »
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TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
"William Paul, Waltliam Cross, London, '^.—Bose Catalorjite

1867-68.

Butler, McCulIoch, A; Co., Covent Garden Market, London,
W,C.

—

AuUunn Catalogue of Dutch and Cape Bulbs^ Flower,

VegptahU'y and Agricultural Seeds, t(c.

Hooper & Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden Market,

London, W.C.—General Catalogue of Dutch, Cape, and other

Flovering JUilbs, Flon-er and Kitchen Garden Seeds, &c.

W. RoIIisson & S'^ns, Tooting, London, S.

—

Catalogue of
fiulbsy JZos'.'s, Grape Vines, Japanese PhmL^, d'c.

E. G. Henderson, 'Wellington Road, St. John's Wood, Lon-
don, N.W.

—

Catalogue of Bulbs, Roses, Fruits, d-c.

G. Brnnning, St. Kilda, Melbourne, Australia.

—

Catalopue of
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Fntit Trees, d-c.—Catalogue of Hoses.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*•• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental v/riters of the "Journal of Horticulture. Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By bo doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C,

We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books (T. T.).—No supplement has been published to the "Cottaffe
Gardeners' Dictionary.''

GARDENEna' Examinations (A Younrj Gardener).—Yon will find the in-
formation you require in our No. 304, page 6ri, January ^4th, 1867.
Htbridisino Pelargoniums lIi}noramus).~ln the " Cottage Gardeners'

Dictionary." direcMons for raising plants from seed, the terms form,
substance, size, and colour, relate to the blosaom only.
Vine Culture rNDEn Glass (BlacJ:rock).~Yon have not sent you''name or address I

Measuring Land (S. J. T. 3/.).-Loudon's *' Self Instruction " will give
you the information you need.

D^*f^ 1T^^''
P^"P (/'l^- ^)--Yon had better write to the Editor of the

Pall Mall Gazette. We cannot furnish the information you need.
Planting a Vinery (B. W. S.).~We are aony we missed yonr question.We would plant the Vines now, but if the roots are out of doors, wewould protect the borders in winter with htter and glass or shutters, to

exclude rain. Muscats will do very weU along with Lady Do^-ne's, and
Barharossa.

Green Gage Plum Tree Unfruitful (7?. O.).—Your Green Gage
would, no doubt, be very much improved by taking it up, bringing the
roots nearer the surface, and giving it a little fresh soil to grow in. The
Dresent is a good time to do it. First unnail the tree from the wnll, only
leaving a few of the principal branches secured to the waU to prevent
them from being broken. Dig a trench all round the tree 2 feet deep, or
aa deep as the roots, and about 6 feet from the stem ; then with a fork
work the Boil carefully away from the roots, always drawing the fork
towards the outside of the trench. When the soil has been taken away
to within a foot or so of the stem, the whole may be carefully hfted up.
If the tree is a heavy one it must be lifted bv means of a lever. This
should be done gradually, and as the tree is raised soil should be placed
beneath it. In raising the tree see that the branches that are left fastened
to the wall are fiuffenng no injury. As soon as the tree has been raised
%o the desired height, spread the roots carefully out. sprinkle some fine eoil
la amongst them, and frequently shake them with a small pointed stick so
that the soil may become settled about them, taking care to keep the
points of the roots the lowest. As soon as all the roots have been properly
covered with b oil give the tree a good soalung of water, then add more
soil, and finish the operation with a thick mulching of rotten manure.
If the weather remains dry syringe the tree two or three times daily.
Jho roots ^.'lU at once commence work, and the crop next year will not
be injured if the operation is performed with care.

pROPAGATrNG ViOLA coBNUTA (/dcm).—Take the cuttings off and strike
them, the old plants may remain in the bed, or they may be removed to
another place and planted. If they have a spiinkUng of cocoa-nut refuse
placed over them they will soon push up numbers of young shoots, which
will at once root very freely into the refuse. These may then be taken
off and planted, and if a little more refuse be put on the bed soon another
batch of good plants may be obtained.
Lobelia Pcsni.A elegans (C. If'.).—Apply to Messrs. E. G. Henderson

and Co., Wellington Nurseries, St. John's Wood, London.
Grapes not Colouring (W. Kay).—Wo think the neglect of the pre-

vious season, and the very heavy crop, are the cause of the Grapes not
colouring. If the bouse is wide. 4 feet of a border will scarcely be enough
without heavy rich top-dreeslnga. but if you can lot the Vine roots run
mto an outsule border, we would do so. The outside border must be
lower than the inside one. Tbe plants in the other house planted outside
are most likely suffering from an over-crop. Try fewer next season.
Their being so fruitful leads us to conclude that the roots are healthy,
nut U roots are deep it is much against the fi-tiit colouring.

Glazed Lf.an-to over Peaches (H. Foy).—Your plan will answer very
well, and with your trees on the back wall, you can have pyramids either

in pots or planted-out in front. If commencing, we would put the latter

in pots first. We do not see the use of the three wooden ventilators,

tliough they may be desirable. One at top and bottom, 10 or V2 inches
wide, would do. However, have tho one in the middle if so disposed, it

is well to have enough.

Grapes Diseased (J. D.).—They are very severely "shanked"—that
is. the footstalk of each berry is ulcerated and decayed, so that the
passage cf sap is entirely stopped. This malady is usually caused by the
roots of the Vine being in a cold ungenial soil, while the branches are in

a hot moist atmosphere. Warmth to the roots and free ventilation in
such cases prevent the occurrence of the disease.

Zonal Pelargoniums (J. Watson).—It you like to challenge other
growers of these beautiful plants to compete with your own. we will

readily insert your challenge; but upon reconsideration you will think
we are right in decliniug to insert either what the commercial traveller

said, or any attacks upon the Judges.

Nectarines Shri\'eli.ing (J. S. D i.—The Nectarine from its smooth
skin is much more liable to suffer from sudden changen, excessive sun
heat, and defcciive ventilation, than the Peach. We had a few fruit in

an orchard-house that showed such symptoms as you describe ; but as wa
could not conveniently give more ventilation, we sputtered the glass with
whitened water, and that arrested the evil. In such sudden changes as
we have hnd this season, from dull weather to the brightest sunshine,
the powerful sun tricvl the trees much, and a littlo shade was very bene-
ficial Wefeel confident that in yonr case more ventilation, a little shade,
and ft mere sprinkling of the floor and paths during the hottest part of

tbe day, will rid you of the disappointment,

Muscat Grapes Shanking (7?. H. T ).—The answer we have given to

another correspondent will apply exactly to your case. You will do well

to lift the Vine roots ns you propose, if they have sunk too deeply into
the border. Then mulch over tho surface of tbe border and cover with
tarpaulin, and adopt some other mode to keep the roots from being
chilled during the whole season of growth.

Growing Lavender for Distillation (.1/. ^)j(/ioj(w).—Unlike most
flowers, those of Lavender yield the most essential oil if gathered when
they begin to fall off. Even then the produce is nnt abundant, 10,000 ozs.

of flowers only yielding about 120 ozs. of the oil. They should be distilled

ns soon as gathered. We have no doubt that a perfume might be obtained
by distillation ^rom the leaves of Sweet-scented Verbena (Aloysia citrio-

dora) The directions for distilling are lengthy, and are detailed in most
cyeloptedias.

Planting Watercresses (Bofrnor).—V^G have seen a. stream widened
so that the water was only 3 or 4 inches deep, and offsets or slips tnken
of existing plants, and if long enough tliey were planted with a dibber
in the bottom of the stream, the tops being long enough to show above
water ; or shorter slips may be laid on tho soil or mud at the bottom of the
stream, and a stone placed on them to keep ihem in place till they
attach themselves to the ground. In either case it is best to let the tip

of the cutting be above water. The plants should be in rows and a foot

apart, or less if plenty of cuttings are to be hnd ; they will quickly occupy
the space. We do not know of any work on Watercresses.

Size of Kitchen Garden for Four Persons {M. T. F.).—ll you live

near London, or any other large town, we would advise you to buy your
Peas, which take up much room, but you ought to plant a few Potatoes
for early use only, as their freshness is a recommendation ; but after

September you will buy them cheaper. Allowing a fair breadth for Straw-
berry-beds and other small fruits, wo should say that about half an acre
is not too much, but everything depends on the quaUty of the ground and
the quantity of vegetables wanted.

Fence to Divide Kitchen Garden from Field (/"(r^'m).—We recom-
mend 11 continuous iron fence 3 feet 8 inches high, with four flat bars
and a round one at top. Such a fence will cost about 3». per yaxd, in-

cluding standards a yard apart, and is both good in appearance, durable,
and not likely to let the cattle find their way amongst your vegetables.

Manure for Grass Field {Idem).~li near a town where yoa can
obtain manure of all kinds, procure any decomposed substance that is

free from stones, for although the latter are nut objectionable in tillage

land, they are troublesome on grass If in the country, obtain all the
road scrapings you can, or ditch parings, and if these be mixed with
lime six months before being used, the compost will be all the better.

Flower-pots (.1/. J.).—The following are the technical names and their
sizes in inches ;—Thimbles and thumbs ; any size under 3 inches diameter
at the top.

Width of top Depth in Old
in inches. inches. Ni>me.

Three-inch pot 3 4 60'8.

Five-inch 5 5 48'8,

Six-inch 6 6 32's.

Eight-inch 8 8 24's.

Nine-inch 9 9 IH's.

Eleven-inch 11 10 12'8.

Twelve-inch 12 11 8'8.

Thirt'-en-inch IS 12 6'a.

Fifteen-inch 15 13 4'8.

Eighteen-inch 18 14 2's,

Tobacco Powder for Destrcti-ing Woodlice (H. J. R.).—The ground
tobacco will destroy all insects if burned, on account of the sulphur it

contains, and it will destroy vegetable life also. Yon will see the ground
tobacco advertised.

Assimilation of Fruits (Lie vi).—Yours is a \-ery curious instance of
the stock having so much influence over the scion as to change the fruit

of the latter to that of the former. Is there not some mistake? We
should like to have more particulars, aud to see specimens of the fruits.

Double Budding on Manetti Stocks (Idem).—The supposed ad-
vantages of double budding are the more profuse flowering, a lessening of
vigour, and enhanced size, and colour of bloom.

Sulphate of Ammonia [T. Y. C).— Sulphate of ammonia maybe
diluted with ten times its volume of water, and applied to ground in-

tended for vegetables, ur it may be poured between the rows. It will

destroy slutfs, but should not for that purpose be diluted with more thau
sis limes its volume of water
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CoNSCMiso Smoke (R. Cordr II).— Ono of the best modea for preventing
any nuffluoco to yonr neij^hboura would be to u^c dry wood for li^htiiiK,

and tbeu at Grst briiistd coke, and common coke uftorwnrdH. Witty'n
smoke-cuDfliiminK furnnce antiwered tolombly WfU fir lessening; the
snaoke. Tbe fire waa lik'btcd on tho burn in tlio usual way, but then
there wan au inclined plane behind tbe biir^i f(»r tbe in i>tn of the fuel to

roat upon. Ah the fuel on tho b>tr.s burned, the beiited fuel un the incliuM
W08 thrust forwiird. and thna tho snioko from thi* fresher fuel passed
over and was burnt by tho live red-hot fuel. Thi^i wiiutd do a Rood deal
ondor your own maiiMKouient, or under a person who mnde tho pro-
ventiou nt smoko a chief object, but like manv other devices il would fail

whou thu fresh fuel was thrust at ouco upon that which was red hot.
Much mtiy be ihrnti in the usual common furniico if the incandescent
fuel is kejtt at the furthest end of the farniico nc:ircst tho flue and
chimney, nnd the fre^h fuel is pliiccd next the fiirunce-door, to be i)rcssed

forward ofter it in liontcd and pretty well cuked. In f ict, three parts of

tho smoke after jutit linbtiu};; aro duo more to the nt'iUer tlmn to any ab-

soloto necessity iu tho case, and il is very diflleull t(» Ret a common
workmar to enter HuBlciently into the subject so as to lessen smoke, and,
consequently, lessen expense for fuel. We have tried two modes besides,

and flatisfled ourselves that under our own management, or under that
of any one who felt interestoi in the matter, tliere would be little or no
:4inoko. Tho first is applicable to any kind of furnace or mode of heating.
Tho furnace-door was madodouhle ; the inner iloor should bo placed half

an Inch at least from the outer door, and all made air-tight between tbom
at tbe top and sides, and open at the bott< in. In the centre of tho outer
door is a small opening, with n regnhitor for tbe adraiwHion of air. In
llRhting proceed in tb^' usual way, shut the furnace-dn<)r, and open the ash-
pit door. As soon as the lire has taken and th Te is a good draught, shut
the ash-pit door, and just opt-n the ventilator a little in tho furnace-door,
and the air sweeps in, comes against tbe inner heated-plate door, goes
out at the bottom, and paasea over the fuel, and the thick emoko of a
few minute!^ ago will l)e changed into an almost invisible vapour. This
wo have satisfied ourselves of scores of times; but. then, if the plan is

not attended to, you may save yourself having the trouble of a venti-
lator in tbo outer furnace-door. The other plan 1ms reference chieflv to
heating by a boiler, and where there is only a short flue round and from
the boiler before it goes to the chimney. An iron frame was set in for

cleaning the flue and chimney, just a littlo below the damper in the
chimney, and tho drilling a small hole in that soot-plate—say a quarter of

an inch iu diameter, and 4 or 5 feet from the furnnce and boiUr, greatly
leaaencd tho nmoke, and nil tho more when the damper was used to

lessen draught. The fresh nir admitted by this hole seemed to send tho
heated air and smoke bark again over the fireplace, and thus the smoke
being consumed, less appeared at the chimney-top. liiahtly used these
simple modes will greally mitigate the evil. We hope some correspondent
will assist in this matter, as there may be many simple moans that coulJ
bo adopted without going to the expense of a smoke-consuming appara-
tus, as now in many cases demanded by law.

Pr.uMs (E. M. Ji. A,).—\'civiT list contains nearly all tho best, but as you
havo a favourable place still vacant, let it be occupied by the Apricot
Plum, Abricotto blanche of tho French.

Pruning Roses {Amateur).—We recommeml autumn pruning when the
Roses aro wanted to bloom early, hut in no case should tbe operation be

^

performed until tho leaves have fallen and the wood is mature. From
i

the middle of February till tho middle of March we ccmsider the best ol

seasons for Rose-pruning. You may merely take off the prtints of tho
shoots of the dwarf trees, and peg tho \ona shoots down; but we prefer
to cut-in tho strong shoots to six or ei^ht good buds, the raodcrat ly-

strong to three or lour, and the weak to one or at most two eyes. Tho
cuttingn would strike now if put in pots plunged to the rim in coal ashes
in a cold frame, and kept cloco and shaded from sun. Many would also

{ifTOw if inserted in a warm border in the open ground.

Rii'ENiso Green Tomatoes (P. J. .V.).—Tomatoes though green will.

If of good size, ripen fully if they aro cut with some part of the stem of
tho plant, and bung up in a vinery or other dry warm bouse. Our corre-

^^ndoDt wishes to know "where i>r. Do Briou's p.iint can bo procured."

SnoRTENiNO Rahpbebrv Cahbh (H. N. O.V— The proper time for
shortening Raspberry canos is when tbe IcaTos have all fallen.

Dressing Str\w»krry-bed« i/ci'-m).—About the middle of next month
is ft good time for loii-dressing Strowberry-beds ; it is a g(>od practice, and
indispensable on light soils. The dressing ra'»y bo fr.'m 1 to 3 inches
thick, according to the vigour of the plants. If these are weak-growing,
give a good dressing between the rows, and if vigorous, a letiu thickneas
of tho old Melou-bcd manuro wiil suffice.

Select Dessert Plums (f*/fm).—Jeflferaon, Kirke'a, Angelina Bordett,
July Green Gage, Orctn Gage, and Coe's Golden Drop.

Select Dessert Apples (/rf^m). — Devonshire Quarrcndrn, Oslin
Ingestrio Yellow, Kerry Pippin, Lucombe's Pino Apple, and Wormsley
Pippin.

Ajuga reptans vauiegata yon Epoinos (J. i?.)—We have tried Ihiff

plant as an edging for bods, and it is very useful, doing well in most soila

and situations, but in those which are rich and moist it is apt to lose ita

variegated foliage. It is perfectly hardy with us. both on rockwork and
in tho open borders ; but for bedding purposes it is well to nlTord it the
protection of a friime, as it can then bo the belter grown for cuttinga,
which strike readily in a moist situation with or without heat.

Climuers for an Arcade with a North Aspect (Cambria) —But
few plants will thrive in such a situation. The difforent kinds of Ivy
would succeed, and Am >olopsis bodcracoa, Jasmiuum nudiflonim, Cra-
tregus pyracanthn, nnu C. leucocarpa, as may the following A}rsbir«
Roses— viz., Dundee Rambler, Alice Gray, and Ruga.

Zonal Pelargoniums for Redding (FrM).—Wo consider Stella ono
of tho most efTcctivo, and a dozen good bedders are—Rose Rendatlor,
rose; Excellent, rosy scarlet; Volcano, scarlet; Waltham Seedling, glossy
crimson with purple tint; Beaute do Suresnes, deep ro?o; Salm^u Nose*
gay; Rebecca, cherry colour; Prime Minister, orange scarlet; Cybister,

orange scarlet ; Peach Nosegiy ; Provost, ro<*y scarlet ; and Adonis,

scarlet. Clipper we have not had sufficient experience of to warrant oar
recommending it fur bedding purposes. See what is said by "D., Deal^"

in another column.

Taking up Mrs. Pollock and otber Pelargoniums—Wintekiwo
('oleus and Iresink Herbrtii {Idem).—You should at once commence
Inking up the pltints you name carefully, placing them in pots well

drained and small for" the size of the plantJ. The Cideus and Iresine

llerbstii should be placed in a house with a temperature of not less than
45'. The Pelargoniums will be better than cuttings for next yeir, bat
both are desirable. The Coleus and Iresine will bo best from cuttings in-

serted in February or March. We do not know of any remedy for the
insect that eata the leaves of your Pelargoniums.

Coping-boards for Garden Walls {E. S.).— The atone coping pn>-

jectiog 3 inches is ample for everj' purpose, except protecting the
blossoms of tho trees from frosts in spring, at which time wooden pro-

jecting coping-boards aro useful. They should, however, bo so fixed as

to be capable of being removed, and should only be used at tho period

named, for if kept over ihe trees constantly, they not only prevent rain

refreshing the foliage, but to some extent shade the trees.

Re-pointing Gardkn Walls (H. J. C.i.—All you can do is to have the
walls repaired end pointed, picking out tho worst of tbo old mortar, and
uulesa the work is done well, it is only labour and materials thrown
away. After pointing you may wash the wall with a composition of equal
part's of lime and soot, with sufficient urine to bring it to tho consistency

of whitewash. Avoid the proposed coating of the wall with gas tar or

black varnish.

Clematis for Greenhouse fJ/r*. Hfndrickf).—Yoq could not have a
better companion for Clematis lanuginosa than its variety C lannginoaa

pallida ; but if you require variety, C. Jackmanni will suit yon

Names of Fruit (C. B., Maidstone).—White Russet, an Irish Apple.

(J. B., Lonrfon).—The Peach is Noblesse ; the Nectarine Viololte Uative.

Names of Plants (P. C.).—1, Sidalcea oregana; 2, Ammi Visnaga.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending September :2Uh.
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Clondy ; clear with scattered white clonds ; cloudy.

Fine throughout; overcast at night.

Fine ; low white clouds ; clear at nifiht.

Uniformly overcast : clear and fine ; clear at night.

Rain ; cloudy ; clear at nisht.

Rain ; cloudy and rather boisterons ; clear.

Boisteroua ; masses of dusky white clouds ; clear.

POULTRY, BEE. and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POULTRY VEXATIONS.
A LADY from Dorsetshire writes to mo thus—"'What am I to

do? AU my Dorking chiekeus aro djing. Nothing could sit

and hatch better than the old hens in the spring, and they pro-

duced more than two hundred. From a fortnight or a month
old the chickens invariably began to look unhappy, feathers

fltaring, wiugi diooping, but no signs of gapes, or cold, or

any illness. Jly poultry woman tried every invention that

could be thought of, and at last almost gave np in despair.

They dropped off one after another, and were found dead at

various ages, from a month to two months. I then came

down into the country and took them in hand entirely myself.

I changed the ground, entirely changed the food, let the hens

run loose with their chicks, gave them camphor, sulphur, every-

thing, in fact. I could think of, still they died oiT and off. At

last I was in despair myself, and concluded that the fault was

in the breed, that they 'were loo delicate and wtUbred for this

chalkv soil.
.

"But now comes the strange part of this bni-iness. Qnite

lately they have shown another symptom, and that is, all the
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fealSiers on tbeir t^ads and throats seemed to die off, they
became bald, and looked thoroiij^hly mangy ; and now after the
most careful examination with the microscope, I discover that
every chicken and every fowl I have, cock and hen, has this

peculiarity—the roots of the feathers about the throats and
heads are covered with these pmall particles, that htok like the
ticks on sheep in miniature. I can see no sign of life in them

;

but whatever they may be, the feather is evidently consumed till

the bird is buhl, and it is also quite evident that the nourish-
ment and life of the bird is consumed. I have now a hatching
of birds a fortnight old, hatched on the ground out of doors,
kept entirely apart from any other bird. The chicks have
thriven till now, when we fiod their heads are covered with this
powdery matter, and many of them already bald. There is no
doubt they will all die."

Can you, or any of your poultry correspondents, account
for this mortality and singular disease amongst the Dorking
chickens ? I enclose some of the feathers for your inspection.
-^•A. jK. Ct

[We thank you much for your enclosure, and at our first

leisure will subject them to very severe microscopic exami-
nation. These parasites thrive wherever fowls cannot obtain
access to dust. If you supply their haunts with the finest dust
or road grit, and to every bushel of such you add a pound weight
of common black sulphur, you will find them all have recourse
to it, and it will cure them. A condition of the life of these pests
is locomotion, and they cannot travel in the dust. Another
cure is to take common ointment, rub some at the back of the
head, and round the neck, on the backbone, two small spots, and
a little ou the rump and under each wing. The chickens become
bald because the parasites work their way to the head as far as
they can go, before they begin operations, then they eat their
T^ay downwards. No animal can live that is beset externally
by parasites. It loses flesh and courage, then it takes to
squat about, and at last dies miserably. If you examine such
a one you tiyd the flesh brown, the skin dark and tight, shri-

velled all over the body, the feathers dried uj) and shabby, and
the face long, thin, careworn, and troubled. In short, the poor
birds are worried to death.]

TESTIMONIAL TO MR. HEWITT.
Enclosed I send you my draft for £5, as my donation to

the testimonial for Mr. Hewitt, for I feel there is nobody more
worthy of receiving such a special notice at the hands of
poultiy exhibitors, of which body I am a humble individual.
I have denied mjself this pleasure till I saw that there was a
comniitiee of gentlemen appointed to carry out this worthy
object in accordance with Mr. Hewitt's views, as I feel certain
all subscribers will coincide with me in saying is their wish.

I cannot conclude without making a suggestion to those
numerous committees who for so many years have enjoyed the
gratuitous services of this highly esteemed jirdge—namely, that
they should not neglect this valuable opportunity of recording
their esttem, good wishes, and high appreciation of the zeal
and capabihiy uf Mr. Hewitt, by lendiug a helping and liberal
hand in this popular movement. If tins be done it will swell
the list valuably.—R. W. Bo\le, Galirim House, Bray, Go,
Wicklow.

SUBSCRIPTIOKS ALKEADY RECEIVED OR PROMISED.
Proprietors of The Journal of Horticulture £10

The Field 5 5
A LatJy Exhibitor 5
Au Old schooUollow 5 o
Mr. J. Allpoit 1 1
Mr. Malbc-w Davies 2 2
Jflmes Flftcher, Esq 10
Mr. G. Griffiths 1 1
Viscountess Holmesdale 5
The Rev. W. J. Mellor 2 2
J. Pares, Esq 1 1
Messrs. Koutledge 1 1
Mr. G. Stevens 1 1
"W. B Teyetmeier, Esq 1 1

J. WcHtgarth Wuoler, Esq 1 1
Mr. Jessop 1 1
R W. Bovle, Esq 5
J, K. Fowler, Esq 1 1
air. Tuniliiison 1 1

By Mr. Tonilhison :

Thuiims Boucher, Esq 1 1

Howard Mapplebeck, Esq 1 1
Mr. Jnhu Ueape 1 1

Sij Mr. Flvtcher:
C. \V. Brierlcy, Esq 5 5
Mr. John Douglas 1

CnptAin Ueaton 1 1

Mr. W. GiUiver 10 6

MIDDLETON POULTUY SHOW.
{From a Correspondent.)

The ninth anunal Exhibition took place on the 19th iust. in a field

behind the rectorj-, Itindly lent for the occasion by the Yen. Arcbdencou
Duruford, and which is very pleasantly situated for exhiliitions of
this kind. The weather being all that could be desired, the attend-
ance of visitors was vei-y si-eat, there beinj^not less than -jO.DUO persons
present at ono time ; and tlie Committee may be conj;ratuIated on the
success which has attended their efforts to brinj^ everything to such a
successful temiinatiou. The birds shown were as a' rule very good,
and the accommodation provided for them deserves most favonrable
mention. They were also very well attended to, and arranged t^o that

the thousands of visitors had not very much trouble in obtaining a
view of them ; they proved one of the greatest attractions of the day.
The Ganid fowlsmustered very sti'ongly, and were of first-rate quaUty.

The Duke of Newcastle took the cup with a fir^t-rate pen ; Mr. Halsall,
of Ince, taking the first prize for Any other variety. For the best pair
of pullets any variety there was an exceedingly good com])etitiou, not
less than thirty-threo pens of first-rate quality being entered. Mr.
Wheweli, of Kadclilfe, was victorious with a fii'st-rate pair. The
Spanish, also, were numerons, and some of them were very good.
Next in order eame the Dorhunjs. The Duke of Newcastle took the
lead with a first-class pen, which was much admired. Of the JJnihmas
there were many pens, and Mr. H. W. Boyle, of College Green. DabUn»
carried off the first prizes with first-class birds. Among Cocfiijis C.
W. Brierley, Esq., of Middleton, had an exceedingly good pen of Buffs,

and closely following came Mr. W. A. Taylor, with some very good
birds. Of Hamhw'/hs there were many pens, and of them there was
the best coUectiou of chickens that has been brought together this

season. Mr. Thomas Wrigley, sen., took tho lead with a first-class pen
of Golden-pencilled ; but the Silver-pencilled were not of the very best

description. The Golden-spangled were not of any special merit, but.

the Silver-spangled were exceedingly good, and Mr. James Fielding,
Newchurch. Kossendale, succeeded in taking the silver cup for th&
best collection of Hambnr^hs of any class. The Black Hamburghs
were also good, and seem to be more in favour than formerly. The
Game Bantams were also verj' good, Mr. J. W. Morris, of iloehdale,

taking the principal honours.
In BucJdintjs, Mrs. Seamons, and Mr. Leech, of Rochdale, were first

in tho Aylesbury and Kouen classes, respectively.

Fiijeons were numerous, and among them were some first-class birds.

YOUNG BIRDS.
Game {Black-breasted and other Beds).—First, Puke of Newcastle,.

Clnrabfir. Second, R Benson, Manchester. Third, T. Statter, White-
fiidd, Manchester. Hij-lily Commended. T. Burgess, W hitch urcli. Salop.
Gnmrnenfled, J. Wood, Wigan. Cockerel.—First, R. Benson. Second, J-
Fletcher, Manchester.
Game (Any other variety).—First, J. Halsall, luce, near Wignn. Second,

T. Dyson, Halifax. Third, J. B. Pind-ar, Harpurley. Cocfcerc-i.—First, T,
Dyson. Second, T. WareioR. Preston.
Gam .3 ny variety).—Pui/f(s.—First, W. Whewell. R.idcliffe, near Man-

chester. Second, T. Statter. Third, J. Wood. Highly Cummcnded, J.

Fletcher; T. Burgess; E. Aykroyd, Bradford (Brown ked); J. Hrough.
Commended, W. .f. Po])e, Biggleswade, Beds ; S. Matthew, Stowmarket.
Spanish.—First. J. Newton, Silsden, near Leeds. Second, D. Parsley,

Kiugsdown, Bristol. Third, F. James, Peckham, SuiTey. Cockerel.—
First, M. Farrand, Halton, Huddersfield. Second, D. Pai'sley. Pullets.—
First, W. Harvey. Sheffield. Second, J. Newton, Silsden, near Leeds.
Dorkings.—First, DuUe of Newcastle. Second, Mrs. Arkwright, Derby.

Third, T. Statter. Commended,!'. Pomfrct, Preston. Cockerel —First,
J. Stott, Heuley, near Rochdale. Second. Mrs. Arkwright. Htyhly Com-
mended, Duke of Newcastle. Pnllcts.—FirRt. Mrs. Arkwright. Second,
Duke of Newcastle. Highly Commended, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam,.
Kotherhara.
Brahma Pootra.—First, R. W. Boyle, Pnblin. Second, H. Lacy, llebden

Bridge. Third, Mrs. M. >eamous. Cockt-rvl—First. R. W. Boyle. Se-
cond. H. Lacy. Highly Commended, G. H. Wheeler, Middleton. Pullets.

—First, R. W. Boyle. Second, H. Lacy. Highly Commended, Hon. Lady
DouRlas Pennant, Bangor, North W^lcs. Commended, A. H. Verity,
Nortlienden, Cheshire ; Rev. J. F. Newton, Kirby-in-CIevehind. Stokesley-
CocHiN CuiNA (Buff and Ciunamoni.—Firtt, C. W. Brierley, Middleton.

Second, W. A. Taylor. Manchester. Third. II. Mapplebeck, Moseleynear
Birmingham. Cockerfl.— First, W. A. Taylor, .'•econd, Hev. C. Sjjencer,
Attlcborouyh. Pu Iletn.—First, W. A. Taylor. Second, Rev. C. Spencer,
Hiirhly Commended, C. W. Brierley. Commended, J. Shorthose, New-
castle-on-Tyne.
Cochin-China (Any other variety).—First, J. Honocks, Middleton. Se-

cond, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington, near Bristol. Third. H. LinRWOod, Wood-
bridge, Suffolk. Cockerel.— Fh-iit, W. A. Tavlor. Second. H. Liugwood-
PulUti.—First. C. C. Sedgwick, Keighley. Second, W. A.Taylor. Highly
Commended, J. Ilorrocks.
Hambukghs (Gold-pencilled).—First, T. Wrigley, sen., Middleton. Se-

cond, H. Beldon, Binj^ley. Third, W. Parr, Patricroft, near Manchester-
Highly Commended, H. Pickles, jun., Skipton, Yorkshire. Cockerel.—
First, E. Buckley, Rochdale. Second, T. Wrigley, sen. Highly Com-
mended, n. Beldon. Commended. H. Pickles, jun. ; W. Purr. Pullet*.-^
First, Wes^rs. Biirch & Boulter, Sheffield. Second. J. Wrigley.
Hameukgus (Silver-pencilled).—Fu'st, W. J. Baistow, Bingley. Second,

H. Beldon. Third, J. E. Powers. CockcnL—First, H. Beldon. Second,.
H. Pickles, jun. PuUcU.—First, W. Wilson, RawtenstaU. Second, W. J.
Baistow. highly Cumtnended, W R. Park, Melrose.
Hamburghs (Gold-ypanfjled).-First, J. Wild, Ashton-under-Lyne. Se-

cond, T. Scholes, Thomson Lane, HoUinwoud. Third, J. Chadderton^
irnllinwood. Highly Commended, J. Preston. Cockerel. — First, J-
Chadderton. Second, R. Ellis, Chadderton. Highly Commended, H,
Beldon ; H. Pickles, jun. ; E. Brierley, Heywood. PuUeU.—Fii&t, J. Wild^
Second, J. Andi-ews, Aehton-under-Lyne.
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Hambiteoiis (SilTCr-spnngloil).—First. J. Fieldine. Manchester. Soconrl,

H. Piekloa. jiin. Third, H. Hi>Mon. Ctcki^rrl.—FiTft. J. V'^Miug. Se-

cond, A. Smith, Loodd. Highly Commended. J. Leos, Hollinwood; T.

FawcctI, r.iildon. noir Leeds. Crimraended, H. I'.eld in. PuUcI i.—Virat,

.T. Pnrliugton. Littlu Hiwtou, nonr Middleton. Sucuud, M. Lancashire;
Middlotcm. Highlv Cnmmo.ided. H. Boldon.
HAllauiir.Hs Hlacki.—First, C. S'ds»icl<. Second. J. Mnnn, Ptacli-

atonds. Third, J. Clej-t! jun.. Oldham. HiKlily Commended. .T. Lnn-
cnnhire. Commended, J. & VV. Holt, Middleton. 'ortercf.— First. H.

Boldon. .Second. J. Cht'g, jun. Highly Commended. .1 Monn; .1. & W.
Holt. Piill,-u.— ViT>t, C. SedgKielt. Keeond, S. Lancashire. Highly
Commended, MeSiird. Ashtons & Booth, Broudbottom, uoar Motlruui,

Cheabire.
.\Nv n-niKR Vauiktv n'ot bekorf. Mentioned.— Fir'it, H. Beldnn. Se-

cond, Col. Stuart Wort'ev. London (Hoiidnnsl. Tliird, Natioml Poultry

Co., Hrondey, Kent. Hi'.'blv Commended, Col. Stiiirt Wnrtley (Houdnns)

;

T. J. Lancashire (PidandAl: N. Cook, Chowbcut (Hondausl. Com-
mended, Nationil I'oultry Co. Cocfcrif.—First, II Heldon Second,
Col. Stuirt W.irtlev iCrevo Creurl. J'lifW*.—Fir.^t. W, It, Park iCreve

<>'<Barl. Second. P.'UnHworth, Lowton, near Kowtnn-le-Willowa Iliifhly

Commended. Duke of Noivcaslle; CoL Stuart Wortlcy (Creve Camrj

;

Nation il Poultry Co.
Oam". Bantams (Any colour).—Firit and Third, .T. W. Morris, Rochdale.

5Jocnnd, .1. D. Neivsome, Batley. Highly Commended, VV. (?'. Eutwisle,

Leeds. Commended, .1. Holland, Manchester ;
W. F. Entwisle. Cockrrel.

—First and »ee ind, J W Morris. Third, J. Uolland. Commended, C.

W. Brierlev, Middleton ; J. Vf. Nowsome.
Bantams (Anv oflier va'ietyl.—First, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Second,

W. A. Taylor. Third. Mr». Dale, Scarborough.
Sei.lixo Class Anv hreed or eolonrl.—First. W. A. Taylor. Second,

W. Hiirvey. -hcltield. 'C miniendod, J. Lee, Middleton. Cockerel —Vim',
W. A. Tavlor. Secmd, J. Marchant. Halifax. Commended, J. Wild; G.

J. Merrall, Manchester; T. Bolt, linrv (Brahma).
DccKS (Avlesburyl.— First and Third, Mrs. M. Scamons. Second, E.

Leech. H gh'y Coiumendeil. .1. W. Harrison.
Ducks R.iuen)—First, F,. Leech, -econ.l and Third. II. Ashton. Prest-

wich. Highly Commended, R. Leech; T. Houlker. lUsckburn; T. Wake-
IliM, Golborne, near Nowton-le-Willows ; T. Evcleigh, Bolton; J. J.

Waller. Kendal.
Any othek Variety. -First and Second, .1. Dixon, Bradford, Yorkshire

fCnli Ducks). Third, G. & C. Furness, Accrintfton.
Geese.— Fir.st, S. H. Stott. Second, Mrs. M. Seamong. Highly Com-

mend, d, S. li. Stott ; E. Leech ; J. Hough, Northendeu ; J. & W. Kostrou,
Manchester.
Tdrkevs.—First. T. E. Richardson, L'ttoieter. Second, E. Leech.

Highly Commended, T. E. Richardson. Commended, Ucv. W. Mellor,

Nottingham.
PIGEONS.

TuMRLEua (.\lmond).—First. J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Second, J. E.
Bilward, Coventry. Highly Counnended, T. ainrtin, ^lannhester.
Bai.ds or Beards.—First, .1. Fielding, jun. Second. .J. Lister, Keigbley.
Tc.MBLKRS (Any other variety).—First, \. K. Stewart, Harborne, iie.ir

Birmiu..,'ham. Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Commended, J. Hawley,
Bingley, Yorkshire.
Carrier. — CocA-,— First, H. Yardlev, Birmingham. Second, G. IT.

Roberts. Preston. Hen.—First, G. H. Roberts. Second, Capt. Mangnall,
Stval, Cheshire.
PotTTER.—Coi-l-— First, W. Harvey. Second, A. Heath, Cnlne, 'WiUs.

Highly Commended and Commended, A. H. Stewart, Harborne, near
Birmingham. Hen.— First, E. E. M. Royds, Rochdale. Second, A. H.
Stewart. Highly Commended. W. Hnrvoy.
Bards —First and Second, Messrs. Maclure & Bedford, Didsbury, near

Maucliester.
Tf kbits.—First, Capt. Mangnall. Second, .I. Thompson, Bingley, Leeds.

Highly Commended, CajJt. Mangnall. Commended, J. W. Edge, Eir-

tuingiiam.
•Iacobins.—Firflt, J.B. Pindar, Manchester. Second, E. Hom©r,Leeds.

Highly Commended, Capt. Manguall. Cjmmended, J. Thompson ; L.
<ilassey, Rochdale.

Fantails. — First, .1. W. Edge. Birmingham. Second, E. Horner.
Highly Commended, A. Pjirry. Rochdale.
Owls.—First and becond, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Commended, E.

Horner ; J. Lister.
Nuns.—First, H. Vardley. Second, W. R. Park. Commended, Rev. A.

<T. Brooke, Ruyton, Salop.
Dragons.—First, B. Carlisle, Rishton, near Blackburn. Second, D.

Brorailow, Over Hulton, near Bolton. Commended, J. VV. Edge.
Trumpeters.—First, E. Horner. Second, E Sheermaii, Clielmsford.

Highly Commended, E. Horner. Commended, H. B. Whittaker, Alkring-
ton, Middleton.
Any other Variety.—Fii-st, T. Martin. Second, H. Yaidley. Highly

Commended. J. Hawley.
Any VAniETV.--First, A.H. Stewart (Blue Fantails). Second, E. Horner.

Highly Commended, T. Churuley, Blackburn.

RABBITS.
Spanish.—First, Messrs. Wagstaff A Hanson, Thome, near Drncaster.

Second, T. Baker. Staffordshire. Commended, A. Parry, Rochdale.
Angora.—First, A. Parry. Second and Highly Commended, C. Rayson,

Alanohester. Commended, E. E. M. Uoyds.
HuiALAYAN.^First and Second, C. kayson. Highly Commended, T.

:aild A. ^cllolleld.

ANYOTHEft Variety.—First and Higblv Commended, R. Wise, Hunts
(SilverGrey). Second, A. U. Easten, Hull (Silver-Grey.)

The .Tadges for Poiiltrt/ were Mr. Simon Fielding, and Mr. Teget-
tneier, of London, for the Ilnnihurf/h and SeUiiifi C/<w.sv.s% and for

Ducks, Gx'CV, and I'ltrh'i/i ; and Mi. Teebay. and Mr. .Tohn Martin
for Game, SjMiilsh, Cochiiui. Itnthmn,s, Dorkinrf.^, and Baiita>ns. Mr.
Tegetmeier, of London, and Mr. R. Teebay, Folwood, Preston, vrere

the Jndgcs for Pit/com.

NonTn Eritisti Columdariax Socikty.—It will be seen by a
noticfl in another column that the date of this Society's Show
iias been changed from the IQth and 20th of December to the

12th and 13lh of that month, and that all entries muet be

mado by the 18'h of November. The Commitiee determined

on this alteration to prevent clashing with the MsuchcBter

Show.

CHESTER POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This Exhibition took place on the Race Course, at Chester, on the

IHth inst. Tho day provinc; quite cool, thongh iiro tbronghout, the

attendance of visitors was unnsnally good, and among them were to bo

noticed moat of the leading gentry of tho neighbourh>oJ. Tho 3how,

or rather shows, for it consisted "of two distinct divisions, one open to

tho whole Idngdom, and the other restrioted to local exhibiUirs, was

most excellently proviibal for. both as regards pens and covering, had

bad weather occurred ; and as regards the personal elTorts of the

Committee to caiTy out overvthing in strict accordance with the reqn-

lations of the Society, iiotbiu^ was wanting, so that the stricteBl

order prevailed. So vcrj- many shows being hold just about the same

day, no doubt limited the number of entries most materially ; bat we

have great pleasure in recording the fact, that the quality of most of

the classes would hold good place in comparison with most of even our

longest-established exhibitions. Our remarks upon the classes gene-

rally must bo somewhat brief, as many of tho specimens were natu-

rally changing their plumage rapidly.

In tho Dorkhigs, tho Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam. of Wentworth Wood-

house, Ilotherham, won easily with surli pens as must bo peculiarly

hard competitors to excel at future meetings. They were slnwn in tho

best of health, and were peculiarly well grown. Sjmnixh throughout

both shows were especially good, hut, perhaps, the two best classes in

tho whole collection proved to bo the Ilrahmn.1. Mr. R. W. lioyle, of

Dublin, showed a very fine jien of chickens, which, among a good entry,

left competition far in the rear. Nor must we omit to mention another

pen of Brahmas shown by Mr. C. Turner, of Chester, in the local de-

partment, that not only took the first prize in their own class, bat also

the silver cup given for the best pen of ponltry of any kind exhibited in

tho local prize division of the Show. They were, as might bo antici-

pated, immediately " claimed " at the entry price, five gnmeas. Some

marvellously good Pohiwls were shown, and the Silver-spangled Bam-
liurrjhs were most excellent. In Tiirh't/s, Geesf. and Ihicbi. the

Chester Show stood vei-y high indeed, whilst the exhibition of rif/eons

was very good, though many of the best specimens are at the present

in the deepest pen-featlier. If rules for the management of a show

stand good for anything, this portion of tho show was appointed ex-

clusively for the exhibition of local, birds. Rightly or wrongly, as m-

dividual exhibitor's interests may have suggested, certain it was. that a

number of well-known pens of Pigeons were at onee easily recognisable

on tho spot as not at all belonging to the locality ; in fact, they were re-

turned home tho next dty to their absolute owner. We regret to say

that such practices are not by any means nncommon, to ensure the

uutuir attainment of ' local " prizes ; and in this ease, as in all similar

ones that have come within our knowledge, the party most anxious to

dispute the awards, usually proves to he the individual who thus im-

scrupulously cndeavoura to obtain an advantage by means promedi-

tately unjust.

In the variety Pigeon class, was exhibited one of the very best pens

of Spot Pigeons wo ever saw ; in both their markings and condition they

were unexceptionable. They were the property of C. A. Bowles, Esq..,

of 3, Mount Vernon, Chester.

YOUNO BIRDS,

General CoMPETirioN.

DoRKiNos.—First and Second, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Rothorkam.

Commended, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Oswestry.
„ , , „ .i w

Spanish (Black).— First. M. FarranJ, D ilt m. HutldorsBeld. Second, O..

Beldon, Goitstock. Bingley. Commended. B. Davies, Chester.

Game (lilack-breasted Red).—First. J. Pennington. Rirk'^nheafl Park.

Second, T Burgess, Burleydam. Commended. Rev. W. J. MeUor, Golwick

Hectory, Nottingham ; J. Piatt, Swanlow. VVinsford.

Game (Any colour).—First and Commended, J. Piatt. Second, T.

HAireuROHS (Gold or Silver-spangled).—First, H. Pickles, jun., Earby,

Sldnton. Second, H. Heldon. Commended. I. Field, Dudley.

HAStnuRoHS (Gold or Silver-pencilled) —First, H. Beldon. Recond,^.

Parr Patiicroft. Commended, F Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle of Wight.

Cociiin-China (Ciun.imonorBuir).—First, C. \V. Brierlev, Middleton.

Second, H. Oouldon, Bowdon. . - „. , nn-.-f
Cornis-CiuNA (Any colour).—First and Second, E. Tudman, wmt-

"
BrviiMA PooTRA.-First, R. W. Boyle, Bray. Wickloi. Second, J. W.

Harrison, Spalding. Commended, E. Leech, Rochdale.

\NY BREED.-First. H. Beldon. Second. Col. Muart Wort'ey, GrOTe

End Road, London (Houdans). Highly Commended, N. Cook, Chowbent

'

DucKS^iAylesburv).-First, M. Farr.and. Second, E. Leech. Highly

Commended, J. W. Harrison.
. „ ,- .

Ducks (Kouen).—First. E. Leech. Second, E. Tudman.
Turkeys—First, E. Leech. Second, Rev. J. W. Mellor. Commonded,

^Oeese.—Fi?itI"E. 'Leech. Second. S. H. Stott. Rochdale. Highly

Commended, G. R. Davies. Commended, T. Parker.

Local Competition.

DoRKiNos (Colnnred).—First, Earl Grosvenor Calveley Hall (Silver-

Grcv). Second, T. Rigby, Over (Grey.)

Spanish.— First and Cup. J. Siddon, Winsford. Secoi d, J. Dean, Wjr#«

ford. Commended, U. Davis, Chester.
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Game (Blnck R**;!).—First, J. Heath, Nnntwich. Second, J. Grocott,
HauRhton, Tarporley.
Game (Brown Eed).—First, T. BurgeHS. Second, R. Ashley, Nantwich.

Highly CoiKmended. — Stockton, Burwardsley. Commended, Messru.
Chnrch & Honldiup, Nantwich,
Game (Any other variety).—First, R. Ashley. Sfcond, Mesars. Church

and UouldJDR.
CocBiN-CiiiNA (Buffer Cinnamon).—First, H. Gouldon, Bowdon (Buff).

Second, T. Jones, jun.. Nt'ston (Buff.)

Brahma Pootka (Dark).— First and Cup, C. Turner, Chester. Second,
J. Little, Chester. Hijjhly Commended, J Ktalter, Liscard. Commended,
E. Joynson. Liecard, near Birkenhead ; J. Little.

Polish (Any variety).—First, J. Heath, Nantwich (Silver). "5 Second,
Mrs. Brnsff y, Nantwich (Black.)
HAMBunons (Go'den-spanirled).—Prize, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram.
Hamburohs (Golden-pencilled).-First and Second, Miss H. Walker,

Buthin. Commended. A. O. Walker, Chester.
Bantams (Any variety).—First, J. Statter, Liscard(BlRck Red). Second,

T. Burgess {Black Red). Highly Commended, R. Ashley (Black Red).
Commended, G. K. Davis, Knuteford (Black Red.)
Any other Variety.—Prize, S. & R. Ashton (Black Hamburghs).
TuRKEYH.—First, Miss H. F. Congreave, Burton, near Neston. Second,

Earl Grosvenor.
DccKS (Rouen).—First, Earl Grosvenor. Second, Miss H. Walker.
DucKB (Any other variety).—Prize, J. Cheers, Barrow.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First, C. A. Bowles, Chester. Second, J. S. Skidmore,

Nantwich.
Pouters. -First, C. A. Bowles. Second. D. Thwaitcs, Rock Ferry.
Tumblers (Short-faced).—First, Second, and Highly Commended, T.

Cawley, Tdrporley.
Dragons.—First, H. Prince, Nantwich. Second and Commended, L.

Glassy, Whitchurch.
Barbs.-First, S. & R. Ashton. Second, C. A. Bowles.
Nuns.—First, C. A. Bowles. Second, D. Thwaites. Commended, C. A.

Bowles.
Fantails.— First and Second, J. Lowe, Chester. Commended, L.

Glassy.
Jacobins.—Fir?t. L. Glassy. Second, C. A. Bowles.
Trumpeters.—First, D. Thwaites. Second, J. Lowe. Highly Com-

mended. S. & R. Ashton. Commended, H. Prince.
Owls (White).—First, L. Glassy. Second, D. Thwaites. Highly Com.

mended, C. A. Bowles.
Owls (Any other colour).—First and Second, C. A. Bowles.
TuRBiTB.—First, H. Prince. Second, L. Glassy. Commended, C. A.

Bowles.
Tumblers (Balds or Beards).—First and Second. D. Thwaites.
Tumblers (Anv other variety).- First, R. Davies, Chester (Rough-

legged Yellow). Second and Commended, W. Denson, Chester (Birming-
ham Rollers, Red badged.)
Runts.- First, C. A. Bowles. Second, Miss H. Walker.
Any other Variety.—First, C. A. Bowles (Spots). Second, Miss H.

Walker (Archangels).
Doves.—Prize, J. S. Bkidmore, Nantwich.
Extra Stock.—Commended, W. Gamon, Cheshire (Dun Carrier, and

Black Carrier.)

The Jud^^es were Mr. Teebay, of Preston, and Mr. Hewitt, of Spark-
brook, Birmingham.

morley poultry show.
At this Show held on the 18th inst., the following prizes were

awarded :

—

Spanish.-First, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Eingley. Second, J. Thresh.
Bradford (In this class the first-prize birds were moderate in quality,
but bad in feather.)
DoHKiNns.—First. J. White, Warlaby. Northallerton. Second, W. H.

King, Rjichdale, (Capital class for the locality, the winners being large
and well-formed.)
Cochin-China.—Cup, H. Beldon. Second, C. Sidpwick, Keighley. (A

good class. The birds in the cup pen were of good quality and well
matched.)
Brahma Pootra.—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, H. Beldon.

(Rather poor in quality.
Game (Black -breasted).—First, E. Aykroyd, Bradford. Second, A.

Senior. Kirkburlon. (A good class, the ben in tlie first-prize pen being of
extraordinary merit, and worthy of special mention.)
Gamk (Brown-bre^isted or other Redn).—Cup, E. Aykroyd. Second, C.

W. Brierley. Middlcton, Manchehter. (Tho cup pen in this class was ex-
ceedingly tine and well worthy of the pOHition.)
Game (Duckwings or other Greys and Blues).—First, S. Greenwood,

Southowram, Halifax. Second, W. Fell, Adwalton. (This class only
moderate in quality.)
Game (Any other varietyl.—First, J. .TenningR, Halifax. Second, W. J.

Mason, Leeds. (Very poor in all respects.)
Game Cocks (Any variety).— Firtt, C. W. Brierley. Second. J. Fell.

Third, W. J. Mason, Drighlinpton, Leeds. Fourth, J. Hodgson, Bradford.
(A good class, and the winners well placed).
Game Hens (Any variety).— First, W. Kell. Second, C. W. Brierley.

(A large class, but very few good birds except the winners.)
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. White,

Wakefield. (Some cood birds in bad feather.)
Hamburghs (Silver-Bpangled).-tirtt and Second, H. Robinson, Bail-

don. (Very good.)
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—Cup, T. Wrigley, jun., Manchester.

Second. S. Smith. (Good.;
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).-First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

Jan., Skiptnn. (A class containiug some excellent birds.)
^HA^muuG^s (Black).- Fii!;t, H. Beldon. Second, C. Sidgwick, Keighley.
(The first-prize cocki^rel an extraordinary bird, nnd perfect.)
Any Bkekd not Mentioned Above.—First, H. Beldon (Polands). Se-

cond, Col. Hiuart Wortley, Orovo End Road, London (Creve Cceur).
^Game Bantams.—First, .J. J. Cousins, Loods. Second, S. Binns, Kirk-
burton. (Only poor in quality.)

Bantams (White).—First, S. & R, Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire. Second,
J. R. Jessop, Hull. (Very good).
Bantams (Black). — First, T. C. Harrison. Second, Mrs. Staunton,

Dublin. (Very good).
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, T. Bur-

gers, Brighonse. (Good.)
Selling Class.—First, W. J. Mas^n. Second, M. Scott, Leeds (Brahma

Pootra).
Geese.—First and Cup, E. Leech. Second, R. Bontlcy, Bawtry.
DuoKH (Rouen) —First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, J. Dixon, Brad-

ford. (A Rood class.)

Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Second, L. J. Crossley, Halifax.
Ducks ( »ny other variety).—First and Second, J. Dixon (Carolinas

and Shell Ducks).
PIGEONS.

Carriers.—First, E. Horner, Hurewood, Leeds, Second, J. Firth, Jan.,
Webster Hill, Dewsbury. (The winning pens good.
Owls.—First, E. Horner. Second, J. Crishmd, Paddock. (Good, but

in bad feather.

'

Turbitb.—First, F. Waite, Sparkbrook, Birmingham. Second, E.
Horner. (A very good class ; the winners very fine.)

Barbs.—First and Second, J. Firth, jun. (There were some good short
broad-skulled birds.)

Tumblers.-First, E. Brown, Sheffield. Second, H. Yardley, Birming-
ham.
Fantailb.—First, E. Horner. Second. H. Yardley. (Moderate.)
Pouters.—First, J. Croslaud, Paddock. Second, H. Beldon, Bingley.

(Large and long.)
Nuns.—First, J. Thompson, Bingley. Second, H. Yardley, (Poor, ex-

cept the first-prize pen.)
Jacobins.—Fir^t and Second, E. Homer. (Very good.)
Trumpeters.— First, J. Firth, jun. Second, J. Crosl.ind.

Any other Variety.—First, M. Gray, Boroughbridgo. Second, H.
Yardley.

Judges.—Mr. James Fielding, Newcliarch, Rossendale ; Mr. J. W.
Thompson, St. Ann's, Halifax.

CROOK POULTRY SHOW.
(From a Correspondent.)

This was held on the 11th inst., and proved in every respect better

than any previous Exhibition of this Society. As year by year the

Society continues to increase the amount of prizes, so do the quality

and quantity of the poultry increase.

The following is a list of the awards :

—

Game (Black and other Reds).—First. J. Wilson, Tudhoe. Second, ft;

Carlton.
Game (Other breeds) —First, J. Potts. Second, G. Braithwaite.
Spanish.-First, J. Graham. Second, Mrs. Sanderson.
Dorking.- First, D. Butter. Second. J. Graham.
Polands.—First, W. Lawrenson, Eaclescliffe. Second, — CoUinson.
CocHiN-CniNA.—First and Second, G. H. Procter, Durham.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—First, J. Wilson. Second, M, Ridley,

Frosterlcy.
Hamburgh (Silver-pencilled).—First, J. Wilson. Second, W. Whitfield.

Highly Commended, W. Lawrenson.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled). — First, R. Pickering. Second, W.

Smurthwaite.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—First and Second. D. Rutter, Hetton.

Bantams.—First and Second, H. Pickering, Tow Law.
Geesk.— First, M. Heslop, Hamsterley. Second, T. V. Johnson,

Frosterley.
Ducks (Avlesbury).—First, S. Sanderson, Bradley Hall. Second, W.

Whitfield, Hetton
Ducks (Any other breed).— First, Miss Lang. Second, W. Whitfield.

Mr. Benson, of Darli:-:gton, was the Judge,

WOODSTOCK AGRICULTURAL AND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The annual Show of this Society took place on the 17th inst., and

passed off most successfully. The weather on the whole was beauti-

fully fine, and in addition to the attractions of the Show, the Duke of

Marlborough, with his usual kindness on these oceasiuns, threw open

the magnificent grounds and gardens of Blenheim Palace to th«

visitors, where they were allowed to roam without hindrance.

We cannot spare space for details in all the departments, but we
must observe, in the horticultural section, that the largest collection

was sent by the Rev. G. W. St. John, which occupied the greater person

of the central table. This collection comprised Fenn's Alliance Hive,

several glasses of honey, beer ma.lufactnred from the honeycomb, shoe-

dubbing and furniture-cleaning from the wax ; a collection of Helio-

tropes, Fuchsias, Oleanders, Pelargoniums, Grapes, Plums in pots and

baskets, and Cherries, all grown in two small gi*eeuhouses, 4 feet wide

by VI long. A large collection of Potatoes grown on the ridge-and-

bank system, last year's crop and the present being shown together in

the same basket. An assortment of wines made from the produce of

the garden, cousisting of Rhubarb, Gooseberries, Royal Muscadine and

Esperione Grapes, all made without spirituous liquors. Some interest

was created by the competition between Mr. Fenn, of Woodstock

;

and Mr. Stewart, of Nuneham, for the best twelve sorts of Potatoes,

six of each sort. All the specimens were extremely fine, but the

Judges, Ml-. Morris and Mr. Betteridge, awarded the prize to Mr.

Fenn.
The Show of roulti7 was, if not quite so large as usual, quite equal
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in point of qnality. This wns CHpccially the chro as rpRnrtU tho

Spangled J/iunh'inih.t, tho l)c>rkiru7.i, tho lirahimu-f, aud the Ducks and
(Jttse. Tlio pri/.es offered for the beat peliH were awarded to the

Dnchess of Miirlb<jroiv^'h and the Rev. F. S. DodJ.
The followiu;; is a Imt of tho awardo :

—

DoRKiNOH.— C/iii-tvrt^.—KirHt and Second, Dachesa of SlnrlboronRh.
Brajima l'o<jTit\H.

—

Chickcwi.—First and Second, Ducbosa of Marl*
borouf^h.
~Coc)ii!i-Cnivi.— C/iii:*CT».—Firgt, Rev. Y. S. Dodd. Second, R. II.

Hurmiin.
HAuncnoil (Spangled).—Prize, R. H. Ilormun. Chifilfnvt.— Prize, It. H.

ilnrman. ^
HAMin-Rfiii (Pencilled)— First, — James. Second,— Aries. ChicUen^.
—Prize, — Aries.
Game. First, ~ Hutt. Second, W. Pratt. CTifc*Jiw.—Prize, — Hntt.
Obesk (\Vlut.'l.—(;o<<Iinf7«.—Prize, — Hutt
OliSsK ((Jrey).—First, Duchess of MarlborouRh. Second, H. L. Gasliell.

Oo»Ung«,—Prize, — Lester.
Ducks (Ajlesbury).— Prize. Duchess of Miirlborough. Ducklings.—

Prize, Duchess of Marlborough.
Decks (Coloured,. -Prize, — Hutt. DucWini;.t.—First, — Ilutt. Se-

cond, W. Pratt.
TcRKEVs (Black)—First, H L. Gapkell. Second, Duchess of Marl-

borout^h. Po\iUZ~¥\r'*t, H. L. Gaskell. Secitnd, Duehess of Mnrlhoroutjh.
Turkeys iGrey).- Prize, Duchess of Marllorouyh. PonKj*.- Prize,

Duchess of Mnrlborotigh.
Champion Prizks KlfTcred by W. M. Foater-Melliar. Esij., Presiilent,

for the best pen nf poultry, bred in 1867, exhiMte<l in either class).—First,
l>ochess of SIiirlboroTigh.' Second, Rev. F. S. Dodd.

.ICDUK.—Mr. !ioth.ira, Slough.

—

{Or/urd Gavtte.)

F.VllNWOr.TTI (NEAR WAKRINGTON) POULTRY
SHOW.

The third annual Show was held on tho l'2th of September. Tho
entries amounted to nearly li.lO, aud among the exhibitors were many
of oar principal breeders. Subjoined are the awards of tho Judges,

who were Mr. U. Teebay, Fulwood, near Preston, and Mr. Joseph
llindson, Hurlon House, I\verton.

GAifE (lUftck-brensted Red).—First, Duke of Newcastle, Clumber. Se-
cond. J. Jscksou. Burv. Third, E. H. Woodcock, Wigau. Uighly Com-
mondeil. .[. cborllen, NVakofleld.
Game (Browu-broastcd Had).—Oup and Second, J. Wood, Wigan. Third,

J. Jaekstin.
Game (Any other variety).—First and Second, J. Halsall, Wigan. Third,

O. C. Fumess, Accringtnu.
SlNoi.E G.\ME Cockerel.—First. .T. Wood. Second, Rev. W. J. Mellor,

Colwick Recton-, Notts. Third, Duke of Newcastle.
Dorkinos.— Cup, luike of Newcastle. Second, Hon. If. W. Fitzwilliam,

Third, E. Copple. Present. Highly ('oramended, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam.
Spanish.—Cup and Second. U. Ferrand, Daltoa. Third and Highly

Commended, F. James, Peekham.
Cochin-Chisa (Cinuainun or Bn(T).—Cup. C. W. Brierlcy, Middleton.

Kecond and Highly Commended, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Third, G.
Fell, Warrington.
CocniN-CuisA (Partridge-feather or any other variety).—First and

Third, and Highly ('ommended, £. Tudman, Whitchurch. Second, J.

B. Kodhsrd, Wrington, Bristnt.
Haudurghs (Goldenpcneilled).—First and Third, T. Wriglcy, Middle-

ton. S.cond. If. Plekles, Skiplon.
Hamburohs (Goltlcu-spaugtcd .^Fii-at. .T. Chndderton, Hollinwnnd.

Second. T Walker. Mauche- ter. Third, T. Bcholes, llollinwoud. Highly
Commended, N. Marlor.
Hambuhohs (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, W. J. Boistow,

Bingley. Third, H. Pickles.
Hauburohk (Silver-spsnglcd).—Cup, H. Pickles. Second, J. Jacksou,

Bury. Third. J. Fieldin.^-, Manchester.
PoLAKDs.—First, R. Churlesworth. Second and Third, P. Unsworth,

Lowton.
Brahma Pootra (Any colour).-Cup. R. W. Boyle, Brav. Second and

Third, H. Laey. Hebden Bridge. Highly Comueudeii, Hon. E. D.
Pennaut, Bang.ir; J. Stutter, Lisenrd.
Bastams,—Cup aud Second. J. W. Slorris, Rochdile. Third, J. D. New-

some, Bntlcy. Highly Commended. J. Crosl ind, Wuhefleld.
Bantamh (Anv breed).-First. S. A R. Ashton, Mottram. Second, T. C.

Harris.in. Iln I. Third, W. A. Taylor.
Bantams (Single Game Cockerel, any oolonr).— ('nn rnd Seeou'l, .1 W.

Morris. Third, .1. Crosland. Highly Commended, J Holland. MiMM^liesler.
Any Other DlsriscT Variety.— First, I)uke of Newesstle Huudstis).

Second. S. A. Wyllie (La Fbobe) Third, N. C.>c.k. diowbent i HMudanvl.
Sellino Class. -First, W. A. Taylor. Second, G. H. Ruherls, Presiou.

Third, J. Houghton.
DccKS (KonenI -First and Second. E. Leech. Third, T. Houlker,

, Reviiig,!. Highly Comutended. E. Longton.
Ducks ( Xylesliury—First, Second, and Highlv Commended, Mrs. M.

Seamons, Hartwell, Aylesbury. Third, E. Leeeh."
Ducks (Any other variety) Lieut. Col. Mather. Penketh (Call Ducks).

Second and Third, C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended, F. I..uigtciu.

Geese.— Fir^t. T. Houlker. Second, Mrs. M. Seamons. Third, J.
Uough, Northendeu. Highlv Commended. 8. H. Stott, Rochdale.
Turkeys.-First, E. Leech". Second, T. Houlker.

AWARDING PRIZES FOR HONEY IN SUPERS.
TnEHK was a prize given for " tbo best glass of Loney "' ut a

recent horticultural slimv in tbis neigbbourluiod. (1) Small
glasn weigbing 4 lbs., including tbe glass, quite full, cells sealed
up, of a bright golden colour, and no bees in it, and bell-shaped.

(2) A flat-topped glaas, weighing 15 IbH., intslading glasa, comb
down to the bottom, half the comb full of honey with comb
sealed up, very little honey in the remaining comb, mnch lighter
colour than the above ; no bees in it. (3) A flat-topped glass,

weighing 111 lbs., including glass ; comb three parts down, half
of which was tilled with honey, white colour nearly ; about three
hundred bees in it. If you would say to which the first prize
ought to be given, also the second prize, yon will greatly oblige.
— MiNTLVN.

[It is impossible to judge supers without seeing them. Any
opinion which we might form from description only mnst
therefore be entirely worthless.]

GALE'S HIVE.

""ttjjl
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rapi<l au'l excessive alternations of weather. Then their stores

rapidly decreased, while, even in fine weatljer, they failed to

find food enough even to keep the population up to the mark.
In fact, the flowers contained no honey. Hence multitudes

never returned home at ail. They were starved to death in the

fields, and ainuug the flowers. To keep fee-ling so many stocks

was out of the question. With the exception of about half a

dozen, the rest were left to their fate. The result was that two
hives peri:>hed of starvation in JMay ; hut this was before I h^id

lotuid out how matters stood. Of the remainder, one of the

weakest became the strongest, and gave me 12 lbs. of honey-
comb in a super. This was the Italian stock "D.," in my
bee-house, as given iu the last report of my apiary. The
strongest of all gave me 4 lbs., also in a super. From this

stock (Tasmanian), I also took about 12 lbs. iu August, when I

broke it up, the bees being saved and jnlned to another hive.

At present ihis is all my honey harvest for the year, plus the
half pound just taken out of the straw hive. Of my remain-
ing stocks 1 think there are six sufficiently well provided to

outlast the winter without feeding. The rest I must feed up,

which, in fact, I have commenced doing.
So far as I know, I have not had a single swarm, although I

have reason to fear that one of my purest Italians has gone oft'

unsuspected. This is "A" in my bee-house. The hive had
been t-o feeble all the summer, that I never dreamt of such an
occurrence till piping was accidentally heard. This was quite

at the end of July. Of course something may have happened
to the old queen. Availing myself of the presence of so many
young queens, I destroyed the queens of two other hives, and
gave them live queens or royal cells instead. These seem to be
doing wfcll. There being plenty of Italian drones in several
hives, I drove my second pure Italian stock '* E " at the same
time, compelling the bees to rear artificial queens. In due time
I cut out several royal cells, and Italianised another of my own
Mocks, " C," and one belonging to a neighbour. The young
queen of one of the latter stocks (my own), is breeding very fast,

quickened by the liberal supply of food now being given to the
hive.

Thus my bee-house is filled with pure Italian queens, six of
them, and as there were quantities of Italian drones, and
scarcely an English drone in my apiary, I feel very hopeful that
I have at length succeeded in establishing this breed iu per-
manency. But of this I shall have more to speak anon.
To revert to the recent honey harvest. I remarked in one

of the recent numbers of this Journal, what one of your cor-
respondents said about Jwneydtnv. I, too, again, after the
lapse of some years (so far as I can recollect), have seen my
own bees cullect it from the leaves of a sycamore tree in my
garden, also from a cob-nut iu the same locality. For three
days Ihebees were very busy about it; some fifty or one hundred
bees at a time might have been seen flitting and buzzing about
these two tiees for several hours each day. There were other
sycamores and nuts in the garden, with an abundance of
honeydew upon them, apparently the same as that on the
aforementioned trees, but the bees took little or no notice of it.

Doublless, there was something in the condition of those par-
ticular trees which led them to be visited with assiduity ; but I

-find here only a corroboration of an opinion I have long held
on this subject, different from that of your correspondent. He
thinks that our main supply of honey comes from honeydew.
My conviction on the contrary is, that while, doubtless, at
-times, more in some years than in others, especially when, as
recently, bees are halt starved, they will gather the honeydew
(so called), still it is only when flowers are scarce, or barren
of honey, that they will take notice of it. How few are there
•who can tell us of bees actually seen in large numbers on other
than rare occasions collecting honeydew ; whereas, everybody
knows how they throng the apple trees when in bloom, not to
speak of our other garden trees and shrubs, and how they fre-

quent a bean field, or a field of buckwheat, or white clover iu
bloom, aud with what result. These are the times when our
caps and supers fill, whereas, I never yet have been aware of
the gain of a single pound of honey from honeydew.—B. &AV.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Bbeedtnr Game Fowls (Lavra«hirc).~ In onr Inst volume, the

tweliiii, there ia a series of coiunninications which apply fuUy to ex-
Jiibiliuu birds as wefl as to fighUug birds.

DoitKiNG Chicken (P. B. F.).~li it be cramp—but of which we can
form no jiiilRment, as you do not mention any svmptom—you had better
feed it gentrously, giving bte-.d soaked in ale daily.

What are Considered Chickens at Exhibitionb? {J. L. TT.).—Birds
batched in the year nre considered chickens fur imrposes of exhibition.

Their af^e is not reckoned by mouths, imr is there any limited nge.

Chickens Iiatched on the 1st of January are eligible to show in chicken
classLS at Birmingham.

Duck Management (i?aK7).—The food of Ducks and dncklinpts, and
thi'ir dipestive powers seem to be of that haiipy cbanicter, so e:\>y to find

and so L-iTectual when found, that we seldom expert to have much to say
about tliem. We do not believe much in tbeir weakness, unless they are
iraiiroijerly lodged or fed. No lod(*ing is fit for them that has a brick,

st()ne, or woodou floor. Either will inoduc:) cramp, find that will cause
the stag^jerina you speak of. Dry food is not Rood for thera, nor is

s(;rnpulously clean food desirable. If tbey aro kept tolerably clean, then
a'ld to thtir food a sod of grass put in the water. Give them oats, oat-

meal, lettuces, and if you want them to grow and fatten quickly, any
scraps of raw meat you may have.

Securin'o a Hawk {H. H.).—You will hive no difficulty in securing
your Hawk. Take a piece of soft leather half an inch wide. Slit it like

a button-bole at one end, pass the other end through the slit, and then
having drawn it sufficiently tight round the leg, f isten the cbain to the
end of the strap. It will be perfeclly secure, and will never hurt the
bird. It you wish to keep any bird of prey healthy, you must be careful
to feed on food cither with the pelt or featliers on. wherewith they may
form their castings. It is a condition of their health that they should throw
them up.

RoDEN Ducks* Beaks {B. C.).—The beaks of Rouen Ducks ahouid be
the counterpart of those of the Wild Duck; Ihe drake's of a greenish-
yellow, the Duck's dark ash-colour, or brown in the centre, with yellow
marks at its base and extremity, extending in some cases in a narrow
edge almost from one end to the other.

GuELDRE Fowl {Idem).—This is a large up-standing bird, in shape
very like the La Fk-cbe, but not not in comb. It has a curiously-shaped
nostril, aud is Cuckoo-coloured. In France, whence tlie few iu England
have been imported, they rank, we think deservedly, below the Houdan,
La Fluche, and Creve Cceur, either aa layers or as tai)le fowls.

Feather-eatisu Pheasants (Gwendoline) —Your Phea'^mts first eat

their feathers from disordered bodies, and continue to do so, fiither from
mischief or because they like it. You have, no doubt, over-fed them,
hence little bodily ailments. They do not over-feed when they ar« at
liberty, but if they do, Nature has taught them what to eat and where to
find it. It is not at hand in your pheasantry, but as they are very nice-
hungry and must have something, they eat feathers. Just so, doctors
siy when children get out of order at school, they eat slate pencil, sealing-

wax, string, paper, indianrubber, and so on. We know not what yoQ
have given, and cannot, therefore, give an opinion about it; but we can
tell you what you ought to give, and you can dnw your own conclusions.
Whole barley four days per week, Indian corn three days ; barley or oat-

meal slaked with water once or twice per week as a ch 'nge ; some brick-

lavera' rubbish, old ceilings, mortar, &c.. always within reach. If the
pheasanlry affords no grass thfty must h ive large sods of grooving grass,

cut with hits of enrth, thrown into their pen. Lettuces are among the

bi'St remedies for eating feathers, as their influence is cooling. Keep plenty
of clean water always by them. Fruit is excellent for them. Let bread be
given as a luxury by yourself when you visit them, but iu small quantities.

For the present and while they are as it were under treatment, add to the

above a goodly allowance of ripe blackberries every day.

Chickens Drooping i Somersetshire) —Your chickfus are suffering

from chill, or from roup, or from some weakness. When they are first

attacked they should he freely fed with bread steeped in f trong ale ; after-

wards, both for cure and prevention, pot citrate of iron or cnmphor in

their water. The use of these two remedies will be found to save trouble,

anxiety, and loss. Your fowls must have a grass run, and should be fed

principally on soft food. Change of air, food, water, and, above all, of

roosting, will often affect poultry.

Lady Kouiesdale's Poultry (T. i?.).—Wc cannot say whether tbey
will be sold by private contract or by auction. They will be advertised.

HoUDANs' Legs (./. H.).—The legs of Hood in fowls should be black and
white Hpockled. They should be tive-clawed, but must not be feathered.

Chitteprats ( ).— Chitteprat is a north-country name for Silver-

pencilled Hamburghs.

Pigeons Diseased (J. O ).—The disease your Pigpons are suffering

from is highly contagious, therefore at once separate the healthy from
ihe ailing. This complaint usuallv kills younpbird'^. Remove the matter
with a small piece of wood, a knife would be too sharp, and then apply
eaustic to the place. Cleanse the Pigeon-house thoroughly. Continue
to vary tbe food, but give them young lettuces to eat ; for, as the impuiity
of blood is the cause of the complaint, green food ia sure to do good.

Bullfinch Featherless (A Lover o/ Birds).—Your Bullfinch, we fancy,

must be infested by some kind of vermin. Save all tbe ashes ol cigars or
tubaeco, and well powder the little fellow all over, and change his cage in
case the lice or other insects should be in it. A good wash of benzine
on the cage would clean it, and destroy the vermin if there are any. If

gas is burnt in the room, and the cage hangs within 2 feet of the ceiling,

tliis would cause the feathers to fall off and prevent tbe young ones
growing; loss of feathers also frequently occurs for want of change of

food. When too much hempseed is given an irritation of the skin is

produced, which causes the bird to pluck its owa feathers.

POULTRY MARKET.—SErTEMBEn ar..

TnF. supply of all sorts of poultry ia very Riufill, and wer« it not thai
there is little or no demand, the price would be Very high for the lime of

year.

s
Lnrpe Fowls 3
Smaller do , 2
Chickeus 1
Geese 6
Duckliogs 1

Pigeouo

d. p. d
to 3 6 Pheasants

Partridges (youn^) .. 1

Grouse 2
Guinea Fowls
kahhits 1

Wild do

d e.

toO
9 2
6 S
n u

5 1

8
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the Roses at planting-time ; let them die back, and you will see
by the freshening eyes where to cut. In a word, let the sap
flow before you cut.

SITUATION OF THE ROSERY.

Where a situation can be selected, one with a south aspect, a
dead flat, well-drained, and airy but not windy, is the best. Even
a windy situation is preferable to a close place, so conducive to

fungoid diseases, especially in August and September. Wind,
however, if sufiiciently violent to bruise all the leaves siraul-

taneously, is very injurious. Destruction of the leaves, or the
stoppage of their pores by dust, soot, or fungus of any kind,
will damage the trees as much as wind that bruises the foliage,

for they all act as the lungs of the plant. The generality of

Hose growers are obliged to submit to situation instead of being
able to select one.

The best situation for pot novelties is not, as is generally
supposed, a hot south wall, where fungus is sure to appear,
but an open space protected from violent winds. I have raised
some of my finest Manetti Roses from pot novelties on raised
banks, such as Thorn hedges are planted on. The banks ran
north and south, so that the sun at rising affected one side of

the bank, the midday sun the surface, and the setting sun the
other side, thus acting as a forcing-house out of doors, with
the benefit of a free current of air, for want of which so many
forced things are spoilt. On arrival I wash with blue vitriol and
water the house-raised novelties ; as, though I cannot always
see fungus on them, I suspect it to be there, or that the Rose
is in a state predisposing it to fungus, which is not created
by the atmosphere, but is dependant upon atmospheric con-
ditions for its development.

DROUGHT AND EXCESSIVE MOISTURE.
Both of these extremes are drawbacks to Kose-growing. The

former may be cured by plenty of pumps and willing pumpers,
the latter by drainage. The gardens of our great people are
generally very deficient in water supply. The same may be
saidof smaller gardens. Gardening cannot be effectually carried
on without free access at all times to water. It is im-
possible to cultivate Roses successfully, and keep them healthy,
unless there is free access to plenty of water. The health oi
the foliage, in other words, the health of the trees, which here
surprised " D.," and surprises hosts of visitors, is mainly owing
to free drainage, frequently stirring the surface soil, and afford-
ing plentiful supplies of water, in hot dry weather especially,
both for the roots and leaves, which answer to each other as
face answers to face in a mirror. Stirring the ground con-
stantly is a great secret. It should be done deeply between
the rows, and lightly over the roots. By so doing less water is

required to touch ' all the points of the roots," and the night
dews, which are in the same ratio as solar heat, are more
easiJy admitted.

^
The exhausting powers of the sun and the

copiousness of night dews are little understood. The roots, no
less than the leaves, require air. It is absolutely necessary,
especially in the vicinity of towns and dusty roads, to wash the
leaves of Roses : unless these are kept clean, and the stomates
of the leaves kept open, the tree cannot breathe, and the pre-
cious gases of the atmosphere cannot enter to act on the sap
which rises to the axils of the leaves for purification. A great
poet has said, "Water is the best thing:" in gardening it is

an essential thing.

As regards an excess of moisture, it seldom arises from the
cultivator's supply, but in strong lands it will occur in some
seasons, unless the ground is drained. No drainage is worth
anything unless the drains are at least 3 feet G inches deep.
I have drained two of my gardens here, causing the drains to
flow into my pump weU. The pump, bricks, oak crib, and
labour only cost me £10. I have another pump on the place,
and a little pond into which flowing water continually runs. I
think of putting up one or two more pumps. Water may be
supplied to the leaves by syringing or simply pouring it from a
water-pot.—W. F. Radclyffe.

(To be continued.)

GRAPE JUDGING.
Looking at the various aspects of this question, and the

mere opinions which are being advanced concerning it, it ap-
pears more and more desirable that an attempt should be made
to settle it in something like a practical manner. To me it

seems quite evident that even very eminent growers may con-
tinue to advance opinions as to the relative merits of mere

colour and flavour, as well as the relation these qualities bear
to each other, without arriving at any tangible or useful con-
clusion.

Viewing the controversy from this stand-point, it will not be
expected that I should here throw in my opinion to add to the
clash of arms which has taken place already ; although I may
remark in passing on to my present object, that under ordinary
circumstances I see no particular difficulty in the way of an
experienced cultivator producing in a house of Black Ham-
burghs a black and a brown shade of colour in the Grapes
borne by different Vines, and that it is to be feared mere
sweetness is often accepted by some palates for that vinous
flavour which a properly trained palate requires in a Black
Hamburgh Grape. I think few classes of Grape-consumers
are so trustworthy in forming a correct conclusion as our no-
bility and gentry, who have been accustomed all their days to

the correct flavours of things in general. It is with them
something approaching to a science. Certainly I consider that

the opinion of this class of the community should go a great

deal further in this matter than that of many others who con-
sume fruits which are valued more for a stare than anything
e!S'3.

But to come to my present object. I would suggest that the
Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society should
take the matter in hand, and invite growers to send to the

meetings in 1868—say from .Tunetill October—samples of what
they consider their best and properly flavoured Grapes. This
—admitting that the Committee are a reliable conclave—would
at least test the relation which colour bears to thickness of

skin and real Grape flavour. I feel confident that, if this course

were adopted, the Committee would be liberally supported by
growers in their endeavour to settle whether it be necessary

and desirable to taste Grapes in order to decide their merits.

It certainly appears to me a little absurd to prefer mere colour

to flavour in any production the chief end of which is to be
eaten ; and amid the multitude of opinions which are being

advanced, it would be most interesting that an appeal should
be made in this practical form for a few mouths in succession,

before any set of rules should be drawn up for the guidance of

growers and judges.—D. Thomson, Archcr/wld Gardens.

TllANSPLANTING W^ELLINGTOKIA GIGANTEA
AND CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA.

I AM glad that the subject of planting trees and shrubs has
been again brought before the readers of this Journal, by
various writers who have described their practice or views ; and
equally acceptable with accounts of success are the details of

failures, for these serve as warnings as to what to avoid. Now,
the planting of shrubs and trees is not uufrequently done at

times which the operator knows to be hazardous, but circum-

stances compel it to be done at such times, and now and then

we have heard some planters boast of their success almost as

soon as the tree was fixed in its new position, as if the removal

of a tree from one place to another was only a mechanical un-

dertaking, irrespective of all harm the roots might receive in

the operation. Indeed, I have sometimes been told to look at

the neatly-arranged turf around the stem of the newly-planted

tree, and been asked to bear witness how little harm the top

had undergone by the change, very soon after that change had

taken place, and long before it was possible to see what would

follow ; for a large tree or shrub when transplanted at the most

suitable time, does not show the effects of its removal to any

considerable extent for some while, but by-and-by the damage

done is perceptible enough. Now, I am not certain that the

best possible time to transplant each kind of shrub or tree is

known as yet, for certainly there is a difference in the results

attending the planting on the same day of two kinds of shrubs

that appear to have a certain degree of affinity ; and I will now
mention the case of two species of trees planted and treated

alike, and describe the result.?.

In the autumn of 1863 I obtained a batch of upwards of two

hundred WeUingtouias in thumb and 60-sized pots. Scarcely

any of the plants were more than 6 inches high, and ruany

less. I had also a more numerous lot of Cupressus Lawsoniana

of the same size. Both these lots of plants I turned out care-

fully and planted them in nursery-rows on a plot of ratier

light land on which a crop of Potatoes had been grown, wking

care to unfold the roots carefully and spread them o"' to '^^jr

fullest extent, which was easily done with plants s" small. This

was in the middle of October, and althouyii the winter was
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mild, the little plants did not look ovcr-comfortablo until they

began to grow in the ensuing Biimraor, und that not very early

either, but scarcely one died, and by the end of autumn they

were neat little plants. Not having occasion for them then,

they remained another year, and by the autumn ot lS(J.j they

fully averaged a height of 4 feet, and many of them wore taller

and proportionately bulky. It was not, however, until about

Christmas that a site for a part ot the Wellingtonias was pre-

pared, but all were taken up, Cupressus as well, and early in

January a pajt of the Wellingtonias were planted out where
they were finally to remain. The rest were put nito nursery-

rows again. Now, although the utmost care was taken in

saving every particle of root on the Wellingtonias (und they

were well furuishod with roots), and equal care was taken in

planting and staking, and tho weather that succeeded was in

no respect severe compared to most winters, only about one-

third of tho plants did well ; about another third died, in a

great measure, back to near the lowest tier of branches, and
about one-third died outright. Some of tho latter I replaced

at various times during the months of .Time, .July, and August,

with small plants that Imd never been in pots, but were
only a few inches higli, and these all succeeded tolerably

well. In September I planted three or four larger plants to lill

np the remaining vacancies ; but, strange to say, those that

were planted in September all died, or nearly so, during the
winter, and I replaced them again in April ot the present

year, and they have since done well. Now, the lesson which
this would seem to teach is, that September is a bad month to

plant Wellingtonias, yet I am unwilling to como to that con-

clusion, and must leave it to be further confirmed, either in

my own practice or by others. Generally speaking, September
ia thought to be a good time to remove evergreens and
Pinuses, but in this case it was otherwise. I may add, that

amongst the remainder ot the Wellingtonias planted out again
into the nursery-rows there were great losses, so that I am led

to conclude, that with its many advantages this plant is cer-

tainly not <ine of the easiest to transplant, or, at all events, the
autumn seems a less favourable time than spring for the
operation.

Contrasting strongly with the above was the success attend-
ing the removal of Cupro?sus Lawsoniana, for although grow-
ing side by side with the Wellingttmias, and making quite as

mnch progress, not one that I remember to have planted has
ever shown the least symptom of injury. Certainly the growth
for a short time was checked, but I do not think a single twig or

leaf was browned, and they seem to grow well whether planted

in autumn, winter, or spring, and possibly might do so in sum-
mer too, but I have not had occasion to plant at that time.

Some planted in rather hard stony ground in March have done
very well, nnd why should not the Wellingtonia be equally

accommodating, or rather when is the best time to plant the

latter? It is true, the trees referred to are of different genera,
but a near relation of Cupressus La%vsoniana, C. macrocarpa,
is worse to transplant than the Wellingtonia, so that no rule

can bo applied generally. Practice, however, presents us with
tho most reliable information ; and if people would, like Mr.
Stewart, of Nuneham, detail their losses as well as their successes,

we should then be able to judge more accurately as to what is

the proper time to transplant.—J. Robson.

ROSE CULTURE ON A COLD SOIL AND
E.\POSED SITUATION.

WoDLn Mr. Radclyfle name twenty or thirty Hybrid Per-
petual Roses, of distinct colours, likely to succeed under the
following conditions? Situation, fiOU feet above the sea level,

and exposed for nearly six months to high winds from S.E.
and S.W. ; soil, rather retentive of moisture, and sure to clog
if worked when wet ; subsoil, a cold whitish marl.

I have defended my garden fnmi winds by a wall and em-
bankments, which allord it considerable protection ; but it is

still more exposed than I would wish. I have access to sand
and peat with which to improve the quality of the soil, and am
quite willing to spend the necessary labour iu trenching and
draining the beds.

I planted some Roses—Hj-brid Perpetnala and Teas—in the
spring of the present year. With three or four exceptions
they have done miserably. Tlie only decent-bloomiqg Rose I
had was a half-standard Gloire de Dijun. All the others pro-
duced n. fair number of blossoms and tolerable foliage ; but
just as I expected tbem to open, buds and leaves were destroyed

by mildew. I used the wash recommended by Mr. Radclyffe,

but with little success.—-A SuiisciuiiKi!, South tif Ireland.

[You must deeply subsoil, and mix your heath land with
your cold soil. The altitude above the level of tho sea, with the

cold, undrained subsoil, checked and spoiled your Roses. The
altitude alone would not do it it the sun has access to the land.

Hoses on their own roots, or on any stock, dislike their roots

lying in continual wet. Even Willow-beds are tho better for

drainage. You should drain into a cemented tank. I expect, .

too, that the Roses wanted a little more water poured over

them. The best thirty distinct varieties, free-bloomers and
hardy, suited to such a situation, thev being on the Manetti
stock, are Charles Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse, .lules Margottin,

Due do Oazos, .John Hopper, W. Grifliths, Madame C. Crape-
let, Prince ('amiUe de Rohan, Maurice Bernardin. Dr. Andry,
Madame Emain, Dr. .Tamain. Vicomto Vigier, Souvenir de
Comte Cavour, Daronne Maynard, Marguerite de St. Amand,
Duchesse de Morny, Victor \'erdier. Lord Macaulay, Ijady

Suffield, .Tohu Keynes, Achille Gonod, Triomphe de Paris,

Baronne Provost, Anna Alcxieff, Madame Charles Wood,
Madame Freeman, Charles Rouillard, new and fine ; Marechal
Vaillant, and Baron GoneUa (Bourbon), hardy, distinct, and
extra lino.

I have drained two of my gardens .3 feet (1 inches deep since

I came here, and I am about to drain another. It is wonderful
how much healthier the Roses are where the ground has been
drained. Roses like water over them, but not under them.

—

W. F. lUnCLYFFE.]

VIOLA CORNUTA, AND VIOLA JIONTANA.
Allow me to say a few words respecting the late-blooming

qualities ot this much-vaunted plant ; and I nm principally

induced to do so after reading the remarks of Mr. Wills in his

reply to vour correspondent " Dorset " at page 21.3, wherein
he (Mr. WiU.s), writes in glowing terms as to the condition and
beauty in which he found the different varieties of Viola at

the Liverpool Botanic Gardens at the time of his visit there

some six or seven weeks ago. I myself paid a visit to the

above-named gardens on the 1st of Augnst, and was charmed
with the beauty of the ribbon-border referred to by Mr. Wills,

and which was planted as follows :—Front row, Viola latea,

then V. cornuta, next that beautiful and useful flower-garden

plant the variegated Dactylis, and next it V. montana. I

thought it at tho time one of the most chaste and beautiful

borders out of the many beautiful ones in the whole garden ;

and certainly V. cornuta was at that date everything that

could be wished for as a bedding )>lant of its colour, and
I quite made up my mind, that should its blooming con-

tinue throughout the se ison (of which I must admit I had
then my doubtf i, I would use it more extensively than, fortu-

nately, I have done this season. So mnch for its qualities on
the above date.

On the 'iOth of August I again went through the Botanic

Gardens with a friend ; and on coming to the border in ques-

tion, instead of the Viola cornuta I found its place occupied

with a band of Perilla, thus proving that its season of beauty

was over, and that even in the favoured position assigned to

it by Mr. Tyermnn its blooming period was not prolonged

beyond tho end of August at the latest ; and if I remember
aright the beds of it in the other parts of the garden had more
or less ceased blooming. I think I noticed that one of the

beds ot V. cornuta, in the group of beds of Violas mentioned

by Mr. Wills, had a little better appearance than the others of

tiie same kind, and possibly this may have been Mr. Wills's

variety, but I did not at the time examine it closely enough to

say if it was so or not.

With me this season Viola cornuta ha> proved qnite a

failure ; for since the middle of August it has scarcely had any
flowers at all upon it, and certainly in my case it has not been

caused through the plants being sickly, as, since they ceased

blooming they have continued to grow, and have increased

in size considerably. Not one plant has died off. My plants

were all from seed sown in the spring, and from three different

packets of seed, each packet from a different source ; but I

kept the plants from each packet distinct, so that I might see if

there should be any difference in them. The plants from two

of the packets came very true and flowered evenly, and I believe

are Mr. Bennetfs variety; the plants from the other packet

were more uneven in their growth and habit, and did not

bloom so freelv. I have seen V. cornuta in one or two other
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places lately, but in each case it had ceased blooming towards

the end of August. I trust we shall hear that it has behaved
better generally. Perhaps Mr. Findlay, of the Botanic Garden,
Manchester, will kindly let your readers know how it has fared

with him. I noticed when there at the National Horticultural

Show in June, that he had planted it out extensively. I, for

one, would be glad to know if it has proved a continuous
bloomer with him.

If, with the very Hberal treatment recommended by Mr.
Wills, this plant should prove to continue flowering freely

throughout the season (and we have his authority that it will

do so), then, if used in conjunction with plants that will also

bear that liberal treatment, it will, indeed, be a useful plant

for general flower-gardening purposes; but if it is to cease
blooming by the middle or end of August, then, I say, for

general purposes it will be comparatively useless. If I am
spared for another year, and should be here, I will see what it

will do under the treatment recommended, and hope to be
better satisfied with it than I have been this season.

—

John H.
Mason, Princess Park, Liverpool.

P.S.—I took a stroll on the 22nd of September through the
Liverpool Botanic Garden, and noticed that Viola moutaua
was looking as well as it has done throughout the season. This
plant is worthy of general cultivation, and will be very useful
for ribboning and for beds.

PLANTS IN FLOWEPt DUPING SEPTEMBER.
ACKLAM HALL, MiDDLESBOROUGH-ON-TeES.

Sept. 2. Lilinm tifji-iuum

Tigridia pavonia
Dahlia variabilis

Jasione montaua
Solnnum dulcamara
Knautia arvensis
Alchemilla vulgai-is

Sencbiera coronopus
„ 3. Atriplex rubra

Sisymbrium Sophia
Poljfrouum convolvulus

bistorta

„ 7. Orobus niger
Mentha arvensis

rotundifolia
piperita

„ 9. Hydrangea hortensis
Convolvulus major
Cyclamen hederjefoliuni

europseum
Spira?a Standisbii
Pemettya mucronata
Koniga maritima
Viscaria oculatit

Burridgi
Lupinus albus
Kemopbila atumaria

maculiita
„ 12. Circjea alpina

Cytisus capitatus
Ctntranthus macrosipbou
Iiiula dysenterica
CEnothera Drummondii

luacrocarpa
Tamarix tallica
Alchemilla conjuucta

alpina
Tritoma uvaria—M. H.

Sept. 16. Escallonia rubra
Lonicera peryclymenum
Fuchsia fulgeus

mierophvlla
Ileliantbus uiultiflorus
Aristolocliia sipho
Cleuiatis vitalba
Lupinus roseus

„ 20. Cobiea scaudens
Lophospermum scnndens
Maurauilya Barclayana
Lobelia St. Clair
Anemone japonica
Sium angustifolium
Turritis glabra
Scorzonera hispanica
Tragopopon porrifolius
Mentha pulegium
Helichrysum bracteatum

„ 24. Lycopus europa-us
Hyoscyamus niger
Amaranthus caudatus

bypochondriacus
Catanaucbe cwrulea
Astelma lanatus
Senecio elegans
Ageratum mexicanum

„ 23. Eceremocarpus scabor
Impatiens noli-me-tangere
Solanum lycopersicum
Lobelia propinqua
Lantaua aculeata
Galega moutana
Hieracium aurantiacum
Meutha piperita variegata
Scabiosa eolumbnria
Pyrethrum C'lusii

SUMMER CUTTINGS OF ROSES.
In consequence of a suggestion made in your columns, I put

in a number of cuttings of General Jacqueminot, Senateur
Vaisse, Ijlairii, and others, about the middle of July last, under-
neath some Black Currant trees. The greater part have done
well, and are now, at the end of September, promising young
plants. Some of your readers may possibly be glad to be
assured of this easy way of striking in summer as well aa in
the autumn, and without hand-glasses.—A. C.

POLYSTICHUM LONCHITIS.
" FiLix-FCEMixA " gives an account of a proliferous plant

she has of the above Fern. I never remember seeing or hear-
ing of P. lonchitis being proliferous before. I have Poly-
stichum lineare proliferum, and also a plant of Polystichum
aculeatum eristatum, which this year has become proliferous.

I have eight or nine established plants of the same already.

If " FiLix-Fa'.5iiN.\ " has no objection, I .shall be pleased to

exchange one of my proliferous Ferns for a P. lonchitis.

A plant of Polystichum grandidens which I purchased a few
months since, has thrown out one or two bulbs, from which
I am raising plants.

If " FiLix-FiEjiiNA " wishes, I can tell her (for I conclude
the person I now mention is a lady), how I produce young Ferns
without sowing seed. My address can be had from the Editor
of this paper.—J. E. M.

SCALE KILLING.
" Bless me ! "—I quote from your columns—who would em-

ploy that odious linseed oil, or train oil, or even sweet oil (not

always sweet), or that still more abominably offensive soft soap,

when scale, be it black, white, or brown, and mealy bug or
aphides, and nearly all other plant evils, can be so easily de-
stroyed by a cheap, inodorous, and innocuous preparation ?

It must be some one, or two, or three years since my eye
rested on a few words of advice from one of our most agree-

able and wise instructors, Mr. Wilson Saunders. He said, as
far as I remember, that spirits of wine was one of the best
remedies for scale. I tried and found it so, but its price, some
;w. or G.V. a-quart, was a barrier to its being used extensively.

I therefore waited patiently, and took advantage of the art by
which spirits of wine were made into methylated spirits, and
sold at 5.V. a-gallou. This has proved a great boon to gardeners,

it is so deadly to all insects ; even that woolly fellow that is

so great a pest to our Apple trees succumbs to its effect, and
then there is no smell of oil, of sulphur, or of soft soap. What
a real comfort !—T. h.

TRANSPLANTING—INFLUENCE OF SOIL AND
DRAINING.

Theee is a typographical error in my communication (page

192), in reply to " Beta," which if not corrected may puzzle
the lovers of horticulture; instead of the "tap" roots being
almost visible, it should be " top or surface roots."

I beg to suggest to " Beta," that the right time for trans-

planting fruit trees is autumn, and about the end of September,
or beginning of October ; they may then be permitted to bear in

the following year. If transplanted in spring they should not
be permitted to bear the same year, as the tree will not be
suOicieutly established. Planting in the end of September
gives a clear month, and is in fact a gain of a year. Abandon
the question of leaves, and trees planted about the time I sug-

gest, with care and attention, will do well. I have made trees

my study, but confess the more I know the more I feel my
own inadequacy to master the subject. It does not, however,
follow, because you cannot know all you should not be glad to

know part. Knowledge is only to be obtained by delving; the
definition of wisdom I consider to be the right application of

knowledge.
One thing has attracted my attention more particularly with

regard to trees, and that is soil and subsoil. I lived for some
years in Somersetshire, and I was struck with the diilerent

strength and flavour of cider produced in those parts I was accus-

tomed to visit, though from the same description of fruit, and
I found the quality of the subsoil had the same effect on the

flavour of the fruit as the character of the pasture has on the

quality of the cheese. In the villages of Banwell, Lacking, and
Hutton, at the base of a range of limestone hills near Weston-
super-Mare, ce^ntaining a large amount of carbon, the cider

made from fruit grown in those localities is remarkable for its

strength ;
whereas, I have known instances of Apple trees

growing in stiff loam, devoid of stones of any kind, never bear-

ing fruit at all.

I have tried the following plan with favourable results—dig

a trench round a tree about 2 feet from the stem—that is, of a
tree five to ten years of age, and about 18 inches deep and
wide. Fill it in with macadamised stones or bricks ; the good
effects will soon be visible, the woody roots will throw out nu-
merous rootlets or fibres. A top-dressing of sifted lime rubbish

is good for all fruit trees.

I lived some years at Melksham, a few miles from Seend.
The subsoil at one part is a stiff clay, almost impervious; here

both Vines and Peach tiers luxuriate, owing, I think, to the
retention of moisture in the loam. It was not favourable for

Apples ; but in another part where the subsoil was gravel, the

Eibston Pippins were splendid.

I lived at Devizes for some years, where I had a garden on a
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subsoil of green sand ; thi? I found unsnited for Applea, which
were cankered, and of slow growth, and wall fruit was without

flavour. In such localities an artiticial subsoil must be made.
In the village of Seend the subsoil is a rich iron ore, the

worst producing thirty-three per cent, of iron. On this all

trees thrive, especially the Apricot. One tree produced eighty

dozen this year on a south aspect. The poor regard it as a

stock tree to help to pay rent. If highly manured it gums,
from an exuberance of sap. The failure of a bough, as if struck

by lightning, is caused by an insect, which cuts oil the commu-
nication of the sap vessels which supply the leaves. It will be
found that although the leaves wither the wood is not dead.

Whilst conversing with the intelligent gardener of a gentleman
horticulturist and first-rate florist in this village, who has fa-

voured me with permission to visit his houses, I observed the

bough of a pot Apricot languishing in the same manner as those
on walls. I broke off the bough at the identical spot where the

leaves commenced to droop, and I found the insect had punc-
tured it entirely round between the bark and wood, falling out
as I broke it off. If gardeners will examine a hough as soon as

this drooijing of the leaves commences, they will be gratified so

far by discovering the cause.

If fruit trees bear nothing but leaves, they are worthless.

Do not, however, dig them up, try them one year longer. I have
seen an unfruitful Pear tree trenched round, and the wood
roots cut oS in the autumn, producing the following year a
prodigious crop, and things more marvellous than that. If a

Fig tree is planted in a rich loam, you will have no Figs,

but give it a foundation and drainage of stones, and you
will have abundance, whether limestone, bricks, flint, or

rubble. I have tasted the most delicious Figs at St. Helena,
grown on that rocky island, composed of volcanic matter
highly carbonised. At Melksham I have seen two Fig trees in

a garden, one in rich loam, a luxuriant tree, fruitless ; the
other in a subsoil of stones, full of fruit. Such was the
character of Palestine, the land of Figs, Olives, Grapes, and
Pomegranates. All stone-bearing fruit trees require help whilst
hardening the stone—that is the trying time ; the best help is

mulch or stable-dung kept moist, not too thick. The ground
should not be encumbered with flowers or vegetables ; if so, the
sun cannot get at the roots, for it is not the action of the sun
on the fruit that ripens it, but its extracting the acidity from
the soil, Ic'iving the ammonia and saccharine matter to fertilise

and perfect the fruit, both in flavour and appearance. The
Apricot tlirives best in the south aspect, and this is natural,

considering from whence we derive it.

—

Excelsioe.

VAKIEGATED AND ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
Will you mention the names of the twelve best and newest

Variegated, and twelve of the best and newest Zonal Pelar-
goniums ? I want to grow them for exhibition as well as sale,

and I am willing to pay a good price for really good varieties,

but am at a loss to know which to select.—W. S. D.

[Many of our readers must be in the same difficulty as our
correspondent, so we answer him thus prominently.
The following thirteen are Zonals : Scarlet : Lord Derby

(Mann), Clipper, Warrior, Imperial, Lucius, and Faust. Wliite .-

Purity and Virgo Marie. Siilmonshaded : Eugenie Mi'zard,
Madame Werle, and Monsieur Barr^. I'ink : Beaute de Suresnes
and Rose Rendatler. Ixosy Scarlet .- Roi d'ltalie.
The following are Variegated and Tricolors. The first eight

have yelloie grounds :— Miss Watson, Mrs. Dix, Jetty Lacy,
Sunray, Victoria Regina, King of Tricolors, Countess of Craven,
and Queen Victoria. The next four have icliite grounds :—Miss
Burdett Coutts, Italian Sunshine, Peri, and Alexandra.

There are some fine varieties of />;»»;. and Golden Zonals
which should be added to the collection, such as Beauty of
Rjbbledale, Beauty of Calderdale, Model, Circlet, <S,-e.

We would also refer you to our Journal for September 19th,
where you will see all the leading sorts which took the first
prizes and certificates. There are many more equally good
varieties.]

GARDENING IN HYDE P^VRK.
Will you tell mo the name of the Caladinm planted in Hyde

Park, and whether the Canna roots are stored awav in pots, or
dry mould, to live through the winter sheltered ?—G. W. H.

[Mr. Mann, whose taste and skill are so conspicuous in the
arrangement and cultivation of the beds and borders in Hyde

Park, informs us that the Caladium there planted is C. escn-

lentum. The Canna roots are kept through the winter imder
the stage in the greenhouse, not in pots. The earth is shaken
from the roots before being placed under the stage.]

BEDGEBURY.
Deei'lv embosomed in trees, but with the foreground open

and clear, stands Bedgebury, the noble seat of A. J. Beresford
Hope, Esq., M.P., a modern mansion of considerable elevation
and size, erected on or near the site of an ancient edifice that
had figured in the county history. The present mansion is a
stone structure, much enriched by architectural ornament. It

has a great number of windows, each adorned with suitable
mouldings and carvings, and there arc two tiers of windows in
the roof which give a loftiness to the structure which few
country mansions possess, while throughout there seems ample
depth between the storeys to remove the idea that there is

any lack of light in the rooms ; and as, I bcUeve, it has been
entirely built during the present century, when the defects in
the architecture of the Georgian period became so manifest as
to call for a change, we may fairly presume that low incon-
venient rooms form no part of the plan. The site is elevated,

but not so much as to be bleak, and a high well-clothed
ground shelters it on the west and north-west, and more dis-

tantly ou the south and south-west sides also. There is no
lack of that natural scenery which forms so important a con-
sideration in the case of a country home. The principal view
is to the east, with a wide sweep to the south-east and north-
east ; and although the extensive dressed grounds by which the
mansion is surrounded give it a fair degree of openness in other
directions, the principal one is on the side above-mentioned.
The carriage front is to the north, and is open to the park, but
on the south and eastern sides a broad terrace with a sub-terrace
flower garden on gravel extends along these tw^o sides, and from
them the ground recedes in both directions, but more par-
ticularly to the south. Masses of choice shrubs clothe a portion
of the extensive lawn on the east side, while a clear unbroken
incline of closely-shaven turf of some half-dozen acres or more
carries the eye down to a lake of considerable extent, which will

be described hereafter. This incHne, it is proper to say, ex-

tends westward of the mansion, but in the same slope ; a broad
walk leading from the mansion westward along the top of the
slope commands the whole, and at the same time carries the
visitor in the direction of the kitchen garden, which is, how-
ever, properly concealed by intervening trees and shrubberies
from the dressed lawn. The western edge of this open lawn is

bounded by shrubbery, and at one corner we noticed a nice
little flower garden—not little, indeed, if met with elsewhere,
but when one sees an unbroken slope of six or seven acres of

closely-mown turf all in a piece, ordinary objects look small. I
may add, that the shrubbery alluded to at the west end of this

incline forms a boundary to one of the carriage roads which
approach the mansion from the south, which, taking a sweep
round the garden, joins the other at the north front.

The mansion, as will be seen, occupies a rising ground that
falls to the east and south, the west and north being more level,

and the large inclined lawn alluded to forms a sort of irregtilar

parallelogram all inclining one way, its southern or lower edge
sloping to the lake which occupies the valley, for on the oppo-
site side the ground rises again ; but the margin is planted at

intervals with choice Pinuses and other shrubs, which eventu-
ally blend into the wood by which it is backed ; for I must ob-
serve, that very properly no attempt is made here to show any-
thing in the way of keeping, the Heath and common Brake being
almost tall enough to hide a bullock ; there is a scattering

of Scotch Fir and other trees, with here and there some
of the best of the Pinuses of the day, rising up into stately

specimens. The past winter had. however, lelt tokens of it

destructive character here as well as elsewhere, though less

severely so than in some places. Cupressns macrocarpa, Pinus
in'iignis, and even some Deodars had suffered, but it was
pleasing to see the Wellingtonia, of which there were numerous
good specimens, uninjured ; and the same may be said of

Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja borealis, Retinospora pisifera,

and others. I need hardly add, that some of the latter, as well

as other recent introductions, had not assumed the tree pro-
portions of Abies Douglasii, Pinus excelsa, and the like ; but
good representatives of them were to be seen, as well as Cryp-
tomeria elegans, which promises to be a great acquisition.

Thuja Lobbii and T. gigantea had also escaped, and when it U
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mentioned that siicb things endured the severe frost while
growing on the margins of a lake, we may be sure they are
tolerably hardy.

In looking over these specimens with Mr. Don, the very
intelligent manager of the gardens, it was interesting to

see the different effect which the soil of Bedgebnry had on the
growth of the various species as compared with that of Liu-
ton. Some that are at the latter place in the grenteet luxuri-

ance, were evidently not at home at Bedgehury, while such as

Abies Douglasii seem to thrive at Bedgebury, while it may
be said only merely to live at Lfnton. The cause is ob-

vious enough—the Uixuriauco of the Heath and Bracken Fern
denotes the soil at once. Neither is found at Linton, and can
only be made to grow by means of imported material. Most
of the Linton specimens are growing where lime prevails, a
substance diametrically opposed to peat, and the wonder why
plants do not thrive equally well in both soils ceases at once.
But apart from the Pinuses found on the margins of the lake,

and backward some distance in the wood, there are specimens
also in the dressed grounds. The soil of these differs in some
degree from that of the position just described, being more of

a ferruginous than of a calcareous nature, and is, consequently,
favoiirable to the growth of that class of plants of which the
Rhododendron may be said to be the type, for that shrub is

met with in the greatest luxuiianceat every turning. The lake
itself being quite artificial, masses of Rhododendrons are em-
ployed to screen the dams and waterfalls which are necessary,
the inclination of the stream down the vallej' being too much
to have the water all in one sheet, but it is very well regulated
as to its sinuous shore-line ; and at those places where a fall

cannot be avoided, judicious planting shuts out from view ail

that is objectionable. The lake occupies several acres, and
in its lower compartment an island of Rhododendrons of ap-
parently about half au acre in extent, must be very lovely

when in bloom, and the rising banks on tlie opposite side

being, as before described, of wild Heath 3 or 4 feet high,

must, when in bloom, present a mass of flowers to which our
most highly cultivated flower-beds can bear no comparison,
while the sombre Scotch Firs recall the mind to scenes in which
Hops and fruit orchards are things unknown, yet a few minutes'
ride brings the visitor into intimate association with these
emblems of high cultivation. Leaving, therefore, the lake and
its various surroundings, let us retrace our steps and make a

more intimate acquaintance with the objects that require cul-

tivation, and examine more in detail the contents of that all-

important adjunct to country dwellings, great and small, the
kitchen garden.

Perhaps there is no feature in connection witli the mansions
of our gentry and nobilitj', which shows more pointedly than
anything else the additions that have been made to it from time
to time, than the kitchen garden. When it becomes necessary
to enlarge a mansion, means are taken to harmonise the new
part with the old, and when the boundary of the pleasure
ground fence is pushed further out into the park, the annexed
portion is quickly made to assume the polished aspect of the
other ; hut generally speaking, a kitchen garden is walled round,
and against these walls glass and other structures are often
reared, or where not so, fruit trees are trained ; so that when it

is found out that the kitchen garden and its appurtenances are

too small, its enlargement can only be accomplished by adding
a piece on the other side of the wall—another garden, in fact,

having no connection with No. 1 but by the door. Now,
Bedgebury is no exception to a rule tliat is exemplified in quite
one-half the large gardens in this country, for additions have
been made from time to time, and houses and pits built in

places well adapted, it is trne, for the well-being of the subjects

cultivated, but not near enough each other to produce a striking

effect as a whole. There is a range of vineries broad and
lofty, with the iron curvilinear roof, so strongly advocated
thirty or thirty-five years ago, occupying a suitable site against
a south wall, and excellent Grapes were hanging in abundance,
protected from the inroads of wasps by a framework of per-
forated zinc over the ventilators ; and a door frame of the same
material opening the reverse w,ay to the glass one, which was
fastened back, gave ample ventilation in that way as well. The
credit of this arrangement, which answeis admirably, I believe
was due to Mr. Don. In another place a span-roofed stove wag
well filled with such plants as are most useful when stove
plants properly are of most value—that is, in winter. Fine-
foliaged and flowering plants of various sizes, with some choice
•reepers overhanging the roof, gave proof that at the fitting

time the contents would be in order. A Camellia-honse

with plants in it, such as a writer in this Journal described

as being likely to conceal a bullock, showed also that at the
fitting time au almost inexhaustible supply of bloom might
be expected, while on the shelves the flowering plants of the
present season were fairly represented. One I noticed as

being particularly well grown, which it seldom is elsewhere,

was Tritonia aurea, and on inquiry of ]\Ir. Don, he attributed

its success to the jilant not being too often disturbed. This
seems a very probable cause, for, like the Iris, and some other
plants, its bulbs would seem to do better when let alone than
when annually shifted—much the same, I suppose, as the Lily

of the Valley, which also dislikes change. In another apan-
roofed house, or rather pit. were Cucumber plants turned out
for winter bearing, while ranges of lean-to pits gave token that

in early spring there was much to look after. Mr. Don, how-
ever, had adopted a very wise precaution. All these ranges of

pits had a hot-water pipe run through them, so that the trouble

of daily covering in severe weather, as well as the uncertainty

of it, was obviated, and one of the compartments of some 60 or

80 feet long, with ample breadth, I observed, was filled with
bedding Pelargonium cuttings of the most popular kinds, not
in pots or boxes, but stuck into the ground, where I was told

they would remain all winter, and be taken up and potted in

March. A double row of four-inch pipes along the front afforded

an ample amount of heat, and told the secret of their doing so

well. The same plan, I believe, is adopted at other places

where the same means exist, and I have seen it myself at

Dalkeith, and once heard of its being tried without the aid of

fire heat at all ; but the result was disastrous to bedding Pelar-

goniums, although Verbenas and many other plants did not
do amiss. Other pits at Bedgebury were occupied with cuttings

of various plants ; and potted plants for winter and spring de-

coration, such as Chinese Primulas, Cinerarias, and a good
batch of Poinsettia pulcherrima, in another place, indicated that

winter as well as spring was thought of.

I have describeil the kitchen garden as being some little dis-

tance to the west of the mansion, screened from it by high trees

and shrubs. Its southern side, however, is connected with

the dressed ground by an intervening plot of ground, which
Mr. Don uses as a sort of nursery. In this were several speci-

mens of I'inus not sufficiently large to plant out yet, as well as

some of the more scarce and recently imported ones, together

with plants of other kinds ; for I may observe that Mr. Don, true

to the science with which his name is so intimately associated,

prefers a botanical to a floral collection, and it is only ne-

cessary to point to one of the most popular of our catalogues of

plants, of which he was the author, to prove his being a botanist

of high standing. Nevertheless, his knowledge of flowers in the

view taken of them by professed florists, is not the less sound,

and both are cultivated with success. Amongst other subjects

in this nursery I observed several species of the Grasses,

some very ornamental, and the more so by being grouped to-

gether; several alpiuo plants, a quantity of early- flowering

annuals, and other hardy plants for the spring orntimentation

of the flower-beds; and several singular-looking plants, well

known to Mr. Don years before they had become so popular in

fashionable gardens. One plant I was particularly struck with,

though not growing here, but in one of the compartments in

the parterre along with Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, and the

like; it was Al)n>nia nmbellata, an annual very much like a

Verbena in habit and flower, which Mr. Don said had in years

gone by dune so well with him ; its lovely pink flower might
easily be taken for a Verbena at the distance. Beds of Phlox
Drummondii also proved how well the heathy soil suited them,
for nothing could exceed their beauty and health ; while Asters

and other things represented the most showy of our autumnal
flowers in suitable corners. This nursery, or preparing ground,

however, was more devoted to botanical than to floral objects.

In another place, or rather in a secluded corner of it, a myriad
of hand-lights with sand lying about told that propagating was
going on. This I had not time to examine, but from the num-
ber of Cypresses, Retinosporas, Thujas, Wellingtonias, and
other plants met with everywhere, a considerable amount of

work has been done here in years gone by, and is being still

carried on.

Bedgebury, however, has its drawbacks as well as advantages,

and in the garden department there is, I believe, no lack of

water such as Mr. Fish has occasion to lament about in dry

seasons, for I am told the supply is good ; hut gravel of good

quality fur walks is not to be had. A fine-looking gravel of a

shingly character is brought from a long distance for some of

the walks on the parterre, terrace, and other important parts,
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but that for the raoro di^tant wftlks is of a more common kind.

Jlr. Don, howevor, hail tiikea a very wiso precaution to obviate

the uupleasantnufls of «uch wallts in damp weather. lie had
made them hiijlier in the middle than tlioy often are, and had
placed a line of channel bricks along each side to receive the

water, and this was ((specially necessary in the case of the hilly

walks, but was also practised with the level ones, and no doubt
rendered the soft material of the walks more firm in wet
weather. These grooved or channelled bricks are v.'ell worthy
of attention in every place where heavy rains often tear up
the walks, and I believe such bricks are not expensive, while

their lixin}? is a much easier alTiir than the pebble paving
met with in other places. I believe that stone of any kind ia

scarce in the neif!;hb')urhooJ, that for the public roads being

bronght from a distance. The stone found near seems to bo

atronnly impregnated with iron, which evidently forms an im-
portant constituent in the soil ; for whore black peat does not

exist, the soil is one of that yellow character differing widely

from ordinary clays, yet almost as adhesive and impervious
to water. As Khodojendrons thrive well in it, scatter their

seed, and reproduce themselves in abundam'e in the rank
herbage, we may infer that, although widely differing in colour

from peat (lor it is palo yellow), it nevertheless possesses the

elements necessary for that class of plants. Soil of this cha-

racter extends over an area of many miles on the southern

boundary of Kent and the adjoining county of Sussex, and that

iron abounds is proved by the fact that furnaces for its making
existed at fiamberhust, only a very short distance from Bedge-
bury, and tliere, I was told, the railing! surrounding St. Paul's

Cathedral were cast. The absence of coal, and the plentiful

supply of ore, as well as of fuel, in other places, have occasioned

the decline of these ironworks. The neighbourhood is, how-
ever, not without interest. The pleasant village of Cloudburst,

within which parish, I believe, Bedgebury stands, is pleasantly

situated on a rising ground, and report says that from the top

of the church steeple tifty-twootlier churches may be seen, and
that in a part of the country not like fjincashire. where largo

towns exist within short distances of each other, but in a rural

district. Goudhurst is five miles south of Mardcn Station on
the South-Eastern Railway, and Dedgebury is upwards of a

mile further soulh, the greater part of the intervening space

bcin|7 occupied by the park, which is much diversified by hill

and dale, wood and water, the last, however, less conspicuous.

The trees most at home in such a soil are Oaks, Limes, and
Chestnuts, but I do not recollect of seeing I'jlms attaining any-

thing like the proportion they do in soils containing more
calcareous matter ; but many trees accommodate themselves to

all kinds of soil, and ho do cultivated plants.

The principal approach to Bedgebury from Cranbrook is

through an extensive wood, the greater part of which seems
never to have been invaded by cither the spade or plough since

it was formed. The approach from the south is through what
maybe called a Pine forest; indeed the extent of Bedgebury
woods and the historical legends connected therewith are often

discoursed of by the old people living in the neighbourhood.
The roads are good, and curving now around a hill and then
descending a valley, they present a delightful variety of aspect.

Certainly the bolder features of such a place as Alton Towers
are wanting, but the wildne-is of surrounding objects, with the
sparingly-introduced feature now and then of civilised life,

gives a scope for the imagination which the rich meadow fails

to do. But the latter has its representative also, for the
northern appnach to the mansion is through the open park.
Still the view of the mansion giving the best notion of its

rastness, is from an opposite direction ; its situation, howevor,
is such that, although it stands on high ground, it is not seen
at any great distance, and it rather bursts into view unex-
pectedly in all its grandeur, than presents itself as an object to

be gazed at from a distance. Its merits in an architectural

point of view I must leave others to decide ; but the high
position its present owner holds as a judge and patron of the
tine arts would tend to tho belief that the house, which has
been so extensively remodelled by him, would be in accord-
ance with those somewhat capricious laws which govern good
taste.

In my rambles by the side of the lake I observed a plant but
little grown in English gardens, but which is worthy of notice

—

namely, the American Cranberry, a plant delighting in peaty
bogs, and here I understood it to be laden with fruit at the
proper season, although no especial care was taken of it, and
it was struggling with the other wild herbage of the spot for

a place which it seemed by its robustness destined to hold.

Many other Utile matters were pointed out to me by Mr. Don;
and the order !ind good keeping which pervaded all tho depart-

ments in the dressed ground under his care, as well as in the

kitchen garden, attested his practical skill. Bedgebury, there-

fore, in huoh hands as that of Mr. Hope and his able garden

manager is likely to maintain a high position: while tho care

and attention now bestowed on trees and shrubs likely to cou-

atitule a feature in the landscape will, doubtless, at a future

day have an effect on the character of a scene of labour and
pleasure alike creditable to master and man.— J. lioL.soN.

rnOLONGED HORTICULTURAI- SHOWS.
LiKK other matters, there are two sides to this question.

I-agree with your correspondent that two or three days are quite

long enough for fruit to remain at an exhibition, but cannot

agree with him that " the same remork applies to plants,"

because it has been proved beyond cavil that tho bulk of the

subjects that feuni our flower thows can remain at an exhibition

a week without being in any degree injured ; and another fact

has been proved, that if wo are to have great exhibitions and
large prizes are to be awarded, then exhibitors must be pre-

pared to allow their productions to remain a few days longer

than usual.

l''or fifteen or twenty years there was a one-day's show at

Chiswick, and right grand shows they were ; but what about

the Horticultural Society in whose grounds these shows were

held? Hopelessly bankrupt—and why? Exhibitions were

the cause of its ruin. I am now speaking of the old Horticul-

tural Society as it existed twelve or fourteen years ago.

I am quite prepared to admit that the exhibitions were a

necessity, and that but for them the Society would not have

existed as long as it did ; but had these shows remained open

three or four days iu order to have given tho people an oppor-

tunity ([ mean the shilling public), of seeing them, then I

j
venture to assert that the linancinl position of the Horticultural

! Society would have been very different, and the Society would

have l)t'eo able to render greater service to horticulture than it

has hitherto done, and of course exhibitors would have been

benefiied likewise. But it may bo said in reply, " Look at the

Roval Botanic Society. They only have one day's show there,

and they go on smoothly." I reply. True, they have grand

shows and they go on smoothly ; but what about their financial

position ? Why, they have "a heavy debt that cripples all

effort; and so it will ever bo until the basis is widened. I

have thought much about this subject, and have come to the

conclusion, providing extra large shows are held, a large

amount given in prizes, and safe accommodation afforded for

the subjects exhibited, that it will be for the benefit of horti-

culture and exhibitors if the latter allow their productions to

remain at an exhibition fonr or five days ; and thus the S.iciety

under whose auspices the show is held, tho exhibitor, and the

public will all derive beueflt ; and an exhibition that rests

upon this broad basis of advantage is sure of permanence and

success.—B. A.

TiOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

OoTOBKR 1st.

Fr.uiT Committee.—Prizes were oficrfd for the best collection of

any description of Grapes except Muscats, for the best collection of

White Muscats, for the best dish of Muscat Hamburgh, and for the

best collection of Pcarmain Apples, bat no csbibitors came forward to

claim them. In the class for the best three dishes of Dessert Apples,

Mr. Hughes, garaeiicr to the Kcv. O. Kemp, was first with largo ex-

amples of the Kiliston Pippin, Cox's Oraugc Pippin, and Lewis s In-

comparable. Mr. Whiting, Tho Decpdenc, Dorking, was second with

Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, and a kind the name of which

was imkuown. A third prize was awarded U Mr. Rnffctt, gardener to

Visconntc..8 Palmcrston, Prockett Hall, for Cox's Pomona, CeUim.

and liibston Pippin. .1. (larland. Ksq.. Tnmhara Green, and Mr.

Lvnn. gardener to Lord Boston, Hcdsor. also exhibited in this class.

For the best three dishes of Dessert Pears a tirst prize w.is awarded to

>tr. Whiting for good fruit of Louise Bonne of Jersey. Beam- d'Aman-

lia, and GrntioU. Mr. Neale, gnnUner to P.. A. Cnrtwright. Ks<j.,

Edgpott Gardens, Bauhnrv, sent Williams's Bon Chretien. Thompson s.

and >fario Lonise. but tlie lost two were not ripe ouongh to mcnt an

award. A special certificate was awarded to .1. Garland, Esq., for

nimsnnllv large and fine examples of Blenheim Pippin, and for Dnmc-

biw's Seedling, known in the markets as the Wellington, which, thongh

not so remarkable as the preceding in point of size, was still very

lino. A siiecial certificate was likewise given to Mr. Kuffett for tw»
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Pines, one a handsome Blood Pine and the other a Providence, beanti-

fnlly grown and ripened, and weiRhinj; 10 lbs.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., Reigate, sent a
fine specimen of Gloi"y of the West, a large kitchen Apple. From Mr.
A. Dean. Maybush, Southampton, came a collection of Apples and
Pears, including among others good samples of Scarlet Admirable,
Eerefordslm-e Peai-main, Hawthornden, Golden Noble, Blenheim
Pippin, and Lemon Pippin, the last vei-y fine ; and EeuiTc Clairgeau
Pears, to which the same remark applies. Mr. Plester, Elsenham
Hall Gardens, sent an Apple under the name of old "Esses Golden
Pippin," which appeared to be the Ingestrie Yellow ; likewise Queen
Anne s Pocket Melon, and a cross-bred from it, larger in size, but not
equal to it in ornamental appearance. (Jiieen Anne's Pocket Melon
was also shown by Mr. Marwcll, gardener to the Earl of Gainsborough,
"who had also Exton Green-fieshed Melon, which, though not perfectly

ripe, proved of good flavour. Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, ex-

hibited a Tomato which was considered distinct and provisionally named
Veitch's Prolific ; but there is now every reason to believe it to be a
form of the Pear-formed of Thorburn. The only other subjects

worthy of note were Premier Runner Bean, shown by Mr. R. Dean,
Ealing, which giows from 4i to 5 feet high, and produces an abundance
of pods resembling those of a large-podded Dwarf Kidney Bean ; and
from Ml-. R. Headley, Stapleford, a small seedling Kidney Potato,
which on being cooked proved very mealy and good-flavoured.

Floeal CoimiTTEE.—The subjects exhibited on this occasion were
not so numerous as at some of the previous meetings, still there was
a considerable variety in their character, and among them were several
interesting plants. Messrs. Veitch sent Dendrobium cumulatum, a
free-flowering species, with white flowers flushed with lilac, produced
in clusters of seven. To this a second-class certificate was awarded.
From the Society's gardens came a number of plants of Odontoglossum
grande in very fine bloom, and which, together with a neat specimen
of Oncidium pulvinatum, proved very effective. For these a special

certificate was given. Mr. Bull, Chelsea, sent a numerous group of

plants, in which were several examples of Clematis Jackmanni and
Rubella, ranging from 18 to 20 inches in height, showing the decora-
tive character of these varieties as pot plants. Among Mr. Bull's

other plants were Ptychospei-ma regalis, a handsome Palm, with leaves
which wlien young have a coppery tinge on the upper surface, and are
ribbed with red on the lower side ; Peristeria elata, or the Dove Plant

;

Zamia villosa ; Dracsena Cooperi, with finely coloured foliage ; a
robust-looking Lastrea from Japan, awarded a first-class certificate

;

and Aspidistra elatior angustifolia variegata, with narrow leaves
striped with cream colour. Tlus also received a first-class certificate.

Messrs. Carter & Co. had a special certificate for three plants of Pha-
lasnopsis amabilis in fine bloom ; and the same firm sent a semi-double
Lilium auratum, but which was much narrower in the petals, and not
so beautifully marked as in the ordinary single form. The variety,

however, will probably lead to better things. Mr. A. Parsons, Danes-
bury, Welwyu, sent Gymnogi-amma peruviana laciniata, a variety of

SUvei-y Fern with the fronds much cut and densely powdered. It
received a first-class certificate. A similar award was made to Mr.
J. Stevens, Ealing, for Variegated Zonal Pelargonium Achievement,
with finely shaped leaves having a broad bright and dark crimson
zone on a yellow ground. He had also two other kinds, called Mrs.
Stevens and Ealing Rival, both of which are promising, though as
shown not equal to Achievement. From Mr. Crnmp came two seed-
ling Pansies, respectively named Lord Lyons and Lily White, but not
of sufficient merit to gain an award ; and from Markham Spofforth,
Esq., Porchester Terrace, Bayswater, shoots of Jasminum officinale
folils aureis grown in his garden, which was that of the late Mr.
Loudon, showing the identity of this Jasmine with the one exhibited
Bome time ago. Mr. G. McDougall, Greenock, sent cut specimens of
SL white Zonal Pelargonium called Kate Bell, which is stated to be
free-flowering and of dwarf habit, but it was not in good condition.
Mr. Tillery. gardener to tbe Duke of Portland, Welbeck, exhibited a
collection of seedling Gladiolus containing several showy varieties, but
not superior to existing kinds. Mr. Standish, Royal Nurseries, Ascot,
likewise sent a collection ; and first-class certificates were awarded to
Lady Alice Hill, rosy lilac shaded with white, and streaked in the
throat with crimson ; Lord Keulis. crimson scarlet and very pale
yellow ; and William Menzies, with a fine spike closely set with
flowers, in colom* deep salmon, and slightly streaked with lake in the
throat.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Wellington Nurseries, had a first-class

certificate for Veronica purpurea violacea, with spikes 3i inches in
length, in colour violet pni-ple, aud with more robust foliage than the
other Veronicas exhibited by the same firm, and which were Madame
Boucharlat, Azurea superba. Delfossiana. and Meldensis. The whole
were grown as standards. A special certificate was likewise awai'ded
to Messrs. E. G. Henderson for a collection of Lantanas, of which
Ne Plus Ultra. Alba lutea grandiflora, Julius Ciesar, Madame Dufoy,
and the old Sellowii appeared tbe best. The same firm sent a dwarf
variety of Lobelia Queen Victoria, and pots of Echeveria glauca,
Sempervivum californicnm, which is tipped with brownish crimson,
and has a very ornamental appearance in beds; also. Sempervi-
vum Ciilcaratum, and Piincess of Wales, Duke of Edinburgh, and
Edward George Henderson Pelargoniums, of the Gold and Bronze
section.

Mr. RawUngs, Romford, had a first-class certificate for White

Bedder Dahlia, on account of its good qualities for flower garden
'

decoration ; and a similar award was made to Mr. C. Turner, Slough,

for '* Vedette," a show kind, with large magenta crimson blooms. He
also sent Guardsman, Autocrat, Yellow Perfection, Prince Leopold,

Reliance, Billy Button, and Master Johnny.
Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., had a special certifi-

cate for a group of plants, most of which were more interesting than
beautiful, and consisting of Vanda recurva, Sarcantbus tricolor, Bill-

bergia sp., Bahia ; a new Tillandsia, also from Bahia ; Oncidium abor-

tivum ; a species of Solanum, from Peru ; a Mexican species of Myan-
tbus, with greenish-white, brown, and purplish flowers; a Dotstenia
from Rio .Janeiro, with silvery variegation in the leaves ; and a new
tei-restrial Orchid from Bahia, having leaves with a pale green ground
colour, spotted and mottled with brownish purple. To this a first-

class certificate was awarded.
From Mr. Cripps, Tunbridge Wells, came a beautiful collection of

Clematises. First-class certificates were awarded to Star of India,

violet purple, striped with rosy pui"ple ; Marie Lefebvre, very large,

delicate pale lilac striped with deeper lilac ; Madame Van Houtte,
very large, white ; and Sensation, also very large, azure. Mr, Cripps
also exhibited Cuprcssus Lawsoniana flava, a variety with a golden
tinge, for which be received a first-class certificate ; Cupressus Law-
soniana nivea, variegated with white ; Jasminum nudiflorum am'eum,
of which some of the leaves were altogether yellow and others yellow

variously mixed with green. Mr. Walkling, Lewisham, exhibited
Variegated Zonal Pelargoninms ; Mr. J. J. Chater, Gonville Nurseries,

Cambridge, a collection of Scarlet and other Zonal varieties ; and
there were also several well-grown plants of the best Zonal and Nose-
gay Pelargoniums from the Society's Gardens. Mr. Dean. Ealing,
exhibited blooms of Dwarf African Marigold, of a very good stock,

especially the Orange.

NORTH END FINCHLEY HOETICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

It is always pleasing to find local horticultural societies flourishing,

for such, when well managed, usually effect a large amount of good
in their neighbourhood. We wish their numbers were multiplied ten-

fold. Their advantages are now so generally recognised, that it is

scarcely necessaiy to remark that the good cultivation which they en-

courage is not only profitable in a pecuniary point of view, but morally
and physically as well—morally by promoting habits of sobriety and
a love of home, and physically by the healthful exercise and change
of occupation which the labours of the garden afford to the amateur,
whether of high or low degree.

The Finchley Society, under the presidentship of Mr. Goodyear, ia

one of those societies which is making satisfactory progress. At its

first show, two j-ears ago, upwards of £27 was disti'ibuted in prizes

;

last year the sum thus expended amounted to £61 ; and this year, at

the Show held on the '27th of September, we believe that the amonnt
offered was somewhat gi'cater. We visited this Show, not for the pur-

pose of making any detailed report, but merely to satisfy ourselves as

to the quality of the productions exhibited, and these we are glad to

say were on the whole of great merit, the fruit especially so. Of
Grapes there were several bunches of Black Hamburgh which wonld
have done the exhibitors credit even at our large metropolitan shows.

Mr. Bailey, gardener to F. C. Coxon, Esq., sent a fine bunch, weigh-

ing 'd'i lbs., and Mr. Schoules, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Osborne, Mr. Paxton,
and Mr. Kitley, gardener to Sir P. Grant, also sent good bunches of

the same kind. Thn baskets of not less than 12 lbs. weight, from Mr.
Schoules and Mr, Osborne, wex*e also very* good ; so, too, were the
Muscats from Mr. Osborne aud Mr. Thomas. Mr. Schoules sent a
fine heavy bunch, but not fully ripe. Among other lands we noticed

good buuches of Black Prince and Buckland Sweetwater. Several

good collections of fruit were also shown ; those from Mr. Lane, gar-

dener to J. Miles, Esq., Friern Bamet, Mr. Pulling, and RL. Osman,
included some fine Peaches, Plums, Apples, and Pears, ttc. Mr. Lane,
Mr. Paxton, Mr. Ivitley, and others also exhibited fine specimens of

the last two fruits. Vegetables were well represented. Of flowering

and fine-foliaged plants there were several healthy, well-gi'own ex-

ami)les, and among cut blooms some beautiful Dahlias from Mr.
Gardiner. There were also several designs for flower gardens, executed

with sand and cut blooms of bedding plants.

It may be remarked, in conclncinn, that the classes were arranged
in divisions, for gardeners and amateurs, for nurserymen and market
gardeners, for cottagers, &c., so that all should have a fair chance.

DESTROYING WASPS.
I srr.jriT that Mr. Amos Beardsley's recommendation to de-

stroy wasps in their nests with such an exceedingly dangerous
poison as cyanide of potassiam, although he said, *' of course,

caution must be used to avoid the inhalation of the cyanide,"

is one that had better not be followed, when the old method of

a table-spoonful of turpentine placed in a wine bottle, and
then the neck thrust into the entrance of the nest, will as cer-
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tainly kill all tbo wasps aa the cyaniJo. To save tho use of a

larger quantity of turpentine, a little earth should be heaped
aronnd the bottle's neck, and any other entrance, as sometimes
there is more than one opening in the same way stopped up.

Do this at night when all the inmates are in.—W. A. W.

ORCHARD-HOUSES.
Another orchard-house season is almost passed with me,

(or, with the exception of Walburton Admirable Poach, all the

good fruit which ripens without heat is gathered.

My fruit was never of better (juality than it has been this

year. From the middle of .Juno to the middle of July we had
Cherries such as I never before tasted ; but amongst all the

new ones there was none to equal the Klton—when grown as

mine were it is a perfect sweetmeat. Then came the Apricots,

sacks of perfumed honey. Those who have not tasted an
Apricot out of a glass house have no idea what an Apricot

ought to be. I know I can appeal to every one who has tasted

mine to bear me out in this. These have been followed by
Peaches and Nectarines as yood or better than in former years.

Walburton Admirable is just ripening, as also a few of the

late Nectarines ; so that for three months we have revelled in

good fruit without the assistance of artificial heat. Having
many more Peaches and Nectarines than we required, I sent a

targe number to market, and received from y>s. to 4<. (id. a-dozon

for them—no bad price for unforced fruit in a provincial market.

As usual, Grosse Mignonne, Noblesse, and French Galande
have been superior to all other kinds. None of the new ones,

though many of them are good and valuable aa varieties, is

nearly equal to these old favourites.

Amongst Nectarines, Rivers's Pine Apple is really a great

improvemant on Pitmaston Orange, which cannot be said, I

think, of his Pitmaston Seedling, which too much resembles
its parent. Pine Apple is not only larger but much higher

flavoured. For a warm Peach-house— i. f., where artiticial

heat is used, there is no Nectarine to be named in the same
day as Rivers's Victoria, a great bearer, large in size. It has
much more of the Nectarine flavour than any of the old

varieties, and no forcing will deprive it of its flavour, but in

this clim.ato it requires heat, and is not good in a cold house.

In reviewing the past, I feel sure we have all made a great

mistake in removing soil from tho surface of pots for the pur-

pose of top-dressing, as it is very incorrectly called, with fresh

soil. How any of us who have advocated keeping Vine and
fruit tree borders undug and solid cimld ever have thought it

right to clear out 2 or a inches of soil from amongst the surface

roots of a pot plant I cannot think. However, we have given
up the practice, and now trust to real top-dressings of manure
and to manure water. I have tried a mixture of small chalk
iu my orchard-house soil, as recommended by Mr. Rivers, and
think I can see an advantage in its employment.—J. R. Peab-
SON, Cliitwell.

NEW BOOK.
Hearth' atid Homfsteads, a .icrirsof Pnperx on xubjects cowwrted

icith Agriculture. By A HAMPsiiir.E Fakiiet.. London: J.

Humphreys, Southampton Row, Holbom.
This small volume deserves tho very rare character of being

one hundred pages of sound sense. It is written also by that
rare character a practical farmer, well educated, unprejudiced,
and having literary tastes. He considers quietly and pleasantly
"Education" of the labouring classes, their "Houses," and
their " Wages ;" and with equal ability he inquires " who the
fanner works for," whether he should " clip cart horses," how
he treats his " sheep," whether he uhould " hunt," and on
what land " grass rather than corn " should be grown. In
all these chapters, and in one on " Game and Farming," ho is

as equitable to the landlord as he is to the tenant and labourer

:

and so fair and temperate are his statements and opinions,
that not a member of any one of those three classes could read
them without having his own good opinions confirmed or his
prejudices softened if not removed.
We will extract a few brief passages on some of the subjects

we have enumerated.

" /'.''liicnliii;! Ltihojir'i:^.—Tho poor have minds as cfti>ivhlo of im-
provement fts ourselves, and shoald, in common justice, have tbo
opportunity given them for it. 1 have often heard it urged thut tho
fact of being able to read takes them to the public-hoaseB to peruse the

papers. True, a few it may ; but I uphold that, in the preseut cheap
state of literature, many a one will instead buy u paper to read by hlB
own lireside, and so he kept nvtay from tho alehouse. Instuiiee8 of this
have, indeed, frecjueutly fallen under my own observation umifng those
who had been educated. Moreover, with the continual imiirovemeats
that ai-e daily taking place in agriculture, and the implcmeutii connected
with it, we wuut mm who are capable of moviug out of the i>ld track of
their furefathern. Manual labour is fast becoming a tbin;^ of the past.
Machinery now does a great part of tho work on a farm, and tlio men
who are employed about it should be, at least ablo to ander-^tand in
some degree the principle npon which it is worked."

" Luht'uri r^' fIuHsr:i.—If horses, cows, or pigs die, it is a certais
amount takeu from the tenant's pocket. If we lose a f-ood labourer, it

does nut appear to touch us in hard money, though perhaps it may do
so indirectly more than wo are aware of. Heuce the diuereuco ; for
tho one we take care to provide sutHcient shelter, the otller in too manj
instances is left to take his chance. From what is here said, it is not
to be inferred that 1 advocate letting tho men have houses rent free.

Such a plan is bad. The payment of a small annual sum gives hi"T

more interest in his home, and eucouriiges a greater feeling of self-

dcpendance. than would bo the case where he had it for no'.liing. In
fact, it is like evervtliing else. What costs something,' is always more
valued and appreciated than things that can be had without trouble or
expense. Many landowners will not build cottages if they can help
it ; but no man wanting a farm should take it vrithout ample accom-
modation for his men, any more than he would if there were no
stabling for his horses We little think or kuow iiow modt
drunkeuuess and sin bad and uncomfortable homes may cause."

" Luhourcru' \Va'i<'^,—Would it not answer your purpose to make it

worth their while to stay with you instead of going off to other work ?
Yon must come to it, or find yourselves left another day with only tho
useless lumber of yonr parish to do the work : you can't blame them-
Look at a farm labourer's jjrospects, aud say if you would not grrt away
from them if yon could. What are they? Hopeless, ceaseless toil for
all tho best years of his life to earn a comfortable independence in old
age ? No, no ! either parisli allowance or the workhouse. That is it;

and there is no denying the fact. There it stands, plain before you,
in the person of that old man, bent double with age and toil, picking
out the last embers of his life on the parish road at a shilling a-day.
You complain thatthe peopletake no interest in their masters' concerns,
nor care about their work. Let me ask, Can you expect them to do so f
l*ut yourself iu their place, and say, would you care with tlmt prospect
to do more than yon could help when well-nigh worn out '/ Can you
believe that a kind and good Creator ever iutended a human being
should pass a life of hojjeless drudgery to attain no other object than
just as much parish money doled out weekly as will keep him from
starvation, until death mercifully comes to the rescue ? If yon can,
truly your faitli is great.

"No doubt, after aU this, you ivill say. Show us the remedy. Well, I
think it is a very simple one. When you take a farm, of course yon
calculate the different items of reut, rates, taxes, and labour. Now just
calculate your labour at a rate that will enable your men to live as
human beings, and save a little something hesid'ea. They won't all

do the latter, I know, but many will ; every year more as von cducato
them better. And then make your offers for farms accordingly. There
is no occasion you shonld wring the life out of one class to put money
in the pockets of auother, which many of you are doing, leaving but
very little to stick iu your own."

EDGINGS FOR WALKS IN PLACES WHERE
THERE IS NO VEGETATION.

It will, I believe, be generally admitted, that an edging of
some sort is requisite in the case of all walks where appearance
is au object ; true, we often meet with excellent walks or path-
ways where there is not a vestige of. a uniform edging, as, for
instance, some of tho public walks through the London parks,
or some of those highways where the multitude cannot
well be restrained from walking on the margins, aud, conse-
quently, destroying tho boundary line. This state of things
has led many of the managers of such walks to adopt means to
keep the public from trespassing, and caused an e\il quite as
unsightly as that which it is sought to remedy ; for now and
then we find a walk with a small ditch at each side, and the
ground beyond this ditch guarded by cross fencing, or in some
other way. There are, however, some places where it is ad-
visable to define the portion allotted for the walk from that
iutended for other ptirposes, and here a kerb or other demar-
cation is necessary. Circumstances usually define what this
should be ; but there are some private places where hints on
such matters moy be useful.

In the first place, I will commence with positions, in which
a live edging cannot exist, such as dark or shaded shrnb-
beries, or spots overshadowed by trees, but iu which it would be
desirable to defiue a walk, or what should be one, from the
naked earth which bounds it on each side, for the groimd must
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necessarily be naked where no low vegetation exists. The ma-

terials for this purpose are numerous enough, embracing a

wide variety of substances—stone of every kind, dressed and

rough ; the refuse lumps from the iron and glass furnaces, as

well as sometimes prepared materials from thence ; slate slabs,

wooden boardings, composite edgings of all kinds, and an in-

finite variety of earthenware ones, all more or less pretty or

available, as well as innumerable substitutes of local occurrence,

and which for the most part being only to be had in the parti-

cular district, little can be said of them.

In some of the mining districts, where quartz, or spar as it is

often called, exists in quantity, it is not unusual to imbed or

partly fix in the ground a line of these pieces as nearly of one

size as they can be obtained, and the brightness they present

in Eunshine obtains for them a great many admirers. Pebbles

from the seashore, or from the bed of a river, are used in the

same way, and the same may be said of flints where the latter

are to be found. lu fact, fiiuts have been employed for another

purpose of a somewhat similar kind, for the names of railway

stations are sometimes delineated on suitable banks with this

material, painted and kept white. In the garden, or for the

edgings of walks, colouring flints white is unnecessary, as too

much glare is offensive. Clinkers of certain kinds are also used,

but more generally where glass or some metallic substance

enters into their composition ; in the latter case they are often

worked into fancy rockeries. Other materials of a like kind are

also occasionally met with, and now and then boarding, rough

or planed, but from its liability to decay we seldom see it em-

ployed except to a limited extent, or for some special purpose.

1 now come to manufactured edgings, which are also nu-

merous. Amongst them I have met with some good examples

of iron and wire like basketwork, but these are best adapted

for places where there is vegetation, to partly conceal them,

and are not at all suitable for the edgings of a walk underneath

trees, or where there is much traffic. Stone kerbing is much

superior, and is of several forms ; but the plain round-edged,

some 3 inches in thickness, is about the best. I have also seen

the same kerb with a Hat top, the edges only very slightly

chamfered off. V\''hen this is buried flush with the ground, it

is, perhaps, the best shape of any, and if there is a great length

of it, a thicker kind may be adopted. The artificial stone kerbing

is often moulded into a variety of forms, but in places to which

the multitude are admitted plain patterns are best. There are,

however, some pretty designs in this way, and the same may be

said of earthenware ; the latter, however, is not so desirable on

account of its colour, but it is, nevertheless, often used, as it

has been more extensively manufactured than the artificial

stone, against which there seems to be some prejudice; not al-

ways well founded. In the earthenware class of edgings it would

be better to adhere only to simple forms, and avoid all pointed,

notched, and beaded tops, which are liable to breakage, or to

become so covered with dirt, that all the beauty which they

possess is destroyed. A plain, square, angular, or rounded edge

is infinitely better than any elaborate carving, and is that

which I recommend.
One of the cheapest and most readily obtained edgings which

I have ever met with, is the common brick, laid in a slanting

position, so that its side and edge may each present an angle of

4.5° to the horizon, and as the greater part of the brick is under

the ground, or in it, it becomes very firm. Here we lay the

diagonal brick as on edging to all walks, where the conti-

nuance of a live edging is uncertain, and even in places where

an edging will grow, we not unusually employ the brick also, as

most plants laid down by the inner side of it grow freely

enough. In fact, I often have it by the side of walks that

have a turf edging, the latter being kept correct to shape by

the edging of brick ; and the top or angle of the brick beirg no

higher than the tuiface of the turf, there is no impediment to

the mowing. Brick edgings on this plan may be laid by the

side of most walks, as their steadiness prevents their sulfcring

much, and the red glare of the brick (if it be that colour at first),

quickly softens down to the ordinary colour of the ground or

gravel. If properlv put down at first, such an edging rarely

becomes deranged, unless the ground settles, or where there are

Bome other mishaps, as the roots of a tree unpheavmg it. Ihese

cases, however, are not sufliciently numerous to constitute a

Berious objection, and I have every confidence in recommending

good, hard, well-burnt bricks for edgings, as being cheaper than

any other artificial substance. Perhaps, howevtr, where an

outhne for a walk through a much-frequented footpath is

wanted, a line of hard stone—say at least 6 inches in widtli

at top, laid flat, is about the best in the long run, as it often

happens that the ground behind it is invaded, and the stone

edging, even where it is disregarded, is still a sort of outline,

and shows that the public, and not the original maker of the
path, are the parties at fault. It is, however, a much more
expensive material than bricks, which in most private places

will be found to serve all the purposes of an edging, and if care

be taken to select good, hard, well-burnt bricks, their durability

is scarcely less than that of stone.—J. Kousos.

A SOMERSETSHIRE STILE.
^As the merits of the Cornish stile have been discussed in the

last few numbers of your Journal, and according to your last

correspondent, " Cobnubiensis," in a manner not altogether

favourable to its adoption, I venture to call your attention to

an invention of my own, which I have had in use for nearly

two years, and which has been found to answer every purpose

for which a stile is required, even to a free passage of your
correspondent's " departed crinoline."

/TV

Fig. 1..

You will observe from the above engraving (fill. 1), that it is

very simple in construction, and entirely self-acting. It has no

fastening, as the cross-bar (a), after being lifted up for the

person to pass through, falls back to its place in a sht in the

post (h) by its own weight, so that it cannot be left open, a

great desideratum in stiles and gates of all kinds.

ri

Fig- 2.

When the bar (a) is lifted up {see fin. 2), the pendant («•) turn-

ing on a pivot (.-) naturally rises with it, and runs up the bar (d),

to which it is fastened bv a ring at the bottom, thus leaving a
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perfectly clear space between the posts for a person to pass

throngh. The fltiles are made of iron and wood as required,

and are found to answer well in other places besides this, as

the orders now rapidly coining in abundantly testify. It is

patented.

I send you also an illustration ofanotber very ingenions stile

invented by ray brother, which is very suitable for gardens, as

a wheelbarrow can pass through.

—

-Godfuey Siylitks.

THE NEW TtOSES.
Is the autumn of IKfi.j fifty-six now Roses were announced

by the French growers—namely, two Tea-scented, five Bour-
bons, and forty-nine Reraontants (II.I'.'s). Most of these were
propagated and distributed from the English nurseries in the

spring of IKOf!. They are, therefore, known among Kose-
growers and amateurs as the 'G<! Hoses. The season of the

present year has proved to a great extent what they are ; at

least nearly enough of them is known to be able to note those
worth cultivation.

As in previous years, many of them—I feel no hesitation in

saj'ing the majority of them—will not meet with great favour
for any length of time, and, like so many of their predecessors,

will soon cease to be propagated. This has invariably been the
case year after year, and will continue so till thofiimrr for Hose
noveltie.s is restrained within reasonable limits, and time allowed
to prove new kinds before they are uselessly and extensively pro-

pagated.

The most obvious merits of the 'fiG Roses, on the whole, are

richness of colour and vigorous growth. In ore or two in-

stances to bo presently noticed a new shade of colour has been
obtained, but not of a very decisive character, nor coupled with
symmetry of form to such an extent as to give them a place

among fir.st-clas3 Rises. Several others are of a colour we
already possess in older varieties, without showing any marked
improvement in other qualities. The prevailing defects are

irregularity and roughness of form, which are now the more
objectionable, since the introduction of many fine Roses that
combine beauty in shape with brilliancy in colour and size.

Opinions may. and do, differ upon the qualities of any par-

ticular tlower. Some would bestow upon it the highest praise,

while others would reject it altogether. Tliis is especially the
case with Roses. There is no established standard of excellence

set up 90 that all may be judged from it accordingly, nor is

any such likely to be. Hence the diversity of opinion con-
stantly met with, and not without advantage. No one denies
a first place to such Roses as Cllmrles Lefebvre, Senateur
Vaisse, Oloiro de Dijon, Leopold Premier, Chabrillant, and
others ; but a host of other kinds have had very opposite judg-

ment passed upon them. If, therefore, any one offers a cri-

tique upon any flowers on his own responsibility, the prin-

ciples upon which his or her judgment is founded should be
stated.

What constitutes a good Rose ? has been to me an oft-re-

peated question.

I deem the foil iwing points essential :^
1, Brilliancy (richness) or delicacy of colouring, or both.

2, Symmetry ia form.
3, Size in connection with the preceding.
These three refer to the flower ; Lut to make the flow( r worth

the tronblo of ouliivation in our climate there are also re-

quisite

4, Vigorous habit or strong conslitution.
r>, Free-bloomiug qualities.

Colour as an essential point is too manifest. Any Rose with
a dull or unattractive colour would be rejected without regard
to any other quality. Instances of miserably-coloured Roses
being sent out are not unknown. For example, La Reine des
Violettes.

By symmetry in form it is not intended to imply mathema-
tical accuracy in shape. The only approach to such must bo
the perfectly circular outline of the outer petals in cupped and
globular Roses. Flat ones ore now but slightly esteemed, and
where the two forms are combined, the true circular outline
should be readily recognised. The petals should have the edge
entire, whether erect (Charles Lefebvre), recurved (Comtesse
de Chabrillant), or incurved (Ciline Gonod). The very best,

however, generally show a slight indentation in the outside
petals. Notched and ragged petals are glaring defects. A Rose
with petals greatly incurved often fails to show its true colour,
and is frequently a bad opener (JosCphine Beauharnaie). One

with petals excessively recurved has a rough and unpleasiog
appearance (William RoUisson).

Size is too often attained at the expense of fullness IGinCial
Jacqueminot). A yellow " eye " in a Ilose is an eyesore ; " large

and full " is a common expression not always correct ; a thin
centre is a usual occurrence under the highest and strongest
culture.

Vigorous habit is essential, that the plant may withstand the
vicissitudes of our climate, without being rampant and of nn-
sightly growth, conditions not favourable to the production of
abundant bloom (La Tour de Crouy) : the foliage should be
full, the leaflets large. .\11 small-leaved kinds are of little use
(Alba mutabilis). Weak and uncertain kinds should no longer
bo offered for sale nor exhibited.

Free-blooming quality is not less important than vigorous
habit. The value of a Rose bush is materially lessened if it

only fiirni.shes three or four blooms aycar, even if good (Cla-

mence Joigneaux). It should be literally remontant—that is,

sending up a succession of bloom during the season, from June
to November.

Charles Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse. Gloire de Dijon, William -

Griffiths, Alfred Colomb, Madame Victor Verdier, Lord Ma-
caulay, I'ierre Netting, .Tules Margottin, Comtesse Ci'cile de
Chabrillant, Duchosse de Caylus, Leopold I'remier, Prince
Camillo do Rohan, possess all these qualities in an eminent
degree. Close upon them follow Beauty of Waltham, John
Hopper, Maurice Bernardin, La Ville de St. Denis, Comto de
Nanteuil, Mari'chal Vaillant, Dr. Andry, Caroline de Sansal,
Acidttlie, Marguerite de St. Amand, Madame Caillat, Leopold
Hausburg, Adolphe Rothschild, and some few others.

Essential as these points mu^t be deemed, because having
obtained them in the above-named varieties, it would be retro-

grade to estimate a Rose as being good with any of these
qualities deficient. Yet in judging Roses at the great Rose
shows, some of these important items have been occasionally

lost sight of or ignored, which has been a matter of surprise
to me. It has not been an uncommon occurrence that a stand
of really good Roses of the best kinds has been passed over for

one that had larger blooms, or, perhaps, in a trifle better con-
dition than the other, but at the same time had many inferior

kinds exhibited.

It is quite possible that another season mny show some of

the following kinds to better ad%'antage. There are many
Roses which do better one year than another ; where good

1
qualities are promising, further trial should be accorded.

I Alfred ( 'nloiiib, the premier Rose of last year, of perfect form,
I combined with brilliancy of colour. It equals Charles Lefebvre
in its free-blooming qualities and vigorous habit, and will he
indispensable in the rosery, and even in small collections. To

I

M. Lachiirme, the raiser of Charles i.efebvre, belongs the
: honour of sending out this truly superb Rose.

Jcaii Chrrpin is a valuable addition to our dark Roses. To
' say that it is perfect would not. perhaps, be correct; being

j

large it requires high culture to make it full.

Camilh' Bernardin. although one of the numerous progeny

I

of Gfinoral Jacqueminot, is far superior to its parent. Its

colour is somewhat common ; but the fine blooms of it here,

and those I have seeu in other places, were so round and full,

with a glowing red centre, surrounded by a cup of lighter-

tinted petals, that I do not hesitate to assign it a first place.

Kxposition de lirie has a great resemblance to the last, differ-

ing by a shade or two in colour. Very beautiful. Camille Ber-
nardin and Exposition de Brie obtained medals of merit at the
great Ua.so Show at Brie in 18('w.

Madame ['illion, as a flower, must take a first place, although
the constitution of the plant has not ytt proved so strong a.s

could be wished. It is, undoubtedly, the finest suimon pink
Rose yet out ; beautifully cupped. Those who remember its

parent, Madame Domage, will readily oppreciate Madame Fil-

lion by its superior colour and form.

Mdile. Marie Radij is another red Rose of great merit. I

have not as yet found in it anything very distinct from others

of the same colour to mark it otherwise than a good Rose.

Charles RouiUard and Mdlle. Marguerite Uombrain I have
not seen on the living plant, the proper place, as Mr. Rivers
justly observes, " to see Roses aright." Both of them, espe-

cially the first, have received the approval of competent
authorities ; they should, therefore, be accepted. The cut

blooms at the Crystal Paloce Show were superb. Charles
RouiUard is the best of the ten Remontants sent out by M.
Eugene Verdier last year ; Mdlle. M. Dombrain is also his.

Not much can be yet said in praise of the others, which are

—
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Alba mutabilis, a failure in this garden. Petals thin and
loose, habit weak and straggling

;
poverty-stricken.

Fisher Holmes resembles Charles Lefebvre in colour, but is

inferior in all other points ; much too thin in the centre.

Jean Lambert will please those who delight in large showy
flowers of dazzling colour, and are willing to overlook defect in

shape. It will be esteemed as a good garden Rose.

William EoHisson is of fine colour, quite distinct from any
other variety—described as cerise rose. One of the kinds

in which a new shade of colour has been obtained. The petals

are excessively recurved, which gives the fully expanded flower

a rough and unpleasing appearance.
Soui-enir d'Abraham Lincoln, purplish crimson, flat and

rough.
Prince de Porcia, deep vermilion ; another instance of mag-

nificent colour. It appears to be defective in form and full-

ness. Another season may bring it out better.

Jean Grier and Profcsscur Duchartrci I have not seen.

Gloire de Ditcher (Ducher), seems more remarkable for its

vigorous growth and large flowers than for any particular merit

ID them.
Coiiite Alphonse de Serenye is very pretty before complete ex-

pansion ; when fully open it is rather flat, but large and showy.
Colour clear red, slightly tinged with purple.

Carl Coers is only an indifferent repetition of the old Leon
des Combats, hard to open ; very rough.

President Mas, another of the brilliant red Eoses ; free

bloomer, but not of good shape.
Pline, large and loose, of no merit.
aiarceUa requires further trial ; not sufBciently remontant.
Madame Baptiste Dcsportes, form of Comtesse de Chabrillant,

but darker and inferior.

Souvenir de Dr. Jamain has not that s,\-mmetry of form that

could be wished for in connection with its fine colour, which is

new, having more of the bluish purple tinge than any other
Bose. It will be highly esteemed till a more perfect Eose of

the same colour appears.
Josepliine de Beauharnais is occasionally very beautiful when

well expanded. Its petals are so much incurved, that it will

only open well under favourable circumstances, the outer petals

dying oiJ before the centre of the flower is suflicieutly visible.

Such is my experience of it here.

Chevalier Kigra is very pretty, but not particularly striking

from others of the same colour—pink.

Mailanw Charles Baltet, one of the Louise Oclier type. A
very pretty pale rose variety, larger and less formal than its

parent.

I wish to be allowed to correct an error of one word in refer-

ence to Marechal Niel, at page 236. I ought to have stated
that the leaves of the inferior kind were less pointed than the
true one. Any one who has noticed a thriving plant of the
true Marechal cannot have failed to remark the extra fine light

green foliage, with the leaves much pointed (acuminate), like

those of Cloth of Gold, but more so.

—

Adolphus H. Kent.

EMPLOYMENT OF FLOWERS IN AMEFJCA.
Flowxes are material in substance, yet they may bs said to

be the nearest approach of the material to the spiritual. In
their true nature and use they are neither to be worn, or
bought, or sold, or prostituted for vulgar display.

By their innocence and spotless purity, by their subtle
odours, by their marvellous mechanism, they are designed to

lead from the seen to the unseen. Frail, transitory, artless as
they are, they yet have the strange fascination and power to

transform, to refine, and to inspire the strongest, nay, even
the coarsest natures. This influence is not tangible ; it is,

indeed, so subtly imperceptible that it is rarely recognised.
Yet who can doubt that in all the country homes of our fair

land the pervading presence of the bright and cheerful flower-

plat has had an elevating and a refining influence which in the
aggregate has been mighty for good ? With what wealth of
prodigality are the hill-sides and the meadows decked with
Daisies, Asters, Golden-rod, and the myriad forms of beauty
and joyous innocence in which even our Creator seems to take
delight, as He scatters them with such bountiful profusion over
the earth I

How shall the use and the influence of flowers be extended
in our cities and large towns ? This is a practical question,
deserving cnretul consideration. The present value of the
flower trade is much larger than is generally supposed, A few

items may be mentioned as indicating the extent and the pecu-
liarities of the trade. In our larger cities it is no uncommon
thing to supply flowers, at a reception, a bridal party, or a
funeral to the amount of 200 dols., or 300 dols. Indeed, this

is often exceeded in New York ; one reception party being
mentioned where the flowers alone were valued at 1500 dole.

On New Y'ear's day, 1867, one of the principal New Y'ork dealers

sold flowers to the amount of 6000 dols., and the entire sale in

the city on that day probably reached 50,000 dols. One of the

most prominent and reliable florists of New York estimates his

crop for the past year as follows:—Camellias, about 45,000;
Bouvardias, about 20,000 ; Carnations, about 70,000 ; Double
Primroses, 100,000; Violets, 100,000; Tuberoses, 50,000.

Eupatorium, Poinsettia, Cape Jasmine, Stevia, Heliotrope,

Cissus, Eose, Geranium, and other plants in considerable

quantity.

A slight index of the trade is seen in the fact, that the fonr
or five principal New York florists each use wild evergreen, or
(iround Pine, as it is commonly called (Lycopodium dendroi-
deumj, to the amount of over 4000 dols, annually. Judging from
these items, together with such other estimates as I have been
able to obtain, I incline to think the total annual amount of

sales of flowers in New York is about 400,000 dols. After

making considerable inquiry, I come to the conclusion that the
annual sales in Boston will amount to about 200,000 dols.

Extending this basis to the other cities of the Union, we
have some impression as to the magnitude of this interest.

Were these figures au index of taste and a genuine love of

flowers we might well be satisfied and felicitate ourselves upon
the cultivation and refinement of our people. But we have to

go deeper and examine the character of this trade. It is the

statement of the principal dealers that the larger part of their

sales is for bridal parties, for receptions, and for funerals, or

in other words for the purpose of display. The genuine love

of flowers is often entirely wanting in this display. And if to

this use we add the important item of gift bouquets, we shall

see that there are few who buy, con amore, for home enjoyment.
Let it not be understood that we object to the use of flowers

tor ornament and display. Nothing is more fittiug, in all

places and upon all occasions, provided good taste is observed
in the arrangement. The fact that some drawing-rooms are

bedecked with floner?, gaudy, glaring and obtrusive as the

hostess of the occasion, or that a bouquet in the hand of a

corpse only serves to make death appear more hideous, does

not change the rule that these simple gifts of nature are most
perfect ornaments of the parlour, and the most touching em-
blems at the grave. If it is true that a desire for display is

offensively apparent and shocks us at the funeral service, yet

in general this use of flowers is wholesome and should be

encouraged. Our aim should be that this use should be im-
proved and the public taste be educated and refined.

Florists have a work to do in this regard. For example, take

the prevailing style of flower pieces in New Y'ork. It is the off-

spring of this general desire for coarse, stiff, vulgar, uunatoral

display. " An even surface," is the inflexible rule. And so

the wide-faced Camellia and the tiny Cyclamen, the delicate

Rise-bud andtUeia-'ged Carnation are built up withLycopodium,

to a solid, eveu sui face ; and thus the poor innocent flowers are

so transformed from their true nature as to glare any sensitive

soul quite out of countenance. This arbitrary rule applies to

bouquets, baskets, and all kinds of work, to a surprising degree.

As a consequence, naturalness and grace are at once and for

ever abandoned qualities ; size and colour are the sine qnanon;
long stems are shortened, short stems are wired up, the Ca-

mellia is advanced to the rank of queen, and the modest Ericas

and Stevia are lost in the dazzling brilliancy. Undoubledly this

style favours the utmost breadth and contrast of colour, and is

the most economical use of material. It also allows great

variety in form, curious shapes and devices, hearts, crowns,

monograms, initials, ribbons, itc, &c. In some cases and to a

degree these unnatural and artistic etfects are striking and
pleasing. They are clear and positive and unmistakeable in

their character. On the lawn or iu the garden, we feel the

necessity for distinctness, breadth, and strength of colour. To
this end the ribbon style of planting is to some extent in vogue.
Harmony and distinctness in colour are equally desirable in
flower pieces, but the work need not, nay, must not be staring

and obtrusive. Let the motto be naturalness, and the highest

art will be attained. Seek iu all work to preserve as far as is

jiossible the individuality and characteristics of each flower.

The true beauty and the true meaning and influence of flowers

I will then be felt. Or, if otherwise, if flowers are arranged
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merely for pnndy show, then in time their use will to Bome extent

become vulgar, iinJ be in a degree coupled with gaudy tapestry

and gilded walls and pretentious paintings and other glaring

insignia of the suddenly rich. While New York and I'hila-

delphia are in advance of Boston in the extent and Bkilful

culture and generous use of (lowers, I must be permitted to

add that an important lesson may be learned from the latter

city in taste and art in using these floral products.

A practical and important point remains to be considered. It

has been stated that a large proportion of the flowers used were
for the purjiose of display or because custom required it. The
result of imiuiries leads me to estimate that nearly one-half of

all the flowers sold in New York are for balls and festive

occasions, which is a much larger proportion than in Boston.

Probably about forty percent, are for bridal and funeral purposes,

the latter being considerably in excess of the former. But
when you ask what proportion of flowers are bought in single

pieces, for nosegays, or as small bounuets for quiet home
enjoyment, you are told that the amount is so inconsiderable

thatmmtdealersdonot care to trouble themselves with this small

item. Instead of finding the largest use in this true waj% it is

considered an insigniCcant and scarcely desirable branch. For
this result the florist, the dealer, and the public are answerable

in common. Heretofore flowers have been produced at too high
cost. They have been grown in costly houses, or on a limited

scale, so that only a reasonable profit has been realised when the

shopmen have retailed Camellias at an average of 50 cents,

Roses at 12 to 20 cents. Carnations at 10 or 12 cents, Bouvardias,
Heliotrope, Eupatorium, and trusses of similar character at

about G cents. Now these prices do not seem high and yet

they are too liigh to allow the common use by common people

and in generous quantity. But this is the use which is most
genuine and healthful—by far the most important to the public,

and we can but think it may he made a large interest to the

florist, provided he will do his part in elevating the public taste

and meeting this honest enjoyment of flowers at reasonable

prices. Steps are taken in this direction, especially by the

German:* around New York, who grow cheap flowers, which are

made into nosegays by the housewife, and which are sold at the

ferries, hotels, and in the streets, during the warm months, at

10 to 2.") cents each. This is well ; but this is not sufticient.

A higher grade of flowers should be brought into use, and the
principle should be applied to the winter months also. That
there is no dilliculty in doing this we may easily see.

But there iire two dilliculties to be met. The dealers are not
inclined to enter into this small trade, not merely because of

its smalluess, but more especially because the common use of

flowers would in their opinion make them unfashionable. It

is with a feeling of indignation that we must admit that there

is some force in this view. Y'et the products of our greenhouses
are of such rare and exquisite beauty and grace that they may
well be desoi ibed as " indispensable."' The rulers of fashion

cannot afford to place them under ban. Moreover there are

many kinds of flowers so rare and costly, that the foolishly extra-

vagant may find ample latitude for lavishing their wealth with-

out coming in contact or competition with the more humble
lover of Nature. Are diamonds out of vogue because the
servant girl is profuse in the use of glass brilliants? But a

more serious dilhculty lies in the fact that there is so little

real appreciation and fondness for flowers. Here is where
the educating process must be begun and carried on. Many
influences may be brought to bear and very positive results may
be expected to flow from this practical philanthropy.

It must be a work of time to introduce flowers to general and
familiar winter use. Y'et this can be done. Let our florists

aim for cheap production, let them attempt to cultivate a more
correct taste, let them endeavour to gain more direct access to

the public, and in time they will find that these now-despised
drops will out-measure the costly orders of the wealthy. Ijet

them learn a lesson from their own art, seeking to extend the
refining influences of flowers—not content with profit in business
merely, but aiming also to be real benefactors of mankind. To
develope or extend the influences of Nature is, in a sense, to

enter into work of the Creator.—W. C. Strong (in American
Oardcncr's Monthly.)

WHAT IS A SHRUB?
At the Bury Petty Sessions on the 19th of September, the

following ease came before the Mayor and Magistrates.

Alfred Fisher, gardener to Mr. Burrell, Westley, was charged

with cutting, with intent to steal, a part of a shrub exhibited

in the Corn Exchange, the property of the Itev. K. Bcnyon, on
the 13th inst. Mr. Grieve, gardener to the Kev. E. R. Benyon,
Culford, said : At the Horticultural Society at Bury last Friday,
I exhibited for Mr. Benyon the plant of the Lady CuUum Gera-
nium which is now produced ; I saw it placed on the table

in the Corn Exchange ; it was then in a perfect slate. Late in

the day my attention was called to it by Mr. Head, and I then
found that a branch had been cut off ; the part cut oil was likely

to germinate, and had been taken off recently ; it wet my finger

as if I had put it into water ; I should say it had been cut with-

in an hour ; the cutting would have been worth los. if it bad
been struck. I call the plant a greenhouse plant ; I do not call

it a tree, nor a sapling, nor underwood, nor a shrub—I call it a
plant grown in a greenhouse— a tender plant.

Thomas Head, boot-closer, said : I was at the Horticultural

Show on Friday, and I saw this plant exhibited there. I saw
the defendant looking at the back part of the plant—not where
all the people were. I sav/ his hand up to the plant. I saw
him take his hand away with a cutting in it, put it into his

pocket and walk away. I did not know Fisher—only by sight.

Ho walked away down the Corn Exchange ; about a quarter of

an hour after I met Mr. Grieve, and had some conversation

with him. I was going with Mr. Grieve in the direction of the

plant, and I pointed out the defendant as the man who had
taken the cutting. He had two plants under his arm, which he
took to his van outside the door. He went into the van. It

was covered, and I did not see him when he was in it. Mr.
Grieve was with me. I am certain defendant is the man who
took away the cutting. I have known him from seeing him at

horticultural shows this season and last.

Mr. Pettitt, lessee of the Botanic Gardens, said: A Geranium
is a plant or shrub. I produce the plant which I received from
Mr. Grieve on Friday last. I examined it at that time, and I

found it had been recently cut, in the very place where I should
have cut it myself ; it was cleanly cut, and certainly by a man
who understood it. I have frequently called a Geranium a
plant or a shrub. A shrub is a low-growing plant. I believe

a Geranium is a shiub within the ordinary meaning of the word.

I ground my opinion on Loudon's " Encyclopadia," and on
every authority that I have known, and from what I have been
taught.

Mr. H. Turner, Beech Hill, Bury, said : I understand gar-

dening. I should designate a Geranium as a dwarf shrub. It

is not a very common thing to call a Geranium a shrub, nor an
uncommon thing. If you were to class it I do not know where
else you would put it.

Mr. Salmon proceeded to address the Bench for the defence.

He characterised the offence charged against his client as one of

the most dastardly and cowardly which a gardener could com-
mit, and one deserving of the severest punishment. It was,

therefore, very important to the defendant to clear himself from
the imputation, and he hoped ultimately to have a deci.^ion in

his favour upon the facts. The case entuoly rested upon the

witness Head ; and he would not impute to him a wilful mis-
statement, but he would urge that he must have been mistaken.

The defendant could derive no benefit from stealing this cut-

ting, for he was not a trading gardener making money by his

plants. He was in the service of a gentleman than whom no
man in England would be more ready to pay for any plants he re-

quired, and would be the very last man to admit into his house

a plant obtained in this manner. It was a most imlikely thing

that the defendant should, while the Corn Exchange was
full of people, and with the witness Head standing right opposite

to him, take the cutting as alleged. Mr. Salmon then read a

testimonial from Mr. Burrell, stating that the defendant had
been in his employ for two years, and that he believed him to

be an honest, industrious, and hard-working man, and that he
had filled his situation to his entire satisfaction. Mr. Salmon
further said, that although he felt confident of a verdict on the

facts, he was bound also to draw attention to the law, and he
contended that a Geranium was not a shrub, that Mr. Grieve

was right, and Mr. Pettitt and Mr. Turner wrong ; and that even

if it could be by any possibility dragged into the class of shrubs,

it was not such a shrub as was contemplated in the Act of

Parliament, which classed shrubs with " trees, underwood, and
saplings."

Mr. Walpole having replied upon the point of law, the Bench
deliberated and decided that in their opinion a Geranium was
not a shrub within the meaning of the Act. The case was con-

sequently dismissed on that ground. Mr. Walpole then applied

for a new summons under another Act of Parliament and it was
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granted, and the case was fixed to be heard next Thursday
week.

[There is no substautial ground for the opinion that a Telar-

gonium (commonly called a Geranium), is not a shrub. It is

clearly within the deliuition given by all competent authori-

ties. Thus Professor Henslow says :
—" Shrubs are woody

plants, which do not form a trunk like trees but have several

stems."
Although a Pelargonium is a shrub, yet the Magistrates were

quite right in deciding that the plant in question was not a
shrub within the meaning of the "Malicious Injuries Act."

That statute (7 and K Geo. IV., c. 27), was for preventing any in-

jury being intentionally done to trees, shrubs, saplings, or

underwood, growing in a park, pleasure ground, garden, orcliard,

or avenue, or in any ground adjoining or belonging to a dwell-

ing house. In fact the provision of the Act was to protect

plantations from wilful damage. It has no relation to potted
plants. If Alfred Fisher cut off and carried away the branch
of the Pelargonium he was guOty of a felony.—Ens.]

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The growth of weeds, favoured by the late rains, should be
forthwith checked, and the quarters should be made to exhibit

a neat appearance, for this cannot be so well effected should a

period of constantly damp weather set in. Cahbatjrs, prepare

a piece of ground for the main crop for next May, June, or

July. Let it be thoroughly manured aud trenched, as the

plants will have to remain perhaps eighteen mouths on the

same spot, for if well managed they will, after cutting, pro-

duce a most abundant crop of winter sprouts of the Colewort
character. If gi'ound and plants are to spare, we would advise

a large quantity of Early York being planted out in well-

manured beds or borders, at about (j inches apart. These will
;

be "in cut" before the early Cabbages come in, perhaps by
the end of March. Ciuilillower<, the plants sown in August '

will be getting gross ; they should be removed forthwith.
|

Some persons pot them, which we consider an excellent plan
!

for the earliest lot. They may be kept thus in a cold frame or

pit until the early part of February, when they maybe planted
j

underhand-glasses. Those for succession crops, if becoming too i

strong, may be pulled up and thrown on the ground for half an
\

hour to check the fibres, and then pricked out where they are

to remain, in poor soil. Lettnci', follow up the pricking-out of i

winter sorts, keeping the ground much elevated. Potatoes
|

greening for sets should be housed when perfectly dry ; after
[

the process has been sufficiently effected, and it room enough
!

can bo afforded, they should be spread out rather thinly.

Turnips, let the latest-sown have a thorough thinning and weed-
|

ing forthwith.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Most of the Peaches and Nectarines on walls will have been

gathered ; it will strengthen the buds on shoots intended to

be trained for fruiting next season if the wood which has borne
in the present year be cut out, provided such do not form
part of a branch necessary to be retained for the extension of

the tree. Continue to gather Apples and Pears, many of which
appear not disposed to hang long, although their usual degree
of perfection has not been attained. In storing, whenever an
extensive surface of fruit is exposed, air must be freely ad-
mitted, for at this period of the season exhalations are most
abundantly given out, and more especially by the early varieties

on their becoming fit for use. These, in fact, ought not to be
in the same apartment with the more valuable late-keeping
sorts.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Some of the more tender and choice plants in borders and

beds, if wanted for store plants, should now be potted and
placed in a close house or frame until they are rooted, when
they may be removed to their winter quarters. Anemone roots

should now be planted in beds and borders. Those that have
remained in the ground all summer, and that aro now coming
up, should be examined, and if grubs are destroying them care
must be taken to clear off the grubs before the roots are destroyed.
Plants dying off in borders should be removed, and seeds col-

lected on fine days and stored away in wet weather. The time
is at hand for alterations and the planting of choice shrubs,
and those who are unwilling to think of such matters whilst

the present tine weather continues, will have their memory

refreshed when frost arrives. When extensive alterations are

contemplated, more especially in the flower way, it is requisite

that all possible observations be made before the flowers lose

their character, and the trees and shrubs are stripped of their

foliage.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Chrysanthemums intended for the decoration of the conser-

vatory should be placed under cover at once aud receive every

attention. Regular watering is one of the most important
matters, for if they are allowed to become dry, if only for an
hour, decay or yellowness immediately takes place in the under
leaves. They will from this time enjoy liquid manure con-

stantly, provided it is perfectly clear and weak. All suckers

should be pulled away as they appear. See to thorough staking

here and the extermination of all iusects ; there can be no
good gardening where insects are allowed to establish them-
selves. Large specimens of the following make a fine figure

at this time :—Buddlea Lindleyana. Gesnera hileritia. Salvia

patens, Begonia incarnata. Phlox Drummoudi, Ipomijja filici-

folia (trellis), Thunbergias, Plumbagos, Justicias, Clerodendrons,

&c. In the greenhouse. Stocks and Mignonette sown a few
weeks ago may now be transplanted, especially the Stocks. If

an early bloom is desired, half a dozen plants may be put in a

well-drained five-inch pot. The last shift should now be given

to forward Cmerarias intended to bloom this autumn and early

in spring ; use most liberal drainage, and put them under
cover close to the glass, with a free circulation of air. The
Tagetes lucida is a good late flower; although of long standing

it is not so generally known as it deserves, aud grown in pots

it makes a good display in November, the flowers being of a

rich yellow. Look after self-sown annuals, and transfer some
choice ones to jjots to decorate the house in March.

STOVE.

Forcing must be avoided as much as possible, still the cold

nights must not be permitted to affect the temperature, so as

to check materially the declining growth ; let winter treatment

be brought on as quietly and naturally as you can ; to accomplish

this without sensibly affecting the healthy appearance of your
plants is a great desideratum, and with care quite within the

power of the anxious cultivator. Young stock of Begonias,

for winter flowering, may still be shifted. Some of the bulbous

I tribes will now begin to start from their dormant state, and
! some will speedily show blossom ; such, when fairly started, if

1 pot-bound, may receive a shift, using a compost o[ sandy loam
and vegetable matter. K little bottom heat would be of service

: alter this operation. Keep the atmospheric temperature mode-
rate at this period, encouraging a liberal ventilation.

I

FORCING-PIT.

! This important, indeed indispensable structure now begins

I

to claim attention. It may be termed the workshop of deco-

j

rative horticulture, for it is out of this department that orna-

ment and perfume must be obtained. Greenhouses and con-

servatories always afford some flowering specimens, even in

the middle ol winter ; but aided with this auxiliary, they may
be stocked at all times during the winter and spring months
with suitable subjects in bloom. Take in an ample supply of

all kinds of shrubs fit for this purpose, pot them, aud plunge

them in old tan. This will apply more particularly to American
plants. All kinds of Dutch bulbs must also be immediately

potted and plunged in a convenient situation ready to be re-

moved, when wanted, to the forcing pit ; a few of them may at

once be excited. Lily of the Valley should be potted for the

same purpose, so that an uninterrupted supply of this favourite

flower may be had during winter. Mignonette will also be re-

quired for early winter-tlowering. This must always be pro-

tected from rain and frost, and as the plants advance they

should be placed in the forcing-pit to bring them into flower.

riTS AND rR.AMES.

Early-struck cuttings should be removed to shelves in green-

houses or pits for the winter. If cuttings are now taken from
Chrysanthemums showing bloom, put three in a 48-sized pot,

and, placed in a nice heat, they will soon root and bloom beauti-

fully for decorating the fronts of stages or clumps ; large plants

in pots should also be set under glass before the frost destroys

them. All cuttings that are now required must have more
heat and air to prevent damping off ; but it is to be hoped that

all propagation has been attended to by this time, as young
stock propagated late is almost sure to damp off in winter.

Verbenas and all early-struck cuttings should have air at night
' to keep them hardy ; but the lights must not be suffered to be
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off for fear of wot or frost. Watering must now be done in the

morning, and sparingly.—W. Keank.

DOINGS OP TPIE L.VST WEKK.
Wh.it a remarkable end to the month of September ! and

what a blessing to late places iu the north of our land where
the harvest had not been garnered safely ! Uut for a breeze

the heat on tlio "iTth would have been oppressive, and from
some of us engaged in open-air work the perspiration poured
as freely as in the dog days. By the end of September we
generally reckon it about time to give re.st to the water-pail as

regards everything planted in the common soil; but so fierce

and trying was the sun's power, that we were obliged to water
many things to keep them from flagging, as massive rows and
centres of Salvias and Dahlias in the flower garden, and Celery
and Cauliflowers in the kitchen garden.

KITCITKN- CAUnEN.
Cdgrrj.— .\s already noted, we have had little trouble this

season with Celery. The rains came s'o op|)ortunely, that after

watering at planting we watered only once until we gave it a
soaking the other day, after having trimmed and tied up each
bead with a small band of matting. This tying is a matter of

importance when inexperienced hands are employed. They
are almost sure to tie the heads too tightly, and that prevents
the heart of the plant rising freely. We had to cut the strings

of a lot of ours that were tied first, as they would have cut
into the Celery, and the centre of the plant would have been
cramped instead of being allowed to grow freely. The string

may be put a foot or l.j inches from the ground round large

Celery, and 8 to 12 inches around dwarf Celery. Such a tie is

chiefly useful when the Celery is grown on the bed style, as
there is no difliculty iu the earthing up, and the tying prevents
the soil going much into the heart of the plant ; but, as stated

above, the ties must be left loose to allow for the plant's grow-
ing. The tying also brings on blanching gradually without
earthing up early. If Celery is worth growing at all it is worth
tying neatly but somewhat loosely.

CiuditUicrs coming in also required a good soaking to pre-
vent them flagging, and so did young turned-out Cabbage
plants.

Onions.—We have taken all under some spare sashes to dry
well before being strung up in a wet day. In most places the
crop this season has been very good.

ViUaijc Slinws.—The weather has been most propitious to

those that were held in the end of September. We trust the
time is coming when there will not be a parish but will have
at least its one horticultural show in the year. That may often

be successfully grafted on a harvest-home thanksgiving, and
be assimilated with, or rather substituted for, the village wake,
feast, or fair. Were we asked the time most suitable for the
one show of a parish to be held, we would say. From the last

days in July to the second week in September. After the
latter period it will generally be too late. Many of the most
striking flowers in the cottage garden are gone, and many of

the prime vegetables, and the show will have to depend chiefly

on Apples and Pears and the root crops, and what may be Ijft

of Dahlias, &c. If the last fortnight of the month is wet and
stormy, as it often is, the flowers, without more care than a
cottager can well give, will be much battered and their freshness
mnch gone. By the end of the month the Peas are mostly
gone ; nevertheless, even in the end of this month there have
been some fine village shows that have reflected honour on all

concerned, and owing to the fineness of the weather flowers
were shown in rich variety and perfection. Still, the time is

not to be depended on, and it will be wise, if other matters
permit, to have all such shows at the beginning rather than at

the end of the month.
From what we have heard and what has come under our own

observation, the great feature at these late shows besides the
flowers were Potatoes and Unions. Despite the disease. Pota-
toes were shown in most excellent condition, though sharp
sorutiuy would detect here and there a speck of the disease.
Of course, every such speck when discovered would be a draw-
back, and that is often hard when there could be no doubt as
to the general superiority of the cultivation, and when the
disease is so much a matter beyond human control. Some-
times these little drawbacks are made the most of. The finest

plate of Keens' Seedling Strawberry we ever saw was passed
over at a show, and every one was surprised, until one of the
judges turned up a Strawberry with a hole in it made by a

small slug. Now, these are tine points when nearness of ex-
cellence comes to be decided on ; and no doubt some of our
cottage readers would think they were rather hardly judged
when very fine Potatoes of theirs were placed lower because a
speck of disease had been discovered. We allude to the matter
for two reasons : First, much to their honour, most of these
village and parish shows owe their origin to the energy and
good feeling of the clergyman of the parish, who undertakes
most of the management, and the providing and collecting the
prize money as a labour of love, prompted by the desire to do
good to and to furnish a pleasant recreation to his parishioners.

Those clergymen may be expected to wield an influence that

few others could possess, and in the meantime they would do
much good by urging the villagers to grow more root crops, as

Carrots and Parsnips, instead of nearly filling their groand
with Potatoes. We have been told by many frequenters of

these shows that Carrots and Parsnips were very scarce in com-
parison with the Potatoes. Apples and Pears were also scarce

this season in many places, and the scarcity so far detracted
from the show.
Another reason for mentioning this matter of Potatoes is, to

inform the uninitiated what are the general rules for showing
and judging Potatoes, as thus some misconceptions may be
prevented, and wo would wish to know what is the practice in
various parts of tlie country, as great diversity of opinion
exists as to what constitutes a kidney or a round Potato. In

j
the general outlines there can bo no mistake, it is when the

I one kind merges into the other that there is such variety of

! opinion. Potatoes are generally shown iu three classes, Whites,
Reis, and other colours, and these, again, are sub-divided into

I kidneys and rounds. The more like a kidney the Potato is,

]

the more smooth its sides, and the more imperceptible the
eyes the surer is the Potato to stand first in the judge's

decision. There are many large fine Potatoes partaking of the
kidney shape, but the sides are not smooth, and the eyes are

deep-set, and in this case these large Potatoes will be passed
over for a fine-shaped kidney, or by some judges will be classed

among rounds. Then among the rounds a similar practice

holds ; and, therefore, a man who takes a dish of huge round
Potatoes, good quality too, each one almost enough to be a

supper for a working man, with some savoury addition, feels

disheartened when his huge boulders, but with uneven sides

and deep-sunk eyes, are passed over, and the prize given to

Potatoes not half the size, but almost round as balls, and with
no deep-set eye on one of them. The judge says truly, that

such uniformsurfaced Potatoes lose nothing in peeling before

I

boiling, and there is no waste in scooping out the deep-sunk
eyes ; but, then, the cottager if he is wise prefers boiling or

roasting such large Potatoes in their jackets, and in that case

there is not the same loss sustained by the deep-sunk eyes.

We will not discuss what force there maybe in this, but merely
wish it to be known by all cottagers, that at present the smooth
kidney and the smooth compact round Potato will carry off the

honours, though mnidi smaller than unshapely Potatoes with
sunk eyes. We believe that as yet. Reds, Blues, and other

colours have been less influenced by the disease than the

Whites.
FIIUIT OAnDEN".

Here the work has been a repetition of that recorded in

previous weeks, ttathorcd some of the ripest fruit, and in the

case of Apples and Pears find there is a great advantage in

having small bush and pyramidal trees instead of trees in the

orchard form, as respects merely the force of the wind, as it

exerts but little influence in throwing down the fruit when
growing in bush trees. Went over Peaches, Nectarines, Vines,

itc, removing almost every lateral, and shortening many
shoots to help the full maturation of the wood. Plums are now
becoming thin, except the Reine Claude de Bavay, Coe's Golden
Drop, and the Impcratrice, the value of which last we have

always thought depended entirely in its late ripening. Between
that "and Coe's Golden Drop there could be no comparison. As
already instanced, we fear that as far south as this, October

Peaches will be scarce after the first and second week of October.

We expect to have them later in the orchard-house than out

of doors.

Brown Turkey and White Marseilles Figs have ripened to

lerably well in the orchard-house, and the former has been

good out of doors against a wall, but the branches allowed to

hang in the bush form, a hint we obtained from Mr. Till-

yard who had long practised the plan very successfally. We
had previously found that Figs in an orchard-house, as well aa

a forcing-honse, when the fnxit was exposed to the sun, was
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very ajit to have the point burned or shrivelled, and the one

half to be ripened before the other was more than half- ripened.

When the fruit is more shaded, and it hangs away from the

wall, we believe it ripens quite as early, and more regularly

from point to point. The same plan was followed many years

ago by the late William Hale, Esq., of King's Walden. He
had some fine Fig trees against the walls of his stables, and he

allowed no one to touch them but himself, and all thej' re-

ceived was a little thinning now and then, and we never saw
trees looking more as if left to themselves, and we never saw
better fruit. It is just possible to injure many things by our

extra attention and mistaken kindness.

OENAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Never have lawns required more labour to keep them in

good order than this season ; but never have they better repaid

the labour by their green carpet-like appearance. We find a

few Elm leaves are falUng, reminding us that the autumn is

closing. All the beds, however, look too well to permit of the

idea as yet of disturbing them in the least. A little picking

makes all look bright and gay, greatly enhanced by the fine

green of the lawn, when there is plenty of space between the

beds. The dry weather, however, has forced us to water such

plants as Salvias, just now in all their glory ; and if we do not

have a shower by Monday, we must also give a little water to

the Calceolarias, that have never flinched during the season,

but are in a sunny day showing a little distress. Dahlias will

also need a good watering.

Now is a good time to visit nurseries and gardens, and note

all the Dahlias, annuals. Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Verbenas,

Lobelias, &c., that stand the best, for a few such visits will be

more useful than reading many pages of letterpress, whether

from ourselves or others. Even after having noted certain

kinds, unless you can obtain the plants true, or the cuttings or

the seed true, you may have a disappointment after all. For
instance, we wanted for a particular object a packet of the blue

branching Larkspur, once used freely at the Crystal Palace and
elsewhere, and though requesting the seedsman to be parti-

Ctdar, we have not had a blue Larkspur in the lot. Most, if

not all, aie nicely double, and of a purple and greyish colour,

andthty have answered the purpose tolerably well, as we wanted

them to be htaud points amid a surroimding mass, or rather

masses of orange Calceolarias. Nothing could well be more at-

tractive from July to the present time, for owing to the dripping

weather these have been masses of rich bloom, and scarcely a

seed-pod forming ; but though fine, they are not the colour we
wanted for a particular reason to have. As another instance,

we wished to quarter a large bed with Salvia fulgens. Coreopsis

tinctoria, yellow, mixed with C. Drummondii, Perilla, and
strong Scarlet Pelargoniums, but the Coreopsis has turned out

a dark brown sort of the atrosanguinea section, without a trace

of yellow ; and but for the flowers of C. Drummondii, which we
knew would not be high enough for the other plants, the bed,

though looking well when close to it, has a dingier appearance

than is desirable at a distance. Nothing could have excelled

the masses of bloom, but then the colour was not what was
vranted. Now, the Coreopsis in general, though given much to

sport, yet as a whole comes pretty well as true as Cabbages
from seed, and though, no doubt, the seedsman did his best,

still the result was a disappointment.

We have not said much of annuals lately, as when we used

to recommend them highly, people said we were annual-cracked
;

but we feel sure our humbler readers, by careful sowing and
tending, might make a grand display with annuals for the out-

lay of a few pence or shillings, much less than they must pay
for a new Pelargonium, which can only be kept by careful

nursing over the winter, whilst the annual seeds when gathered

can look after themselves in a drawer or Uttle box in a dry

place. All the Coreopsises are lasting for the season, if the first

seeds are nipped off, and will give less trouble than nipping off

the decayed blooms of Scarlet Pelargoniums. This season

some Scarlet Pelargonium-beds when first planted out had
some white Clarkias planted among them, which were beautiful

before the Pelargoniums crammed the beds, and even now a

few sprigs scattered among them give a pleasing relief to the

eye. We beUeve that if the grouping bedding system is to con-

tinue, we must do more to give variety, not only in colouring,

but also in level ; huge beds of one gorgeous colour become
very fatiguing to the eye, and greatly need relief to be pleasing.

We saw a flower garden belonging to a shoemaker the other

day ; there was a fine bed of Scarlet Pelargoniums, and yellow

and brown Calceolarias, in broad bands, but even that for

want of a lighter colour was fatiguing to the eye, and had not

to us the charm of a rough border, where white, and crimson,
and variegated Petunias were blended with Scarlet Pelargo-

niums, &c. He called it a rough affair, and it was not so trim
as the other fine bed, but it was really more pleasing.

We shall not expect much frost until clear nights come with
the full moon ; but it is well to be prepared by placing the
tenderest plants in pots under cover, and having the rest so as

to receive protection as wanted, as a slight frost often does
great damage to plants in pots. Nearly finished with cutting-

making, and gave all the air and light possible to those struck

and striking. Potted Cinerarias, Chinese Primulas, and placed

them safely under glass for early blooming.
riahhiti.—Will any correspondent give a list of what rabbits

are fondest of when they do find their way into the flower gar-

den ? We hope to get them out, and keep them out ; but we
fear we shall need higher fences. We grew few Verbenas this

season, the four-footed vermin did punish them so last season.

This season they have done worse by Lobelias, and in some
places near shrubs we have not had a blue wreath during the
season ; but even there the rabbits have done some good, though
not intending it—they have cropped the plants so down that

they will be excellent for potting. Now, as respects even Lo-
belias, we find those in beds suffer little in comparison with
those used as edgings. The rabbit seems to prefer not leaving

the gravel or the lawn. Of all Verbenas, Lord Kaglau is that

which they seem to care least about, and it makes a brilUant

rose scarlet bed. Of all Verbenas, Purple King is their fa-

vourite. Of some beds last season we had scarcely a bloom to

a plant at any time. This season we have a few good beds
which they have never touched; but they have a border of

Cerastium and white variegated Alyssum as well, and they

have never gone over the border. Beds of Lord Piaglan Ver-

bena, bordered with Purple King, have had the Purple King
cropped as with scissors.—K. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 2.

Good descriptions of dessert fruit hnve been in rather more request*
as Plums, Fips, Peaches, and Nectarines are nearly over. Continental
l)i-oduce is limited to Apples and Pears. Pines and Grapes are ample for

all requirements.

FRUIT,

Apples i sieve
Apricots doz
Chen'ies lb.

Cbestuvits bush.
Cmrnnts ^ sieve

Black .'.
. do.

Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

e. d. 8.

1 OtolODD

6 5

6

6 I
Melons each 1

1
Nectarines doz.

8 12

Oranges 100
Peaches doz. 4
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4
Phims i sieve 2
Quinces doz.
Raspbcn-ios lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10
do per 100 1

d. s

6toS

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, A sieve

ScarletRun.^ sieve

Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brua. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

VEGETABLES.
s. d. s. d

I" " "3to0 6 Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score

B 6 Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions, .per doz. bchs,

6 Parsley per sieve
6

,

Parsnips doz.
6

[

Peas per quart

I

Potatoes bushel

s. d. 8. d
3 too

8
I

Kidney do.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle

8 Savoys doz.

I

Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
1

I

Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

4 , Vegetable Marrow3,dz.

2

9

9

B
2
2 e

6

3 6

S
3

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
W. Barron & Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowasb, near

Derby,

—

Select Catalogue of Ornamental Plants.

Paul & Son, Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

—

Rose Catfi-

logue, 1867-68.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Hyacinths in Pots ( Colonel J.].—We cannot correct ourcontomporaries'

mistakes or deficiencies. The article must have been written for nnrsery-

men. Both Hyacintbs and Tulips in pots must be under glass, and never
taken out of tbe pots until done blooming. If you nued any other infor-

mation write again.
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thoy would bo 11 caliimitouB visitution.
. . „ , ,,,

rzJ^:^-i^^^^r '"-'KSBitS

that a man will not be able to got Lw hood or ''"?'| """}'''',
'"J Thi„

woll By 8uob a mode vou will bavo about II) feet loiiKfl. of gb«». uii«

,,„outexpou.o Onthia»i,«plolda.^

^''Sm ; an:a?"' a'll'st jYuVbel cioi^p, <->-P';^,|^«>- ^^^^H?^
Sid to that aud the plate iu front fa»lou

>;""'/»".^'^J''fby l"' tou can

,Wo a r'dl cxi«i„K; and tbo waU i, aUo an advantage - J»l''/^'„^„' ^^^

that there need bo no difHcuUy in many places.

and tbo " Star and Oarlor " at Kicbmond.

T,- „ i,u-. , ,v,- PynwmlP B F ) —White Verbena is as Rood as any-

tbS>e i^ we,Id i: -ed We hivo also had Pelargoniums Madame Vaucher

^^i^^tzJz it^L^sr^n^^lff^.oi^t^^:^

Sr^f^:^'^d^i^^^^--CiiS'mJ:lZ;-MS^.^o
Vaticher PelarRonium is Hue iu a dry season.

Rose Leaves Diseasv.i. (/fomKnr,iJu.l.-"They are affected w'lth what

is eommonf; called black patch and black blight. 1,™°°"' ?»^-
"J',™^

mind as to what it is. I have had .omo of it hero bat not »" /'"y t'^,j '

amonnt. U may be a funu'us, but 1 never could delect 1'?, ''«;°8 ^"
,

Cirtain it is that it never occurs nnder glass, from '' l^'^l" '
o?Tree dr . in

U> conclude (perhaps erroneously), that it arises from want "''««*""'

ago and atn osphJric ebauges, or checks to the respiratoo' orga.... I

JSc^tbat son.' little time hack Mr. Berkeley saul .t "° m ''ibv ?t t is

At anvrato 1 advise 'HoMrNccn^s- to move Roses afrecled by it tins

MtumnTnddeeilvstir the ground. I believe there is no certain cure

for it removal can do no harm, aud may do good. 1 am about to move

aomo 'of Sri" ants for this canse and on account of fungi. I do notS as regards this disease, that it signifloa whore ' Hombncdlis •

gets his plants.—W. F. Ualclvkfe."

Pelauoosium Li-Kv i.lfar.:.-lt was .ont out by Messrs. Saltmarsh

nid Son, of ChoUustord.aa aou, oi \^i«,.i»ii=t"i".

MELON GnowiNG (J. T«ylor.Ju„.)-V/o are obliged by your eomrauui-

aaUOT, but tbo plan is not novel, nor more simple than other modes of

growth. , . ,

,

Bone Dost as a Maki-be (rMr»(.?«(«r).-pero is no reason '»' ^oiM-

Ing that evcrv plant in ever> .lepartmout of the garden would bo benel t. 1

^tbeapplieit on of bone dust as a u.anurc. It is .speeiallj I>""Sed l.i

ffio farmer as a promoter of the growth of Turmps, and lus experience

IB embodied in this verso :

—

•• No bono dust, no Turnips ; no Turnips, no Wheat

;

No Wheat and no Turnips, no cattle, no moat

;

No Turnips, no cattle, nor manure in the yard,
_

Make bills for the doctors, and farming go hard.

PoT.ToEa (F. F.).-y!» bdieve it to be DoogUa'a Uriah Kidney. Axe th«

(lowers ver)- pale purple ?
„, . .^_.i.

"Nursoryiueu." , , * --

fo;^^i:;;:-nZt^ri^rinb;j!^^

dark maroon; Marquis do MoUevil lo, ''.'''",
J^'X-nmark rose iSo

Tom ;" but there is King, light peach, and King of
ViV"";. .V;' ,, .T° - do

but they are both largo-aowored. The one you wnto like l.ood we <lo

""sEEDrniO ZosAE PELAnooKicMaW.B. IK.).-yonr
»'^J^i.°««"J« °^„^

l^owVrsw ere faded, and nineh depends upon the habit of the plant.

Distinct SrEcirs [J. M.).-In a collection of cut flowers. AUamand.

caUiaSca^Allamandl Schotlii, Uoya beUa. and Hoy. camosa, c«. b.

shown as distinct species.
, , „ ,,„. i_mmmmmm

scnption of poor light sou lor
'^"'-""J , v,„\„„ the removal of

-:::iJ1^S\^,il!:i^.n;iI«:^?w^ XJa, negltct and dis.

'"^™':;t""::'r"T^t;n. no r... r>.-.-Tho,ru«oi

I
liave ft value. _ „„. „ T\trarKa

in the same way very shortly.
, i ,-. :„ „„. h>rdT

HABn.NESs OE LOBEEIA --j»-,<f^'r„-T^-heVe'?'e"sUuati'on,*»I
except in a dry well-drained soi .

and '" *"""",
'i.V^,, kept in a house

hundreds of cuttings in sprmg. ^

pubUshiog it in our columns.
, c.^.-,iv.i Pelanio-

niumbbow page -»
j^.'^'j^^J" j^^^aph but one of the article on Th.

Or'-chard-hu'stpagcmfor
• lipening Toad waUricg."

--^ ^Y:^^tt»^w^:Str:;:i:;:-;:^"^^f^^'"'v^S
r:t;::i"'qrirj;rn..paTton,. Toth^^^^
head above the stake ^ •'';'?'"/;

'.'more Alter trees .re planted there
head of 'beyarieg.ledPlane.or^>.^more. A^^^^^ i_^

cr^ct jmd

I

iteady^-tr^'eris iUvToi'^reS'." sXle'nt hold-o, the sot,. Tb.
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breaknge is due to the tyinj?. You will do well to remove the stakes. The
WeepiDg Ash will not break. Wo would cut-in the side-branches of the
trees which have had their heads broken oflF, and in spring select one of
the strongest shoots, putting a stake to the stem, and to this train the
flhoot you propose for a leader.

LiLirM AUBATCM CuLTCFE iA Cniistant Subscriber).—The culture of
this plant is the sauiens that of Lilinm lancifolium. Early nest month
yon may repot it, removing all the soil that comes away easily, but on no
account remove or injure the fresh healthy roots. If there are any
offsets remove them, and pot tliem off singly in 4^-inch pots, or three or
more may bo placed in a sevcu-iueh pot. The drainage should be good.
Half-fill the pot with a compost of one half turfy loam from rotted tuivea,
and the remaining half equal parts of sandy peat and leaf mould, or very
old manure. Introduce the bulbs, spreading out the roots, and cuver
them and the bulbs to a little more than an inch above the crown. The
old decayed stem should be cut duwn to the soil. One bulb should h^vo
a seven-inch pot, whilst three bulhs may be placed in a nine-inch, or
seven or more may be placed in a 12 or lo-inch pot. Strong bulbs should
have more pot-room than weak. Give a good watering, and place the pots
in a house or pit from which frost is just excluded. The soil shoiild not
be kept nmre than moist over the winter. When the shoots ore growing
water should be given, and a light and airy situation in a cool iiouse or
pit should be afforded. Tlie pot should be filled to the rim with the same
kind of soil as was used for potting, the watering should be liberal, and
liquid manure may be given once a-week. The frequent syringing over-
bead will also be of advantage. You cannot give the plants too much air,

nor keep them too near the glass, only In no case must they be allowed
to touch it. After flowering lessen the supply of water, and repot im-
mediately the foliage turns yellow.

BcLB > Idem).—Your enormous bulb from the Cape is probably one of
the Brunsvigifts. and from your descriptou, E. Josephiuje, which cannot
have too much water in summer, nor be kept too dry in winter, and
should at all times be kept near the glass. It should be kept in pots,
sniEill for the size of the bulbs, and never repotted until the bulbs split

the pots, or the soil ia these has become sodden. It succeeds in a
greenhouse.

Crinum Ccltcre (Idem).~lf yon were co give your plant an increase
of temperature in spring, and keep it well supplied with water, and iu a
moist atmosphere, it would, in all probability, grow verv strongly; and by
exposing the plant fully to light and air after a good growth has been
made, lessening the su'.^ply of water, but not so as to c.iuse the leaves to

flag, it would, most probably, attain strength for flowering, which is the
main requisite, combined with the well-ripeniug, or perfecting the growth
made. During its season of rest you can hardly keep the plant too near
the glass, or give it too littlo water, always bearing in mind that it does
not lose its foliage, and must not he dried to that extent. We apprehend
your plants are the Crinum capensc, which has white sweet-scented
flowers- It is ordinarily a greenhouse plant, but it requii'es a warm one
to grow it well. It is nearly hardy.

LiLiUM ACRATCM AND L. GiGANTEUM CcLTrEE (A Constant Ecadcr).
—See what is said in answer to another correspondent about Lilium
auratnm. L. giganleum you will now repot in a compost of rich turfy
loam one-half, sandy peat one-fourth, and one-fourth leaf mould or
very rotten manure, adding sand if the soil is deficient in that sub-
stance. Keep it rather dry over the winter, but wlieu it begins to grow
it should have an abundant supply of water, and, in fact, place the pot in
a saucer of water, during the summer, towards the close of which the
plant should be fully exposed to light and air. and the supply of water
be gradually reduced, and left off altogether by September, so as to in-
sure a state of rest and the j-erfection of the growth. During the winter
safety from frost is essential, and a light and airy situation indispens-
able. The plant may, if it requires it, he potted into a larger pot in
February, or early in March, that being its last shift prior to fi.iwering.
All oflsets should be removed and potted before they become large.

VAiLOTA PURPUREA AFTER Flowerixg {W. B. i/.).—You should keep
the plant rather dry at tJic root during the winter, in fact, give it no
water so long as its foliage remains Iresh, which it will do in a room
window for weeks. When it is growing freely, water should be given
copiously, and the pot may iie set iu a saucer of watt r. When it has
ceased growing lessen the supply of water, and keep the soil no more
than moiht whilst the plant is not in active growth. Do not repot it, nor
at any time give it a lai-ge pot, as it will flower much better when the
roots are confined than when they are allowed much soil. A compost of
two-thirds rather strong loam from rotten turves, end one-third leaf
mould, with a free admixture of snnd, will grow it well, good drainage
being provided. It is increased by offsets, which are produced around the
old plant rather plentifully.

Lomaria gibea Seedling (J.Biu^h).—Loniaria gibba, so far as we know,
is not more subject to variation from spores than other kinds of Lomaria
and Blechnum. We have not had any instiinc^e of the variation nitmed,
but we have seen it frequently in other bi»ecies. and we think that a
hybrid has been produced between the Lomirni and Blechnum in your
case, but you will best, judge of this youi'self by a comparison of the
plants of both species with the seedling.

Various (A. L. C).—The best and most simple kind of house for
Cucumbers in winter, is a low half-span, with a bod in front, having hot-
water pipes under, and a pathway at back with two hot-water pipes there
and two in front. The best two white bedding plants are Pelargonium
Alba floribunda nana, and Pelargonium Purity. Lobelia Snowflake is also
good. The best of plants for covering ground between shrubs is Vinca
minor and V. major. The best covering for a slope is common Laurel
with the shoots pegged down.—G. A.

Seedling Peach Tree (Hounslow Hfath].~yonT tree being in the
open ground, we would remove it immediately the leaves fall and plant
against a south wall, or in a pot in an orchard-house, if you have one.
You would do well to thin the shoots after the leaves fall, shortening the
shoots if necessary to seciure a well-shaped head.

Aloysia citriodora Leaves Eaten (South Croydon).~The leaves
sent us are eaten by some caterpillar, which vou may possibly yet find
upon a close examination of the plants after d'ark, the plant being held
over a white sheet and shaken. Hand-picking is the only remedy.
Pruning Vines (J. H. D.\—Your Vines planted two vears ago may,

after the leaves have fallen, be cut back to within 3 feet of the bottom of
the rafters, and you may take half a dozen bunches of Grapes next year.
" The Vine Manual " will suit you. You may have it free by post from
our office for thirty-two postage stamps.

Azalea Leaves Browned ( JJ-m).— The leaves were browned, we
think, by syringing overhead, and keepiug them wet and the sun shining
upon them in this state has scorched them. Yen say you do not water
the plants overhead, but only on the surface of the pot.

" The appearance
of the leaves, however, does not accord with your statement, and we can
only account for the browning otherwise by water standing on them, or
from itb being withheld from the roots so as to cause the leaves to flag.

Hardy Flowering Shrubs (A CheKhire Suh^criber). — Evergreen

:

Laurustinus, Berberis Darwinii, B. Wallicbiana, and B. aquifoliura, Cis-
tus angustifolius, Chamrebatia fohosa, Daphne cneorura, and Raphiolepis
ovata. Dfciduojts : Amygdalus persica, double-flowering variety ; Chimo-
nanthus fragrans, Cydonia japonica, Cytisus alpinus, Daphne mezereum
in variety, Deutzia gracilis, Hibiscus syriacus, Hydrangea japonica,
P:eonia Sloutan of varieties, Philadelphiis coronarius, Prunus triloba
flore-pleno, P,ibes sanguineum and its varieties album and atro-rubrum.
Spiraea ariasfolia, callosa, prunifolia flore-pleno, salicifoUa paniculata
alba; Syringa persica and persica alba, S. vulgaris Charles X. and Dr.
Lindley, and Weigela rosea.

Scale on a Pear Tree (A Constant TJearfcri.—The leaves and shoot
sent us were infested with the brown scale, and not the mealy bug. Your
remedy will be, after the leaves have fallen, to give the tree a few good
syriogings with water at a temperature of 140^. The leaves should be
cleared away as they fall and burned. After the leaves are all oft' wash
or paint every branch and shoot with a composition formed of 1 lb. of
ground tobacco, having a gallon of boiling water poured over it, and
8 ozs. of soft soap added and dissolved. This applied with a brush,
working it well into every hole and crevice, will destroy the pest. The
brushing is the most important part of the operation as regards freeing
the tree of the insect, but it should be done with care, so as not to dis-
place or rub off the buds. Exposing the trees by the removal of the
lights during frost, so that the branches may be frozen, will also do much
to destroy the scale. The dressing with the composition should be re-
peated, if necessary, a little before the swelling of the buds.

Gas-heating (W. Laufimead),—There are many forms of heiting by
gas which will effectually exclude frost. In our tenth volume, New
Series, we have pubhshed all the forms with illustrations.

Crystal Palace (J. 5.).—We do not think there will be anotlier horti-
cultural exhibition there this autumn.

Flower-garden Plan (D. F.).—We have a volume with numerous
plans now printing.

Pigmy Grapes (H. M. S.).—We cannot obtain any more information,
and in our last week's Journal Mr. Henderson declines answering m«rc
queries. We must wait until he publishes his promised hook.

Name of Fruit (Tr. B. S.).—Appears to be some seedling Apple not
known.

N.uiEs OF Plants (P. F. L.5 ).--IresineHerbstii. (T. TF.).—1, Chelone
glabra; 2, Sanguisorba media. {It. J. G.).—Pyrus scandica. (G. C).

—

1. Saxifrage of the cristata group; li, Cuphea platycentra ; 3, Oxalis;
4, Epilobinm montanum ; 5, Alonsoa. [A. G .11/.).—Pteris (Litobrochia)
incisa. (T. T. M.f.—1, Datura stramonium; 2, Erica ramentacea ; 3, Myo-
sotis caBspitosa; 4, Campanula, sp. yBy/ord).—Littorella lacustris.

{Veritas).—1, Veronica iucana ; 2, Ei-ica ramentacea. iN. d- Wood\.—Tro-
pieolum tuberosum. (.4 Young Gardener).— (Bad specimens) 2,Helianthe-
mum stramineum ; 4, Blechnum occidentale ; 6, Phyraatodes vulgaris

;

7, -Esc^iynanthus. {P. J. iV.).—Echium vulgare. {A Constant Reader).—
1, Daphne laureola ; 2, 3, and 4, species of Pinus not determinable without
cones; 5, Scolopendrium vulgare. (A Subscriber^ Sandown).—Probably
Atbyrium Filix-foemina (no fructification).

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending October 1st.

Date.
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HENS 0];STINATI''J.Y BROODY—I;XT1<:NSIVK

rOULTRYKKEl'ING.
What is best to do under the foUowiuf; circumstances ? I

have tliree liens that will insist upon sitting now. Wo have
ducked them two and three times a-day, but to no purpose, they

are determined to sit, and do nothing el.se. What other means
can I adopt ? Or will it be wise to let them have eggs to sit

on?
With reference to poultry-keeping for profit in this country

and in France, one main ditferenco consists in the food given.

In France poultry-keepers buy large quantities of horse flesh

as food, which is cheaper and more easily to be had there than

in England. Here, after many experiments, I find that sharps,

grains, and Indian corn, alternately, form the best and cheapest

food I can get for my poultry. Again, in France, poultry-

feeders often keep as many as ten thousand fowls ; that would
scarcely bo practicable in England.
What food, and in wliat quantities would you advise for

economy, and at the same time nourishment ?—E. F. T.

[Ducking and such-like expedients are cruelties. If you do
not object to winter chickens let each hen have half a dozen
eggs. If you do object, it is enough to take every opportunity

of driving them from the spot they have chosen for their nest,

and if it is in a house shut them out.

It is a mistake to suppose that establishments of ten thou-

sand hens are common in France, or that horse flesh is com-
monly used. The largest establishment in Europe, was that

of the Prince of Tour and Taxis. Maggots were there the prin-

cipal food. There is no difficulty in keeping ten thousand hens
if you have space enough, but it would be as reasonable to try

to mana'uvre ten thousand troops in Grosvenor Square as to

keep a similar number of hens on a small lun. They must
have space, especially when they have chickens. Poultry can

only be kept on a largo scale where land is of small value. The
food that costs least money is not always the cheapest, it

affords least nourishment. Where poultry is to be kept cheaply,

and on a large scale, all the food must be given ground, on the

same principle as that adopted by the Sussex men, who are

the most successful breeders, rearers, and feeders in England
or Europe. They buy the best oats, and grind the whole

;

nothing whatever is taken from it, and yet it is ground so fine

it mixes like fiour. Nothing is so profitable as this. We are

not very friendly to sharps or grains. We like good barley

;

and where people have time, opportunity, and the desire to

master the subject, we advise them to feed by weight, and
they will soon find the dearest and best food is the cheapest.]

able request, I natarally felt Buspicions, and at some troable
and expense made inquiries respecting him, the result of which
I beg to communicate to yon for the benefit of others.

" H. Eastwood, &e.. Salesman. A weekly tenant, shop been
opened about a week, not known in the neighbourhood; bouse
and shop very dirty, contents of the latter a little milk."

I need scarcely add I kept my Pigeons and poultry.

—

Geo.
Waue .

PURPOSELY IN.TURINCr EXHIBITED POULTRY.
Pekmit us througli the medium of your Journal to make a

complaint which we think is not uncalled for. At the Middle-
ton Show we were successful exhibitors in the Silver-pencilled

Hamburgh classes, and our birds were returned home in due
time ; but we were much grieved to find that the cockerel shown
with the pair of pullets had three feathers plucked out of his

tail, two hangers and one sickle. Now, if we could have per-

suaded ourselves that this had been accidentally done, we would
not have said a word about it ; but we cannot so consider, for

the hangers were plucked from one side of his tail, and the
sickle feather from the opposite side.

We are not the first who have suffered from such practices,

and to say the least to inflict such an injury is mean in the ex-

treme. Wo would suggest that the managers of the various
shows which are yet to come off, should keep a sliarp lookout
and see if the criminal cannot be detected, and if there is not a
law that can be brought to bear upon him.—W. & J. Bairstow,
Fcarncliff't', Biiigh'ij, Yorkfhiiv.

USE OF A WARNING.

WISBECH POULTRY SHOW.
Tun glorionB autunir. sun which slowly dispersed the morning mista

of Friday llie 'JTth inst.. and shone with such genial Rplendonr all the day,
gave thn last necessary eleiiient of snccoRs to tlio fourth annual Show
of tho Cmuhrulgcshiri' ami Islo of Ely Agricultural Society held at
Wisbech tliat day, anil made a visit to the Sliowas pleasant and enjoy-
able as thn sight was mcritorions. It is long since anything in the
shape of an agiicnltural show was held at Wisbech, tho defnnct local
society being almo.st forgotten. Still, it is scarcely necessary to say
the intorcfit:! and connection of the town are essentially ngricultnral

;

and whin it was known that the Show was to be held at Wisbech the
town and niMi^hbourhood took up the matter with great spirit. Not
only have about eighty of the leading agriculturists of the district

joined the Society as members of the local committee, or otherwise, and
by that menus largely augmented the income of the Society, but a very
liberal subscription was raised in the town towards thn prize list ; in
fart Wisbech may ho said to have contributed about one-fourth of the
value of the prizes, which in the aggregate nnionnt to about CfiOO. In
raising this local list mnch praise is due to W. Groom. Esq., tho Mayor,
for hi.^ energetic assiduity in tho matter. To the town is also almost
entirely due the Poultry Show, which has been so prominent and at-

tractive a feature, and has been witnessed with pleasure and admira-
tion by such a large number of persons.

noRKlNos (Coloured). — First, H. Lingwood, Barking. Second, G.
Cl.irke, Long Sutton.
Dorkings {Any variety except Coloured).—Prize, H. Lingwood. Chickens.

—First, Dr. Campbell, Brentwood. Second, Hon. 11. \V. Fitzwilliam,
Rothcrham.
Game (Black-brensted or other Reds).—First, S. Matthew, Stowmarket.

Second. J. Jeken, Elthara, Kent.
Game (Any other variety).—First, S. Matthew. Second, G. Lee, Long

Sutton.
CocHra-CuiNA (Bufr).—First, T. C. Marshall, Peterborough. Second,

H. Liui^wood,
CocniN-CniNA (Any other variety).—First, H. Lingwood. Second, T,

Derry.
Game Bakt.'.ms (Any variety).—First, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds. Second,

R. Pashley, Workshop.
Bantams (Sebrigbts Golden or Silver).— First, S. 4R. Ashton, Mottram,

Cheshire. Second. J. W. Harrison. Spalding.
Bantams (Any other variety).-First, A. Storrar. Second, Miss L. N.

Bensley. Northampton.
Hambcrohs (Golden or Silver-spangled).—First, S. & R. Ashton, Se-

cond, Rev. F. Teftrle. Newmarket.

I

HAMncRons (Golden or Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, C. Havers,
Essex.
Spanish.—First, F. James, Peckham. Second, C. Bamford, Cambridge.
Brahma PooTEA (Dirk).— First, J. W. Harrison. Second, A. H. Verity,

Cheshire.
Brahma Pootba (Light).—First and Second, H. Dowsett, Pleshey, near

Chelmsford.
Any Variety.—First, Hon. W. Fitzwilliam. Second. G. Cljirke.

I TCRKEVS (Any variety).—First, E. Harris. Second, J. N. Bcasley,
i Brampton.
1 GuiNF.A Fowls (Any variety).—First, C. Bamford. Second, G. Clarke.
I Ducks (Rouen'.—First. H. Dowsett. Second, J. W. Harrison.

Ducks (Aylesbury).-First, H. E. Emberlin, Oadby. Second, Rev. H.
Crosse, Cambridge.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, C. Bamford, Cambridge. Second, S

and R. Ashton, Mottram.
Geese (Any variety).—First,— Brackenbury, Downham. Second, C.

Bamford. dnlingg.—Prize. Capt. Aveling, Elm.
Seli.ino Class.- First, J. W. Harrison, Spalding. Second, G. Clarke

,

Long Sutton.
PIGEONS.

Carriers —First, R. Fulton, DepKord. Second, E. E. M. Boyds, Boch-.
dale.

Tumblers.-First and Second, R.Fulton.
Owls.—First, B. Fulton. Second, J. Fielding, jun.. Rochdale.
Pouters.—First, R Fulton. Second, W. K. Rose, Kettering.
Barrs.—First, E. E. M. R-iyds. Second, Maelure A Redford.
Fantails.— First, H. M. Maynard, Ryde Second, H. Yardley, Birming-

ham.
Jacobins.—First, L. Glassey, Rochdole. Second, J. Thompson, Bingley.
TuRBiTS.—First, J. Thompson. Second H. Ynrdley.

Any Variety.— First, J. Thompson. Second, H. Yardloy,
SELLrNG Class.- First, J. R. Jcssop, Hull. Second, A. H. Stewart,

Harbome.
Rabbits.—Purtf-Brcif.-First, WagstflflTA Hanson. Tliome. Second, R.

Wise. I/raiM>8l.—First, G. Clark, Long SottoD. Second, Wagstaff and
Hanson.

—

(WUbech Chroniele.)

AcTiNc, upon the advice contained in your note to Mr. John
Stuart's letter, published in the Journal of August 29th, to re-

quire a posl-ofl5ce order payable ten days after date previously
to parting with some Pigeons and poultry I bad for sale, and
the would-be purchaser declining to comply with such a reason-

Abxormal Egos.—X friend of mine possesses a Dorking hen
that a few weeks ago laid an egg measuring lOJ inches by

7J ; inside it was another large-sized egg, with a well-developed

shell, which weighed 9 ozs. The same hen a few weeks before
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practised eye, ns surely reveal the health of the tree, anrl will

in some, if not in most instances, point to the cause of the
disease.

This spring one of my Pear trees, apparently in vigorous
health, had a considerable number of its leaves affected with a
sort of blister or fungus. Thk Journal of Horticulture, like

a skilful physician, recommended the application of repeated

doses of sulphur. This remedy was to a certain extent success-

ful. I have seen large Pear trees with every leaf and fruit

horribly disfigured year after year by this disease. This leads

me to suppose that doses of sulphur act only as a palliative,

and that a more radical remedy must be tried. I fancy the
tree has been sucking up some unwholesome juices which have
disagreed with it. and so spoilt its complexion. It must be
carefully forked out of the ground about the 21st of this month,
have its roots e-xamined and somewhat shortened, and much of

the old soil removed ; and it will ho planted again in a mixture
of fresh earth roasted and unroasted, and some old hotbed ma-
nure. I shall be much disappointed if this treatment do not
effect a complete cure.

I have auother Pear tree which, though all right last year, has
now a small crop of distorted fruit with hard knots in "the skin,

which is also stained with daik blotches. As this is the best
the tree can do this year, a cure for this disease must be found.
The tree is in a state of semi-starvation. Some of its roots
have penetrated into the subsoil—pure gravel—and find there
nothing digestible ; the rest have probably exhausted much of

the food within their reach. This tree must also be forked out
of the ground, root-pruned, all tap roots cut off, and planted
again in fresh and enriched soil. It is seventeen years old,

and has had a similar illness once before, so I know both the
cause of it, and the proper treatment.

I cannot conclude this essay better than by quoting from
Dixon's "America" the very suggestive words of the Elder
Trederick of the Shaker Union. Speaking of fruit trees, he
says, " A tree has its wants and wishes, and a man should
study them as a teacher watches a child, to see wb.at he can do.
If you love the plant, and take heed of what it likes, you will

be well repaid by it. I don't know whether a tree ever comes
to know you, I think it may ; but I am sure it feels when you
care for it and tend it, as a child does, as a woman does."

—

C. I. M.

WHAT QUALITIES SHOULD A BEDDING
PELARGONIUM POSSESS '.'

At the Pelargonium Show held on the 17th of September,
there were to be seen Variegated Pelargoniums of almost every
conceivable shade of variegation. There were also numerous
varieties comparatively worthless as bedding plants. Many of

them are certainly very beautiful to look at, but the question
that first is suggested to the mind of the experienced, or those
who from long practice are qualified to give an outline of the
desirable qualities a good and iisefiJ bedding Pelargonium
should possess, is, Will they stand the inclemency of the
weather and exposure to our constantly varying climate ? Many
of them are hke butterflies that bask in the bright sunshine,
but disappear in the cold and wet weather. To this class belong
varieties such as Miss Watson and Northern Star. The latter
is a variety of my own raising, and is most beautiful as a pot
plant when nursed in pits or frames, giving it the benefit of
full exposure to the open air in favourable weather, when there
is not a succession of wet days or bright sunshine, or keeping
it shaded from the direct rays of the sun, and fully exposing it

in the open air as soon as the sun has ceased bestowing its

vertical rays upon the plant. The reason of this is, that there
is not sufficient green in the leaf to enable it to bear tho light.
Miss Watson and Northern Star are types of many other va-
rieties that stood high in the estimation of the judges who were
selected to perform a duty requiring no small amount of dis-
cernment and knowledge of the qualities mentioned at the com-
mencement of this paper. That they did their duty conscien-
tiously there can be no doubt.

Messrs. Smith showed Jetty Lacy, a fine variety, and likely
to stand well in the open air; but'Sunray and Sylph are only
fit for growing in pots under the conditions named above. Mrs.
Dunnett and Lady Sheffield, shown in the same class, are also
too delicate to be useful for bedding purposes. According to my
judgment the only varieties exhibited in Classes 5 and 8 were
Countess of Craven (this appears to have a good constitution),
Jetty Lacy, Mrs. Dix, Beautv of Culford, and Queen Victoria
(Perkins).

^

I now come to what to me was the most interesting part of

the Exhibition—namely, the Bronze and Gold Zonal Pelargo-
niums, not because I was a successful exhibitor of them, but
because they are, at last, deemed worthy to form an attractive

feature of an exhibition ; and it is the class on which 1 feel most
qualified to give an opinion, having originated this strain of

Bronze and Gold, of which Beauty of Oulton is the type. In
Class () for the best Gold and Bronze variety, what I should
have considered the best for bedding purposes, had the plant
belonged to any one else—namely. Empress Eugenie, was
passed by, because the leaves were not perfectly fiat, and the
outline of the leaf round. The premier prize was given to a
plant having nothing to recommend it but its flat leaf, and
which will be perfectly useless as a bedding plant for the
reason given above—namely, want of constitution, and not
having sufficient chlorophyll in the leaf to enable it to bear the
light. The plant was shown in a seedling state, and will be
very different when seen again next spring after it has been
propagated. Tho round, smooth leaf in the Pelargonium is

indicative of a want of constitution, but leaves like those pro-
duced by Empress Eugenie will stand any amount of both sun-
shine and rain, without the slightest defect. They are also

very effective at a long distance off. After another season when
Beauty of Calderdale, Empress Eugenie, Her Majesty, Beauty
of Ribblesdale, Peiilla, &c., become more generally grown, they
will be the recognised type of what constitutes a good bedding
Pelargonium.
The varieties such as Egyptian Queen, Cleopatra, and Mrs.

Frampton are descendants from Luna. It is well known
that two or three hot days will completely spoil the appear-
ance of Luna, giving it that rusty appearance which mars its

beauty completely, and makes it useless as a bedding plant.

Mrs. Frampton I did not consider so good as well grown. I

have some hundreds quite equal to any of the above three
varieties, and many of them superior, that I shall not again
propagate, because I feel sure they will never make bedding
plants by reason of their delicate constitution. Countess of

Kellie appeared to possess a freer and more robust habit of

growth, and as the examples shown were well-established propa-
gated plants, there is every reason to think it will prove a
good bedding plant.

The three varieties, Sybil, Brilliant, and Combatant, shown
in Class 4, will never make any way as bedding plants. Sybil

has very small crumpled leaves, and has no character to recom-
mend it as a bedding plant. It is very much inferior to Model.
Bnlli.ant is not so good as Luna, and Combatant is so much
like Brilliant, that very little dift'erence could be seen in them.
If the stock of each were propagated and mixed, I think it would
be impossible to tell one from the other, unless the plants were
in flower, and there was a difference in the colour of the flower.

The only property they had to recommend them was, they were
nicely coloured, and this I considered artificial, being caused by
starvation. The plants appeared to have been kept in the same
pots all through the season ; there was not a leaf on them much
larger than a half-crown piece.

1 was much pleased to see the Bronze and Gold Pelar-

goniums so well represented on the 17tb, and considered the

Exhibition, on the whole, very satisfactory. I shall have very

great pleasure in entering the lists again with the three principal

exhibitors of Bronze and Gold Pelargoniums—namely, Messrs.

Carter ic Co., Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laiug, and Messrs. F.

and A. Smith, and propose a sweepstakes to come off at the

Manchester National Show, to be held next Whitsuntide, each
exhibitor to show three plants of each kind, and to put down a

sum of .t'lO 10.>'., six, four, or three distinct kinds being ex-

hibited, and the owner of the best collection winning the £42.
The judges to be appointed by mutual arrangement, two judges

of known ability to be chosen, and their expenses to be paid by
the losing parties in equal proportions. I hope the gentlemen
I have named will at once respond.— J. Wills.

CUCUMBER, PRODUCED BY A MALE FLOWER.
A FRiEXD of mine, Mr. Aymas Hunt, re3iding at Denby, has

a small house which he uses for Cucumber-growing ; in it he
has a plant of a variety called Snowdon, and there is on it a

fruit produced from a male blossom.
Theiilossom at first appeared the same as anyone of the

other male blossoms on the } lant, and afterwards a fruit com-
menced growing through the flower, and has continued s» grow-

ing up to the present time. 1 saw it a day or two ago, and
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it was then 3 inches long and .Sj inches round. As it has
grown the bloom has Rot half way up the fruit, and the half

nearest tlio base is covered with white Rpinft.i, while tho end
nearest tlie point is perfectly smooth. I iMiiy add that it has

been growing for more than two months. Tho pliint is quite

healthy, and has been so all the time, and at tho present time
there are live good fruits on it besides this curiosity.

If any of your correspondents have met with anything similar

to this I should bo glad to liear of it, or if they can give any
reason for it. Mr. Hunt would readily answer imiuiries any
one may wish to make respecting it.—H. I'ebki.ns, Dcuhy
Gardem, Derbyshire.

ORCHARD-HOUSE CUITURE.
Some weeks, or perhaps months ago, one of your correspon-

dents, in writing on the above subject, said that ho had great

success from deviating every season more and more from the

directions given by Mr. Rivers in his book. Since then I have
hinted in your columns, that I hoped ho would favour your
readers with a detailed account of his method of mnnaging
orchard-house trees. Allow me kindly to remind him, that as

he mentioned my name it is a duty which ho owes to me, as

well as to your numerous readers, to give a full explanation.

The system followed hero is so perfect, judging by its results,

as to lead me to think it cannot be improved
;
yet I well know

that in gardening it is never too late to learn.

My Peach and Nectarine trees, in an orchard-house 100 feet

by 24, are in the most perfect state, not only those in pots, but

some fine standards growing in the hard unstirred borders.

They have not been syringed since the last week in July, yet

every leaf is green and glossy with Iiealth, and they have borne
fruit as line or finer than in any previous season. Not a trace

of red spider or mildew is to be seen. The house has no roof

yentilation, but merely a triangular aperture, always open, at

each end, under tho gables. The ventilating shutters on each

side are near the ground, and "JH inches deep. This is not by
any means a complicated structure, yet it has never failed for

seven conseeitive years in giving a healthy growth to the trees

and abundan-o of Peaches, Nectarines, and .\pricots.

Tho management of the trees has been simple enough.
They have had no water from November till Marcli ; they have
been syringed regularly in early summer ; have had a portion

of the compost taken from the pots in October, and replaced

with fresh ; and have had surface-dressings of my usual rich

mixture three times during the summer. The pots stand on
a hard floor, and the roots come up to feed on the surface-

dressing, not attempting to make their way through the bottoms
of the pots, seeming instinctively to know where their food is.

This method I well know difTers from that recommended in the

early days of orchard-house culture, but I have made it known
in later editions of tho " Orchard-House," and in your columns.

Since writing the above I have been much interested in

reading my friend Pearson's short article. The " mistake "

he BO amusingly alludes to has been annually made here for

seventeen consecutive yearg with Peacb and Nectarine trees

in pots, and, as I have said above, the top-dressing alTiuded

the trees in October has given them health and fertility during
the whole of that time. In an article headed " .\pricot Cul-
ture" I have stated, that observing somo trees which had not
been top-dressed in autumn bearing more abundantly than
those that had been, I took advantage of the hint, and, with
some exceptions, I do not top-dress my .\pricots in autumn,
but wait till the fruit is well set, and then merely scrape off

the exhausted surface-mould, and give the trees abundance of

a rich surface-dressing; this has answered admirably. The
exceptions to this mode of treatment are som" finfl old Apricot
bushes, which were top-dressed last autumn in the usual way.
Two or three of these dropped their blossoms, and i/ave but
slight crops of fruit: but tho remainder, smne eight or ten in

number, produced most, beautiful crops of the finest fruit I

ever saw. This fact did not, however, alter my conviction
that the best method of growing Apricots in pots under glass

is that I have given in tho article above referred to, because it

is more simple.

Observing the success of my new mode of Apricot culture,
I have more than once tliis summer thought of applying it to

my Peach and Nectarine trees, more particularly those in

15 and l.S inch pots, as they give a large surface for summer
surface-dressings; but my trees in deep 12 inch pots have

thrown np such masses of fibrous roots into the surface-dress-

ing, that till they are removed there is no room for fresh com-
post, and pieces of slate must be stuck in round the edge «f

the pot to support this summer surfa-'c-dressing. This method
we practise here when a tree has a large crop, so that the con-

fined area of surface will not allow of sufficient food being
given to it; for, after all, fruitgrowing is a question of food

and water, without which neither animul nor tree life can
flourish. I have, therefore, come to the conclusion, that Poaeh
and Nectarine as well as Apricot trees in large pots, need not
bo top-dressed— 1. c, have fresh compost in October, but that

the soil may remain hard and dry all winter. It will bo seen
by those who read the commencement of this article, that tho
" mistake " of top-dressing in October has given me fine healthy
trees and fine crops of fruit

;
yet I am quite inclined to give it

up with trees in large pots, as it will save trouble and tend to

simplify orchi,rd-houso culture.

Moreover, I am inclined to think that pots with a large area

of surface should bo employed in preference to deep pots, so

that an 18'inch pot should not, as at present, be 18 inches

deep, but rather 12 inches or so deep, and 24 inches over at

top, so as to hold a goodly quantity of summer surface food.

At any rate, the experiment can be so easily carried out as to

bo quite worthy of notice. Tho misfortune is that we may be
deceived, and that trees that have flourished for some years
under the present system of renewing the soil in October may
not like the "mistake" to be rectified, and in revenge pay
court to our enemies red spider and mildew. I repeat, how-
ever, that this simple mode of culture, which has done so

much for Apricots, is quite worth extending to the culture of

Peach, Nectarine, and otlier orchard-house trees.

This season has been favourable to the ripening of Peaches
under glass; they have ripened slowly and well. There is,

however, a mystery in the ripening of Peaches and Nectarines

in orchard-houses which I have never been able to solve. It is

this : in some seasons Nectarines are in the ascendant, and
are richer in flavour than Pencdies, and then a change comes,
and Peaches are richer than Nectarines

; yet the trees are the

same, and stand in the same positions, in the same house, and
under the same treatment. Tliese curious variations in flavour

have occurred here for many years, so that we have often

designated one season as a " Nectarine year," and another as

a " Peach year." They do not occur with alternating regu-

larity, but they happen occasionally. These changes in the
flavour of fruits are, doubtless, owing to atmos|i!ieric causes
not perceptible to our feelings. How sensitive is the organi-

sation of the vegetable kingdom ! This season of 1807 has
been hero a Peach year par cicelli'ttci;. The fruit of many kinds
of Nectarines shrivelled and dropped oil when on the point of

ripening, and if I Lad not known well tlie Pine .\pple and
Victoria Nectarines I ^h(uld liave rushed into an opinion that

they were new and worthless kinds, as their fruit, so fine with
my friends, was here covered with russet and poor in flavour,

although the trees are in grand health. Several other kinds of

Nectarines also failed in flavour and goodness.

With resriccl to Peaches, the season has been most favour-

able to the Grosse Mignonne and tho Early Grosse Mignonne.
They ripened more slowly than usual, and were piquant—

a

flavour they often lack, and delicious. The Noblesse Peaches
were not so racy as usual, and the English Galande (Violette

Hative), a fine tree, fifteen years old, gave a good crop of fruit,

which ripened a fortnight later than usual, and were ver.v in-

ferior in flavour. It was the same with the French Galande, a
near relation ; the fruit produced were very inferior to those

usually borne by the same tree. These trees are growing in

the same house, and stand in the same positions they have
occupied for years. How subtle, then, must the atmospheric
change be to bring such results ! The Early Albert Peach, the

seedling tree, gave ft fine crop of large beautiful fruit, but they

were not rich as usual, but dull in flavour. The Early York
Peaches were not so rich as usual, but the glandular varieties

raised from seed gave fruit which my old friend, M. P. Wilder,

of Boston, U.S., declared to be !lie finest Peach he ever tatted.

As a late Peach, the Princess of Wales was most beautiful

with its cream-coloured skin and pink cheek, and was rich and
delicious, while the Early Silver Peach, sode!i<ate and racy in

a warm season, was too acrid.

In noticing these matters, I wish to guard orcbard-honso
cultivators against rushine into an opinion about the quality

of any particular fruit. I have occasionally gathered a fine

fruit from some old good kind, such as Grosse Mignonne, and
have thrown it away iusteai of eating it. Why? It bad re-
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mained on the tree forty-eight hours too long. Let ns all

ponder on these thinfi--, and not form a now opinion without

close observation and reflection.

Writing the word " observation " reminded me that I ought

at once to look at my trees, to observe the exact state of their

6t;rface roots. I find my old Apricot trees in pots, that have

not been top-dressed in autumn for two years, have, as it

seems, eaten up the two or three surface-dressings given to

them in summer ; have made short shoots, full of blossom-

buds ; but have not made masses of fibrous roots above the

surface. My old Peach trees in 18-inch pots, that have bad
their regular autumn top-dressings of rich loam and manure
for many years, are in the most vigorous health, and have re-

qitired frequent summer-pinchiug of their shoots to keep them
within bounds. Their roots have come up so freely to feed on

the summer surface-dressings given to them in June and July,

as to form circular ridges round and inside the edges of the

pots, 2 or 3 inches above their rims. Now, in the usual course

of cvdturo foUo-.ved here, these masses of fibres, now nearly

inert, would be removed in October, with the mould beneath

them to 3 or 4 inches in depth, aud the pot filled up with

fresh food in the shape of loam aud manure, in which they will

at once commence to put forth fresh roots. This Mr. Pearson
thinks a " mistake." Following the course of my Apricot cul-

ture, these surface roots would remain till spring, and then,

after the fruit is set, they would be removed with the surface

soil, and the rich surface-dressing used here—horse-droppings

and kiln dust, saturated with liquid manure—applied. The
question is. How hmgPeacli trees, which devour so much food,

can bo kept in vigorous health with such light nutriment?
whicli seems to me at present like feeding a labourer with rich

soup and no beei.

Unfortunately, like all horticultural experiments, it must be
some years before we can know to a certainty if spring and
summer dressings only, without the renewal of the soil in

autumn, will keep such vigorous feeding trees as Peaches in

health for as many years as the observance of the top-dressing

practice has done here. If a field on being ploughed 6 inches

deep for ten years gave a. produce of five quarters per acre, aud
would do the same for a like period if ploughed only o inches

deep, it would be a saving of labour. If we adopt the surface-

dressing practice wo shall, therefore, save labour.

In trying the experiment it would be prudent to remove the

surface roots (if they are abundant), and mould in the autumn
rather than in the spring. J.Iy trees have such mounds of

them above the surface, that their removal in spring might be
too severe a shock to the tree, although I have not found it to

be the case wilh Apricots. As soon as the surface roots are

scraped off some surface-dressing should be apphed.
In all that I have written I have called the autumn renewal

of compost " top-dressing," to distinguish it from the spring
and summer dressing, which, as it is always placed on the sur-

face, I have called " surface-dressing. The two words—top-

dressing, are not elegant, but their meaning seems plain enough.
It is renewing the soil at the top instead of at the bottom of

the pot, as usual in repotting. Mr. Pearson thinks the term
" very incorrect." I fear I am too old to adopt any other.

There is nothing paradoxical in ray recommending hard borders

for Peach trees, and in the same book the annual renewal of

the surfofe soil in pots. Only one-fourth of ihe soil is re-

newed, which is made, by ramming, nearly as solid as the mass
of earth the principal roots of the tree are in, in the undisturbed
eaitli in three-fourths of the depth of the pot. The truth is,

my mind was led to the hard-border system by observing the

healthy effect of the compressed earth in pots on Peach trees,

aud at the same time observing Peach trees growing in a loose

rich soil in a poor state of health, full of curl, aud aphis, aud
spider.

I commenced the experiment six years since by planting six

standard Peach trees in one of my large orchard-houses (21 fe-.;t

wide), three on each side of the central path. The borders, of

a dense calcareous clayey earth, were so hard that it was a diffi-

cult task to open the holes. The trees were planted, a small

quantity of loam and manure beiug put to their roots " to give

them a start," as my man said, and then the holes were filled

in, the surface rammed, and left nearly as firm as it is at this

moment. I have just paid a visit to these trees. They have
been so vigorous all the summer as to require much summer-
pinching—two, three, or four times. Without this care every
shoot would have been from C to 7 feet in length, as is the case
with a tree with its shoots not pinched in. Tljo border can
"only be compared to the old-fashioned clay threshing floor, so

hard is its surface. I confess that my idea when I planted
these trees was merely empirical. I could see the rationale of

compressing earth in pots, to give as much food as possible

in a confined space ; but I candidly acknowledge that I can-

not even now account for my Peach trees being so vigorous
under circumstances so incongruous and against our received
notions. I hope one day to have a jury of friends to examine
the roots of these trees carefully, and give the world the reason
why. I have endeavoured to do it by taking up a tree or two
last winter, but I could not come to any satisfactory conclusion.—Thomas Biveks.

VIOLA COlcNUTA PURPLE AND MAUVE QUEEN.
" When doctors differ, who shall decide?" The above two

Violas have each their admirers ; many speak highly of the
former, and many equally so of the latter. Of the latter Mr.
Wills sings the praises so highly, and speaks so lightly of the
former, that one «ould imagine it to be next to worthless ; but
as one story holds good until another is told, allow me to

tell my tale of Purple Queen, and sing its praises in tho same
strain as Mr. WiUs ; but I certainly will not be guilty of speak-
ing so lightly of tho Mauve. I may state, and I think without
fear of contradiction, that iO.OOO plants of Purple Queen may
be found in the gardens of Welbeck, Worksoii Manor, Thoresby,
and Osbertou. This will speak at once for itself of ihe estima-
tion it is held in here.

Kow, at all of the above places both varieties are gi-own, and
Purple Queen is considered the better of the two ; indeed, at

Thoresby, where Purple Queen has been truly magnificent,

Mauve Queen is looked upon as scarcely worth growing beside

it. At Wentv.orth the same variety is charming ; while at

Liverpool, Kew, and other places I am tokl it has been very fine

indeed. I v.as told by a lady well-known to be a most excellent

judge of flower gardening, that on her visit to Kew it was the

most charming thing there at the time. At all the p)laces

above enumerated Purple Queen has been fine ; and those who
have visited Osberton, aud seen it in its mixtures, can speak
for themselves of its merits. It is a most singular fact that

not one dozen plants have died during the whole of the season,

and it is considered by many to be much the better grower of

the two. For my own part I must say thej' grow so much
alike that it is diJiicult to tell them apart. Of the two. Purple
Queen is the more free-flowering with me, but both have done
well.

In summing up the controversy, it appears to amount to this

—thatPurple Queen does better in and aroimd " The Dukeries,"
while Mauve Queen does better in and around Cheshire and
Lancashire ; and if all who condemn one and praise the other
were summed up, it would be found there would be six for one
and half a dozen for the other.

—

Edwaed Bennett, Osberton

Hall, IVorksoji.

[We quite agree in thinking the two varieties are very similar

;

so closely so that it was with great difficulty we coidd discern

tho diiference between two excellent specimens sent to us for

the sake of comparison. Purple Queen has slightly narrower
petals and the shadow of a shade more purple than Mauve
Queen. The controversy need not be continued, for both the

varieties are good.—Ens.]

CHASSELAS NAPOLEON GRAPE.
In your report of the Paris Pomological Congress you notice

a Grape exhibited by me in my collection of fruit—namely,
Ghasselas Napoleon, as being handsome and beautifid, and
little known in England. This character certainly is no more
than the variety deserves, and I ad vise all Grape-growers to add it

to their collection of useful Grapes. I send j'ou by this post a

few berries, taken from pot Vines, ripened so far back as April,

in order that you may prove its flavour. You will observe that

it is invariably one-seeded, which makes it agreeable to eat.

As a profitable hardy midsummer Grape, so far as I have
proved, it has no equals in the golden section except the
Muscats. Intimately acquainted as I am with most of the

French varieties of Grapes, I consider that this above all others

is most worthy of notice in the section just named. M. Andro
Leroy once sent me fifty varieties of Grapes, which were
planted, fruited, aud tasted, and I give you my selection from
the number—namely. Ghasselas Napoleon, Olivette Noire, Ma-
laga Piosc, Ghasselas Duhamel, Gromier du Cantal, aud UUiade.
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Of thesB permanency has been given to the first three only;

bat where utility is not an object, the others may be added for

variety's eake. The Grape in qnestion )« known in Franco
also by the names Gros Perlo and Panso ,T:mne ; but it is only

since I showed it in Paris tbreo years bro that it has become
popular.—H. Knioht, Pontchartrain {Scinr-ft-OUe).

[The bunches which Mr. Knight exhibited of Chnsselas Na-
poleon at Paris were very large, as much so as the finest

bunches of Buckland Sweetwater we have ever seen in EnglaaJ.

Wo think ho is wrong in giving PauFO .Tanne and Gros Perlo

as synonymoa of the Chasselas Napoleon, the former being one
of the worst setting Grapes iu cultivatinn, not excepting the

Morocco ; and the latter is very deficient in flavour, a character

so at variance with Chasselas Napoleon. It is true there is a

great similarity between the three ; but as we have grown them
separately, wo have found them to bo perfectly distinct.

—

Eds. J. or H.j

CULTURE OF ROSES ON THE IIANETTI
STOCK.—No. 3.

KEXrOVAL OF ROSES.

WnHN' people cannot afford to manure Roses adequately, it

is a good plan to remove them annually to fresh ground where

Potatoes and Cabbages have been grown previously. With me
it is a rule to " let well alone :" hence I do not unnecessarily

remove plants. I always keep a large supply of different ma-
nures by me, and manure the Roses according to their indi-

vidual requirements, and according to their presumed ex-

haustion.

In stronp; ground of a rich character, annual or biennial re-

moval of Manetti Roses is necessary to stop extra grov.'th and

blindness. The root-pruning produces what those exoollent

writers, Mr. Fish and Mr. Abbey, call " fibrous network."

Strong roots may produce wood, but you must have a network

of fibrous roots to produce flowers. The same is the case

with Strawberries. You must havo superficial roots besides

the perpendicular roots. In rich ground Mauelti Roses require

but little manure. The annual removal, however, would, of

course, stop the Rose from making its own roots, which matters

not ; for " own roots," when they become strong, will destroy

or deteriorate the Manetti roots. The same is the case with

Pear trees on the Quince stock. It Manetti or Quince roots

are required, in both cases " own roofs " must be kept cut off.

^VIXTERING rL.iXTS.

Straw or litter arc the best frigi-domo for the roots. If these

and a few inches of wood are protected, zero can do no great

harm beyond killing the upper wood. I put the straw along

the line of Mauotti plants, and draw the envth over the straw

in much the same way as for Potato-pits, digging a deep channel

between the rows to draw the water from the roots. All my
Eoses wore served so last winter. The severe frost killed many
to the line of protection, but no farther. I cut down the in-

jured plants, and then put the straw over them, and the earth

over the straw, to shield them from the fierce wind-stroke,

which is most pernicious after severe frosts. I have now plants

12 feet high that were cut down to the level of the soil. After

the winter was over I levelled down the soil thrown up, and

well stirred the ground to promote root-action. In the north

of England I think it would be a good and safe plan to take

up all kinds of Roses iu November, lay them up " in ordinary "

by the heels, and place straw in severe weather over the

heads, stocks, and roots. It is necessary to give extra, pro-

tection to Tea Roses, and also to Tea-scented Noisettes. In

ordinary winters a little straw over the roots may be snflicient.

In frosts so severe that the thermometer falls to zero, or nearly

so, you can run your fingers through the straw into the earth up

to your knuckles, when beyond the straw line you can make no
impression with an iron bar. For delicate kinds a north wall

is not so dangerotis as a south wall by reason of radiation

under a south wall, which is very destructive to tender plants.

TRAKSITIOX FROil iI.*.NETTI ROSES TO THOSE ON THEIR
OWN ROOTS.

It this is desired, the plants must be earthed over the point

of union at least 2 inches, and be wet-mulched in summer,
and dry-mulched in winter—in the former case to prevent the

sun burning up the young rootlets, and in the latter case to

prevent the frost injuring them. The ground should not be

disturbed near the stock. It it is desired to multiply Roses on

their own roots, the Manetti Rose plants must be cut down and

made to branch, and earth must be piled up around the stems
like a mole-hill, sulllciently high for the urunches to Etrike.

In three years they will he established Piosis on their own roots.

They should then be (•tripped off, and the Manetti Rose planted
again. The same msy be practised with Roses ou their own
roots. There is a great tendency in Slanetti Roses and Fear
trees on the Quince stock, to perpetuate themselves on their

own roots, but, in both cases, us iilrcady stated, when thece

predominate, they will, unless both roots are collateral, de-

teriorate the deeper roots of the alien stock.

TOE STOPPING OF GRO.'S SUOOTS.

If the tree is complete, and in health, the groi-s shoots from
the base may bo cut out. 1 allow them to foi-m buds and
bloom, and cut away, after blooming, some of the inferior

"worked" wood. I call these gross shoots •' the repairers."

If they go blind, which ia often the case, I cut them to the

level of the plant. They will sometimes break and bloom.

That is not my chief oLject. My object in cutting them is to

consolidate their wood, and to enable the working wood to

bloom longer. Judgment alono can decide when and how this

sort of shoot is to be treated. If the worked v/ood has suffered

from chlorosis, it is essential to encourage these " gourmand"
shoots as repliicors of tho wood that has been injured, and
which eventually must be cut away. If not badly affected yon
may take your first crop of flowers off tho diseased wood, and
then cut it out, leaving the gross shoot the wholo force of the

stock for maturation. A terminal leaf is in some measure
equivalent to a bloom. If the wood is firm up to tlie terminal

leaf there is no necessity to cut it with a view of stopping the

sap back to complete tho lower wood of the felioot.

As regards pruning, Manetti Roses require but little. They
should be pruned in the same way as establi-lied Hybrid China,

Hybrid Bourbon, and stiong-growiug Noisettes—that is, their

tops should be taken off to a good eye, and the lower wood
thinned out when it requires it, and the side shoots should be
shortened a little to a good eye. Observe, no Rose plant

should be pruned at the time of planting.

M.A.KUliES.

I use pond mud mixed with cowdung—of this I have bought

tvm hundred loads—cow manure by itself, guano, soot, citro-

pbosphate (blood manure), superphosphate, and, in the dry,

chalky soil of Rushton, I used half-inch bones with success.

The land here is a moist sandy loam, a;id does not require

boues. I believe cowdung, farnivard manure, night soil, and
Peruvian guano to be the best. Pig manure is also very good,

but that goes for Potatoes and Cabbages here.

I must now say a few words with regard to the strength of

manures. Guano should be sown on the land in winter, that

the rains may dilute the uric acid. If plants are manured with

guano during growiug time, it must bo greully diluted with

water. One handful of Peruvian guano to a stable-buclcelful

of water is strong enough ; more would probriblyburn the fresh-

made rootlets. Saltpetre and nitrate of soda are excellent to

produce healthy and verdant foliage. They are both well

suittd to dry lands. For pot plants saltpetre is excellent. One
t,ibIospoonful of saltpetre dissolved in a pint of water will

beautify the foliage of a pot Rose. Liquid manure diluted and

put on when the jdants begin to grow, is good, and wood ashes

spread in winter on dry ground, will keep the soil moist, as they

attract and retain moisture. I think a drct-siog of common
salt would be found beneficial to dry soils. If land is short o£

vegetable matter, a crop of Turnips chopped and dug in. will

do much good. I may say. in fact, that anything which offends

the olfactories is good for the growth of Rij.-e3.

After my remarkable first series of bloom here (Okeford

Fitzpaine), I gave my Roses a dressing of Peruvian gnano, and
nitro-phosphate, half and half, put on when I perceived the

rain coming. As soon as the rain was over I hoed the surface

of the soil, and great has been the result. The Eoses began

hero on the 8th of June, it ia now the 10th of September, and

they are magnificent.

PEGGISO DOWN ROSES.

I have not practised this. I prefer standing bush plants, for

they can be kept cleaner, and more plants can be grown, as

there is more room overhead. Mr. Perry, of The Cedars. Bir-

mingham, I believe, has practised " pegging down " Rosea

with great success. If persons have only a few jibmls, .and wish

to ui.ike a greater .'•how o( them, I fauey espalier fashion, and

interlacing the brantUes, would be a good plan. By bending^
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the shoots from the perpendicular, as in fan-training, the eyes

of such as in an erect position would be dormant, would break.

I suppose the Dutch hoe is the best implement to clean the

ground among pegged-down Hoses. No doubt, Roses may be

pegged down, so a» to strike on their own roots.—\V. F. Ead-

CALCEOLARIA CULTURE.
Mr. LucKnuRST (page 235), gives me credit for advocating a

robust and vigorous growth as a remedy for Calceolaria failures
;

but I wish it to be understood that I consider a medium good

growth partly a remedy, though not altogether so. I think,

that because the Calceolaria will bear a large amount of rough
treatment, it very often receives more of such usage than is

good for it.

I am aware that every gardener has not enough pots to hold

all his bedding plants in spring, and he must therefore resort

to such makeshifts as planting in a cold pit or frame. Only
two years ago I found myself short of pots, and was obliged to

adopt in the case of part of my C:ilceolarias the very plan that

Mr. Luckhurst has detailed. I planted out a two-light frame-
ful in early spring, kept them stopped, watered, &n. ; and at

plauting-out time they were fine plants, such as your corre-

spondent describes. They were lifted with due care, and placed

in the centres of the beds, where the tallest plants were wanted,

and the outsides of the beds were filled with pot plant.s ; but
plant as we would, the centres of the beds could not be made
to look well nnd tidy, for the plants were too large, and, the

weather being dry, it was long before the roots took hold of the
soil. The pot plants, on the contrary, did well from the first,

and never seemed to sustain any check whatever.

I was so much disappointed with the i>lants taken from the
frame, that I determined never to adopt the same plan again
BO long as I could obtain pots for them. It was not till after

midsummer that the bed looked well, and the pot plants were
in no wise behind the frame jilants, but rather a little before

them when in bloom. I consider that the growth of plants
in pots is better consolidated and more sturdy than is the case

with those planted out in pits or frames ; but by no means do
I advocate a stunted growth. There is a medium which I like

to see.

I think that if people would pay as much attention to the
Calceolaria as they do to Verbenas and otiier bedding plants,

there would be less ct-^mplaints about its dying off. I quite
agi*ee with your correspondent that he can oljtain fine vigorous
plants by his mode of treatnifnt, and I know it is praciised in

most places ; but I do not like their being covered up nearly
a fortnight at a time from the light, neither do I like the use
of leaf mould for them ; it is too light, and may contain the
germs of fungus. I have employed it in many different ways
and for many purposes, but now I never use any.

I cannot say that I plant Calceolarias by the thousand, but
I plant out a few hundreds in a season, and as yet I have not
lost a single plant this year. As I have before remarked,
there is nothing new in my treatment, but rather the reverse.
•

—

Robin Rove.

" Robin Txovs " seems to advocate not using leaf mould, but
in that I disagree with him. I prefer leaf mould one year
old to using manure. I agree with Mr. Luckhurst in liking
plants which have never been in pots, and with Mr. Osborne
as to not allowing them to become dry and in keeping them well
stopped.

I do not claim originality for my mode of culture, but for

fourteen years I have grown many thousands of Calceolarias
yearly both for private gardens and for sale.

I always strike some thousands of cuttings both in autumn
and spring ; and I have a favour for the spring-struck ones if

there exist conveniences to keep them growing, for I never like

to see Calceolarias exhibiting the slightest tendency to become
pot-bound and to flag. If they do, you may take them to the
rubbish-heap, for they will to a certainty be infested with
aphides sooner or later, and will never make good plants.

Spring cuttings I generally prepare in the following manner.
In October I pot some of the healthiest plants, but do not cut
them, stand them in a cool pit on ashes, and keep close for
a few days, sprinkling them twice a-day ; they will soon stiike
fresh root, and I then give them air, gradually increasing
the amount till that is as great as possible. The soil I use is

leaf mould, loam, rotten turf, and sand. I keep them in the
pits without protecting mateiial over the glass as long as the

severity of the frost is not too great, in order that they may
not be covered up many days in the dark. About the be-

ginning of January I put the plants in a gradually increasing

heat, and by the end of the month they begin to grow. In the

beginning of February I have a bed made up with leaves and
a little manure, so as to afford a moderate heat, and insert

nice little cuttings in pans 10 or 12 inches square, which are
tben packed in the frame. In a few days the cuttings will

indicate by their growth that they are rooted, and will require

the growing points to be very carefully pinched out. Let them
remain a few days and break, and they will then be strong
little plants.

Next prepare turf pits as recommended, or frames, and partly

fill them with leaves, just to afford a little bottom heat to keep
the young plants growing well ; and lay the soil a few inches

thick all over the leaves to form a good rooting surface. The
soil employed for this purpose should be composed in the pro-

portion of one barrowload of leaf mould to one of good loam
and one of rotted turf, with the addition of one peck of sand
run through a coarse sieve and well mixed. Keep it a day or

so in the frame to become just warm, then take the plants very

carefully from the pans, and plant them about 4 or G inches

apart as room will admit. After planting sprinkle them regu-

larly, and keep the frame closed for a few days ; then gradually

give them air.

During April the plants will require to be stopped twice, and
by the middle of May they will be good, strong, bushy plants,

ready to be planted out in the beds, previously prepared by
taking from them a little of the sour soil and replacing it with
some leaf mould, sand, and loam. Give a good watering just

to settle the soil about them, and no aphides will attack them,
and very rarely will you lose a plant.

The later plants are struck in autumn the better, but if they

are potted at all I never like potting them before the spring.

If they are potted in the winter, which is too often the case,

they get starved and dry, and grow poor brown-leaved skeletons,

never again to acquire that green robust habit so needful in

Calceolarias. In March and April they are excited to a little

growth, then in May are planted out, and dwindle along with
the dry hard wood they have made, and become blighted.

Some die at once, others flower a little, but are seldom of long

duration or beauty ; but if spring-potted, or not potted as

Mr. Luckhurst and Mr. Osborne recommend, they will be far

better than the others.

—

Charles Osman, Sutton, Su7re>j.

ROSES AND OTHER GARDEN PRODUCE IN
ILLINOIS.

I OBSERVE in your pages considerable discussion about Mare-
chal Niel Rose. We have had it two years, and find it of its

class unrivalled ; the plant healthy, vigorous, free-blooming,

whether on its own roots or budded on Manetti or Russell's

Cottage, a stock we prefer to the Manetti. Its flower-bud is

large and showy ; the flower opens well, is very double, and has

a superb yellow centre, and a most delicious perfume of the

Magnolia order.

From fifty small plants set last spring in the open grotmd,

with no special care, both budded and on their own roots, we
have removed, for the sake of shoots for budding, at least one
hundred flower-buds, besides scores of buds and blooms all

through the season. The weather this season has here been
decidedly dry, and yet in vigour and free-blooming the character

of MaiCehal Niel has been unimpeachable. No mildewed leaf

has ever appeared on it, though in the east I have heard fault

found with it in that respect.

Isabella Gray is nearest Marechal Niel in colour ; the bnd
and tint rather a deeper yellow, but the flower is much smaller,

and the habit quite shy, though we get a moderate bloom of it

on young plants in the open ground. In wet weather, however,

Isabella Gray does not open so well. Chromatella, in the open
ground here, proves more shy than either of the above. Lati-

tude about that of Philadelphia, and 1200 miles inland ; soil

dark, deep alluvial prairie, fine-textured sandy clay, or clayey

sand.
Tbe season here on the whole has been very pleasant. Frnit

crops have been equal to the average ; Apples have been our

poorest fruit crop, as the trees bore very heavily last year.

Peaches are mostly brought from one hundred to two hundred
miles south, and I would say that not less than fifteen thousand

boxes of one-third of a bushel have been sold in our little city

of fifteen thousand inhabitants, at an average price of 1 dollar
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per box. Grapes in season now (19th of September) "jliiefly

consist of Concord, selling at 10c. per lb. Apples bring from
aOc. to l.tlO per bushel. Potatoes aro very light from ravages

of a vile new pest, the Colerado Potato bug (Doryphera
10-lineatii). This is their second year here, and they have
brought up the price from, say, 00c. , usually at this season,

to 1.50 per bushel.— F. K. Phoksix, Bloominyton Surstrij, llli-

noU, X. AiiHiica.

PROrAGATING MllS. POLLOCK PKLAKGONIUM.
Many and various are the plana which from time to time

have been advanced as necessary for the successful culture of

Mrs. Polloclc Pelargonium, and, doubtless, nil of those plans

possess more or less of merit, and will prove successful in a

greater or leas degree in proportion as they are supported by
that perseverance which invariably commands success sooner

or later.

A short time ago n recommendation appeared in a contem-
porary not to attempt tlie propagation of cuttings of this variety

in the autumn, but to take up the plants from the beds, pot

them, and luako cuttings in the spring. The reasons advanced
in support of this plsin wore, that the plants would not he so

likely to die off duiing tho winter, they would take up less

space, and would also be very ornamental in their unpruned
state. Doubtless tho object of most persons becoming the

possessor of such a bedding gem as Mrs. Pollock is not simply
to take a cutting or two for specimens, hut rather to increase

the stock as largely and as quickly us possible. Keepiig this

in view, I think it will bo found that the plan quoted above is

not nt all an advance but rather a retrogression. I may here
state, as illustrative of tho fact that this variety is not more
diflicult to manage than any other if fairly treated, that I have
now upwards of four hundred plants, all descendants of one
small plant received in the autumn of 18G;i. A slight account
of the mode of culture which is followed at this place may,
perhaps, prove acceptable to some of the readers of " our
Journal."
Tho cuttings are taken off as early in the autumn as they

can be spared— i. <•., as soon as tho chief beauty of the garden
is over. They are generally struck in pots fully exposed to the
air, and they are not housed sooner than any other sort, but
are kept out as late in the autumn as the weather permits. At
the time of taking cuttings the plants are pruned closely, and
allowed to remain in the bels till they have again started into

growth, which they will do quickly; they are then taken up
and potted in a rich sandy loam, and, until the time of housing,

are placed in a cold pit, the lights of which are taken off during
the day. The autumn growth made is short and sturdy, and
the plants generally keep well through the winter. They are

afforded as much light and air as possible, and great care is

taken in the watering.

Early in the spring, as soon as the autumn-struck plants

have m;ido a slight growth, and present a somewhat more
animated appearance than they did during the \>"iter, the tops

of all that aro strong enough are cut off, and struck in a moist
growing atmosphere with a lively bottom heat. The plants
from which these cuttings are taken will then appear like so

many naked stumps. The soil these plants are in is kept rather
dry for a few days, and the wounds caused by cutting off the
tops are carefully sealed over with a little of Thomson's styptic.

In a short time the plants will break all down the naked stems
to the soil ; a slight shift now into a somewhat richer soil

•anses them to grow freely, and to form good plants by the time
they are wanted for the beds.

—

Edwaiu) IjCckhvbst, Kjirtori

II\)Uie Gardens, Kgiiton, Kent.

Imagine any living creature getting into such a trap as this

—why, a shark's mouth is a mild kind of painless trap when
compared with this slow-moving slug's. If unacquainted with

this mollusk's habits, an examination of the mouth would at

once lead us to infer the carnivorous propen^-isies of the crea-

ture, and a closer intight into its ways and habits would show
our judgment to be founded upon correct premises. The Testa-

cella is exclusively a destroyer of living things, the earthworm
being the game that it hunts with untiring assiduity. It follows

the earthworm through its underground tunnels, us the mole
hunts grubs. A very slight inspection of this curious slug will

serve to show us how aomirably its organisation in every way
adapts it to follow out its earthworm-hunting propensities. The
body is extremely slender, and when stretched to its extreme
point of attenuation, becomes so small and wire-like, that pro-

gression through tiny holes in the soil is rendered easy in the

extreme. It creeps stealthily upon a worm, seizes it with its

terrible toothed trap, and slowly swallows it, much after the

fashion of a snake when bolting a frog, the victim being sucked,

so to speak, by a steady introversive action of the armed tongue

into the gullet. I found the remains of several earthworms in

the slug 1 captured in my garden. Dr. Bull, in describing the

habits of the Testacella, says, •' I first became aware of the

Testacella preying on worms, by putting some of them in spirits,

when they disgorged more of these animals tlian I thought they
could possibly have contained. Each worm was cut, but not

divided, at regular intervals. I afterwards caught them in the

act of swallowing worms four and five times their own length."

— J. K. LoKi) (in Land and Water).

The Wor.M-F.ATiNO Sr.ca.—All slugs are not injurious. The
Testacella is by no means rare or uncommon, but is seldom
observed or captured, in consequence of its subterranean habits.
To find it, you must either rise at the dawn of day, or make
nocturnal explorations equipped with a powerful lauthorn. It

may be discovered, if thus sought for, in most of the market
gardens round about the metropolis, and it is distributed gene-
ally throughout all the western counties. It has been taken at
Youghal and Bandon, in Ireland, and at iladeira, the Canaries,
and in Western Europe. The lingual ribbon of the Testacella
is extremely large and wide, and made up of over fifty rows of
minute teeth, fifty-one in each row. The teeth are conical,
evenly curved, and barbed at the point ; each tooth has a pro-
Mtion on the middle, from whi«h the posterior end thickens.

EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE AS REG.mDS FKOST.
TRAINING FIinT TKF.F.S NE.*R THE OROUND.

As the frost of October ."Jrd-lth was no doubt general, it would

be useful to know how it affected tender plants in different

positions. We suffer very much from cold winds, and that

makes the garden late without help artificiolly given ; but our

elevated position has often enabled us to have Dahlias and
other tender plants a month or six weeks after they have been
killed in the valleys. Taken as a whole, our fiower gardens on
the Friday and Saturday afternoons showed no traces of the

frost of the mornings, and even the Perilla came well out of

the ordeal. The sharpness of the frost may be judged from the

fact that Spinach, Strawberry, and Pelargonium leaves broke

when I attempted to bend them.
Such a visitation might also be made nseful in leading to a

comparison as to how the frost affected plants, even when
placed at slightly different altitudes from the ground. I am
not so niMch alluding to altitude in general as to mere lowness,

or rathe nearness to the ground and greater distance from it,

in the sumo locality. No one who has trodden the snows on
mountain tops, or even looked up to these snows, and yet has

j
suffered from heat at their base in summer, but would have the

conviction forced upon him as a mere matter of fact, that the
I nearer the great bulk of the earth he was the warmer it was ;

and the higher he wos in the atmosphere the colder it was.

It is not necessary here to enter into the question as to how
this must be the case, if we give due prominence to the heat of

I the sun being reflected and radiated from the surface of the

earth, nor as to how that may again be affected by the nature

of the soil and the covering which nature or cultivation gives to

it. Granting the truth of the proposition that the higher W9
go tho colder it is, what puzzled me many years ago, and set

me to make notes on the temperature close to the ground and
for several feet above it—from 1 foot to 30 feet and more from

the surface—were not only the exceptions in a limited space

that come against the general proposition, but the wont of

uniformity even in these exceptions.

I have long lost the notes of these observations, but the

next-to-uniform results were these ;—In a warm snnny day

the air was warmest within a foot of the ground, and all the

wormer in proportion to the bareness and hardness of that sur-

face. If such a day was followed by a wann cloudy night, the

air near the surface was still the warmest, as the clouds

arrested the free radiation of heat ; and in such a night there

would be scarcely a dew drop deposited, as no stratum of air

became sufficiently cool to condense the vapour contained in it.

But let us have such a cold breeze as that on Thursday, sweep-

ing away beat from the surface almost as fast or faster than

the sun "added to it, and let that be followed by the clear cold

sky of Thursday night, the stars shining with a Christmas
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brilliancy, and ere long the snrfaoo of the ground by free radi-

ation of heat becomes colder than the surrounding air, and by
degrees tho lov?er strata of that air become colder than the
strata above them, so that the difference is clearly indicated by
the thermometer, and also by the effects produced on vegetation,

showing clearly how dwarf Dahlias and Beans on the ground
suffered on Friday morning, whilst tall Dahlias and staked
Beans escaped uninjured. Some years ago I had a flat bed of

Vegetable Marrows blackened early in a similar night, but at the
back of the same bed the parts of the plants that clambered
over some sloping hurdles to the height of 3J feet, escaped
without a mark of the frost.

Something, no doubt, was also attributable to the dryness of

the air, and the dryness of the soil, owing to clear bright days
previously. There had even been littledew for several mornings.
The soil became so dry that to prevent flagging we watered
Calceolarias. Salvias, Dahlias, and in some cases Verbenas and
Lobelias. The dwarf Dahlias that were w.atered on Tuesday
suffered less than those watered on Wednesday. The planting
of Endive on elevated ridges, merely on the score of dryness,
and also as keeping the plants less under the influence of tho
free radiation of heat, will enable them to pass through the
winter often, when those planted on the free level ground are
all destroyed by the frost.

Some years ago I expressed a strong conviction that much
will yet be done even with fruit trees a little tender, by
planting aud training them near the ground on banks sloping
to the sun. I have had no opportunity of carrying out the
idea, but I feel sure that it will succeed in the hands of thffte

who try it, but onhj if the above simple facts be kept in mind.
They are of importance to those who on this principle are going
to grow fruit trees with only one or two fruit-bearing .stems,

one of the best plans for obtaining great variety in little

space ; but if the trees be trained near the ground they will

have all the advantages to be gained by heat in summer, yet if

merely trained over a flat surface or a sloping bank, they will

have the disadvantage of extra cold for the blossom in spring,

and extra cold in the ripening time, if that is late in autumn.
It is not easy to h.ave all advant.ages, but these may be secured
in training near the surface, if a frame and covering are placed
over the trees to arrest free radiation at night in spring aud
autumn. The covering would then do artificially what the
clouds do for us naturally; aud though in all such cases glass
would be the neatest and could remain permanently, calico
or something of that kind when u.sed only at night would be
the most effectual.

With a covering, the colour of the surface, whether earth,
concrete, stones, or tiles, is important. The black would be
the best both for absorbing and radiating the heat. Without
this covering a dull stone colour would be as good as any, as
weak alike in absorbing and radiating heat, and white should
be avoided, as the reflection of heat would be apt to scorch
much that was near. For want of generalising on these simple
matters much disappointment has been felt by those who at-

tempted to forward fruit, &c., by simple means.
For instance : let me take the case of Strawberries alone.

One person had while tiles placed between the rows on which
the bunches of Strawberries should rest. The tiles did little

good, harboured slugs below them, and did harm on the
whole to the fruit, as the excessive heat reflected on a sunny
day almost scalded and parboiled them. Another used dark-
coloured slate, and on the whole was more successful, as the
crop was forwarded a few days. What was wanted in the
latter case was the covering to arrest radiation. With dark
slates, and a thin covering put on early in the evening, say
by five o'clock, and removed next morning by eight o'clock, I
have gathered Strawberries ten days earlier than from the ex-
posed ground. In such a case the heat absorbed by the slates

was given out gradually dvtring the night, and was prevented
escaping by the covering arresting radiation. Such a covering
would have kept Dwarf Kidney Beans sate that were injured
on Friday. With merely a rough littery straw rope twisted
through the tops of the stakes of Scarlet Runners I have fre-

quently had a row in gathering for weeks after the rows fully

exposed had been injured.

What I chiefly wish to impress on the minds of those who
enthusiastically imagine they are to effect great results with
fruit trees trained within 9, 12, or 15 inches of the ground, is

that one of the elements of success will be protection in spring
and autumn, and more especially tho former, as frequently in
such times the general rule is reversed, aud the nearer the
ground the cooler it will be at night. This is the reason wliy

in many cases the lower portions of exotic trees and shrubs ai'e

injured, whilst the npper parts of the trees escape. Many other
reasons may be assigned when the extreme cold near the sur-
face produced by radiation is apt to be overlooked.—R. F.

PROLIFEROUS FEENS.
It would be extremely interesting if any of the numerous

readers of The Jocenai, of Hokiiccltube would from time to

time give a description in its pages of any new forms of pro-
liferous Ferns that may come under their notice. These
curious inhabitants of beautiful Fernland are, year by year,
multiplying to so great an extent, that we wonder how far we
owe them to cultivation and how far to Nature.

For myself, I have never found more than one true pro-
liferous Fern, and on this single specimen (a Polystichum
angulare, found growing in a spot far removed from any other
plants of the same species), I did not discover bulbils till I
had cultivated it for some months. The plant is a handsome
vigorous form of the biserrate group, and the bulbils it has at

present thrown out are confined to the axils of the lowest pair
of pinn.-o. The pinnules are not attenuated, or so profoundly
decompound as obtains in the group of true proliferum (which
belongs rather to the acutilobe than the biserrate forms), I
,have therefore named my variety biserrato-proliferum, instead
of proliferum-biserratum, thus marking the distinction.

1 cultivate in my fernery seven forms of proliferous Poly-
stichum angulare :

—

1, Polystichum angulare, var. i^roliferum. The old Kew
proliferum, found by Mr. Choules, of Kew, and supposed to be
the foreign species discretum, until Mr. WoUaston found his

plant in 18.53.

2, Polystichum angulare, var. proliferum Wollastoni. A
more sharply divided form, and of much finer growth than the
old Kew proliferum.

3, Polystichum angulare, var. proliferum Holeanum. A
magnificent feathery form, with the lov/er pinnae profoundly
tripinnate, and bearing bulbils all up the primary rachis.

Found in Devonshire by the respected gardener of Mrs. Hole,
of Parke.

4, Polystichum angulare, var. proliferum Footii. A form as

beautiful, and even more sharply divided than Holeanum, with
abundant bulbils. Found in Ireland by Mr. F. J. Foot.

5, Polystichum angulare, var. proliferum Cranfordianum.
Pretty and distinct, but not so finely developed as the three
last forms. Found in Ireland by Mr. Phillips.

6, Polystichum angulare, var. proliferum angustatum. A
gardener's variety.

7, Polystichum angulare, var. biserrato-proliferum. A hand-
some and very distinct form of the biserrate groupi. Found
in Devonshire by Miss Nona Eellairs.

To the above may be added

—

8, Polystichum angulare, var. proliferum Wollastoni No. 2,

slightly difl'ering from Wollastoni No. 1.

9, Polystichum angulare, var. prolifertim Padleyanum.
10, Polystichum angulare, var. proliferum Hardingii, a tri-

pinnate form.

11, Polystichum angulare, var. proliferum tenue.

12, Polystichum angulare, var. lineare-proliferum.

The five last-named varieties are all described in " Our
Native Ferns," by Mr. Lowe, to whom I am much indebted
for a large amount of Fern news.
To the above thirteen proliferous varieties of the species

angulare, " J. E. M." proposes to add
13, Polystichum angulare, var. grandidens.
Although my plant of Polystichum lonchitia cannot strictly

be called proliferous, yet I find by Mr. Lowe's book that Mr.
WoUaston has described a variety of Polystichum lonchitis as
" producing bulbils in the axils of the lowermost pinnas."
" J. E. M." also mentions that ho has a plant of Polystichum
aculeatum, var. cristatum, which has " this year become pro-

liferous." Any further account of this plant would bo very
interesting.

To others of the many and wide-spread readers of The
Journal of Horticultuke additional proliferous English Ferns
may bo known, and it would be a matter of considerable in-

terest to hear upon how many of the proliferous Ferns, in their

wild state, bulbils have been found.—FiLix-poiMiNA.

Hyacinth and Chocus Glassks.—We have before us some
very pretty glasses manufactured by Claudet, Houghton, & Son,
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of High Holborn. They are formed either for growing a single

bulb or biilbs iu proups of three. Tlioso formed in imitation
of opal and jiainted with flowers are especially elegant.

QUANTITIKS OF SEEDS REQUIRED.
Thk amateur horticulturist is often at a lo.sa as to what quan-

tity of seed he ought to sow. The experienced gardener kiiows
upon how many circum.stance3 this depends, such as the good-
ness of the seed (to be tested by sowing a few seeds in a flower-

pot), the fineness of the soil, and the time of the year, so that
no general rule can be given. The evil of a scanty crop
is evident, and one too numerous is perplo.ving. Sometimes
Lettuces, Onions, and other crops, come up as thickly as Mus-
tard, niuo-tcntlis requiring to be hoed out.

Perhaps the following table, showing the number of lineal

yards which 1 o/.. of certain garden seeds will sow, allowing

twelve seeds to the foot, may be a guide to the amateur.

Boct SO
Cabbage 138
Onion ISl
Carrot 363

Radish 80
Parsnip 181
Turnip 820
Lettuc-o 555

As a pole of ground has 90 yards of drills at 12 inches apart,

it will follow that the 90 yards will require three-quarters of

an ounce of Cabbage seed, one-quarter of an ounce of Carrot,

one-sixth of an ounce of Lettuce, halt an ounce of Onion,
half an ounce of Parsnip, itj. These are minimum quantities,

and must bo increased according to tlie badness of the seed,

and the unfavourable state of the air and soil.

Early-sown Peas require more plants than late, since many
never grow, or die, and they branch out very little. The later

kinds, on account of the genial atmo.sphere, and the warmth of

the soil when they are sown, combined with their branching
nature, require leas seed to be committed to the ground. Taking
all this into consideration, the following rule will apply for

good seed. Oue pint will sow iu December, 10 yards ; in Janu-
ary, 1.5 yards ; iu February, 20 yards ; in March, 25 yards

;

iu April and May, 30 yards.
When small quantities of seed are required, it will save

trouble if the following be remembered:—One penny-piece
is equal to one-third of an ounce ; one halfpenny to one-fifth of

an ounce ; one farthing to one-tenth of an ounce ; and a silver

fourpenny-piece (wftrn by use) is equal to one-sixteenth of an
ounce. Thus—the weight of a fourpenny-piece of Lettuce seed

sows 33 yards, twelve seeds to the foot. But supposing that a
third of the seeds are had, and the sower does not deposit the
seeds evenly, more would be required, and the weight of a four-

penny-piece would suffice for only 15 or 20 yards.

I made these memoranda for my own use, and think they
will be useful to others.—L. S.

STEiVLING A BllAKCH OF A PELARGONIUM.
In our last number wo published a report of the case in

which .•Ufr('(/ I'i>ilii:r was charged at the ]!ary Petty Sessions
with maliciously damaging a Pelargonium at the horticultural

show there, which charge the raagistrates rightly decided did
not come within the words of the statute. On the 3rd inst.

Fisher was again brought before the same magistrates charged
with wilfully damaging a Pelargonium, the property of the Rev.
E. Pi. Beuyon, Culford. It will be remembered that the Pelar-

gonium WHS a valuable one known as the Lady CuUum, and
was exhibited at the recent Jiorticultural show in Bury ; and
the case against the defendant rested upon the evidence of a

bootcloser named Head, who positively swore that he saw the
defendant take a cutting off the plant and put it into his pocket.

Mr. Grieve, who was the first witness, was further asked if the
plant was damaged by the cutting being taken off it. He
replied, " Of course the plant is damaged to that amount. The
cutting is worth 7s. Orf., and it must decrease the value of the
plant to that amount."
The defence attempted was contradictions in minor points of

the evidence, probable mistaken identity, want of motive iu
stealing the branch, and Fisher's previous good character. In
conclusion, after some deliberation the magistrates decided
upon convicting the defendant. The Mayor said the Bench
were fully satislied of the defendant's guilt, and the majority
were in favour of giving the option of a line, and he would
therefore have to pay i'5 penalty, 5:s. damages, and 19.5. expenses,
or receive two months hard labour. His 'Worship remarked

that it was a most serious case, and they felt bound to protect
those who sent plants for exhibition. The defendant asked to

be allowed time to pay. The Bench agreed to allow the defen-
dant a fortnight to pay the money.

PROPAGATING GOLDEN CHAIN PELARGONIUM
ON THE OPEN BORDER.

It may not be out of place to state to the amateur gardener
how to propagate with a certainty of success this queen of
yellow-foliaged bedding plants.

Golden Chain is well known to the practical gardener as
being a shy grower and very difficult to increase to a large
stock in a short time, and for such reasons it has been dis-

carded by many, and varieties of freer growth have been substi-

tuted
;
yet I cannot see why this beautiful flower-garden requi-

site, second to none, should bo cast aside by the amateur
because he finds it rather difficult to propagate. I will there-
fore give a short outline of how I have managed my cuttings
this year most successfully. The himplest and easiest way of
insuring success must undoubtedly bo the best way.
For several years I have tried cuttings in many modes and

at dilYerent times of tho year—in pots and boxes, in hot and
cold frames, also in the propagating-house with and without
hand-glasses, but never obtained a sufficient return for my
labour ; so last year I resolved to lay aside the propagating-
pots, boxes, &o., and out on the open border in the kitchen
garden, alongside of Mrs. Pollock and Cloth of Gold, I would
prick in my Golden Chain cuttings at tho risk of losing all.

This was in the last week of July. The result of this trial

gave me great encouragement to try again, it being the best
batch of cuttings I ever had, and obtained so easily.

Still, I was of opinion that had the cuttings been put in a
mouth sooner I might have had a plant for every cutting.

This year I ventured, on the strength of my opinion, to put
them in just a month sooner—in the last week in June—and
from the day I put them in " they never looked behind them,"
but went on growing, making roots, leaves, and wood ; and
when I lifted them three weeks ago for potting I could have
taken another batch of cuttings from them. By bedding-out
time next year they will bo well-furnished plants, not the
poor weedy examples obtained by autumn or spring propa-
gation.

Allow me to add that I have often tried tho late Mr. D.
Beaton's plan of grafting Golden Chain on the Tom Thumb.
The grafting answers very well, but takes up too much time.
I find that the grafts of Golden Chain, Cloth of Gold, Jlrs.

Pollock, and others of the same class, if specimens are -wanted
for show, do well on large plants of Scarlet Queen. By so
doing you steal a march of two years over the plants on their
own roots, and the wood and leaves of the graited specimens
are much more robust.—E. E., Womersley Park, Yorkshire.

THE LONG FIRM.
About ten days ago, most likely the same Mr. H. Eastwood,

salesman, &c, as mentioned by Jlr. G. M'are in your last number
wrote to me in answer to an advertisement, ordering two tons
of Onions, and said he had no doubt that he could take all I

had. My answer was. Send a remittance first, or if not do not
write again. Suffice it to say I have heard no more from him.
No sooner does an advertisement of goods for sale appear in any
respectable paper, than one of these gentlemen answers it, order-
ing at once, and seldom finding fault with the price ; hut one
marked feature in all their orders is, they never want anything
forwarded to tho address they give, hut to bo sent to the station

till called for, as one of their vans or carts is often there, and to

bo advised by post.—CnmsTjiAS Quincet, Market I'lace, Peicr-

bvrough.

HEATING BY GAS.
[IlAviNf. received numerous inquiries as to the best modes of

heating greenhouses and conservatories by gas, we are induced
to reprint, with some additions, tho following from our tenth
volume.]

The simplest mode is using a gas stove. We liave employed
such a stove merely to exclude frost from a small greenhouse,
and it answered very well. It was a circular stove, with one
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Argand burner, and an iron tube instead of glasa round the
burner. An iron chimney carried o£f all the noxious gases.
A modilication of this is the following :

—

This apparatus (fiij. 1), consists of a burner,
o— ft ring of brass tube—5J inches in diameter,
pierced with fifteen small holes, placed 4 inches
above the level of the floor. Over the burner

i

is what may be described as an inverted galvan-
ised iron trough, inches wide, 7 inches deep,
and 5 feet long, resting on four legs 4 inches
high. The burner is placed under one ex-
tremity of this trough ; from the other end runs
the chimney, which is of three-inch galvanised
iron piping, the joints of which are not ce-

mented. This rises .5 feet, and is then carried
across the house 12 feet, and finally makes its

exit in the kitchen chimney. It must either
be carried into a chimney, or, if this is not
possible, it should, after being carried across

Fig. 1.

the house, rise 5 or C feet perpendicularly. Placed on the top

of the trough over the burner isanevaporating-pan, h, contain-

ing about three gallons.

This arrangement, if not ornamental, is cheap and useful,

and, with a little expense, may be made more elegant ; at any

rate, it is entirely removed dming the season when the more
attractive flowers of summer invite visitors.

The house is a lean-to, 14 feet square, and 13 feet high at

the back.

If hot water is employed to diffuse the heat, then the amateur

has the following modes to select from. The laudations ol
each are the inventors', not ours.

The greatest advantages the following mode {fi;is. 2 and 3),
offers are the facts that it requires no expensive brick fixing,

that it can easily be moved and adapted to another green-
house in case of removal ; it is clean, can be set in action in
a moment, and is easily regulated even by a ladj', and, where
there is gas, may be kept for any time at a comparatively
small cost, when the great expense and trouble of the old mode
is considered. There is no risk with gas of losing your plants
in consequence of the fires going out, and no time lost in at-

tending to them.
Firi. 2 is a sectional view of an apparatus in a cellar, from

which the pipes are led to the greenhouse, a Is the boOer,
composed of two galvanised iron bowls, which may be bought
for l.-c. Gd. each, and which are soldered together an inch apart
by means of a circular ring of No. 11 zinc, is Is a flow-pipe,

with n, a small tube (an inch clear), running through a good
part of its length, and communicating as a chimney with the
hot-air chamber f. c, Pieturn-pipe, galvanised iron, 3 inches
in diameter, and connected to boiler, e. Ring-burner to be
bought for Is. 3d. H, Circular tube of sheet iron, same size
as outer edge of boiler, and made to take away. There must
be a small swing-door for lighting gas. i Are holes at bottom
for the admission of air. j, Stay from one pipe to another.
K, Union joints. These union joints can be in any part of the
retmn-pipe, but can only be beyond the chimney on the flow-
pipe. As a matter of course, the farther this inner tube
goes through the flow-pipe, the greater dfterwards is the faci-

lity for heating rapidly. For some time after heating there
can be no heat felt issuing from the tube g, proving that the
cold water is abstracting all the heat. When the water be-
comes heated then the warm air escapes ; but, by lowering the
burner, and a little attention at first to test its capacity, the
loss of heat can be brought very low.

Fip. 3 is a section of the flow-pipe, showing how the inch-
tube is retained hy stays in its place within it.

One advantage, and it is especially an advantage in a small
structure, arises from the whole of a gas-heating apparatus
being removable when no longer required. If there is a tap
close to the wall on the gas supply-pipe, and the pipe attached
to the gas-burner is connected with that tap by a galvanised
indian-rubber joint, then the tap may turn off the supply of
gas, and the stove, boiler, &c., be disconnected from it and re-

moved at any time.

A correspondent stales that for several ye.irs he has used
indian-rubber tubing alone, for jointing both hot-water and
gas-pipes. After a severe test, it answers the purpose ad-
mirably.

A piece of galvanised indian-rubber tube, of a somewhat
larger diameter than the pipes to be joined, is passed over the
end of each. The vulcanised tubing is then encircled with
stout string (S), at a distance of half an inch from the termi-
nation of either pipe, and tied up strongly and neatly. The
junction has the appearance represented injig. 4. TLough so

Fig. 2. Rectinnnl view.

Fig. 8. Inner tub*, kept in centre by Btajs.

simple, this is a most effectual joint. Taps can be inserted in a
similar manner.
The next {ti;/. 5), is in a greenhouse, span-roofed, with glass

on all sides, and which is small, being only 12 feet square.

From the outtide is laid a wooden box, 10 inches by 5, open-
ing under the gas-burner.
To prevent any smell at lighting there should be a continu-

ation of pipe beyond the burners, opening externally. Letting
the gas escape from this for a minute ensures the pipes being
full of gas, and, consequently, it is quickly lighted. This addi-
tion is important, as mixed air and gas might puff out in the
face, besides vitiating the atmosphere of the house. The
boiler, &c., are all of copper, except the chimney, which is gas-
pipe, and cost altogether about 70s. Three-quarter-inch pipe is

recommended, as after midnight the pressure is only small,

although quite sufficient. The apparatus is placed under a
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stage, and when not in use hidden by a pot of l\y flat-trained

en purpose.

Fig. 5.

vrOODEK TRUNK FOR ADjnSBIOK OF AIR.

A. Tho boiler.

B. Cliimney of two-inch screwed pns-pipo loading tlironRb the wnter.

c. Steam eafoty-pipo opening externally, being of ono-quorter-inch

pewter-pipo.
D. To supply water, kept close.

E. Two gftS'burnerH in rinffs. One has been sniTicicnt at present.

F. Tho door to paas in a licht. Thi-^ is a brass screw pluK- Such can

be bought at any brasufoumlor's. The centre has been cut out, and a

small piece of talc inserted, as it is satisfactory to sec tho light. The
door has a cross handle.

o. Is a circular iMiilitinn to the boiler, and ought to have atlenst Cinches

of ground round the bottom

Then there is the following (tin. 6), patented hy Mr. Clarke.

Eagle Foundry, Liverpool. In this the boiler is formed of seven

tubes, with a ring of jets of gas beneath. There are seven

bore pipe being screwed into them. The top one, of course,

forms tho flow, and the bottom one the return ; i> Is another

box which answers for the return ;
i: is a small air-tube ; d tho

supply-cistern, which may be placed wherever most convenient,

so long as it is above the highest point of the pipes, which

should be the box n ; and e is where tho supply-pipe, which

need not be more than three-eighths of an inch thick, is gene-

rally put in.

There are four flows and four returns, the surface of which

is a little more than two rows of four-inch-bore pipes ; for the

circumference of a fonrinchbore pipe is about 111 inches,

while that of four one-inch-bore pipes is better that IH inches.

Sometimes only three rows are used, and sometimes only two,

according to the size of tho house. F Is a sUde for lighting

the gaR, which can bo opened and shut at pleasure. There is

a tap for drawing the water off at any time, n Is a two-inch

sheet-iron tube for carrying off the burnt gas.

This boiler may stand in the greenhouse and the flue-pipe be

taken through the roof, or, what is better, if practicable, put

into a cliimney-shaft. The boiler contains about three quarts

of water.

Neither two nor three-inch pipes ought to be used for gas, if

economy is to be considered. Supposing for example, the cir-

cumference of a three-inch pipe is 'i inches, 1 foot in length

would contain fil.H2 cubic inches of water. Now, if we use

three one-inch pipes instead of one three-inch pipe, we obtain

tho same heating surface, and have only 28.27 cubic inches of

water to heat ; consequently a great saving in gas is effected.

With this gas boiler one-inch-bore wrought-iron pipes are used,

and the frost is kept out of a greenhouse 20 feet long by 15 feet

wide for something like 3.<t. 6rf. or l--. per week.

We have known a lean-to greenhouse 20 feet long, 10 feet

wide, and 12 feet high, heated sufficiently to exclude' frost

throughout the winter, by a gas stovo 1 foot square, and 3 feet

high. The following cut {jUj. 7|, will afford fuller relative in-

formation.

Btnall burners, one fixed exactly under the centre of each tube.

The boiler is made of copper, and is 12 inches high by inches
in diameter ; and the water-space is between the tubes upon
the same principle as in tho locomotive engines. The whole is

enclosed in a sheet-iron case just tho shape of the boiler, made
to fix on the top, and extending down the side nearly to the

bottom. This case confines the heat to the outside of the
boiler, and to prevent the cold air getting between this casing
and the boiler a flange is fixed.

In the engraving, \ a are two cast-iron boxes about 9 inches
long, and of just sullicieut width aud depth to admit of an inch-

a. Iron dish S inches deep, always flUed with water hr/or; lightla; the
gas.

6. The cast iron stove.

c. Tube, 2 inches diameter, extending tho entire length of the green-
house, and with its mouth outside to carry olV the noxioos products from
the burned gas.

it. Door for lighting tho gas.
e. King, lu inches diameter, or gas tubing pierced all ronnd with holes.

f. Service-pipe, furnished with cock to admit and regitUte tho ad-
mission of gas.

(T. Opening, one on each side, to admit air to the bamin-^ gas, there
being no bottom to the stove.

ORCHARD-HOUSE
I SENT yon last year some notes on fruit trees in pots ; I have

also this year observed the date of ripening of some of the
varieties, and the length of time they continued in season.

Wall fruit has been later this year than last, bat by keeping

TREES IN POTS.
the orchard-house closer during the day, and shutting up earlier

in the afternoon, the fruit has been quite as early as it was
last season. Some of the varieties, both of Peaches and Nec-
tarines, have been deficient in colour, although the flavour was
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good. If means of beating the house had existed, I would
have applied artificial heat and admitted more air during cold,

cloudy weather, and, as a consequence, the fruit would have
been higher-coloured, whilst, doubtless, its flavour would have
been improved.
Sudden changes of temperature are very injurious to the

trees, from the time the blossoms expand until the fruit is ripe,

especially if the pots are not plunged for any part of their

depth in the ground. I do not approve of plunging the pots,

and for this reason—I surface-dress the trees in the autumn,
also during the growing season, and this surface-dressing is

apt to deceive even experienced cultivators, as it may appear

quite moist, although the tree at the time may be suffering

from want of water, and if the pot is plunged it may be passed

orer, and the mistake will only be discovered by the drooping

of the leaves and young shoots. If the pots are not plunged,

a slight tap on the outside will tell which require water, by the

difference in sound between those in which the soil is dry and
those in which it is sufficiently moist.
Another danger to bo guarded against is, when a few days of

cloudy wta'her are succeeded by bright sunshine, and that

sometimes accompanied by a drying wind. The orchard-house
cultivator must be watchful at such a time, as the trees will

require water more frequently. I have watered them three

times a-day, and sprinllsd the paths with water as often, and
if any of the trees hung their leaves I spriulrled them overhead
as well. This season we had tvvo very hot days, the 1-ith and
loth of August, when the thermometer was at 85° and 86° in

the shade, and this with a drying wind. All our trees were
watered before eight o'clock in the morning, and when I went
into the house at eleven in the forenoon, the greater part of

them were hanging their leaves because of insufficient water
at the roots and a dry atmosphere in the house, and the result

was a number of cracked and rusted-lookiug fruit among the
Nectarines, although the Peaches did not suffer much, the
downy covering on the fruit acting, I suppose, as a protection.

One of the disadvantages of growing these trees in i)ots is the
continual demand for the watering-pot ; an hour or two of

neglect will spoil the labour of months of care and watchful-
ness ; but then, an orchard-house full of fine healthy trees

bearing a good crop of fruit, is worth months of care and at-

tention.

I have pot trees here, their ages varying from three to ten
years. The smallest pots are 10 inches in diameter, inside
measure, and the largest two men can only move with diffi-

culty ; but I shall place no more Peach and Nectarine trees in
such large pots. I now prefer those measuring 11, 13, and
14J inches, inside measure, but I have had large fruit from
three-year-old trees in 10-inch pots. Any trees that require
repotting are shifted as soon as convenient after the fruit is

gathered. Those that are not repotted I surface-dress in Oc-
tober, after removing as much as possible of the old exhausted
soil in the pot. This year I turned a number of trees out of
doors as soon as the fruit was gathered, and they seem to have
ripened their wood better than those that have been kept inside.

Some that were turned outside in July to ripen their fruit out
of^ doors, have shorter young shoots and are better studded
with flower-buds than any of the others ; so that it is a question
if confining them to the orchard-house all the year round is the
best treatment for them after all. I intend shortly to place all

the trees outside, and plunge the pots over the rims in cocoa-
nut fibre refuse, in order that the house may be filled with
Chrysanthemums and other greenhouse plants. The practice of
moving the trees out of doors in winter is invariably followed
by Mr. John Fraser, of the Lea Bridge Road Nurseries, with
the best results, although I have no doubt that the fruit would
be earlier if the trees were kept iu a house from which frost

was excluded by artificial heat during the whole of the winter
season

; but if the house is not heated, then the later the trees
come into bloom in the spring, the less chance will there be of
the flowers being cut off by frosts.

We had the first ripe fruit on Early York Peach this year on
the 10th of August, and I consider this the best early Pe.ach
we have ; if there are better I have not had the chance of
trying them. Early Victoria is not so good, and later. Early
Grosse Mignonne is a large fruit of excellent flavour, but it is

ten days later. The White Nectarine was the next to ripen,
on the 15th, followed by Acton Scot Peach on the 17th, Early
Victoria on the 19th, and Early Grosse Mignonne on the 20th.
On the 22nd we had Noblesse and Royal George Peaches

;

Bowden, Cricket, and Murrey Nectarines.- On the SOth the
last fruit of the Early York Peach was gathered, and the first

Pied Magdalen Peach ; also Pitmaston Orange, Downton, ani
Elruge Nectarines. On the 29th Galande Peach was ripe ; on
the 30th, Hardwicke Nectarine ; on the 31st, Pine Apple Nec-
tarine and Kivers's Orange ; Bellegarde Peach came in and
finished, also Acton Scot Peach and Bowden Nectarine.

On September 2nd Prince of Wales Nectarine came in ; and
on the 3rd we gathered Royal Charlotte, Violette Hative, and
Grosse Mignonne Peaches, and finished the last Noblesse
Peaches. On September 5th Victoria Nectarine came in, and
the fruit were well ripened without fire heat, being the best
flavoured Nectarines in the house, although some of them
cracked ; but I ought to say that Pitmaston Orange and Prince
of Wales Nectarines also cracked to as large an extent as the
Victoria. On the 10th we finished Pine Apple and Pitmaston
Orange Nectarines, and Teton de Venus Peach ; on the 11th we
had the first Prince of Wales Peach, and on the 13th Princess
of Wales Peach—this is rather earlier than the Walburton Ad-
mirable, and is one of the finest Peaches we have, being of ths
largest size and of excellent flavour. On the 24th we had tha
last of the Walburton and Late Admirable Peaches ; so that

we began to gather on the 10th of August, and finished (all

except Salway, which will probably ripen about the first week
in November), on the 24th of September.

I have said nothing about Plums, Pears, and Grapes, which
are also grown in the house. The Vines are trained round the
pillars wliich support the roof. The sorts are Trentham Black
and Black Hamburgh. Trentham Black is earlier than tha
Hamburgh, but it is not such a good setter, and the berries are

more liable to crack and "damp off." All the bunches on the
Treuthara Black Vines were under 1 lb. in weight, while one
bunch of the Black Hamburgh weighed 1 )'.>. 15 ozs., and most
of the oihers were about the same size. The Vines are .all in

pots. The Trentham Black ripened in the first, and Black
Hamburgh in the second week in September.

Mr. Pearson says in the Journal of October Brd that none
of the new varieties of Poaches are nearly so good as Grosse

Mignonne, Noblesse, and French Galande [a synonym of Bel-

legarde]. I advise him to give Princess of Wales a fair trial.

If I were to select six Peaches and six Nectarines, the sorts

would be—Peaches : Early York, Royal George, Teton de Venus,
Bellegarde, Princess of Wales, and Walburton Admirable.

Nectarines : Hunt's Tawny, because it is the earliest we have,

and hangs longer on the trees than any of the others ; but it

is only second or third-rate as regards flavour, and is more
liable to mildew than any of the others ;—Violette Hative,

Eivers's Orange, Pine Apple, Downton, and Eivers'a Victoria,

which is the latest.—J. Douglas.

WINTERING TENDER PLANTS IN COLD PITS
AND FR.IMES.

A CHAPTEH FOR AM.VTEUHS.

In many cases cold pits and frames are all that can be com-
manded for wintering tender flower-garden plants. There is

sometimes an outhouse, sp.are room, or how-window that can be

used as an auxiliary to a pit or frame. With such convenience,

indift'ereut as it may be considered, and really is, it is astonish-

ing how much can be accomplished by judicious management
and earnestness of purpose.

In the construction of cold pits to be used for wintering such

things as Pelargoniums, Verbenas, &c., the principal object to

be secured is dryness, because damp is a far greater enemy to

such jjlants, and one more difficult to combat, than frost. On
this account I have an objection to sinking below the ground-

level, unless the walls below ground be made'perfeotly water-

tight by cement, and the bottom should be as thoroughly drained

as possible. Indeed, it is a good plan either to pave or cement

the bottom of the frame or pit to prevent water rising by ca-

pillary attraction, in which case there must be holes for the

escape of all moisture that maycoUectinsida; and the foundation

of the inside sliould be of open ruljble, with a drain to take the

water away. Pits sunk a little into the ground and constructed

iu this way are warmer than when raised above the ground-

level ; but I would rather have all above the level, and con-

struct the w.all5 hollow, enclosing a stratum of air, which is the

best non-conductor.

One of the principal points necessary to success in wintering

plants without the aid of fire heat, is that of preparing the

plants in autumn. I have already recommended for all cases

early and the coolest system of propagation, but this is most

especially ai^plicablo to the case of these who have no better
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eoHvenienco than cold frames or pits to winter their plants in.

Early propngation allows of the plants being exposed to the

open air, and enables them to becoma thereby robust ; and their

growth is thus riiionud or solidified, bo that they are not bo

misoeptible of injury from cither damp or cold. They of course

become well rooted, which is another requisite to success.

When it becomes necessary to place the plants in the pits in

order to be secure from autumn frosts, the liyhts should be
drawn off by day when the weather is dry, not a drop of vjater

should be allowed on the leaves, and they should be kept dry
to the drooping point. This brin|i3on a state of nuiturity before

winter, culculatud to stand a damp, cold, conflued atmosphere
and the absence of light with the least possible injury. In
placing the plants in tho pit, do not over-crowd them. The
pots should be washed cleiui, and where tho leaves of such as

Pelargoniums are crowded, thin out some of the largest of them.
Some dry loose material, such as hay or straw, should be in

readiness as wintur approaches for covering up with iu case of

severe frost, and .«omo of the same material should be packed
round the sides of tho pit ; but for this avoid anything likely

to heat and prematurely excite the plants by a rise of tempera-
ture. When thick coverings over the glass become necessary,

the material should, if pot-sible, bo perfectly dry and shaken ou
as loosely as possible, as the more loosely it lies the more air

—

the best non-conducting medium—it contains. If over the loose

dry material some light cuveriug, such as strong oiled calico,

can bo thrown, it will ])revent cold winds from penetrating, and
keep the bay or straw dry.

When it becomes necessary from severe and continuous frost

to keep the glass covered up for a few weeks at a time, end
when, perhaps, the thermometer inside tho pit would indicate

a few degrees of frost, great caution is necessary in uncovering
and exposing tho plants to light and air when the weather
changes suddenly to a thaw. To uncover suddenly under such
circumstances exposes them t-) such a sudden reaction as will

prove far more destructive tlmii a degree or two of frost. Tho
covering should not be touched till the temperature inside has
risen above freezing a few degrees, and then it should not be re-

moved nil nt once, but by degrees. Plants are living things, pos-
sessing all the susceptibilities of the mos,t perfect and delicate

organism, and areas subject to injury from sudden and extreme
changes of light and ho«t as is the human frame, ilany never
think of this, or if they do, are apt to forget it ; and so, as soon
as it thaws, off goes the covering, and the plants are injuriously

affected even by the sudden flood of light, and if lluylmve ueen
slightly frozen they are ruptured by a too sudden thaw, and
mould anil rottenness follow. Frost should not be allowed to

creep in if possible, but if it does it should bo allowed to creep

out, not be suddenly expelled.

The great points, therefore, iu wintering plants where fire

heat cann.it be applied are—first, to keep the plants dry, and
in as complete a state of rest as possible, all tho latter part of

autumn and winter. Secondly, when it becomes necessary to

cover up for a length of time from severe frost, the covering
material should be dry and loose. Thii'dly, v/hen thaw takes
place do not uncover at once, but gradually, and not till tho
thaw is complete.

All winter watering should be avoided beyond what is neces-

sary to preserve life, and it is much better to have plants at tho

drooping point than tho least over-wet. This is equally appli-

cable to plants wintered in spare rooms, and, indeed, even in

greenhouses where fire heat can be used. It is astonishing how
little water is sutfic eiit in winter for flower-garden plants, and
especially Pelargoniums, which are often ruined by late pro-
pagation and over-watering in winter. I have frequently had
variegated IVlurgouium cuttings in eight-inch pots on shelves
go without water for eight and ten week.^i, and look splendid,

although so dry that some would think they would be starved.—^D. Thomson (iu Ganlcjirr).

"EVERYBODY'S WEATHER GUIDE."
This is the title of a nseful little pamphlet by Sir. Steinmetz.

The following extracts will give soma idea of its contents :

—

*• 'How lou'^ will (his wOiLtliLT last?' is a common inquiry. The
answer depends upon the wind wbich nmkcs it, for cvory wind makes
its weiither. Well, there aro only ei^ht points at -which tho wind
* hangs,' or has a tendenry to blow steadily for any lenctheued period.
The two most prevalent winds are S.S.VV. and SV.S.W., tho former
invariably brin^inj; raiu, tli.i other generally accompanied by diy
weather. Between W. und X.W. there is another point of duiutiou,

with fair weather ; another between N. and K., as everjhoJy knows,

espociaUy in March and May with cold, drj-. ' parching ' weather

;

anotlier between K. and S.S.W. in summer when tlie season ia rainy.
W'ii have, finally, N., W., and K. winds of pome duration, tho first and
lust cold und dry (excepting occasionally in winter), and the W. some-
times wot or ' blowy,' when it tends to back to the S.W. or veer to
N.W. These uiuku up tho eit^ht points of ivind duration.

" In spito of the proverbial irregularity and inconstancy of the winds,
it may be stated that there is a positive regnlarity iu their succession.
l''ach month has its characteristic wind, and consequent weather.
Thus, .Januaiy is characterised by winds between \V. and N. ; Febru-
ary, between S. and W. ; March, between N. and K. ; April, S.W.,
N'.E. ; May, N.K., S.W. ; Juni . between W. and N. : after this the class
between W. and N. prevails during the summer, and tho class between
S. and \V. through the latter four months of tho year.

*' Bearing this result of tho meteorological registers in mind, w«
obviously have a cluo to the wiuds that may be expected m each month,
together with their consequent weather.

" Tho \vind which is to prevail duiiug the summer most frequently
sets iu with tho vernal equinox ; therefore, that period should ba
observed; for, knowing the wind that is to prerail, we may infer the
character of the summer—wet with south-westerly, and dry or average
with north-easterly mnds.

" According to ICirwan:— (1), When no stonn occurs before «r after
the vernal equinox, tho ensuing summer is generally dry, at least five
times in six. (2), When an easterly storm happens on the 19th, iOth,
or 21st of March, the ensuing summer is dry, four times in live. (3),
When a storm occurs on the 25th, 2Gth, or 27th of March, and not
before, in any point, the following summer is generally drv, live times
in six. (1), If there ho a storm from S.W. or W.S.W., on tho 19th,
20th, or 22nd of March, the following summer is generally wet, iiva

times iu six.
' If the barometer rises after 9 or 10 a.m., fair weather may he ex-

pected for tho day. If the barometer falls after 3 or 4 P.M., there is
every probability of a wet evcmng.

" b'or the hours of regular observation, 9 A.M. and 9 p.3i. should !>•

selected.
" In winter, whenever the thermometer stands about 3-4° ("which is

neither quite freezing nor yet mild), by ni^lit. and when by day about
45^ (which also is a medium between cold and mild), it is a sign of

much rain at hand.
"In summer, when the thermometer rises gradnally with the barometer,

it is more certain that it will be line weather than ii the barometer only
bo rising.

" If in summer the thei-mometer stands low, with S. or S.'W. wind, bo
sure of much wet ; but if high with those winds, it will soon be clear
s1i3' and great beat.

'* If the thermometer be unusually high during the night in summer,
there must bo thunderstorms raging somewhere in England at the time.

*' If tho thermometer be high during winter nights, be sure of high
winds iu a few hours."'

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The examination of young gardeners at the Royal Horticnl-

tutal Society will commence ou the 17th of December, and not
on the 31st, as formerly announced.

The dry earth sewage system suggested by the Eev.
Henry iloule, has been most successfully introduced iu Hin-
dostau, and the Indian Government have presented him with
au honorarium of £500.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCUEX GARDEN.

Aaparapus, let all be cut down as soon as decaying, and the
surface of the beds be dragged off with a rough rako or fork

into the alleys. The beds may have a slight salting at once,
and rotten manure may be wheeled on them and spread aa

soon as a good chance occurs. Caulijioiccr, pot and prick
out suflicient plants immediately. Endive, all spare frames or
pits should be put in requisition. If they have covered Melons
or Cucumbers the haulm may be removed and strong plants

of Kndive, half blanched, may be planted with good balls of

earth us close together as they can stand. Do not, however,
water them in ; if the soil is' dry so much the better. Kidney
Beans, make provision for protecting those in full bearing on
frosty nights ; their season may sometimes be prolonged lor

some weeks by averting a single night's frost. Lettuce, con-
tinue to secure plenty of the August-sown ; an old frame or
pit should be filled with the latest sowing. They may be
pricked out as thickly as they can stand, choosing small and
compact plants. Let autumn Lettuce be tied up to blanch as
soon as ready, and a considerable quantity of Endive should
be tied forthwith, iu order to avoid any check to the heart
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through early frosts. Sonr!, go over, and cut down all over-
grown plants to provide young leaves for winter supply.

FllCIT CARDKN.
The general impression amongst practical men is, that

autumn planting of fruit trees is superior to that in the spring.
We are decidedly of this opinion, and we would advise those
who intend making new orchards, removing large fruit trees,
or replacing decayed young ones, to commence operations of a
preparatory character immediately. Such preparation should
ooosist, in the first place, of a necessary provision of fresh
and sound loam ; and if this can ba obtained with some rough
tnrf in it so much the better ; if not, it will be well to mis
rough_ stable litter, straw, small sticks, or any other coarse
material with the loam, when filling into the holes. The loam
being provided and thrown into a high and sharp ridge, in order
to throw oil the rains, the next work is to thoroughly drain
the site intended for planting. Without this all subsequent
operatiojis will but end in disappointment. Thorough drainage
being secured, stations may be formed for making a hard
bottom of broken stone-rubble, broken bricks, or other hard
material, with a coating of cinders on this hard surface to pre-
vent the soil from entering the porous materials beneath. As
to depth, we would advise great moderation, provided the
kinds are in any way tender and designed for the dwarfing
system. For such, IS inches in deplli of soil will be quite
sufficient

; and if the ground is of a nK.ist character one-third
of the volume of soil should rise above the ordinary ground
level—indeed, in all capes it is well to raise it considerably.
We would also advise that a trench be thrown out without
delay around very large trees intended for removal. This will
at once check late growth, and induce a disposition to emit
fibres. Continue gathering Apples and Pears, most varie-
ties of which will now be fit ; at all events, the early occurrence
of frost renders it inexpedient, to leave them so long as might
have been advisable under moru favourable circumstances.
Nonpareil Apples should be aniop'^it the last gathered, and the
same may be said of the GInn M(jji;ean Pears. If Coe's Golden
Drop Plums are carefully ;.'i*'iered, wrapped singly in thin
paper after remaining some daj s in a dry, airy room, and then
packed in shallow boxes, they will keep a long time, and so
will the Blue Impt'ratrice anil the Ickworth Imperatrice, the
latter being the preferable one of the two.

FI.OWEn GiRDEX.
As the nights now become cold, tall Fuchsias, Scarlet Pelar-

goniums, and other specimen plants planted out on lawns
should be taken up, potted, and placed in the greenhouse for
the wmter. Shrubs overgrowing walks should now be cut
back. Cuttings of L.aurels and other shrubs may now be
prepared and put thickly in nursery-beds in the reserve gar-
den. Look over Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, &c., and sort
them preparatory to planting in the flower garden. For off-
sets a bed sho\iId be prepared in the reserve garden, using
the best sandy loam and well-rotted cowdung or leaf mould

;

but the bulbs when planted must have a layer of pure soil on
the surface to preserve them from canker, as manure is sure
to accelerate the disease.

GREENHOUSE ANP CONSERVATORY.
Much has to be done in plant-houses in the next fortnight.

AU pots should be washed clean, and all insects extirpated.
Should any plants prove so foul that soma time must elapse
before they can be thoroughly cleaned, they had better be re-
moved to the plant-hospital, or to some of the other bouses,
where they will be out of sight and can do no mischief. Every-
tiiing must now be made thoroughly clean if success is to be
obtamed during the dull winter months. Above all, let the
glass, both on the roof and at the bides, be washed ; those who
unfortunately have not enough assistance cannot accomplish
this, but the difference in point of success between a dirty
roof and a clean one will be found enormous, all other matters
being equal. Let everything liable to suffer from frost be
housed immediately

; a single night's frost will render nuga-
tory the labour of many months. The tall Cacti should by
this time have completed their growth. It is a good plan to
remove the terminal point from such as are still growing, and
to dimmibh the siiriilyof water—indeed, they will need very
little, if any, betw. .u the end of October and .January. Let
them have u'.jniMlance of light; this is of paramount import-
ance when a good bloom is desired.

STOVE.
When the sun shines out clearly give air. to maintain the

plants m a hardened and ripened state, and take care not to

increase the temperature with a moist atmosphere, or yon
will start the plants into growth, which at this season will

be perfectly ruinous. The plants under such treatment must
necessarily be constitutionally injured ; the sap cannot at this
season, for want of light, be jiroperly elaborated, and, conse-
quently, the shoots produced are weak and spongy, and are
liable to damp off. The art of cultivating exotic plants lies

more in studying the seasons of excitement and rest than is

generally imagined. This rightly understood and acted upon,
must necessarily of itself, and re.asonab]y so, materially im-
prove the general aspect of a collection not previously culti-

vated with due regard to this particular. The temperature for

Orchids must, of course, decline with the decline of the year;
as light is restricted, so also must be the heat. Continue to
remove all plants having thoroughly ripened their growth to
a cooler house with less atmospheric moisture. The Cattleyas,
when rooting freely, will continue to produce buds from the base
of the pseudo-bulbs if kept in constant excitement ; this,

although it increases the volume of the plant, robs the blossom.
The Aorides, Dendrobiums, &c., will continue to enjoy a toler-

able amount of both heat and moisture. Shading will not now,
under any circumstances, be required. In the growing or
warmest house let 80' by day and 70° by night be the maximum
for a week or two ; for the others at rest, 65° by day and 60° at
night will be sufficient. Succulent roots are sure to perish,

and it is by the preservation of these that gorgeous flowers can
be expected to shoot forth with any degree of vigour.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Cuttings now rooted raix'tt be stored away for the winter, in

order to make room for plants taken up from the flower gar-
den.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
Earlij Frost.—Notwithstanding many warnings, some of the

most careful would bo caught by the frost on Friday morning.
Though the weather had been getting cold, and the wind came
from due north, we did not expect at bedtime on Thursday
that we should find ice the thickness of a penny-piece iu shallow
porous vessels, and the leaves of our bedding Pelargoniums too
hard to bend on Friday morning. Owing to the bright sun
being clouded at its rising, and more still to the dryness of the
ground and the atmosphere, this sudden frost did less damage
even in the flower garden than might have been expected. Even
the Perilla, though hauging its head for a time, plucked up
during the day, and the chief change perceptible was a deeper,

somewhat sickly purple in the upper leaves. Dahlias suffered

in some places, and escaped entirely in others at a short dis-

tance off. In tho kitchen garden the chief sufferers were
Vegetable Marrows, which had a good portion of their foliage

blackened ; and whilst Kidney Leans, and even Runners grown
on the ground suffered considerably, those of tho latter growing
and climbing on stakes escaped uninjured—a matter of im-
portance as regulating kitchen supply. This rule did not al-

ways hold good, as in some cases what was closest to the ground
suffered least, whilst the same subjects a little higher were
touched to their injury. During the day, however, the flower-

beds were at their brightest, all the brighter from being looked

upon by nearly two hundred children. Measures were taken
to place plants in pots under sheds or other protection, as they
would suffer more than those planted out in the ground—a pre-

caution necessary, though the wind was slightly more genial at

night than in the morning, and bringing a much slighter frost

on the Saturday morning than on the morning previous.

Though cold on Saturday, the shifting of the wind towards the
west gave us hopes that our fruit might (the later ones) hang a
little longer, and the flower garden might remain gay for a fort-

night hence at least.

We do not recollect of such a frost so early here, with so

few premonitions of its approach, as, with the exception of the
Horse-Chestnut, there is hardly a tree that has begun to change
its foliage. From a fine-headed Elm in the pleasure grounds,
all the leaves that have previously fallen might have been
placed in a peck basket.

Children and School Parlies.—Here what we remarked the
other week as to village garden shows also applies. It is well

not to have them too late, and especially if many of the children

are young. The cold weather, though dry and suuny, damps the
general joy, and the little ones become tired out, and are hardly
able to appreciate the fine things in the way of cake, tea, and
buns, provided for them. Such gatherings in rooms, however
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adomed, are poor makeshifts (or the open downs, the large

tield, or bettor still tlio lawns of a garden. It is pleasant to

BOe, and delightful to contemplate, the associations between the

yonng and the beautiful. Wo sometimes feci pleased that we
were about the (irat to get large gardens opened to the public,

without any attendance or supervision, leaving everything pretty

much to tlio sense of right and honour of the visitors. Wo
feel convinced now, that unless in extreme cases, children

may be similarly trusted. Such trust leads early in life to the

practice of looking and admiring, without the slightest desire to

touch or handle, and without conjuring up the covetous anxie-

ties to possess, which, whenever they intrude, destroy all the

delights which the glorious right of eye gives to every one who
ia endowed with a taste for the beautiful. There has been a

vast change in this respect within a few years. It is quite right

and necessary that those who have gardens should have places

for privacy, retirement, and solitary meditation ; but with all

this the principle has been growing, that the possession of

the beautiful loses more than half its charms if numbers of

our brethren and sisters cnnnot see and admire as well as

we. Even in the suburbs of our town, wo feel glad to see the

neat rail and not the dead wall as the boundary, so that

the passer-by may have eye and nostril refreshed by the sight

of the miniature lawn, and even the one bed of flowers. We
feel thankful to the owner of every window who adorns that

window with flowers, as thousands besides the possessor are

dchghted with the sight. Just us flowers ami plants will not

Uourish in a house when kept at a distance fium the light and
air of the window, so wo may rest assured that a wasting and
withering away of our better nature and feelings will take

place if ever we try selfishly to stand alone without the life-

giving air and light of sympathy with and from our kind. The
man or woman who would know elevated happiness, must un-
selfishly be engaged in at least trying to make others happy.

KITCnKN (lAIlDKN.

Chiedy a repetiticm of previous weeks' work and notices.

Provided litter to throw over some old sashes now covering a

tine bed of Dwarf Kidney Beans just in fine gathering, or rather

lit for it. Earthed up more Celery, and if we have enough of

long litter will uso that somewhat liberally at the top instead

of earth, as then there is less risk of damping, or of frost

entering, .\gain planted out Cabbages, and had the ground
well trenched for more, putting in the bottom of the trench

decayed short grass, which will become sweet enough long bo-

fore tho roots reach it, and even then give up its buried nitro-

genised properties. Hoed among young crops of Cabbages,
Spinach, and Lettuces. Prepared for planting tho latter under
protection. Planted out Caulillowers for hand-lights, will also

pota number, and keep them in the cold orchard-house in win-
ter. Removed haulm of Peas that would do no more good, as it

always gives the garden a miserable appearance, and did what
we could in the dry line days to run the hoe through every

part where it could find its way, so as to cut up and dry up all

weeds before winter, as this has been a wonderlul season for

weeds growing. Now is a good time to place Lettuces and Cau-
liflowers under glass, where it can be spared for such a purpose.

FBL'IT GARDEN.
Attending to necessary routine. Gathered fruit in fine days,

and much against our will gathered fine fruit of Peaches from
the orchard-house, hoping they will keep a few days longer
with us than on tho trees. Did what juuning we could as

detailed in previous weeks' notices ; weeded and cle wied all.

Strawberry plants in pots, and unless tho weather oontiuue
open and warm will now give no more water than will keep the
leaves from flagging.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Ab already stated, the flower garden is still in its beauty,

and never gave less trouble than this season, whilst on the
other hand the lawns never gave more trouble to keep them
clean, short, and smooth. Wo have touched nothing in tho
beds as yet, and hope now we shall not require to do so for a
fortnight.

Tulips planted will need to be defended from heavy rains.
All bulbs intended for forcing cannot be potted too soon, and
we forbear observations, previously plentifully made, as to
mode, treatment, ,tc. Auriculas sh^nlJ 1 defended now from
heavy rains. The best position is ., tn . uth glass over it,

but plenty of air back and front. Pin\5, Carnations, Wall-
flowers, shrubs, &c., intended for forcing, should have their

pots plunged, or, better still, bo set ou a bard surface and then
be banked up with earth, leaf mould, ashes, or litter. Tue
roots are often much injured in pots when we little think of it.

Cuttings had to be thought about, and litter, mats. See., put
in readiness to protect those under little protection if the frost

should come severe. The sooner all hardwooded plants in
pots, and softwooded ones are under protection, tho better it

will bo for them. Many, like ourselves, may not be able to put
them all in their winter quarters, but sheds and other con-
trivances must be resorted to, so that they may have light and
air, and be protected from frosts and heavy rains until we have
the plant-houses ready for them. As tho season advances
much watering will not now be needed, and it is advisable to
give it in the mornings about nine or ten o'clock, so that the
moisture may be absorbed or parted with before night. Even
Chrysanthemums though comparatively hardy should bo taken
under protection, so that a severe frost may not injure them.
A littlo htter, dry and free from dung, better still some rough
hay saved from tho roughest-kept parts of the pleasure grounds,
will now be most valuable for many purposes.—B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October i).

MoDEnATE supplies, both of fnreitm nnrt boinn-t^rown fruit, havo como
in this wetik, and prices continue aI)out tho i^auie. Vu;;ctnble8 are good
and plentiful. Poars consist of Marie Louise, Oansel's Hcrgamot, and
Duchesflo d'An^oul'-ino ; Apples of Uibston Piiipin, Cox's Orange Pippin,
Court of Wiek, and others of less note.

.\pples \ sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts hash.
Currants 4 sieve

liiack do.
f"i(?8 doz.
Filborts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberriefi . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse. .11..

Lemons ]00

Artichokes each
Asparagus .... bundlo
Beans, ICidnev, 4 sieve

Scarl(;tUun.5 sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Hrus. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel hunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundlo

s. i. a.

1 Otol

6

n

n
a

FBOIT.

dl
Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums A sieve
Quinces doz.
Uappborriefl lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts buflh

.

do per 100

d. s. d
6to»

14
10
3

5

30
1

VEOETAIILES.
d. 8.

.StoO

C

2
6

2

4

8
8
»
6

T.eoks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
lIustd.A Cross, punnet
Onions, .per doz. bche.
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes buthol

Kidney do.

Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows.dz.

d. s.

3 too
1

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVKD.
T. S. Ware, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London. N.

—

('ataloi]v.e of Ornamental Tries, Shrubs, lioscx. Fruit Trees,

Herbaceous Plants, d'c.

F. K. Phoenix, Bloomington Nursery, McLean County, Illi-

nois.— Wholesale Pricc-Liat of i'ruil and Ornamental Trees and
Slirubs, itc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•«• Wo request that no one will write privately to the depirt-

montttl writers of the "Journal of HorticiUture. Cottaga

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AU
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

'The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dtc, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix np on tho

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Hee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Mony questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

KnoAP Bkan IJ. O.).—Tho specinsen sent is tho best of the Long-podj,
and is called Johnson's Wonderful.
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Fauir Trees on Wooden Palings (Inquirer).—As your soil is on the

gravel, we should think M.-rello Cherriea would do ns well as nnythiup.

The best fruit of that kind we ever saw were prown on a soil very full of

Stones, at the same time it was deep and henllhy for some distance down.
Plums mipht also bo tried, or the intervals between large trees mifj;ht be

planted with Red Currants, which, if npainst the north side, may be

matted up and keep longer tbnn when grown in the open quarters. If you
merely wanted the fence covered with climbers, there are plenty of plants

available for the purpose, suchns Ce(inothu8,Cotoneasters,andBanksian
Koses, all of which will do well in your dry, gravelly soil.

Local HoRTicDLTcnAL Shows (S. Alhott).—There (ire between four

and five hundred local socii-ties, many holding more than one show
annually. If we reported one of the smnller exhibitions we must report

all, and no one is interested in them except the prize-takers.

Vine-PRUNING (A Subscriber, V.).— To give "full instructions for

pruning and dressing " the Vine would occupy a small volume. We have
published such a volume, entitled " The Vine Manual," and you cr.n

have it free by post from our office if you send your address, together

with thirty-two postage stamps.

Allowance of Vegetables {W. D. Paine).—"A gardener allowed
•vegetables in addition to his wnges." The above agreement, without
any special stipulation cither way, would, if construed strictly, iucluue
Potatoes, the family supply for the winter being giown in the garden
under the gardener's care ; but if a plot only sufficient for producing the

family supply is giown, tho gardener would not be wise or just to insist

npon "taking any of that supply. The Double-blossomed Peach may be
budded upon the same stocks as are used for the single-blossomed.

Fruit Trees in Obchard-hodse (C. P.)-—We consider it is of little

importance whether the surface-soil of the pots is removed or allowed to
remain, provided they have the proper top-dressing and after-culture.

Spirits of wine employed to destroy scale will not injure the huds of the
trees.

Budding Hoses.—" Will ' Amateur,' who writes in Vol. XI., page 8, on
*Budding Eoses,' say how much of the Briar stem he leaves on below the
•bud' before he plants it, as, of course, there can be no 'heel' to the
cutting? Does he graft on Briar branches of the same year? And when
does he strike them, supposing they are grafted in July and August?—
Chateau Vallon."

PoLYSTiCHUM LONCHITI8.—*' I cannot Ict ' FTLix-FffinnNA ' continuo
writing about P. lonchitis proliferum without joining in. I have a plant
of the same variety, which, curiously enough, came from a gorden at Lea-
mington, m Warwickshire, many years ago. It was in my early Fern days,
and I had a strong inclination for moving my plants, which at last caused
my poor Fern to grow less, and take sick; and I had to remove it to the
hospital, where it has a quiet life and a warmer climate, and is looking
healthy again, but not vigorous enough to throw off the young plants it

nsed in former days. It has one tiny little plant by its side now, which I

shall treasm-e much. If ' FiLix-F»EmNA ' has more than one to dispose
of now I should much like it, as I promised one to a friend. I should
be delighted if 'J. E. M.' would allow mo the pri%ilege he otTered to
•Finx-F(EMiNA ' of telling how he produces young Ferns without sowing
seed; and also if he would let me have Polysticbum lineare proliferum,
which he mentioned. I would gladly exchange any Feins I have to spare
for new varieties of any kind, as I am anxious to make my British col-

lection as perfect as possible. It is now a very good one.

—

Cat."

Spider {L. B.).—The spider found in the orchard with a body something
like a Cherry stone in size and shape, of a bright orange colour with p,

dark brown spot on the body, dark underneath, and with legs striped red
and white, is one of those which make the beautiful geometrical webs in
the autumn. Epeira scolaris. Figures of both sexes are given in Mr.
Blackwall's fine work published by the Ray Society.—W.
Willow Pattern (J. 0. G.].—Various fictions have been invented to

weave the pictui'e into a connected narrative, all too long and too foreign
for our columns.

Roses for Trellis {The Cedars).—Wo would advise you to cover the
trellis against the southern aspect of your bouse with Tea-scented and
Isoisette Roses. In addition to Gloire de Dijon, and Climbing Devonieu-
sis, which we would not remove on any account, we would have
Marechal Niel, Tea-scented ; Celine Forestier, 0}>liirie, and Lamarque,
Noisette Roses. To suit your requirements, as Hybrid Pei-petuals wo
may name Docteur liuschpler, Ducbcsse de Cambaceres, Jules M:ir-
gottin, Jacques Lafitte, Madame Hector Jacquiu, and Red Knver. We
should prefer all on the Manetti stock. The folk-wing will suit you for
the wrll. in addition to the six last named :—Bourbons:—Baronne de
Noirmont, Vivid, and Sir Joseph Pjixton. Hybrid Perpetuals:—Souvenir
de la Reine d'Angleterre, Prince of Wales, and Louis Buonaparte.

Hardiness of Ltcopodium denticulatum (J. C.) —The fragment
sent us is from a plant of Selaginella (Lycopodium) denticulata. It is

hardy in sheltered situations in most mild localities. We are not sur-
prised to hear of its proving haidy in Leinster considering the mildness
of the winters in Ireland.

Boeder for Peach Trees {A. K. C. Z>.).—The best soil for a Peach-
border is a strong unctuous loam; and turf from a pasture, cut 3 or
4 inches thick, is to be preferred. Good drainage is essential iu fruit

cnltnre, and a layer of brickbats and old mortar, 9 inches thick, at the
bottom of the border is to be recommended. The depth of soil in the
border should be from 20 inches to 2 feet.

Six An-nuals for Exhibition (Tu-eeclside),—You do not say whether
you wish them to be hardy, half-hardy, or tender. We. therefore, uame
sis or eight of each. HorrfJ^— Whitlavia grandiflora. Viscaria splenden=,
CEnothera bistorta Veitchii, Ncmophila insignis marginata, Lupinus
hybridus Dunnetti, Linum grandillorum rubrum, Centrantbus macrosi-
phon, and Pectis grandiflora. H(x//-/(nrrfi/.—Clintonia pulcbella azurea
grandiflora, Alousoa Warscewiczii compacta, Martynia fragrans, Kho-
danthe maculata, Schizantbus Grahami. Salpiglossis sulphurea splendens,
Phlox Drummondi Kadowitzii, and AcrocUniuni roseum. Tender.—
Cockscombs. Celosia pyramidalis coccinea, C. argentea, Mimosa pudica,
Thunbergia alata, T. alata alba, Gomphrena globosa aurantiaca, and
G. globosa striata.

Thirteen Good Gladioli (7((rm\— Oracle, Calypso, Rebecca, Velleda,
Adtle Souchet, Reine Victoria, Raphael, Stephenson, Rembrandt, Othello,
Dr. Andiy, James Veitcb, and Imp6ratrice Eugenie.

OncHARD-nousEs (.Y. y. ^.).—Pearson on "The Orchard-House " will

suit you. It can be had free by post from our office if you enclose twenty
postage stamps with your address.

DiANTHUSEs ANDMuLEPiNKs{I.arf)/.-imfl<'cur).—Mostof the Dianthuses
will flower in tho year in which their seeds are sown, if this is done early
iu March and a liotbed is afl'orded. Mule Pinlts do not flower in the
same year. Good Diauthuses for a border to a Kose-bed are the double
Diantiius sinensis laciniatus and D. sinensis rubro-striatus.

Viola cornuta (Idem).—Tho stock you now obtain by dividing the old
plants will make a line display next J^ear, blooming throughout the
season, and the seed you sow in spring in the open air will make good
plants by autumn, but they will not bloom until late. Cuttings and
divisions are better. Viola cornuta in a bod need.s no edging, but you
may have an edging of Oxalis tropsoloides, or Cerastium tomentosum.

Golden Balm Propagation (Idcv:).—The easiest and best plan is t»
take up a few old plants and winter them in a cold pit or cool greenhbase.
They will give an abundance of cuttings in ?pring, and these if inserted
in a hctbed will make fine plants in a short time.

Verbena venosa (Iiffm).—Cuttings of Verbena venosa strike moEt
readily. It is easily wintered in a house from which frost is exclnded,
and cuttings taken oflF in spring, as with ether Verbenas, make good
plants for doweriug the same year. We would put in a stock of cuttingB
now in a hotbed, or take up a few of the smallest of the old plants, place
them in heat for a short time, and winter them in a cool airy house.
Whether you strike cuttings or winter old plants, you will obtain a good .

supply of cuttings in spring. Seed sown iu a hotbed early in March will

give plants that flower by July and onward. It is a good plant, but some
improved varieties have been obtained by crossing with Verbena Maonetti.

Shrubby Calceolarias frou Seed (Idem).—To have them flower
finely, seed should he sown in August and the plants be iiotted off before
autumn and wintered in a cool greenhouse ou a shelf near the glass.

They will, however, flower the same year, if seed be sown in a hotbed in
spring, and the i>lants be grown on, hardened off, and planted out iu
June. They flower in autumn.
Calceolarias and Verbenas Ceasing Bloobung (Nnv Forc$t).—We

should attribute the short duration of tho blooming of the Calceolanas
and Verbenas to tho dryness of the gi-oimd. Had you given the soil a
few good soakings of water diu'ing the late dry weathei", wo think they
would have continued to bloom until frost.

Siberian LaktvSPUR CultuPvE (P. J. N.).—We think your double Del-
phinium graudiflorum would succeed if you were to plant it with the
crown slightly elevated above tho suvroundiug groTind-level, and to
mulch around it witli some half-decayed leaf mould. It is the continual
variation'^ of our climate that render plants of this kind difficult to
winter. Look well after snails and slugs which eat the crowns.

Lobelia cardinalis Culture (Idem).—Strew soot over the crowns,
and cover with some half-decayed leaves, or take up tho pl.ints and
winter in a cold frame. It thrives in a good, rich, moist, well-drained
soil, with an abundant supply of water in summer, but requires a dry-

soil in winter.

WooDLicE IN MusHROoai-BEDS (A Gardener).—We do not know of any-
thing put on a ^lushroom-bed that will drive woodiice away or destroy
'them. Try a boiled Potato wrapped in a little hay and plac&d at the
bottom of a small flowev-pot. A number of these traps laid on their

sides on the bed at night, near the haunts of the woodiice, will catch a
large number. Examine the traps every morning, and destroy the wood-
lice.

Thrips and Scale in Fern-case IC.A.J.).—Your best means of de-
stroying the tbi-ips is to afibrd the plants all the ventilation you can s*
a'3 to get tho fronds dry (and a few hours will be suflicient for this pur-
pose, for a dry atmosphere is not good ,for the plants^, and then, closing
the case, fill it with tobacco smoke, so fuU that a plant ciinnot be seen
through tho glass. Tho fronds will not be discolov.red or iEJui'ed if

they are dry and the smoke is cool. Repeat the fumigation the next
night but one, and twice a-week for a mouth. The iseale you may over-
come by picking it oil' with the point of a knife whilst it is soft, but if

brown and hard take it ofi' with the hand and put it in the fire. This is

a rather troublesome mode ui destroying scale, but a coitain one. You
may wash the stems of the fronds with a piece of sponge dipped in a
solution of Gishurst compound, at the rate of 4 ozs. to the gallon of soft

water. The scale, however, is best removed from the stems aud midribs
of the fronds with the point nf a knife. Soft soap and Gishui'st applied
to the fronds will tm-n them black and injure them.

Moveable House for Half-uabdy Ferns (K. M. II.).—You could very
easily have a house constructed of the size you name, and that would b©
moveable at will wth very little trouble. You might have it iu six pieces
—viz., two sides of roof, two sides, one end, aud a door. We would have
the sides G feet high and 7 feet long. A piece of timber along the bottom,
and another 3 feet from the ground, with end pieces G feet long morticed
to the timber at bottom, and tho side pieces at 3 feet from tho ground,
would give you a frame 3 feet by 7 feet, which you could cover with tbree-

quarter-iuch toiigued-and-grooved hoarding, having the boards fixed

vertically. Upon the two end pieces a top plate might be fixed, and you
could fill-in between the end pieces with sash-bars, morticing them into

the top and middle plate of wood, aud you have the sides. The middle
rail should have the sash-bars let in flush with the boarding, and the
boarding not coming to within half an inch of the top of the plate will

foi-m a rebate for tho glass. The top nlate and end pieces must have a
rebate put on to receive the glass. The end may be formed in a similar
manner, provision being made for a three-feet doorway iu the centre.
The top lights may also he in two lights, one for each side, and the
whole may bo put together with screws. We tbiuk iron sides too ex-
pensive aud hcavv. The door will be sulJicient ventilation. You could
heat the house etiiciently with one of Riddell's small boiler-stoves inside.

Roses Losing their Leaves {Subscriber).—Wc think your plants were
injured by the severity of last winter's frost, nuJ though they have
bloomed, their tissues were probably damaged by the frost, and their
blooming has been too great an efi'ort in their eufeeljled condition. We
have some affected in a similar mauuer, but we have hopes of their ulti-

mately recovering. We shall pruue them in clasely in November, and see
v.hat their appearance is in Fcbruai-y. If the v/ood still keep fresh and
the eyes aro good, we shall give them another chance, but if not promis-
ing we shall be iu time to replace them.
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PB4R TliEB Leaves F.aten (.1 Sjil'fcril)rr).~Ytmr Pear tree lonvos nre

cnt..n nnd tn»t.-ni'd toKillicr by th.- Iiirviu or Mtcrpillnrs ot some moth or

flv which ynti will illBCovor upoii ii i-IoBo cxnniinntion of tho loaves, llio

only iciueay is to pick them off with tho hand nnd destroy them.

Ci.iMniNd Roses (Hem).—Three o( tho heat climl.inK Rosoaoro—Dandeo

Rambler, liana, und Wells's White, or Miidamo d'Arblay.

Tcur Fon Vine Bordei: (K. .'•. r.l.—Tho tint you hnvo had laid up

for nine mouths, which is now foil ot worms, may bo turnod over,mixii.s

with it a earlload of old mortnr rul.biHh troni an o d building, and '>'>"

the (Miantilv each ot halt-ineh bones and charcoal to every ten ot tho

tart. This will not, perhaps, lull tlio worms, hut .-nrich the soil, and as

for tho worms Ihev will not do any harm. A sprinliling ot fresh limo will

destroy them, and Bowill soot eprinklodoTer tho turf as it is bemg turned

over.

Asi<*n»oos-tiED Makixo (r. P.l.-lt is casontial in your heavy, stiff

soil that tho Rround bo well and deeply drained. Instead of oncayatmR

a feet Ko a foot deeper. BnrninK tho clay is Rood, but do not place it

when burned at tho bottom ;
pl.t tlioro a layer of stones and brick-

bats, and upon those tha vouRhor parts of the burnt clay, using the finer

to mix with tho otlier materials, which wo would enn.loy as follows:—

Take ot horsoduiig, ashes, and the burnt clay ciiuivl ii irts, and add to

thorn their bulk of turf and l,'o.,d soil ; the moro turf th" better. If you

have it. add sand equ-il in quaulily to tho dung. Mix .all well together,

proceeding until v.m have enouali for the bed, then raise it Moot above

the level of the surrounding grourd, :iud l.jt tho whole romuin throughout

the winter, plnntin.T in March. Wo aro not al)lo to say how far the roots

of Asparagus penetrate into tho giound, but wo have found them at

6 feet from tho surface in sandy soil.

Sea-kale Plants Fon Earlv Foucino (T.).—We nto not able to say

how the London gardeners snccoed in getting plants tor foromg to fur-

nish Sea-kale in November: but wo liavo it ourselves at that season by

and 3^ iueiit^s lu iumw. xi mwou «... »,.— -— — -— . _

you cSn turn tho glass bottom upwords, all tho better. To heat with gaa

vou can do this much more easily, as tho gia can enlor the houte^ much

"lower thaa you can well have n tiro-place. Tho simplest i> an for heating

tho houso and also your propagating-bed, would bo as follows :-UaTo a

tin vessel in the sliapo of an upright tea-kettle or coffee-pot. that wiU

hold three quarts, with a concave oottoni, and a ring gas-burner to play

beneath it. Have another tin vessel, some 4 inches wider than the kettle

or boiler, to place over it, to keep tho heat about it and prevent the (fas

passing Into the house, lu this outer covering you wUl wont two amaU

nipes, from one-eighth to a quarter of an inch m diameter, one close to

the bottom .ind communicating with tho external air to give free burning

to tho gns, tho other near tho lop of tho chamber and g<ung outside tho

roof to take off the products of the gar, combustion. S.) far for the heat.

To diffuse it, lot a one-iueh load pipe bo flxcd to the top. and anoUior to

near tho bottom of the boiler, passiug it also throurh l.bo tin wall ol ino

smaU enclosed gas-chamber. These pipes may extend f.^r n couple 01

feet or double that space, and where most convenient should have a

branch pipe added. The llrst pipe may be fixed to two or three mch iron

pipes and go round the house. Connecte.l with the bottom pipe at the

farther end, tho branch pipe may go into a bod or table-box as spoKon ol.

Tho simplest plan of all would bo to make your tableb-d, tho bottom of

it as a sort of boiler, and take a gas-pipe several times tbrongh it before

al'lowing it to rise through the roof into the open air. For greater sim-

plicity, however, if this houso is close to tho kitchen ot the dwcUing-

Louso, we would heat by a smaU iron stove, with a vessel of water on

tho top and we would make our little propagating box like a little table,

onlv what would bo wooilea drawers we would form with tin, zinc, or

lead covered below with wood, and covered on the lop with zinc or plate

iron and this supplied with a funnel-oponuig and a tap to let off the coW

water. About a gallon or moro ot water near boihni-pmnt from the

kitchen would give heat enough in general for tw._nty-four hours, and a

Utile trouble would enable you to regulate the bottom tiinperatnro to a
I November: nul wo nave it uursoivea m. t'n'.- .^t-"^"" "j

, ume irouoiu wumu i:u«.y.u jw" -^ ---y, —
- -- -- „„„„an,l

ot those plants that have perfected their growth, pul ing
j

nieoty. Your house wiU grow two Vines well, and w^ would recommeni
-' • - . '.-- -> • •>:" ™..nii. int„

1 j^g Black Hamburgh and the Royal Muscadine. From what you say.
off tlioir leaves now, and removing them at the close of this month into

n torcing-house. Wo havo Sea-kale in ft fortnight or three weeks after

introducing Ihe roots. Any of the principal nursiTvmen can supply you

with strong plants tor forcing if y^u descriho to them what you require.

Grass Laxd Covered witix Moss (Ef«l<Tm).-Tho ground you have

harrowed, and from "which von have taken off a quantity of moss, shonld

now havo a top-dressing of rich compost, 1 ton of hmo being mixed with

every six of the compost. The Unio should bo thrown up with the com-

post in a frosh. unslacked slate. When the lime has become slacked the

compost should bo tamed over and mixed, and may then be put upon the

ground. Three tons of limo per aoro are a good dressing. We are not

prepared to say that Ibis will effect a cure, but it wiU help, and given

alternately with insnurin;, will reduce tho moss to a mmimum. Tho

ground is poor. Soot, because it encourages the growth of the grass,

will also destroy moss. It should be applied during showery weather m
spring, and at the rate ot sixteen bushels per acre.

Roots of CrctJsroERS (B. Ablolt).—Tbo roots ot the Cucumber sent

ore knotted with largo masses of seemingly cellular tissue, and. as you

state, having some resemblance to tho club in Broccoli, only the knots ex-

tend and appear at short inter^als along tho roots of tho Cucuniber. Wo
have noticed the same def..rmity several times, and nttr.l.uted it to three

causes-too much heat at the r..ots, too much <lryness at a littlo distance

from the surface, and loo much richness and sourness of tho soil. Tho

most effectual remedy wo found was poor, light, sandy, fibrous loam, and

ntrenclh given by surface-dressings and manure walenugs. W hen tho

eril becomes so bad and general as with your plants it is quite as destrnc-

tive as having fungus in the soil. Wo are apt to have many evils from

our over-rich feeding ot more things than tho Cucnmbor.

Beddixo Pelarooxiujis lA.O. IIM.-Tlianks ; wo shall be mneh obliged

byyonr sending your notes. Vour communication, just received, shall

be published next"Thursday.

Maxcrixo Roses (ir./f. .If,).—"Much depends on tho quality and con-

dlUon ot tho ground. From 8 to 4 owl. per aero of guano, from 4 to

6 cwt. of superohosphalo per acre, aro good proportions. I never

measure, but put tho two mixed according to circumstances, more or loss

thickly. In winter ' W. H. 31.' may put gnnuo on ns thickly as ho likes ;

In growing time he must bo cautious, as it may burn tho rootlets. By tho

«ow-manuro I mean droppings fresh from tho cow. It may also bo mixed

with soil and turned in the heap, and then need.—W. F. Iv.vdclvffe.

WniTE Roses (Gcrnl.fint).—Mndamo Rivers, Madame Vidot, Madame
Freeman, Baronno do Mavnard, Midamo Alfred do liou.icmout. Iheso

are all tine Hybrid Perpetuals, and hardy. The first two aro to be pre-

ferred if tho soil is sniliible. Wo cannot depart from our rulo nf not

recommending dealers, but any of tho nurserymen who advertise in onr

columns could supply them.

Bedpino PEL.inoosirMs (C J.>.—For a rich deep soil, rather shaded,

wo would advise yon to trv Little David, n miniature nf Tom Thumb, or

Shmbland Pet, an Oak-leaved kind, with small pinkish flowers. In

either case use pots, nnd raise tho pots at times to prevent rooting out

Ireely.

TEn;iD(D Plants (/!. //.).—Wo know ot no Trinidad plants worth tho

expense of importing, for all worth eulUvating are already to be obtained

of onr tlerists nnd nurserymen.

Variegated Laorel (r. JV, i;).—It is very striking. Send some of the

leaves to the Floral Coininitleo of the Royol Horticuitnral Society.

Bluk and Yellow Materials for Wixter Garpf.ss —ifrj. n. S.

wishes to be informed where she can purchase such materials. Would

not the broken tiles of encaustic pavement bo applicable ?

Fruit Committee of tite Royai. IIoRTicCLTnBAi Societt (if. .rl.).—

Honey prizes are given for some fruits.

A Small Lean-to Hoise (Frfd.).—First, as lo the heating. A small

iron stove will bo quite snfflcient to keep the Irost onl ot a lean-to houso

18 feet bvB. To make a small bed in that to strike cuttings in. tho

a'lmplest plan would be lo havo fixed on the top ol the stove an iron

you mean to plant' outside. Whatever of the stem is exposed shoidd

have a throe-sided wooden box, with a sloping lid to it, placed against it,

so as to secure it from wet and frost. Many soils will grow the % me
without any preparation. If you make a bordoi, one about 8 or 9 feet

will do for such a house, and the following matters will bo worthy of con-

sideration-—1, The border should be well drained, especially m front.

2 The more tho bulk ot the border is above the level of the surrounding

soil the better. 8. If tho bottom is clay or sand it will he well to con-

crete it. 4, On that place 8 or 9 inches of rough rubble. ... On that

place sods Reversed, and then from 20 to 24 inches of eoil as f'brons and

fresh ns you can obtain it ; and tor manure add some ten bushels of broken

bones it all this is lo do. defer tho planting until April. Any more

definite particulars we shall be glad to supply. For heating by gas see

woodcuts and explanations in our present number ; and for vme UU-

tnro" see •• Vino Manual," which you can have free by post from onr

ofljce if yon enclose thirty-two postage stamps with your address.

Eschol.\ta Grape iilemor benfficiorttm).— The name is spelt ns we

now print it. This Grape was brought out. about thirty years since, by

Mr. Money, a nurseryman, then in the Sew Road. Its bunches are large,

and we have no doubt he named it as if a counterpart nt tho Grape ol

tho Valley of Eshcol commemorated in the Old Testament.

CiHUL Flower {T. P. T.).—We have no donbl that the plant win

require protection, nnd ought now to be in a greenhouse. W e are obliged

bv the offer ot the Lizard Orchis, but wo should prefer havnng one sent

w'hen in bloom by carrier to our office, as we need it 'o""
•l"'«""v'!?°",.„„

NASres OF FnciTS 01r>. You„g).-h Gendehien; 2, 2.8. 41, Josephme

de MaUncs ; 4. Ne Plus Meuris ; C. 10. 21, 81. 4S. Marie Lomse ; 8. Pasae

Colmar; 11 13. 23. Winter Sells; 12. Williams's Bon Chretien : 14. Bemr*

Dicl- 15, White Doyenne; 16, Autumn Colmar: 17, 1 vcdale s St. Oer-

inain; li), 27, Easter Beurre : 20, 20. Beurr« Bosc ; 22, Red Doyennd

;

25 Seckle; .SO, Old Colmnr; 82, Fondante do Meester; Si. Henn IV.;

34 Crasanned'Hiver: 35, Colmar ; 36, Bczi do Caissoy; 37,88. F.gne do

Naples; 39, Chaumontel; 42, BeniTe do Ranee; 44. Beurre CharUer.

Despite onr repealed request not lo send many specimens, you sent no

less than two score and four! The trees must be in bad condition, for

every specimen is inferior. An annual surface-manuring would, probably,

be bbneCcial. (Col. Lnmtr).-Applci : 1, Scarlet Nonpareil
; 2, Cobham;

3 Blenheim Pippin. Pears: 1, ConseiUer de la Cour: 2. Grosso Cale-

b'asso ; 8, Beurre Langelier. ( Irenrfini.-P. «r. : 2, Fondontc d Automne

;

4, Wiliams's Bon Chretien; C, Duchesse dAngonleme; 7; l-™'«""«?o

la Cour; 8. Figue de Naples; 9. Urbnnite. f^-.i;>->l *:"";'°r J^"
Real- 2 Bl-'odgood; 8, FuUwood ; 4, Lady's Delight: 5. M'ller s Glorr-

(John Sco(().-l, Fondante d'Automne; 2, llergamotte Ladette; *. This 18

not a named variety, unless it be iu some of the perry 'I'slnets. (J. n^l.

-Tho Apple is Kerry Pippin, nnd the Pear Passe Colmar. (B, , Mr.McC.h

-Your Apple is Sack-and-Sugar. (.<. H.. /.o„rfo,,,.-l. Lamb Abbey Pe^
main ; 2, liiggs's Nonesuch ; 3, Emperor Alexander. (O. "•'"^l'.^™''?

Fillbiskot 3 Selwood's Reinelle ; 1. G,.lden Peamiam : 5. Hawthorn-

den 6, Kesv^^ek^^ : 7. Golden Pippin : SjCahille Bianelio ; 9 Frank-

lin's Golden Pippin; 11, Ord's; U. Braddick's Nonpareil; 13, Lamb

ASbev l-eir^aii? 4,'chr'isties Pippin ; 15. Ribslon Pippin; .17. Fearns

Piopin ; 18, Beauty ot Kent, very small ; 19. Grange's Poarn.am: 20. Fall

MppS 21 Boston Rnsset; 24. Manks Codlin ; 26. Broad-eyed-Pippm

;

2« Sonnarcil- "9 Svko House Uusscl; 31. Scarlet Nonpareil. I«.,f-I;—

The long Pear' is H urr,- IJose. and No. 1 is Fondante des Bois. It. H. A.).

Vhl Gnfpe "ooVden Hamburgh Wo cannot make out the Apples or

the Pear. There aro many seedUngs iu yonr district which have no

"'nSf's°of"pla°x« {A. r. a., Birr.fni,Ii«m).-One of the many monstrons

fornts eulUvatid ot Alhyrium Filix-fcemina. (L. S. »;»•-*•'!"» ;^<=?«^'

ophantha, common greenhouse shrub. Plnnls mav be obtained for haU-

a°cr.wu apiece. (J. JfeK^njiO.-l. Bndbcckia fulgida : 2. Bidens leo-

can ha" 3. Saponatia ofDcinalis. (/!o.rftu,i,._The white Bower. Am ary'lUs

cand da the vellow flower, Amaryllis Intca. (C.B.K ).--l Cheilanthee

hirta • a Aeri's sorrulal i ; 8. Aapleniiim flaccidmn ; 4, PolyeUchum angu-

lare, var. (S. A. M.).—Torreya taxifoUa.
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for Black, French fowla one—prizes £'.i, £2, .in<l £ 1 ; Bantame no
less than seven classes, I'uoka three, tteeso and Turkeys one
class each. These latter are scarcely up to tlio standard of the
remainder, whilst all exhibitors feel that the carriayu on speci-

mens of these is enoriuously heavy.
Thus far all is tirst-rate. I am sorry to have to draw atten-

tion to any defect, but I do think that every visitor who
noticed the splendid collection of Polish fowls in .January,

when eleven out of fifteen pens were marked by the .Judges, will

regret that again all the varieties are grouped into a single

class. This is not calculated to induce a larger entry, and I

prophesy that it will he smaller. Last year this class was one
iif the groat beauties of the Exhibition. Lastly, and this again
I am at a loss to understand—Malays last year mustered very
respectably ; I will not be certain, but I do not think they were
the smallest class in the hall : as a reward they are consigned
to the cool retreat of " Any other variety." " Variety is charm-
ing," and even the " ugliness," as my friend " WiLTsniuE
liKCTon" might call it, of the Malay ha.s its admirers, and by
comparison it would set otlf the beauty of others. These, how-
ever, are minor points, which, although they mar in my eyes
the splendid programme, injure it very slighljy.

To the more generally valued breeds valuable prizes are offered

for a pair of pullets, the cockerel and pullet classes having only
one female, a very desirable change ; but I do not see why the
pullet classes are excluded from the chance of the silver cup in
their respsctive breeds. Surely it is more dilBcult to thow a
pair of pullets requiring to match well, than a cockerel and
pullet ! This year the Committee have added fourteen classes
for I'igeons.

The entry fees are very moderate, a subscription of os. being
also required, for which tickets of admission and a catalogue
will be given. All this is certainly devised on a very liberal

scale—and I sincerely hope the Exhibition may prove u grand
success. The place of exhibition is the very best that could be
obtained, the birds receive the greatest care and attention. The
entries close October 10th ; may their number equal the deserts
of the prize schedule.—Y. B. A. Z.

ABERGAVENNY POULTRY SHOW.
The qiialih- of the ponltry esbibited at this Sho^v, held October "rd,

fully snstainrd the increaseil snpcriority ^vhieh has been <;i-a(lu:ilh- mani-
festt'dhcre during tholast few years. The unraher of pens was, liowever,

loss tbau usaal. which may be accounted for by the fact of Mr. K.
H. Nicholas, of Maljtas, always a large supporter of tho Show, under-
taking the duties of Judge, and thus not bt-iugable to exliibit. Other
local exhibitors, such as Mr. Skinner, and Mr. Davies, were not repre-

sented. The DorUiiifH, Jjtuitanu'f, Roueu iMic/cs, and Goi'f^r were the

best classes.

SPANlsa.—First, Sirs. Jones, Glyu Pedr. Second, J. WiUiauis, Nauty-
derry.
DoRKiN'Gs (Coloured).—First, J. G. HoUord, Backlaad. Second, Mrs. G.

Holford, Bucklaud
CocniN-CiiiNA (Any variety).—First, E. C. Phillips, Brecon. Second,

G. ll;idcUflu, (irosmout.
iLvMBCUiiKs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—Prize, J. Williams.
Game. — First, W. Lewis, Penycawsy. Second, G. Pritchard, Llanvi-

hangel.
Bantams.—First, E. C. Phillips. Second, J. Williams. Highly Com-

mended. E. C. Phillips.
TruKEYs.— Firut, Kcv. W. Cordcid, Llangattock. Second, Mrs. G.

Holford.
Gekse.—First and Highly Commended, R. Rees, Abergavenny. Second,

J. Williams.
DccKs (Aylesbury).—First. Rev. W. Corfiold. Second, Mre. G. Holford.
Dccus (Kouen).—First, Mrs. Lewis, Llunover. Second, W. Cooper.

Thiid, J. Wiiliams. Fourth, G. Pritchard.

OSWESTUY POULTRY SHOW.
The niiniber of entries was somewhat below the avt'ra;:^e as to

qnautity, but it was a very strongly marked feature of the wliole

collection of poultry, that those classes of most utility were undoubtedly
the best represented. This is a very satisfactory result, particularly

when wo take into consideration die fact that the district aroniid
Oswestrj' produces au unusual quantity of poultry for table purposes.
The advantiiges of rcariur; a superior class of poultry for uuirket, are
far more import^int in respect to the realisation cf good prices than
most would at lirst thougUt imagine. The profits from pouUiy at
many homesteads in tliis neighbourhood, so far irom being what it

Hacd to be, simply "pin-money " for the good wife or daughter.^, now
form a very considerable item in the \t.arly returns of the farm. For
this reason poultry is now becoming very popular among the agri-

culturists near Oswestry, and not a few who looked upon the fir^t

outlay a*» " a great expense," are well satisfied with results farcxceed-
iug their tirat anticipations.

The whole of the poultry was shown under a Tcry spacious tent, and in

single tier ; so that with a little difftrent arrangement an to the manner
of feeding which will be adopted another year, there wilt remain very
little if anytliing for the careful poultry exhibitor to complain of. The
liiackbreasted lied ^r'nmf fowls were unusually good, a leading feature
of the Uswe-stry Show ; but one pullet of a most excellent pen otherwise,
was sent out of the tent being decidedly " roupy," so much so, as to be
incapable of seeing at all. As we have often remarked, it is wrong to
scud birdti so suffering into any show, both for their own sakes and also
for those fowls that are in strong robust health, for nothing is more
infectious than roup, or more ditheult to eradicate if once contracted. It
is not just to others to place diseased fowls among healthy stock. A
most singular matter connected with the Oswestry Show was that not a
single pen of Brown Keds competed, though prizes of like value were
offered for competition to owners of this variety of Game fowls. The
Grey J)orh'nf;s, the \Vhite Dorkings, and the Partritlge-coloured ('ochuiH
proved excellent. Mr. Tudman, of Ash Grove, Whitchnrch, took both
prizes for the latter variety with mout excellent well-grown chickens.
Some very good White Cochins were shown ; but the Buff throughout
were decidedly inferior. i->panUh fowls were far better, in a wcU-lilled
class than have been seen at any preWons show in this locality. The
lirahmu-'* were numerous, and many of them good ; not a single pen of
Light-coloured, however, were shown. Tiirl-ei/s^ G^fC'C, and Duchs were
very good

; but the Selling Class and the so-called Cottagers' Class
proved so indifferent that it requiredagreatstrainof conscience, to give
such birds the allotted premiums.
The day was beautifully tine, and the attendance was extremely good.
The following is a list of the awards made at this Show, which was

held on the Ith iust :

—

YOUNG BIRDS.
Game (Black-breasted Red).—First and Second, J. H. Williams, Welsh-

pool. Highly Commended, G. Owen, Park-issa.
Game (Duckwing, Greys, and White or Piles).—First, G. Owen. Se-

cond, Messrs. Church & Uoulding, Xantwieh. Commended, J. H.
WilUams.
DoKKiNGS.—First, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson, Wiitehaven. Second,

E. Williams, Henllo, Berriew. Highly Commended. — Bailey, Longtoa ;

M. Bro()ksbank, Manchester. Commended,— Bailey.
Cochin-China (Brown or Partridge).— First and Second, E. Tudman,

Whitchurch. Commended, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington.
CocuiN China (White ur Buffj.—First, G. Lamb, SVolverhampton. Se-

cond, Hon. E. Douglas Pennant, Pcnrhyn Castle,
Spanish.—First, U. Davies, Chester. Second, F. James. Peckham Rye.

Highly Commended. J. Walker, Wolverhampt-m ; J. R. U..dhard.
Hamblrous (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—Fir^r, J. Flatt, Bolton (Silver-

pencilled). Second. H. Pickles, juu., Earby (GoMcn-pc-ncilled).
HAMnLKGHs (Silver or Gold-pencilled.-First. Messrrfi. Ashton & T^ooth,

Mottram. Second, N. Marlor, Denton, near Manchester. Highly Com-
mended, H. Pickles, jun. ; T. Blakeman, Wolverhaniiiton.
Brahma Pootra.— First. H. Lacy. Hebdeu Bridge. Second, Hon. E.

Douglas Pennant. Highly Commended, J. Little, Chester. Commended,
C. Turner, Cheshire.
Any otheb Distinct Vauiety.—First, R. Charlesworth, Manchester.

Second, A. Price, iJa«ley (Polnuds),
Gamk B.vntams.— FirVt, W. F. Entwisle, Leed.s. Second, J. Atkins, jun.,

Wnlsfill. Commended, J. R. Jessop, Hull ; E. Comber, W;irriogton.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Second, S.

and R. Ashton. Commended, J. K. Je.'^sop; R. Charleswijrth.
TcRKEVs.—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, W. B. Etches, Whit-

church. Hichly Commended, Rev. W. J. McUor. Colwick Rectory; F. E,
Itichardson, Uttoieter. Con)mended. Rev. W. J. Mellor.
Geesk.— First, Mrs. Hamilton, Tyddyn, Lanidloes. Second, F. E.

Richardson.
DurKS ( Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Second, W. B. Etches.
Dt'CKS (Kouen).—First. E. Leech. Second, E. Tudman. Commended,

Messrs. Gunson & Jeffereou.
FAR3IVAUD Cross.—First, Withheld. Second, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot.

Confined to Oswestry District.
Game (Black-breasted).—First and Second, U. Crutchloe, Oswestry.
Dorkings.— First and Second, E. Shaw.
Sellinu Class (Anv varietv). — First, W. E. Etches. Second, H.

Crutchloe. Third. H. VValker, Rutbin.
Game Cock (Amateurs' Prizes).—First, G. Owen. Second, H. Crutchloe.
Any Distinct Breed (Cottagera' Prizes).—First and Second, J.Eccles,

Osweslr.'.
E.XTRA PocLTRV.— Commended, P. H. Cooke, New Marlt n ; G. Owen.

Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, was the Judge.

NOP.TH.VLLERTOX AGMCULTUR.VL SOCIETY'S
POULTRY SHOW.

The 6rst meeting of the above Society took place on the 3rd inst.,

and proved in evei-y respect a far better Show than the Committee ex-

pected, considering the lateness of the season.

The show of poultry was very good : indeed few societies can boast

of so large an entry for a lirst Show, considering the small prizes that

were offered and the limited number rf cla-sc^, and no doubt the

entries would have been very considerably increased if tlie Show had
been previously advertised in this and other newspapers. The weather
was very fine and dry, bnt bitter cold, and as the poultry pens were in

the open air, it is to be feared some of the birds would suffer from its

effects, though excellent pens were provided. We would suggest that

another year the Committee should provide a tent, or have the Show
held at least a month earlier. Dorkhigs headed the list, and were
excellent. For Oomc there was a large entry, and good Black Keds
were tlic ^riuners. Spanish did sot master stroDgly, bat the winning
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pens were very f;;ood. Cochins were excellent, also the Brahnuis. The
Jlamhurghs were first-rate, both Gold and Silver competed together

In Spangled, Golden-spanj;led were first, bnt in the Pencilled class the

Silver-pencilled were decidedly the best. Several pens of these were

aa good as can be found at any show. Bantams were numerous but

not good in quality ; a nice pair of willow-legged hens was shown with

a white-legged oocJi. and the owner declared that it was the first time

that they had been beaten—pray who had been the judges ?

Ducl-a were cxclleut, particularly the Rouen, and Aylesbm^. The
Turlceys were uumorous and very tine.

Mr. Horseman and Messrs. Hattersley & Wilson showed some good

Piyeons. For Jtohh/fs ouly one prize was offered, and an excellent

pair of Black and White Lops secured it.

Dorkings.—First, Second, and Highly Commended, J.White, Warlaby,
Gaute.— i-irst and Second, W. Bearpark, Ainderby Steeple. Highly

Commended, J. B. Uootb, ICillerby Hall.

Spanish.—First, W.Horner, Thirsk. Second. W, Shaw, Boroughbridge.
Cochin-china.—First and Second, R. E. Brown, Wass, Oswaldkirk.
Brahma Pootra.—First, Lady Gallwey, Tliirsk. Second, W. Shaw.
Hamburghs (Gold or Silver-spangled).— First, J. Johnson, Ainderby

(Golden). Second, W. Severs, Kirby Fleethani (Silver). Highly Com-
mended, — Brown. Bedale (Silver).

HAiTBURGHS {Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First, W. Bearpark (Silver).

Second, W. Smith, Aiudorby Steeple.

Bantams (Any variety).—First, — Jobling, Swainby (GameJ. Second,
Mrs. Barwick, S'outhOtterington (White).
Ducks (Rouen).—First, W. Lawrenson, Eaglescliffe, Yarm. Second,

Miss Morton, Leak. Highly Commended, J. B. Bonth.
DtJciis (Any other distinct variety).—First, J. Stury, Pocklington (Ayles-

bury). Second, W. La^vrenson (Aylesbm'y). Highly Commended, Miss
B. Peirse. Bedahj (Black).

Turkeys.—First, T. C. Booth. Second, — Johnson, Northallerton.

Geese.—First, R. Garnett, Welbm^. Second, Mrs. G. Oliver, North-
allerton. Highly Commended, T. C. Booth.
Pigeons.— CtirnVr.*. — Prize, Messrs. Hattersley & Wilson, Thirsk.

Potiters.—Prize, F. Horseman, Boroughbridpe. Jacobins.-'Fnze, Messrs.
Hattersley & Wilson. Tumblers.—Vrize, F. Horseman.
Rabbits.—Prize, W. LawTenson. Highly Commended, W. Gunny.

The Judges were Mr. S. Bum, Whitby, and Mr. Barker, Hoving-
ham, Malton.

DRONE-BKEEDING QUEEN—EXCLUMNG
FROM SUPERS.

The following notes concerning a drone-breeding queen will

probably interest your apiarian readers:

—

On the 20th of June a Ligurian queen was hatched in a

populous hive that had lost its queen some time previously.

On the twenty-first day of her life, she being still a virgin, I

found her partially encased, and released her. Next day she was
severely encased, tvhen I caged her for twenty-four hours, but

on being released she was encased a third time ; releasing her
from a fourth imprisonment on her twenty-sixth day, I re-

moved her for live hours, and next day found her free for the

first time, but had to remove her again next day, and after a

few hours put her on the landing-board, where she was imme-
diately rolled up into a ball as big as an apple. On the thirtieth

day of her life finding her again imprisoned, with her wings
torn to rags, and one of her hind legs disabled, and finding also

she had destroyed a sealed royal cell which the bees had formed
on a comb introduced five days before, I let her fly, thinking
to see no more of her, and next day gave them a fresh brood-

comb. Examining the hive on the thirty-fourth day after her
hatching, I found her back, and at full liberty, saving that she

was restrained from meddling with two sealed queen cells which
the hive contained, and, moreover, she had now the mark of

impregnation upon her.

From this moment she was never molested. On the thirty-

seventh day I found drone eggs, and on the fortieth she began
to lay in worker cells, placing her eggs irregularly, and often

two in a cell, on account of her disabled hind leg. I now re-

moved the remaining royal cell, the first having been previously

removed. Examining on the fifty-second day I found three

combs full of drone brood sealed in both worker and drone cells,

and next day removed her. She survived for some days, when,
finding her dead, I deUvered her to a ekiiled apiarian for ex-

amination.
Have any of your readers practised the separation of the

super from the stock hive by a grating impervious to queen or
drone ? Are three-sixteenths of an inch not rather wide for such
a grating? And do the bees pass and work as freely as in the
ordinary way? Some such arrangement is to me a deside-
ratum, as I have had two supers, forty-pounders, completely
ruined this seatiion by the queen's getting into them.

—

Apicola.

On dissecting the above-mentioned queen in the presence of

"Apicola," we found what may be called an imperfect im-
pregnation.—Fi. S.

[This is a very remarkable and exceptional case, sine© every

drone-breeding queen which we have had the opportunity of

examining, has turned out an unquestionable virgin. It may,
moreover, tend to explain what has always appeared to us to be
a mistake of the illustrious Huber, who records that in at any
rate one instance he witnessed the return of a queen with the

usual sign of fecundation, and that she eventually turned out a

drone-breeder.

We have never tried to exclude the queen and drones from
supers in the manner above referred to, and shall be obliged

to any of our correspondents who may be able to give the re-

quired information.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Vermin on Fowls.—"I would recommend ' A. K. C to use flowers of

sulphur freely in the hen-house. When the nesting-places are cleaned
out sprinkle a little sulphur on the floor, and also on the top of the nests.

Many hens, I believe, sit iudiflFerently from being worried by these para-

sites. I use wood aslies for the floor of the hen-house, and when a fresh
supply is added the fowls and Turkeys very much enjoy a dust bath. I
do not like any grease, it soils the plumage of white poultry.—L. B.,

Sussex."

Gabie Hen Disordered (An Old Subscriber^—You do not state whether
the hon has lost flesh, or whether she has become very thin. If she has
passed into the thin stage, and has become very dry-faced and wizened,
looking as though she had a dirty green powder on her face, we advise
you to kill her—we know no cure for it. If shfi has kept flesh you mu8t
purge her till the evacuations are brown and white. So long as she
passes green slime she will not improve in condition. Castor oil is the
best purgative. Try Baily's pills.

SiL^tR Sebright Bantams (JV. B.).—They ought not to have fea-

thers on the legs. The cockerel you name has a stain of the '' booted "

Bantam.
Spanish Chicexns Dying (Tr€ntside).~Snch complaints as you make

will be common now that changeable weather has come. Within these
ten minutes wo have seen a lot of Spanish chickens squatting under a
wall, and ono of them with its head on its back and sunk between its

shoulders. We can see nothing that a little extra feeding with stimulating
food will not cure. The sudden death of your birds indicates something
more than this. The most virulent case of roup is only fatal after many
days, if at all ; but the duration of life after the attack with you seems
to be about ten hours. We think your feeding must be at fault, and that
your birds are too low in condition to bear up against even a trifling

attack. Feed well and often, but little at a time, on good meal. While
cases of sickness occur do not spare the ale. Take away any sickly birds,

place them by themselves, so that they may have extra attention. Watch
them closely, that you miiy be able not only to learn how to treat the
malady, but also to anticipate and prevent.

White-crested Black Polands (.4 Regular Subscriber).—Honesty is

the best policy. Black Polands witli white tops should be shown with-

out trimmingof any kind. When such is the case the}' cannot be
shown without some black feathers in front. These are natural to them,
and no iiird of the breed was ever bred without them. The top-knots of

the hens should be as largo as possible, close in feather, and shaped like

cauliflowers. That of the cock should be composed of long feathers,

like those of the hackle or saddle, all incHning outwards from the centre.

It should ho large and full of feathers. In both, the black patch in front

is perfectly correct ; but mixture of black in the other parts of the top-

knot would be a disqualification.

Exhibition Pens {B. H.).—Wo approve of the Birmingham pens. We
know no belter where space is limited. We cannot say the cost of them.
Mr. Lythall, the Secretary of the Birmingham Show, will, we are sure,

give you any information you may require. If you are about to make
jiens, do not let those for small birds, as Bantams, be as deep as those for

Dorkings and Cochins. The small birds get to the back and cannot be
seen.

Turkeys as Fostkr Mothers (W. £.).—We have never used Turkeys
for hatching chickens, nor do we know any one who has. We, neverthe-
less, know they have been so employed, but not to any extent. You seem
to imagine that by putting eggs under a Turkey she immediately becomes
broody ; such is not our experience. Broodiness follows on the exhaus-
tion of the system from laying. If you hatch under a Turkey she will

require to be in confinement at least ten weeks—indeed, she should be
so until the chickens can care for themselves. A Turkey is a stupid

mother. If she start with thirty chickens she will di-ag them vvith her
through dew, and frost, and wet, leaving one or two behind every five

minutes, and being perfectly satisfied so long as she is followed by the

two or thi-ee that are strong enough to live notwithstanding her neglect.

In Italy thousands of chickens are reared under Capons. They will

always sit. It is their hobby, and they are excellent mothers (?). You
may arrange for sitting hens' at certain periods almost with certainty.

It is only necessary to keep pullets of the proper age. They should be
Brahmas or Cochins. For instance, birds that are hatched in April,

186t!. will be broody in January, ly(57, and so on. It is neither inconve-

nient nor expensive to do this, as large numbers of chickens are not

wanted in January and February. We believe the want of broody hens
will be felt more every year, as, "for the sake of egg-producing, so many
keep the non-sitting breeds.

Prizes at Beverley Poultry Show.—We are informed that these
have not been paid, and that no notice is taken of letters applying for

their payment. This ought not to be.

BiRiiiNOHAJM Schedule of Prizes (J. FrUh,jun.).—Ii is published.

We have one.

Starling's Beak (C. A. J.).—File off the projecting upper part of the
beak. What can have caixsed it no one can tell.

Scour in Pigeons [Inquirer).—Feed yom- birds on old beans; cram
them with pills of old mortar, three each day. Broken mortar is good
on the floor, bat sand and gravel give a neater appearance.
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anether disease which destroys the leaves. My Roses have had
but little of this in the jiresent year, chiefly .it the base of the

plants. I am not sure that it is a fungus at all ; it may arise

from changes in the atmosphere. I never observed it on Eoses
under glass.

Chlprii^ix, or yellow-green sickness, is the effect of damage
done to the leaves. The best way to stop it is to talse up the

plants, shake them out, and fresh plant them ; this will stop

the sap, which otherwise will affect the trees. Chalky ground
is said to be conducive to it. My trees came from Kushton
much affected by it, but I made them perfectly healthy, with
new foliage, before the winter set in. 1 planted 1100 Manetti
Roses between August 2ith and September r2th, ISdCi ; one
hundred of them were not much better than pot plants. I

lost last winter about thirty plants, and the others, pot plants

included, are now lofty trees.

Honrydnr, which is a viscous secretion, and not the drop-

pings ol aphides or insects as some suppose, must be washed
off as soon as the slime appears, or it will harden and stop the

pores of the leaves and destroy them. Water at the roots and
plenty of it over the leaves is the preventive and the cure.

Stirring the ground lightly over the roots will also do good.

Bees are fond of honeydew, and a year that abounds in honey-
dew is always a good honey year. I beUeve excessive drought
to be the cause of it.

INSECTS.

The chief are aphides, the budworm, and the anther sawfly.

Catch and kill all the aphides you can in the spring, and fall of

the year—in fact, at all times, and keep the trees well syringed,

or watered over the leaves. Again, " Water is the best thing."

KiUiug by hand is the best remedy for the other two. Manetti
Roses produce so many buds that I never trouble about them.
The sawfly is rare with me. I have had, however, two of my
trees of Triompbe de Eeunes "fretted" by them. I have not
seen here two dozen aphides since the spring.—W. F. E-ui-

CLYFFE.

"WTNTER THEATMENT OF PEACHES,
NECTARINES, AND -VPEICOTS IN POTS.
The article by Mr. Douglas in your last Number is sound

and practical, but I beg to protest against wintering trees of

the above-named kinds in the open ah'. It may be practised

by young cultivators for two or three years with impunity, but
when we have, as is often the case, heavy, drenching lains,

severe weather, and deep snow, which as it thaws completely
saturates the earth in the pots, mischief ensues ; besides this,

although frost may not apparently injure the shoots, yet as is

the case with wall trees after severe winters, they are to a
certain extent paralysed, and liable in spring to the attacks of

aphides. I tried the experiment some ten or twelve years
since, but have never repeated it. I often read in the American
papers about the shoots of the Peach trees, although ripe and
hard, being injured by severe frost, and dropping their blossom-
buds. All potted ti-ees of the above-named kinds should be in
the orchard-house by the end of October, the pots placed close
to each other, and covered with some dry hay ; they are then
safe tiU March. There must be something peculiar in the soil

used by Mr. Douglas. In the hottest weather we give water
but once a-day, sprinkling the paths once or twice.

The surface dressing is placed so as to form a concavity
round the stem of the tree, holding a large quantity of water,
which, descending through the centre of the mass of earth, com-
pletely saturates it. Without this concavity workmen often
make watering a sham.
With respect to the size of pots, the 15-inch pot is the juste

milii'u. It is true that as large fruit may be grown in 11-inch
pots, but not so many of them. The 18-inch pot is here the
maximum size, and grand trees are grown in pots of that size.

They are seldom moved, but are easily lifted by two men with
two stakes, attucbed at one end by a stout piece of cord. It is

not bad practice to place Peach and Apricot trees out of doors
after the fruit is gathered. Their shoots become rel, and their
leaves healthy; they only s-ei'in to have ripened their shoots
better than those kept in the house. As to blossom-buds there
.uo ah\a\.s loo m.iuy. la that respect I have never seen any dif-

ference between those kept in the house and those turned out

;

but the removal of the early-ripening sorts makes room, and is

the occasion of those left in the house receiving more light
and air.

I repeat, all the trees I have alluded to should be in the
house before the end of October, and dry and warm for the

winter. Mr. Douglas will, I am sure, excuse my differing from
him on one point, and he will confer a great favour on your
readers if he will give the size of the pots his Vines are growing
in, and his mode of treatment ; it must be sound and good, or

he would not produce such bunches of Black Hamburghs.
I beg leave here to confess that it is very agreeable to my

feelings, now I am old, to read sound articles on orchard-house
culture, so scoffed at in its early days. I have also lived to see
the Manetti Eose stock, after many years of abuse, now highly
popular both in England and America, and again Pears on
Quince stocks, which twenty-five or thirty years ago, some quasi
clever people thought me a little crazed to advocate, are now to
be found iu nil gardens where the chmate and soil suit them,
and where the cultivator is well up iu modern fruit cultivation.—Thos. Eiveks.

VINES AND VINE BORDERS—NATURAL
TEMPERATURES.

Familiar only with the Vine in an English vinery, could
any one understand the strength and luxuriance of growth
alluded to in the prophetic beneujction addressed to Judah

—

" Binding his foal unto the Vine, and his ass's colt unto the
choice Vine ?" Its thick and fleahy roots penetrating into the
deep fissures of the limestone rocks enabled it to endure the
long drought between the latter and the former rains. In-

different alike to the heats of summer and the frosts of winter,

perfectly adapted to their stony soil and variable climate, its

vigour and never-failing fruitfulness were subjects of continual
reference and grateful admiration to the whole Jewish nation.

A close and damp atmosphere of 100', charged with pestilent

vapours from sulphur-bedaubed hot-water pipes, could scarcely

be so conducive to the healthy growth of the Vine as the pure
and transparent air of Samaria, which enabled Jotham to stand
en the summit of Gerizim and speak to the men of Shechem in
the valley below. We take the strongest climbing plant of the
temperate zone, we plant it in a shallow and porous border,

resting upon Caithness pavement or flagstones, supported on
brick pillars. We enclose half this border within four white-
washed walls, and train every shoot and every leaf of the Vine
to receive the full glare of the sun through the glass, while the
shade temperature beneath is equal to that of Western Africa.

Such treatment may bo scientific, but it is not natural. It is,

however, the treatment recommended by Mr. Thomson, and
endorsed by half the gardeners in the kingdom.
The highest coast temperature registered on board H.M.S.

" Wilberforce " during the expedition for the suppression of the

slave trade was 84° Fah. on the '20th of August, 18-il. The
highest temperature registered on board H.M.S. "Albert"when
upwards of three hundred miles inland was 92° Fah. on the
26th of September following. These temperatures were taken
at the end of the rainy season, and within 9° of the equator.

I am somewhat disappointed that those correspondents who
were so eager to give their opinions on this subject on the ap-

pearance of Mr. Wills'e extraordinary letter about the Vine
borders he intended making at Huntroyde, should have nothing
more to say on a matter so interesting to the readers of the

Journal as the proper cultivation of the Vine. To myself it

is becoming a question of some importance, for I have now
'259 Vines planted in inside borders, made with the ordinary

soil of my giirden and a small addition of stable manure. Of
this number 104 were grown at the bottom of a north wall till

the first week in August, when they were taken into the houses
and planted without even lemoving the drainage. Their pro-

gress has been perfectly satisfactory, and the wood will be fully

matured by the middle of December. They will be started

again in January, with the certainty of ripening a good crop

about the end of June, without injury to the season's growth,

or to their future well-doing.

In Mr. Thomson's treatise on the Vine I find it stated, that

if a Vine be allowed to grow at one season of the year it will

assert its right to rest at another. Now, the trees and plants

of a temperate climate are arrested in their growth because of

the absence of the light and heat necessary to their continued

development. Within the tropics the same eft'ect is produced

by the dry season. The growth of the Vine may be divided

into three stages. In the first stage the shoots are rapidly ex-

tended till the leaves attain their full size. The second is

almost wholly given to the swelling and ripening of the fruit.

In the third the growth is as great as in the first, but the in-

crease is as much in size as in length and in a proper tempe-
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ratare the leaves nbile still green becoming partially detached

{rom tlie shoot is an unorrinR sign of a perfect matarity of the

wood, which then becomes merely a means of communication
between the root and the bnd. In this state it is in the best

possible condition to support a new growth, and rest can add
aothing to its maturity.

At page 48 Mr. Thomson says :
—" By the time the action of

the leaves had ceased these roots were anything but ripe, and
they all perished during the winter rains back to the old stem-

roots from which they sprang. The Vines, nevertheless, have
a given amount of storednp sap in them, though they have
lost their active roots Whilst this etorcdup sap lasts

they grow vigorously enongh." I not only deny the truth of

this statement, but I assert it to be impossible for any tree or

shrub to contain within itself sulUcient moisture to support a

vigorous vegetation. If this idea of storednp sap were tried,

then a Vine carefully taken from the ground and suspended
in a proper temperature would continue to grow till its stores

of sap were cxlmustod.

I invite Mr. Thomson to a fair discussion of his book in the

hope that it may prove both interesting and valuable to the

readers of Thk Journal of Hokiiccltuiie.—II. S.

EARLY BEDDIXG-OUT AND ITS RESULTS.
Last autumn you inserted a letter from me on the subject

oi early beddingont, &(s. (vol. xi., p. 364), which letter brought

ont a reply from " Vindic.vtok " (page 40C), in which he said

that Chester being " near the sea " (it is only twenty miles off,

the estuary of the Deo, which is eight miles off, having a very

different climate from the coast proper), " the atmosphere is

not so much affected by the late daybreak frosts in May."
Now, there was no use replying to this by a mere state-

ment of temperature in May, especially as my observations

bad not been recorded carefully enou<^li. I therefore resolved to

plant ont still earlier in 18t'.7, and observe the result. Accord-

ingly I began on the 24th of April by planting a row of Cybister

Pelargonium nnder the house wall facing south, but exposed to

east winds. On the 2nd of May I planted some Calceolarias

and Pelargoniums, and continued from that day to plant ont

whenever I had time to spare, till, by May 14th, 1 had nearly all

my beds filled, with the exception of the more tender bedding

plants, such as Perilla, Amaranthus, Iresine, i-c. Pelargoniums,

Verbenas, Lobelias, and Calceolarias were planted out in the

most exposed situations. We had extraordinarily hot weather in

the early part of May, the thermometer in the shade registering

78° on the 8th, and from 70^ to ".')' on several days before. This
gave the plants already out a fair start, and the earliest began
growing well. I was not at home during the severe weather

from Xiay 20th to 25th, but on my return I found the thermo-
meter (a minimum of Negrettiit Zambra's), had registered 28°,

and a bed of early Potatoes, protected both on the east and
south by a high wall and a greenhouse, was entirely destroyed

;

yet not a single bedding plant was seiiously injured. Some
had their leaves browned, especially Lobelias and Verbenas,

but all recovered, and were in full bloom far sooner than any
that were planted later. The row of Pelargoniums planted

April 2!lth had not even a leaf browned. This row was in

full beauty by the beginning of July, and is very fine at this

moment.
And now for the rest of the season. I have never seen

Pelargoniums grow better or flower so wall as mine have done
this summer ; but from some cause, possibly the long continu-

ance of cold north winds in June, some of the best sorts, and
more especially Stella and Lord Palmerston, were late before

they began fairly to bloom ; but when they did begin I never

saw more gorgeous masses of colour, t find, however, that the

latter will not stand wind and rain well, and should be planted
in a sheltered situation.

I bad nearly all my beds as gay in spring as they were after-

wards. The border in which I planted Cybister was full of

clnmps of Crocuses, Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissus, and the
bulbs were all left in the ground, the bedding plants being
planted among them. Other beds were masses of early single

Tulips, Crocuses, or Hyacinths, which were taken np as they
were over by the beginning of May. A bed of Wallflowprs was
reserved for the more tender plants, as Ricinus and Ama-
r&nthns melancholicus ruber, which I never plant ont till June,
and the latter plant will hardly grow even then in the most
sheltered place. Two other beds containing Pansies, .tc.

which were gay till July, were filled with Pelargoniums plunged

in six-inch pots, and were at once gay again, the Pelargoniams
having been potted in May. An edging of Tagetes pnmila,
which is easily moved, was added. I hope to make nee of this

system, having Pelargoniums establinhed in puts to plunge,

to a greater extent next year, as by this means one may in-

dulge in the later spring flowers without losing any time with

the bedding plants.

We see. then, that the principal bedding plants are hardier

than Potatoes, and it is clear that the earlier they are planted

ont the longer is the garden gay. Spring decoration may be
secured as Bhown above.—A. 0. W.

GRAPE JUDGING.
I THINK Mr. D. Thomson's suggestions (seepage 250), sbotild

be carried out next seasin, as it would effectually settle the
question—Colour rrrsiis Flavour.

I would suggest that the several productions be not sub-

mitted for judgment before three weeks from the time of

colouring, as a dish of black Grapes might be shown as soon
as coloured and not really ripe : consequently they would be
at a disadvantage.

—

John Allistox.

MR. MILLERS VINERIES, BISHOP'S
STORTFORD.

Ix looking over your last year's volume (vol. XI.), I find, page
420, a description of these vineries, and particularly a notice of

one of them, a span-roof, 200 feet by 30, with inside borders. In
page 470 Mr. Wills denounces such borders as a rank hereey,

and with powerful logic says, " Would Mr. Meredith make out-

side and deep Vine borders, when a great portion of his living

depends on the result ? " Again, Mr. Wills says, " I feel sure,

that the Vines at Bishop's Stortford will show next season that

the once-a-month system of watering during their growth, and
their being so long kept without any, is highly injurious to

them." .\las ! for this prophecy, the heresy of inside borders
seems likely to simplify the m iking of Vine borders, now such
a bugbear to the tyro in Vine culture.

Living within a pleasant drive of Bishop's Stortford, I drove
over a few days since to look at the vineries ; there are some
wide and lofty lean-to vineries about 300 feet in length, all with
outside borders. The Grujies in these houses are as fine as
can be wished for, and tlie crop abundant. They are all Muscats
and Hambuigljs. The Vines are now live years old. In the
span-roofed house, with its inside border of the length and
width given by " Vxti.s." the Vines are three years old. This
house is so well described by " Vitis," page 420, that I need not
dwell upon it. I only wish to point out the failure of Mr.
Wills's prophecy. The Vines are in the most exuberant health,
and the few bunches tliey are allowed to carry are quite first-

rote. As they are not yet allowed to carry a full crop like the
lean-to houses, the bunches are larecr, and I noticed parti-

cularly that the Muscats were much finer in colour. This alone
is a strong argument in favour of an inside border ; but as I

really know but very little about Grape-growing, I leave the
subject to such men as the Messrs. Thomson, the illustrious

Arcades diiiho of the Grape-growing world.
I was particularly struck with the avenue of Black Hamburgh

Grapes, formed by two rows of Vines (trained upright to stakes),

one on each side of the central walk, and fi feet apart in the
rows. They are all bearing beautiful bunches ; and a curious
fact is, that the bunches close to the groiud, although some
la feet from the glass, are as deep in colour as those on the
upper part of the Vines. This seems against the opinion wbish
has, I think, been broached by one of our clever theorists

—

that glass obstructs the colouring rays, so that if fruit is at

some distance from it they are weakened.
It has become a question whether the produce of this fine

house would not have been more than doubled, if the whole
area of it had been planted with these upright Vines about
4 feet apart, leaving the roof clear, and thus forming " a vine-

yard under glass." It is, I am inclined to think, a matter qiute
worthy of being taken into consideration by those who are build-

ing vineries ; the Vines thus trained are so beautiful, and lamiad
one of the garden Vines in warm climates.

The borders were dressed lost spring with half-inch bones aad
manure to a depth of nearly 2 inches, tliis will be given annu-
aUy.

Mr. Wills alludes to the small quantity of water given to tlM
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Vines. Tbey Lave been watered tliis eeasou as described at

page 420, and bad tbeir bist sujiply in tbe middle of August. Mr.
Ward tells me tbat as soon as tbe fru it is gatbered, he will give

the borders a sound watering, and leave tbem till March. Tbe
manual labour is heavy ; but this might now be obviated, by
having two perforated zinc pipes laid on tbe surface on each
side, and a cistern slightly raised to give gentle pressure.

Mr. Ward, Mr. Miller's gardener, not only excels in Grape-
growing, but may point to bis Pines as models of successful

Pine-growing. I saw with him Smooth-leaved Cayennes, weigh-
ing from 9 to lOJ lbs., beautifully ripened.

—

Viator.

STORING POTATOES.
Accept my thanks for your reply to my inquiry, page 21"2

;

but I must ask of you a little further information. When
ought one to consider a Potato ripe ? for here seems the difiS-

cnlty. The premature death of the stem by disease cannot be
said to be a proof of the maturity of the tiiber. By tbe end
of March most growers here have completed planting. By the
middle of July, when there is a severe visitation of disease,

such as, for instance, this season, all the stems have disap-
peared. Up to this, I take it, the poison in the plant is being
actively circulated. Some tubers become infected by it, others
withstand it ; but, on the death of the stem, is it your opinion
that this circulation is at an end ? or does the process continue
to spread in the soil? Because it is obvious that if there is

an end to such circulation upon tbe death of the stem, the
tubers may as well lay for a time iu their isolated condition in
the ground as be "heaped" anywhere. The difference would
be, that if drawn—say in tbe first fortnight in August, some
Potatoes would be stored having disease in such an incipient
form as not to be noticeable at the time of drawing, and they
would naturally injure those about them in the storehouse,
and would be certainly themselves soon unfit for use ; but if,

on the other hand, these Potatoes were left undisturbed till the
end of September tbe affected tubers would have fairly rotted
down, and the Potatoes then appearing sound would really be
so, and therefore could be heaped without any risk.

The old people in this neighbourhood tell me that it was the
rule before the disease was known to draw Potatoes in the first

week of November. Then they planted later, it is true ; but it

is, of course, also true that tbe dying of the stem occupied
longer time then, when tbe plant continued free from taint,

than in these days of disease.

I take it, if it can be laid down what time certain sorts
Tinder ordinary conditions would require to i ipen, and if diseased
or not, what would be the best time to commence drawing for

store, the difiiculty would bo met. Here there are strenuous
advocates of two opposite courses : the one bids you draw
directly the plant dies, and so save the spread of the infection

;

the other advises you to leave them untouched for some two
months later, and so get riper Potatoes and less risk in storing.
I appeal to you to relieve me from their contradictions.

—

COENCEIA.

[A Potato is ripe as soon as its outer cuticle, or skin, will

not come off when gently rubbed. If the weather be fine the
tubers may be allowed to remain in the soil until the stems
are dead

; but the tubers neither increase iu size or ripeness
after the stems begin to turn yellow. If the stems are diseased
they had better be cut off, for they supply diseased sap to the
tubers. If the stems are only cut off at about half their length,
and the lower half is still green, the tubers may be left in the
ground until the remaining portion of the stems shows evi-
dences either of decay or of disease, when, in either case, the
tubers should be taken up and stored. There is no doubt that
so soon as the stems are dead all circulation in tbe tubers has
ceased ; but it is quite an erroneous conclusion that therefore
they may as well remain in the soil. They may do so if a
depth of soil is heaped over them to preserve them from ex-
cessive vicis.situdes of temperature and moisture—the prime
agents of decay ; but it is much easier and more safe to take
up the tubers and store them in a cold, dry outhouse in alter-
nate layers with sand, so tbat scarcely two Potatoes touch.
This is very different from storing them '• heaped," which pro-
motes heating, and consequently is the worst of all modes of
storing. When stored in sand, if a tuber decays it does not
affect those even nearest to it ; and even a tainted one will not
decay so fast as when in the wet soil.

We remember, as your neighbours do, when the Potato crop
was not usually taken up until late in the autumn ; but that

was before " the iiaeAso" had become so excessive. "Scab"
and " curl " were then the diseases most injurious, and early
or late taking-up had no influence over them.
No certain time can be assigned as requisite for a Potato

plant completing its growth ; but there are some varieties

which, in defiance of an unpropitious summer, are ready for

taking up by the end of July or early in August. These are the
least Uable to the disease, and some of them should always be
grown for storing.

What we have said is only an amplification of what we before
recommended—namely, that unless the weather is fine we re-

commend our own practice of taking up the tubers and storing
them in sand so soon as the stems begin to assume a yellow hue.]

"WINTER TREATMENT
OF TRICOLOR, BRONZE AND GOLD ZON.\L, .^ND OTHER

PEL.iRGONIUHS.

I.N reply totheinquiry of your correspondent " H. J. Jackson,"
as to the best mode of wintering these beautiful plants, I will

state as fully as I can my mode of treating them ; and I feel

sure, if he will follow the advice I shall give him, that he will

succeed, for I have grown them now two winters in one of the
wildest and worst parts of Lancashire, and have found no
difficulty whatever in growing and propagating them freely.

In the first place, your correspondent states that his Tricolor

Pelargoniums have been growing in frames, and tbat he has
now housed them. The place most suitable for the Tricolor

varieties is a shelf near the glass in an airy place, where the air

can circulate freely amongst their foliage. They are very im-
patient of a damp humid atmosphere ; care must therefore be
taken to afford them all the air possible, and water must be
given sparingly through the short dull days of winter. A dry
temperature of from 45° to 55° is the most suitable for them
throughout the winter.

In the first week iu January tbe plants may be shaken out,

and repotted iu small pots in a good, free, sandy loam, with a

little leaf soil mixed with it. Very little water should be given
them till tbey have begun rooting freely into the new soil. At
the end of January they may be placed in a warmer tempera-
ture of, say, 60°, still keeping tbe plants as near tbe glass as
possible, and giving them the benefit of air on all favourable

occasions, but on no account must they have too much moisture.

This must be afforded as sparingly as possible till March, when
the plants will grow vigorously, and will require water more
frequently.

Cuttings may now be taken off as fast as suitable shoots

appear on the plants, but it is not advisable to take any until

they have made five fully developed leaves ; and in taking

thtm care must be exercised to leave an eye or two beyond the
stem of tbe parent plant. It tbe plant is in a vigorous state of

growth it will soon push out another set of shoots, which
should again be taken off, using the same jnecaution of leaving

dormant eyes. By skilfully carrying on this practice the parent

plant in a few months becomes well furnished with shoots.

Tbe same temperature as tbat in which tbe plants are growing
will suit tbe cuttings. I have treated fully on the management
of these in one of tbe spring numbers of this Joitrnal (No. .316),

After the young plants are rooted and growing freely their

heads may be taken off, but not before you can take a cutting

having the same number of leaves as recommended above, and
leaving two or three good leaves on the plant. As soon as the

eyes have broken on tbe young plant from which the cutting

has been taken, and it has formed some small leaves about

the size of a shilling, it may be shifted into a larger-sized pot.

This will give it a fresh start, and will soon enable it to pro-

duce from two to four good cuttings, according to the number
of eyes left on the plant ; so tbe work of decapitation and pro-

pagation may be continued under glass up to the end of June,

from which time till September the cuttings will strike much
more readily in the open ground. I merely stick tbem into

the common garden soil, and as soon as the cutting begins

to emit roots it is taken up and potted ; this will be in about

three weeks after it has beeu inserted in the soil.

If any considerable number of cuttings is put into the open
ground at once during tbe hot summer months, it is as well to

shade them a little for a few days. This may be done by
simply sticking a few evergreen branches amongst tbem, which
prevents the sun from scorching their leaves, and preserves

tbe strength of the cuttings better. As soon as tbe cut at the

base of tbe cutting begins to heal, which will be in a week or
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ten days, the cutting will then aasamo an upright habit and

file loaves will begin to stiffen. The ehading should then be

removed, allowing the sun to shine full upon tliem. I'lants

struck in this way are much stronger, have betlerconatitutions,

and grow much more freely than thoae from cuttings struck

under glass. Treat any plants of new Tricolor varieties

which you may possess, as recommendod above. It you place

them in heat now, and excite them into growth before their

proper growing season arrives, you will weaken the constitution

of your plants, and, perhaps, lose them altogether. Paring
the months of October, November, and December the plants

should be at rest. They are then ripening their wood, which
is thereby naturally prepared for a greater amount of forcing

and excitement during the spring following. Of course, the

plants must not be allowed to suffer from want of moisture

during their season of rest. A little water given once a-weok,

just to keep their roots from shrivelling, will be all that will be

required, unless the weather be very severe, and strong fires

have to be kept up to exclude frost. Then they will want
water perhaps twice or more every week ; but this, of course,

must he left to tha judgment of the person who has the

management of them. He ought to have intelligence enough
to know if any plant is suffering from want of water.

The Bronze and Clold Zonal Pelargoniums require dif-

ferent management through the winter months. As they

are of a much more vigorous habit of growth than the Tri-

color sorts, they maj' be kept growing all through tho winter

months. This gives them a great advantage over the Tricolor

varieties, for where a large stock of them is required they may
be propagated throughout the winter. They will grow very

freely in a temperature of 7")°, and as the spring advances they
will bear a temperature of 8.")" without showing any ill effocts,

and cuttings taken from them when they are growing in a

high temperature strike in a very short time with little trouble

—

merely putting them in single thumb-pots and standing them
on shelves or curbs. As an instance of this, I may state that

since I exhibited Beauty of Calderdale and Beauty of Kibbles-
dale at the Royal Botauic Society's Show, on the 3rd of July
last, I have propagated from each plant upwards of five

hundred. The plants were placed in the Pine-stove early in

July, and have produced a crop of cuttings every week since.

They are now as strong and vigorous as ever. They are watered
about once a-week with guano water. The young plants pro-

pagated from them are models of he.ilth and beauty. I predict

for these a brilliant future, and have no doubt that more plants

of them will be propagated within the next five years than of

any varieties of Pelargoniums previously sent out.— /. Wills.

(JRCII.VKD-HOUSE M.WAGE.MKXT.
Being called upon by Jlr. Rivers to say what I meant by my

deviation from his directions as to orchard-house manage-
ment, I would in the (irst place express my regret that I did
not before state that I had seen only the eleventh edition of his
"Orchard-House," printed in ISQ, and my deviation lias

been from the rules laid down there. Very possibly the rules
now laid down are modified so as to resemble those by which
I have myself this year been guided.

1st, Each year I have taken less soil out of the pot at the
autumn top-dressing.

2nd, I entirely discontinue morning syringing, and in dull
weather I avoid syringing at all.

;ird, I ventilate far less freely than I did at first—at least,
imtil the fruit is far advanced.

1th, I allow the shoots to grow much longer before I stop
them, and I find them much stronger in consequence.

.'.!li. I never raise my trees from the borders during the
summer ; they root into the borders as they please.

tUh, I give far less water than I understood to be recom-
mended by Mr. Rivers. I never water till the trees begin to
flag.

7th. I have found the lime and sulphur, as directed to be
used in the " Orchard-House," quite useless. I now use either
"hot sewage " or the boiled lime and sulphur (I lb. of each to
one gallon of water), a quarter of a pint to four gallons of hot
water, and find I can keep down red spider.

These are, I think, my main deviations, and I feel that they
justify the expression I used—" that I cultivate my trees with
considerably less trouble than the rules adrise, and that
each year I have departed from those rules with manifest ad-
yantage." 1 would renew my expression of sincere respect to

Mr. Rivers as the founder of the whole delightful system o£

orcliard-housn culture.

Purliaps some of your readers may like to hear tho actual

result of my small house this year. Twenty-one Peach trees,

of which two were blank, both Karly Victoria, gave me 270
Peaches. Ten Nectarine trees gave "JiO Nectarines. Nineteen

Plums gave Wl fruit. Total, fifty trees, 901 fruit. I have
counted none but really good fruits. The size and flavour

were all I could wish, and my many visitors agreed that they

had neither seen nor tasted better anywhere this season.—C. P.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
OCTODER loin.

KmuT CoiraiTTEE.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.,in the chair. On
this occasion Mr. Ward. s*^rdeuer to T. V. MiUcr, Esq., Bishop's

Stortford, sent three finf. liundftomu Smooth Cayenno PiDes, weighing
severally lOJ, 10. au'.l 'Ji lbs. They were awarded a special certificate.

Mr. Whiting, of Th'i Deepdeuc. Dorking. exhihiteU fruit of Croft

Castle Pear, liritish Qneeu, excelleut, iiud with that fine, sprightly fia-

vonr peculiar to the Windsor, and Beurre Hardy, excellent in llavoar,

confirming the high character of this variety. Henry Webb, Esq.,

Redstone Manor. Redhill. exhibited specimens of several varieties of

Pear.s to show the effect of the past season on tho ripening of the
frait, some of which were cankered, and others mucli cracked. Marie
Louise seemed to have suffered from tho frost and cold nights so pre-

valent last summer ; Beurn- Diel was very mnch cracked, and Doyenne
Bliinc had bt_eu much cracked, but recovered after the tree bad re-

ceived a liberal supply of water, confirming the statements made in

the interesting article by " C. I. M.*' in last week's number. Mr.
Cox. of Redleaf, remarked that frait shadowed bv the leaves never

cracked, while all the exposed fi-iiit were so. Mr. Wells, of Southend,
Essex, sent a basket of very fine bunches of Black Hambur^jh Grapes,

grown in the ground vineries, and which were equal in size and colour to

what are usually grown in vineries. He also sent bunches of Muscat
of Alexandria, perfectly ripe and well-coloured, grown in the same
structure^. The Committee awarded the Grapes a special certificate,

and a hi'.;h commendation of the principle of the ground vineries, by
which Grapes may be grown in ordinary gardens at a small cost.

Mr. Bye, gardener to U. Arkwright, Esq., Hampton Court, Leo-
minster, sent a seedling Nut. which was no improvement on existing

varieties. Messrs. Downie. Laird. A' Laiug, of Staustead Park, sent

a seedling kitchen Apple, raised at Luchie. East Lothian. Mr. Aldred,

*22, Bridge Street, Kilbnrn, sent a seedling Apple, called Aldred's

Seedling, which was so much of the character of Wnltham Abbey
Seedling and Golden Noble, that it was not considered to be sufficiently

distinct.

Mr. Penfold. gardener to J. Cockle, Esq., M.D., The Lodge, West
Moulsey, sent fruit of a white-spine Cucumber, which was not con-

sidered to possess any merit. Mr. A. Colbourn, gardener to J. Bljth,

Esq., Woolhampton, sent a dish of Salway Peaches, larijo and hand-
some, and of pretty good flavour ; they were from a tree planted inside

a bouse '2t> feet long by 1(J feet wide, and this year it has homo aboat
'271) fruit, and most of them of very large size. ilr. Rivers, of Saw-
hridgeworth, sent frnit of a seedling Peach, raised from tho Heath
Cliujjstoue, with the following connuunication :

—

' For the cnrious in such matters. I send two Pavies. the sort a
seedling, raised from that favourite late Peach (with the Americans),

the Heath Clingstone, which it 'rusemblcs. Downing calls the Heath
' the most superb and delicious of all the Clingstones.' In 1865 the

sort now sent was a mass of syrup. This season has not been warm
enough ; still, the flavour is rcniarkublc from the perfect absence of

the prussic acid smack. These white Pavies may be kept the greater

part of November on the trees and in tho fruit-room, and are very

ornamental for the dessert."

The Committee was of opinion that tho frnit is not calculated to

npeu salficicntly in this climate
; but if grown in heat we have no doabt

but it would be excellent, it having all the elements of a good fruit.

The Rev. George Kemp, of Sevenoaks, brought a dish of Dnnmore
Plums, which had hung on the tree till they shrivelled, and tho flavoor

was sweet and excellent. This is a most excellent Plum, and at this

season will keep three weeks after being gathered. Mr. Kemp stated

he had tho fruit in the dessert in December. From the garden of the

Society a collection of Tomatoes, fniit of the Pear-shaped Service,

and Gros Colmau Grape were exhibited. Miss Fothergdl. Somerset
Honse, Old Shirley, Southampton, sent a drawing of several varieties

of Apples, which showed an indication of talent in the delineation of

frnits, which if prosecuted will donbtlcss lead to success. Mr. William
Paul, of Waltham Cross, exhibited an interesting collection of very

correctly named .\pples and Pears.

Mr. Bye. gardener to R. Arkwright. Esq., sent some fine specimens
of White Spanish Onion, and Mr. Lidgard, of Hammersmith, received

a special certificate for a very meritorions exhibition of Celen,", which
form a great attraction to the visitors. It consisted of Dewar's North-
umberland Champion, Cole's Superb Red, Wall's Invincible, and
Manchester Solid Red. Mr. Lidgard also received a special certificate

for fine examples of Onions, consisting of Danvers, New Venetian
Giant Tripoli, and that called the Nuneham Park.
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Mr. Rivers sent examples of the stocks used for dwarfing the growth
of the Apple tree. They were :

—

" No. 1.—The French Doucin, on which Apples grow very well, but
it does not keep up (/.'., swell) with a vigorous-growing sort. No. 2.

—

The Broad-leaved Parailiye, an English stock, raised here (Sawbridge-
woi-th) from seed. This sort roots freely at the surface, swells with the

graft, and makes healthy productive trees. No. 3.—The Nonesuch
Paradise, an English stock, raised here from (it is supposed), the None-
snch Apple. Like No. 2, it roots freely at the surface, swells with the

graft, and forms healthy productive trees. It retains its leaves, and
grows freely till late in autumn. It strikes freely from cuttings, and
is found to be a distinct and valuable stock."

Floral Committee.—The scarcity of plants exhibited this day
reminds ns of the close of the floral year. Until the Chrysanthemnnis
display their beauty—if, indeed, they will do so this late season—

a

gay gathering of flowers and plants cannot be expected. There were,
however, some interesting subjects. Mr. Anderson, gardener to T.
Dawson, Esq., Meadow Bank, near Glasgow, sent a small collection of
cut Orchids, veiy beautiful. Among them were Cattleya labiata Pes-
catoria? ; Oncidium crucntum. O. reilexum, 0. cucullatum, and O. mi-
orochilum. l\Ir. Bowie, Chilliugham Castle, sent a seedling Lobelia
called Little Gem, a pbant of very compact free-flowering habit, with
white and pale blue flowers. A first-class certificate was awarded it as
a useful bedding plant. Mr. J. Watson, St. .\lbans, exhibited two
baskets of small ]>lants of his Pelargoniums Miss Watson and Mrs.
Dix, which were struck ten weeks ago. They were sent to show the
good constitution of the plant. He also sent a seedling Bronze Zonal
variety called Bronze Jewel. From Mr. J. Stevens, Ealing, came
Tricolor Pelargoniums Mrs. Stevens and Ealing Rival ; the latter, a
bright and distinct sort, received a first-class certificate.

Mr. W. Bull contributed Encephalartos lanuginosa, a distinct and
handsome species, for which a first-class certificate was awarded

;

Saxifraga Fortunei, a hardy Saxifrage ; Aucuba japonica mas vera
marmorata. a variety with beautifully variegated leaves, which also
received a first-class certificate ; Adiantum sp., to be sent again ; Po-
Ijstichum augulare cristatum—first-class certificate ; Lastrea FiUx-
mas crispa gi-acilis—first-class certificate ; Athyrium Filix-fcemina
pnlcherrimum—first-class certificate ; Athyrium Filix-focmina fissi-

dente excurrens Lyelli, and Polystichum angnlare liueare—first-class
certificate. This, as well as all the other varieties which received cer-
tificates, was distinct and good. Mr. Bull also took a first-class certi-
ficate for Aucuba japonica fa'mina grandis, with bright, broad, green,
glossy foliage, and very handsome.
Mr. J. Aldred, Kilbnrn, sent four seedling Tricolor Pelargoniums,

all of them promising vai-ieties—Mimosa was much admired ; but being
seedlings, no award could be made. Spitfire, Beauty of ICilburn, and
Vietoi-y were the other varieties. Mr. Walch, Hillingdon, sent three
seedling Tricolor Pelargoniums, all of gi-eat promise. Mr. Bye, gar-
dener to R. Arkwrigbt, Esf^., sent cut specimens of a showy herbaceous
Calceolaria, yellow ground with deep crimson spot. Plants of this
seedling must he seen to ascertain its habit and merits. Mr. McDonald
exhibited fruits of Passiflora ctrulea Nenmanni, smaller than the
old Passiflora fruit. A collection of Orchids came from the gardens
of the Society, consisting chiefly of Odontoglossum gi-ande. One
plant was so particularly well grown and covered with its gorgeous
jiowers, that a special certificate was awarded it.

Mr. Bull exhibited several plants, among them Trichinium Manglesii,
a curious flowering plant, very pretty in its way. Coloured drawings
of Pelargonium leaves, Liliu'n anratum, and a gi'oup of plants, to-
gether with several specimens of Apples, were placed before the Com-
mittee for their inspection. These drawings, the production of Miss
Fothergill, of Old Shirley, Southampton, are of great merit. We
especially admired the gr-oup of Bronze Zonal Pelargonium leaves,
grown by Mr. Wills, for the truthfulness of their execution. Miss
FotborgiU has been a careful student of Nature, and promises to
evince much talent. We hope her first attempts may be carefully
followed up and attended with success. There is a wide' field open for
artists in flower-drawing at the present day.

soil which cannot be objected to on the score of lightness,

—

Edward Luckhursx, Egerton House Gardens, Egerton, Kent.

CALCEOLAKLV CULTURE.
I CANNOT help thinking that the plants to which " Robin

Rove " refers at page 274 as being grown in a two-ligUt frame,
mnst have been sadly deficient of soil about the roots during
their removal; and as to the dry weather affecting them,
surely your correspondent must have been very badly off for
water, or else have failed to apply it in a proper manner. I
venture to assert, if plants treated in the manner I advocate,
and possessing the balls of earth and roots which they ought to
do, are carefully planted and well watered once or" twice ac-
cording to the state of the weather, they wil'.on being examined
a week afterwards, be found to have plenty of fresh-made roots.
Certainly, if the weather is -very dry and hot, the plants will
droop slightly, but not in a manner 'to affect their well doing.
"EoBiN KovE" need not fear to use leaf mould, if it has suffi-
cient age, and if he refers to my first remarks he will see that
when the plants are fairly at work in the spring they are in a

NUNEHAJI PARK,
THE SEAT OF THE KEY. W. VERNON HARCOUKT.

On the 26th of September I was awakened at daybreak by
the old church chimes of Woodstock, and before many people
were up I had turned out from a Great Western Railway carriage
at the Culham station, and was on my way to Nuneham Park.
The sun was shining brightly, and the lark at " heaven's gate "

was carolling its sweetest, causing me to make sundry halts to
listen ; sometimes, also, I stopped to observe the goodly timber
trees richly furnishing the undulating park, or an occasional
happy family of deer and cattle browsing or reposing together,
chewing the cud of intense quiet and enjoyment. Poor dumb
creatures ! with those great honest eyes and that steady gaze,
one might, by a slight stretch of fancy, endow you with thought.
An excellent carriage road between two and three miles from

the station led me to the stable-yard, with the mansion in-

clining to the left. The house of Mr. Stewart, the gardener,
being to the right, thither I directed my steps. Entering the
garden through a door in the Ivy-covered wall, a very good
cottage in the modern Elizabethan style, and covered with the
blue Wistaria, Clematis, &c., presented itself, and speedily its

worthy occupier, with a hearty shake of the hand, introduced
me through its portal. Soon issuing again from the back of

the residence we passed the frame-ground, concealed by a wall
covered with Ivy to the right, and on the left the tall boundary
or west wall of the garden, also at this part similarly covered,
and came to the north wall, against the south face of which
is situated the Pelargonium-house. This was, for the time,
employed in forwarding successions of a great number of flow-

ering plants for decorating the rooms of the mansion during the
autumn and winter months. From it admittance is afforded
by a glass doorway into the Orange-house, which is filled with
hardwooded plants during the winter ; but at the time of my
visit it contained a multitude of fine-foliaged and other plants,

conspicuous amongst which, trained up and over the arched
ironwork which supports the heavily constructed timber rafters,

were Passiflora edulis and Lapageria rosea in fine blossom.
Mandevilla suaveolens, deliciously fragrant and most beautiful,

covered the back wall. The stove succeeds next. It is crammed
with plants such as Cyanopbyllum magnificum, Clerodendron
Thomsona; Balfourii, and Crotons, witha number of fine-foliaged

plants grown to a particular medium size to suit vases for

dinner-table decoration. Petrified gravel is disposed as rock-
work, and serves admirably to trail many a trailing plant on.

Before I proceed further I must mention that Mr. Stewart
Lad to make shift and crowd his plauts anywhere, as, in lieu

of flues, these houses and the vineries were about to be fitted with
pipes. Two of Harriot's tubular boilers were to be employed,
one boiler only to be worked at a time, the other being kept in

reserve in case of accident. One boiler will have to do duty
for the four houses above mentioned and for four vineries,

tln'ough the agency of 1800 feet of four-inch pipes—three flows,

three returns, and two bacli mains, thus doing away with seven
fires and two boilers as at present constituted. -4.n excellent

kind of screw valve was pointed out to me, nearly on the same
principle as Beck's, but much smaller ; it was to bo fixed in

the flow-pipe of each house. The valve is on such a principle

that it cannot go wrong, and the heat of each house can be
easily regulated by it to a nicety and to a certainty. I could
not learn whose patent or invention it was. I should have
said nine instead of eight houses ; for here, at right angles with
the stove and first vinery, is a span-roofed Heath-house, which
the boiler is also to heat by a flow and return three-inch pipe
all round.
Entering this house, among other things there I found a

box of young seedling Pelargoniums just in their first leaves

—

some of them showing unmistakeablo variegation already,

others quite green, and others, again, quite white. The last

are of no account, for they become poor, weakly, sickly plants,

never worth keeping. I can speak from experience, for I have
dabbled in this way myself, and not with Pelargoniums only

;

but I invariably destroy unless satisfied the seedling is of a
proper strain, and better than anything yet sent out. I think
I have now obtained a seedling Pelargonium by crossing Scarlet

Perfection and Christine, and of its kind the best. Mr. Stew-
art's seedlings are the result of crossing Madame Vaucher
with Pink Stella, and Italia Unita and Mrs. Pollock with
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Madame Vaucher. Mr. Stewart has arrived in bis practice at

the cooolnsion that nothiti); bat varieties of distinct colonrs

and of good constitution will do ; and I have seen many illns-

trations that indiscriminate cros'iing with Versicolors results in

splashed iiroductions, which will remain to worry and tantalise

for two, throe, or more years, nnd then have to ho thrown on
the rubbish heap. Nevertheless, some of Mr. Stewart's seed-

lings could well hold up their heads side by side with many,
very many, that I have seen shown. Varieties of Amaryllis,

trained exhibition plants, *c., filled up this house for temporary
convenience.

Between the stove and first vinery the intermediate space is

nnglazed, and hero the stokehole is entered ; after examining
the sites of the now boilers, I went through the vineries, one
after another. Those who have had deep trenches cnt out at

the back to the full lengths of their vineries, when fruit is

ripe, and rows of pipes fixed iit the sides and front npon the

borders, need scarcely be told the state of anxiety in which Mr.
Stewart was, nor of the various muslin and canvas contrivances

which ho had in use to keep the resulting dust and dirt from
the Grapes. These inside borders had been made nncummonly
well, as where the trenches were dug out for the return-pipes,

the soil was of a friable, light texture, and thoroughly inter-

seeted by fibrous roots. This vinery, being nearest the

boiler, is the early house, and was occupied with Muscat of

Alexandria, Canon Hall Muscat, and West's St. Peter's Vines.

I observed that Mr. Stewart wisely advocates the outside borders

from their flank extremities being aired, and the inside space

at the same time supplied with air by means of glazed sewage-

pipes sunk 2 feet deep, and about 2 yards apart, rising with bent
elbows just within the hoiise, between the hot-water pipes and
the wall plates in front. The houses themselves are not very
modern, plenty of timber entering into their construction.

Passing through a glass partition I entered a compartment
devoted to Black Hnmburghs, and then a house occupied with

very old Vines of the same ever-useful Grape, but these after

bearing next April, are to bo rooted out to make way for young
Vines. The next and last of the houses of this section is very

interesting. The roof is now covered with fine two-year-old

Black AUcante, Tottenham Park Muscat, and Lady Powne's
Vines, six in number, and the sorts placed alternately. Mr.
Stewart has a ver>- high opinion of the Black Alicante. He
has cut very fine bunches of it this season, and those which
I tasted were certainly bordering on first-rate, and but for the

improvements going on would no doubt have been quite so.

One of the finest symmetrically-trained Fig trees I ever saw,

a White Marseilles, (i3 feet in length, by 12 feet high, covers

the entire back wall of this late vinery. The foliage was
ripening off in perfect health, and the tree had carried its

second crop by bushels. It is generally started about the 1st

of December, and by about the 1st of March the Figs have
arrived at that stage—pay the blossoming period, when a pin

may be admitted down the centre of the Fig easily, and with-

ont injniy. Then, on their account, is the time, for a while,

to maintain a dry atmosphere. This house is during the

winter and spring principally devoted to Dwarf Kidney Beans,

and in the meantime the Vines are laid down horizontally along

the front enclosed in dry straw, and wound with dry haybands,

which are kept dry. Until about the 1st of March, wlien root-

action naturally begins, Mr. Stewart is quite contented to allow

the Vine rods to repose air-tight in their dry envelopes ; until

root-action begin, whatevermay be the atmospheric temperature,

the Vines do not attempt to break. I quite envy him this

faonse and its products.
It was most pleasing on quitting this vinery to look upon a

long continuation of the south wall to the bottom of the gar-

den covered with Pear trees in luxuriant health, and bearing

fine fruit. T well remember the fine Pear wall at Frogmore,

but this pleased me better. The trees are chiefly trained hori-

zontally, occasionally with weeping cordons fas I call themi in

the intervals—that is to say, a stem is allowed to grow to the top

of the wall, clean and straight as a ramrod, then made to strike

off right and left like the letter T, having four pinched-in

branches grown equidistant at right angles downwards to the

bottom of the wall. I need not dwell upon the sorts : they con-

sist of Dnchesse d'AngouUmc, Marie Louise, and the best of

the early Pears. The south border here is chiefly occupied with
plants of Keens' Seedling and President Strawberries, which
were forced, and planted out merely to produce one more crop

next spring about ten days earlier than those in established

beds. The open quarters in this division of the garden are chiefly

cropped with exceedingly fine Celery, in rows quite 5 feet apart,

;o as to allow of the Peas becoming the next occupants on their

exact sites. Espaliers and weeping pyramidal Pear trees take

positions alternately in parallelograms by the sides of the walks,

and arc this year without a crop of fruit, aa at other places

generally.

The west wall for its entire length along the bottom of the
garden, may be said to be devoted to Plums of the best kinds,

and the wasps were carrying havoc amongst them, although
many of Mr. Fish's double garden-hand-light traps were placed

to decoy them to destruction.

The north wall of this compartment is furnished with White
Dutch Currant, and Kaby Castle Red Currant, in cordons, and
bearing quantities of very large fruit. Mr. Stewart said that

they never thought of giving up Currant and Raspberry tartS

until Christmas. This north border is occupied with bedding-
out plants for the spring decoration of the flower garden.

These were here chietly seedling Polyanthuses and I'ansies,

white, bine, and yellow ; but the cuttings of the latter sort dis-

tinguished themselves by a sort of mildew-like damping-oflthis
year, which is puzzling. About half way up this north wall,

and leaning against it, is situated the Fern-house, containing

a good collection in perfection, the Maiden-hair Fern showing
most conspicuously, as it is required most for bouquets and
other garnishing purposes. .\ sfriiikling of orchidaceous plants

is also here, constituting the advanced guard of an oncoming
collection, when the new heating arrangements are completed.

Running in an easterly direction and striking across towards
the vinery borders, is a wall forming the back of the wheel-

barrow shed, and against it is a tree of Calebasse Grosse Pear,

hearing an enormous crop of its immense fruit ; then turning

sharp again to the left, against a north wall I found an open
shed roofed with glass, where are temporarily deposited Ca-
mellias with the plumpest of buds. Azaleas with the hardest

crowns, and Heaths, Epacrises, Coronillas, Cytisuses, and
hardwooded plants, together with old named varieties of Cine-

rarias, to blossom at Christmas. There were also lights con-

taining numerous seedling Cinerarias. Along the edge of the

Vine borders I noticed a choice collection of Dahlias, a few of

which I will describe as being the most select. These were
Hercules (Fancy), a large showy flower for a bed at a distance ;

Mrs. Savory, a slight violet-tipped flower ; Glory, a better

flower than Mrs. Savory, with the ground colour of the latter,

without being tipped ; Hero, of a peculiar, perhaps a dingy

buff, with a pretty violet centre ; Prospero (F'ancy), deep peach
blossom, very good and pretty

;
Queen of Primroses, a good

flower, and pleasing as its patronymic ; Epaulette, a yellowish

buff variety; Golden Admiration, the best of all the goldens

;

and a new seedling Fancy, raised by Mr. Stewart, and on which
I afterw.ards congratulated him when I saw it in the flower gar-

den, as it will, 1 think, be considered first-rate. To enter upon
colours without a lady at one's elbow is a desperat* venture,

but I will say that I consider the ground colour is a magenta
suffused with pink, and the petals rayed with unconfused dark
crimson stripes.

Returning to the Fern-house I entered a yard, wherein, and
along the continuation of the north wall, were the Camellia and
Azalea-houses, then empty and undergoing the operations of

cleaning and painting. Pits and frames, also, in this yard con-

tained Pelargoniums, of both new and old kinds, training in

preparation for exhibition ; also Teiegraph Cucumber, the old

smooth-skinned, and the newer, rougher and better variety of

it. Mr. Stewart observed, that for the last nine years he had
been in a position to cut a Cuotm[iber every day.

—

Upwabds
.*.XD Onw-ikus.

(To be continncd.)

PJANTING A SMALL TOWN GAEDEN.
I AM confined by illness to my room looking on a small

garden behind my house some 50 feet square. It possesses

a fine Almond tree, a rockery, some small Hollies, and a closed

tool shed, but is now an uneven croquet lawn. I have had large

gardens in the country-, but till now have never had a smaU
garden, or one in Loudon, for I live in the south-west neigh-

bourhood of Hyde Park ; the soil is gravel, the situation re-

markably open and airy, and I have not seen a single smutty
leaf from my garden. The few herbaceous plants in the border

thrive well.

I want to make my little garden a little gem of brightness,

and as fragrant as bright next spring, and I want to know how
to begin and what [and when Jto plant. What Ferns would do
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well in such a epot ? I am especially anxious to know wriat

Boses will do best, and to know liow to proceed for next year's

blooming ; but beyond Roses, though I must have some sum-
mer flower-beds, my chief object is spring flowers and shrubs for

April, May, and the early part of June. The garden is behind

the house, which stands N.W.W. My only conservatory is also

a study, though it has lights on three sides, most to the north,

and it is heated by water in winter ; but I must trust to plant-

cases for my forcing. Will the present heat of this glass room
bring on Violets and the like ?

—

An Old Scbscrider and Lame
Gardener.
[We regret that the want of anything like a plan renders us

unable to tell you how to make the most of your SO-feet-square

garden—that is, we presume, the side is 50 feet in length behind

the house, and more especially as we hardly know the exposure

of the garden. In the meantime, as herbaceous plants and
shrubs thrive well in your suburban district, we will unhesi-

tatingly recommend the following for making your garden gay

in April, May, and June, and yielding fragrance as well ;—

Hcrhaceou.s Plants.—Daisies of all colours, Hepaticas of

kinds. Polyanthus of all colours. Primroses ; Violets, single and
double ; Heartsease, Anemones of kinds, Sa.icifrages of kinds,

Orobns vernus, Asperula odorata, Corydalis lutea, Arabis,

white, purple, and variegated ; Helleborus niger and fiftidus,

and Soldanella alpina, which will be in bloom in April. To be

followed by Epimedium alpinum, Saponaria ocymoides, Ajuga
leptans, Armeria of kinds, Dielytra formosa and spectabilis,

Dianthus, Potentilla of kinds, Kanunculus, Mimulus moschatus,

and others ; Anbrietia, Evergreen Candytufts, Tradescnntias,

Pffionias, herbaceous and tree, Veronicas of sorts, Aqnilegia

(Columbine), Iris, spring-flowering; Papaver, Cerastium tomen-
tosum, Valeriana rubra, Aconitum napellus. Digitalis, Lysi-

machia vertioillata, Thalictrum, dwarf kinds ; Campanula car-

patica, Gentiana acaulis, and others.

Annuals.—By sowing now in a greenhouse, by sowing in the

ground in September, or early in March, and defending the

patch a little by a reversed flower-pot—Abronia umbellata,

Calliopsis bicolor, C. atro-sanguinea. Campanula speculum,

Clarkia pulchella, CoUinsia bicolor, Erysimum Peroffskianum
;

white, lilac, and crimson Candytuft ; Mignonette, Silene pen-
dula, ruberrima, Shafta, atocion, itc.

Bulb/:.—The best plan would be to obtain red, white, and
blue Hyacinths by the hundred or fifty, instead of buying the

finest sorts at Is. or more per bulb : and these cheaper bulbs at

from 25.V. to 30s. per hundred will make a fine show in the

garden. If they cannot be planted soon in well-stirred soil,

they had better be put on a hard surface and covered with

rough soil and leaf mould, and he planted with balls after-

wards. Next to these for blooming, we would place single and
double Anemones, at so much per hundred, which will cost

about a fourth of the named kinds. Then for early flowering,

there should be a lot of Winter Aconites, Snowdrops, and the

beautiful Crocus, of all colours, most of which can be obtained at

from 2.'!. to 3s. Gil. per hundred, according to quality and novelty,

to be followed by the early and late, and single and double
Tulips, Polyanthus Narcissus, &c., and yellow and scarlet

Turban Pianunculus.
Shrubs.—Besides the Laurustinus for a small garden, we

would try in such sandy soil the hardier section of Rhododen-
drons, and some of the following evergreen shrubs';—Erica
carnea. Daphne collina, Vinca major and minor, Daphne laureola,

Ulex (Double Furze), Andromeda latifolia, Berberis glumacea,
Cotoneaster buxifolia, Olea angustifolia, Arbutus lucida, Cjtisus

scoparius (Broom), Berberis fasciculatus, and two or three Cy-
presses and Junipers.

Of deciduous shrubs, these may have a place in the shrub-
bery—Amygdalus nana, Cydonia japonica. Daphne mezereum,
Eibes sanguineum, Spiraea Lindleyana, Tamarix germanica,
Hypericum calycinum, Genista triquetra. Honeysuckles, i-c.

Boxes.—We would at first trust chiefly to China varieties,

as the common Belle de Florence, Abb6 Miolard, Cramoisie
Supfirieure, Fabvier, Mrs. Bosanquet, &c. These will bloom
far into the winter in mild seasons, and keep on all the sum-
mer. To these we would add such Perpetuals as Baronne
Prevost, Beauty of Waltham, Caroline de Sansal, General
Jacqueminot, Jules Margottin, William Jesse, and John
Hopper.
With a plan and dimensions of borders and beds, it would be

seen how many of these you could plant. A dozen of Crocuses
may go in a square foot, or even three dozen ; large bulbs, as

Hyacinths and Narcissus, would require from 9 inches to a foot.

We shall be happy to give definite information on any point

when desired. Meanwhile, though we cannot specify by name
those who would give honest plants for moderate prices, we do
believe that every one of the nurserymen in your neighbour-
hood would do his best for you if he knew what you wished to

spend on herbaceous plants, shrubs, and Boses. In nineteen
cases out of twenty this will be found the most advantageous
for all parties.

We have not noticed Wallflowers, as it is now too late to

sow for next spring's blooming, but you might obtain some
hundreds of plants from some of the market gardens for a
trifle, and they make a place almost too sweet in spring.

Mignonette could be sown now or after the new year, in the
conservatory, and turned out in May so as to bloom early.

The conservatory might be rendered gay all the winter with
Camellias, Epacrises, winter-blooming Heaths, Chinese Prim-
ulas, Violets, itc, and if all the space is not wanted for these,

a place may be set aside for keeping small plants of Pelar-

goniums, itc, to go into the beds, when the blaze of bulbs is

over. We do not see, however, how you can do such things
and still retain a croquet ground.

To be looked at from the window, we should prefer, if the
ground admitted of it, an irregular border all round except at
the entrance, and the beds on turf in the middle. To have the
greatest enjoyment from being able to go into such a garden at

all times, we would have no turf, but have the beds on gravel

with neat tile edgings, and then, unless when there was a down-
pouring rain, the garden would be always accessible. The
little lawn or grass plat, as a means of walking between beds,

is often a great drawback to beauty, because not well kept,

which it rarely is when not gone over three times in a fort-

night. Even an invalid may pull a weed out of, or use a broom
on a gravel walk, who cannot do anything to keep grass short.]

THE THOMPSON TESTIMONIAL.
It is now some time since this laudable object was brought

before the public, and although it has already met with a con-
siderable measure of success, the result has as yet fallen far

short of the reasonable expectations entertained by the Com-
mittee at the outset. Varioui) causes have contributed towards
this state of things. The testimonial was started at a season
of the year when those who are most likely to contribute were
on the wing for health and recreation ; and many who were
desirous of testifying their appreciation of the laudable object

held back, in doubt as to what amount they were to contribute
till they knew what others intended to do.

The time has now arrived when both of these obstacles may
be removed. Health and pleasure-seekers are now settling

down to the quiet of the home circle, and of these a large pro-
portion of them to the enjoyment that the garden and their

gardening journal afford them. Let them, then, think
tenderly and lovingly of those who have contributed so much
to their pleasures, and especially on those in the down-hill of

life, after the best of their days spent in their service. Of
none can they do so more fittingly than him on whom it is

intended to bestow this testimonial. Let it be in reality a
testimonial—a thank-offering for benefits received, and a testi-

mony to the character of one whoso unblemished and guileless

life and industrious career have ever maintained him high in

the estimation of all who knew him, and whose services to the
horticulture of his time have secured him the admiration of

those who knew him not.

There is one class to whom we would more directly appeal,
because it is they who have more directly benefited by what
Mr. Thompson has done. We mean the purely professional

gardeners. When we pass our eye down the list of the sub-
scribers we are disappointed to see so few of this class. We
are well aware that it is not from any inditTerence that they do
not contribute what it is in their power to do ; but we believe

it is from a feeling that the amount they can afford is so small
it cannot easily be contriouted, or if sent it would not be ap-
preciated. Let them banish such a thought. The first half-

crown received came in the form of postage stamps, in an
envelope sealed with the impression of a sixpence. It was
from a garden lad, and he said, " I send this for Mr. Thomp-
son's testimonial. It is all I can afford, but I know I owe him
much more than that for all the good I have got from his

writings." " And." says another, " I send you a trifle to help
to soothe the path of the veteran gardener in the last days of

an honoured life." What eloquence of the heart do these
" trifles " carry with them ! It is these we delight to see, and
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we trust the head gardeners in all the large eatabliahments will

afford their young men an opportunity of joining in this good

work by organising a mode such as has been adopted by Mr.

Wills, of Huntroyde Park, who has applied to it all the energy

which he displays in whatever be undertakes. This is how
Mr. Wills has done it :

—

" Hantroyde Gardens, Burnley, Lancashire.
" 16th Sept., iSGT.

" Dr. Robert Hooo,
" Dear Sir,—I have very groat pleasure in sending you a triUo from

myself and the young gardeuorsaud labourers employed at Huntroyde.

Several of the yonng men have generously given a day's pay, others

have given what they could afford towards Mr. Thompson's testimonial.
" 1 was exceedingly pleased at the kind wishes for Mr. Thompson'.s

future happiness wliich necompauied their gifts, and at the williugness

they displayed in contributing towards this excellent mark and manner
of recognising the valuable services rendered to horticulture by Mr.

Thompson. I earnestly hone the young gardeners employed on every

other establishment throngliout the three kingdoms will follow the

good example set by the foreman, young gardeners, and labourers

employed in the gardens at Huntroyde ; and that head gardeners will

do all they can on their own ])art, and by recommending those em-
ployed under them to follow their good example. Earnestly hoping
Mr. Thompson may long live to enjoy what is now being subscribed for

him, believe mo, yours very faithfully,

—

.John Wu.lb."

List of Suuscribers.

jE «.

J.Wills 1
S. Craven
C.Patrick 2
.1. Hitchion 3
W. Doy 2
D. KniRhl 2
R. Jones 2

W. Fish 2
J. Holding 2
H. Bertwhistle 1

J. Cunningham 1

J. Whitehead 1

Total .

We might give a long list of names of our leading gardeners

who could help on this laudable project, but it would be in-

vidious to do so. We leave it in their bauds, and commend it

to their own warm hearts, which are ever open to assist iu any
good work. We hope ore many days are passed to bear of

many who have followed Mr. Wills's example, and Dr. Hogg will

have great pleasure in receiving their contributions. Wo shall

conclude with the following extract from the prospectus issued

by the Committee :

—

" With a modesty peculiarly bis own, and with a degree of

plodding perseverance which cannot be too highly recommended
as an example to the rising generation of horticulturists, Mr.
Thompson has worked on at these, bis favourite pursuits, with
zeal and assiduity, setting before himself the object of render-
ing service to science rather than that of personal gain ; and
now, after a long and useful career, when his physical powers
begin to fail him, it has been thought that an expression of

public sympathy in acknowledgment of his life-long labours,

would serve to gladden and solace the remaining years of bis
life.'

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS,

L.F.i.u iiAJALis (May- flowering Lajlia).

—

Nat. ord., Orchid-
aoete. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of Mexico, where
it is popularly known as " The Flower of May." Flowers lilac

;

lip white, margined and spotted with lilac.

—

(flat. Miii/.. t. 5G67.)
.ffiCHMEA oL0JiEn.vTA (Crowded-llowered .Echmea).

—

Xat. ord.,

Bromeliaceic. Liiiii., Hexandria Monogyiiia. Native of Bahia,
in Brazil. Flowers scarlet and purple. -^(rfcii^., t. 5GGS.)
BoxDELETH PuRniEi (Mr. Purdie's Bondeletia).

—

\at. ord.,

Bubiacea). Liiin., Pentandria Monogynia. Native of Vene-
zuela, and New Grenada. •' A free flowerer, and very fragrant."
Flowers pale yellow.

—

(Ihid., t. oOWl,)

TuAPSu DECii'iEKS (Madeiran Thapsial,—.V«(. ord., Umbel-
lifcra>. Z,!nH,, Pentandria Digynia. Native of Madeira. Flowers
white and fragrant.— (rtirf., (. 5670.)
EriMEDicM ALi'iNUM ritr. RDBRUM (Bed-flowered Barren-wott).

—Nat. ord., Berberidaceaj. Linn., Tetrandria Monogynia.
" A very elegant, hardy, herbaceous plant, equally suited for the
shady border or rocknork, and for early greenhouse decoration."
Flowers straw-coloured, bordered with crimson.

—

(Ihid., 1. 5671,)
HippEASTRfM rARDiNiM.— "This magnificent species of

Amaryllis is one of the most striking novelties of the past
season, perfectly distinct from all the species of Amaryllis pre-
viously known, and remarkable alike for its form, which is

spreading, with scarcely any tube, so that the whole inner
surface is displayed to view ; and for its colouring, which re-

minds one of the spotted varieties of Calceolaria or of Tydtea,
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BO closely are its perianth segments covered over with smal
dots, more or less irregularly confluent, of crimson red on a

creamy yellow ground. So distinct a plant, combining as it

does great beauty with its distinctness, cannot but be a valu-

able acquisition for our gardens.
" The plant is a native of Pern, and was introduced from

thence by the Messrs. Veitch tc Sons, of Chelsea, through their

fortunate collector, Mr. Pearce. It was exhibited in bloom at

one of the meetings held during March of the present year,

and was much and deservedly admired. Its merits were marked
on this occasion by the award of first-class certificate, which
was in every way deserved. Every grower of hothouse bulbs

must secure it for bis collection.
" Our memoranda, taken from the blooming plant, describe

the leaves as broadly linear, somewhat blunt, and about Ij inch

broad. The flower-stem is robust, terete, and glaucous, sup-

porting two flowers, which issue from a spathe of pallid oblong-

lanceolate bracts, and are supported on pedicels of about

IJ inch long. The flowers are widely expanded—6 to 8 inches

broad ; the tube very short, and fringed within ; the sepaline

segments ovate oblong, apiculate, the petaline similar, but

blunter, all greenish at the base of the tube, yellowish white

upwards, and there spotted thickly with crimson dots ; the

stamens declinate, with red filaments and green anthers.
" Being a native of Peru, this species will not require exces-

sive heat ; a cool stove treatment will be best for it. In other

respects its culture will be similar to that of other stove Amaryl-

lids, some of which were recently noticed in our pages."

—

{Florist and Pomnlogiat, vi., 213.)

ZONAL PELARGONIUM AMY HOGG.
Thk innumerable new bedding-out Pelargoniums that are

being sent out, I fear will puzzle many of your amateur readers

in selecting, and, as a consequence, either they will keep to

the old sorts, or be too often disappointed in the new varieties

which they order. To aid those who may be in this diflicnlty,

allow me to recommend, with unqualified approbation, a com-
paratively new Nosegay variety. Amy Hogg. The leaf has a

rather dark zone ; the flower is in colour of a bright purplish

rose, very distinct, well formed, and thrown well up above the

foliage. The flowers are as numerous and as large as in any
Pelargonium I know, equal to those of the good old Cybister,

and immeasurably superior in shape. If your amateur readers

obtain some stock plants to increase from in spring, or order

some at the usual time of bedding-out, I am sure they will be

gratified, and possibly thank—As Honorary Secretakt.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCUES OARDEN.

Cabhnge^, let a good breadth be pricked out at once in rather

poor ground. Celeni, earth-up. Caulifioivers, plant in frames

and on borders that are sheltered. Carrots, take up and store

them in sand in a dry and dark place. Endive, house a good
breadth of half-blanched stout plants in every spare frame,

and stout half-blanched Cos and Cabbage Lcttuccf. Onions,

examine those in store. Par.<nip.'<, take up, but in some soils

they keep very fresh in the ground, for no ordinary degree of

frost will injure them. Hrrlm, let a stock be potted for forcing

iu winter, especially Sweet Marjoram, Mint, Sorrel, and Tarra-

gon. Sca-kaU, early-ripened for forcing in dung-beds or the

Mushroom-house, may be trenched-up with every root entire,

and heeled in the compost-ground in order to be drawn out

successively as wanted. Tomatn.s, gather as soon as they

begin to colour, and complete their ripening process in-doors,

in a good dry heat.

FRCIT GARDEN.
Wlien Peach and Nectarine trees begin to drop their leaves,

it is advisable to touch them over lightly with a fine-twigged

broom, commencing below and moving it towards the extremi-

ties of the branches. The leaves which are thus easily dis-

placed, have become inert as regards the elaboration of sap,

and their removal tends to improve the condition of the young
shoots by exposing their bark to the sun and air, and, con-

sequently, rendering them better adapted to withstand the

effects of frost. Preparation should now be made for filling

up all vacancies on walls, by entirely clearing out the soil

whore it has become exhausted by the roots of the trees which it

formerly supported, and replacing it with fresh soil or compost.

In planting some make a hole only large enough to contain the
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roots, others allow a width of 3 feet or so ; hut trees never
thrive so well in such limited pits althongh filled with good
Soil, as they do when a considerable portion of the border is
uniformly loosened. Therefore, let the border he trenched
to its full width in front of the vacancy, and right and left as
far as can possibly be done without interfering too much with
the roots of the adjoining trees ; if, indeed, a few of these are
cut^ at this time of the year there will be no harm, but in
spring they ought not to be disturbed. The general impression
amongst practical men is, that autumn planting is superior to
spring planting. We are decidedly of this opinion, and we
would advise those who intend making new orchards, removing
large fruit trees, or replacing decayed young ones, to commence
operations of a preparatory character immediately. Such pre-
parations should consist, in the first place, of a necessary pro-
vision of fresh and sound loam, and if this can be obtained
with some rough turf in it, so much the better ; if not, it will
be well to mix rough stable htter, straw, small sticks, or any
other coarse material with the loam when filling into the holes.
The loam being provided and placed in a high and sharp
ridge in order to throw off the rains, the next proceeding is to
thoroughly drain the site intended for planting. Thorough
drainage being secured, stations may be formed by making a
hard bottom of broken stone, rubble, broken bricks, or other
hard materials, and then throwing over these a coating of
cinders to prevent the soil from entering the porous materials
beneath. As to depth, we would advise great moderation,
provided the kinds are in any way tender or designed for the
dwarfing system. For such. 18 inches in depth of soil will be
ample, and if the ground is of a moist character, one-third of
the volume of soil should rise above the ordinary ground-
level

;
indeed, in all cases it is well to raise it considerably.

We would recommend a trench to be thrown out without delay
around very large trees intended for removal. This will at once
check late growth and induce a disposition to emit fibres forth-
with.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Where the beds are required for bulbs, the sooner they are

cleared the better, if the weather continue dry and suitable,
but by no means dig them if very wet. Such beds as have
the soil exhausted should have it renewed, particularly for
Hyacinths. After all that has been said about the planting of
evergreens in spring, or even in mid-winter, we are persuaded
that no part of the year can equal the autumn—say, from the
middle of October until the end of November. Much, how-
ever, depends on the character of the soil, as well as on the
rnode in which the operation is conducted. Some persons ad-
vocate " puddle planting," but on what principles we never
could discover. Why not puddle in potting? Certainly it is
better to puddle a large specimen than to totally neglect it
in regard to moisture. The best practice is, to open a hole
much larger than the ball of earth or volume of roots about
to be introduced, taking care not to make the hole any deeperm general than the surface soil extends, then to saturate the
subsoil with water, and next to thoroughly pulverise the soil
intended for filling-in round the roots. After this is completed
rake together tree leaves if at hand, weeds, sticks, &o., and
throw 3 or 4 inches (sometimes a foot) of these in the bottom
of the hole to set the ball or roots on, putting little or no soil
beneath the tree. The free being carefully removed, and, if
possible, not a fibre suffered to dry during the operation, is
placed on the leaves, and the process of fiUing-up commences.
The soil being in a mellow state is slightly trodden as the
fillmg proceeds, and when level with the ball or rather above
it, the whole receives a thorough watering, using several cans
of water at slight intervals. The next business, and a most
important affair, is to thoroughly stake the tree to prevent
wind-waving. When this is completed a thick mulching of
half-rotten manure or leaves will finish the process. Such
trees should have one thorough soaking of water in the eariy
part of April, afterwards they may be left to themselves.

GEEENHOnSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The climbers in the conservatory, at least some of the most

rambling, will now want a dressing when they obstruct the light
in any material degree. Those which flower on the young wood,
and which are now in a ripening state, or approaching a state
of rest, may be pruned-in very closelv. Such as the late-bloom-
ing Passifloras, the Combretums, Ecliites, Ipomams, Stepha-
notises, Thunbergias, Pergularias, Mandevillas, i-c, which are
Still thriving, must he regulated with a more gentle hand, cut-
ting away merely barren shoots, and drawing the remainder
into somewhat closer festoons, in order to throw sunlight into

the interior of the house. Some skill will be necessary in the
mixed greenhouse at this period especially ; there will be so
many candidates for admission that confusion and, conse-
quently, failures will be inevitable, unless some subjects be dis-
carded, or removed to a cold-pit or plant-hospital. Better grow
a few plants well than many badly.

STOVE.
A somewhat warm temperature may still be maintained here

in order to consolidate as much as possible immature growth.
^Vhen this is accomplished there will be less necessity for
strong fire heat in the dead of winter.

FORCING-PIT.
Keep up the supply of Dutch bulbs by weekly additions, and

also by contributions from the different' kinds of potted planta
already prepared for this purpose. Dwarf Orange trees will
prove a most desirable addition in winter, they can be easily
brought on in this department.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
With continued frosty mornings, and a heavy rain on Friday,

attended and followed by a milder temperature, no other bad
efiects have as yet manifested themselves in the garden than
those recorded last week. We hear of blackness and wrecks in
the valleys, whilst here, on Saturday, with a drizzling rain, the
main crops in the kitchen garden, and the beds and borders in
the flower garden, were as bright and blooming as they were in

the middle of August. The Calceolarias, but for the rains
washing off many flowers, would have been splendid ; and on
looking over fine plants we find there will be a difficulty in ob-
taining good cuttings this season, as every little shoot has put
forth its truss of flowers, whilst the best cuttings are those
that can be slipped off 2 or 3 inches long from the older stem,
and which have not had time to become knotted with flower-

trusses. AVe have no fear as yet for the general run of Calceo-
larias, but after the severe morning of the 4th inst., we took off

a good number of cuttings of the soft yellow Amplexicaulis, as
it will stand much less frost and rough treatment than the
general run of shrubby bedding Calceolarias. This is the only
kind we do not think safe to be kept all the winter in a cold
frame or pit, and also the only kind which we like to be strik-

ing before the end of the present month. We would not think
of the general collection being inserted as cuttings before the
end of this month, but for the great changeability of the weather,
as even on this Saturday evening, after the wind has been
south and west all day, it is again due north, hinting uumistake-
ably to us the importance of putting a lot of cuttings in before
this meets the eye of the reader.

kitchen GARDEN.
Continued clearing off useless Pea and Bean haulm as stated

last week, and put some earth to Celery in dry days, as the
soaking rains previously, and waning power of the sun, will

render all danger from dryness unlikely. We could use little

litter for topping up as stated last week, as we wanted every bit

for other purposes ; but such topping, or using moss or long
grass in small layers with no chance of heating, is a good pre-
servative against damping and frost. It should not be for-

gotten that a blanched head of Celery will stand much less

frost than one in its natural green state, and, therefore, when
very late Celery is desirable in spring, it is well not to earth-up
much in autumn and winter.

Planted more Cabbage plants, and strewed the spaces between
with ashes and lime, to render the ground unpleasant to all

the slimy tribe. Planted out and potted young Cauliflower
plants ; must try and have a place in readiness to receive a fine

lot of plants that are now showing well, and which are to he
lifted with balls. Bun the hoe through young Spinach, and
transplanted where it had not come up quite regularly. Spinach
trarsplants very well when young. A rabbit found its way
among a piece of Dwarf Kidney Beans under protection, and did
much harm before it was caught.

After the crops were cleared from the fields, we had quite an
invasion of rats, but singularly enough, though they have
feasted on and carried oft numbers of Pears, they did not in-
trude on Melons, which they could easily have done, and we
have known a dozen of Melons in a frame rendered useless in
one night before now. We have managed to thin the rats a
little, and hope they will at least shift their quarters. This
season they have chiefly annoyed us with eating into Pears,
and having their share of Beans and Peas. In past seasons we
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have bad them in vineries, where they did macb mischief, and
scarcely anywhere else. We have had tlicm carrying oil and
hoarding scores and hundreds of hard half-grown Peaches, and
just nipping a bit out of the cheeks of those that were nearly

ripe, and wo have had a score on a tree thus nibbled in a night.

This year, with doors and vjutilators of the orchard-houses open,
and fine fruit up to the present time, wu have no evidence that a

single rot entered, or did an atom of injury. Then how singular

is their sense of smell. Two men shall sot steel traps exactly

alike, so that even an experienced trapper shall not bo able to

perceive the difference, and into the traps of one man the rat

will scarcely ever enter, whilst into the traps of the other ho will

go headlong, as if impelled by a sort of spell, such as some
catchers exercise with their attractive oils and scents. We
can only come to the conclusion, that one man's touching
a steel trap will be enough to keep a rat from going near it

;

whilst another man's setting it how he may, and leaving his pe-

culiar scent of touch behind him, will act as an attraction

rather than as a repellent. It is the best plan for those not so

favoured to touch traps and baits as little as possible, and avoid
even breathing upon them. The only things rats have gnawed
over with us this season were Pelargoniums, chietly Madame
Vaucher, and some scarce kinds that we had in a pit to bring
them on. What the rats' object could bo we were unable to make
out, as they seemed to eat none of the plants, and as there was
air on the pit, and the rats could get out, it could not have been
for moisture. Wo chronicled that one year they cut over all our
young Cauliflowers under hand-lights, just a little above the
surface of the ground, and in this case, too, the tops were left,

and there was no sign that the rats reaped any beuelit in the way
of eating t..ir the mischief tliey occasioned. With such a variety

of freaks it is well to get rid of them, as we never know what
they may resolve upon next. Were they satisfied with a hard
Pear, or a few Beans, we might care less about them. Even as

respects Pears, it is rather singular they have been most destruc-

tive on some small young trees that had only a moderate crop,

whilst other trees where they might have thinned the fruit and
done good by the thinning, they never touched. Are the rats

in this respect like men in general, and cooks in particular,

who come to value anything just in proportion to its scarcity?

When a gardener is scarce of anything he will act wisely by
keeping the knowledge of such a fact as much as possible to

himself.

FRUIT OAKDKN.
Here the work was a repetition of that adverted to in pre-

vious weeks. We have still, and for a week or so more will

have, a good supply of Peaches, chiefly Walburton Admirable.
We have no Sahvay Peaches this year, and it is chiefly valu-

able for keeping late. Switched the loaves from the trees in the
I'each-housc, and will take the first opportunity to prune,
wash, and regulate, in order that wo may cram the house
with bedding and other plants. In the meanwhile, have put a

great many plants under glass protection in the orchard-houses.

Gathered in line days the most forward fruit of Apples and Pears,

going over most of our little dwarf trees several times, and
taking the ripest and best-coloured first. This is one of the

advantages of dwaif trees, the easy gathering; and then if a few
fruit do fall, they are much less injured than if they fell from a

tall orchard tree. No fruit that falls will keep equally well

with that which is gathered carefully by hand, and taken from
the basket again by the hand.
The frost has not been severe enough to hurt the out-door

fruit as yet, and if mild weather continued we would leave the
greenest a little longer. On some borders below our bush trees

we have Strawberries, and as these have not been thoroughly
cleaned or thinned as yet. we find the Strawberry plants save a
fallen fruit as much as if it hod dropped on long grass—a very
different result from what happens when the fruit falls on
the ground, hard or soft. We will soon finish Williams's Hon
Chn-tien Pear. From one tree we have been using the fruit

for the last six weeks. Beurro de Capiaumunt is not much for

the dessert, but when hanl it stews beautifully. lu fact, it

may be worth knowing, that all our best Pears are first-rate

for stewing when used hard and before showing signs of ripe-

ness. In a bad season some kinds that would scarcely be good
enough for the dessert, may thus come in as a tempting and
luscious dish.

I'lantiw].—Had we mnch of this to do we wonid like to have
all preparations made now, such as trenching, digging, and for

fruit trees, at lea.'<t, stations ready, where the roots will be
discouraged going down, and fresh soil will be provided to

encourage fibrous surface-rooting. We should never forget

that we plant an Oak for timber, and a fruit tree for fmit, and
that luxuriant growth and unusual fruitfniness will ever be in
opposition to each other. We have seen others try, and we our-
selves have tried, two different plans to arrive at a desired defi-

nite result. In the first case, when planting fruit trees either
against walls or in borders or quarters, when it was desirable

to have the trees of a good size as soon as possible, then, by
rich soil, mulchings, and waterings, growth was made the chief

object for two or three years, and fruit less looked for than
growth ; and then when the tree was nearly as large as we
wanted it to be, it was either taken up and replanted, or the
roots cut in autumn, and the limiting of growth brought it

into a state of fertility. The other plan is to keep the tree

only in a moderate but healthy state of luxuriance, to stunt by
stopping shoots, &o., to have the roots near the surface, and
thus to obtain fruit as soon as possible with a moderate in-
crease of growth every year. This plan, on the whole, we
consider the best for the amateur who takes an interest in his
fruit trees, and who would rather manaee his trees with a little

constant attention than have much work to do in root-pruning,
or raising the roots and transplanting again. In almost all

common soils this is best secured by planting the trees on
mounds a foot or l^l inches above the surrounding level, with
or without material of a hard nature beneath them, to prevent
the roots going down. In this station-planting the soil should
be well aired before planting, and it may also be improved by
adding some fresh to it, that may correct what is amiss in

the natural soil. By planting thus high, the roots, if mulch-
ing is given, will be encouraged to keep nearer the surface,

and if extraordinary luxuriance sets in it is easier to cut the
points of the roots, and thus arrest excessive vigour. In
ordinary cases we find it useful to cut the roots of such mode-
rate-sized trees merely on one side for one season. If, by
concrete, or slabs '20 to '24 inches from the surface, the roots

should be prevented going straight down for a space of 3j to

4i feet in diameter, the root-pruning when necessary would be
attended with no difficulty, as there would be no tap-roots near
the bole of tlie tree to look after. With such a mode of plant-

ing, and surface-mulching with a little rotten dung, the roots

will be encouraged to keep near the surface, and trees in the
open air will be almost as much under command as if they
were grown in a tub or a pot. Our sires talked of planting Pear
trees for their grandchildren, but on such a plan as that in-

dicated a man may have a stout dwarf maiden plant planted this

autumn, prune it little or nothing, let it have all the air and
light possible next season, with sufficient moisture to keep on
growth, and the autumn following he may gather some Pears,

and not prevent the plant growing and increasing in size

gradually—that is, if too much fruit be not taken from it when
in a young state, as a heavy crop at first would greatly injure

the tree tor future bearing and moderate growth.

The sooner the ground is ready, the sooner the stations are

prepared, and the sooner the trees are planted after the leaves

begin to change in the least, tbe better will the trees succeed,

and the less trouble will they require afterwards in the way of

watering, &c. In fact, if the roots are kept damp before plant-

ing, if the ground is as damp as it generally is in autumn, and
if the earth is packed firmly amongst the fibres, no watering

will be required. It is quite a mistake to deluge roots with
water in autumn planting. It places them as it were in a

morass, rots them wholesale, and makes the soil so much colder

than it otherwise would be, that the roots only begin to work
in spring, after the sun acts on the buds, and the soil has
become warmer by parting with the surplus moisture. In soil

merely moderately moist, and when the planting has been done
in autumn, the rooting will rather precede the breaking of the

buds, and thus the reciprocal action will be obtained without

the necessity of drenching the soil with the water-poil. Even
in autumn planting, though tbe moistening the roots and pre-

venting them being dried is essential, we have seen much
labour in deluging with the water-cart, that was worse than
labour and horse-power wasted. Several times we have had
bundles of trees sent us so dried in roots and stems by long

journeys and careless packing, that they seemed fit for nothing

but faggots for heating ovens. Even these, however, have often

done well when they were soaked for a dozen of hours in a
pool or pond so as to absorb enough of moisture, and this

soaking in such circumstances was of far more importance

than auy watering that could be given at the roots in the au-

tumn. The flooding-in of roots at any time will be less pro-

ductive of injury, in proportion to the porousness of the soil,

freely parting with snch an amonnt of moiatore. Antamn
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planting and transplanting render much water altogether un-
necessary, unless the soil ig very dry indeed.

OBNAMENT.U. DEPARTMENT.
Calceolaria Ciitliitris.—We have alluded to the difficulty of

obtaining good cuttings plentifully this season, owing to the
abundance of flowering-stems. The short flowerless side shoots
are what we prefer, from li to 2J and even 3 inches in length.

We have had little trouble with them ever since, as detailed
years ago, we inserted the cuttings late, in a cold frame or pit,

and never let them have the least lire heat applied. We
|

generally give each cutting about IJ inch room, and then '

transplant in turf-pits in March and onwards. We are quite
satisfied, if the cuttings keep alive, though they do not make a

!

root until after the new year. The less they havegi-own, the less

will they suffer from the changeable weather in winter. We
have several times let them have six weeks of darkness in severe
weather, and when gradually exposed they looked as fresh as
if they had had only one night's darkness. In all such cases
the inside temperature, though just above or but little below
freezing, must be cool, no heat enough to encourage elongation
in the darkness.

In making the cuttings, we merely cut away any ragged part
from the heel at the bottom, remove the lower leaves, and
shorten the larger ones at the top, to lessen a little the trans-
piring surface. The pit we generally use is too deep for our
purpose, as we do not wish the Calceolarias to be much more
than 1 foot from the glass. Were the pit shallow we should
merely secure drainage, and fresh sandy soil for the cuttings.
As it is, we place from one to two barrowloads of long dry litter

in each light, well shaken, firmly trodden, and covered with
2 to a inches of rough rotten dung, or leaf mould. This is also
well broken, trodden, and mixed with a little quicklime to kill

any worms that may be present. On this are placed the ridd-
lings of the sandy loam, obtained from the sides of the high-
way, and then the same finely sifted to the depth of 24 or
3 inches above the leaf mould. This levelled and beaten is

covered with a sprinliliug of sand, road drift sand accumulated
by rain floods we like best. The litter acts as a capital drainage
and security against damp, and, therefore, the drier it is the
better, as heat is not wanted. In a common day a stick in-
serted in the bed will give no sense of heat to the hand, but in
a cold morning it will feel just a little warm. In a dry spring
the cuttings will receive watering, and in some cases it is

advisable to make holes so as to let the water sink into the
litter.

To protect the back wall of this pit, we fasten straw against
it 2 to 3 inches thick, the front wall plate is just above the
ground level, and the ground close to the wall plate is covered
with litter all the winter for the width of 2 or 3 feet. The frost
once got into this pit, killing everything for a foot next the
front wall, though it is covered up with earth and gravel, and
hence the litter generally lies there all the winter. In fine days
plenty of air is given, and a heap of litter is always kept in
readiness to throw over the glass in severe weather. We would
impress on those who may choose to adopt this plan, not to be-
come anxious if the cuttings do not strike quickly. If ours keep
green and healthy, that is all we care about. Numbers most
likely will show roots before Christmas

; but we would be as
well pleased if none rooted until the turn of the sun about the
new year. Then with such thick planting the cuttings will be
close enough together before we can remove them under the
protection of hurdles, &c., whence they are raised and taken to
the flower-beds, without ever being in a pot, and generally after
receiving from one to two or three waterings.
Window Plants.—These in good condition must still be made

the most of; but all Scarlet Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c., past
their best may now be removed to a spare room or a di-y cellar.
They require little light when in a dormant state, and little
water, provided there is just a little moisture in the soil. When
set on the damp flags of a cellar, they will generally have
enough of moisture before they begin to grow afresh in the
spring. All young and cut-back Pelargoniums of the florist
and fancy kinds mast have the necessary light, and be moved
from the windows in cold nights. Even if the pots are rather
small it will be better to remove a little of the surface soil, and
replace it with fresh, and richer, instead of fresh potting into
larger pots now, deferring that operation until February or March.
Such fresh earth should be given so early that the roots should
be reaching the sides of the pots before the short, dark days
come. Everything should be done by sponging and washing to
insure cleanliness.

Bulbs to make an early display cannot be too soon potted, or

put into glasses. Those who cannot place the pots on a hard
surface out of doors, and cover with some inches of ashes, leaf

mould, &c., may easily manage to set the pots in a cellar, dark
closet, itc, and only bring them to the light after rooting well,

and the tops are pushing freely. After that the more light the
plants have, the more robust and better-coloured will they be.

These bulbous plants will excel all others in attraction in the
windows during the winter and spring months. When many
are to be planted out of doors, and the ground cannot be ready
for some weeks to come, it is a good plan to set the bulbs on
leaf mould a few inches apart, cover with the same, and lilt

with balls at the final planting time.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 10.

We hiive again to report large arrivals from abroad, inclading the
Dutch Hamburgh Grapes, and Chaninontel Pears from the Channel
Islauils. Other varieties of Pears of liome growth continue good and
plentiful; Apples not so much so, and good samples are commanding a
better price. We have received advice of the Newtown Pippin being a
failure again this year in America, which is nluch to be regretted. Potato
trade amounts to a fair average.

Apples i sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.

8. d. B. d
I

Currents ^ sieve U

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb, 1 n

Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 1 6

Otol 6
I

I

'

I

,

'

4

Melons each
Nectarines doz.

6to3

Lemons 100 8 12

Oranges 100 8
Peaches doz. 8
Pears (de.<?3ert) ..doz. 2
Pine Apples lb. 4

Plums i sieve 4
Quinces doz.
Kaspbemt^s lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10
do per 100 1 1

Artichokea each
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Kidney, 4 sieve

ScarletRun.i sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive dox.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

VKGETABLES.
8. d. 8. d

StoO 6 Leeks bunch
Lettuce .... per score

:-J fi Mushrooms .... pottle
2 G 3 Mustd.& Cress, punnet
2 3 Onions perbushel

1 G Parsley per sieve
2 6 ' Parsnips doz.
1 6 Pt-as per quart
3 Potatoes bushel

8 Kidney do.
4 Radishes doz. bunches
2 Rhubarb bundle

8 Savoys doz.
Sea-Kale basltet

Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

4 Vegetable MaiTows,dz.

d
StoO

a

9

d

1 6
S

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Jabez J. Cbater, Gonville Nurseries, Cambridge.

—

General

Descriptive Catalogue.

E. Verdier, fils aine, 3, Rue Dimois, Gare d'lvry, Paris.

—

Hosiers Nouveaux—Catalogue of Gladioli, Piconies, and New
Roses.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• •• We request tLat no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticultv/re, d^c, 171, Fleet

Street, London^ E.G.
Monstrous Peach.—We have seen a Snlway Peach grown by Mr.

Richard Smith, of Worcester. It weighed 19 ozs. 1^ drachms, and mea-
sured 13^ inches in circumference. It was grown in a nine-inch pot in a
cool house. There were only three produced by the tree, and two fell off;

so this, like the cuckoo nestling, had all the nourishment to himself.

Preserving Walncts {M. S.).—Put the Walnuts in alternate layers
with damp sand in a stone jar kept in a very eld cellar. No one can
identify a Pelargonium from a single faded blossom, and one bruised
leaf.

Placing Bedding Plants in SACCEB3(ir. W. T.).—Nothing is so in-

jurious to the majority of plants as placing the pots in saucers or feeders,

more especially at this season of the year. You cannot keep the plants

too dry if only the foliage is kept fresh. It is better to allow the plants
on the lowest shelves to suffer from drip in watering the plants on the
shelves above them than to set the pots in saucers.
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TwtLVE Hardy Roseb (F. K.).— Jules MRTtrottIn, Charles Lefebvre,

Si^nnti'ur Viilsse, Prlnco CamiUo do Uohan, Williiim OntHtln, Itnronne
ProvoHt.CoroIine de Sunsal, Maurice Bornanliii, Mancliul Viiillunt, Gloire

de Dijoii. Madame Victor Verdler, Dur do Gmvn. They are hardy, f?ood,

and distinct. Novombor is a Rood time to have them.

Plantino a Bed with Uoses (
»'. If. L, I>ttrton-on-Trent),—"By all

means have Manetti Uoses for vonr ht-d -10 feet lonR, hy 5 feet wide. Half

fltandards would do no good, the Manetti Uoscfl wnuld i;row over them.

I advifle Manetti Rosea, or Roaes on their own ror>tH altotietber, pround
plantfl belnR so mncb the host. Put the Manetti Uohch 3 feut apart ovorj*

way, 2A feet would do. If fltnndarda are obtained they should bo at least

8 or 4 ?eet htfih. Thene would do well on britrs, whlt^h the violent wind
will shake :—Jules Marpottin, Caroline do Snnsul, Sennteur Vaisso, Ha-

ronne Prevost, Charles Lt^febvrc, Madame Victor Virdier, W, OrillUhw,

Gloiro de Dijon or Celine Forcntier (yellow), both excellent for stan-

dards ; Due do Ca/.OH, John Hopper, and Mar.(.'hal VaiUaut. They look best

about fi feet apart, hut they may ho placed closer.—W. K. Uauclvffe."

KiMiKRTS AND CoH NuTH NOT BEARiNa ( 11'.). -FJlherta and Cob Nuts
arc only ktowu profitably in dry stony ground, with a subsoil or rather

subHtratum. very porous, anil at the same time healthy, so that their roots

and those of other trees may descend S or i feet between the strata of

stone and stone shatter. We fnar tlmt your soil in Derbyshire is a strong

clay, and as you are near a smoky town, you cannot have much sucecss.

The pruning, however, may bo at fault, as no trees are so severely cut in

as these are. The blossomw of Filberts and Nuts suffer from frost in

spring'. The female hloseoms are of a deep ro.sy puri>le colour, and do not
appear until several weeks after the jfreou male catkins are out. Wo
expect shortly to have from ono of our correspondents an article which
may throw further light on the causes of your want of success.

Destboyiso Insects with Methylated Spirits {A. D., Heron, and
[nnuirrr). -Apply pure with a painter's brash. The spirit does no injury

either to young leaves or buds, cither ia a house or on walls. If diluted

it would not destroy insect life.

Cuttino okf .'Strawberry Leaves f.-fpn^*).—Our practice in rather
cold, stiff soil is to ri-move the runners, anil then the old plants as soon as
wo can after the fruit is gathered. Wo remove no leaves from the plants

left, but Int them stand all the winter, and they thus act as a protection

to the buds. In spring, when the Strawberries bejrin to run. the ground
is hoed, and auy withered long leaf is cut off, more for neutuess tlian

anything else, ns even thcso would soon be hidden by the summer's
Urowth of leaves. In very light land it is sometimes advisable to remove
the long-stftlked leaves soon after the fruit is gathered, and then a stDCk

of new leaves close to the ground takes their place for the winter.

Pear Tree.** UNFiiriTFUL {C. E. 3/.).—If your Pear tree on the west
wall, that boars so little and yet is so luxuriant, had not also showed
plenty of blossom, wo should have said, Root-i)rune. As it is. we would
ndvlso thinning tlio shoots or spurs to let in more light and air. Protect
the blossom a little, and sec thst the root.s are moist enough when tlio

tree is in blossom. With the tree on the cast aspect, that is henltby hut
does not bear, wo w.mlil al-^o thin the top nnd root-prune at the bottom,
cutting tho roots within 5 feet of the w:il], and any tap root that may go
straight down. The tree on tho south aspect reqtiires, we imagine.

.

similar treatment, and if tho tree is old some branches may bo removed
and yonng wood laid in. After cuttlnf^ or raising tho roots add a little

good ri.-li loam.

RiPENiNO Figs (Urm).—A few of your summer Figs, now from ono to
two inches long, may yet ripen in such a climate as Hampshire, especi-

ally if the winter be mild. They would have a hotter chance of ripening
if you could cover them with glass and put a stove inside, or adopt some
other mode of heating. As it is, and merely growing against a south
wall, we fear that only a very few will ripen. We have as little faith in

their ripening early next season by covering the trees with thatched
hurdles now. Tho depri\'ing tho trees of liglit will cause all these for-

ward Figs to drop just as they would do if exposed to the winter weiither.

We never know Figs stand the covering if they wero Inrgerthau Marrow-
fat Peas or Mazrtfrnn iJeans. When not larger they will generally stand,
and these will ripen earlier than thi>so which show on the last year's

wood in spring. "Those on the growth of the present year rarely ripen in

this country. Onr advice would be to leave the most forward and
largest of your fruit, so as to give them a chance, nnd with o knife to cut
off neatly all tho others that are larger than a small JIarrowfat Pea. Do
this before you protect from tho weather.

Constructing a Protective Pit (E. J. L.).—Tho pit you propose
putting up at the back of your greenhouse would be better if placed in
front of it—that is to say. if the greenhouse faces the south, and any
other direction except the north. If so resolved your inii)roved plan
would be tho best, ond have your pit above gronnd. Wo have; seen many
nsoful planes thus formed at little expense, as the front wall of the house
woubi be the back wall of your pit, and a wall of 18 inches or so in front
would give you a good pit for everything, either with a stage or without
one. .\ pipe might run through the pit, or openings be made in the wall to
lot in heated air from the greenhouse. Tho snsbes could be made to take
off, or be hinged at tho back and hold up with two sticks braced together,
terminating in an inm point. The advantage of sinking part of such a
pit, so as to walk inside of it, would hf tlitt yon conld have a fixed in-

stead of a moveable roof; otherwise, in general, we thiek going below
f^ound 19 a mistake, as what you gain In heat is counterb.-Uanecd hy
damp.

DomT.rao the Width of a GREEKHorsE (Jdrm).—Yonr greenhouse,
now r»4 feet hy 13, and a lean-to facing the south, and which yon propose
to double in width, and nse for a viner^', had better be made into a span-
roof by taking away tho present rough back wall, as if tho wall remains
you couUl make but little use of the 18 foot facing the north unless for

keeping plants in bloom, and, if you are fond of such objects, growing
Ferns, Mosses, Lycopods. Ac. A house of this kind wonld do admirably
for each a puri>08e, and the wall being there you might let it remain;
but if you wish the '2Ct feet in width for Vinos or tlowers rciiuiring direct
sunlight, then the wall must come down. Part of the material would do
for the north wall of tho bouse, and if you liked you might have a low
pit in the middle of the house, and thus use the materials.

Lifting Vines (M^nP.—Vou may raise the Vines safely os yon propose;
but if not experienced we would first sec what a deep drain in front of the
border would do.

OARDENrNO Oaleitdar (Conttont Reader, BagAhot).—-" In-door Qmrden-
Ing " and *' Out door Gardening" are the calendars you need. They are
published at our office, and may be bad freo by post if you enclose forty

postage stamps with your address.

Market Value of Pelauooniumh {Jn Old Sufc»crifccr).—Every speci-

men of a variety that has received a first-ctasB certificate must vary in

price according to its si^io and excellence. Your question is far too wide
to be aiiswured uatiufacturily.

Planting liULUS in Borders (A Beginner).—\onr match borders*
GOO foot long, will bo very effective if planted with carly-flowcring bulbs.

Tulips do not flower at tho same timo as Crocuses, but succeed them.
It is well, however, to confine tho display either to early-fiuwcring plants
or to those that do not flower until a later soasou. Tho first will be se-

cured by the planting of Crocuses and Hopaticas, &c. Presuming yoiir

borders are l"i feet wide, you may plant lines of tho following, commenc-
ing with the first at I foot from tho Box or other odging, and proceed-
ing backwards, allowing 1 foot botween all tho lines until the back is

reached, which should be I foot from the back o! tho border:—!, Snow-
drops; '2, Ne Plus Ultra Crocus (bluet; 3, Caroline Chisholm Crocus
(white!; 4, Double pink Hepatica; 5, Largo Yellow Crocus; 6, Double
hlue Hepatica; 7, Wir Walter Scott Crocus (stripcdl; 8. Double pink
Hopatica; 9, Queen Victoria Crocus (white) ; 10, Yellow Crocus ; II. Prince
Albert Crocus (purple). If the back of the Iwrdor is lawn, then you may
ptantO inches from the margin of the grass, as well as 6 inches from tho
edge separating it from the gravel, a line of Winter Aconite and SciUa
sibirica alternately. Tho above will afford an effactivo early display. A
later display may bo had by planting Tulips and Hyacinths in place of

the Crocus i\ud liei)atica, and they will bo off in timo for bedding plants:

—1st row (1 foot from the edging of tho borders), white Hyacinths;
2, blue Hyacinths ; 3, red Hyacinths ; 4, Due Van Thol Tulips (yellow)

;

5, Duo Van Thol (rose) ; C, Pottobakker Tulips (red-striped) ; 7, Due Van
Thol (scarlet); H, Pottebukker (white); 9. Pottebukker (rcd-strjpedt

;

10, Pottehakker (yellow); 11, Pottebakker {whitei. You may plant

Tulips only as follows:—!, Standard lloyal (while); 2, Canary Bird

(yellow); 3, Molicre (purple) ; 4. Itosa Mundi (white); 5, I^nce de Ligno
(yellow) ; H, Couleur Cardinal (red) ; 7, Rose Oris de Lin (rose and white)

;

8, Yellow Prince; S), Vermilion Brilliant (vermilion); 10, Wapen Van Ley-
den (white and rosei ; !l, .\rtis (scarlet). We like all bulbs to bo suc-

ceeded by bedding plants in lines, as we can put out tho bedding plants

between the lines of tho bulbs ; but you can plant them in parterre-like

divisions, waiting until the bulbs are taken up before you can put out the
summer plants. Tho bulbs of Hyacinths and Tulips will endure a num-
ber of years, and thoy will not get smaller in bloom every year if yon
allow them to mature the gro'tvth before lifting. We do not move ours
oftener than every second year, and only then for re-arrangement and the
removal of offsets.

Celery for Exhibition ill. Sco(n.—Ivory's Nonsuch Pink and Sey
mour's Superb White.

Twelve Select Dahlias (JJfm'.—Andrew Dodds. Fanny Purchase,

Anna Ke>'nes, Imperial. Edward Sparj-, Bob Ridley, Madge Wildfire.

D'Israeli, British Triumph, George Wheeler. Stella Colas, and Beauty of

Hilperton. Twelve select Fancy varieties are Chang, Startler, Jenny
Deans, John Salter, Garibaldi, Countess of Shelboume, Fanny Stuit,

Magpie, Regularity, Remarkable, Ebor, and Nora Creina.

CncuMBKRs for Frame and Exhibition ^Jdrm).—Dale's Conqoeror
and Lord Keuyon's Favourite.

Twelve Select Veedenas for Pots (Idem).—Fanny Martin, Umpire*
Nina, Mademoiselle Sutter, Rose Rendat I or. Foxhunt er, Champion, Relne
des Roses, Mrs. Deans, Snowball, Triumphant, and Figaro.

Standard Pears and Apples for Orchard (J. T..A.).—Peart : Thomp-
son's (November), Corato do Lamy (October to December, No Plus
Meuris (January to Marclil, Beurri- d'Arcniberg (Decemborand January),
Swan's Egg (November), Beurre de Capiaumont (October), Forello (No-

vember and December), Joan de Witte (Januaryi, Napolt-on (November
and December), Louise Bonne of Jersey lOctoberi, Windsor (September),

and Catillac (for stewing). Applef : Kitchen and Late-keeping varieties—

Dumelow's Seedling, Northern Greening, Bedfordshire Foundling, Alfris-

ton, Blenheim Pippin. Norfolk Beefing. French Crab, Rymer, Uanwell
Souring, Deux .\n9. and Royal Russet. Late-keeping Dessert Apples:
Golden Pippin, Cockle Pippin, Downton Pippin. Pearson's Plate, Non-
pareil (old). Court of Wick, AdaniV Pearmain, Claygate Penrmain, Brad-

dick's Nonpareil. Keddleston Pippin. Wyken Pippin, and Sturmer Pippin.

Midsoasou Dessert Apples: King of the Pippins, Nonsuch, Sykehouso
Russet, Kerrv Pippin, Cellini, and Red Ingcstrie. Midsoasou ICitchen

Apples: Manx Codlin, L.ird Suffleld, Stiriing Castle. Kentish Fillbasket.

Gloria Muudi.Gravcnstein, and Keswick Codlin. Early Dessert Apples:
Enrly Harvest, Summer Golden Pippin, and Early Red Margaret. The
only good early Pears for you are Doyenne d'Ete. Jargonelle, and Hessle.

Evaporation-trough for Greenhouse (J. H. IK.).—For your house,

25 foet by 18 feet, two troughs, 6 inches wide and 4 inches deep, will be

sufficient'. They should not be less in length than 8 feet each.

Sowing Seeds in Dry Soil ildrml.—We cannot explain the meaning
of the passage you quote from " The Book of tho Garden " otherwise

than that the soil in which seeds ore sown should not bo soaked with

water. It is well to have tho soil rather dry, not du^'t drj-, at the time of

seed sowing ; but to have it very dry is bad. as several waterings most be

given before tho soil can be moistened sufficiently for the germination of

the seed. It is essential for vegetation that the soil in wkich seeds are to

be aovn\ sbould be moist ; if it is dry they will not vcgeUte at all. But
wo think the passage quoted was intended to mean soil that was rather

dry than wet, and yet sufficiently moist for the Tegctationol the seed put

iu it.

Stocks for Vines (Ll^-m).—We do not consider the Sweetwater would

be a good stock for Buckland Sweetwater and Wests St. Peters. Tho
Black Hamburgh would bo better for both, also for Foster's While Seed-

ling. The stocks vou name may do if the grafting is only for secorisg a

change of kinds, otherwise the Vines will do quite as well on their own
roots.

Orchids for Greknhocsk (Subferiber).~ThTco good Orchids for a

greenhouse aro Lycaste Sklnneri, Ln?lia purpurata. Pendrobium specio-

snm. Three cheaper are Cypripedium venustum. Bleiia verecunda. and
Oncidium flexuosum. I*rices could be ascertained on application to any
respectable nursenrman. When so much depends on the size and strength
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of the plants, it would be nnfair to give qnotations. Half fill the pots
with broken pots or crocks, and upon that place a mixture of chopped
^hagnmn or moss, fibroua peat, and pieces of charcoal in equal parts'
adding a little silver sand. Press the compost firmly, and raise it in the
form of a cone above the rim of the pot. Place the plant on the top, and
cover the roots, but not part of the stems or pseudo-bulbs, with the com-
post. A suitable temperature for a greenhoase from November to April
is40° at nijrbt froiu lire heat, and from 45- to 50- by day, air beinr; Riven
freely on all favourable occasions. The temperature will of course vary
much, and considerably exceed those named during mild weather, and
©specially on sunny days. The temperatures named are for dull days
and during frosty periods, being the maximum and minimom from fire

heat.

Covering for Frasie (Alpha).—The best covering for a frame in
winter is mats, and, if necessary, clean dry straw upon the mats. A
double covering of mats and 6 inches of straw upon them will keep out
frost, the sides of the frame being protected.

Bone Dust for Strawberries iIdevj).—Yon may apply bone dust to
Strawberry plaatfitions at the rate of 2i cwt. to one-eighth of an acre of
ground, and now is a good time to apply it.

Shrubs for Planting at the Corners of a House (Subscriber'^.—
We should prefer evergi-eens to deciduous trees, and om* choice would be
a good plant at each corner of Thujopsis borealis. American or Siberian
Arbor Vitje, or something that would be dense in habit, afford shelter
in winter, and, above all, be conical in growtb. By all means have a pair.
A Thorn and a Beech would be incongruous and far too spreading. A
pair of the Silver-ed^'cd Hollies would be extremely handsome, only they
are of slow fri'owth. Any of those named will suit you, and they will
stand as much cutting as a Privet hedge.

Walks Becoming Green ildevi).—The best plan to adopt with your
walks is to have the gravel turned ; and the next best is, when the walk is

frozen to scrub well with a half-worn broom or whalebone brush. If the
walk be well swept when the ground thaws, most of the moss will be
cleared away, and the first heavj- rain ynU make the walk clean. Strew-
ing salt upon the walks will also destroy moss, but salt renders the walks
damp and makes them soft, especially in winter.

PL.iNT-cASE FOR WINTERING Bedding Plants (Pansy).~YouT casc
will answer for keeping bedding plants over the winter, and you will have
no necessity to keep it fiUed with hot water, except during severe frosts.
Calceolaria cuttings will strike freely in it without heat, but the case
itself will not keep the plants from frost. It will suftice. however, if the
case be kept in a room where there is a fire. The four cuttings of Verbena
venosa should be left in the pot, as they are, over the winter, and they
will give yon a number of cuttings in spring. When you have taken all

the cuttings you may then cut-in the plants and pot them off separately.
They will mnke good plants for bedding-out nest year, and so will the
cuttings yon make in spring.

Pansies from Seei> (Idem).~The Pansies from seed sown in Augu=:t,
now planted out, will flower next May, and will continue in flower the
greater part of the summer, water being given freely in dry weather.

Wintering Fuchsias under a Greenhouse Stage iA. 5.).— The
Fuchsias may be wintered under the stage as you propose, beueath other
plants, and the drip from the plants on the stage above them will not
destroy the Fuchsias if these are watered, and the pots are set on rough
open stages or shelves. If the pots were set on the floor the soil might

absorb too much moisture, and that would either induce growth or cause
decay.

Mathiola TRISTI8 AND SoLLYA LINEARIS (E. A. CV.).—Mathiola tristis
is a low-growing undershruli with narrow leaves like a Stock. It grows
about 1\ foot high, produces dark lilac-colonred flowers from May to
July, and is a greenhouse perennial. Sollya linearis is a climbing plant,
having very small loaves and long wiry stems, having a profusion of very
handsome, small, drooping, bell-shaped, bright blue flowers in May or
early in summer.
Oleander Flower-buds Falling (Idem).—The chief cause of the

buds falling is not affording the plant a position where it can receive
the sun's rays fully, combined with a deficiency of water. When the
plant is growing, and swelling its flower-buds, the pot should be set in a
saucer kept full of water, and be fully exposed to the sun's rays—that is,

it should not be shaded by climbers or plants overhead or near it.

Hardiness of Andropogon formosus, Sorghum nankinensis, and
Arundo conspicua (F. O.).—Andropo?on formosus is only hardy in very
mild parts of the south of England, but elsewhere requires the protection
of a greenhouse. Sorghum nankinensis is not hardy except as above.
Arundo conspicua, though hardy in sheltered situations, also requires
protection generally. It does admirably in a cool greenhouse or conser-
vatory, and has very omJimental foliage.

Echeveria pul-^'erulenta Culture (rrffm).~It succeeds in a com-
post of light turfy loam, broken pots, sand, pieces of charcoal, and sandy
peat in equal parts. Good drainage is essential, and not less important
is a situation in the full sun. Dryness in winter suits it. with an abun-
dant supply of moisture wlien it is growing. It thrives in a greenhouse
with fire heat in winter snfiicient to keep out frost.

Wintering Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c., in a Stable (A'.).—There
is no difficulty in this if you can exclude frost and keep them dry. The
plants must have the soil in the x>ots dry. and all decayed and mouldy
leaves and stems must be picked or cut off as soon as thev are perceived.
Too much ventilation cannot be given in mild weather. Upon the setting
in of severe frost a good covering of dry litter or hay over the plants will
be necessary ; and the windows, doors, and other places by which the
cold air is likely to find a way in should be closed with straw shutters.
It will not matter if the plants aro kept in the dark for weeks when the
weather is frosty ; but upon a change of temperature they must have air
and light.

Early and Lite Potatoes (IfZ^m).—We like Veitch's Prolific Ash-
leaved Kidney, for very early, Lapstone and Jlilky White to succeed the
Asbleaf, and Skerry Blue for late crops. Shaws arc a large coarse kind
of Potato, of no value except for cattle.

Fruit Tkees for North Durham (A. TT.).— For early ripening procm-e
of Dessert Apples—Devonshire Quarenden. Early Julien. Kerry Pippin,
Oslin, Summer Pearmaiu, Yellow Ingestrie. Kitchen AppJex.—Carlisle
Codlin, Hawthornden, Keswick Oodlin. Pears.—Citron des Carmes, Jar-
gonelle, Hessle. Bearrn d'Amanlis, Jersey Gratioli, Red Doyenne. Plums
—Early Mirabelle, Early Green Gage, July Green Gage, and St. Etienne.

Book (Di.r).—"The Garden Manual" may suit you. It can be had free
by post from our office if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your
address.

Names of Plants (Old Subscriber, Holme).—Too withered to be cer-
tain ; but probably Acorus calamus, or Sweet Flag.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending Octsber loth.

Date.
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second prizes are offered for competition. This will encourage
further fancy breeding of these pretty birds.

but perljaps the greatest ohanfte is in the system of sales.

Instead of the usual " scrimmage " for all the barRains, all the
mentioned birds are to bo put up by auction at eleven o'clock
on the Monday, starling from the lis^t price, the usual commis-
eion being deducted from said price, and fifty per cent, on any
excess realised. The effect is readily seen, the new system
securing three objects : First, beginners who may achieve an
unexpected success, instead of having their birds, perhaps of
far greater value than they supposed, snapped up at a low
price, will have something like the real value ; secondly,
the Show will bo benefited to the farther augmentation of the
prize list next year ; and lastly, all will have an equal chance
in purchasing—no more " rigging the market " as of yore.
As I wrote very strongly not long ago on this particular noint,
80 it is in this aspect especially that I desire to record my
emphatic approval of the new plan, which will alike serve the
Committee, buyers, and purchasers—impossible as such a re-
sult may seem. I fancy a well-known Birmingham Judge may
take the credit of so good an arrangement, which is certainly
better than that I myself proposed.
Much as wo all abuse Birmingham, there is evidently " life

in the old dog yet." I prophesy the best Show ever got to-

gether. Let me only repeat my request that cocks and hens of
the same breed be placed over each other, and a hearty wish
that

—Neuo.

" Those may now sond who never sent before

;

And those who nlwnys seat, now sond the more."

.LONG SUTTON (LINCOLNSHIRE), POULTRY
SHOW.

TuK arrangements for this Show were very good, and the classes

f^enorally wt-ro well tilled with specimens of the highest character.

The entries were nearly five hundred in number, and very few of onr
hcst poultry hrL-edera were unrepresented. The l>ird.s were protected

by a most excellent tent, of about SO yard^ lonj^ by 20 iu width ; and
this provision was a most opportune one, for there is scarcely a day in

our recollection on which so incessant and hea^-y a rain blighted the well-

doing of a ponltnr meeting. This wa.^, indeed, much to be regretted,

as not only was the Show itself tirst-rato, but the greatest exertions
had been made by the Committee to iusui'o success-; and, beyond
question, had not so unfavourable a do\TOfall of rain taken place, no
previous meeting of this Society could have held position, as to popu-
larity and support, with that which took [ilaee on the 9th and lOth inst.

The Grey Dorkiuij chicken class was so unusually good that it was
necessary to pass over many very excellent pens with commendatory
notice only, altbough at most such meetings they would have stood at

the head of their class. In fact, no less than eleven pt;ns exhibited in

this class appear in tho prize list. Mrs. Arkwright's cup Grey Dorking
chickens were a main feature of tho Kxbibition. In CocJtins and in

Bruhmtut tho con?pctition was excellent, and the same remark is equally
doe in reference to the G<inif fowls. Both these classes, and, in short,

the Show generally, however, suifered considerably in the eyes of the
visitors, from tho fact of so many of tho birds being in hca\'y moult.
The " Any variety " class proved so good, thafc an extra prize was
allotted to it.

We never wish to see a better collection of Tnrlrt/Sy both old and
young birds, than those sliowu at Long Sutton, not a single pen iu

either of these classes passing nnnoticcd, and well deserving were they
of such uQcouragemeut.
The Pi'/euua constituted one of the best shows held out of the me-

tropolis for some years past, and an unusual number of new varieties

of Pigeons caused considerable public attraction.

Dorkings (Coloured, except Silver-Orov .—First, J. White. Second,
Mrs. Bnilpy.LonfTton. C'liVfcrnjr.—First, Cup, and S.-cond. Mr^. Arkwriu'lit,
Derby. Hip^hly Cnmmendid. G. Clarke, Lomi Sutton ; H. Liucwoml. Burk-
ing; J. Smith : Hon. H. W. FitzwUliam, Wentwortli Woodhouse. Com-
mended, D. C. Campbell, Brentwood; Mrs. Builuy; ilou. U. W. Fitz-
wllliam ; J. White.
DoRKiNos (Anv other rarietv).—First and Second. J. A. Clarke (Silvor-

Qrey). ChicA.-n*.—First, J. btott (SUver-Grey). Second, Mrs. Arkwri«ht
(Silver- Grey).
CocHisCniNA (Hufn.—First, J. H. Dawes. Second. W. A. T.iylor.

Highlv Commended, H. IJiijrwood. Commended, S S. Mossop. Chirkrnn.
—First and Cup, W. A. Taylor. Second, C. W.Brierley,Middleton. Uighly
Commended, H. Caparn.
Cochin-China (Broi\*u or Partridge feathered).—First, C. W. Brierlcy.

Second, T. M. Derry. Chicken^.—Pirst, W. A. Taylor, Second, H. Ling-
wood.
Brahma PooTRA iDark>.—First H. Linffwood. Second. J. Dring. Com-

mended. J. K. Fowler. Avlesbury. CJiicktnA.—¥iT»i and Cup, K. W. Bovlc,
Bray, Co. Wicklow. Sec 'rid, TI. Lacy, Uebdcn Brldg.\ HiKbly Commended,
F. James; "M. Brooksbnuk, Manchester. Commended, G. C. Osborne.
BBAHMAPooTRA(Lichti.--Pri7.o, J. Pares, Postford. Guildford. Chickftu,
—First. H. DowRett, Ple.slu'V. Cht^lmsrord. Second, .1. Pares.
Spanish.—First. J. Wright. Second. II. Beldon, Goitstock. Bingley.

Commended, E. Brown. Chickenx.—Firsi and Second, J. Kewton, Leeds.

Second. J. R. Rodbard. Aldwick Court. Bristol. Highly Commended, A.
<>. Wortblnirton : F. James. Commended, IL Beldon.

IIambi'iighs (Gold or Silvor-poncilledi.— First. H. Beldon. Second,
Withheld. Chicken*.—Tint, W. & J. Baratone. Second and Highiv Com-
mended, H. Beldon.
HAMiiuncHs (Gold or Silvor-spanpled).- Prize, H. Beldon. Chuikent^—

Fir^t and Cup. Mchsrs. Asbton A Booth Silver). Second. H. Beldon.
HiyhlyCommi-ndid, T. Walker, jun. i Golden »: J. Wilde (Golden).
Any other Distinct Vakiktv.— P'irst and Second. H. Beldon (Silver-

spunglnd nnd HUok Polnndst. Extra. C. Pucklington (Golden Pheasants).
Very Hisbly Commended, National Poultr>* (Company (HoudauH). Highly
Commi-nded, National Poultry Company (Cp vt) Cobury ; Mrs. E. Cross
I Crivc Cuur) ; T. Hardy (Crcve Ca-urj. Comnundcd, J. O. Uobson (Cnvo
(Aenr) ; Mrs. BatL-iiinn (SilkicH) ; A. S. Rae (Silver-spanRled Polish); Mrs.
J. Clarke (Wbite Cochins); Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam tCr^ve Cneur).
C/i icAreiM.—First and Cup, H. Beldon (Black Hamburnhsl. Second, G.
Lamb (White Cochinsl. Very Highly Commended, D. Gellatty (HondaoB).
Highly Commended, National Poultry Company (Crtve Cceur); J. A.
Taylor. Commf>nded, A. O. WortbinRton.
Gamf: (Black-breasted Rods).- First, J. Fletcher, Manchester. Second,

J. Jekin. c;iu-Ac;w.— First and Cup, R. Pashley. Second, J. Fletcher,
Highly Commended, G. Bagnell.

Gaj'ik (Brown and other Keds).—First, S. Matthew. Second, J. Jekin.
Ohiekrtu.—FiTHt and Second. H. Warren. Uighly Commended, J. Jeken ;

J. Smith. Commended. J. Lnming.
Game (Duckwing and othor Greys and Blues).—<*hfrJtc»u.—First, S.

Matthew. Second, G. Lee. Highly Commended, R. Pashley.
GA»r: Bantams (Black-breasted Red?*).—First nnd (Uip. J. J. Consins.

Secoud, J. W. Morris. Highly Commended, J. Fletcher. Commended,
J. W. Morris.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).—First, J. W. Harrison (Duckving).

Second, J. Cousins (Duckwing).
Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced).—First and Cup. T. C. Harrison. Se-

cond. G. W. Boothby (Silver). Highly Commended, R. Charlesworth
\Laced). Commended, S. & R. Ashton.
Bantams (White or Black, clean -legged).—First, H. Draycott (Black).

Second, W. A. Taylor. Highly Cummended. T. C. Harrison (Black),
Commended, S. «& R. Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire.
Bantams (Any other variety).— First, W. J. Cope (Pekin). Second, T.

Burge89.
TcRKEYs (Any variety\—First, Mrs. Harris. Second, E. Ryder. Highly.

Commended, P. Harris (Norfolk Grey): E. B.Bettinson. Poult*.—First, J
Smith. Second. E. Ryder. Highly Commended, E. Harris; Rev. J. W,
Melior, Colwick Rectory, Nottingham ; J. W. Harrison.
DncKs (Avlesburv).—First, J^ K. Fowler. Second and Commended,

Rev. C. H Crosse. iJiifi/infjH— First, J. K. Fowler. Second, J. W. Hani-
son. Commended, Mrs. J. Clarke.
DrcKS (Rouen .—First, J. Wriffht. Second, J. W. Harrison. Com-

monded, H. Beldon. Ducklings.— Virst J. F. Bolt. Second, J. A. Clarke.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second. Mrs. J,

Cl«rko (White Peruvian). Highly Commended. J. Cropper: H. Beldon.
Oi:ese (Any variety).— First, T. Hardy (Toulonse). Second, Mrs.

Brackcnbury (White). Hi^'hly Commended. J. A. Clarke ; I. Bette.
Go8/iH/7«.—First, T. Hardy 'Toulouse . Second, J. K. Fowler (Toulonse).
Selling Glass.—First, Mrs. Brackenbur>- (Spanishi. Second National

Poultry Company fCri've Ccpur). Highly Commended. D. C. Campbell
(Coloured Dorkings); National Poultry* Company (Houdans) ; J. Wilde
(White Hantrtms). Commended, J. Clarke (White Cochins) ; S. S. Mos-
sop (Buff Cochinsl ; J. W. Harrison (BrahmasJ.

PfGEONS.
Carriers (Black).—First, F. Crosslev. Second, F. Wiltshire, Highly

Commended, F. Crosslev; E. Walker ;'F. Wiltshire.
Carriers (Any other colour).—First and Second, R. Fulton, Deptford,

London.
TrMBLERs (Almond).—First, F. Key, Beverley. Second, F. Wiltshire.

Hichly Commended, F. Crosslev ; F. Wiltshire ; R. Fulton.
Tcmulehs (.\ny other variotv).—First and Second, R. Fulton (Mottles,

Agate Mottles). Highly Commended, R. Siddal ; H. Yardley, Birmingham;
L. Glassev (Black Mottled) ; J. Fielding, jun. Commended, H. Draycott
(BlueBaldpatesi.
PocTEiis (Red or Blue).—First, R. Fulton (Clue). Second, F. Crossley

(Blue). HJRhly Commended, H. Beldon (Blue).

PoCTErs (Anv other colour).— First and Second. R. Fulton (White).

Jacobins (Any colour .—First, L. Glassey (YellowJ. Second and Highly
Commended. J. Thompson.
Fantails (Any colour).—First, H. M. Maynard (White). Second, H.

Draycott (White).
Owls ( Any colour).—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Com-

mended. F. Crosslev (Blue).

Turrits (Any colour). — First. R- F. Payling (Tellow). Second, F.

Wyntt tYt Mow). Highlv Commended, H. Yardley ; J. Thompson.
Barus (Any c«louri.- -First, F. Wilt»<hJro (Black'. Sect.nd. H. M. Mac-

lure. Highly Commended, F. Wiltshire (Yellow) : J. FieMing, jun.

Swallows.—First. H. Snnslioll (Black). Second. H. Draycott (Black).

Any other Distinct Variety.—First. J.Thompson (Mottled Trumpet-

ers). Second, F Crossley (Blue Dragonsi. Highly Commended, T.

Martin (Miijpies) ; D. Y'onng (White Dragons) ; A. Heath ; F. Wyatt (Bed

Fairies). Commended. H. M. Ma5-nard (Vral Ice); National [Poultry

Company (Runts; H Y*ardley. ...„,... ^ ^ , ^ ,
*<iLLiNG CLAS8.--First. H. Snushall iTurbits). Second. J. R. Jeesop

Hal! fpoutersi. Commended, H. Draycott (Blue Brunswicks); J. Laming
(BUck and Dun Carriers!. „,.*,,, „ ^ «
Rabrits.—.-Ihi/ purr Br^rrf.— First, WagsUff A Hanfwn. Second. R.

Wise I'^ilvor-Grev). Highly Commended, H. Draycott fSpanish). Com-
mended. M. Miliinfftnn (Lop-cared Buck : J. Barber (Yellow and White

Buck*; Messrs. Waj?staif A Hanson; J. Leigh ; A. H. Ea-tton ; A.S.Wyllle

iBelirian Hare Rabbit): W. .\.Iis«oo. Hmri^tt of naw Brrrrf.—First, C.

Gravil. Second, Messrs. WagstaffA Hanson. Commended, W. Beaty

;

National Poultry Company.
LOC.^L PRIZES.

DORKr«OS, GaXE, CoCHTfS, BbAHXAS. SPAJaSH. A?n> HAKBtTBOHa.—
Cnp J. Dring (Dark Brahma). Second, T. M. Derry iPartridge Cochin).

Third. S. S. Mossop (Buff Cochin«). ChiVivrw.—Cnp, G. Lee .Duckwing
Game). Second. G. Clarke (Dorking). Third. R. Capam iBuff Cochins).

Akv other Varietv.—Cnp. S. S. Mossop (Black Bantams). Second, J.

O. Hebson (Crevo Cceur). Third, G. Clarke (Hondans'.
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Goslings.—Prize, E. Wilkinson.
DnCKLraos.—First, J. A. Clarke (Roncn). Second, J. Cropper. Third,

Withheld.

The Jndges of the Poultry were E. Hewitt, Ksq., of Birmingham;

and Richard Teebay, Escj., of Preston, the Pigeon prizes being

awarded by W. B. Tegetmeicr, Esq., of London.

CHELMSFOBD POULTRY SHOW.
We have only room for the list of the awards made at this Show, held

on the 15th and 16th iuet., and must defer our report till next week.

YOUNG BIRDS.
Dorkings fColoured).—First, Second, and Third, Dr. D. C. Campbell,

Brentwood. Highly Commended, F. Parlett, Chelmsford ; H. Linpwood,
Barking; Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Rotherham ; H. Loe, Appuldurcome

;

J. F. F. Bolt. Hatfield Peverel. Commended, F. Parlett; Hon. H. W.
Fitzwilliam ; W. H. Walker, Shenfield, Brentwood.
DOEKINGS (SiIver-Grey}.~First, F. Parlett. Second. H. C. Wells,

Chelmsford. Third, Rev. E. S, Tiddeman, Childerditch Vicarage. Com-
mended, F. M. Shaw, Bury St. Edmunds.
DoKKiNGS (White).—First, J. M.Rice, Steyning. Second, H. Lingwood.

Commended, I. Perry, Chelmsford.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Second, Rev. F.

Watson, Kelvedon {Brown Reds). Third, H. Loe Black Red).

Game (Duckwing and other Greys and Blues).—First, T. Dyson, Halifax
(Dackwing). Second, J. Firth, Halifax iDuckwing). Third, W. Gray.
Margaretting (Duckwing).
Game (White and Piles).—First, R. Pflshley, Worksop. Second, Rev. F.

Wfitson. Third, J. J. Hazell, Manningtree.
Cochin-China (Buffi. — First, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant, Penrhyu

Castle, Bangor. Second. H. Lingwood. Third. P. W. Rust, Hastings.
Cochin-China (Any other variety).— First, J. R. Rodbard. Bristol (Part-

ridge). Second, F. G. Phillips, Chippenham (Partridge;. Third, H. Ling-
wood, Woodbridge (Partridge).

Spanish.—First and Second, F. James, Peckham. Third, W. H. Walker,
Brentwood.
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—First and Third, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant.

Second, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. Highly Commended, H. Dowsett,
Chelmsford ; F. James ; J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.
Brahma Pootra (Light).—First and Second, J. Pares, Guildford. Third,

H. Lacy. Commended, H. M. Maynard.
Hambdrghs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Loe. Second. W. J.

Bairshaw. Eingley (Silver). Commended, C. Havers. Ingatestone (Silver).

Hamburghs (Gold or Silver-spangled).^First, H. Loe. Second, T.
Blakeman. Wolverhampton (Gold). Commended, Rev. F. Tearle, New-
market (Silver).

Polish (Any variety).— First, Mrs. Procter, Hull (Silver). Second
and Highly Commended, T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst, Hants (White-
crested).
French.—First. Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London (Creve

Coeur). Second, W\ Tippler, Roxwell (Houdana). Third, J. K. Fowler.
Commended, H. M. Maynard (Houdans).
Ant other Variety.—First and Second Withheld. Third, W. Tippler.
Game Baktams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First. W. F. Ent-

wisle. Leed.?. Second. W. Boutcher. NoUiog Hill (Black Red). Third,
Mrs. Saltmarsh. Chelmsford Black Red). Higbly Commended, G. Man-
ning, Springfield (Black Red) ; J. W. Morris, Rochdale.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).—First, W. F. Entwisle. Second,

J. Parlett, Huntingflon (Pile). Third, J. Crossiand, jun., Wakefield (Duck-
wing). Commended, Mrs, Saltmarsh (Duckwing).
Bantams (Auy other variety).—First, T. C. Hnrrison, Hull. Second, J.

Allen, Ampthill ('ebright). Highly Commended, G. Griggs, Romford
(Speckled-booted). Commended, E. Pigeon. Lympstone, Exeter (Japa-
nese) ; S. & R. Ashtoo, Mottram, Cheshire (Black).

Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second, F. Parlett, Chelmsford. Third, H.
Dowsett, Pleshey. Highly Commended, H. Duwsett. Commended, J.

F. Bott.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, Mrs. Seamons, Aylesbury. Second, J. K.

Fowler. Tbird, Mrs. Clarke, Bedford. Highly Commended. J. K. Fowler.
Commended, H. Dowsett; Rev. C. H. Crosse, Cambridge ; J. F. Bott; W.
Tippler.
Ducks (Anv other variety^.— First, Mrs. Clarke (Peruvian). Second,

S. & R. Asblon (Teal). Highly Commended. Mrs. Mayhew (White Call).

Commended. T. C Harrison ; S. Bum, Whitby 'East Indian i.

Geese.—First. Mrs. Seamons. Second. J. K. Fowler (Toulouse). Third,
H. D. Postiins, Stoke-by-Nayland. Highly Commended, Mrs. J. Upson,
Rivenhall (Toulouse. China).
Turkeys —First. Mrs. Mayhew. Second, C. Carter, Billericav. Third,

A. Hutley, Witham. Highly Commended. C. Carter; J. F. Bott.
Selling Class ( Fowls).—First, R. Pashley. Second, Dr. D. C. Campbell.

Highly Commended, Dr. D. C Campbell; Rev. F. Tearle. Commended,
E. Sheermau, Chelmsford; Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant ; J. Parlett.

Selling Class Ducks).—First. F. Shaw. Second. F. Parlett. Highly
Commended, H. Dowsett ; W. Tippler. Commended, Rev. F. Waison

;

H. Dowsett ; Rev. G. Gilbert ; R. Pashley.

SINGLE COCKS.
Game Cock (Undubbed).—Prize, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam.
Dorkings (Any variety).—First, F. Parlett Second, Dr. D. C. Camp-

bell. Commended, F. Parlett; 0. E. Cresswell, Houuslow.
Game (Any variety).—First, S. Matthew, Stowmarket. Second, Rov. F.

Watson (Brown Red).
Cochins (Any variety).—First, W. Tippler. Second, E. Sheerman.
Brahma Pootra (Any variety).—First, J. K. Fowler Second, Withheld.
Hamburghs (Any variety).-First. H. Loe. Second, C. Havers.
Game Bantams (Any variety).—First, W. F. Entwisle. Second, E.

White.
Any Other Variety.—First, W. Tippler (La Fleche). Second, Hon. H.

W, Fitzwilliam (Creve Cceur). Highly Commended, H. M. Maynard
(Creve Cceur) ; J. K. Fowler (French). Commended, G. Griggs (Speckled-
booted).

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—Prize, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Pouters.-Prize,H. Yardley.

Tumblers.—First, J. Ford, London. Second, P. H. Jones. Fulham
(Almond). Highly Commended, J. Ford. Commended, H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—First, F. Else, Bayswater Second, Rev. F. Watson.
FANTAiLS.^-First, F. Else. Second, H. Yardley.
Barbs.—First and Second, P. H. Jones (White and Black). Com*

mended, J. Ford.
Tri'mpeters.—First and Second, E. Sheerman, Chelmsford (White).

Highly Commended, F. Waitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham (White). Com-
mended, E. 8heerman (Black).
OwLS.^Prizo, P. H. Jones (Foreign).
Any other Variety.—First, P. H. Jones (Red Turbits). Second, F.

Waitt (Blue Fairies). Highly Commended, E. Pigeon Lympstone, Ex-
eter (Dragons) ; H. Yardley ; F. Else. Commended, P. H. Jones (Yellow
Dragon).
Cage Birds.—Cnnan/ {any variety).—First, F. W. Mann, Chelmsford.

Second, W. B. Hughes. Chelmsford. Mule lanij variety).—Prize, W. B.
Hughes. Goldfinch, Bullfinch, or Linnet.—Prize, W. B. Hughes. Any
other Variety not mentioned.—First, Rev. F. Tearle (King Parrot). Se-
cond, R. E. Garrood, Chelmsford (Australian Magpie). Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. Saltmarsh, Chelmsford (Grey Parrot); W. B. Hughes (St.
Helena Canary) ; Mrs. Ormond, Chelmsford (Grey Parrot); Mias Meggy,
Chelmsford (Green Crow Parrot) ; R. E. Garrod (Port Lincoln Parrot).

Judges.—E. Hewitt, Esq., Sparkbrook, Birmingham ; and W. B.
Tegetmeier, Esq., Muswell Hill, London.

BEDALE POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 9th inst., in Mrs. Beresford Peirse's Park.

Unfortunately the weather was unfavourable, rain falling almost with-

out intermission. There were sevenly-eipiht entries of poultry, and the

qnality upon the whole was good, several of the pens containing fine

bii-ds. The class of Ducks of any variety was of a miscellaneous

character, there being no less than eighteen entries, of good birds.

The following is the prize list :

—

Game.—First, W, Bearpark. Ainderby Steeple. Second, J. B. Booth,
Killerby. Commended, Miss Peirse. Bedale Hall.
Dorking.— First and Second, J. White. Warlaby.
Poland.—First and Second. G. Carter, Sand Hill, Bedale.
Cochin-China.-—First, G. Carter. Second, Rev. J. G. Milner, Bellerby,
Golden- Spangled.—First and Se«ond, J. Johnson, Ainderby.
Silver-Spangled.—First, E. Brown, Bedale. Second, G. Carter
Bantam.—First, — Glaves, Sainton. Second, Miss Pierse.
Turkey.—First. T. C. Booth. Second, —White, Burrill.

Geese.—First, J. Pinkney, Crakehall. Second, Miss Todd, Park House,
Hornby.
Ducks (Avlesbury).—First and Second. J Richardson, Constable Burton.
Ducks (Any Cross-breed).-First, J. B. Booth. Second, J. G. Milner.

Commended, W. Bearpark; Mrs. B. Peirse, Bedale Hall.

Judge.—Mr. Hardy, Bradford.

OVERCOMING BROODINESS.
In your number of the 3rd of October, " E. F. T." asks

'* What is the best plan to adopt with obstinately broody hens,"

or, as we term them in the north *' clocking hens ? " The plan

I have adopted for a number of years with success, has been to

place them in solitary confinement. Take the hen away from
her companions, put her in a comfortable house, feed her well,

and in the course of a few days all desire to sit will have passed
and she will begin to lay very soon again.—M. A. W., Durham.

NOTES ON FANCY PIGEONS.—No. 9.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR, AND JIANAGEMENT OF, PIGEONS.

Domestic Pigeons, like every other domestic creature, bi-

pedal, quadrupedal, or winged, have a first and foremost ne-

cessity, and that is a home. They must have a home, and,

unlike poor Paddy, they must have room, or they will not in-

crease and prosper. It is quite painful to see a large number
of Pigeons crowded into a small space. Oh ! the fighting, the

breaking, or rolling about of eggs, the tumbling out of the nest

of newly-hatched young ones, and the pecking of heads of

young gentry just able to run about; but, alas! for them-
selves, not old enough to fly from the sharp beaks of grown-up
and savage neighbours, who are very unneighbourly, or I

will say neighbours, but not friends. Many a time have I seen

a young pair with bald heads, though not by breed baldheaded.

Now, everybody knows that Pigeons pair; we say a pair of

doves, and a pigeon-pair of children is a common expression,

and we call a young and loving bride and bridegroom a perfect

pair of pigeons ; but everybody does not know that there is a
difficulty in getting them to pair as you wish them, or even to

get them to pair at all, or as soon as they are adult. Theii's is

a similar case to the following. A young lady and gentleman
who meet only in the company of others, often in a crowd,

really think nothing of each other whatever ; but let the same
young people stay, without other company, in a dull house nine
miles from anybody, and let the weather be thoroughly bad, a
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foot and a half of snow on the ground, or a November mist that

looks as if you might slice it witli a carving-knife, so that going

out is an utter impossibility, these young people are consf-

qaently together every Jay, and all day long. The good-natured
lady of the house leaves them in the morning with, " I know
you wo'n't mind my being ab.'sent." Well, ton to one but these

young people begin before the week's out to bill and coo, and
actually arrange to be man and wife. Oh ! this shutting-up
system is far more fatal than archery meetings, or croquet
parties. Thus it is as I have said with two Pigeons of opposite
sexes, let them be with others they take no notice of each
other, but shut them up ia a cage or rabbit-hutch in a quiet

place where they have only their own sweet company, and in a

very few days they will pair, and tliis is all about it. Feed
them with hempseed, and the process is probably hastened by
a day or two. Once well mated let the hens have a home of

their own— i.e., a nesting place. Enclose them in it for a few
days with a wire front, allowing room for food and water, and
they will adopt it as their home for ever, and be infinitely

happy, cooing, nesting, laying, sitting, hatching, and rearing

up their young.
But what of the loft ? Few people are able, or inclined to

build one, but usually make use of any suitable place—thus, a
portion of a room over a stable or coach-house, or any little

building that comes hauJy. The great point is to be certain

that neither rat nor cat can find admittance. I put aside all

ideas of pole-houses and of lockers, triangular or otherwise,

nailed to a wall. Some hardy Pigeons may exist in them, but
cannot be happy. Rain, sleet, enow, wiud, and sun, render
such places by no means homes, and a Pigeon must have a

home. You never need fear that a loft will be too warm, for

Pigeons like warmth. My present loft is a ceiled room over
my coach-house, and very hot it is in summer, as the aspect

is south, and theie is only one little window, oat of which the
birds fly, and yet in eleven years I have had no disease among
them.
Some rich fanciers build a range of hut-like wooden erections

along a south wall, with au outer court, or wired enclosure, in

which the birds take exercise. One variety is kept in one com- '

partment, another in the next, and so on. One thing is certain,
'

that Pigeons greatly prefer having their nests on the ground.
[

Put up any number of neat boxes, paint them pure white, make
every preparation, but in spite of all the first pair of Pigeons
will occupy for a nest, the snuggest, probably the darkest corner
of the flooring of the room ; the next pair the next snuggest, and
so on. Then they will have nests between, until there is a line

;

of nests on every side of the floor. Meeting this wish and pre-

ference of Pigeons, I always have nests prepared for them on '

the floor, allowing two for each pair. This is my plan—a plank
of wood forms the top of the nests, then divisions are made of a

foot square, the floor forming the bottom, but every alternate

dividing-board is made to project a foot out from the nest,
j

This plan breaks the line of nests into parts, each part con-
j

taining two nests, and also a pugnacious cock cannot run along
the front and possess the whole range to himself, as such cocks
are apt to do. A moveable slip of wood 2 inches high keeps
the straw in, and being moveable the nest can be easily cleaned.

I also keep a wire front, which will enclose a now pair of birds

in these two-roomed houses. Blocks of wood a foot or two
high serve for resting and roosting, and keep the birds clear

from their own droppings. Gravel on the floor, and a heap of

broken mortar, and a bit of salt in a pan, complete my arrange-
ments, as my Pigeons have their full freedom. It is well that
the landing-board outside, and inside, too, should be broad, as
broad as a good-sized tea-tray, as the Pigeons, especially the
young fliers, and the new birds, can more readily alight on it,

and get in or out. The entrance should be closed at night ; a
cord and a pulley attached to a latticed shutter effect this.

When you buy new birds draw the flight feathers of one wing,
and by the time they grow the Pigeons will be settled in their

home.
If you are beginning the fancy, shut in your first pairs for a

fortnight or more, but have a hollow square of wire placed on
thealighting-boird, so that the birds may come out, sun them-
selves, and grow familiar with the surrounding scenery. This
they must learn, because if kept a year and let out without pre-
vious knowledgi of the surroundings of their home, it is ten to

one they could not find their way back again after a flight.

Hopper or feeding vessel I use none, but others can. I prefer
my pets feeding at my feet on the gravel path. Water-bottle
yon can have. I have galvanised iron pans, which I insist

upon being supplied every day, and re-supplied in case the
'

Pigeons wash and scatter out the water. Tares, if old, beans,
and peas, are excellent food for Pigeons. Then come barley,
Indian corn, and wheat. Hempseed I call Pigeons ' "goodies,"
for they love it as children love sweetmeats. By hempseed you
can always tame them, they will follow you anywhere for a few
grains—get under the crust of pie, I verily believe, but much is

not good for them. Pigeons that have their liberty pick up all

sorts of seeds, Ac, and really do no damage. A young pair
just out of the nest amuse me infinitely ; their parents will not
feed them, so they peck and squeak, squeak and peck, and are
very miserable, and evidently think it a horrible world because
they are obliged to feed themselves.

—

Wiltsuuse Heciob.

PAST BEE SEASONS.
In the Journal of the 2Gth of September, page 247, " B. & W."

writes, " In ISlil we had a very bad year, I never knew a worse
at that time

; but 18C7 has proved hitherto fur worse." Has
not your excellent correspondent made a slight mistake in at-
tributing the character of an exceptionally bad season to 1861 ?

18C0 was terribly bad; 1801 was with us by no means an un-
favourable vear ; then again, 1862 was, if possible, worse than
18()0.

In 18G1 I devoted the chief resources of my apiary to stock-
ing Laugstroth hives, either by transferring combs and bees
into them, or by making artificial swarms, yet I was enabled to
take a good harvest of honey. On referring to the account of my
apiary in 18fjl, which appeared in the Journal in April 1862,
I find as follows :

— " This concludes the category of my hives
in 1861. It will have been apparent to those who have perused
these articles, that I was more desirous of transferring my
stocks into Langstroth boxes, or of peopling the same with
artificial swarms, than of reaping a good honey harvest. Had
the entire resources of my apiary been devoted to the object of
obtaining honey, I believe the amount would have been very
far beyond anything ever before experienced by me. I never
remember honey to have been anything like so abundant as
during the months of April, May, and June of last year (1861),
but in addition to the swarms obtained, and stocks established,
I was rewarded with about IT.'i lbs. of honevcomb, most of it of
superior quality." Since writing the abo\e, I have turned to
" B. & W's." account of his apiary for 1801 ; written on the
29th of October of that year. " I may further state that my
honey harvest has reached the amount of 207 lbs. weight of
honey and honeycomb, of which I have sold upwards of 1 cwt,
for £7 0»-. 2i/., some of it fetching as high a price as Is. 6<i.

per lb. This is decidedly the best honey harvest I have ever
had from only seven hives partially plundered.—B. & W."

I think our friend must in his recollections have confounded
one of the two bad years I have named, with 1861. The sea-
son of 1859 was a splendid one with me. I obtained a greater
number of fine supers than I had then ever before taken—viz.,

one of 52 lbs., one of 4.") lbs., another of 41 lbs., ,tc. In 1860 I
took no honey, in 1861 as described above ; in 1862 about
12 lbs. of honey rewarded my efforts, with other supers partially
filled but unsealed.

1863 was a splendid season, one super of 5i lbs., besides
many others of great weight.

1864 also as good, or better ; one super of 75 lbs. taken from
one hive, and 480 lbs. from twelve hives.

1865 a good season, about 280 lbs. obtained.
1866. Part of the season good, the rest but middling ; one

super of 80 lbs. being splendidly filled.

1867. This year has been exceedingly bad. No honey,
no swarms, and hives very weak in population, and but mode-
rately supplied with stores for the winter.—S. Bevan Foi,
Exeter.

HUMBLE BEES FOR AUSTRALIA.
The Melbourne Acclimatisation Society is exceedingly anuons

to obtain an importation of humble bees, and I have received
applications from two different gentlemen for advice and assist-

ance in attaining the desired object. At first I was very much
puzzled and quite at a loss to imagine what the Australians
could want with humble bees in a land where the hive bee in
both its European species^Apis ligustica as well as Apia
ni'l i.lca—flourishes to an almost unprecedented extent. This
enigma has, however, received a remarkable and most complete
solution, since I learn by a recent communication from a much-
esteemed correspondent that red clover, which is, I believe,
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BoccessfuUy cultivated in that country, is nevertheless com-
pletely sterile owing to the absence of its natural fertiliser the
humble bee. Under these circumstances it is of course appa-
rent that no red clover seed can be matured in the colony, but
that all that is required must be imported from Europe at a
very considerable expense, which might be almost entirely
saved by the naturalisation of the humble bee.

My first proposal was, that a number of queens should be
songht for and collected as soon as they commenced hybernat-
ing, and that having been packed in moss they should be
placed in the ice-room of a fast ship, there to remain until

they reached the Antipodes, where it might be hoped they
would arrive in sufficient time to admit of their forming nests
and propagating their species during what remained of the
Australian summer. Tire realisation of this apparently very
promising scheme is, however, as I am informed, rendered im-
possible by the fact that there are now no ships going out
fitted up with ice-rooms, the only ones fitted in this way having
been those in which the salmon ova were sent out, and, of
course, at a very heavy expenditure.

This idea being for these reasons entirely impracticable, in-
formation is now sought as to whether there is any possibility
of securing humble bees in some sort of package in which
ample food might be contained, and in which they might make
the fbyage. I confess that this project does not seem to me
very feasible ; but as a great many readers of " our Journal "

are probably much better posted-up in the natural history of
the humble bee than myself, I should be greatly obliged by
their opinion upon the point, as well as by their suggesting
any other mode by which the desired end might be obtained,
advising us also as to the selection of the most valuable
species,' and the best mode of, as well as the most favourable
localities for, capturing them.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

DRIVING BEES.
Will you kindly describe the surest method of driving bees

from one hive into another ? I have attempted it four times this
year, and partially failed. Although I succeeded in getting the
combs from the hives, I had to drown many of the straggling
bees that would not leave.

I am at a loss to understand what is meant in page 59 of
" Bee-keeping for the Many " where it commences, " All is now
finished until an hour after sunset,'' and so on until it ends in
"peace and harmony." Am I to understand that the hive
which is to be put on the top of the full inverted hive is an
empty one ? and that I am to let the bees remain in that until
an hour after sunset, then take the hive containing the bees
only, and put it opposite the hive which I want them to enter,
place it on two sticks, and then give a smart stroke, and knock
the bees out between the two sticks, and they wiU then enter
the previously inhabited hive, and that will do until next
Bummer ? Wdl not the bees that have been driven into an
empty hive from a full one, and kept there tor six or seven hours,
desert it, having left a full home for an empty one ?

I will now explain how I proceeded to drive my bees, and
failed to a certain extent. About six o'clock in the evening I
turn the hive which I want the honey from upside down,
putting one occupied with bees and partly filled with combs on
the top of it, and I tap gently on the bottom one for about
twenty minutes

; then I leave it for a while, but find en return-
ing that they have not yet left the bottom one. I have thus
left the hives for the night as they were, one on the top of the
other. Early the following morning I go to them, but find a
great number of bees still in the bottom hive with the honey.
Being afraid of the bees, I take the top one oft', and put it on the
floor-board, and then I am sorry to say, I have been obliged to
drown the bees that will not leave the hive, in a can full of
water, and knock them out on the ground, worthless. I have
of com-se an objection to mixing the honey with water, which
I think is wrong.

I am very anxious to save the bees, and by joining weak
hives to make them strong in the following summer. Many of
Jny neighbours would be glad if I could put them in the right
way to save their bees

; but I, not having much practice, am
rather timid. I have joined four stocks this summer ; but not
with perfect success. I should like to be able to drive them

T-t^''
Wm. Jardine, in the volume on "Bees," of " The NaturaUsts'

fiiprary, states that " npwards ot forty different species are described as
anaabitauts of Bntaan."'

without any loss of life if practicable, and am most anxious fat
information on the point.

I am also at a loss to account for my Ligurians carrying in
white pollen, and being covered all over with white powder, like
a miller's coat.—T. H., Muntfionury.

[Mr. Woodbury gave a very full description of the entir*
process of driving bees in No. 139 of our new aeries, and we are
now promised another contribution from his pen which will
embrace and enter minutely into all the details of the same
subject. ^Yith regard to the meaning of the passage to which
you refer in " Bee-keeping for the Many," it is intended that
bees shall remain in the empty hive set on the old stance, from
the time at which they are driven until the evening, when they
are to be knocked out on a cloth and surmounted by the in-
habited hive which they are intended to enter. Your attempts
at driving seem to have resulted in partial failures, owing to
lack of experience, and from not persevering long enough. The
articles to which we have already referred will afford you foil
information on all points. We are quite at a loss as to what
flower affords your Ligurians such abundance of white pollen
at this advanced season.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Me. M. C. Harbison, Southport.—As my last notice appears to have

been overloukert by Mr, Harrison, I have again to ask him to furnish
me with bis full address. A communication which I attempted to 86b4
to him by pott has come back through the dead-letter office.—T. W.
WooDECRV, Mount Radford, Exeter.

MoHiEY PoDLTEY Show —The sccoud prize for Black Bantams wa8
awarded to Messrs. S. & K. Ashton. and not to Mrs. Staunton, ay reported
in the list.

Promoting RAprn Groivth {Partridje Coc/iiiil.—The best course is to
give good ground food mixed with milk ; cooked meat chopped fine.
Food to be constantly changed and given frequently, a little at a time.
To this add warm roosting, but no artificial heat, a good run, and plenty
of growing gieeu food. The Partridge Cochin cock should weigh 8 lbs.
when nine months old, and the pullet of the same age 6 lbs. If more, so
much the better.

Rabbits with Diseased Lrrass (TubercU:\—YoaT Rabbits have
suflfered from hereditary disorder of so serious a nature, that one of the
parents should be got rid of. Disease of the liver in Rabbits is very
common, but generally the tumours that project from the surface of the
liver, and that are also to be found in the interior of it, are of a carti-
laginous, almost a bony character. They also suffer from "fluundera,"
Uke sheep. In wild Rabbits, these appearances of the liver follow a long,
wet, and damp time. It is against their health or nature to do well with
wet fur. Over-feeding on green food or wet green food will always cause
disease. The cheesy matter that forms the tubercle is a common disorder,
generally supposed to be inherited from the buck. We have known it to
be in large lumps between the skin and flcbh, so large as to be easily felt
by the band. We have been successful Rabbit-breeders, but we always -

followed one plan, which was never to allow a doe to rear more than fonr
young ones at a time- We then never had any disease or weakness among
them. If they are bred for table purposes only, she may rear all she
brings forth, but care must be taken to supply f'ood in proportion to the
number. All these diseases will appear where breeding in and in, es-
pecially between parent and produce, is practised.

Feeding Bees (J (^'onstant Reader).—Lump susar dissolved in water
in the proportion of three parts (by wtight) of the former to two of the
latter, and boiled a minute or two, forms a cheap and excellent bee-food.
It is best administered by means of an inverted bottle, the mouth of
wh ch should be tied over with a bit ot coarse leuo, or cap net, and the
bottle-neck inserted in the hole which often exists, or, if not, can be
easily made with a sharp penknife, in the crown of a common hive.
The bottle, which must hold at least a pint, should be refilled every even-
ing until the hive attains a sufficient weight to stand the winter. No
time must now be lost, as the entire supply ought to be given before
winter seta in.

Canary Management (rrotter).—The cause of young Canaries pecking
their feathers arises from the want of amusement to draw their attention.
Hang several small swings in the cage, and some pieces of cuttle fish and
millet seed, which will amuse them ; also throw a little mawseed at the
bottom of the cage

;
give likewise a little green food. If you find that

will not cure the pecking, separate them for a short time until they have
well recovered from their moulting. Canaries wiU not stand cold below
46^' Fatr. To colour breeding cages, put a piece of lime in a basin, and
add hot water to slacken it, let it be about the consistency of cream, and
put it on with a hard brush. Some persons use whitening with a small
quantity of size.

Skylark's Beak Growing too Long—Effect or Food on Plchage
{K. P.).—There is no remedy for preventing the growing of the upper or
lower beak of the Skylark. In your case nothing can be done but to cut
it. taking care not to cut the quick. If the food of the bird is changed
and less hempseed given, the natural colour will most probably be re-
stored at the next moulting season, if the bird be in the open air; if not,
it is very doubtful if the colour will alter. Young cock bulUinches show
the red feathtra on their breasts in their first moult. Early birds should
now show their colour.

Destroying Insects is Bird Cages (JB. Smi(/i).—Turpentine wonid
destroy the insecis, but would be injurious to the Canaries. Cleau the
cages and give them a good wash of benzine, which would destroy all
vern in. Place them in the open air tmtil the smell goes off before re-
placing the biids.
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grown, so as to retaiua cortaiu place bytbe side of juicy Pears and
ripened Grapes without mucli discredit. Still, the true well-

wisher of the Peach would do well to hesitate before he essay
too rude a competition with the other seasonable treasures of

the fruit garden. Only a very few Peaches, and these of one or

two well-tried sorts, should be grown in October. As I write

there are before me several such. The best of these by far is

the Comet Peach. From one bush tree in a pot I gathered
three fine dishes, many fruits being 91 inches round, and well

coloured, abundant in juice, and having a rich Apricot flavour

—surprising considering our damp and sunless summer here.

Another of Mr. Eivers's seedlings, named Golden Eoyal George,
raised from Eoyal George, but very different, is an excellent

late variety, coming in before the Comet. Admirable Jaune is

a well-known autumnal Peach in France, and ripens well here
during the month of September. I should think that in many
English houses it would become a showy early October sort.

I am partial to Clingstones, those productions of more sunny
lands, and so sweet, yet as hard as Apples when ripe quite
through. One variety I have, wrongly named, but it is im-
mense, showy, and excellent. Mitchell's Mammoth is another
" cling," as the Americans say, and is prolific, and a good very
late Peach—too late for general culture.

Of well-known late Peaches I can only say that Teton de
Venus cannot be ripened in these islands from the open wall

—

that is, to be depended on, though some fifty years ago it was
well known here. I was compelled to destroy it on the wall,

and in the orchard-house it was worthless. So are Desse
Tardive, which I have still, and Chancellor, a miserable Peach.
Barrington and Late Admirable, however, succeed well under
glass. Walburton Admirable I found too shy a bearer to be of
use ; and now such Peaches as Princess of Wales and Lord
Palmerston are very much liner aud more profitable, so that
the older sorts are not missed.

Of Nectarines our latest was the Stanwick. This hangs
fairly, but always has cracked here. Stanwick Seedling (Eivers),

has not this defect. It is earlier and smaller, but has the
true aroma, and I like it very much. Stanwick was really
superb this season, as large as fl^ inches round, not well
coloured, but juicy and rich. The Victoria was also very large
and good, highly coloured, and showy. I confess to a weakness
for colour in fruit—by which, however, is not meant a " peoples'
Peach " colour, which, though fine, is not superior to if it

even equals the gorgeous hues of the orange and maroon-
striped fruits. Very late Nectarines of fair quality are yet to
•be desired. Peterborough is not worth growing.

So much for the late fruit. As to the early varieties, now so
numerous and good, it is almost impossible to speak, except at
too great length. Let me, however, mention some of the most
striking aud valuable. Here let me recommend amateurs to
increase their stock of early kinds rather than of late ones.
It is obvious that earliness is a precious quality, and these will
never fail to be acceptable ; while, as I said before, a late
Peach, however well grown, has a sore trial to undergo when
Grapes and Pears are in good season. Some of the gorgeous
highly coloured Pears exhibited in Paris would tempt us far
more than pale late Peaches as we must grow them. Not that
Pears do not succeed admirably in orchard-houses. Those who
like this fine fruit, or have abundance of room, can have Pears
from potted trees in perfection, as also Plums, but in either
case it is best to have these in houses apart. One great mis-
take in orchard-house culture has been the attempting to grow
almost everything in the same house. For some time this
plan may succeed, and, in certain cases, even tolerably well

;

l)ut_ the better way by far is to keep Peaches and Nectarines
entirely by themselves. Of course this is not always easy to
do ; but now let us return to early Peaches.

Early York Peach will long remain a favourite sort. It
ripens freely, bears well, and colours well. The flavour is
always to be depended on. Here, this season, the fruit attained
nearly 'J inches round, a huge size for an early Peach. Early
Silver is quite equal to Early York in these properties, and per-
fectly distinct in colour and flavour. It is a great advance.
Early Grosse Mignonne is a good old sort, and so is Chevreuse
native. Canary, an old favourite, did not quite reach my
standard these two seasons, but may next year. Golden Purple
has not retained its merits. Souvenir de Java ripens " second
early," and is very promising. It is quite new, and was pre-
sented to me by Mr. Eivers to report on. The newest sorts of
all, which ripened at Sawbridgeworth in .July, will fruit here
next season for the first time, and will, I expect, form a new
.era in our cultivation. I hope to have these sorts ripe by the

end of June without fire heat, and if they are of good size they
will be of great value for Covent Garden. We send up from
the middle of July, at present, in fair quantities. The midseason
sorts are not remunerative enough, nor are the late ones. The
produce was about 14U0 this season, all fine, having been very
much thinned ; many trees being young, or of new sorts, not
bearing at all. Out-door Peaches are valueless to us. As I

always thin very much, the occasional reports of immense crops
elsewhere are readily gauged at their proper value. One fine

specimen is worth, commercially and artistically, a host of

mediocrities. Early Albert is a fine Peach, ripening two days
after Early Silver. Crawford's Early is a little later. Hunt's
Tawny has always been our earliest Nectarine. Its average
time of ripening for the last six years has been the 28th of

July. I must omit the midseason varieties now.
The crop in general was fair, but the flavour was slightly

inferior. The same is the case, as far as I can learn, in Eng-
land, and is due to our humid and cloudy summer. We had
fewer insects, but more mildew on the glandless Peaches than
usual, both in the houses and on the open wall. Vines in
houses facing east suffered also more from mildew than usual.
I have seen none in houses with a full south aspect. On the
open wall there was some red spider, but little in the houses,
and the foliage in them was never so fine. Abundance of water
was given at the roots, but less syringing over the leaves during
such damp weather. The fruit was never before so large on
thewhole. Noaphides. There is alittle scale just now, proceed-
ing from some pernicious Orange trees in pots, but this will be
cured shortly.

On a single day during the height of the season, twelve or
fifteen varieties of Peaches and ten of Nectarines were ripe

together, formiug rare dishes of fruit. This is one triumph of

the orchard-house, and no mean one whenever a display is

required. On another occasion, for some local ceremony, a
basket of Exquisite and other similar large sorts had the place

of honour, luiigo inlervallo. I remember a dish composed thus

—Stanwick, pale smooth green skin, slashed with pink ; Comet,
dark apricot ground with maroon streaks ; Shanghae, pale

ground with lake dots ; Seedling Peach No. 10 (Eivers, and un-
named), immense, pale ground with mottled carmine dots; a

Peach unknown, deep orange, with broad stripes of reddish

lake ; and Colombia, yellow ground, with dull lake stripes all

round, an orange nipple, most quaint, and with such long
downy hairs as to give it a Plum-like look. This was indeed
an artistical combination in colour, when enshrined in pale

young Vine leaves. Could we have obtained a little of that

precious sunshine which reddens the fruit of mid-France it

would have been far more glorious. We do very well as it is ;

nevertheless, I for one rather envy our neighbours this privi-

lege.—T. Bkehaut.

EOSES CELINE FOEESTIER AND
MADEMOISELLE APJSTIDE.

I .SHOULD feel greatly obliged by advice as to the manage-
ment of a Celine Forestier Eose. It was planted in the

autumn of 18C.5, against a wall with a south-east aspect. The
soil in which it was planted was a stiff' loam with a clay sub-

soil, the loam being enriched with decayed cowdung. The
Eose has had manure waterings—namely, the drainage from the

stable diluted with water, and the result is, it has made plenty

of wood which has been nailed to the wall, covering a good
space. AH the weak-growing foreright shoots were cut-in to

three or four good buds. This year the shoots from them are

from 3 to 4 feet long and much mildewed, and we have had a

few ragged and very thin flowers. It is budded on a half-

standard Briar stock. The situation is shaded from the sun by
the house after 2 p.m., but very open.—W. B.

[Celine Forestier and MJUe. Aristide (the same, I believe,

as Madame Schultz), are two of the hardiest and strongest-

growing Tea-scented Noisettes known. Neither of them, as a

rule, shows a disposition to flower abundantly till it has been
planted two or three years, and has made much matured wood.
Tea-scented Noisettes (these two less than others), do not like

much cutting. As " W. B." has heavy soil, and has highly ma-
nured his ground with decayed cowdung, I advise him to keep
his knife quiet as regards the tree, to withhold all manure, at

any rate till after buds are formed, to rool-pruno moderately,

and to mix an abundance of coal ashes with the soil around
the roots. If this treatment be pursued and fail, there can be

only one other cause of failure—pamely, a want of free-draiasge.
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In Bui-li case Uo will do well to dig a dry well in front of tbe roots,

and till it with flints, and then cover them over. Tea and Tea-

scented Noisettes like good land made light, free drainage, a

West Indian sun, and plenty of water ; but they do not like,

nor does any Hose like, water lying at the roots. All Bosos
like plenty of water poured over the foliage and roots in sultry

weather, and from time to time, but they do not like being in a

Bwamp.
I cannot account for the poverty of " W. B.'s '" flower."!,

except by the coldness of his ground. I have a large and
splendid stock of Tea-scented Yellow Noisettes here, in the

open ground and against walls—Celine Forestier, Triomphe de

Rennes, Oloiro de Dijon, Marcchal Niel, and Isabella Gray,

and no Roses can boat them for good results. I may say, in

conclusion, the Briar suits the Marrclial admirably. Isabella

Gray is on her own roots, and has given splendid and more
golden blooms than her beautiful son. Marshal Niel is a very

hardy Rose, and makes firm wood with a good tough skin.

—

W. F. IlADCLYFrE.]

VAKIORUM NOTES.
ORCIIARD-HOUSE CULTUUE-UOOT-PK0NING, &c.

Im No. :U1, page 272, Mr. Rivers modestly asks a question

—

" How is it that Peach trees planted in ground as hard as a

threshing-floor are fat and flourishing ?" I venture to suggest

that he has answered his own question when he tells us " The
borders are of a dense calcareous earth." This being the case,

it appears to me that the large amount of carbon contained in

the soil is the real cause. I should like to know if they are as

fruitful as vigorous. When fruit trues produce " riutiniiamis,"

1 suspect they are in a soil more favourable for forest than

fruit trees. No pruning will keep such a tree in absolute sub-

jection. Trees that are over-fed aro subject to those sucker.'',

not feeders, which produce notning but leaves—the melancholy
condition of the Fig tree which is not in its proper situation

and element. My remedy is not altogether root-pruning, al-

though large wood-roots and strong wood-shoots generally go

together, but ramming down the subsoil and giving it a found-

ation of broken stones not deeper than IS inches.

My experience agrees with tlie remark of a correspondent as

to the cause of stone fruit falling being want of water at the

right time. Water being so largo a constituent of plants, we
must supply artificially what Nature withholds. I have watched
the rapidity with which a newly planted drooping Laurel ab-

sorbs the contents of the waterpot, the hanging leaves speedily

becoming erect. The sap of plants being a solution of various

matters, itis evident that the best modeofadmiuisteringnourish-
ment is by liquids, and, therefore, as Mr. Rivers observes,

top-dressing potted trees is not so good as watering; and
there can be no question that our pots are too deep. I have
long advocated shallow pots or pans to give the roots more
room for horiioutal growth. Mr. Rivers remarks that tho

roots come to tho surface to receive their food. I do not think

Jie has correctly expressed himself; with ail due deference I

say it. Nature, ever watchful and mindful of her offspring,

forms roots n-car the surface to correct deticiencies arising from
unnatural modes of culture. On the road from Devizes to

Potterne is a cutting through green sand. On the to]! of the

bank, l(t feet t.bovo the foot-path, are some stunted Firs, tho
roots of which, in search of congenial food, force their way
through crevices down to tho roadway, throwing out on their

passage innumerable rootlets, by whi<;h they imbibe moisture
only ; but the growth of tho trees is scarcely progressive until

the roots orriTO at loam. Large masses of sand are frequently
detached by iite agency ot these wood«a wedges.
Your correspondent, " C. I. M.," asks the cause of cracked

Pears. 1 havo seen thea this year in the house and out of the
house. I attribiite th« «auso in the house to a lack of root

moisture, and out of tlie house to uncongenial soil. I never
saw the Beurre Diel subject to it; but another tree growing
side by side nlwaya had cracked fruit ; the soil was a sort of

hard sandy day. It is an evident sign of defective nutrition.

Tho following facts respecting Pear trees may interest some
of your readers. I was tolling a friend at Devizes tho benefits

that sometimes attend tte root-pruning of Pear trees, by which
barren trees become fruitful. '• Well,' ho said, " I can corro-
borate what you say, foi- having occasion to enlarge my pre-

mises I removed a Pear tree that never bore, cutting oiT the
roots and head. It was set up in the garden for a clothes pole

;

tiiere it sent «ct coots SJti formed a isead, which bore irait of

an excellent quality." The following is another instance. A
friend called ujon me respecting a barren Marie Luuise Pear
tree of mature growth. I advised him to make a circular

trench round the tree, to cut off the large wood-roots, fill up with
rubble of any description, and not to shorten the boughs. Ho
did so, and has since had abundant crops. The luxuriant wood-
growth being checked, I apprehend the sap is diverted into tho
fruit-buds. I speak only of standard trees. I am not certain

whether the same treatment would suit espaliers. I have tried

it, but did not remain to see the result.

—

Kicelsiob.

THE PARIS UNIVEllSiVL E.\IUUITIOX.
Althouoh I have notes on many subjects and places which

sooner or later will, I hope, find a place in the Journal, yet, as I
have just been again to the Paris Exhibition, and seen thejardin
ri'.terrr under a different form from tiiat which it presented in
May last, perhaps a brief notice thereof may not be without
interest ; and as I, out of the reach of the .loumal, do not
know whether I may not have been anticipated, especially as I

am aware one of the Editors was to be there about the same
time— mindful of this, I shall say as little as need be of the
department on which he is one of the first, if not the first,

of authorities in England.
Whether it was the last " c<viC'nir.< " or not, or whatever one

it may have been, there was au unnsual collection of snbjectg

brought together, and all the various houses wore filled with
the different productions the horticulturists of France had sent
in. Before noticing them, let me say that my opinion of the
jardin itself is in no way altered. It looks infinitely better than
it did in May. The grass is admirable, and does great credit

to the Messrs. Carter, who selected the seeds for it, for they are
evidently tho very best for the purpoiie. The trees look green
and well, but tlie same faults strike one still—the number of
buildings crowd it up too much. The aquarium is out of place,

and a great "sell" into the bargain, for there is Jiothing of

any interest in it—not half so much as in the " grand aqua-
rium" on the Boulevards, or in our own aquarium at tho
Regent's Park ; in fact, it seems to have been got up for the
express purpose of advertising the firm which has supplied the
rockery, and there is altogether a cockney look about it ; and
Paris cockneyism, if not quite so onln; is as objectionable as
London cockneyism.
With regard to the Fruits, which formed tho major part of

the Exhibition, I do not think that I have ever seen .so large a
collection of Pears and .\pples brought together. On mention-
ing this to my friend Mr. Smith, of Worcester, his reply was,
that his i-ccoUection of tho great show at St. James's Hall some
years ago was that it was larger. .\t any rate, Aj'ples and
Pears of all kinds were to be met with on every side. Not only
was the vestibule of the great con.*crvatory filled, but several

smaller houses also. A\'hat their quality is, I cannot say. One
thing, however, struck me as noticeable—viz., that the dif-

ferent pomological societies, as we should call them, sent up
collections contributed by their various members, not as in-

dividuals, but from the society. This undoubtedly pave them
an opportunity of making a finer display, and at the same time
contributed to that cxprit de cnrjis which is nowhere stronger
than in France, and which not very long since successfully re-

sisted the removal of the effigies of the Plantagenets from Fon-
teveraiilt to England, because they belonged to the department,
even although tho offer had been made by the Emperor himself
to the Queen to give them to the English nation. The other
fruits did not strike me as particularly fine. There was a large

collection of Grapes ; also a small one of Peaches, Pine Apples,
ifec. As tho Grapes were mostly from the open air, they wore
mainly such as are used in the vintage, with the exception cf'

the Chasselas de Fontainebleau and the Frankenthal ; but I

fancy none of these, even, were so fine as those I saw afterwards

at Fontainebleau itself. Our countryman, Mr. Knight, of Pont-
chartraiu, contributed the finest Grapes there, grown according
to the English method, and elicited great approval from many
of the French exhibitors.

I was indebted to the Exposition for a sight which I had not
at all anticipated—a sight of M. Souchet's Gladioluses ; for in

prospect of this he and other growers had kept back some of

their bulbs and did not plant them until tho end of June, and
tho result was a sight worth coming to Paris to see. Threo
collections were staged—namely, those from M. Souchet,
M. Eugi-ne Vcrdier, and M. Loise. They were shown in bottles

plunged in sand on the ground, so that you looked down on
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lUcrn. They were placed very dope together, which, while it

added to the effect, certainly did uot add to the comfort of those
who, like myself, wished to examine them individually. Let
me say that I have never seen such a collection as M. Souchot
staged. There must have heen three hundred spikes, and each
spike in itself perfect. As I had afterwards an opportunity of

seeing some with M. Souchet himself, and had a talk with him
about them, I hope ere long to enter more fully into the sub-
ject, especially as this year the greater part of my collection has
perished by a disease as unaccountable as the Potato disease.

M. Eugene Verdier's collection was good ; but there was as great
a distance between him and M. Souchet as we see sometimes
in England in exhibitions between the first and second collec-

tions. Growers of Gladiolus, as I have before mentioned, must
bear in mind that M. Souchet does not sell except to four or
five Paris houses, and must obtain the bulbs through them.
Of these houses, the Verdiers, Eugone and Charles, are well-

known distributors of M. Souchet's varieties.

I may also say that, fine as some of M. Souchet's Gladioluses
of last year were, they are quite eclipsed by some of the present
season, which are perfect marvels of beauty. We are some-
times reminded how much better thiugs are shown in France,
and Roses are taken as an example of this. All I can say is,

I have never seen it ; and the Koses exhibited were neither
in themselves nor in their " setting up " to bo compared to
those shown at the Crystal Palace about a fortnight before.
They were placed in long, zinc, semi-circular tubes, and were
to my mind slovenly in the extreme. None of the new varie-
ties were shown, and very few even of those of last season.
Dahlias were there too, but such flowers ! There was not one
in the lot which obtained the first prize that either Mr. Turner
or Mr. Keynes would have admitted into his stands. Green
eyes, sunken centres, flat plates prevailed, while there was
no order or regularity in the matter of placing them in the
stands. They were shown in a sunken frame in moss, and
were altogether very inferior. Not so, however, the double
Zinnias. I do not know what became of the tirst and second
collections, for I searched in vain for them ; but in the third
" exhibit," as it ia now called, there were some really splen-
did double flowers, especially in scarlet and yellow ; and if

the others were as far ahead of these as M. Souchet's Gladi-
oluses were of the rest, they must have been fine, as, indeed,
I was informed they were. It will thus be seen that, as far as
my judgment goes, there were only two flowers in which we
were surpassed by the French exhibitors, and in one of these
by one exhibitor only. The Zinnias were probably due to the
cUmate ; but I do not see why we should be behindhand in
the Gladiolus, so " Excelsior ! " must be our cry ; and if more
encouragement were given to them perhaps we should see better
results.—D., Deal.

WHITE ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
I SEE at page 253 you have recommended Purity and Virgo

Marie as our two best White Zonals, and " D., Deal" at
page 234, speaks of Purity as the only advance on Madame
Vaucher. My experience of it has been quite the reverse. I
had two good pl.ints of it which I shifted into lOinch pots.
One of them I planted out, and I kept the other for the con-
servatory, but it is now on the rubbish-heap.
In the beginning of June every point appeared to be throwing

up a flower-truss, but as time went on, and it should have been
in flower, only five or six trusses came the length of flowering,
and miserable they were, with only a dozen flowers at the
most, and those with serrated edges.

I kept it on till August with no better success, when I dis-

carded it ; but the one I planted out has done very well. Still,

the trusses are poor, having only from half a dozen to a dozen
flowers on each. The habit out of doors is good, but in-doors
the plant is very leggy.

Upon the whole, I count Madame Vancher superior, both in
flower and habit, as a pot plant, and in flower superior to Virgo
Marie ; but I consider the latter has a better habit, and flowers
fiiUy as freely.—G. McD.

Monster Pears.—There were exhibited in the shop of Messrs.
Le Coruu, seedsmen, St. HeUers, Jersey, last week, four Chau-
montel Pears which for size and beauty excelled any hitherto
known in Jersey, renowned as that island is for the quality of
its Pears. These four specimens weighed respectively 19 J,

21 1, 24?, and 30{ ozs., making the almost incredible total
weight of yei ozs. ! The three first mentioned, weighing
(').';; ozs., had grown on a single eye. They were grown in the
grounds of Mr. G. H. Herman, Her Majesty's Solicitor-General
for the Island of Jersey.

CULTURE OF ROSES ON THE MANETTI
STOCK—No. 5.

Let me hope that the preceding observations, which are the
result of long, extensive, and expensive experience, may ad-
vance the Rose cause and create better rosarians. By rosarians
I do not mean possessors of large stocks and good ground, nor
do I mean simply winners of Rose prizes, but workers. A
constant succession of noble Roses throughout the season
requires great labour, but ''Labor omnia vincit."

I will now give a list of the best Roses in each family.

SUMMER ROSES.
These are now to a great extent superseded by Hybrid Per-

petuals, Tea Roses, and Tea-scented Noisettes ; still, some of
them should be retained, as they have not yet been matched.
They are very hardy, and useful for bouquets, as cutting them
for flowers does not injure their future prospects. I do not
recommend them to persons who have only room for a few
Roses. Hybrid Perpetuals are the best for them.
Provence.—The Cabbage.
Moss Roses.—As Madame E. Cry is the only good autumnal

Moss Rose, we must have the summer Moss Roses or none.
The following are the best :—Common Moss, Gloire des Mous-
seusses, the finest ; Laneii, a good pole Rose ; Nuits d'Young,
Baron de Wassenacr, Captain Ingram, Vandael, White Bath,
and, curious, W. Lobb.
Damask.—La Ville de Bruxelles, Madame Soetmans, one of

our finest white Roses. I keep only this and Schismaker, which
is of a pure slate colour.

Gallica.—I name first two of the best variegated Roses that
we have. These are CEillet Parfait, rather tender, but extra
fine ; and Tricolore de Flandres, large and beautiful ; others
being Boula de Nanteuil, Kean, La Voluptc;, Triomphe de Jaus-
sons, and Schismaker, pure slate.

Hybrid China.—General Jacqueminot, and Madeline, varie-
gated.

Hybrid Bourbon.—Charles Lawson, Conpo d'Hubu, and Paul
Ricaut.

Austrian and Banksian Eoses are now superseded by such
fine autumnal yellow Roses as Solfaterre, Gloire de Dijon,
Triomphe de Rennes, and Marechal Niel, which is blooming
well and growing finely on briars in my gardens. It is a
glorious Rose.

AUTUMNAL ROSES.

Macartney.—Maria Leonida, veiy beautiful, but not a show
Eose. It is a creamy white, with a blush centre, and vermilion
stamens.
PEErETUAL Moss..—Madame E. Cry.

Perpetdal Damask.—Mogador, a fine bedder when on the
Manetti.

Hybrid PERPETnALS.—Some of these, no doubt, will be super-

seded in due time. They are, however, good, and the best at

present. Achille Gonod ; Alfred Colomb and Charles Rouillard,

the best two of their year; Alfred de Rougemont, Alpaide de
Eotalier, Alphonse Belin, Anna Alexieff, Auguste Mie, a fine

autumn Eose, Baron Adolphe de Rothschild, Baronne Pel-

letan de Kinkelin, Baronne Prevost, Beauty of Waltham, Ber-

nard Palissy, Black Prince, Camille Bernardin, Caroline de
Sansal, Charles Lefebvi'e, Charles Wood, Comte de Nanteuil,

Comtesse de Chabrillant, Dr. Andry, Due de Cazes, Due de

Rohan, Duchesse de C'aylus, Duchesse d'Orleans, Duke of Wel-
lington, Dr. Spitzer, Empereur de Maroc, BugAne Verdier,

Francois Lacharme, Gabriel de Peyronny, Goneral Jacqueminot,

George Prince, Gloire de Dueher, Jean Cherpin, tine colour,

not full ; Jean Rosenkrantz, John Hopper, John Keynes, Jules

Margottin. Lady Suflield, La Duchesse de Moruy, La VUle de
St. Denis, Leopold Premier, Lord Clyde, Lord Macaulay, Ma-
dame Boll, Mad. Boutin, Mad. Charles Crapelet, Mad. Charles

Wood, Mad. Clemence Joigneaux, Mad. Emain, Mad. FiUion,

Mad. Freeman, Mad. JuUe Daran, Mad. Knorr, Mad. Moreau,
Mad. Elvers, Mad. Victor Verdier, Mad. Vidot, Marechal Vail-

lant, Marguerite de St. Amand, Maurice Bernardin, Monsieur
de Montigny, Pierre Netting, Prince Camille de Rohan, Rushton
Eadcljffe, Senateur Vaisse, Souvenir de Dr. Jamain, very beau-
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tifal ; Sfi-ar des Angen, Souvenir de W. Wood, Souvenir de la

Keine d'Angleterre, Triompbo de Faria, Victor Vordier, and
William Griftiths.

lioLRBoN Pkiipeti^l.—Baron Gonella, Baronne de Jlaynard,

Louise Margottin, Marguerite Bonnet, a nice llesby white Hose,
with fine growth and foliage.

BoLT.iiONs.—Afidalie, Uupetit Thenars, Souvenir do la llal-

maison, Queen, diBtinct ; Sir J. taston, for poles.

China.—Mrs. Bosanquet.
Ti;a-;(Entei> Noiskttes.—Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de

Kennes. Ci-line Forestier. These are three of the best Roses
in the Bose kingdom. Tbey will do well on briars, on the Ma-
notti, or on their own roots.

Ti: i Buses.—.\dam, Devoniensis, Elise Sauvage, tender
;

Vicomtesse de Gazes, tender ; Madame Willerraoz, Souvenir
d'Kliae, Souvenir d'un .\rai, Kiibens, Sombreuil, a good Rose,

not ecjual to Madame Willormoz, but it is the hardiest Tea
Rise known ; and Mari'chal Niel.—W. F. Badclyffe.

WINTEi; AND SPRING FLOWER GAltDENING.
The flower garden is in most cases so situated that it can be

seen from the mansion, and is, therefore, more immediately
under the eyes of the occupants than other parts of the grounds.

This alijne renders its management of the utmost importance,

and its appearance should at all times be as gay and interesting

as possible. The prevailing system, however, is to direct all

the time and attention towards the production of materials for

a summer display ; and when that is over the flower garden
is a blank for eight months in the year, and at a time, too,

when decoration is most required. Any attempt to render it

more attractive in winter and spring is, therefore, likely to be
appreciated ; however, the subject is receiving considerable

public attention, and I anticipate that the decoration of the

flower garden at these seasons will become, as it deserves to be,

of as much importance and as popular as that of the summer
parterre. I believe many attempts have been made in various
ways to carry out what I am endeavouring to advance ; and in

some of the largest gardens in the country, where no expense
is spared, and soil and situation are favourable, the results

have been highly satisfactory ; but as it is not possible for all

to receive the encouragement alluded to, I oiler a few remarks
on a method adopted here, which has so far given satisfaction,

and, as far as expense and trouble are concerned, can be adopted
by the most scrupulous.

I will first proceed to give a list of the materials nsed, and
afterwards their culture and propagation. In the first place,

the beds are all edged with Snowdrops and Crocuses of various

colours, the colour of each edging properly labelled. These,
not interfering with the summer plants, remain permanently.
The most prominent beds are planted with hardy evergreens,
such as variegated Aucubas, variegated and green Euonymus,
Thuja aurea, gold and silver variegated Hollies, variegated

and green Box, Yucca filamentosa, and Berboris aquifolium,

and even the common Laurel takes a place. All these vary
from a foot to 2J feet high, to suit the size of the beds and the
ideas of the planter. Then come Hyacinths and Tulips of

various colours, planted among the evergi'eens either singly or
in patches of a dozen or more, and as spring advances the
bulbs enliven the beds to such an extent as to make them
objects of interest and beauty.

It may be thought that the use of evergreens gives the garden
a nursery-like appearance ; but I cannot perceive bow they
can bo dispensed with if the beds are to be clothed in mid-
winter, for they give an immediate effect, and afford protection
to the bulbs iilanted amongst them. They also allow of the
use of some of the doubtful hardy white-leaved plants, such as
Cineraria maritiraa, with less risk from frost. For instance,
plant a bed with the small Thuja aurea, IJ foot apart, and
cover the ground with Cineraria mavitima pegged down. The
former protects the latter, aad a few Tulips dotted over it have
a pretty effect.

The remainder of the beds in which evergreens are not pnt
are filled with such plants as Wallflowers, Alyssum saxatile
compactum, Viola cornuta, Iberis scmpervirens", Myosotis syl-

vatica, Cliveden Tansies ; red. white, and rose Daisies, mixed
Polyanthus, the pretty little .\ubrietia deltoidea, lilac Prim-
roses, and the common one, which also makes a showy bed.
All these are quite hardy, and bear moving well from time to
time. A few annuals are also used, snch as Nemophilas of
sorts, CoUinsia bicolor and vema, Limnanthes Donglasii, and

Silene pendula. Saponaria calabrica, Lasthenia califomica,

and others might be added ; but in the selection of materials

for this branch of gardening it has been my object to choose
those which I have proved to be hardy, dwarf in habit, and
early flowering, that will move well at any time, and which
can all be produced in any quantity without the aid of glass.

—

TuoM.\8 Riicoiiu, llawklnirst.

PROPAGATING GOLDEN CHAIN
PELARGONIUM.

I w.vs much pleased to learn the success attending " R. E.'s "

experiment in propagating this charming flower garden plant,

but in my opinion there are a few circumstances to be con-

sidered by amateurs and practical gardeners before they can
adopt the plan recommended by him. Where will you find an
employer who has been at great expense in having his flower

garden filled in the first week in .Tune, be.'^in to cut it up in the

last week? And, on the other hand, where are your cuttings

to come from, unless you take tho half of the plants you planted

out only three weeks before, if the seasons are not much
milder in Yorkshire than has been the case here, in Oxford-

shire, for the last few years ?

I have not the least doubt but the plan is a good one for pro-

pagating the Pelargonium for which it is recommended, but

there are other modes of increasing this plant equally good,

and at the same time prolonging the season of the plants in

perfection.

Here we never commence propagating till the last week in

August, and at the present time we have as fine cuttings of

Pelargoniums as could be desired.

Golden Chain I do not employ much, finding Golden Fleece

better adapted for all purposes. My mode of propagating is

not unknown to " B. E."

—

James Siew.ikt, Nuneliam Park.

[We shall be glad if you will state your mode of propagating

Pelargoniums.—Ens.]

KEEPING ICE THROUGH THE SUMJIER.
I WAS thinking of having a deep hole dug in my garden suflS-

ciently large to hold twenty cartloads, which would be about the

quantity I should require. I should have the hole bricked up
and brought up to a dome at the top, and a lid about 20 inches

from the top. I should then fill up with sawdust, and have
another lid to close up level with the surface of the ground.

Over all I should have a small thatched roof to keep off the

sun. As my demand on the ice would be perhaps every day,

would the air that must get to it waste it very fast ? Suppose,

I say, I fill a house or pit with twenty loads, each load weighing

ft ton, I shall then have 400 cwts. " Is it possible to go two

hundred successive days, and take out each day 1 cwt., and
allow the other 200 cwt. for waste ?—A Poor Cocntrviian.

[Providing you can secure drainage for the well we think

the plan would answer. Drawing daily supplies would lessen

the ice more than anticipated. If you obtain one-fourth the

quantity stored you may consider yourself fortunate. We
think your plan good, but shall be glad of the opinions of

others, now being a very good time for the ventilation of the

question. Ice-keeping is every year more sought after. ]

I CowrER's ScsiHER-HocsE.—A proposal having been made
in the columns of the SlaiularJ newspaper, to restore Cowper's

summer-house at Olney, Mr. W. H. CoUingridge (of tho Ciltj

PiY-.i) writes :
—" Correspondents have over-estimated the value

of the names pencilled on the walls of the summer-house at

Olney. Some of them are, it is true, ' familiar in our mouths
as household words,' but I am very doubtful if all these are

genuine, while the majority are unknown to fame, and many
are undoubtedly of the class referred to by Cowper, when speak-

ing of the Alcove. He says :

—

' Not all its pride secures
Tho grand rotreat from injuries impress'd
By rural carvers, who with knives detac©
The panclH, leaving an obscure rude name,
la characters uncouth and spelt amiss.'

" There are, however, no donbt, some autographs that are

worth preserving ; but it is obvious that to restore the summer-
house, which is only a lath-and-plaster erection, in the way
that has been snggested, would very efiectaally get rid of all
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these Bignatnres at a stroke. Nor is this renovation really

needed. The late Mr. Anthony Morris, who held that part of

the garden containing the snmmer-honse (which was divided

many years since from the dwelling-house, in which in all

probability most of Cowper's prodactions were penned), took a

just pride in keeping it in good order; and having been to

Olney daring the past month, I can testify to the fact that it is

far from being in the ruinous condition that might be imagined
from the statements made respecting it. If, however, it is

thonght desirable to raise a memorial to Cowper—and I as an
' Olney boy ' certainly think so—why should not the suggestion
thrown out some time since be adopted, and a memorial hall

erected ? Places that are identified in any way with celebrated

men generally have something to show for the fact ; and why
should the town where ' Newton preached and Cowper sang ' be
worse off in this respect than others similarly situated ? The
inhabitants of Olney are not deficient in public spirit ; and as

the Earl of Dartmouth, who is the Lord of the Manor, has made
a good start by offering £100, I venture to hope that ere long
something tangible will be accomplished. The vicar and the
ministers of the Independent and I5aptist chapels would, I feel

sure, be found quite ready to co-operate, and I would suggest
that any one wishing to aid in the work would do well to com-
municate with those gentlemen. Mr. Osbom, the present
occupier of the garden in which the summer-house stands, and
Mr. John Sleath, the occupier of ' Cowper's House,' are at all

times most obliging in their attention to visitors who may be
desirous of seeing these classic spots.—W. H. C."

^TN'ES AND YIXE EOKDERS.
TouK correspondent "H. S." has shown in his attacks on

my little work on the Yine a persistency that is worthy of a
better cause. He seems disappointed that I have not replied
to him ; he should not be so, when he considers that he makes
his attack from behind a couple of consonants that may or
may not be even his initials. Masked though he be, and de-
serving the fate of all who have recourse to false colours when
they attack an unoffending neighbour, I have no wish to ap-
pear discourteous even to " H. S. :" therefore I take up my
pen once more, not with the view of following him into all the
strange latitudes in which he deUghts to wander, but to meet
him on those points where he imagines he impinges on what
I have previously written.

I may here remark that " H. S." made no reply worthy of
the name to my article in the Journal of March 21st of this
year. He was forced to admit the truth of what I said about
the Grapes of his favourite climates on the Continent being
much inferior to those grown by me and thousands of others in
hothouses in Britain; hs denies, however, that what I said
was correct when I wrote of the Vines in the valley of the
Volga and of those on the south banks of the Khiiae, that
during certain periods of their growth, and certains portions of
the day, they are subject to a higher temperature than I re-
commend for hothouses. I appeal to all conversant with such
matters, and who have in this country ever tested the heat of
a hot summer day against a south wall, as to which of us is
the more likely to be correct in this matter ; and be it remem-
bered that the banks of the Ehine are little else than gigantic
walls. I quote from an eminent British pomologist, who has
recently been examining the French vineyards, and who writes
to me from Paris as follows :—There is a great mistake made
by your literary opponent, in my opinion, when he takes the
mean temperature of climate in illustration of his arguments
in favour of lower temperatures than you give for ripening the
Grape ; why, in the south of France (in Languedoc), the direct
rays of the sun beat for days on the bare skin of the Grapes
•when the temperature is upwards of 100°, and there the Muscat
of Alexandria ripens in the open air." Does this Grape do so
in mid or northern France ? Certainly not, for in 1861 I saw
Muscats at the great show in Paris in September that were
little else than bags of sour water.

" H. S." justly charges me with having written in the first

page of my book that a temperate chmate is the most suitable
for the cultivation of the Grape ; but he entirely overlooks or
shuts his eyes to the obvious fact, that I wrote of the cultiva-
tion of Grapes in hothouses, and not in the open au-, which
makes all the difference, and makes what I wrote perfectly
consistent with the temperatures I recommended ; and I prove
then: necessity by again challenging " H. S." to produce Grapes
either grown in tiiia country or in a foreign one at his tempe-

ratures equal to those I will produce grown at mine. True, he
tells us that Eshcol still produces Grapes in bunches of 10 lbs.

and I'i lbs. weight ; but that proves Uttle or nothing in reference

to the question at issue. Grapes nearly double these weights
have been grown in hothouses in this country. It does not,

however, appear that " H. S." has approached that standard
yet; for he writes, "I have hut httle to say about my own
Vines. The photograph of the roof of one of my houses, and
the two small bunches I have sent to the Editors of the Journal,
will be more satisfactory than anything I could write." The
Editors, like cautious men. are, however, ominously silent

either as to the excellence of the small bunches or the beauty
of the photograph.

" H. S." is quite unjust when he attempts to fix me to a
mean temperature between what I recommend the house should
be shut up at in the afternoon, and the general temperatures
I recommend. The maximum only lasts for an hour or so,

whereas the minimum is the general temperature for twenty-
three hours out of twenty-four. Any one with the least prac-
tical knowledge of such matters will see this at a glance ; but
" H. S." is either willingly blind to it, or he has too little

discrimination in such matters to enable him to mark the ob-
vious difference.

To say in the face of the experience of thousands that it

must be injurious to a house of Muscats at midsummer, to be
shut up at a sun temperature of 90° or 95°, with a view to
husbanding that most genial of aU heats for an hour or two in
the evening, while the paths are sprinkled with water, implies
no small amount of temerity. I have seen Vines in a house
during a vei-y hot day with a dry east wind, have their foliage

quite flaccid from the great demand for moisture made on them,
yet the leaves would become quite firm and crisp half an hour
after the Vines were shut up as I have recommended they
should be.

" H. S." in the Journal of the 17th of this month, after

giving a quotation to prove that there were Vines in Juda;a eo
large, that foals and asses' colts might with safety be bound to
them (I can find him plenty of Vines in this country he might
with safety tie a horse to), falls foul of my works in no
measured terms ; but happUy he gives me half the gardeners
in the country as companions in error—therefore, I am per-
fectly ready to accept the position assigned to me. Amongst
the charges brought against me in this article of his is, that I
recommend a period of perfect rest for the Vine ; he ridicules

the idea, and closes by stating that " rest can add nothing to
its maturity," and that while the leaves are " stUl green," it

is in the " best possible condition to support a new growth."'

This doctrine would startle Dr. Lindley, were he in life. At
page 507 of his " Theory of Horticiiltm-e," he wrote with his
usual perspicuity, " A gardener is said to rest a plant when
he exposes it to a condition in which it cannot grow, and which
is analogous to its winter state. For many parts of gardening,
especially what relates to forcing, and the management of

exotic plants, this is a subject of first importance." At page
511, after showing that, from one cause or other, plants in all

parts of the world have, and require a period of rest, he writes,
" It is, therefore, a condition necessary to the well-being of a
plant, not to be overlooked under any circimistances whatever,
and there cannot be any really good gardening where this is not
attended to in the management of plants under glass." And
again he writes, " The way in which the physical powers of ve-
getation are aiTected by this, has been already explained, and
in practice it has been found a point of the utmost consequence.
The early fruit gardener draws the Vines out of his vinery,
and takes the sashes from his Peach and other forcing-houses
when the artificial season of gi'owth is over, in order to prepare
them for the duty of a succeeding season." What does "H. S."
say to this :' Modesty well becomes a tyro in the presence of a
veteran like Dr. Lindley.

" H. S." becomes all but furious at my having written that a
Vine can have a quantity of stored-up sap in it. What says
Dr. Lindley on this subject ? At page 2G of the work already
quoted, he writes, while showing that the roots of plants are
never perfectly at rest, though the top is, unless when the soil

they are in is frozen, " The whole tissue of the plant will,

therefore, become distended with fluid food by the return of
spring, and the degree of distension will be in proportion to the
length and mUdness of the previous winter. As the new shoots
of spring are vigorous or feeble in proportion to the quantity
of food that may be prepared for it, it follows that the longer
the period of rest from growth the more vigorous the vegetation
of a plant will become when once renewed, if that period is not
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excessively protracted." Thns it will be seen that if I am in

error, I am in good company.
I may now close tliia subject by remarking that I bo far pro-

tected myself from attacks like those I have received from
"H. S.," when I published my little book, by setting it forth

as merely an epitome of my own practice. I neither attacked

the theories or practice of others, nor did I profess to be tho
founder of a system. As such it has been well received by the
Grape-growing public, and I never would have entered on any
defence of it, had I not conceived that "H. S.'a" persistent

misrepresentations of its teaching might mislead some of those

who have purchased it, and for whose guidance it was written.

—Wii. TuousoN, Dalkeith Park.

CAULIFLOWERS IN AUTUMN.
At page 2 jo of "our Journal" a question is asked, "Can

any one tell how to have Cauliflowers as line and compact in

September and October, as in Jfay, June, and July? " Well,
thought I, can any one tell us how to get May, June, and July
weather in October ? Amongst my acquaintances, I have heard
it said, " Our people do not mind about Cauhilowers after the
Epringtimo;" but I am thankful that my lot has fallen among
those who appreciate Cauliflowers all the year round when such
are to be had.
Some years ago, the winter being very mild, I had the good

fortune to have a supply throughout that year. Now, let us
consider how to have a supply of CauUflowcrs in September
and October, and on to tho end of the year.

I sow early in spring, at the foot of a south wall, a little seed
of Grange's Autumn 'VVhite Broccoli, and prick the plants out
when ready ; sowing more seed for succession, along with Wal-
cheren and Early Cauliflower. I attend to pricking-out and
moving, as the plants require, to the places where they are
expected to head. 15y this treatment we are now having
Cauliflowers that will pass muster, and I hope to have them
to the end of the year, if the season should prove moderately
mild. By that time I expect to have some early-sown Snow's
Winter and Backhouse's Winter Protecting Broccoli ready to
carry on the supply until the later spring Broccolis come in.

I treat my plants liberally, attending to watering when
necessary, and am satisfied with the return.

I do not know that there is anything original in what I
Lave advanced, but it is my practice, and what I have done
others may or have done.
My autumn-sown stock of plants for spring is pricked out at

the foot of a south wall, having very limited means in the way
of cold pits, frames, or hand glasses, and resorting to mats or
branches for covering.

Last winter my plants had a good covering of snow npon
them before the frost set in, and that was all the covering they
had. These plants, removed with balls to well-prepared ground
on a south border and other places, brought us tine heads till

the spring-sown ones came in.

By the above means we have had a regular supply from tho
beginning of May to the present time, and, as I said before,
should the sea.son prove mild we hope to have a supply through-
out tho winter.—M. H., Acklam Halt, Middleabrough-on-Tces

PROLONGED HORTICUI-TUILVL SHOWS.
In reply to " B. A.," page 2.55, allow me to observe, briefly,

that I spoke with some reserve against plants remaining at
exhibitions for several days, and am not inclined to insist upon
the same rules being observed with them as with fruit, al-

though I am doubtful it the bulk of the subjects exhibited can
remain a week, with the usual protection afforded them, with-
out being in " any degree " injured. On this point, however, I
am willing to abide by the verdict of exhibitors themselves.

I am not sufliciently versed in the history of Chiswick, or of
the Boyal Botanic Society, to dispute " B. A.'s " statements in
a satisfactory manner, but I confess I am a little incredulous,
and would be glad to learn how far the ill fortunes of the former
were actually due to its exhibitions, and the same with
regard to the debt which, we are told, cripples the latter. At
all events examples to tlie contrary are not wanting, and I
would ask your correspondent how he accounts for tho success
of such Societies as the York, Leeds, Glasgow and West of
Scotland, and others that could be named, which annually dis-
tribute a large amount of prize money, and whose financial

position, I believe, cannot be questioned, and which have been
raised and sustained npon one and two-day exhibitions ?

I have been an attendant at all the above-named Exhibitions
on various occasions, as well as the London Shows, and can
speak as to their general " get up," and tho energy and ability
displayed in their entire management.

I have no wish t» raise any unnecessary objections to our great
Exhibitions being prolonged to as long a period as may be con-
sistent with the well-being of the subjects exhibited, but I
repeat that two days are suflicient for fruit, and from conversa-
tions I have often had with exhibitors, I believe I express a
very general opinion in saying so.

Prize lists are now generally so arranged that entering for
two or three classes in Grapes alone frequently necessitates
the cutting of ten or a dozen bunches—a somewhat serious
matter, considering that the fruit may have to be kept on hand
for many days after its return from the Exhibition, through a
variety of circumstances which will readily suggest themselves
to tho mind of any one accustomed to the fluctuating demands
of a gentleman's table.

—

An Exhibitob.

NUNEIIAM PARK.
{Continued from page 295.)

BirENTNG in pots laid down upon their sides against the south
wall of the yard referred to in my last communication, were
strong young Vines, thus kept dry at their roots, whilst the
canes were kept in position against the face of the wall, by
having the extremities attached to it, each by a single shi-ed
and nail. Indeed, the yard was completely tilled with a variety
of subjects too numerous to note, belonging to a large garden
establishment.

I next passed into the frame-ground proper, which is bounded
by the yard referred to and by the houses first mentioned, on
the south ; by the Ivy-covered wall to the westward ; on the
northern side by the fruit-rooms, Mushroom-house, Potato-
stores, i-c, all lean-to's, and tho stokehole, which heats the
Peach-houses over the wall. Tho fruit-rooms are too dark,
close, and circumscribed for such an extensive assortment of
fine fruit. As for Potatoes, the " noble tuber," as a valued
correspondent of mine, well known to your readers, calls it in
a letter I received from him to-day, both Mr. Stewart and
myself have never experienced the ill-effects from the disease
in our gardens to a greater extent than this year ; but my
friend will haul in from the fields ; not so, poor me, without
baiting with the silver hook ; but I must not enter on this
subject now, some time before long I hope to do so. The
Mushroom-house is adjacent to the stokehole, warm and con-
venient. It contains three long shelves, or tiers of beds, one
just over, another coming on, a third to follow, and so forth.
In this ground there are various ranges of pits and frames, an
extensive pit-vinery, reminding one somewhat of Mr. Rivers's
ground vineries, occupied by Black Hamburgh Vines, with
Grapes in a ripe state ; and a winter Cucumber-house, just
finishing-ofl' from Melons. The favourite Melons are—Ne Plus
Ultra, a round, obtuse-ended, netted, green-fleshed variety of
good size

; and Pinkie House, medium-sized, oblong, delicately
netted, of a whity-brown appearance, and having a fine aroma.
There is, besides, a pit of fine healthy Queen and Hurst House
Seedling Pines, promising fine fruit for the winter. The three
last-mentioned structures are heated separately by flues, and
the remainder of tho pits and frames by dung linings, all o£
which in due time, and with justice to his employer, Mr.
Stewart hopes to replace by hot-water pipes to heat also the
Peach-houses, at present heated by flues. In front of the
above runs a range of pits containing Pines in successional
stages of growth, including a batch of the newest varieties for
trial, tho predominant features being robust health, and that
the Queen is the greatest favourite. Again, in front of them,
is a long line of frames, at present occupied with Cucumbers,
Melons, and myriads of cuttings of Pelargoniums, etc., to be
followed, at least as regards the Cucumbers and Melons, by
Asparagus for the winter, then by early Potatoes in spring, and
so on.

Going now into the second division of the garden through a
doorway at the west end of Mr. Stewart's residence, I came to the
late Peach-house, which is placed against the south wall of this
parallel. A recently-killed rat lay conspicuously for observation,
and from some suspicious-looking delvings I saw in the fruit,
I should say (excepting for the rat), this was a most satisfac-
tory conclusion, as many remarkably fine Peaches still re-
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mained. The trees are trained npon a wire trellis in front in

this compartment, which is broader than the other houses.
They retained a profuse and healthy foliage, perhaps some people
might think too much so, but both wood and leaves were per-

fectly ripe, as the foliage fell off on being touched. This ob-

servation applies to all the compartments. The sorts here are

—

Chancellor, a fine Chngstone variety ; Galande, very fine fruit

;

Salway, "worthless," to be uprooted; Walburton Admirable,
and Late Admirable. The borders are composed of a free

sandy loam, to which are applied bountiful waterings of soap-
suds. Two narrow old-fashioned houses followed uext. They
were planted with young trees at the back three years ago, and
the young wood had become very strong—too coarse—and Mr.
Stewart intends to have them taken up carefully and replanted
at once upon the spot. They are Koyal George, Eellegarde, aud
Grosse Mignonne Peaches, and two Violette Hative Nectarines

;

two of each kind planted alternately, I think. In front were the
first forced Kidney Beans, in pots, just coming into blossom.
This vegetable is required all the year round without a break.

Then followed a narrow early house to be started in December,
containing Eivers's Orange Nectarine (which Mr. Stewart con-
siders delicious when eateu as some of our finest Pears should
ie—in the very first nick of ripeness). Murrey Nectarine, " very
good but small ;" and of Peaches, Noblesse, Eellegarde, Eoyal
George, and Violette Hative, the latter "not worth keeping."
Along the front of this house, drying oS, were trays of seed-
heads of the Nuneham Park Onion.
The second early Peach-houses were the next I entered, two

in number, on the Chiswick principle. Mr. Stewart had found
the sun too scorching for the trees in these light acute-angled
structures, so he had planted and trained thinly on horizontal
wires, Sweetwater, Eoyal Muscadine, and Muscat Hamburgh
Vines as a protective screen. I think it will be doubtful if

the latter Grape will ripen properly, so I must send Mr. Stewart
an Esperione. It would prove an excellent sort to grow
with the former two, and would be sure to ripen well and with
a fine bloom ; twenty-seven bunches have been cut off these
white Grape Vines this season ; they are two years old. The
trees against the wall are the Eoyal George, Grosse Mignonne,
Barrington, Noblesse, Galande, and Violette Hative Peaches

—

the last four Mr. Bailey's old trees on his pet system of training,
all the bearing wood on the under sides of the branches ; and the
trees are certainly upon their last legs. Pyramidal Azaleas
ito pots were being temporarily housed in front, as it was
hardly safe to trust them out longer for fear of frost at night.

Every available corner of these houses is filled with bedding
plants during the winter months.
On leaving the Peach-houses I remarked 1600 large 32-sized

or six-inch pots of Strawberries, in rows on each side of the
gravel-walk. The plants were in fine health and vigour, con-
cealing the neat edgings of Box, with which this and all the
other walks are bordered. A walk absorbs and radiates the
heat for the ripening of the plants better than the plots of cold
cinders on which Strawberry plants are so often crowded, and
the only objection, Mr. Stewart observed, to the plan is, that
it encourages the growth of weeds at the sides of the walk.
This I thought merely a secondary consideration, as a Dutch
hoe would soon cut them down, the advantages quite outweigh-
ing the objection, for the pots are easily accessible for the pur-
poses of cutting off the runners, surface-stirring, and watering,
and as for the worms, a piece of turf over the drainage in the
pots, and then some soot over that, will effectually prevent
their intrusion. This was proved by turning out several balls

for inspection ; not a worm was there, and a more health}' net-

work of clean fibrous roots could not be desired. The crowns
of the plants were also as firm as a sound Azalea bud.
The liquid employed tor watering consists of four bucketsful

of cowdung to thirty-six gallons of water well stirred in a tub
which runs upon wheels, aud exceedingly grateful this applica-
tion is to the Strawberries. I have found when pot plants
are watered with liquid manure made from the droppings of

animals, that on the surface of the soil an almost impervious
film accumulates, which retains the water long enough around
the crowns of the plants to become prejudicial, and to Straw-
berries especiaUy. That Mr. Stewart did not approve of this

was evident by the frequent tipping of a pot to one side to cast

off the liquid, and I made known to him and now to the public
a simple-enough instrument, which but for the circumstance
I should have felt diffident about mentioning. It is a blunt-
pointed iron hook similar to those used for picking horses'

hoofs, and is 8 inches long, five-eighths of an inch broad, and
a quarter of au inch thick. It has a half-circular bend rising

1{ inch, with a two-inch diameter, to form the picker at one
end, and having an eyelet-hole wrought in the other for the
purpose of hanging it up by.
With this instrument I prevent any lodgement of surface

water in my pot culture, and I would advise every man con-
nected with plants to carry one in his pocket, or to have one
hanging conveniently within reach. A clumsy workman cannot
with it cut off the best surface roots, the bluntness of point
guarantees that, and the rim of the pot prevents the instru-
ment working too deep ; nor is the coUar ef the plant likely to

be damaged, or the best leaves to be broken off, as the picke»
glides round upon it obliquely, and is made to slightly surface-
stir the soil, while the left hand is made to keep circling the
pot towards the operator. A very large number of pots can
thus be gone over in a short time, and the surface-stirring being
performed once or twice a-week, air is constantly and water im-
mediately admitted. It is a great loss of time to have to linger
over pots of plants with the surface of the soil water-bound,
whilst the liquid is dribbling through by degrees. Some may
say, " Leave room for watering, do not fill the pots so full of
soil ;" but I answer, when Strawberry plants are fruited iii

six-inch pots, an extra half, or even a quarter of an inch of

surface soil is of great consequence, and so it is for most other
plants in pots, for then surface-stirring cannot be neglected
entirely, causing a weakly, unhealthy state of existence.

Whilst in the houses the pots are placed in pans upon pieces
of charcoal, and bountifully supplied with the liquid manure,
the charcoal and pans never remaining without a supply. The
sorts forced in succession are—Keens' Seedling, President, Sir

Charles Napier, and British Queen. Mr. Stewart is of opiiuon
that ultimately he shall force few otter kinds than President,
for as regards good flavour and abundant production it bears
off the palm with him.
The south wall is occupied to the end with Cherry and

Plum trees, among the latter are most of the best varieties. A
very extensive bed of young Intermediate Carrots occupied
part of the border, for Carrots are counted but of little worth
excepting in their young state, and the remainder of the border
was devoted to a local dwarf variety of Kidney Bean, excellent

both for forcing and garden supply. A curious freak of the
Brassica tribe was noticeable as the eye swept over the central

ground, the whole of which was trenched and manured with
vegetable matter at the same time. Brussels Sprouts took a
first position ; then followed Backhouse's Winter White Pro-
tecting, Cattell's EcUpse, Snow's Winter 'VMiite, and White
Cape Eroccolis. The patch of Brussels Sprouts was exceed-
ingly good ; of Backhouse's Broccoli scarcely a plant was not
diseased and sickly ; Cattell's was not quite so bad ; next came
of Snow's a good healthy crop ; and lastly, the White Cape,
better than Snow's. Neither Mr. Stewart nor myself could
account for such different results. Fiue young beds of Aspara-
gus finished-off the quarter, but the plants could never be
allowed to reach their highest perfection, as such immense
quantities are required for forcing.

On the west border were beds of American Hautbois Straw-
berry, " a good cropper with flavour equal to the old kind ;" the
excellent Frogmore Late Pine, and Grove End Scarlet. The
north border of this division is chiefly occupied with Sir Harry
Strawberry, in my opinion quite a second-rate kind as regards
flavour, but one with which it is easy to swamp the house-
keeper satisfactorily, for it is an extraordinary bearer, and
retains its shape well when preserved. When the plant is

treated as an annual the fruit is better flavoured, and may then
be allowed to pass muster in a dessert. This north wall is

occupied with old Plum trees, soon to be uprooted and replacad
with Morello Cherries. At the top part of the quarter were
British Queen Peas, just coming into pod, and there is to be
found the prime necessity of a garden, a good supply of water
in a large, deep, round tank. An underground-pipe conveys
to it the water, forced thither by horse-power machinery, which
is fixed in the orchard or eastern blip, and through other stop-

cock pipes to the mansion and all parts of the grounds. The
supply is derived from a pool in the park, but there is also
adjacent to the machinery a deep well, from which spring water
is pumped up to the house. The front of Mr. Stewart's com-
fortable domicile again confronts one here, with oblong beds of
Carnations, in fine grass and full of health ; also Gladioluses,
LQiums, etc., which are flanked on one side by beds of bush
Eoses, propagated by cuttings, a bee-house and Neighbour's
hives, and on the other by the Cherry wall, on which are trained
some fine Pear as well as Cherry trees. A Pear here struck me
as being worthy to single out—a Crasanne-looking fruit. It is
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called Alexandre Lambr,', and Mr. Stewart said it was a fine

Pear for nse in March, and not gritty.—Upwams and Oswakes.

(To bo continued.)

GAIIEYA ELLIPTICA IN FRUIT.

I have been accustomed to see it stated in books and perio-

dicals, even of the highest authority, that this interesting Cali-

fornian shrub is known in England only as to the male plant.

AUow mo to state that I last week saw a female plant covered

with racemes of ripe fruit. It grows in the shrubbery belong-

ing to the very elegant and delightful residence of Mr. Finzell,

Clevedon, twelve miles south-west of Dristol, only a few yards

from high-water mark of the Bristol Channel. The racemes

are from 3 to 3 inches long, and consist of thirty or forty little

capsules the size of Teas, but of the colour and having the

downy surface of unripe Peaches. They are packed almost as

closely as the drupeohu of a Raspberry. The plant has fruited

at least once previously, and gives plentiful promise of a re-

newal of fruit next season. Several male plants stand, as

would be expected, in other parts of the grounds. My attention

was invited to the Garrya by Mr. FinzeU's very intelligent and

courteous gardener, Mr. llennie, who was unable, however, to

soy from what immediate source the plant had been obtained.

Should any of your readers visit Clevedon, they will do well

to ask permission, not only to see the Garrya, but Mr. Rennie's

admirable Cucumber-house, certainly the best-managed and

best-provided that I have ever entered. Various ornamental

plants are also very well managed. Without making pre-

tensions to a grand display, the conservatory is compact and

well-appointed, and shows, in more than one instance, what

may be done by a man who will think for himself, and resolves

to have as good plants as his neighbours. Witness a capital

Cycas with as noble a crown of fronds as can be desired, which

was literally rescued from a rubbish-heap, and horticulturally

rebuilt.

—

Leo W. Grindon, 85, Humfonl Strcft, Mam-liisti.'r.

P.S.—Internally, I should add, the Garrya fruits contain

purple juice of insipid flavour, and a couple of large seeds.

more valuable, as its fruit is ripe just at the time when good

Pears are scarce.

Here Doyenne d'Ete, a bush, opens the Pear season on the

Ist of August ; then follow in due succession the .Jargonelle

and Uourrc Gillard. It is a mistake to plant these varieties

against a wall : both of them, the Jargonelle especially, when

double worked on the Quince stock bear abundantly as bushes

in the open quarterB of the garden. Then comes an interval

of four, live, or six weeks according to the season, until Wil-

liams's lion Chretien is ready. The Uavour of this variety is

BO musky that many persons do not like it, in which case the

interval is prolonged until Beurru d'Amanlis is ripe. It is no

small recommendation to the Summer Beurru d'Aremie.-g that

it fills up about three weeks of this interval ; and that it does

not enter into competition with any first-rate variety, but occu-

pies a time of year when a really fine Pear is much needed.—

C. J. M., Garjravc, LectU.

A NEW PEAR.—PJVEnsS SUMMER BEUERE
DAllEMDEUG.

A or.EAT pomological authority has said, " New Pears are

like the so-called new Roses and new Strawberries, so nume-
rous as to be almost ridiculous." Under these difficult yet

ludicrous circumstances, how can we small people, who wish
to introduce a new Pear into our gardens with the view to im-

prove our collection of fruits—how can we arrive at a satisfac-

tory choice '.' Allow me in some degree to relieve this difliculty

of choice by recommending Eivers's Summer Eeurrij d'Arem-
berg to a situation in our gardens. I can honestly give it a

most excellent character.

In the autumn of 18C.5 I planted a pyramidal tree of the

above at the end of a row of Pear bushes, fifteen in number.
This tree, as well as the bushes, flowered in the spring of 18G6.

A sharp frost in May made almost a clean sweep of the blossoms.

The fifteen bushes managed amongst them to rear one fruit

;

the Summer Beurru d'Aremberg produced three. This fact

shows that its blossoms are quite on a par as to hardiness

with those of other hardy Pears. In the course of the summer
some persons were allowed to see the gardens. Soon after they
had left, it was discovered that two of these fruit had dis-

appeared ; the third came to an untimely end : so I am unable
to state whether this variety will ripen its fruit on a pyramid
in the cool west of Yorkshire.

It grows into a well-shaped tree, has a healthy and vigorous

growth, an abundance of rich green foliage, makes fruit-spurs

freely, and ripens its wood well ; also it did not sustain the
slightest injury from the last most severe winter. In Novem-
ber last I planted against a south stone wall in a diagonal
direction, according to the newest fashion, a single cordon of

the Summer Beurru d'Aremberg, which produced three fine

fruit, weighing about 4 ozs. each, and ripening on the 2'2nd of

September. It is most probable that when this tree is fully

estabhshed, not only will its fruit be larger, but that they will

also ripen some days earlier. These three fruit showed not
<he slightest tendency to crack ; the skin was smooth and clear,

and as thin as silver paper ; flesh very fine throughout, scarcely

any core, not a trace of grit, melting, sugary, juicy, with a
distinct and delicious flavour. This excellent variety is all the

niOLIFEROUS FERNS.
Is giving any new instances of prohferous Ferns, it would

be desiroble that the circumstances under which the plants

have been grown should bo stated, as well as the number of

seasons they have displayed that property, the proportion of

fronds on the plant that have been affected, what is the average

number of bulbils produced on the fronds, and with what

degree of constancy such production is maintained. The con-

fined moist atmosphere of close glass structures has, no doubt,

considerable influence on Ferns in occasioning prohferous

growth, and some of the varieties of Scolopendrium vulgare,

which are profusely prohferous under glass, are scarcely at all

so in the open air.

Another circumstance, which may sometimes give rise to

this curious quality, is the sudden check in the growth of

healthy plants, whether caused by their transplantation to a

less congenial soil, or from being deprived, by accident or other-

wise, of the majority of their fronds while in an immature

state. I have noticed one or two instances of bulbiferous

growth in plants of Polystichum angulare, which I should be

inclined to ascribe to this cause.

I have two plants of Polystichum angulare which seem to

belong to the sub-tripinnatum rather than the bi-serratnm

group, one from near Drogheda, the other from the county of

Wicklow, both of which have been grown for the last two years

in an open-air fernery near the sea. At the time of finding

them I did not notice any bulbils on either of them, but at

present three-fourths of the fronds on each plant bear a pair

j

of bulbils in the axils of the two lowermost pinnre, in various

I
stages of development ; some of these tiny plants having a

I couple of fronds about an inch long, with distinct piunie and

I

pinnules. I do not think, however, that such plants can lay

claim to be ranked as distinct varieties, they only show that

the varieties sub-tripinnatum and biserratum of Polystichum

angulare, sometimes become proliferous even under no ap-

parently exciting conditions.

Under glass cultivation the following Ferns have been more

or less prohferous with me :—Polysiichum angulare liiieare,

.
Polystichum angulare cristatum, Polystichum angulare inter-

i

ruptum, and Polystichum angulare oxyphyllum ; the first two
' very slightly, the next one rather more so, and the last very
' freely.—W. O'B.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAP.DEN.

Asparapits, the beds should be cleared and dressed for the

winter. JiroccoH, this is an excellent period to lay the spring

sorts. It is best performed by two persons, one on each side

of the drill or row. Keep a good trench, and sink all the heads

to the north, burying the stems with soil up to, and even

amongst some of the lower leaves. This proceeding will protect

them very considerably against a severe winter, first by reason

of their position, second by thus avoiding sudden changes or

excitement, and lastly through the reduction of succulence. It

is no uncommon or new practice for good kitchen gardeners to

throw their overgiown Lettuce or Cauliflower plants on the

ground to shrivel before planting them. Plants in this state

will endure hard weather better than those in luxuriant growth.

Cardiions, tie up with hay or straw bands ; or, after fastening

the stalks together with matting, thatch with clean drawn straw

almost to the extremities of the leaves, and then earth them

up. Caulijiotcers nearly fit for use may be taken up and placed
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ont of the reach of frost. lihubarb, clear off the leaves now de-
cayed, as also those of Sen-kale; fork over the soil, and cover
the Sea-kale with leaves where it is intended to be forced early.

Mnslimoms, the beds made as directed in September, will now
be bearing. It is a good plan to sprinkle or syringe the sur-
face of the bed a week or so before the Mushrooms make their
appearance, more especially in Mushroom-houses, where a fire

may have been used occasionally ; this is far better than water-
ing after the Mushrooms are through. The water, however,
must be allowed to penetrate so as to soften the soil. Late
beds, or portions of such may still be made in-doors ; let the
di'oppings be made somewhat drier than those of September,
and do not mix any soil with them. In spawning the beds, it

is a good practice to wrap the lump of spawn in a mass of half-

decayed, half-moistened, strawy manure, for in case of over-
heating, the spawn is not so readily destroyed. Let all be made
as firm as possible by treading or ramming ; light and porous-
heds will neither endure so long, nor produce such good Mush-
rooms as those of a solid character.

FEUIT GAEDEN.
The soil is now in good working condition, and its dry state

is very favourable for the formation and renovation of borders
for fruit trees. Such operations can be much better efieoted
when the roads and materials are dry than otherwise. Make
fresh plantations of Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries,
where required, and propagate the former by cuttings. The
planting of Cherries and Plums may be immediately com-
menced, their leaves having fallen early in consequence of the
frequent occurrence of frosty nights. As soon as Fig trees are
clear of foliage, they may be finally covered for the winter. As
many branches as can be huddled together should be neatly
covered with straw, and secured to the wall. The fruit-room
will yet require a free circulation of air.

FLOWER GARDEN.
During fine weather all out-door work should be forwarded

as much as possible. Bulbs of every description intended for
beds and borders should be planted before the soil becomes
saturated with moisture. Where new work is to be done, it

should also be carried on with as much expedition as possible
while the weather is fine. Turf out of order should be fresh
laid, taking care to level the surface when necessary. Plant-
ing should likewise be proceeded with before cold and frosty
weather sets in. Look carefully after all kinds of seeds,
collect them as they ripen, and keep them in a dry, airy place
until there is more leisure time for cleaning them. Clip and
weed Box edgings, and sweep gravel walks occasionally to pre-
vent leaves from staining the gravel. As the winter approaches,
protection of some kind should be provided for plants and
S'arnbs of a tender character ; almost any material is eligible, pro-
vided it will, in a considerable degree, throw off wet. Canopies
for this purpose should be so contrived as to admit of one or
two sides being opened at pleasure. If only one, we would
place it on the north or west side, certainly not on the south, as
the excitement occasioned by bursts of sunshine is apt to prove
very prejudicial. The covering or canopy should by no means
he allowed to touch the plant, and the greater the space allowed
between it and the plant the better will it afford protection. It
is a bad plan to bundle the shoots together like a besom in
order to make them occupy a more limited space. Such may
save trouble and material, but is a most injurious proceeding.
More injury is occasioned by confined damp, in a majority of
cases, than by a lowering of temperature. Hoodings of straw, so
formed as to overlap the protecting material beneath, are very
good and simple protectors, and if rightly contrived may be re-
moved with as much facility for ventilation as the top of any
ordinary hand-glass. Oil cloth wiU prove a good protection
also, it formed into a kind of cone, on the sides of which a
small flap or two may be made to open without admitting the
rain. Before the application of any top covering we would ad-
vise an inch or two of the surface soil around the collar to be
removed, and replaced with dry sawdust, the newer the better.
This should be piled as high as the stem of the plant will
admit, taking care not to choke too many of the lower leaves,
and if the canopy is so contrived as to overlap this mound, the
covering will be complete. The only thing that remains is to
give air at favourable opportunities, avoiding particularly cut-
ting winds, which generally do more harm than the frosts. Mr.
Constantine, gardener at Hillingdon, uses such canopies for the
protection for his half-hardy shrubs and Gonifern;. Defer the
operation of covering as long as is consistent with the security
of the plants.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
On all favourable occasions admit air freely, it will not pro-

duce those withering effects upon the foliage that such an ex-
posure would do in the spring. The plants having been recently
fully exposed, to shut them up closely now would induce
growth, and prove their ruin. In order that the Pelargoniums
may be kept in a comparatively dormant state for some time,
little water and plenty of air must be given ; should they
advance into a free-growing state now the damps and fogs of

the next six weeks may produce spots on the leaves, and to
cure this you will have at an unnatural season to apply fire

heat. The strength of the plants will thereby be greatly ex-

hausted, and, consequently, they will neither flower so finely

nor so profusely. The Hybrid Perpetual, Tea, and other Roses,
as well as the Chrysanthemums, if attended to as directed in
former calendars, will render the greenhouse as well as the con-
servatory most interesting for the next two months. If severe
weather should occur do not hesitate to use a little fire heat,

especially where plants are blooming, as by this means a free

ventilation may be indulged in to expel damp and stagnant air.

STOVE.

As before, much less moisture will suffice at this period, even
for the growing Orchids. Keep the temperature progressively
on the decline, more especially in dark weather. Place all

flowering plants in conspicuous situations. Epiphyllum trnn-
catum makes a fine appearance in winter, some plants of it

may be forwarded by additional heat, and others retarded by
being kept in a low temperature, so as to prolong their flower-

ing season. It is astonishing how much gaiety can be pro-
duced by a little forethought in this way. The temperature
may now decline at night to 65°.

riTS AND FRA3IES.

If the weather continues dry, more watering will be required,

and air must be given freely to such plants as are well estab-

lished in their pots. Cuttings not yet rooted should be shaded
and kept quite close during the middle of the day, but un-
covered early enough in the afternoon to allow a little sun heat
to collect for the night. Choice plants in the parterre can no
longer be depended upon as to display. It is, therefore, de-

sirable at this period to look over the masses and beds, and see
if there is any choice subject of a tender character which it is

desirable to secure for next year ; snch may be potted with a
ball, and wintered in the cold pit.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Celery.—Took the opportunity of a dry day to put a little

well pulverised earth to Celery-beds. There is no diflioulty in

doing this, even if a bed is from three to five rows in width,
if the Celery plants are neatly tied up. We rarely use boards
across for this purpose, unless when we place ashes round the
Celery, and earth in the spaces between. Sifted cinder ashes
immediately round the plants are a good safeguard against

worms and slugs. We generally, when we have it, strew a little

lime among the plants a short time before earthing-up, which
helps to drive all such enemies away, as a few slugs and snails

will spoil the look of the finest heads of Celery. Could we
manage it, we would always use long dry litter, or long grass,

put on in thin layers, as the lasttopping-up for Celery either in

rows or beds. Even in beds, if such materials are put neatly on,

and raised highest in the middle, they soon get on the surface

a crust that will throw heavy rains to the sides, and thus there

is no danger of damping in the centre of the plants, and no
danger of injury from frost.

Cabbages, Cauliflowers, itc, as in previous week's notices.

Lettuces.—Have a lot in by the heels, which we have not had
time to plant in orchard-houses, at the bases of walls, &c., to

stand the winter, and will in a day or two take up a lot rather

more than half-gi'own, with balls, to place xmder old sashes in a
turf-pit, withotherprotection, and will do the same with a piece

of Endive. Last year, and several previous years, our Broad-
leaved Endive stood remarkably well, with dry litter placed over
it out of doors in frosty nights, and taken oft' when the frost

was gone. A little of the litter was strewed on the ground
between the plants, which kept them warm at the roots. Plants
thus managed kept well last season up to April. The great

danger in turf-pits, unless there is good glass covering, pro-

ceeds from two causes—the d&mp which accumulates from the
mere sinking of the pit, and which could only be avoided by so

raising the walls of earth or turf that the bottom or available
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space inside should be above and not below the surrounding
ground ; aud, secondly, the rats, grass mice, and, if outside

the walls, even rabbits linding their way inside of such a

place, aud doing much mischief, especially when the r't is

covered over several days and nights during severe frosts. We
have never kept Lettuces, Endive, and even Caulillowers

better than in such pits, regularly covered with neatly-made
straw covers, held up with stakes during the day, the cover
resting on its north end, and beinglet down every night, affording

additional covering in frost ; but then wo had pet cats that knew
their business too well ever to allow a mouse, rat,.or rabbit, to

be seen twice near such pits. When tliese verra'n cannot be
excluded, we have proved in many seasons that they are less

likely to meddle with Kndive, and other crops grown on the
open or ridged border, than they are when such things are

placed, as we think, more securely iu a pit. The very snugness
we give them renders them more a tempting curiosity to be
found out and tested.

CarrvLi.—Will finish taking up the first opportunity, for if

left longer in the ground they ore apt to make a second growth,
and are more likely to be attacked by worms. They should be
dried before being stacked in dry sand or ashes. Nothing is

worse for packing in than old tan or sawdust, whatever tho
kind of wood, and however dry it may be. It will be almost
sure to taint the roots, and what is worse, will be very likely,

from heating, to reduce them to a mass of rottenness. Some
correspondents tell us how well the sawdust answers, and hence
we give this caution. It is very cleanly to work amongst,
and we used it freciuently for a surfacing to hotbeds, for setting

or plunging pots with plants in, but we seldom use it now if

we can ovoid doing so, and for two reasons—first, because we
generally found numbers of nasty funguses that would cover
the pots if left a day or two ; and, secondly, because the saw-
dust was apt to cling to and so stop up the drainage-hole, as to

make tho pots water-logged. Once we saw a couple of tons of

Carrots, and fine ones they were, a mass of rottenness from
being packed in dry sawdust. When the holes in the bottoms
of the pots are secured, by setting large pots on two bricks, so

as to leave a space below the drainage-hole open, then sawdust
is a valuable assistant for giving a mild bottom heat to the
roots, and if obtained fresh it will maintain this heat for a long
time.

Ciiciimbcrx.—Placed some plants in a pit to keep them on
through the winter if deemed desirable, and to ease them, put
a good lining round four lights in frames so as to keep them in
bearing in the meantime. The lining is foimed of long litter

and rather long grass from the part of tke lawn least seen.
Every barrowload of dung, every bit of grass, and all fallen

leaves have now to be made the most of to yield a little heat
before they are decomposed.

FKt-IT depahtmf.xt.
Before this is printed, our last Peaches will be gone, and we

shall have nothing left in the way of stone fruit except Coe's
Golden Drop Plums. These from an orchard-house are gene-
rally remarkable for richness of tlavour. We have not yet been
able to top-dress afresh any of our fruit trees in pots, but we
shall move them directly to crack any roots that have gone
beyond the pots. Of the two period for top dressing, autumn and
spring, we like the autumn best if we cun find time, but most
of ns can hardly ever overtake our work so as to do just
as we hke, and it requires not only hands but heads to do what
is most needful at the time, and do everything so as to have
no second doing, nothing in the way of undoing, and to do
work without in the doing making more work out of it ; simple
though it seems, this is no easy matter to accomplish at all

times in a garden, one job so naturally leading to another.
For preparing for planting and transplanting, see last week's

notices. Last week wo congi-atnlated ourselves that tho rats,

though thieving our Pears, had not touched our Melons, but
they have made their way into a frame, holed the best aud
ripest of the fruit, and a little arsenic being sprinkled on the
gnawed parts, we believe they have paid dearly for their thiev-
ing, though that will not bring the Melons back for use.

Or.XASIENrAL UEI'AUTMEXT.
We are forwarding work as much as possible in order to

permit of some moving and transplanting of shrubs, ond this
is just ono of those kinds of work which often make other
work. For instance, when shrubs are moderately thick, tho
lawn need not be so exact as to level and fineness, but when
so many are moved as to leave a largo open space, the mere
turfing over the holes w^ill often be a worse than useless
task, involving much future labour, and making it necessary

to mow always with the scythe instead of the machine, which
always does best when the grass is of a uniform level elope.

In all such cases it is by far the best plan to well beat all such
holes, take off the whole turf, level the ground properly, and
lay the turf down again. One advantage of doing such work
now is, that after a beating and rolling the turf will look
after itself, which it often will not do if turfing is deferred to

the spring. Much of the dispatch and the perfection of the
work depends on taking the turf up, so that it shall be uniform
in size, and especially in thickness, as that will dispense with
much of the troublesome operation of packing in laying the
turf.

W^e have been watching all the week until Saturday for the
grass being dry enough to machine it near the mansion, and
only succeeded on Saturday afternoon. With the exception of

a few tree leaves, especially Chestnut and Elm, the flower
garden is still beautiful, though a few of the Scarlet Pelargo-
nium-beds have been sadly drenched with the rains ; never-
theless, a few hours' sun wrought wonders.
Much time has been taken up in putting in Calceolaria

cuttings in the pit as described last week, and also in moving
many plants from cold pits, and pits where we could give only
a Utile protection, to places where they would be more safe.

For instance, we had the trees in the Peach-house pruned, tho
glass, woodwork, walls, trellis, and trees washed with hot water,

then with soap water, and the trees run over with the same
with brushes, and afterwards shghtly painted with a weak
solution of (lishurst compound and a little lime in it, as the
white colour helps to keep the buds backward. The wooden
treUis and the walls were painted with limewash, toned down
to a darker colour by mixing with it blue black powder, gene-
rally at the rate of from 2 to 3 ozs. to a pail. This does away
with the scorching reflection of light and heat from a bright
white surface. The lime was fresh before it was reduced to a
sort of lime putty to make it soft for the brush. We have never
seen a better example of white lime-washing, for the day
after the wall was washed we could not whiten our fingers

in the least by drawing them firmly along the wall. So
far as anything coming oif was concerned, it was as firm as
paint—a result of importance, and only to be attained by
having fresh lime and a clean-washeJ wall to put it on. We
covered the floor of this house with boxes of hcddinr/ Fclargo-
niums, mostly of the variegated kinds, and the shelves used
for Strawberries were filled chiefly with J't-rbenas, thickly set and
struck in -JS-sized pots. Then, as Melon and Cucumber frames
gave us more room, we moved numbers of the more exposed
plants into these temporarily until better established, and we
had another house made ready to place them in for the worst
months of the winter. A few subjects were just sending their

roots out, and others not much more than swelling at their

base, and the most tender of these we moved to a pit, where,
by means of grass and Utter beneath, we could give them a
little bottom heat, and by means of a pipe in front a little dry
heat in cold, wet weather ; in a few weeks they will be estab-

Ushed. Others we gave a little bottom heat to in frames,

taking out the soil and about '.i inches of the surface dung,
mixing the other up with grass, litter, and leaves, being careful

to elevate tho bed more at the back, and then we replaced the
rotten Jung on the surface, put on the frame, placed a barrow
load of dry ashes in each light, and plunged the pots of cut-

tings. With this help they will be secure in a few weeks. All

such pots, if at all dry, were watered when out, so as to take

as little damp into the new place as possible. For a continu-

ance, the damp that will come from the rough fermenting ma-
terial beneath would be injurious ; but the heat it gives will

be invaluable in the present case, and the dry ashes on the
surface are also a good security.

Young plants in boxes, pots, pans, itc, now well rooted, and
that cannot be taken into houses where there is fire heat,

should hove nothing in the way of bottom heat. Ihey wiU be
much better in abed where the bottom is above the surrounding
giound level, than in an old hotbed of any kind, and provided

the leaves do not actually flag, aU such cuttings should be kept
as di-y as they safely con be, and be rendered hardy by as much
exposure as possible, but keeping them from the slightest rains,

and even from mists.

To succeed with Verbenas, Pelargoniums, &c., in a cold pit,

or cold frame, it is essential that the plants be rooted by the
middle of October, and that from that time as much dryness as
the pl.ints will stand must be a main consideration. Growth
during the winter months in such circumstances should be
avoided, and the chief object should be to keep them as they
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are, dry and safe ; they will come on fast enough in spring. As
several times stated, we except Calceolarias, they will suffer
little from damp, unless it is excessive.

lu keeping plants in such cool places, much will depend on
the dryness of the covering in severe weather. Like many more
we cannot practise what we recommend, but we know what
would be the easiest and cheapest way for protecting all such
plants in cold pits and frames. First, have a light waterproof
covering that will go over all the glass, and if the wall plates,

all the better. To sleep soundly we would use this every night
after the end of October, as it is very seldom there will be
dangerous frosts before that time. In mild weather we would
uncover, and give air early, and if a plant suffered from dry-
ness, we would lift it out and water it. This covering will make
all safe, if a sudden frost of a few degrees should come. When
a frost is likely to set in, we would cover the glass with calico
or other cloth, so as to keep the glass clean ; on that we would
place, according to the frost, from 3 to (i or more inches of dry
litter—rough hay is better than straw—and then place over
that the waterproof covering. Provided the walls were frost-
proof, we question if any frost we are likely to have would
penetrate C inches of dry hay, with a clean cloth below, and a
waterproof cloth above. The advantage of this plan is, that as
soon as the frost is gone, you can take your litter into a dry
place, and keep it ready for use ; and then, having served all the
winter, it will come in useful as a part of your hotbed manure.
We have seldom been able to carry all these precautions out,
but the mode is not only the best, but the cheapest in the end.
We have often saved well great numbers of plants with no-

thing but litter for protection, but do it as we would, the
labour was vastly increased. Now to " Discipulus," who
hates furnace work, but would not mind a little labour, we
advise the above mode. We will not enter into the plans for
taking off and putting on such covers. One of the simplest is

to have a cover the size of so many lights, from two to half a
dozen or more, with a neat pole—say 2 inches in diameter,
fastened to each end. These poles will enable you to roll up
the covers easily, and lay them down as easily, and the covers,
secured with a string to a staple in the centre of each light,
back and front, will be secure in wind, and rain, and storm.
As stated above, we would prefer using this waterproof covering
every night, and the other and the litter only when the weather
demanded it. The under cloth is only wanted for keeping the
glass clean. It may be dispensed with, if the labour is taken
to brush the remains of the dry htter from the glass, but such
cloth and such waterproofed covering will last many years if

not used for other purposes.
Though pressed for time we must give advice to two corre-

spondents, as another week may be too late. First to " Anxious,"
who has neglected taking cuttings of his Scarlet Pelargoniums,
but who is told he may succeed now by placing them in a dung
hotbed, or in a greenhouse where the temperature will range
from 40" to iry in winter, and asks how he must proceed. Well,
were we sure of a month of line weather, we would say, Take
off your cuttings as large as you can, remove almost all the
leaves except small ones, and place the cuttings in the hotbed.
As, however, the weather is uncertain, and the hotbed will be
sure to weaken the cuttings and render them more liable to
injury from changes, we would in your case make the cuttings
as above, leaving little except the small leaves at the point,
insert firmly and thickly in sandy loam, and place them at once
in the openest part of your greenhouse

; then, if watered just as
they require it, and withered leaves be taken off as they appear,
the most of these will stand and root well before the spring.
AH the succulent Scarlets will do best wheu thus treated ; and
in your case we would give no excitement by a hotbed, as the
losses will ultimately be greater. If you could command dry
heat as well, the bottom heat would have been an advantage,
not otherwise now. The case is different from that to which
we have alluded, in which the cuttings had been inserted some
time, and are yet not rooting so freely as desirable.
The other correspondent has five beds of Scarlet Pelargo-

niums, but has taken ofi' no cuttings, has only the window of a
sitting-room, and a spare lumber-room with a window and no
fireplace. In your case you may take as many cuttings as
the window will hold, and place them thickly in pots, moving
them from the window in cold nights. Then, as soon as the
plants in the beds fade, or as soon as you cau, cut them down
to within 6 or 8 inches of the ground, remove every leaf, lift

the plants, and pack the roots firmly and thickly in soil in
boxes or large pots, water them, and when well drained move
them to your spare room

; all they will then want will be to be

protected from frost in winter, and to be potted separately and
to have more Ught as they begin to grow in March or April.
—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October ii.

BrsiNESs is still iiiiimportnnt, and very little cliange has taken plnce,
the demand beinf^ steady for all pood descriptions of produce both En^'lisb
and Foreign. The Potato trade has, however, been much stimulated by
additional reports of disease and light crops, the advance being from 8 to
10 shillings per ton.

PnUIT.

Apples J sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuta bush.
Currants i sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus bundle
Beans, Kidney, ^ sieve

ScarletRun.4 sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbaq;e doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

B. d. B.

1 Otol

8

12

Melons each 3
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 8
Peaches doz. 8
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 2
Pino Apples lb. 4
PUims ft sieve 4

d. H. d
ntoc n

14
15
3

Quinces doz.
Raspborrips lb. 9
Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10 Vi
do per 100 1 1 C

6

VEGETABLES,
s. d. s. d

I

2 to 4 , Leeks bunch
0! Lettuce . per score

8 6' Mushrooms pottle
2 6 3 Mustd.& Cress, punnet"0 8 Onions .... per bushel

6 Parsley per sieve
6 Parsnips doz.
6 Peas per quart

Potatoes bushel
8 Kidney do.

Radishes doz. bunches

6
2

8
8

4

Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable Marrows,dz.

R.
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HoujBs (H. 7".).—Apply to any of the nursorymon who advertlso in

our Jouruiil, telliu<^ thum what you need.

EXCHANOE OF CcTTINOK (.( Constant Subicribcr).—T:iie trouble and

time arc more than wo am spare for auch truubactions.

Pbsserviso Twine {IK. H. O.).—We know ot no bettor mode than

soakiiiR it in n strong decoction of Oak bark ; but wo do not know the

recipe you uientluu.

Tttlcoi.nn PF.i.inooNlcst (Alpha Tau).—Your Pelargonium ia of flrst-

rate iiniilitv. There are some very like it, l)ut tho deep yollow margin is

distinct. Vour best way of testing its merits is to oxIiiMl it at tho next

special Tricolor e:ihibilion, which will bo held in May next. When there

are so ninny closely rcsemblini; each other, the only way to arrive at their

roHpectivo merits is by compariscm.

Salt tor MisiiRoosi-nims (W. A. O.l.—Wo have used it in the propor-

tion ot an ounce to four gallons, making holes, and preventing the water

running on the surface of tho bed, and sometimes it diil good in bringing

on another giitheriug. Wo used it chiefly when there were in tho bed

small worms that found their way to the surface and made it rough and
uneven. More salt wo have used, but with no good result. At alt times

the salt water should bo kept oil' any Mushroom, however small. Instead

of "sing salt, at all we would recommend a peek of sheep-droppings,

soaked in ten gallons of water; the water to be poured on and stin-ed

when hot, an.l allotved to stanil until clear and milk warm. This w-ill

often do good to an old bed; but if the spawn is run out uo such doctor-

ing will be of any avail.

CoTTiNii DowH Uf.ddino PEi.AROoNiUMa LATE (H«m).—Yon may os-

capo all Ijlecding and rotting of tho stems by merely allowing your plants

to become r;ither dr>* before you prune them, and then with a brush or

vour fingers you may, for additional security, though you will hardly find

it necessary, daub the cut parts with a powder of oijual parts lime and
charcoal dust, or with Thomson's styptic.

Stove-he.itixo a Greekhocse (An Old Suiurrfftcr).—By having an
iron stove beneath your house, taking a pipe or flue from it through
the floor, and allowing the heat and smoke from the coke, &c., to diffuse

itself in your house, as you propose, you would soon not have a plant

alive. Drviug malt with coke, and heating a Iduso filled with living

plants froiu what is nothing else than an open coke tire, without a flue

to take off the products of combustion, are very different. With a waste
of heat you m.iy have your stove as proposed, but tho pipe must not

only lead into tho house, it must go rouud part, and lead out of it into

tho open air. Your simplest plan is to place your stove on the floor of

the house, and take a pipe from it through tho roof, and tho best way to

do that is to take out a squore of glass and substitute a square of zinc

or plate iron, with a hole cut in it to suit the pipe. Tho less you have of

a horizontil pipe the better will tho stove act. Mr. Fish described some-
time ago the working of a stove that excluded frost from an open lean-to

more than live times the size of yours. A small iron stove would do for

your house if placed inside of it ;'but tho following are great helps to com-
plete snccef 3 :—The flrc-box should stand free, say from 1 j to 2 inches from
the sides of the stove, and then tho sides never become so hot as to bum
tho air near tbem, which is so prejudicial to plants and men too. Drj-

materials should be used in lighting the fire. A little water should bo put
<m the ashes when cleaning it out, and the draught should be regulated

by air in the ashpit door. When once lieated, a slit. 1 inch long and one-

eighth of an inch wide, will keep up a slow regular combustion.

Disn OF Apples iT. Lfnno.ri.—By "a dish ot Apples" is intended such
a dish as would bo placed upon table for dessert. Six Apples make a

handsome pyramidal dish—five as the base, and one above in the middle.
Write to Mr. lUchanls, Assistant Secretary, Royal Horticultural Society,

SoQtb Kensington, for the schedule.

Planting Bulbs in Beds (Oar-r/«or Sa^j)tcri6(?r).—Wo do not think we
can do better than direct your attention to the answer respecting plant-

ing bnlba at page aol. You will there see how the one will succeed the

other; and you may pliint your beds and borders with the Narcissus,

Hyacinths, and other bulbs', to succeed Crocuses, tho Narcissus. Ac, in

the centre, as they relieve blue, white, and red Hyacinths ; or you may
make each bed of a particular l>ulh. It is easy to mnko pleasing combina-
tions with c'rocusos and other bulbs. For instance, take a circle, lay

out a lover's knot, till the scroll lines with double rows of purple, the
spaces enclosed with white, tlie outside spaces with yellow, and one or two
lines round the outside with blue ; but you will do it better than we can
tcU you.

CooKiNO A New Vegetable (F. H.'.—How can wo possibly tell how
to cook it, as you do not say what it is ?

Hats'3 Patent Stove.—--I Devonshire licctor would bo glad to know
•* whether 'Hays's Patent Stove,' so much spoken of last year, has
answered tho oxpcctatious ot those who have tried it ? Will it keep frost

out of an ordinary-sized greenhimso or orchard-house '? Is the patent
fuel, which ahme it will bui-n, always procurable and always good 'i The
stove is not advertised this season. Why '.'

"

Fldeless Stoves (T. H.).—Unless with flues, neither of the inventions

you name ought to bo admitted among plants.

Planting Vines Inside (Fred).—We would decidedly plant tho Vines
inside, in your two-feet wide border. Y'ou say that is well drained, if so,

have t> inches of rubble at the bottom, and 2 feet of fibrj- soil above it.

It mntters not how high above tho floor of your house this border is, pro-

vided, whatever the height, that height shall be higher by 2 or 3 inches

than the top of the border outside tho house. If that outside border

slopes to the front all tho better. The pots on the trellis over the border
will do it no harm ; but wheu these plants want much water, it would be
as well to set the pots in saucers as otherwise the surface of tho border

might be wet and tho bottom dry, and tho soil become sonr and cankered.

CireRRV Tree Lifting (Amntriir).—'Thc host and only plan you can
adopt is to mulch rouud the stem and for a yard from it with 3 inches of

littery mannre, and await the result of the severe root-pruning your tree

has undergone. Probably all will be well. We do cot expect any part of

the branches will die, at least not unless some are damaged,

Cottino Down a Hollv Hedge (R. /!.i.—The Holly hedge planted
lust spring should not be headed or cut down to the ground now ; but
towards the close of March or early in April next year. In cutting,

leave as uiuch young wooU as you can ; at any rate, do not cot tho plants

in to hare stumps.

Heating a Vinery (J. M., Dartmoor).—Vfe see that you have a lean-to

range of glass, consisting of three divisions ; tho two end ones, 26 feet

by 15, and the central one 12 feet by 15, and in the central one there ia a

tiink at the back, Irom which bv means of plugs a flow-pipe is taken and
a return brought back from each of the houses, but that enough of heat

cannot be obtained. This you attribute to tho si/.o of the pi pes, position

and size of the tanks at the ends, &c., of which hereafter. What puzzles

us is the question, •' If a boiler cannot be substituted for the tank, and tho

large tanks at each end removed ?" Now, we should suppose this tank in

the middle house to be heated already by a boiler. If not, with what'
If so, why want a boiler instead of tho tank '/ That tank is not too lorgo

if connected directly with a boiler, as it allows room for expansion, and,

in general, you need never have it above half full of water, if tho flow-

pipes proceed, as they generally do, from tho bottom. Aj-o we correct in

supposing that the flow-pipes only are connected with this tank, and tho

return terminates at the bottom of the boiler'.' If not, tho circulation

will be languid. Wo presume that tho tank at the end of each house is

on the same level as this supply tank in tho middle house, otherwise tho

water would run over at each end. The tanks at the farther end of each

house, intended chiefly, we presume, to give access to air and to connect

tho flow and return pipes, do seem large, 48 inches long, 10 wide, and

20 deep, and with tho sir.o of tho flow-pipe, 12 inches wide and r> deep,

present a large body of water to bo heated. For early forcing, we think

you have scarcely enough of piping, and more especially if y.)ur return

round pipe of 5 inches in diameter is much lower than the flow-pipe.

To obtain earlv what heat you want, do away with the tank, or merely

leave it for water, and from the end of your flat pipe, after inserting

an nir-pipe, bring hack two four-inch returns, or your present return-pipo

and another, but on tho same level as the flow-pipe until you come to tho

near end, and then join these in one and take it to tho boiler. Mean-
while, you may prove to yourself how much may bo done by at onco

lessening the qu.antityof water to bo heated. You may stick a stone, a

block of heavy wood, ic, into tho tank at tho farther end, so as to leave

room for 2 inches or so of water round it. Then lessen the water in

vour flve.inch-deep flow-pipe, 12 inches wide. Be satisfied with from

2 to 21 or 3 inches at tho most ; 2( inches will bo ample, and with that

amount in the bottom of the flat pipe, you will have heat sooner and
more of it than you can ever obtain from your deep pipes. Tho heat

will rise, you cannot keep it down.

Greenhouse Vinery (E. Brownton).—V/e have no donbt that yon will

succeed with your greenhouse vinery, according to the plan proposed,

and more especially as you will bo likely to make yourowu idea tho most
successful. The success, however, will, to a great extent, depend on not

expecting too much and not growing too many things in the house. For
instance, you will not do much with greenhouse plants if you attempt

early Grapes, as may be your aim, when you speak not only of the plenty

of ventilation, and hot and cold air at will, but also having plenty of heat

at command. The house is a hipped lean-to. the front rafters 12 feet

long, and the hip 5 feet ; the width of the house about 15 feet, and the

length 10 feet. In front there is 2} feet glass, and beneath that a wall.

Inside of that wall and separated from the floor of the house, is a border

21 Jeet wide, and 2J feet deep, with rubble for drainage beneath that, and
the rubble, again, separated from an air-chamber beneath it heated by a

flue. It is proposed to plant Vines in this well-prepared but narrow border,

and as they decline in strength to take them out and put in fresh ones,

and also to have Vines in pots against the back wall, and tho question put
is. How many Vines shall bo planted in this border? Now, to obtain

much from this border as soon as possible, we would plant from eight to

ten Vines, and from the heat almost any Vino would flourish, and with

rich top dressings they will bear for several years. With this thick

planting, however, the roof will be so covered that after the first year or

two you will do no good with Vines against the back wall, in pots or other-

wise. For the first two vears or so, you could have box-shelves fixed

a feet or so from the top of your back wall, and in these boxes pack your

Vines in pots, and train them up and under the hip roof and down-
wards ; but even these will not do much after tho front roof is covered,

but you might allow each set of Vines only a portion of tho roof, and
then' both sets would do well. Wo merely wish you to hear in mind, that

when once the roof is covered, no light to he of much use will reach the

back wall. Plants well ripened, as to their wood, will fruit there, bnt tho

wood will not be matured for another season. If you wished to give even

partial justice to your back wall, and at the same time grow in the centre

ot the house plants not so high as to shade the back wall, then fonr

Vines in front would be sufficient, and these four Vines would soon fill

the house if more room were given to their roots. One of the easiest

modes to do that would be to make openings in the front wall .and let the

roots out into an outside border, and you would still retain the advantage

of inside planting. If vou must havo the roots inside, then the border

might havo been wider, and if von ivished Vines at the back as well,

then you might have had a similar border raised there and a pathway

between them. Both of these borders might be covered with a trellis for

plants, and the house would look neater and more furnished than it does

now. If you forced tho Vines at all, a fine lot of Strawberries in pots

could be had, at least from your front border, if set on a permanent or tem-

porarv platform, and in all such houses it is well to have these platforms

to move in pieces so as to be easily taken out. With your command of

ventilation you may almost bid defiance to tho smoke, if you have rather

open gauze netting placed over the openings. In all early forcing this 18

an excellent precaution even where smoke is not excessive, ns tho air is

sifted before entering, and never comes in in great gusts at a time.

Hurricanes are, no doubt, essential for the purification ot our general at-

mosphere, but wo do not advocate violent tempests in oar plant honscs ;

wo would rather keep them out. You may keep all kinds of greenhouse

plants in your house, when the temperature is not raised artilicially

alwve 54 . When for tho Vines you raise it above that, Pehlrgoniums, &c.

should be gradually withdrawn.

Hardiness of Balm or Gilead, Lemon-scented Verbena, and
Veronica (Cedn).—Tho Balm of Gilead(Dracocephalum canaricnscl. will

not endure our ordinary winters in the open ground, though possibly it

might succeed in a warm situation and in a dry, well-dniined soil,pr.itec-_

i.m being afforded it during severe weather by sticking in evergreen

boughs around it, and wr.ipping a hsy or straw band round it. The head

might suffer, but it would in all probability push afresh from near the

ground. Tho Lemon-scented Verbena (Aloysia citrio.iora), will succeed

against a south wall it covered with dry straw and mats during severe

frost, and the ground mulched around the stem with Utter, It is ncces
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sary that the soil should bo lijiht nnd well-drttincil. Most of the shrubby
Veromcas will eudure our ordiuarv winters in a <vorm situation under the
protection of a wall or fence, a covering of mats, dry hay, or straw beiuKaaorded them during severe weather.
Peach and Pi,r.Ti Trees U.MiEAr.THT (W. M. S.I.—We do not think

root-pruning would be of any avail. We would advise the trees being
taken up and replanted, removing as much of the old soil as practicable,
and replacing it with some rich turfy loam, such as the turf from a pas-
ture. ^ow is a good time to perform these operations. Take nn the
trees carefully, preserving as many roots as possible. If the trees are
old do not attempt to lift them, but remove the surface soil down to the
roots, taking care not to injure these, replace it with some rich soil, and
give a mulching of S inches of well-rotted cow-manure. In summer
water hberally with liquid manure and water. We think your trees re-quu-o support. Cool manure, such as cowdung, is best for them.
Yew Hedge PiANTraG (Wrai).->fow is a good time to plant Yews for

n, hedge. They should be 18 inches apart if the object is to make afence to keep out cattle, whilst double that distance may be allowed if

^S^'^c'.?
screen is required. We have an exceUent screen of Yew inwhich the trees are 4 feet apart. Under the Elms we should not plantthem more than a yard apart, as they wiU not grow nearly so well as inthe open ground.

Mnas.ENDA FEONDOSA CoLTDiiE (E. W., Charltm,).-1heve is no diffi-
culty m blooming this plant if it is kept somewhat pot-bound, rather drv
after it ceases growth, and fully exposed to light and air. Sufficientwater must, of course, be given to keep the foliage from flagging. Your
5„?o !«?". f^cl.v enough when it becomes older. Your compost isperhaps a httle too rich. Do not allow the plant to bo shaded by othersoverhead or adjoining it.

Eeddixg Pelaegokidm Cottixos (E. jV. r.).-Your cuttings onlv re

IIm 1 'fv ''i'"?
^,°"'''^ ^^"^^ ™°'''= ""='? » ^^"y had the benefit 'of amiia Hotbed

;
in fact, a little heat is necessary to ensure the rootiu" of

lelargoniums .it this season. You may strike them in heat and wellharden them ofl when struck, and they will keep safely if secured fromdamp and frost; but cuttings struck at an earlier se'ason and without
heat are less susceptible of damp and cold. Cuttings will now hardly
succeed in a cold frame. •'

AocrEA .TAPOKICA POTTIKG iSi,hscr!bcr).~YovL will gain nothing bytaking up the plants and potting them, as you must use very large pots
or depnvo tho plants of mauy of their roots, and that, instead of con-clucmg to their future growth, wiU tend to retard it. A compost of richrather light turfy loam, with a Uberal addition of leaf mould or very old
rotten manure, will grow the Aucuba well. Afford it a situation protectedfrom wind, and it will grow finely in the open ground, the soil being
well-drained and in good heart.

x o , " b

Sport of Bubking Brsn Pelahgokium (Bffonjcasis).—Prom the ad-vanced period of the season we should leave the plant as it now is, with
the sport upon it, until early in spring, when we would take offthe branchand make a cutting of it. We should leave all the branches on the plant till

?'
1

,
"^

i,
^"^ ''•"love all except that exhibiting the sport, the latter will

probably become so vigorous that it will lose its character. You wUl see
before spring whether the sport is likely to prove permanent.
OtJELDRES Rose Peodccing Beeeies (Pern, Dapiei/).—Tho GueldrcsKose(\iburnum opulns), does not produce berries in gardens so freely as

11 does in its natural habitats—in moist ground and by the sides of brooksand rivers, where its roots seldom suffer from want of moisture in sum-
"u"'' .i J°'!

"'^^'^ *" P'"°' *-^^ common Gueldres Rose (which is not gene-
rally that planted, but improved varieties of it, and these do not fruit

^J^,-i,'^^
the species), in good garden soil, and supply it with water

plentifully at the time of flowering .and during drv periods in summerwe have no doubt that it would set its blossoms and fruit abundantly Itntuts with us in ordinary garden soil, its roots, no doubt, having foundout a stream of water running near it.
> u "

Aphides ox Roses (An la^aircr).-Your bestplan will be to syringe thetrees with a solution of tobacco, made by pouring twenty gallons of waterover 1 lb. of the gi-ound tobacco. You may, as a preventive, paint thetrees after priming with a mixture of 1 lb. sulphur vivum, 1 lb. ground
tobacco, half a pound of soft soap, and half a pound of lamp black suHi-cient water being added to bring the whole to the consistence of thin

S "^r
"should be applied with a brush, and before the buds begin tosweU. February IS a good time. In November a liberal dressing of ma-nure should be given.

h.^??'r'''i'^?. ^^f-'=W^ NiEL Rose (H"«).-Your plant in a pot wouldbe all the better of being wintered in a cold pit along with Calceolarias.

i;„^?.
'°

•; .,
"/° "

,'i'? 'S"'"'"
''^ '"=''* " ^°»''' rrol.ably be excited togrowth, and that would tend to prevent vigorous growth next season.

•iPj,*"!"^"," t'-"''*."':TiCA Cdltuke (Idem).-This tree Fern requiresBhght shade when It is making its growth, and should be kept moist and
well watered. It does admirably in a greenhouse or consei-yatorr. theshade aflorded by climbing plants on the roof being ample. It does notgrow in winter unless excited by heat, which it ought not to be if it is
expected to rnake a vngorous gi-owth in spring. Keep it cool, but exclude
irost. Do not allow it to suffer from want of water.

Melon Seed (flo/orra).—Seed saved from Melons of this year's gi-owth
will he fit for soT\-ing next year. The plants from it will, however bemore vigorous and less disposed to be fertile than plants from seed twoor three years old. Plants from new seed are, however, more healthyand afford finer fruit.

'

VrsES MiXDEW-ED AND PHuNrNG (A. B. C.).-Yon should at once dust
the leaves with flowers of sulphur, likewise the wood where affected Do
not pluck off the leaves but let them fall naturally. The leaves from the
Vines will not prevent you keeping bedding plants in the house, and you
will injure the Vines by removing their foliage. They should not be
pruned until the leaves fall ; from the middle of December to January isa good time, and this we should think will be quite early enough for your
Vines, as you say the wood is quite gi-een. Give all the au- possible, andkeep a gentle fire going by day. Pruning should not bo deferred beyond
the time named. The dressing with sulphur may be done at the time ofpruning, and again before tho buds begin to sw'eU. It is difficult to saywhether your Vines will have an attack of mUdew next year. If they have,
tho parts affected should be dusted with flowers of sulphur on the first
ppeaiance of the mildew.

T\iNTEniNO Begonias (HoU,ihock).-Thoy should be kept in a dry

ureveiMtn""';™-'" "*""';,' ''"• K'™° '"'y™'' " "'"^ °°«- "nd then S
4? is s, ffic?enPi°=:"'' '".""Re'T; ^ t™>P"ature ranging from 40' to

Lir nteS»c^ . ^T"? ^'"^"^ " •= Pi-esume you wish them to attain

r^ust Wn t^^J^ "''. '" ^^n'"- " >"> ''ish them to grow then von

55"atSt an^l m''fi'fi"-°i'°,'' ^r'" V^K" t™P"ature of from 50° tojj at nignt, ana bO- to bo^ by day from fire lieat.

Azaeea Leaves Fali.ing fJ^Wml.-Your Azalea is losing its leavesfrom their being severely attacked by thrips. They will nearly all fall if

Ke'witS tob^ce""r'f
°' those sent „1 Your-remedyis'to fill the

fh.^ ^M,^ f

tobacco smoke every other night for a week, and to syringe

Thet si s?''";/!"'
'''"/' '" *'"' morning following the fumigation.The house should be made quite full of smoke, calm evenings beingchosen, and the foliage should be dry. Again fmnigate whenever'a thripf

fro^m ir,f
v-.'^"^'"'.'

'f-,
^- ?•' -"^^^ *"« """'hod of keeping Grapes cut

anTto senl .1
• V° '?""•.';'' " ',"' '"'^^''^ "' '^^ '™<"i with each bunch,

bnncw 1 1
,''"' "^'^ with sealing-wax. You should then suspend the

cool ,w rV T^' '",?.'° "^.f,'«""m "f "le bunch from the ceiling of a

toucbim-Tn^'Th'™ wS^^i^ '? """'' '="^'"' hang with the berries not

Wi^sTakenont
^'"=5- should be frequently examined, and moulfly

toVb^e wIT^^ '^f.™'--rYonr only plan is to keep the shoots well nailed

A dressi^ ; S"*^'
"^ .*,'"=™ °"' «" "s to cover it evenly and regularly.

vigorourg?owth
'''"° "'"' ™""' '"°=' Ukely induce a more

Furtad,f T^:,n1f m" '' ^"="1 <»°";1-I""4 Knglan, John Hopper, Madame
Laehame D, c / "^"''"' ^^'"^ ''"caulay, Gloire de Santenav, Frangois

Tefe?v,i \? u",'^,''-''-?,' '^"'i.'''
RoliM, Caroline de Sansal, Charles

Win an VwS'b. P-^"''l-°.V
Se""teur Vaisse, Vainquem- de Goliath,

Toi, « » '?.'"'''^^°'."°-''^'"''*™* Victor Verdier, Prince Leon
Rmtt„^„f°^"'.^,''"'!^^.°.',^ "'"""• -*"""« ^^ Diesbich, Alfred de
PeS„s ' w""' "m ?'''^'"<',^' "-"i Dnchess of Norfolk. Allare Hybrid

M^c^ee in.v,
?-°°''' ^•"^ '"?,'"" ^warfs on the Manetti, but they wilsucceed on the Briar in your soU.

,1„^f„'l^''°T^
Planting (Fa,Ylmm).~T:be best time to plant Shallots is

fhl^^ n ^yf^^^" '" February, or as soon afterwards as the state of

to!, It r P?."''-, '^''chen Gardening for the Many" will snit

st«n,„; Jilh
'^"'^ ';« ''y P°st from onr office if you enclose five postageStamps with your address. *• e>

Tbr,;^;i;;fJ'''?^f ^V^, Pkopagating ( ).-It is increased by cuttings.The points of the shoots should be taken off with a sharp knife, and if it

pvc.lli?,? ^"u'?
'"""^^ in addition to the growing point, it will make an

Zlfj? ?-^u^,?- T'"'.'","'
'='"'"" '"' •emoved from ihe lowest joint,beneath which the shoot should be cut across with a sh.aip knife. The

cutting IS to be inserted in a small pot placed within a larger one. Usea compost of equal parts of sandy peat and loam, and silver sand equal

en™. ;;,».,,» ''""'?, -^
"''v ',\° "•''''"oe plunge the pots in a hotbed, and

M^„,
^''«.,"""»S^->'li a beU.gl„ss, keeping it close but not very moist,othei-wise It may damp off. It will not be necessary to cover with a bell-

f„J^ ci ^J 1 "i^ ^f ¥>" ''"'*^ '°'* shaded. A slight shade from bright

W?.„ ?b i c.H
'";'"^''-- ^"""1 """""^ ^""^"^ "-om "

'
t° 80= is essential,

wu?,, i^ .1 1

?.^''"'°," '" S"'?" "'""o^" "^'^ glass and shade by degrees.Spring IS the best time to put in cuttings. / b =

Fecit Teees foe Vineet (Br-.^cr).-Peach for a back wall of a smallvmery, ^oblesse;and Violette Hative Nectarine and Peach Apricot for

EoYAL ViNEYAED Ge.^pe (JJ. TT.j.-A tendency to produce abortive
flowers, and consequently badly set bunches, is tho gi-eat fault of thisCrape. There are others which have the same tendency, and it is over-come by carefuUy shaking or drawing the hand over the bunch when it ism bloom, and shaking ofl' the globule of moisture which settles on thestigma and prevents fertilisation. If this is done you will find the Koyal
\ ineyard an excellent late white Grape.

"

Najies of Fruits (C. B., Mai,lslonc).-l. Hollandbury; 2, Beauty ofKent
;

4, Like Toker s Incomparable
; 6. Parry's Pearmain

; 7, Toker'sIncomparable. (Hmj, lrn,;.).-l. White Costing; 2. Broad-eyed Pippin r

p;,t?; ,r
#y"'4''^?;"'';^'>'"'"-P'"': '' ClaygatePeannain; 8, Cockle

"{? . ;
' ."7^^'^ ,'''"''' '"apes are Black Hamburgh, and the white

are Muscat of Alexandria. (Ermtieus}.-!. Flower of Kent; 2, Ribston
Pippin

; 3 Nonsuch
; 4, Hoaiy Morning ; 5. Emperor Alexander; 7, RoyalRusset; b Norfolk Beefing; 10, Selwood's Reinette; 11. CareVs Seedling

-

12, Royal Pearmain
; 13, Nelson Codlin; 14, London Pippin ; 15, Winter

pYn,!in'"° bn r ^^l""^^^". ''"^S='i
l'^' Hampshire Pippin

; 18, RibstonPippin; 20, Golden Pippm
; 22, Fearn's Pippin ; 2S, Christie's Pippin;

25, burrey Flat Cap; 27, Summer Golden Pippin; 28, HollandbuiT
29, Wda e s ht. Germain

; SO, Chaumontel. (B. F.].~l. Fearu's Pippin -
4. 5, Dutch Mignonne; fi, Waltham Abbey Seedling

; 7 Mar"il • q Cara-way Russet
;
10, Mank's Codlin

; 11, Franklin's Golden Pippin"; 15, GoldenReinette; 16, Mane Louise; 17, Norfolk Colman. (Vc,itas).-1 Ten
Shillings; 2 Norfolk Beefing

; 4, Lewis Incomparable ; 6, Paridise;
e. Tulip; 7. Scarlet Tiffing; 8, Broadend. (.(. B.j.il, Blenheim Pippto
5.

Gol en Reinette. (/r i.l.-l. Not known; 2, Coe's Golden Drop
8 Catillac

; 4 Beurre Diel. The Apples, Fulwood (not Fiilford), Lady's
Delight, and Miller's Glory are old sorts, and are met with in Wc-st Lan-
cashire. (J.L.J,.).-Ap,,les; I.White Nonpareil; 2, Royal Pearmain;
?' r^,'^n\

Codlm
; 4. Truuipmgton

; 5, Bedfordshire Foundling. P,-nrs
'

1, OldColmar; 2, Beunv Diel ; S, Beurre d'Aremberg; 4, Beurri Clair-
geau. The plant is Crataegus coccinea. (H. O. Jf.).—Court of Wick.
Names of Plants (A Sulscrihcr, BnlUnaclwO—Oxulis comicnlata

flava. (.4 Lover oJFmis).-!, Scolopendrium vulgare; 2, Adiantum ca-
pillus-Veneris

;
S, Blechnum occidentale

; 4, Polvpodium drvopteris -

6. Epacris conspicua. (S. r;,o)a;i..oni.—Ailanthus glandulosa. '(M.S.)—
Vicia sylvatica. (W. B.. C7,i(oa).-Lvcium vulgare. (Cr. B.).-Coba;a
scandensvariegata. (J.li:£rW»,a.).-2, Aspidiumfalcatum

; S,(?, Asnlenium
(no fructification)

; 6, Asplonium fiircatum; 9, (?1 Asplenium (no fructifi-
cation). (E.H. Poi(a(er).—Adiantum conciunuM. ()!'. S. £'.).— 1, Doodiamedia; 2, Polystichum angulare; S, Asplenium montanum ; 4, \spi-dium aculeatum. (PcaWoiio.-Ferns young and without fructification
It is doubtful to name; gi-een, Athyrium FiU-x-foemina; brown, (;') Las-
trea Filix-mas; pink, (.') Cystopteris fragiUs

; puce, (/) Lastrea Fihx-
mns. (fi. A. i.J.—Trachymeue (Didiscns) cnjrulea. (C.Uajifij.—Lindera
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending October 22nd.

Weil. . 10
Thars. 17
FrI. .. IH

Silt. .. I'J

Son... 'JO

Mon... -Jl

Tnee. . 2^

Mcaii

lllROaXTBIU
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\7hieh is of the valne of ten guineas, and five of them seven
guineas. Messrs. Hewitt, Teebay, and Tegetmeier, are named
as the Judges.

WOLVERHAMPTON POULTRY SHOW.
This Meeting, held on the iHth, 19th, and '21st inst., was the se-

cond that has taken place nnder the management of the Wolver-
hampton Committee, and a more orderly, well-condncted Show of

poultry conld not he desired. The Committee beicg composed chiefly

of old and experienced poaltry-fauciers, and energetic ones too, and
having an indefatigable and most courteous honorary Secretary, tliis

Show promises to become not only a very extensive, but also a most
popular one. The weather contrasted most favourably with that of

the last year's meeting, when raiu fell incessantly ; this year, how-
ever, the show was opened on as fine and genial an autumnal day as

could be wished for. The attendance was, therefore, very good, and
embraced most of the leading families for many miles round.

Grey Borlbyjs were a large and important feature of the Show ;

and it is worthy of mention that it was Mr. Shaw's pen of excellent

rose-combed ones that ran a close second for the valuable silver cup
given by Sir John Morris for the best pen of poultry exhibited, quite

irrespective of variety, and this in a vei-y excellent competition from
a selection, by the Judge himself, of twelve of the best first-prize

pens. The l^iKinUh, except tlie winning pens, were certainly not equal
to those of last year, and the same remark, though scarcely with equal
force, applies to the class for White Coch'its. The Buff as well as the

Partridge-coloured Cochins, however, made most ample amends for

this shortcoming. In both of these classes the perfection of colour
was a most remarkable feature, and such a pullet as was exhibited in

the Partrid.L'O class by Mr. Tudman has scarcely ever been known.
In the Buff class the first-prize Cochins were so good that they were
at once " suapped up " at .ilMO ; and as other single birds of this

variety were easily sold on the spot for i.'5 each, surely the mania for

Buff Cochins is by no means extinct in the midland districts. Mr.
Tomlinson succeeded in winning the amateur's silver cup, as he also

did last year, with VC17 excellent birds of this colour. The Hamhnrghs
were not so good as we hoped for ; but both Bralunas and PoJamh
were excellent. In Oaiae the Black Beds were infinitely superior to

all others. The pen belonging to Mr. P'letcher, of Manchester, se-

cured for that well-known breeder a first prize in their own class, the

Game silver cup for the best pen of any variety of Game fowls, and
Sir John Morris's silver cup, given to the "best pen of poultry ex-

hibited." Many of the Bautains were very good, and the Variety and
Selling classes were especially so. In the Any variety class of Ducks
the Exhibition was, perhaps, never equalled ; Shell Ducks. Carolinas,

Wild Ducks, Iiuddy Shell Ducks, White Muscovies, and a host of

other varieties in most excellent feather competing. This class and
the very extensive collection in the Any other variety class for Pir/rons

proved the two especial gems of the AVolverhampton Show. Iiahhffs

were numerous and good. That which took the first prize for length
of ear had ears 2'6h inches long by 5 inches wide. Those of the se-

cond-prize Babbit were 23 by 5S inches. Seventeen years ago
20 inches were deemed an extraordinary length of ear. The deco-

rations of the Corn Exchange, which is certainly most admirably
suited to the puqioses of a poultry show, were most effective. Few
Shows have proved more satisiactoiy, and with a revised prize schedule
continued success may now be relied on.

The following is a list of the awards :

—

YOUNG BIRDS.
Dorkings.—First, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot. Oswestry. Second and Third,

Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Wentworth Woodhouse, Rotherham. Highly
Commended, J. G. Pearson, Market Draytou, Salop; Mrs. bailey. Long-
ton ; Countess of Dnrtraoutb. Wolverhampton ; M. Erotikslmnk, Man-
chester. Commended, Mrs. Bailey ; E. Ryder, Harryton, Stockport.
Cockerel.—Prize, Rev. E. Bartrum, Great Eerkhampstead, Herts. Highly
Commended and Commended, Mrs. Bailey.
Spanish.—First, J. Walker, Wolverhampton. Second, J. R. Rodbord.,

Wrington, Bristol. Third, Mrs. M. Farrand, Dalton, near Huddersiicld.
Highly Commended, Mrs. Hunter, Wolverhampton; J. R. Rodbard.
Cockerel.—Prize, W. Cawley, Aldcrley Edge, Manchester.
Cochin-China (White).—First, A. Williamson, Leicester. Second, G.

Lamb, Compton, Wolverhampton. TLird, A. O. Worthington, Burton-on-
Trent. Highly Commended, A. O. Worthintjton. Commended, — Hob-
son, Walsall; G. Lamb; W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Cockerel.—Prize, G.
Lamb.
Cochin-China (Partridge).—First. E. Tudman, Whitchurch, Salop, Se-

cond, C. Sidgwick, Keigbley. Third, J. Hovrocks. Tonge, Middleton,
near Manchester. Highly Commended, J. G. Pearson. Commended, E.
Tudman. Cockerel. —Prize, W. A. Taylor. Commended, E. Tudman.
Cochix-China (Buff and Cinnamon).—First, G. A. Crewe, Derby. Se-

cond and Cup, H. Tomlinson, Birmingham. Third, H. Wade, Birming-
ham. Highly Commended, W. A. Taylor. Commended, H. Mapplebeck,
Birmingham. Cockerel.—Vrize, W. Bayliss, Walsall. Highly Commended,
W. A. Taylor.
Hasieurghs (Golden-spangled).— First, N. Marlor, Manchester. Se-

cond, J. Roe, Hadtield, ManchcHitcr. Third, L Davies, Harborne, near
Birmingham. Highly Commended, T. May, Wolverhampton ; T. Blake-
man, Tettenhall;"J. Andrew, Ashton-under-Lyne ; 1. Field, Dudley ;E.

Brierley, Heywood ; H. Pickles, jun.. Earby, Skipton. Commended. W. A.
Hyde, Ashton-under-Lyne. Cockerel.—Vrize^ E. Burton, Alton, Stafford-

shire. Highly Commended, Miss S, Cotes, Newport, Salop.
HAMBURtiiis (Silver- spangled).—First, Messrs. Ashton & Booth, Mot-

tram. Cbcshire. Second, H. Robinson, Eaildon. Third, S. Fielding,
Trentham, Staffordshire. Commended. W. Tntton, Leek; J. M. Kilvcrt,

Ludlow.

HAMBURons fGolden-pencilled).—First, T. Wrigley. jitn.. Tongc, Mid-
dleton. Second, S. Smith, Northowram, Hahfax. Third, W. R. Park,
Melrose. Commended, Rev. W. Sergeantson, Shrewsbmy. Cockerel.—
Prize. F. D. Mort, Stafford.
Hamcurghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, Messrs. W. A. J. Bairstow.Feom-

clifl'e, Bingley. Yorkshire. Second, J. Piatt, Dean, near Bolton. Third,
W. R. Park. 'Commended, S. Fielding. Coctcrc'.—Prize, Messrs. W. & J.

Bairstow.
Polish.— First, W. A. Taylor. Second, P. Unsworth, Lancashire.

Third. P.. Charlesworth, Manchester. Hi^^hly Commended, K. P. Williams,
('lontarf. Dublin , P. Unsworth ; J. Powney, Calne, Wills. Commended,
J. Mansfll, Longton ; R. P. Williams.
Brahmaf.—First and Second, Mrs. Hurt, Derhy. Third, A. O. Worth-

ington. Highly Commended, Hon. Jliss Douglas Pennant, Penryho
Castle. Eau'gor ; A. H. Verit)-, Northenden. Cheshire. Commended, J.

Statter. Liscard ; T. C. Cookson, Rugeley ; Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant;
M. Brooksbank. Cockerel.—Prize, J. K. Fowler, Avlesbuiy.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—First and Cups. J. Fletcher. Ptoneclough,

Manchester. Second, W. H. Cadwallader, Compton. Third, Mrs. Sproston,
Wednesticld Heath. Commended, W. Horton, Albrigbtun.
Gauie (Brown-breasted Redsl. — First. J. Piatt. Swanlow, Cheshire.

Second. Messrs. Church & Houlding, Nantwich. Third, A. B. Dyas. Cona-
niended, J. Hodgson, Bradford.
Game (Duckwings).—First. G. Swift, Fulford, Stone. Second, S. Field-

ing. Third, W. Dunning, Newport, Salop. Highly Commended, \V. Horton.
Albrighton. Commeudud, J. Fletcher.
An\ VAr.iETv.—Prize, J. Fletcher {Piles).

Frenxh.—First and Second, Col. Stuart Wortlev. Grove End Road,
London. Third, W. R. Park (Crtve Cceur). Commended, J. K. Fowler.
Cockeixl.—Prize, J. K. Fowler (Crtve Coeiir!.

Bantams (Black-breasted Reds).—First. J. W*. Monvs, Rochdale. Se-
cond. Messrs. H. & G. Cooper, Walsall. Third, .J. Adkins, Jan., Walsall.

Highly Commended, E. Aykroyd, Bradford. Commended, A. L. Vernon.
Deansfield, Brewood; J. Adklns. jun.
Bantams (Any variety except Black-breasted Reds) —First. W. A. Tay-

lor. Second. Rev. P. W. Story, Daventry (White-fRathered legged;.

Third, E. Charlesworth, Manchester. Highly Commended. Messrs. 8.

and R. Ashton, Mottram, Cheshire. Commended. Sir J. Morris, Elmsdale,
Wolverhampton (Silver-laced); T. C. Harrison. Hull.
Any Variety not Previously Mentionel'.—First. C. Sidpwick (Black

Hamburphsl. Second. Sir J. Morris (Xegi-oes). Third. M. E- Riley, Oven-
den, near Halifax (Andalusian). Highlv Commended. Mrs. Hamilton,
Tyddyn, Montgomeryshire (Silky Fowl) ; C. Sidgvvick tBlack Hamburghsj.
Commended, R. Charlesworth (Malay)
SELLiNir Class.—First. A. Williamson. Leicester (White Cochins). Se-

cond, J. Walker, Wolverhampton 1 Spanish). Third, W. Tatton, Leek
(Silver-spangled). Highlv Commended, Sir J. Morris (N'egro) ; Rev.
W. P. Stow (Japanese Bantams); S. Fielding (Silver-pencilled Ham-
burghs); Miss M. E. Lamb (Negroes); E. Shaw (Grey Dorkings). Com-
mended. W, Horton (Duckwing Game ; N. Russell, Ludlow (Dart
Brahma) ; Miss A. M. Hurt, Littleover, Derby (Silver-spangled Ham-
burghs) ; W. A. Taylor.
Turkeys.—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, F. E. Richardson,

Uttoxeter. Higblv Commended, E. Rvder. Stockport ; F. E. Richardson.
Geese.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second. Mrs. Hamilton (Grey). Highly

Commended, T. Bantock, Wolverhampion (White); E. Leech; S. H.
Stott. Rochdale (Toulouse). Commended. F. E. Richardson (Toulouse).

Ducks (AvlesburvJ.—First. J. K. Fowler. Second, E. Leech. Highly
Commended. J. K. Fowler; Rev. E. J. Tompson, Bury St. Edmunds;
Mrs. Clarke, Bedford. Commended, G. A. Crewe.
Ducks (Rouen).-First, S. H. Stott. Second. J. Fielding. Highly Com-

mended. T. Burgess, Macclesfield; R. P. Williams; E. Leech; Mrs.
Clarke. Bedford. Commended, F. E. Richardson ; J. K. Fowler.
Ducks (Any other varietv).—First. R. P. Williams (Carolina). Second,

Sir J. Morris (Carolina^. Extra Second. E. P. Williams (Ruddy Shell

Ducks). Extra Prize. Sir J. Morris (Carolina). Highly Commended,
T. J. Harrison. Kendal (Domesticated Wild Ducks) ; R. P. Willi;tms taheU
Ducks)

J
Mrs. Clarke. Commended, T. C. Harrison.

PIGEONS.
TcMBLERR.—First, R. Fulton, Deptford (Mottled). Second, H. Yardley,

Birmingham. Highly Commended. J. E. Breward, Coventry; R. Siddali,

Sheffield: J.Ford, London (Almond); W. Choyce, Sibson ; J. Fielding,

jun., Rochdale. Commended, R. Fulton (Almond).
Carriers.-First and Second. J. C. Ord. Pimhco (Dun). Highly Com-

mended, H. Yardley; F. Else, Bayswater. London ; J. C. Ord: R. Fultou.

Pouters.-First, J- E. Breward. Second. R. Fulton. Highly Com-
mended. S. Ladd, Calne. Commended, H. Yardley; S. Horn, Kettering;

Sir J. Morris, Kt. ; R. Fulton.
Fantails.—First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, J. W,

Edge, Birmingham; W. R. Park; J. E. Breward; W. Choyce, Warwick-
shire; F. Else.
Aktwerps.—First, J. Cos, Wolverhampton. Second, E. Hutton. Highly

Commended. H. Yardley; J. W. Edge, Birmingham. Commended, J.

Thompson, Bingley, Yorkshire.
Runts.— First, H. Yardley. Second, R. Fulton. Highlv Commended, H.

Yardley.
Dragons. — First, D, Bromilev. Bolton. Second, H. Yardley. Highly

Commended, D. Bromiley ; J. Thompson ; J. W. Edge; H. Yardley.

Any other Variety.—First, H. Yardlcv. Second and Third. J. Field-

ing, jun.. Rochdale (Barbs and Owls). Extra Thiid, J. Thompson. Highly
Commended, J. W. Edge ; J. Thompson ; W. Choyce [Black Magpies) ; H.
Yardley; A. H. Stewart (Nuns) ; F. Else; J. Fielding (Osvlst; F. Waitt,

Sparkbrook, Birmingham (Blue Faii'iesi. Commended, J. E. Breward
(Archangels): R. Siddali, Sheffield; A. H. Stewart (J.acobius) ; J. Thomp-
son ; F. Waitt (Yellow Turbits, Archangpis, Red Fairies).

RABBITS.
Longest Ears.—First, W. Allison, Sheffield (Fawn Buck). Second, M.

Millington. York (Sootv Fawn Buck). Highly Commended, W. Newsome,
Leeds (BlackBuck).
Black ani> White.—First, W. H. Webb, jun.. Deepfields. near Bilston

(Black and White Doe). Second, H. Beech, Birmingham. Commended,
J. Hincks, jun., Birmingham (Buck).
Yellow and White —First and Second. H. Yardley. Commended,

Messrs. Wagstaff & Hanson. Thorne, Doncaster.
Self-Colour.-First, Messrs. Wagstafl' & Hanson. Second, W. New-

some (Grey Doe). Highly Commended, H. Yardley (Fawn Buck). Com-
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monded.J. Hlncks, juo.. (Black Doe); H. Yardley (Fawn Doe); G. D.
TomlinsoD, BinninRliaoi {Blue Back) ; M. Millio^uD, York (Fawn Buck).
Ant CoLorn not Pueviodhlv Mentionkd.—First, M. Miltin^ton, Ynrk

(Blaeand White Doe). Second, W. Wornvll, Smrthwick {Tortoiaoshull

Doe). HlRhly Common.lod, H. Yardley {Blue iind White TiurM) ; W. Kow-
.somo (Bluu aiKl Whito Doe). Commended, J. Uincks (Gruy and White
Doc); Mu>>brti. \ViiHHtatT Oi: Hauson.
Wkioiit.— First, C. Gravil. jun., Th'^mp, near Doncaster (Spanish

Tortoise u hell). Second, K. Uales, ^YolverhamptoD (Block and White
Back).

Kdwnrd Hewitt, Esq., of Sparkbrook. Birminf^ham, wfts the Jadj^o

for Poaltry and Pitjeons; those for Kabbits wore Mr. G. Lawrence
and Mr. Guest, of nirmlngham.

CHELMSFORD POULTRY SHOW.
WiTfiovT doubt the Cora Kxt-banf^o at Chelmsford is one of the best

baildiiign in the kingdom for a poultry show, being as good as the

Crystal Palace itself as to the tjoneral diffasion of light, and an haWng
.HoUicieut capacity to accommodate with ease some seven or eight hun-

dred pens of poultry comprising every variety. With these peculiar

advantages, supported by a very hardworking Committee, thia Show
stands very high in the ranks of onr poultry eshibitions. Fine

weather, too, this year was a great advantage to this meeting.

In Grey D-'.-kiu'is. the competition was extraordinarily good—so

mnch 8o, that ont of a very large entrj' only five pens escaped mention

in the list of premiums. Even when subjected to so severe a compe-

tition, however. Dr. Campbell succeeded in the unexpected feat of

decnring the whole of the three prizes for this variety with birds that

will no doubt compote for a considerable time if now carefully

attended to. The Silver-Grey Dorking class was not so good, as most

of the peni proved not true to feather. Wliite Dorkings were superior,

bat by no mean^ numerous. The generality of the Gumr fowls shown
were excellent, and we much regretted to find one of our most success-

ful general exhibitors thrown completely out by competing with old

birds. This evidently arose from mistake, and not from any dispo-

sition to deceive ; for these pens were exhibited naturally, and the

•Jadges were convinced of their age at a glance, thoagh the competition

was restricted to chickens of 1867. They were infinitely the best pens,

but here again the evil of not carefully perusing the prize schedule

before making entries was fully exemplified. Cochins and Spnmsh
wore remarkably pood, as also were the Dark Brakmas. T\iq Ilnm-

hurfihs and I'nHnh were excellent, as well as many of the Buntnms.

It was in the useful kinds of poultiT that this Show was chiefly re-

markable, (t'r-sc of 12 lbs. weight the pair, Turhj/s of nearly 26 lbs.,

Aylesbury Du<H of 164 lbs. weight, and Rouens of 14 lbs. weight the

couple, being actually very closely pressed by competitors that were

less successful in taking preminms.
To thia Show a most useful addendum was made in the shape of

separate classes for dead poultn.-. '' dressed, bat not drawn." A brief

reierence to weights will prove how closely these preminms were con-

tested, all being birds of the year. The pairs of dead chickens weighed

respectively Iba. 9 ozs., 1-J lbs. 10 ozs., Ki lbs. 12 ozs., 12 lbs. ozs.,

13 lbs. 8 ozs., 10 lbs. 4 ozs., 10 lbs. 1-1 ozs., and 11 lbs. 7 ozs. ; whilst

the dncklings ranged from 11 lbs. 4 ozs. to 13 lbs. 4 ozs. The prize

chickens, and also the Ducks, were, however, the product of the same
breeder, Mr. Dowsett. The chickens were a cross between a Light

Brahma cock mated to a Grey Dorldng hen, and singularly enough,

whilst exceedingly small in bone and exquisitely delicate in flesh, were

all four perfectly white-legged, and without the slightest approach to

an inclination to feather on the leg as in the Brahma, though not

one of the four prize birds showed the extra Dorking too. They
bad not been purposely fatted as is the case with the Surrey poultry,

which makes t!io weights more remarkable. \Vc gave the prize list in

last week's issue. Messrs. Hewitt and Tegetmeier were the Judges.

NEW BOOK.
Science xcith Practice. A Series of Agricultural Papers. Vol. 1

London : Longman & Co.

The tide of the volume before us ^ives an imperfect idea of

its c utents, lliouRh it is quite true that the contents are a

combiuntion of Science and Practice on miscellaneoua subjects

for the improvement of Agriculture. The volume, in fact, con-

tains the two first numbers of a serial, occupied by lectures

delivered at the Agricultural College at Cirencester—an educa-

tional institution well deserving encouragement by the farmers

of Eugland, for it can give their sons not only a sound general

education, but, iu addition, an education appropriate to the

cultivation of the soil.

As long since as 171)0 Marshall published a proposal for the

establishraeut of a College of Agriculture: but it was not until

1S,'5'.', when .Mr. I>nppa revived the subject that any attempts were
made to found such an Institution, and they resulted m the esta-

blishment by private enterprise, during 1S4.5. of the Agricultural

College at Cirencester. It does not fall within our province to

detail the system of educatior, or of cultivating the farm an-

nexed to it, thcic pursued, but we may observe that both are so

successful, and the names of the lecturers whoso teachinga

appear in this volume are so favourably known, that we regret

that the lectures are not systematised. Such men as Bailey

Denton, Bansome, Church, Harrison, Welford, Wrightson, Sec,

might under the general supervision of the College Principal,

the Rev. Mr. Constable, produce "A System of Agriculture"
that would be accepted as a text book.

The Lectures in the volume before us are on Drainage,

Ploughing, Wheat culture. Dairying, Leases, notation of crops,

and other topics, but we will confine ourselves to one appropri-

ate to our columns—" Farmyard Poultry, profits and manage-
ment. By John Algernon Clarke." It may be characterised in

one sentence—It is a record of the sound practice of the writer.

The management of fowls from the building of the hen-house
to the fattening for table use is detailed, and we have scarcely

marked a sentence of the teaching from which we dissent. A
few extracts will enable our readers to estimate the contents of

the Lecture.

" The trnth is, that only a triding portion of what poultry eat at a
farm homestead involvea any outLay, tbo birds picking up off the

gronnd ttud redeeming from waste probably one-hulf of their living

;

while the greatest proportion of the other half consists of the tail and
refnse com, which is of only nominal value. I am speaking of coarse

of ordinary cases, where fattening heavy and early birds ia not made a
regular bnsiness, to which other departments of farm management
have to give place. I know, for instance, of a yard where the mistress

sella over £20 worth of eggs, beside famishing a plentiful house con-

smnption, raising pullets for keeping up her stock of one hundred hens,

and feeding a few birds for her own table. The purchased food costs

but a few shillings per year ; the collection of eggs being the chief ex-

pense. I could name another yard where, for years, the proceeds from
a brood stock of sixteen cross-bred hens with two cocks, and six

ordinary brown Ducka with one Drake, have been over £25 per

annum, in addition to the household supply of birds and eggs ; no
food honght excepting a few pounds' weight of chicken rice, only a few

eggs sold, and the birds disposed of at the country market price of

2s. 6*/. to 3.f. Gd., and occasioually 4s-. 6d. per couple. The henwife

has been paid one-third of the gross receipts ; but if the fanner's wife

herself attended to the fowls, of course this deductiou would all be

saved."
" A good profit may he made by the farmer's wife when selling eggs

and birds at common market prices ; and though the total income from
this source may be not very large, yet it is too important to be sacri-

ficed for lack of a little wholesome interest and attention."

"The door is not so well of brick or stone slabs as of earth, well

rammed down and covered with loose gravel. This ia to avoid har-

bouring the great pests of the henhouse, fleas. Dimensions will bo

very much matters of fancy, but shun overcrowding. Architects often

plan roosting houses with perches one higher than another, rising like

a ladder from floor to ceiling, taking care that one is not placed directly

over another, as in that case the droppings of the upper row would fall

upou the birds below. But all lofty perches are objectionable ; heavy

fowls injure their feet in jumping down ; for though they will fly up
or walk np a ladder to bed, they will generally take the shortest cut

down in the morning. The best plan is to have perches all on a level,

2 to '2h feet from the ground; the best perch being a wooden bar of

B or 4 inches in breadth ; and if supported by legs like a stool, so as

to be readily moved, so mnch the better. Clumsy biida like Cocliina

prefer a roost at even lower elevation, unless a verj- easy ascent is pre-

pared for them. It is not necessary to have a separate house for laying,

provided the nests be at the side, far enough from the perches. Bnta
sitting-house should be prepared, in order that the sitting hens may
not be disturbed by the other fowls. I need scarcely urge the import-

ance of cleaning out the houses, say twice o-week, and of once or twice

m the summer cleaning and liniewashing the whole of the interior.

Various notions are seen in the matter of nests. Some poultry-keepers

have a number of wooden cells, like pigeon holes on a large scale, with

a hinged flap or door, or a sUde, in front to fasten in unsteady sitters

and to keep out iutraders. The nests iu my own hen-house are

simplv rectangular cells made of board 20 inches high, and 18 to

20 inches lona and broad, set upon the floor and close to the wall—

a

bar running along the front edges of the boards, to keep the eggs from

rolling out. But round shallow dishes of wicker arc good ; so also are

shallow pans of earthenware half tilled with sand; and some managers

prefer simple cells of loosely laid bricks. As to the proper fibrous or

other material for bottoming the nest, avoid long straw, for this is

liable to pull eggs out of the nest by getting entangled about the hen's

Ics. Hay, again, is safer, but baxbonrs abundance of vcmun. The

best materials are cocoa-nut refuse or short straw, dusted with flowers

of sulphur to expel the fleas ; wbilo a sod with rough grass on it makes

a gooa and moist foundation for all."

" A common error is to coop successive broods in the same small

enclosure, probably because this is near to the kitchen door, and con-

venient for the constant attention which is required, lint separation

is a main point in rearins healthy birds. Distribute your coops abont

vour yards, of course choosing safe and sunny places ; and if your

early broods occupy a space before your house, you may pot the later

broods on a plot behind, and so on, always allowing a considerable in-
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terval to elapse before following npon the same ground, to avoid get-

ting the walk ' tainted,' as it is tei-med, with liability to disease."

FEEDING BEES.
I FiVD it stated that the right time of feeding bees is in the

antnmn and spring, and not mid-winter or cold weather. Now,
I have two hives : No. 1 is a swarm of 1860, in a common straw-

hive, they are apparently strong ; No. 2 is a second swarm from
No. 1, which came off on the 17th of June this year (the first

swarm I lost, it settled in a hole of an old ash tree, 20 feet

from the ground and 50 yards from my bee-house). No. 2 is

in one of Neighbour's improved cottage hives, and I fear very
^eak indeed in numbers. For two or three weeks after being
hived the bees made little or no progress, but they have since
made fonr or five combs about halfway across the hive, and
from top to bottom nearly ; the bees from the first clustered at

one side close to the window, and never go near the otber side

of the hive. All or most of the cells that I can see are sealed-

Tip. None of the bees from either hive have come out for the
last three weeks or more, owing, I suppose, to the cold and wet
weather, although garden flowers are still plentiful with me.

Now, may I ask you to say when I should commence and
when leave off feeding for the autumn, and when again begin
and leave off for the spring? Do you think that by liberal

feeding I can save No. 2 ? Will moist sugar (3 lbs. to 2 lbs. of

water), answer as well as loaf sugar for food? I live within a
mile of the sea, on the bleak coast of the county of Durham,
and I do not think there are any bees kept within miles of

my residence, although No. 1 was a "come-by-chance" last

year, but where from is a mystery.
I suppose I can do nothing to get back the swarm lodged in

the ash tree ; but probably by -watching (if the bees live over
the winter), I may have one or more swarms from them nest
year.—Ans.

[Feeding by means of an inverted pickle-bottle should com-
mence immediately, and be concluded as soon as possible.

The general rule is that all feeding should be finished by the
end of this month (October). The time for spring feeding
varies in different localities, but it may commence as soon as the
risk of frost and snow is past, and be continued, if necessary,
until the bees are able to maintain themselves. No. 2 may
probably be saved by the immediate administration of a liberal

supply of food and extra protection during the winter. We
much prefer lump to moist sugar for bee food. If you could
cut down the old ash tree you might remove the hollow part
with the bees to your own garden, thereby converting it into
what the Germans call a *' klotz-hive."]

bee-masters would let us know what the result of this season
has been with them.

—

Denton.

BEES IN SOUTH LANCASHIRE.
The year 1867 will long be remembered in this part of the

county (South Lancashire), being one of theworst for bees ever
known. I began this spring with eight stocks, which are now,
October 14th, fifteen, all of good weight. Had it not been for the
heath I should have had to feed them all.

My first swarm was on Midsummer-day, my last July 0th,

and this, with several others, I took to the moors on the i7th of

August. I brought them back on the 30th of September, and
just to show your readers that bees of the Ligurian strain are
better workers than the black bees,Imay state that the swarm of

July 9th, besides making the weight of the hive 30 lbs., gave
me a small beU-glass of 7^ lbs., which I think for so late a
swarm is not bad.

I communicated to your Journal last autumn, the fact of one
of my queens being connected with a Ligurian drone at an
apiary five miles distant. That stock produced the swarm
named above, on July Uth. The parent stock now shows six

well-marked bees of the Ligurian strain t® one of the black.

Eefore swarming the black bees were most in number, so that
unless the young queen had cohabited with a Ligurian drone,
the marks upon the hybrids do not die out, but increase in the
following generation. The nearest place to mine where
Ligurians are kept, is five miles off. I have not seen the young
queen, but intend looking at her majesty the first fine day. I

have her in one of Ruber's improved hives, which in my ex-

perience, far surpasses any other kind I have yet seen for ma-
nipulation. I have Nutt's, Neighbour's, and Woodbin-y's
hives, besides straw ones. Several of my bee friends are
having some made from my pattern.

I think it would gratify your readers if some or most of the

OUR LETTER BOX.
Chickens vmn Ceooked tails (J. T. H".).—Wo have never had

crooked tails among our chickens without being able to trace them to
one of their ancestors. We Itnow of no accident to cause them that
would not be attended with worse results than the twist of a tail. We
Imow no cure for it, but we are nearly sure if close examination be made,
a crooked back will he found among the parents. Nothing in the way of
beauty, good points, or size, will justify the use as a stock bird, of one
with ft crooked back or tail.

Black Bantams' Faces—Colour of Hocdans (.4h Inquirer).—Black
Bantams should have red faces and white ear-lobes. Houdans should bo
black and white splashed or spotted. It is difficult to have the cocks as
perfect as the hens. They may be bought at any price, from 128. each,
according to the quality of the birds.
Feathers Quill-bound {Lancashire).—A cooling diet is very essential

in such a case, and we know nothing Vtetterthan lettuces, especially such
as have run to seed. We have found so much benefit from these this
season, that we have determined to grow some next year for the purpose.
We always use compound sulphur ointment on bare spots. It will some-
times happen that from injury to the skin, familiarly called "barking,"
the surface will assume a dry shining appearance, and be. in fact, as hard
as goldbeater's skin. In this case the end of the feather will be unable
to penetrate, and will, consequently, grow inwards between the skin and
the flesh. Pass a stout needle under the feather as near as may be to
the quill, make the opening as small as you can, and carefully draw the
feather out. Avoid meat feeding and all stimulants.
Characteristics of Houdans iSubscriber).—Houdans must have the

small spikes; also crests or small receding top-knots, whiskers, and
beards. Failing these, they are not Houdans, and if properly judged
should not take a prize ; certainly not against those that possess them.
Hen with Male Habits (Harriet).—The bird you mention as calling

like a cock, is passing into an imnalural state, and we ad\ise you to con-
sign her to the stock-pot. The appearances you note will increase daUy
till they become an insufferable nuisance. The cause of the change is

an injury that precludes the possibility of any future profit being derived
from her.
Cross Between White Spanish and Dorkinct (J(^'^0.—Spanish is

never a good cross with Dorking. The only advantage the latter could
gain would be a slight increase in the number, and a considerable in-

crease in the weight of eggs. The sacrifice would be, loss of symmetry
as a table bird, and loss of merit as an excellent sitter.

Coloured Fowls and Pigeons (J. iU"., Wellington).—We do not know
the means by which "tricksters" colour poultry and Pigeons; and did
we possess a luiowledge of this secret we should hesitate before we pub-
Hshed that of which a dishonest use might be made.
Incubators (J. E. Newman).—You must write to those who have ad-

vertised.
Golden Pheasant's Plumage Fading (P. Pictm).—There are three

causes for a fading plumage such as you descrihe. First, bad health and
want of condition : second, extreme age ; third, having been frequently
pulled for the sake of the feathers. The topping and tippet of the
Golden cock Pheasant when he is in full feather is worth nearly the
value of the bird, and it is not uncommon to have one plucked twice or
thrice a-year. After this the producing power is lessened, and a plumage
such as you describe is produced.
Foul IBrood—Collateral Hive (G. W. D.).—Foul brood is, as its

name implies, a disease of the brood, a portion of which dies at a certain
stage, either immediately or soon after the previously coiled-up worms
have extended themselves in their cells and have been aealed-up hy the
bees. These defunct larv^ appear to undergo a peculiar kind of decom-
position, by which their bodies are converted into a brown liquid, which
gi-adnally thickens by evaporation, until it attains the consistence of
bird-lime, and emits a very unpleasant smell. At first only a few die;
but, as these are not removed by the bees the infection spreads, and the
mortality increases until the brood-combs become mere disgusting
masses of putrid larvse ; and the stock, after for some time giving off an
offensive odour, which may even be perceived at a distance, ultimately
perishes from the births failing to keep pace with the deaths among the
population. This disease, being very iofectious, is the direiit calamity
which can befall the bee-keeper, and is best treated like tlie cattle plague,
by being at once "stamped out" by the destruction of the colony or
colonies in which it first appears. We Imow of no mode of distinguishing
it in common hives until it has made such advances that its presence
becomes manifest by the emission of that repulsive odour which is pecu-
liar to the disease. It is, however, very fortunately not so prevalent in

England that you need fear to purchase bees from an apparently pros-
perous apiary in which none of the hives emits an unpleasant smell. The
entrances to the different compartments of your contemplated " acht-
beuter," as it would be styled by the Germans, are much too near to-

gether, and by their close pi-oximity would cause constant quaiTcls and
incalculable waste of life. Neither should the bars be surmounted with
glass, which would condense a very injurious amount of internal mois-
ture. Hives are best kept as far asunder as may be convenient. Wo
like the entrances to be at least 4 feet apart, and allow more whenever
practicable.
H\"ERiDisrNG Birds {DicJcey) —A Lark and a Canar\' will not pair.

Burning Coke in an Aviary iTrottfrs).—If there is a pipe-chimney to

the stove, so that the fumes of the burning coke would all pass into the
open air, no injury would occur to the Cnnaries. If the fumes escaped
into the aviary they would injure, probably Idll, the bints.

Gold Fish {U. F. M.)-—There is no certain time at which this species
of Carp assumes its golden and red colours. It varies according to the
fish's constitutien and rate of growth.

POULTRY MAFJvET.—October 23.

Small things resemhle larger ones, and as gloom seems to be the
characteristic of all markets, so ours is no exception. There is a meagre
supply and no trade.
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Paradise and Pears on the Qaince in the hottest days of

summer, and should never, perhaps, have known had not the
knowledge been forced upon me. The ground they occupied
was required for building-purposes ; moved the trees must be,

or be cut up, and I was loth to part from them, for the more
I see of Apples on the Paradise and Pears on the Qaince stock,

the more I like them. It has proved a point gained ; for, having
some unfruitful trees, the idea occurred to me to lift them at

once, and not wait until November. What ! move or lift Apple
and Pear trees in July? Yes; lift them in July Not a
leaf fell ; the check was salutary, they formed bloom buds
plentifully, have fruited, and are now bristling with spurs,
not sharp-pointed like a needle, but round and plump at the
end.

Again : this year early in .\ugnst I had to remove some Pear
trees on the Quince stock, or cover them under stones weighing
from a ton to upwards of ten tons each, used in the construction
of a rockery arch. They were, of course, removed, and I defy
a stranger to distinguish them from others that were planted
last November.

Because it is practicable (as I think the above facts prove),

to plant fruit trees in July, it does not follow that that is the
best time for performing the operation. I, for one, should not
think of planting fruit trees from a nursery in quantity until

the leaves had commenced to fall. That is the proper time to

plant. The trees will endure greater hardships, be least sus-

ceptible to the exposure of the roots to the air, and the amount
of evaporation from them will be at a minimum. Less care is

required, the labour and expense are not so great ; but in
the planting of choice fruit trees I think a little care bestowed
upon the protection of the fibres from the destructive influences
of dry air, and in sprinkling the foliage with water—ever better
than heavy soil waterings—to keep it fresh, with a slight shade
for a few days after planting, and careful watering, will be
amply repaid by the certainty of the trees making fresh root-

lets immediately. Such none but trees planted early, or

those not moved, can have ; for those moved after the leaves

fall remain just as they were planted until the return of

warm weather, in consequence of which the buds swell and
roots are protruded in quest of nutriment for their support.

A tree planted early, before or when the leaves are falling,

generally, and with me always, sends out fresh roots at once

;

it becomes well rooted before cold weather, and it is in a

condition to supply food to the blossom, the fruit, shoots, and
leaves when they are called into activity by warm genial
weather. Early planting, as "Escelsioe" justly remarks, is a
clear gain of a year over late planting, and a more vigorous
growth follows—a point of no small importance in the planting
of young trees. I want a tree with shoots that require training

the year after planting, and not stunted shoots that we may wish
to grow, but which will not do so until they are cut into the
quick, and something like a balance of root and head secured.

I have not the wish to cut in a fine tree at planting to little

more than a stump in order to obtain a growth, often no better

in one year than the tree had when it came from the nursery,
and unless it is cut in hard (late planting being practised), the
growth for the next year is miserably small.
The present being the general time of planting fruit trees, I

will offer a few hints to intending planters.

1st, Select trees that are not luxuriant, but moderately
vigorous in growth. In nine cases out of ten they will lift with
a quantity of fibres, it being difficult to shake the soil from them.
Trees of strong growth have strong, thick, tibreless roots ; they
require time after planting to form fibres. The moderately
vigorous have plenty of fibres ; they will make a good start in

spring, and the least possible time is lost.

2ud, Plant the trees as soon as possible, keeping their roots

&a much as you can from the atmosphere, which dries them
and destroys their most important roots—the fibres—if long
exposed to its influence.

3rd, Let the soil be in good order, not wet and sticking to the
feet of the planter, but so that there is no clogging of the

spade, no puddling of the feet in mud.
4th, Make the hole large enough to hold the roots when

spread out straight and evenly, putting some good rich soU
under, over, and about the roots.

5th, Plant on a cone, if the ground is heavy and wet natu-
rally, and in all cases it is well to keej) the trees high ; shallow
planting is better than deep.

6th, Cut well in any thick long roots, they being for the
most part destitute of fibres, and especially any such roots

iaving a downward tendency. Any roots rendered ragged at

the ends by breaking or cutting with the spade should be made
smooth by cutting with a sharp knife.

7th, Give a gentle watering at planting, so as to settle the
earth about the roots.

8th, Mulch the ground from the stem outwards as far as the
roots extend, with short littery manure 2 or 3 inches thick.

9th, Do not apply manure to the soil at the time of planting

;

it is best given at the surface, and when well reduced in the
form of compost.

10th, At planting, tie or fasten the trees to stakes to prevent
their being blown and knocked about by wind.

11th, If the trees are required to make a vigorous growth
cut them well back early in November, the leaves having fallen

;

and if the trees had little but thick long roots, the head must
be reduced in proportion to the amount of fibrous roots.

12th, If fruit is wanted and not growth, the less a tree ia

pruned in winter the better it will be of being planted in
autumn.

13th, Give occasional waterings after planting during dry
periods in spring and early in summer, but avoid heavy and
constant waterings ; they only tend to render the soil cold and
hinder the tree's growth at the root. Sprinkling overhead is

better.—G. Abbey.

SELECTION OF BEDDING PELARGONIUMS.
As you have frequent inquiries respecting the best bedding

Pelargoniums, and as I have paid greater attention to this

class of plants than to any other, I venture to send you the
results of my observations. I should premise that all the sorts

1 mention have been tried either in whole beds, or in clumps
of three in a mixed border, and have nearly all stood the test

of at least two seasons. Those that I have only had this year
I do not include in my list, though I may mention Merrimao
(Lemoine), very like Lucius ; Waltham Seedling, very like Black
Dwarf ; and Comte de Morny as very promising. I have added
the letter t or h, the former signifying tender and apt to

damp off in the winter, and the latter hardy and not so liable.

The letters r and p signify that the variety will bloom freely

in tolerably rich soil, or requires a poor soil, a point of no small
importance, though, perhaps, to the amateur with inferior ap-
pliances for keeping his plants through the winter, of less con-
sequence than the question of hardiness.

Here let me remark, that such amateurs owe a deep debt of

gratitude to the late Mr. Beaton for introducing the Nosegay
varieties, which are immeasurably hardier than the old Zonal
kinds. It is no exaggeration to say, that for one autumn cut-

ting of Stella or Cybister that I lose, ten die of such kinds as

Commander-in-Chief, Tom Thumb, and Trentham Eose. I

may mention that I have restricted the Nosegay class in the
following list to those with the characteristic long loose petals.

The Hybrid Nosegays, like Black Dwarf, are included with the
Zonals.

The varieties are placed in what I consider the order of

merit. Those to which an asterisk (•) is prefixed, are what I

should recommend to purchasers, the others are unnecessary.

•Stella, dark, h. r.

Cybister, light, h. p. ! tall

OrangeNosegay, do.,h.p. J |

Crimson.

NOSEGAYS.
Scarh't.

1 I

*Monitor, light, h. r., dwarf.

Spread Eagle, light, h. r., do.

•Lord Palmerston, rosy, h. r.

Merrimao (Carter), dark, t. r.

Ceri

Miss Parfitt, h. r.

Beaton's Pet, magenta, h. p.

I

Mrs. Vernon, h. p.

Pinlc.

Lady CuUum, t. r.
|

Premier, h. p.

It is difficult to decide on the comparative merits of Stella

and Cybister, but they are of such different tints of scarlet

that everybody should have both, and plant Cybister in the

poorest and driest situation in his garden, while Stella may be
planted anywhere. Monitor is an exceedingly good dwarf va-

riety, with large flowers and broad petals, of a very light orange

scarlet. It is of the same colour as Orange Nosegay, but superior

in every respect except hardiness. Spread Eagle is very small

in truss. Lord Palmerston is the most effective rosy-crimson

bedder, and, indeed, one of the finest bedders of any colour I

know, but the long loose petals get sadly mauled by wind and
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rain if it is much expoBed, and the weather is stormy. Merri-

mao (Carter), is of a pretty colour without the rosy tint of Lord
Palmerston, but its truss is small, and it is a very slow grower.

Beaton's I'et I call a magenta crimson, but it has the upper

petals scarlet. The colour is pretty, and the truss large, but it

is uncertain as a bloomer. Miss I'artitt is quite superseded by
Amy Hogg, which is of the same colour; and Mrs. Vernon grows
3 feet hinh in the poorest soil. Lady Cullum and I'remier are

not worth cultivating, though the colour of the latter when it

does bloom is pretty.
ZONALS.

Scarlet.

Eclipse, t. p.
Scarletina

^ ,j, ^;
TiUar of Beauty. )

•Victor Emmanuel, t. r.

Vivid, p.

•Cottage Maid, t. p.

ijpitfiro, h. p.

MEDIUM.

•Rubens Improved, h. p.
|
•Eleanor, t. p.

•Commander-in-Chief, v. t. r.
|

DWABP.

•Crystal Palace Scarlet, t. r. | Tom Thumb, t. r.

Crimson.

•Black Dwarf, h. r.

Salinou.

I

Indian Yellow, h. p.•Lucius, h. p.

Woodwardiana, h. p.

•Duchess, h. r.

Rose of England (

Unique), t. r.

Rose.
*Trentham Rose, t. p.

Cerise Princess Lichteustein, h. p.

Gem of Roses, h. p.

Jinsy Pin!;.

Helen Lindsay, t., very poor I Mrs. 'Whitty, t., very poor
soil.

I
soil.

Ccn'si!.

•Amy Hogg, h. r.

Fink.

•Brookfieia Pink, t. p.

•Christine, t. p.

•Mrs. W. Paul, h. p.

Eve, h. p.

U-ltite

Madame Vaucher, t. p. |
Snowball, t. p.

Of the Scarlet Zjuals that I h'lve tried, I consider Victor
Emmanuel as by far the finest. Its truss is enormous and of

the most dazzling scarlet. Were it not for the comparative
dilliculty of keeping it through the winter it would be superior
to any of the Nosegays, as the flowers are remarkably well

shaped. Vivid is of the same class, but decidedly inferior.

Cottage Maid is only worth growing for its dark-zoned leaves.

The three medium-sized Scarlet kinds are all good, and so

different that each deserves to bo grown. Rubens Improved
is a very free-bloomer, of a peculiar colour, being rather a pure
light red than a scarlet. I liad a bed of it (the plants plunged
in live-inch pots), that was extremely brilliant the whole sum-
mer. Commander-in-Chief, which I have under the name of
Kingshuryana, is a well-known and excellent old sort of par-
ticularly good habit and pretty leaf, but it is very tender.
Eleanor has a plain dark green leaf, which sets off the flowers
admirably. Crystal Palace Scarlet is very like Tom Thumb,
but superior in size of truss.

The only Crimson variety I have fairly tried is Black Dwarf,
which is magnificent. Its habit is first-rate, and there is a
depth and richness in the colour of its blooms which make it

one of the very finest Pelargoniums I have ever seen.
Lucius is a very free bloomer with enormous trusses of fairly

large flowers, an excellent bedder, which neither of the other
two Salmon varieties is.

Duchess is another first-class bedder with very large trusses
and a fine dark-zoned leaf. Trentham Rose is too well known
to require description, but, old as it is, I do not know its

equal as an effective bedder where the soil is not too rich. The
soft green of the leaf sets off the flowers to perfection. The
Pelargonium I have under the name of Rose of England, I
believe to be the old Cerise Unique. It is a very free-bloomer,
with numerous small trusses of well-formed flowers, has a good
compact habit, and a leaf and white stalk like Commander-in-
Chief.

I can see no difference between Helen Lindsay and Mrs.
Whitty, and can make nothing of either of them. The flowers

are undoubtedly beautiful when there are any, but a soil com-
posed of anything richer than brickbats and lime rubbish causes
the plants to produce nothing but leaves.

Amy Hogg is another magnificent variety, with an immense
truss, and very free blooming.

Brookfield Pink is a sport from Trentham Rose that occurred

in my garden. Its flowers are of a very pure pink, paler than
Christine and larger ; the trusses are also considerably larger

—

in fact, it is a very pale Trentham Rose. Mrs. W. Paul is very
handsome, the flowers, which are of a very pale pink, being
well set off by the dark leaves. The habit is also good, but it

is rather a shy bloomer in rich soils. Eve is very like it, but
inferior.

There is no perceptible difference between Madame Vaucher
and Snowball, they do best when shaded from the sun by a tree,

I have said nothing of the Variegated Pelargoniums, as I am
not well up in them. Flower of Spring (white edged) ; Cloth
of Gold (yellow) ; Mrs. Mitford (yellow) ; and Mrs. Pollock, are
all good in their way. Let me add a word of advice to those
who have but indifferent appliances for keeping their plants
through the winter. Never strike your cuttings of Variegated
Pelargoniums in the autumn. Lift and pot some old plants
strike cuttings in the spring as late as yon like, and plant
them in your kitchen garden. Lot them grow till August and
then pot them, when you will have an excellent lot of well-

established little plant that will not damp-off in the winter.

—

A. 0. W.

WINTERING ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES IN THE
OPEN AIR—VINES IN TOTS.

In your Journal of October 17th Mr. Rivers notices a short
article of mine on orchard-house culture in a kindly spirit

;

he, however, protests against wintering Peach and Nectarine
trees in the open air. All I can say is that I have seen them
treated in that way without injury to the crop of fruit or the
constitution of the trees, even during such a winter as the last,

the crop of fruit this season being better than it was in 1866.
Now, I reason in this way. If my neighbour, by keeping his

trees, with the pots plunged deeply in cocoa-nut fibre refuse, in
the open air from October until February, obtains as much
fruit and of as good quality, his practice must be as good as
mine ; and there is this gain from it, the house can be kept
gay with flowering plants during the dullest and dreariest
months in the year. It is for this reason that I have placed
the trees outside this year, and the house is now heated. I
have filled it with Chrysanthemums and other autumn-
flowering plants, so that it will answer the purpose of a conser-
vatory in winter and an orchard-house in summer. If I find

that it does not answer to treat the trees in this way, I will not
fail to inform Mr. Rivers through the medium of your Journal.

It is when the flower-buds are expanding that fruit trees are
injured by frost in this country ; it is very seldom severe
enough to injure them during the winter months. I would
rather be guided by experience gained in this country than by
reading about the injury to trees from frosts in America, where
the cold is sometimes intense, especially in the northern states
and Canada.

If those of your correspondents who have kept their orchard-
house trees in the open air during winter would give their
opinion of the practice, it would be the best way to come to

a definite result. I do not know the reason why my trees
require so much water. It may be the soil, which is of a
rather sandy nature, and I use this soil with a large proportion
of fibre in it. I have, on the recommendation of Mr. Rivers,
used chalk in some instances, but I did not perceive any
difference in either the size or quality of the fruit.

I may repeat what I have said about the size of the pots.
The sizes which I shall discontinue using are Nos. 1 and 2

—

that is, 21 and 18-inch pots, inside measure. The sizes which
I consider the best are Nos. 4, 6, and 8—being in diameter

14 J, 1.3, and 11 inches, inside measure. This season I have
turned a number of trees out of 13-inch pots, reduced the ball

of earth, and repotted in 14J-inch. This was done as soon as
the fruit was gathered, so that the trees had time to establish
themselves in the house before they were turned out into the
open air.

As to the Vines on which I had bunches which weighed
about 2 lbs., I raised the plants myself from eyes in the spring
of 1865. They were struck in "cO-sized pots, then ^shifted
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into 32's, or 6-inoh pots, then into 8-incli, and lastly into
11-inch pots, during tbo same season. The canes were very
strong, and would have borne six or eight hunches each in
1866, but were allowed to bear only three or four bunches.
They were twisted round the pillars which support the roof of
the orchard-house. As soon as the fruit was ripe I repotted
the Vines in 13-inch pots, using the same compost—namely, a
mixture of turfy loam, horse-droppings, and a few crushed
bones. In the present season they had each from five to eight
bunches, which were well coloured, especially those of the
Trentham Black, which has always coloured with me better
than the Black Hamburgh.
When I stated the weight of the bunches, I also ought to

have mentioned the number of them and the age of the Vines.
Each caue showed, perhaps, from twenty to thirty bunches,
and would have borne from ten to fifteen, but at the risk of
losing the crop of fruit next year. I prefer a few good sized
bunches, with large berries at the same time, rather than a
large number of bunches on which the berries will never swell
to their full size, nor will the Vine carry a crop the following
year. The young wood on these pot Vines is as strong as that
in the vineries, where the Vines are planted in a prepared
border.

I was tempted yesterday, on seeing in the Journal the weight
of the Jersey Chaumontels, which were grown in the grounds
of Mr. G. H. Herman, of Jersey, to weigh two General Todtle-
ben Pears, which I grew in the orchard-house in an 11-iuch
pot. The weight of one was 18ozs., and that of the other
14 ozs. It is a fine-flavoured dessert Pear, and is nearly ripe.—James Douglas.

MANAGEMENT OF HARDY CONIFERiE.
The latest introductions among hardy coniferous plants com-

mand a ready sale at extravagantly high prizes, perhaps more
so than any other class of out-door plants. This, to a certain
extent, is a proof of the popularity of this interesting tribe

of plants, while their adaptability to our somewhat precarious
climate is now scarcely doubted. At many noblemen's and
gentlemen's places throughout the couutry tine collections and
numerous stately specimens are to be met with ; but, on the
other hand, there are also to be seen at not a few places trees

exhibiting a leggy and iinsymmetrical appearance that might
have been handsome and noble-looking specimens. To inquire
inf^ the cause of this is the only object of my making the
following remarks.
The question may be asked here. Whether the present style or

arrangement in the planting of coniferous plants to any extent
differs from that which was practised twenty or thirty years ago,
when individual collections were more limited, and the hardi-
ness of m.any of the kinds was much doubted. Where ground
is hmited, and it the collections are from time to time being
added to, there is certainly no remedy for the close-planting or
grouping-system ; but if, on the contrary, space is no object,

why persist in planting trees, even in this country, within
20 or 30 feet of each other, that are known to attain the enor-
mous height of from 300 feet and downwards in their native
countries ? Of course anything approaching the above-men-
tioned height from these trees is not reasonably expected in
thiB country ; nevertheless a sufficient space, which in nine
eases out of ten is denied many of our most graceful trees,

ought to be allowed, that they may not become one-sided, top-
pling-looking objects, but handsome and perfect trees.

A respected writer in a contemporary lately gave some excel-

lent advice on the stem and branch-pruning of certain coni-

ferious trees and shrubs. Such advice must be welcomed by
those who find their choice Cedars of Lebanon, Deodars, etc.,

clasping each other in fond embrace, denjing for the future a
free passage between. The pruning of many of the cone-
bearing trees has long been considered a rather dangerous
operation, and I believe it to be so still, unless practised by
very experienced hands. However, it is my opinion that if

more space were allowed, as already stated, there would rarely

beany necessity for either stem or branch-pruning. Not long
since I had the pleasure of visiting a nobleman's place where a
clever writer on horticulture presides. Here I observed several
trees—what I took for Cedrus deodara—I should think, up-
wards of 40 feet high, and they were somewhere about 30 feet

apart. These trees are planted in a straight line, and form part
of a gigantic hedge to all appearance. In another part of the
grounds a number of Wellingtonias had been recently planted

;

these are planted also in a line, behind a ribbon-border ; the
distance apart is not more than 30 feet, and I think not that
from the line of plants to the edge of the path. The object of
the planter in this case might have been protection to the
bedding plants ; however, be that as it may, it is certainly not
an example for intending planters of this tree to follow.—
W. H. C.

CULTURE OF PLANTS FOR SPRING FLOWER
GARDENING.

Wherever this branch of gardening is carried out to any
extent, I would recommend the selection of a piece of ground
to be devoted solely to the culture and propagation of stock, and
to have a reserve garden in case of need. This is not absolutely
necessary, for most of the plants will do in any border, or be-
hind a hedge in any part of the garden, so as to afford shade if

wanted ; but it is much better to have the plants all together
when attending to them. Common garden soil I find suitable
for most ; however, this sort of soil is easily altered to suit any
particular plant.

I will now direct the reader's attention to the flower garden
in the month of May. About a week before the removal of the
plants, and if the ground should not be thoroughly wet with
recent rain, all the everpreens must be watered, and each of

them cut round to the depth of the spade, pressing the soil to

the plant. This operation makes the soil adhere to the roots,

and the plants are moved with good balls to the ground, and
planted in their summer quarters, receiving shade and water
for a time. If this operation is done carefully, they only suffer

a very slight check, from which they soon recover. The same
precaution is necessary when they are transferred to the flower

garden in autumn, and they should be pruned into shape i£

required.

IVallJloweiv next claim consideration, as the garden would
lose effect without them, and one can scarcely have too many,
as they are among the earliest to bloom, and they fill the air

with their delightful perfume. They grow in common garden
soil, and move well at any time. The double varieties require

a richer soil than the single. Cuttings put in in the beginning
of May make fine plants by autumn, but the single varieties

can be raised by hundreds if seed be sown in April, and the
seedlings transplanted when large enough, keeping them pinched
as required.

Abjssiim sa.ratile compnclum is a pretty, dwarf, yellow-flowered

perennial. A bed of this plant, edged with a blue Crocus, has a
very pretty effect. It moves well, and grows in common soil

in any corner. It is propagated by cuttings immediately after

removal.
Iberii scmjjenurena (Candytuft).—The treatment is exactly

the same as for the preceding. It is a dwarf, white-flowered

plant, very free, blooming through April and May. When pro-

pagated by cuttings these must be put in early. I generally take

off the cuttings in March, and insert them in finely-sifted soil

with a little sand added, on a shady border. They are trans-

planted when struck, and kept pinched until August.
Myosotis, or Forgot-me-not, is so well known that description

is unnecessary. I may, however, remark that two-year-old

plants bloom much earlier than the current year's seedlings, and
last longer in bloom.

Viola coriiiita is useful for summer as well as spring de-

coration. It has been in bloom with me since last April. I

contrive to plant it where it is to remain. It may, however,
be divided and planted at any time, or propagated by cuttings or

seeds ; the first two modes are to be preferred.

Patmir.i.—Of these I have only the Cliveden Purple and Blue ;

I find them very free blooming and early, and they need rather

a rich soil to grow in. They require planting rather deeply, and
pegging down, or the wind blows the shoots off close to the

ground. They are propagated by division or cuttings ; in either

way they will do better with coarse sand or road-drift added to

the soil. Care must be taken to protect them from the ravages

of mice and snails.

Daisies.— The red and white are the strongest growers
with me, and are nearly always in bloom. They are very
effective as edgings or lines if planted thickly. They are easily

increased by division, as the smallest piece will grow if shaded
from the midday sun. The mice are troublesome where Daisies

are.

Polyanthus.—Of this I grow the mixed varieties, which are

in bloom as early as a Crocus. They Uke a rich soil to grow in,
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and a poor one to bloom in. They are propagated by oEfseta

ianmediately after removal, but must not receive any sun.

Aulirietia ili'lloiili'ti.—Tliisis one of the prettiest little spring-

flowering plants I know; it does well in common garden soil,

and is increased by division. A bed of this plant edged with

white Daisy, is very pretty indeed. It does not exceed 6 inches

in height.

Arabis litcida varii'gatn, and .-1. nibida, are the only varieties

I have in use, the former has a very pretty effect as an edging

next the grass, and the latter is one of the earliest blooming
plants we have ; its white flowers around the dark foliage of

the evergreens is very pretty.

Ximiw/s.—Those named in my list of last week I generally

sow broadcast in common soil in the beginning of August, and
transplant into the beds in October or November. If any
failures occur, I sow again in pots in January, place them in

gentle heat, and when the young plants are of sufficient size I

harden them off gradually, and plant out in February. In this

way they do quite as well as when sown in August. They seed

freely, and if care is taken enough .seed may be saved to last

foi' some time, excepting in the case of CoUinsia verna ; of this

the current year's seed must be sown, older seed will not

vegetate.

Bulbs.—Those I use are the cheap or bedding kinds bought
by the hundred, in mixed or distinct colours ; the single ones
are the best of botli Hyacinths and Tulips, and when planted I

place a handful of sand around each bulb. Precautions must
be taken against mice, which are vei-y fond of them.

—

Tuojias
RiiCOKD, Uaickliurst.

ORCHARD-HOUSE MANAGEMENT.
Mn. Rivers finds my short paper, page 257, amusing—in

wliat respect I am at a loss to know, unless that I own to have
been mistaken, and he appears to be fast coming to the same
conclusion with regard to his own practice. I hope I shall

never be too old to learn, or unwilling to admit my mistakes.

I think that I cannot be wrong in contending against de-

stroying the surface roots of a Peach, for the sake of changing
a small portion of the soil in which it is growing. If it be true

that by covering with manure the soil in which a potted Peach
is growing during summer, it is less inclined to grow through
the bottom of the pot, but, on the contrary, roots are produced
where the food is supplied—that is, on the surface, may we
not conclude that the surface roots are the more valuable, and
ought to be preserved ? I do not see the force of the illustration

(if it be one), of the field ploughed fi or 3 inches deep, nor what
connection it has with the so-called top-dressing of trees in

pots. It might, perhaps, bear some resemblance to the pro-

posed plan of using pots of less depth, if the corn were drilled

at wider intervals.

Mr. Rivers also contends for the term " top dressing," when
the operation consists in removing several inches of soil, to be
replaced by fresh. The term is borrowed from agriculture.

What does a farmer mean by it ? Is it not manure spread or
cast upon the surface ? We ought never to be too old to speak
correctly, and to show how necessary it is that such terms
should have a definite meaning, I will relate an anecdote.
One day I met a gentleman very fond of his orchard-house.

Who said, " Well, Mr. Pearson, I have a capital crop this year,

but, as I think my gardener does not understand much about
their management, I want yoii to tell me how you are now
treating your plants."

I replied that they had just been top-dressed with horse ma-
nure and mnlt dust.

The next time I met him, he said, " A pretty mess yon have
made for me, my gardener top-dressed the plants according to

your directions. They have dropped nearly all their fruit,

some have lost their leaves, and I have no doubt will die."
Judge of my surprise, when I found a (luantity of soil had

been removed, and the manure placed in contact with the un-
covered roots. "If you were," I asked, "told to top-dress
your meadow with bones or guano, would you remove the
turf ? " "Of course not." " Then how was it to be supposed
you would remove the surface soil in your pots ? " " Does not
Mr. Rivers, the inventor of orchard-houses, call that top-
dressing ?

"

What reply can be made to that question, except that I
ought to have remembered that he had changed the meaning
of the phrase, and carefully distinguished between "surface
dressing," and top-dressing?

Well, I must try and remember in future, that by " top " is

not intended the upper surface.

In answer to Mr. Douglas, I may say I have fruited all the
Peaches he mentions, and many more, and am only surprised

he can compare any of them with Noblesse or Grosse Mig-
nonne, or even with French Galande. Early York is with ma
the best very early variety, but in flavour never first-rate.

Royal George is hardly ever equal to French Galnnde, and much
more subject to mildew. Princess of Wales, Walburton Ad-
mirable, Teton de Venus, are very valuable late kinds, but
never here equal or nearly equal to Noblesse or to Grosse
Mignonne. They come in after these two are over, and are

indispensable to a good collection.

Mr. Douglas's soil must be very light for his plants to re-

quire watering three times a-day ; his climate is, perhaps, much
warmer, his treatment is certainly very different, and so his

experience differs, as is natural. If my plants were turned out

in summer, they would be red enough, but not ripe. If left

out during winter, I should not expect them to retain their buds,

and if we had a cold winter, I should expect some to be killed

outright. If I found Peaches flagging at 11 o'clock a.ii., I should

think they might have been sprinkled at eight, but certainly

not watered. With trees flagging after being watered three

times in a day, I should be surprised if Mr. Douglas's ex-

perience in the flavour of fruits, did not differ much from mine.

If his soil is not very peculiar, he must " surface " dress, not
" top " or bottom dress with water.—J. R. Peakson, Chilwell.

ROSE CULTURE.
Having grown Roses on the Manetti stock for the last eleven

years, and considering it as, perhaps, the best stock known, I

have been greatly interested by Mr. Radcljile's recent papers

in the Journal. The pruning recommended by him is, how-
ever, rather new to me—viz., to leave comparatively few shoots,

and to leave those long; in other words, to do little more than

top them. Would not this make the plants " leggy," and aUow
the bare stems to be visible ? In my light sandy soil I have

found hard pruning the best
;
possibly his Kne soil and excellent

culture might make such pruning permissible, but it may be

open to doubt whether for average soUs it would be the best

method.
I have a Rose border or bank with about one hundred plants

planted 2 feet apart, aud very well they have flourished ; but I

see Mr. Radclyffe recommends 3 feet apart every way, would it

be desirable to shift them to 2} feet?

This year, for the first time, I have followed Mr. Rivers'g

advice as to how to promote autumnal blooming— viz. .if a Rose

tree throws up twelve shoots with blossom buds, to cut away
half the shoots to the third or fourth eye. This I have done

with all my P.oses, besides those in the border mentioned ;
the

result has been quite satisfactory, and I shall not fail to pursue

the same system again. My plants have been continuously in

flower from the end of May to the present time.

—

Richard
POWLE, FkOSS.

[If the Roses do well in the sandy soil at 2 feet apart and
with hard pruning, I should not alter the system. I am obliged

at Okeford Fitzpaine to put plants closer than I prefer. They
like a free circulation of air between them. I do not find my
plants " leggy," but bushy.—W. F. Radclyffe.]

NEW LOBELIA LITTLE GEM.
Rt far the best Lobelia that I have seen is Little Gem, a

seedling from Paxtonii, raised by Mr, Bowie, gardener to the

Earl of Tankerville, Chillingham Castle. The flowers are some-
what in tho style of those of its parent, tut with a larger

white blotch in the centre, and a better-defined blue margin.
In its robust, compact, dense, free-flowering, upright, dwarf

habit, it is infinitely superior to anything hitherto seen among
Lobelias ; moreover, it has gained the highest award the Floral

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society could bestow
upon it

—

viz., a first-class certificate. As a proof of its en-

during qualities I may mention that the plants exhibited at

South Kensington on the 15th of October were lifted from the

flower garden, potted five days prior to that date, sent to

London, a distance of more than three himdred miles, and were
yet in such a condition as to meet the approval of the Committee.

The stock is still in the hands of Mr. Bowie : whoever shall

be successful in securing it for distribution will be fortonate
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indeed, as the more it is seen, the more popular it will become,

not like some of its predecessors, and the much-lauded Viola

cornuta, which require only to be grown one year in order to

determine whether they are fit subjects in the flower garden to

be depended upon for a continuance of bloom throughout the

season.

—

Joseph Oliver, Eslington Park Gardens,

VINES AND VINE BORDERS—NATURAL
TEMPERATURES.

Thb first of these titles was the one under which this dis-

cussion began, and the last was added by you, I believe, to my
letter published in the number of May '23rd. I do not bring

this forward that I may claim to be the first who turned the

discussion upon natural temperatures, as it was seeing that
" H. S." treated the subject in this way that induced me to

join ; but I do claim it as one which I have taken great pains

to draw attention to in your Journal.

I years since drew attention to the enormous quantity of

piping Mr. Thomson advises, and I think that his temperatures

are excessive if they are, as I understand them to be, tempe-

ratures in the shade—that is, indicated by a thermometer

hanging under the Vines. I hoped Mr. Thomson would reply,

but I also wished to know all " H. S." had to say, and to

induce this I took a position to some extent in opposition to

him. I was not writing a treatise, and was not, therefore,

hound to give my opinion ; at the same time, I think that any

one who reads that letter of May 23rd will come to the conclu-

sion that it was an invitation to discussion rather than an
expression of opinion.

When I have advocated such high temperatures as 100°, I

have always said that they should be from the sun acting upon
the whole house, as in the case of an orchard-house or vineries

such as mine are, and which are pretty well described by
"Viatoe" at page 291, when he says, " The Vines should be

trained upright," " thus leaving a clear roof." The difference

between 100° as I practise and 100° as Mr. Thomson advises is

—I have not a comparison, and can only say I still at certain

times advocate one and avoid the other ; and as " H. S." says

he wants to know if be is right in growing his Grapes at such

temperatures as he speaks of, I will tell him where and how he

can obtain a confirmation of his practice, and he can at the

same time help me in supplying what I think is a great want.
" H. S." is trying to make Mr. Thomson prove the tempera-

tures he advises by his own practice. This I think he has a

right to do [He did reply last week.—Eds.] ; and I made the

same effort in your pages in respect to a work on orchard-

houses. In my case the only result, as far as I know, was that

this work, which then appeared annually in a new edition, is

no longer advertised ; and I must therefore conclude the author

would rather cease publishing than tell what temperatures

success requires.

It is very desirable to have the maxima and minima tempe-

ratures of a south wall and of the large conservatory at Chis-

wick, and I applied for them. I have only one year of these

temperatures, but may in due course receive this year's any

day. There Vines of all sorts are planted inside and out, but

none both inside and out. There, also, will be seen the great

advantage of planting only inside even where the Vines enjoy

the highest temperature in aU England ; and I should think

the weight of Grapes they have produced year after year in a

border which for size and depth Mr. Wills would laugh to

scorn, might also be ascertained. I expected to have been able

to furnish from one of my houses similar tables, which I di-

rected to be kept, and was greatly disappointed to find that my
gardener, for his own reasons, had discontinued observing ; but

I will try and arrange better this year. I am also intending

to blacken a portion of a south wall, and take the maximum
and minimum each day, as also with a black bulb thermometer

exposed to the sun, which thermometer I will have sheeted up

each night.—G. H.

Your correspondent " H. S." seems to infer by his question

in the first paragraph of his communication, that no Vines

exist in vineries to which an ass could be tied with safety. I

wish to tell him that, as a disciple of Mr. Thomson, I could

show him Vines planted only four years since, to which he

could not only bind the colt but the aes as well, and the rear-

ing, kicking, or any frolics they chose to make would have no

effect whatever on these cable-rooted " cUmbing plants of the

temperate zone." These same Vines are luxuriating, forty-five

in number, in iron vineries 200 feet long, and are carrying

upwards of 1500 lbs. weight of fruit, two-thirds of which are

Muscats and Lady Downe's. These houses have air-openings

equal to one-fourth part of their surface, yet the thermometer
frequently in the month of August last indicated 45° Centigrade,

or 110" Fah. under the shade of the Vines.

Although Uving within three hundred miles of the British

Isles, amongst Vines and vineyards, I still adhere to the prin-

ciples inculcated in Mr. Thomson's admirable treatise on the
Vine, believing that by so doing we shall have Vines in a few
years to which we could, if desirable, tie horses as well as

asses. " A close damp atmosphere charged with pestilent

vapours " is not, however, the treatment Mr. Thomson recom-
mends, nor, happily, the treatment here adopted.—H. K.,

Pontcliartrain (Seine-et-Uise).

Allow me to suggest to " H. S." (page 290-1), that he would
be doing a favour to the readers of your Journal if he would
concisely state the mode of Vine culture which he recommends.
This would be more useful than raising objections against the

system advocated by Mr. Th n son and followed by other gar-

deners. If this latter sys 'in is found to produce fruit so

excellent in quality that its equal is to be met with only in

some rare spots of the most favoured regions, theoretical ob-

jections must surely fall to the ground.
As to temperature, I am not in a position to controvert

" H. S.'s " account of the warmth of Western Africa ; but I

have the authority of the Government Astronomer for stating

that at Madras the maximum of May is 99.2, the minimum
78.5. Now, it is well known that in countries bordering on the

tropics the summer temperature is often, from their length of

days, equal or even greater than that of the tropics themselves.

It is for the purpose of forcing that British gardeners use high

temperatures. They are perfectly aware that the ordinary

varieties of Grape, such as Black Hamburgh and Royal Mus-
cadine, can be ripened most perfectly in September and Octo-

ber without any artificial heat at all, provided they have a
house to themselves.—G. S.

CHASSELAS NAPOLEON GRAPE.
Since our notice of this Grape in the collection of Mr.

Knight, of Pontchartrain, at the exhibition of fruit in connec-

tion with the Congres Pomologique de France, we have many
communications regarding it. Mr. Kuight stated in his obser-

vations, published a week or two ago, that Chasselas Napoleon

was the same as Pause Jaune ; and so far he is right, for there

are two varieties of Grapes cultivated in France under the

name of Pause Jaune, and this Chasselas Napoleon is one of

them. But the great and most important distinction between

these two is, that the one sets every berry and the other sets

hardly any. That which is the preferable one was shown by

Mr. Knight under the name of Chasselas Napoleon, and for

the benefit of British Grape-growers we now announce that it

was distributed by the Royal Horticultural Society two or three

years ago under the name of Blcane, its original and most

correct one. Some of those who were fortunate enough to

participate in that distribution may ere this have fruited it,

and will be able to give an opinion upon its merits. We have

known it for years, and can safely assert that it is by far the

handsomest and most valuable early white Grape yet known,

and far surpasses Buckland Sweetwater or any other Grape of

that class.

RIGHT OF TENANT TO REMOVE TREES.

Will you inform me whether a tenant who has occupied a

garden for thirty years, can, on leaving, remove trees, roots,

&c., and whether young wall trees can be removed ? The garden

was made by the present tenant, and all the trees, &c., planted

by him. It was not taken of the present landlord in the first

instance, he having bought the property about twenty years

ago. It has been a market garden the whole time, and there

has never been any objection made to trees being sold and re-

moved till now that the tenant is leaving. The garden is taken

in addition to a dwelling house, and is held yearly.—A. T.

[If the tenant was when planting the garden, and stiU is, a

nurserymau and market gardener, and the trees, plants, &c.,

have been sold and removed during the enture tenancy down to

the present time, we are of opinion that the trees, wall trees (ii
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thoy were for sale), and other stock that was for sale, may be
legally removed by the touaut. Trees, i-c, planted merely to

sell their produce, wo think, cannot be removed by the tenant.

It is most advisable, huwovor, both for the landlord and tenant

to have on amicable arrangement, so that the landlord may
have those trees left which he may desire.]

^VHAT QUALITIES SHOULD A BEDDING
TKLAUGONIUM POSSESS .'

I SEE at page -'70 of The Jouunal ov HoRTicnLTUBE, that

Mr. Wills niak-os I'elargonium Miss Watson the bntt to shoot

at. Mr. Wills's opinion is in opposition to that of such men
as Messrs. Kyles, Gibson, 1). T. Fish, .T. & C. Loo, the liev.

J. Dix, and others of equal standing, who have, with at least

twenty other judges, at all the principal shows (including the

Manchester National, Royal Horticultural, Royal Botanic,

Crystal Palace, York, Peterborough, itc), conferred upon Miss
Watson the higliest testimonials—viz., tirst-class certificates.

And yet Mr. Wills condemns these beautiful round leaves with

their highly defined colouring, because he happens to have a

plant with round leaves of little more substance than tissue

paper and no constitution. It this had been his opinion pre-

vious to September 17th, why did he boast that Northern Star

was to be the winner, or, at least, so near in the race as to

require a good judge to distinguish the winner ? I leave it to

judges of greater talent to decide, if there was a good leaf on
either Northern Star or Florence at the Kensington Show.
As to the round-leaved Pelargoniums, especially for bedding

purposes, everyone who knows anything of Pelargoniums chooses
the round-leaved kinds, for the simple reason they have gene-
rally the finest constitution. It was only at the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Meeting of October 1.5th, that a first-class

certificate was awarded to Ealing Rival, a variety of the same
type and class as Miss Watson, with its fine distinct colouring,

and, undoubtedly, it is well worthy the recognition it received.

.\3 to the decision of the judges on September 17th, I beg to

differ from Mr. Wills. I am quite willing to leave my case in

the hands of the gentlemen I have mentioned in the foregoing

part of this reply, and it is to them I appeal for a settlement
of the matter as to the merits of Miss Watson as a bedding
plant. Men of ability and standing who are quite disinterested,

and whose names I can mention if required, will testify to

having seen it growing ontside as freely as Tom Thumb, and,

moreover, that it pro%'es most effective at a distance, where
Mrs. Pollock, Lady CuUum, Lucy Grieve, Florence, and any
others yet in commerce, are a mass of confusion and ineffec-

tive. I think the plants exhibited October 1.5th, will set the
matter of constitution at rest, they being well over the sides of

the pots and in good colour for the season, though they had
been taken from the parent plant only ten weeks. I doubt
very much if Northern Star would make plants of the same
strength in twenty weeks ; but if Mr. Wills will wait patiently

I will let him see the beautiful Miss Watson, as Mr. Robert
Fish and Mr. !>. T. Fish justly term that variety, from 2 to

3 feet high within the twelvemonth.
I am of opinion that Mr. Wills's Golden Zonala ought not

to be exhibited against the Variegated Zonals, and all the best

judges will agree with me. They form two distinct classes.

In conclnsioa I beg to say, that in my opinion Louisa
Smith and Perkins's Victoria are but second-class plants. Miss
Watson and Mrs. Dix are a hundred per cent, superior to the
two.—JoHS Watson.

NOTES IN .JERSEY.
Havixo had occasion to visit Jersey, and having read with

much pleasuri! an article in your .lournal on Mr. Pond's green-

houses, I think that, perhaps, a few more particulars concern-

ing the horticulture in this island may not be altogether un-
interesting to your renders.

On the Ifith of October I attended the .\utumnal Horticul-

tural Exhibition held in the public market. There was but a

very meagre show of flowers compared with the fine shows we
have in England, the Dahlias and Fuchsias were, however, very
good, the former being much admired. The fruit, Jersey's

great boast, was magnificent and such as one rarely meets with,

especially the Chaumontel Pears, which were extraordinarily

fine, and rendered almost ugly by their huge proportions.

These Pears are now being sold at from 30s. to £ 4 per hundred.
Mr. Pond carried off about a dozen prizes, and received an

extra prize for some most beaatifal black Grapes. An im-

mense Pumpkin weighing 85 lbs., and some Indian Com, ex-
hibited by Mrs. Macreight, attracted much attention.

Mr. Tidey exhibited some honey made this year by his
Ligurian bees (referred to at page 17), which, together with the
octagonal super in which it was contained, weighed '21 lbs.,

and he estimated the weight of the whole hive to be 100 lbs.

It is surprising to me that these bees are not more sought
after in England than they are at present. The queens are sin-

gularly prolific, and the outlay on the first hive would in a very
short time be repaid with ample interest.—C. B. Eduam.

DEPTH OF PLANTING ROSES.
" Will Roses on the Briar suffer, if planted rather deeply

—

say from 4 to 6 inches ?
"

One would at first sight think that four words would answer
so simple a question. I think, however, it is better not to be
so concise.

I learned two grand facts from books, and, I believe, the rest

I owe to experience. I learned from Mr. Rivers's book that
Manetti Roses must be covered at least 1 inch over the point
of nnion; and from The Journal of Horticcltdre, that if you
plant a Briar Rose deep you wLU first have weak wood and poor
flowers, then weak wood and no flowers, and then death. I
found that to be quite right.

There is an omission ;in Mr. Rivers's, Mr. W. Paul's, and
Mr. Cranston's excellent works, as to the proper depth to plant
Briar Roses. Probably they omitted it because different pieces

of ground differ so much as to situation and quality. Briar
Roses, and I believe other stocks, have an affinity for clay, so
that more liberty may be taken in such land, than in that
which is of interior quality. If there had been no gardeners nor
spades, all seeds must have dropped on and rooted from the
surface. Our hedgerow trees, and most of our noble forest

trees originated from dropped seeds. These have noble sur-

face roots. Every one has seen the roots of Elms coming up
through the grass in all directions round the trees.

All vegetable nature sighs for the surface, but we bury rather
than plant. In my opinion 4 inches is as great a depth as

Roses on the Briar should be planted. I think shallower
planting better, provided the planter will dry mulch in winter,

and wet mulch in summer. A Briar Rose does not like its roots

being burned, and hence it likes mulching. To avoid burning,
and escape mulching, people sepulchre it. Hence the rind is

soon covered with serge or lichens, and the tree deteriorates.

There is only one thing against shallow planting, and that is

the troublesome suckers ; serge and lichens betoken want of

free drainage.—W. F. Radclytfe.

THE SCALE INSECT.
Havino a strong fancy some years since to grow a collection

of Oranges, Lemons, Shaddocks, Citrons, &c., I procured all the
best varieties I could hear were in cultivation. For a time
I was delighted with them. The beauty of their foliage, the
perfume of the flowers, and the golden fruit pleased every one,
and as they sold freely, I increased the stock. Whether from
the stock being larger the plants received less attention, or from
some otfher cause, I cannot tell, but they became infested with
scale, which spread to Fig trees and other plants.

I had them carefully washed with warm water in which
quassia chips had been boiled, and to which soft soap had been
added, as used for aphis, but with little effect. I then had
them sponged with a strong solution of Gishurst compound
leaf by leaf, to the great disgust of the boys employed. This
appeared to clean them, but before they were all finished the
first-cleaned wanted doing again. I began to think no plants

would pay for the trouble these caused, and that no one would
long persist in their cultivation, as it appeared next to impos-
sible to keep them clean.

Seeing Mr. Rivers's notice of Mr. Saunders's recommendation
of methylated spirits of wine, I tried it on a badly-infested

plant, wetting the leaf well with a large camel-hair brush. I

used a very soft brush, because I was anxious not to injure any
of the insects by mere friction. In a few hours I, or rather we
(for Mr. Barron, of Elvaston, was with me), examined the leaves

carefully, and found about one-third of the insects dead. A
second dressing killed the greater part of these troublesome
pests, but still there were a few alive, and I came to the con-
clusion that, as it could hardly be supposed a whole collection

of plants would be as carefully wetted as the leaves we ope-
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lated upon, it would be a troublesome and not very efficacious

remedy.
Having beard of Fowler's insecticide, and receiving a list of

extraordinary testimonials in its favour, I tilled a large vessel

of tin, made wide and shallow, with a mixture of tbis prepara-

tion of tbe strength recommended, and dipped all the smaller

plants in it. Almost every insect was killed, and tbe youngest
leaves were quite uninjured. It is said to kill every insect which
infests plants, if so it is invaluable ; at any rate it was a com-
plete cure for tbe scale.— J. E. Peakson, OiiltceU,

THE CHILWELL NURSERIES.
The pages of tbis Journal have been frequently enriched by

communications from Mr. J. E. Pearson, of Cbilwell, who is also

tbe author of two most useful little works entitled " Hints on
the Management of Orchard Houses," and " Vine Culture
under Glass." The former has already reached its fourth
edition, the latter its second, though it first appeared only a
few months ago. The fact of their having been so appreciated

by the public is a good evidence of the value of their con-

tents, and indeed tbe instructions which these treatises contain,

are based on no mere theoretical deductions, but on tbe results

of tbe actual experience of a thinking, inquiring man. It has
fceen at Cbilwell that these results have been worked out, and
it is therefore conceived that some accountof the nurseries there
will not be destitute of interest.

The Cbilwell Nurseries are situated about four miles and a
half from that great manufacturing centre Kottingham, and

1, Iron pillar of T iron ; 2, Section ; A E, Ground-line.

within an easy walk of Beeston Station on tbe Midland EaU-

way ; this, however, is only true of the home grounds, for Mr.

Pearson has much outlying land, partly in nursery, partly in

orchards, nearlv the whole of which is his own freehold, and

amounting altogether to about 15U acres. Although some parts

of tbe nurseries are situated at a considerable distance from

others, and a little inconvenience is sometimes the consequence,

yet this is probably more than compensated for by the variety

of soil and positions thus afforded, especially as the home

ground, which is very compact, contains all the glass houses.

Of these the largest is an elegant span-roofed orchard-

house, 100 feet long by 30 feet wide, built last spring by Mr.

Foster, of Beeston, by whom, with the exception of two or

three of the oldest houses, all the others were likewise erected.

The sides of this noble structure are of wood, but the roof is

supported at the sides by iron standards, similar to that repre-

sented in tbe preceding engraving, placed 10 feet apart, and
resting on brick piers below the ground-level. The effect of

these is to give the houRe such a footing, as builders would say,

that there is no possibility of its being blown over, or, indeed,

of its stability being affected even by tbe most violent storms
of wind experienced in tbis country.

During tbe disastrous storm of the 3rd of December, 1863,

when it blew at Liverpool in gusts travelling at tbe rate of

ninety-three miles an hour, the neighbourhood of Nottingham
did not escape, for hundreds of trees were uprooted, and nume-
rous greenhouses were unroofed, or bad their sides blown in

;

and Mr. Pearson believes that had be not secured a large

orchard-house built without iron standards, by fastening it down
with ropes, and adopting means for its support, it must have
given way, although another house constructed with standards,

as above, stood unshaken and bad hardly a pane of glass

broken. This determined him to employ them for the future

in any large house which he might erect. The great danger of

injury to glass houses by wind has been frequently pointed out
in these pages by the Eev. T. C. Brebaut, especially with re-

ference to the Channel Islands, but in all localities in this

country the same danger exists to a certain extent. Presuming
tbe pressure of the wind in a violent gale to be :!0 lbs. to the

square foot, though in tbe storm of December, l>i63, it was at

Liverpool nearly half as much again, the side and roof of a

The Old Orchard-house.

house presenting to the wind a perpendicular surface of 1500

square feet would be exposed to a pressure of 20 tons, and this

not a steady pressure uniformly distributed, but unequal in its

action on different parts and coming in a series of percussions,

like the strokes of a hammer. Against a pressure of this kind

houses merely resting upon brickwork cannot be considered

safe, and those more securely fixed to it are not always so in

severe storms, but these patent iron standards not only secure

the perfect stability of the house, but its moveability as well.

The latter property though not a matter of much importance
to those who, like Mr. Pearson, put up houses on their own
land, is a great object to a large class of amateurs, who, how-
ever desirous of possessing a glass house for the growth of

plants or fruits, are yet unwiUing to erect one which at the ex-

piration of their tenancy would become the property of the
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landlord, and for which, thoufih iucnrriDR all the expense, they 1

might actually be made to pay an increased rental.
i

Iteturning uow to the description of Mr. Tearsou's fine new i

orchard-houBC, internally two rows of iron colimiiiR, 10 feet 1

apart in the line, siijiport the roof, which, with the sides above
i

the boarding, iti glazed with '21-oz. glass. The ventilation is i

admirably arranged ; the side sashes open siuinltaueously by a
handle working a rod and segmentarm, whilst at top a ridge-

board acting like a parallel ruler, is lifted up by means of a

handle, bevelled wheels, rod, and lever arm. So smoothly and
easily did the whole work that the entire length of the ridge-

board was lifted up by no greater exertion of strength on the

handle than could be exorcised by the little linger, and even
then care had to be taken not to overwork the apparatus. This
house is the last erected, and as such is that which contains all

the improvements which the experience with the others has
suggested. Tliough cnustructed of the best materials, its cost i

did not exceed £300, and to heat it, if it were to be employed
otherwise than as an orchard-house, would take about £100
more. Some pot trees of Cue's Golden Drop I'lum were here

in fine bearing, and the fruit was most delicious—perfect sweet-

meats. Mr. Pearson remarked that this variety, .Icfferson, and
Beine Claude do Bavay,are the only i'lums which with him are

really improved in flavour by being ripened under glass, the
cUmate being too cold for them to come to perfection in the
generality of seasons, except when the trees are trained against

a south wall.

The next house was a span-roofed vinery built last autumn,
and measuring 100 feet in length by 21 feet in width. Being
intended also as a Pelargonium-house, there is not more than
3 feet of border inside, confined by retaining walls 2 feet in

height from the flyor, l)ut outside the borders will be added
to as necessary, until their total width shall have reached 14 or

15 feet. The sides of this house, like those of the preceding

are supported by iron standards resting on brick pillars, be-

tween which the roots of the Vines planted in the three-feet

inside border can pass into that outside. Ueat is afforded by
two flow and two return-pipes on each side, one flow being
directly under the front lights, the other along the retaining

wall by the side of the path where also are the two return-

pipes ; to economise heat the flue of the chimney is carried

nnder the pathway the whole length of the house. In this
!

most eligible for the purpose. This, like all the newer honses
at Cbilwell, is spun-roofed, a form of construction which Mr.
Pearson prefers to the lean-to, not only on account of its superior
elegance, and when employed as conservatories or orchard-
houses the agreeable promenade which such houses form, bat
also because alfording light on all sides, and being mote con-
venient fur most gardening operations. However much therer
:s to be said in favour of lean-to's as regards cheapness of con-
struction at first, and their afterwards economising fuel when
artificial heat has to be employed, there can be no question
that the span-roofed form is far more convenient both to those
who have to perform the labours of cultivation, and to those
who come to see the results. What, for instance, can be more
unpleasant than to pass through a narrow low-roofed vinery,
afraid every moment of touching the bunches of Grapes over-
head '.' However lino these may be, the stooping position which
has to be adopted seriously impairs the pleasure which would
otherwise be felt by their inspection—in fact, prevents all their
beauty being seen In greenhouses and conservatories, there-
fore, where but little artificial heat is employed, and in orchard-
houses where there is none, there can be li"ttle doubt that as a
rule the span-roof is the preferable, on the other hand for forcing,
and where utility alone has to be considered, the balance of ad-
vantage seems to be in favour of the lean-to.
The next house is that which, until superseded by the one

first described, was called the large orchard-house, hut now
it is known as the old orchard-house. It must not, however,
be supposed that though thus taking a secondary rank, it is
either anticiuated or inelegant ; far from being so, it is, as may
be judged by the engraving in the previous page, taken from Mr.
Pearson's " Hints on Orchard-Houses," a pleasant promenade
at all times, and especially so when the fruit trees are covered
with their heavy crops of finely-ripened fruit. The Vines
which are trained on the roof and partially cover it, when in
bearing add much to its effect, and afford a pleasing shade, bat
Mr. Pearson is rather disposed to questi»in the propriety of
their remaining there much longer, thinking that if not re-
moved, or, at least, prevented from taking the extension which
they shortly will do, their shade will prove injurious to the
fruit trees beneath. This house is 90 feet long by 130 feet wide,
and the roof is supported by iron pillars in the interior, and
strengthened by tie-rods as shown in the annexed section.

vinery are twenty-seven permanent Vines of the best varieties,

and a large number of seedlings for experiment, besides several

hundred fruiting Vines of different kinds in pots, with finely-

ripened wood and large buds. There was likewise a fine young
stock for growing into strong Vines next year. Mr. Pearson
here pointed out a new Grape, the cane of which, when he re-

ceived it from the nursery, was imperfectly ripened. Being
afraid if he placed it in a hothouse to complete the ripening of

the wood that the eyes would start, he inarched it on a strong

Vine, where it is now growing freely, and thus saved the
bottom eyes.

The next house, of the same dimensions as the last, was
devoted to pot Vines plunged in three beds running the length
of the house, and uuder each bed was a layer of slates forming
a chamber about G inches deep, which served to contain a flow

and return four-inch pipe. Altogether there are ten rows of

pipes in this house, in addition to which the smoke-flue is

carried uuder the pathway to economise heat. It contained
about l.'iOO strong fruitiug-canes, besides young Vines advancing.
A fourth house, CO feet in length and 20 feet wide, hkewise

gontained Vines in pots tn planting out, and in every respect

There is a central path extending from end to end and two
side paths, all three of which are paved, and edged with neat
round-headed tiles. The area is thus divided into four borders,

in which are eighteen standard Peach aud Nectarine trees that
have never been root-pruned, and, Mr. Pearson remarked, they
grew as freely and cost as little trouble as 'Willows. The result

of this natural mode of treatment—natural at least as com-
pared to that which has to be pursued when the Peach tree is

grown against walls out of doors—was visible in the fine health,
immunity from insects, and the abundant bearing of the trees,

for such they well deserve to be called. Crawford's Early. Belle-

garde, also known as French Galande, and Noblesse Peaches had
been loaded with fruit, and Pitmastou Orange Nectarine was
the same. Great quantities of the produce from this honse
had, however, been already gathered by the beginning of Sep-
tember, and sent to Nottingham market, the Peaches bring-
ing on an average is. per dozen, a price which, considering the
immense difference between wholesale and retail quotations,
was very good. Numbers of fruit, however, ill remained on
the trees, and afforded good evidence of the excellence of the
fruit both as regards size and flavour. W'alburtou Admirable.
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one of the best of the late Peaches, was, of course, not ripe,
but the tree was bearing an abundance of large fruit. The
stock, it may be remarked, on which the standard trees are
worked is that known as the Brompton. There were also a
number of line pot trees, many of which were in excellent
bearing, though they had been in the same pots—13-ineh—for
several years.

(To bo continued.)

NEW ROSES.
Although my notice of new Eoses in a recent article was

confined to those sent out in the spring of 1866, of which
many have now been proved, the kinds named did not amount
in number to more than half of those put in commerce by the
different raisers. There may, therefore, remain some deficien-
cies to be supplied, and which another season may prove to
be worthy of some notice. I gave to the utmost the informa-
tion I possessed, in the hope that it might prove acceptable to
the many inquirers who are naturally perplexed and often dis-

gusted with the endless array of strange names yearly brought
before them. The desire to obtain plants of 'the best new
kinds as soon as possible is always pardonable; but so fre-

quently do the supposed best prove to be worthless, that dis-

appointment succeeds as a matter of course. Again 1 join
with other contributors to these columns in urging upon our
Eose friends to be patient, and let the new Eoses be sufficiently
proved before they run the risk of losing their money, and,
what is worse, their temper also.

Incomplete as the review of the 18G6 Eoses may seem to be,
still more so must be any criticism on those of the present
year. My friendly correspondents must, therefore, pardon me
if I decline to speak positively of any single one of them ; at
the same time, the slender knowledge I have of them is at the
reader's service. These Eoses must have the trial of one winter
and another summer to ascertain their constitution and flower-
ing qualities. There may be some of them that will really
prove acquisitions ; but it is more than probable that by far

the greater number will in a short time be rejected ; the ex-
perience of many past years has invariably shown such a
result.

Last November the announcements of the French growers were
sixty varieties ; these are now called the 1867 Eoses. I have seen
but fifteen of them in bloom, some of them simply cut blooms
on the exhibition stand ; but being shown by growers who never
exhibit bad Eoses, they were seen under favourable circum-
stances. They were Mademoiselle Annie Wood, Charles Ver-
dier, and Napoleon III.—the first two very good, the other far
short of the description given by the raiser, who states it to be
" of a magnificent and unique colour, of two colours perfectly
distinct—vivid scarlet and deep slaty violet." He also adds,
" variete extra de tout premier ordre, et d'un efiet incompar-
able." Comte Litta, by the same raiser (E. Verdierl, is of fine

colour as a semi-dark rose, but thin and defective in form.
Antoine Dueher is large and beautifully cupped, it grows well,

and is in all points apparently good. Eugine Scribe I have
marked in my note-book as inferior. Horace Vernet promises
to be one of the best ; seen under different circumstances and
on different soils it was invariably good. Madame PuUiat and
Franijois Treyve, the first a deep rose colour, of globular form,
but somewhat small, the other brilliant scarlet, are both ex-
cellent. Triomphe de Soissons is a light rose of little merit.
Gloire de Montplaisir seems too small for the English taste.

Monsieur Noman, delicate pink, is very pretty. Madame Ei»al,
like Auguste Mie, may prove a better grower and expand its

flowers better than that once favourite variety.

To those who can grow Tea Eoses Madame Margottin will
be a great acquisition—citron yellow, with peach centre, very
beautiful. Bouton d'Or, if it opens well, will be a good addition
to yellows.

To the one hundred and twenty, or thereabouts, of new Eoses
of the present and last season, is now to be added the list for

next year which has just been distributed. It contains fifty-

eight Eemontants (Hybrid Perpetuals), five Teas, two Bourbons,
two Moss, and two Noisettes, in all sixty-nine by the French
growers. To these may be added two promised by Messrs.
Lee, one by Messrs. Paul & Son (Duke of Edinburgh), and one
by Mr. Turner (Miss Ingram), making a total of seventy-three.
It would be a needless waste of space to give even the names in
this long catalogue.
The tactics of the French growers as regards the colour of

their flowers, seem to be somewhat on the change, for instead

of finding the hitherto, usual succession of crimson scarlets,
and scarlet crimsons—there are but few of that colour, but in
the place there are upwards of twenty-five of various shades
of rose colour—as " rose aurore," " rose cerise,'' " rose vif,"

"rose mutallique," "rose tendre," itn. The reader will
readily perceive that it is not easy to describe from the above
expressions what the tint of the flower really is. Purple Eosea,
if good, are a desideratum ; it remains to be seen whether it

will be satisfied out of the ten or a dozen now announced, as
"pourpre rouge," pourpre ombre de brun," "pourpre ombr^
de vermilion," &c.
No Eose in which purple predominates has yet been in cul-

tivation that can rank with Charles Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse,
Pierre Netting, Comtesse de Chabrillant, and other first-class

flowers
;
Alfred de Eougemont is still the best of its colour,

being fuller and of better form than Triomphe des Beaux Arts,
now almost forgotten, but good in colour only. Andre Leroy
d'Angers is a failure, and Carl Coers equally so. A good purple
Eose will doubtless be produced before long, for not long since
1 was bhown a very promising English seedling from the seed
beds of Mr. Mitchell, and of it, we shall hear more in time,
should it realise the favourable expectation entertained.
To single out any of the forthcoming novelties for especial

notice, will be nothing more than to conjecture that they are
likely to be useful if not superior additions. On the whole, a
persual of the list at least shows a more moderate, and there-
fore it may be hoped a more truthful description than has some-
times been given. Some read very well, for example.

Clotilde Eulland. vigorous ; flowers large and full, having the
form of Madame Furtado, delicate rose cerise.

Comtesse de Falloux, vigorous ; flowers very large and full,

well formed, rose shaded mauve.
Merveille d'Anjou, vigorous; flowers, very large and full, very

fragrant and lasting, reddish purple.
Souvenir de Framjois Ponsard, vigorous, constant bloomer

;

large globular flowers with broad petals, bright rose, very frag-

rant.

Cure de Charentay, vigorous ; large and full flowers in
corymbs, deep purple.

Deuil de I'Empcreur du Mexique, vigorous and free bloom-
ing ; flowers large, full and well-formed, blackish purple.

La France, vigorous ; flowers very large, full, well-formed, and
lasting, petals broad silvery white within, lilac rose without.
Madame Chirrard, very vigorous ; flowers large, full, and well

formed, vivid rose. This variety is a seedling from Souvenir
de la Eeine d'Angleterre. Any seedling from that fine Eose
showing an improvement on it will most likely prove good.

There is also another seedling from the same called Baron de
Eothschild, a name that has already been given to one of the
crimson scarlet Eoses, described as " presque pleine," that is,

not quite full ; this would indicate a detect.

Charles Turner, vigorous; flowers large and full, well formed,
brilliant vivid red.

What amount of confidence is to be placed in this last, when
almost every name eminent in British horticulture has been
attached to a Eose that has invariably proved worthless ? What
Eose grower retains in his collection those flowers that have
received the names of Thomas Eivers, William Paul, James
Veitch, George Paul, William Bull, and indeed every name of

note known and respected among us ? Can we hope that the

distinguished florist of Slough has received a more durable

compliment ?

A correspondent remarks that I have made an omission in

in my article on Eoses of 1866, which should be rectified. I

acknowledge the omission, but it was quite an oversight, and
unintentional. I have Messrs. Paul &: Son's Princess Mary of

Cambridge, and both here and in other gardens in the neigh-

bourhood, it has invariably been good this season, and much
admired. I can add deservedly so.

—

Abolphus H. Kent.

DEVIATIONS IN ORCHARD-HOUSE CULTURE.
Having had an experience of something closely approaching

thirty years of Mr. Kivers's skill, and his generosity in impart-

ing knowledge, I venture to reply to " C. P.'s " letter in page
293. It is simply clear that most of his improvements on Mr.
Eivers's methods arise from want of knowing what those

methods are ; in fact, they are corrections of his own misunder-

standing his text. There is only one of his seven " deviations "

that I can by any amount of squeezing get out of this condem-
nation. His results also are of the kind which gives ground'
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for such sweeping scorn as some writers pour upon orcbard-

hoases, on account of their own failures iu culture. An average

of less than twenty fruit to a tree, iucluiliug I'lums, loaves bim
mnch room for bopo iu coming years, if bo will but follow care-

fully Mr. Rivers '3 directions. I bavo gatberej more than two
hundred Pears off a potted tree this autumn, and as to I'lums,

they aro wlien green as thick as berries on the most clo.scly-

packed Gooseberry branch. .\s to counting tbem when ripe it

would be a troublesome business. Of course, thinning must
be practised to a heartbreaking extent ; but, perhaps, the
most economical way of using the glass is to have two sets of

trees, and work them to the full, and give them perfect rest in

alternate years, the tree out of use being kept under the glass

for the winter months to secure healthy roots and well-ripened

wood. But as I write in no spirit of boasting of my own doings,

or of contempt for those of " C. P.," who is on the right road

after all, I would urge him to go and visit Mr. Kivers's houses,

and see for himself, both liis method and the results, which
make those of an amateur fade into insignificance.

However, the object I bavo iu writing this letter is to warn
amateurs, and especially beginners, against any careless readmg
of Mr. Eivers's treatise. They are to an experienced gardener
easy reading, but at the same time the writing of one who has
for years been master of his subject. They are so full of infor-

mation, and so concisely expressed, that almost every sentence
requires to be weighed in order to be sure of all its meaning.
Indeed, I know few books so overllowing with the unconscious
expressions of vast experience, and genuine experimental
science.

I have found many persons fail in fruit tree culture from
overlooking a sentence, sometimes even a word in these ma-
nuals compressed, as he advises the soil iu the pots to be.

Without any other help, a keen observer of nature after a few
blunders might meet with fair success.—\V. Kingslev, South
Kilvin(/ton.

the wood and bark are just covered with soil, pressed rather
firmly. Iu three weeks, if they have been kept just moist,
they will all be rooted, and in the same time another crop of
cuttings will be ready. This process must bo repeated until
three or four joints are left on each shoot, when it must cease.
The old plants will make good bushes in a little time, and with
care every cutting will make a good plant by June.

I have just taken up some of my jplants, seven months old
from the cutting, and I find they measure from l°i to IH inches
in diameter.

I hope Mr. Luckhurst will not tbink I have taken this matter
up in an unfriendly spirit. I have heard of many failnres,

and think that those who have succeeded should make their
practice kuown.

—

Geobge Boyes, liarUy Thorpe Gardnn.

A CAUTION TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
A TEitsoN of the name of Bichmond having visited varioua

nurseries and obtained goods under false pretences, we caution
the nursery trade. He is a man about 5 feet G or 7 inches in

height, of dark complexion, with dark brown whiskers, has lost

bis front teeth ; is of good address, and represents himself as
having been a traveller to a large nursery establishment.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Viceroy of Egypt, when recently here, was so struck

with our flower culture, and the plants and flowers he saw, that

be has given a commission to send him out a thoroughly
proficient flower gardener, one capable of carrying out horti-

culture in a similar manner to the style adopted in this

country. The Viceroy already has an English gardener, but
the one now sent out goes exclusively for the cultivation of

flowers, a new and entirely separate appointment.

PROPAGATING MRS. POLLOCK PELARGONIUM.
Mr. LccKiiuiiST describes Ipage 27o), his system of propa-

gating this fine bedder. Your excellent correspondent, " K. F.,"

observes in the succeeding page, " It is not ea.sy to have all

advantages," and Mr. Luckhurst's mode of propagation is no
exception to this rule. I would not for a moment doubt the
success of his plan. I think it good, and that it would answer
for those who could cut their plants up early in the season

;

but I fear it would not answer for the majority of gardens.

Granted that the object of most people possessing Mrs. Pollock

is to increase the stock as quickly and to as large an extent
as possible, I fail to perceive that this end is to be best attained

by following the plan suggested, for by Mr. Luckhurst's own
showing be only obtains two crops of cuttings, whereas by the

mode I am about to detail, the crops follow in succession
throughout the spring. There are thousands of places in the
United Kingdom where, as at this, the llower garden display is

required chiefly in September and October. In these cases it

would be the height of imprudence for a gardener to closely

prune such plants as Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium, because the
beds or borders would be spoiled, and the general effect ruined.

On the other hand, if the cuttings are taken late not half of

them will pass through the winter. For these reasons I have
adopted with success the follo'ving practice, which, perhaps,
may be of use to some of your readers.

The plants are covered every night in the autumn to protect

them from the early frost. This is of great importance, for if

the wood is frozen much injury is done. They are taken
up about the middle of October, potted in the compost used
by Mr. Luckhurst, than which nothing suits them better, and
are placed in a bouse with a little lire heat. There they are
kept close and rather dry for a few days until the roots begin
to grow, when air is gradually allowed to play about them, and
they aro kept cool all winter.

In the third week in February the points aro all taken off,

and each of these cuttings is placed in a thumb-pot in compost
consisting of three parts sand and one of loam. A length of

2 inches will be quite enough for these cuttings. The plants
are allowed no water until they break, which they will do in a
very short time ; the uppermost eyes will start first. The
plants should now have a little more heat. When the first

eyes have grown half an inch, or at most an inch, they should
be taken otT, together with the wood, half an inch above the
next eye. These eyes are cut out just like the eye of a Vine,
or a bud for budding Boses, and treated like the first cuttings ; i

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
HITCHES GARDEN.

Asparaijus, it is time to think of forcing a little for early use
;

the principles applied to the forcing of Sea-kale are in the main
applicable to this delicious vegetable, except that Asparagus
requires abundance of air when growing through the soil.

Cabhaijes, hoe and loosen the ground between the rows. Celery,

earth-up. Endive, plant this and Lettuces in frames. Jeru-

salem Artichokes, take up. Peas, a few early sorts may be
sown in a sheltered border ; but too much dependance should

not bo placed on them, for they are liable to the attacks of

many enemies, such as mice and slugs, which must be guarded

against as much as possible
;
plants should be reared under

protection to fill up vacancies. A few Mazagan I'.cans may also

be planted at the same time. Potatoes, keep them dry; they

will not bear putting together in large quantities this season

;

the straw scattered over them to prevent the access of light

should be dry, and lime in fine powder should be occasionally

diffused through the air of the apartment in which they are

stored. Salsa/ij, take up, also Scor:onera, packing the roots in

clean sand for a supply in case of frost. ,Sea-l;ale should now
be introduced to a bottom heat for the earliest supply. Those
who force it where it grows may apply some hot manure round
a few pots.

FBriT OABDEN".

Proceed with the preparation of borders, and the transplan-

tation of fruit trees. Watering newly-planted trees is not so

essential at this season as in spring, yet it ought not to be
omitted, for by washing down fine particles of soil about the

fibres, the latter are kept in better position, and, on the whole,

in closer contact with that from which they have to draw
nourishment, than could be effected by treading. When the

roots are covered, the soil about them may be flooded, and the

remainder of it filled in after the water has completely sub-

sided. Eemove leaves from the bottoms of walls, for although

they form good manure for the trees, yet they harbour injurious

insects. Proceed with the pruning of fruit trees as soon as the

leaves have fallen ; let nothing of this sort remain till spring,

which period will bring its own labour.

FLOWEK OARIIEN.

The flower garden is now so far robbed of its beauty, that

steps may be immediately taken to secure a better arrangement

for the next year ; this is necessary before the flowers are de-
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cayed. Let all observations aa to improper heights or mia-
arrangemeuts of any kind be made now. Coloured sticks might
be made use of as to the arraugement of both coloHiaud height.
The colour of the stick would indicate the colour required to
fill that station, whilst the name of the plant and remarks
might be written thereon. Plant all autumn bulbs without
delay. Let all biennials be planted out soon, such plants as
the Sweet William and Wallflower, are of great use in flower
borders, and may be planted three or four in a mass. Dahlias
should be marked forthwith. Pinks may be planted out, and
Carnation layers or pipings still potted to place in frames.
Standard Eoses that have made luxuriant growth during the
summer, should now be cut moderately back to lighten the
head, to prevent damage by wind

; also stake and tie such as
require it. As the different kinds of bedding plants become
destroyed by frost, they should be removed, and the beds
trenched quite to the bottom ; by attending to this now, much
time and labour will be saved next spring, and the beds will
be in a much better condition for planting. Hardy annuals
that have been sown for blooming early in spring, it 'too thick,
should now be thinned, and transplanted into vacant beds.
New work, laying turf, and planting, should be forwarded now
as much as possible before the weather changes to wet. Dahlia
stems that are blackened by frost should be cut near the ground,
but the roots need not be taken up for a short time, if the
weather continue favourable.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The time is at hand when ungenial weather will frequently

drive the labourer in-doors, where a stock of work should now
be provided. The tying of new mats, cutting and picking
shreds for the walls, cleaning old nails, drawing bast for the
next summer, arrangement of herbs, examining stores, making
flower sticks and labels, washing and putting away all spare
propagating and other glasses, making straw or reed mats,
protectors for tender plants, as well as making a stock of besoms
and baskets for the ensuing year, are matters of as great con-
sideration as out-door business, and should be attended to in
good time. Gardeners and others should purchase a most liberal
stock of Russian mats at this period—in fact, a twelvemonth's
supply; these will at once furnish a little in-door labour.
Willows should be immediately procured for baskets, and a
good stock of cloth for shred-cutting. All superfluous or dead
plants in pots should be emptied out, and the dirty pots from
every part placed in the shed ready for washing in bad weather.
Plenty of broken pots should also be housed in a shed corner
to be crushed and sorted in bad weather ; they may be fairly
reckoned amongst the most important materials for the potting-
shed. Any one having old, half-worn sashes without glass,
may readily make most useful straw covers of them, well
adapted for covering Endive and other salads, Parslev, &c., as
also for placing over early crops of Potatoes, Radishes, and
Carrots. The straw is drawn through the hands in bunches,
and laid across the longitudinal bars of the sash in a regular
way. When covered equally, three or four long sticks or laths
are placed on the straw in a Une with the sash-bars, and bound
down to the latter in a few places by tarred cord. If housed when
out of use they will last a couple of years. Attend to good arrange-
ment in the conservatory, picking ofl' decayed leaves, thorough
ventilation, ite. Fine specimens of Chrysanthemums, late
Salvias, with other autumn plants, should "be occasionally in-
troduced from the other houses, removing occasionally inferior
plants for a while to make way for them. In the mixed green-
house let every attention be given to a due regulation of the
heat. Where everything is grown in one house, it is of the
utmost importance that heat shall be in proper proportion to
the hght. In such a house the proprietor naturally desires to
have flowers late as well as early, as far as they can be secured.
To effect this, fires must be in use occasionally, even at this
period, and to those who are thus circumstanced, we would
say beware of night heat ; oo' will be sufficient in such a structure
for the present. Let the thermometer rise, notwithstanding, to
70' or more during sunshine, observing, when such is fitful, to
let the temperature fall to 00° in the day, if dull weather take
place.

STOVE.
Plenty of sunshine and free ventilation are now the re-

quisites here, observing much moderation in the use of arti-
ficial heat. Let the thermometer rise, however, to 80' or more
on bright days. It is not the object now to promote growth,
but to take care of that which we have obtained. The season
of light and heat is taken advantage of by the diligent gardener
who does not work against nature.

FORCINO-PIT.
Keep the temperature of this structure by night at 60°, and

increase it by day, if necessary, by fire heat 15° above the night
temperature. This will assist nature in flowering the few plants
and bulbs which bloom in anything like perfection during
dull and dark November. All autumnal forcing, whether of
fruits or plants, is in direct opposition to nature, and swim-
ming against the current requires great exertion, especially as
two currents have now set in—cold and darkness.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Neapolitan Violets should have as much air as possible, and

the runners should be removed as they appear. Brompton
and Intermediate Stocks intended for next year should be kept
dry, and air should be admitted to prevent damp. See that
everything is now stored for the winter. Slop Verbenas as they
advance, in order to make them bushy.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "SVEEK.
Collecting Tree Leaves.—Few gardeners, however anxious,

can act up to their own sense of right and duty, even as re-
spects the commonest operations. A change in the plans of
the heads of the family, visitors coming or expected, and other
circumstances, will often cause work to be done that might have
remained undone, and cause work to be put off that ought to
be attended to ; and this is often of much consequence in such
changeable weather as we may expect now, v.hen every fine
day ought to be devoted to forwarding all out-door work as
much as possible. The necessity of neatness, and the leaves
falling from the trees, make a vast amount of work, and con-
tinuous work too, if the attempt must be made to keep the
lawns and the walks thoroughly clean. Unless under parti-
cular circumstances, and where it is desirable to employ as
much instead of as little labour as possible, we do not consider
such constant sweeping anything but a work of superfluous
attention to neatness.

Strange it is, but true, that many of us will become almost
poetic about the wondrous beauty of the many colours which
the leaves of our deciduous trees assume in autumn ; but no
sooner do these richly coloured leaves drop to the ground than
we look upon them as suggestive of desolation and of melan-
choly ideas, and we are never quite satisfied until they are aU
removed out of our sight. Even to accomplish this near a
mansion involves no small labour. Only the other day we had
as pretty a piece of short green carpet lawn as the eye ever
rested on, and the direction of the wind was such that we
hoped the appearance would last for a long time without our
being at further trouble; but a change of the wind during the
night covered the whole of this piece of lawn with a livery of
varied yellow from the Horse Chestnut, the Elm, and the
Maple. We just note this that proprietors of places may be
reminded of the vast difference of labour involved when it is

looked for that these shall be removed every day, when com-
pared with the more easy system of quietly waiting until all,

or the greater part, of the leaves have fallen.

This latter plan, so far as the leaves are concerned, maybe
safely followed in rather low sheltered positions, and then the
saving as to labour is immense ; but in elevated, exposed places,

and in cases where the leaves are valuable, it will not be safe

to wait for all the leaves, but collect them whenever they are
thick enough to secure a good heap quickly. We have some-
times waited until the great bulk had come down, and had the
satisfaction of finding the trees bare after a windy night, and
not a leaf to be seen in pleasure ground or park, all having
been wafted to the ploughed fields far away. This just teaches
us at times to be satisfied with moderate instead of more ample
returns for our labour.

We have sometimes in exposed positions tried to combine
neatness with economy in the following manner. Near the
mansion we have tried to keep the grass shorter and smoother
even than in the height of summer, and on that, if there was
more than the slightest breeze of wind, the dry leaves would
not remain. Walks smooth and rolled will have almost aa
little tendency to hold a dry leaf ; iu fact, they would be less

tempting than the smooth lawn but for the small hollows at
the verges, and even in this respect the less the verge is elevated
above the walk the better. Then on the pleasure grounds
farther from the house and but little seen, we have let the grass
grow longer at this season, or we have scythe cut it without
cleaning it up for a few days, and in these cases the long grass,

or the small ridges where cut, held the leaves where they fell,
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and prevented tliem so easily careering over the neigbbourliood.

Those who, like ourselves, have felt the want of a good stock

of tree leaves, will excuse reference to such a eimple matter.

For reasons implied, we have collected a good quantity, though
we would have rather delayed the operation ; but leaves, short
grass, and litter will be useful for many purposes.

Vie may here, in passing, ad\ert to two questions sent to us

by " Constant Bkadkrs." First, "Whether would you rake off

or dig in the fallen leaves that collect in shrubberies ? " and
again :

" Will not the constant sweeping and taking awny of

tiio leaves that fall from fine trees, even in a j>lea3ure ground,
tend in timo to starve these trees, and thus arrest their free

and continuous growth ? " And to this latter query we reply in

the atlimiative, and say that the ground is deprived of the

manuring which Nature intended to give it ; and so convinced
of this are some admirers of trees that, though the leaves must
be collected on the score of neatness, the gardener has to

return an equivalent in the shape of rich top-dressings. Many
a poor piece of land that would not pay for ploughing and sow-
ing, will pay for both well after standing in wood for from thirty

to fifty years, and that chielly owing to the enriching influence
of the yearly dropping of leaves and decomposition of the grass

which grew iu the open spaces. This just reminds us of three,

or at least two, hue Elm trees iu a pleasure ground. More
than twenty years ago they were becoming bonnet-headed, and
the leaves and shoots were smaller every summer. In the
process of alterations a rich top-dressing was given to the
ground, extending at least some 50 feet from the boles of the
trees, and the result for many years was almost magical. We
can see the old signs of starving leturning. Why '? The trees

have had nothing given to them, and have been regularly robbed
every season of what Nature would have restored to them.
Several loads of leaves have been taken from beneath them
already, as much more, if not Llowu away, will be removed on
Monday, and as yet more than hall of the leaves on the trees

are gretnish, and look as if they required a brisk frost to

bring them all down. Just think of the depth of the finest

manure that would have accumulated under such trees in

twenty, thirty, or forty years, and coming in such gentle addi-
tions every year, and all swept away from the trees without any
return being made. We have been able to do little in thus
assisting even lino specimen trees ; but if these noble-headed
trees were ours we should like to fork the ground nearly as far

as the branches extend, give them from a dozen to a score cart-

loads of the best rotten manure, let it lio all the winter, cover
with a little soil and turf in the spring, after watering if the
weather was dry, and then we should expect for a time good
yearly growths and well-sized foliage, indicating luxuriant pro-
gression, instead of decrepitude and decay.
The answer as to the shrubbeiies may now be presumed, and

the practice should be varied according to circumstances. If

the shrubbery is young, and it is desirable to render it a dense
thicket for boundary protection as soon as possible, then the
more leaves that can be collected on it, or from the neighbour-
hood, the better for the shrubs, and these we would point in
shallow with a fork, and keep the ground with a hoe free of
weeds in summer. When the shrubbery was established, no
digging whatever would be required, and all leaves that would
not find their way out to disfigure the lawn, should remain,
and decompose where they were. In such cases, even iu tho
openest parts, a few barrowloads of soil thrown thinly over the
leaves, will be less trouble than taking these out. When a
shrubbery is partly opened up, so that specimens stand pro-
minent and alone, it will be best to dispense with digging,
and either turf up, or let moss form all round them, and iu
either of these cases, these open spaces must be cleared of
leaves like the rest of the lawn ; and then to give the specimens
full justice, they ought to have a little assistance, when all the
natural manuring is thus taken away. With our constant re-

moving of all that falls from a tree on a lawn, or shrubbery,
and yielding nothing in return, we do not give the tree the
chances of help it would have, if it stood in the open park,
where part of its foliage would be retained in tlie long grass, or
if that grass was mowed or grazed, tbeie would be the drop-
pings of the animals, and at times the rich top-dressings spread
over the grass which would help the trees, as well as secure
good crops of hay. Sec.

If such necessary neatness in removing every fallen leaf from
the pleasure grounds involves a lessening of the resources of

growth, why do not gardeners more generally allude to or insist

on the fact ? Why, because though they know it all well
enough ; they have found oat, that whilst neatness mast be

insisted on, it is for the proprietor, and not the servant, to find

the means of returning an equivalent, because whilst more and
more is required in forwarding crops, the gardener finds the

heat from decomposing leaves is nearly all that he can de-

pend upon, without increasing the fuel bill, which must not

be at all contemplated ; and because while he wants all that he
thus collects for manuring purposes in the garden, when too

ilecoraposed to yield any more heat, he knows that for all such

garden manuring, and repaying back wl at has been taken from
the trees, he may look in vain to the huge moirnds of dung in

the farmyard.
Leaifi and >:liiirt grasn ai means for affonUvt] hottom-lieat.—

We will now offer a few remarks chiefly to meet an objection,

most kindly stated, as to the danger that may easily result from
using such leaves, litter from the stable, and short grass, for

obtaining bottom heat almost at once, with little or no previous

Iireparation, as alluded to lately. Leaves intended to be kept

for a while cannot be collected too dry. Even then they will

sweat and heat a little. When collected now for next to pre-

sent use, it is as well if they are a little damp. If they lie in a
heap a couple of days or so, they will heat almost enough, in

such mild weather, either to kill or drive away all the sUmy
tribe, 60 apt to be swept up with them, except on the outside

of the heap, and, therefore, it is as well to lay that aside when
forming a particular bed. Now, such leaves will at once suit

any growing ])lant that requires a mild heat, and the gases and
steams given off will never hurt the most tender plant—that is,

if other things are attended to as they ought to be, and a

greater preparation of leaves before using them is a mere waste

of tho material.

Now, genial as the heat from leaves alone is, we can have it

much stronger if we mix short grass along with them, and it

will also be rendered less violent if some littery dung be also

mixed with it, and the litter will make the heat more enduring.

We have thrown up such a mixed heap on the Saturday, and
then trampled it, and by Monday the heap was as hot as well

I

could be, but not half the size it was on Saturday, and we

j

used it at once to give us some bottom heat where we wanted it

in a hurry. We thus secured bulk, which we would have lost

i with more perfect preparation. We have never concealed

the fact that the fumes from such a mixture in a close frame
or pit, if they escape into its atmosphere, would kill nearly

j

every growing plant ; but we have always stated in addition,

that when we used such crude very unsweetened material, we
invariably covered it over to the depth of from 6 to 9 or more
inches with sweet half-rotten dung, or half-rotten leaves, and
then no fumes ever came through it, and yet the heat was all

that could be desired. Very little moisture ever rises—in fact,

the mixture burns itself dry long before it gives over yielding

heat, and it takes a very long time to burn itself out or be

thoroughly decomposed.
We mentioned placing some dry ashes en the bed before

setting in the cuttings that required a Utile help and yet not to

be troubled with damp ; and day after day the ashes remained

perfectly dry, until a clever young man, seeing that a few c£

the pots were a little dry, watered them all overhead with a

large rose on a pot, as if he had been watering a seed-bed out

of doors in the beginning of July. That thoughtless watering

put more injurious dampness in that bed than would have

come up, or m, during a month of dull foggy weather.

Of course we wish all who are timid to keep on in the good

old way and use no dung until it is so sweet that the vapour

that exhales from it is as clear and pellucid, when condensed, as

a dewdrop. We resorted to the rough-and-ready mode, because

with little to go to we thus had fully three times at least the

bulk we otherwise would have had, and because for all, and
especially temporary purposes, many an amateur might thus

take advantage of the heat that otherwise would warm the

general atmosphere during the preparatory process. The only

safeguard is to keep all the fumes from such rank material

from escaping into the atmosphere of the place.

For instance, the other week we were glad to fill a pit with

such material to bring some plants that needed a little heat

nearer to the glass ; but there was a hot-water pipe near the

bottom in front, and to take advantage of that in dull or cold

weather we had to leave an opening 2 or 3 inches wide between

the front wall and the bed, the opening being secured by an

old piece of upright paling. Now, if we had made all our bed

of such materials, the fumes would have found their way
through the openings in the wood into this opening for letting

the heat up from the pipe, and soon made wrecks of the most

tender subjects in the bed. All this, however, was avoided by
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placing against that opening a fi inch wall of the old sweet
material in the pit, and afterwards covering the surface in the

usual way. No steam ever appeared, and the sprinkling of dry
ashes is as dry as the day it was put on, whilst thehottom heat
we wanted for a short time has been effectually gained.

With a heap of leaves in reserve, a little stable litter, and the
mowings from the lawn, after grass cutting begins, there need
be no diiliculty in obtaining a little bottom heat when wanted
in most gardens, even from such unpromising, unworked,
unsweetened materials. The only point to be considered is,

that whilst you heat the surface-covering no noxious fumes
shall be permitted to come through it. In the ease jnst re-

ferred to, if we had made our bed of fresh rank material right

up to the opening, the fumes would have come through there,

however carefully we had covered the surface, and that would
be something like bolting our doors and leaving the windows
open. When the system is in operation every old bed that is

to be renewed will have plenty of material just suitable for the
surface-covering, and the plants may go in at once without any
waiting for sweetening. Bulk of fermenting material is often an
abject, and this plan, safe when thus acted on, preserves bulk
and ensures, when well done, a more gradual decomposition,
and consequently a more prolonged heat. Even Cucumber-
beds generally last from spring until now ; and when the rotten
part is wheeled away in winter enough of half-decomposed
sweet material generally remains to be available for the sur-

face-covering that keeps all right. However, as already stated,

let all who are timid, or have as much fermenting material as

they choose, sweeten and half rot their materials in the good
old way.
We have little room to say more than that the pleasure

grounds are still very fair, and as yet we have removed nothing,
except some belts of Centaurea candidissima, as we did not
take cuttings soon enough, so as to be quite sure, also some
Golden Chain and Mrs. Pollock Pelargoniums. A few sunny
days have brought out the flowers amazingly.
We have commenced clearing and fresh arranging the houses

for the winter, have stripped all the leaves from the low Fig-
house, and all the fruit likewise, as we have long proved that
Ijng-continued bearing, say into November, always injures the
first crop in early summer, and we have cleared a low house next
to them, chiefly used for Ferns. Here we bad to cut a Stephan-
otis down, as it became infested with mealy bug, and we may
state this is the first time we have been troubled with such a
visitor for many years. We recollect seeing a few on a small
plant sent here more than a twelvemonth ago, and thought we
cleared it thoroughly, but no doubt we had missed one or two.

We hope we have destroyed it by doing away with the worst plant
and thoroughly cleaning the house. The glass roof is low, and
as the sashes are moveable, instead of washing the woodwork
and glass on we took it off, and well we did so, as many bugs
had insinuated themselves opposite the bad plant between the
sides of the sashes and the rafters. They had also found their

way across the partition, and had begun to sliow on the Fig
shoots. We trust the hot water and hot soap-suds will destroy
them ; but no one can be too careful in looking over bush plants
to prevent their introduction.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—October 30.

A MODERATE busincss doing with Bcarcely nny vnnntion in prices.
Among other imports we are now receiving Prickly Pears from Sicily,
which sell at from 2s. to S.'. per doz. Portugal and Spanish Grapes are
now coming in in large quantities, but very few samples have any keep-
ing qualities. Arrivals of Potatoes are heavy, both coast\\"ise and by rail,

maintaining last week's quotations.

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes dnz.
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, i sieve

ScarletRun.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

e.i.
to 4 Leeks bunch

n
2 6

6

6

e

,
Lettuce per score

S 6
,
Mushrooms pottle

8 , Mustd.,t Cress, punnet
3

I

Onions per bushel
6

[
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket

,

Shallots lb.

! Spinach bushel
j
Tomatoes per doz.

I

Turnips bunch
4 I Vegetable Majrows,dz.

8.
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Weight of Wood (B. C).—It is qnite Imposstblo for as to toll how
many cubic (eot of " stroen or ucwiy-cut" wood woiihl wuigh n ton, so

maoD dpppnds upon tliu i»k« o( the treo nnd tho aoHson. Wo ciin only tell

you tbe wui«ht of n cubit- foot when dry of tbc woods you niimc. A cubic

loot of Ilouch weiKba. 46 llw. 4 ozs. ; of Ash, 47 lbs. 8 ozs. ; nud of Spruce,

89 Ibd. From tbcao dtita you may approximftto to tho informtttion you

•«ek.

Rl-AKnASOisc. A CfAnnEN (rornuKo).—Wo aijroo with your i^cncrnl pro-

poned plans, but wo arc doubtful if tbe liiwn-i,Tound to Ibo south slopes

from tho lioust), or to tho bouse. At nny rate, wo presume timt tho banii

at tbe south boundary, and beneath which the orchard is to be placed, is

S feet hiuber than the basin-lawn. If tho lawn slopes to tbe south, then

It would be ui..ro artistic it that lenRth of 151) feet were made into two

slopes instead of one, though that is a matter of tasto. We approve of

the sloping Itank ou the east and west aides of tho enbircod lawn : but we
cannot any tliat wo approve of tho proposed shape of this lawn, brinKiu«

the twn siiles into a sharp ant.'le near the centre, aud maluii^' the wallt on

each aide correspond, forn»in»^ thus an unseemly auwle of travel without

any detinite puri)ose or object. If tho lawn were not to be siiuaro, or the

aides to bo uniform with tlie house, it would be better if tho two aides

formetl an easy graceful curve without any sharp uuK'le. These side

walks or roads wo presume would be necessary, but tho less they arc seen

from the windows the bettor, as gravel in itself is no attraction to the

eye, and is ouly tolerated on account of its utility. As to the joining

these side walks at tho soutbcro boundarv- or bank, throe courses aro avail-

oblo—elther briuR the walk inside of the bank, or take it outside on tho

orchard-part of the ground, or if the walk on the top of tho mound would

be an eyesore and interfere at all with the line distant view, tlien bring it

iu a tunnel imdcruealh the bank. Tho entrances to this tunnel would be

good places for collections of rock pUnts and hardy Ferns. With your

sloping banks on each side of the lawn, and the lawn kept neatly, it will

bo an advantage, that though these walks aro made for convenience, they

shall be seen as little as possible from the wiMdowa. Tho moving of the

fru't trees so as to increase the lawn is a good idea, but keep in mind
tluit a lawn is even more exitensive to ke( p than flower-beds. With your

sloping shrubberies, &c , we approve of liaving bnt few trees on your

lawn. As to drooping hardy plants, few things will bo better than tho

Weepin* Ash, the Weeping Willow, and Weeping Cytisus ; and for orna-

ment, what can surpass the Deodar Cedar, tho Araucaria, and tho Pine

tribe with which you are conversant—say, such as Picea pinsapo and
Finns oxcolsa ".' A large vase or two, or baskets, would look better than

beds on such a lawn, and these might be combined iu a pretty group with

yonr proposed sundial in the centre. U is impossible for any one to give

more detinite directions about altering a place without seeing it, and
taking all the attendant matters into consideration, and for a work of this

extent, if at all <loubtful as to how to proceed, it would be well to have
tho advice of a professional man.

Flower-Gaupkn Plantino (V. Z., B^-i-oir'.—Suppose you plant your
central oval l>ed thus—1. Centre Gladiolus and Salvia fulgens mixed;
3, Perilla nankinensia; 8, Calceolaria amplexicaulis, or Aurantia multi-

flora ; 4. Christine Pelargonium ; C, Purple King Verbena ; fi, Koniga
maritima; then tbe two side circles we would make alike, as 1, Scarlet

Pelargonium ; 2, Madame Vnucher ; 8, Iresine llerbstii, which should do
exceedingly well in Devon : 4. ligbt-ooloured Heliotrope or white Verbena ;

B, Little David, Harry Hieover^ or Harkaway Pelargonium. Then your

other two fan-beds we would just transpose, placing Verbenas where tbe

Calceolarias were last year, and vice-vt:r»ti.

Tl'RFiNo Croquet Lawn (/', ,S'.).—After you have trenched the ground
as you propose, the old turf being turned in. you must allow the ground
to lie some lime before turfing, so thtit it may settle, otherwise it will settle

into holes. We sliould prefer trenching now and leaving the groimd
rongh until February, or early in March, by which time it would have

ennk. Then, during "a dry time, we would make it quite level and firm,

and lay down the best turf we could procure. This will be better than
sowing grass seeds, os you will have tho benefit of tho ground almost at

once, for after it has been well beaten and ruUed yon can use it ; but if

you wore to sow it with grass seeds it would not be fit to use the same
year. If you give a liberal top-dressing of rich compost over the newly-

laid tnrf, and early iu .\prjl rake it, and sow- over it 4 lbs. per acre of

Cynosurus cristatus; 4 lbs. Festuca duriuscula; 2 lbs. Poa nenioralis;

4 1b3. Fostuca tenuifolia : 'i Iba. Trifolium repens : and 4 lbs. Trifolium

xninns, rolling well after sowing, and then leaving the ground untouched
for six w-eeks, we think you will find a good thick bottom will be foruied.

You cannot roll it loo often, nor bo over careful in laying tho turf, as a

little extra care taken at first will save much labour afterwards. Do not

mow in too closely the first season, nor, indeed, at any time during dry

weather should crociuct lawns be cut very bare.

Top-DREssiNo Strawberry-beds (J. T. C'.^.—You should at once place

manure upon the vacant space between the plants and rows. Good well-

rotted manure is best. Tho plants will most likely bear fruit next year
;

but wo think from their age that the fruit will be small.

PRoPAOATlNd El-oenia ugni [K. S. C).—Eugonia ngni is propagated
by cuttings of tho half-ripened wood. The points of the young shoots

should bo taken ofl" when tho wood has become somewhat firm about
8 inches from the end of tbe shoot, or in the condition known to gar-

donors as half-ripe. The cuttings should be about 3 inches long, anil

should be cut across below the lowest leaf with a sharp knife, and have
the leaves removed half way up the cutting. They may then be inserted

wnnd the sides of a six-inch pot, half filled with crocks, and then filled

to within an inch of the rim with a compost of two-thirds sandy peat,

one-third loam, adding and incorporating as much silver sand as will

amount to one-fourth of the whole. The pot should be filled to the rim
with silver sand, and the cuttings put in up to their remaining leaves.

Tbe cutting-pot should bo inserted in one of larger size, and tliu interval

between tbe pots should be filled with small pieces of broken pots to

within an inch of the rims of both pots, which should be <m the same
level, and that inch should then be tilled up w-ith silver sand. A gentle
watering may then bo given, and a bell-glass bo placed over tho cuttings,

BO that it may rest on tbe sand between the rims of tho pots. The pots

may then be placed in a mild hotbed of from 70 to 75 ^ or in any house
where there is a gentle heat. Shade the cuttings from sun, and tilt the
bell-glass a little on one side at night. Care should bo taken not to over-

water, but the sand ought to be kept moist. When the cuttings begin to

grow the bell glass should be gradually raised, and by degrees removed,
and thq shading most bo lessened and gradually removed, in proportion

as the plants or cnttings ondarn tho son's rays without flagging. When
well rooted tho plunta should be potted off. You may also propagate by
layers. A vlgorons shoot layered in a small pot In spring will be well

rooted by autumn.

WixTERiNo CiiRVSANTnEMUMs ASD FocHsiAS (A. (J.).—Ton may winter

Fuchsias in a cellar it yon merely keep them from frost and bavo the

soil dry, so that gro«-th may not toke place. The soil, however, ahould

not be so dry as to cause tho wood to shrivel. You cannot well keep

Chrvsanthemums in a cellar, as they grow more or less during the

winter. They aro best wintered in a cold frame, or they will succeed

outdoors in any sheltered aituation it turned out of tho pots, or if the

pots are plunged to the rim in coal ashes. The protection of a mat or

other covering must bo afforded during very severe weather.

Gkapes in OncnARD-nocsE (Wrm).—The Esperione is a few days in

advance of tho Black Hamburgh in ripening in a cold orcbard-bonso

where no fire heat is used. Tlio Early White Malvasia is the sarlicst

Grape you con have. Foster's White Seedling is a much better Orape,

and the Koval Muscadine is also good.

Everoreess in Pots for Pi.uNonio in a Bed (A Prnclufr).—Yon
could not have anything bettor than compact bushes of Launislinos,

which flowers during winter it tho weather is mild. Moderate-sizeU

plants of Cupressua Lawsoniana look well; also Thujopsis borealia,

Aucuba. Box, and gold and silver voriogatod Hollies. Any of tho above

will suit you.

Peach Trees Unhealthy (Hem).—Your trees having rank wood at

tho upper part are probably indiflerently trained. You should cut out

the weak shoots and branches, and fill their places by depressing tho

vigorous branches and shoots. This will to a great extent overcome the

deficiency ot healthy wood at the bottom ; bnt if your trees are for the

most part over-luxuriant, vou may now take them up carefully, if not very

old and replant, ofter cutting awav any long roots that go straight down
bv the wall or under the stem of the tree, adding some fresh soil, tnrty

rather strong loam being best. Too much soil cannot be retained about

tho roots in the lifting, nor can the Hbres or small roots be too csre-

fuUv preserved. Now is a good time to lilt Peach trees. Keep the roots

I near the surface, avoiding deep planting, and do not cover them with
' more than 6 inches of soil. If the stems of tho trees are slightly raised,

and they appear as if on a cone or small mound, all the better. Mulch

around tho stems, as far as the roots extend, with 2 or 8 inches of litteiy

manure.
WiBEWoRM IX TcRF FOR VlNEDORDEB (E. S. C.).—In turning yonr

sods over you mav sprinkle fresh soot over each layer ot turt as it is

turned, and that will drive them away to a great extent. We aro now
making several new Vino borders, and wo find the wircworra does not like

tho materials of which tho bolder is composed—namely, turf from a

pasture where the soil is of a rather light gravelly nature, six parts
;
hme

rubbish from an old bnilding, two parts : calcined oyster shells, marl, lump

charcoal, and broken or bruised bones in etiual quantities, two parts. The

insects in tho turf are making their way to the pathway, evidently nn-

able to live in tbe mixture, which we find tho best of anytl-ing we have

tried for Vine borders.—G. A.

White Ciematis to Flower in July ( B<-))j>o).—Clematis Helena la

not of the Clematis monlana race, and it does not flower so early. It

will probably suit you: but you will find it difllcult to bloom Clematises

at one time, and especially at the same time as C. Jackmanni,

Magnolia TRirET.iLA (Wcm).—It does not generally bloom until May,

continuing till .Tune, and we do not remember having seen it in flower so

carlv as the middle of April; but it may occasionally bloom in .4pril in

warm situations. It is a Irec-blooming tree but requires to be ot a good

size nnd age to bloom well.

CLnrorNo Plants with Ornamental Foliaoe ( ).—Vitia vinilera

variegata, having every appearance of a weak-growing Vine, but with

leaves beautifuUv marked with silvery ond pink variegation on a green

ground, is the only reallv good variegated climber for outdoor work.

There is, however, a verv promising golden or yellow-leaved variety of

the Sweet Jasmine (Jasniinum officinale foliis anreiai, that may prove

good. It is as vet very scarce. The best variegated climbers for outdoor

trellises will be" found among the Iv-ies. Three good varieties are Hedera

helix cbrvsopbvlla. which has some of the leaves green, others yellow,

nnd some' blotched with yellow ; Hedera helix argentea mbra, with white

stripes on the leaves, which in winter are margined and veined with red;

and H. helix maculota. which has leaves curiously marked, veined, and

spotted with white. Three good flowering climbers tor a trellis are Aris-

toloebia sipho. Clematis lanuginosa, or C. Jackmanni, and Jasmmom
oflicinale grandiflorum.—G. A.

Camellia Flower-buds Fallino (H. H'.).—Tbe buds enclosed exhi-

bited those appearances which wo find result from an inactive state of

the roots. The evil mav be caused by imperfect drainage, and most

likely by the buds being more numerous than the roots can support.

Were you now to thin them considerably we think those left might yet

expand.

Alpine Plants (Jekirmlh rounA-cr).—By the term alpine, as applied

to phmts. is meant plonts that grow in monntainous tracts, where there

is generally a great diversity of formation, in some places little bCTond

rocks. When wo ascend to regions that, from their altitude, are difflcnlt

of access, we mav be said to be in alpine situations, and plants coming

from such are c.-illed alpine plants. By a common English plant becom-

ing trailing in alpine situations, we should understand one which, thongh

erect and strong in warm deep soil, assumes a trailing habit when grown

in colder and more elevated positions.

Scabborocoh LitT (Idem).—The proper name of the Scarborongh Lily

is Vallota purpurea.

Vines Mildewed (.4 Sii'>«frit,.r).—Sulphur applied to tho hot-water

pipes when heated to a temperature ot 170 ought to have given off

lunies that would check mildew ; but we fear you did not continue the

painting of the pipes long enough, nor cover a sufficient extent ot them

to completely fill the house with the sulphur lumes, otherwise we know
these will d'estrov mildew. The best remedv, however, is to dust with

the sulphur the leaves and parts affected. This will effectnally destroy

tbe mildew. You must not burn sulphur in the houses this winter, as

that will destrov all vegetable lite ; but you may paint tbe Vines with a

composition of flowers ot sulphur, 1 lb. : ground tobacco, 1 lb. ; soft soap,

8 ozs. ; unslacked lime, 1 lb. Dissolve and mix in a gallon of woter, and,
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if necessary, add clay to brinR the whole to the consistence of thin paint.
The hou=e walls ehould he well lime-waphcd, 1 lb. of flowers of sulphnr
beinR added to every jiallon of the limewash. The woodwork should
be tbnrouphly washed with soft soap and water, taking care not to wet
the glass witli the soapy water.

Grafting Mrs. Pollock Pelargoniusi {C. H.).—The best time to
graft such Pehnponiums is' in February and March, or later in the
season. We consider Royal Dwarf a pnod stock for craftinj:; upon, but
Tom Thumb or any of the not very thick-stemmed kinds will answer
The best mode that we h.ave tried is side-graftin*?, which yon will find
fully described in the " Science and Practice of Gardening." It is neces-
sary to plunge in a mild hotbed, and to keep the house moist and shaded
until the scions have taken.

Cherry Stocks for Apples or Pears (J. j4.)*—We[*are certain the
^afts would not live.

. Top-dressing Vine Borders (Td^nt).—So far from depreciating the
top-dressing of Vine borders, we frecjuently recommend it; but we do
not advise top-dressing them in summer, for we know that heavy coat-
ings of manure exclude sun, heat, and air from the border, and tend to
i)ttTy the roots too deeply. Covering the borders in autumn with
6 inches of half-decayed stable manure must enrich the soil, and tend to
protect the roots from cold; but the utility of forking in 6 inche.^ of ma-
nure every autumn we cannot understand. The only good that could
result from doing so would be the enrichment of the border ; but jn time
the surface would be converted into a heavy soapy mass. We use for
top-dressing Vine borders half-inch bones, lime rubbish from an old
building, turf from a pasture not more than 1^ to 2 inches thick, char-
coal, calcined oyster shells, and sheep's-dung or horse-droppings, pre-
lerencc being given to the formex*. We first pl.ice a layer of sod-s. grass
side downwards, and having the whole of the other ingredients well
mixed together and in equal quantities, we put on another layerof sods
and then a layer of the above substances equal to the thickness of sods
another layer of sods, and so on, until we have ft heap equal to our re-

quirements for one season's top-dressing. We give a good soaking of
liquid manure to the heap every month, from April to September, the
heap being made in March. In Octol)er the heap is cut down from one
end and the whole chopped up into pieces about 2 inches square and
thoroughly mixed. We then put it on the Vine borders from one to
three inches thick, having previously gone over the border with a fork,
so as to loosen the surface. The difference in the thickness of the top-
dressing is owing to the difference in the vigour of the Vines. We give
a thicker dressing to those that are weak in growth than to those which
are stroug. This top-dressing we never remove; it disappears, at least
the roots come up into it. Our borders are from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet
an depth. We cover outside Vine borders in winter with boards to keep
them dry.

Wintering Caladiums (P. J. IV.).—Caladiums should be wintered in a
house with a minimum temperature of from 60 to 65"^, and the soil
should be kept dry, but not dust dry, as that is apt to cause the roots to
rot upon their coming in contact with moisture. If you can place the
pots on a moist bottom they will absorb enough moisture ; but failing
this you should sprinkle two or three times a-week with water, so as to
make the surface of the soil and the pots moist.

Double Purple Larkspur (Idem).—We think from your description
that your plant is the Delphinium cheilanthum (Don},var. multiplex. You
do not say whether your plant has a large lip, the characteristic of the
species. It is a tall-growing kind, and succeeds in good, rich, rather light

soil in an open situation. It should have a top-dressing of leaf mould in
autumn, and is increased by parting the roots in spring.

Vallota pl-rpurea Culture (A. J. T.).—The flower and lenf enclosed
to us are those of Vallota purpurea. Its treatment is that of a green-
house plant, succeeding in ii compost of r.atber strongloam and one-third
peat, with the addition of a littlo leaf mould. The plant should be kept
ratlier dry dm-ing the winter, but when growing cnnnot have too much
water, and should receive every encouragement. When a good growth has
been made expose it fully to light and air. and diminish the supply of
water. The foliage must not at any time bo allowed to flag.

Wintering I<'uchsias (7f/(Hi).~Your old plants may he wintered in the
pottiug-shed as usual, but the autumn-struck cuttings ought to be kept
upon a shelf in the greenhouse, and the soil not allowed to become very
dry. If you manage them well they will continue growing more or less

throughout the winter, and by frequently shifting in spring you may have
them very tine next year. Old plants do not generally make good
specimens.

Propagating Correas, Acacias, and Cytisus (Jf/fm).—Correns and
Acicias arc increased by cuttings, and the points of the shoots when the
wood becomes a little hardened at its base should be taken—about
3 inches of the moderately vigorous shoots. The foliage should be re-

moved from the cuttings for half their length from the bottom, and the
base of each should be cut transversely below the lowest joint with a
sharp knife. They should tlien be inserted in a pot half full of crocks,

filled to within an inch of the rim with a compost of sandy peat two-
thirds and one-third sandy loam and silver sand, and then to the rim with
silver snnd. The cuttings should be inserted round the sides of the pot
and up to the leaves in the sand. Give a gentle watering and place the
pots in a house with a gentle hent. covering the cuttings with a bell-glasG.

A slight bottom heat ivill facilitate rooting. Shade should be given from
sun, and the atmosphere nnist be moist, the cuttings not being allowed to

flag from the dryness of the soil, and the latter must not be made sour
from constant watering. The Cytisus may be increased from cuttings as
above deseribed. May and June are a good time to put them in.

Star Pinks {E. D.).—Wc do not know what they are. The more cir-

cular the flower of the Pink the better. A starry flower is not admissible.

Vines and Peaches (,4. iV. G.).—A house 7 feet .wide is of sufficient

width for growing Vines and Peaches.

Names of Fruits f William Thovipson).—!, Brown Beurre ; 3. Monarch ;

5, Thomxjson's (or Vlesembeck). Are you sure the Beurre Diel you sent

is correct ? It is very like Beurre Superfin, an excellent Pear when in

condition, bnt keeping for no time. Beurre Diel ought not to be a mass of

corruption at this season, as this specimen is. Wc do not recognise the
other two Pears. {Elizabeth .S.).—1. Alfriston ; 2. Minchall Crab ; 8, New
Hawthornden ; 4. Dumelow's Seedling ; 5, Hampshire Pippin ; 6, Fearn's-

Pippin. {W.WiUia>ti!i).~\, Glou Morceau ; 2, White Doyenne ; S.^Nou-

veau Poiteau ; G. Uvedale's St. Germain ; 7, Fondaute des Eois ; 8, Shob-
den Court; 9.Eroorapnrk; in. Winter Nelis ; ll.OldColraar; 13, Monarch;
14, Ne Plus Meuris; 17, Doyenne Boussoch. (./. TVrtfNOH).—!. Monarch ;

2. Bfironne de Mello ; 4, Whitemore Pippin; 5, Scarlet Nonpareil.

iO»cnr\.—We paid eightpence for your box of Apples and Pears. If you
enclose to us eight postage stamps the fruit shall be examined.

Names of Plants (C. F ).—Scutellaria sen-ata. (A. 7?.).—1. Pteris cre-

tica albo-lineata ; 3, Selaginella Martensii ; 4, Adiantum formosum

;

5, Pteris serrulnta ; 6, Lastrea Filix-mas ; 9. Asplenium adiautum-nigi'um
2, 7, 8, being without fructification, cannot be named.

meteorological observations in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending Octsber 29tli.

DATS.
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" they shall get done easily." The mominR, however, briugs

with it the most abrupt evidence f f the delusiveness of such

foregone conclusions. X very early breakfast being hurriedly

partaken of, tbo arbitrators on their arrival at the exhibition

dnd, and that as the first intimation, " thut the committee

cannot possibly be ready for an hour and a half or two hours

to come." The grounds of delay, of course, are various—some-
times from the pens not arriving in time, or that workmen
failed in their duties ; and again, far more freijuently, because

the committee feel it incumbent on them to wait the arrival of

some imrticular individual's birds, that very probably " will

come " by a train arriving at the hour, perchance about midivay

between the time first named for commencing the arbitrations

and that of the opening to visitors, lly this last defect, not

very long since, I was myself, when single-handed, delayed live

and a halt hours during good daylight—taking short walks in

the immediate locality—and consequently had to avail myself

of the so-commcoily-called-in an " assistant " at such cases,

a policeman's bull's-eye lantern, for some four or live hours

after daylight was gone.

In this particular case, as in a variety of others that could

be mentioned, in which I had colleagues however, the expected

fowls never came at all ; though, on the other hand, not unlre-

quently such anticipations of the committees have been even-

tually fulfilled. Hut can it reasonably be supposed, even if

want of daylight does not ensue from these changed arrange-

ments, that the awards can be made as coolly, or the general

examination of the birds be as perfect and satisfactory as would
have been the case had the deducted one, two, or even three

hours been made also available ?

On this point I am well assured all your readers will arrive

at much the same opinions ; but my mind embraces from
practical experience another and quite as potent an objection

—

viz., it cannot be logically argued ihat to wait at all for " late

comers" is doing justice to those who have at much incon-

venience obeyed rules. Again, through so common and mistaken
a piece of kindness by committees, the result of the present

deference to late arrivals has brought with it one unvarying
sequence—the " whippers-in " have only taken advantage of

this former indifference to regulations, and the next year have
put in their appearance even at a later hour than before.

Another littie hint may not be without its usefulness. The
fast-coming short days, combined with "classes for chickens
of the present year only," add most materially to the attendant

diHiculties of such hurried arbitrations ; for it cannot be denied

that those exhibitors are not myths, who will, if they can,

introduce into their pens both cockerels and pullets of very

questionable age, and for judges during the last couple of

months of the year, to, at a first glance, determine the question

of age, in perfectly matured early chickens, is more than can
bo fairly expected. Experience, too, proves (as I have before

expressed myself in print), that the man, of all men the most
ready to solemnly protest to the age of his pen of chickens,

will usually bo found to be the individual who first sealed his

conscience by a false entry of their juvenility. In the case of

" disqualification " on this particular point, it must also be

borne in mind, the odds of advantage are always against the

judges, who, of course, can only speak as a matter of indi-

vidual opinion in respect to closely-disputed age; whilst a

home-diary, or a home domestic, if wanted, is but rarely

absent on behalf of the questioned birds. It comes, in fact,

oven at the present moment, within the scope of my know-
ledge, that several amateurs have chickens just hatched, and
eggs still to come. Some of them say, " The rearing of a few
chickens in the winter affords them occupation ; it is plea-

surable to them, and they would not, on any accouut, be with-

out them." How fearfully adverse are my own experiences aa

to this " pleasurable occupation ! " I have invariably found such
chickens prove far more troublesome than profitable, whilst my
domestics in years past, when rearing winter Sebrights, with
the view to keep them dwarfed, unanimously voted them " the

very worst of nil little plagues."

My individual impression is soon told, if prizes for chicken-

classes were not offered during the last two months of the year,

the now general inducement to enter very ancient-looking,

winter-hatched cliickens, would not be nearly so extended
;

aad at the advanced period of the season I have named, such
chickens may usually be expected to hold good place against
all comers, as biids of nine or ten months old are generally

found to be in their very best trim for competition.

Of course, no breach of agreement as to the time of opening,
can be tolerated by an impatient pnhllc; (or in sach case, a

perfect storm of lond knockings at the doors challenges instant

admission ; and should it then happen that the prize-cards are

not in their places, or the catalogues, with the awards, are at

the moment not forthcoming, complaints, couched in not the
most pleasing language, are, as the rule, far more abundant
than welcome.

It is also very easy to conceive, that when the awards are
made at tbo rate of a hundred pens an hour, it is a sufficiently

heavy strain, both on the brain and body of the judges, during
a couple or three consecutive hours, without any unnecessary
impediments being placed before them ; nor can it be doubted,
that an amateur, who, at his own leisure (say, of even the
whole afternoon, if he pleases to so devote the time), can most
probably see some little defect or other, that possibly may
have escaped the hastier glance of the most experienced
orbitrator.

15etore I conclude, I may just mention the indisputable fact

that though a judge may carry on pretty comfortably at the rate

named fur some three hundred pens or so, if the entries should
prove double that amount, he is not at all in the same posi-

tion for the fulfilment of the afterpart of his duties as he
was at the beginning of those classes adjudicated upon. To
limit, therefore, the originally defined time for the arbitrators,

becomes at once suicidal to the best interests of the exhibition;

exposes the judges to complaints that would not otherwise

arise, and as undoubtedly causes many an unnecessory con-

tention among even the competitors themselves.

For each society to carry out rigidly the rules as to the time
the poultry is to be received at the show, irrespective alto-

gether of the social position of the various competitors, ia

ecjually a duty of the managing committee as on their part to

be also quite pr"pared with the exhibition-coops for the recep-

tion of the poultry on their due arrival. The time agreed upon
in the first instance as to be fully allowed should be puncti-

liously observed when the judges are officiating ; and this really

done, if the allotment of the premiums should prove unsatis-

factory, then by all means in future years exchange your arbi-

trators as being inefficient ; but do not, on the contrary, expect

from the parties thus judging the evidently impossible task of

carefully making their decisions that under the original cove-

nant were to have occupied half a dozen hours, just as accu-

rately as they would have hoped to have done had not the
altered arrangement so unceremoniously curtailed the time to

not half that period. In short, I do maintain that the judges

of a poultry show are as perfectly entitled to the whole time
appointed for the sufficient discharge of their onerous duties

as are the competitors themselves to the prizes when awarded
to them, or the committee to the admission money received

at the entrances to the show.

—

Edward Hewitt, Sparkbrooh,
near VArmingham.

[The complaint thus uttered by Mr. Hewitt will be snstainep

by every one interested in poultry exhibitions ; and the com-
mittees will not merely act wisely but justly if they avoid the

evils and injustice he points out, and which the committees do
not sufficiently appreciate. A judge would be quite justified in

refusing to make awards unless he had the full time originally

specified.

—

Eds.]

BEST TIMES FOR LEAKING CHICKENS.
I WROTE to yon in July last about rearing chickens, giving an

account of the benefit they derived from a change of food and
water. With all my attention, however, I was not very suc-

cessful during warm weather, and I find I can rear chickens

with less attention and more success in March and April, and
again in October, than I can any time from May day to

Michaelmas. I am so convinced of this fact, that I shall in

future try to have all my chickens hatched before the 1st o£

May.—A. E. L.

[We agree with you fully, and we have always so far as we
could followed the plan. We hatch all we can in March and
April, but we cannot hatch all, and we run into May. Wo
suffer little by so doing, but we never do well in June. We
believe that the great heot of the sun is not good for th^.
The earth also is dry and parched, yielding neither food nor
refreshment. Old henwives attribute the constant failure of

success in June to the haymaking, a sort of hay-fever. It has

passed into verse thus

—

" Chirks that be hatchcil wben there's making of h«jr.

Will never do we'd, but will lado aw.-iy."]
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POLLEN OR FLOUR?
Will yon inform " T. H." that I observed similar pollen

carried in by my bees on the 13th of October. My apiary is

near to a village, and it occurred to me that they had obtained

access to some granary. The " white powder " was only brought
in by the bees of one hive, and I know of no kind of flowers

in my neighbourhood that they could collect it from.—J. C. A.,

North Cliesliivf.

[With regard to the bees covered with white pollen, men-
tioned in page 30G of "our Journal," I believe it to be flour

from the corn mills. I have recently seen many of mine come
home from the direction of a mill, and have noticed it in former
seasons.—C. F. G., Lincolnshire.

\

BEES DESERTING THEIR HIVES—BROOD
REMAINING UNDEVELOPED.

Some time since Mr. S. Bevan Fox and myself made similar
inquiries regarding stocks deserting their hives during the
spring ; but with all deference to the Editors, who have stated

in refjly to several inquiries that want is the chief cause, I beg
to differ from them on that point. Although I have had many
desertions, I have never had one from that cause, but, on the
contrary, the hives were always well-stored with food. It

would seem, therefore, that we must look for some other cause,
which can only be discovered by patient observations. I will

not, then, venture to lay down any positive rule, but will con-
tent myself with mentioning under what circumstances I have
had cases of this kind. Before doing so, however, I may call

the reader's attention to the question which I put in No. 303
of " our Journal," respecting bees failing to hatch out their

brood, and which it was suggested by a " Pevonshiee Bee-
KEEPEK " might be one of the phases of f 'ul brood. Well
would it be if it were so, as the bees would i ^en have found a
cure in themselves ; and although the hive itself would not be
benefited by it, still it would prevent the infection from spread-
ing. It may be remembered that I mentioned that at the time
of the queen's impregnation the temperature was low, not
more than C5° in the sun, and rather a chilly day. Notwithstand-
ing she had had a successful marriage flight, it is evident that a
higher temperature is necessary to impregnation, for this queen
probably would have remained a drone-breeder, although of

this I am not certain, as I never minutely examined the larvn?,

and none was ever hatched, being always destroyed when in
the larva state whilst the bees deserted their hive in the spring.
Now it has happened with me that late-bred queens are never
so prolific as those hatched or fertilised in the heat of summer

;

neither are they so long lived, either deserting their hives or
meeting with an untimely end by their subjects. And, again,
all stocks which have been subjected to severe cold have either
quitted their hives, or their queon has died from dropsy.*

I may mention that there is also a desertion by swarms after
being hived, and which has been rather common this year.
This kmd of desertion arises, undoubtedly, from a scarcity of
food at swarming time. Any person at all acquainted with
bees can easily determine whether there is any danger of their
leaving after swarming, simply by observing whether they have
empty or full stomachs ; if the former, feeding ought to "be re-

sorted to at once—a precaution which I have never found to

fail in attaching them to their hive. If honey is scarce feed-
ing ought to be continued, as they wiU sometimes leave after
making a good deal of comb.
One or two rather singular anomalies have come under my

observation this season—viz., many drones belonging to a hive
which in May was bringing forward young queens, deserted it,

and tried to gain admission into another, where most of them
were killed. Piping was in several cases heard where the old
queen was still regnant and afterwards came off with the first

swarm. I have also met with another singular occurrence. A
large piece of drone comb was filled with worker brood, which
all hatched. Another hive that was raising queens commenced
four royal cells. One was completed and hatched, another was
destroyed on the ninth day, and, strange to say, the bees that
cleaned out the cell died. The other two cells were widened
but not lengthened, having the ordinary sealing, and their
tenants were not ready to hatch until the twenty-first day ; but

* I dissected a queen that died from dropsy, probably caused by severe
cold, and found her sperniatheca entirely dried up, her ovaries were
wasted away, and the remaining matter had the appearance of that eva-
cuated by hens when saifering from iDfi'immation.—A Lahabeshibb Bee-
KEEPEB.

I could find no difference in them from the ordinary workers,
although it occurred to mo that if they possessed anything,
however little, of the nature of the queen, such bees might be
the cause of regicidal attacks on a young queen after her mar-
riage. Supposing them to be eight days later in hatching,
answering to about the time of her wedding flights, they may
probably emerge from their cells about her time of leaving,

and be ready for combat on her return.—A Laxaekshike Bee-
KEEPEE.

OUR LETTER BOX.
"Weight of Food Needed {A. B.).— It is imi»ORsible to answer yonr

question exactly. According to our calculation, with the advantfiRes they
Lave, a bushel of barley should last twenty fowls from thirty-two to thirty-
four days.

Deaf-ears of White Dorkings [Amateur).—It is an important point,
but most have some wliite on the deaf-ear. Many consider it a charac-
teristic of the breed. We do not.

Characteristics of a Dark Brahma Cockeeel {Brahma).—k dark
Brahma cock should have a liffht hackle and saddle, black tail, spotted
breast, black thighs, pea-comb, and yellow, well-feathered legs. Black
breasts are not disqualifications. The breast of a perfect bird should be
distinctly black and white. Licht breasts with lighter spots are very
objectionable. Light thighs are also the reverse of desirable. The comb
should be firm on the head.

Blanching Cocks' Combs (Pop).—They make an excellent dish. The
combs are to be cut off after killing. They are rendered white by being
scalded and then skinned.

Mating a Large Lop-eared R.abeit (B.).—For table purposes you
will find no cross so good as the Belgian Hare Rabbit. It gives very great
weight and is essentially fit for the food question. Your Dorking cocks
have probably gi-own too fast and become weak. You must feed them
generously, and put some sulphate of iron in their water.

Feeding Young Goldfinches (J?. F. G.)~When it is desired to raise
Goldfinches by hand, they should be taken from the nest when about
hiilf fledged. The older, however, the better, always provided they are
nut too old to open their mouths to be fed, and they may be reared on a
liaste of sopped bread and maw seed (poppy seed). Some persons use
rape seed, but if that is used it should previously be scalded and well
washed to deprive it of its punj^ency ; but maw seed is much the better.
They require feeding often, and the food should never be given them if

at all sour. Some people, to avoid the trouble of feeding by hand, place
the nest containing the young birds in a cage and hang it on the tree
where found, and leave the old birds to feed their young through the bars
of the cage. This plan often succeeds, the young birds being at the same
time provided with seed and water for them to peck at if inclined, that
they may learu to feed before the old ones forsake them, which, if it is

an early brood, the old ones are apt to do in order to breed again. These
young ones, though they have never flown at liberty, yet are more shy
than nestlings reared by hand; but are tamer than theGrej"patebranchers
caught after they can feed themselves.

Shifting Hives.— •' In reply to the query of ' C. A. T.,' in reference to
what I wrote in No. 252, of this Journal, the distance between the two
apiaries is about 30 yards. The old bees do return to their original stance,
many of them at least, but never in such numbers as to risk the loss of
the stock. It is the safest of all modes of artificial swarming I can
spenk positively, having tried a multitude of plans, and having recourse
to this method continually. In this case the fact of their queen being
with them, retains many of the old bees in tranquillity about her till such
time as the stock has recovered population by the development of brood.
Of course, it is never advisable to adopt this or any mode of artificial
swarming where the hives operated upon are weak in populati<.n. While
I Lave my pen in hand, let me thank Mr. Fox for his kindly correction of
an error in my figures in my last communication. The year 1860 was the
bnd year, not ISGl, which was a remarkably good season for honay in
these parts.—B. & W."
Awarding Prizes for Honey tn Supers.—" T. B. P." would be obliged

by " Mintlvn" informing him to which of thetlireenumbers mentioned in
p:ige 247, the judges awarded prizes ; also, whether in giving their decision
they were guided by the whiteness of the comb, or prefen-ed those which
were the best filled and the most completely sealed over.

Flat Observatory Hives (.4//rfrf P.).—These are the worst possible
abodes for bees during winter. Indeed, so rarely do they survive, that
the attempt to keep bees through ihe winter in a unicombhive may prac-
tically be considered hopeless. The moisture which you describe has
been condensed on the gbiss, wheiice it has trickled down to the floor-
board. Feeding will only nggravate the evil, and if the bees are confined
will speedily produce disease and death. Removing the stock was also a
great mistake, as, if they are not confined, nearly every bee that flie.s oat
will seek its old stance, and perish from being unable to find its home.
The case is, indeed, so desperate, that we see little for it but to leave the
bees to their fate. Before again stocking the hive we should have it

fitted with moveable comb-bars in the manner invented by Mr. Wood-
bury. These may be either four or six in number, according to the size
of the hive, and when winter again approaches they, with the combs
attached to them, should be lifted out, bees and all, and ranged side by
side in the usual manner in a box adapted to receive them, which should
be put in the plnceof the observatory hive, so that the bees may have no
difficulty in findiug it. When summer approaches the colony may again
be transferred to its transparent domicile, in which it will do well enough
so long as the weather remains warm. With regard to the bees in the
cottage hive, the case is very diff'erent. They will, probably, do well
enough if you administer without delay a sufficient supply of food in the
manner described by us in page 306.

Feeding Bees (Carolus).—\owr estimate of the weight of bees and
combs is, probably, somewhat under the mark, but is, practically, quite
near enough. Read our reply to " A Constant Reader" in page 306.
and follow the advice therein given. We know ol no trap that would not
catch bees as well as wasps.
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are covered with knots and small roots, and too often anything
but straight, although at the best of times scraping Horseradish
IS not a pleasant occupation. Then, again, a fine stick of Horse-
radish like that sent, and which, when I brought it from Man-
chester, weighed little short of 2 lbs., will, if proper care be taken
to keep it moist, last a moderate-sized family a fortnight or three
weeks. Besides, how much more pleasant it is to see a crop of
Horseradish grown on a compact and tidy bed, which can be
kept in order, instead of searching nil over a large piece of
Horseradish to find a good stick, which sometimes is not found
until, perhaps, a dozen or more have been taken up and thrown
aside

;
whilst with the Kelsall bed vou may begin at one end

and clear the bed before you. Again, in winter, if severe frost
sets m, a bed, or a portion of one, may be covered with litter
or leaves

; yon know where to look for what you want, and can
obtain it in five minutes, in.stead of digging and searching for
perhaps, an hour

; or if the ground is frozen very hard, it will
be almost impossible to take the roots up. Twelve or twenty-
four sticks hke that sent would last a large family a long time.
At the commencement of winter they might be taken up and
stored away m moist sand in the root-shed, and all the ground
necessary to grow the twenty-four sticks on would be a bed
9 feet long and 2 feet 6 inches wide.

I think I have shown that it is worth while to grow Horse-
radish well, and that it may be grown profitably on Mr. Kel-
sall s plan. Since seeing and having this system of cultivating
Horseradish explained to me, the idea has suggested itself tomy mmd that Sea-kale may be grown with great advantage by
planting it in precisely the same way on raised beds • for it is
obvious that the Horseradish ma'^es a very stout stem in a
very short time, as also a splendid large crown. One of the
principal causes of its growing to such an enormous size in so
short a time is, in my opinion, that its roots are near the
surface, where they are more under the influence of the sun-
tiext and air, instead of being down in the cold subsoil. Andm the case of the Horseradish, when the set is placed at a
great depth below the surface much time is lost during the
formation of the crown and in this reaching the surface. I
3haU at once have some beds made on Mr. Kelsall's principle,
both for Sea-kale and Horseradish, and will give your readersmy experience at some future time; still I would recommend
3U who have a kitchen garden to try for themselves his mode
01 cultivation, and I feel certain they must succeed in both
instances In the case of Sea-kale, it offers great facilities for
app ymg liquid manure to the root.-. The manure being pl.acedm the centre of the bed, the soil there will be much more open
than at the sides ; a small portion of the soil, just enough to
form two small ridges, may be drawn from the centre between
the rows of plants on each side, leaving above the roots a small
channel into which the liquid manure may be poured, and it
would £oak down just where it was wanted among the roots.
I have no doubt Mr. Kelsall might even increase the size of
liis enormous sticks of Horseradish in this way.

I send with the large stick of Horseradish a small piece of
root, (h-essed ready for planting, and one not dressed. The
large fully-developed stick wag no larger than the small pieceswhen it was planted as above described in the May of the pre-
sent year.

-^ '

I shall send you a few other hints on various subjects sug-
gested during my recent visit to Manchester.— J. Wills.
[The specimen sent to us is a handsome, perfectly straight

atick 10 inches long and G inches in circumference, ail service-
able for kitchen use.

—

Eds.]

same house, it was not thought worthy of cultivation ; its juice
might be pronounced Sweetwater, and that of Pause Jaune
mawkish Sweetwater. Accordiugly my Bicane Vines were
thrown on the refuse-heap.

I have for many years amused my leisure hours in fruit-
ing m pots a great number of French Grapes selected from
the thousands of varieties grown in France. Sometimes I
have felt fatigued at my numerous disappointments, but I
have been occasionally rewarded by discovering something
good, and especially so by receiving from my friend Monsieur
Hardy the Early Smyrna Frontignan (Muscat Prficoce de
Smyrue, or Isaker Daisiko). This most deUcious croquant
Grape ripens on a wall with our Royal Muscadine, and is a
perfect treasure. M. Hardy sent me at the same time Muscat
de Smyrne. This is a melting Grape, not quite so early as the
preceding, and a most abundant bearer.
Now, on the subject of Grapes, I may I trust be permitted to

mention a sort at first lauded even to ridicule, and since pro-
portionately abused— I mean Ingram's Prolific Muscat. In my
" vineyard under glass " I have a Vine of this kind soma
8 feet in height, it is annually covered with fruit from top
to toe, the bunches resting on the ground, as fine in colour
and flavour as those near the glass. The Muscat flavour
is rather a myth, but its syruppy richness is most remark-
able, and, above all, it ripens freely under glass without fire
heat.

I may, perhaps, be allowed to mention that I have fruited
three kinds under the name of Alicante, one from Belgium
and two from France, all black Grapes, and all unworthy of
cultivation.—T. R.

THE BICANE, OR CHASSELAS NAPOLEON
GRAPE.

I FEUiTED this sort under the name of Vicane in 1844 and
1845. I was struck with it at first on account of its vigorous
habit, in that respect rivalling or even exceeding that magni-
ficent Grape Trovi^ren Frontignan, and also for the size of its
bunches and beauty of its berries, reminding one of the berries
of Pause Jaune Grape, which are so tempting and so worth-
less. Its defects I found to be— 1st, Shy bearing, my fine canes
giving only two or three bunches, while others standing along-
side of them gave eight or ten ; and 2ndly, Deficiency of flavour,
remarkable in my case because its berries were compared with
those delicious kinds the Early Smvrna and Salamon's Fron-
tignans, which ripened with the Bicane. After comparing it
with these kinds, and also with Black Hamburgh zu the

VARIEGATION.
The past season, from whatever cause, seems to have been

one more than ordinarily well suited to the production of
variegated sports among plants, for though they are far more
frequently to be met with at any time than most people who
take little interest in the subject imagine, yet it is only when
they are developed on cultivated plants that they begin to
attract attention.

This year the instances in which they have occurred among
Turnips and other green crops have been so numerous, that
even farmers, who in general pay little heed to such profitless
phenomena, have been led to take notice of them. In one
Turnip field of about ten acres, which I sometimes have oc-
casion to go into, there are upwards of twenty, many of them
beautiful objects that might hold up their heads in any flower
garden for a short time, if the plant were anything else than a
Turnip, especially those of the purple-top and white varieties
some of which have leaves beautifully and regularly margined
with white. In the yellow sorts the variegation oftener assumes
the form of sports or sjjlashes of that colour, sometimes one-
half of a leaf is entirely yellow, and in one instance about the
half of the whole plant was affected as though it had thus
far assumed " death's pale uniform."

In no case does this aberrant tendency seem to exercise any
influence over the root, either as regards size or colonr. If

any diiJerenee exists the plant may, perhaps, be a little more
succulent than its green-leaved neighbours, but it can hardly
be said with certainty that such is the case.

Being somewhat curious on this subject, and having frequent
opportunities of noticing variegated specimens of wild plants
when they occur, I have made a note of those picked up during
the summer, which are as follow :—Lychnis diurna, yellow-

striped ; Potentilla anserina, imperfect ; Veronica agrestis,

white, very perfect ; Lotus corniculatus ; Senecio vulgaris, five

specimens ; Polygonum fagopyrum ; Frs.garia alpiua ; and Tri-

folium repens, two specimens.
With the exception of Lotus corniculatus, all these were

found on ground that either was or had been under cultivation

;

and this I have taken notice of for some 3'ears, that these

sports are almost entirely confined to kitchen gardens and
their neighbourhood, compost heaps, fields under green crops,

or similar places that have been richly and recently manured;
while on upland gronnds and along the seashores, I do not
recollect ever having met with a single specimen. This, eoupled
with the fact that the green parts of plants only partially

variegated grow with as much vigour as those of the same kind
similarly situated, but aot so affected, does not tend to confirm
the opinion which has been put forth, that in the first instance

variegation is caused i>y debility induced lad propagalsd by
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the absence L-om the soil of aomething essential to the health

of the plant.

In support of the latter viev, it has been stated that double

flowers and vuriegatcd leaves cannot co-exist on the same plant,

the latter being indicative of weakness, the former of over-

luxuriance ; but this ia not strictly correct, for although the

combinatinn is not frequent, yet double or semi-double flowers

are sometimes found along with variegated leaves, as in the

Auonba-leaved Daisy, the blotched-leaved Dahlia, ChrjBatithe-

mum Sensation, and pcisibly in many more plants.

The causes which induce that peculiar arrangement of the

particles composing the variegated parts of loaves, and the

laws which regulate the action of li;;ht upon these particles,

thereby investiug them with various colours, can only be dis-

covered by penetrating far into the paths of chemistry and
optics, regions into which we gardeners have neither time nor
call to wander ; yet I know that many are nursing the miserable

little hope of being one day able to produce variegation at will

:

henoe, the doctoring of plants with chemicals, the maltreating

of embryo buds, and other experiments we sometimes hear of;

and little surprise need be felt if somebody's " Variegator "

" to bo introduced into the sap in autumn," should turn up
among other business advertisements in the newspapers some
day soon.

A Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium or some of Mr. Wills's beautiful

gems are all very well, but I hope the day is far distant when
any oue will be able to conjure up a piebald duplicate of each

of our favourite flowers. It is bad enough that our native

Ferns are almost swamped by an inundation of distorted mon-
strosities, neither interesting nor ornamental, without seeking

further to coax Nature out of her legitimate paths for no end.

The variegated plonts we already have are amplj' sufficient for

all our bedding wants, they have already lost the charm of

novelty, and every additional plant placed on the list, unless

something very striking, only tends ijy so much to make them
the more uninteresting.—AvusniuE Gardexer.

AN OCTOBEU AFTERNOON AT BOWOOD. "WILTS.
TUE SEAT OP THE MARQUIS OF LANSDOWNE.

Some people who have watched the weather for many years

say that as a rule there are twenty-one fine days in October.

Others declare that St. Luke, whose day is the 18th, has always
his little summer. Be these remarks correct or bo they not,

they encourngo our hopes of fine days in October ; and this is

certain, that dearly we enjoy a bright autumn day. The blood

is warmed and the earth warmed by the summer's suns ; and
although spring has indeed hope to gild it, autumn has the
recollections of the past, which throw upon it lays of glory.

Then, again, wo know winter is comin;;, and we all feel deter-

mined, and rightly so, to enjoy the present beauty' as much as

possible. Surely, too, in regard to all piiri' pleasures (we must
be quite sati:<fied on this point), the best thing is to enjoy

them to the full, to throw the whole heart into them, and let

our whole capacity for enjoyment be awakened and ready for

gratification. Whatever we do we should do heartily and with
all our might. It is wonderful to note the capability of enjoy-
ment which we all possess, and people who seem only to permit
themselves to be happy under protest surely err greatly.

Anxiously had I watched the weather as the 17th of October
drew near ; for on that day I had been kindly invited by Mr.
Spencer, for many years head gardener at Bowood, and now
steward to the present, as he has been to the late Lord Lans-
downe, to spend a few hours with him ; for though advanced
to high office, Mr. Spencer yet lingers after his first love, and
clings fondly to the pursuit in which he first won honour and
fame. Still in the midst of his business he each week finds a
leisure half hour in which to fondle the leaves of " our Journal."
On the morning of the 17th came heavy rain—a fierce down-

pour, destined happily to clear the skies for the day, and leave
the landscape sharp and bright to view. Now, you who wish
to haw a day's sightseeing, oue word to you—Never go alone.
Cowper says even of solitude

—

" T«a wjint a friend in yoar retrcnt
To whom to whisitcr— Solitude i^ sweet."

Much more do you want a friend on a, day's excursion to whom
to say, " Look at that tree, or that wood, or that prospect!"
and when returning to touch his elbow, with the words, " Haven't
we enjoyed ourselves ?" Now, I had with me a friend of friends
for such a day, i> dear lover of horticalture, a great rosarian

—

I boLiovo he wouii know ono Rose from another even in the

dark ; and as to fruit trees, I do not donbt he thinks an orchaid-
house the best kind of house in the world. I should not
wonder if he took to living in one ; and even if he did he would
be quite safe, for though in a glass house he would not throw
stones, he is far too kindly to do that.

In regard to Bowood, I have always felt, as a literature-loving
man, that it not only had, in common with most other noble-
men's seats, nature treasures and art treasures, bnt, in addition,
most interesting associations connected with it. The great
statesman Lord Lansdowne, the good grey head which only a
few years since we all in North Wilts knew bo well, had during
his long life delighted to draw around him poets, painters,
singers, sculptors—in short, every one in any way eminent in
art or literature. Bowles, the gentle and eccentric poet, wag
near Bowood, at BremhiU

; Tommy Moore still nearer, at Slo-
perton ; while Macaulay sat for the borongh of Calne. Hence
Bowood is not only indelibly connected with the great Lord
Lansdowne, but al.so with those whom he delighted to gather
near him or under his roof. Fox early foresaw the distin-
guished abilities of this nobleman ; for in 1802, jnst after his
(Fox's) return from Paris on his memorable visit to Buonaparte,
then First Consul, he writes, " Never did I see a young man
I liked half so much as Lord Henry Petty. Whatever disap-
pointments his father may have had in public life, and in a
still more sensible kind in his eldest son, he must be very
unreasonable if lie does not consider them all compensated in
Lord Henry." This highly-spoken-of young man became the
trusted friend of his Sovereign, and the father and guide of the
House of Lords.
But while thinking of these things, and talking to my Rose

and orchard-house-loving friend, a turn and a sharp pull bring
us to Mr. Spencer's house. We are in good time, and bo
wander round the garden until our host and luncheon arrive.

A pretty creeper-clad house it is, placed on a little knoll. The
view from the garden is charming, as the country around ia so
diversified—little hill and little valley, then through openings
other little hills and valleys, and through one opening is seen
the square tower of Calne church. Soon comes our host with
a warm welcoming English grasp of the hand. Luncheon dis-

patched, and many Bowood Muscats dispatched as well, the
time for walking comes. First we look into Mr. Spencer's own
pet house of Zonal Pelargoniums and admire many, while we
wonder how the seedlings will turn out. Then on past Lady
Lansdowne's school, where the children are in full joyous play,
afternoon school having not yet begun. A little farther, and
wo come to a closed gate, to which the steward's key says,
" Open, sesame." Straight forward through fine timber grow-
ing out of the smooth lawn, and by a turn to the right we come
to the head of the lake, one of tlie finest features in Bowood
Park. Standing near a Grecian summer-house I survey the
scene. The lake in its length lies before us—not its full length,
for at no point can that be seen, and it reminded me of one of
the reaches of UUswater. Tiio water was lit up by the sun-
fhino ; the sunbeams striking it along the centre made a hne of
liquid silver. There I first entered into the meaning of Ten-
nyson's words

—

" The long light shakes across the lakes."

The breeze was fresh, so the groups of wild fowl were tossing
like little navies. Truly the view before me was wonderfully
beautiful. The lake is artificial, doubtless, bnt its art is so
like nature that it seems artless. On the left edge of the water
is a line of richly, and in some places heavily, wooded hills

;

one spur, dense and dark, comes down crag-like into the water,
and almost cuts the lake in two. On the right edge of the
water is the long lawn planted with choice trees of well-oon-
trasting foliage ; whilo far to the right on a gentle rise stands
the house, which, seen at this point, looks imposing from ita

length. Think of this view, not only lit np by a bright sun-
shine, but this early in October, when

" Autumn's hand of tire has passed among the leaves.'*

Bnt not yet can it be said that
" The rotting woodland ilrips, and the leaf Ifl stamp'd in day.**

Oh, the glorious autumnal tint^ of the trees before me ! The
bright golden leaf of the Elm, the very life of an antomn scene ;

the russet of the Beech, and the rich brown of the Oak, and
the yellow brown (another colour quite), of the Horse Chestnnt 1

while amidst these deciduous trees were the dark green of the
Cedars, and Pines of every shade of green, each beantiful, bat
more beautiful standing together. Well, I mast leave this, lor
there is much to see.

Back again a httle way, and we are directed to go down a dark
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path by ourselves, and there wait awhile. The reason is soon
clear, for at our feet is the bed of a brook nearly dry, while above,
half hidden by foliage, is a waterfall minus the water. Some
distance from the top of the hill we see broken rocks arranged to

meet and divide the falling waters, the rocks covered with damp,
draggling, sea-green-like weeds. Soon Mr. Spencer lets ofi' the
water from the lake. Down it comes, forcing its way through
various subterranean passages, and tumbling headlong, broken,
and broken again by the irregular masses of stone. I thought
of Southey's line

—

" How does the water come down at Lodore ?"

This cascade, so well arranged, and having so great and deep a

fall of water, has a very pleasing effect, and a useful purpose,
as it carries oil the surplus water of the lake into the Avon.
On we must go ; so lingeringly we part company with the

cascade and stroll on, turning every now and then to take
another look, the last being a distant one through a vale of

Cedars, and, seen through the dark branches, the falling water
looked like a sheet of silver. Passing on up the lawn, with
the lake to our left, we presently reach the house, stroll past
the left wing, and stand on the steps of the grand entrance of

the chief part of the building—that erected by Adams in the
time of John, Earl Shelburne, grandfather of the Lord Lans-
downe. Going on farther we reach what is most interesting

in a horticultural light—namely, the left wing, for within the
square formed by three sides of the building, the centre of the
house being one side, is the Italian garden laid out some years
since by Mr. Spencer. The contrast is very pleasing from an
English park to, so it seems, the quiet, trim, but by no means
tame beauty of a garden of some old Italian noble. I feel that
I ought to have a copy of Dante in my hand, or a volume of

the sonnets of Petrarch.

We ascend a terrace to reach the upper garden. There
standing and turning round I notice two special beauties, and
each arising from a simple cause. The wood on the further or
hill side of the lake has been in different places cleared away,
giving large patches of green turf, which relieve the eye and
let in the distant downs. The other beauty is close to me.
Up the high wall of the centre portion of the building is a Vir-

ginian Creeper growing mingled with Wistaria. The clear

green leaf of the latter growing among the rich-coloured leaves

of the former takes off their almost painful richness of hue.
Crossing the upper garden we enter the orangery, a place

not often seen now-a-days, and which forms the whole back of

the square, and taking a peep through the glass door at the
chapel we enter the house, for by my good host's kindness I

am to see the far-famed pictures.

—

Wiltshire Eectoe.

(To bo continued.)

DEPTH OF PLANTING KOSES.
In reference to Mr. Eadclyffe's remarks on this subject at

page 3B1, will you allow me to record a fact which tends to

show that deep planting is not always fatal to the Rose on the
Briar? About eight years ago a standard Rose (on the Briar),

about .5 feet high, was planted in a garden in the usual way

—

namely, about 4 to 6 inches deep. It grew very little for several
years—in fact, I thought at one time it would die outright.

About three years ago, however, I determinedto make a raised
bed on the spot where this Rose stood. That bed, about 3 feet

high, the base being about feet, and the top about 3 feet in
diameter, was made, leaving this Rose in the centre. The first

year after this was done, the Rose improved, the next it grew
better still, and this, the third year, it has made some strong
wood, and is evidently on the high road to become a very strong,
robust plant. It is a Hybrid Perpetual, a very old variety,
somewhat like Jules Margottin in shape, but not so bright in
colour. How is this singular fact to be accounted for ?— ]?.

[We should think that your soil is light, and that the great
depth of it kept more moisture about the roots of the Rose. If

the roots of the Rose had remained near the surface, and been
well manured, mulched, and watered, the shrub would have
flourished still better.]

IiAEOE Peab.—I have this year gathered a perfect specimen
of fruit from a pyramidal tree of Marechal de la Cour grown in
a_ pot in my orchard-house. It weighed 2:! ozs. ! and was quite
ripe, the flesh being very tender and melting, richly flavoured,
and with a fine perfume. I have also had some fine fruit

flOIU Gansel's Seckle, a most deUcious Pear, which is double

the size of the ordinary Seckle ; the fruit obovate, the skin

yellowish brown, smooth, and shining. It is handsome-look-
ing, and delicate and perfect in flavour. No collection is

complete without this excellent Pear.

—

Wm. Newton, Newark-
on-Trent.

RESULTS OF PLANTING POTATOES LATE.
I ENCLOSE an account of a simple experiment with two Pota-

toes. Being aware that much has been said and written about
the early planting of Potatoes, I had often wondered whether
the experiment had been tried as to how late Potatoes could

be planted, and with what result. I can vouch for the correct-

ness of the account of the experiment herewith sent, and I

have been very cautious in observing from day to day whether
any symptoms of disease were exhibited, but no such symp-
toms ever appeared.

It was almost an accident that caused me to plant the two
shrivelled and apparently worthless tubers at all. Being in

the habit of going to the soft-water tap frequently, I observed
the two old Potatoes lying on a ledge near the lavatory. I

wondered if they were put in straightway whether they would
come to anything or make new tubers (or any at all), before

the frosts came. I put them in the earth at once (July 24th),

and if I am spared till another summer I shall certainly try a
few rows of Potatoes planted late, say from June 19th to

July lyth, not later, as the early frosts in October undoubtedly
stopped the growth of the two I planted this season.

The question that occurs to me is, How was it that these

two Potatoes, planted at such a late period of the season, es-

caped the disease when the complaints are almost universal as

to the havoc which the disease was and is making ?

I am quite inclined to think that the mysterious Potato blight

appears at or very nearly at the same time every year ; and I

further believe, as a rule, the haulm of the Potato is not
visibly affected until the tubers have attained a considerable

size. Peculiar conditions of the atmosphere, we are told by
the faculty, produce particular diseases in the human family

;

and supposing there is a peculiar condition of the atmosphere
—something mysterious and entirely undetected—producing

the Potato disease at a certain period every year, or as near
as may be, the experiment I have recorded leads me to believe

that if the plant is in an early and vigorous state of growth at

the particular time of the year (August), when the disease

usually appears, it may so happen that at this particular period

of its growth it may not be so liable to be attacked by the

disease as when more fully matured. I do not assert that this

is so ; but I think it would be well it experiments were made
next season to try whether very late planting, as well as early

planting, is effectual to resist the disease.—E. Shepheaed,
Kiqiton, liurjhij.

July 24th, 1867.—Planted in my garden, without manure,
but in soil of medium richness, two Fluke Potatoes, one of

ordinary size, the other a small weak " set." The plants grew
rapidly, and were kept well earthed-up. October 30th they

were dug up. From the larger set there were thirteen tubers.

Eight of these would do very well for the table, ten would
make good sets for planting, and three would be too small for

use ; weight, after cleaning, 1 lb. The small weak set pro-

duced five tubers. Three of these would make sets for plant-

ing, and two were too small for use ; weight, quarter of a pound.

All the tubers were free from disease, sound, and healthy.

Seven weeks from the time of planting to the blossoming of

the larger Fluke. The early frosts of October affected the

haulm, but the weakest set much more than the strongest.—E. S

PROLONGED HORTICULTURAL SHOWS.
Just a few lines in reply to your correspondent, who seems

to doubt the accuracy of my statement respecting the Royal

Botanic and Horticultural Societies. I can only say that I

should not have made the assertion if I had not been well ac-

qainted with the affairs of both institutions.

" An ExniniTOR " asks me how I account for the satisfactory

financial state of the York, Leeds, and Glasgow Societies? To
which I reply, that there is no analogy between the Societies

ho names, and say the Royal Botanic, Horticultural, Man-
chester, Birmingham, and others that might be named, inas-

much as the former hold their shows in a field or room, and

there is an end to the connection with horticulture ; but the

latter have gardens to keep up, and, of course, have to dis-
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tribute a large sum of money for this purpose, oonseqnently

Ihey cannot run the risk ol losing money upon exhibitions

unless these remain open long enough to pay expenses ;
there-

fore, as I said in my last communication, there are two sides

to the (iue3tion--a fiict which I fear the majority of exhibitors

almost ignore ; and your correspondent may rely upon it that

extra large shows will not be held unless exhibitors are willinR

to make some concessions. Turther, I believe it will be to

thoir interest to do bo.—B. A.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
NovKMiiEK oxn.

I'liuiT CoMMiTTEK.—G. F. Wilsoti, Ks(]., F.K.S., in the chair-

There was at this nicctiiiB a large and intcrcstins collection of Apples

imd Pcilrs, which, as rejjards the size and appearance of the sovcr.il

varieties, was all that could bo dcsireii ; but it was remarked tl.at as a

rule their full Havonr had not been attained this year. For the best

three dishes of dessert Apples Mr. Curd, gardener to M. G. Thoirts,

Ksf]., Sulbampstond House, KeadinR, was first with larRO and fine

examples of Uibstou Pipinn. Blenheim Pippin, remarkably fine, and

Koyal Pearmain. Mr. Wliitiui,', The Dcepdene, near Dorkine. was

second with beautiful examples of .Vdams's Pearmain. Uibstou Pippin,

and Cox'fl Orange Pippin, .\nion;; other varieties shown wore Sam
YouuK, JIargil, Feam's Pippin, Nonpareil, Kosemary Kusset, and
Autumn Pearmain.

Prizes wore likewise offered for Monarch Pear, but were withhold,

the best dish coming from the Society's garden at Chiswiok, and the

fruit from other exhibitors not being siifticiently ripe to merit an

award. In the class for the best dish of Ilnysbe's Prince of Wales

there was no exhibition ; and in that for Hnyshe's Victoria only a

second prize wos awarded, that being taken by Mr. Hnghes, gardener

to the llov. George Kemp, Sevenoaks.

Id the class for the best dish of any variety of Pear other than those

already namt^d, there were tweuty-nino entries, and the competition

wos very severe. The first prize was awarded to Mr. (iarland, gar-

dener to Sir T. Dyke Acland, Bart.. Killerton, for very iiuc examjiles

of Doyenne du Comice. Mr. Kuffett, gardener to Viscountess Pal-

raerston, Brockett Hall, Herts, was second with Alexandre Lambre.
From Mr. Turner, Slough : Mr. Beach, gardener to C. .T. Herries,

Ksip ; Mr. Whiting. The Decpdeno ; Mr. Curd, Mr. Wilkie, Mr. Cox,

Mr. Osman. Mr. Ncale, Messrs. Ivery it Son. and others, camo
good examples of lieum- Bosc, Van Mons Leon Leclerc. Seckle,

Thompson's, Conseiller do la Cour. Napob'on, Chaumontel. Dnchesse

d'Angonlimc, JIarie Louise, A'c. Beurp Clairgean from Mr. Cox, of

Rodleaf, was large and leautifnlly coloured. Benrre Diel was the

variety most numerously shown, and several of the dishes of it con-

tained large and handsome specimens. i

From the Society's garden at Cbiswick there was a basket of Pears,

containing excellent specimens of Beurre Diel, Passe Colmar. Forelle,

Winter Nelis, Broom Park, Glon Mor^'cau. and other kinds : whilst

Mr. Collins, gardener to Major R. Trevor Clarke, Welton Place, Da-
veatry, sent two remarkably large specimens of Hacon's Incomparable
Pear, which, with two tine examples of Hawthomden .\pple, grown by
Mr. Kuticott, gardener to Lady Fulford, Axminster, were produced
aft£r the Committee meeting was over. Mr. Hill, gardener to R.

Sneyd, Ksq., Kecle Hall, sent Keelo Hall Benrre Pear, bat not in a
satisfactory condition for judgment.

Three Queeu Pine .\pplos, excellent both as regards size and ripe-

ness, were shown by Mr. Perkins, gardener to C. Kyser, Ksq.. Stan-

more ; and from Mr. Drewett, gardener to Mrs. Cnbitt, came Denbies
Green-fiesbed Melon, whilst Mr. Curd sent Conqueror of Kurope and
Golden Perfection. Mr. Curd also exhibited White Cnrronts in good
condition.

Floiuvl Comxiittek.—At this season of the year we cannot expect

many flowers, and had it not been for the collection of plants from
Messrs. Veitch, the exhibition at this meeting would have been very
aninterestiug. First-class ccrtiticates were awarded to Messrs. Veitch
for Aphelandra RoezUi, a showy ]>lant with bright orange-scarlet

tlowers ; Cattleya maxima, an unusually uood form ; Ladia pra-stans,

very beautiful, with deep rosy tlowers ; and Dracena Macleayii, very
distinct, with dark bronze foliage almost black. Among the collection

Dendrobiam bigiblinm was much noticed, and was requested to be

sent again ; also, Pandanus gramlnens ('.*) Some doubt was expressed

as to the species. Vrceohna aarca was sent in great perfection, also

the beaat]fut Cattleya exoniensis with its distinct and splendid la.

bellnm. Wo also noticed a very good specimen of the beautiful Yanda
ca^mlea, which, however, was shown with a larger spike by another
exhibitor. A special certilicato was awarded the collection.

Messrs. F. tt \. Smith, Dulwicb, exhibited a collection of their

Tricolor Zonal Pelargoniums, to show their use for autumnal decora-

tion, and to prove that the colour in the foliage is as bright now as in

the summer mouths. Sultan, a golden edged Tricolor, was very fine.

<^>neen Victoria and Impcratrico Eugenie, two silver-edged varieties

with bright rosy zones, wore very good ; and Sybil, a Bronze Zonal,
was a tirst-class variety. A tirst-class certificate was awarded the

collection, A tirst-class certificate was also given for a very pretty

Tropieolam scut by Messrs. Bmith, and called Mrs. Treadwoll. It is

a winter-tlowcring variety, with scarlet crimson circular flowers of

good substance, aud dark foUage, and is one of the best Tropa;olnms

yit sent ont. Messrs. Osbom, of Fulham, seat a tine plant of Ucntiana

Fortiini, a tall-growing plant with large light blue flowers, which

could not display their beauty from the cold atmosphere arouud them.

A special ccrtifieato was awarded it. .\canthus montauus, with dark

green foliage, armed with sharj) thorns, and having pale lilac tlowers,

was also shown by Messrs. Oslwm. Mr. Macintosh, Hammersmith,

sent a seedling Abntilon vexillarum, an insiguificanl-ttowering plant.

Mr. Burt, gardener to H. B. Mildmay, Esq., Sevenoak.s, exhibited a

well-grown specimeu of Vanda c:irulca with a tall polo spike. A.

special certificate was awarded him for its good cultivation. Mr. Card.

gardener to M. G. Thoyts, Esq., Reading, sent a variegatcd-leavod

Russian Violet. There is another variegated Violet already in culti-

vation ecjual, if not superior, to the plant exhibited. After the Meet-

ing a box containing two plants of double white and two double purple

Brompton Stocks, arrived from Mr. 1). Thomson, Archcrfiebl Gardens,

Drem, N.B. They were magnificent specimens, and quite extraor-

dinary for the time of year We can imagine how beautiful the best

of them must look, aud how valuable the plants must be producing

such fine tlowers at this time of the year. A fine plant of Aralm Sie-

boldi, in full flower, was sent from the Society's conservatorj-.

Genek.\l Mketino.—Major R. Trevor Cbirko in the chair. Fivo

new Fellows having been elected, the Banbury Horticultural aud Flon-

cultural Society was admitted into union, after which, as nsnal, the

Chairmen of the Floral and Fruit Committees announced the awards.

Major Clarke then directed attention to a Pelargonium, the result of

a cross between one of the qnercifolium section called White Unique,

which was first brought into notice by Mr. Beaton, and RoUisson'g

Unique, as showing how great an improvement may be effected even

by a first cross. Major Clarke added, that he wished to bring the

rough-leaved (inercifolium varieties into notice, as they might be much

improved. One of their good quaUties was their great adoptabiUty

to the button-hole. , . , , j
Mr. Murray colled attention to a piece of a Lime tree which hod

been brought bv Mr. Reeves, interesting from the marks which it ex-

hibited, and with which the greater portion of the tree it was token

from was also covered. They appeared, however, to be merely the

marks of a snail. Mr. Reeves having stated that two-thirds of the

tree was in a similar condition. Major Clarke said he agreed mth 6Ir.

Murrav that the cause was a snail, aud urged members to bring to the

Society's meetings anything that appeared to be abnormal, as such

specimens frequently proved of much interest in a scientific pomt of

view.

KEEPING ICE THROUGH THE SUMMER.
If " A Poor Countryman " dig a deep hole in his garden,

and fill it with ice, I am afraid he will be sadly disappointed

when he takes off the lid in the summer. If ho has in his

shrubbery a spot from which the sun is entirely excluded, and

at the some time lying perfectly dry, I should recommend

him there to deposit twenty cartloads of ice on a good bed of

leaves. The ice should be well beaten together, and the heap

made in a cenical shape ; it should then be thickly covered

with leaves and straw, and thatched. Every time the straw is

moved to take out ice, air is admitted and ice is wasted, I

would, therefore, suggest a refrigerator, the cost of which would

be trifling compared to that of a well, that the heap may not

be disturbed too often.—F. M. K.

NEW ROSES.
I n.ivE just read Mr. Kent's article. I am much of his

opinion. I have Mr. C. Verdier's list, and I fixed on two.

Prince Humbert and Merveille d'Anjou. 'We want these

colours. I believe, of their year, these will be found to be

good—Alfred Colomb, Charles'Rouillard an excellent grower and

having fine fohage, Camille Beruardin, and Exposition de Bne.

Of the next rearage I like the look of Thorin and Horaea

Vernet. Miss Ingram will be the gem of the year. I had two

blooms of it brought by " D. ' I unfolded them both to the

innermost petal, and the folding was easy and perfect. It is a

beautiful spheroidal Rose, thoroughly fuU to the centre.—

W. F. lUnCLYlTE.

PELARGONIUM LUNA.
My attention has just been directed by a neighbour, who haa

taken great interest in the Zonal Pelargoniums lately intro-

duced, to an article in your Journal of October 10th by Mr.

Wills on the bedding qualities of this now popular class, in

which, after proclaiming himself the originator of the Bronze

section and extolling his own seedlings, he has made a seyere
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attack upon the above-named variety, which, I need ecarcelv
say, has now become a popular favourite.
Mr. W1II3 sayg, and I think most readers of the Journal who

liave grown this variety will say, most unjustly, that two or
three not days will mar its beauty, and make it useless as a
Deaoing plant. How far such a condemnatory statement is
true as regards its habit in this locality will be judged by myfnend s disinterested remark to me—" That had Mr. Wills saidmat a few hot days considerably improve it, his statement
would have been correct."
Luna has long since become public property, so that I havenow no personal interest in proclaiming its merits beyond that

of havmg introduced it to the public, but I feel bound in
defence of the truth to contradict such a statement as that put

alSort ""-''• ' '"^"^^^°' ''"""""" ^"''^^^''

PROPAGATING MRS. POLLOCK
PELARGONIUM.

Notwithstanding the unfavourable predictions of not a few
time has proved that Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium may now be
fuliy depended on to do its part towards the embellishment ofthe flower garden. This being so, it is of some importance toknow by what method of treatment it can be had in the greatest
perfection. This appears the more necessary when we reflect
tbat even yet some find they cannot have plants of it so goodas they would hke.
Mr. Luckhurst, in a late number of the Journal, recommendedautumn propagation of this Pelargonium, while, as he statesm a contemporary it is advised to defer doing so till spring'

ti,tf
*/'?' H*'

'*', ''''vantages
;

still, I must say I have found
that the best results attend spring propagation.

In my experience cuttings in spring strike more freely andwith more certainty than in autumn: when potted they growmore vigorously, and continue to do so after being planted outWhile advocating spring propagation, I am not to be con-
sidered as altogether despising or even much depreciatin"autumn propagation. Where a speedy increase of stock is the
object, I believe it to be the best. Cuttings can be had from
plants in the beds from June till October, and such will strikeroot with a tolerable degree of certainty ; with me, however, the
percentage of loss has always been greater in autumn than
spring. Autumn propagation is effected at the expense of the

nii^i?!, ' r ^"'=l^,''ecome enfeebled by the amputating pro-cesses they have undergone, and present a pitiable appearance
as compared with that which they would have exhibited hadthe knife been withheld. I would say, if autumn propagationbe resorted to at all, let only such shoots be taken as have atendency to crowd the whole; so doing rather adds to than
detracts from the appearance of the bed. Such close cutting-

where
"'''''^"''^' practises would not bo tolerated every-

Another fault I have to autumn-struck cuttings of Mrs.
1 olJock IS the tendency such have to become leggy and losetheir under leaves. No doubt this can be remedied so far iftne cuttings are struck early and have their points pinched outso as to have side shoots established before winter This

Sn^bT' f"?"' ^'?^^^ S^iven, is not always practicable.'

W« nf^ff
P
""'I ?°, being planted out fail to resist the

ZnU m' T^i^^^l r ^'^" "' "^t°=Ky" spring-struck
plants._ Mr Luckhurst, however, surmounts this difiiculty
i.y taking off the tops of his autumn-struck plants, leavingthese so many naked stumps. This he does when the roots

T^r« T." ""^'i™-
^'^^'y ^'- Luckhurst must either bemdifferent to, or forgetful of, the reciprocity between roots and

rntlp;.- T^
'"'"^'' °^^" '° "^'^ '"'^°°^'- separate such

coimection. Leaves are essential for the proper elaboration
Of the sap : hence I never like to entirely denude the plants of
their fohage, but allow a second shoot to push forth previous
to separating the cuttings ; thus, the check to the roots is re-duced to the mmimum. I have frequently seen plants decapi-
tated in such a way as Mr. Luckhurst practises, but I have al-most invariably found them become unhealthy and sometimeseven succumb.
For wintering the plants lifted from the flower-beds I much

£otf ^ P°f^'""^ °° a shelf near the glass in an intermediate

,«! ^ ' •.".• ""
^^f

absence of such a house I would, without
^y hesitation or fear of injury, place them in a similar positionin the stove or any other warm house. This may be contrary
to what IB recommended by so good an authority as Mr. Wills

and, viewed theoretically, may be somewhat incorrect. Never-
theless, I have turned out plants of Mrs. PoUock and others of
the same class from the stove and warm pits uninjured, or in
any way constitutionally impaired.
At Tester, the seat of the Marquis of Tweedale, some years

ago, when most gardeners were eager to swell the number of
their plants of Mrs. Pollock to a dozen, Mr. Shearer could
count his by hundreds. I know much of his success was attri-
buted to the high temperature in which he kept his plants.
Uittings taken from plants wintered in a growing temperature
strike more freely than others taken from plants wintered m a
cold house. I do not say that a continued exposure to a high
temperature is otherwise than injurious to such plants ; but
they will submit to it for two or three months and be benefited
thereby. The gradual transition in spring from a warm tempe-
rature to_ the flower garden enables them to withstand the
change without any bad results.
When Mrs. Pollock is planted out in beds or borders, it is

more upon the markings or brightness of the foliage than the
flowers that we depend for effect : hence it is desirable to knowm what situations and what soils the best results are to be
obtained. I consider that only a moderately rich soil and an
open situation, fully exposed to the sun's rays, are the cssen-

I

tials necessary for the production of bright well-defined mark-
f
lugs in the foliage. I have found that very rich soil caused
the colours to become dull and indistinct ; while, on the other
hand, very poor soil gave a stunted growth, and, although the
eaves were well marked, such were small, and the plants
had not a healthy appearance. Although differing somewhat
from Mr. Luckhurst as to the management of Mrs. Pollock Pelar-
gonium, still I must congratulate him on his success with it.
Meantime, at the risk of being called by him a " retrogres-
sionist," I must follow in the wake of that party. Further
experience or advice may win me over to the other side. At
present I partly adopt its principles ; but, viewing the two
systems m all their bearings, I unhesitatingly give the pre-
ference to spring propagation over that taking place in autumn.
J. A., Jl allliousc Gardens.

Under the above headmg, page 275, Mr. Luckhurst makes
some observations on the advice given in a contemporary not

I to attempt the propagation of Mrs. Pollock in the autumn Of
course, he thinks such advice a step in the wrong direction.
Not having seen the article in question, I am unable to form
an opinion as to its merits or otherwise, but from the small
portion he quotes, three very excellent reasons are advanced
against autumn propagation, especially by those of your readers
whose accommodation is limited. 1st, The plants are less
hkely to die if not propagated from in the autumn • 2ud They
would take up less room; and 3rd, They would be ornamental
during the winter.
Without doubt the object of most persons is to increase their

stock as quickly as possible. I quite agree with Mr. Luckhurstm this observation, but this laudable desire is one of the prin-
cipal causes of failure.

Mr. Luckhurst says the cuttings are made as soon as the
chief beauty of the garden is over. This expression is too
vague and is calculated to mislead. I think it would have
been more satisfactory had he given the dates when he took off
his cuttings, and also when he potted his old plants, say for
the present year. Does he consider the chief beauty of the
garden over by the middle of August ? or shall I say a month
later? No, that could not be, for the chief beauty was not
over then. Probably the first week in October was meant,
which would coincide with what actually took place

; the chief
beauty was gone then.

If it is the middle of August Mr. Luckhurst means, I should
not hesitate to say that there would be a fair chance of success
with both cuttings and old plants if managed with ordinary care
and attention

; but if this is the date he means, I think it very
probable that there would be some inquiry as to the sanity of any
one stumping a bed or beds of Mrs. Pollock just about the time
that the plants had arrived at their best; and it would require
a man with a stronger resolution than mine, although not of
the weakest, were I confident of the success of evei-y cutting
put in, to sturap-in the plants in a bed in the middle of Sep-
tember

;
but I should expect to lose from fifty to seventy-five

per cent, under the best of management, both of the cuttings
and old plants, in addition to losing a splendid display through-
out the winter. I consider them as indispensable for in-door
decoration in winter as they are for out-door decoration in
summer. As for the third date mentioned—namely, October,
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I shall be inclined to put it down nil, both for cuttings and old

p^nta.
Mr. Lnckhnrst states that from one small plant in the au-

tumn of 1S()3, he had four hundred plants in the autumn of

18fi7 ; but I confess I think his progress rather slow, for sup-

posing no more than seven cuttings to bo taken off each plant

annually, then between 1HG3 and 18i;7 ho ought to have ob-

tained more than four thousand plants. This, I think, will be

considered a very low figure, when I state that I have taken up
and potted sjuco the liTlh of September, upwards of two
hundred plants of Mrs. Pollock, which would each furnish at

the present time from twelve to sixteen good cuttings, and in

hands that wanted to make the most of them, double that

number.—J. Couplajid.

VINES AND VINE BORDERS—NATUR^y^
TEMPERATURES.

What does Mr. Thomson mean by saying that my per-

sistent attacks on his little work are worthy of a better cause,

and that I deserve the fate of all who have recourse to false

colours ? If Mr. Thomson had not endeavoured to answer a

question addressed to Mr. Wills, it is very likely I should not

have written about his treatise in the way I have, and yet I

have said nothing more that I had a right to do. I am an
amateur, the proprietor of a villa residence, and unable to
" afford the luxury of a scientific gardener." I am, therefore,

in all truth one of the very numerous class whom Mr. Thomson
professes to advise. Several years of personal observation have
made me familiar with many countries and half the climates

of the world. I have verified by careful investigation and ex-

periment, much of what has been written by Lindley, End-
licher, and De Candolle, and because of the knowledge so ob-

tained, and standing on a vantage ground not shared by many
of my brother amateurs and " proprietors," I, one of the ad-

vised, ask the adviser to give proof of his wisdom. Had Mr.
Thomson accepted my offer to discuss his treatise in a fair and
proper spirit, and with an earnest desire to prove clearly what
is necessary for an amateur to do to enjoy a bunch of Grapes
of his own growing, and had he asked me for my name, I would
willingly have given it, and am still ready to do so.

It may be that my reply to Mr. Thomson's letter of the 21st

of March, was not worthy to bo so called, but Mr. Thomson
would do well to explain how ho makes an English vinery with
a minimum temperature of 70", to be cooler than the Rhine
vineyards with a mean summer temperature of 1)5'. I have
been vei'y careful to give the mean temperatures of the seasons,

and to avoid all mention of exceptional temperatures, because
these are of little or no value. In the month of May I buried

a thermometer 1 foot beneath the surface of the ground, at

1 P.M. it stood at C0° ; another at (i inches in depth marked C 1°

;

a third at 1 J inches under the surface registered 10 1'; and a

fourth, suspended G inches above the ground, and fully exposed
to the sun, stood at lOu" ; while a fifth, facing the north, in the
shade of a wall, barely reached 7.V'. Buckingham says he found
the temperature of the air near Nazareth, 'J2° in the shade in

the month of February. Dr. Clarke found the temperature of the
air at Cana in Galilee, to be from 100' to 102i° in the shade.
On the other hand, a temperature of CO" is nothing unusual,
even under the equator. Such temperatures as these are not
to be taken as proper for the plants where they are found ; on
the contrary, extremes of heat and cold are always injurious to

both animal and vegetable life. In the almost perpetual sum-
mer of the BraziUan forests, the thermometer will often not
vary .5' in a month, and the mean temperature of the air is but
little in excess of that of southern Italy. Extremes of tem-
perature are not unusual upon open and unsheltered plains, and,

as a consequence, cultivation becomes all but impossible. It

should also be remembered that a tree or shrub exposed for a
short time to an excessive solar heat sustains but little injury,

because the leaves and fruit receiving the full blaze of the sun
are often less than ten per cent, of the whole number on the
tree. Add to this the continual motion of leaves and branches
in the open air, and we have something very different from the
state of things in a vinery.

I have more than once admitted that Mr. Thomson has grown
fine Grapes, but that has little to do with his advice to ama-
teurs, who, perhaps, care to figure at a show as little as myself.
It is, however, quite possible that my Grapes may yet appear
in competition with Mr. Thomson's. At present I confine my-
self to Grape growing as a source of profit, and here, I think,

Mr. Thomson must be content to take second place. I began
to send my Grapes to market on the 22nd of May, the whole-
sale price being 4». per lb., falling to 3<. on the 10th of July,
for first, and 28. for second quality. The lOBU bunches averaged
11 ozs. each, and adding last year's autumn crop, my weakest
Vines bore fourteen, and my strongest thirty-three bunches
each, within thirteen months from the day of planting. I hope
the Editors will make some use of the photograph, but shonld
they be unable to do so, I shall be glad to place a copy in the
hands of a photographer, that the readers of the Journal may
procure copies if they wish to do so.

As Mr. 'Thomson recommends a minimum night temperatore
of 70', a rise of 10' by fire heat in the day, and a further rise

of lu' by sun heat when ho closes his house, will ho explain
how his maximum of 'J0° lasts for one hour, and his minimum
of 70' for twenty-three hours ? Surely it is not because I am
" willingly blind," that I cannot " see at a glance " how this

is done.

In my last letter, I said that " in a proper temperature the
leaves while still green becoming partially detached from the
shoot, is an unerring sign of a perfect maturity of the wood,
which then becomes merely a means of communication between
the root and the bud." Now, I thought this was a fact known
to otliers as well as to myself, because a leaf falling prema-
turely—say at seven months, leaves behind it a green shield

firmly adhering to the shoot ; but leaves remaining healthy
nearly to the tenth month, show when thrown off a brown
surface, having from three to six green spots. The shoot if

cut through will be found full of sap, showing plainly enough
that it is not arrested, but diverted to the bud, which will re-

main at rest only till a suitable temperature encourages its de-

velopment. I am indebted to the late Dr. Lindley for many
hours of quiet enjoyment, and I agree with him, that roots are

never perfectly at rest, and that their active condition fills the
sap vessels, and distends the whole tissue of the plant. All

this corroborates what I have written above, and condemns the
statement of Mr. Thomson, that a Vine whose roots have been
" killed by the winter's rains," is still in a condition to support
a vigorous growth till the second swelling of the berries.

I believe my letters have not been unacceptable to those who
take an interest in Grape-growing. I have confined myself to

facts, and I am certainly not guilty of " persistently misre-
presenting" Mr. Thomson's teaching. He must not think his

letter, needing as much explanation as his treatise, will be ac-

cepted as a satisfactory closing ofour controversy. Nothing
that I have written, and I hope nothing I may write, will ever

mislead a reader of his book. Will Mr. Thomson accept the
friendly hand I now extend to him, and lend mo his strength
to throw down the strong fence of humbug surrounding the
simple question of Grape-growing, and accepting my invitation

to discuss the matter contained in his treatise, still allow me
to retain my initials of—H. S. ?

In- answer to a letter from " H. S." criticising Mr. Thom-
son's able and standard work on the Vine, I should hke to bear
testimony to the exact truth of what Mr. Thomson says at

page 18, as " H. S." not only denies its correctness, but goes

on to say it is an "impossibility." Mr. Thomson, speaking of

the diseases to which Vines are subject, mentions as one of the
most frequent causes of shanking the cold and wet of an out-

side border ; and he states that even where the roots have not
penetrated into a bad subsoil, and the foliage of the preceding

year has been fine and the wood strong, this disease will some-
times make its appearance, because the strong young roots,

which he aptly compares to the points of a goose's quill, and
which are the main source of the luxuriant foliage and wood of

the preceding autumn, are destroyed by the winter rains

;

and though (this is the passage objected to by " H. S.") " the
Vines have a given amount of stored-up sap in them, which
while it lasts enables them to grow vigorously .... a period

arrives when it is exhausted."
Now, though I am only an amateur, I have given my closest

attention to Vine culture ; and if my powers of observation

are worth anything, I must say that this passage in Mr. Thom-
son's treatise exactly describes the condition of one of my
vineries during the spring of this year.

Two years ago, when I began Vine-growing in this place (the

soil is a rich loam on a marly clay), 1 found in the old garden
the remains of what had been a good vinery ; but as all the
glass had been removed some years ago. the foundations of the
walls were all that remained of the former vinery. The old
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Vines, however, were still growing in the border where they

had been planted upwards of twenty years ; bat Nettles and
all manner of rampant weeds had effectually choked them np,

BO that their growth had dwindled down to poor little shoots

that never ripened and, of course, bore no fruit. I began by
cutting off every particle of wood down to the ground, several

of the stems sawn off being 4 inches in diameter. I then

cleared the border of weeds, and gave it a good dressing of

dung, lime rubbish, and sewage. In the following summer I

trained one or two young rods from the old roots up to stakes

and wires, and when autumn came a span-roofed house 45 feet

l)y 19 was erected over them. The shoots were then cut back

to 3 or 4 feet, and in the following year, when the dressing

fcegan to teU, very vigorous wood was made, but those strong

goosequill roots of which Mr. Thomson speaks were destroyed

by the winter, and when I commenced forcing on March 1st,

ihough the great plump eyes began to push out, and I expected

soon to see the bunches show, a terrible pause ensued, and
*veek after week passed in April without any progress being

made. I wondered why such great buds should produce such

puny little shoots, and till 1 read Mr. Thomson's book I did

not fully comprehend it ; but as it was evident that the roots

would not back the buds up and enable them to progress, I saw
the only hope of a crop was to diminish the heat and wait till the

cold outside border became warmer and the fibrous roots could

come into play. For quite six weeks I saw but little change,

fcnt when May came my hopes revived. The stored-up sap

contained in these plump buds and strong gross canes was
sufficient to make this beginning, but that was all. When the

snn came to the rescue at last and warmed the border, fresh

roots were formed ; and though most of the early growths came
to nothing, fresh eyes shot forth luxuriant foliage, which went
on, and plenty of bunches at last rewarded my patience. These
Grapes have now coloured and ripened well 164 bunches, some
over 2 lbs. in weight, but there is a tendency to shanking about

several of the Vines (ten in number), which, considering the

state of the border for so long, is not to be wondered at.

Now, is not this a case of stored-up sap ? " H. S." says that

if there be any stored-up sap, a Vine carefully taken from the

ground and suspended in a proper temperature ought to grow
till its stores of sap are exhausted. So I believe it would if

the roots were wrapped in wet moss. If the roots are not in

the ground or in a moist state, of course the stored-up sap

would quickly dry up ; but if they are in the wet cold ground,

though not in a state to draw nourishment from it, the stored-

up sap is kept from diminishing, and will, as in the case of my
Vines, go as far as it can. This is, I believe, Mr. Thomson's
meaning, but I leave him to answer this and the rest of what
" H. S." has to say. All that we want to arrive at is truth,

and the only way likely to lead to this is by carefully noting

facts.

As for the prophetic Vines of Judah or the temperature of

"Western Africa I care not, nor for any « priori assumptions of

how the Vine ought to grow. " In the close damp atmosphere
of 100°, charged with pestilent vapours from sulphur-bedaubed
hot-water pipes," the finest Grapes which the world now pro-

duces are, as far as I know, grown. No doubt the transparent

air of Samaria sounds very nice, and is far better suited for the

health and growth of animal life than the humid air of the

tropics ; but the most glorious vegetable productions thrive

generally best under those conditions which are either fatal or

injurious to animal existence : therefore this kind of argument
is worthless. The only way of testing the truth of Mr. Thom-
son's or any other treatise on Vine-growing is by results. Who
can produce the best Grapes ?—H. Nicholls, Hawkhurst Lodge,
Horsham,

" H. S." has brought so much vague theory to bear on this

subject, with a view to condemn the teachings of my treatise

on the Vine, that it must he a relief to the readers of The
Journal op Horticultuee, and probably to himself, to pass

from the region of theory to that of facts : therefore I send

along with this four berries of Muscat Grapes, the collective

weight of which is over 2.i ozs. ; they are picked from a large

house of Muscats, the temperature and general treatment of

which have been exactly such as I recommend in my work on

the Vine. And allow me to submit to " H. S." that if he is

anxious to arrive at truth in this matter, he cannot do better

than send a few berries of the same Grape grown on his system

to the Editors of The Journal of Hokticcltcre, who will

iti4ge of our different systems by their results, and if his are
]

the more satisfactory I shall become his pupil, but if the re-

verse, I shall hope to receive him as mine.—Wst. Thomson.

[The berries were of uniform size, and perfect in colour,

ripeness, and lusciousness. We never met with liner specimens
--Eds.]

PROLIFEROUS FERNS.
I AM inclined to agree with " W. O'B.'s" remarks with

regard to the cause of Ferns becoming proliferous when treated
in the way he describes ; still there are many varieties of
Polystichums and a few Scolopendriums which have proved
themselves constant with regard to their proliferous nature.
From a large plant of Polystichum aculeatum cristatum,

I have taken no less than ten bulbs, and all are growing well.
In the autumn of last year it showed signs of throwing up very
large fronds, but confined damp atmosphere caused the fronds
to come up in the spring, stunted, and with abrupt apices

;

nearly every frond produced one or more bulbs. I do not
expect it to be proliferous another year, unless treated in the
same manner ; and even then it is more than probable it would
not be so. I have had the plant for five years, and it was
never proliferous before. One Polystichum angulare grandi-
dens, purchased this year, has been earthed up, but another
has not ; both have produced a few bulbs, but not on all the
fronds. I think a test of at least two or three years must
be allowed before this can strictly be called Polystichum
angulare grandidens proliferum. On my fernery in the open
air Polystichum biseratum occasionally becomes proliferous.

With me, Scolopendrium Wardii and Asplenium refractum
have always proved proliferous. I have a plant of Osmunda
regalis, var. cristata bulbifera, which is bnlbiferoiis, the same
as that described by Mr. Lowe, in " New and Hare Ferns,"
vol. ii. page 461.

If it be possible to obtain it, a correct list of proliferous

Ferns which have stood a test of four or five years' growth,
would be exceedingly valuable to all those interested in British.

Ferns.—J. E. M.

HOW TO HAXG AN AXE.
Stephen Washburn sends the following: "Having seen

an article on chopping and the way an axe should be hung,
(See Journal of Horticulture vol. viii. page li.">'J), and having
adopted in my own practice a plan somewhat different from the

method there recommended, I would hke to give my own views
on the subject. In the first place, the crook at the hand-hold
should be no longer than the width of the man's hand who

uses the axe ; all the rest of the curve should be the other way,
and just enough to make the edge of the axe naturally incline

forwards ; and the two corners of the axe should be exactly on
a line with the middle of the hand-hold, as shown in the
accompanying cut. This will always bring the bit of the axe
square upon the stick vou are chopping. This is the correct

principle, and will be admitted by every one who has ever done-

much chopping.

—

[Canada Farmer.)

HEATING BY A STOVE.
I HAVE a small greenhouse, heated, for economy's sake, by

an old Gill stove in a shed on the other side of the back wall.

Fancying that much heat is lost, I thought of placing a case,

formed of sheet iron, over the stove, so as to confine the heat,

and having an aperture made through the wall from the space

so enclosed and above the top of the stove, so as to allow the
heat to pass into the greenhouse. I am, however, at present

deterred by the fear that the heated air from the surfaces of

the stove would be injurious to the plants. Will you say if

such a proceeding would be accompanied by any danger ?

—

W. B. E.

[We have advised another correspondent to do exactly as

you propose doing with your stove—leaving an opening round

it, and allowing the heat to go from that opening into your
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p^roenhonse. We have omitted to Bay to hira what we now say

to you, that if the opening next the house is divided by a wide

board, or a piece of sheet iron, placed in the middle, so as to

allow an opening of 6 inches at the top and 4 inches at the

bottom, the healed air will go out at the top, and the colder air

of the house will ho drawn iu at the bottom. If you Lave no
tender plant directly in front of the opening, the heated air

from the stove will do no harm ; but if you found it to be too dry

you might suspend a thin woollen cloth over the opening, and
keep it moist with the droppings from a piece of list, with its

other end in water, acting as a syphon.]

SCALE PREVENTION.
As scale is one of the great evils that attend the steps of the

forcing gardeuer, no stone should bo left unturned ; in other

words, no information shouM be withheld ns to how to kill or

prevent it, bearing in mind the old adage that " prevention is

better than cure." Still, there is no doubt but that the scale

i."! a fine corrector of idle habits, for if a gardener is inert scale

will bo active and persevering, and soon show his employer
what manner of man he is.

I have been led to notice scale prevention, so successful here,

as is scale killing, from reading the failure of methylated
spirits in killing scale with Mr. Pearson. The mode of scale

prevention practised here by Mr. Perry, our Orange-tree

manager, is to syringe the trees once a-week from the middle
of April till the beginning of October with pure quassia water,

a decoction of 1 ozs. of quassia chips boiled ten minutes in a

gallon of water, and suffered to settle and become as clear as

pure water. Now, as I take it, this bitter dose spoils the fla-

vour of the pasturage, consequently the flocks of scale become
weakened in constitution, and thus fall easy victims to methy-
lated spirit. In the case reported in your last number, page 3.31,

it seems to me that the scale insects had fattened under the

care, or want of care, of the Orange-tree keepers, and had be-

come strong and muscular. The conclusion to be arrived at is,

that my very old friends Barron and Pearson, found the flesh

strong and the spirit weak ; they must in future act on the

converse of this, and make scale insects weak by prevention.

I may add, that our Orange trees are looked over, without
moving them, about once a-week ; or, if here and there a
straggling scale is seen, a small painter's brush is dipped in

methylated spirit and applied ; it never fails to kill.

.\s to scale and aphis nostrums from inventors, I have had
them without end, even that so childishly named " Insecticide."

Why not John Smitli's Insect Killer ? It would have had some
meaning. We ought soon to have from some chemist a mix-
ture called the Norfolk-Howardicide instead of bug-killer.

The great advantage of the prevention system in Orange
culture is that there is no occasion to remove the trees or to

dip them. Mr. Pearson could not ha%'o thought of the diflicul-

ties of dipping some seven or eight thousand Orange trees, as

would be required here, or the utter impossibility of dipping
large trees growing in tubs.

I have for some years past left off using the different nos-
trums advertised for insect killing. Some of them are very
offensive, even dangerous, and I firmly believe the end of all

such applications may be gained by more simple means. I,

therefore, do not hesitate to give my short list of things that
kill or prevent the attacks of insects.

1.—For aphides of all kinds, in-doors or out, winter or sum-
mer, 4 ozs. of quassia chips boiled ten minutes in a gallon of

soft water, and while cooling 4 ozs. of soft soap dissolved in it.

Many hogsheads of this decoction are used here in summer,
and always with effect. Sometimes two dippings of the shoots
or brushings of the under surface of the leaves are required.
This innocuous mixture has superseded filthy tobacco juice

and many disagreeable compounds.
2.—Lime and soot, made into a paint with water, so as to be

of a dark lead colour, is the most simple and most clhcacious
of all tree-paint mixtures. It should be used liberally in

November with a large painter's brush. Every shoot and bud
may be covered with it, and in about a fortnight, if heavy rains
come on, it will he washed off and leave every bud and shoot
glistening with health. This simple and cheap mixture ought
to displace those horrible and disagreeable paints of clay, sul-

phur, and manure, and other ingredients, very ugly and
offensive.

3.—For Aphie lanigera on Apple trees no remedy is equal to
Ciishurst Compound ; a strong infusion, 1 lb. dissolved in a
gallon of water.

4.—Methylated spirit for the destruction of scale.

5.—Pure quassia water, prepared by boiling 4 ozs. of chips

for ten minutes in a gallon of water. This should be used as

a preventive by syringing plants er trees with it once a-week,

or more frequently if the aphis tribe is particularly active.

These simple preparations give but little trouble, and are as

efficacious, or more so, than the numerous "washes" and
other elaborate preparations so often recommended.—T. E.

I'ELARGONIUM MISS WATSON.
I DO not think it necessary to occupy your valuable space to

the exclusion of other matters of more interest and benefit to

your readers, by any lengthy reply to Mr. Watson's letter,

which appeared in page 331 of last week's Journal. I shall

merely deny that I have, as Mr. Watson puts it, made a butt of
" Miss Watson."

I stated at page 270, what my opinion was respecting the
merits, for bedding purposes, of some of the Variegated Pelar-

goniums shown at the late exhibition, and those convictions

were conceived and expressed without any feeling beyond the

bounds of fair and legitimate criticism. Mr. Watson considers

that every person is doing him an injury who does not happen
to entertain the same opinion of Miss Watson's good qualities

as himself.

Most of the readers of The JornsAL or IIonxiccLTCBK who
have had frequent opportunities of hearing Mr. Watson deliver

his desultory disquisition, both at the metropolitan and pro-

vincial exhibitions during the past summer, will at once see

that his letter, which the Editors published at page 331, is a

repetition of it, and they will know for what purpose he has
sent it.

I think Mr. Watson has no authority for making use of the

names of several gentlemen in the way ho has done, and that

they would be very shy in undertaking such a thankless office

as that of even giving an opinion on the merits or demerits of

the Pelargonium Miss Watson ; also that he has rather over-

strained the point, when he tells us that the plants he ex-

hibited on the 15th of October, at South Kensington, had only
been taken from the parent plant ten weeks, and that they (I

suppose he means the foliage of the plants) were well over the

sides of the pots. I will, however, thank Mr. Watson to send
me a good strong plant of Miss Watson, for which a post-office

order shall be forwarded him to the amount of its value. I will

give it a fair trial, both in the open air and under glass, and if

it sustain Mr. Watson's statement, I will most willingly with-

draw the opinion I have formed of it, and substitute one more
in accordance with Mr. Watson's wishes.— J. Wills.

[We must decline any further communications on this sub-

ject.—Eds.]

NUNEHAM PARK.
{Cuntiiiued from page 315.).

Passing into the third division of the garden, I found there

White and Eed Antwerp Easpbcrries in full autumn bearing,

in rows across the main quarter, and next to them a large

piece of the Fastolf, maturing flue canes for next year. iVnd

now are those Spanish Onions ? No, they are the Nnneham
Park Onion, and distinct from other varieties, and I never

saw such a splendid crop in my life. A hoUowness about the

base pertains to, perhaps, too many of them for perfect sym-
metry, but Mr. Stewart will soon improve this exceptionable

feature away. It is, moreover, an excellent sort for keep-

ing, and hardy for winter, as has been proved, and is being

proved by a bed on the south border sown partly with it and
the Heading Onion, side by side. According to my request,

Mr. Stewart has sent me a measurement and weight which
will, doubtlessly, surprise a few. " Ground, IH yards long by
13 yards wide. Weight of Onions, 19 cwt. 5 stones 2 lbs.

;"

ami he writes, " I think this is the heaviest crop that I ever

had, although I have grown some individual specimens larger."

Some which I have seen were larger, though not of so good a
form as a sample I could have singled out from this year's

crop. I think they were grown by Mr. Stewart, and exhibited at

South Kensington, at tlae International Fruit and Vegetable

Show iu December, 18G5. Now, in the event of some people

still retaining their doubts about this Onion being the ^^h^te

Spanish, there was a proof to the contrary—namely, a challenge

of Onions growing upon the spot. The sorts were Brown
Globe, a good sample of the sort ; Danvers Yellow, ditio

;
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White Globe, ditto ; New Venetian Giant Tripoli, coarse, thick-
necked, and many doubles ; Trebon, very good, but coarse ;

and White Spanish, also coarse. None of these, even with most
careful cultivation, could compare with the Nuneham variety
for weight, symmetry, or fine quality for the kitchen.

Next to the Onions was a quarter of old Gooseberry and
Currant bushes, soon to be done away with. A rather large
piece of ground was also devoted to New Zealand Spinach, as

a difficulty is experienced here in growing the common kinds,
which it is difficult to understand ; for one would suppose,
from the nature of the soil—a rich, brown, sound, sandy loam,
nearly feet deep, that it would grow anything, and more par-
ticularly Spinach. A parting glimpse at the south border next
to the young Onions revealed, what at a distance I concluded
to be another bed of young Carrots. I suppose I was thinking
aloud as about to note it so, when Mr. Stewart, in a voice of

interrogation said, " Carrots ? " Parsley !
" Why, what do you

want with so much Parsley? " " Oh !" he answered, " I once
had the misfortune to be caught napping in the matter of
Parsley, and the wiggings I had from the cook in consequence
made me vow and declare I would never more remain minus
that indispensable herb for a single hour." Not this winter I
can answer for, and it is an excellent sort besides. To all

young men who are living in hopes of some day conducting a
garden, let me say, Take a note of this conversation, for should
they ever be caught short of Parsley, and the cook come to
know it, they will certainly find it no laughing matter.
Further down this border there was a large bed of fine

Carrots, too large. They would go to the lodge-keepers and
others in the park, whom Mr. Stewart has to supply with vege-
tables from the gardens. On the lower h.alf of this central
piece, new plantations of Gooseberries and Currants, partly
trained upon trellises, now mark the path of progress. Then
varieties of Runner Beans, one of them a seedling of Mr.
Stewart's, I think ; but I saw on the Caseknife Runner pods
hanging by bushels, though on the old Scarlet Runner there
were but few remaining, a fact which showed plainly which
the men were ordered to gather, and was by no means recom-
mendatory of the Caseknife. There was also an extensive bed
of the Custard Marrow, and the old white and yellow Vegetable
Marrows, some of them Daniel Lamberts, and others compara-
tively small. This south or Apricot wall is chiefly occupied
with many old trees of that fruit already doomed ; but there
is a supply of young vigorous trees in perfection. The north
wall is also covered with old Cherries, and every foot of the
border is occupied by spring bedding flowers.
Having thus taken my farewell note within the walls of one

of the finest of kitchen gardens for site, soil, and judicious
management that I remember, I stepped out at a north corner
door into the orchard, or what may be properly called a broad
eastern slip. Here choice late Pears—viz., Beurre Duhaume,
Prince Albert, Vicar of Winkfield, L'Inconnue, .Josephine de
Malines, Easter Bergamot, Monarch, Crasanne, and Ne Plus
Meuria, are trained against the east wall, and at the farther end
of the slip is the pumping machinery, likewise the compost-
yard. Fresh turves were also being stacked for potting
purposes, &c. They were of a sandy loam, 3 inches thick, well
matted with fibre, and they are made to pass through the fire

just before they are used as compost. This yard also contains a
large Mushroom-shed, in which I observed stowed away nu-
merous lengths of wall-coping- boards for protection from spring
frosts. Plantations of Filberts and rows of healthy young
Apple trees were bearing a good sprinkling of fruit, being well
sheltered here, and there were besides Turnips of various ages,
large plots of Artichokes, both Globe and Jerusalem, and many
other productions.

Returning to the south slip, which is, indeed, a repertory of
vegetable produce, 1 singled out Nuneham Brown Cos Lettuce
and Mr. Stewart's Beetroot, as being excellent of their kinds.
I also noticed large plots of Sea-kale and Parsnips. Halfway
up this slip, by turning through a wicket and a model Holly-
hedge, protected outside by close palings, access is gained to

an extra outward slip—a nursery for Coniferon, forest trees.

Quickset, &c., very interesting, and requiring a Eobson for

specification. Re-entering, then, by the wicket, the broad
walk which strikes across the divisions of the garden is seen in
perspective, through large, skeleton, iron-work gates, arched
over by the outward wall, with corresponding arches in line

through the opposing parallel walls of the divisions. To
the right of this iron gate, as I then stood, against the south
wall of the slip were Apricots, to the left " Grosse Mignonne
Tardive " Peaches, ripe and of fair size, with a colour of dark

blush ; and Brunswick and Brown Turkey Figs, of excellent

flavour, in quantities. The trees are also very fine. Mr. Stewart
thoroughly soaks the roots frequently with soapsuds, which
they relish amazingly, and of this desirable liquid, for Peach
and Fig trees especially, he is furnished always with a bountiful

supply from a large underground-tank at the end of the laundry
close by. He told me he was once an advocate for stopping
the summer shoots of Figs, but he has become convinced that

the practice is wrong. He now sedulously preserves the young
shoots in their entirety, nails them in at full length at pruning-
time, and then cuts away as much of the old wood as possible

to make room for the young wood. I shall become a convert to

his practice, for the very look of his trees indicated superior

management ; nevertheless, I am now gathering excellent

Brown Turkey Figs from a tree that I have treated from its

youth upwards on the stopping-plan.

I now proceeded once more to the back of the garden-house
whence I first started, noting as I went a difference in the ap-

pearance of the gravel at one part of the walk. Some Naviga-
tion Commissioners, having fifty loads of clean-washed gravel,

gladly presented Mr. Stewart with it for the sake of getting it

hauled out of their way. It will do admirably to surface-mix

with the rather stiff, clayey, adhesive gravel here.

—

Upwabds
.\ND Onwakds.

(To be continued.)

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.Vr.DES.

Trench and manure ground where any is vacant. Collect

leaves for covering purposes. Artichokes (Globe), should now
have some of the superfluous leaves cut away, and be soiled

6 or 8 inches high up the stem. The general practice is to

surround the plant with leaves recently fallen, and to soil over

these in a sort of mound, then to force a wisp of hay in the

centre of the crown. Cahhafies, remove all decayed leaves. Cau-
liflowers in head should be taken up and heeled close together,

covering them with long litter in severe weather. Sea-kale,

collect leaves for covering.
FKDIT GARDEN.

It is now a good time to take up and root-prune such trees

as are growing too luxuriantly to wood without producing fruit.

The tree should first be properly taken up, and this is neither

well nor easily accomplished by commencing to dig out a trench

at too short a distance from the stem. Let a wide and dsep
trench be opened, so that a man can work with freedom stand-

ing on a level with the lower roots, he will then find less diffi-

culty in undermining the tree. As the small branches and
fibres of the root are cleared, they should be tied in bundles to

the larger, to prevent their being bruised, and to be out of the

way ol the workmen. When the tree is turned up, large per-

pendicular roots should be first cut off, then some of the others,

cutting in a slanting direction on the under side, and finally

all bruised portions should be cut clean. Replant as soon as

possible in well-trenched ground. Trees that are not thriving

may be similarly taken up, but all sound roots should be pre-

served, except such as have penetrated into a bad soil, and ia

replanting better soil should be introduced.

FLOWER G.lBDEN.

Let the planting of autumn bulbs be completed as soon as
' possible. The growth of bulbs is a winter and spring study,

and a most beautiful style of gardening has been enjoyed and
disappeared before the beds can admit the tender exotics which
are to adorn them in summer and autumn. If you can afford

to do so, buy Crocuses by thousands, and Tulips and Hyacinths

by hundreds. Remember they are all very ready of increase,

and with care your outlay will come back with interest. In
some beds a few early Tulips and Hyacinths may be mixed
with the Crocuses, so that when the latter are off, the beds may
still be attractive ; but probably the borders will generally be
preferred to separate beds, and then the following plan will be

found advantageous. Let the outer row be composed of Crocuses,

the next of Hyacinths, and the third or inner row of Tulips
;

you need not be afraid of planting too thickly, but let there be
an interval of 2 or 3 inches between each kind of bulb. The
Crocuses will have ceased blooming by the time the Hyacinths
are in their prime, and the long and graceful foliage of the

former will make a pretty fringed border for the latter. Take
up all the Dahlias when the tops are frosted. Do not clean too

much soil from them, it will prove a protection if dried on
them. Strong roots should be placed in a warm and airy

place, in order to have them thoroughly dry ; weak roots must
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be potted or covered with dry Band. Neapolitan Violets should
be thoroughly cleaned from weeds, runners, and dead leaves,

and have a concideruble quantity of dry Band strewed amongst
them. Tliis will prevent the ravages of the aliiga ; if out of

doors, tlio priitectiou of hoops and mats must bo afforded,

riant out Hollyhocks and other bionniuls.

oiiKKNiiousr; anh consluvmohy.
The importance of light is universally admitted, and at this

time of the year it is of the utmost moment so to arrange

the stock in houses as to secure a duo proportion to each of the

tribes, rememluring especially those from brighter climes. All

retarded autumn flowers should have as light a situation as

possible near the glass, and not far from gentle ventilotion.

Such plants as the following well deserve much attention at

this period—Euphorbia jnofjuinia llora, Eranthemum pul-

chellnm, (leissomeria longitlora, the Heliotrope, Aphelandra
cristata, Gesnera zebrina and bulbosa, Scarlet Pelargoniums,
Centradenia rosea, Linum trigynum. Mignonette, Salvias,

Calceolarias, Cyclamens, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Sec. These, if

attended to as previously directed, will be gay for weeks, and
with Chrysonthemums, Roses, and Camellias, will prevent any
deficiency of flowers occurring between the autumn flowering

plants and tlioso of the spring forcing. Above all let every
glass sash be thoroughly washed immediately, both those of

the houses and those of the frames or pits. \ well-managed
conservatory should now look gay. The dark and glossy leaves

of healthy Camellias, and their lively-coloured flowers, will

offer a charming contrast ; and these, with delightfully perhimed
and gaily-tinted Bourbon, Hybrid China, and Perpetual Koses,

will, in addition to Chinese Chrysanthemums, produce a most
gorgeous effect. Jfaintain a mild and genial atmosphere, with
a temperature of from 50° to G0° by day, sinking to iH' at night.

Let the floors or some portions of the house receive a sprink-

ling in the afternoon, provided a little back air can be given
to prevent drip. Look regularly over the plants, remove all

decayed and decaying leaves, and keep everything sweet and
clean. Watering must be performed with care, particularly

in the case of large specimens ; they should have no more
moisture from the watering-pot than is sufficient to keep them
from flagging. No artificial heat need be applied until danger
from frost is actually apprehended, but take care that the
heating apparatus is in such order that it can be instantly
nsed, as the necessity for it may be nightly expected.

UTOVE.

In order that this department may look as little like winter as

possible, some previous attention to that class of plants which
blooms naturally at this season, will have been necessary. Ges-
nera zebrina, Achimenes picta, and the numerous Begonias,
constitute a portion of these. Before we introduce plants
forced out of their natural season, we should avail ourselves of

those which bloom in the regular course of nature, without
artificial inducement or stimulus. Lot such of the Orchids as
have completed a good summer's growth, and which are some-
what inclined to be deciduous, sink gradually into repose.
Those evergreen kinds, such as some of the Dendrobiums, the
AiJrides, Saccolabiums, and Vandas, on blocks, or in baskets,
should be lowered a little from the roof, if too near, in order
to escape the vicissitudes of temperature to which that situa-

tion would expose them in winter.

FORCING-PIT.
Keep np the supply of all kinds of bulbs, and the usual

shrubs and other plants required for winter decoration.
PITS AND FRAMES.

Let all stock here be plunged in fresh sawdust or coal ashes,
and be kept near the glass. Cover up with mats at night any-
thing tender, and with this covering a little air may be left at a
light or two to harden the stock, by allowing the vapour to
pass away. Let all Strawberry plants in pots for forcing have
proper protection immediately. Many of the failures occur
through injured roots, unplunged they are in a most defence-
less state. They are best plunged in cold frames, but as every
one cannot command such, the next best plan is to plunge them
in beds of ashes elevated quite above the ground level, and
cover during frost with long and clean litter, giving the same
attention as to a crop of early Eadishes.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^TEF.K.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
Swept all the walks to free them from fallen leaves, which

gave a rubbishy appearance, and having passed the roller over

the most conspicuous, leaves are lees inclined to lie upon them,
After the high wind of October 27th, we had scarcely a leaf on
the pleasure ground, where the grass was short and the lawn
firm, and we were glad that some were left in those places where
the grass was longer, and even not cleared off where it had
been mown. The chief work has been taking up the remainder
of the Carrots, securing Endive, Ijettuce, <tc., earthing-up

Celery, and keeping fresh plantations of Cabbages free from all

the enemies that are apt to attack them. We shall as soon as

possible clear the stems and old leaves from Asparagus, Sea-

kale, and llhubarb, and make preparations for forcing these

requisites. When the ground which the plants occupy can be
trenched early, the roots may bo carefully taken up now, and
set thickly among soil or leaf mould, and covered with litter

;

they will be fit for use when wanted, and will be convenient

in severe frost. Banked up Cucumbers in frames, and had
litter and grass in readines.s to cover up a little all tender sub-

jects in cold frames when frost is expected. As soon as possible

will have a piece of Cauliflowers under protection, and as we
house bedding plants we shall have more room for the ueefal

vegetables that like a little shelter from wet and frost.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
See what was said lately on planting fruit trees. A little

care exercised now will have a great effect on their future well-

doing. Examined stored fruit, and removed all fhowing signB
' of decay. Apples are tffering to keep well, but Marie Louise
Pears have kept badly with us. some fine specimens rotting

I even before they had acquired their full flavour. This might
, be partly owing to the damp autumn, but then the damp has
not affected other sorts in anything the same way, and as yet

the Apples look as it they would keep well.

During a wet day or two thoroughly cleaned a vinerv, as we
did the Peach-house, and then filled it with flowering and bed-
ding plants. From the want of houses suitable for such a
purpose, the moving of the plants from turf pits, Arc, gives

an opportunity for cleaning them, and the task of moving,
though laborious, saves the work of covering to protect from
frost and damp. As recently stated, we have cleared and washed
our Fig trees in a low pit, and have nearly filled that in a
similar manner, as we find when we have Figs in November,
the first crop in the following summer is more or less injured.

We have had the last of our Figs from the open wall, and had
wo time we would now cut off all the young fruit, larger than a
small bean. We are still gathering good Figs from pot trees in

the orchard-house, in which there is an iron stove, and we think
of taking some small pots covered with fruit, nearly fully

swelled, into a place where they will have more heat and light.

White Marseilles Figs hav« as yet been very good, helped, no
doubt, by a few sunny days. Late kinds of Grapes, as Cala-
brian Baisin, are also ripening. We would reshift some of

these orchard trees in pots, and fresh top-dress others, if we
could find time. Meanwhile we have moved all the pots to

break any roots that might have gone through the holes in the
pots, a vorsimple and effectual mode of root pruning.

We believe that amateurs with time at their disposal may
do much and derive a vast amount of pleasure from fruit trees

in pots. Our great objection to them is the time taken up in

watering, and the onl3' way to lessen that is to mulch several

times during the summer. The roots are thus nourished, and
the surface soil is prevented from evaporating the moisture too

rapidly. A dusting of guano, such as one can manage to hold
between the thumb and finger, a double quantity of superphoe-
phato of lime, and a triple quantity of good soot dusted over the

mulching of rotten dung on every 12-inch pot will be gratefully

received, and will be washed down with the waterings. One
thing struck us very much—first noticed, we believe, by Mr.
Rivers, and that was the quickness with which a mulching of

2 or 3 inches disappeared, as if the roots and the watering
together had eaten it all up. Hence the necessity for mnlching
several times, if labour with the water-pail is to be at all reason-

able in dry weather in summer. Those amateurs who grow
line specimens of Pelargoniums and Fuchsias in rather tmall

pots, and who are obliged to give them strong waters, and that

watering in bright weather several times diuing the day, would
not be annoyed if forced to water their pet fruit trees in pots

with equal frequency ; but in a general garden where there is

much to be attended to, and every half hour has to be made
the most of, frequent watering becomes a serious consideration.

The system will, however, have charms for the inquiring and
the enthusiastic, as every plant is so easily examined, and the
varied treatment given is perceptible in its effects. The wood
seems all firm and in good condition. We would have put some
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Cherry trees in pots out of doors for a change, bat wo were
afraid of the tomtits and bullfinches clearing away the buds.
They have had a nibble as it is.

OnXAMKXTAL DEPARTMENT.
Most of the places have been overhauled and cleaned except

the conservatory, and that we shall attend to as soon as possible,
many of the plants that are to replace those to be taken out being
in security. Even clean glass and clean woodwork, though
deficient in painting, always look well in winter, and keep
many evils from accumulating. A few cloths, brushes, warm
water, and active hands do wonders in this respect, and lime-
7oasliiiig makes the exposed walls clean and sweet. It is always
advisable to wash down the walls with warm water before lime-
washing, and as we lately remarked, the fresher the lime the
firmer will it stick. For damp houses it is of no use applying
whitening with size to make it adhere, though doing so would
be proper enough in a dry room. We generally tone down this
lime-colouring to take off the white glare, but" we often use it

as white as it comes naturally. For instance, in a late vinery,
from which all plants have been removed to avoid damp in the
house, the back wall was becoming dingy, slightly green in
places, and we brushed over that with limewash to within 4 feet

of the top of the wall, doing all the shelves, stages, &c., in the
same way, the house now looks almost as clear and bright in a
dull day, as it did before in a sunny day, and the black Grapes
look all the blacker. In giving su(!h a washing when plants
are growing, or even Grapes hanging, it is as well to have air

on the house until all scent of the lime has gone. In fact,

except in a very frosty night, we never quite close the top ven-
tilators, and that is a great security for keeping Grapes plump
and free from damping after this period.

Ill ch'aniii!) //(DISCS now that can be emptied of their contents,
except the deciduous fruit-bearing plants in them, we have
long proved the efficacy of a very simple means of cleaning,
and that is, before we begin to wash or scrub, to syringe the
whole house, walls, glass, rafters, stage.s, trellises, Vines, Figs,
Peach trees, &c., with water as hot as it can be applied, with a
cloth for the man's hand on the syringe. The water is generally
from 160" to 180° in temperature, but of course it loses a little

of its heat before it strikes on the trees, woodwork, or walls.

We have never noticed any trees with ripe wood, and freed
from leaves injured by such hot water, and the syringe sends it

hot and steaming into every hole and cranny, and to this we
attribute a comparative freedom from insects. Of course, such
syringing cannot be attempted iu a conservatory, where climbers
and other plants are planted out and growing, there the glass,

(fee, must be washed with water under 100".

When houses become dingy from want of paint, &c., and the
glazing is not so perfect as if done by a tradesman, the fault
will with propriety be laid on the proprietor ; but if the inside
of a plant-house, or any other house, exhibits large lumps of

dirt, moss, and green slime, depending from the glass or sash-
bars, then the fault will too surely be laid on the shonlders of

the gardener, and it is really amazing how from becoming used
to such a state of things the eye at last ceases to regard it not
only as being ugly, but as a proof of careless superintendence.
It seems to be incident to human nature, to revert to what has
been done, instead of looking to what is to be done. If we
arrange a house now, and have all fresh set and clean, we go
through it day after day with a degree of self-satisfaction, but
we are apt to forget that every day from the cleaning brings us
nearer to the day when moving and cleaning must be done,
and without the turning out necessary for a great cleaning once
or twice a-year. If having once cleaned a plant-house, we con-
tinue week after week to look on it as the clean bouse, other
people may see that it is very dirty, and give the right name to
its condition.

The cleaning, mowing, and rolling of the pleasure grounds
have taken up more time than we could well spare, and most
likely we shall have dismantled some of the beds before this
is printed, so as to have some plants potted of which we are
scarce, and then we will let the rest remain until destroyed by
the frost. Many of these plants, as Scarlet Pelargoniums, will

do with rough treatment, but everything will succeed best, if

taken up before it is much injured by frost, packed in soil as soon
as possible, and if tender supplied with a little bottom heat, to
set the roots moving at once. A vast number of otherwise
clever people have no idea of the importance of never allowing
the fibres of a plant to become dry before planting or potting.
We lately saw a number of hardy shrubs intended for a par-
ticular purpose, taken up very rudely, and left on the ground
with all the roots exposed for days, as if intended for faggot

wood to heat ovens. Sometimes with bedding plants taken from
beds before a frosty night was expected, we have had com-
parative fiiilures, because the plants remained stowed up so

long before we could trim and place them in pots and boxes.
Bottom llfut.—We may here mention that the few plants

to which we could give bottom heat, even from the rank mate-
rials of short grass, leaves, and litter, have done very well
indeed, and so have the cuttings not forward enough to stand
in a cool place without being more fully rooted. This drawback
need not be experienced by those whose employers leave them
in August or September, or who have reserve grounds whence
to take their cuttings ; but when it is desirable to have the
beds and borders in as good order as can be to the last possible

day of the season, and there is no reserve garden, cuttings
when taken must be rather small, and they must be taken later

and at different times, so that their removal shall not be seen
to affect the beds. All these late cuttings we now have where
they will be all we want them in a few weeks.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November 0.

"U'e can barely mnintflin last week's qiiotations, business being very
moderate, and the fine weather has added considerably to our stock,
both of home-grown and lortign produce. Potatoes have sUghtly re-

ceded in price.

FRUIT.

Apples J sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes doz.
Asparapus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, 4 sieve

ScarletRun.^ sieve
Beet, Ked doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums lUO
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
HorseradlBh .. bundle

f.
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(rARDRNEns' KxAMiNATiON {A. B., Kino»toti).^\'oa can oMnin all tho

iufonufttioii yon need it you writ© to Mr. Richards. Assislaut Sucrotarj",

Koyai Horticultural Society, South Keusingtou, Louiluu, W.

Varieoated Savov (J. (\ ir.).~VftricRation in tho Cabbn^ro tribo nn<l

lo many other (renera of plants has boon nioro tbiin nsunlly prevalent

this year. Wo diHcusMcd tho Bul»ject when noticing tho variegation In

PoloTffODiuins. Tlic priiuo oauso is yet nnuxplnioud.

Lkoalitv ok Wahninii.—"If a Rardener whoso aereemrnt with his

employer was a month's notice on either sido, recoivcH his wjiKe<i weekly,
and that employer Rives the Rardenev a month's notice at tive o'clock in

tho afternoon, is that notice leRal? or could tho gardener at the end of

that month k'vo the employer a month's notice, and, if diKclmrf,'ed. cla'm
ft month's wnKCS ? I have always been under tho iniproHfion that tho

notice must bo Riven before twelve oVloek in tho day.—A Si^nsruiiiER, Ij."

I
We know of no law that proscribes that a warnini;, like a niarriaRe,

roust bo before twelve o'cUick. Moreover, wo are quite sure that if there

were stich a law, and you wore to act as you suggest, it would bo ono of

tho most erroneous acts of your life.]

C»ts^^cK (Iakdkm 'J?/)hrt).—Write to Mr. RaiTon. tho Superintendent
of Chiswick Rarden, and ho will furnish vnu with the necessary form to

fill up. There is no premium required, and your chanco of getting a
situation will depend on your qualilications.

DuTV Free Toijacco.—We have inquiries where this ran be purchased
in small quantities. It would be worth a seller's while to advertise it,

stating price and quantities that can be bought.

Garden Enoine—Lefcres (E. S.).—Tho cheapest is the hydropuU.
The leeches on your walk must como out of some water near your (;ar-

don. They are i)robr\bly of the Goobdella trochctii species, which fre-

tjuently coiuo on to the land to attack the earth-worms.

CHEiR.vxTHUrt Marshai.m (An Ifinorant Sii?t<cn7.crl.—It i«o hybrid, tho
result of a er()ss between Cheiranthus ochroluiirus and Erysiniiuu PcrofT-

ski4num. It was raised iu IH4(i by Mr. John Mnrslmll, of Limbiirn, tbo
Brysimum being tho pollen plant. Its birth place, thLTcfur-'. is Scotlaud.
Your variegiUed-Ieavcd specimen (probably of uo vahiei, is not an exotic,

but a sport. An "exotic" Is a native of a foreign country.

Apples for Kxhibitios (An Exhihiti>r).~Di:<^crt : Adams's Pearmain,
Cox's Orange Pippin, Uoldcn Heinette. Kitchen: Blouhoim, Dumelow's
Seodlmg, AJfriston.

Sownfo WiriTE Clover (C. A. J.)-—We have known it sown very suc-
ceasfully in autumn ; but it is now too late. Sow It over your pasture
early in Marcli, and run a light roller over it afterwards.

Oreen Rose '/>. W.).—This green Rose was introduced about eight
years since by Messrs. Giiillot & Clement, of Lyons, under the name of
Rosa vlridilb)ra. Seven years since wo know it was cultivated iu tUia
country, and was then called Rose Beugalo vert.

Roses for Walls (An Old Snh)irribrr, Dai-rntri/].—" I advise the 4.') feel
of wall, 8 feet high, with west aspect, to bo filled up with hardy free-
blooniing Roses. The following, ol which the colours can ha seen in tho
efttaloi;iios. may bo selected from :—Due do Cazes, Gt'*nt'ral Jacqueminot,
Baronue Prevost. Marguerite de St. Amand, Charles Lffcbvre, Princo
Camillo de Rohuu, Madame C. Crapelet, Senateur Vaisso, Madame Alfred
(le Rougemout, Sir .1. Paxton, Madamo Louise Carique, and Anna Alexicff.
The l;S5 feet of wall, with south aspect, I should mainly devote to noblo
yellow Rnafs, 6u«h as CVIino Forestier. Gloiro do Dijon, Lamarque, Sol-
faterre, Triompbe de Rennes, and Mart'-chal Niel. ph\cing between them
for variation of colour Due do Cazes, Prince Camille de Rohan, Seuateur

,

Vaisse, Charles Lofobvro. and Gt'-ucral Jacqueminot. My frontnee, which
I

is a long one, is lilled with some of tho above yellow Roses. Under tbo
I

windows nro Tea Roses—Elise Sauvngo, Souvenir d'Elise. Sombreuil,
Dovonlensis, and Rubens. Iu front of them on tbt- lawn, ami budtled ou
Manelti stocks, are tbcso coloured Roses—namely, Maurice Bernardin,
Prince Camitte de Rohnn, I>uc de Cazes, and Charles Lefebvrc. Some of
the yellow Koscs named above, such as Solfaterro, Lamarque, and C^lino
Kore^tior, must, as the wall is low, have a wide berth, as they are very
strong rauip.iut growers.—W. F. Radclyffe."
Heatisg hy a Stove f l.-Tho stoves yon mention, when used

without a flue, are generally Bupplied with prepared charco'il fuel, and
when set in large halls, with plenty of air and ventilation, do little harm

;

but even with that preimred fuel wo have no faith in any stove when set
nmoug tender plants. They will then do injury, thout-b of course not so
much as open braziers of burning charcoal prepared or not prepared. To
other inquirers wo may say. that of stoves with prepared fuel we would
have preferred Hays's, but there seems some difficulty in obtaiuing the
fuel ; but even in that c.ise wo would have preferred a small pipe from
the top of the stove leading into tbo open air outside of the house.
There is always likely to bo a little uncertainty in stoves with prepared
fuel. Suppose you are out of, or cannot procure tho fuel in a frosty
night, then where are you ? We would rather advise you to di-pend on
common futl, as clean cinders, dried coul and coke broken rather small,
and then Joyr<''s or any other little stove will suit your purpose if you
take a two-inch pipe from it. or a litt'e wider if you like, throueh tho
rIass rool, and that is simply done, as w,is said the other week, by placing
a plate-iron square with a hole In it in lieu of a square of glass. With
such a pipe, and generally a six or a nine-feet length of a metal pipe will
do, there is no danger from any iron stove with common fuel if tho
sides of the stove do not becomo'too hot. It would bo safest to keep tho
Btovo in the house from the end of October until May. In a late number
you would see what can bo done with gas. The stove may be an attrac-
tive object, or bo placed out of siabt. and it will do its work quite as well.
The building a small shod against tho back wall of the greenhouse,
placing a slovo in the shed, and merely taking a pipe through tho wall,
and then through the roof of tho house, would not keep the frost out of
tho house, as the pipe from such a stove cannot be taken any distance in
a horizontal position. Such a plan would save you all annoyance from
the sight of tho stove, dust, smoke, «ic. ; but you would heat the shed
more than your greenhouse. Your proposed plan prompts ns to say how
you may succeed. Make as largo an oponinR in this back wall as will
allow your stove to stand in the opening with 3 or 6 inches free all

round it. Protect this little chamber from tho air of the shed, and allow
nothing of the stove to appear in the shed, except the part where you
feed tho fire and take out tho ashes, and the heat then will mostly pass
into your bouse, helped by the smoke funnel you will need. To make tho
boat aYoUablc, keep tbo 'stove black and the walls in tho opening all

round it white. Did we, however, go to tho expense of ft little shed be-

hind this Kreenbouse, 20 feet long by 10 feet wide, we should take no

trouble with an iron stove, but would have a small flue, from 4 to 6 inches

wido inside moasurc, c;irried along and taken back whore the pathway

would be, the tiles that covered the tluo thus making a pathway pleasant

to the feet in a frofltv <lay; and such a little furnace and tlue. and small

iron or earthenware cbironev. would ci'st no more, wo prebunie. than an

iron stove. We have frequeutlv stated how to obtain a moist heat from

iron stoves. Where neatness and economy in small detached houses are

to be combined, we prefer a email Hue, the top of the flue forming part of

tho floor.

Atmospheric Gas Stove {W. L.).—We do not know the stove yon

mention.

Stocks for Roses (G.Flora).—*'! have not tried the Sempervirena

Rose Pelicite Perpetur as ft stock. I can, therefore, only guess. I should

think that it would suit any or most of tho strong-growinR Roses among
tho hardy Perpetmils or Noisettes. There is no China Rose worth keep-

ing, except the beautiful Mrs. Bosanquot. It would probably suit '
Flora.

as it is a fine grower.—W. F. Radclyffe."

Insecticide (An Iriih Subscribrr).—The proprietors are Messrs. Fowler,

SI, North Street, Brighton. Directions for using are on the stone bottle.

Smokeless Stove for Heatino Gheeniiouse (Young Amateur).—Vie

do not know of a smokeless stove that w(mld heat a house ItJ feet long by

lu feet wido, unless you could heat it with gas. We should be obliged by

information from any of oxir correspondents and readers giving their ex-

perience of a tlueless stove, and if not so, at least a smokeless one. There

are many small bouses attached to amateurs' residences, for which a sraoke-

leiis beatini! apparatus is very desirable, and we think many arc deterred

from having such structures because they cannot keep out tho frost iu

winter without having an unsightly smoking chimney.

LiLiUM AURATUM BcLHs Oecavino frd^7H ).—Your bulbs wcrc UO doubt

dam'iRed in somo wav, or they might have been kept a long time out of

tho ground, which would cause them to decay wheu ibey came in con-

tact with wet soil. Those that have lived and flowered will in a year or

two become strong. As to culture, see answer to a correspondent at

page litJ6.

Pears FOR Aumnj (frf'-m).—BeurrAd'Amnnlis fSeptemberand October).

Bacon's Incomparable (October, November, and December\ and Beurre

do Capiaumont {October). If von require a larger Pear than the last,

BeurrL- Diel will suit you ; but it is not iu use until November. Louise

Boiino of Jersey, though not a very large Pear, is one ol the very beat

October Pears. Thi-y will succeed as espaliers.

Ferns in Warman Case (li. r.).—Ferns in a case should first of all

have good drainage secured, by putting at tbo bottom an inch of broken
pots, and over these an inch or two of pieces of charcoal not larger than

a Walnut, the fine particles being cleared out by sifting through a sieve

having a quarter of an inch mesh. Overthis again maybe placed a little

sphagnum, or, failing the sphagnum, an inch of the rougher parts of the

compost will answer quite as well. You may then place from 'i to 6 inches

of compost, in which the Kerns are to be planted, and it may consist of

two-thirds sandy fibrous peat, and one-third turfy yellow loam. To these

may be added one-fourth of the whole sandstone broken in pieces from
the size of a Pea to that of a Hazel nut. Tho small stone need not be

sifted out, but tho whole mixed with the peat and loam, addim? also a
liberal sprinkling of silver sand. If peat cannot be bad, cocoa-nut refuse

dust will serve equally well. In this the Ferns should be planted, and a
Rood watering ffiven. It is necessary* that the Ferns have tho tempera-

ture essential to their healthful development. If you plant stove kinds

thev must have a temperature of r>j- in winter, and not exceeding 65^

;

whilst greenhouse kinds succet-d in ft Wardian case iu any room from
which frost Is excluded, and hardy Ferns do well in a case iu a room
without a fire. The windows ut tlio case should be kept closed for the

greater part of the day and night ; but should moisture condense within

the case in such quantity as to make the fronds wet. the case lichts may
be opened a little, so as' to cause the dissipation of such accumulated
moisture, and should be closed so soon as the glass becomes dry.

ViN-K AND ViKE-noRt>ERS.—" G. H." wlshes to say that his letter was in

our handrt before Mr. Thomson's reply was published.

Makino Mosnnooii-REDS (.Vemctiji).—We have given so full directions

as to making Mushroom-beds lately under diflfereut circumstances, that

wo must refer you to previous numbers ; but if you will tell us where you
intend making voiir bed. in-doors or out of doors, in a shed or heated

house, and tho "materials at your command, we will tell you in a few
sentences how to make the most of your circumstances. Without a know-
ledge of these, we might write a long article and not meet your case, and
only weary other readers who do not like loo much of one subject. You
can have a neat orchard-house against a wall 8 feet high, but if you conld

make it a foot or two higher at back and have tho ventilators there it

would bo better, then your lean-to might be 11 feet wide and -1 feet ia

front. You cannot do much in forwarding fruit in an unheated house,

so as to obtain tho high price yon name. To do so you would require to

heat it. For specific directions send for "Greenhouses for tho Many,"
from our otHce. which you can have for seven postage stamps.

Repotting Pear Trees {C. M. Major).—Yonr Pear trees in 11-inch

pots, and requiring potting, cannot be potted too soon, pressing the soil

tirmlv round a pot of the next larger size, and pluuffing it so as to get the

roots' in the new soil early. Go on as Mr. Rivers advises with priming.

If the spurs are too close together, then thin. We have done this just as

soon as the fruit sets thickly.

Hot-water SrrpLV Cistern* (J. F. r.l.—Yon must have n supply-

cistern somewhere, but most likely the firms referred to will have the

supply-cistern near tbo boiler, and then you will need no snpply-cistem

at the farther end of vonr pipes, but it will bo advisable to have a small

ftir-pipo fastened on there, which, if open, should be 2 or 3 feet higher

than the supply-cistern, and may as well be out of tho house.

Waterproof Coverino (Our of Limitfd .>frnnt^—Wo cannot give yon
the exact price of such waterproof material as was referred to in " Doings
of the Last Week." Some years ago very good waterproofed calico for snch

purposes was sold by Mr. Richardson, of tho New Road, at a slight ad-

vance on the common unbleached calico, and several times recently tho

receipt has been given to make such material waterproof by boiled oil, a

littlo beeswax, and driers. Stout cloth can easily be made waterproof in

summer by a mixture of tar and oil, but it could aot be dried now. We
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used to have advertisements of stout, pliable, waterproof mfiterial, tbat
was scarcely more than double or treble the price of mats, and then that
coverinR would bo much cheaper than mats. A mat is a very good pro-
tection from frost so lonp as it is dry, but when once it is wet and cliuRS
to the glass, it loses much of its protective power. When roll.?d off and
on when wet, mats soon break and rot ; the strands cling firmly together
and thus lose their protective power. A single mat will only protect
from a Blight frost. When at all damp it will require several thicUnesses
of mats to keep out the frost from a cold pit or trome, and it is anything
but pleasant for an nmateur to dangle them about when dripping wet.
Even if mats are used they will last much longer, and be more eflectua',

when liept dry, and a light flexible material will do that effectually, ana
do more than anything else to secure plants from damp in winter. We
have no doubt when the importnnce of keeping protecting material dry
is sufficiently looked at, even in nn economical point of view, that we
shall have plenty of waterproof material to choose from at a very reason-
able price. Cotton is not yet so cheap as it was, or strong calico 2 yards
wide would be just the material to waterproof for common frames. A pit
from 9 to 18 feet long or more could then quickly be covered, if the piece
was fastened to an 8-feet pole at each end. and thepe poles secured to the
wall-plate at each end, the cloth being hung by a loop every 4 feet or so.

back and front. Thus held tight, even common calico will throw off

much water ; when waterproofed the glass and all below it will be kept dry,
a matter of first importance as a protection against frost, and a protection
against as bad an evil—damp. After having used almost every make-
shift protection, we would unhesitatingly recommend as the cheapest by
far in the end, not for a year, but when a few years are looked at, neat
wooden covers made of three-quarter-inch wood, with a ledge all round
to keep a space of fully an inch between the wood and the sash-bars, and
the next best would be waterproofed textile material, even though at
first it was several times the price of a mat.

GYMNOSTAcnYTJM VERScirAFFELTi (J. D.).—This plant is a native of
Brazil, and requires a stove temperature. It is of a rather dwarf, half-
trailing habit, and its leaves are veined nnd netted with red. A compost
of two-thirds turfy s;indy peat, nnd one-third leaf mould and sandy loam
in equal parts, wiih a free admixture of silver sand suits it well. A few
lumps uf charcoal mixed with the compost will help to keep it open. The
pot should be well drained. The plant must have a moist atmosphere
and abundant supplies of water when it is growing, hut it should be kept
rather dry when at rest. A light and aii-y situation suits it, and it should
be placed in a position near the glass and not shaded by adjoining plants.

BouoAiNviLL.isA sPECTAEiLis (Irfcm).—So far from its being a free it is

a shy-flowering plant. It is of strong vigorous growth and makes very
long shoots, and on that account may be termed a climber. It succeeds
in a cool stove or warm greenhouse, and in a compost of turfy loam two-
thirds, and one-third leaf mould or turfy peat. Liberal supplies of water
should be pflorded ivhen growth is being made, but afterwards the plant
can hardly have too little so long as the foliage is not affected. Too mnch
light cannot be given, and the nearer the plant is to the glass the better,

providing its shoots do not touch it. Free drainage must bo afforded.

Amaryllis and Caladicms in Warm Gdeenhodse (Tilhide).—You
may grow Amaryllises nnd Caladiums in a warm gi'eenhouse, if they are
started and forwarded in heat, but the Caladiums must have a warmer
place than a greenhouse in winter, they requiring a stove. Half a dozen
good Amaryllises are—A. aulica fulgens, Prince of Orange, Marginata
venusta, Johnsoui superba. Mngnifica, and Crocea \itellina. Six of

superior merit are Queen of the Netherlands, Fair Ellen, Madame Kachel,
Stephenson, Bella L>onna, and Souvenir d'un Ami.

Planting Grafted Vine (Idem).—Providing your Vine is networked
high on the Black Hnmburgh stock, plant so that the union of the stock
and graft shall be covered with soil, but if the junction is some distance
from the place whence the fibres first spring, do not plant deeply with
the view of covering the junction. In no case plant more deeply than is

sufficient to cover the roots with 2 or 3 inches of soil. Deep planting is

more injurious than Ijeneficial, and ought to be avoided.

Mimosa Budding (C.A.J.).—You do not say what species of Mimosa
you grow. If it have a number of eyes below the point to which you
wish to cut it down, you may t^afely perform the operation. We do not
know of any species of Mimosa that is hardy. M. prostrata, a greenhouse
plant, is the hardiest we have cultivated, but it will not endure frost.

Use of Glass Studcture iVitis viniffira).—It is hard to say how your
house would best repay you the outlay. We think your idea of planting
six Vines in the front woiild be the best, but they will not repay you in

three years. You might have upright Vines in pots as thick as yon could
place them, but this is not a plan desirable for early forcing, or even
forcing at all. Your next idea we do not see the propriety of, as Vines
and Peaches do not force well together. Your next proposition we think
the best—viz., to have Peaches, diagonal cordons, on the back of the
house, nnd Peaches in pots from the pathway to the front lights. This
we think a good idea and likely to prove remunerative. The last notion
would also pay, and you might have hit on a less likely plan, only Pines
are longer in'fruiting than either Vines or Peaches, but you could to a

certainty have both Vines and Pines. It requires skill to work them
satisfactorily together, and that we fear will not be found in the lad you
appear to depend on. Roses, we think, would not pay you to force or pro-

pagate.

Fine-foliaged Plants for a Flowxr-stand (Inquirer).—Caladiums
will not do, and they will not long succeed in a greenhouse. They are
Btove plants. You niiplit employ the variegated Begonias in summer,
and they will do tolerably well in a greenhouse, and so will some kinds of

Dracsenas. Eight plants that would answer are—Saxifraga sarmentosa,

S. Fortuni, S. tricolor, Sedum Hieboldi variegatum, Veronica Audersoni
variegata, Hydrangea japonica variegata, Bambuwa Fortuni variegata,

and Phormium tenax. If you do not care for more than one of a genus,

then in place of two of the Saxifrages, you may substitute Dracicua aus-

trahs and Farfugium grande. They are all nearly hardy, but not quite

so except in warm situations.

Putting Ivy-berries in Rough Cast (Ivy).—Your idea is certainly

novel—namely, mixing the berries with the rough cast with which the
waU is to be covered. The Ivy-berries, if the rough cast is to be made of

a consistency to adhere to the wall, will not vegetate. You will succeed

by planting strong plants at the foot ol the wall in good, light, open, rich

soil. Ivy does not injure the walls against which it is planted, but
keeps many an old wall up.

DESTEOvrNG White Flt (Reader, Lancashire).—This very iTOuh\esomc
pest is not easily cleared off, though it is speedily destroyed by tobacco
smoke, but on commencing to fumigate the pest falls on the floor and is

there comparatively safe from the effects of the smoke. On this account,
prior to fumigating, we make the floor of the house quite wet. taking care
not to wet the foliage of tlie plants, snd we then find fumigation with
tol»acco effectual. The fumigation should be frequently repeated. Syring-
ing with a decoction of 2 ozs. of gi-ound tobacco to every gallon of water
is an effectual remedy, but some plants are injured by it.

Potting Blandfordia ckocea ^H. j4.).—Plants of this maybe shifted
from thumlt-pots into those 4^ inches in diameter, using a compost of
two-thirds tnrfy yellow loam, and one-third peat or leaf mould, with a free
admixture of sand, and plenty of drainage. After potting give a good
watering and place the pots in a light and airy situation in a greenhouse.
It is sufficient to keep the soil merely moist when the plants are at rest,

but when they are growing they can hardly have too much water ; when
they cease growing the supply of water ought to be lessened and the
plants have full exposure to the sun's rays.

Position of Feens in Greenhouse (L. P.)—The Ferns you name
should at this season be well exposed to light, and will pi-obably succeed
on the stand at the back, which will undoubtedly be tbelbest position for
them in summer, whilst in winter they will succeed admirably on the
front stage if not exposed to cold drying currents of air. They will not
STicceed under the stage, as the drip from the plants on the stage will

destroy them. Your house must be kept at something more than a gi'eeu-

honse temperature to winter safely Gold and Silver Ferns. Feras require
shade from bright sun from March to October, but not gi-eat shade.

Dendrobium nobile Culture (A. C. C. H.).—It thrives in a pot rather
large for the size of the plant, one-third filled with pieces of broken pots;
use a compost of equal pnrts of sphagnum, turfy peat, and charcoal in
lumps from the size of a Hazel nut to that of Walnut. The sphagnum
should be chopped, the whole of the ingredients well mixed, and a liberal

addition of silver sand given, equal to about one-sixth. The soil should
be raised in the centre of the pot above the rim. and the roots of the
plant should be covered with sphagnum. The plant is best potted in

spring when it commences growth. It is necessary that the soil be made
rather firm. It succeeds in a house having a winter temperature of

from 45' to 50", it being then kept dry and fully exposed to light. The
dryness must not be so excessive as to cause the stems to shrivel. When
the plant has flowered (as it will do in spring if strong enough, and the
growth of preceding years is sufficiently ripened), and commences growth,
it must have a moist atmosphere, shade from bright sun, and a f-prinkling

overhead at least twice a-day, biit any approach to saturating the com-
post should be avoided for a time, or until the plant is fairly in growth,
when it can hardly have too much moisture. This should he continued
until it ceases growth ; then let sen the supply of moisture, and expose
fully to the sun's rays. A temperatm"e of between (J0= and 65" at nighty

and* from 75^ to 90^ by day, is not too much during the season of growth.
It will be benefited by guano or any description of manure applied to the
compost.

Potting-off Pelargonium Cuttings {T. jV. N.).—We have neither

time nor room to spare for the ])otting-off of Pelargonium cuttings in

autumn, and we, therefore, keep the majority in boxes or their cutting-

I

pots until February or March. As you have only windows to winter them

I

in, we would leave them in the pots, pans, or boxes they were struck in

I

until spring, and then pot them off. They will winter more safely than
' were they now potted off, and take up less room. Your cellar will, no

j
doubt, answer for the preservation of old Pelargonium plants in winter

if frost be excluded. They should not on any accoimt be watered. The
soil cannot be kept too dry.

Cutting-back Mors Rose (/(Zfwi)-—Your weak Moss Rose will be im-
proved by cutting it closely in to two or at most three eyes, and you may
do this early next month, or now if the leaves have fallen. If the wood
is soft and immature, the beginning of March would be a better time to

prune. Vegetable Marrows will succeed in the situation you name, if the

tall fence gives shelter and does not shade the spot where the Vegetable

Marrows are planted. They cannot have too warm and sunny an ex-

posm*e.

Fruit Tees for Garden Wall [W. B. R1.—Your walls 50 feet long

will afford room for three trees on each of the aspects. Against the waU
of which the aspect is south bv east,voumav plant Jefferson, July Green
Gage, and Coe's Golden Drop Plums'; against that with a west by south

aspect, Marie Louise, Glou Morc^eau, and Albertine Pears; and on the

oast by north aspect, Cox's Pomona, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Cellini

Apples.

Aspleniuh monanthemum Proliferum (J. J. H.)—1i is not uncom-
mon for this Fern to become proliferous when nged. We have had many
instances of its becoming proliferous. We have for many years grown
the species, and have foimd it become proliferous under conditions

favom-able to its abnormal development.

Removing Dead Fronds of Platycerium alcicorne (Idem).—The
circular disks, as you term them, are the barren fronds proper of this

Fern, and it is quite immaterial whether they are removed or not. We
usually remove them when we can do so without injury to the plant ; hut
in most cases we find the roots densely clustered behind them, and even

adhering to them, so that their removal would be very injurious.

Grass Edging NOT Growing (H. C. L.).—If you were to have the ground

where the grass edgings are, well and deeply trenched, working in a liberal

dressing of manure, and fresh turfed, we think the edgings would grow
well; but you must not raise them more than an inch or so above the

walk, nor cut them more than once a-year. This has nothing to do with

the clipping of the edgings, which of course will be done every time the

grass is mown. Wo presuppose that the soil where the edgin*.;?. are is

good, and that they are not walked upon, nor suffer from any sulistance

that may be put upon the walks from time to time to destroy weeds. We-
have no recollection of the name of the advertiser of Roses about whom
you inquire.

Rhododendrons for Cover Planting (Ah Old Subscriber).—\o\i will

best attain your object by advertising for what you require, stating

quantity and' size of plants. Now is a good time to plant Rhododendrons,,

and they may safely be planted up to May ; but if you plant whilst the

trees are leafless there is everything to hope for. as the plants will have

made some progress at the roots before the trees have made any great
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numhor of leaver, and to a groat oxteiit warded oflf rains from the Ubodo-
dundron roots. Tlio Biirlior yon pluut after the leavus of the cover trees

have fiillen tho better.

WIXTERINO Fuchsias (B. A. ;j.).—Vour plants witli the leaves quite

;rTOon hhould not have more water after this than a little now and then

to prevent thiir dryinR up and the wood shrivelling. You cannot keep
thoni too dry. oniv tho foliafje must not be ullnwed to flap; hnt wo pre-

sume it will soon fall. In that ense five no water beyond a little occa-

sionally when tho soil becomes dust dry. in order to keep the wood from
3brivollin(,'. Tho plants must be kept from frost. In February, or early

in March, you may out tho shoots back, loavinK an inch or two of last

season's p-owth to all the shoots shortened, and when tho plants have
made fresh shoots an inch or so lonj; you may shift into pots inches in

diameter, removinc moat of tho old soil, injuring the roots as little as

possible. After pottinK the plants should be kept moist and shaded for

a few days until tho roots are working freely in the fresh soil. When the

ahoots are from 8 to fi inches in lent-th stop them, keepinK an eye to the

formation of symmetrical plant, and in a few days ycm may «ive them their

bloomin(;-pots, which will, of course, be regulated by those they aro to be
eibiliited in. Tho shoots should not bo stoppecl after tho end of May, or

from six to seven woeks prior to tho time of exhibition.

Naiteb of FaciTs (E. 11. D.).—It certainly is not Loniso Bonne of

Jersey, but a worthless variety which we cannot identify. (Ojcar).—

1, Drap d'Or; 3, Scarlet Pearmain ; 6, Evewood ; 7, Delaware; 8. Sel-

woods Uoinotto; 9, Nelson Uodlin ; 10, Apple, DumeloWs Secdhng;

lU, Pear, Winter Nelis ; 11, Apple, UoBset Table Pearmain; U, Pear,

Viear of Winklleld ; 12, Beurre Lombard; 10, Henrietto BoUTier;

22, Winter GrecninR ; 23, Benrre liosc ; 25, Dumelow's ScedlinR ; 27, Ros-

aet Nonpareil ; 41, Oendcbieu ; 42, Beurre Lombard; 45, Dnchessc d'An-

Roulemc; 47, Beurre Diol ; .OO, Louise de I'russo ; 80, Easter Beurre;

no. Black Worcester. (.S.i*.).—Priir« ; 1, Broivn Beurre ; 2, Seckle; .), "'ipt"'

Nelis; 4, Bczido Caissoy; 6,7, Passe Colmar. Apvl"'- 5. Lamb Abbey

Pearmain ; 8, Court of Wick ; 9, Scarlet Pearmain. No. 1 is the well-known

Brown Benrre.morebighly coloured than usual, (/f. B.Jl/.).—Pear rotten.

IJ. li.P.,Chicht»tcr).—Pcari: 1. Chaumontel ; 2, Not known; 3, Paoso

Colmnr; 4, Olou Mori;cau; 5, Not known. Applet: 1, Margil ; 2, Blen-

heim Pippin ; 3. KinR of tbo Pippins.

NASIB8 or Plants (C. Lf»reri-).—Polygonnm ovatum. (TiiuHc).—

1, Quamoclit vnlparis ; 2, Equisetum sp. {John).— 1, Sedum Sieboldl;

2, (Florists' flower). {.In Irinurniit Sulicrtfterl.—Ptcris pnlmatn. (T. C).

—Teucri-m chamiedrys. i./. NoMK).—1, MedicnRo ciliaris; 2, Gesnertt

Herbstii. iTrji).—Must wait till next week; the plants being without

flowers aro difficult to dotermiae.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIOMS in the Saburbs of London for the Week ending November 5th.

Dati.
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morning, by which time the hen has l»eeome accnstomed to
and accepts them as her own. A feed at daybreak on the nest
completes their acquaintance, and then I leave them. It is

not long nntil the hen is seen stalliing off with her two or three
adopted chicks happy and contented. At the end of three or
four days or so the chicks are taken away and placed again
under their own mother, leaving the mother of their adoption
disconsolate, certainly for a time, at the loss, but completely
cured of her broodiness.

I must state that my remarks apply especially to Brahmas
and Cochins, as I have not tried the system with any other
breeds ; but as the two named are, perhaps, the most broody
of all, if it holds good with them, it is, I trust, of some value.

_
Next year I intend to try and work out practically a calcula-

tion I have made founded upon the above facts, for increasing
very materially the supply of eggs by a system of what I may
call division of labour—viz., letting one hen do the sitting, and
another, taken at the commencement of her broodiness, the
rearing part of the business.

I must apologise for having taken up so much space ; but as
the matter is, so far as I am aware, entirely new, I must plead
the novelty as my excuse.—Cos.

IPSWICH POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This Show, which commenced October 31st and closed on the 1st

inst., exhibited a most remarkable improvement on that held last j-ear—in fact, we have rarely visited an exhibition so free from inferior
specimens of any kind. This shows that a liberal schedule of prizes,
combined with a careful manai^emcnt of the birds when in the exhi-
bition-pens, will invariably command an extensive and first-rate entry
from even our best poultiy amateurs.
Of the Ipswich Corn Exchanr;e it is impossible to speak more highly

of its suitability for a poultiy show than it deserves, but owing, we are
told, ta the building having been engaged on the previous evening
nntil 6 p.m., the work of patting np the pens, &c., was much too he.avy
for the rather limited Committee to complete by an early hour ; it is

therefore, to be regretted the Arbitrators could not begin the judging
nntil within a few minutes of two o'clock, and, consequently, had not
finished their awards until long after nightfall. It would, indeed, he a
most excellent improvement, if at the Ipswich Show it could be so ar-
ranged that the prizes should be awarded in the forenoon instead of
late in the evening. The pens, as some of our readers are, perhftp.c,

aware, were the same as those used at the Royal Agiicultural Society's
Show of poultry at Bury St. Edmunds, for which meeting they wero
specially engaged. They are very good, and admit of but little, 'if any,
improvement.
The Game classes were of considerable merit, Mr. Samuel Mathew,

of Stowmarket, taking the bulk of these prizes with first-class speci-
mens. In Grey Dorkiiif/s the show was one of nnusnal excellence.
Viscountess Holmesdale sent two pens of Grey Dorkings, being, we
are informed, her ladyship's last appearance as an exhibitor of poultry
that certainly have never been surpassed. By these pens were secured
not only the first and second prizes in their appointed class, but also
the silver cup for the best pen of Dorkings of any variety in the Show.
Lady Holmesdale also obtained the silver cup and first prize for the
best pen of t^pamrsh fowls exhibited, and that with only a single entry.
So meritorious a conclusion to Lady Holmesdale's career in the
poultry world is a good evidence of the general excellence of the strain
of fowls in which she has so Jong delighted, and the very excellent
condition in which they were penned at Ipswich, reflected much credit
on the care and attention of her poultry-man, Mr. Martin. The public
sale of the whole of these valuable birds which will soon take place
at Linton Park, will no doubt he well attended, and most probably the
prices realised for some of the most desirable lots, will show the esti-

mation in which poultry breeders hold Lady Holmesdale's stock ; also
that the number of poultry breeders is rather increasing than otherwise.,
In Cochins, the Whitesand Partridge-coloured were the most iierfect, the
Buffs, with the exception of the pullet classes, being not so well shown
as we could have anticipated. Mr. Tomlinson's Buffs which took the
amateurs' silver cup a week or two ago at Wolverhampton, again
gained the first prize, but since their appearance there exhibited a sad
deterioration as regards condition. Mr. Rodbard took the Cochin cup
with his well-lmown pen of Partridge birds. R. W. Boyle, Esq., of
Dublin, took the silver cup for Brahnas. Jlamhtirylis were excellent;
but the Puh.sh classes, though of superior quality, were a very slight
entry. Game Bantams were good, and the success of the selling
classes was extraordinary.

Geese, TnvJcetis, and DhcJ:s were shown in very large classes filled with
birds from the best breeders in the kingdom. Classes for Pheasants gave
additional interest to the Show. A large number of Golden, Kalecge,
and Silver Pheasants in the most brilliant )»lnmage were sho^m.
The PUieems were very well worthy of favourable mention, the

Carriers, Pouters, Barbs, and the " Any other variety " class especially

BO. Cage birds of great variety were placed as an npper tier around
the whole Show, and did not faU to attract considerable admiration

;

whilst some very good Angora and Himalayan Babbits seemed scarcely

lefis attractive.

A pair of Spanish Poodles fdop; and bitchi, were entered as extra
stock, and for sale, at the fixed price of £2,') the couple. Thev were
extremely pretty, but were not claimed during our stav, though they
olitaiued at the hands of the ,Tud!;es a " very high commendation."
Commencing^ as we stated, at the very late hour the .Indnes did, we
regretted to find even then that a very Inrge number of pens, many of
wliich were of the highest quality, arrived " too late for competition."
This unpleasant result freijueutly t.akes place when exhibitors commit
the gi-eat mistake of forwarding theii- birds by the last possible train.

Game (Elack-breasted and other Reds).— Cup, First nnd Secnna, S.
Matthew. Stowmarket (Brown Redsi. Third, H. M. Julian, Whilofriarg.ite,
Hull. Hicbly Commended. .1. Fletcher, Stoneclough. ne;ir Manchester
fBrswn Reds) ; Rev. F. Watson, Messing Hill, Kelvedon, Essex (Drown
Reds'.
Gajie ( 4nv other variety).—First and Third. S. Matthew (Duckwinps).

Second, J. Fletcher. Highly Commended, H. Smith, Scarborougli (Dack-
wiups).
Game (Any variety).— First and Second. S. Matthew (Bbch-PedJ.

Hichly Commended, R. R. Parker. Ipswicli (Black-breasted) : .1. .Jeken,
KItham. Kent ; Rev. P. Watson (Brown Red) ; H. Smith (niack-bre.istcd).
Commended, R. Close, Kingstown, Co. Dublin (Black-breasted Red).
DoREiNos (Any variety).—Cup, First and Second, Hon. Viscountess

Holmesdale, Stanlehurst. Kent. Third, D. C. Campbell. M.D.. County
Lunatic Asvluni, Brentwood. Highly Commended, D. C. Cnmiibell. M.D.
Commended, H. Lingwood, Neodham Market. Piillel:! —First. D. C.
Campbell, M.D. Second, .T. R. Jefferies, St. Helen's, Ipswich Cnlonred).
Highly Commended, H. Lingwood : D. C. Campbell, IM D, ; H. Loe,
Appuldurcombe, Godshill. Isle ot Wight ; A. Cobbold, Ipswich; Rev. E. S.
Tidderman, Brentwood. Essex ('^ilver-Grey).
Cochin-Chixa (Cinnamon or Buffi.—First. H. Tomlinson. Moselev,

near Birmingham (Buff). Second and Third, H. Linffwood (HulTl. Highly
Commendcil, F. W. Rust, Hastings, Sussex (Buff). Commended, H.
Yardley, Birmingham.
CocHiN-CHtNA (White).—First and Second, G. Lamb, Compton, near

Wolverhampton. Third, H. Loe.
Cochin-China (Any other colour). —Cup and First, J. R. Rodbard,

Aldwick Court, Wrington. near Bristol (Partridge). Second, T. M. Derry,
Gedney (P.artridse). Third, H. Lingwood. Bucklesbam, Woodbridgo
(Piirtridgei. Pid'ets.— First, H. Mapplelieck, 'Woodfleld, Moscly near
Birmingham (Buff). Second. H. Lingwood (Partridge). Higlily Com-
mended, H, Lingwood (Buffi; H. Pa\'ne, Stowmarket (Buff/; J. R.
Rodbard (Partridge); H. Tomlinson (Buff..
Brahma Pootra (Anv varietvl.—Cup and First. R. W. Boyle, Bray, Co.,

Wicklow. Second, H. Lacy, Hebdcu Bridge. Third, J. K. Fowler, Prc-
bendal Farm, Aylesbury. Pullets —First, K. .Topp, Aberdeen [Dark).
Second, H. Lacy. Commended, J. K. Fowler ; W^ Adams, :^t. Clement's,
Ipswich (Dark .

HorDAss, Crkve C(EUR and La Flkche.-First, Hon. W. H.W^ Fitz-

william. Wcntworth Woodhouse. Rotberham (Cn-ve Co-nrs . Second,
National Poultry Co , Bromley, Kent (Creve Cteur). Third, W. Tippler,

Roxwell. Chelmsford (Crrve Coeurs). Highly Commended. H. M. May-
nard, Holmewood, Ryde, Isle of Wight (Houdans); J. K. Fowler; National
Poultry Company (Creve Creurs).
Spanish.—Cup and First, Hon. Vicountess Holmesdale. Second, J.

Wright, Svsonbv, Melton Mowbrav. Third, Master W. J. Jeffries, Fram-
liopham. '

P»!(((,<.—First, J. B. Rodbard, Second, Messrs. Bowman and
Fearon. Whitehaven. Commended, H, Lingwood.
Hambcrohs (Golden-pencilled.).—First, F. Pittis. jun., Newport. I«le of

Wight. Second, H. Pickles, jrm., Earby, Skiptou. Third, H. Beldon,

Binglev.
Hamiu-rghs (."ilver-pencilled).—First, J. E. Powers, Biggleswade, I5eds.

Second, H. Beldon,
Hameurghs (Golden-spnnpled).—First. T. Walker, jun.. Denton, near

Manchester. Second, H. Pickles, jun. Third. H. Beldon.
HASinuROHS ( Silver-spangled 1.—Cup and First, H, Beldon. Second,

Messrs. Ashton & Booth, Broadbottom, near Mottram, Cheshire. Third,

H. Pickles, jun.
HAMnuRGHs (Any varietv).—P»'!c(.«.—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second,

F. Pittis. jun. Third, T, Fenn, St. Peter's, Ipswich iSilver-spinplcd).

Highly Commended, H. Beldon ; C. Havers, The Beacons, Ingatestone,

Essex i Silver-pencilled).
Polish (Gold or Silver).—First and Third, H. Beldon (Silver). Second,

G. W. Boothbv. Louth. Lincolnshire (Silver).

Polish ( Any other varietv).— Prize. H. Beldon (White-crested Black).

Polish i Anv variety).—PuiJefs.—Fii-st, Mrs. Buirell, Ipswich (Silver).

Second, IT. Beldon.
Game Bantams.—First and Second. W. F. Entwisle, Leeds. Third,

W. Dale, Weston-super-Mare. Highly Commended, J. W. Morris, Roch-
dale, Lancashire. Commended, F. Bennett (Piles).

Bastams (Gold or Silver-laced).—First, T. C. Harrison, Hull. Second,

H. Dravcott, Humberstone, near Leicester (Silver). Highly Commended,
W. H. 'Toudinson, Newark-on-Trent (Silver,. Commended, G. W. Eoolhby
(Silver).

Bantajis (.iny other variety).-First, H. Draycott (Black). Second,

Mrs. Burrell (Silkies). Third, Rev. F. Tearle, Gnzeley Vicarage. New-
market (Black). Highly Commended, Hon. — Paget, !-cole, Suffolk

(Indian).
BANTAMS(Any variety).—Pii!;f(.».—First, Rev. E. S. Tiddenmn Xljick-

breasted Red Game). Second, E. Prentice, Violet Hill, Stnwiinrket

(Game). Very Highly Commended, Rev. F. Tearle. Commended, W.
Turner, jun , St. Mary Elme, Ipswich (Duckwing Game).
Any Distinct Variety not before MENTloNEn.—Prize, H. Beldon

Black Hamburghs).
Selling Class (Anv v.arietv).—First, D. C. Campbell. M.D. (Dorkings).

Second, J. Frost. Pa'rbam, near Wickhnm Market (Coloured Dorkings).

Third, National Poultry Co., (Creve Ooeurs). Highly Commended, W. F.
Ravnham, Blakenham Mill, near Ipswich (Coloured Doikingsl; .Master

F. 'M.Sliaw.RoughamRectorv, near Bury St. Edmunds (.\ylesbiiry Ducks);
R. Pasbley, Worksop (Game)." Commended, H, Beldon (Brahmas); Rev.
E. J. To'mpson, Denham Parsonage, Bury St. Edmunds (Aylesbury);
J. R. Jefferies (Coloured Dorkings).

SINGLE COCKERELS.
Game (Any variety).—First, H. Loe. Second, S. Matthew. Highly

Commended, J, Jeken.
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DrtUKisoH (Any vnriety).—Flrat, Hon. W. H. W. FitzwUMnra. Soeona,

F. Parlett, (In-nt H.uMow, Chclmftford (Cnlouro»l). HiRhly Commended,
Bin). Dnilev, Sbootor'H Ilillx, near Loni^ton, StafTordHbiru (Culourud)

;

J. R. JelTorieM (Coloiiri^d) ; IX 0. Campbell. M.D.
Cocnis-t'iiiSA (Any vnrietyf.— First, H. Lin^wood iPartridijfi. Second,

H. Prinif, Stowmarkct iIJiifTj. Hishly ComimrndLd. 11. Lln^'wund.
Brahma Pootra (Dark or LiRht).—First, Hon. MNh I)»hik!iis Pennunt,

Ponhryu Ciittk', HinRor. Second, Mrs.M. SeaniouM, Hnrtwell, Aylesbury,
BockJi. Coriiiiiendcd, J. K. Fowlor.
Spaniwii.— First, Hon. Miss Iiounlas Ponimut. Second, H. Lincwood.
UAMiintoHsf Any viirlfityt.—First. H. Picklos. jun. Second, H. Beldon.

Conimt'ndfd, \V. Tnrnor, jun , (Gnltii'n-apnn;(l»!d).

Bantams (Aiivviiriety).— First, W. F. Entwiwln (Oftme). Soeond, Ilnv.

E. S. Ti<ld4*rni«ii (Itlm'k-bronHtc-d Itt-d Game). Coniniendnd. J. W. Morris
(HIai'k Ht'd Oiiittt i ; Mrs. M. Riloy, Onehonso, Stowmnrket (Lored).

Any DisTisc'i- Vakikty not hekohk Mkntiohkd.— First. Mrs. Bnrrell
<Silvor-M|mnk'Ii'd Pnlands). Second, H. M. Mnvnnrd (JJlack and Wliito
Polands). DisijunlirU'd. W. Tippler. (La Fl-oho as boink' an Old cock .

HJRhly Cmniiiencted, Niitlonal PnuUry Co. (Ilmidau). Cnniniouded, .1. K.
Fowl or ; H. Bcblou (Poland); it. Pashley ; National Poultry Co. (Crtvo
Cowiirl.

DccKS (Rouen).— First and Third. F. Pnrb-tt. Second, E. Looch, Uoch-
dolo. Uiublv Commended. Rev. E. F. Walfnrd ; F Parlott.

DrrCKrt (Aylesbury ).— Fir.-^t and Stcond. Mr,-*. M. Seanions. Third. Mrs.
TliuToll. Ili^bly Cninmonded, E. Leech ; .1. K. Fowler; P.uv. C. H. Crosse,
•Tetiiis Lane, Cambridge. Commended, W. Tippler ; J. IC. Fowler; Hov.
E. J. TouipsoD.
Dc<'KH (Any other variety).—First. T C. Hiirrison. Second and Highly

Commc-nded, E. W. Oroen, Bury St. Edmunds (Carolina . Commended,
F. Pittis, jun. (Blnck E;ist Indian) ; .1. Cooke, Ipswich (Muscovy).
TfiRKKYS (Any colour).—First, K. lioech. Second, Master F. M. Shaw.

HiRhly Comuieuded, E. Packard, jnn.. Brainford, near Ipswich (White).
Okkse (.\ny variety).—First. J. K. Fowler (Tonlonsc). Second, H. D.

Poptans, Stoko by Nayland. Essex (Kmden'. Very Hii:hlv Commended.
Mr«. M. Soanions. HiKhlv Commended, S H. Stott, Rochdale (Toulouse).
Commended, J. Beniers. Ypswicb.
Phkasants (Any variety). — Fir«t and Second. F. Waller, Ipswich

(Oold* n'. Very Hiifhly Cnmmendi-d, F. Waller (Silver) ; Natinnrtl Poultry
Oo. (Kiileepc). Hi^'bly C*ommoudo<I. F. Waller; J. Kirkmnn. ILD.. Melton
Snfiolk ((iohlen). Comtnonded, Nuinnal Poultry Co. (Golden) ; J. Kirk-,
m.xu, M.D. (Silver) ; — Harpbam, Ipswich (Golden).

PIGEONS.
CAnnTEUS (Any c dr»nr).—C'jrS-.—First, R. Fulton, Doptford, Kent. Se-

cond. H. Yurdley. Hicbly Commended, P^ Fulton. Hf/i.— ViT^t. F. Else.
BiTriwttter, London, Second, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, J. Fiold-
inji, jun., Rochdale. Commended, H. Yardley.
PocTEns Any cnlour).—CorA-.— First and Second, R. Fulton. Iliyhly

Commended, F. F,K-i\ /T'-n.—First, R, Fulton. Second, J. Fielding, jun.
Hi«hly Coumicndcd. R. Fulton.
Tuiinr.ERs (.Umond).—First, R. Fnlton. Second, P. H. Jones.
TrMUi.FHM (Any other variety).— First. R. Fulton iMottled). Second,

p. H. Jones (Mottled). Uigbty Commended, R. Fulton (Mottled). Com-
mended. H. Draycott.
Jacohiss (Any colour).—First, W. Massey, Bromlev Kent (Black). Se-

cond, .T. Ilawley, BiuRley. Highly Commended, R. Fulton.
Fantails (Any colour).— First. Second and Highly Commended, J.

Uawley Commended, Rev. F. Wjitsnu (White).
Tpi:MPETi:ns 'Any colonr).—First, E. Sheerman, Chelmsford. Second,

J. Tbompsou. Bindley. Hiphiy Commended. J. Ilawlcv.
TrnniTS (Any colour!—First, F. Else. Second, P\ H. Jones (Red).

Hi(/bly CommendMl, J. Hnwley ;
.T. Fielding, jun.

BAnns (Any colour).—First, P. H. .Jones (Black). Second. J. Ficldinc,
Jan. Highly Commended. Mrs. W. Massey (Black) ; R. Fultcm.
Maopiks (Any colour).-First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, and Highly

Ooninicndcd, .7. Hawloy.
Any Distinct Variktv not before Mestioned.—First, J. Fielding

Second. J. HoB-ley. Highlv Commended, P. H. Jones (Owls, Yellow
Dragoons) ; J. Hawley; J. Fielding ; F. Elao. Commended, H. Yardlev.

^Rt.MNii Class (Any variety).— First. P. H. Jones (Yellow Dragoons)
Second. J. Hawlev. \'i»rv Highlv Commended and Highly Commended
Master W. J. Jeffries (Magpies, Turbits).

CAGE BIRDS.
Canahy (Clear Yellow). — First, Second and Third, T. Fcnn. Very

Highly Coiumeuded. Hi»ihlv Commended, and Connueuded, T. Feun.
Canauy (Clear Mealy).—First, T. Fenn. Second, Miss E. JelTrics,

Ipawicb. Third, G. J. Barnesbv, Derby. Very Hiuhlv Comtnemled. J.
Clover, Ipgwich; G. J. Barueshy ; G. Y. CoUinson, Thorpe Hamlet, Nor-
wich. Highly Commended. G. J. Barnesby. Commended, T. Fcnn.
Canary (Mottled Yellow).—First. Second and Third. T. Fenn. Very

Highly Commended, G. J. Barnesby ; Miss E. Jeffries. Highlv Com"-
mended, O. .1. Barnesby; G. Y. CoUinson. Commended, J. Solomon;
O. Y. CoIlin*<Mn.
Can-auy (Mottled Mcaly}.-First, O. J. Barnesbv. Second and Third,

T. Fenn. Very Highly Commended, G. J. Barnesbv. Highlv Commrnded.
O. Y. Colliusou. Commended, Mrs. R. C. Ransom'e, Ipswich; C. Y. Col-
lioson.
Canary CVIottled Crested Yellow).—First. Second and Third, T. Fenn.

Vor>* Highly Commended and Highlv Commendml. G. Y. CoUinson.
Canary (Mottled Crested Mealy».-First and Second, T. Fcnn. Third,

and Highly Couimended, G. Y. CoUinson.
Can.\ry (Belgian Molly^—First. G. J. Bamosby. Second, J. Solomon.

Highly Commendid. (i. J. Barneshy.
Canary Helgiiin Ytllo*-).—Prize! O. J.Bamcby.
Canary (Gold Lizard).—Firdt, T. Fcnn. Second and Highly Com-

mended. G. .T. Barnesbv.
Canary (Silver-Li/.afd).—First. T. Fcnn. Second, G. J. Bamesbv.
Gor.npiNcii Mcle (Yellow).—First, T. Fcnu. Second and Third', G. J.

Barnesby.
Gor.nFiNcii Mcle (Mealy).—First, T. Fenn. Second. Miss E. Jeffrie*.

Third. G. ,1. Barneshy. Very Highly Commooded, H. Lyon, Ipswich.
Htghty Comuiended, O. J. Barnesbv.

SiTi.K (Any other variety).—First. T. Fenn (Linnet Mule). Second. F.
G ill. Ipswicli (Siskin Mule). Highly Commeud.'d, G.J. Barnesby (Greeu-
t'tvrh and Goldfinch Mule).
Ll^^^.T, Ooldiinch or other £?:ausu Fis:h.—First, T. Fenn (Ball-

flncb). Second and Third, O. J. Bamenby (Goldfinch). Very Highly
Commended, F. Gull iBrambliug Finch) ; T. Fenn (Linnet).

Blackhihu, Thrush, Staulino, Lark, ua uthkk KKiii.ittii Cage Biro.
-First and Second, T. Fenn (Xbruih, Blackbird). Third, J. Scrivener,
Cornbill, Ipswich (Magpie).
Extra Prizes.— Extra, MissE. .Jeffries (Canaries) ; T. Fonn (Canaries) ;

W. Turner, Ip.<wich (Gr^eu Ciiuary from the Azores); E. Packard, Jan.
(Cardinal Birds, imported from Li PiatA). Very Highly Commended,
Rev. F. TearU (Parrot).
RAHniTH.— f/opfdri'd.—First, H.'M.Mftynard. Second, C. Dowe, Ipswich.

Anif other variety.— VirA, J. Scrivener (.\ngoral. Secind, Master E.I*. W.
Williams, Harwich (Uimilaya). Commeudud, J. Fielding, jun.

Mr. E. Hewitt, of Biriaiiigham ; and Mr. Togctmoter, of London,
were the Arbitrators.

BRIGHTON AXD SUSSEX CANAUY SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION.

Tniswnaheldin the Picture Gallery, .it the Uoyal Pavilion, nrighton,

October SOth and ^Ust, and November l^t. The followins; ia a list of

the awards made by the .Tudjjea, Mr. Ooorgo Wood, Mr. Thomas Mar-
chuut, and Mr. Samuel Hall.

OPEN TO ALL ENGLAND.
Norwich (Clear YeUow or Buff>.—Firdt, W. Walter, Winchester. Se-

cond, 11. Vine. East Cowcs, Isle of Wight.
Norwich (Variegated Yellow or Buff;.—First and Second, J. Garrett,

Briflhtou. Commended, H. Vine.
Beloian (Clear Yellow or Buff).—First and Second, J. Garrett.
Bklc.ian (Variegated YtUow or BuffJ.—First and Second, H. Apted,

Broadwater, Sussex.
Any othkr Variety exckptino Norwich or Beloian.—First. T.

Fenner, Cliltonville (Clear Buff-rrested Cock). Second, H. Vine (Ciuna-
mou Cock). Third, F. Beal, Brighton (Silver-jpangled Lizard Cock).

OPEN TO MEMBERS OF THE CLUB.
Nonw^c^ (Clear Yellow).— First, J. Garrett. Second. H. Apted.
NoRwu-!i(ClearBuff).—First, H. Apted. Second,— Thirkettle. Brighton.
Norwich (Variegated YeUow or Butf).—First, H. .A.pted. Second, J.

Garrett.
Best Six Yohno Norwich (Irrespective of Colour).—First, H. Apted.

Second, J. Garrett. Commendoil, F. Beal.

Bkloian (Clear Yellow}.—First. T. Fenner. Second, J. Garrett.

Beluian (Clear Buff) —Prize, J. Garrett.
bELGiAN (Variegated YeUow or Buff).—First, H. Apted. Second, J.

Garrett.
Torn Crown.—First, T. Fenner, Second. — Bayers, Brighton.
Best Six Yodno Tubm Crown (L-respective of Colour).—Prize, J.

Garrett.
Lizard fOoldon).-First, F. Beal. Second, H. Apted.
Lizard (Silver).-First, F. Beal. Second, H. Apted.
Cinnamon.-Firat, T. Cordingley, Brighton, Second, — Slanghter,

Brighton.
Cinnamon (Pied).—First, T. Cordingloy. Second, J. Garrett.
Green.—Prize. F. Beal.
Goldfinch Mule (Pied).—First, F. Benl. Second, T. Cordingley
Goldfinch Mule (Plain).—Prize, J. Goi-rett.

^lULE Linnet.—Prize, F. Beal.
MuLK Siskin.— Prise, .T. Dcnch, Brighton.
Twite Mule.—Prize, J. D.'nch.
Best Six Old Birds (Irrospective of Colour!.—First, T. Fenner. Se-

cond, H. Apted. Highly Commended, J. Garrett.

LORD TIIEDEGARS SHOW AT NEWPORT.
I HAVE to inform my co-memorialists that Mr. Palling'a

efforts to reduce the enormous Great Western llailway charges

for carriage have not been successful. At the meeting at Neath,
the authorities there decided to recommend to head quarters

the return of unsold birds free of expense, but the very sapient
rulers of this ill-fated railway decided that they would do
nothing of the sort, adding, that "it was not their custom,"
and appearing to think it would be invidious to select Isewport

as an exception. Cust-im or not. certainly some few years back
they returned mine as "empties" from that Show, and, I

write doubtfully, but I think lu the case of the BatU and \Yest

of Kngland Show, at Bristol, they also did the same.
I have been asked by soma of those who signed that me-

morial, what I intended to do. I reply that we signed a me-
morial expressing our determination " not to exhibit again at

Newpirt, unless some relief was obtained." To that determi-

nation 1, for one, shall adhere. I trust all my fellow memo-
rialists will do the same. It may be possible then to prove to

the authorities, that " half a loaf is better than no bread,"

and even to make this fact patent to the rather dull intellects of

railway powers. They do not appear to be capable of uoder-
standin;; much, and seem to have a belief that ten baskets at
•t,v. are better than thirty at 2..., the expenses of carriage being
equal, and passenger traBic. of course, being no object. Let us,

at any rate, try and show them their rai-^take. and if, as I be-

lieva they will, the entries fall short, I will endeavour to let the
aut*5oritie'= see the valuable results of tbtir policy.

In thf> present instance I deeply regret having to come to

such a decision as the above, for Newport was the second place
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I ever sJiowed at, when really the exhibition was merely " a

few fowls." I have watched its growth, have made suggestions

in the schedule, that have been duly carried out, and it seems
almost like breaking off with my " first love." The Great
Western Railway, however, leaves me no other alternative.—

Y. B. A. Z.

EXCLUDING THE QUEEN FROM A SUPER-
VIRGIN HONEY.

I HAVE waited to see if some one more experienced than I

am would answer the inquiry of " Apicola " in the number of

October 10th, but as no one has done so, I wish to say I tried,

this summer, gratings three-eighths of an inch, and I found
they did not answer ; for the super, containing 25 lbs. of honey,
was completely spoiled by the queen having bred in it.

I think " T. M." was too late in the day in driving his bees,
as I find it takes some time to sweep the remaining bees from
the driven hive, and keep them from re-entering before they
will fly back to the old stance on which you have placed the
driven hive. When about to unite the hives, a better plan, I

think, than shaking the bees on a cloth is to invert, very
quietly, the hive containing the driven bees (a bucket is an
excellent stand for this hive)

;
place the hive you wish the bees

to enter on the top of it, leaving the entrance of each open. In
the morning you will find all will be right.

In a back number I remember reading an account of the
death of many bees after being fed on barleysugar made
according to receipt in " Bee-keeping for the Manv." I made
some from the same receipt, with the same result. I placed a
piece, 5 inches square, in the empty super, and next day I
found a pint of dead bees. Can you give any reason for this ?

Can I procure virgin honey from a hive put on the top of a
stock with a hole in the crown of the stock for the bees to pass
from one hive to the other ?

—

Amateur.
[We imagine that you have by a slip of the pen written

"eighths" instead of "sixteenths," and that what you have
really tried and found to fail is limiting the communication be-
tween stock hives and supers to gratings with longitudinal ori-
fices three-sixteenths of an inch wide. We cannot account for
bees dying immediately after being fed on barleysugar, which,
however, we ourselves never use as bee food. What is usually
called " virgin honey " may often be obtained by putting a
hive on the top of the stock with a central aperture ; but there
is less risk of the queen breeding in the super if side commu-
nication be adopted.]

JUDGING SUPERS OF HONEY.
One of your correspondents asks for the points of merit in a

super. Although I am not aware that there are any fixed rules,
the following may be relied on as good points—viz., the combs
straight, all one thickness, and well proportioned, every cell
sealed, the underside finely rounded, all worker comb, and free
from brood, the honey of a fine light golden colour, and the
comb pure and white. Such a super as this may be termed
first-class, any possessing drone comb, or brood in the comb,
unsealed cells, crooked or dark combs, can only be termed
second or third class.

Such then being the properties or defects, how to obtain the
one, andavoid theother, are matters of much importance. Hints
on the management of supers might be extended to a long
chapter, but I will only mention one point, which is, however,
an important one, in getting bees to take to, and finish their
supers. It is a well-known fact that bees do not travel or sit
much on sealed honey, therefore to induce them to ascend into
a super when the stock hive has sealed honey directly under
the wax into it, is as much against their nature as it would be
for a gardener to travel over beds of the finest flowers in order
to reach some portion of unfinished ground, and this is often
the cause of bees refusing to work in supers. Whenever a hive
has sealed honey next to the communication between the stock
and the super, it ought to be removed, and empty or brood
combs put in its place. This is also frequenlly advisable to
afford freer communication.—A Lanareshike Bee-keeper.

ANTS IN A BEE-HOUSE.
My bee-house is one of Neighbours'. In it was a weak hive

which ants found out and attacked. I tried everything guano
lime, oU. Nothing stopped them until I had some little zinc

troughs screwed on the four legs of the house, and made water-

tight with putty, and then kept filled with water.—C. A. J.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Strawberry Cottage, Stockport (A Victhn).—It is a Rimple debt.

Your only remedy is iu the County Court. Wo advise you to inquire at
Stockport about the party, and if the inquiry is satisfactory proceed.at uuce.

Fowls for Laying Early and Late in the Season (Zagairer).—The
history of layint^ hens in the winter is to have them the proper age. It
depends far more on that than on the breed. When a pullet comes to the
age of maturity she lays irrespective of the time of year. She lays be-
cause she has attained the age when she should lay. After she has passed
through this flhe becomes a hen, and lays only at the regular season.
HaWng said thus much we are quite prepared to admit there are some
breeds which are better layers than others, and, therefore, lay earlier and
later than those that are less productive. Granting that all have food
and treatment alike, we should give preference to the French breeds as
egg-producers—La Fleche, Creve Coeur, and Houdans. Their eggs are
numerous and large, and we found these fowls last w inter the best winter
layers.

Feeding Poultry (E. S.).—It is impossible to say what weight of food
shoidd be given to fowls, as they are differently circumstanced with re-
gard to the food they obtain accidentally or naturally. You must form
your own conclusions, and will by moderate observation soon find what
is the consumption iu bulk of a given number kept iu first rate condition.
Finding its weight, you wUl then feed daily by giving the game weight,
and you will find the smaller the bulk of the food as contrnsted with
weight, the greater will be the progress of the fowls. The increase of
bulli is from the offal or inferior parts of the grain.

Rouen Docks' Wings Standing Out (T. T.).—There is no remedy.
It is peculiar to some breeds of Ducks and fowls. No fault can be found
with the judge who gave them the prize. It may be the parents were
esempt from the fault of their offspring. It must also be borne in mind,
a judge has to award to the best in a class, and if he waited for per-
fection, very many prizes would be withheld.

Lame Cockerel {A. Z.).—If there is an open wound where you ex-
tracted the thorn, cover it with a piece of diachylon plaister, and sow a
piece of rag over it, so as to keep the plaistar in its place. If dirt is ex-
cluded from the wound it will soon heal.

Canary Moulting (C. A. J.].—The cause of your bird's continually
moulting arises from the blood being in a bad state ; the bird is sickly.
Keeping it in a room too warm, or hung up too near the ceiling where
gas is burnt, also catching cold, will cause the bird to remoult. Put a
little saffron in the water, give it grits (or groats), and fresh sand often,
and throw some maw seed amongst it. Change its place and cover the
cage over at night when the fire or gas is out, as the sudden change of
the heat of the Toom to the night atmosphere, will often cause birds to
lose their feathers.

Blindness of a Canary {ilcN.).—There was probably some disease of
the brain. We would omit hemp seed entirely in feeding your birds.

Weight of Prize Rabbits at Wolverhampton {Tenet).—Mr. Guest,
one of the Judges, has obliged us by stating that the weight of the Rabbit
that won the first prize for weight at the Wolverhampton Show was
14 lbs. 11 ozs., that of the second-prize Rabbit 12 lbs. 12 ozs., and there
was another that weighed 12 lbs. 10 ozs.

Feeding Bees (P. Barington) —It is worse than useless to feed stocks
that are already amply provisioned. You should therefore endeavour to
obtain some idea {which can readily be done by weighing them), of the
state of the stores in each hive, and give what is wanting to such as re-
quire it. All this is best done by the end of October ; but if it has been
neglected no further time should now be lost in attending to it.

Bees not Taking Food (A. F., Booth Sfrfct).—Although strong stocks
undoubtedly appropriate food much more rapidly than very weak ones,
we are inclined to fancy that mere paucity of numbers is not the only
reason why the feeding-bottle is so much neglected by your weak colony.
Is not the covering material of too close a texture ? and does it not after
a little time assume a concave form, thereby placing the food nearly if

not entirely beyond the reach of the bees? We have often witnessed
this result where either muslin or fine net has been employed, and con-
sider that no material should be used the meshes of which are less than
a sixteenth of an inch in diameter. By attending to this precaution you
may yet, if the weather be mild, administer a sufficient supply of food;
but we believe that the bees would infallibly die if confined in a hothouse.
You do not appear to bo too near the city for successful bee-keeping.

The Book Worm (A Country Gentleman),—The following extract is all
we can offer to you.—*'The great enemies of books, next to careless
readers, are damp and the book grub, or the larva of the little beetle,
Aglossa pinguinalis. To avoid damp, books should not touch the wall,
so that air may circulate freely behind them, and a fire should be in the
room where they are during damp weather. If books are kept damp for
any length of time the pages become spotted with mildew, to remove
which bleaching liquid, formed of half ounce of chloride of lime to a
pint and half of water, may be applied very gently with a sponge, and then
the page be washed wver equally and gently with a sponge dipped in clean
water. The sponge need only be just dampeil with the ble:iching liquid.
To remove ink stains and ironmoulds adopt the same process, only sub-
stituting a strong solution of citric acid for the bleaching liquid. The
book grub, we beUeve, is bred iu the paste employed by bookbinders, and
to prevent the parent beetle depositing her eggs in tlie paste, alum,
arsenic, and other chemical preparations have been added to it. The best
preventive is having books bound in what is termed Indianrubb. r bind-
ing; but wo believe if books are kept dry, frequ«»ntly moved, and well
rubbed with a flannel, kept for the purpose, in which some of the bark of
the white birch is rolled up when the flannel is stored away, it will pre-
serve them from this insect."

Kitchen ^avoe.—" Home-made Bread" would be obliged if any of
your subscribers would state the name and addrf ss of the maker of open
kitchen ranges, which have a fireclay oven for bnking bread.

Modelling in Wax.—" W." wishes to be informed of a biok giving
directions how to model fruit and flowers in wax.
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Rrowth, and when the gardener has time this is all removed.
I have known barrowloads of green foliage taken out of a house
in one day. Can we wonder tlje Vine roots are soon unhealthy,
whatever the border may be in which they are planted ? Does
not a Chinese Tea-grower let his trees flourish till they are of
a certain size ? Is he not aware that they will gradually be-
come unhealthy when cropped, and that he must provide a
new plantation to succeed? I think our Vines are in much
the same case.

Formerly, when the long-rod system was more in vogue, a
young shoot, or perhaps two, was grown every year ; these
carried healthy foliage and no fruit, and kept the Vine in
health. The evils of over-stopping the fruit-bearing cane were
then not so apparent. Shall we go hack to this plan ? I

say. No, the single rod is by far the prettiest way of cultivating
the Vine, but we can let it carry much more foliage, and we
can avoid denuding a growing Vine of its leaves. Stopping a
growing shoot by pinching out the point is necessary, and,
done in moderation, beneficial; there is no other way of regu-
lating the growth of a Vine. It would not do to let one shoot
take all the sap whilst another was starved ; but to prune a
Vine in summer is barbarous. Is this all theory ? I answer.
No, because I have seen Vines on which the Grapes used to
Bhank and red spider flourish, restored to health, and bear fine
crops when the treatment was changed. I can show Vines
which were condemned some three years since now perfectly
restored to health and vigour, and will undertake to produce
all the evils above mentioned, even where the Tinea are planted
in the best soil and situation.

Without wishing to discourage proper attention to Vine
borders, I think good summer management stUl more impor-
tant.—J. E. Peaesos, Chilwell.

WINTERING BEDDING PELARGONIUMS.
In no class of plants have greater advances been made than

in bedding Pelargoniums, and certainly no other bedding plant
is BO well calculated to gratify the lovers of the flower garden.
Indeed, so fully is the importance of the bedding Pelargonium
recognised that special exhibitions of it are now held. This it

merits, for if the Hose is rightly called the queen of flowers,
the Pelargonium may be styled queen of the borders.

Moreover, if all the varieties do not prove to be good bedders
yet many of them are useful, nay, indispensable for other pur-
poses. If we require a deep pink for a vase or bouquet, what
so good as a truss of Helen Lindsay? or if a more delicate
shade is wanted, what can surpass the lovely Eve or Mrs.
William Paul, or the brighter Eose Eendatler ? and so I might
go on and enumerate a multitude of varieties, ranging from
the most delicate pink to the deepest crimson ; and so numer-
ous are the varieties, and so fast are they increasing, that no
sooner do we acquire a sufficient stock of a new and apparently
indispensable sort than a better is introduced, and we have to
commence our labours again.

It is pot my purpose, however, to enter upon a discussion of
the various sorts, but to offer a few remarks on wintering them.
So important has the consideration of this become, that such
remarks as those of Mr. D. Thomson (page 280), are read with
the greatest interest, and I am sure all those who have
wintered Pelargoniums in at all a similar manner will appre-
ciate the soundness and excellence of his advice.
My practice in wintering Pelargoniums in cold pits has

hitherto been confined to old plants taken from the beds and
planted in the pits in common garden soil. Dwarf unpruned
plants are selected for this purpose, these are generally to be
found in the outer rows of the beds ; if enough of such plants
cannot be had, others pruned at the time of taking cuttings
are sought after, so as to avoid the necessity of shortening
them when they are planted in the pits, causing fresh wounds,
which frequently lead to decay. Any long or bruised roots are
cut off, and they are planted far enough apart to allow the air
to circulate freely amongst them ; this is done about the first

week in October. Water is given at the time of planting
and occasionally during the month, the pit-lights are drawn
off every day and are only replaced at night or during rain,
and the greater part of the fohage decays and is carefully
removed.
By the 1st of November the plants are in a fit state to go

safely through the winter. Water is withheld from this time
till the foUowiug spring, as damp is even more to be dreaded
than frost. The pit walls are protected by a foot in thickness

of moss packed closely and kept in its place by stakes driven
into the ground a yard apart ; between these stakes a cross is

formed by taking two laths and passing one end of each be-
tween the moss and the base of each stake, and bringing the
other ends to the tops of the opposite stakes. This is continued
all round the pits, which thus present a very neat appearance.
The lights are protected by mats and dry litter. Air is given on
every favourable opportunity.

Frequently during the most severe weather, when the earth
is covered with snow and King Frost apparently reigns trium-
phant, an hour of sunshine will occur ; at such times the cover-
ings are removed sufficiently to admit of the thermometer being
examined. If the temperature of the pit is a few degrees above
the freezing point, the whole of the coverings are taken oS
and the lights tilted. Before the transient sunbeams are with-
drawn the lights are again closed and dry coverings put on,
shutting in a portion of the warm dry air, and thus literally

setting " a trap to catch a sunbeam." Great caution is re-

quired in this operation, for should it be found that frost has
" crept in " the coverings had far better remain on.

About the third week in April the plants are taken out of the
pits and pruned-iu closely, and each plant has its roots packed
in a handful or two of rich sandy soil enclosed in moss and
bound up with bast, forming a neat compact ball. The soil in
the pit is beaten down firmly with the back of a spade, on this

the plants are placed, the spaces between the mossy balls

being filled up with soil of a similar description to that in
which the roots are enclosed ; enough of this is used to quite
hide the moss from sight. A liberal syringing is then given,

and syinging is afterwards continued night and morning. Very
little air is admitted till the plants break, the amount is then
increased in proportion to the growth of the young shoots,

until at length the lights are taken quite off.

By the time the plants are wanted for the beds or borders
they are all that can be wished. As they are taken from the
pits roots are seen piercing the moss in all directions and
taking ihold of the soil around them. Nothing can surpass

plants of this description for ribbon-borders or centres of beds.

The moss is very useful in retaining moisture about the roots

in the hottest weather. I may just add, that the pits are at

once cleared out, fermenting materials introduced, and a crop
of Melons taken during the summer.

—

Edwarp LncKHUKST,
Egcrton House Gardens, Kent.

MANAGEMENT OF MARECHAL NIEL ROSE IN
SMALL POTS.

Tnis most beautiful of all the Tea-scented China Eoses may
be had in great beai'.ty in 48-Eized pots, if managed in the
following way ; and what, I would ask, is more beautiful and
sweet, or more acceptable in a lady's boudoir than compact
little plants of the sweetest of all Tea-scented Boses, with five

or six beautiful flowers on them in various stages of develop-

ment ?

The way to have plants so bloomed in such small pots is to

place a stock plant at once in a stove or any house where there

is sufficient warmth to start the plant into growth. When
shoots about 3 inches long are produced, they should be taken

off with a little piece of the old wood, if possible. It proper

care be exercised these cuttings can be taken off with a little

heel at the base, but a sharp knife must be used so that the

severance from the old plant may be as clean as possible, and
without injury to the cuttings. These should be placed in

small thumb or 60-sized pots well drained, and the soil most
suitable is a soft sandy loam, about one-third of clean river

sand being mixed with two-thirds of loam and leaf soil. The
soil should be pressed moderately firmly into the pots, which
should be filled to within three-quarters of an inch of the rim
or top, placing a quarter of an inch of clean river sand on the

surface of the soil. After pressing the soil moderately and so

as to be level, with a dibber a little larger than the cutting, in

the centre of the pot make a hole about an inch deep, place

the cutting in the hole, and be particular that its base rest flat

on the bottom. Then with some very dry fine sand fill up the

space between the cutting and the sides of the hole ; if the
sand is fine and dry it will trickle into every little crevice.

Next, water the cuttings, which will render them quite firm in

the pots, which should then be set on a kerb or shelf in the

stove where they will be partly shaded by other plants and
not too near the heating medium. It is also important for the

well-being of the cuttings that the foliage should be preserved
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as long as poasiblo. Tliia may ba done by keeping them from

currents of air and sprinkling them once or twice daily.

In about ten days alter the ciittinga are inserted the leaves

will bepin to stiffen, and the tops to show signs of growing

;

the cuttings should then be gradually inured to the light, and

in about three weeks they will be rooted, when thoy should be

placed on a shelf near the glass. When they have well filled

the pots with roots, which will be in about two months, they

should be potted in -ISsized pots, using strong loam with a

little leaf soil and sand on it. The plants should still be kept

in a healthy growing atmosphere of not leas than CO', must be

well supplied with water as soon as the roota have reached the

sides of the pot, and should be kept growing freely all through

the winter, and up to tho middle or end of April, when they

may be placed in a cold pit or frame to harden them off a

little preparatory to placing them in the open air.

The plants should bo placed out of doors early in May, the

proper place for them being in front of a sunny wall or fence.

They should not bo plunged in any way, but must be allowed

to stand Ji) the full sun all through the summer, watering them
once or twice daily as they may reipiire it ; they should not be

allowed to suffer for want of water during the summer.
Treated in the manner described the plants will become well-

ripened, and about the beginning of September will commence
showing their plump flower-buds at the points of most of the

shoots ; manure water should then be given twice or thrice

a-week. It will thus bo very easy for persons having a stock

plant or two of Maruchal Niel liose to propagate four or five

dozen nice plants. I have no doubt the plants I have now in

bloom will continue flowering more or leaa throughout the

winter ; and if repotted in the spring, grown on freely in heat

to mature their growth, thou gradually hardened off, and after-

wards allowed to ripen in tho full sunshine, as recommended
for the small plants, they will produce fine masses of bloom in

the following autumn.—J. Wills.

GROWING ROSES ON THEIR OWN ROOTS.
Is all that I have read in your columns of late on the subject

of Koscs, I havo seen nothing bearing on the culture of Ivoses

on their own roots, nor do I find much on the subject in works
on Koses, beyond tho statement that Tea Roses on their own
roota are beat for pot culture. Will you, therefore, inform me
what are tho respective advantages and disadvantages of grow-

ing Roses, more especially Hybrid Perpetuals and Teas, on this

system ? Do tho weaker varielies throw poorer flowers than
when grown on an alien stock ? And, if so, why is this mode
of culture recommended at all for pots ? In short, are there

any disadvantages in the method suflieient to counterbalance
these two maniteat advantagea—firstly, that Roses on their

own roots, if killed to tlio ground, will break again from below
;

and, secondly, that they free the cultivator from all liability

to those deceptive Mimetti suckers ?—A Learnkh.

[The difficulty in answering such inquiries as those above
made, arises from the fact that, unlike lawyers, gardeners have
no such rule as " a rule absolute " in this branch of Rose cul-

ture. To use a bold figure, Roses have likes and dislikes. Some
will do nothing on their own roots, others will do nothing on
alien stocks. There can be no doubt, that if land is good
(abounding in alumina), the genus Rosa is best on its own
roots ; but for inferior land, and cultivation that is not high,
an alien stock would probably give the greater desired product.
In the Rose kingdom, as regards " own roots " or stocks, we

cannot predicate a universal. As regards Tea Roses, my im-
pression of them is that they are best on their own roots, and
that the best way to get them on their own roots is to buy them
on the Klanetti stock, and earth them sufficiently over the point
of union for that purpose. AU mine (I have but a few, in front
of my house) are on their own roota. They were purchased
growing on the Mauetti stock.

Allowing that there is no such rule in the Rose kingdom as
"a rule absolute," still L conceive there cannot be any dis-

advantage in having Tea Rosea or Hybrid Perpetuals on their
own roots. Roses generally, I think, prefer their own roots,
but unless you buy them on the Mauetti for that purpose, the
process is long, and they are often ruined in their minority
from oarelesmess. Roses on Manetti, and Pears on the Quince
stock, will sirike out their own roots to a certainty, if you cover
them over the point of union. I have just moved fifty-four

Pear trees on the Quince, and wherever they were covered over
the point of union they have struck roots of their own.

It cannot be denied that some tender Roses and delicate

growers will do well on alien stocks, nor can it be denied that
some of such Roses will do nothing on alien stocks, but will

succeed altogether well on their own roots.

Tne poverty of flowers often arises from tho cultivation being
inadequate. I have none in pots, except such as are invalids,

and are placed in my vinery for recovery.—W. F. Eadclyffe.]

THE CULTIVATION OF LATE RASPBERRIES
AND CURRiVNTS.

I HAVE often heard gardeners speak of double-bearing Rasp-
berries, but have never seen such, excepting when some strong
flowering shoots of the summer varieties have produced a little

autumn fruit, and then become useless for fruit bearing in the
following season. The late Raspberries I grow are quite dis-

tinct from any of the early fruiting sorts with which I am ac-

quainted. Their names I do not know, as I havo always had
them aa tho Autumn-bearing. They generally commence to

produce about the second week in August, the white variety

coming in a little before the red.

My mode of management is as follows :—Early in the spring
tho old cane is cut down to the ground, the stakes being left

standing, and often visitors ask, "What do you do with those

stakes standing at equal distances from each other ?" as there

is not a veatige of any plant to be seen. About May the young
canes begin to make rapid growth, but are not interfered with
till all my summer sorts have nearly ceased bearing. The
autumnal Raspberries aro then thinned out to six or eight

canes, according to the strength of these, and here, in my
opinion, lies the secret of prolonging the season of the fruit.

The shoots to be retained must be very carefully selected, not
taking all the earUest, but endeavouring to secm'e some of the
latest as well, for if all the early ones were preserved and tho
rest cut away the crop would bo over now, whereas at the pre-

sent time I have Raspberries in all stages, some of the latest

in full flower. Should the weather become severe I will put on
a slight covering, hut experience teaches mo that the less they
are covered up the better, as they require plenty of air.

I may here mention that I never allow digging between the
rows of Raspberries, but the ground receives a good dressing

of short manure, which is slightly forked in ; tho roots are

thus kept close to the surface. The summer varieties are all

treated in tho same manner in regard to manure, and the
result is most satisfactory.

About late Currants I have little now to say, as I consider

that situation has more to do with the keeping of them than
treatment. My late Currant trees are on a north wall about
150 yards long and 12 feet high. They are planted at equal

distances, the rods being trained upright at about 18 inches

apart. Tho pruning is performed very late in the season,

being often deferred till the trees are nearly in full leaf. They
are then cut back, and in summer as much foliage is left on
as possible. The border is 11 feet wide, and is well-manured,

not dug deeply, and the crops grown on it are generally dwarf.

At present I have plenty of Currants as sound as can be
desired, and I shall have them so till Christmas. The varieties

are the White Dutch and Raby Castle (red). Of the common
Red Currant I have a few on the wall, but they are quite use-

less and black.

—

Jaues Siewaet, NuneJiam Park,

TRANSPLANTING APRICOT TREES.
I Tr.ANsrLANTED three Apricot trees on the 20th of September,

1800. The varietiea were Royal, Moorpark, and Hemskerk.
Those trees every year produced abundance of blossoms, but
persistently refused to bear a single fruit, so that I was deter-

mined either to kill or cure. The result, however, was a com-
plete cure. This year I had aa fine a crop as well could be
wished for. This success I mainly attribute to the early

moving of the trees, so that I altogether agree with Mr. Abbey's
excellent practice.—W. H. G.

Pelargonidm Miss Watson.—I observe that at page 331
Mr. Watson appeals to my opinion in favour of this variety.

He is quite justified in doing so, for I consider it one of the
very best in form and colour. The best proof of my estimate
of its merits is, that I bought a plant at first sight, and I am
perfectly satisfied with it. If the growth is equal to its raiser's
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: Statement, it will prove one of our greatest acquisitions, and
win long hold a high place among such varieties as Lady Cullum,
.Lucy Grieve, Northern Star, and Victoria Begina. It is equal
to either of these, and very distinct from them all, and is quite
worthy to be called " the beautiful Miss Watson."—D. T. Fisn.

CLOSING ORCHARD-HOUSES EARLY.
Pbemit me to ask Mr. Pearson his motive for closing his

orchard-houses to give flavour to the fruit. A gardening friend
of mine happening to call at the Chilwell Nurseries one fine
day about the end of August last, and seeing the orchard-
houses shut up closely, asked the foreman the reason. He
replied that Mr. Pearson thought it caused the fruit to have a
Ijetter flavour.—W. C.

[We have inquired of Mr. Pearson, and he has obliged us
with the following reply :—" We always shut our orchard-houses
•np at four o'clock (see page 31 of my " Hints on Orchard-
_lionses "), to forward the fruit ; if too late in ripening they are
injured in flavour. In very hot weather, when the fruit is

•nearly ripe, air all night will do good ; but Peaches, when too
•cold, are always deficient in iiavour."]

PLANTS IN BLOOM DURING OCTOBER.
Among the many beautiful plants I have seen during the

'last mouth, one deserves a passing notice. It was a shrub
about i feet high, growing in the American border, was covered
with spikes of rather dull white flowers about 5 inches long

—

perhaps the dull colour might be attributed to the late season—and is named Clethra alnifolia. It likes shade, but can-
not bear confinement by other trees, and it flourishes in a
moist American border. It is a native of North America, and
is"fforthy of much more extensive cultivation. It may be in-
creased by layers or division. I have not tried it, but I have
an impression that it might be of very great service grown in
pots and plunged for the autumn decoration of the greenhouse
or conservatory. Its beauty and fragrance so late in the year
as October render it especially valuable.

Oct. 3, Lythrum tomentosum
Anemone japonica
Salvia patens
Tigridia conchiflora
Gladiolus gaodavensis
Ijoasa aurantiaca
Origanum marjorana

n 7, Hibiscus africanus
Erica ramentftcea
Anne Boleyn Pink
Veronica iucana
Cletbra alnifolia

,,; 12, Coronilla elegang
Erigeron bellidifolius
Eupatorium purpureum
Helianthus diffusua
Parnassia palustris
-Gaillardia picta

Wellsiana
'Zauscbneria califomica
JPlnmbago Larpent.-e
Crocus sativus

nudiflorua
Sednm telephium

15, Watsonia angustifolia
Loasa lateritia

Bidens cemua
tripartita

Rndbeckia fulgida
Jasuiinum pubigerum
Rhododendron hirsutum

It 18, Tormentilla reptaus
Apargia autumnalia
Omphalodes verna
Spiranthes antuniualia
Sedum Sieboldi

Oct. 18, Convolvulus althffioidea

Phlox stolonifera
Eerberis Darwinii
Clematis Henderson!
Alonsoa incisifolia

Bartonia aurea
Callirhoe digitata
Clarkia grandiflora
Gilia tricolor

,, 2^2, Collinsia grandiflora
Gynerium argenteum
IpomsBa quamoclit
Lasthenia califomica
Leptosiphon androsaceus
Malope trifida

Mescmbryanthemum tri-

color
glaucum

Nicotiana tabacum
virginica

Oxyura chrysantbemoidca
,, 27, Portulaca grandiflora

Verbena Tenosa
Zinnia elegans
Godetia rubicnnda
Latbyrus magellanicug
Briza maxima
Corydalis glauca

„ SO, Colchicum autumnale
plenum

Rubus id^us
Viscum album
Adonis autumnalia
Pectis grandiflora
Dlirabilis dicbotoma

—M. H., AcMam Hall, Middlesborough-on-Tees.

LATE CAULIFLOWERS.
Having just now some heads of Lenormand's Cauliflower as

fine and compact as any I have had during the summer months,
I beg to make known to the readers of your Journal that I
sowed the seed of the above-named CauUflower on the 12th of
May, pricked out the plants into nursery-beds when fit to
handle, and attended to watering as required, finally planting
out for heading on the 20th of July.

I sowed some seed of Grange's Autumn White Broccoli on
the 11th of April, and attended to pricking out, &c., as above.

The two kinds are planted beside each other, and I must say
that the Cauliflower is far superior to the Broccoli. The latter

is not at all close, and is of an inferior stained appearancei
and more incUned for starting.—P. B., Charleville,

AN OCTOBER AFTERNOON AT BOWOOD, WILTS.
THE SEAT OP THE MAEQUIS OF LANSDOWNE.

{Concluded from page 346.)

Enteking the drawing-room at Bowood associations crowd
upon me. Here used to come in, eyeglass at eye, little Tommy
Moore, tumbling over footstools and hassocks, and here he used
to trill out his sweet Irish melodies. Here Miss Berry, the
late love of Horace Walpole—he eighty, she little more than
twenty ; and the old lady who said she had been ordered by
her doctor to take one tea-spoonful of brandy in her first cup
of tea. Solemnly she drew forth her flask, then she held the
spoon with the bottom upwards, and poured away with a pe-
culiar purblind look ; then presently she started as if discover-

ing her mistake, and turned the spoon the right way, and
measured an exact spoonful. This she did every time, so the
old lady had a cup of tea and—something else, and a pretty

strong something too.

But I am forgetting the pictures, the most choice collection,

it is said, iu Wiltshire. At the centre of one end of the draw-
ing-room hangs a most beautiful MurOlo, a Ufe-size portrait of

a Spanish gentleman sitting, and with a dog at his feet. The
power as well as the sweetness of that pale face is wonderful

;

it seems as if just turned to you, and that in an instant it will

speak, and speak most earnestly. This picture is to my mind
far beyond any other at Bowood. To the right of the Murillo
is Sir Joshua Keynolds's St. Cecilia, being, in fact, the portrait

of Mrs. Sheridan, playing a harpsichord. She was the famous
musical beauty Miss Linley, for whose sake Sheridan fought
the two duels with Captain Matthews. Alas ! owing to Sir

Joshua's constantly experimenting in pigments, the colour of

the dress is fast going. On the other side of the Murillo ia

the portrait of dirty, witty, woman-hating Lady Mary Wortley
Montague, who said " she was glad she was not a man, as she
should have had to marry some woman." Sir Joshua has
represented her in a Persian dress, this also fading.

It would be impossible in a short article to describe all the
pictures, but I will glance at a few. On one side of the room
is the pretty saucy face of Peg Woifington the actress, by
Hogarth. Poor Peg's career was cut short by an attack of

paralysis while in the very act of addressing an audience. With
sad flaws of character, she is said to have been very kind to

the poor. On the same side of the room is the infant Johnson,
concerning which this tale is told :—Eeynolds, laughing, said

one day to the great doctor, " Oh, doctor, what an ugly baby
you must have been ! I'll reduce your face, and paint you as

an infant." And a queer-looking infant he painted—a sort of

infant Hercules, pouting, and in a bad temper. At the other

end of the room is the famous "Windmill" by Eembrandt,
said to have been, but this is not quite correct, the only land-

scape that artist ever painted. Many have come hundreds of

miles to see this picture, and it is marvellous in its shading.

At the same end is an admirable Gainsborough, in which the
cattle stroUing forward look as if they must stroll into the
room.

In the dining room, by far the loftiest and finest room in the

house, the larger panels were painted by Stanfield, and he
himself considered them his very best pictures. The two
Venetian views at either end are excellent, and are said to light

up well. I could not but think of the company that had dined

here—Lords Grey, Kussell, the jaunty Palmerstou, and other

great whig statesmen. Here the present French Emperor,
after his escape from Ham, used to be slightly poked at by
Lord Lansdowne by the question, " Prince, wo'n't you take a
little more ham ?" Here Sidney Smith was wont to set the

table in a roar. Here Macaulay used to show his wonderful
memory, and his forty-thousand power of talk.

Passing to other rooms, I will just note that here is the

original of the often- engraved "Eeturn from Deer-slalking

"

by Landseer—a narrow long painting difiicult to get a good
view of. Then there is " The Pool of the Thames," by CaU-
cott, with its hundreds of masts, and a Thames boatman in a
punt, who seems just going to shout ; but I would rather he
would not, for I am sure by the look of him he would swear.

Also a view of St. Michael's Mount, with a thin light haze upon
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it—a very faicinating picture. There is, too, the portrait of

Hogarth by himself, in which the coarse humourist is shown
to have a coarse face. Ettyg, Wilkiea, another Kembriindt, a

Wouverman, with a white horse in it of course, a Canaletti,

and many others. In the gallery leading to the library is

the Claude, a little picture, untouched since Claude's brush
touched it.

Entering the library, that library of well-chosen books, well

read by the great Lord Lansdowne, who, wo must remember,
found BowooJ an empty shell, and left it stored as I found it

with art treasures of every kind. In the library I could fancy
I could Bee the one who so loved to be there, and was there so

many years—in the blue tail coat and buff waistcoat, and light

trousers, the neatest of old English gentlemen. I forgot in its

proper place to note a cabinet full of Sovros china, one piece

presented by Napoleon III. The perfect manner in which
Bowood is kept up adds to the charms both of the place and
its priceless treasures. Above all, unlike so many great places,

it looks a place to live in and be happy.
But no more of the interior ; the bright autumn afternoon

is hasting on too fast, and we must hasten on as well. Leaving
the house, we enter the kitchen garden at the back. The first

thing that strikes mo is the beautiful training of the trees.

When inspecting various vineries, I notice that in the Muscat
houses the Bowood Muscat is at once seen from the greater
size of its bunches and berries. In the fruit-storing houses we
tasted one of llivers's Victoria Nectarines, and pronounced it

most excellent. The long, very long and new orchard-house
especially attracted the attention of my companion and friend,

and put him in a pleasing state of delight and admiration.
The Sahvay Peaches still hung on the trees.

Going straight through the kitchen gardens, those well-

stored well-kept gardens, we come upon a most interesting part
of the grounds. On one side of a very long and winding path
are planted (not like an avenue, but on a broad space on either

side), the Conifers of the Old World, and on the other the
Conifers of the New. On either side they are arranged geo-
graphically from north to south. This delightfully planted
fcround was the work of Mr. Spencer, who happily has lived to

see his children grow up to a goodly height. Here and there
frost has thinned out or injured, but as a whole the collection

is admirable, and I should say unique—it was a grand thought
successfully carried out. Never before did I see the Conifers
on so large a scale, and owing to the arrangement I could make
a good comparison between the relative beauties of the trees.

There was one of the Old World so tough that the climber-
hunter, perhaps—can trust his weight upon a twig, as it is sure
not to break. Then there is one of the New World, apparently
without any bark ; its trunk stands as if arrayed in cocoa-nut
fibre, out of which, as out of holes, grow the well-clothed
branches—a ragged mother of well-clad children. These Co-
nifera) are many of them of great size, the soil, and climate,
and situation of Bowood appearing to suit this family of trees.

Going forward and bending to the right we reach again the
lawn, and catch hero and there a glimpse of the lake. Many
fine trees are on the lawn ; specially I noted an old Pinus
pinaster, rough-barked, and rising in three tall stems, those
stems a colour which Mr. Buskin would delight in.

A few yards further on, and we leave Bowood by the same
gate as that at which we entered. I feel since I passed that
gate scarcely three hours ago, as if a much longer time had
elapsed ; for my eyes have been filled, and my mind filled

—

filled with what my memory will never let die, for it is the
blessing of such days that they never pass away ; we live them
over again, we enjoy them years afterwards almost as much as
at the time.

Just as I was thinking I had seen all, my good host said,

"Now you shall have a drive; my dogcart is ready and the
light is fast going, so there is no time to lose." The park and
pleasure grounds at Bowood are nearly encircled by a broad
belt of plantations. Through these we drove, along half-natural
half-made roads. Sometimes we came upon a bit of plantiug
where there was no imderwood, but the Beeches stood out clear
to the roots, showing forth their well-shaped stems ; then
more usually the underwood was massive and green ; then,
again. Ferns now yellow with autumn were around us. Then
across a wide, open, arable tract we saw a semicircle of plant-
ing ; and oh, the lovely autumnal tints ! But deeper and
darker grew the wood, and an awe crept over rao ; and soon we
were in the front of the family mausoleum, a Grecian building,
heavy and solemn-looking—no, not solemn, gloomy-looking.
It seemed to tell of death and separation without the resur-

rection and the reunion. It seemed to speak of heathenism,
not of Christianity. I contrasted with this the bright sunny
slope of my own beautiful churchyard, which overlooks indeed
a wooded landscape, but not one shadow falls upon it—not a
single twig breaks the cheering sunbeams. How I prefer the
latter as a place of burial.

Driving on farther (it was getting dim now), we reach Lady
Lansdowne's poultry estabUshment, and a capital one it is.

It consists of a long row of buildings facing the south. They
resemble a row of cottages, and have a wired enclosure their

whole length, this being divided into runs. Then beyond the

whole is a good-sized piece of park enclosed by very high
paUngs ; in its centre a slate-covered dry run, with plenty o£

loose earth in it. At cottage No. 1, so to speak, I found a
famous old Norfolk poultry woman, full of love and tender care

for her charges, over whose illness and death she is said to

shed a tear. Then at cottages Nos. 2, 3, 4, we found the

poultry perching for the night. I suggested broader and
Btraighter perches. No. 5 was the meal house, and I examined
the Sussex meal in the bins. These several buildings are low,

and I think one-roomed. Then across a run is a little squat

building by itself, for the chickens after they leave their

mothers. Deep in clean straw was this house, and many the

chickens cosily sleeping together.

The fowls I saw at Bowood are Silver-Grey Dorkings, by far

the prettiest to my mind of all Dorkings, although beaten in

size by the darker breeds. There are also Game kept at

Bowood, and some Silver-spangled Hamburghs. A pleasant

chat with the old lady, and then a quick drive back to Sir.

Spencer's. " Something more I must show you," said he, and
in a corner of his own buildings I found four Game Bantams
at roost, the pets of their master.

Then in-doors, dazzled by the bright light, and our noses

regaled by the tea awaiting us. Oh ! the old washerwomen
are right. If there is nectar on earth it is a cup of tea ; and
for Ganymede, commend me to a kind English matron to hand
it to me. You may notice people always talk best at tea ; at

dinner they are often sulky, but never at tea. But no more of

tea—yes, one cup more and away, for I have a long drive, and
the morning's rain is renewed. Therefore as

" N'ao man can tether time or tide

The hour approaches, we maun ride."

Just in the act of going I peep into Mr. Spencer's study,

from which in former years so much instruction to the gar-

dening world was wont to be issued. I close a happy day by a

meditative ride, arranging in their order the events of the last

six hours ; now and then saying to my companion, in spite o£

the rain pattering on our half-open carriage, " What a charm-
ing day we have had!" and his reply, "How our host laid

himself out to make us happy, and how he succeeded!"

—

WttlSHIBE EectOE.

BEDDING PELARGONIUMS.
I MAY be permitted to make a few remarks relative to the

best kinds of bedding Pelargoniums as I have found them
answer in our rich clay loam in " The Mash," as the natives

call it, which produces the famous Cheddar cheese. I will taka
" A. 0. W.'s " communication at page 326 as my text.

First of all, let me observe that I endorse all he says in

favour of Stella and Cybister, both of which bloom splendidly

with me. I can tell no difference between them as to blooming
qualities or growth, but on the whole I prefer the bright scarlet

of Cybister, as well as the pale green of its fohage. Nothing
could be finer than a mass of it, which I had against an old

Btnmp. Everybody was attracted by it, overlooking SteUa,

which I also had in a mass in a basket ; and yet Stella is indis-

pensable to every garden. Both these varieties stand bad
weather, as Nosegays, admirably. Monitor with me is a failure.

I find it very difficult to keep alive in winter, and its truss,

although fine and showy, owing to the great length and slender-

ness of its stem, is borne to the ground instead of standing

erect. I have entirely got rid of it this autumn.
I do not agree with " A. O. W.'s " comments in respect to

Lady Cullum, which has been universally admired for its pro-

fuse blooms and very dwarf growth throughout the summer
and autumn. I tried it in a small circular bed, a double row
of it, surrouudcd by a belt of Flower of the Day, for foliage,

and with a mass of Iresine in the centre. It was a lovely

combination. I am propagating the variety largely for another

year. Helen Lindsay and Mrs. ^Vhitty are identical and almost
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worthless. Amy Hogg promises well, but I have only just
made its acquaintance.

Of other varieties not named by your correspondent, among
Zonals I greatly admire St. Fiacre, a profuse-bloomer every-
where, and especially charming in the greenhouse, where it is

one of the latest in bloom ; Eoi d'ltalie, magnificent as an
old plant to stand singly ; Spitfire, a profuse-bloomer and
dazzling crimson scarlet in poor soil ; Dr. Lindley, very fine

;

Zfilie, which I had from Jersey, a very free-bloomer, with a
broad, almost black zone nearly covering the leaf, colour cerise
lose ; Crystal Palace Beauty, a vigorous grower, with fine
trusses of cerise magenta blossoms, each flower as large as a
crown-piece, with thick round petals ; and Souvenir de Sir Joseph
Paston, a splendid pale-eyed bright pink variety, with immense
trusses, heaii ideal in colour, and unrivalled as a pot plant in
the greenhouse ; I cannot speak of it yet as a bedder. Rose
Rendatler, also, I greatly admire as an old plant standing singly,
with its abundant trusses of pale salmon blooms and well-
defined salmon pink eye. Many other varieties I have on trial,

which have each their distinctive beauties, as Trentham
Scarlet, Paul I'Abbii, Christabel, Magenta, Beaton's Pet, &e.

;

but I am not sufEoiently acquainted with them yet to recom-
mend them specially.

Of Variegated Pelargoniums I have tried several varieties,
but have found none surpassing in their several shades of
white and cream the old Flower of the Day, Bijou, and
Alma, or among gold-edged varieties Golden Fleece, Golden
Chain, and Cloth of Gold. All the latter love partial shade,
and thrive in rich loose soil. Cloth of Gold is least tolerant
of summer sunshine and drought. Golden Fleece is invaluable
for its dwarf procumbent tendency and profuse-blooming
qualities ; as an edging to, or dotting a bed of blue Lobelia, it

is exquisite. Of the former. Bijou has the purest white. It is

apt to grow leggy if left to itself ; but judicious nipping will
make it grow as bushy and squat as can be desired. Alma is

naturally dwarf, and is the next purest white ; but Flower of
the Day, with its rich cream-coloured foliage and moderate
growth, makes one of the best of edgings.—B. & W.

Theke are two varieties that " A. 0. W." has not named

;

one of them, now an old kind. Lady Middleton, and I never
saw a more beautiful, soft, glowing bed than I had of it this
summer and autumn. In fact, when other beds " were withered
and gone " this lovely Pelargonium burst out afresh, and was
like a glowing jewel until late in October. Let any one but try
this variety in a not-rich soil, and he will not be disappointed.

There is another Pelargonium, a Nosegay, and it quite sur-
prises me how little is said about it—namely. Rival Nosegay

;

such trusses of crimson magenta flowers I never before saw.
The habit of the plant, too, is first-rate—dwarf and bushy,
and continually throwing up fresh blooms. I had some eight
or ten plants of it bedded out this season, and I have cut them
up in pieces, so as to have a good stock for next year. I only
wonder how comparatively indifierent kinds are lauded, and
this splendid variety passed by. Beauty (Williams), makes a
very bright and effective bed ; so does Flower of Spring—I do
not mean the variegated ; and in a fine, warm, dry season
Amelina Grisau and Eugene Mezard, amongst the painted
varieties, are very beautiful sorts in a moderately rich bed.
The catalogue of useless sorts, as bedders, would I fear be

too tedious to give. Amongst Variegated Pelargoniums I am
old-fashioned enough to say that Bijou is a great favourite still.

It has a fine silvery leaf, and its flowers are far from being
mean or despicable. Golden Chain, much abused for its slow
growth and delicate constitution, is, in my opinion, a beautiful
and distinct bedder. As a pot plant (I have not tried it as a
bedder). Emperor of the Nosegays is a splendid variety.

—

W. H. B.

UNSEASONABLE STPaWBERRIES.
The Strawberry-beds in my kitchen garden present a rather

remarkable appearance for the time of year, and afford strong
evidence of the unusual mildness of the season. A large num-
ber of the plants are in flower, and five or six of them have
developed full-sized fruit of strong healthy appearance, some
of which are partly coloured : one of them would already make
a very fair show upon the dessert-table. Comte de Paris is

the sort that seems most forward in this unseasonable fruiting.
My beds lie in a warm situation sloping to the south-west,

but do not receive the benefit of all the sun that is to be had
at this time of year.

My Raspberry-canes have continued to ripen fruit up to the
present time ; I have still some quite-eatable berries upon
them.

1 shall be interested to know whether any of your correspon-
dents can give similar reports from their gardens.—F. H.
Jansoe, Oakbauk, CIMehurst,

NOVEMBERS AND JUNES.
In my paper on an analysis of the weather, which you did

me the favour to notice in your Journal, it is stated as a result,
that the eight cold Novembers which occurred between the
years 18.51 and 1861 were followed by Mays and Junes of a
similar character. These coincidences, as far as they go, seem
to be worthy of consideration ; but many more years of ob-
servation must elapse before it can be determined whether the
atmospheric conditions of November do exercise any positive
influence upon those of succeeding seasons. There can be
little doubt, however, that cold in early autumn, followed by
unfavourable weather about the time of the summer solstice,

interferes sadly with the quality and quantity of vegetable pro-
ducts. Such is the case, at all events, in Guernsey, where
October is generally a wet warm month, and where, beyond
slight and transient hoar-frost, seldom does any material lower-
ing of temperature take place until the end of November. In
the course of twenty-four years' observation the minimum ther-
mometer in October did not fall below 37°, and on two Novem-
bers only, during the same period, did the temperature fall

below freezing-point.

Under normal circumstances, therefore, vegetation continues
active until late in the year, and the sap-vessels of plants re-

main filled with aqueous juices, in which state it is a received
axiom, they are most of all susceptible of injury from depression
of temperature. A slight degree of frost, therefore, in Novem-
ber will act upon them more prejudicially than a much greater
degree at a more advanced period. When frost, however, does
chance to occur too early, vegetation becomes so much checked
that the due consolidation of young shoots is prevented ; and,
even though their sap-vessels may not become ruptured by
congelation of their watery contents, the deposit of those special

secretions designed for future assimilation is impeded, if not
entirely frustrated. Now, as this process of assimilation is in
progiess about June, unfavourable weather at this time, even
mere absence of sunshine, tends to interfere in no slight degree
with the due maturation of crops, prevents fruit from acquiring
proper richness of flavour, and predisposes it to decaj'.

Combinations as untoward as the foregoing being, happily,
exceptional in this climate, it may be well to pass in review
the occurrences of an ordinary year, and the present affords ns
a fair example, especially as a tolerably favourable June suc-
ceeded a mild November.
On referring to my analytical tables it will be found that the

month of November, 186G, was moderate as to temperature
and rainy days. Subsequent observations show that January,
18G7, was cold ; February very warm and rainy ; March cold and
equally wet ; April boisterous and bleak, with heavy showers
of hail on the 20th and 21st. This leads me to remark that
extensive fields of ice had previously been met with by navi-

gators off the coast of Newfoundland, nearly in the course of

our isothermal line. For many years past I have been induced
to ascribe breezes unusually keen during the spring and sum-
mer to the presence of icebergs in our latitude, however far

removed from us in point of longitude. This opinion was
strenuously opposed by a late meteorologist, but the coincidence,

nevertheless has been of frequent recurrence ; remarked by others
as well as myself, as is proved by the following passage from
the Illustrated London Neus of the 1.3th of April, 1867 :—" It

has been asserted that the severe weather recently experienced

in Great Britain and France was due to atmospheric disturb-

ances in the North Atlantic Ocean ; and all arrivals at Liver-

pool from New York, and other ports of the United States and
Canada, report unprecedented quantities of ice in mid-ocean,
about 44° N. lat. and 53° W. long. One vessel had to sail two
hundred miles in a southerly direction alongside a perfect con-
tinent of ice."

But to resume. About the middle of May, strong gales with
occasional storms of thunder, lightning, and hail, occurred, and
the air was generally chilly and bleak ; but, owing to some in-

tervals of warm sunshine, the temperature was somewhat above
the mean of years. In June, gentle, but, nevertheless, keen
breezes predominated from N.E. and N.W., but, as the rainfall
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waB much below the aveingo, the sky comparatively clondless,

and the sun very powerful, crops io general wore a favourable

anpect. This fair prospect was seriously interfered with by tho

prevalence of cold, boisterous, rainy days in July, but the im-

pending evil was partially averted by a dry August of moderate
temperature, and a tulerably line September. The number of

rainy days during the last-named month was not above tho

mean, although such .unusually heavy showers fell that the

amount of rain collected exceeded the monthly average. One
shower lasting about two hours on tho 'Jth, yielded upwards of

1 inch and six-tenths of rain.

It must bo remarked that tho cold of January and spring did

not prove generally injurious to vegetation ; the warm sunshine
of June favoured the assimilative process, but fruit trees. Po-

tatoes, and other herbaceous plants, were much blighted by tho

wind and driving rain of July. Stone fruit, however, escaped

much injury; although not abundant, it coloured well, and ac-

quired good flavour. Figs, of which there was a fair show up
to a certain period, dropped oil long before the}' were ripe, and
tho few that remained on the trees were indilTerent in flavour.

Our staple I'ear, tho Chaumontel, though well shaped, and of

good colour, did not attain the usual size, whilst that against

walls with a westerly exposure was completely blighted by
pelting hail storms, just as the fruit was setting ; the trees also

suffered severely. The Apple crop was healthy, and in fair

qaantity up to July; but it then became infested by insects,

much of it fell off prematurely, and the rest showed such a

disposition to ripen that it was necessary to gather it earlier

than usual, especially the King of the Pippins, and the Haw-
thorndcn, tho latter of which spotted suddenly, and as suddenly
decayed, even on tho tree. The Blenheim Orange was under-

sized and uncoloured ; but the Sturmer Pippin, that invaluable

Apple, remained sturdily on the tree in spite of gales and heavy
squalls beginning on the 28th of October.
From tho above rcsnmd it will be seen that July was the

most fatal mnnth in its effects upon vegetable products. In
relation to this subject, the Kev, T. C. Brehaut, on the 15th of

the month, wrote to me as follows :—" These few days have
ruined all our ornamentalfolinged bedding plants. Cannas are

half of them dtistroyed, and Japanese Maize quite spoiled. I'or

my own part, I feel convinced that the excessive wind has
much to do in the failures we meet with." As a proof that our
opinion on this point coincides, I venture to cite a passage
from a paper of mine read before the Meteorological Society, as

long ago as tho year 1852. " The causes which principally

modify the climate of Guernsey, are to be sought for in the

characters of tlie wind, not so much as regards the quarter
from whence it blows, as in its force and frequent variation."

To this I may add that the solstitial gales are more regular,

and sometimes quite as violent as the equiuootial.—S. Elliott
IIoSKiNS, Oiicmteij.

earthing-up deeply. The sun would probably act on the soil,

and cause the Briar to strike new roots higher up. I should
not like to plant Koses in the soil 3 feet inches deep 1—W. F.

Radclyffe.

PROPAGATING DRAC.T:NAS.
Sf.f.iko in No. ;!H, inquiries as to the best mode of propa-

gating Uracrnas, I write to give tho information needed.
Turn an old plant out of its pot, and shake away the soil.

There will be found a strong tap root, cut that root into lengths

of about 2 inches, insert them into three-inch pots in a com-
post of loam, leaf mould, and silver sand, and place them in a
brisk moist heat of about 80'. In about three weeks thoy will

havo tilled tho pots with roots, repot them into six or seven-
inch pots, and grow them on in the same heat ; they will soon
make good plants for decorative purposes. The old plant can
be potted again, and will be very little the worse of the treat-

ment it has undergone, but it will require to be plunged in
bottom heat to give it a fresh start.

I should like to know if any of your readers have succeeded
in beddiug out Dracicnas. I have had a plant standing out of

doors all the summer ; it kept its colour well, but did not grow.
—W. B.

DEPTH OF PL.VNTIXG ROSES.
I HATE read with astonishment the remarks of " P." on page

S-IG, as to a Briar Ease prospering, that was planted eight years
ago from i to inches deep, and which has benefited by the
heaping up of soil three additional foot over its roots. If tho
Editors' solution is not the truoonc, probably the following may
be so :—The Briar may have made roots higher up the stem.
Would " P." obhge by examining the tree V The case is not
quite a parallel. I spoke of planting deeply ; this is a case of

DESTROYING WASPS—THEIR H.\BITS.

I n\vE only just seen the observations of " W. A. W.," in

your Number of October Ijrd. where he comments upon my
method of destroying wasps.

I think the use of tho cyanide of potassium is far preferable

and more efficacious than tho mode he recommends with tur-

pentine. He practises his at night ; mine is best done at mid-
day. There are many reasons why it is preferable to attack

wasps in the daytime, and not the least advantageous is, that

they are not nearly so vicious in the day, as they are at night.

My experience does not confirm his statement, that there are

more entrances than one to a wasp's nest. I never saw more
than one. The hornet has several entrances to its nest, but
wasps, I believe, have only one.

There is, also, this fact in connection with wasps. It ap-

pears to be part of the regulation of their household or colony,

that one should be "told off" daily, whose duty it is to act

as sentinel, and who parades the passage from the combs
to the outer orifice. I believe every wasp alighting has to give

his "password" to the sentinel before he enters, and this

sentinel also gives the alarm to the inmates when suspicion is

aroused of evil intentions to their safety, and on provoking a
wasp's nest you will always obsei-ve that the wasps who come
from tho inside are those which are dangerous, and not those

returning homo. To prove this you have only to kill the sen-

tinel, and no amount of provocation will cause any wasps to

come out from the hole. You may thus cause a very busy nest

to become quiet for the remainder of the day, by destroying

the sentinel.

Some persons state that none of the wasps coming home can
bo made to sting. This I have not verilied, but that they will

not come out from the hole 1 have often proved.

On dropping into the hole some of the solution of the cyanide,

the sentinel is killed at once, for ho comes at once, and would
attack you, but he falls the first victim, and then the work is

easy. If it is considered preferable to pour into the hole some
of the solution of the cyanide, it will answer as well. The lint

was to prevent its being absorbed into the soil. The quantity re-

quired is not great, and with "caution" no danger can result.

I have used these means for years, and have had no accident.

—

Amos Bejirdslev, Grange, Lancashire.

BUTTES-CHAUMONT, PARIS.
" Yon ought, sir," said my landlord, in his politest manner,

" to visit the new park at Buttes-Chaumont ;" and when An-
toine informed me that ho and his Victorine had spent a day
there last season, and that I should find it " charmante," I
was fain to comply. " And do not, sir, go in an omnibns.
When we went we took a fiacre, and Monsieur will be so much
more ' comfortable '

"—a word the French, by-the-by, are begin-

ning to use now very constantly. Such was Antoinc's recom-
mendation, and, doubtless, vividly the pleasure of his outing
came before him as he gave it. I took his advice, and I want
now to give the same to any who may go Paris-ward, and say
it is (and it will be in a few years much more so), well worth a
visit.

And what is Buttes-Chanmont ? A few years ago had yon
asked any one who had ventured so far to what we might call

the cast-end of Paris, the answer would have been—a recep-

tacle for the filth and abominations of a filthy neighbourhood;
a place which was offensive to the eyes and nose of any one
who ventured near ; it was, in fact, an abandoned stone quarry,

and every one who knows what that is can readily understand
what it must have been in the neighbourhood of a densely popu-
lated city. Nothing but the rankest and coarsest weeds would
grow on it, and if asked what couH be done with it, the answer
would have been from every one—Nothing, absolutely nothing.

Not so, however, thought Baron Haussmann and the municipality
of Paris, and the result is what, although not yet completed, I
venture to think will bo some day one of the most attractiTO of

the public gardens or parks about Paris ; and as I know nothing
which better shows the tnste and ingenuity of the French in
landscape gardening, I will venture to describe it.

Buttes-Chaumout is situated at a very high elevation, and
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was remarkable in 1811 for a vigorous defecce by the artillery

of the marine, assisted by some pupils of the Polytechnic school,

and is a very favourable point for viewing the city, although
Dot so much so as the Arc de Triomphe, for the manufactories,
which have so greatly increased of late years in Paris, in some
degree by their smoke tend to obscure the view ; but before
you is Jlontmartre, at your feet lies Paris. The course of the
Seine may be easily traced, while far away in the distance
stands Mont Valijrien, one of the most formidable of the forts

which overawe Paris ; on one side is the new cattle market,
and on the other side the new abattoirs, two of the greatest
improvements the city can boast of. The park itself com-
prises only about fifty-two acres, and on one of its eminences
used to be erected the gibbet of Montfauvon, on which there
were often sixty to seventy corpses hanging, while a cavern re-

ceived them afterwards.
One could hardly have supposed that so wild looking a spot

could be so close to Paris ; but the manner in which the stone
has been quarried has left the rocks singularly rough and
natural looking, and the skill of the gardener has been used to
fall in with this, and not to make a trim Bois de Boulogne out
of such a spot. To have done so would have violated all the
proprieties of the place, and hence the style is entirely different.

In the very centre of the ground there is a large hill of con-
siderable elevation, on the top of which a small temple, some-
what in the style of that of Venus at Tivoh, has been erected.
This large piece of rock has been made into an island by a
piece of artificial water, which surrounds its base, and apart
from it stands a lofty piece of rock, some 50 or CO feet high,
quite detached, and the whole piece of land is joined to the
mainland by a bridge. Near this has been arranged a pretty
waterfall, somewhat in the style of that of the Bois de Bou-
logne, but higher, and with not so large a volume of water,
while from the hill two small rivulets, most naturally arranged,
flow down into the lake. All this seems very cockneyish ; but
the result worked out does not give one that notion at all

;

for in the first place all artificial vases, fountains, busts, &c.,
are banished; and in the second place everything has been
done by the gardener to give it a natural effect. Alongside the
waterfall Ferns, Brambles, and the wild plants which flourish
in such localities have been planted, and so along the little

rivulets care has been taken only to place such plants as are
raturaUy found there. Again, on the rockwork numbers of
Cotoneasters have been planted and carefully trained ; the
Ivy has been made to run over the rocks, and is kept in its

places by ties of various kinds. A large number of Conifers
has been used in the place, as being more in character with the
ground than other trees would be. When you get away from
the wilder parts you come on beds similar to those used in the
public gardens—Coleus Verschaffelti, &c. ; and a plant which I
think ought to be more used with us, the Lantana, is planted
in large quantities ; but this was not so interesting to me as
the wilder portion of the ground. Bad taste might have made
a Eosherville or Cremorne of it ; but the really good taste dis-
played has made an effective piece of landscape gardening of a
very unique character, and in a few years, as I have said, it

will be much more effective.

How is it, I frequently asked myself, that in going through
such gardens in Paris we do not see the sort of people we meet
in the London parks ? Go to Battersea, and you will find always
some miserable-looking, ill-conditioned people, whom you would
be sorry to meet in a lonely place ; but here the workman, when
he turns out for the day, is a different-looking being. What
Jjecomes of the Paris roughs ? are they kept in the background,
or is there a propriety of behaviour innate in them, which one
looks for in vain in Loudon ? Whatever be the cause, certain
it is so ; and it adds a little, I must say, to the enjoyment of
such places, to see that the people for whom they are intended
seem to appreciate them so much, and speak as old Antoine
did of them, with so much pleasure ; and amidst the many
proofs of the wisdom of the present Emperor, the opening of
such a place as this is a prominent one. By all means, then,
I say to English visitors what Antoine said to me, Go and see
Buttes-Chaumont.—D., Deal.

by the rain. It is easily propagated by cuttings in the spring,
and should not be planted out till the second week in June.

—

M. H. W.

BEGONIA PRESTONIENSIS FOR BEDDING.
It may not be generally known that the above Begonia is

Tery useful as a bedder, either in masses, or in rows for ribbon

borders. It possesses three good qualities—namely, it is a

profuse bloomer, is of close dwarf habit, and never looks dashed

A PLEA FOR SALVIA SPLENDENS.
Fon those who have a large conservatory to supply with

flowering plants during the autumn and winter as well as sum-
mer. Salvia splendens will be found invaluable. Its profusion
of bright scarlet flowers, fine pyramidal form, graceful foliage,

vigorous constitution, and easy cultivation, justly entitle it to
a place in every garden.
Good plants may be obtained by making cuttings early in

March, inserting them in very sandy loam, and placing them
in heat. As soon as they are struck they should be potted
singly in CO-sized pots, using the same compost as before.

When these pots are filled with roots, which they will be by
the middle of April, let the plants be shifted into 48 or 32-sized
pots, according to the strength of the plants, using less sand
and adding a little well-rotted manure. It compact bushy
plants are required the points should now be taken off, and as
soon as the plants have recovered this stopping .and thrown out
side-shoots, gradually harden them off until, by the last week
in May, they are able to stand with impunity the outer atmo-
sphere.

They should now be planted out in rows G feet apart and
6 feet from plant to plant. A position sheltered from high
winds, with a good, rich, loamy soil, suits them well. During
June they should again be stopped once or twice, according to

the size of the plants required, taking care to maintain a pyra-
midal form.
By the end of September they will begin to show bloom, when

they should be taken up with a good ball of earth attached
and carefully potted in a compost of two-thirds loam and
one-third well-rotted manure, with a liberal admixture of sharp
sand. If kept rather close, and shaded from bright sunshine,
giving them a liberal supply of water, which they at all times
enjoy, they will make new roots in a few days, and be ready for

removal to the conservatory.
They will continue to flower during the autumn and far

through the dark winter months, after which they may be con-
signed to the rubbish heap, with the exception of one or two
plants from which to obtain the requisite cuttings.

—

Thomas
WlNKWOKTH, EliiiJiaiH Gardens.

VARYING THE ARRANGEMENT OF COLOUES
IN FLOAVER GARDENS.

In- planting flower-beds for a succession of years, however
pleasing in itself any one arrangement of plants and colours

may be, still when repeated, or even slightly modified, in the
course of some years it acquires an appearance of sameness.
With the view of lessening this in some measure. I have, so
far as the means at command would permit, altered the arrange-

ment of colours ; having, while young, had a lesson from seeing

the plants in a greenhouse made to change places and face in

a different direction from that which they previously did.

This simple means of itself often gives a very refreshing ap-
pearance.

I have had beds of Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium both with and
without a ring of other plants between Mrs. Pollock and the
grass. It may be somewhat difficult to obtain what will be
in every respect a suitable plant for the margin of a bed of this

Pelargonium ; but this year I succeeded well as follows :—For
two slightly curved beds cut out in grass and raised towards
their centre, Mrs. Pollock was planted rather thinly, and then
all the rest of the bed was planted rather closely with Lobelia
erinus. The effect when the beds were viewed from a short
distance was very pleasing, for the close carpet of the blue
Lobelia, with its slender flower-stems shooting up, contrasted

well with the foliage and flowers of Mrs. Pollock.

In ribbon borders I formerly had by way of change, in front,

next to the grass, or rather next to the Lobelia, Gnaphalium
lanatum. This is well known to become too strong, but nothing
bears pinching better to keep it within proper limits. By way
of making a change I planted the Gnaphalium and the Lobelia
together as one row next the grass, knowing, of course, that

much and frequent pinching would be necessary to keep the
Gnaphalium from smothering the Lobelia altogether. How-
ever, the trouble taken in doing this was amply repaid by the

appearance of the edging, consisting of a foot or more in width
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of tbe Gnaphalium, kept low and moderately tbin, and (orrainR

a light, soft, and cottony carpetinc, through which peeped the

nnmerons tiny spikes of the blue (lowers of the Lobelia. This

edginR was in front of a row of Aurea floribunda Calceolaria,

backed with Peliirfjoniura Tom Thumb.
Another chdnjjo of edging which I tried this year in front of

Calceolaria Aurea floribunda, was to plant Verbena Impera-

trice Ehzabeth amongst the blue Lot olia. Those associate very

well togetlier as to height and strength of growth. Owing to

the dwarf habit and fine foliage of this Verbena it is easily

kept within proper limits ; and its light-striped, pinkish-look-

ing flowers gave a somowhat subilued appearance to the other-

wise deep blue of tlie Lobelia when the bed was seen from a

short distance off. I shall try these again.—G. Dawson.

PORTUAITS OP PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Ar.isTOLocniA Goldieana (Rev. Mr. G'"'''lie'H Aristolochia).

—

Nat. ord., Aristolochiacii'. J. inn., GynanJria Hexandria. This
native of Western Africa bears the largest of known Uowers,

they being more than 2 feet in diameter. Inside they are

purple variegated with orange ; outside they are pale green

with purple veins. Their smell is very offensive.

—

{Hot. ilari.,

t. rMTi.)

LiLiuM LEicni'LiNii (Max Leichtlin's Lily).

—

Nat. ord., Lili-

aOR'. I.inn., Hexandria Monogynia. Native of .Japan, intro-

duced by Messrs. Veitch fr Sons. Yellow, spotted withcrimoon.
Much like L. tigrinum.— (/^iiV/.. t. 5C73.)

CiELoc.YNE miMiLis (Dw.'irf Pleione).

—

Nat. ord., Orchidaceffi.

Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of Sikkim, Nepal, &e.,

at elevations of 7000 to 80U0 feet. Grows in moss and on
trunks of trees in shady places. 'White, lip streaked with

crimson. It must be grown in a pot in the coolest and shadiest

part of the hoase.—ilhid.. 1. MMi.)
Beoonia Claukei (Major Trevor Clarke's Begonia).

—

Nat.
ord., Begoniaceft\ Linn., Monoccia I'olyandria. Native of Peru.
Flowers scarlet.

—

(Ibid., t. 5G75.)

CvjiniDiuM IIuriONi (Mr. Hutton's Cymbidium).

—

Nat. ord.,

Orchidaoem. Linn., Gynaudria Monandria. Flowers yellow,

thickly spotted with crimson. " C. Huttoni is a native of .Java,

and is named after its discoverer, Mr. Ilenry Hutton (at the

request of Messrs. Veitch), in commemoration of his zealous

services and early death. Mr. Hutton, a most ardent student
nnd promising collector (son of the Mr. H. Hutton, head gar-

dener to the Right Honourable Lord Houghton), was sent to

the East by the ^^essrs. Veitch, and after twelve months' resi-

dence in .Java, when, as was hoped, he had become inured to

the climate, ho fell a victim to his enthusiasm. The plant

which commemorates his services flowered with Messrs. Veitch
in -June of the present year."

—

([hid., t. 5G7G.)

HcvsnE's Victoria PE,ut.—" This is another of the series

of seedling Pears raised by the Rev. ,John Huyshe, of Clysthy-
don, near Kxeter, and is also, we believe, the first of them that

fruited. It is now some years since Victoria and Prince of

Wales made their appearance together, the latter being then
named lluyshe's Bergamot, from the flavour somewhat re-

sembhng that of Gansel's Bergamot, its male parent. From
the time these two Pears were first submitted to the most com-
petent fruit judges of the day, they acquired a popularity they
have since continued to maintain ; indeed, there is every pro-

bability that they will not cease to be regarded as ranking
among those that are best adapted to the soil and cUmate of

this country.
" Victoria has been so long under trial in every kind of soil

and situation, that its reputation as a hardy and prolific Pear
is now well established ; and these two qualifications, coupled
with the equally important one of being an abundant bearer,

recommend it not only to the private grower, but to the market
gardener and orchardist. For the latter it is well adapted, on
account of its vigorous growth, and the largo dimensions which
it acquires. The season, too, at which the fruit is in per-

fection, when most of the best kinds are passed, is one of its

great recommendations.
" The fruit is medium-sized, oval or almost cylindrical,

flattened at the ends. Skin yellowish, freckled and veined with
russet. Eye small and open, set in a shallow depression. Stalk
very short and thick, inserted without depression on the end of

the fruit, and sometimes obliquely inserted as in BeurriS

d'Aremberg. Flesh yellowish, melting, rather gritty at the

core, juicy, rich, sugary, and vinous. It is in use during
December and January."

—

{Floriet and Pomoloyist, vi. 237.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Mr. James Cutiiii.i,, the well-known florist and market gar-

dener, died on the 5th inst. at his residence, Denmark Hill,

Caraberwell, aged sixty-two. He was gardener to Laurence
Sullivan, Esq., Broom House, Fulham, in 1831, and at that

time evinced his originality by advocating storing the roots of

Scarlet Runner Beans in the autumn, and replanting them in

the spring for early forcing. In 183<) he was gardener to Capt.

Trotter at Dyrham Park, near Barnet, and continued contri-

buting to the " Gardener's Magazine," chiefly on kitchen garden
culture. In 1839 he became a market giirdener and florist at

Denmark Hill, and favourably known as a supplier of Mu.shroom?,

Melons, and Cucumbers to Covent Garden Market. For the

vegetable last named he had been awarded a prize by the Royal
Horticultural Society in 1834, and he now published a " Trea-

tise " on its cultivation. In 1850 appeared his '• Practical In-

structions for Cultivating the Potato," and more than a dozen
other subjects. In 1851 he published " Market Gardening
Round London," and in 1800 " Culture of the Strawberry."

Two hundred pounds was the share of the profits of the

Royal Horticultural Society's Exhibition at Bury St. Edmunds
to which the guarantors were entitled. That sum has now
been paid, and the guarantors have presented .£70 in eqnal

proportions to Mr. Clay and Mr. D. T. Fish, for their services

before and during the Exhibition. The remainder of the money
has been presented to the Bury Horticultural Society, to be

kept as a separate fund, and as a memorial of that successfol

Exhibition.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen garden.

Collect all decaying leaves wherever they appear, and carry

them to the manure-heap. Stir the surface between the rows

of Cahl)ages and other winter crops, where it is practicable.

Colcutirts—.\s those full grown and that have heads like young
Cabbages are rather impatient of frost in a severe winter, it is

advisable to take them up at this period, and lay them in near

the frame ground as thickly as they can be placed. They are

then covered up as soon as slightly frozen, with new straw,

laying a few stakes on them to prevent the wind moving the

straw. By this plan the ground is at liberty for trenching, and
fine young Cabbages are preserved with certainty all through

the winter.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Continue removing and planting all kinds of fruit trees as

previously directed. Take caro that the tibre.3 are laid in a

natural position, and that they are not reversed by throwing

the soil directly against them, instead of scattering it so as to

fall down amongst them, on moving the spade in a direction

from the stem towards the extremities of the roots. Standard

trees should be secured from shaking by the winds as soon as

planted, and if all kinds can be mulched to protect the roots

from frost, so much the better. As soon as Gooseberries, Cur-

rants, and Raspberries, are pruned, the ground should bo ma-
nured, and dug or forked over ; the latter proceeding is to be

preferred with regard to the Raspberries. In young plantations

of Gooseberries, the ground should bo trenched between the

rows in advance of the roots. Unnail and prune Peach and
Nectarine trees, fastening the principal branches so that they

may not be overstrained or broken, but the shoots of last sum-
mer will be better matured by remaining exposed away from
the wall whilst the weather "is not severe. In planting fruit

trees it is of great importance so to prepare the soil that the

trees shall be as faraspossibleindependent of extreme seasons,

whether of moisture or drought, and to take care that they do
not make superfluous wood, thereby giving much extra trouble

to the prunor, inducing an immature condition, and choking

the surrounding vegetables or flowers. To accomplish this it is

found by experience, that limitation at the root is absolutely

necessary, more especially as to depth. Thorough draining is

the first step, provided the soil is retentive of moisture. This
being properly accomplished, some good strong loam should, if

possible, bo provided, be the soil what it may (unless the garden

is new, and the soil of a loamy character), in order to mix with

and refresh the old soil, which, in the majority of gardens, is

effete, or worn out, however imposing its colour or consistence
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may be. It is considered that 18 inches of sound soil are
sufficient for the average of fruit trees, better than a greater
depth, provided top-dressings a>re made use of in very dry and
hot periods. Vt'e will now enumerate a few of the most useful
fruit trees, according to our experience, and which ought to find

a place in small as well as large gardens, merely premising that
the list is not to be considered complete in itself, but merely as
furnishing a few hints. Of Pears, procure the Jargonelle, Dun-
more, Marie Louise, Aston Town, Althorp Crasanne, Fondante
d'Automne, Passe Colmar, Winter Nelis, Glou Morijeau, No
Plus Meuris, and Beurre de Eance. P,'aches—Early Purple,
Eoyal George, Noblesse, Bellegarde, and Late Admit able. Xec-
tirincs—Elrnge, Violette Hsitive, and Old Newington. Apri-
cots—Breda. Eoyal, Shipley's, and Moorpark. Plums—Precoce
de Tours, Orleans, Purple Gage. Washington, and Ickworth
Imperatrice. Cherries—May Duke, Downton, Elton, Bigarreau,
Late Duke, and Morello. These stand nearly or quite in the
order of their ripening. In addition to these, of Apples, pro-
cure the Early Harvest, Kerry Pippin, Early Nonpareil, Kibston
Pippin, Pearson's Plate, Pitmaston Nonpareil, Old Nonpareil,
Sturmer Pippin, and Lamb Abbey Pearmain, all table fruit.

As kitchen Apples, Manks and Keswick Codlins, Bedfordshire
Foundling, Blenheim Pippin, Dumelow's Seedling, Wheeler's
Basset, and Northern Greening. To these might be added
many others of most excellent character. Any one, however,
desirous of planting a moderate-sized garden would do well to

obtain these kinds.

FLOWER GAEDES.
All plants liable to injury from severe weather, and which

are requisite for another year, should be placed under pro-
tection -without delay. Such as Fuchsias, Lobelias, Pelargo-
niums, shrubby Calceolarias, Salvias, Tigridias, &:c., will re-
quire this treatment. Modes of storing these differ in different
situations. Some persons can afford pits, some even can
spare house room, and some are driven to the cellar. What-
ever mode be adopted, let it be borne in mind that confined
damp is nearly as prejudicial as frost. A lean-to shed is a very
good place, and plants with a ball of earth dried on them, after
the manner of DahUas, will keep very well there plunged in coal
ashes, with the addition of an old mat and a little straw o\er
the shed during very severe weather. The different kinds of
soils and manures should now be removed to sheds for winter
and spring potting, and a fresh supply collected and ridged in
the compost-yard for next summer's use, keeping such kinds
separate. As the leaves are nearly all off, the lawns and walks
should be swept, and the leavts used at once, or taken to some
convenient place for winter supply, or to rot for manure. Any
shrubs planted this autumn in exposed situations should be
carefully staked and tied before they are injured by wind, and
if a quantity of Fern or leaves is placed over their roots, it will

protect them during winter. Planting should not be deferred
tin spring, it should be forwarded now as much as possible
while the weather continues fine.

GKEESHOUSE AND COSSEP.VATOF.Y.
The conservatory will now occupy considerable attention, as

all the floral strength must be brought to bear in this im-
portant structure, it being the chief resort of the family in un-
propitious weather. See that constant and liberal supplies of
all winter-flowering plants are always ready to succeed each
other, and that they are placed to the greatest advantage in the
house. Much depends on the arrangement of them. This, in
fact, deserves the cartful study and attention of all gardeners.

ETOVE.
It would be well to remind the amateur that he must be ex-

ceedingly cautious not to overheat the house, as this would
cause the plants to start into growth, a circumstance which
would be very injurious at this season. Many stove plants are
apparently always in a growing state, but rest them now if pos-
sible. Those required for winter-flowering may be placed in
the forcing-pit until they develope their flowers, when they
should be removed to their original quarters, where they will
be maintained longer in flower in their colder and drier abode.
Be very particular in watering plants under glass, as the day of
trial with them is now at hand, and if kept in a comparatively
hardened state through the winter, and nearly inactive, they
will withstand the injuries always resulting from winter forcing,
unavoidable in very severe weather.

FOECIXG-PIT.
Now that the leaves have fallen, it will be easy for those who

have a pit at liberty to prepare it for flower-forcing. The
leaves should have a portion of well-wrought dung mixed with
them, if to spare ; this will bring the leaves into perfect action

immediately. About 9 inches of tan may be placed over the
leaves in order to facilitate the plunging. Let the glass have a
thorough cleaning. As soon as this is completed flowers for

forcing, if in proper condition, may be introduced. Such are
the various Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Moss and Provence Roses,
Persian Lilacs, Sweet Briars, and Camellias. Take care, at

this period especially, to introduce nothing unless it has gone
through a proper course of culture during the summer, such
course consisting of early-made and thoroughly-ripened wood,
for unless their condition is such, it will be vain attempting
early forcing. The Hyacinths and Narcissuses potted in Sep-
tember may now be examined, and may be introduced suc-
cessively in small quantities to this pit, when their buds are

2 inches long. They should be plunged overhead at the front

or darkest part of the pit, covering them 4 inches with old tan.

W. KEAi"E.

DOIXGS OF THE LAST A^T2EK
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Much of the work which has been alluded to as in contem-
plation has been finished, or partly fiuisbed, during the week.
Kidney Beans.—We have as yet had a good supply in a rather

deep earth pit with protection, and we shall yet have a number
of gatherings, which are usaful at this season when so many
crops are demanding a little help under glass. A part of the
Beans seemed hardly worth keeping, and that partly owing to

their not having been closely enough picked ; and this part
being cleared off, we had a good place for a lot of

Cauliflowers showing their heads, and which only want lifting

with balls and a good watering at the roots, firming the soil,

and leaving it dry on the surface, to furnish us with good
gatherings ere long. Other fornard Cauliflowers will follow

soon. What are fit for use we have often kept a long time by
removing all the large leaves and packing the plants thickly in

a shed, watering the earth at the roots, and then covering the
surface with dry soil. We have also kept Cauliflowers for

several months by removing all the leaves except the smaller

ones round the heads, and then cutting the stems over close to

the ground, and firming these stems in sand in a shed from
which sun and frost were kept out, air being admitted in mild
weather. We have thus kept the heads fresh for use, until

even the cut-over stems began to throw roots into the soil.

When the leave.? are removed, the juices stored up in the stems
wUl keep the heads fresh for a long time under such circum-
stances, little attention being needed except removing any
small leaf that may be showing signs of fading. Such a leaf

lying upon part of the head would soon discolour and ulti-

mately cause it to rot. When long kept in this way the heads
will open a little, and to ensure erispness they will require to

be thrown into a pail of water an hour or two before cooking.

We have kept Cauliflowers also in the passages of ice houses,

and even in ice houses, but we always found that whatever re-

mained long about an ice house lost its flavour. Even a haunch
of venison vvhen put there to keep, though fresh to appearance,

has none of the fine flavour it has when hung in muslin bags,

to keep away all intruders, in a dry, shady, airy place. To have
Cauhflower plants, however, well rooted and well leaved, and
just showing their heads, success depends on lifting them
properly, protecting from frost, giving all the light possible,

and plenty of air except in cold wet weather.

There is for such purposes of protection nothing more eco-

nomical in the end than wooden shutters of from half to three-

quarters of an inch in thickness, and with three cross-pieces

beneath to keep the boards together. From 3 to 4 feet in width

is a useful size ; and when used for turf pits, and there is a
rail back and front for the covers to rest on, they will last many
years, and be lighter to move every year. When thoroughly

dried after a year or two of use they might be tarred on the

outside ; but for many such purposes we have our doubts if

painting, or even tarring, does much in the way of preservation.

We are certain that doing either to wood at all green and un-

seasoned greatly accelerates rottenness and decay. We have
examined boards used for barns and sheds, that were pretty

well charred, and all the strength of the fibre of the wood
removed, by the great heat absorbed after painting them with

tar. After being well seasoned, tar or anti-corrosion paint will

keep wet from soaking into the wood, and thus dryness will

act as a preserver. If wood is made smooth on the outside

surface, however, little wet will be absorbed, even when un-

painted, unless it is placed in a nearly horizontal position.

Cclenj.—An almost unexampled week of frosty mornings,
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with clear sansbine and dryness during the day. famished a

good opportunity for housing most of the vegetable roots, and
patting the tiaishing strokes to Celery so far as the earthing-np

is concerned ; for, rather than earth-up high with soil, we
prefer before tlio frost comes to put between the plants a few
inches of dry litter xhaken out from the stable dung. This
litter in the case of Celery beds, as most of ours are, we leave
highest in the middle, and thns it acts as a rude thatching in

throwing the water to the trench at the sides. In severe frost

we Uke to have a few heaps of dry litter to throw thinly over
the tops of the plants, but that is carefully removed and left

for future use as soon ti^ the frost is gone. Before earthing-up
we generally throw a little mild lime and ashes among the
plants and over the beds, and in earthingnp work in some
fine-sifted cinder ashes round each plant. This is easily done
by placing the well-pulverised earth not close to the plants,

and then throwing in n little ashes before firming the soil round
the separate heads. W'hfn long ago we grew Celery in sunk
beds from 4 to G feet in width, we used boards to place across
between the rows when earthingnp, and then a little ashes
could be trickled down inside of the boards before moving
them ; but we seldom use boards now, as, unless the workman
is careful, he is apt to let the boards lean too much against the
Celery, and thus crack the leaves. By merely loosely tying-up
each plant we save all this trouble.

If there are some of our readers who wish to do their beds
or even rows more neatly and effectually, then we would recom-
mend them to have half a dozen semicircular tin or ziuc pipes,

3 or 4 inches wide, and some 15 inches in length. Old spout-
ing that is too worn out to take the water from a building, cut
into lengths, will suit very well. Two of these placed against
a plant, so as to enclose it, will permit of a thin layer of ashes
round it. and the earth may be placed round before removing
these semicircuLir pipes. The object of .all this care, but
which in reality and in practice involves but little more labour,
is to keep slugs, snails, and worms from nibbling and discolour-
ing the Celery. Even the tying up each head, besides helping
to blanch early, is not labour lost, as the earthing-up is done so
much more easily. Generally we are content with beds 4J feet
in width, in which we grow three rows. Our Celery looks very
well and turns out well, and never gave us less trouble, as the
rains in summer saved us all, or nearly all watering. After
watering at planting-time we think we only watered once
afterwards,

Mushroom-hed.—Earthed down the first piece in the Mnsh-
room-house, which will come in to succeed the beds in the out-
side shed, and have thrown a lot of droppings and a rather larger
portion of short litter in a heap in a shed to heat and become
somewhat drier. We would have preferred drying it in thin
layers, but we did not want to wait so long, and hardly expected
we would have had so much fine weather. The placing in
a heap will ensure dryness at the loss of some of the richest
properties of the manure. When manure has thus been
heated, and is used for shallow beds, say from 9 to 14 inches
in thickness, and thick juicy Mushrooms are liked, then it

would be advisable to u-se a casing, after spawning, of moister
droppings, or of cowdung a little sweetened, fully 1 inch in
thickness. Thick fleshy Mushrooms, however, are often ob-
jected to, as requiring much more pains to cook them thoroughly.

Fr.riT DKPABTMEXT.
We have had little but a continuation of previous work here.

Never was there better weather for fresh planting all kinds of
fruit tree?, and so far as our limited observation extends, the
buds and wood in general are well ripened. For directions for
doing this work, we cannot improve on what was said in pre-
vious numbers. To all with small gardens, we would say,
riant some bush or pyramidal fruit trees, and keep them small
and a mass of fruit-buds, by the pinching system during
summer.
We have two inquiries from amateurs similarly eitnafed. who

have each a small glass-house unheated, and would like to have
some fruit from trc/-^ in pots next season, but they say they can-
not afford to buy plants already estabUshed in pots, that plants
apparently as fine in the open ground in the nursery arc much
cheaper, and the inquiry is. Would not these, if carefully potted
now, answer their purpose equally well ? To this we sav, De-
cidedly not, or what would pay the nurseryman for potting and
watering these trees in pots for a season before he had much or
any fruit from them ? The establishing of the roots in the pots
is of great importance. Unless that is done, your plants will
seem to thrive well euongh, but it is a great chance, though the
bloom-buds open, that they will faU to set the fruit ; not but

that success may be attained with extra care and labour, as we
have had a good crop of Cherries in May and June, from
plants sent in a straw bundle without earth in March, or but
little earth hanging about the roots, as the weather was dry
when they were lifted from the nursery. Tour only chance, if

you have plants taken up from the ground, and with little of a
ball, but possessing well-ripened wood, and prominent fruit-

buds, is to do as soon as you can, what we did rather late, but
which, nevertheless, suited our purpose—namely, pot the
plants as soon as you can obtain them, and in pots not too
large, but so as to get the roots in, spread out the fibres, and
pack them as firmly as possible in fresh and sweet fibry loam,
with but a little sweet, decayed manure in it, and a few bones at

the bottom of the pot. Water, and allow the water to drain off.

Then with any material you can easily command, dung, litter,

tree leaves, or any thing of that kind, make a bed in the open
air from 15 to liS inches deep, so that as it ferments slowly it

will yield a heat of from 70° to 75", or even 80° just at first, as

it will soon begin to decline, but not higher than 80' even at

first. In this bed plunge the pots up to the rim, and as the
heat sinks to 60°, cover the bed and the surface of the pots all

over with 2 or 3 inches of dry litter. If the winter should prove
severe, and a trial stick or a thermometer in the bed shows
that your bed is little or no warmer than the common garden
soil, take the plants up in a mild day, turn over the heap
again, add a little more fermenting material, rcf lunge, and

I
again cover the surface of the pots and the bed with litter. The

j
top of the tree being fully exposed, will show little of the effects

i
of this treatment, but the roots will be progressing in your
fresh soil, and, therefore, ready to meet the demands of the

I swelling and opening buds, when you have taken these pots into

I your houses. This operation requires a little attention, but
I unless something of this preparation is given, or you can ob-
tain plants with good balls, we would advise you not to he very
sanguine as to the results to be obtained from plants taken up
from a nursery, and potted between this and the spring. They

1
will, if fairly managed, give a good return in the second year,

but will not do to be depended on the first summer. Were it

otherwise, dealers wotJd not pot, and pinch, and water their

, trees.

We may also add that every fruit tree and bush will thrive

I

in such a house, but Apricots, Gooseberries, and Currants, will

j

want almost constant ventilation before setting their fruit, and
that, perhaps, of all other trees. Cherries, Plums, and Teaches,
give the greatest yield with least trouble. Cherries and Plums
also require plenty of ventilation, and freedom from a close at-

1
mosphere until the fruit is set, and then the fruit may be
brought on quicker, by shutting mostly np early in the after-

' noon, and opening, or giving air, early in the morning.

I

OP.XAJIZXTiL DErAETMEST.
We have been busy moving shrubs and trees, fresh turfing,

laying-out lawns, &c. We never experienced better weather
for such operations. We were surprised that some large shrubs,

I after all the rains in summer and autumn, had the soil about

I

them so dry, that had we known it, we would have made some
holes, and given the earth a good watering eight or ten days
before moving them. There is hardly, however, a disadvantage
but has its countervailing advantages. The soil being dry and
firm, rather better balls were obtained than if it had been
wetter and heavier, and the plants from being lighter were more
easily moved, and then the watering and fresh soil would set

the roots moving at once. For shrubs and trees of a good
size, but not so large as to require horse power, and the moving
of which with a ball is of importance, nothing is better than a
low, narrow truck, with wheels about 1 foot in diameter. When
this is brought nndcmcath the ball, or far enough under one
side to bring the bulk of the ball and the top on it, it is easy
to take a heavy shrub to a good distance. It is as well to have
the wheels broad, so as not to cut lawns, &c. Ours are merely
of wood from 2 to ."i inches thick, but then we choose dry
days, and when walks and lawns are hard. But for being cum-
bersome the wheels would be better if double or treble the
breadth.

For turfing and levelling, the weather has been most suitable.

Nearly double the work could be done that could be performed
in sloppy weather, and there would be little danger of workmen
becoming aflected with lumbago and rheumatism from contact
with the cold, wet earth.

There is an old proverb that " Nothing is so straight as a
gardener's eye," but we have had many proofs that from trust-

ing to that in groundwork much work has to be done and un-
done, and done again, before it can be left at all satisfactory.
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In all levelling and turfing of any extent it is best in every way
to settle at first on the levels, sweeps, and slopes, placing pins,
stakes, or other standing marks at the right height, and give
the workmen a tight line between to regulate their work. All
fresh work should also, if holes or deep gullies are to be filled

up, be well rammed in thin layers before turfing, or the want
of this care will show itself more and more every year. Even
this care wiU not always be effectual. We turfed over a long
border two years ago, and as it was particularly important that
a right level should be kept to sweep with the neighbouring
ground, we were told that we were over-particular in this ram-
ming ; but with all our care, though no fault would be noticed
by a stranger, we, whose duty it is to see and look for such
faults, can already perceive some irregularities, and to make
the surface as it ought to be the whole of the turf should be
taken oil in a year or two, the slight inequalities levelled, and
the turf put down again. This, from the little that would
be wanted in the way of earth and levelling, would involve
scarcely any labour beyond taking up the turf and laying it

down again.

Forciiifi Shrubs, Ruses, dc.—For early work this should be
done very gradually, and a sweet gentle bottom heat greatly
assists. We have had inquiries, much the same as in the case
of orchard-houses, as to forcing shrubs and Roses taken up at
once from the soil ; and to them we would reply, that to force
at once, the plants must be established in the pots. To bloom
in spring Roses, Lilacs, and Rhododendrons may be potted now,
but the first two at least will do best if they are treated as re-

commended for orchard-house trees, so that fresh roots shall
be established in the pots before the jjlants are placed in heat
to expand their buds.

Cenlaurca candicUssijiia.—As an illustration of what may be
done with a little bottom heat in general, and with this white-
leaved plant in particular, we will mention how we have treated
it for the benefit of those who find a dilficalty in securing a
sufficient quantity. Three years ago we had more than we
knew what to do with, and from a small beginning. These
plants were for the most part struck from cuttings in July, and
allowed a long time to root in a cold pit. That time is late
enough for summer cuttings. They ought to be in before the
middle of August. Slips strike readily in spring, and these
slips come freely when you nip out the terminal bud of a shoot.
We delayed taking cuttings that year, not wishing to interfere
with the symmetry of our lines, and then we took up the plants,
shortened the tops, and potted them as described two years ago.
They did not succeed at all according to our expectations, and
we attributed the comparative failure to the plants standing
about for a week or two before we could pot them, and then
having very little heat after potting. We have not had any
very abundant supply since, as, if you have no strong plants to
go to, you may look in vain for hundreds of nice stubby cuttings
to place in heat in the spring. We could not obtain so many
cuttings early this season as we wanted ; and therefore to make
sure, as mentioned about three weeks ago, we took up a good
number of our plants—fine plants too, and which will he
bristling all over with good shoots before the spring; and as
each plant if possible looks fresher and better than its neigh-
bour, we will detail the treatment. We are convinced that by
pursuing this mode of management we may trouble ourselves
little with summer propagation, and more especially because
the smallest rooted plant in April will be large enough for
general purposes in summer.
A few of the largest leaves were disfigured and showing

signs of damping ; these alone were removed from the plants,
and thus almost the whole of the leaves were left untouched.
The plants were then carefully lifted with a fork, and to most
of them a little ball adhered. They were then taken carefully
to the potting-bench, preserving their leaves entire, and trans-
ferred singly to pots 5, 6, or 7 inches in diameter, according
to the size of the plants and ball. These were well watered

—

the soil, we mean, without watering the leaves ; and when the
pots had stood to drain, they were moved and plunged for
three-fourths of their depth into such a bed as described last

week. The sashes were put on, but a little air was left on top
and bottom night and day, that the tops might be cool whilst
the roots were encouraged. In one or two bright days they
were very slightly shaded for two or three hours, but they bore
all the other sun without flinching. In ten days after potting
the soil seemed very dry, and yet the tops were looking brisk
and lively ; and before watering we turned out a number of

potSj and in every case the fine, large, healthy roots were tra-

versing the outside of the balls, and before this is printed the

soil will be one network of roots. We have lifted the plants on
the surface of the bed to harden the roots, and henceforth the
plants will be safe for the winter, where they can be kept airy,

rather dry, and free from frost. The bottom heat will then be
available for other fresh-potted plants.

As another peculiarity of this Centaurea, we may mention
that the roots are very brittle. When propagating in heat in

spring, the roots are apt to be broken when a number of cut-

tings are rooted in one pot or pan. Where room, therefore,

is not an object, it will generally be preferable to put every

cutting singly in a very small pot, and then transfer it to a

larger small one when struck, and no mutilation of the roots

will then take place.—R. F.

CO\'ENT GARDEN MARKET.— November 13.

Ocn supplies are scarcely so plentiful as they have hitherto been, and
prices remain about the same. Pears consist of Mario Louise, Chau-
montel, Beurre Diel, and Van Mens Leon Leclerc. Apples of Ribston
Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, Court of Wick, Golden Pippin, and others.

Good Potatoes are in fair request ; in those of inferior quality tho trade
is very dull.

FRUIT.

Apples i sieve
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Fi!?3 doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus .... bundle
Beans, Kidney, i sieve

ScarletRun.i sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

n.
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Star Pikks.—" A Star Pink, I can inform you, is a flower ronnd as *

die, 110 eerratud edges, "Rose-loafed." no lacini? to tbo petals, all th®
colour bfinR iu the centre of the flower. A Stiir Pink is an elegant flower,

several of them Iming either lilac or purple ; but the most prized are pure
snow white without a single speck. Formerly there was a separate class
for Star Pinks.—F. Davies, Pcrahore.

DRViNt; AND pRKSEUviNfi Lkaves (An Tnquirrr).—Spread them flat be-
tween sheets of blotting paper. Press them with a laundress's hot flat-

iron until dry. Fasten to a sheet of cartridge paper by a stitch across
tho stalk, and keep in a dry place.

Ivv {F. IT.).— Ivy will preserve rather than injure the church wall
against which it clings, Flowers ought not to be grown ou a Vine border

Heating two Houses from One Fire (O. P. 'i'.)—Your plant is right-'

named. Wo think to boat two houses, independently of each other, from
one Are and boiler, it will bo best to have the furnace iu the centre instead
of at ouo end. Tho flow pipes right and left may then be furnished with
valves, or the flow pipe may go at once into a eintern, and from thence
bo taken right and left to the two houses. Valves or plugs will shut ofl",

let on, or regulate at pleasure. Wo quite approve of using a flue in tho
other case, so as to secure all or as much heat as you can from the fuel.

There is no hot-water apparatus that can he made to absorb all the beat
from tho fuel consumed. Uoucethemore furnaces with boilers tho moro
tho loss of heat.

Heating a Vinery (J. ilf., Dar(moor).—By telling ns that the tank re-
ferred to, page ai9, is in reality the boiler, we see daylight in what seemed
to us very strange. Wo are not surprised that you have so little heat.
You say you can adopt our suggestion of lessening tho water capacity of
tho end tanks. Vuucan just as easily do so in your large pipes by merely
having them half full. This you may not be able to do with your tank
boiler; but you will easily manage it with a middle-si/.od saddle boiler
sank several feet below the level of tho pipes. Of course you can only
koop tho water on this level in the pipes if the pipes are themselves level.
If not, very likely it would be better to have a fresh arrangement of pipes

;

but if the deep ones are good they can be made to answer.

Heatinc, a Pit (A. B.).—The obtainin^r heat in a pit filled nearly to
thfl glass with soil, from a greenhouse heated by a flue, by merely making
a hole in the party wall between them, will gi'eatly depend on the posi-
tion of the floe as respects tho pit. If the flue is lower than the atmo-
sphere of the pit to be heated, and if an opening, say 2 feet by 18 inches,
were made in the end of the pit, the atmosphere of the small pit would be
nearly of tho same temperature as that in the house at a similar height
from the flue. Your filling the pit with earth would be against its heat-
ing, unless there was a space all round to lot the heat up and there was
a cliamber beneath for the heat from the flue to pass through, and this
would be best done if the flue were near, by shutting in that part of the
flao opposite the pit, and thus causiug the heat to pass through the
chamber instead of at once rising into the atmosphere of the house. If

your flue goes near the end against which the pit abuts, the most efi"ec-

taal plan would bo to take a turn of the flue through the pit. We once
did this very simply in a similar case, where the floor uf the pit was
6 inches lower than the top of tho flue—two holes were made in the
flue to let in six-inch earthen pipes, and these were carried round the
littlo pit. A damper, placed in the main flue, regulated the heat to these
earthen pipes, and when little heat was wanted iu them the damper was
taken out and the flow of the flue went on as before. Tho pipes were
joined with mortar, which did well enough, as they were a good way from
the furnace.

Stove for a Conservatory {Stove, D. D.).—Any stove, either of iron
or brick, will do to keep frost out of a conservatory, provided it is

largo enough for tho purpose. A lean-to house 50 feet long, 10 feet

wide, 6 feet high in front, and 11 feet high at back, with a good wall
there, we should consider safe from the frost if it had an iron stove
21 inches square, and from 30 to 36 inches iu height. To insure safety and
success the ttrebos, say 14 iuches scjuare, should be secured in the centre

;

a horizontal pipe, 4 inches in diameter, fixed 6 inches from the top,
should not be longer than 2 feet ; and an upright pipe from that should
go out of tho house. Before cleaning out, the ashes, &c., should be
sprinkled with a littlo water. Wo like brick stoves best, as they keep
heat longer; but then you cannot well remove them in summer. Such a
stove might go under a stage and remain, or if in a prominent place have
ft vase Bet on it in summer. See last week's number for many hints.

Of course smaller stoves will do for less places ; but much of the evil of
stoves has come from their smallness.

Treatment of Border inside a Vinery (Tulip).—If, as you say,
yom- wood of the Vines is very well ripened now, we would remove from
the surface all the manure you have given, and dress with half a dozen
bushels of crushed bones and some lime rubbish, and cover tho outside
borders with dry litter, rather to keep heat iu than to send it in, and then
wo would water only when dry. It strikes us you had overdone the dress-
ing and rich watering. A thin rich mulching in summer, not to keep out
tho sun heat, would be better than so much drenehing. When you start,

commence with -45^ to 50 , instead of 55^ to 60\
Grape^ (J. Bruan),—No. 1 is true Trentham Black, and tho variety you

have for Black Muscat is Black MouukUa, which this year appears to

have set more seeds than it usually does. It is evident that the word
Mouukka has been read Muscat. It is a diflicult thing to advise you
what to do with your Alicante. Wo cannot counsel you " to grub a young
healthy Bowood Muscat" to make room for it unless you are overdone
with iiuscats ; neither can wo recommend you to graft the Alicante
either on the Muscat or Lady Downe's after the singular results that have
followed experiments of the kind, and the influence that various stocks
exert on difl'erent varieties. It is just possible that iu either case you
might sacritice both your Bowood Muscat and Lady Downe's, and not
succeed in obtainiug good Alicantes. If any of our readers have had
any experience of worlung the Alicante on either the Muscat or Lady
Downe's, we should be glad if they will communicate it. (S. C).—From
your description we conclude the Grape given to you as tho " Muscatell"
is the Muscat of Alexandria.

Apricot Blossoms kot Setting {A. J. B.).—W'o should think that the
non-setting of the blossom arises from the roots having penetrated into
a hard unstirred bottom, which is not sufficiently moist in autumn and
winter. Tho treo being yomig, we would take out all round a trench
ftbout 'a yard from the stem, and with a fork remove all the loose soil

about the roots. Wewould then liltltho tree carefully, preserving as mnny

' of tho roots as posfliblo. The roots should be protected from the atmo-

sphere by some mats thrown over them. Immediately after takmg up

tho treo trench the ground 3 feet deep for a space suflleient to plant the

tree again, working in a liberal addition of turf from a pasture whore the

soil is a good sandy loam. This done, tho tree may be placed upon the

trenched grountl. and no higher than the old level, and the roots bomg
spread out. they should be covered with 6 inches of the chopped turf and

the old soil of the border in equal parts. A good watering may then be

given, and the ground should be mulched with 3 inches of short hUery

manure a little further than tho roots extend. The remamder of the

border mav afterwards be trenched- that is, that part of the border in

front of tile wall or space allotted to the Apricot. This, wo think, wiU

insure fruit. If tho tree is old we advise the soil to be removed down to

the roots, and laid in ridges ijarallel with tho wall, and holes about "2 feet

deep being made along them at everv foot distance with a crowbar, nil

the trenches with water, and when the water subsides refill with water

twice. When the water has sunk in, level the ridges, and give a top dress-

ing of 3 inches of manure.

Peach Trees Casting their Fbuit (C. B.).—Wo shonld attribute the

fulling of the fruit before it is ripe to the want of sufficient moisture

in the soil ; they have pushed their roots into a hard subsoil rarely il

ever made moist bv surface waterings. Wo would advise you to lift the

trees now, and to replant after properly trenching and preparing tho soU

lis recommended in the previous answer. The only difference as to the

method of lifting consists in your using soil or turf from a pasture where

the suil is a strong loam, which Poaches require. Serve tho Nectarine

tree in the same way.

Frcit Trees for a South-east Aspect (Tn^uirer).—Your south-east

aspect-wall, 30 feet long and 8 feet high, will be best covered with 1 May
Duke Cherry ; 1 Jefferson, and 1 Coo's Golden Drop Plum ; 1 Hemskerk,

and 1 Moorpark Apricot. This, we think, will be a better arrangement than

a Cherry Plum, Peach, and Nectarine ; bat to meet your wishes you may
plant 1 May Duke Cherry, 1 Jefi'erson Plum, 1 Grosso Mignonno Peach,

1 Elrugo Nectarine, and 1 Hemskerk Apricot. Your south aspect wiU

answer for what you name—1 Noblesse Peach, 1 Violette Hative Nec-

tarine, and 1 Moorpark Apricot ; but if you take our advice m the case ol

the south-east aspect, vour south wall will best be planted with 1 Elruge

Nectarine, 1 Grosse Mignonne Peach, and 1 Eariy York Peach. AU
should be dwarf-trained trees, having short stems of from 6 to 9 jncjea

from tho ground to tho first or lowest branches. Trees with higher

stems than these will not suit you.

STOPPiNfi Seedling Pelargoniums (S. J>/.).—Your seedling Pelar-

goniums with straight stems ought to have been stopped when they had

made three jointri, the points being then taken out with a knife, ioa

may now take out the points of the shoots, which will conduce to their

flowering earlier than if stopping were deferred until spring.

Tenant Removing Trees { Suburban).^ Yon cannot remove any

pyramid trees and R.jses you have planted ; but you may remove those

that are planted in pots or tubs, whether sunk or not m tho ground.

{J. K.).—If the garden has been used by the tenant as a nurseryman he

can legally remove trees, shrubs, &c. If he is not a nurseryman ho has

no right to remove them.

Stringing Chrysanthemums (SuhuThan).—The Chrysanthemums now
in the greenhouse ought not to bo syringed. They should be kept cool, well

watered, and have abundant ventilation.

Leaving Hyacinths, Tulips, ani> Gladioli in the Ground (F. Payn-

^(r).—You may leave Hyacinths, Tulips, and Gladioli undisturbed m your

gravelly soil Nothing is gained by removing them every year after they

have flowered, except in getting the ground clear, and much is often lost

by removing them too late or too soon, and keeping them out of the

ground too long, and so weakening the bulbs. They will do much better

left in the ground, taking them up every two or three years for the pur-

pose of removing ofl"sets, and replanting the bulbs immediately the

groimd has been dug and enriched. \ou must uot plant the bulbs deeply

to accommodate the bedding plants, but you may so arrange the former

that you can place the bedding plants between them, and thus leave the

bulbs to mature.

PoLYPODiuM vulgare Infested WITH TiTRiPS (R. S. S.I.—Thc fronds

were severely attacked bv thrips. Your remedy is to fill the house with

tobacco smoke upon a calm evening, taking care to have the fronds dry.

It should be so filled with smoke that not a plant can be seen from the

outside. The fumigation ought to be repeated tho next night but one.

A good syringing should be given on the following day. It wUl be neces-

sary to fumigate again in about a week, and for a time until the insect

be subdued. It usually attacks plants that are kept in too dry and warm
an atmosphere. The floors and every available surface should bo

sprinkled with water twice daily, and the fronds also during hot weather

iu summer. In a cool house where there is no fire heat this will not be

necessary iu winter. The remedy is to fill the house with tobacco smoke

whenever the insect is seen, or the leaves exhibit the first signs of its

presence.

Fern Infested with Thrips (E. M.L.).—Tho Fern frond was severely

attacked—indeed, destroyed by thrips. The atmot^phero is much too

drv. and, we think, too warm as well. Keep the air moister, but do

no"t syringe over the foliage at this season. It wUl be sufficient if the

floors, walls, &c., be sprinkled morning and evening with water at tho

same temperature as the air of the house. To clear off the thrips yon

should Ughtly sponge both sides of the fronds with a solution of

2 ozs. of soft soap to a gallon of water, the sponge being well squeezed

before it is drawn over the surface of the fronds, otherwise the soap

solution squeezing out iu the process of washing wnll run down to the

crown and destroy the vouug fronds. Vi ash them well twice with the

soapy water, and before "they dry wash them with soft water, not squeez-

ing the sponge. This repeated a few limes will clear ofl^ the pest ;
but il

other Ferns with divided fronds are infested, and it is impossible to wash

them the house should bo filled with tobacco smoke on two consecutive

eveniugg, taking care to have the fronds dry. It will be necessary to

repeat the fumigation in a week. The house should be made quite full

of smoke; but do not fumigate too much, otherwise the young fronds of

Adiantums and similar delicate Ferns will be browned.

Worms in Pots (/dem).—Yon must cork up the holes in the pots, or

stop them with clay, and then w.iter with lime water untU this stands on
tho surface. It will bring the worms to the top or destroy them. II

done in the m Jrning tho corks or clay should be removed in the evening,
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and the drainnge allowed to act. One pound of fresh lime is the proper
quantity fur three t'nHons of water, and the lime water ought to be made
a day or two previous to use, and the clear liquid only employed. \A''c

have not found the plants injured by the lime water.

Plukging Material {E. U. I/.).—Upon your flue you should have
6 inches of roi-eh rubble, as pieces of bricks, and upon them 3 inches of

the same, but liner, the dnst being sifted out; and for plunging the pots

you could not have anj-thing belter than sawdust to the same thickuess

as the pots are deep.

Potting Lilicm LANCiFOLirM boseumEdlbs {J(77io?-ancr}.—The bulbs

just received may at once be potted. You may have two bulbs in a seven-

inch, three bulbs in a nine-inch, or five in an 11-inch pot. Thepots should

be well drained, one lart,'e crock being placed over the hole, 2 inches
of smaller crocks upon it, and an inch of the roughest portions of the

compost placed ovor these. Half-till the pot with a compost of turfy

light loam two-thirds, and one-third fibrous sandy peat or leaf mould,
adding one-sixth of sharp sand, well mixed. Upon this place the bulbs,

and then cover them about an inch over the crowns with the compost
named* pressing it gently around the bulbs. Give a gentlo watering, and
place the pots in the coldest part of the greenhouse. It will be sufficient

if the soil be kept moist during the winter, and it ought not to bo saturated

by constant watering. When growth takes place the watering should be
more liberal, and the pot should be fdlcd in the rim with compost when
the shoots are a few inches above it. Afford a light and airy situa-

tion when they are growing.

CvTiSDs IN A liooM [W. H. W.).—It is likely the Cytisua will succeed
in a room without a fire, providing you do not give more water than
sufficient to keep the foliage fresh, and remove it to a room from which
frost is excluded dming severe weather.

Cutting Down Scabi,f.t Pelargoniums (Idem).—It is not well to cut
back Scarlet Pelargoniums at this season, as tlie shoots cut are liable to
die off from the wounds not healing. You may, however, remove any
straggling shoots, preserving a number of the young gi-owths. It is best
to head them back in spring.

Propagating Tritoma uvaria (C. A. J.).—Tritomauvaria is propagated
by dividing the roots, the suckers being taken off in spring, potted, placed
in a cold frame, and kept close and shaded for a few days. It will also

succeed if the suckers are planted in a border, and watered and shaded
for a few days. It thrives in an open situation, and in a compost of two-
thirds rich turfy loam and one-third leaf mould, with a liberal admixture
of sharp sand. The suckers should be taken off with some root to them.

Propagating Pampas Grass, and " Palm'' [Idem).—The Pampas Grass
may be increased by division in the same way as the Tritoma, but it is

best raised from seeds, wliich should be sown in spring in a good loamy
soil, and the seeds should not be more than just covered with soil. The
pot or jjan may be placed in a mild hotbed, or in a house where there is a
gentle heat, and the soil should never be allowed to become dry. When
the plants are up they cannot have too much light and air; and when
they have grown sufficitntly tboy should be potted off and removed to a
cold frame, keeping tbtm close and shaded for a few days; then ex-

pose thtm fiiUy to light and air. Pampas Grass likes a rich, rather
strong, loamy soil enriched with leaf mould or rich compost, nud an open
yet sheltered situation. Though delighting in moist soil and abundant
supplies of water, it does not succeed in an nndraiued soil, or where the
water becomes stagnant in the subsoil. The v.ild Palm generally in
demand on Palm Suuday, is not a Palm, but a species of "Willow (Salix

albal, and it is propagated by taking the shoots of the current year, and
putting them in now, after cutting them in lengths of 8 or 9 inches, and
so deeply as to leave two or three eyes abovegrouud. It succeeds in
sandy soil on a wet subsoil, and likes an open situation.

Conservatory Climbers (/. D.).—You could not have anything better
for training on the trellis against the wall of the couservatory than Ha-
brothamuus elegana and Lucolia gratissima. Marechal Niel lioso will

suit you.

Roses for an OncHARD-nousE (Irfem).—Gloire de Dijon and climbing
Devoniensis, both Tea-scented ; Bourbon—Acidalie and Sir Joseph Pax-
ton ; Hybrid Perpetual—Marechal VaiUant, Jules Margottin, Senateur
Vaisse, and Madame de Cambaceres.

Pruning Gooseberry ANn Currant Bushes [T. M. N.).—We think all

pruning best done with a knife ; but in stopping immature or succulent
growths it is quite immaterial whether the finger and thumb, the knife,

or the scissors bo used. If by stopping the shoots you mean shortening
them at the winter pruning, we have a decided objection to using scissors,

and think it best done with the knife.

Pruning Apple and Pear Trees {Idem).—The standard Apple tree

may be pruned to almost any extent, but it will be well to coutino the
pruning to the removal of any branches that, from crossing, are likely to
rub against each other or crowd thehead too much ; and youmay shorten
any long shoots that grow irregularly, and by so doing you may secure a
better-shaped bead. If you wish to keep the tree dwarf you may stop all

the shoots at the sixth leaf in July, and again at the third leaf of the
second growth in August or early in September, cutting back to within
half an inch of their base at the winter pruning all the shoots thus
stopped, excppt tho leaders of the branches, or those required to fill up
thehead. Your Pear tree may have its shoots 2 feet long cut backto
half their length—that is, the leading shoots ; but the lateral or side

shoots should be cut-in to within half an inch of last year's wood. Your
standard Rose tre^s would have been better planted the height of the

stem from the edge of the border, for as now planted their shoots will

extend over the walk, and the effect will he had.

Labels fob Wardian Case (C. ,7.).—W^e use the small bone labels

usually attached to kevs, write the names of the plants upon them, and
stick the end of the label into a piece of cleft stick for thrusting into

the soil.

Potato Fruit (W. C).—The fruit is a ben-y.

Names of Fruit iA Suhscriber}.~l,'Benrve Hiel; 3, Beun-e de Ranee

;

4, Napoleon; 4, Marie Louise; 6, Beurre Diel; 7, Napoleon; 8, Beurre
de Ranee ; 0, lieun-t: de Capiaumont. IRichard Grcare/t).—!, Old Colmax;
2, Downton ; 3, l-teurre de Capiaumont; 4, Beun-e Diel. (W. W. A.).—
1, Easter Beurre ; 2, Nouveau Poiteau ; 3, Karonne de Mello ; 5, Autumn
Bergamot ; 6, Thompson's ; 8, Marie Louise ; 9, Comte de Lamy ; 10, Bel-

mont. The others were much decayed.

NAurES OF Plants (M. L. V.).—We think that your Lime tree_ is Tilia

americana, or American Linden tree. {Jamc^).—1he Cypripedium was
accidentally so injured as to be unrecognisable, and the other specimens
being merely loaves, wc could not attempt to identify them. (P. E. F.).—
1, Isolepis pi-iicilis; 2, Selagiuella Ludoviciana ; 3, Alyssum saxalile;

4, Amaryllis lutea. (iiimtmciaHMfsmn).—1, No flowers; 2, Stachys annua
(Pale Woundwort); 3. Veronica chamiedrys. (rn/).—^, Viburnum lan-

tanoides; C, Libocedrus ; F, Quercus coccilera; J', Luzuriaga radicana.

The other specimens sent are without flowers, and such scraps that we
cannot name them.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending November 12th.

Date.
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if the; made no use of the elder-berries the fowls wonld eat

them greedily."

As 1 hai)pen to be just fitting up a place in the country

especially (or the rearini; of poultry, I at once determined, after

reaJint; the above, that I would have an elder fence. My wife

cordially supported the motion, and, " on hospitable thoughts

intent," indulged in pleasing visions of the time when she

oonld regale her friends with the spice-warmed cup of home-
made elderwino. Those delightful anticipations were of short

duration, for, reading Loudon's " Encyclopiedia of Gardening,"

I found, at page 93.'), the foUowiuR remark:—"The elder

flowers are reported to bo fatal to Turkeys, and the berries

to poultry ia general." Now, " Who shall decide when doctors

disagree.'" Can yon adduce any evidence on either side of

this vexed question V An ounce of experience is worth a pound
of theory. There arc, doubtless, Uumlreds of faruisteada where
the " bourteoe bush " grows in abundance, and to which the

fowls have free access, and I should like to ask some of your

readers, who can speak from actual observation, whether the

flowers and berries of the elder tree are really injurious to

poultrj- ;'—W. Stonehouse, M'hithy.

[Wo can testify that the berries are not fatal to fowls, for we
formerly had a poultry yard with numerous elder trees around
it. The ripe berries fell in largo numbers into the yard, but the

fowls were never poisoned by them. It was as successful a

yard as we ever possessed.—Ens.]

BRISTOL AND CLIFTON POULTRY SHOW.
At tlin e.irly part of 1S(',7, the Kristol mid Cliflon Hhow was held

in weather dangeroas alike to biped and qnadrupcd. I um afraid that

frost and snow told a sorry talo for its ehaucellor oi the exchequer.

The early part of November might have been considered proof against

very severe weather; but as I started from home at 5.;iO A.M., on the

(Jth, with a live.mile ride before me to catch the early tmio. the clear

starlit sky above, the crisp and anything but green herbage under foot,

I could not help thinking that Bristol people delighted in frosty weather.
The day, however, proved remarkably boantilul for foggy November

;

*' Ponltry and Pigeons open this day," on all sides meeting the eye of

many who care uothin<; for cocks and hens, and who marvel at the
excitement manifested by those affected by the " mania." Yet, I ap-
prehend, verj' few even of utilitarian fanciers could euter the Show
and not admire the size of birds that were not even " in their teeus,"
for, with the exception of the liantams, the Show was confined to 18G7
produce. As I looked iit many of the pens, I could not help meditat-
ing on the wisdom of Mr. Hewitt's remarks in a late number, as to

chicken classes, for many of these birds would have been taken for
fldnlts by nu unpractised eye, whdst some few by keen thoroughly
practised men were reco-^uised as such 1

The Uifle Drill Hall as a place of exhibition may hold its own with
nny other building. Floods of light equally thrown over the contents,
lofty, well-veutilated, it can scarcely bo improved. I thought the
birds too well cared for as to food, and that too hard to please me, but
I did not notice any green food in the pens ; this would have been a
boon. But to the birds themselves.

" Lightly tread, 'tis hallowed ground."

I waver at the threshold. "Whoso nose, aUan beak, must I put ont ?

so let mo crave pardon first. I write as I have said before, simply my
own impressions without any bias, and without any wish to injure bird
or owuer.

Class I. Dorl-inf/, cockerel and pullet, had a largo entry and con-
tained some wonderful birds ; notably, Jlrs. Arkwright's first-prize

<5up birds, they were marked six months and were said to weigh 18 lbs.

They deserved their position. Not a few, probably, will think that it

might have been bettor, and that they mi^ht have been considered the
best pen in the Show. Well, 1 should be one of these. 'Ihey were
most beautiful birds, and if really only six mouths old marvellous
specimens, for so far as X could judge them, there was the frame-
work of grand size without extra fat. Their condition, too, was first-

rate. The socond-pri/.e pen I did not like, the cock was a fiue bird,

but quite sooty in colour, he might have roosted the previous night up
& chimney : his companion had an air of antiquity about her iu the
feot and jowl which was not becoming. The third.prize birds were
rose-combed, and not equal in my judgment to several of the other
competing siwcimens. The class was a very good collection, mark-
odlv contrasting with the White, where the first and third prizes were
withheld, and the hccoud-pri/e cockerel had no tail and was small.
The single cockerels were beaufifnl, especially the first-prize bird of

Dr. Campbell's. The decision for the best cockerel must have wavered
over this pen. Lastly, the pallets I thought specially good ; very, very
largo ; but the fashionable colour in the eyes of the Judges is not
that which takes my fancy. Until Bristol. I bad bolioved that a good
Dorking, like a good horse, could never bo of a Iwd colonr ; but it

would seem that the fancy is tending to dark hens, setting aside the
beautiful old grey colour. I thought that in many of the birds, both
<50ckerel9 and piUlets, there was a greater tendency to a meeting of

the hocks than I should prefer. I apprehend that this is caosed bj
the murvcllouB rapidity of growth.

Corkins were not so numerous as I expected, and by some error I

wholly missed the white birds. There was a most splendid pallet in

pen bS (Duke of Newcastle's), but the companion bird was not eqnal

to her. The first-prize cockerel in the Buffs did not carry his se-

condaries well, and his tail spread open. The Bro^vn and Partridge

class carried off the Cochin cup. As far as regards size, these birds

left nothing to bo desired ; but the pnllct appeared to have lost ber

tail, and what was left of it was dreadfully onesided. This appeared

to mo and to several other persons, who know more of Cochins than I

do, one of tho mistakes that will happen. Strangely tnoogh No. 2

had tho same tendency, but by no meaus so developed. Tho first-prize

single cock was " iu tlie .same line," peiverscly so. One of tho Judges

told me they were over this pen for a quarter of an hour, and he

wonld look them in tho face and put his tail straight. He seemed to

do as ho liked with it, but preferred to carry it on one side; tho bird

was otherwise legs}- to my eye. The pnliels were beautiful. Ono
pen, tho best, lostlheir chance from both tails having disappeared

;

the first-prize pen pressed on theso closely. Had the Cochin cup been

open to tho pullets, these two pairs wonld have satisfied me for that

honour. Tho Cochins generally were splendidly feathered. Many
had well-covired hocks, projecting freely, and I was delighted to see

in these, as iu Brahmas, less fear of vulture hocks.

Gitmc contained llie pen of the Show. To Mr. Fletcher's first-prize

Black Keds was awarded Mr. Lan-j's beautiful cup. Faultless in con-

dition, as Mr. Fletcher's birds always arc. The cock was very beauti-

ful ; but he failed to carry his wings as closely as I fancied was neces-

sary ; the hen appeared very dark in colonr. They may have looked

better on the day of judging, hut for the post of best pen in the Show
thev did not take my fancv as much as tho Spanish or Dorking cup

pen's. In the third- prize pen the pullet's comb had a decided twist.

Tho first-prize Duckwing cock had a beautiful carriage. He was all

over a Game cock, and would have enjoyed a set-to with any other

bird just for the pleasure of the thing. The second-prize single

cockerel was a very large bird, and I should fancy will be too large

before long. In this class an old bird was disqualified, that somehow

was entered iu en-or. In the pullet class several were very dark, al-

most black, and one commended bird had a terribly twisted comb.

In Januaiy tho class j«ir exctVcucc was the Spaninh, and at Bnstol,

where they are the rage, we should expect them still to bo. Generally

I thought their condition ver^- inferior to tho January collection.

Many of them were in moult, and tails were suffering in many of the

pens. Not a few, though young birds, had faces that promised blind-

ness very shortlv. The face had a puckered wrinkled appearance;

not the beautiful Md-glove face, which is such .an ornament. The
early blindness wiU, I expect, become a serious matter ;

and if it in-

crcasos at the rate it has done during the last few years Spanish will

have to be shown in the egg ! Tho cup birds were very deserving the

honour bestowed on them, and it is, indeed, a grand success that Mr.

Parsley achieved—first and second in two classes, silver cup for best

peu of Spanish, and the honour of having run the winning birds very

closelv for the champion cup. Tho first-prize pair of pullets was in

splendid condition, the gloss on the plumage was magnificent ;
and,

priced at only £.5 oa., it need scarcely bo added that the birds changed

hands immediately. ^
In Brahmas all tho first prizes and the silver cup, as a matter of

course, went to the Sister Isle. All Mr. Boyle's birds were in beantifnl

condition ; they were heavilv feathered, 'fhe cockerel in the Brahma

cup pen was a very largo bird. lie has had several rictoncs. and bis

comb rather indicated the need of rest. The birds iu tho prize pen of

Mr. Ilargreaves were magnificently feathered, and his highly-com-

mended pen decidedly " hockT." I was very glad to see it
;
there are

far worse features in Brahma's or Cochins than vnlture hocks. Mrs.

Hurt's highly-commended pullet in this class bad a string tied round

tho leg, which ought, in my humble opinion, to disqualify. The Light

birds mustered verv creditably as to numbers. The first-prize cock was

verj- good, and the feathering in several pens decidedly unproved.

The general feathering of this class was inferior as compared to the

Dark. Iu ono or two pens there were single-combed specimens,

coupled in one case with three-inch hock feathers. The singlo comb

cannot be tolerated in Brahmas now, whatever it might have been m
years gone by, when at Hereford, tho Judge disqualified two of my
pens because they were pea.combed ! , a ^
Tho Cockerel class. Aye, to bo sore, let mo panse and reflect

;

honour, so unheard of, so unexpected '. The sdver cap for the best

cockerel in tho Show was awarded to Brtdimas !
Cock-a-djodle-

doo-o-o-o ! The despised and dcRraded mongrel, that has step by step,

through evil report proved its sterling value and made lUclf a posiUon

araouRst onr domestic ponltry it is never likely to lose again, achieved

this unprecedented foat. All honour to Mr. Boyle. In colonr, mark-

ings, form, and condition, a more beautiful bird has rarely been seen.

Mr. Wraps told mo it was his first appearance m pnbuc. and ho bag

ccrtoinlv made a verv qood hegiunins. 1 am so pleased at the result,

that I siiall show mv pavtialitv this time and net pick a feather out of

him. though I should have liked to alter one part of tho bird. Mr.

Bnvle's pullets were also verv beautiful.

'i'ho Spanslod Ilainhurrilw beat the Pencilled, the cnp going to a

pen of Gold-spancled bclouRing to Mr. Hyde, and which were entered

at £6 &s., and inimediatelv bought in : and for some hours before tho
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posting of the " sold " label on the pen, not a few intending pnr-
cliascra were sold who went to claim them. I thought many of the
noticed Silver-spangled pens had very stained ear-lobes. Black Ham-
bnrghs had three prizes offered them, and four pens appeared. Now,
I cannot but think, that if the poor Malays had been as Idndly in-
vited, they would have responded quite as well, if not better.

Polish (any variety)—nine entries. I foretold a diminution as com-
pared with the splendid collet-tion of this variety that appeared in
January, when almost every pen was honoured by the Judges ; the
falling off, however, was not only in numbers but in quality. The
first-prize White-crested Clacks had small top-knots, and the pullet's
was much too loose. The second-prize Silver of Mr. Beldon's had
first-rate top-knots, the pullet's wonderfully large, and many of the
feathers mopt beautifully laced, but unfortunately she had a' crooked
back. Mr. Taylor's commended pen contained a beautiful pullet, but the
crest feathers were twisted about in all manner of directions. There
was only a single pen of Gold, and those very indifferent. The Silvers
numbered six out of the nine pens, and if the Bristol Committee will
not give separate classes for the three varieties, let them at least give
Silvers a class, and add another for " Any other variety of Polands."
There are no frequenters of shows, I am certain, who wish these bii-ds

to go out, but they must do so unless they are more noticed.
I hnrried by the French fowls, yet I was there long enough to see a

mistake which in any other class, and a fancy price on one pen and a
selling price on another, might have given some trouble. Col. Stuart
"Wortley's 448 pen contained Creve Cceurs ; according to the catalogue
they should have been La Fltche. Evidently the labels had been placed
on the Tvrong hampers.
Black Cochins were first in Any other Varkti/, and were more blaclc

than usual. The third-prize Sultans had barely any crests. A pen of
Mr. Cooper's, wrongly entered in Class 37, was good, but if I recollect
right it contained old birds.

Bafifcwis mustered very strongly, and the cup went to some Pelcin
Bantams. A great error was committed in this class. The third-
prize pen contained a very pretty rose-combed cock and a single-
combed hen ; moreover, the legs of the gentleman were white, and the
lady's light olive, I think, but any way they were " not of the same
pattern."

The Duels were as large as Geese used to he. This especially ap-
plies to the Aylesburys. The Geese were a most wonderful class and
a good enti7

;
they deserved an extra prize. The Judges said the

Turhajs were not so heavy in proportion, but all had honours.
I must leave the Piy/cous to an abler pen. I saw " our Chaplain"

taking notes, and he knows what a Pigeon ought to be. They were
very beautiful, and quite an addition to the Show,

I have DOW run through the classes perhajis in too prolix a manner.
I give the ideas that forced themselves on my mind, they may in-

terest some of your readers. Before I close my remarks, I venture to
offer a suggestion on the matter of Judges. I apprehend that most
persons will agree that some of the decisions were wrong, one or two
glaringly so. The third-prize White Bantams, the cup Cochins, the
second-prize Dorkings in Class 1, according to the opinion of many
good judges, as to the age of the hen ; and the first-prize Dorking
pullets, I was told by a Dorking breeder on whose judgment T can
rely, included a pullet with the fifth toe very imperfectly developed.
Is it not possible, as the awards are handed in, for a third person to
examine the pens critically with the intention of discovering faults ?

By this means, probably, such defects as non-matching of legs and
combs, and twisted tails, which are a positive deformity, would not so
easily escape detection, and the Judges could then reconsider their
verdict. This would be better than letting the public discuss awards,
often in no measured terms. Judging is no ofiice to be coveted, but
with some such arrangement fresh eyes might be induced to test their
skill.

I tender my best thanks to the Committee for their trouble in thus
bringing together so beautiful a collection of our feathered pets. I
trust another year they will adopt greater liberality to the Polands,
and indulge Malays with a class. One of the gixat beauties of a show
is the variety of breeds. Gloucester must look out, and the Bristol
Committee will need " both eyes open," with such a rival as the
Somerset County Association promises to be ; already in several
points its schedule is in advance of Bristol ; but as I hope soon to
review it in these columns, I will only add, I trust the influx of visitors

gave the Bristol and Clifton Show an overllowing treasuiT-

—

Y. B. A. Z.
YOUNG BIRDS.

DoRSiNGS (Coloured).—First and Cup, Mrs. Arkwright, Etw^l! Hall,
Derby. Second, Hon. W. Fitzwilliam, Wentworth Woodhouse Rotherham.
Third, E. Shaw. Plas Wilmot, Oswestry, Salop (Grey). Highly Com-
mended, D. C. Campbell, M.D., Brentwood ; Duke oi Newcastle, Clumber
Park, Notts ; J. Fox, St. Bees, Cumberlimd. Commended, Rev. A.
Thynne, Penslowe Stratton. Cornwall ; Hon. W, H. Fitzwilliam ; Rev. G.
Hustler, Stillingfleet Vicarage, York.
DoKKiNGS (White).—First and Third Withheld. Second, Mrs. Dale,

Scarborough.
Dorkings (Any varietv).

—

Cocl-erel.—First, D. C. Campbell, M.D. Se-
cond, Mrs. Aikwritrht (Coloured). Third, .1. Clift, Dorking (Coloured).
Highly Commended, Mrs. Bailey, Shooters Hill, near Lougton (Coloured i

;

Rev. A. Tbj-nne (Coloured). Commended, Hon. W. H. Fitzwilliam; F.
Parlett, Gre;it Baddow, near Chelmsford (Coloured).
Dorkings (Any variety).—Ptt/Zefs.—First, Hon. W. H. Fitzwilliam. Se-

cond, Mrs. Arkwright (Coloured). Thii-d, L. Patton, Comeytrowe House,
Taimton (Coloured). Highly Commended, Rev. A. Thynne (Coloured)

;

Duke of Nowcaatlo; F.Lucas, Stapleton. Commended, J. Pinckney,
Great Durnford (Coloured).
Cochin China (Cinnamon and Buflf).—First and Second, W. A. Taylor,

Manchester (Buff). Third. J. CattolJ, Birmingham (Buff). Highlv Com-
mended, A. H. H. Latty, Shrewley, near Warwick (Buff); H. Tomlinson,
Moseley, near Birmingham (Buff). Cummended, Mrs. Christie, Glvnde*
bourne, neur Lewes. Susses (BulT) ; Hon. Miss DourIus Pennant, PenhjTa
Castle, Bangor (Buff); T. Foster, Penrk-yCron., Sutton, Lancashire (Buff).
Cochin China (Brown and Partrid«t<i.—Cup, First, and Third. E. Tud-

man, Ashgrove, Whitchurch, Salop (Partridge). Second, J. R. Rodbard,
Aldwick Court, Wrington, near Bristol (Partridge). Commended, E. Tud-
man (Partridge).
Cochin-China (White).—First, Mrs. Ford, Hardengreen, Dalkeith.

Second and Third, G. Lamb, Comptou, near Wolverhampton. Highly
Commended, A. O. Worthington, Burton-on-Trent. Commended, Col.
J. A. Ewart, Tatenhill, Burtun-on-Trcnt ; Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove
End Road, London ; J. H. Wilson, St. Bees, Cumberland.
Cochin-Cuina (Any variety!.— C'ocA;erfZ.—First, G. A. Crewe. Second,

W. A. Taylor. Third, E. Tudman. Highlv Commended, W. A.Taylor.
Commended, J. Cattell (Buff). Ph^^^s.-First, C. Sidgwick, Ryddlesden
Hall, Keighlcy. Second, R.Chase, Balsall Heath, Birmingham (White).
Highly Commended, A. O. Worthington (White); Hon. Mrs. Sogden,
Wells, Somerset (Buff); J. Gardiner, Bristol (White); J. H. Dawes,
Moseley Hall, Birmingham (Buff);H. Mapplebeck, Woodfield, Moseley,
near Birmingham) Buff); J. R. Rodbard (Partridge). Commenced, A. H.
H. Latty (Buff).

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—Cup and First, J. Fletcher,
Stoneclough. near Manchester (Black Redsi. Second. Rev. T. O'Grady,
Hoftnaston Vicarage, near Ashbourne, Derbyshire (Black Red). Third,
C. Chaloner, Whitwell, Chesterfield. Highly'Commended, G. W. Cooper,
Chester (Black Red) ; C. Chaloner ; T. Burgess, Burleydam, Whitchurch,
Salop; J.Fletcher. Commended, W. Roberts, Brierfield, near Burnley,
Lancashire (Brown Red) ; Duke of Newcastle ; T. Burgess.
Game (Duckwings, and other Grevs and Blues).-First, W. Eoyes,

Beverley (Duckwiug). yecond, Rev. T. O'Grady (Duckwing). Third, W.
Butt, Ashley D-jwu, Horfield, Bristol (Duckwing Greys). Commended,
Messrs. ChurchA Houlding, Nantwich (Duckwing).
Game (Any other varietv)-—First, J. Fletcher (Piles). Second. F. Wat-

son, Messing Hill, Kelvedbn, Esses (Piles). Third, Miss Crawford, South-
well, Notts.
Game (Any variety).—Cocfcfrc/.—First and Third, C. Chaloner. Second,

J. Fletcher (Black Red). Highlv Commended, T. Burgess. Commended,
J. Fletcher (Black Red); F. "iVatson (Brown Red). Pu?^-(.—First, E.
Aykroyd, Bradford. Second, J. Brough, Carlisle. Third, J. Fletcher.
Highly Commended, W. H. Stagg, Netheravon, Pewsey, Wilts (Black Red);
H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley; F. Watson (Black Red); G. R. Smith,
Scarborough. Commended, J. Jackson, Bury, Lancashire; C. Chaloner;
C. Edwards, Wrington, near Bristol (Black Red).
Spanish.— Cup, First and Second, D. Parsley, Zingsdown, Bristol.

Third, J. Newton, Leeds. Highly Commended, H. Lane, Bristol; T.
Bamfield, Brandon Hill, Clifton ; G.Lamb, Compton, near Wolverhamp-
ton; A. Heath, Calne, Wilts. Commended, M. Farrand, Diilton, near
Huddersfield. Cockerel—First and Second, D. Parsley. Third, II. Lane.
Highly Commended. H. Lane; A. Jones, Stapleton, near Bristol; A.
Heath. Commended, J. Barry ; T. Bamfield. Pullet^.—Fiist, A. Heath-
Second, E. Jones, Clifton. Third, H. Lane. Highly Commended, J,
Nenton; T. Bamfield.
Brahmas 'Dark).—Cup and First. R.W.Boyle, Bray, Co., Wicklow. Se-

cond, W. HarRreaves, Bacup. Third, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. Highly
Commended, K. Jopp, Aberdeen: Mrs. Hurt; W. Hargreaves; Com-
mended, J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury; E. Pigeon, Lympstone,
Devon.
Brahmas (Light).—First, A. Herbert, Egham, Surrey. Second, H. M.

Maynard, Holmewood, Isle of Wight. Third. H. Lacy. Highly Com-
mended, A. Herbert. Commended, J. Pares, Postford,' near GuiliUord;
H. M. Maynard ; W. Whiteley.
Be.ahmas (Any variety).

—

Cockerel.—Cup for best Cockerel of any
variety, and First. R. W. Boyle. Second, Mrs. Hurt, (Dark). Third, H.
Lacy. Highly Commended, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant (Dark). Com-
mended, J. H. Reed, Calstock, near Tavistock (Dark) ; H. Beldon; M,
Scott, Cote Idle, near Leeds. Pullets.—First, R. W. Boyle (Dark). Se-
cond, Mrs. Hurt (Dark). Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler. Commended,
Mrs. J. Godwin. Langford, near Bristol (Light).
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, F. Pittis, ]un., Newport, Isle of

Wight. Second, H. Pickles, jun., Early, Skipton. Third, T. Wrigley, jun.
Tonge, Middleton, near Manchester.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled I.—Cup, First and Third, W. A. Hyde,

Hurst, Ashton-under-Lyne. Second, N. Marlor, Denton, near Manchester.
Commended, Rev. W. S. Shaw, Bath; J. Chadderton, Hollinwood, near
Mnnchester; I. Davies, Ha^bome, near Birmingham.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, J. E. Powers, Biggleswade. Beds.

Second, F. Pittis, jun. Third, Rev. T. O'Grady. Commended, Rev. T.
O'Grady.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, T. Fawcett,

Northgate, Baildou, near Leeds. Third. J. Fielding. Highly Commended,
J. Fielding; W. E. George, Dowmede, Stoke Bishop, near Bristol;
Ashton <t Booth. Commended, B. S. Stock, Congresbury; J. Walker,
Knaresborough.
Hamburghs (Black).—First and Third, T. Wrigley, jun. Second, C.

Sidgwick.
Hamburghs (Any variety).

—

Cockerel.—First, F. D. Mort, Stafford. Se-
cond, H. Belden. Third, F, Pittis, jun. Highly Commended, W. A.
Hyde (Gold-spangled).
Polish (Any variety).— First, P. Unsworth, Newton-le-Willows. Lan-

cashire. Second, H. Beldon. Third, D. Mutton, Brighton (White-crested).
Commended, W. A. Taylor.
French Fowls (Any varietv ).~First, Hon. W. H. Fitzwilliam (La

Fleche). Second, Col. Stuart Wortley (La Fleche). Third, H. M. Maynard.
Highly Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley (Houdans); H. M. Maynard.
Commended, J. K. Fowler.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, H. J. Godfrey. Hammersmith,

London (Black Shanghai). Second, Cob Stuart Wortley (Japanese).
Third, Mrs. E. E. Llewellyn, Bridgend, Glamorganshire \White Sultans).
Commended, J. Lugg, Montpelier, Bristol (ilinorcas).

ANY AGE.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, H. Shumach,
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HoQtbwell, Nottl. Second, J. W. Kelleway, lale of Wi^ht (ninck Rod)'
Third, J. J. Cousioa, Chapel Allorton, near Leeds (Black lUiii. Uiijhly
Corontcnded, W. Mnbon, Jfidburgh (Bltick Red) ; J. CruKland, jun.,

Wakolleld. C'oiiimonduil, .1. W. Morris, HoiOulnlo (lilnck Rod).
Gaue Bantams (Any uther vnriety,.— FirBt and Socoud, U. Bbiimach.

Thlrtl, J. Crohlanti, Juii. (Duckwing), Cuiumeudud, T. U. Wyndham,
galisburv.
Bantams fGnId and Silver Sobrights).—First and Third, Rev. O. S.

Crnwys, Tivi-rton {Gold and Silver-lftcod). Second, M. Lenn, Diiustablu,
Beds (Gnld-laiM'd). Commended, M. Lono (Gold and Sllver-lacud.)

Bantaus (Itlack, Clcan-lcggod). — First and Second, II. Draycott,
Humborstono, near Leicester. Tliird, F,. CanU)ridK't, Bristol. Conmiended,
T, C. Harrison : J. R. Jessop ; T. Davles, Kuwport, Mon.: K.v. F. Tearle.
Bantaus (White ami any other variety),—Cup and First, W. J. Cope,

Barnesby (Pokin). Second, T. Burgess (Japaucse). Third, Mrs. Dale
(White).
Bantams (Any variety of Game).— Cocfc.— First, Rev. \. K. Cornwall,

Boneombo (Blaoii Itedl. Second, H. ShuHiaeh. Higlilv Cinnmonded, Messrs.
Ward ,t Litllowood, Low Pavement, Chesterlleld (Hlack Red); Mi.isCraw-
ford. Commended. J. M. Tolley, Worcester (Black Red) ; J. D. Newsome,
Batley, Yorkshire (Black lied).

Bantams {.\ny other variety).— focfc.—First, W. ,T. Cope (Pekin). Se-
cond, E. Pigeon (Japanese). Highly Commended, T. Burgess (Pekin).
Ddcklinos (White Aylesbury).— First and Second, Mrs. JI. Soamons,

Hartwell, Aylesbury. Highly Conimonded, E. Leech, Rochdale; J. K.
Fowler. Commended, Kov. <i. Hustler.
DccKLlNOS (Itouen).— First, ,T. K. Fowler. Second, K. Leech.
DucKT.isofl (Any other variety].—First, Mrs. M. -\. Hnyne. Fordington,

Dorchester (Black Kast Indian) Second. T. C. llnrrison, Hull. Highly
Commended, Mrs. J. Clarke, Bedford (White Peruvian) ; Mrs. M. A. Hayne
(Black East Indian).
Gosr.iNos.— First, .7. K. Fowler. Second, Mrs. M. Seamons. Higltly Com-

mended, W. Wylies, Hinckley, I,eicesterHhiro ; L. Patton (White) ; S. H.
atott : Rev. G. Hustler ; Zoological Society, Clifton (Egyptian, Canadian)

;

J. C. Cooper (Toulouse).
TunKEVs (Any vjirioty).—P.m!'*.—First, E. Leech. Second, Miss J.

Milward, Newlon-St-Iyoe. Highly Commended, S. H. Stott. Com-
mended, W. Wykes ; Lady L. Chartcris (French),

PIGEONS.
Cariuers (Any colonr).—Cup and First, F. Crossloy. EUand, near

Halifax, (Black). Second, F. T. Wiltshire, West Croydon Surrey. Highly
Commended, M. Hodley, Claromout, Ited Hill, Surrey. Commended, F.

Crossloy (lilack); K.T.Wiltshire; R. Fulton, De|itford, London ; F.Else,
Westbouruo Grove, Bayswator; G. S. Hockey. Durdham Down, Bristol.

PoUTEns (Any colour).—First, A. H. Stewart, Harborne, near Birming-
ham. Second, F. Crossloy (Blue). Commended, J. R. Harvey, M.D. St.

Patrick's Place, Cork (White); K. Fulton ; C. Bulpin, Riverside, Bridge-
water; A. Heath {White).
TuMBi.Ens (Alraond).—First,F. S.Wiltshire. Second. F. Key, Beverley,

Yorkshire. Highly Commended, F. S. Wiltshire. Commended K. Fulton.
TnMBLKns (Any variety except Almonds).—First, A. H. Stewart. Se-

cond, C. Bulpin.
Hunts.— First and Second, T. D. Green, Saffron Walden.
jAConiNa (Any colour).—First, F. Else. Second, L. lHassey, Quarry

Hill Terrace, Rochdale (Yellow). Commended, J. Thompson, Eiugley,
Yorkshire.
Fantails (Any colour).—First, H. Beldon. Sectjnd, H. Yardley, Market

Hall, Birmingham. Highly Commended, J. E. Breward, High Street,

Coventry (liUie); H. Yardley; F. Else. Commended, J. E. Breward
(White) ; H. M. Maynard (White).
TufMi'ETERS (Any colour) .-First, C. Bulpin. Second, H. Beldon.

Highly Commended, J. Baily.jun., Mount Street, London. Commended,
F. Waitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

Owi.fl (Any colour).—Cup and First, J. Fielding, I,ark Mill House,
Rochdale. Second, F. Crossloy, Very Highly Commended, F. Crossloy.
Commended, .1. Baily, jun.
Nuns.— First and Second, C. Bulpin. Highly Commended, H. Beldon.
TUHBITS (Any colour).—First, J. Thompson. Second, C. Bulpin. Highly

Commended, H. Yardley. Commended, H. Beldon.
Bards (Any colour).—First, M. Hedley, Second, F. Crossley. Highly

Commended, Messrs. Macluro & Itodford, Knob Hall, N'ewliall Green,
Tiniperloy, Cheshire ; M. Hedley. Commended, Messrs. Macluro & Red-
ford.
Draoons (Any colour).-First, C. Bulpin. Second, F, Crossloy.

Highly Commended, E. Pigeon, Lympstone, Devon. Commended, H.
Yardley.
Any OTHER Distinct Variety.-First. "W. S. Loder, Bath (Frillbacks).

Second, J. E. Breward (.\rchangols). Highly Commended, II. Yardley
;

J- Baily, jun. (Archangel i. Cominended, H. Beldon (Swallows) ; J. Baily,

jnn., (Bruuuer Pouter) ; H. Yardley.

Judges.—Poutlnj: ¥,. Hewitt. Esq., Sparkbrook, Birmingham;
and the Ucv. G. F. Hodsou, North Pclhortou. rijcons: Dr. Cottle,

of Cheltcuhum.

PRE\T3NTING A PIGEON'S FLIGHT.
" Wii.TsninK Rectob," in his remarks on fancy Pigeons, re-

oommenils pulling the (light feathers. This puts the bird in

much pain, and is quite unnecessary. I ahvays take a piece of

wet soap, and rub down four or five of the lir.st flight feathers

in each wing, and I lind it answers quite as well.

When birds are naming for egg is the safest time to turn

Qicm out—the hen first, and the cock afterwards; he will not

be long before he drives her in again,—TiiiarETER,

LvTiY HoLMEsn.iLE's POULTRY.—We havo a catalogue of the
sale of this excellent collection, of which these words of the

auctioneer are no exaggerated statement :
—

" The Right Hon.
YiscQUutesB Holmesdale's name has figured in the prize-lists

of London, Birmingham, Manchester, Darlington, Bristol,

Aberdeen, Perth, Salisbury, Ipswich, Dorking, Bradford,
Brighton, Beverley, Maidstone, Ilereford, Newport, Hastings,
Stafford, and many other noted Shows, and the auctioneer
feels no hesitation in saying that neither trouble nor expense
has been spared by her ladyship in procuring the choicest and
best breeds that England over produced." There are 111 lots

of Dorkings, 31 lots of Spanish, and abont 30 lots variong.

The advertisement states the time of the sale and other
particulars.

HAMPSHIRK ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
The seventh annual exhibition of Ponltrv, Pigeons, Pheasants, anJ

Cage Birds commenced at Southampton on tho I'ith inst., and will

close to-day. The entrii-^ were very numerous, and as will bo perceived

by tho numerous awards made by the Judges, of great general excel-

lence. Subjoined is tho prize list, but wo must defer remarks on the

classes till next week.

SrANisn.—First, J. R. Rodbard. Second, R. Fnlton. Highlj Com'
mended, F. James; R. Ede, Commended, R. Wright.
Dorkings. -First, D. Heather. Second, T. P. Edwards. Highly Com-

mended, T. P. Edwards; W.H.Walker; W. Peacock; J. G. C. Stevens.
Commended, R. J. Wright ; D. Heather.
Cochin (Any variety).—First and Cup, J. R. Rodbard. Second, Mrs.

Christie. Highly Commended, W. W. Pvn.i ; Col. Stuart Wortley. Com-
mended, P. Crow'ley; R. J. Wright ; U. Lue ; H. Pigeon; J.C.PhairjF,
W. Rust.
Brahmas (Dark).—First. F. Jniios. Second, J. H. Cuff. Highly Com

mended, F. James ; C. G. W. Macphcrson ; Rev. J. De L. Simmonds.
Commended, E. Pigeon ; Rev. J. Ellis; Rev. U. Parker; E. Pike.

Brahmas (Light).—First and Cup, Miss Harvey. Second, P. Crowley
Highly Commended, P. Crowley ; J. Pares ; F. Crook ; U. M. Maynard
Commended, P. Crowley ; J. Pares.
Game lUlack-broasted).—First, W. W. Pyne. Second, S. Matthews,

Commended, H. H. Thouipsou.
Game (Brown Reds).—First, S. Matthews. Second, J. Jekon. Com

mended, W. W. Pyne.
Game (Other variety).-First, W. W. Pyne (Duckwing). Second, S.

Matthews (Duckwing).
Hamburghs Silver and Gold-pencilled).—First and Second, F. Pittis,

jun. Commended, T. J. Saltmarsh (Silver) ; W. Tippler (Silver).

Hauburgiis (Silver and Gold-spangled)-—First- Messrs. S- & R. Ashton
(GoldJ. Second, H. Loe. Highly Commended, Mrs. Pottat (Silver) ; H.
Loo,
Rolands (Any variety).—First, T. P. Edwards (Various). Second, Mrs.

Pettat (Gold). Highly Commended, J. Powney (Silver); T. P. Edwards.
Commended, D. Mutton (Wbito-crested) ; Mrs. Pettat (Gold).

Any OTHER Disti>'ct Variety, Including French.—First and Third,

R. J. Wright (La Flicho,Hondans). Second. Col. Stnart Wortley (French).

Highly Commended, H. .\rnold iCri've Cieur) ; Rev. N. J. Ridley (La
FIfche) ; H. M. QIavnard (Houdans); J. C. Phair (Blue Andalnsians).
Commended. J. Lichfield (sultans); J. C. Phair (Blue Andalnsians).
Qamr Bantams.—First and Second, J. W. Kelleway. Highly Com-

mended, T. Dyson ; T. Penfold; O. Nicholson (Duckwings). Commended,
W. F. Enlwislo; W. Boucher (Black-brenslcd) ; T. G. Boghurst (Pile

Game); H. Sherrv; T. Penfold ; O. Nicholson (Pile) ; II. W. Kelson (PUe).

Bantams (Any'varietyl.—First, Messrs. T. & R. Ashton. Second, E.
Pigeon (Japanese). Highly Commended, Messrs. Tonkin & Tuckey
(Black) ; C. T Harrison ; S. A. Wyllio (Japan). Commended, Mrs. Monmt
(Gold Sebright).
Docks (Aylesbnry).—First, W. Tippler. Second, F. Pittis, jnn. Highly

Commended, F. Pittis, jun.; S. .\ylcs.

Decks (.\ny variety).—First and Second, S. A. Wyllie (Carolina and
Mandarin). "Highly Commended, H. Dowsett (Rouen); T. R. Hnlbert
(Rouen); Mrs. Moront (White Peruvian). Commended, T. R. Uulbert
(Rouen ; H. Arnold (Indian); T.C.Harrison; E. Pigeon (Rouen).

Geese.—First and Second, Lady M. Macdonald (Toulouse).

TcRKEYS.—First, St. J. Coventry. Second, Lady M. Macdonald. Highly
Commended, J. Smith ; Lady M. iilacdonald ; Mrs. U. Wilkins
Pheasants (Gold and Silver).-First and Second, Mrs. E. Harrison

(Gold and Silver).

Pheasants (Any other variety).—First, Second, Very Highly Com-
mended, and Higliiy Commended, J. W. Fleming (Chinese Ring-neck and
Common).
Extra Stock.—Commended, P. Crowley (Light Brahma); Mrs. S.

Ayles (Bantams) ; Rev. R. Parker ; Pens, No. 619, 623, 031, 632.

PIGEONS.
Pocterr OR Croppers.—First, R. Fulton. Second, J. Luf kin. Highly

Commended, J. H. Evans ; H. Yardley. CommendoO, R. Fulton.

Ti.Mni.ERS.—First and Second, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, J.

Fonl ; H. Yardley. Commended, J. D. Blackman ; F. Waitt.

Barbs.—First, Mrs. W. JIassey. Second, H. M. Maynard. Highly Com-
mended, R. Fulton ; H. Y'ardlev ; F. Waitt (Yellow).

Jacobins—First, H. M. Maynard. Second. R. Fulton. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. W. Massev ; II. )U. Mavnai J ; F. Waitt.

Fantails.—First, H. jl. Maynard. Se.-.nd. H. Yardley. Highly Com-
mended, W. Makepeace : E. Pigeon ; U. M. Maynard ; F. Else.

Owls.—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, St. J. Coventry. Highly Com-
mended, J. Fielding, jun.
TlRniTS.—First,- Fielding. Second, F. Else. Highly Commended,

J. Bell ; W. Yardley.
Cauhiers.—Firat and Second, S. Harding. Highly Commended, J. C.

Ord; i:. Fulton; S. Harding; U. Yardley. Commended, J. Lnfkin
(Black) ; H. Y'ardle.v.

NrNs.-First, F. H. Middleton. Second, F. Else, Highly Ccmmcnded,
H. Yardlev.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, S. \. Wyllie. Second, F. Pittis,

jnn. (Blacs Magpies). Third, F. Waitt. Highly Commended, F. Pittis,

inn. (Magpies) ;E. Fone: S. A. Wyllie; H. M. Maynnrd (Siberian); t.

Pigeon, j un. (While Trumpeters) ; W. Squii e (Silver Beards) ; H. Y'ardlev ;
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F. Wnitt. Commended, A. P. Maui-ica (Black Trumpeters); F. Pittls,

juu. (Swiss) ; E. Pigeon (Dragons).

CANARIES.
NoRWirH (Clear and Yellow).—First and Third, W.Walter. Second, E.

Orme. Very Highly Commended, E. Orme. Highly Commended, E.
Orme ; O. Kicholaon ; J. Judd. Commended, G. Tuckwood.
Norwich (Clear Euflf).—First, W. Walter. Second, E. Orme. Veiy

Highly Commended, E. Orme; W. Walter. Highly Commended, G.
Moore. Commended, G. Tnckwood ; T. Elara.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Yellow).—First, W. Walter. Second,

E. Orme. Very Highly Commended, E. Orme. Highly Commended, W.
Walter. Commended, J. Preen; G. Tuckwood.
Norwich (Marked or Variegated Buff).—First, E. Orme. Second and

Third, W. WMlter.
Belgian fClearYellowl.- First and Second, O.Nicholson. Very Highly

Commended, G. Tuckwood. Highly Commended, J. Baxter; E. Orme.
Belgian (Clear Buff .—First, O. Nicholson. Second, G. Tuckwood.

Very Highly Commended, E. Orme. Highly Commended, K. J. Troake.
Commended, E. Orme.
Belgian (Variegated or Mirked Yellow).—First, E. Orme. Second, C.

Moorshead. Commended, W. Inson.
Belgian (Variegated or Marked Buff).—First, G. Tuckwood. Second,

O. Nicholson. Highly Commended, W. Inson.
LizAHD (Golden-spangled).—First, T. Fairbrass. Second, G. Tuck-

wood. Very Highly Commended, P. W. Fairhrass ; E. Orme. Hignly
Commended, E. Orme ; T. Fairhrass. Commended, G. Harrison ; G.
Harding.
Lizard (Silver-spanpledi.—First, F.W. Fairbrass. Second. T. Fairbrass.

Very Highly Commended, — Tuckwood; W. D. Prosser. Highly Com-
mended, E. Orme ; G. Harding. Commended, E. Orme ; T. Fairbrass.
Mule (Jonque Goldfiochi.—First and Second, H. Ashton. Third, E.

Orme. Very Highly Commended, G. Poole; E. Orme.
Mule (Mealy Goldfiuch).-First, B. Poynton. Second, E. Orme. Very

Highly Commended, E. Orme ; B. Poynton. Highly Commended, H.
Ashton. Commended, G. Poole ; G. Moore.
Linnet Mule.—First, J. Baxter. Second, H. Ashton.
Any other Variety of Canary or Mule.—First, T. Mann (London

Fancy). Equal Second, J. Wynn (Crested Norwich) ; W. Walter (Bull-
finch and Goldfinch Mule). Equal Third, J. Wynn (Jonque Cinnamou)

;

J. Judd (Norwich Crested). Very Highlv Commended, G. Goulter ; B.
Boynton. Highly Commended, J. Judd (German Crested).

BRITISH BIRDS.
Bullfinch.—Prize, H. Kelson. Very Highly Commended, H. Brown-

ing, Highly Commended, G. Cluett.
Goldfinch.—Prize, G. Moore. Very Highly Commended, W.Haysom

;

R. D. Starkey. Highly Commended, G. Hardiug ; J. Judd.
Skylark.-Prize, J. Judd. Hignly Commended, W. H. Kelson.
WoODLARK.—Prize, E. Noyce. Highly Commended, W. Walter.
Blackbird —First, J. Titheridge. Second, T. Bourne (White). Very

Highly Commended, J. Devonshire.
Song Thrush.—Prize, W. H. Martin.
Starling.-Fii-st, J. Judd. Highly Commended, J. Early. Commended,

W. Haysom.
Siskin.—Prize, Master De La Simmonds.
Any other Variety.-First, II. Haulv (White Jackdaw). Second,

equal to First. E.Hubbarde (MaLfpie). Third, W.Walter (Hoopoe). Fourth,
equal to Third, — btevens (Tam^e PartridgL-). Commended, K. D. Starkey
(Robin).

FOP^IGN BIRDS.
Cockatoo {Any variety).—First, J. Judd. Highly Commended, C. T.

Bell (Rose-breasted).
Parrot (Any variety).—First, J. Judd (Grey). Highly Commended,

J. Rose (Green) ; W. Davis (Grey).
Lories (Any variety) .-Fii-st, J. Judd (Grand Lory). Second, A. Walter

(Pennant).
Love Birds.-First. J. Judd. Highly Commended. W. Walter.
Paroquets (.\ny variety).- First. W. Walter (Pair Redrumps . Second,

Rev. J. P. Bartlett (Blossom-headed Cardinal). Third, G. Watts (Turon,
from Australia). Very Highly Commended, J, Judd (Rosebill and Aus-
tralian Grass .

Java Sparrows.—First, W. Walter. Highly Commended, J. Judd.
WiDAH Birds.—First, Mrs. E. Harrison. Very Highly Commended,

J. Bailey.
Cardinals.-Prize and Highly Commended. J. Bailey.
Bishops.-Prize, W. Walter. Very Highly Commended, J. Judd.
Waxbills (Any variety).—First and Second, J. Judd (Zebra and I

Orange-faced). Very Higblv Commended. W. Walter.
Any Other Variety.—Firgt, J. Judd (Pintail Nonpareil). Second, W.

Walter (Nonpareil). Third, C. T. Bell (Nonpareil). Very Highly Com-
mended, W. Walter. Highly Commended, J. Bailey (Cinnamon Finches).

JvUGV.s.—Poultry :—EilvfiXYA Hewitt, Esq., Sparkbrook, Birming-
ham. Catiaries :—A. Willmore, Ksq., London. British ami Forcujn
Birds and Fheasants

:

—William Goodwin, Esq., London.

20 lbs. nett. There are no frame hives here, except two that
Mr. Cotton sent down from London.—J. R.. Frodsham.

P.S.—I should feel greatly obliged if Mr, George Fox would
give us a description of his adjusting super, with -which he
took a large supply in 1863.

BLACK QUEEN AND LIGURIAN DRONE BEES.
Does a cross of the above description cause the black queen

to become as proiilio as when a Liguriau queen mates with
a black drone? And what is the effect on the young bees so
bred as far as regards the markings on their bodies "?— C. A. J.

[A portion of the young bees are more or less distinctly

marked Ligurians, whilst the remaiuder are common bees#
We should doubt whether this cross influences the fecundity of

the queen,]

AWARDING PRIZES FOR HONEY.
In answer to " T. B. P.," I may state that 1 was not placed,

2 and 3 both obtaiuing prizes.

I hope you will allow me to suggest for future guidance, that
when a prize is given for the " best glass of honey " at a horti-
cultural show the judges should calculate on the following:

—

Five points for greatest weight ; four points for best colour

;

four points for general beauty. Any bee or bees' bread in the
super to disqualify.

I write this to elicit opinions on the subject, as so few ex-
hibitors are at present satisfied with the decisions of the

j udgeS.—MiNTLYN.

OUR LETTER BOX.

BEE-KEEPING IN CHESHIRE.
I AM only a first-year's man in bee-keeping. My first hive I

received last March ; I drove a swarm on the last day in May,
hived the bees ia a ten frame Woodbury hive, and furni^bed
them with combs from a straw hive that was deserted in spring
from being queenless. The second swarm came off sixteen
days afterwards, at 9 am. I placed a super on the first swarm,
and took 11 lbs. of comb and honey off, and a bell-glass off the old
stock with 3 Ibp. The weight of the old stock in the straw
hive is now 45 lbs. gross ; the first swarm 2j lbs. nett ; the
second I have fed a little.

The heaviest cottage hive I have heard of this season was

WETonT OF Food Required {A. TV. S.).—lt. is impossible to say how
long 56 lbs. of Indian meal should keep your birds unlesy we know the
nature of their run and of the ^een food they get. Are they in confine-
ment? or do they roam at large?

Cochins for a Fortnight before Exhibition (X.).—Feed on grotmd
oats ; bnt they must be ground so fine that they must mix into a paste.
Failing this, feed on oatmeal. The fowls' meals skould be small and fre-

quent. They may have at times a handful of barley, some pieces of bread
fvs often as you like, and at times a handful of white neas. Keep them
very clean ; dirt injures and diminishes feathering on the legs.

Dorking Cockerel's Cojib Crooked (A. D.).—We do not think that
the cnmb will become straighter as the bird gets older. It is not a great
disadvantaRe to have a twist in front ; but it would be if it lopped over
behind. A straight comb is in every way preferable.

Primary Feathehs of Wings Pkojectinc. (TV. A. T.).—We know no
raetliod of making the feathers of your Brahma cockerels take their

places, when they are hatched twisted outwards. It often hfippeus to our
own stock. We then always kill the bird. We know no other breed so
subject to this irregularity, except Rouen Ducks.

Deficiency of Eggs (Brwno).—We expect you have neighbour's fare.

We have many more hens and pullets than you have, and we do not
think our average is much larger than yours. It is, however, increasing,
thanks to Houdans and Creve Coeurs. It is only by having pullets that
you can depend upon winter eggs. We mean pullets of this year and of

the proper age.

Plumage of Brahma Pootras (H. C.).—X tinge of bronze on the wing
of a Brahma cock is not a disqualification. The white in the top-knot of

a Creve Coenr is objectionable (not a disqualification), in chickens; but
it is very common in adults, and almost the rule after two or three moult-
ings. Indeed, in this particular they are subject to the same laws of

plumage as other Polands. We believe the sex of eg<,'p cannot be ascer-
tained before hatching. The question is hundredv; of years old. The
theory always has been that pointed eggs produced cock rliickens, round
ones pullets. It has been asserted, and in some instances has been
borne out in practice, that the early eggs of the clutch produce a ma-
jority of cocks. Speaking from experience, we believe that, if a hen lay
forty eggs, the first twenty wUl produce more cocks than the last. Our
early hatches always have more cocks than our later ones.

PoULTRY-nousE [All Ifjiiorant Subscriber).— In the " Poultry-Koeper'9
Manual" thero are plans I'or poultry-houses and the management of

poultry, with descriptions and coloured portraits of the difi'ereDt varie-

ties. You can have it free by post from our office if you send 7s. 9>d. with
your address. La Fleche or Houdan pullets would probably suit yon as
good layers.

Death of Fen fJ. TT. C).—The tape wornig were sufficient to oansa
the deatli and the symptoms you describe. Bones ground fine are bene-
ficial rather than injurious to fowls.

Large.st Breed of Rabbits {G. D. T.).—The largest RaV>bit3 are the
Flemish Giant. We have seen them 15 lbs. each. That may be excep-
tional. Baily, in Mount Street, keeps them.
Fantails and Trumpeters {A. I,.).—Pluck some of the feathers out

at once in both cases, then, when the new ones have crown, pluck tha
rest. Keep the birds warm for fear of frost. Mix a little hempseed with
their food. Tne loft where Trumpeters are kept should have the floor
kept scrupulously clean ; dirt after washing ruins their b g-feathers.

Yellow Pollen [C. J. vi.).—The yellow pollen you saw carried in by
your bees during October was, doubtless, that of the Ivy.
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In some kinds, such as Eeiue Victoria, this is very decided,
the large bulbs seldom tbroniiig ujj a spike worth looking at,

while small bulbs not larger than a filbert will bloom beauti-
fully.

The most charming effect was produced by about a dozen
of these spikes cut very long—quite to the ground, and then
placed in a vase with some fine fronds of fern, as Madame
Souchet had arranged them in her drawing-room with the most
exquisite taste. It was just one of those arrangements that
appear so very simple and elegant, and yet of which most
probably one would make a mull if he attempted it ; still helpful
lingers might do it, and I can testify to its great effectiveness.

As to soil, he said that what we should call good market land
grows them beautifully. It ought to be light and rich, heavy
soil being injurious, and poor soil failing to bring out the
proper beauties of the flowers ; hut no fresh manure ought to
bo applied.

As to the time of planting, it seemed to make very little

difference. The bulbs from which the charming collection in
the jardiii n'sciTc was cut had not been planted until the end
of .June, befoie which time, of course, the bulbs had speared
considerably, but evidently without any injury. I would there-
fore advise no one to be in a hurry as to planting if there exist
conveniences for keeping tbem, such as a fruit room or store
room, but to wait for tine weather in either April or the early part
of May ; if tbey have not conveniences and the bulbs are in
their way, the sooner alter the middle of March the better.

And now as to varieties. There will be differences of opinion
on this point ; but taking my estimate of what a Gladiolus
ought to be—viz., that the individual flowers should be well-

formed, and the petals round, not pointed ; that the spilse

should all face one way, and not be in the least winged ; that
there should be a sufficient number of blooms out at once to

make a handsome spike;—I say, taking all this into consider-
ation, it is evident that a very large number of the varieties at

present grown are not up to the mark, and will be by the con-
noisseur discarded.

It is one consolation to me in the loss of my collection that,

beginning almost dc novo, I shall only have tirst.rate varieties.

I have carefully gone through the catalogues ; and the result

is from personal observation, combined also with that of some
of our most eminent growers, that the following list contains
the cremc dc la cremc of the French varieties.

Adulpke Brofiniart.—A noble flower of 1866. Light rose
ground, flamed with orange.

Bfltc GahrieUc.—A fine spike. Lilac rose, lightly flamed
with rose.

Cherabini.—White, largely flamed with carmine violet.

Dr. Lindley.—Tender rose ; edge of petals flamed with car-

mine cerise.

Euri/iiicc.—Beautifully formed flower of 18G.5. White, flamed
with carmine rose.

Filieicn David.—Splendid spike. Cerise rose.

Fulton.— Cerise rose, with white spots.

Oalili.—Large flower. Currant red, and brilliant in colour.

James Vciich.—Lively cochineal red. A grand and effective

flower.

Lady Franld'm.—White, lightly tinted with rose, and finely

striped with carmine.
Le. Dante.—Very large, well-shaped. Deep rose, white spot.

Showy.
Lord Byron.—Very brilliant, but rather pointed in petals.

Madame Fnrtado.—A remarkably fine flower. Beautiful

shaded rose, strongly marked with deep rosy carmine. An
excellent variety.

Madame Tiliiwrit>.—Clear rose, shaded with bright rose
;

white throat.

Marechal Vaillant.—Brilliant scarlet, but I fear delicate.

Marie Dnmortier.—White, splashed with rose, purple spots.

An excellent old variety.

Meyerbeer.—A remarkably fine flower. Very brilliant ca-

pucin red, flamed with vermilion. Very free-flowering ; one of

the best.

Milton.—Well-formed flower. White, lightly tinted with

rose, largely flamed with red. Good.
Newton.—Crimson red, shaded and marked with white lines.

Prince of Wales.-—Brilliant fiery red ; white spots striped

mth violet.

Princcssc Marie dc Cambridrie. — Fine white-ground flower

of 1866. Large, clear, carmine spot.

Jieinc Tictoria.—Splendid white flower.

fl'alter Scott.—Lively rose. A very good flower.

Slialtesjieare.—One of the very best. Flowers large, well-
formed, white, very lightly flamed with carmine rose.

I have said nothing about the new varieties of 1867 ; but
Semiramis is a grand flower ; and, if I mistake not, Eugene
Scribe, La Fiancee, Mozart, Norma, Princess Alice, Fiossini,

and Uranie will well maintain the high position which has
been accorded to M. Souchet's varieties.—D., Deal.

VINKS AND VINE BORDERS.
" H. S." says (see page 290), that it is not natural to treat

Vines as English gardeners do. This I will not attempt to deny,
but I would ask " H. S." if there are not many plants grown
in English gardens, and greatly improved by high cultivation,

and treated anything but naturally ? There are many plants
quite familiar to all who are acquainted with horticulture which,
in their natural state, are very insignificant ; but under exotic
treatment they are objects of wonder and admiration.
Now, the Grape Vine in England must be treated as an ex-

otic, or its produce will bo anything rather than satisfactory;

but although I should recommend the Vine to be trealud in

England as an exotic by all who wish to cultivate it with profit,

yet I should never advise any one to keep a vinery at a tempe-
rature of 100°, with a close damp atmosphere charged with
pestilent vapours, as stated by " H. S." to be recommended
by Mr. Thomson and endorsed by half the gardeners in the
kingdom. This no sensible man would do, or recommend
others to do ; neither do I see that Mr. Thomson recommends
such a treatment in his treatise on the Grape Vine, except to

destroy insects, and, perhaps, " H. S." may some day be com-
pelled to have recourse to something near the same treatment
to clear his Vines of the red spider.

If " H. S."' will again take the trouble to read Mr. Thomson's
treatise he will find that he recommends plenty of fresh air in

the cultivation of the (irape Vine, so much so that he gives an
illustration of a plan whereby he provides the Vines under his

charge with a constant supply of fresh air—a plan which, I

think, is remarkably well adapted for houses where very early
forcing is to be carried on.

While on the subject of Mr, Thomson's treatise, I may be
excused if I recommend it to all young gardeners who are at

all interested in Grape growing as a thoroughly piractical work.
Mr. Thomson is quite unknown to me, but a sense of justice

induces me to make these remarks after what " H. S." has
said about it.

I will pass over the other questions of " H. S.," and only
touch on the vital point—namely, the border. Here, it must
be admitted by all, is the foundation of good crops of Grapes.
Now, a Vine border in one part of the countiy may require to

be very different from a border in another part. For instance,
" H. S." says he has all his Vines planted in inside borders in

only the natural soil of his garden with a small addition of

manure. This sort of border may do very well with " H. S."

in the neighbourhood of Houuslow, where the natural soil is

some of the best suited for Grape growing in the country ; bnt,

notwithstanding, I question if in a few years "H. S." will not
fiud his Vines begin to fail unless he supplies them with some
other food besides the natural soil. In )dace3 where the natural

soil is not suited to Grape growing, or where the drainage is

not good, it would be madness to plant a vinery with such a

border.

There are here two vineries, which were built in 18G1. They
were completed, and the young Vines—Black Hamburghs in

one house and Muscats in the other, were planted about the

end of June. They grew satisfactorily that season. The next
season they made wonderful growth, many of the rods being

from 30 to 35 feet long from the eye where they started from,

and thick in proportion. It was thought that each rod the

next season would ripen 6 lbs. of Grapes, and this was done
I believe, but not thoroughly. The Vines still grew very

vigorously, and were thought by many who saw them to be

doing wonderfully well till they saw the fruit of the Muscats,

when it was thought there must be something wrong about
the roots.

In June, 1864, I took charge of the gardens here. These
young Vines were then growing very vigorously, and were
carrying a crop ol about 10 lbs. of fruit to each rod. The
Hamburghs were just beginning to colour, and ripened toler-

aldy well ; but some of the berries shrivelled, others shanked.
This I was unable to account for in the Black Hamburgh ; but
when in a week or two after the Muscats hud passed their
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stoning period I saw they Ijegan to shank very ba-lly, I was

certain the roots were in fault, an.! on making inqmr es I

foundtho border, were dug out witli the vow of the.r bemg

concreted at the botton>, but that was never done. The smi,

the top spit from an old pasture, mixed with some s ab e ma^

nnre alone, was wheeled on to the natural subsoil, ^-l.ich is a

stfl clav.BUch as all the bricks are made from in the noigh-

bourhood Here, then, was just reason to concludo «l>at was

the eanse of shanking. Still, the Vines were wonderful y

healthv and robust, and at the end of this season |1H(,1) they

did not exhibit the least trace of insects That autumn and

the following spring I had not time to lift the roots and remake

the borders, but determined to try what careful cu.t.vatiori

would do the next season, imr, ; but, despite ray care, I could

not prevent the DlacU Hamburgh from shanking a few berries,

and the Mnscats were as bad as in tlio previous season.

During the winter of 18f,.5.r,0 I had a deep drain carried

some till) vards to tlie nearest point of outlet to dram the

stokeholes, which were often flooded during the winter, some-

? mes with 2 feet of water ; hut I contrived to carry this drain

as near the Vino borders as possible, being determined to lift

the roots of the Muscats and remake the border in the spring,

which I did in March. I fhould have preferred the autumn,

but circumstances then prevented me.

I also should, were I going to adopt the same treatment, re-

make only half the border at once, as it would not check the

crowth of the Vinos so much-namely, supposing the border

to be part inside and part outside, I would do the outside one

season and the inside another season, as in my case, with all

the care wo could bestow on the roots during the process of

forking them out, we could not prevent their diving a great

deal as it was very dry weather during the time we were about

it Durin" the whole time we were forking the soil out from

the roots I did not find one young fibre that was not more or

less injured by the water which encompassed the roots. 1 say

encompassed, because the natural level of the water here during

the winter is from 2 feet to 2 feet inches from the surface,

and often, after heavy rains, it will be from C to '.)
inches nearer

tor a week or more at a time, so that all the lower roots in

these borders were during the winter covered with water.

We found abundance of rotten fibrous roots, in the outside

border more particularlv, with plenty of indications where

thev had pushed large fleshy roots in the previous autumn.

Here then, is quite enough to sustain Mr. Thomson s theory

about Grapes shanking. Not that I hold that Vines lose all

their active roots, and are then able to start in the spring with

vigour; but thev lose a great many young roots dvinng the

winter when planted in rich undrained soil, ^\lth the given

amount of sap stored up in the Vine, and with the action of

the good roots left uninjured, the Vine is enabled to start m
the spring with vigour; but when the great strain is put on

the Vine to enable the Grapes to pass through their stoning

period, the supply is not sullicient to meet the demand :
hence

follows shanking.
., tt a „ u i .i,„

I should have passed over the remark by H. S. about the

natural soil being sulUcient, were it not that many employers

on reading such an article would often think and say their

gardeners want to make too much fuss over such things
;
that

there is no need of half the trouble and expense to grow Grapes.

Such a conclusion is a great mistake. Would it not have been

far better if, in the first place, those borders of which I am

writing had been properly drained and concreted, so as to have

kept the roots under control, as well as the stems, leaves, ic,

of the plant ? Had they been so treated in the first place it

would have been many pounds saved for my employer, besides

the unpleasant thought that things had to be done over again.

After removing the old border to the depth of ?, feet from

the level of the front I put in 3 inches of gravel, on that from

6 to 8 inches of concrete, allowing from Saturday evening till

midday on Monday for the concrete to set. I then put on

9 inches of brickbats, coarse gravel, Ac, for drainage, and on

this the soil, composed of the following materials—namely,

seventeen cartloads of loam, fix of brick rubbish, old mortar, *o.,

two of chalk, three of burnt clay, two of old stable manure-

in all thirty cartloads. This, as " H. S." will see, involved a

great amount of Labour that conld have been saved if the

work had been properly done in the first place—in fact, it em-

ployed eight men wholly from last Friday morning till Tuesday

evening, exclusive of horse labour.

I have read with pleasure oil the articles on this subject m
The .ToriiNM. of Hoktui-ltiiu:, and believe many of thein

are right in the main point, though they seem to differ, and I

believe much information will be gained from these discnssioiiB.

—Jons M.U-, IfV«(/ii'W aardim, llnranl.

WnKS buyer and seller disagree there is seldom any diffi-

culty in finding some one ready to take part in the quarrel.

"H K "who writes from France.maybeadisciple of Mr. IhoiD-

Bon • but that does not add to the value of the book I have pur-

chased. Neither does the temperature of 110' registered last

August in the Pontchartrain houses prove that our fcnghsh

amateur's vinery should resemble the stoke-hole of a mail

steamer in the lied Sea. " H. K." ought to see that I bought

with the treatise the right to interrogate the author, and 1 think

Mr Thomson should have met my inquiries in a manner to be

of service to those for whose guidance his treatise was prin-

cipally intended.
, ^ o ,. v t

I cannot comply with the suggestions of " G. S., because 1

have no "mode of Vine culture " to recommend, and if the

truth of what Mr. Thomson has written for my use can be

established, no one will be more satisfied than myself ;
but il

it will not bear investigation, what use can the treatise be to

any one ' ' G. S. " must have seen that I am aware tropical tem-

peratures are not wholly confined to the tropics. I have taken

advantage of this to show that Vines do not grow in such places.

Madras has a rainfall of 8 feet, just what its temperature re-

quires and the heat of the soil is in proportion to that of the

atmosphere. Compare this with the tropical temperatures re-

commended by Mr. Thomson, an outside Vine border, and our

rainfall of little more than 2 feet.
. . ,, ,,

We must also remember that plants requiring three montbs

of tropical heat must have a corresponding spring, autumn, and

winter temperature. In countries bordering on the tropics tlus

would foUow naturally enough, and the winter would not be

one of months but of weeks only. Mr. Thomson says that

Vines started in February will have their leaves falling off m
September. Now, if we take three months from the time the

bunches are in fiower to the ripening of the fruit, with a tem-

perature of 70' to '.!0\ we have five months to divide between

the spring and autumn, and four months for the Vines to le-

raaiu in a state of total inactivity. That Mr. Thomson's Vines

are really inactive during the four months of winter, and not

storin" up sap as he has attempted to show, by reference to the

writings of Dr. Lindley, is proved by his saying that it is not

advisable to keep Grapes hanging on the \ mes alter the sap

begins to rise.
. j v

There is no rest in nature in the sense understood by gar-

deners, and every matured and perfect life is capable of repro-

ducing itself if placed in a condition to do so. A Vine eye ent

at any time from a matured shoot, will make a strong plant it

placed where it can receive light, heat, and moisture, and

whether it be cut four days after the maturity of the shoot, or

four months, success is as certain in one case as in the other.

Although plants in their natural habitats are, to a certain ex-

tent, in a state of activity or slow progression, retarded or ac-

celerated, according to the warmth and moisture of the air,

after the fall of the leaf, this would not be true of the Vine ex-

posed to the influence of our climate.

It has been said that I have made a great mistake in taking

mean tcmpe.-atures of climate in illustration of my arguments

in favour of lower temperatures than those recommended by-

Mr. Thomson, because in Languedoc the sun beats for days on

the bare skin of the Grapes, when the temperature is upwards

of lOif . Well, let us leave Languedoc her sun heat, and take

IT from her mean summer temperature, and we shall have

just the climate for pioducing Grapes like bags of sonr

water, and now, if it were possible to add the 12" taken from

Languedoc to our climate, our mean summer temperature

woufd equal that of the south of France. Where is the mistake?

The roots of Mr. Nicholls's Vines would not back the buds up

and enable them to progress. He expected soon to see the

bunches show, but for six weeks saw but little change, and

wondered why such great buds should produce sucU pnny

little shoots. What says Mr. Thomson? "While the stored-iq)

sap lasts they grow vigorously enough, but a period amves

when it is exhausted, and the new comes but slowly, for the

old roots that remain are just beginning, through the action of

the foliage, to start into life a fresh set of young ones that are

able as yet lo supply but little. This takes place when the

berry is passing through the stoning period of its existence."

—

H. S.
,

Your correspondent, " II. S.,'' denies the possibilitj- of a

Vine having stored-up sap. Allow me to ^assure " H. S."
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that the above is no impossibility, as the following fact will
prove.

We had to renew part of a vinery, and for convenience cut
the branches from the old Vines, carried them to a general
deposit, and soon afterwards they were partly covered with fruit-

tree prunings. This was in January, 1867, and in July last

the Vine branches had made shoots 6 inches long, and not very
weak.—C. McLahe;!, LiUton Hall, Norfolk.

[We have afforded every opportunity for a free discussion of
this subject, and we feel the time has now arrived when it

should cease. Much valuable information, and many facts

have been elicited during the continuance of it; but our own
opinion is that the results of the systems practised by Mr.
Thomson, and others of the first-class gardeners of this country,
are such as to warrant a continuance of them, where the object
is to obtain Grapes of the highest excellence. Nothing proves
this more incoutrovertibly than the fact that the Muscat of

Alexandria grown in its native district on the shores of the
Mediterranean, never approaches to the size and quality it ac-

quires in vineries under the care of our lirst-class gardeners.
That Black Hamburgbs and other varieties may be grown pro-
fitably and good without high temperatures, as is stated by
" H. S.," there is no doubt, and we purpose publishing next
week a communication just received from Mr. D. Thomson on
that subject.

—

Eds.]

ZIZYPHUS LOTUS.
CoNSiDEEixG the interest which attaches to this plant, as

being, in the opinion of the best judges, the genuine Homeric
Lotus, it has certainly surprised me never to have seen it in
any nurseryman's catalogue, nor ever to hear its name men-
tioned, more especially as Loudon states that it ripens its fruit
in a greenhouse temperature.

Burchardt had tasted it in Africa, and compares it to ginger-
bread. The Emperor Julian, while praising his favourite fruit,
the Pig, says that it is the only one to which Homer applies
the epithet " sweet," but he seems to have forgotten that the
epithet " honied " is applied to the Lotus.
Were it not for the generahy current opinion in favour of the

Zizyphus being the true Lotus, I confess that I should rather
have inclined to the Date, which is more generally used as an
ordinary food, and which the Arabs of the present day value as
highly as did the Lotophagi of old. Not having a Homer to
refer to, I cannot remember whether he even mentions Dates
by their own proper name.—G. S.

STOCKS AND OTHER HARDY FLOWERS.
In your notice of the Stocks which I forwarded to the Floral

Committee held November 5th, you have termed them " Bromp-
ton Stocks." They are not Brompton, however, but real
Intermediate Stocks, and among the most useful plants which
any one can grow, both for bedding and pot-culture. We have
at this dale two rows each of the purple and white which are
perfectly dazzhng

; they have been so for the last three months,
and will continue so till the new year with ordinary weather.
There is a scarlet grown in East Lothian of the very same
strain, and I regret I did not forward specimens of it also.
The purple and white are the productions of Mr. Campbell,
gardener, Traprain, who has selected and saved, saved and
selected, imtil he has produced in these Stocks the finest bed-
ding purple and white plants in existence ; indeed we have no
white bedding plants that at all approach the Stock, and Purple
King Verbena is poor beside the purple Stock, and the scarlet
is equally effective.

It is a wonder that Intermediate Stocks %vith their won-
derful blooming powers have not been more generally grown
forsummer and autumn flower gardening long ago, and for
spring gardens they are perfectly unique. By sowing a little
later, and lifting and wintering in pots in cold frames, they
make such a display in April, May, and June as nothing else
can approach for effect. Unless in severe winters, they stand
unprotected in the open borders here. Here is another in-
stance of the fact that the gay ribbon, panel, or scroll border, or
beautiful bed, need not be the monopoly of the rich, with their
stoves and pits. By the aid of these" Stocks I would under-
talre to plant a border with purple, scarlet, white, yellow, &c.,
which would tax all the hothouses in the country to match or
surpass, and this without any further aid in the way of glass
than can be derived from a few common garden hand-glasses.

These hardy Stocks not only stand all weathers better than our
more tender plants, but last much longer in bloom.

I may remark that the weather for the last six weeks has
been very favourable for flowers here, and many things are still

in beautiful bloom. Conspicuous among the long-flowerers,
besides the Stocks, are Gazanias, Pelargoniums, Tagetes, very
fine, and, until the Gth, when a slight frost cut it down, Iresine
was most effective. Yellow Pansies and Tritoma grandis are
just coming into bloom, while Tritoma uvaria glaucescens is

hardly over. What splendid plants for shrubbery borders
Tritoma grjindis and Gynerium argenteum would be if asso-
ciated together ! Cannas, Wigandias, ludianrubber Plants,
Solanums, &c., were housed last week quite fresh. Cannas
are hardier than most of our summer bedding plants, and so
are Solanums and Wigandias.

—

David Thojison, Arclierfield.

FOWLERS INSECTICIDE.
As the Messrs. Fowler are unknown to me I am not careful

to answer the charge brought against them by Mr. Ilivers, of

having invented a childish name for their preparation, though
the term childish does not appear very appropriate. The
efficacy of the preparation is more important than its name,
though the latter may be a little pedantic ; nor is it more of a
nostrum than Gishurst Compound, which my friend recom-
mends in the same paper. Of course we should all like to

know how to prepare our own remedies ; but if some person
has found one much better than we have discovered, is it not
wise to make it known and use it, though it be a nostrum ?

Believing the " Insecticide " the most efficacious insect-killer

(and I have used largely all those mentioned by Mr. Kivers),

I shall employ it till I find out a better, whether its name be
altered or retained. I dipped my plants as the quickest mode
of application, and attended with the least loss of the material
employed, and also because the destruction of the insects, if

effected, could not be attributed to friction. Of course the
same end would be attained by using the syringe, but much of

the liquid would have been wasted.

If methylated spirit only kills scale, the constitution of which
has been weakened by weekly doses of quassia water, and re-

quires to be applied by a brush to each individual insect, it

appears to me a very inferior remedy to one which kills at once
lusty well-fed scales, such as any want of care bad allowed to

flourish. If to keep Orange trees clear from scale it be ne-

cessary to syringe them every week with quassia, and after-

wards to examine them, brush in hand, also every week, I think
a good many will, if even they are commonly cultivated, ex-

hibit evidence of want of care and attention. Mine have been
washed, leaf by leaf, with a sponge dipped in Gishurst Com-
pound, four or five times during the summer, besides being
syringed almost daily, and if they had wanted much more of

such attention I think they would have found their way to the
rubbish heap in as little time.

Having found what appeared to be a first-rate remedy for

this troublesome pest, which appears to do no injury to the
most delicate foliage, I thought it right to call attention to it.

If it is tried, and others will give their experience, we shall

soon know all about it. As far as I have tried it, a single drop
kills every insect it touches, and injures no plant. Ants are

destroyed at once. It is said to kill mealy bug ; fortunately

I have never had any to kill, so cannot say if it does so or not.

Fowler's Insecticide is, of course, not my nostrum ; but I

am inclined to adopt it from what I have seen of its effects, and
if it proves all I think it to be at present, shall not mind the

name it has received. " A Hose by any other name will smell

as sweetly."—J. B. Peakson, Chiluell.

I AM sorry to see in your Journal of the 7th iust. Mr. J. E.
Pearson's recommendation of Fowler's really valuable Insecti-

cide so strangely treated by " T. E." He loses sight of the

fact that in iilr. Pearson's trials the Insecticide, without any
injury to the youngest leaves, killed scale that tbe spirit did

not kill. My experience convinces me that even for the special

purposes he recommends, not one of " T. E.'s " remedies is

equal to Fowler's Gardeners' Insecticide.—H. S.

I HAVE read with a little surprise " T. E.'s " letter on the
above subject. Jlethylated spirit may, as " T. E." asserts,

destroy scale when in a weak state ; but I have not till now
heard of anything that will entirely destroy this—indeed, any
other insect, without injury to the plant, as Messrs. Fowler's
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" childishly "-called "Insecticide" is said to do, and which,

from the resvilta of experiments I have made, I am satisfied it

will. The simple manner of applying; the article would alone

commend it to any earnest person's notice, it being possible to

either dip, syringe, or sponge the plant infested.—W. Kniout,
Jliiilsliuvt.

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GARDENING.
In The Journal of HouTicDLxnuK for the 12th of September

there is an article on this subject by Mr. Thomas Rivers, and
to that article, although a couple of months have now passed,

I wish to reply. Since its appearance I have been continually

engaged in travelling both in the British Isles and iu France,

which must be my excuse for not having noticed it ere this.

To put the matter clearly before your readers I had better

state that the article which gave rise to the discussion in the

Times contained a concise account of such few points in French
horticultiuo as it seemed to me were worthy our attention. In

it I lirst stated that the French horticulturists were on the

whole less advanced than our own, but that there were some
points in which they were superior. I spoke of their fresh

and tasteful way of decorating rooms and halls for ordinary

and festive occasions by using a profusion of graceful-leaved

as well as flowering plunts ; of their successful culture of the

Apple, Pear, and Peach ; of their vegetable, salad, and espe-

cially Asparagus culture ; of their sj-stem of framing, excellent

market gardening, itc. Next day there appeared iu the 'Tiiin'.i

a letter from " A London Mauket Gaiidexek," in which the

public were told that everything French was bad and contempt-

ible ; that the Asparagus was like " the Atlantic cable ;" the

Pears "as a rule coarse, granular, and insipid ;" one Itibston

Pippin or Sykehouso Kusset " was worth a host of their Calville

Blanche," A-c. ; the Apricots were mealy, the Green Gages
waterj-, the Peaches woolly, and the Pears had another good
quality added to those alreadv quoted—they were " flaccid."

To that letter I felt bound to reply.

I took the statements in detail, and replied to them in full. He
said the cordon system of Apple-growing was only suited for

amateurs, and that it was liable to canker and every other ill.

Now, I am no advocate for the cordon system except in special

cases ; but there is one variety of it that I believe most excellent,

and that is the Apple as a low horizontal cordon, trained along

a galvanised wire, so as to form an edging to the squares or

borders in the fruit or kitchen garden. I said, in defending
this particular system in the 'Times, " It is merely a carrying
further of the best principles of grafting and pruning—a wise
bending of the young tree to the conditions that best suit it in

our northern climate. The simple fact that by its means we
bring all the fruit and leaves to within 10 inches or a foot of

the ground, and thereby expose them to an increase of heat,

which compensates to a great extent for a bad climate, will

surely prove a strong argument in its favour to every intelligent

person." I believe it to be the best and soundest of all forms
of the cordon system (this opinion is only given after having
seen it alTord a good result iu very many gardens), and that

the day will yet come when this fact will be patent to every
British gardener. In a contemporary gardening journal Mr.
Bivers has stated this form to be only suited " for small gar-

dens, and no others!" the "wire tripping one over into the
Cabbage^" itc. The answer to him on that special point may
serve to explain to your readers why I thought the horizontal
cordon worthy of notice and defence in the Times. " Well, if

this cordon bo no better developed than to be invisible, the
less we have to do with it the better ; but where it is thickly
and regularly set with a stubby spray of fruit buds, and a dense
crop of noble fruit, as I have seen it at Ferricres, at Chartres,
and at many other places, then it becomes a thing which catches
the eye for its beauty and utility. If I were making a garden
to-morrow as large as Frogmore, I would run a line of wire
round every plot of it at a foot from the ground, and on that
train the best kind of Apples, believing this cordon to be much
bettor, more useful, and more easily lianaged than either the
bush or pyramid on the same stock ! The following are my
reasons for this assertion : It may be placed round the squares
of a kitchen or fruit garden, so as to act as an edging, and thus
in numbers of gardens it may be adopted to an extent suflicient
to supply the fruit-room with splendid Apples without devoting
a special quarter te them, or, in fact, losing any space thereby.
The wood, leaves, and fruit are more fully exposed to the sun
than in the case of either jiyramid or bush, or any other
method of growing Apples away from walls— an advantage for

all parts of England, but especially so to cold, northern, and
elevated parts. The form is so definite and so simple, that

anybody may attend to it, and direct the energies of the little

trees to a perfect end, with much less trouble than is requisite

to form a presentable pyramid or bush. It does not, like other

forms, shade anything, not even so much so as a low-growing

vegetable, for beneath the very line of cordons you may have

some slight crop. They are less trouble to support than either

pyramid or bush ; always under the eye for thinning, stopping,

.to. ; easy of protection", if that bo desired ; very cheap iu the

first instance ; and therefore this is the best of all known modes
of obtaining first-class garden Apples." So much for the first

statement of the person who wrote as " London Maeket Gar-

DENKii " and for Mr. Itivers's opinion and objection. Time
is certain to show where the truth lies in this point, for already

some of tny friends are giving it a fair trial, not taking for

gospel Mr. P.ivers's repeated assertion that the true FreiicU

Paradise stock is tender or sickly on moist and suitable soils,

but giving it a trial in competition with what is called the
" English Paradise."

To contend with the "London Market Gardener," that

French Pears are not what he describes them, is as needless as

to find a fresh proof that the earth is round, or the Channel

impregnated with salt. He says the same may be said o£

French Apples— i.e., "coarse, granular, and insipid," and
then talks of one English Apple being " worth a host of Cal-

ville Blanche ! " At page 140 of The Journal of Hortici-ltcrs

for 1866 Mr. Elvers devotes a short article to the Calville

Blanche Apple, and tells us in rather an interesting way of

the "many years" it took him to believe that it was the
" finest of all Apples for the kitchen." But eventually he

believed that of it, and wound up his article by declaring it to

be "as superior to the Normandy Beefings as a Pine is to an
Orleans Plum ! " We all know it is a capital dessert Apple.

I mention this for two reasons—to point out the nature of the

truths of the " London Market Gardener," and also the great

length of time it took Mr. Piivers to believe what one would

think a single trial sufficient to prove. This peculiarity of his

pomological sagacity may have something to do with his re-

peated attacks upon anybody who gives an opinion iu the least

at variance with his own on even the simplest matters connected

with fruit culture. Would it not have been more becoming

of me to have waited twenty years or so before pronouncing

an opinion upon any matters which he has taken under his

wing, even though they be so simple in their merits or de-

merits that anybody can see these in a moment ? Perhaps

by such time they would have been duly endorsed by the great

arbiter of all things pomological. I do not wish to omit a single

point in this objector's letter, simply that your readers may
judge of its merits, and they will oblige me by bearing in mind
that while Mr. Elvers commenced his long letter by sagely re-

marking that there was somethmg to be said on both sides, the

whole of it was an attempt to misrepresent and to counteract

with his name and his well-known French experiences, of which

he has so often reminded us, my work in French gardens during

the past nine months.
The next "truth"—I am not passing by a single point—is

that, although " Covent Garden was crammed with the finest

French fruit," English fruit " of half the face " will always

command more money. Calville Blanche Apples of French
growth and moderate quality are now seUing in Covent Garden
Market at Is. Gd. a-piece ; while a not-first-class and bruised

Duchesse d'Angouli-me brings from ijd. to Is. Many thousand

pounds-worth of French Pears alone are brought to our markets

every year, while other and more perishable fruits are also sent

in considerable quantities, notwithstanding the difficulty of

packing and expense of carriage. After his sweeping de-

nunciation, I assured him that these fruits with " far leas

water, meal, and disagreeable acid in them than it has often

been my lot to find in England, are now (August), seUingin the

streets of Paris at a price which places them within the reach

of the poorest gamin of the to\vn. Good Green Gage Plums
may be had at less than •2(/. a-pound, and in the great central

market this morning I saw them of prime qnaUty marked 30o.

the demi-kilogramme. Peaches are to be seen now in every

little fruit-shop in Paris—their price in London confines their

use to the wealthier classes. It is so with not a few other

things in the fruit way. In the return of the Covent Gardea
prices for the last week I find Peaches marked from ist. to &>•.

per dozen. They were selUng prime quality this morning ia

the Paris market for 2f. the basket of eight fruit. For the

same quality we should have to pay more than double the
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price at the cheapest time in Enpland. Of course if these
Peaches were sent to another country they must either bo
pulled before being ripe or become nearly worthless on the
way, for n bruised Peach loses quality in haU-an-hour. Not-
withstanding these difficulties we are told that ' Covent Garden
is " crammed " with French fruit.'

"

To his opinion of the magnificent Asparagus which the
French grow, and the culture of which I gave a concise de-
scription, I thus replied :

—" He compares the stalk of French
Asparagus to the Atlantic cable, the tenderest part of it to

'oozeweed,' and asserts (what a trne-born Englishman he is !),

that ' a hundred of English Asparagus contains twice the
edible substance and ten times the flavour to be found in the
wattle of rods imported by us from France !

' Although in-

quisitive about vegetables, I have not yet tasted ' oozeweed ;'

but if it be as nice as the Asparagus served in a respectable
Parisian restaurant, I would advise ' A London- JIaeilet Gae-
denee' to turn his attention to its cultivation, especially as
French market gardeners are so successfully competing with
English ones for the supply of the London market with better

known and appreciated materials. The white stalk of French
Asparagus is hard, because it is blanched. To avoid that all

we have to do is to save ourselves the trouble of piling little

mounds of earth over each stool in spring ; in a word, to cut it

as we do now, and adopt their system in all other respects.

The French grower knows that to have the larger portion of

the stick green is the best way, but Fashion insists upon having
a, long white handle attached to the edible portion of the Aspa-
ragus. If it were brought to the Paris markets without this it

would not find buyers."
There is one other point, but as we shall have to deal with

that in a future letter, I now omit it, having, I trust, left these
strange " truths" plainly before the impartial reader.

I heard no more of the "LosnoN Makeet Gaedenee," but
after the lapse of a week or so a short letter appeared in the
Times, signed " T. F. K.," stating that "your correspondent is

quite correct," alluding to all I had said of French fruit culture,
and not containing one word of objection to anything previously
stated by me. The writer then proceeded to give some few
reasons for bis opinion, stated how many thousand plants it

would require for an acre, and then wound up with a few
words of advice to those about "planting orchards of cordons !

"

Now, I had not said a word about planting orchards of them,
for apart from Mr. liivers's reason given in Tue Jocexal of
HoETicuLTUEE iu 186G (" the Paradise is a surface-rooting
stock, and requires the cultivation of a garden"), I know many
reasons why the thing should not be attempted in that way,
and thought it much better that people should know its value
and cost as a garden crop before they tried it on a larger scale :

therefore I felt it my duty to caution the readers of the Times
against beginning their cordon experiences in such an unwise
way, and wrote as follows :

—" In horticulture as well as iu
many other matters it is better to get used to any novel system
before we try it very extensively : therefore my advice is, plant
a snug and well exposed little border with those cordons, or
run them around the square of your garden as the French do,
taking care, however, that they are not overshadowed wherever
they may be placed. If we give it a fair garden trial it will, I

think, be quite enough till the pruning, expense, and everything
else connected with it be familiar to the planter."

This harmless and almost necessary advice might not have
been expected to offend anybody, but very shortly after

"T. F. K.," who wrote at first to say that I was " quite cor-

rect," wrote to try and prove how very wi'ong and incorrect I

was, and said, among other things, that I had not stated the
reason why the horizontal cordon was the best— i.e., the
greater amount of heat received near the ground—though I

had distinctly stated it both in the article and in the reply to

our friend the " Market Gaedenee !
" Then quickly appeared

the article by " T. E." in The Jocesal of Hoeticultuee. Mr.
Bivers opens it by saying that I am " evidently a young gar-

dener ;" and there he is right ; but I hope to grow old at gar-

dening as well as Mr. Eivers. Still more do I hope that when
I am Mr. Eivers's age, I shall at all events not be such as to

come down upon any young man, working in the same path,
with any influence my name may possess, to attempt to retard
his progress and throw discredit upon his efforts.

Thus your readers will perceive that no word of objection
came from " T. E.," or "T. F. B.," previous to my cautioning
the readers of the Times against taking the advice of " T. F. E.,"—" planting orchards " of cordons on wires.

Nest week I shall deal with Mr. Eivers's essay on French

gardening.

—

The Weiter op the Aeiicle on HoEiionLTOEE is

the " TniES."

SURFACE OR TOP-DRESSING ORCHARD
HOUSE TREES.

Whethee Mr. Pearson's plan of not disturbing the surface
soil of potted Peaches be or be not an improvement on Mr.
Eivers's system of top-dressing, turns, I think, on this question
—Are the surface fibres annual or perennial ? If the former,
their removal after their work is done, cannot be prejudicial.

If the latter, the plant may need them for another year.

Those who are interested in the solution of the question,

may easily bring the rival systems to issue, by treating some of

their trees in one way, and some in the other ; but it will re-

quire several years to come to a definite conclusion, as the soil

in a pot, if unrenewed, may supply support for three years, and
yet fail in the fourth.—G. S.

STOKE XEWINGTON CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW.
CnRYSAXinEMUMS are always seen in great perfection at this SlioW :

and at that held on the 14th and 15th inst., though as a whole scarcely
equal to those exhibited during the last two or three years in quality,

they were above the average in quantity. For a season so unfavourable
to the Chrysanthemum as that which we have experienced the display
was most satisfactory, and the only wonder was that so many exhibitors
could produce blooms in such excellent condition as they did ; for all

varieties arc unusually late this year, and many appear likely not to
open at all.

Specimen plants in pots, notwithstanding some amount of forcing,

were for the most part not in such full bloom as they would have been
a week or ten days later. The best in the class for six came from Mr.
Forsjlh, who had Dr. Sharpe, a vei-y effective dark crimson ; Alma.
Golden Chi'istine, Lady Harding, Annie Salter, and Yesta, all of
which were very well grown and in good bloom. Mr. George, gardener
io Miss Nicholson, Stamford Hill, who was second, had Vesta in fine

bloom ; Prince of Wales, a fine-grown plant, but not forward enough ;

and St. George, a sport from Golden Hermine, with reddish buff
tlowers. evidently a fine variety for specimens. For three plants Mr.
Drain, De Beauvoir Town, was first, and Mr. George second, with
Christine, Vesta, Golden Christine, Prince Albert, and Lady Harding.
Of specimen Pompons the best six were furnished by Mr. Butcher.

the kinds being Bijou de rHorticulture and White Cedo Nulli, especi-

ally good ; Lilac and Golden Cedo NuUi, HcKne, and Andromeda.
Mr. Forsyth was second with, among others, White Trevenna in fine

bloom, Cedo NulU, and General Canrobert. In the class for three
plants the same exhibitors occupied the same relative positions, Mr.
Batcher being also first for six pyramidal plants. For six standards
Mr. Forsyth was first, having Lilac and Golden Cedo Nulli, Andro-
meda, and Calliope in excellent bloom. Mr. Butcher was second.

Cut blooms were with but few exceptions very good. The best 24
came from Mr. Slade, of Kingsland, and consisted of Beverley and
Golden Beverley, both very fine ; Formosum, White Globe, Jardindes
Plautes, Pi-iuce of Wales, very large and fine ; Golden Dr. Brock,
Mrs. George Ruudle, a beautiful pure white, though not large ; Gloria
Mundi, Prince Alfred, very fine ; General Slade, Lady Harding, fine ;

Lord Ranelagh, (leneral Slade, Rev. J. Dix, Orange Pei-fection, Che-
rub. Gloria Mnndi, Lnteum Formosum, King of Denmark, and Duchess
of Wellington. Mr. James, Stoke Newington, was second ; and Mr.
Berry, gardener to the Earl of Leven and Melville, third. Mr. Berry
was first for 1*2 blooms with Empress of India and Queen of England,
each nearly 5 inches across : Lady Harding, Nil Desperandum, Prince
of Wales, and Lady Slade, also very fine. Mr. Slade, who was third,

had a beautiful bloom of Prince Alfred, and others likewise very good.

In another class, also for 12 blooms, Mr. Heai'd, De Beauvoir Town ;

Mr. Howe, Shacklewell ; and Mr. Drain, took prizes in the order of

theii- names, exhibiting, besides varieties already named, Sir Stafford

Carey, Kitleman. John Salter, St. Patrick, Abbe Passaglia, and No-
velty. For sis blooms Mr. Wheldal took the first prize with Mrs.
George Rnndle, Her Majesty, Golden Beverley, and Beauty, both

very large. Prince of Wales, and Pio Nono. Mr. Mosham was second

with Prince Alfred, very fine ; St. Patrick, Beverley. Jardin desPlantes.

Lady Harding, and Golden Beverley ; Mr. Heai-d being third.

In the maiden class for the same number of blooms the prizes were

taken by Mr. Shields, Stamford Hill ; Mr. Crute, HoUoway ; and Mr.
Smith, Haggerstone. Venus. Empress of India, Queen of England.
Prince of Wales, and other varieties were very fine.

The first prize for Anemone-flowered varieties was taken by Mi*.

James, who had fine examples of Madame Godereau, Gluck, Fleur de
Marie, George Sand, Queen of Anemones, Prince of Anemones, and
Marguerite d'Anjou. Mr. Howe, who was second, had also a fine

stand. The same two exhibitors were respectively first and second

for 36 Anemone Pompons, of which Antonius, Regulns, Mrs. Astie,

Florence Nightingale, Madame Montels, Sidonie, and Firefly were

conspicuous.

The extra prizes offered by Mr. Salter for Countess of Warwick
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wore awarded to Mr. Hoalo and Mr. James, and those for Lady Tal-

fonnl to Mr. .Tauios ami Mr. Snare. Mr. Kor^vth's prizes for Mr«.

G. Randlo were tJiken bv Mr. Wholtlal and Mr. Moxhuiu. Only two

aeodlintfs wore bIiowu, aud both received tirst-elass certificates. Ono
callod Prince84 Buatrice, camo from Mr. WyuoBS. Buckingham Pulaco

Gardens, aud was a hoautiftiUy iuenrvcd purplinh lilac tluwcr, inter-

mediate iu colour between Lady Harding aud Prince Alfred. The
other, named Mrs. Sharpo, came from Mr. A. Forsyth ; it was a
large, deep rosy lilac Howcr, distinct aud fme.

Mes-rs. E. (i. Henderson sent a etandof blooms not for competition,

containing araonp others Empress of India, Qneou of Enj,'land, Prince

Alfred, and Prince of Wale^, of extraordinary f»i/:o ; and Mr. Ware, of

Hale Park Nuraerius, Tottenham, exhibited three husket^t tilled with

Saxifrages, Seduuis, Sempervivuras, lOchevoria sucnndu, viirieRated

Poloniouiom cioruleum, and a variety of other plants, the whole ar-

ranged so as to produce an excellent elTect. Troni Mr. Shirley Hib-
Iterd ciiuo a coUectiou of Ivies, and from Mr. I'orsyth and others

Miiscellaucous gronps of Chrysanthemums.

THE CHILWELL NURSERIES.
(Concluded from page 331.)

AnoTHEP span-roofei.1 orchard-house, fiO feet long by 20 feet

wide, though not of such an ornamental character as the last,

was certainly not less useful. Besides a number of Peach
trees in pots, it contained a few standards planted out in the

central border, and amonR them a Itoval (ieorge, which had
borne about a hundred fruit. The tree was by no means out

of bounds, although it had never been root-pruned. With re-

gard to the pot trees, Mr. Pearson remarked (and he has since

stated his views on this subject in pages 257 and 329), that he
had given up autumn top-dressings on account of their involv-

ing the destruction of a portion of the roots near the surface,

which are encouraged thither by the summer-dressing of ma-
nure and malt combs. In proof of the effect of this surface or

summer-dressing in enticing and keeping the roots near the
surface, he turned iip several pots, and in only ono were a few
roots found protruding from the hole in the bottom.
A house of similar dimensions to the last is employed as a

vinery and Kig-house. Here was growing the Black Muscat of

Alexandria, or Muscat Hamburgh, as it is more commonly
called, on its own roots, also grafted on the Black Hamburgh
and on the Sarbelle Frontignan, a small, early, black variety,

which Mr. Pearson did not consider worth retaining in the
\inery. The result has been that though the Vine worked on the

Sarbelle Frontignan is extremely vigorous, and has made wood
of extraordinary thickness, neither the bunches nor the berries

are so good in size and appearance as those produced by the

Vine on its own roots, which, it may be remarked, is a
vigorous one, that in some years has yielded 40 lbs. of Grapes.
The Vine on the Black Hamburgh stock exhibited a consider-

able difference in the character of the foliage; the bunches
were larger and longer, and the berries were likewise improved
in size and regularity, and were of encellent flavour. It may
have been imagination, or the effect of tasting other Grapes,
but it appeared that the Muscat flavour was slightly, though
in a very slight degree, less strongly marked in the produce of

the worked Vine than in that of the Vine on its own roots

;

but after several tastings the attempt to distinguish a difference

had to be given up. However, whether such exist or not, there
is little room to doubt, from the experience at Chilwell and
Dalkeith, that the Black Hamburgh is an excellent stock for

the Muscat Hamburgh. The subject of stocks, not only for

Vines, but for other fruit trees as well, is deserving of a greater
amount of attention than has hitherto been bestowed upon it,

and discussion and extended experiments would, doubtless,

bring to light many valuable facts hitherto hidden altogether,

or known only to a few. Among several other varieties of

Grapes were the Alicante, bearing very heavily, and Trentham
Black, another excellent late Grape. No border, scarcely, could
be more unpromising than that on the outside of this house. It

was not more than H or '.I feet wide, lay between houses, being,
therefore, considerably shaded, and consisted of a stiff red
earth, mixed with lime. Little, if any, pains appeared to have
been taken in its making, and yet the Vines bore well and were
more healthy than others in cases where great expense has
been incurred in border-making. With a border of such a
description, and the roots not so near the surface as desirable,

shanking might have been expected ; but very few of the
Grapes were so affected, and this Mr. Pearson ascribed to his
being careful not to over-stop the Vines. The excessive re-

moval of foliage he considers a far more frequent cause of
shanking than bad borders.

A lean-to vinery, 34 feet by K), the first-built of the houses
at present existing in the nursery, and that some thirty years
ago, contained in the two divisions of which it consisted Purple
Constantia, Red Frontignan. Alicante, Black Hamburgh, Koyal
Muscadine, and Chasselas Rose Royal, bearing well, and some
of the bunches were very good. The next houees were four

span-roofed structures, ranging from .36 to 42 feet in length,

and from 10 to 13; feet in width. These are amply provided
both with top and bottom heat, and seem to be very useful for

a variety of purposes, snch as growing Cucumbers, and shelter-

ing seedling bedding Pelargoniums, Vines in pots, and other

subjects; they are likewise employed in turn as jiropagating-

houses. Two of them had been just cleared out and sulphured,

having been cropped with Cucumbers, of which frequently ten

dozen had been cut in a morning to send to market. A small
orchard-house, 40 feet by 20, was filled with seedling Peaches
and Nectarines, of which Mr. Pearson believes he has obtained
some desirable varieties. Other two houses, 40 feet in length

and l.'J aud 11 feet in width, were respectively filled with Vines
in pots and young Conifers, among which were between three

and four thousand Chinese .Junipers, that being about the
number propagated every year.

A small span-roofed house, 26 feet by 12, is used for raising

seedling Rhododendrons. Formerly, when these were out ol

doors, many perished, owing to their being deluged with rain

or exposed to strong sun ; but Mr. Pearson, reasoning that the

seedlings imdor natural conditions come up under trees, and
are, consequently, shaded from sun and to a great extent

sheltered from rain, had this house specially constructed, and
dulled the glass. The result has been that the seedlings come
up by thousands, and with scarcely a failure. In connection

with Rhododendrons, Mr. Pearson remarked that instead of

side-grafting, as usual, which he objects to on account of the

Rhododendron ponticum stock not growing equally fast with
the vigorous kinds worked on it, he saddle-grafts in spring;

and although the failures are numerous, the plants propagated

in this way are much better, being feathered to the ground.

Of this there was abundant evidence in the beds on the lawn,

where Alarm and some other kinds which are usually leggy,

were as bushy as could be desired.

The conservatory, which is the last structure to be noticed,

is 60 feet long by 24 feet wide, and, as might be expected in

the beginning of September, was not crowded with a number
of plants in flower, but it contained a fine stock of Camel-
lias, remarkable for the thickness of the wood which they had
made and their luxuriant foliage, and this even in the case of

weak-growing kinds, such as Sarah Frost and Fimbriata. Be-
sides a noble plant of the Double White, upwards of 6 feet in

height and nearly as much in diameter, and a fine specimen of

Countess of EUesmere, there was a fine stock of the leading

varieties worked in the spring of the present year, the mode
adopted being saddle-grafting, which Mr. Pearson prefers to

whip-grafting and other methods, as being more certain and
furnishing stronger and straightcr plants. The whole stock is

grown in fresh turf soil, and otherwise managed as described

vol. X., pages l.i9, KSO, and certainly more healthy, vigorous

plants of the size could nowhere be found. The shoots were
unusually thick, but well-ripened, and the leaves large and of

that glossy dark green which makes a Camellia, even when out

of bloom, one of the most ornamental plants in a conservatory.

It has been remarked that some of the houses are partly em-
ployed in winter for sheltering seedling bedding Pelargoniums.
These are raised by thousands, and destroyed to nearly the

same extent after selecting the most promising for propagation.

Mr. Pearson has tried a very large number of crosses, and has
found that when a green-leaved Zonal Pelargonium is crossed

with a Variegated Zonal variety, some of the progeny will come
up green-leaved, whilst in others the leaves will be variegated,

but that afterwards the green-leaved seedlings often become
variegated, and when this takes place are quite as good and
sometimes better than those which are variegated at first. He
has also arrived at the conclusion, that if variegated kinds are

used as the female parents, the majority of the seedlings will

be of bad constitution, many of them proving albinoes, or
nearly so, and, therefore, for the most part dying off, but that

some of the progeny of such crosses prove to be fine tricolored

varieties.

Although the seedlings had been severely weeded out both
before and after propagation, a considerable number of varie-

ties still remained, constituting one of the most interesting

features at the Chilwell nurseries. Of the Variegated Zonal
varieties, one called Walter Pearson was very conspicuous by
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its beautiful and distinctly coloured leaves, and is certainly one
of the finest of the Tricolor section. Edith Pearson, again, is

another beautiful kind, remarkably compact in habit, and with
flat leaves and a brilUant-coloured zone. For small beds and
the edgings of large ones this variety is most desirable, and
when better known will, no doubt, become very popular. Sir

Kobert Peel with a very broad richly-coloured zone, Ben Hine
in the way of Sophia Dnmaresque, and Waverley, are also very
fine ; the last-named was even superior to Sophia Dumaresque,
judging from the two grown in juxtaposition. The Second
Mrs. Balwidda, which, however, is not of Mr. Pearson's raising,

is another promising kind with a fiery zone. Of the Bronze
and Gold section, Bronze Perfection, remarkable for the re-

gular outline of the leaves, and Queen of Bronzes for its fine

iold foliage, are varieties of decided merit, besides which a
very pretty seedling, called Autumn, was growing in a bed on
the lawn, and in a frame with others two promising seedlings,

one raised from Flower of Spring, and another from Italia

Unita. Pearl, of which the foliage is variegated with white,

hut having a dark zone breaking through between the green
and the white, formed a pretty bed, especially where allowed to

produce its soft-coloured light cerise flowers.

Among hybrid Nosegays, two of the most conspicuous were
Chilwell Beauty, partaking of the character of Amy Hogg, and
having fine trusses of large magenta flowers, and Alfred Pear-
son, very free-flowering, and having unusually large trusses of

cherry rose-coloured flowers. The leaves are marked with a
deep zone. Chevalier Bayard is another hybrid Nosegay, with
fine trusses of flowers nearly of the same colour as Stella, but
far superior in shape. This seems to be an admirable kind
for bedding. As a free-flowering bright orange scarlet kind
William Ingram is likewise excellent. Besides the above there
were numerous other varieties grown iu small beds for trial,

and several of which exhibited considerable merit, though not
equal to the kinds named.
A lawn and beds adjoining Mr. Pearson's residence, alto-

gether about an acre in extent, besides Pelargoniums grown
for their fohage and flowers, was planted with choice Conifers,
conspicuous among which were two fine specimens of Arbor
Vit.T, Wellingtonias, Cupressus nutkaensis, not with horizon-
tal branches as so commonly seen, but with these ascending,
and Cupressus Lawsoniana 10 feet high and 4^ feet in circum-
ference round the stem at the ground. It was planted in 1858,
and withstood the severe frost of 18C0, although plants of the
same species were killed in other places in the neighbourhood,
owing, probably, to a less hardy variety having been distributed.

As a further proof of the hardiness of this fine Cypress it may
he remarked that near Nottingham the thermometer fell in
that winter to 13° below zero, and old Oak trees and 10,000
Eoses were killed.

The general stock, which is distributed over several nurseries,

is very large. Of Chinese Junipers there is one of the largest

stocks in the trade, the plants being of various ages and in
fine health. Thuja aurea. Golden and Irish Yews, together
with the most desirable Conifers and Taxads are also exten-
sively grown, as well as Golden Hollies, Khododendrons, and
other shrubs, and ornamental and forest trees. Among the
latter was an Elm, remarkable for the straightness and rapidity
of its growth. In a short avenue the stems of some trees of

this Elm, though only planted thirteen or fourteen years,

measured at between 5 and C feet from the ground 6 feet

5 inches and 5 feet 9 inches in circumference, whilst those of
Ulmus amcricana and campestris only ranged between 2} and
3 feet in girth. Trees of it cut down iu the Marquis of Exeter's
park, at Burghley, were found to have made twice as much
timber as the common English Elm. It is known at Chilwell
as the Siberian Elm, and all the stock was originally obtained
from the layers of an old stool which existed there in Mr.
Pearson's grandfather's time.
The permanent orchards, 74 or 75 acres in extent, oiifered

several features of interest, not the least remarkable being the
diilerence in the growth of the trees where the upper layer of

the new red sandstone comes near the surface, which it does
in one orchard. Prune Damsons, Damsons, and White Bul-
laces were being gathered by hundreds of bushels ; and of Pears
there were several gigantic trees, some of them bearing heavy
crops. Thus, Marie Louise in one orchard was worked on a
Warden Pear tree measuring between 4} and 5 feet in circum-
ference of stem, and some 40 feet high. Beurre de Capiaumont,
likewise worked on a large old tree, was about 50 feet high

;

and of the old Grey Beurn' there were several very large trees

tearing heavily. The Crawford had borne a very heavy crop
;

and Aston Town and Beurre d'Amanlis were loaded with fruit,

the latter doing better as a standard at Chilwell than any other
of the continental varieties. Walker's Summer Broadend
Apple, said to be a very useful kitchen variety, was also bear-
ing very abundantly ; so, too, was Prince Englebert Plum,
which is excellent both for dessert and kitchen use. It is

especially useful for pies and tarts, yielding an abundance of
highly coloured juice, without the astringency of the Damson.
The nursery where the young fruit trees are grown for send-

ing out occupies a piece of ground sloping a little towards the
south, and fifteen acres in extent. To keep out the game
which abounds in the neighbourhood, and which proves very
destructive, Mr. Pearson surrounded it with a low 4 J -inch
brick wall set in dolomite lime. This wall is without but-
tresses, but to give it strength to resist the wind it is built
in lengths cf 10 yards, alternately advancing and retreating in
the annexed fashion— ' I I \ > \ the short cross wall
being only a yard in length. The ground is intersected by a
broad road through the middle, and subdivided into pieces of
convenient size by paths at right angles, with gates in the
wall at the ends of all the principal paths. Here there is a
large and healthy stock of the best varieties of Apples, Pears
both on the Quince and Pear stocks. Peaches, Apricots, ]?lums.
Cherries, and other fruit trees, and the wall space is taken
advantage of for training trees in various forms. To prevent
mistakes, and for reference when names become lost, Mr. Pear-
son has planted two trees of every variety of fruit tree—

a

precaution which, if more generally adopted, would obviate
much of that confusion which unfortunately still prevails in
the naming of fruits.

Long as this notice has been, there is much besides at the
Chilwell Nurseries to interest the horticulturist, but which for
the present at least must be passed over; but the gardener and
amateur who may visit the nurseries will find in Mr. Pearson
one who, in addition to a genial hearty manner, possesses a
fund of information which he is ever ready to impart.

Mr. Foster's extensive works at Beeston, where all the wood-
work of glass houses is cut out by machinery, so as to fit

together with great accuracy, are also well worthy of a visit.

The machinery for cutting mortices, bevils, planing, itc, is

very interesting. Mrs. Foster, it may be added, is very suc-
cessful in managing, with very little assistance, a conservatory
in which, besides Black Hamburgh and Eoyal Muscadine Vines
bearing an excellent crop, there were some fine specimen Ca-
meUias, such as Bealii 5 feet high, Keticulata 7 feet high, and
Mathotiana G feet high, though these were not more than seven
years old from the graft. There was likewise a fine plant of the
Double White in an 18-inch pot, and some smaller plants had
made shoots nearly 2 feet in length in the year.

THE CYLINDER VINERY.
If I mistake not, some hints respecting a structure under

the above name have appeared in your columns ; no detailed
description of it has, however, been given. The same ingenious
gentleman who invented the ground vinery, has by a happy
thought projected this economical and admirable structure for
the cultivation of Grapes ; and to prevent his invention being
pirated and patented by some little extra work being added to
it, of no utility except to form the groundwork cf an appli-
cation for a patent, he has made his cylinder vinery a patented
invention.

A month or two since a hexagonal cylinder vinery was erected
in the nurseries at Sawbridgeworth, under the sanction of the
inventor, by Mr. T. F. Eivers, and so simple is the structure
that it was put up and completed by twelve o'clock of the day
it was commenced. This structure is, indeed, so simple as
to be difficult to describe ; but, as was said the other day by
an amateur from a distance, it is worth a day's journey to see.
The hexagonal form is that which I shall attempt to describe,
but these vineries may be built with eight or ten angles, or
even more, if a greater number of Vines is wished for, the
number of angles determining the number of Vines that can
be planted in a vinery with advantage, the hexagonal cylinder
allowing space for five, the octagonal for seven, and so on.
The hexagonal vinery I have alluded to is built with six

slight posts of the best Fir timber, 3J inches by IJ, standing
9 feet out of the ground—10 feet is the height suggested by
the inventor. These posts are firmly fixed in the ground by
ramming, and attached to each other by strong galvanised wire
passing through them. They are placed at angles so as to fonn
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the Bbape above mentioned, and 2 feet apart ; each post is

grooved so as to admit of pieces of glass 21 inches wide

Eliding down edge to edge, no putty being employed, so that

what is called the glazing is the vfork of a few minutes. In

each of the live spaces between the posts u Vine is planted,

and supported by wires stretched from post to post. The re-

maining space ou the north is occupied with a door for en-

trance to the interior of the cylinder, which in the present

instance is formed of painted calico ou a light frame, but it

may, of course, bo made with thin boards.

My description of the cylinder vinery is, I fear, very lame

;

but the accompanying illustration, in which the door is repre-

sented open and the Vines in pots, will, I think, give your

readers an idea of its appearance.

•^i^s^-^i^

A hexagonal cylinder vinery is exactly like a six-sided trans-
parent sentry-box, fium it to 10 feet in lieijjht. There is, how-
ever, one peculiarity which makes the structure and its appli-

cation perfectly original, it has no roof and no ventilation

below, the glass touching the ground. This at first sight seems
perfectly incon.'^ruous. and as if it must be fatal to healthy
growth ; it is, however, not so, for Vines and other fruit trees

grow with extraordinary healthy vigour in these cylinders,

the current of cool air in sunny weather constantly descend-
ing and displacing the heated air.' The temperature of

the cylinder viuery at Sawbridgoworth has been accurately
tested, and found to be in shade in sunny weather ID' above
the shade temperature of the open air. Tliis was ascertained
in September, it is quite probable that in sultry weather in
summer it would exceed that.

The open roof by admitting rain and dew seems to be the
grand discovery, the iitcaiutm nin./Hiim, of tbe cylinder vinery,
and much credit is due to the inventor for the clever thought,
thus saving amateurs the trouble of syringing and watering.
The great charm of tins unique iuvenlion is, that every garden
10 or rj feet square, with a eoulliern aspect, may have a vinery
with five or more Vines growing and bearing in it, for a trilliu;,'

snm—say 40.<. or 45s. I may add, that the patentee intends tu

supply the posts kyanised, so as to last for half a century; the

supporting wires and slight connecting iron.work will also be
supplied, and I hope shortly advertised. It is proposed by the
inventor to throw over the top of the cylinder in May, if spring
frosts are rife, a piece of frigi-domo or canvas, allowing it to

* Tlio oxporiment to determine the upward and downward currents of
air waa c:irri*Ml out by Mr. T. F. Uivers with ThiRtlc down. The descend-
ing euireut of air was found to occupy the centre of the cylinder, the up.
word currents of worm air the sides.

remain night and day till the end of the month, bnt the

cylinder to be open at top all the summer and autumn.

—

FllO.NTIONAN.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Mil. SALTEU'S NUnSEllT, BAMHEUSMITn.

The display here is always so extensive and good that no
cultivator of the Chrysanthemum would wilhngly miss paying

the Versailles Nursery a visit at this season, especially as there

all the best of the old varieties are to be found, whilst the

novelties to be sent out next year with but few exceptions

emanate from Mr. Salter's establishment. This year, however,

the show-house is scarcely so gay as usual, owing to many of

the varieties not having as yet attained the perfection which

they will do a week or so hence, the unfavourable autumn
having retarded the bloom here, as elsewhere. Of the older

varieties, Little Harry, St. Patrick, Mr. Drunlees, and Golden

Beverley are at present remarkably fine, and the names of

many more might be added, as being now nearly in perfec-

tion. Among the newer kinds, Dr. Sbarpe, very dark crimson,

is exceedingly showy ; Fingal, rosy hlac, though not yet in

perfection, is of a pleasing rosy lilac colotir ; and as an orange

and amber-coloured flower, Dr. Lindley is also very line.

I.ady Talfourd, both in and out of doors, is one of the finest of

the "rosy-lilac coloured varieties ; and Prince of Wales is too

generally recognised as one of tbe best varieties sent out of

late years to need comment. Isabella Bott, very large, blnsh
;

rruepero, dark purplish violet, very full ; Venus ; Mrs. Bundle ;

and Mrs. Heale, the last a pure white sport from Princess of

Wales, are also remarkably line.

Many of the new kinds yet to be sent out are not sufficiently

advanced to display their qualities, but of those which are, the

best are Lord Derby, very dark purple ; Princess Beatrice, the

fine variety exhibited by Mr. Wyness, at Stoke Newington, and

which is to be sent out by Mr. Salter; Golden Orb, large,

canary-coloured ; Baron Beust, finely incurved, chestnut,

turned up with yellow, very fine ; and Captivation, carmine

shading off to white, very showy, and likely to make a fine

specimen plant.

Mr. Salter has added about 40 feet in length to that part of

his show-house which is at right angles to the entrance, and

has here a collection of Chinese and Japanese Clirysanthe-

mums, many of which would prove very ornamental for con-

servatory decoration. Such are Madame Godillot, reddish

orange with a yellow centre; Meteor, yellow tipped with

orange ; Aurantium, very large, yellowish orange ; Bed Dragon,

red with yellow spots ; Stslla Mirabilis, not out, but curiously

spotted with yellow ; The Tycoon, red backed with yellow

;

Aimco Naurel, white edged with rose ; and The Wizard, deep

maroon. There is also an unnamed seedling which produces

a profusion of pale lilac and white flowers in long succession.

A beautiful Uttle collection of Sedums and Saxifrages near

the entrance to the show-house cannot fail to attract attention,

and in another house, as well as out of doors, there is the

splendidly-coloured Chihan Beet, which was much noticed

when exhibited some time ago at South Kensington. Dahlia

imperiaUs, a new kind which has not as yet bloomed in Eng-

land, is planted in the centre of the show-house, and is ex-

pected shortly to produce its bell-shaped white flowers. Among
other plants Centaurea magnifica was noticeable for its large,

beautifully cut foliage.

Jill. FOBSYTIl'S NUBSEBY, STOKE NEWISGTOX.

In the show-house at this place there is a fine bank of Chry-

santhemums, among which are most of the leading kinds,

though all are not as yet fully out. There are, however, fine

examples of Dr. Sharpe, Lady Harding, Mrs. G. Bundle,

pure white ; Prince of Wales, Alfred Salter, General Harding,

Cassandra, Golden Beverley, Gloria Mundi, Queen of England,

•lardin des Plantes, John Salter, very fine ; Princess of Wales,

Mrs. Hiilliburton, Empress of India, St. Patrick. Sam Slick,

Virgin Queen, pure white : Orange Perfection, Mr. Brunlees,

Hercules, red; Lady Talfounl, General Bainbrigge, and many
others. Anemone- flowered varieties, as Gluck, lieorgeSand,

Prince of Anemones, Lady Margaret, Marguerite d'.Vnjon, &c.,

are also well represented.

As a specimen plant, Jlrs. Sharpe, deep rosy lilac, is fine,

and for this purpose will probably become a favourite ; of

Prince of Wales, General Bainbrigge, Alma, Christine, Lady
Harding, and Vesta, there are also finely-grown plants.

Of Pompons, there are handsomely-grown plants of the dif-
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ferent kinds of Cedo NuUi, Duruflet, La Vogue, Andromeda,
and White Trevenna, which last is especially remarkable for
its free blooming ; Priuce Kenna is also pretty. Some of the
best of the Pompous, however, are not yet in bloom. These
are chiefly in a spau-roofed range 300 feet in length. lu the
same range there is also a large stock cf Mrs. Pollock and other
Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, together with numerous varie-
ties grown for their flowers; likewise Fuchsias, Cinerarias,
Genistas, and other spring-flowering plants.

THE TEMPLE GAEDEKS.

This year Mr. Eioome's long border is even better than usuah
and he has been successful in bringing his plants into good
bloom sooner than most people, notwithstanding tho cold dull
weather which has prevailed for some time in London. He
has about two thousand 16-sized pots plunged in his main
border, the bottom of each pot resting on a thumb-pot inverted,
so as to prevent the drainage becoming choked ; and to this he
attributes a great measure of his success in the present year.
The plants were also potted very tightly in sound loam mixed
with one-third part of manure, and further supplied with
manure waterings. Prince of Wales, Mrs. George Bundle,
Venus, Little Harry, White Globe, Jardin des Plautes, and
Hereward, are the most conspicuous for their size and beauty,
and next to them come Cherub, Beverley, Antonelli, Alfred
Salter, Virgin Queen, Dupont de I'Eure, Mrs. Halliburton,
Hercules, Golden Beverley, Bernard Palissy, Mr. Gladstone,
Rifleman, Mrs. Cunningham, St. Patrick, Garibaldi, Astrolabe,
Cardinal Wiseman, Anaxo, Sam Slick, and Lady Harding.

Mr. Broome has also neat beds of Pompous on the lawn,
containing the different kinds of Cedo Nulli, HulC'ne, and Sala-
mon. Madame Eugene Domage and White Trevenna are also
very good.
Mr. Dale, of the Middle Temple Gardens, has also a good

display of some of the large-flowering yarieties, and several
showy beds of Pompons.

SWINDLING.
Will you caution nurserymen against a rascal who is going

about the country victimising them under various pretences ?
He came here on Wednesday last, giving the name of W. H.
Young, describing himself as gardener to F. G. Harris, Esq.,
Harrow Park, and ordered between £200 and £300-worth of
nursery stock, and borrowed a sovereign of our Mr. Ingram, as
" he had been out longer than he expected, and had run short."
He also got from our clerk a dozen of our catalogues to distri-
bute, as ho said, amongst brother gardeners in his neighbour-
hood who were planting ; but, unfortunately, we fear he has
used them to dupe Mr. J. Cole, of Aston Lane Nursery, Bir-
mingham, to whom he had the unpai-allelled audacity to pass
himself off as the son of our Mr. Ingram, and to buy in the
name of our firm £161-worth of plants, and had the cool impu-
dence to write to Mr. Ingram as his " dear father," asking him
to send a draft for £163 instead of £101, as he " has laid out
ms cash." Doubtless the marginal £2 he would get of Mr.
Cole.

His great point is that he wants nothing to be sent off, nor
even taken up, till the cheque is received, and then he obtains
a pound or two in the ways we have named, when he is imme-
diately off to some other place. Of course, if he can only
manage two or three of us per day it keeps him very joUily.
He IS about 5 feet 7 or 8 inches high, of dark complexion and
whiskers, and has lost his front teeth.—Wood & Ingkam, Iliuit-
hiijdon Nurseries.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAr.DEN.

Cahbagcs, let all plants still remaining in the seed-beds be
pricked-out forthwith. Now that winter is near, it is of
importance to have a stock of keeping roots at hand in the
vegetable shed. Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips, Jerusalem Arti-
chokes, Horseradish, Beet, Scorzonera, and Salsafy should be
at hand here. If the vegetable-shed is, as it ought to be,
several feet below the ground-level, and possessing a close-
fitting door, the above vegetables may be merely laid in heaps.
If they are apt to shrivel, things of this kind will be better in
layers with clean sand. It there is any spare time plant Horse-
radish, Sea-kale, and rjiubarh now, instead of in spring. In
all these cases be sure to trench deeply and loosen the bottom

of the trench. Some Early Frame Radishes may be sown in a
week or so.

FRUIT G.VBDEN'.

Proceed with planting and pruning as previously directeci.

Trench and ridge-up ground, leaving the surface as rough as
possible, in order that a greater surface may be exposed to the
action of the weather. A piece of ground well trenched and
the surface laid-up in ridges will be fit for cropping, in the
event of a wet spring, much sooner than if the surface were
now made level and smooth. Fruit-tree borders should be
ridged in order that the water may be carried off, and special
care should be taken that water do not lodge about the stems
of the trees, near which, on this account, tho furrows between
the ridges should be more shallow than at the farther side of
the border. Where fruit is so situated as to be affected by the
daily changes of temperature, air must be freely admitted, but
presuming that the most choice kinds are placed in boxes or
close drawers, and, consequently, little affected by vicissitudes
of temperature, they need only be exposed when occasional in-
spection renders it unavoidable.

FLOWEK GAKDEX.
Annuals and herbaceous plants killed by frost should now

have their stems cut off and taken to the rubbish heap ; the
most choice kinds should be labelled to prevent them from
being destroyed when digging the borders. Take up the roots of
Lobelia spleudens, propinqua, fulgens, &c., and store them in
a frame or boxes filled with earth. They may be placed in any
spare vinery or Peach-house until they require parting in
spring. The great object to be kept in view is to prevent them
from damping-off in winter. Continue to sweep lawns and
walks until they are free from leaves, in order to make the gar-

den look well in winter. Seeds not yet collected should now
be gathered on a dry day. After so fine an autumn, during
which period all bulbs have been placed in the ground under
favourable conditions, we would advise that every bed of

Tulips, however small, should be properly and substantially

hooped over, so that by covering with a number of Russian
mats sewed together the whole length and breadth of the bed,

or beds, the collection may be safely defended from an excess
of either rain or frost. Most amateurs were taught a severe
lesson last season, the serious effects of which on their most
choice bulbs will be felt for some time. Beds of choice Pansies
ought also to be protected, and in mild weather traps should
be set for snails, which even at this season will do great mis-
chief. Carnations, Picotees, and Auriculas should be kept clean,

and the soil in the pots must not be allowed to become satu-

rated with wet ; in fact, tho less water the better, compatible
with health.

GEEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
The winter-blooming Correas, Epacrises, Polygalas, Acacias,

Pimeleas, &c., will now begin to make a charming addition to

the other inmates of the conservatory. Take care to give
every attention to judicious watering, more especially to such
as the Epacrises ; it will not do to trust this operation to in-

experienced persons. Let all bulbs beginning to start, such as

the Amaryllis tribes, the Lachenalia, Oxalis, with others, have
very moderate supplies of water until the leaves are somewhat
expanded. If any of the stock appear too much crowded, en-
deavour to weed-out inferior or half-hardy plants, transferring

them to the pits or frames, or if no better shelter is to be had,
to a shed or outhouse, provided they are of the hard-leaved
class or decidedly deciduous. The Pelargoniums intended for

early blooming should now be stopped, and plenty of room
must be afforded them. Let them be tied out, and as soon as
they begin to break let them be repotted and their growth
slightly encouraged, always keeping them near the glass. As
this is rather a leisure time in this department, much work
might be forwarded before the arrival of a more pressing
season, and among other things the naming of plants com-
mands our attention. A collection of plants badly named loses

half its interest. When they are neatly labelled and the
names accurately written and spelt, it is a clear proof that
some attention is paid to them. The proprietors of plant es-

tablishments are not expected to be able to identify all the
plants in their collections, but they expect, and rightly, that
their gardeners will readily afford them the opportunity of
doing so. The compost-yard is most important. We do not
wish it to be inferred that we are an advocate for complicated
mixtures, being well assured that such will not of themselves
produce any great results without attention. We must still,

however, urge the securing of a little loam and some other
materials in the compost-yard. At this period one of the most
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important points in this department is to see that tlie drench-

ing autumn ruins Lave every facility for escape. The best of soils

will become soured in a very short time by the lodgment of

stagnant waters. A good compost-yard on tliis account should

be on an inclined plane, and tlio soils or composts should in-

variably bfi biid in parallel ridges with their length in the

direction of the descent. Those who have not collected their

loam should lose no time in doing so.

STOVK.

Continue to attend to former directions, hardening growths,

and endeavouring to maintain a cjuiet atmosphere, somewhat
dry. Keep down all unnatural night heat.

PITS AND FRAMES.

Cuttings put in late must now be sorted, and all that are

rooted should at once be removed to another pit or frame where
they can have more air to harden them olY before the cold sets

in ; those not rooted should be rcpluuged and kept close until

they have become rooted. Admit air as directed in former
calendars. Scarlet Pelargoniums taken up from borders will

keep well over winter if they are laid in sand or soil beneath a

greenhouse stage. In spring they might at once be replanted

in the borders without repotting, if the operation be per-

formed in gloomy weather. l''orraiia roots also keep better in

this way than in any other, but traps must be set for mice,

which are very fond of the roots. In fine weather, when the

lights are off, look carefully over all free-growing plants and
pinch out the tops of the shoots to keep the plants dwarf and
bushy ; also, remove dead and damp leaves. Give air freely

night and day while the weather is mild, keep the plants

moderately dry, and merely exclude frost. Do not give water

ontU the plants actually llag, and then in the morning of a line

day.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE L.\ST WEEK.
KITCHEN GAIIDEN".

Endive.—A good part of the most forward we have left out

of doors, and so that we can throw litter over it in severe

weather. We blanch it beautifully as wanted, by covering a

yard or two at a time with long grass, with or without a rough
frame or hurdle for the grass to rest on. We like this plan
better than tying, or covering with slates, tiles, or boards over

the plants, though any plan that excludes light will do. They
will come beautifully white if taken up and set thickly in a
dark room, closet, cellar, or Mushroom-house. Where there is

a close shed with windows, a fine supply can be kept easily all

the winter, giving air by opening the door in line weather, and
the light will keep the plants from blanching much ; enough
can then always be had in first-rate condition by covering a
yard or two at a time with a mat and a little litter. Endive
and Chicory can never bo had better than from a dark cellar,

&c., but then, if much is put in, too much will come in at once,

and if the plants become over dry the leaves will lose their
crispness, and if the soil be moist or the cellar floor very moist,
the leaves will begin to damp some time after they are blanched.
Much the same remark applies to a dark Mushroom-house. The
heat will bring on the green Endive to be soon lit for use, but
they do not keep long after they are fit. When there is no
convenience except open-ground treatment, it is best to grow
plants on ridges to secure dryness, and have litter to protect in
severe weather, and clean litter or other covering to blanch as
wanted. A common earth-pit will be a great help in the way
of making protection easy, but unless rains can be excluded
the plants will suffer more from damp than they will suffer

from frost on ridges. Some methods must be tried to secure
snch salading in winter, unless where pits and frames are
ample enough in extent to supply a daily allowance of Lettuces,
and even then a little of the whiter Endive makes the greener
Lettuce all the prettier to the sight, if not preferable to the
palate.

Lcttiicin.—Took a good many, full-grown and half grown, with
balls into an earth-pit, protected by some old worn-out sashes,
and have pricked out a lot of young ones under a slight pro-
tection and in tho open air, mostly thickly for transplanting or
moving every other one in tho spring, if they stand well. Threw
ashes over young plants in bods, ic, as the young ones often
stand best. For all such pricked-out plants and seedlings, we
have long found that the plants stand in proportion to tiie less

growth they make in tho first part of the winter, and for in-

suring this more stunted growth, nothing is more effectual

than a comparatively hard soil. In sowing, therefore, and

pricking out in autumn, and even now, it is advisable not to

dig the ground or give it any manure, but merely prick it over

a couple of inches deep or so on the surface. l'"or the plants

left without transplanting the ground may be forked between,

and mulchings if needed given in spring. These, however

small, will bo forward enough for us, more especially as a few

rows of small plants, in the front of the later orchard-house,

will come in when the supply of winter Lettuce and Endive is

becoming short. These would come on earlier with the pro-

tection of a glass covering, and Lettuces and Endive could be

kept for winter use ; but we should want to cover these larger

plants in frost, as unless that is very severe' we like to leave

the veatilation on, to keep the trees as late as possible from

blooming.
Turnips.—Took up a lot of white and placed them on a hard

piece of ground thinly in the open air, and covered with a little

litter. We question "if there is any better mode for keeping

them crisp, and without growing. A little wet passing through

the litter will not spoil them, so long as the layer is thin, and

there is no chance of their heating. If kept in a dry shed, their

juices evaporate. Wherever kept—in shed, heap, or pit, it is

important that the heap should not be large, as they are apt to

heat when shut up, and that not only destroys flavour but

encourages decay. Those about 1! inch in diameter now,

will scarcely pass tho winter in the open air, if the frost should

be severe, and if from :i to 1 inches across they will be better

up than left in the ground, however mild the weather.

Bi'it should also now be housed without delay, as a sharp frost

will injure it. When the roots are somewhat dry, they may
be packed in dry sand. When we have been scarce of that, or

of dry earth, and wished to husband room, we have built it in

a heap, with a layer of I'ea sticks, or other bare branches be-

tween. It is just necessary to prevent the heap heating. In

taking up, avoid breaking the roots, and leave fully half an

inch of the leaves, to prevent the bleeding that would take

place if you cut too closely. We obtain vei7 good Beet, and the

roots not too large, by transplanting. From 1} to '2 inches in

diameter is quite large enough for salad use, and the darker the

Beet the better it is liked, and the better it looks in the salad

( bowl, contrasted w-ith the white of Endive and Celery. For a

;
number of years we have found sowing in the open ground to

be of no use unless we can protect the seed-bed securely with a

' net. As soon as the red leaves appear, they arc cleared off by

]

birds. These are just as eager to clear off every vestige of a

seed-leaf of Prince's Feather, and Love-lies-bleeding, and yet
' they seldom touch seedlings of the Purple-leaved Spinach. We
have never been able for years to depend on Prince's Feather,

unless we planted it out when 2 or 3 inches in height, and then,

like the Beet, the birds let it alone.

Su-idish Ticrnijii.—Put a barrowload in the Mushroom-honse
' to produce blanched tops, also Sea-kale and Rhubarb roots, and

j

will fill a frame, or part of one, with Asparagus directly.

I Itadislu-s.—We have put some protection over a bed, which

will save us sowing for a week or two in a slight hotbed, as

they are so much more apt to be leggy when sown in a little

heat before the day has waned to its shortest. We sometimes

think it would be as well to have a blank at times. Radishes

every day cease to be the treat which they are in March to the

man fond of them, who has had none for a month or two pre-

viously, and a Radish from a frame then has a flavour all its

own. A crisp Cucumber on Easter Sunday can be no great

treat to the person who can have one at table every day of the

year ; and having new Potatoes in December and January, must
lessen the zest and relish which would otherwise accompany a

good first dish in March and April. It is always well for the

provider to have as much as he can ; but it is neither wise nor

prudent to supply any one thing to such an extent as to take

away its relish, and make it be looked upon as of no particular

value.
FRUIT nErARTSIENT.

See what was said on planting and general management in

previous weeks' notices. In the dull damp days at the end of

the week examined Grapes, and rcmsved any damped berry,

keeping the house as dry as possible, with air at back night and

day, reducing it to a little in the evening, and giving air in

front in line days. In the first orchard-houses the leaves have

been cleared from all the trees except Figs and Vines ; the

former are still ripening a few fruit, and the Grapes are mostly

ripe and hanging well. We mentioned lately as a singular

fact, that though the rats had their own shore of a very heavy
crop of Pears on bush trees, they had never troubled ns in the

orchard-houses, though they covdd have had something most
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tempting. These houses have nothing but wood and glass in

frout, the half of the wood being a ventilator. Merely to save
the splashing of wet on the boards, there is a row of bricks

placed on the soil below the boards, and tliis single row of

bricks has done us lately additional service. The line of bricks

is continuous, unless where the post stands that supports the
front of the house. About a week ago we found traces of the

visits of rats all along this single row of bricks, and more espe-

cially at every opening where the post stood. There they had
scratched vigorously, and had even attempted to nibble the
oak post, but which with the brick at the side they found rather
hard for them. They never seem to have raised their heads
above the line of bricks, where they would have found softer

material for their teeth in the one-inch deal board, which is a
mere trifle for a rat to bore through when determined. Lest
our visitors should determine on this on a second visit, ive

trickled a little tar all along the outside of that row of bricks,

and although we could trace the marks of their feet a foot dis-

tant from the bricks the next morning, there has been no
Ecratching near them since.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Went on planting, levelling, turfing, &c. We have only time

to state, that in taking up and potting Eoses, Lilacs, X-c, as
mentioned last week, and placing the plants in a slight hotbed,
with the top of the plants exposed to the open air, the watering,
and the little heat, had caused the buds to become so plump,
that the birds found them, and cleared many buds, and we were
obUged to put up some rough hoops, and place a net over them.
It is rather tantalising to find that we can scarcely leave a bud
uncared for, and then go into cottage gardens, and even large
nurseries, and scarcely find a bud touched. The tomtit will
now be our enemy, until he can obtain insects and caterpillars.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—November 20.

Scarcely any chfinge hag taken place here durins; the week, business
being very unliniioi-tant. and the supply is adequate to meet the demands
of all comers. In addition to other imports, we are now receiyioR some
very good Oranges from Valentia and other ports. The crop promises to
be very fine this season. Potato trade steady.

FRUIT.

Apples i sieve
Apricots .'. doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.

s. d. P.

Oto3
s. d. 8. d

0to3

Corrants ^ sieve u
Black do.

Fig3 doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb.

Lemons 100

. Melons each
I
Nectarines doz.

I

Oranges 100 5 10
14 Peaches doz.

I

Pears (dessert) ..doz. 2 3
I

Pine Apples lb. 4 6
Plums i sieve
Quinces doz. 2 3
Raspberrios lb.

Strawberries lb.

5 ' Walnuts bueb. 10 IS
12 1 do per 100 1 1 6

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus bundle
Bean^5, Kidney 100

ScarletRun.^ sieve
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bnis. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

VEGETABLES.
B. d. B. d B. d. s. d
2 0to4

I

Leeka bnnch 3to0
,
Lettuce per score 1

a iilushrooms pottle
I
Mu3td.& Cress, punnet

8
I

Onions perbushel
1 fi Parsley per sieve

Parsnips doz.

1

3
2 6

2 6
1

3

6
1

1

4

6
,

Peas per quart
, Potatoes bushel

8 I Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches

G
: Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket

i

Shallots lb.
Spinach bushel

I Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch
Vegetable ilarrows.dz.

2
8
3

9

3
3 6

9

9

8

G

5

1 6

4 6
5
1

1

3 6
fi

3
3

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.
Books (Amaffin).—" Science and Practice of Gardening" is by Mr.

G. W. Johnson. You can have it free by post from our office if you
enclose forty postage stamps with yonr direction. (Rev. J. Rat/vs).—The
work you name will bo published early in next year. The epitome you
mention would not be remunerative. We never heard even of the cata-
logue you name. There is none so good as Dr. Hogg's " Fruit Manual."
Royal MrscADniE Vine (TF. TT.).—From vour description of the Grapes

and their cracking, we think that your Vine is the Chaaselas Musque,
sometimes called the Muscat Muscadine.

New Zealand Lauhel (A Conntant Beatlrr).—We do not know a plant
so named. Perhaps it is New Zealand Tea, Leptospermum scoparium.

Sewage and Tam (J. B. A'.).—The rich sewage and decayed tan would
form a fertiliser more than equal to the same quantity of stable manure.
If obtained in the summer and covered with a few inches in depth of the
tan, the compost would retain nearly all its fertilising constituents until
the wintuv.

Rose Stock (T. W. TT., BallinasIoe).—"Th6 specimen you enclosed is
not the Manetti, but you may use your Rose as a stock to bud on. You
can move with care the Mauetti-budded Rose that has started. Do not
put the buds that are dormant under the soil. If the winter is severe
a little straw, horse litter, or dry leaves over the l)uds would be of service.
--W. F. Radclyfke." The woolly-head Grass is Lagurus ovatua.or Ovate
Hare's Tail. The other is too imperfect for identification.

M.ADDER Plant Culture (C. I,.1.—The Dyer's Madder (Rubia tine
toria), is a native of the south of Europe. It is a trailing perennial in-
creased by division, or by sowing the seeds. A sandy soil suits it, and
in warm well-drained soils it is hardy in this country, but though its cul-
tivation has been tried the result has not proved favourable. The seed
should bo sown in shallow drills about 1 foot apart, and the plants after

they come up should be thinned out to that distance apart in the row.
The seed may be sown in April, or the divisions of the plant may then be
put in, and, being watered, will soon grow freely. The plantation must
bo kept clear of weeds, and in autumn have n top-dressing of rotten
leaves or manure. In the third year the roots will be large eoough for
making into Madder. Unless your situation is warm, the soil sandy and
well drained, wo fear you cannot cultivate this plant profitably in Eng-
land, and at the place whence your letter is dated it will require the pro-
tection of a frame in winter.

Room for Storing Fruit (L. E.).—Your attic will answer for the
storing of fruit, and it is well to have it on a north aspect. You could,
and in fact ought, to have the room ceiled, which will maintain a more
uniform temperature. A window may be made having shutters to take
up and down, so that the room can be made dark at will. Fruit ought not
to be frozen, but it cannot he kept too cool if only secure from frost. This
may be done to some extent by straw coverings in severe weather.

Fruit Trees for Walls (Idem).—Your south wall, which we under-
stand can be planted on both sides, will on the south aspect accommo-
date ten trees at 20 feet apart, and there we would have 1 Hemskerk
Apricot, 1 Kaisha Apricot, 1 Moorpark Apricot, 1 Early York Peach,
1 Grosse Mignonne Peach, 1 Noblesse Peach, 1 Barrington Peach,
1 Violette Hative Nectarine, 1 Jefferson Plum, and 1 Coo's Golden Drop
Plum. On the north aspect you may plant Morello Cherries 20 feet

apart, and Currants at 4 feet apart. The west wall will hold four trees, and
these may be—1 Marie Louise Pear, 1 Eeurre Diel Pear, 1 Glou Mor(,'eaa

Pear, and 1 Ne Plus Meuris Pear. Against the east-aspect wall you may
have—1 Victoria Plum, 1 Green Gage Plum, 1 Kirke's Plum, and 1 May
Duke Cherry. Against the walls of your house you may plant Apricots
on the south aspect. Pears on the west, and Plums and CheiTies on the
east. We think the following Pears would succeed as pyi-amids :—

•

Doyenne d'Etf, Comte de I<amy, Beurre de Capiaumont. Prince of Wales,
Seckle, BeuiTe GiffarJ. Louise Bonne of Jersey, Thompson's, Zephirin
Grtgoire, Citron des Carmes, Fondante d'Automne, and Beurre Sterck-
mans. Applea as pyramids:—Irish Peach, Kerry Pippin. Devonshire
Quarrenden, Nonesuch, Golden Pippin, Margil, liing of the Pippins,

Cockle I'ippin, Pvibston Pippin, Court of Wick, Nonpariel (Old), Keddle-
ston Pippin, Adams's Pearmain, Braddick's Nonpariel, and Claygate
Pearmain, all dessert kinds : Manks and Keswick Codlins, Lord Suffield,

Kentish FiUbasket, Gloria Mundi, .\lfriston, Beauty of Kout, Norfolk
Beefing, Royal Russet, Dumelow's Seetlling, Blenheim Pippin, Bedford-
shire Foundling, and Northern Greening, all kitchen Apples. Of Plums
you may have July Green Gage, Denniston's Superb, Kirke's, Jefferson,

VVoolston Black, Early Orleans, White Magnum Bonum, Diamond, and
Prince of Wales. If you prefer Peaches to Plums on the south wall, you
may have 1 Qhancellor Peach and 1 Elruge Nectarine. Your soil is quite

deeii enough. It should be well drained and trenched prior to planting.

You cannot add too much turf to the soil, even if you go to the extent of

putting it 6 or 8 inches thick at the bottom of every trench. You need
not trench it deeper than 2 feet if you put turf at the bottom, which we
would do and thereby raise the border, an excellent thing in your climate.

Apples and Pears for Espalier Training (TT. L.).—Apples : Kerry
Pippin, Summer Golden Pippin, Adams's Pearmain, Fearn's Pippin, Cockle
Pippin, Cellini, Nonesuch, Margil, Braddick's Nonpareil. Nonpareil,
Court of Wick, Downton Pippin, and Cox's Orange Pippin. Pears:
Citron des Carmes. Beurre d'Amanlis. Williams's Bon Chrttien, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Thompson's, Jean de Witte, Beune de Capiaumont,
Beurre Diel, Bergamotte d'Esperen, Glou Mori;eau, Monarch, and Ne
Plus Meuris.

Various Plants* Temperature and Co^ipost {An Amateur).—Alo-
casia metallica, A. LowJi, Spbajrogj'ne latifolia, Phyllogathis rotnndi-
folia. and Cyanophyllum magnificum succeed well in a compost of very
turfy sandy peat one-half, and light fibrous loam one-half, adding one-
fourth each of leaf mould and silver saud, and pieces of charcoal from
the size of a Pea up to that of a Hazel nut, the whole being well mixed.
The soil should be chopped with a spade and made fine, but on no ac-

count sifted. It is essential that the pots be well drained. Jlarch is a
good time to repot them, but you may repot earlier as your j^lants are

in such bad health, and yon should lake care not to over-water them at

this dull season. It will suffice if the soil be kept moist, and in repotting

use a smaller size of pot, shifting again into larger sijies as the plants
grow. A night temperature of 60' at this season is suitable, and from 65'

to 70 ' by day. The first two are propagated by taking ofl" the offsets in

spring, and the others are propagated by cuttings early in spring and
summer. The covering of the pots of Alocasiaa is sometimes done with
sphagnum, which is to keep the soil moist, but they do quite as weU
without it.

Evergreens for Beds fZrfcm).—Common Laurels, common, tree, and
variegated Box, Portugal Laurel, Rhododendrons, Aucuba, and almost all

of the Firs, Pinnses, Thujas, Cypresses, Junipers, Cedars, &c. You will

l>est tell what will suit you upon inspecting some nurseryman's stock.

Hollies have no rival for such purposes.

Gurnet Stove {John Gould).—We never heard of it before we received
yonr letter.
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,,u«ry Awly to Mr. 5iv7rrNu;8o;i;>«. Sawbri.l«.,w,;r.b, Horls, for tbo

MoDoiti slocks. TUo Polargouium cuttings ought to root in the room jou

iitoution.

cnbinot ot biiltcrllios ia kopt In too dnniii «. sit.mtion, or tli.it tlio speci-

mens wiro not sumoli-nlly .IrioJ botoro boing put in tlio 'l"-"" "»•,;; «'';•

couimcna vou again to saturate the intectoa -I'"''""'!''
"''^'.^"Xl as a

/.inoColln» ,m.l carbolic nci.1. It not then succosxriil, thoy should, as a

Inst rosmt, bo put into a very closo-Bhulting tin case, and placed for a

abort time in an oven.—W.

Arran.;e:ient ov Tref.9 is OncnAUD W'"".^-"'^^"!""''']!^" ''•,';

0.:EKSli..lsb; iC'o.m<..l.-Thcdi»tnnco between the pots In ><>" lenn-to

orchard house must depend on the size of the plants. For sma plan »

:i feet will do, for larger plants nmro space will bo >c'|nned. \Wtli j our

lfi.feel-«ido lean-to house we would plant out against the back wan

plan if you liked, and lUl Ihe spaces with pots in the meantime. Tie

7.ine sheathing will, if properly done, prevent dr,p from f<;'•"'"«" ''l""'^

d.ung injury to a Mushro,.Mi bed beneath the stage Hank dung taken

will bo apt to injure the plants. Wo have grown lino Mushrooms in sud

places ; but if it was early in spring that we made the ^""l,^^" '?' 1>,'^° >

of Riron inainild day, had the dung well sweetened, P'"'^'','", '' ,^"\»
without much shaking, and as the bed was rare y above a foot n depth,

beat it down, and covered over with an inch of sol. \ cry little steam

would e.^enpe after this. When tbo heat was suitable we nioved the soil

with the hand, and inserted tho spawn in the dung. In ""»"""
";f'°°«

the chance of a clearing and changing of the plants in the l-ouso. f"

making tho bed, and replacing and renewing after the bed was made.

If not, wo took similar care to what we d,d in spring. \N 6ha>c i,rown

Jlualirooms in almost every conceivable place; but if the floor benealli

the stage of a greenhouse necessitates the carr>mg on of most of the

materials, wo would prefer a close shed where a barrow can go at once.

However, wo have had flue gatherings under stages.

(1F.R.VXU-MS OR PKLAnooNlvsis ( fior/orf/imii ).-All the varieties formerly

called "bedding Geraniums" are now called "bedding relargoniums

There are no (ieraniums, in fact, to speak botanically correct, that are

suitable for bedding.

PLOWKU-r.ARnEX Plax (A. B. C. i>.rl.«).-We do not plant gardens we

only criticise: but if vou want to know where the Coleus will look best,

thou we would put it in tho beds 9. fl, and yon might suiTound it with

Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium, or, which is better, with Centaurea ca id.,

disaima or Cineraria nmritinia. Then, if you did that, y","'«" P'""

f, G, with Mrs. Pollock, and surround it with Iresine. If Coleus will

thrive, tho four beds will bo very flue. These circles, however, spoU the

plan.

MusiinooM-DED (.\Vim.«;«).-Thc materials used tor the Mnshroom-bed

will be proper or not, just as they are rightly or improperly descnbed.

Wo would use no rotten dung for Mushrooms; but dung half decoyed,

and rathi r dry and flbrous, as mav be obtained from linings and old hot-

beds, not rotten, will answer well. We would use no soil from woodstacks,
. V . . . . — * ^1— :,i..., \T..jT.i.rtf\mo A thick-

as it is apt to contain germs of many fungi besides Mushrooms. A thick-

ness of 4 inches of cowdung is a great deal, unless well-dnoAl previously.

Wo insert the spawn before wo cover with loam, and much depends on

tho stJto of the bed then ; not too wet, nor too dry, and at the warmest

not over s,-, . With vour materials of tree leaves, raw dung, rotten dnng,

&c.. wo w,.uld have'proooeded thus:-We would have shaken out the

droppings from tho dnng and a portion of the shortest Utter, mis wa

would have thrown into a heap at tho present season to dry We w-ould

have mixed the long fresh dung with your tree leaves, and allowed them

to heat strongly in a heap, so as tc ejpel slugs and kill spores ot fungi. O!

lliis for vour shod we would have made a bed at least 14 inches deep, well

trodden' and beiiten, and allowed it to remain for a few days: then we

would have added 3 or 4 inches of the droppings, beaten hrm, and

watched the heat. As soon as this was safe wo would have inserted tho

spawn, beaten, and left for a day ; and if the heat was all right, we would

have covered with half an inch ol eowdung and Ij inch of loam, and Deal

flni), and in a few days covered with litter to keep the heat regular.

Anole for Vinerv Roof (S.j.- There is no better angle for the root

of a general vinerv than one of 4.'i°, or a right angle ;
but in a lean-to, of

course, vou would'have little or no front glass at that aiig c. ^^ c do not

.mite understand about the angle " per yard wide.' The matter was

alluded to lately. If wc know better what you want wo will do our best.

JlARixllAl. Niv.i, r.osE (G. S.l.—"Tbe specimen sent I believe to be the

true Mar. chal Ni..l. There is no other Rose, except Isabella Otray, that

could possibly represent Mar.chal Kiel. The bloo.n and truss sent ap-

pear to 1.0 tho same as produced by Mar.chal Niel sent to me by M. E.

Verdier and Mr. Kevnes. It ' G. S.' would send a truss early next season

I could better doterroino the case. I have bloomed contemporaneously

and beantitullv Marechal Niol and Isabella Gray. The pomts of diffe-

rence seemed to mo tn bo—Mar.-chalNiol is larger, thicker in petal, easier

to unfold, larger in foliage, and apt, late in tbo season, to rot at the necK

of the stalk. Isabella (irav is u liltlo smaller, fuller, more golden, nar-

rower in the leaf, longer in opening, and hardier late in the season at the

neck. An amateur, seeing them side by side here, told li.e that he could

see no diflerenco. A critical eye would see that tho above distinctions

were tho dilTeroncc. They were Iwth lovely Roses, and I have bought

twentv.flvc more of Mnrechal Kiel on its own roots, and three more of

laabella Gray. Both wcro bloomed hero in tho open garden.—«
.
t

RADCI.VFFE."

PuRri.isii-i,EAVED Vises (J. P. O 1.—The Vino with purplish or red

leaves observed by you in the vineyards near Auxerre, in Franco, is tho

Teinturier.

TmsNiNO Lily of tiif. Valleyueps iLiUie C.).—Your beds, wo pre-

sume, are verv ol.i, and the plants a eompleto mass. It so thinning

would be of little use. Your best plan will bo to take up the whole of the

plants and make a fresh plantati.m. The ground should bo deep y dug,

iind have a liberal dressing ot rotten manure and leaf mould worked in.

If the soil bo heavy a liberal dressing ot shani sand will prov e benellcial.

The beds are best 4 feet wide with one-foot alleys between them. Four

rows may be planted in each bed, the two next the aUcys 6 inches from

the sides of the bod, and the others 1 foot apart T''"
P'"°'\ J?,^:|;,''|'^P°'

in about (i inches aoart in the rows, and in small clusters ol two or vnrei

crowns eai?,? They should ho so plsnted that the crowns will be JO*t

covered v^ti. soil, 'a top-dressing '^"-'''""•='1
"""';:LTb?; remo eS'

and it need not exceed nn inch in thickness, and ought not bo remoied,

burthe^ound between the rows should bo "'i^^f "Xmlli hi ^en>o"ed
and in summer any weeds that make their appearance shoubl bo rtmo"'!

a hey awcar^ wVter being given between '1'«
"V" -iV""/^?;;>„7»'„''a« ;

In autumn tho ground between the ^""«/''""'* ^'^, ' »^ iL^'.'J";,' " „i
toli.dressing of rotten leaves given. Uf cour^e tho plants '"''"l;" «^"!

havodecaycHl before this is done In spring <''"""''
""''I'^t-eranV

should not be stirred, hut the alleys niay b
,
°""">^ P°'°\^'*

"vY-'i
"°

J
roughness ...i tho bods being

'1™Y"
"'''''", V'°',u a do^envSars to

,»-ill l,av.- a lino bloom tho second year, and for halt a dojen >eara lo

^o ie"^" You ma°y cutout Ipaces in yoir beds 1
^'f,»'.J;'- J-^i^if/^S'

of G inches, with tbo plants in it, between each, and '"°,;'"« ."'«„P^°;^

from the foot spaces you will have rows 1 foot
»I'f';,

''>,''
,^'Y'',\J^''4'5

li:rtS'.t^:^^'l^'^»"i;r.m::^^""^-^>??^'^™T^^
sequently it should not be stirred. A dressing of rich compos! or leaf

mould alter the foliage decays, wiU bo all you need give the plants

Pi.l-M Trees unfbcitfui. (W<'m).-It you were to ""«'•» '''«?,"'^^,?

son down to the roots ""'l ''1'1"«« !'.^"''> '

'""^^ifrt'lol™ it^ ike?v the
small from a pasture where the soil is a rather light loam, it is "koly tnc

"ot»wourdbe\rought up into it. You »»y.?'™
Sil r^s'^t wUl P«ve

of manure upon the chopped sods, and wo think the result will prove

beneficial. _ ,»*!•,
Gloire be Duos Rose against -Wai,!. (Hcm).-Yoa may r'snt tli''

Rose on it" own roots against a wall, tho ground being properly PreP"^*

bv trench ng and manuring. The gi-ound about the stem and for some

.listanco from i°, may, early in December of each year, be mulched with

littery manure.

Rhodopendron Edgwortiii Culture (X. V.).-The cuUuro of this

snlendW llhododendron is not difficult. It should have, for the size of

£o plant a "ither large pot, which should be «cll-aiaiued^ A compost of

(,,rfv neat two-thirds and oiie-th rd veUow loam will grow it well, suver

sand betnradded i he soil be deileient of that material, Good peat

TeTng oZinale, no addition need bo made. Th» comport should be

torn in eies wi h the hand, and made rather small, but it ought not to

bo sifted In potting, the crown or neck of the plant should he kept

rath, 1- hi'^h-tlmt is slightly elevated in the centre of the pot. Avoid

notlina whilst the soiris wit, as tbe compost ought to bo made rather

firnia^id if this be done when the soil is wet it will be made a close, im-

pe"ions''n,a',s The plan cannot have too much air, or bo kept too near

he Bhrss,Tnd when iUs making fresh growths ''»
.»'"f P''^'rI^,'«,'', red

ho kont humid but airy. Moisture and air are essential to a gof d ma'nrett

^„„T Tiheral waterings ought also to be supplied, and at no t me

fught ihe so" to be ome'drv. 'in winter the soil must "e ^ept moist

;

^n summer the plant should be copiously watered l.ut avoid makmg the

soil sod° en Ferneries are much too close tor Khododen Jro.is tor though

revelling °n moistie they delight in a well-ventilated atmosphere.

Eradicatino Horseramsh fHof.;ii.rl.-The only plan to pursue is that

'

renmveSlTor digging is nothing more than n means of propagation so

long as the roots are left.

RFMovrar. Fios (G. .S. T.j.-The fruit that remains upon Fig trees

mmmmmEsm
pea in the preceding autumn.

NONPAREIL GAS BoiLER (Fre,I.).-We kuow nothing of the gas boJer

named beyond that stated in the advertisements.
,„, ,^„,,„„,,

common garden soil to ad ti^^^^
^^^ ,,„,j„ „, ,ods,

above the ground level, it will be 3 feet deep.
, , .

msmmmsm
which roll and mow 1X3 usual. .!.„„„ =

. \r^T,Txt Wait (r/fcml.—ChrvfiBnthemums

w^l"nTsre^d ^Sder^fn'o^th* w^ll^u^leTs^.^an't^^d sLe distance from it.

nr tho seflson is verv mild,or inc season •

xiniirs (Dr ro.Tl.-A decoction of quassia

TnspSig.Tshort time before they begin growing
voor ™r

dcndrons, but BerberU Dorwinii and aqmlolmm; Hollies, cspeciauy
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the Gold and Silver oneg, Arbutus, Pliillyreae, and more sparingly Portugal
Laurels, which like a lower sitiintion, and we expect most of the Pinns
tribe of recent introduction will do with you—not so well, perhaps, as at

a lower elevition ; but Welliugtonia, Cupressue Lawsoniana, Thujopsis
borealiB, Thuja Lobbi, and others may, perhaps, do well. It can hardly,
however, be expected that their growth will be so good as wben 500 feet

lower ; but Junipers, Yews, and other things may be i>lanted in exposed
places and succeed well there. Under glass you may plant several of the
Ceanothupes.nsazureus,pnpi]losus,dentatus, &c. ; Yellow .nnd White Bank-
sian Rose, Jasminum uudiflorum, Escallonia macranthn, a slow grower,
but made up for by tbe rnpid progress of Wistaria sinensis and Evergreen
Honeysuckle. You might also try some of the Clematises, as C. lanugi-
nosa. Garrya elliptica is also a handsome winter shrub, and, probably, a
hardy Passionflower might survive. Against a norlli wall you might
plant Cotoneaster microphylla and Simmonsii, Crata-gus pyracantha,
and Pyrus japonica ; but those first named all require a south or south-
west wall. Of fruit trees, in such fln elevated position, it would be best
to plant only the very hardiest varieties, and, what is of more conse-
quence, to prune and keep the trees low. Dwarf bush trees are most
easily managed; pyramids also look well. Amongst others you may
plant the New Huwtliornden, Lord Suffield. W'inter Quoining, French
Crab, and Golden Knob Apples; Willinms's Bon Chietien. Swan's Egg,
Aston Town, pnd Wonnrch Pears, with Orleans, Diamond, Prince of Wales,
and Reine Claude de Bavay Plums in the open ground. The Peaches
may consist of Royal George and Early Admirable for the wall, and tbe
Cherries you may also have on the wall; a Morello would do on the north
aspect. The small fruits may consist of the usual kinds gi-own elsewhere,
increasing the depth of soil as much as you can for them, as well as for
tbe fruit trees mentioned above; for the hardy timber trees and com-
mon shrubs we would merely break up the chalk and mix it with the
heavy loamy soil en the surface ; but for tbe choice fruit trees you had
better remove a foot of the chalk and add that quantity of better mate-
rial for— say 3 or 4 square yards to each plant. Manure at planting is

not so much required; but if a dry spring and summer ensue, a covering
of rough dung or litter around the collar will keep in much moisture
that cannot well be spared.

Standahds FOR Orchard (G.).—Apples: Dumelow's Seedling, King of
the Pippins, Blenheim Pippin, Lord SufReld,and Flower of Kent. I'himn:
Early Orleans, Royal Danphine, Green Gage, Washington, and La Deli-
cieuee. Pears: Marie Loui&e, Williams's Bon ChrL-tieu, Winter Nelis,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, and Ne Plus Meuris. The above are all hardy,
good bearers, and will prolong the season as far as can conveniently be
done. If you could add Sturmer Pippin and French Crab Apples, as late-

keeping ones, they might be useful.

Protection to a Flower Garden Facing the North ((?.).—As your
soil is sandy, with stone below, we expect nothing will really succeed
better than the common Laurel and Laurustinus, as Portugal Laurels
generally like a stifier soil. You might, however, plant a row of Scotch

Fir (not Sprucel along the back, then common Laurels mixed with a few
Lilacs, Mock Orange, and Deutzia scabra. the flowers of all of which are
acceptable. Laurustinus and Phillyrea, with Box, might form the front,

and you might try a few Rhododendrons it you think your soil is free

from chalk or lime. The common Laurel forms the best screen, as it

can be cut to any height without suffering. Berberis Darwinii is also a
handsome and suitable shrub for such a place, and in the front, under
shelter, you might try some of the Euonymus. Raphiolepis ovata, Gris-

linia littoralis, and other low-growing shrubs; but the plants first named
are the most suitable for shelter; a mere screen may lie more quickly
formed by a rough trelliswork of poles, with Ivy planted and trained
against them. Good plants quickly cover such a framework, and look
well, too.

Influence of a Vine Stock over the Scion.—" R. H. A." says *' I

have a Royal Muscadine Vine, about eight years old, on which I pur-
pose to innrch the Troveren Frontignan. What do you think of the
Muscadine as a stock for the Trovt.ren Frontignan ? Would the latter

be in any degree altered in flavour or in size of bunch?"
[Having not tried this union wc cannot venture to give an opinion,

the Vine stock in many instances having a most powerful influence not
only over the flavour but form of the berry. We shall be obliged by any
one sending us information on this interesting subject.]

Hays's Peat Charcoal {Majty Corrc}t2>o7idents).—The agent for this

has left his premises, and we cannot obtain any information where it is

to be obtained. Any peat charcoal in lumps, we think, would serve for

fuel in Hays's stove, and we shall be obliged by any one informing us
where such charcoal can be obtained.

Names of Fruits {R. T.).—1, Marie Louise ; 2, St. Germain; 3, Ineon-
nue. (U.S.).—1, Cumbusnethau Pippin, a well-known Scotch Apple;
*2. We cannot recognise this; 3, Hampshire Pippin. {W ).—1, Beurrc-
Dicl ; 2, Brown Beurri^ : 8, Not known to us ; 4, Kirke's Lord Nelson ;

5, Russet Nonpareil; G, Dutch Mignonne ; 7, Beauty of Kent. (A. B. C).
—The Grape over which you dispute is the Syrian.

Names of Plants (
7*. D. M.).~lt is impossible to identify plants from

mere leaves. (ill.D.).—Mesembryanthemum blandnm. {Adam).—Nidularia
campanulata. {W. J.).—Aspidium (Polystichum) aculeatum, narrow-
fronded variety. (G. M.).—Phytolacca octandra. (H. M. L.).—l, Selagi-

nellaErownii ; 2, Onychiura japonicum ; 3, Asplenium cicutai'ium ; 4, May
be anything, no fructification; 5, Selagiuella viticulosa. (Blaria).—
1, Polypodium aureum ; 2, Pteris cretica albo-lineata ; 3, Nepbrodium
molle ; 4, Adiantum formosum ; 5, Nepbrodium molle, var. cristata;

6, Blechnum or Lomaria ino fructification). (G. F. 6'.).—1. Physalis Al-
kekengi (Winter Cherry). The fruit is often eaten and relished, but
should not be taken in quantities. (H. B. M.).—1 and 2, Juniperus chi-

nensis; 3, Juniperus communis ; 4, Not in a fit condition; 5, Lonicera
parvjfolia variegata. (£m/ia7?0.—Tricyrtis hirta.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week eur^.in? November littli.

Date.
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conJilion when the process begins. A fowl in low condition

will cost as much again as it will after it has been well fed for

a week.

JUDGING POULTRY.
In your impression of the Slst ult. appeared a communica-

tion from Mr. Heivitt, complaining that the time allowed for the

judges uf poultry to perform their functions was frequently

sadly iuEUlheient to admit of their duties being done satis-

factorily. Had I not expected some notice of the subject from

one or more of those who, as exhibitors, are interested in it,

I should have written before ; and I must plead this circum-

stance as an apology for addressing you at this somewhat late

period.

I quite agree with Mr. Hewitt that the defective arrange-

ments in these matters, where they occur, inflict a great

hardship on a judge who wishes to decide with a just impar-

tiality ; aud it reflects seriously on committees when suilicient

time is not allowed to admit of the claims of the different

competitor.^ receiving the attention they have a right to expect.

But whilst it operates to the annoyance and inconvenience of

the judges, it is a still greater hardship on exhibitors, since

they are more largely ailected by errors in judging where they

occur, and the injury and disappointment are in consequence

more widely extended.

It is quite time that this evil should be checked, and as one

means I would recumracnd that where from unavoidable causes

suflicient time is not allowed, the person officiating should

perform his duty properly, so far as the time will permit, even

at the expense of leaving some pens unjudged. It would be

less unsatisfactory to exhibitors to allow a portion of the pens to

pass without adjudication than that the whole work should be

done in a hasty and slovenly manner, which can only lead to

disappointment and discontent.

A correspondent, writing in your last on the Bristol Show
under the signature of " Y. B. A. Z.," suggests that " a third

person " should " examine the pens critically, as the awards

are handed in, to detect faults ;'' but so far from remedying
the evil complained of, it would aggravate it. The complaint

of judges is want of time; but this would require more, as it

would necessitate going over a greater or less number of the pens

twice ; besides, what competent judge would submit to have
his decisions virtually overruled by " a third person?'' But
supposing the plan adopted, would it secure infallibility or

universal satisfaction :' Judging from your correspondent's

own case, it would not. With the whole period of the Exhi-
bition for his observation, and thus taking every leisure for

making correct notes (aud he appears to have had a tolerably

keen eye in his critical examinations to the detection of faults),

yonr correspondent has fallen into one verj' striking error,

when, in commenting on Mr. Fletcher's birds which gained
Mr. Lang's cup, he calls them " Black Beds," whereas they
were "Brown Iteds ;" and the hen which he speaks of as " ap-

pearing very dark in colour," is, in fact, the reverse, the hen
being very light. Possibly there may be other similar errors.

An arrangement which, in my opinion, would work better, and
certainly save more time than the suggestion of " Y. B. A. Z.,"

would be to separate the birds into distinct classes, aud assign

to each judge the class or classes with whose merits he is known
to bo most conversant.

Before I close this communication I venture to give expres-
sion to the hope that the Birmingham Committee have taken
into their own hands the appointment of judges for their forth-

coming Exhibition, and not deputed to one of their body so

important a duty ; for, certainly, it would give more satisfac-

tion to exhibitors to know that the jndges were appointed by
their whole body than by an individual member of it.

—

.\n

ExniDITOI!,

cinxa:mon and buff COCHIN-CIIINAS.
I HAVK jotted down for the consideration of your readers, a

few remarks respecting Cinnamon and Bulf Cochins.
It has for some time seemed to me a pity that the expression

" Cinnamon aud Buff," should still be retained in the prize
lists of our leading shows. Any one unaccustomed to exhibit-

ing would surely gather from it that birds of the two colours
would be judged with strict impartiality, and that the various
recognised shades of colour in both would be regarded as on a
perfect equality, so far as colour is concerned. For instance, a

lemon BuS bird ought in fairness to have no preference shown

it over a silver Bufl or silver Cinnamon, nor a darker Buff

over a dark Cinnamon. Being equally good specimens of their

respective colours, equal marks for colour ought to be given to

all, and the prize awarded in reference to their other points

—

shape, size, fluff, comb, &c. 'Xhat this is not the case, is, I

believe, generally acknowledged, aud, what is worse, the taste

of judges seems from year to year to fluctuate. It is not long

since, at the Birmingham Show, the silver birds, in the hen
and pullet classes, seemed to carry all before them, whereas

last year, though very beautiful birds of this colour were ex-

hibited, one solitary highly commended was, if I am not mis-

taken, the only notice taken of them. Again, at the same show,

I remember calling the attention of one of our most noted

breeders to a very large and well-developed dark Cinnamon
cockerel, which I was surprised to find unnoticed. I asked him
why such a bird was passed over, and he at once replied, " On
account of his colour, no doubt. Cinnamons are not favourites

with the Judges. In fact, it is not of the slightest use now-a-

days, sendiug them to an exhibition."

I desire to speak on this, as on other points, subject to cor-

rection. It is quite possible that I may have passed over some
pen at the show to which I particularly refer, which would not

bear me out in my assertion, and my recollection of the show
is now nearly a year old. Still I have a strong impression that

I am correct, and that exhibitors would bear me out, at all

events, in my nawral impression, that many judges show, per-

haps unconsciously to themselves, a preference for some par-

ticular shade of colour, in cases where the terms of the prize

list would lead to the expectation that all shades would be

placed on a perfect equality.

Again, as to the judging of Cochin cockerels, I should like to

make a few remarks. Some birds "makeup" sooner than

othersi, and at an early age present the appearance of perfectly

formed adult cocks. These birds are almost invariably both

smaller and lighter than those which, to the unpractised eye

presenting a certain appearance of " weediness," and " leggi-

ness," are in reality large-framed birds, unfiUed-up, and in-

variably make the best and heaviest adult birds. If you ask a

judge why he prefers the smaller and showier bird, I beUeve

the reply will, in general, be, " Because we must judge of a

bird as he is, not according to his capabiUties, or according to

what he may be developed into at some future time." It seems

to me that this is a mistake, supposing, that is, that my asser-

tion is correct, for I have no desire to seem to speak . .c ealhe-

dra, but only as one seeking at once for further information,

and to provoke friendly discussion on the subject.

It would be interesting to trace the future career of the win-

ning cockerels at, for instance, the Birmingham Show, and I am
under the strong impression that it would be found that they

would, in the majority of instances, be nowhere as old birds,

out-paced and distanced entirely by many a clumsy, weedy-

looking cockerel, which only needed filling out to become a

grand adult bird. In common fairness, then, ought not, to say

the least, greater stress to be laid on the future capabilities of

a bird, less on that early prettiness of full development which

is the sure precursor of adult insignificance, so far as the two

important qualifications of size and weight are concerned.

I have ventured to throw out these suggestions for the con-

sideration of lovers of Cinnamon and Buff Cochins, and will only

in conclusion apologise for the length of this communication.

—

Delta. ^
SOMERSET POULTRY ASSOCIATIONS

SCHEDULE OF PRIZES.

I K-ii in receipt of this schedule, and am sorry, with such a

liberal list of prizes, to find fault, but I would respectfully call

the attention of the Committee of this and other shows, to the

necessity of a separate class for Black and White Bantams.

The Somerset Association offers two classes for Game Ban-

tams, one for Sebrights, and then a class for Black, White, or

any other variety. Now what chance do we stand against the

foreigners, as we all know the great weakness of the judges for

the Pekin and Japanese Bantams ?

Bristol offered a separate class for Blacks, and obtained

seventeen entries, wliich more than covered the amount of

prizes offered. The Committee then classed White and any

other variety together, the result being one entry, Pekin (first

and cup, of course), one entry, Japanese (second), leaving ten

entries of White to compete for the third prize, and which

third prize was awarded to a rose-combed cock, and a single-

combed pullet, evidently showing that as there was no other
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foreigner in the class, the Judges did not trouble which pen of
White was third. Now, had there been a separate class for
White, most likely they would have had more attention.
Amateurs certainly cannot continue to enter Blacks or

Whites in the Any variety class, seeing how badly they are
served; and if Committees will look at the entries, they will
find that Black and White will pay for a class to themselves,
especially at any large show. I hope, if not too late, to yet see
a separate class for them at Weston-super-Mare, in January
nest ; if so, I shall enter two or three pens ; if not, they must
stay at home, as it will not pay to send them, with the sure
chance of being beaten.

I see they have classes for Game, Sebrights, Whites, and
Blacks, at Hanley. There they exclude foreign Bantams al-
together.—G. T.

EXHIBITED FOW^LS INJURED.
My White Dorking cockerel, which, with a pullet, took the

only prize awarded in that class at the Bristol and Clifton
Show last week, was returned to me on Sunday morning with-
out a feather of any description left in his tail ! The Secretary
assm-es me that four men were engaged to watch the birds

;

still some mischievous or malicious person or persons succeeded
in_ pulling out the tails of some of the cocks. Whether this
injury is done as he supposes, or by the gross carelessness of
those engaged to catch and repack the birds, is not for me to
say; but, surely, exhibitors are entitled to the proper protection
of the valuable birds they send to the Shows.—A Subscriber.

[One or more of the Committee should attend whilst their
men are taking the birds from the pens, for the purpose of
insuring care. Fowls should travel iu close baskets, for rail-
way officials, or boys at the station, are too prone thoughtlessly
to ill-treat poultry.]

BRISTOL AND CLIFTON POULTRY SHOW,
Few sliows of the present season have been so complete a success as

that held at Bristol. The Drill Hall is unquestionably one of the
very best of hnildin;:s for the purposes of sueh a show, being nnusnally
light, very well ventilated, and so larfje, that were it necessary as many
as fifteen or sixteen hundred pens of poultry might be easily accom-
modated. The Committee being entirely composed of ivell-known
poultry exhibitors, the public had full confidence in their management
of the many valuable specimens tbat were entrusted to their superin-
tendance, and we may truly say we never saw a body of gentlemen
more unremitting in tlicir efforts to carry out their duties satisfactoi-ily.
The weathei*, too, was remarkably fine for the season, and everything
went on most pleasantly.
In the Grey Dorhinfis not only was the number of entries unusu-

ally large, but the quality of most of the fowls shown was extraordi-
narily good—so much so, that many of even the only highly commended
pens at Bristol could easily take principal positions at most of our
local shows. We have no doubt that the next few months will prove
the present year to have been remarkable for the production of early-
hatched first-rate Grey Dorkings. "Wo should have been pleased could
we liave mentioned aa favourably the White Dorkings. A more in-
different class throughout, however, we rarely if ever met with

; and
in respect to size, those shown at Bristol were scarcely larger than
small Hamburghs. They were, iu fact, so unquestionably bad, that
both the first and thhd prizes were withheld.

Cochins were good, and a few pens remarkably so. It is rarely that
Cochin pullets have been shown of equal excellence, and so generally
good as on this occasion ; but we regretted to find several instances in
which the whole of the principal tail feathers had been purposely ex-
taacted, possibly with the mistaken view of improvement ; but" this
practice, whilst now becoming so general, is by no means permissible,
and lost several pens the opportunity of appearing among the prize
winners, which they assuredly would have done had they not been thus
tampered with. The Cochin cup was awarded to a very good pen of
Partridge-coloured.
The Game classes were of considerable merit, and some pens were

snch as have not this season been equalled. Mr. Boyes's Duckwings,
Mr. Aykroyd's pullet, and Mr. Charles Chaloner's single cockerel,
were most praiseworthy. Mr. James Fletcher, of Manchester, exhi-
bited most excellent Brown Red Game, that wei'e the most notable in
the Show, as being not only the winners of the first prize in their own
particular class, but also of the seven guinea cup for the best pen of
Game fowls, and the President's cup for the best pen of any variety
of poultry in the Exhibition.
The Spdiiish classes, which at last year's Bristol show were the

gems of the exhibition, on the present occasion were not so well con-
ditioned as we had hoped for, the greater proportion of the birds
evidently being still far from the completion of their moulting. This
difference, however, ia easily explained, as last year's show was held

fnlly two months later, and. consequently, these Spanish birds having
their plumage then fully restored, the faces were necessarily in their

highest beauty—a result quite unattainable so Jong as they remain in
pen feather. From this circumstance alone many noted exhibitore,

finding themselves incapable of sending their Spanish fowls in their
accustomed condition so early in the season, wisely prefen'cd to let

them remain quietly at home instead of hazarding them at the Show,
where success would be so uncertain ; consequently man}- pens were,

empty, that a month or six weeks hence would have contained
such specimens as the Bristol Spanish-breeders can exhibit in mid-
winter. Messrs. Parsley, Lane, Newton, Jones, and Heath managed,
nevertheless, to support the claim of the Bristol Show to superiority

iu Spanish. So good iudeed were the first-named gentleman's birds,

that had he made a little different arrangement iu the selection of his

own pens of Spanish fowls, most probably the President's cup would
have remained in Bristol.

Then came the Unihuta classes, and certainly such a display of one-
year-olds of this breed was never mtnessed at any poultry show, the
Light-feathered being in such number and of such excellence as to be
suiqu'ising, and, as will be seen by reference to the prize list, they were
chiefly from the yards of new breeders. Experience proves, however,
that the Light-feathered Brabmas are usually worsted in a general
competition agamst the Dark ones. In the Dark variety the selected

cues, pui-posely kept back especially for Bristol by that noted exhibitor

Mr. Boyle, of Dubhu, made good their position in classes where win-
ning was by no means an easy task. Yet this gentleman, with only
three pens, stood first in all three of the classes iu which he had
entered ; but a still more unexampled achievement awaited him, for

the magnificent specimen of a Brahma cockerel, exhibited by Mr.
Boyle, took precedence for the seven-guinea silver cup, given to the best

single cockerel of any breed in the Exhibition. The silver cup for

the best pair of Brabmas was also taken by birds from the same yard.
Brabmas certainly foi-med a most important feature of this Exhibition.

The Jlomhvn/hs were scarcely in the first-class feather that they
might have been ; but, still, there were many unexceptionally good
pens. The Spangled Hamburghs proved the better varieties. Some
excellent PulQi and a strong class of Freudi fowls were on view, and
iu the Variety classes were some perfect Cochin Bantams, and a pen
of the now so rarely-seen entirely Black Cuchins, It is worthy of

remark that the cocks of this variety usually assume a mixed plumage
at their second moult, though the hens remain black as ever—a fea-

ture that, perhaps, more than all else has tended to render them un-
popular to all but the most persevering of Cochin amateurs.
The Game Bautiivis were very good, as were likewise the Sebrights ;

the Black Bantams were scarcely up to the mark in feather.

In Aylesbuiy Duels the competition, so far as the prizes alone were
actually concerned, lay exclusively between Mrs. Mary Seamons and
Mr. J. K. Fowler, both of Aylesbury, aud who, it is well known, ax'e

the two principal breeders in the kingdom. Each of these exhibited

a cou])le of pens, all four alike, as being faultless iu bills, plumage,
Arc. The result of weights, however, told extraordinarily in favour of

the Ducks belonging to Mrs. Seamons, being respectively 17 lbs. and
HU lbs. the pair, whilst her opponent's were 15 lbs, and 13 lbs. In

the class for irccsc even gi'cater rivalry existed between the same exhi-

bitors ; a pen each was shown, Mr. Fowlers being Toulouse Geese
and Mrs. Seamon's the Embdens. Here, again, so perfect were each

of their variety, that the scales were again brought into requisition as

a tell-tale, but proved worthless altogether, for each pen weighed e©

precisely 41A lbs., that even a single ounce weight drew the scale in

favour of either party. It might, therefore, have been justly deemed
" a dead heat ;" but by the rules there was no help for it, the prizes

must be given one way or the other, aud eventually after a useless

waste of time in close scrutiny to discover any defect, the Greys were

victorious. The Titrheys -were admirable, and the display of Pifjeona

unusually good.

A complete list of the awards, together with the remarks of

our correspondent " Y. B. A. Z.," appeared last week.

HAMPSHIRE ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
The extent to which the Show of this Association has advanced in

public favour is remarkable, and undoubtedly this result is well

merited, for few Committees are more desirous to perform eveiy duty

required of them ; aud Mr. Phihp Warren has proved himself to be a

truly model Secretary in all the manifold duties that throng so heavily

at the last moment on such an official. The Hampshire Oruitho-

logical Show has not only become a large and important exhibition,

but one that for the arrangements cannot be surpassed. There are

two features which contribute to its popularity, even among a large

number of risitors who are not especially fond of the culture of

either poultiy or Pigeons. We allude to the appointment of two
classes, one for Pheasants or Game of any variety, foreign or English ;

and the other for foreign or British birds of any kind, including every

description of those highly-coloured ones that so strongly attract the

admiration of all comers. The marked attention these specimens in-

sure, few persons except those who annually visit the Southampton
Show could imagine ; in fact, the continually thronged avenues de-

voted to these specimens, prove beyond question, how gi-eatly they add

to the interest. As regards the care bestowed on the birds, nothing
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coald be more praiseworthy, and the atteudance of the public also left

no t^Touudrt for complaiut.

In Spanitfk fowls tho prize birds were of pi-eat merit, bnt several

pens in this class Btill rL-riuire another throe weeks or month before

they will ho in tirst-class condition. The Dork'tii'i class was Rood, and
singularly enough in so excellent a competition, White Dorkings ob-

tained the second prize, a couple of pens of thin breed boinj^ shown
by Mr. P. Kdwarda, of Lyndhnrst, as good as have been exhibited

for some years ]>ast. la thu f'orhi'n class, competition was open to

any colour, and I'lirtrid^e-fi'iitlieu'd ones stood first. Tliis well-known

pen of Mr. Kodbard'K, afterwards took the Hampshire Society's

silver cup for the best pin of any breed in the Kxhibition, being

Tort' hard-])ressed. however, by the Golden-pencilled llambnrghs,

exhibited by Mr. I'ittis, of the Islo of Wight. Tho Dark Br^ihwas

were a Rnperior class, but the great feature of tho Show proved to be

tho Tiii^htfoathGred ones. This may bo accounted for by the fact of

an amateurs' silver cnp being otTered for tho befit pen of this variety.

This class was good throughout. Most of tho (t'dintr fowls were hardly

in condition, tho plumage being immature, though many of the speci-

meu-t shown were undoubtedly excellent. In Pencilled Ifamfiunfh.b\

Mr. Pittis had it nil his own way. and in tho Spangled class. Messrs.

Ashton and Mrs. Pettat were tho successful exhibitors. J'olinufs were

much better than usual, as may with truth also he said of tho extra

variety cla?;s. In (Jame IJirnftiins, Mr. Kelleway, of tho Isle of Wight,
swept all before liiin with three jieus hitherto kept back ; they were
faultless in condition, and the "dubbing" of the cockerels proved
them to have been most skilfully operated upon.
Sonm lovely Pekin Bantams. Mandarin, and also Carolina DucI^s,

and some superior Japanese Bantams were universally admired.

The show of I'i<i>iiits this year at Southampton, quite threw into the

shade those collections produced at the previous meetings, for scarcely

a class could be named not well tilled. The silver cap to be awarded
to tho most meritorious collection of Pigeons, fell to the lot of Mr.
Fulton, not, however, without causing a very close competition.

DUBLIN POULTRY SHOW.
The show of PouUi-y held in the Agi-icultural Hall, Kildare Street,

Dublin, on the l'2th, loth aud 1 1th inst., was a tir.-t-clas3 one, number-
ing in tho aggregate about IGO pens. We mast notice what we
seldom sen of late years at Poultry Shows—the very beautiful breed

of White Turkeys exhibited by J. K. Taylor, M.D., Newtown, Mount
Kennedy. They are this season's birds, and tho Doctor assures us

they are perfectly hardy, their Hesh beautifully white, tender, and juicy,

besides the great value set on their feathers. We notice this on
account of some being of opinion that White Turkeys are less hardy
than Black ones ; but we are of opinion that white animals or birds are
fully n.s hardy as those of auy other colour. Tho beautiful White
English littcsc exhibited by Mrs. Warburton, Kill, Naas, also deserve

our special notice. Slie won the first, second, and third prizes in the
section, each couple weighing respectively 36^, 3(iJ, and 'A\\ lbs.,

which are ratlier unusual weights for birds hatched in May last.

The following is the prize list :

—

Dorkings (Silvcr-Grey).—First. Mrs. Warburton, Kill, JTaas. Second,
J. C. Cooper. Cooper Hill, Limerick. Third, R. P. WilHflms, Glaslinn,
Clontarf. Chickens.—First. Second, and Commended. Mrs. Warburton.
DouKiNGS I Coloured). -First. F. W. Zurhorst, Dublin. Second. R. W.

Boyle, Gnltrim House. Hray. Ckickms —First and Second, R.P. Williams.
SiwxiSH.—First, R. W. Uoylo. Second, Miss de Courcy Drevar. Black-

rock. Commended. K. P.Williams; J. C. Cooper. Chickerts.—First, A.
Oomyns. Kingstown. Second. Miss de Courcy Drevar. Highly Commended,
B. P. Williams. Commended, Miss Drevar.
Brahma Pootua.— Fkst, R. W. Covlc. Second, A. W. Shaw, Rose

Cottage, I-iimerick. Commended, R. W. Boyle. Chickena.—Fii&t, R. W.
Boyle. Second, E. Wallace. IJJonnvbrook.
CocniN-CniNA.—First, R. W. Eoyle. Second, F. W. Zurhorst. Highly

Commondcd, A. Comyns. Commended. F. W. Zurhorst. Chickens.—
First, F. W. Zurhorst." Second, Miss L. Warburton, Xaas. Commended,
K. W. Boyle.
Game.—First, R. Close. Kingstown. Second, C.E. M'CIintock, Rnndals-

town. Chickem —First. R. Clo-se. Second, C. E. M'CIintock.
Hambitbghs (pencilled).—First, A. Murray, Jan., Limerick. Second,

C. F. Staunton, Clondnlkin.
Hambi'hohs , Spangledj.—First, F. W. Zurhorst. Second, S. Mowbray,

Mountratb.
WniTE-CRESTEn Black, or Black-Crestfd Write Fo\\'L.—First and

Second. Miss Do Courcy Drcvnr. Commended, R. P. Williams.
La Fi.J.cHE.— First and Second. J. C. Cooper.
HorDANS.—First, F. W. Pim. Ralhgar. Second, A. W. Shaw. Com-

meuded, F. W. Pim ; J. C. Cooper.
Cbia'E Coiun.—First, F. W. Zurhorst, Second, J. C. Cooper.

SINGLE COCKERELS.
DoBKlNO. — First, Mrs. Warburton, Second, R, P. Williams. Com-

mended, S. Mowbray.
Si'ANisH.—First aiid Second, A. Comyns, jun.
Cochin-China.—First. F. W. Zurhorst. Second. R. W. Boyle.
Brahma Pootra.—First and Second, P. W. Boyle?.

HouDAN.—First. F. W. Pini. Second, J C. Cooper.
Turkeys.—First, J. C. Cooper. Second, W. Aiikin, Upper Rathminer.

Thinl. J. C. Cooper. Ponlt^.—First, Capt. C. Hamilton, Billitore House,
Kildare. Second, J. <'. Cooper. Tliinl, J. K. Taylor, M.D., Newton
Woiint Kennedy. Highly Commended, Capt C. Hauiilton. Commended
J. C. Coopor.
Turkey.—rocfc —First nnd Second..!. C. Cooper.
Geese.— First, Sccoua and Third, Mrs. Warburton.

Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second, R. P. WilUama. Third, R. W.
Boyle. Commended, H. M. Barton ; S. Mowbray.
Ducks (Aylesbury).— First, R. P. Williams. Second and Third, Misg

A. Warburton. Commended, R. P. Williams.

Judges.—Mr. John Borthwick ; Mr. K. Jones; and Mr. R. C.

Wade.—{/m/i farmers' Oa.-xtte),

SCHEDULE OF THE NORTHEUN POULTRY
CLUB.

New year'a-day, ISGS, and following days are fixed for this Show.
Tho analysis of scht'dnlcs and entries which I made in " our Jotimal

"

a year or two apo, appi'ars to have pivcn me an oiEcc I scarcely bar-

gained for, and to which Her Moat Gracious Majesty's (iovemments,
neither past nor present, have yet attached any salary- ! A great

omission certainly
; then, however, Ishonld scarcely be " the right man

in the right place." I am, somewhat like a polypus, tied to home, and
I feel that this is no slight drawback to one whoso word has become
more powerful than was intended. To be a good censor, it is necessary

to have constant interchanges of tliou^ht with others—a rubbing up of

ideas, if not of noses, as some countries would have it. So little is

this interchange of sentiment possible with me, that I may almost
write as one literary worthy— '" Here I sits and studs, and nobody's
nothing the wiser !

" It would be, however, very ungracious on my part

not to acknowledge that others, even strangers, have placed a value on
my remarks, to which they are little entitled; but if they serve in any
way to put oar poultry exhibitions on any better basis, I am well

satisfied.

I have been led to pen these prefatory remarks, because a few days
since I received a note from "t'other side o' Tweed" with the Northern
Club schedule, asking me to make a note on't in " our .Journal." Had
the Scotchman only been Irish. I might have hesitated, thinking it

possible that it meant simply " Will ony gintleman do me the favour
to tred on me tails ? " and I might have fought shy of a shillaleh, even
in tho shape of a pen ; but from over the borders it must be taken to

mean what it says.

When, last year, our great grandmother Birmingham, let out to the
world (of poultry I mean), her startling idea of single cock and pair

of hen classes only, the experiment was deemed very hazardous by
some ; bnt most undoubtedly it was a move in the right direction,

and one that will be largely followed, I apprehend ; even as the
' sensation " sale regulation of 1867. that proves that " there's life in

the old dog yet," must be very generally adopted by leading shows, if

they would maintain their position. The Aberdeen Show of the
Northern Club in its general bearings has adopted the single cock and
pair of hen classes, adding thereto a cockerel aud ono pullet class.

Thus, Game, Spanish, Dorkings (Siiver-Greyl, Dorkings (Any other

variety), Cochins, Brahmas, have each three classes—namely, cock,

pail* of hens, and cockerel aud pullet. To each of these breeds a
aUver cup of two or three guineas is offered in lieu of a first prize. I

apprehend that where a silver cnp is ofifcred in place of the prize

money, it would be a more popular plan to say "cuporits value." Some
of our leading exhibitors most need an extra servant to keep their

poultry plate in order.

French fowls have two classes—for single cocks and pair of hens, all

these classes beias for "any age" birds. This is an addition to

which they are fairly entitled, and which I have for some time advo-

cated in '• our Journal." Hamburghs (Gold or Silver-pencilled) have

two classes, whilst the two varieties of Spangled have each two classes.

A silver cnp goes to the best pen of Hamburghs. Any other variety has
a cock and hen class. Game Bautams have a single cock class, and cock

and one hen class ; whilst any other kind of Bantams have only the latter,

Aylesbury Ducks one class, any other variety of Dnck, Geese and
Turkeys each one class. The Northern Club has adopted another

point which I have often advocated—viz., that it is unwise to offer

prizes of different value to the various breeds, as no one can say in

what ratio tlie entries will be. All the classes except the selling Class

have three prizes offered. £1, 10.s\, and r>.s\ ; the entry for these prizes

is 8.«. 6'/., quite high enough—too high, I am disposed to think ; sell-

ing Class entrj- "Js. tW., and prizes 1;3.«., 7:?. 6</., 3e<.

There are 'vaiious classes for Pigeons, with silver cops and

medals ; classes for dead fowls, Dorkings by themselves, whilst _Mr.

Tegetmeier offers " the Poultry Book" for any other breed. This I

have noticed in one or two schedules, it certainly appears to me as if

the book rather hung on hand ! I confess I do not like the class with

that prize.—Y. B. A. Z.

HARDINESS OF CANARIES.
In your Journal of October 17tb I see you say in your reply

to " TitOTTER," that canaries will not stand a lower degree of

cold than 40°, therefore I thought some of your readers might

be interested in knowing that 1 have kept several in a room in

which their water was often frozen, and last year I had thirteen

in an out-door aviary the whole winter, with no more protec-

tion than a piece of felt over the top ; and a thermometer hung

on the wires in front of aviary registered on the oid and I'.h
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of January respectively —i° and —2°. All the canaries seemed
quite as hardy as other birds I had in the same aviary at the
time, which were nine bramblings, nine redpoles. five green-
finches, five chaiBncheE, two tree and six house sparrows, {our
doves, and several others. Five of the canaries are now alive,

and of those that are dead four or five at all events were killed

by a Bantam cock I put in a few weeks in the spring.—PniLir
Ckowley, Culverton House, Alton.

SUPPLYING WiVX—EFFECTS OF \aBRATION.
Would it assist bees in building their cells to give them

thin sheets of white wax ? JXy hives are situated about 40 feet

from the railway, but on a higher elevation ; I fear the vibration
from the trains constantly passing may cause the bees to
consume too much of their store before spring comes, as I
suppose they may be often roused from their dormant state.

What is your opinion ? I know of no remedy.—C. A. J.

[It is doubtful whether bees would fabricate combs out of
plain sheets of wax, but if the rudiments of cells are embossed
upon them they are at the proper season readily accepted, and
are, probably, of some service in assisting the bees by provid-
ing them with wax for the formation of cells. We doubt whether
railway vibration will injuriously affect your bees, believing
that they will become used to it, and that they will then en-
tirely disregard it. ]

LIGURLW BEES IN .JERSEY.
Will you allow me to correct an error which your corre-

spondent, " C. B. Eduah," has fallen into, iu page 331, re-
specting my Ligurian bees?—an error which would easily be
seen by any one reading with attention what was said of them
at page 17. " C. B. Eduaii " says, " Mr. Tidey exhibited some
honey made this year by his Ligurian bees." This is true

;

but he goes on to say, " Which together with the octagon super
in which it was contained weighed 21 lbs., and he estimated
the whole hive to be ino lbs." This is not true. The honey
made by the Ligurian bees was in a half-size Woodbury hive,
similar to what that gentleman (Mr. W.), recommends as nuclei
for artificial stocks. Its weight of nett honey was li lbs.

The correct statement respecting my Ligurians is this. In
18G6 I obtained a stock from Mr. Woodbury. In 1867 I find
myself in possession of three strong stocks without manipijat-
ing, averaging a weight in honey of more than 150 lbs., besides
the super above named, containing 14 lbs. of exquisitely pure
honey, in comb so fragile that the wonder is how it could con-
tain the weight unbroken. If this, with the three swarms of
bees, is not a satisfactory investment of money I do not know
what is. The most remarkable feature in this is, that the
super should be given by the second swarm or last, which issued
on the 9th of June, and which in the case of the common bee
my little experience has taught me it is bad pohcy to place by
themselves.

Of course bars of honey could be spared from the stock
boxes

; but I prefer leaving them full, in the hope of being
able early in the spring of next year, if all go well, to try my
hand at manipulating, and I am having boxes made in accord-
ance with Mr. Woodbury's instructions in The Journal of
Horticulture for April last.

With respect to the octagon super exhibited, I took this,
weighing 21 lbs. (.Jersey weight, which gives IJ oz. more in the
pound than the English), and a second honey box from below
it weighing 28 lbs. (also exhibited), from a set of four Stew-
arton boxes and an eke. The two stock boxes remaining on
the stance weigh fiO lbs., so that the whole would have weighed
109 lbs. This great weight was obtained by first putting two
good swarms together in two boxes, and by affording timely
increase of space to prevent swarming.

I ought to mention that there is scarcely a stock of bees in
my apiary that does not contain more or less of the Ligurian
element ; but woe be to the black fellow that dares venture to
trespass on their landing board.—A. W. Tidey, Manor Collarir,

Noirmont, Jcrseij.

POLLEN OR FLOUR.
I HAVE observed my bees of late years coming to their hives

covered over with white. I have but lately found out what
it could be ; the other day as I passed by a hardy kind of

Balsam I found the bees very busy collecting honey from its

flowers, and all of them quite white. I then examined the
flowers, and found that the pollen on the upper part of the
flower is so situated that a bee cannot enter without being
covered by the white pollen. I enclose you some flowers and
seeds of this Balsam. The plant is hardy, and seeds itself ; its

height is from 3 to 6 feet, and it is very suitable for chimps of
shrubs, where I find it useful to fill up blank places. It is

very sweet and scents the air for a great distance, and bees are
very fond of it in autumn. I think if " T. H." and " C. F. G."
will examine the cottage gardens they will find this Balsam to
be the cause of their bees being white at this season —Hawkins.

[The specimen is some hardy species of Impatiens, but it

was too mutilated for identification.]

To Preserve Cut Flowers.—In order to keep cut flowers
from fading, care should be taken not to put too many in the
glass or vase, and to remove the water every morning, picking
oS every decayed leaf as soon as it appears, and cutting off the
ends of the stems as soon as they show any symptom of decay.
If a pinch of nitrate of soda be put into the vessel every time
the water is changed, the flowers will retain their beauty for a
fortnight or more. Common saltpetre will have nearly the
same effect.

—

[Western Rural.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Cross Between DncKwiNO akd EtACK Bed Game {Game Cock).—

Duckwin^s are frequently crossed with Black Reds to keep up black
breasts and colour in the plumage. We have also known the Black and
Brown-breasted Reds to be intermixed. In both cases birds were pro-
duced of beautiful colour and apparent purity. In both cases also there
are occasional sports that po back to the *' mesalliance."

Sending Fowls to an Exhibition {PalMine).—ln exhibiting nt Bir-
mingham we strongly advise you for every reason to send the cock and
pullets separately, it will prevent accident andmistnlics. The basket s
should be quite round to prevent brcalting tail feathers. It should be
high enough to allow the birds to stand up without even the cock's
comb touching the canvas with which it is covered. It should be close
all round to save the inmates from dangerous but not vicious curiosity
and from mischievous boys and people. The bottom should be well
covered with wheat- straw for large birds, and with oat-straw for smaller
Feed them on soft food before they start : give no whole com.
Time for Selling Geese (JpnoranjKs).—Keep your Geese till Christ-

mas It they are young and fat, well fasted, and well killed, thev will

sell well at Leadenhall about the i9th or '20lh of December, or 2ist cr
22nd, according to convenience. Michaelmas is now but little observed,
BO far as Goose-eating is concerned.

Crystal Palace Poultry Show {Sutton, Surrey).—We have not heard
that there is to be one ; therefore, we cannot state the date.

Notes of Poultry Breeding.—" Lancashire " wishes that fanciers
would publish in our .Journal their experience iu breeding other varieties
than Game and Brahma, as done by *' Newmarket " and " Nemo."
HoUDAN Pullet's Come iChemicm).—The leaning aside of a Houdan's

top-knot is not a disqualification, but it is a disadvantage. If we had to
choose between a shade of colour in plumage, or an irregularity in top-
knots, we should prefer the former. Uniformity is most essential in a
pen, but this is a question, and weighing of defects. Toji-knots are not
essential in Houdans as in Polands.

Silver Grey Dorking Cockerel vmn Grey Dorking Pullets
(Idem).—You will breed Grey and Silver-Grey Dorkings. We do not
l)elieve that in any yard all the birds bred are Silver-Greys. It is a diffi-

cult colour to produce, as is always seen in the classes at Birmingham.

Mignonette—Consumption of Honey—Protection (Ctirolus) —Bees
obtain both honey and pollen from mignonette. We cannot tell how
much honey per month is consumed by a hive of bees; but during the
winter of 185H-9 we carefully weighed four stocks, and found the average
diminution in weight from October 2nd, when autumnal feeding cetsed,
to February 2?nd, when spring feeding commenced, to be 6 lbs. 5 t zs. per
hive. This diminution was distributed as follows ;—October 2ud to No-
vember 13th, 2 Ibd. 8 ozs. ; November lyth to December 23rd, 1 lb. 5.J ozs.

;

December 23rd to December 29th, 4 ozs. ; December 29th to January 7th,

7^ ozs. ; January 7th to February 3rd, 1 lb. 3,4 ozs ; and February 3rd to
February 22nd, 8.j ozs. The additional protection afl'orded during winter
by covering hives with pieces of carpet or woollen stuff, will not tend to
increase, but rather to economise the consumption of food by the bees.

Food for Pigs (.4. P.).—Indian meal mixed with the barle>-n:eal will
render it more fattening. We pive a Uttle peameal with the barleymeal
during the week before lulling time.

Game is

POULTRY MARKET.—NovEMnER 20.

There is still a total absenre of trade. Poultry sells badly,
hardly saleable at all, and tbe market is very depressed.

s d. B. d
I

s. d
Large Fowls 2 to 3 Pbeasants 1 9 to i

d

i^malloT do 2
Cbickens 1 H
Geewo 6 fl

Ducks 1 9
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I

Partridges 1 )> 1
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There is one important matter in the case of those who have
only one small vinery, and that is that they should avoid
attempting early forcing. If they would allow their Vines to

break of their own accord, and then begin forcing, say in the
middle of April, but little tire heat would be necessary, Grapes
would ripen at a time when they could have a longer season of

them, and red spider wonld not be so common as when more
fire heat is used. If all the Grapes be cut in October, then
the vinery can be used for plants taken up from the flower
garden, and fire heat for three weeks then would both ripen
the Vines well and start the lifted plants. This would be much
better for the Vines than using fire heat to force early.

—

D. Thomson, Archcrfield.

BRONZE AND GOLD PELARGONIUMS.
A PAINTER once resolved to accomplish a picture that should

please everybody. He therefore exposed his picture in the
market-place, with directions for the spectators to mark, with
a brush that lay near, every limb and feature which seemed
erroneous. The spectators came, and in general applauded

;

but each, willing to show his talent for criticism, marked what-
ever he thought proper. In the evening when the painter
came, he was mortified to find the whole picture one great blot.

Not satisfied, he resolved to try them in a different manner,
and exposing his picture as before, desired that the spectators
would mark only the beauties. The people complied, and the
artist returning found his picture replete with the marks of

beauty ; every stroke that had been yesterday condemned, now
received approbation. " Well," cried the painter, " I perceive
that the best way to please one-half of the world is not to
mind what the other half says," since what are esteemed faults

by some, are regarded as beauties by others.

Now, these Pelargoniums have met similar treatment. Many
admire some varieties for certain good points or qualities,

while others condemn them for some other quality or pro-
perty in which they consider them deficient. Truly, we have
not as yet reached the standard of perfection in this beautiful
class of plants, but when we look back but a year or two, when
one of the best was Beauty of Oulton, which may be con-
sidered the type of the present race, aU must agree that rapid
strides have been made since then.

Looking at the different varieties that have been exhibited
this season, it is truly wonderful what progress has been made
in the Bronze and Gold section, which will eventually be the
cream of the bedders, yet 1 am bound to admit a great same-
ness exists in very many of the varieties.

For my own part I do not consider the plants brought to an
exhibition a fair guide to the purchaser, as, of course, they are
brought in the best style and colour which it is possible to do
by ingenuity and device, in order to show them off to the best
advantage, more especially with respect to high colouring.
Therefore, I prefer seeing tbem at the raiser's home to judge of
their merits. With this idea, having some business in the
neighbourhood of Manchester, I extended my journey to Hunt-
royde Park, to determine for myself the merits and demerits
of Mr. Wills's beautiful collection.

Do not marvel readers, that Bennett and Wills have met,
shaken hands, and buried the Viola controversy, although I
claim as a right to offer some remarks at a future time, com-
plimentary to Mr. Wills and his Viola lines.

I regret to say my stay at Huntroyde was very limited, as
the trains, like time and tide, wait for no man. But to the
object of my visit—the Bronze and Gold Pelargoniums. Al-
though I had not the pleasure of a former acquaintance with
Mr. Wills, he with the greatest kindness showed me, without
reserve, everything there was to be seen, and to those interested
in such matters there was ample to satisfy any one thirstiug
after novelties. Perhaps the gi-eatest of these is the success
Mr. Wills bas at last met with in crossing the Ivy-leaved with
the Zonal Pelargonium. Yes, there the successful result is to

be seen in unmistakeable character. This I look upon as one
of the greatest hits of the day in hybridising, and a boon to

us all.

This collection of named and unnamed seedlings of the
Bronze and Gold section is extensive, and above the staudard
of merit that I expected to find ; and a dwarf variety, not of
this section, named Robert Fish, particularly attracted my at-

tention, it being very dwarf and a most abundant bloomer. To
this may be added one of the Gold section, called Little Golden
Christine, which appeared to be a little gem.

Amongst the Bronze and Gold section, foremost was Her
Majesty, with the appearance of which I was charmed. The
others I do not pretend to class as to their respective merits
after leaving Her Majesty, for many of them are quite equal in
beauty, and taste alone could decide in their favour. As in
the case of the painter's picture, what some would cross out as
defects, others would cross for beauty. The following are the
new set not yet in commerce—viz.. Empress Eugenie, Mr.
Fetch, Admiration, Arthur H. Wills, The Sultan, Fascination,
and Attraction. Her Majesty, I believe Mr. Wills told me,
would be sent out this autumn. The above are certainly a
beautiful chaste set. I also noticed amongst those sent out by
Mr. Bull this season—Perilla, Compactum, Model, Beauty of

Calderdale, Firebrand, and Beauty of Eibbledale. Although
these are all good and truly handsome, they do not bear com-
parison with the new set in point of beauty.
Thus far it will be seen I have confined my remarks to the

Gold and Bronze section, but at a future time I shall have
something to say about Vines, Vine-borders, and Peach trees at

Huntroyde.

—

Edwaed Benseii, Osberton Hall, Worksoj).

STOCKS FOR APPLE TREES.
There is, I think, nothing more interesting to the practical

horticulturist, and I may also add, to the theorist, than the in-

fluence of the stock on the graft, in plainer words, on the tree
grafted on to a stock, and the converse of the proposition, the
effect of the graft on the stock. The latter being of a far more
extensive nature than the former, yet, as it seems to me, not
much known or expatiated on by horticultural writers, I hope
one day to go into the subject, but at present I shall confine
myself to the title of this article.

There is, as far as I have experienced, no fact so prominent
in fruit culture, as the effect of the Paradise or surface-rooting
stocks on the Apple tree. By the simple choice of a stock we
can make a giant into a pigmy ; and such varieties as Bess Pool,
of which I have seen trees rivalUng large Oaks in magnitude ;

the Bedfordshire FoundUng, the Tower of Glammis, the Blen-
heim Orange, and other vigorous-growing sorts, can be at once
reduced to small garden trees, rapidly arriving at a sort of
premature maturity, and bearing prolusely, which is brought
about by merely selecting the kind of stock likely to produce
such a result. The variety best known b7 the gardeners of the
last century is that which we now call the French Paradise,
" PommierdeParadis." This would seem to beef Eastern origin,

for some few years since the London Horticultural Society intrc-

duced the " Dwarf Apple of Armenia," which, as far as I could
judge, was identical with the Pommier de Paradis. This kind
of stock is noticed by Miller in his Dictionary, in the edition

about 17.50. I append an extract from it, which may interest

some of your readers, showing as it does that there is nothing
new in what has been said in your columns about Paradise
stocks.

The peculiarity of the French Paradise is its remarkable
effect on the graft, dwarfing it to an extent scarcely credible.

The proportions of growth are something as follows :—A tree

two years old on it will be about '2 feet in height, and covered
with blossom-buds. A tree of the same age, and growing under
the same circumstances, grafted on the Doucin, will be from
3 to 4 feet in height, and well furnished with blossom-buds, but
not so abundantly as the tree on the French Paradise. A tree

on the English Paradise stock will attain the same height, and
be in the same condition as to bearing as that on the Doucin.
A tree grafted on the Crab or Apple stock will at the same age

be 7 feet high, and unless one of our free-bearing sorts, such as

the Keswick Codlin, Hawthornden, and some kinds of the like

habit, will be bare of blossom-buds. I give these results not

as being exact, but to convey an idea of the effect of the dif-

ferent stocks I have named.
The Pommier de Paradis has been found too delicate for

some soils and sites in England. I have found it so here, and
Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, has experienced the like in his deep

fertile loamy soil. Fearing that I might have made my two or

three essays on a soil too cold, I made a further trial, and in

the spring of l.SGG, I had five hundred planted in a fine deep
sandy lor.m, in the middle of a quarter, with five hundred
Doucins on one side, and five hundred Euglisb Paradise on the

oher. ThePommters de Paradis are nearly all dead from canker

—no frost seemed to do them any injury— uhiie ih^* two kinds of

stocks I have named here produced healthy trees free from any
disease. It seems, therefore, that in some soils and sites this
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stock is delicalfi. Against this we have the experience of Mr.

Scott, who states that with him this stock is perfectly healthy.

This is, no donbt, owing to his warm, fertile soil, and the soft

air of Somersetshire, which is very diiTcrent to the harsh, dry

air of Hertfordshire.

There is a curious fact relative to this stock which belongs

to my second postnlate, but should be mentioned here. If a

healthy graft is placed on a French Paradise stock the first

year ofter being planted (stocks are for the most part grafted

the second year), it seems to give health and vigour to the

stock and to rescue it from canker. It is very carious to see

trees in pots on this stock after three or four years' growth

;

the graft swells over and forms a large circular protuberance,

as if impatient to escape from its thraldom ; and the roots of

the graft break out close under the swollen part ; so that if the

base of the graft were covered it would put forth roots, and, to

use Miller's words, " would be equal to no stock." It is ex-

ceedingly interesting to watch in the graft this apparent yearn-

ing for more food. Ajiple trees on the Pommier de Paradis

form the prettiest and most fruitful of all bush trees when cul-

tivated in pots. Seedling pigmy stocks have been raised here,

and I think also by Mr. Scott. These will probably prove

hardier than the French Paradise, and have the same dwarfing

tendency.
The second kind of Paradise stock deserving of a few words

is the English Paradise stock—a very old variety, which some
thirty or forty years ago I used to receive from the Knap Hill

Nursery, where it was propa;;ated by layers. It was very distinct

in its habit, and had rather large roundish leaves and pale

bark. As far as I recollect, this was the only kind of Paradise

stock employed in those days, and then to a very limited

extent ; for one hundred Apple trees on Paradise stocks then
sold I should calculate that five thousand are now sent out by
nurserymen. There are some seedling stocks of this race

—

two raised hero, and some by Mr. Scott. One, called here the

Broad-leaved Paradise, resembles the sort I shall next describe.

They all swell with the graft, and produce healthy, fruitful

garden trees.

The third variety of the Paradise stock race is the Doucin.
This is probably of French or Dutch origin. There are several

varieties of it, some of them worthless from their liability to

canker. Those with small leaves like the Crab are to bo
avoided. The true sort has largo pointed leaves of a dark
green ; the bark on its young shoots is of a very dark brown
spotted with white ; its leaves are more pointed than those of

the Broad-leaved Paradise mentioned above, and not quite so

large ; it does not swell with the graft so well as the English
Paradise stocks, but it forms healthy and fruitful garden
trees.

The next race of surface-rooting Apple stocks is the Burr
Knot, the old variety. Tlu- Burr Knot of most of our gardens
bears very fine fruit, and is a valuable kitchen Apple. Like
all of the Paradise race of stocks it roots from truncheons, or

stout two and three-year-old shoots, planted in the ground,
reminding one of the orchardists at Valparaiso and other parts

of Chili, who do not plant a tree but a branch, which takes
root, and at once forms a bearing tree. This brings to mind
the Burr Knot Apple at AVare Park, Herts, there called " Byde's
Walking-stick Apple," simply because an old magistrate who
lived there early in the present century, used to stick in a
branch of the Burr Knot wherever he thought an Apple tree

wanting. The trees are there still.

A gentleman living near Narberth, South Wales, has a large

collection of Burr Apples. \\a recently gave a list in a con-
temporary of ten varieties. The fruit of some of the kinds
were sent to me. They were not of high quality, but some of

them were handsome and good. It is just possible that the
soil may have something to do in forming those burrs on the
stems of Apple trees, which are, or seem to be, bunches of

incipient roots. The English Codlin, formerly employed as a
dwarfing stock, and mentioned by Miller as being used for that
purpose, has burrs on its stem ; and stout shoots, planted rather
deeply, will root and make dwarf prolific trees.—T. R.

\^Exiract from Miller's " Gardrner's Dictionarif." 7th edition.]

" The Paradise Apple hath, of late years, greatly obtained
for stocks to graft or bud upon, but these are not of long
duration ; nor will the trees grafted upon them ever grow to

any size, unless they are planted so low that the cyon may
strike root into the ground, when it will be equal to no stock,

for the graft will draw its nourishment from the ground, so

that it is only by way of curiosity or for very sm^ gardens

that these stocks are proper, since there can never be expected
any considerable quantity of fruit from such trees.

" These trees have been much more esteemed in France,
where they were frequently brought to the table in pots grow-
ing with their fruit upon them ; but this being only a curiosity

it never obtained much in England, so that the gardeners do
not propagate many of them here at present. K*-* '

" There is another Apple, which is called the Dutch Paradise
Apple, much cultivated in the nurseries for grafting Apples
upon, in order to have them dwarfs ; and these will not decay
or canker as the other, nor do they stint the grafts near so
much, so are generally preferred for planting espaliers or

dwarfs, being easily kept within the compass usually allotted

to these trees."

PROPAGATING MRS. POLLOCK PELARGONIUM.
LiKK Mr. Boyes, I have heard of many failures, and think

those who have succeeded should make their practice known.
I quite agree with Mr. Boyes that ray plan would not do if the

principal display were required in September and October. In
that case spring propagation must be adopted, but when I

speak of the chief beauty of the garden being over, I mean
when it has lost its first summer gloss, which with me is by the
first week in September, at which time the cuttings are taken,

and, I can assure Mr. Coupland, without the loss of either a

single cutting or old plant.

With regard to keeping the old plants through the winter,

and not cutting them until the spring, I must say that I, and
many more, would find it rather a formidable affair to winter

a few hundreds of such plants as Mr. Boyes mentions as mea-
suring from 12 to 18 inches in diameter. It is all very well

for those who have plenty of spare houses to winter their

bedding plants in, to keep such plants, and to use them for

ornamental purposes ; but for the amateur, and the gardener

who has but few houses, I must maintain that my plan pos-

sesses some advantages, and in such cases something must be
sacrificed.

Of course, after a sufficient stock is obtained, there would be
no occasion to cut up the old plants, as enough cuttings may
then be obtained in the usual way. It must be quite obvious

that the plan I advocate is more justly applicable to the in-

creasing of the stock in its earliest stag'"'.

" J. A." quotes Mr. Shearer's practice. At page 381, No.

295, vol. xi., November 20th, l.HOfi, Mr. Shearer says, " I make
it a rule never to take off a cutting until another shoot has
shown itself on the same stem ; by doing so I obtain a strong

healthy cutting which makes a strong plant, while its removal
does not weaken the old plant so much as taking off the ends
of the shoots whenever these are long enough to make cuttings

in the spring." This, I think, is rather condemnatory of Mr.
Boyes's treatment.

" .1. A." does not agree with me as to taking off the tops of

the autumn-struck plants. I can assure him that out of about

eighty or ninety plants so treated in the spring of this year,

only two plants failed in becoming fine " stocky " plants quite

equal, if not superior, to any spring-struck plants. I know it

would cause them to become unhealthy, and in many cases to

succumb, were it not for the styptic, which effectually prevents

all these bad effects. I would refer " .1. A." to an excellent

article by Mr. Wills on this subject in vol. x., page -132.

—

Edward Luckhorst, Egerton House Gardens, Kent.

INFLUENCE OF AN APPLE STOCK OVER THE
PE.VR GRAFTED UPON IT.

IIavin-g seen in your .Tournal accounts of different sports in

fruits and flowers, I write to mention an occurrence that took

place here this summer.
Growing on the south wall of my garden is a Pear tree,

called here the Duchesse d'Angoulcme ; but as the label has
been lost I cannot vouch for the correctness of the name. It

is a large handsome Pear, rather long, very rosy on the side

next the sun. and on the other side light green, turning to

yellow when fully ripe, and the skin smooth.
About three summers ago my gardener grafted a scion of this

Pear on a Peach Apple, he having previously cut off the head
of the Apple. The scion took well, and this year bore nine
Pears quite dissimilar from the parent. The fruit was short

and round, of a deep msset colour, dark red on the side next
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the Bim and brown on the other, with a rough skin, and
was pronounced by persons to whom I had given it to be
superior to the fruit on the original tree, which is also a very

delicious Pear. Both were ripe at the same time—the end
of last mouth.—G. G., BuUhill, Clonmel.

DEEP-PLANTING EOSES.
I HAVE just read Mr. Eadclyffe's remarks on " P.'s " experi-

ence on the deep-plantiug of Roses. I fear that I shall only

add to his " astonishment " when I tell you that four years

ago I planted two Gloire de Dijon Roses from 18 inches to

2 feet deep, and nothing could have thriven better.

They were budded on Briars at the height I have named, and
I planted them deeply enouRh to allow the soil to cover the

junction of the bud with the Briar. Each plant was a year old,

and had a single strong shoot, which I cut in to about the fifth

bud. The next year they sent out shoots from 8 to 10 feet

long, and in three years they covered a piece of wall about
22 feet square.

I left the place this spring, so I cannot examine the trees to

see whether the Briar has sent out roots high up the stem.

The Roses themselves had not sent out roots at the point of

junction, for I examined them with the object of ascertaining

this.

I am told by those who have seen the plants this year that

they were a most beautiful sight when in foil bloom, so that I

may conclude that they are stUl in perfect health, as they
were when I left them.
The soil was a fair garden soil about a foot deep, on a subsoil

of clay, which was dug up, and the two mixed together, with
manure, at the time of planting.—H. T.

["Wonders wiU never cease." I H)?i "astonished" at the

statement of " H. T." I do not doubt the fact, but cannot
explain it. It is contrary to my experience. I have found
that by planting less deeply than above, and by adding soil

year after year without removing the plant, the Rose had
deteriorated, and did not succeed well till taken up and planted

shallower. Briars have an affinity for clay ; and I fancy they

made roots higher up than the junction of the bud and stock.

I advise " H. T." to plant Mademoiselle Aristide, a chrome
yellow Rose on his N.E. wall near Rugby. It is the hardiest

yellow knowu, grows with extraordinary rapidity, and after the

second or third year when not cut, or cut only a little at the

points, is a most abundant-flowering and fine ornamental Rose.

I believe it to bo the same as Madame Schultz. If he does not

wish to have a Rose, but Ivy, I recommend him Rasgneriana

—

it is beautiful.

There is another very ornamental plant which I used against

the north side of my house at Rushton, the Box-leaved Coto-

neaster, with white flowers and coral berries. I put up a trellis

of wire, and let the plants grow up behind the wire.

I am stUl cutting beautiful Roses here (Dorsetshire). I cut

nice Roses from Louise Margottin on November 4th, planted
August 7th. Senateur Vaisse and others planted at the same
time, have fine red buds. Only one plant died out of four or

five hundred planted about that time.—W. F. Eadclypfe.]

WHAT CONSTITUTES A LARGE. MEDIUM, OR
SMALL-SIZED FBUIT ?

I HAVE a grumble horticultural. Whether I have any just

cause for this my grumble, I leave you to judge. I look at my
crop of fruit, and then the idea comes, that I have reason to be

proud of the fruit borne on this, or that tree. Then the horrid

thought arises—my swans may be but ducklings after all ; this

Apple or that Pear is only a half-starved specimen in the eyes

of the knowing. I desire to learn what is the average size of

every variety of fruit in my garden. How can I arrive at this

information ? If I had gone to the Pomological Congress at

Paris, I should only have learnt how fruit can be grown in

France. This would be no guide to me in Yorkshire. I go for

information to the Catalogues. They deal in riddles. Dr.

Hogg and his Manual will enlighten me. He, like dealers with

familiar spirits, discoursetb on mediums, and "under" and
"over" medium; sometimes, more mysterious stUl, he ex-

pandeth into " large "—large medium, I suppose.
Who can construe " medium? " Dr. Johnson is at fault. No

dictionary, English, Latin, or any other language, can tell me
anything about this indefinite, indescribable horticultural me-

dium. I try to arrive at some idea of it by comparison, so I
take Pears. Alexandre Bivort, medium ; Bergamotte Esperen,
medium ; Comte de Lamy, medium ; Josephine de Malines,
medium ; Beurre Goubault, medium ; Z^phhin Gregoire, me-
dium. What ! All these one and the same medium? No, this

cannot be. Then each has its own medium. The mystery
deepens, instead of growing clearer.

The weight of a Gooseberry is known to a grain. Why
should not that of other fruits be published. The letter scales
are on every writing-table. It is no difficult matter for a per-
son well acquainted with fruits, to weigh what he considers to
be an average-sized fruit of each variety within his reach, and
publish the result. We fruit growers in our several gardens
would then have a standard of excellence to aim at, and sur-
pass, it possible. We should not be so completely in the dark
as to the result of our produce as we are present.

ghown in ht gakden, 18G7.

Zephirin Gregoire, 6J ozs., three on
one flower-stalk, lib. 1:^ oz.

Four Winter Nelis, 1 lb.

Doyenne Boussocb, 7ozs. ; on bnsh.
Beurre de Rance.T^ozs.
Fondante d'Autonme, M ozs.
Autumn Eergamot, 4^ oze.

;

years old tree here.
Passe Colmar, 5 ozs.
Bergamotte Esperen, 43 ozs.
Josephine de Malines, 5 ozs.
BeuiTL- Goubault, 31 ozs.;

crop.

WEIGHT OF PEABS
Marie Louise, 6 ozs.
Louise Bonne, 5^ ozs. ; large

crop.
Beurre Superfin. 8Jozs.
Beurre d'Amaulis, 7^ ozs.
Summer Beurre d'Aremberg,

iiuite 4 ozs.
Baronne de Mello, 4^ ozs.
Beurre Sterckmans, 6^ ozs.
Beurre Diel, 7^ ozs. ;' large
crop.

General Todtleben, 8{; ozs.
Easter Beiure, 7i ozs^

not
two

largo

APPLES.
Two Lord Suffield on one flower- 1 Dumclow's Seedling, 9 ozs.

spur, 13i ozs. each ; the two. New Hawthomden, 1 lb. 1 oz.
lib. 11 ozs.

—C. JIaksden, Gargravc Rcciory.

WINTEE-BLOOMING PLANTS.
It has been my duty, my good fortune, and my pleasure

during the last sixteen years to devote a considerable portion
of my time to keep up a continuous supply of stove and green-
house flowers all the year round. I have tried nearly every-

thing in cultivation, anxiously seeking for such forms of beauty
as should afiord the best mattrld for accomplishing my object.

I needed colour, durability, perfume, and diversity of habit or

form, so that my arrangements or floral pictures might present

a pleasing combination of the above requisites, for although
much depends upon judicious arrangement of character and
colour, nevertheless, it is very important to select the kinds or

varieties of plants which are most suitable, or best adapted to

meet our requirements. If these points were carefully con-

sidered by men of experience, there would be fewer disappoint-

ments in this particular department of gardening, for there

is no great difficulty in supplying an abundance of flowers

throughout the winter, if the right sort of houses, plants, and
men are provided.

I am pleased to observe that one of your correspondents has
particularised Salvia splendens, as a worthy and desirable

winter-blooming plant. I heartily endorse what he has stated

respecting its merits. It is an old plant, it is true, but it we
look for real merit, or fitness, we shall not require any particu-

lars respecting the date of introduction. We adopt a similar

course in our treatment to that practised by Mr. T. Winkworth,
with this exception, that we do not plant out because of the

trouble of having to establish the plants when taken up in the

autumn. We pot into 10-inch pots during the middle of May.
We select a shady situation, and plunge our pots to the rim in

half-decayed litter. They require little further trouble than
stopping and well watering, and can be at once removed to a

forwarding-bouse. Tliey require very little attention in pro-

portion to the effective display which they make. For table or

bouquets they are equally effective, and they are within the

reach of all.

I believe that very many gardeners have a notion that this

Salvia requires heat during its g.-owing season. I know when
I was an apprentice it was grown as a stove plant, and I re-

member it was very frequently my duty to wash the Salvias,

for the red spider patronised it extensively ; but now that we
treat the plant rationally we are not troubled with washing it

:

in fact, we treat it exactly the same as our Chrysanthemums.
Those who wish to make up a cheap and effective display for

this dull season should secure some Salvia splendens and yellow

and white Chrysanthemums, which, together, can be made to

' form a very pretty picture.
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There ia, also, another plant of the same family which is not

so showy, but ia of a different colour—namely, a rosy lake. It

produces its flowers in very great profusion, and in a form ex-

ceedingly suitable for bouquets ; moreover, the scent, both of

the leaves and llowers, is very pleasing, this kind is well worth
growing. Wo have it by the name of Salvia cammertonii. It

is also a winter-blooming plant.

For such as have plenty of room, there is still another

Salvia well worthy of culture. It is S. gesnerii'llora, of a very

strong vigorous h.ibit of growth, producing immense spikes of

the brightest scarlet flowers. We have had plants of this

variety upwards of 20 feet in circumference. They bloom best

during the end of January or February. Thoy all require the

same treatment.

—

Williau Pavsb, t/te Oardcits, Fir I'ah;

Shejldd.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE G^^DENS IN PAMS.
TuRoron the kindness of my employer, I lately had the op-

portunitj' of spending a few days in I'aris. I started from Lon-
don by the midday train to Dover, and after a most delightful

passage across the Channel arrived at Calais about 11 o'clock

at night. This being dark, I could not seethe country through
which I travelled, until I reached Amiens. From this place

the scenery is most beautiful, there being hundreds of acres of

dense forests on each side of the lino ; and the undulating

ground, the streams, and the autumnal tints of the leaves of

vai-ious trees had a very pretty effect.

Arrived in Paris, after spending the first two days in the Ex-
liibition, I wont to see the Horticultural Show, held on a natu-

rally level piece of ground several acres in extent, and which
has been diversilied by huge mounds, waterfalls, gigantic rock-

work, aquaria full of various kinds of fish, beautiful glades of

grass of the richest green, glass houses, hundreds of beds of

various sizes filled with beautiful shrubs and choice flowers,

and new but well-kept walks, leading to various objects of at-

traction. When it is considered that only a few months ago
the above ground was quite level, and used as a parade ground
for soldiers, for which purpose it will soon be employed again,

those who made it a beautiful picturesijue garden deserve great
credit.

There was a great exhibition of fruit, vegetables, and flowers,

but the Pines and Grapes were very inferior to such fruits

as generally seen at English exhibitions. A few Peaches of

middling (juality were shown. Pears and Apples were in abun-
dance ; those in one dish of six, the finest in the Exhibition, were
splendid, but neither the name of the fruit nor of the exhibitor

was given. The next best dish was contributed by M. Gallien.

Some fine fruit of Doyenno d'Hiver, were also shown. Apples
were of all sizes, the largest fruit was called Grelot, this is a
useful fruit when largo dishes for dessert are required ; Keinette
Parmentier, and Reinette du Canada, were in good condition.
Several collections of vegetables were shown. Potatoes gene-
rally were very small. Onions, Carrots, Turnips, and Beet,
were not remarkable. A group of variegated Kale sent by MM.
Vilmorin, Andrieux & Cie, Quai de la Mcgisserie, had a pretty
effect. The collections of vegetables were exhibited on vacant
beds on the grass by the sides of the pathways in various parts
of the grounds.

There was a collection of smaU but well-grown Orchids, in
good bloom ; these came from M. Linden, of Brussels, and de-
servedly took the first prize. A collection of Ericas in beau-
tiful bloom was also exhibited. Gladioluses were the principal
cut flowers; M. Souchet, M. E. Verdier, and M. Loise, being
the principal exhibitors. M. Gabriel, head gardener at the
Palace of Moudon, had between 200 and 300 Zinnias, in
21-sized pots, plunged in a bed ; they had been very fine, but
their beauty was over when I saw them. There were likewise
large collections of standard lioses and Pears, tlie use of which
I could not perceive, as on the Bose trees scarcely a flower was
to be seen. Several groups of bedding plants were also con-
tributed, and consisted of such plants as are in common use in
this country.

I next went to see the gardens at the Tuileries, which are
2230 feet long, and 870 feet broad, and were designed by the
celebrated landscape gardener, Le Notre. The flower-beds are
very large, and all of them are planted on the mixed system

;

PiOses, Cannas, Dahlias, &b., being planted for the centres of
the beds, and Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, Verbenas, and similar
plants, being used for the outsides. A broad band of Ivy sur-
rounds each bed, and gives a cheerful appearance both in sum-
mer and winter. The Ivy is about 18 inches broad, and 3 or

4 inches high. The grass is not kept so closely shaven as I
expected to find it, and I was rather surprised to see scythes at
work instead of mowing machines, the scythes having straight
handles, and the men standing quite upright to mow. Many o£
the Orange trees are from two hundred to three hundred years
old, and in summer they must diffuse the most delicious fra-

grance. They occupy the ground which during the reign ol
terror (1703) was a Potato field.

The Boulevards, some of which are several miles in length,
are planted with two or more rows of trees, chiefly Planes,
Chestnuts, and Elms, and give Paris a cheerful and country-
liko appearance. The gardens of the Luxembourg are also very
extensive, and contain tasteful flower-beds, and delightful shady
walk

In the great centra! market, which is between 500 and 600
feet S(iuare, and is divided into four compartments, I noticed
fine Gourds being cut up at two sous per slice, as well as an
immense quantity of vegetables, and hundreds of bouquets
tastefully arranged.

I next went to the Champs Elysfies, a most charming pro-
menade for all classes. It is intersected by several pathways,
a fine carriage road, and several straight rows of trees, which
form double avenues of great length. There are very large

beds on both sides filled with choice shrubs, and bordered with
Iresine, Cineraria maritima, and other bedding plants, and
great numbers of Cannas, which are well managed.
My next journey was to tho Bois de Boulogne. The wood is

many hundreds of acres in extent, and tbroui,'h it and the fine

park are some magnilicent avenues and gravel-walks or drives

150 yards wide, with grass verges on each side in excellent

order. Scores of miles may be traversed, and all will be found
in the same good keeping. About the centre of this delightful

place is the .Jardin d'Aoclimatation. Here various experiments
are made with a view to acclimatise foreign plants, animals,
and birds. The grounds are beautifully laid out, and furnished
with tastefully-constructed cages, hothouses, and pavOions. A
stream which traverses the gardens, with its picturesqueislands,
rustic bridges, and rockwork, serves for the culture of aquatic,

and other plants. The garden department is very extensive ; in
one part is a fine conservatory 200 feet long, by 100 feet wide,
which is full of Camellias, Orange trees, and tlie plants usually
found in such structures. The whole groundwork of this house
is completely covered with Selaginella denticulata, in perfect

health, and most refreshing to the eye. At the end of the same
bouse is some beautiful rockwork covered with rare Ferns, with
a winding stoiicase from bottom to top. Another house, not
quite so large as the above, was filled with small birds of almost
every colour, with the Selaginella round eveiy cage. In the
out-door department were some large masses of Cannas and
other sub-tropical plants in luxuriant health, and Begonias
were flowering profusely. Pelargoniums and other bedding
plants are all planted on the mixed system. One very largo

glass house, kept nearly dark, is fitted up with compartment
and devoted to the artificial breeding of fish; there are ten
glass reservoirs filled with sea water, and four with fresh water
which is constantly renewed. It may interest the reader to

Icnow that two of the principal managers of the Jardin d'AccU-
matation are Englishmen.—J. Peekiss, Thomham, Kail.

(To be contmned.)

GIGANTIC B0UGAIN"\T:LLEA.
Ls a letter from my brother-in-law, a major in the army in

India, ho describes a Eougainvillea, and I think that its di-

mensions, which I send you, will make some of our brethren
almost wish to take a voyage to India on purpose to see it.

He says, while speaking of the great things which he pur-
poses doing in gardening, writing from Bangalore, " I wish yon
could see a Bougainvillea in one of the gardens. The stem at
the base is about Ij foot in diameter, and branches go from
this of the thickness of one's arm (and his is a pretty stout
one). It has covered a large Mango tree, and you can hardly
imagine anything more beautiful. It is only beginning to show
the coloured leaves now at the top of the tree and in other parts
of it, but in January people say the whole tree is one mass of
colour. I never saw such a place as this is for beantifol
creepers." The sight would be, indeed, a gorgeous one no
doubt.—EOEEET WUESCH.

Laroe Duchesse DA^"co^LE^rE Peae.—I grew this yeai
amongst others, on a small tree in a pot, one fruit of "this
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variety, weighing 26 ozs. In about ten days after it was pulled
it was eaten, and proved a splendid fruit.—Jaiies Pim, Monks-
town, Dublin.

THE LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
This Society liekl its fifth winter Flower aud Frait Show on the 20th

and 21st instant. The day, though cold, was Bne, and the Exhibition
on the whole was a very saccessfnl one. The arrangement of the
exhibition tables and stages was most creditable to all concerned, nnd
the Exhibition, when viewed from the galleries on each side of the
noble St. George's Hall, had a very pleasing effect.

ChiTsanthemums and fruit formed the principal features of the
Show. There was a magnificent display of hardy fniits, such as
Apples and Pears. There were also numerous and good exhibitions
of Pine Apples and Grapes. The Judges must have found it very'
difficult to select the first-prize dishes in the classes for Apples anil
Pears, as there were so many collections of first-class quality. The
Pines exhibited by Mr. Freeman, gardener to Lord Derby, were fine
examples of cultivation

; and the Grapes from Mr. Hill, Mr. Meredith,
and others, were unusually good for this season of the year.
The Chrysanthemums were splendid masses of bloom ; the plants

were also fresh, aud the foliage clean and good. Three or four of the
collections which won the premier prizes were superior to any I re-
member to have seen produced at the London exhibitions, and this is

saying much for cultivators of tliis pretty popular flower in the neigh-
bourhood of Liverpool, where the dampness of the atmosphere is so
unfavourable to the successful cultivation of the Chrysanthemum.
Much care and watchfulness must have been exercised to have enabled
the exhibitors to produce such magnificent plants, with foliage so fresh
and free from mildew—one of the greatest evils, I consider, which the
Chrysanthemum-cultivator has to contend with. Those exhibitors
who won the piincipal prizes therefore deserve much credit for pro-
ducing such fine results under great difficulties. There is, however,
room for improvement in the staging and arrangement of their plants.
There was perceptible in many instances a want of taste in the staging
of some of the collections, also in the blending of the colours ; the
sticks, also, with which the plants were trained, were much too large, and
the absence of paint made them look anything but artistic. If they
had been neater, and painted green, it would have added considerably
to the appearance of the plants, and in some instances the skill of the
cultivator was a little at fault in calculating the time the plants would
require to grow into proper form. It was noticeable in some instances
that the flowers on many of the plants were not made the most of, by
reason of their not appealing all one way. This was owing to the
shoots being tied into their proper places too late ; there was not time
for them to regain theii- proper position before the flower-buds were
formed. The last tying should always be done at least a month or
five weeks before the flower-buds appear on the points of the shoots.
These will all assume an upright and even appearance, and the flowers
will, as a natural consequence, all face one way, if the plant is formed
into whatever shape it is intended to assume at the proper time.
In the class for twelve large-flowered varieties Mr. Matthews, nnr-

seryman, of Bootle, took the first prize with as finely finished and
highly cultivated a collection as ever gi-aced an exhibition. The
plants were all fresh and clean, and the foliage healthy and good ; the
flowers were large and of fine shape and substance, and nearly all at
one stage of expansion. The same may be s&id of all, or nearly all,

of the first and second-prize collections. Mr. Matthews also took the
first prize in the Nurseiymeu's class for nine Pompon Chrysanthe-
mnms. These were equally well grown ; each plant was perfection as
regards neatness and beauty. In the Amateurs' class for nine large-
flowered varieties, Mr. Hignett, gardener to C. Rowe, Esq., Anfield,
took the first prize with a splendid lot of plants of large size and well
grown. Mr. Hignett might aptly be called the king of the Lancashire
Chrysanthemum-growers, for he took the lead in every class with, I
believe, a single exception. The two collections which won the
second and third prizes for nine large-flowered varieties were also
splendidly grown, and were so near alike in every point of excellence,
that much difficulty was experienced in determining which really was
the better of the two collections. In the class for six large-flowered
varieties Mr. Hignett again took the lead, and Mr. Wilson was second
with a fine collection. In the class for three Mr. Whitefield was first

and Mr. Hignett second. The same gentlemen's names appeared
jast in the order in which they are given above throughout the classes
for single specimens, collections of Pompous, pyramids, standards,
&c. The same exhibitors also competed in the classes for cut blooms.
These were numerous, but the blooms were not so large as those
generally seen at the London Chrysanthemum shows. There was
also a great and perceptible difference in the style of exhibiting cut
blooms from that practised round London. The successful exhibitors
in the several classes for cat fiowers were Messrs. "Whitefield, Hignett,
and Smith. Mr. Whitefield's stand of eighteen cut blooms was cer-
tainly very good.

Prizes were offered for Chinese Primulas ; but those shown were
not woi-thy of the awards they received. There was but a limited
number of subjects shown in the classes for stove and greenhouse
Ferns. This, probably, was owing to the sharp frost on the morning
of the 20th. which most likely detoned intending exhibitors from
bringing their plants out of their warm houses, lest they should have

suffered injury in transit to the Hall. There were only two exhibitors
competing in this class. The tree Mignonette was not so good as I
have seen at other shows. The principal exhibitors in this class were
Messrs. WilsoU and Shaw.
There was a lively competition in the class for bouquets for the

hand ; each exhibitor competing appeared to have an unlimited supply
of choice and good flowers to cut from, even at this dull season of the
year, for there was more than double the quantity of flowers in every
bouquet exhibited that there should have been. Half or one-third of
the flowers which each of the bouquets contained might have been
made to produce a much more graceful effect if a little more skill had
been exercised in the arrangement. In the Amateurs' class Mr.
Myers took the first prize, and Mr. "Wilson the second. In the Nnr-
serj'men's class Mr. John Delamere took the first prize. His bouquet I
considered the best of those exhibited, in all about thirty-six. It was
composed of white Camellias and fronds of the graceful Maiden-hair
Fern (Adiantum cuneatum), but I thought it too heavy. The second-
prize bouquet in this class was pretty, but contained too many flowers ;

although beautiful to look at, and very fragrant, no lady would have
liked to have carried it for any considerable length of time on accomit
of its weight.

Mr. Freeman, gardener to Lord Derby, had in the class for oma-
mental-frnited trees, suitable for dinner-table decoration, some fine

plants of Solauum capsicastrnm, which weU deserved the first prize
which was awarded for them. They were fine plants, with straight stems,
and covered with bright coral berries ; certainly the best-grown plants I
have ever seen. Mr. Davies, of "Wavertree, took the second prize with
three plants of the pretty Skimmia japonica, very well covered with
berries. The latter plant, as well as the Solanum, is very suitable

either for dinner-table or conservatory decoration. Mr. Davies like-

wise exhibited several of the berry-producing Aucubas, showing their

adaptability for winter decorative purposes.
From Mr. Davies came also a beautiful photograph of a fine plant

of Lilium auratum, grown at his establishment during the past sum-
mer. The plant was 9 feet high, aud matured fifty-three blooms;
these were supported by three stems, and all from a single bulb. This
bulb has been in Mr. Davies's possession about three years, and hag
had vei-y little care bestowed on it, all that was done being simply
shifting it into a larger pot every year without shaking any of the
old soil away. Some of the blooms, Mr. Davies told rae, measured
12 inches in iliameter. This shows what splendid results may be ob-

tained in the cultivation of this magnificent Lily by simply potting it

once a-year into larger pots. What a gi"and object this Lily will be when
grown amongst our Khododendrons and other American plants, where
it may be allowed to remain all through the winter. There is no
doubt that even greater results than those obtained by Mr. Davies may
be gained by growing it in the open air in beds of well-prepared soil.

Masses of it would certainly be most attractive if dotted over the

Rhododendron-beds, and the fiowers of the Lily would be shown off

to great advantage by the dark glossy foliage of the Khododendrons.
There was a class for pans of the Roman Hyacinth, and those

shown were verj" pretty. This is certainly a most useful flower. At
jiresent, however, there is only the white variety in commerce : but
Mr. R, Kerr, of Basuett Street, Liverpool, told me that he should be
able to distribute a blue variety of it next year. I adrise all who
have not already tried this little gem to order it at once. I have
had it in bloom for the last six weeks ; it is most useful for cutting for

conseiTatory decoration, not a bulb but produces one or more spikes,

and it may be had in flower in the first week in October, and be con-

tinued by successions all through the winter.—J. Wills.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The first meeting of this Society for the present season, was held at

Burlington House, on Monday, the 4th inst., the attendance of mem-
bers being very numerous, and the chair occupied by Professor West-
wood, V.P. An extensive series of donations to the Society's library

was announced, including the publications of the Linnean and Zoo-
logical Societies, and the Societies of Moscow, Lyons, Boston, U.S.,

New York, California, Essex, U.S., Stetten, Geneva, Konigshei^,
Brussels, &:c. Certificates in favour of A. H. Haliday, Esq., and sis

other candidates were read.

Mr. F. Bond exhibited three new species of Moths, new to the

British lists—namely. Psyche crassiorella, Brnand ; Grapholitha ra-

vulana, H. S. ; and Coccyx vernana, Knaggs.
Mr. McLachlan exhibited a female specimen of the very rare

Brazilian Mautispa (Trichoscelia) notha, of Erichson, the male of

which has densely hirsute legs ; also, some remarkable insect mon-
strosities—viz., Hylotoma fasciata having one of the hind tibiae divided

into two joints, the outline of which was clavate ; Tenthredo scutella-

tus ^rith five wings, the right side having a supplemental wing partak-

ing of the character both of the fore and bind wing, inserted between
the two normal wings (Professor Westwood instanced an analogous

case in the Stephensian collection, of a Butterfly with five wings) ; and
Tenthredo madidus with the right side female and the left side male,

the division being equal, but in a specimen of Limnephilus striola the

right side was partially male and the left female, the abdomen being

entirely female.

Mr. Edward Saunders contributed a memoir containing a rerisioa
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of Iho Anstralian species of Bnprestidffl, described by the Rey. F. W-
Hojtc, now in the Oxford Museum.
Mr. 1''. W. Wood lead a nuiuoir on the variation of colonr in chrysa-

lids, dependent upon the position in which they are placed. The author

exhibited a hir^e number of cbrysalid.s of the Hwallow-tail and lar^je and

small Cabbage HutterHies, varyinR Rreatly in colonr, some, which had

been confined iu a box with the inside blackened, being nearly black,

while others were brif^ht green, and some nearly colourless, the green

ones having been found on or covered by leaves, whence the author in-

ferred that the variati.iu in colour served as a defence against the

enemies of the insect by preventing them from seeing it. Mr. Bond,

however, denied tliat the colour of the locality where the chrysalis

state is effected, docs in the least alToct the colour of the chrysalis

itself, mentioning that he had found three chrysalids of the Orange-

tipped Buttcrriy of different colours on a single plant of the common
Rocket.

Mr. Pascoe coromnuicatcd a note on the collecting of the common
Cockchafer in Hwilzcrland, for obtaining a supply of grease used for

cart wheels, it'c.

A memoir was communicated by W. C. Hewitson, Esq., containing

descriptions of a number of new and beautiful species of Butterflies,

from Nicaragua, Kcuador, t^uito, &c. A paper by the Rev. D. C.

Timins, was also read, containing a monograph of the beautiful genus

Thais, of which the author enumerated seven species, found iu the

south of Karope and north of Africa.

NEW BOOKS.
Iiitwihictorij Text Book of Gcoloyy. Seventh and enlarged

Edition.

Advanced Text Book of Gcalori;!, Vcscriptloc and Industrial.

Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged.

By David Pace, LL.D., &c. Blackwood and Son.?.

We know of no mental dejection so fatal to acquiring a know-
ledge of any science as that caused by a feeling that you are

not strong enough to master it—a dejection usually induced

and strengthened by finding that the books you have to study

are dry, repulsive, and entangled. You know they contain the

solid materials of the edifice, but you feel as if the master
builder had not rendered them smooth, nor put them into the

positions to facilitate your fixing them iu their right place, and
retaining them there, and that you never could succeed iu

doing so. By no one is this dejection more usually felt than

by the student of geology, and we opened the volumes now
before us fearing that they would have the radical defect of

their predecessors. We had a better hope when we saw that

one volume had reached its seventh edition in less than twice

as many years, and that the other volume had entered its

fourth edition in a still shorter time. That hope was realised

by placing the " Introductory Text Book " in the hands of one
who had no knowledge of geology, and by our observing that

he continued to read it until the night was far advanced, and
that ho renewed his perusing in the morning.
The test was truthful, for we find that both Mr. Page's

volumes are the most lucid instructors in geology we ever read.

They present well-combined agreeableness, fullness, and ac-

curacy of detail.

Every science must have a nomenclature to facilitate de-

scription, and when such nomenclatures are employed un-

explained iu introductory books, they weigh down the student,

by fatiguing his memory in the oft-foiled effort to retain un-
couth, and to him unintelligible names. Dr. Page has avoided

this ; ho uses the geological nomenclature sparingly, and where
he uses it he interprets it. We remember the disgust of a

student who could not find an answer to his inquiry, " Why is

it called the Oolite system'.'" Dr. Page in one sentence ex-

plains it. " It derives its name from the rounded concre-

tionary grains which compose many of its limestones—these

grains resembling the roe or egg of a fish, oon, an egg, and
lithos, a stone." Such explanations aid the memory, for that

is best remembered which is best understood. But Dr. Page
has adopted another help to the memory, by appending to each
chapter a " Recapitulation," being a succinct compendium of

the chapter's contents, acting as an examination and refresher.

It is needless to particularise the scientific details and ar-

rangement of the two volumes, for they are in unison with
those of the best and most recent researches, but as what is

meant by " industrial " geology, may not bo apparent, we will

give one illustrative extract, and it shall bo from the " Ad-
vanced Text Book," relative to the strata we have already
noticed—the oolitic.

*' Some of the oolitic strata, like those of Bath and Portland, form
exC'Ueut building-stone, and are extensively used for that purpose iu

the south of England. The well-known Caen stone is also a member
of the same group ; while paving-stones and roofing-flags are obtained

from some of its fissile sandstones iStouesfield, CoUywestou, &c.), and
also from those of the Wcalden at Pnrbeck, and other parts of Sussex.

Both the lias and oolite limestones are largely quarried for mortar ;

and the former, which generally contain from SO to 90 per cent, of

carbonate, with clay and oxide of iron, when well prepared, famish an
excellent hydraulic cement. Marbles of varions quality are procured

from the lower beds of the Weald, in Sussex ( ' Sussex or Petworth

marble ' ), and in Purbeck ( ' Purbeck marble '

I ; and also from some

of the coralline and shelly oolites, as atWhicbwood Forest, in Oxford-

shire, whence the term 'Forest marble.' The finer kinds of lias re-

ceive a poUsh, and have been tl-ied with indiffureut success for litho-

graphic blocks—the chief supply of which has long been obtained from.

the oolitic beds of Solenhofen and Dichstadt, in the centre of the Ger-

man Jura. The pyritic clays and shales of the Yorkshire lias yield

on proper treatment sulphate of alumina (the tdiim of commerce),

which at ono time was also obtained from the ICimmeridge clay : and
during the sulphur monopoly of Sicily, several patents were taken for

the extraction of sulphur from the same pyritic (snlphuret of iron)

liassic strata. Fuller's earth—which is essentially composed of silica,

alumina, and about '2-1 per cent, of water, and like other aluminous

marls possesses in a high degree the pi-operty of absorbing gi-ease—is a.

product of the upper oolite, and was at one time extensively used in

the cleansing and scouring of woollens. Iron was at one time ex-

tracted from the nodules and pisiform iron-sands of the Wealden ;

ironstone of workable quaUty occurs in the ooUtes of Yorkshire, and
has long been gathered along the shores of the same county from the

waste oif the lias cliffs. The great ironstone treasury of the system,

however, is the ' Lias band ' of Yorkshire. ' Within the last few

years,' says Phillips, ' this band, often 16 feet thick, and of good

quaUty, has been worked to great advantage at Eston, and other points

in Cleveland [where, wo may add, it is creating quite a revolution in.

the appearance and iudustn' of the country], as well as at Gromon);

Bridge, in Eskdale. The area under which this bed inaij be worked

measures some hundreds of square miles, with an average produce o£

•2(1,000 to 50,000 tons per acre. It dies out southwards, and vanishes

about Thirsk ; but there other ironstones acquire value in the ooUtic

series above.' A bituminous shale, or brown shaly coal, with a specific

gravity of about 1..S2, and burning w-ith a dull smoky flame, occurs in

the Kimmeridge clay, under the name of ' Kim coal,' and has been

worked for the extraction of parafiine, &c. ; and jet (which is simply

altered coniferous wood) is found both in tho wealden and lios. Seams
of coal, which are sometimes workable, occur in the system, as iu the

oolite at Gristhorp, in Yorkshire ; at Brora, iu Sutherlandshire ; a t

several places in the German wealdeus, fiom 2 to 3 feet thick ; on the

southern flanks of tho Caucasus ; iu the East India ooUtes
;
and

notably at Richmond, in Virginia, where a valuable field extends about

twenty-six miles in length, and from four to twelve in breadth."

DENDROBIUM DENSIFLORUM.
Although it blossoms at a time when flowers are scarce,

this handsome plant is not so much cultivated as it deserves

to be, as nothing can well surpass a plant which we have now
in flower, there being tweuty-four spikes of fully-expanded

flowers, each spike as large and three times as dense as that;

of the Laburnum, which they somewhat resemble. The plant

is also of compact growth, the highest portion not being more

than 1.5 or 18 inches above the pot, while it is upwards of '2 feet

through, and the beautiful racemes almost entirely cover it.

The colour, as is well known, is a sort of apricot yellow. Be-

sides the spikes now out, about a dozen others are more or less

advanced, giving promise of a lengthened period of flowering.

An ordinary stove seems to suit this Dendrobium very well,

as the plant described has never been kept so hot as recom-

mended for some of the same genus ; still, it is kept warmer

than those for which cool treatment is advised. As flowers

iu November are not over-plentiful, a handsome one, such as

Dendrobium densiflorum is, cannot be too highly recommended.

—J. E.

GISHURST COjMTOUND.
EE.\riNr, my Journal of Hokticultuhe of October 31st, I

noticed Mr. Pearson's trials of scale remedies, and regretted,

if he desired to make a fair comparison between different

specifics, that he only sponged with Gishurst compound, while

he dipped—by far the most effectual mode of treatment—in

the insecticide. I also regretted, as his " boys were dis-

gusted," that the Gishurst solution had not been made, as

recommended, forty-eight hours before use, by which strong

smell is removed. I then, on November 7th, read " T. E.'s
"

report of many remedies which his great experience has led

him to adopt, mentioning Gishurst only against American

bUght on Apple trees. In th» number for November •21st Mr.
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Pearson again brings up Gishurst compound, saying that it

required so many repetitions of treatment that plants requiring
much more of such attention would have found their way to

the rubbish-heap.
Gishurst compound having now held its own with the highest-

class gardeners for more than eight years, outliving many pre-

parations " vastly superior," I have latterly left it to fight its

own battles, but this experience of Mr. Pearson's tempts me to

break my good resolution ; it is so diametrically opposite to

that of the Orange growers in Australia, where, owing to the
absence of cold, blight lives and breeds all the year through.
Mr. Carson's report on Orange trees, quoted some years back
in your paper, entirely differs from Jlr. Pearson's, and con-
cludes by saying that Apple trees were so much infested that
their cultivation was being discontinued (on the road to the
rubbish-heap), and that they had more than doubled in price
since Gishurst compound had been found an effectual remedy.—The Invekior of Gishukst.

NUNEHAM PARK.
[Concluded from page 35'2.)

The kitchen gardens are eight acres in extent, and the
pleasure grounds cover thirty-three acres. Passing out of the
former by a door in the Ivy-covered wall, crossing a road, and
going through some evergreens, I reached the rosery. No
flower in the garden is quite equal to the Eose, but the end of
September is not the most favourable time to visit a rosery

;

still enough of beauty and fragrance remained to convince me
how pleasant it must have been to linger on the spot when the
Eoses were in full blossom. In form it is a large circle, having
for its centre a triangular trellised seat or bower, with iron up-
rights supporting chains covered with climbing Eoses, sur-
rounding which, and for the greater part of the plan, are flow-
ing devices in beds of Roses, among which are stone pedestals
bearing figures, and statuettes also of stone. Oiher more formal
beds of flower garden plants, in single line, complete the plan
within the circular main gravel walk ; and then there was a
ribbon arrangement composed of Cerastium tomentosum, with
Campanula carpatica, very effective here, much more so than the
Bister-coloured Viola cornuta could have been, and so I should
think it would be anywhere, as the flowers are larger and more
even in outline. The other plants employed were Amaranthus
melancholicus ruber, which looked very melancholy indeed.
Scarlet Pelargoniums, red Salvias, Eoses, Dahlias, and Sun-
flowers, the last apparently looking down approvingly. An oc-
casional subtropical plant held a position around ; for example,
Brugmansias, with their sweet, white, enamelled, post-horn-look-
ing flowers, and noble foliage ; Ficus elastica, Cannas, Castor
Oil plants, and Acacia lophantha. Varieties of Crataegus bear-
ing their large bunches of haws of different colours, Arbor
Vitffis, and UoUies slope upwards all round, so as to embrace at
last the forest trees completely screening this pretty retired
spot.

I believe I may state that Mr. Stewart intends to sacrifice

the Cerastium tomentosum which now borders some of these
beds for the Variegated Alyssum, as the former " will not stand
the shears." Amaranthus melancholicus ruber was also to be
replaced by a Coleus. The Brugmansias when taken up are
well cut back, root and branch ; they are then placed under the
stage of the greenhouse during winter, and merely allowed the
protection of the glass-roofed shed for five or six weeks, to
encourage slight growth before they are planted out again in
the beginning of June. At the taking-up of the Acacia lo-

phantha more care is required—I advised having the roots
cut and kept within bounds during the summer—and the
branches must be left entire. Cannas may be treated in the
same way as the Brugmansias. The Indianrubber plants were
plunged in their pots.

Passing along a walk bowered with evergreens, from which
every unhealthy spray and dead leaf was cut off, we emerged into

a delightful part of the pleasure grounds, containing specimens
of evergreens, which might lead one to fancy himself in the
south of Devonshire—say at Lady Eolle's, Bicton ; or Sir

Trayton Drake's, Lympstone, had the Magnolias only been there.

Fine deciduous trees, as well as some statues, are also dispersed
over the greensward, which is, at well-chosen places, lighted up
by brilliant beds of flowers.

I had now arrived at the spot where once stood the orangery,

the absence of which Mr. Stewart seemed to regret, but there

is much left to compensate for the loss of it. The pavement

and back wall of the orangery remain, and against the latter
are arboured seats, ornamented with trelliswork, covered with
a lovely, sweet-scented, white-blossomed, Jasmine-looking Cle-
matis, supported on each side by Orange trees. Scarlet Pelar-
goniums, itc, with a backgri und of gracefully weeping Hiunea
elegans. The walk in front is founded in stone slabs, and flanked
with carved stone balustrades, which are divided to allow of
access to the centre of a tei-race gravel walk. Immediately
alongside of this were two long parallelogram flower-borders,
carpeted with Viola cornuta in full bloom, and bordered with
Iresine Herbstii, having along the centre thirteen round raised
bosses. Of these four were of Golden Fleece Pelargonium, four
of Mrs. Pollock, two of Madame Vaucher, one of Pink Stella,
one of Christine, and one of Comte de Morny. A shallow
flight of steps leads from these beds to an expanse of close-

shaven lawn immediately at the bottom, where a handsome
vase of Scarlet Pelargoniums, raised upon a stone pedestal,
confronted one, being, perhaps, just a little out of place there.

Following a gravel walk from the orangery, and passing
through a scene of beauty towards the north wing of the man-
sion, I arrived at the north-terrace geometrical flower garden,
which required fully an hour to do it justice. Its general effect

was very good. Calceolaria Aurea floribunda attracted the eye,
and monopolised my attention, being in such splendid bloom.
Iresine Herbstii in Mr. Stewart's hands is a thing of beauty,
whether grown as a bordering to beds or as huge speci-

men plants in pots ; and trained around the Calceolaria, the
two formed the most " telling " bed I have seen anywhere this
year. There was another bed in the design, towards the out-
side, which I would have liked to have made change places
with the preceding, being, as I thought, a quiet pleasing com-
bination. This was planted with Osborn's Brilliant Pelar-
gonium, with its leaves of, say a lavender tinge, slightly silvered

at the edges, giving a pleasing air of lightness to the red blos-

soms, and edged with Golden Fleece Pelargonium, which here
does extremely well.

My eyes next rested upon a refreshing, old-fashioned, mixed
border of flowers, among which, producing an abundance of
fine trusses of bloom, were specimens on trial of Victor Em-
manuel, Eoi d'ltalie, and Lord Palmerston (Nosegay) Pelar-

goniums ; also some of Mr. Stewart's seedlings. After glancing
at the vases, filled with Nosegay and Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums,
I walked along the stone-balustraded terrace in front of the
mansion, whence fine views are obtained of Oxford, with its

domes and spires, to the right, of Abingdon to the left, and of

the " silver Thames," here called Isis.

Looking over the balustrade I noticed a croquet ground,
which is the most perfect of its kind that I remember, not even
excepting that lately formed by Mr. Johnson, at Savernake Park,
the seat of the Marquis of Ailesbury. In shape the croquet
ground at Nuneham is a large oval, with a further extent of

turf on which to stroll, recline, or knock the balls about, without
fear of destroying any bedding plants, and with them, perhaps,
a year's hope and labour of the gardener. The grass is kept
closely mown by machines, each drawn by two men without
any one to guide it, thus saving labour; and practice soon
accustoms the men to perform the operation to a nicety.

Shade of Capability Brown ! you who in the flesh planned
these fine parterres, I wonder whether you would approve of

those fine Elm trees, which have grown up so near, and which
so obstruct the view? To be sure I am quite a stranger,

and I 'do not know what the effect might be when the leaves

are gone. At any rate, on the supposition that you thus re-

visit this, one of your chief works, those who are now living

upon the spot and responsible, may be satisfied that you are

not wringing shadowy hands in despair on account of the

ground not being well and liberally kept. The combined whole,

as viewed from the terraces, is what an excitable person would
call " ravishing !" but that quick sharp way Bf expressing it

does not satisfy me.
But I must hasten on to the south terrace, where other

symmetrical arrangements in more strict harmony of colour

present themselves in duplicate. The designs had for their

centres two vases on pedestals filled with Mrs. Pollock Pelar-

gonium and mixed flowers, flanked by beds of yellow Cal-

ceolarias and Honeycomb Pelargonium, bordered with Dandy.
I felt, however, that it would be impossible for me to do justice

if I attempted to make a minute description in my limited time:
therefore I singled out a few of the beds which I thought most
beautifKl—viz.. Perfection Pelargonium, edged with l^'lower of

Spring ; Stella, edged with Flower of Spring ; Italia Unita,

with Dandy ; Christine, with Mrs. PoUock ; and Golden Fleece,
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odRed with ft blue Lobelia—a very good variety, a seedling, I

believe, raised by Mr. Stewart, but it was just past its prime.

And now, what have we hero '! A bed of line Mrs. I'ollock

Pelargonium, bordered with Polemonium Ci»ruleum variegatum,

poor " old Charity," or " Jacob's Ladder," of our grandmothers.

Mr. Btowart thought the bed was nut correct, and I do not

think ho admired my taste in the bed of O^born's Brilliant and
Golden i'leeco ; but, bo that as it may, I have these two bods

down in my mind as being very remarkable. Four vases, two at

each end, were lilled with line well-bloomed plants of Madame
Vaucher Pelargonium. Southward, iu the distance, is seen an
old Gothic conduit, which formerly stood in Carfax, 0.\ford.

It was presented to the late Lord Harcourt, and is very happily

placed.

Not having time to visit " ISrown's Walk " and the arboretum,

Mr. Stewart and I returiiecl, passing on our way seats by
the mansion, embowered with Jasmine, Roses, and Wistarias,

the latter extending over a bond in the mansion called the

corridor. Twenty-six fine stone vases, filled with Scarlet Pelar-

goniums, were placed at equal distances along the whole length

of the mansion upon the balustrading of the terraces, and
served to light up the substantial carved stonework admirably.

Descending by stone steps at the cud of the west terrace, wo
turned, passed the north terrace above, and proceeded along a

gravel walk, with fine specimens of Scarlet Thorns upon the

lawn to the left. I was then surprised at the fine piece of

artistic setting which the orangery forms when seen at a

distance, with fine deciduous trees, evergreens, statuary, and
greensward as accessories.

Passing a temple to Flora, now a round bed of bright Scarlet

Pelargoniums, having for a centre that mischievous imp, with
bow fully bent for mischief, only luckily translixed in stone,

I arrived at a temple with a real presiding nymph, who was
attending to the mundane matters of milk and cream in pans
and bowls of china ; and now, crossing the road once more
into the kitchen garden, I am made aware of a long narrow
slip against the wall, used as a nursery for spring bedding
plants, which are protected from the road by palings. Really
every spare nook and corner seems to be made to accommo-
date choice and common varieties of early border plants. How
bright and gay the bods and grounds must look in spring ! and
when those flowers unfold their bloom, " may I be there to

eeo."

—

Upwards and Onwards.

rROLIFEROUS FERNS.
Under this title I have to offer a few remarks, which may he

interesting to some of the readers of the Journal. The follow-

ing are the British I'olystichums grown here—viz., lonchitis,

aculeatum, lohatum, anguUire, angulare angustatum, lonchiti-

doides, and angulare proliferum.

Having carefully examined all the above kinds, I can only
find two of them proliferous—viz., angulare angustatum, and
angulare proliferum ; the latter being very proliferous. From
it I send you a frond as a fair specimen covered with bulbils at

the rachis, which when pegged down to the soil root freely, and
the stock may be increased to hundreds iu a short time, either
in the open air fernery, or in pots. I have hero a very lino

specimen of P. angulare proliferum in a pot, which I may
safely aay has now upwards of one hundred bulbils on the
rachis of the fronds.—G. Willebs, Cambridge.

Wn are still, I think, far from having arrived at any satis-

factory conclusion with regard to "cause and effect," as ex-
emplified in proliferous Ferns. It is certainly one step in the
right direction, if we can prove that no British Fern is proli-
ferous in its wild state.

Of the exact history of the first proliferous Fern found in
Britain—Polystichum angulare proliferum, found by Mr.
Choules, of Kew—I know nothing beyond that when first

found it was supposed to be the foreign species discretum ; and,
I believe, .Mr. Choules's plant went by this name till the year
18o2, when Mr. George WoUaston found a plant like the sup-
posed foreign P. discretum, but far exceeding it in grace and
beauty. Of this plant Sir. Wollaston thus writes, " I found it

in 1832, near Ottery St. Mary, Devonshire, in company with
the Rev.

, of which I was glad, as a witness to the fact,
for until then it had been considered as probably an exotic
Fern, and was iu the Kew collection as Polystichum discretum.
It, doubtless, had bulbillic upon it when I found it, but I did

not perceive them nntil I had it a month or two. It was nnder
pot culture for perhaps five or six years, when I turned it out
into the garden, where you may remember to have seen it, and
where it has remained ever since." Mr. Wollaston then adds,
" Proliferous growth is extremely common iu exotic Ferns, but
I believe I have the honour of discovering our British Ferns
to be so. The cause is a hidden mystery to me, but I may
assert, I believe without fear of contradiction, that dampness
of atmosphere contributes greatly to its development, in a
similar way that it does to the roots of plants." In another
letter >[r. Wollaston, who resides near London, adds, " P. angu-
lare proliferum Wollastoni, has rarely more than one or two
pairs of bulbiUa.' on the stipes." In my plant of Wollastoni,
grown in the damp atmosphere of Devonshire, there are bnlbs
half way up the frond.

Now, witli regard to this proliferous plant, I must so far

differ from Mr. Wollaston, as to suggest that if the Fern, when
jouiid, had been proliferous, so keen a hunter as Mr. Wollaston
has over proved himself to be would have perceived it. I
venture, therefore, to conclude that no bulbs were there.

Far excelling Wollastoni in beauty is the variety prolifemm
Holeanum. This lovely form was found some five or sis

years since by the gardener of Mrs. Hole, of Bovey Tracey,
Devonshire. It was growing iu the immediate neighbourhood
of Bovey, and attracted instant observation by the extreme
beauty of the foliage.

Of this Fern, Mrs. Hole thus writes :
" My gardener found

the variety Holeanum ; he did not sec bulbs on it. I sent it to

a great Fern fancier at Exeter, and in his possession the bulbs
were first discovered. I have some lovely plants now, with
the young plants showing their little delicate fronds for at

least a foot and a half up the frond."

About two years since a Polystichum angulare was fonnd near
Okehampton, Devonshire, by Miss Seymour, which was sent to
me for my opinion. It was then too young to determine what
variety the Fern might prove to be. I could only answer for its

not being normal. This year a more mature frond was sent,

the plant having in the meantime been cultivated in a drawing-
room. On further examination, the Fern, which was weak,
and much drawn out in the pinuir, proved to he identical with
the variety Holeanum, as far as the tripinnatc, feathery cha-
racter of the frond went, and I also fancied I distinctly traced
incipient bulbs up the rachis. Should this beautiful specimen
turn out to bo proliferous, it must be called proliferum Holea-
num No. '2, but if the bulbs are not forthcoming, I propose to
name it tripinnatum Seymouria;. The plant is now put out
of doors, where the dampness of the Devonshire climate may
help to develope its proliferous character, if, as I suspect, the
character is lying dormant in the Fern. Miss Seymour's plant
was found on a dry bank near the town of Okehampton.

In the variety biserrato-proliferum, fonnd by myself, the
bulbs did not show till the plant had been in cultivation for
some months.
Last year, I found in a dry Holly hedge at Bovey, a lovely

Fern, to which Mr. Wollaston gave the name of pulchrum
Bellairsi;p ; but I have a suspicion that this plant will become
proliferous in cultivation, and may be a No. 3 Holeanum.

" W. O'B." states that two plants of Polystichum angulare
in his possession have become proliferous in cultivation, though
he disclaims for them the honour of being considered distinct
varieties—an honour which I believe is surely theirs.

" W. O'B." also mentions that P. angulare, vars. lineare,
cristatum, iuterruptum, and oxyphyllum, have become pro-
liferous with him. P. angulare proliferum lineare is a true
proliferous form, originally found in North Devonshire by the
Rev. C. Padley.

The testimony of " J. E. M.," seems to coincide with that
of " W. O'B.," and also of Mr. Wollaston, that dampness of
atmosphere helps to the full development of the proliferoos
character.

I would point to yet another cause. I believe the develop-
ment of the proliferous character in Ferns to be an effort o£
Nature to throw off exuberant health. Flowering plants have
the future flowers on which to expend any superfluous life

;

some plants throw it into the roots, but the more natural way
is to send it upwards in the sap, which nourishes the plant.
In each instance of proliferous Ferns that has come before me,
the Fern which has shown this characteristic has been suddenly
transplanted from a dry and starred soil, into rich garden
mould, peat or other. The Fera cannot grow fast enough to
exhaust this additional nourishment, and Nature furnishes the
safety valve of bulbs. The dampness of the atmosphere is, ol
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course, so much to drink, added to the feast of fat things pro-
vided by the soil.

How the proliferous character is sustained, and for how
long a period it continues, I have no means of judging. At
present, all the thousand, I might say million, young plants of

WoUastoni and Holeauum show the same proliferous habit that

obtains in the parent plant.

I have never heard of Ferns planted out of doors in the north
of England becoming proliferous, and on a specimen of Mr.
Choules's plant which I had in a Warwickshire fernery, I never
observed bulbs till it was removed to the more warm and damp
chmate of Devonshire.

I think we may safely add to the list of thirteen proliferoais

varieties of Polystichum angulare, which I gave in a former
number.

14, Polystichum angulare proliferum oxyphyllum.
1-5, Polystichum angulare cristato-proliferum.

16, Polystichum angulare interrupto-prolifernm.

17, Polystichum angulare sub-tripinnato-proliferum.
Would ".J. E. M." kindly give a list of all the proliferous

Ferns (Scolopendrium vulgare, and others) which have become
proliferous under cultivation ?

—

Filix-fcemina.

STOPJNG ICE.
As the season for storing ice is fast approaching, and as in

your answer to " A Poor Countp.ymax," you hinted that the
discussion of the subject would be appropriate at this time, I

have ventured to send you a rough sketch of a pit which I made
at this place last autumn, as a supplement to the ice-house.
It was filled in January, and has kept the ice up to the present
time, having supplied the wants of a large family during the
summer.

Pear and the Peach. As far as I recollect, the writer of the
article seemed to be young in using his pen, for he Lad the
imprudence to say, after noticing the Peach trees at Montreuil,
that in England the ghost of a Peach might occasionally be
seen straggling over a wall, and that that straggling growth and
rude training were the normal state of our wall Peach trees as
compared with the perfect trees he saw at Montreuil. At the
time, this seemed to me a gross libel on English gardens and
gardeners ; but I believe now that the meaning of the sentence
was not comprehended by the writer, so that it may pass as
harmless but imprudent.
When reading about these Montreuil Peach trees my memory

returned to those admirable reports on French horticulture
given a few years since by Mr. E. Thompson, the experienced
cultivator atjthe Horticultural Gardens, Ohiswick, who carefully

compared the systems of training followed in France and Eng-
land, giving to each the merit due. This report of Mr. Thomp-
son's ought to be republished, it is so replete with close obser-
vation and temperate reasoning, and, above all, he figured so
correctly any object requiring illustration. I have an idea that
its repubUcation would be useful as a guide to young writers,

who are apt to judge with haste and incompetency.
My principal motive for writing this is to request that some

of your numerous professional readers will mention a few out
of our numerous English gardens in which wall Peach trees

I are otherwise than ghosts of trees, so that the Montreuil
' trainers may come and see our English system, and help to

refute the libel of the writer of the article in the Times on
English wall Peach trees.—A Stay-at-home Gaedexee.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Messes. Petee Lawson & Sons have sent us specimens of a

new sprouting Cabbage, which differs from anything of the kind
we have seen before, inasmuch as the sprouts unlike those o£

Dalmeny Sprouts, are large, and more like young spring Cab-
bages than Sprouts. Of these there are several on a stock,

intermixed with some small ones like Dalmeny Sprouts. When
cooked they are very tender and excellent, with much of the
winter- Cabbage flavour of Couve Tronchuda. Their Curled
Kale, of which they also sent specimens, is a fine sample of that
useful vegetable ; Cut as it requires to have the frost upon it to

bring out the right flavour, we tasted it under circumstances
that did not conduce to give the best experience of its flavour.

The ice-pit, o, was made under the shade of trees, and near
|

the edge of a bank. For facility of drainage, the drain, h, ter-
|

minates in a dumb well covered with soil to exclude air. The
soil that comes out in the process of excavation forms a bank

round the pit, and increases the depth. The ice is well broken,

piled up to a cone in the centre, and thatched with straw, which

should not be less than 2 feet in thickness, and over all there

IS a covering of Spruce branches. A little fresh straw should

he placed next the ice when the pit is opened for supply, as the

original covering decays towards autumn. The pit is 12 feet in

diameter at the ground line, c, and about 8 feet deep, but it

could be made either more or less, according to the quantity of

ace which would be wanted.—A. Keee, Gardener, Netherhy

Jlall, Cumherlajid.

WALL PEACH TREES.
Some time in September last a letter by some means got into

the columns of the Times, reminding its readers that odd things

are sometimes admitted to its columns : witness the stir made

in the agricultural world by Jlr. HuUett when he described his

"new cereal" in the Times, and by which some few profited

largely at the expense of too many honest people. The letter

I allude to professed to give an account of French gardening,

contrasting it with English methods of cultivation, more par-

ticularly that followed by both nations in the culture of the i!

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAEDEX.

Peepaee ground for new plantations if such are to be made.
Trench well, and apply manure liberally, for it is found better

to enrich the ground well at first than to trust to subsequent
top-dressings. Celery that is finally earthed-up should be pro-

tected by straw or dry turf laid close to the tops ; or, still better,

thatched hurdles might be prepared and placed so as to slope

over the tops of the plants. Endire, take up with a good ball

of earth and plant in frames. Lettuce, the proper preservation

of salads is one of the most important winter duties of a gar-

dener, and great dili'erences exist in practice in this matter. The
old Dutch mode of procuring good Lettuce throughout the

winter is weU known—indeed, many are acquainted with it who
are not able to practise it, owing to the want of spare frames
or pits. Those who desire to have good Lettuce in this way
need be under no apprehension of the difticulty, provided they
are willing to incur the expense of frames. However, for

ordinary purposes, the best way is to grow a considerable

breadth of Lettuces from the early August sowings. The plants

being tied and blanched in October, may be taken iTp, laid in

by the roots close together, and covered with straw mats. The
same may be said of Eridiee. Two points are very necessary
—-viz., to promote the circulation of dry air or winds through
the plants at all times, and to keep out frost.

FECIT GARDEN.
WTiilst the weather continues mild pruning and nailing may

be continued. It is rarely the case that Peach trees are in any
degree injured by being pruned before winter, for injury can
only happen when the wood is immature and the frost very

severe. On the other hand pruning in spring, when the sap

is flowing, has invariably a weakening effect on the trees.

In heading-back trees recently planted, or in shortening vigor-

ous shoots, it is advisable not to cut too close to a bud from
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which it is important that a principal branch or leader should

proceed; it is better to cut nearly a bud higher, and in spring

a fresh cut can be made closer to the bud below. Now that the

leaves are fallen, inspect Apple trees, lest any American blight

.should have escaped former dressings, and if so, prune the

trees and apply naptha to such places as are infested.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Rustic baskets and vases filled with plants last summer should

have the soil taken out of them, in order to keep them frum
being injured by frost, and to prepare them for receiving fresh

soil next spring. Fuchsias and other half-hardy ]>Iants that

have been killed down will now require to have their roots

mulched to keep the frost from injuring them. New work, if

any, should be proceeded with during this fine weather
;
plant-

ing should also be carried on. Where shrubberies are too

crowded take up some of the best specimens and transplant

them, and cut down inferior sorts. Rose stocks should be pro-

cured forthwith, and planted in rich soil for budding purposes.

Examine pillar and trellis Roses, and see if the soil wauls re-

newing, or the kinds changing. Large holes, capable of con-

taining three or four barrowloads of soil, should be made for

choice kinds. Sound turfy loam is the chief requisite ; to this

add a portion of rich rotten manure, and, if at hand, a little

sandy peat or leaf soil. The florist's labours are, to a great ex-

tent, drawing to a close for the present. His Tulips are safely

planted, his Carnations and Picotees framed and in their winter
quarters, Ranunculuses are out of harm's way, Dahlias are out
of the ground, labelled, and stored away till the ))eriod arrives

to start them afresh, and the chief demand on his time and
attention is to give air to his plants, both to Carnations and
Auriculas whenever possible. Frost is not so detrimental to

either of the above hardy plants as dampness ; this must be
avoided as much as possible ; they will want but little water,

but when this is applied let it be effectually, and in the morn-
ing. Tulips also will require to be covered up, or to have other
protection during excessive frost, though many growers neglect

this precaution till the plants are fairly out of the ground.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERV.WOKY.
The conservatory being now gay, care must be taken in the

very first place that all drip from the roof be avoided. To
accomplish this very little water must be applied in any way,
except that which is absolutely necessary at the root. How-
ever, under these circumstances a very moderate amount of at-

mospheric heat must be allowed ; for whatever heat is allowed
there must be atmospheric moisture, or the plants will soon
show marks of debility ; therefore it is advisable from the end
of November until the early part of February to keep as low a
temperature as possible, consistently with the main object in

view—viz., enabling plants with duly organised buds to develope
their blossoms in a proper way. A still atmosphere must be
maintained. The ventilation should be moderate, and a tempe-
rature of from 4.5' to .53° by day, and from 40" to 45' by night,
will be suflicient for the present. Be very cautious in applying
fires to Heaths ; nothing so much injures this tribe of plants
as the application of artificial heat. They can bear a consi-

derable degree of cold and some frost without sustaining any
injury, but they cannot withstand the drying influences of fire

heat. Very little water will now be required, especially for the
large specimens, which must be very particularly examined as to

dryness previous to any application of water.

STOVE.
Keep the temperature rather low than otherwise, that no

new growth may be promoted. Much more injury is likely to

result from a high temperature at this season than is generally
supposed ;

60° by fire heat will be ample for all stove plants.

Continue to look sharply after mealy bug, scale, and other in-

sects. This is the season more especially when stove plants
can be thoroughly cleaned.

FORCING-riT.

Keep the heat at 03° at night, with moisture, and never neg-
lect to fill up every corner of this useful structure, for on it

the greater portion of the floral display for some months de-

pends. Procure all kinds of Dutch bulbs, American and other
flowering shrubs. Lilies of the Valley, Heliotropes, Pinks,
Roses, and, in fact, all kinds of plants which are usually forced
for decorating the conservatory and drawing-room. Keep down
green fly by occasional fumigations of tobacco. In a mere pit

of fermenting matter a very free ventilation must occasionally

be allowed, or the moisture will be overpowering. A bottom
heat of 73° ought to be secured ; this is indispensable. The
pots should be about half plunged in the old tan. Keep the

atmospheric heat very low at first, about 5.5° to 60° in the day,

with as much air as can be managed, and from 30° to 55° at

night, still leaving air more or less.

PITS AND FRA5IES.

As the nights are now cold the lights should be closed at

night, and the frames well covered with mats and litter if re-

quired, avoiding tire heat until it is absolutely necessary. Every
fine day look carefully over plants requiring water, but avoid

water at this season in dull weather. If the soil in the pots

has become green on the surface it should be carefully removed
with the point of a small stick ; this must be done in mild
weather.—W. Ive.ane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST TSTEEK.

KITCHEN GAKDEN.
Cahhapcs.—Filled up a few vacancies in our Cabbage quarter,

planted at three different times to afford a succession of gather-
ings, as, notwithstanding our wire netting, some rabbits had
gone in for a nibbling. These marauders, however, often find

their way in by garden doors, left open for convenience for

the greater part of the day ; and doors and gates that ought to

be kept shut, unless when ingress and egress are wanted, are
so apt to be left open. " Shut the door " is an easy maxim,
but it is not so easy of fulfilment. At one time, to bring
matters more into shape and order, small fines were imposed for

small shortcomings—as going out with insufficient tools, taking
tools to the shed dirty, stepping on a walk with dirty boots,

taking a dirty barrow wheel over a walk, or on a walk at all,

when it could be avoided, and one of these fines was for leaving
a certain door open behind one ; for that we were every now
and then fined ourselves. \ie had a strong suspicion that if we
passed that way some sly rogue made his way to the door and
set it open ; but nevertheless we had strong proofs that we had
left doors open which we wished particularly to be kept shut,
and when it was scarcely possible for any one else to come
after us. Such involuntary personal failings ought to make
us more charitable to the shortcomings of others, though in-
sisting all the same on what is right being done.
We may here state, that to carry out well a system of fines,

three things are necessary—first, the sum should be small, such
as \d. or id. ; secondly, one of the best men should be recorder
and receiver ; and thirdly, at stated intervals the sum collected

should be used as the general vote of the men may determine,
so that no advantage from these fines should accrue to the
master or proprietor. Our system fell into disuse, because at
length fines became so rarely necessary, though every man
looked sharply after his neighbour. We sometimes think it

would be well to revert to them again. It was astonishing how
well the system worked, and how keeuly every man took hold
of a slip iu his fellow-workman ; and we do not recollect of a
single unpleasantness.
We allude to the subject of keeping doors and gates shut

when not in use, as a hare or a rabbit is as anxious to make its

way into a fresh enclosure, as a bird is to see what is protected
under a net. With such prudence, and with good fences, much
may be done to keep these intruders at bay.

Colewort Cabbages when young are almost as hardy as the
common Cabbages, but when at this season they produce their
flat crisp heads, they are easily injured by frost, and when that
threatens to be severe, it is wise policy to lift such plants,
remove only a few of the lower leaves, and lay them in, in a
turf-pit or border, thick enough just for the heads to meet,
protect with litter, &c., when needed, and uncover iu fine

weather. Such precautions make the winter pass more easily.

They wiU need less care than the Cauliflowers aUuded to last

week, but even in their case, as well as in that of

Eiulirc which we had taken up and placed in an earth-pit,

lifting with good balls, we soon saw the necessity of frightening
nils to a distance, as they had begun upon the heaits of the
Cauliflowers, and had nipped out the centres of some of the
best Endive. Besides trapping, i'C, we took advantage of the
cleanly habits of the animal and scattered tar both inside and
outside of the earth-pit, so that the rats without burrowing
could not pass in without crossing the tar, the smell of which
is also offensive to them. Now, such tar sprinkled inside, even
close to the back and front of an earth or turf-pit, would do no
harm at this season, but let no one imagine he could place tar

in a pit or frame with artificial heat, where plants of a more
tender nature are kept. In this case, most likely, the fumes of

the tar would be destructive in the close atmosphere. We
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have had many instances in which a rat will not cross a band
of tar outside of a frame, pit, or house, but we have also met
with instances in which they have commenced operations a
foot behind the line of tar and burrowed an entrance beneath
it ; but they will rarely come out at that entrance if you leave
the taint of your presence near it.

We may say in addition, with respect to young Colewort
Cabbages planted in beds thickly—that is to say, from 9 to
12 inches apart, and which are now beginning to show their
iittle broad bonnet-heads, that instead of taking them up, as
stated above, we have found it a good plan to draw a little long
Htter on the ground between the plants, and to those who have
not tried it, it is astonishing how httle of this litter-coveriug
of the ground tends to arrest the radiation of heat and thus
preserve things, even when the top is exposed to a severe frost,
and that, too, may be counteracted by having a heap of litter
or fern ready to shake thinly over the bed when severe frost
comes. Without such cnre we have had a bed of these Cab-
bages, every half dozen of which would have made a rich,
tender dish, httle better than a mass of rottenness ; whilst
with such attention a neighbouring bed that had the litter re-
moved a couple of days after the frost was gone, looked as fresh
and green as a piece of lawn that had been covered with 2 or
3 inches of snow before the severe frost came.

Broccoli.—TaU plants that have been at all drawn should
have the heads inclined towards the north or the east, so as to
bring them near the ground, and the slope given to the leaves
will also act as a great protection to the centre, or the head
formed or forming. The best way to do this is to begin at one
end of the row, take out an opening beyond the plant, press
down the stem into the opening, and then cover the stem with
earth to keep it down. Success will depend on doing this
without injuring the roots. In the case of dwarf BroccoU this
might also be done, though with but little bending of the stem

;

but in their case if we had the means, besides stirring the sur-
face soil and banking it against the stems, we would cover the
soil near the stems with litter, and have some of the driest and
cleanest, or old musty hay, fern, pea-straw, &c., to put a hand-
ful over the centre of each plant. By such means large pieces
have been preserved, whilst others left to themselves have
been destroyed. Besides the Walchereu, Grange's Cauliflower
Broccoli, and Snow's Winter Broccoli, valuable through mild
winters,^ the late sorts are worthy of this attention, as furnish-
ing a rich supply in spring before the earhest Cauliflowers
come in.

With all this care private gardens in the north can hardly
'

be expected to equal the supply of Covent Garden, which has
its stores of these vegetables brought from the southern counties
and the Channel Islands, where anything like the severe frosts
of the north are unknown. In climates where the Myrtle,

{

the Fuchsia, the Hydrangea, &c., are almost as uninjured as :

our Oaks and our Beeches, the whole practice of protection
!

out of doors must be next to unknown to the fortunate gar-
'

deners. In colder and less propitious climates, however, there
must be an outlay for labour and protection, if the country
gardener in the north is to approach the metropolitan supply.
The gardener may not know it, but many employers regularly
look at the supplies in Covent Garden, and compare and con-
trast with their own, altogether forgetting the dissimilarity of
natural circumstances from which the supplies come ; and they
are apt to grudge the labour and expense involved in producing
early vegetables, when these must be protected or grown under
glass and on hotbeds, while Loudon is supplied from the free
open air, somewhere hundreds of miles farther south.
But for the superior quality of vegetables, and even fruit,

fresh gathered, there is no doubt that early productions could
be carried from south to north, and sold much cheaper than
they could be raised in the north, and were gentlemen and
ladies satisfied with them and content to purchase, much labour
and care would he saved. By such means the market towns
south of London, for instance, are often liberally supplied with
early Potatoes before the people in such places have finished
planting them in their gardens and fields. Of the quahty of
such tubers after their long journey we say nothing, but even
that quahty might be improved. The Pine Apples brought
at first from the West India Islands, were but poor at the best,
but now they come in very good condition, and though not
equal to those of English growth, still they are Pine Apples,
and many of them handsome enough to look at—the chief use
towhich Pine Apples are devoted, even at the tables of our
aristocracy. Be this as it may, the bringing of Pine Apples
from their natural climates did much to arrest Pine-growing in

this country, and if it is now beginning to be more general, it

is from the desire to have them to decorate the dessert-table
when foreign ones cannot be obtained.

It is " a long cry " from Broccoli to Pine Apples, but the
principle involved is the same. Everything will in time come
to its natural level. The Pine grower here cannot compete
in price with the foreigner

; he must try to have his supply
where he has not to contend with importations. Winter Cauli-
fli)wers and early Broccoli cannot in general be had so cheaply
in the north as in the south, but our later supplies will come
in when it would not pay our competitors to send them to us.

As to quality, be the i)Iace where it may, nothing brought from
a distance will equal that taken and cooked at once from the
home garden. We tasted some new Potatoes in the end of

April, bought on the stands of one of our market towns, and
though they looked well, they were not to be compared for an
instant with those raised under protection, and not to be
mentioned in the same day with a good old Potato. Still they
were new, and as such would be esteemed by many whatever
their quality. We have alluded more prominently to this

matter, as we have not seldom been informed lately that the
Covent Garden supplies are scanned very attentively by em-
ployers, and whilst nothing is said of extra earliness, some-
thing like chagrin is manifested when certain productions come
in later than they are to be found there. We would wish it to

be clearly understood, though taking that market as a guide,

that no private garden, without a great outlay to insure pro-

tection and acceleration, can be expected to equal the regular

and early and late supplies of the metropolitan market.
Earth Pita atid Protecting Material.—We have frequently

alluded to these, but as a " Gkateful Eeadee," who has plenty

of room, litter, and mats, wishes to have one, and so as to be
permanent, to save dwarf Cauliflowers, Lettuces, Endive, &c.,

and to forward Potatoes, put out bedding plants, &c., in spring,

we would advise him to carry out his proposals ; but in his

stiff ground, above all to avoid making any sort of a trench, as

for a Celery-bed, as dampness will then be a greater enemy to

him than the frost would be. The first point, then, is to have
the bottom of your pit as high as the natural ground, if a few
inches higher all the better. The second is to have the width
of the open space less by from 4 to 6 inches than the width of

the proposed covering. The third is to prevent water accumu-
lating in the pit, if you do not use waterproofed covering,

such as putting a small drain a foot below the surface in front,

with small pipe outlets from that beyond the front earth wall,

hut with the open mouth of these protected by wire to prevent
mice, &c., entering. The fourth point is to have the back wall

about double the height of the front one, the height to be pro-

portioned to the width, and to the height of the plants to be
grown in them, From 4J to 5J feet in width is a very service-

able pit, and even for rather dwarf plants of Caulillower, in-

clined a little to one side, 15 inches at back and 8 inches in
front will do, and be quite deep enough for the other purposes
mentioned. Now, for such a pit mark out a space G inches
narrower than you intend the top to be, as you cannot build

the walls quite perpendicularly, lay out a space 2 feet in width at

back and 18 inches in front, and make that the foundation for

your wall. Take earth from the neighbourhood, so as to raise

the wall, in layers, well trodden and beaten, until it is a foot wide
at the desired height at the back and 9 inches in front, in both
cases sloping to the natural level outside. This secures the
walls of the pit. Eun a turf along the top and the sloping

sides, which will not only do much to keep out frost, but to

send off rain, as very little moisture will pass through such
sloping turf. If turf cannot be obtained the walls aud a space
beyond them may easily be made waterproof by beating the
outside smooth, spreading over it a very thin layer of tar,

and on that a thin layer of fine gravel, coal ashes, sawdust, or
anything most handy, and for the first winter, at least, covering
over with a little litter to keep the frost out. In both of these
modes we have had useful dry pits that have lasted many years,

aud been as useful as more costly conveniences. Some time
ago, after drenching rains, we had occasion to break one of

these earth walls, merely covered outside by turf, and found
the earth beyond the exposed surface as dry as if baked in an
oven.
Now for protection. Such pits, beyond breaking the force

of the wind, are little better than laying in plants in the open
air thickly and protecting them with litter, as everything is

liable to become wet with snow and rain. Their chief value
depends on having protection, more or less, that will keep
out wet. The best material and the cheapest in the end for
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the parpose will be thin moveable wooden sbiitters, and wben
well-seasoned tarred on tho outaide. The next best is asphalt
felt, fastened tightly to .strong light wooden frames. Straw
covers are tho next host, made with wheaten straw, drawn, and
the beads cut o(T before threshing. When threshed by machine
the straw is too much bruised, and thus retains moisture.
Mats, which our correspondent refers to, become too heavy
when wet, and wben not stretched tightly allow the rains to

pass. We have found them a valuable covering wlien stretched
(irmly on a wooden frame and tacked down to it, and then
brnsbcd on the upper side with coal tar, heated to make it

spread freely and thinly, and then dry sawdust scattered over
it. With us such covers have lasted several years, and are still

doing good service.

For all these modes of protcctinR an earth pit in winter and
spring, there must bo two men to lift the covers off and on as
needed, or a stout piece of wood should go from back to front
of tho pit, and bo fixed beneath the surface, on which one man
may slide the covers upwaids and downwards. Even with such
protection in severe weather, some long stable litter, or other
similar substance, will have to go over them, and should not
be removed until the frost has gone for a day or two. Wo have
bad such protection untouched for six weeks, unless to break
the surface to aiTest the direct lines of radiation, and when
exposed tho plants looked as fresh as if they had been shut up
for only a common winter night. These covers or frames may
rest on the back end, and bo lifted up less or more on notched
sticks when the weather will not permit of their being taken
off, and yet is mild enough for plenty of air being given.

All these are best managed when fixed to frames from Hj to

4 feet wide, and the expense of the frame, even in the case of

the mat, will soon be saved, as mats last but a little time when
rolled up and rolled down frequently, but are a valuable means
of protection when kept whole and the surface more or less

waterproofed. Those earth pits are also easily protected by any
textile material that can be fixed on light poles and rolled on and
rolled off with ease. For winter use, a waterproof pliable material
would be tho best for this purpose. For spring use frigi-domo
rather tightly strained answers well ; but for all such purposes
unbleached calico wben it shall fall to its old price, which it is

every day coming nearer, will be the best and the cheapest,
whether waterproofed with oil, beeswax, and driers, or as sent
out from the loom, for when tightly strained it sends oiT water
like an umbrella ; and when any of these means are used, cross

sticks, as alluded to above, will bo necessary to keep the covei'-

ing above the plants, and to act as the whalebone in tl)e

umbrella. When using such material it is well to have a slight

rail of wood at tho back and front of the pit, to keep the calico,

&o., from resting on tho ground. Besides the pole at each end
for every 30 or 40 feet in length to roll upon, and to stretch
tightly longitudinally, strings will be wanted every 4 feet or so,

back and front, to tie to pins to keep the calico, ttc, stretched.
Our experience would lead to the conclu.sion that wben wo can
purchase nearly two-yards-wide, not-over-strong, unbleoched
calico for from (id. to Ki/. or a little more per yard run, there
ia no other protecting material for such cold purposes that will

answer so well or can bo managed so economically. We have
had bedding plants under such calico from the middle of March
to the beginning of May, with Fcarcely the necessity of moving
it all that time, and the plants fiourishing without the need of

water, ,tc. ; and with such a covering our correspondent might
keep his pit tight-sovered, unless wlien he wanted to gather
the contents, as suflicieut light would bo admitted to keep up
growth, and sufficient air would circulate freely by merely
elevating tho calico a little back and front between the strings

that keep all tight. In severe weather a little clean straw and
clean litter would require to be thrown over it. We find that
for such purposes a very stout strong cotton is not so ocouo-
miCAl as a thinner cheaper one.

OUNAMENTAL DEPAnTMENT.
In this and other departments our work hasbeena continuation

of that of previous weeks. We have not yet cleared the flower
garden. In the open ground Salvias are still good, and, where
at all sheltered. Scarlet Pelargoniums and Calceolarias have
some fair bloom ; and some annuals, as Larkspur, Candytufts,
and Erysimum, are in good bloom. Dahlias, even in sheltered
places, are about over, though a few good flowers could be
gathered. Altogether we must soon clear off, as the first leaves
drop from the deciduous trees. We have taken up what few
plants we want to keep. Some Scarlet Pelargoniums which we
wished to keep for centres to pyramids, wo have potted singly,

and left their full length ; others which we wished to have as

strong low plants we have pruned back to the hard wood,
spurring them in, and then cutting the roots to from 4 to
inches in length. We packed tho roots of some twenty or

mnro plants in a 12-inch put, and set them where they will be
rather dry and have no frost, and it will be well if they make
no leaves larger than a sixpence before the middle of March.
—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Novembeb 27.

AnniVALK have hocn Bomn-Rhut heavier thiR week, pnrticiilarly inPor-
tUKfl Grapes, OrangPH. ftiid Chestnuts. BnsiDPKH, however, is very
(Itjpressed, buyerti hnldint; ov<r until n neoror njiproarh to Christmas.
PmirB comprihoWiutor NeliB, Choumontel. and Glr.u Mnrrenu ; Apples
liibston Pipjiin. Cox'tf OrnuKc Pippin. Nonpareils, lU'incttcB. CalvUle
lilanche, nml others. Good sound Potutoes are in brislt demand, and
worth rather more money in tho northern markets.

FRUIT.

Apples ^ slevo
Apricots doz
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Carrnnt» j sieve

Hlack do.
Fik's doz.
Fiibnrts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberrioa .. qunrt
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

LomuDS lUO

Artichokes d.-'z.

AsparofTus bundle
Beans, Kidney 100

ScnrletRun.^ sieve
Beet. Red *. doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bru<4. Spronta ^ sieve
Cabbafto doz.
Capsicums loO
Carrots bunch
C.anlitlower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucurabcra each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

ff. d. fi.

2 rttoH
I)

8

1
1

B. d. 8. d
2 OtoS' Melons each

NectariQcs doz.
Ornndes 100 5 10

' Poaches doz.
,
Pcarg (dessert) . . doz. 3 8
Pino Apples lb. 4 e
Plnms i sieve
Quinces doz. 2 3
RftspborriftB lb.

Slrnwherries lb.

2 fi 6 Walnuts bush, in 18
8 12 1 do per 100 1 1

B. d.

2

2

VEGETABLES,
d

to 4 Loehfl bnnch
Lettuce per score

'<i Mnsbrooras pottle
Mustd.&Cre^s, punnet

ti
;
Onions perbushel

6 Pftrslev per sieve
G P.lrsnipa doz.
6 Pens per quart

Potatoes bushel
8 Kidney do.

Radishes doz. bunches
6 Kbubarh bundle

Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spiuach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

d. B. d
StoO

9

4 6

9

Vegetable MaxT0W8,dz.

8
2
2

4

TR.VDE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
J. House, Eastgate Nursery, reterborongh.

—

Catalogue of
Huses, Fruit Trees, ConiJ'eriC, liarchj Trees, Shrubs, dc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
*.• We request that no one will wiite privately to the depart-

mental writers of the ".Journal of Horticulture. Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
coram unieations shoiild therefore be addressed anlebi to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, B.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mix np on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered tmtU next
week.

Star Pinks.—"L.Ji."* and other corrccpondrnts wi.«h to know where
these can be purchased. It would bo worth any florist's while to advert
tise them, for they have been so long neglected that they are now a novelty

Yellow-leaved NASTcanrM (i?. ir.).—If permanent, andonlyOinchea
hiRh, it would bo a good edging plant. Send a specimen to the Floral
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society. It is u novelty.

ASI I AN .\3LATECR NOT Exci-CfED BY THIS RCI.E ?—" C C. /'.** askS
thi.'!, and the rule is:—" .\u)atcurs (by which is meant persons not being
gardeners, nor emnluying any person as a rcgiilar gardener), may com-
pote.'' *' C. C. E." has a ser%-ant who works in the garden, but also cleans
boots, feeds pigs, attends to horses, and does other jobs alMut the house.
We couaider the servant is not " a regular gardener," and that •* C. C. £.'*

is lutitled to exhibit as on amateur.

Camellia {E. Kobin^on).—Even if we saw a flower wo could not bo
certain of the name, considering the hundreds of varieties existing, much
less is it possible to name it trom a twig.
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Descriptive CATiLoouE or Fhoit Trees (B. IF.).-The best descrin.

hJ?,L",?
*^"'' °' «"""]" "^''Sg's Kruit Manual." You can have itTee

address.
°" '""' ^°°'°'° ^'- ^''- *" ^''^'''SO Btami.s withyour

Not Tree Planting (A. K. H. W.).-\n Kent, wl]ere there are verv

^n/^n' nln^'nf
° r '™'' !' '"

"J?""' ',° """' '"" "•"=" ^'-^ '<=«' »l"^rt each way,and to plant a Currant or Gooseberry bush, or sometimes a Hod nlautbetween them, so that the plants for a time stand at 6 feet apart tSctare generally planted at right angles. The Currant or GooseWy
^?,MV "V

''="'°^'<»i^''= ""= ^^t t""" become larger. It is the iuvariSepractice to prune these very severely, and so that the full-^ro™ plantresembles in some degree an inverted umbrella, only the boughs benTn'outwards being retained and of them ouly the very 'small ones AH thSstrong shoots, G feet high or so, are removed, the pruning, or rather shortemng, of these being performed with a rough .saw ratherthanthe "nife soas to check aftergrowth rather than encourage it. With the net plautcdbush little can be done beyond removing the centre shoots ami enSourat.mgthe side ones. In your case trees 10 feet apart might do, and even
h^?lln T'"'-°''i'^° "^l"-'''""

°" Gooseberry bush might be plantedbetween A raised mound is only necessary when the ground is mSst-but on dry stony ground, where this fruit is most proBUb y gro\" thetrees are always planted on the level. Generally the Filbert and cSbplantations occupy some dry hillside, where the subsoil however full ofstones It may be is penetrable by the roots of permanent t^ees like theNut, .and on such soils, in favourable seasons, more than a ton height of

^n^i'^^'^"?"i*^"^'"" Pf.' """• «'<' ^™''i ""t >-ecommend vmir usin^any dung at planting, as the trees ought to grow fast enough in the soilyou describe Of the varieties grown", the red-skinnedFUbert i^ hebesflavoured, but the large size of the Cob Nuts makes them the gjeates faYOurites They, too are most extensively grown ; the others are either

inref?i" b'^";"'
"^^^o^'y ^°'^^ pecuUarity to recommend them notcared for by the general grower and consumer. The Cosford seems todo well in some places, and is a ver,- thin-shelled Nut, wh°leThe FrffzledFilbert ooks^curious at table in a green state, but when ripo is less r^markable. They may all be planted as early in the autumn as convenient •

but like most deciduous trees, may be planted at anyUme Turing the

lou'brthe'l^it'u'i^n^rs'Ccttr'.'^^^-^""'^-^
'^^^ -^-o™" ^ '"oura^t'Sftt

Storing Seed PoT.^TOEs (/,i^m).-Ttey may be kept very well in the

Tn"Z"T.*^
''"' 'be others providing they are not wanted very earlyIn the latter case it is, perhaps, better to keep them in an outhouseThe only things to guard against is frost on the one hand and unduewarmth on the other

;
The first will destroy them, the iSst mpafrs the ?V tahty by encouraging useless and wasteful growth. The fresher andplumper they are when planted the better will be ti; crop o her things

SSS'' r,!'"";'i'''f.,
Shoots an inch long are not objectionable but thofo

ter . r '.''I *S
''°*

f°
'""' """J "»' =«'™°1 »'• »Wrd fSowth, assumtogZ a'of,Srsle'ne'd^r;cl;?S°ngT°""' '^ """ '" ^'^"^""^^' the^srand^

produce offsets. At the best, it is seldom that the T^i^wU foTms a ™dwell-shaped Onion when sown in autumn, nor vet in s rin" b^t we arenot so particular in points of excellence witlianvthin"?hat comes fnwhen wanted We have ceased growing the Tripoli for some veai? con
S„°,i?a7r"™' V*:^ " '>,™''=-'"i"1 variety. moJeiUembWtheBrow^Spanish than anytbmg else. This we sow alike in sprin-' and autumnbut never obtain such fine bulbs from the latter sowfng as from the

?aTs;i;S"^The° ta,b'"
"'""'"^

,\°
"™^'" -1^-0 sownind oIh°e?s are

arc well sh^;ed and i l""
"'"?"'' ^""^ ""• '^^^ deformed, but some

Trlprii ta fuime,"vlf» V"''f"''''
"" ""^^ '" ""^e we had from theiripoli lu luimer years. We also sow some of the Silver-skinned inautumn to .Iraw m a gi-een state. At the same time we believe the Tn"pol with all Its faults, to be the hardiest, and if vou delay the lowin- tilla httlo later, perhaps the evil you complain of may be atated

..
,?''?'/°'"^" Vinert it. S.).-It is not intended to be heated Keane's

y^^frf^Z^"'?!"'"?" "'l'.'^™
^'""« of tbe informaUon you requkeYou can have it free by post from our office if you enclose twentv noslimstamps with your address. There is no book that does oTcoiild state

?hesoilTe°s:n's"e°eVaod"v-i?
""' '"°™' l>y another time menUoned!ine soil, season, seed, and skill vary too much.

bar'ossl^n^'irelv "."nl'Tl^^'".'',?"''',','?™"?'"™''
>'"'' *" "-emove the old.Ear-

.wf\r . '• ^ Pi""' "* Alicante in its place. You have .alreadv

BUck PrS ;„'t^'h?Rt7V'•''f!•'' '?= ^"°°° «^'>'- " "«" d° notTikJ

^udtiTlTargTs'lXa^ylra^n'tl? "^ '"""• " '' ^ "^ ^''^ '^^I''^-

plants have to be gi-own under Vines dui-i^. summer^Hght sSd be ad

number'?/ vS;s°?,5 ^h^eTu^sr
"^' ^''""'^ "' '"""^e, imfb^hlvjiVi^^fs

nnre, and mulching being all appUed.
-". aoii, uquia ma-

Vike Border Making (.1 Young aar,ln,<-r).~We do not annrnvo of

Kordel^'w '-"'^rV ",'^'=''" '""'™ "'™'1'>' Pretious"o mXng thiborder. We prefer the sods fresh or but a few days cut, so as to ahmv oftheir becoming dry. You will not only require a draii to clrrv off the

cod and weT" h;'?""/'^l''T?T'
""' "'' "»"»" °' «'» Si be ng

there bvcrn,.'refl„'',''''°"'l'''5
I>'-eve>ited penetrating into the soil

IJ^J7 "'."ereting or a layer of bricks, tiles, or flags, grouting them with
n.Tbe iV H ""=\''f

'"
e

f""' t>f brickbats or stone rubble ought to be^Ucedat the bottom of the border, and then a sprinkling of bruised bones Y^oumay then put on a layer of turf cut 2 inches thick from a pas°mo where

hick" You mai thl"„''** '°""', ,""" ""^ ^''' '•'^"^ ^J^™'* b" •! inchesimcii. lou may then give a .sprinkling of bones, lumn charcoal and »

aSd ™Z iV'fV^"!"'''' V"?
"" 'biekerthan to barely'^.over the groSnd"ana upon these a four-inch layer of sods should be nut tben <i thin

til" n
b™-se-droppings, and then 3 inches of ime rubMs'h whicl w 11make the first foot m depth. Proceed with the next layer as with The

6 nVhes 'ro;?«irfr","S'"'
'""'"• ""> ""'""''= »bould ll^'covered wUh

r ™i t?
,™."ed turf laid up as you propose doing now, mixing with it

boTa?ero fresh ^v™/"-/""'
between ev4ry layer 'of sods there Tl ould

110 a layer of fiesh horse-droppings an inch thick, and a sprinkling of the

half-inch hones and old mortar equal to the thickness of the layer of sod.'.The drain should have a jiroper outlet.—G. A.
Mari'chai. Niel and Ckline Forestier Roses in North of Ire-

land {Johii i!o!/<(,).-" Protect Marechal Niel and C.Une Forestier Roses ;

'"„,, "5 ^"''^'' '° ""e protection to all Tea or Tea-scented Noisettes.
All Roses here (Dorset), nro mulched and earthed up over the mulch.
1 he 1 ea and Tea-scented Noisette Roses are all so treated, and protected
with Asparagus haulm placed against the trees. I expect a hyperborean
winter. Tho robins began their complaints early in August ; they did so
last year—W. F. Hadclvffe." " i j

Pruning Roses (Mrs. A. -ff.l.—" When Roses, now too strong, produce
blind wood, it is best to root-prune or remove them, and not cut the wood
short the next year. Asa rule, dwarf growers rei|uiro hard pruning, and
luxuriant growers much less shortening. The hole at the top of the
Briar stocks, which you mention, is owing to the immaturity of the wood.
Put wax over tlie top of the Briar, or water will find its way in at the
aperture, and that will deteriorate or destroy the Briar.—W.F. Radclyffe."
Rose Stocks IN Pots U Bejianer).—" Both the Briar and Manetti

Rose will flourish in 11-inch pots when sunk in tho ground. It is a good
plan where the roots of trees interfere. If the earth is not very dry do
not water any pot Roses in winter. The earth should only be sufficiently
moistened to prevout the roots from being dried too much. The plants
synk m pots should he thoroughly watered, so as to touch all the points
of the roots, once or twice a-week during very drv hot weather. Sprink-
lings day by day only chiU the surface.—W. F. Radclyffe."
CcT Roses (H. T. B.).—.Vpply to Mrs. Webber & Co., or Mr. Buck,

Covent Garden Market, London.
Rose Seed Sowing (Ccfin).—The seed should be sown as soon as the

heps are ripe, they being pulled in pieces and tho seeds taken out. They
sliould be sown in deep pans or pots, draining these well, and filling towithm three-quarters of an inch of the rim with a compost of two-thirds
hght turfy loam, and one-third sandy peat or leaf mould, adding one-
sixth of silver sand. The surface being made fine, sow the seeds rather
thinly, and lill the pot to the rim with fine sandy soil, or cover them from
half to thrce-qunrters of an inch deep with fine soil. Y'ou may then
plunge the pots or pans out of doors in an open situation, warm, and
sheltered from winds; hut it will he necessary to protect them with wire-
gauze or closely meshed wire netting to keep oft' mice, which are parti-
cularly fond of the seed. The pans or pots may be placed in the coolest
and most airv part of the greenhouse, and in a position near the glass.
The soil should be kept moist.

Tender Plants in a Greenhouse (Subscriher).—l, The degree of
heat marked " Temperate," is generally considered 50= on a common
Fahrenheit's thermometer, and from 45 ' to 60^ or 55 ', will be quite hot
enough at night for the usual greenhouse plants, and in severe weather
in winter they will bo better at from 40° to 45° than much above 50°.
2, We fear that you will have some trouble with your plants that have
cost you so much, and some of which you say are vei-y tender, if yon
keep them all in ono house. We should know lietter ho'w to advise you
if we knew what tho plants were. Much may be done by keeping 'the
most tender plants at the hottest end of tho house, which 'will generally
he at the end where the flue from tho furnace enters the house; but if
your plants are so ilifl'ercnt as to represent Pelargoniums, Heaths, Epa-
crises, CameUias. 4c.—plants either from temperate regions, but much
warmer than om-own, or, if nearer tho equator, at such heights as to make
them quite at home in our gi-ecnhouses—and others which can be made
to flourish only in the vicinity of the tropics ; then if you w ished to grow
both kinds of plants in the one house wo would make it by means of a
glass division into two distinct parts, and keep all the tender plants in
the division whore the flue enters. With loss air given to that part,
and more air to the other part, and when the flue was at all hot a little
air left at the top of the house in the cooler part, you could maintain a
night temperature of from 50' to fiO" in ono division, and from 40= to 50='

in the other division. S, Remember that even for tender plants it is
safer to let the thermometer fall a few degrees below the standard, but
so as to be safe, in severe weather, rather than parch the plants with a
flue too hot; aud during the winter, for all tender plants in .severe weather,
it will ho safer to give only a little air at the top of tho house than to put
on large fires to enable you to give more, and thus dry the air of the
house with your fires, and let in air, frost-dried also, in 'largo quantities
to amend tho evil. Boar also in mind that when continuous severe cold
is to be excluded this will be done best by a regular and not too great a
heat in the flue, instead of a strong heat 'for a short time. When only
short-continued frosts are to be guarded against one brisk fire may
prove quite sufficient. The mistake that beginners are apt to commit,
who arc duly taught that—say a temperature of 50', is quite high enough
for their houses, and that when the sun raises it 5' more they must give
air, aud more air again to prevent its rising to more than 60=", is to conclude
that that temperature is to be maintained in all weathers. Now, in severe
continued frost it would be in every respect better that for short periods
the heat should fall from 6' to 10' at night, allowing it to rise gradually
during the d.ay, aud if the day was dull and cold to give a little air at the
top for a short time, merely to change tho atmosphere, aud if sunny to
slacken the fires, giving only a Httlo air, even it the glass should rise
after the little air was on graduallv to 16" or 20" above the average 50°.
Such heat from the sun will gradually fall though all air should be taken
away shortly after midday, and before it is gone the Are heat should just
begin to tell. You will manage your house much more satisfactorily if
you will bear m mind that it is never desirable that the extreme of 'flre
heat and the extreme of sun heat should ever act on the enclosed atmo-
sphere of a house at the same time. 4, Wo would tell more of the
making up of your flres to last at night if we knew your fuel. We shaU
suppose coke or coal. In either case it is well to have the house wann
enough the last thing at night before making up the fires; and this is in
your favour, that flues retain heat for some time. Then, your object is
just to add sufficient fuel, well smothered with cinders and ashes,
aud by shutting both furnace doors and ashpit doors, and leaving only as
much air in the latter as will supplv a slow combustion, to keep up nearly
the heat in tho flue instead of making it warmer. When flre is thus to
be kept mild for a long time the live coal should be beaten down on the
furnace bars instead of clearing them out with a poker. This clearing
out the last time of making up will ensure draught, quick combus-
tion, aud a high temperature in the house in the middle of the night,
just when it ought to be lowest. Tho lessening of draught by excluding
air will secure slow combustion, which will keep the flue warm, but it will
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bo colder before morning, when, nccording to the stftte of the weather, you
can let it alone or set it Roinp; briskly, ns necesann,'. A few trials will be
nccesHary until you become iiciiuainted with your furnace. Peoi)le talk

ioftrnedly of certain stovea burning all night, and for ho manyhoura witliout

attendance. Why, wo could do that with any of the scores of Inrnacea we
liave managed ; but then, of course, if wo kept the tiro in and the com-
busti'in wan very slow, wo did not obtain much boat, because wo just

wanted it to bo mild and continuous. For mere coni greenhousea in
temporary frosts, a quick lire and done with it is often tlie best.

Oeapes (C- J. Kenirorthji).—Dr. Hogg will attend to your request. Ho
did ni<t get the letter and the list you refer to. Your communication
has been received with thanks.

LF.r.rMEB I'nou Madaoascar.—" Having soon the above advertised in

the 8]>ring I obtained some seeds, and out of the jiacket sent to me there
were three varieties. The smallest seed was a runner, and the other two
dwarf-J. I find no improvement whatever upon our ordinary varieties of
Dwarf Kidney Beans.—Thomas Reynolds, Oardetirr, Otjston Hall."

Thomson's Styptic [W. P., Dfrhy).—Apply to Messrs. Young & Soni
Dalkeith, N.B. ; but most nurserymen and seedsmen would supply it.

Preserving Moss (ft. Palmer).—Cover it over halt an inch deep with
dry sand, and dry thoroughly by exposure in an oven heated suflicicntly

juat not to burn it.

Glass (W. S. W.).—We know of no inherent objection to foreign glass

in greenhouses, &c. We should prefer in an orchard-bonso 21-oz. foreign
to l.'l-oz. British, if the former would admit as much light eyen as the
British ribbed glass. The thicker glass is ao much less liable to break-
age.

FowLEE'9 Insecticide (J. M. K.).—See our advertising columns of this
week. Your other questions will be replied to in our next.

EMir.RATiNG (A Constant litadtT).—We never name any country to
which we would advise a young gardener to emigrate. Acciuirements,
constitution, and numy other circumstances have to bo known before
such advice ought to be given.

Packing Tree Ferns for Importation {An Old Siihscrihcr).—We have
received consignments of these from the antipodes, the root portion
being covered with moss, and the stems in like manner slightly covered
with the same substance. They were occasionally sprinkled with water
tn maintain the vitality of the " trees ' during the transit, and except in
two instances, in which the rats had completely taken out the hearts, the
plants upon potting soon recovered. It is not necessary to pack them in
cases, as they are as safely shipped in packages the same as fruit trees
are packed at home.

KnuBARE AND Sea-kale FORCING f-L. P.).—Yonr modo of forcluff theso
is very good, but you say the stalks grew very long and stringy. We can
only account for this from their being kept much too dry, nnd the heat
being excessive. A temperature of from GO^ to 65' is sufficient. You
should gather before the stalks become too long. Light must be excluded
from the Se;i-kale, so as to have it blanched, but this is quite immaterial
as regards the Uhubarb; it is, however, mostly preferred blanched, as it

is made to appear more dehcato. Keep the soil moist, and diminish tho
heat.

Honeysuckle Infested with Insects {South Hampahire).—Yotir
Honeysuckle is, we think, annually attacked with aphis. If you were to
syringe it forcibly twice or thrice, say at intervals of a week, with soap-
suds, and twice a-week with water, the insect would be subdued : but if

not, syringe with tobacco water, a gallon as obtained from the manufac-
turer being diluted with six gallons of rain water. It should be applied
in the evening, aud in the morning a good syringing vnih water should
be given.

Sheltering Broccoli (A. P.I.—Y'ou are quite right in placing Broccoli
with the heads to the north, as they are protected from tho sun by the
leaves. When the heads are facing the south the sun falls directly on
them ; and if in the preceding night they have been frozen stiff, they are
very often little short of parboiled. Y'ou will do well to adhere to a
practice you have found successful.

Transplanti>g Newly Bcddf.d Roses (Idem).—There is no risk in
moving Roses budded this season beyond that common to tbem at any
future period. There is risk in all transplanting; but there is no more
in your case than wore the trees older—indeed, they will move more
Sftfely,

Peas for Succession ifr/f'Tn).—Wo would have the following sorts:—
Daniel O'Ronrke for first early. Essex Rival for second early, Veitch's
Perfection for main crops, and Hairs's Dwarf Mammoth for late crops.
As you wish for none but the dwarfer sorts we have named such only.
All require stakes.

Erythrina crista-galli Culture (An Old Stibscrthcr).—Tho plants
should l»e cut down in spring to within a few inches of the groimd, and
when the new shoots are a few inches long tho plants should be turned
out of the pots and most of the old soil shaken away. They may then be
shifted into pots sufficiently huge to hold the roots cooafortably—that is,

into pots a size less than those they were in : and in potting use a com-
post of rich turfy loam two-thirds, and one-third turfy sandy peat or leaf

mould, with a free admixture of silver sand. When the plants have filled

the pots with roots (as they will speedily do if i)laced in a gentle heat and
moi^t atmosphere after pottingi, they should be shifted at once into the
pots they are to occupy, which will varj* with the size of tho plants.
Good drainage should bo provided, and the compost should bo used
rather rough. Syringe twice or thrice daily, and sprinkle every available
surface to keep down red spider. Too light and airy a situation caniiut
be afforded, and to Keep them dwarf let them have a position near tho
glass. Thin out the shoots, leaving none but the strongest.

Mulberry Tree Propagation (B.>.—The Mulberry tree is propagated
by cuttings of the bearing wood and last year's wood. They require to
be cut below an eye, and slantingly above a bud, 4 inches being left for
insertion in tho ground, and if they are 4 inches more than that in length
they are sufficiently long. Insert them half way in the soil, making it

light and sandy if not so naturally, and choose an open vot sheltered
situation. The cuttings should be put in early in spring. The Mulberry
is also propagated by layers, a strong shoot being layered in spring, and
a slit or notch being made an inch or two below a shoot or joint, which
p»rt will, of com'se, bo buried in the soil and be secured with a strong
wooden peg. Tho layer will be well rooted by autumn, when it may be

detached from the parent. There is an advantage in layers—viz., trees

may be had in twelve months of a size that it will tike a cutting two or

three vears to attain ; but there is this disadvanta^^c attending them,
that wl'u-u a low branch or sucker is lnyered the plants do not bear any
sooner Ibuu a seedling, and are no better, unless it be that they are of less

vigorous habit.

Fruit Tree Culture (Wf^jn).—"Fruit Gardening for the Many," free

by post from our office for five postage stampB, will suit you.

Twelve Select Rhododendrons (T. C, .SiocfcporM.—Barclayannm,
Maculatum snperbum, Vandvke, John Waterer, Sandlefordianum, Nero,
Album triumphaus, Due de Brabant, Blandyanum, Genseric, Elfrida, and
Evcrestianum.

Clisibers FORCoNSERVATORYfH. G.).—Passiflora ImpL-ratrico Eugenie,
Mandevilla suaveolens, Sollya heterophylla, Kenuedyarubicunda superba,

Cobiea scandens variegata, "and Clematis .Jackmanni. Fur tho wall out-

doors between the drawing-room windows, the Exmouth variety of Mag-
nolia grandiflora will suit you.

MusHROOM-BED MAKING (An Jiiquirflf).—The stable litter mixed with
sawdust will answer very well. The sawdust will not injure the crop.

Vines in Ground Vineries (I'lnr).—The Vines nnd the Grapes they
bear may either lie on slates placed as a flooring within the vinerj-, or

may bo trained to rods about 9 inches from the glass.

Grafting Camellias (E. JenkitiAon).—Yon may graft your old inferior

sort with the Double White, and any stocks you may have may also be
grafted. March is a good time for grafting, the stocks being placed in

a mild bottom heat of 70 , and a top heat of 55= by nij-'ht and from
65^ to 70^ by day, with a rise from sun heat. The house should bo kept

close and moist, and, if practicable, it is well to cover them with hand-
glasses, by which tho taking of tho grafts will be more certain. Grafting

may be done after the plants have bloomed ; but it is best performed
just before they begin to push afresh. Whip-grafting is thomost eligible

mode, as it insures the neatest junction. When the grafts have taken
the plants should have air, and the pots be gi-adually withdrawn from tho

hotbed.

Propagating Azaleas (Idem).—Azaleas may be grafted in the same
manner as CameUias. They are also propagated by cuttings taken from
the cuiTcnt year's shoots, aud these, when their bases have become a

little hardened, will strike root freely if inserted in pots well drained and
tilled to within an inch of the rim with a compost of very sandy peat, and
then to tho rim with silver sand. The shoots ought to be cut over below
a joint, and the leaves removed half way up the cutting. Put in the

cuttings round the sides of the pot, inserting them in the soil up to the

lowest leaf. The pot should be pbinged in a bottom heat of 70^ to 75%
aud be covered with a bell-glass, affurding shade from bright sun, a moist

atmosphere, and a temperature of from 65- to 70-. The best stocks for

grafting are seedlings, but any of the strong-growing kinds will do.

MusA Cavendishii Fruit Damping (IT. H. H.).—\onr house is pro-

bably too moist and cold. Afford a brisk heat of from 65'' to 70^ by day,

from' fire heat, and of from 55 to 60^ at night, giving a moderate amount
of air, and it will suffice at this season if the atmosphere be kept moist

by sprinkling the floor, &c., in the morning.

Plants Infested waTii THRiPs(-V.K.).—Y'our plants' leaves are severely

attacked l)y thrips, which may be destroyed by fumigation with to-

bacco. The house should be filled with smoke on a cahn evening, and
if care bo taken to have the foliage of tho plants dry, the plants you
name will not be injured by the fumigation. You must not expect one fumi-

gation to destroy the thrips, so badly infested as your plants seem to be.

The house should be filled with smoke every other night for a week, and
twice a-week for a fortnight, when you may probably overcome the pest.

The Myrtle cannot do otherwise than lose its leaves on the parts so badly

infested with thrips as that sent. The Camellia, Orange, and Myrtle

may be syringed with a solution of soft soap, at the rate of 2 ozs. to the

gallon of'water, and every leaf ought to be washed on both sides, but

especially the under side, using a sponge. The soap solution must be

kept off the Ferns and Begonias, also Gesneras, but it will not injure

Francisceas, Huyas, or Stephanotis. Be sure the foliage of the Ferns and
plants is dry before fumigation with tobacco.

Ornamental Grasses (C. TT.).—Wecan strongly recommend the fol-

lowing, which we have grown, and find highly ornamental. Amongst
them are some of the Bamboos, more stately in growth and equally orna-

mental with tho Grasses. All are perennial and hardy. Carex japonica

variegata, C. riparia variegata, Festuca glauca, F. variabilis, Dactylis

glomerata variegata elegantissima, D. gloraerata variegata, D. elatior

variegata,Calnmagrostis arundinacea variegata, Holcns lanatus variegatus,

Elymus arenarius glaucus,Gynerium argenteum, G. roseum albo-margi-

uatum, Arundinaria falcata, Agrostis colorata variegata, A. vulgaris varie-

gata, Aira ciespitosa variegata, Acorus gramineus variegatus, Phnlaris arun-

dinacea variegata, Arundo conspicua, A. donax. A. donas versicolor,

A. mauritanica variegata, A. phragmitcs anrea, Stipa gigantea and Stipa

pennata, Bambnsa Fortuni variegata, B. Metako. aud B. graciUs. YoU
may procure plants by sowing seed of the following in spring :--Briza

maxima, Lagurus ovatus, Brizopyrura siculum, Agrostis nebulosa,

A. plumosa, Eragrostis elegans, Moliuia cjcrulea variegata, Cynosorus
echinatus, Pennisetum longistylum. Paspalum elegans, Hordeum juba-

tum, Anthoxanthum gracile, aud Pauicum colonum.

Arbutu?, Daphne, and Clematis Propagation {F. G.}.—Tho Scarlet

Arbutus is propagated bvlavering it in spring in pots, which should be

kept watered throughout the summer, and by autumn the layers will be

well rooted. Daphnes mav also be increased by cuttings, employing for

the purpose the points of the growing shoots when ripe, or not more than

a year old. Insert them in sand in a cold frame, or in a shady border,

and cover with a hand-glass. They will be rooted in six weeks if kept

moist and shaded from sun. Cuttings of last year's woo-l should be

inserted in spring, or before the plants begin to grow, and cuttings of the

young growths, when their bases become firm towards the end of summer.
Clematis is increased by layering in spring, before tho plants begin to

grow, either in pots or in the open ground.

Names of Fruit (H. B.).—2, GlouMor^eau; S, Kirko's Lord Nelson ;

4, Round Winter Nonsuch.

Names of Pt.ants (S. D. Go_^1.—We cannot undertake to name florists*

flowers. {A Siibscriftcr).—Thuja occidontalis, perfectly hardy. {S. B.

Fox).—Lichen ciliaris, commonly met with.
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pulled out, thronRh, I apprehend, the carelesBness and rongh
treatment of the Society's servants in removing the hirda from
their travelling baskets to the exhibition cages? What iu-

dasement is there for exhibitors residing at long distances to

send the pick of their yards if proper care is not bestowed upon
them by the officials employed ? ,The annoyance, loss, and
mortification felt and expressed by several of the exhibitors at

this celebrated Show, will go far cither to suppress these shows
altogether, or to render them bo insignificant as virtually to

destroy their utility.

I venture to suggest, as a remedy against future injuries of

this kind, that all exhibitors should have their birds shown in

their own pens. If a "registered' form of basket, uniform
in design, weight, colour and size could be approved by the
Committees of the principal shows, there would be then no oc-

casion to handle the birds, either for weighing or other piu--

poses. They could leave their own homes and return to them
without any removal from the basket. Thus, at any rate, the
beautiful streamers (the pride of many of our varieties), and
the tails of all birds would not suffer the injuries they now do.

A prize for the best design might be offered at Birmingham
or Manchester.

—

Bristol.

[We fear that if every exhibitor had to provide his own ex-

hibition-pens, it would reduce the number exhibited much
more than does the fear of injuries, which injuries, grievous as

they are, amount to a very small per-oentago of the birds

shown. The best security against snch injuries would be mem-
bers of the Committee supervising the penning and the re-

basketing of the birds.

—

Eds. ]

JUDGING GAME FOWLS.
In mj last notes on judging by shape (see page 52), I find I

omitted the following points :
—"Hocks turning in too much"

are a bad and not uncommon defect in shape. The skin of the
face of Game fowls should be perfectly smooth, but hard at

the same time, and never rough, wrinkled, swollen, or emaciated.
Eyes must match in colour in the same bird, and some have,

by bad crossing, one eye yellowish-red and the other reddish-
yellow. The eyes of the Brown Reds should be of the very
darkest brown, and not jet black, as in Dark Greys. The
pupil of the eye should never be visible in Brown Eeds, the
«ye being too dark for it ; where the pupil of the eye is visible,

they are crossed and mongrel Brown Eeds. Dark Greys and
Dark Birchens and Blacks should have jet black eyes, with the
pupil of the eye never at all visible. In all the other breeds
having lighter eyes the pupil of the eye is distinctly visible, of

course, and always black in colour, the lighter-coloured eyes
being flatter outside, and rather smaller, and less round or

globular than the full, bold dark eye. The two eyes axe clearly

of different origin. The Black Game, I think, derive their

red combs and faces from the Black-breasted Eeds.
In the spread and fan tails the feathers must never bo loose,

scattered, or too much detached, bo as to throw daylight between
the feathers, but should stand strong and stiff, the feathers

touching one another, and such tails are stronger in muscular
power than the drooping and closed tails, which are more re-

laxed, and less strongly supported. A drooping closed tail, I

know, indicates a drooping spirit in the bird.

The feet of Game fowls should never be thick, short, or
clumsy. Claws long, straight, and strong, slender ratlier than
in the least clumsy. Ball of the foot never at all clumsy or

too large, too round, or too bulky ; the foot set Hat on the ground.
Long and spreading strong claws give the bird a good spring,

and good hold of the ground in fighting. The back claw should
be flat to the ground, and not just touching with its nail or

point, as it does when placed too high up ; this causes duck
feet most. The insteps never thick, round, or clumsy, but
clean and well rounded. Scales of the legs smooth and close,

and never rough or coarse.

The duck foot is often hereditary, and is so termed when the
back claw turns sideways, forwards, or underneath the foot.

It is often caused by young growing birds being kept on hard
flat surfaces.

Of all the absolute requisites for good Game fowls in shape,
a short body stands first as the chief qualification, and for ex-

hibition along, sharp, fine head is about the second qualification.

I think, on the whole, jot black eyes are correct for Brown
Eeds, and such birds breed Dark Greys and Dark Birchens
easier than the others.

Gervaso Markham, a very old writer on Game fowls, classed

them thus :—Bed—red eyes, bluish legs ; Greys—grey eyes,

blackish legs ; Yellows—yellow eyes, yellow legs. He saye the
female is to be preferred to the male ; but this will only
hold good, I think, when crossing Game with any other breed,

and not witli Game bred with Game.
The pearl grey eye, or silver pearl grey eye, is now very rare,"

and only found in the Silver Jlcaly-grey Duckwings with white
legs, which are now seldom seen or heard of. Our old true

Greys had this eye, however, but are now almost extinct.

—

NEWlI.WiliET.

BIRMINGHAM COLUMBARIAN SOCIETY'S
snow.

This Society, coufiucd exclusivoly to a few of tbo most noted local

breeders, has been within the last few years cBecting an immense
amonut of good, iu respect to prodncing almost every variety of Pigeons
as closely approaehiug perfection as can well be attained. By the

rules all young Pigeons intended for exhibition at the annual Show,
at which alone prizes arc offered, are at a certain age printed on the

win^-feathers, so that it may be made certain they are bred by the

exhibitor ; but iu the classes for old bii-ds. purchased Pigeons of any
kind are equally permissible. Under such conditions the emulation
among the members is extreme, and their weekly meetings are of a very
interesting character. The Show itself is open to the pnblio without
any charge for admission, as no respectable perBon ia refused a free

entrance, and thus tlic public can enjoy an inexpensive treat not
attainable at most of such meetings. It is almost unnecessary to re-

mark that the greatest popularity attends this, perhaps the only Pigeon
show of any extent in the Slidland Counties, in which all tbo birds

shown are of a first-class character.

On tlie 2'2nd inst. the Biimingham Odd Fellows' Hall was engaged
for the Show, and this proves itself to be a step in the right direction

as compared with the arrangements of former years, for a better

exhibition room could not he desired, and the courtesy of the Com-
mittee caused a very largo attendance. One of the most prominent
features of the Show was the Pouters, many of which, whilst excellent

iu style and colour, measured very nearly '20 inches. The Short-faced

Tumblers were extraordinarily good, besides which the Dragons, Car-
riers.'and Autwerps were especially worthy of highest approval. In the
Toy Pigeons, a very large entry of Satinettes, chiefly bred by the Hon.
Secretary, were of such beauty as to secure every one's good opinion :

they are comparatively a new introduction, and with Brunettes and
Faiiy Pigeons, formed un unusually good variety class. So closely

competiug were many of the specimens, that in several instances, extra

prizes were given. As at all previous annual meetings Mr. Edward
Hewitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham, was the Abritrator.

YOUNG BIRDS.
CARBrEns.—First and Second, F. F. Foster. Third, H. Allsop.
PocTEP.s.- First nnil Second, F. F. Foster
TcaiBLEns (.Vhnondl.—First and Second. E. D. Careless.
TcMBLEES (Loni»-mufred).—First, Second, and Third, E. D. Careless.
.Tacobins.—First and Second, H. AUsop.
Faktails.—Prize, J. Kdpc.
English Owls.—First, Second, and Third, C. Barnes.
TORBiTs.—First and Third, — Harnes. Second, J. Edce.
Baubs.—First, Sccoud, and Third, H. .lUlsop. Highlv Commended,

F. F. Foster; .J.Ludlow.
Pragoxs.—First, .T. Edge (Whites). Second and Third, J. Lndlow.

Commended, J. Edge.
Antwebps.—First, J. Bradley. Second, J. Edge. Third, J. Lndlow.

nichly Commended, .T. Bradley: H. Noyt.
Any otuer Variety.—First. Second, and Third, H. Noy^- (Satinette)

Highly Commended. E. D. Careless (Black Fairie) ; F. F. Foster (Isabel).

ADFLT BIRDS.
CvnaiEBS.—Cocila.—First, C. Barnes. Second, G. Smitb. Hnrbomo

Hrnx —First, G. Smith. Second and Third, C. Barnes. Highly Com
mended, J. Ludlow; C. Bomcs.

rooTEiis.—Coc;.*. — First, Second, Third, and Highly Commendedj
A. H. Stewart, Harhomo, near Birmingham. Hem.—First, Second, and
Third, A. H. Stewart.
Tcmblebs (Ahnond).—First, A. H. Stewart. Second and Third, E.D.

Careless.
Trjun.Ens f Short-faced).— First and Third, E. D. Careless. Second and

Highly Commended. A. H. Stewart.
TrjTBLERs (Clcarlegpcd).—First, E.D. Careless. Second, G. Smith.
Tcsiblers (Long-muffed).— First, Second, Third, and Highly Com-

mended, E. D. Careless.
.Tacobins—Prize, H. Allsop.
FAiiTAiLS.—First, A. H. Stewart. Second, J. Edge.
Foreign Owls.—Prize, E. D. Careless.
English Owls.—Fir.«l. .T. Edge. Second and Third, C. Barnes.
TrRBlTS.— First and Third, C. Barnes. Second, A. H. Stewart.
Ntrxs.—Prize, A. H. Stewart.
Barbs.—First ond Third, H. Allsop. Second, J. Ludlow.
Dragons (Blue).-First nnd Second, J. Ludlow. Third, H. Allsop.

Highly Commended. .T. Lndlow.
Dragons (Any other colonr).—First ond Second, J. Ludlow.
AXTWP.RPS.—First nnd Third, .I. Ludlow. Second,.!. Bradley. Extra

Third, H. Novt-. Highly Commended, .1. Ludlow; J. Bradley.

Any nrnER V.kriety.—First, H. Novi (Satinettes). Extra First. \. H.
Stewart (Fniriesl. Second and Extra Second. F. F. Foster. Third. H.
Noyi!- (Satinettes). Extra Third, F. F. Foster (Isabels). Highly Ctim-

me'nded, H. Noyc (Brunettes).
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Antwerps.—Coets. — Cup, First nnd Second. J. Bradley. Third, H-
Noyt'. Extra Third, J. Edge. Highly Commended, J, Ludlow ; J. Bradley >

.Barnes.
TuKBiTS (Single Birds).—First and Second, C. Barnes.
English Owls (Single Birds).—First, C. Barnes. Second, J. Edge.
Tumblers (Lonti-mufied. Single Birds).—First and Second, E. D. Care-

less. Third and Highly Commended, J. Edge.
Any other Variety (Single Birds).—First, Second, and Extra Third,

H, Noye (Satinette, Brunette, and Satinette Tail Owlj. Third, C. Barnes
(Satinette).

POULTRY AND PIGEONS AT THE BPJSTOL
SHOW.

The morning of "Wednesday, November 6th, found me at the Bristol

station—the hnest November moruing I ever remember. If the

almanack had said September, the eyes and feelings would have en-

dorsed that statement, so bright and mild was the day.
Before going up to the Poultry Show, I turn to the left and tliread

tlie narrow old-world streets of Bristol—not over-clean streets, but
highly interesting, speaking to us through their steep-gables and over-

hanging iirst-tioors of long-past years. I am bent on my usual pil-

grimage to St. Mary's Eedcliife Church. Fancy being in Bristol and
not going to see its principal ornament. This fine old ecclesiastical

structure has now been many years in course of restoration, but so

large is it, and the stoue in such a honeycombed crumbling condition,

that for some years the progress made seemed as nothing to the eye,

for the old stone had to be replaced by new. Now, however, resto-

ration has grown beyond decay. At least, there are three portions, the

old crumbling part looking as ever, especially the tower with its well-

known stump of spire, the spire to within a few feet of its base having
been blown down ; then there is the part restored a few years since,

bnt which Bristol air and smoke have discoloured ; aud the newly-
restored porfion looking fresh aud clean. What a compound—very
old. rather new, and quite new ! I enter and the morning service is

being chanted in one of the chapels at the east end, and as I stand in

the nave the hoys' voices, best of voices, charm me with their sweet-

ness, while the bright sunshine is streaming through the painted win-

dows, aud casting their colours ou arch aud pillar. I think of the

lines of Keats, in which he describes the lady kneeling beneath such a
window.

*' All diamonded with panes of quaint device,
Innumerable, of stains and sijlendid dyes.
And iu the midst 'mong thousand heraldries
And twilight saints, and dim emblazonings."

And how the moon-light
" Threw warm gules on Madeline's fair breast.
As down she knelt for Heaven's grace and boon,
Rose-bloom fell ou her hands, together press'd,
And on her silver cross soft amethyst,
And on her hair a glory like a saint ;

She seemed a siilendid angel newly drest,

Save wings, for Heaven."

Staying for the last chanted "Gloria," I, as the voices die away
down the aisles, walk slowly out of this, the finest church the west of

England can show, aud am back again iu the busy, bustliug, common
world of Bristol streets. What a contrast! What a contrast

!

A quick walk of a mile or more and I was at my quarters of last

year, the Kitlc Drill Hall, but what different weather ! Then snow
and frost, now clean paths and sunshine. After tntrance-fee i? paid
(a heavy fee, being half-a-crown), and catalogue bought, I make a
hasty tour all round, to get an idea of the whole, a sort of bird's-eye

view of the birds, a bird's-eye view from its general impression, but
not from the height of the beholder.

There were above six hundred pens of poultry, and nearly two
hundred pens of Pigeons. Of the former I shall not speak very par-

ticularly, but the Pigeons, being strangers ou their first visit, shall be
noticed fully. The fowls were, save the Bantams, chickens of this

year. Mrs. Arkwright carried off the Dorldng cup, and Mr. Tudman
that for Cochins (Partridge). The White Cochins were numerous and

' pretty, and I was delighted to see a pen of Blacks, which was so

good as to obtain a first prize. The Game classes were not so brilliant

as usual, although Mr. i'letcher secured the cup for the best pen of

birds in tlie Show. It was a near ruu between his pen and Mr.
Parsley's Spanish. I prcfen-ed the latter. Mr. Boyle's first and cup
Brahma cock is a superb bird ; and the first pen of Light Brahmas,
Mr. Herbert's, was greatly admired. Of the Hambnrghs, the -largest

entry was the Silver-spangled, surely the prettiest of all Hamburghs.
The Polish aud French were not, I think, so good as last year. The
Bantams were up to the mark. I was very pleased to see a full

entry of Sebrights, as to feather the most beautiful of all fowls.

People with small premises should take up this fancy. Among other

classes of Bautams appeared some quaint-looking Pekins, and odd-

looking Japanese, the former, Mr. Cope's, being very good.

I now turn to the Pigeons, which, appearing for the first time, deserve

especial notice. Perhaps they were the most numerous and the best

birds that have ever been shown. The Carriers were a good and
strong class, in number twenty-eight pens ; Black birds had the first

prize and cup. The Pouters were even abetter class ; the Judges said
*' An excellent class," and they were right. Out of the fifteen pens

there was not a bad one, for not only were the prize birds excellent,

but the commended ones, witness Mr. Heath's White, were very good*
Almond Tumblers, ten pens. Such little round heads, such stops and
colour. In the Tumblers, of any variety, Mr. Stewart was first, as in
Pouters.

The Bants were as usual now-a-days, all Blue or Silver. The Jaco-
bins were good; among them I was glad to see a pair of Blacks. The
Fantails were veiy excellent, but, if I remember, the White took all

the prizes. Mr. Baily shuwed some imported Yellows. Trumpeters,
nine pens. Nest the lovely, most lovely. African Owls. No one could
look at the first-prize birds without admiration, and they took the cup
from the Tumblers, Runts, Jacobins, Fantails, Nuns, Turbits, Barbs,
Dragons, and Auy other variety class. They belong to Mr. Joshua
Fielding. While delighting in the African Fairies, let me observe,

that the old English Owl ought to have a separate class. The Powder-
blue Owl is one of the very prettiest of all Pigeons, and the little

foreigner ought not to cause the English bird to be dismissed from
our Pigeon shows. Let them share a class or share the money devoted
to Owls.
Next came the Nuns, which I also much admired. The first prize

ones. Mr. C. Bulpin's, were admirable, as also his second prize. Next,
Turbits; then Barbs, a very large enti*y—viz., nineteen, and only one
bad pen. They presented a fine array of broad heads, short beaks,

and well-wattled eyes. The Barb is a charming Pigeon, aud although
various colours are attainable, the Blacks are always the best.

Draf/oonSy happily not in this catalogue, as often vulgarly printed
Dra.'joi(S. Our ancestors had Horsemen, heavy bii'ds ; then Dragoons,
lighter bii-ds. I liked Mr. Crossley's second prize Blues better

than the first prize. The Whites of Mr. Pigeon which were highly
commended, were veiy pretty and good. The "Any other distinct

variety class " consisted principally of German Toys, but there was a
good pair of Frillbacks, an ancient Toy, which from its singularity

always pleased. The pair shown at Bristol exactly resembled those
described by Girton ; they were white, well-frilled, and Hunt-like,

though smaller. There were eight pairs of good Terns or Sea-
Swallows, improperly, through generally, raerely called Swallows. A
rare New Zealand Parrot completed this admirably-arranged and
beautiful Show, which we, in the west of England, hope will be
annual.

I have no single fault to find, I only suggest iu regard to the Pigeon
pens, that where there are two rows together, the numbers should ran in
order, not the lower row one way and tlie upper auother, which neces-

sitates a constant turning over of the catalogue. The prizes being
printed in the catalogue was a great convenience. The riifrtishments,

as last year, were good aud reasonable in price. How different to the
Bath and West of England Shows, where I always get bad food, bad
waiting, and abominably dear.

The Show at Bristol will, no doubt, increase the love of Pigeons in
the west of England. One pleasing fact I must record and then con-
clude. The Show closed at ten os^lock on Friday night, and at a few
minutes past live the next moi-uing, all the distant birds were at the
station, aud by half-past eight o'clock the whole of the eight hundred
and odd pens of poultry- aud Pigeons were at the station. Well done,
active, business-like, and careful Bristolians !

—

Wiltshire Kector.

THE SOMERSET COUNTY POULTRY
ASSOCIATION.

This Society offers a splendid programme. Never did an Exhibi-
tion grow more rapidly, may its growth prove sure. During the summer
of this year Weston-super-Mare held its first show, a very modest
beginning, but its present venture means to bid high for the lead

as a Southern show.

The classes at Weston are chiefly composed of a cock and one hen.
Thus, Spanish, Coloured Dorkings, Dark and Light Brahmas, have
each a class for aged birds, and a class for produce of 1807, with three

prizes—£3, £2, and £1. In the case of Light Brahmas, the chicken
prizes, whether iutentionall}' or by accident, are £'2, 30s., and 20s.

White Dorkings (any age) : Buff Cochins. Partridge Cochins, and
AVhite Cochins {over one year) ; Black-breasted and other Red Game,
Duckwings and other Greys, and Game Any other variety (all

over one year), have in each case three prizes of the same value
as Spanish and Dorkings. Cochin produce of 18G7, cockerel and
one pullet (any variety), and Game produce 18l>7 (any variety), have
to compete together ; aud four prizes are offered to each breed

—

viz., £3, £2, 30.^", and 20.s-. The five varieties of Hamburghs (any
age) ; White-crested Black Polands (any age), aud Gold or Silver

Polands (any age)—a marked improvement this division to Bristol

—

aud Freuch fowls (any age) have each three pnzes £2, 30s., and 20s,
*' Any other distinct variety " is most liberally dealt %ritb. This is a
curious class ; at Bristol, for instance, veiy poorly represented, but at
Salisbury last year a class that if I write correctly received and deserved
several extra prizes ; well Weston-super-Mare offers two first prizes,

each £3, two second, £2, two third, 20*-., two fourth. Ids. ; this is most
liberal and ought to bring together a splendid motley group, but, it is

an example that our great grandmother Birmingham might imitate.

Then come Game Bantams, the Reds with prizes equal to the Dork-
ings, the Duckwings to the Hamburghs ; Gold or Silver-laccd, and any
other variety having classes and similar prizes. Then a class for cot-

tagers only, entrance 2a\, for any variety of cross-bred fowls, three
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prizes ; Dncks three classes, anJ three prizes to each ; Geese ftnd

Turkeys each three prizes, and the prizes liberal, .l.'J, £2, and XI

;

lastly, asellinf^ class, price not to exceed 30.<.,and entrance fee 2g. CtJ.

I have purposely omitted the single cock classes— Spanish, Dork-
ings (any variety) ; Cochins (any variety) ; Brahmas (any variety) :

Game fany variety), have each classes i^-ith three prizes, £'1, 20s. ^ and
10,^., for birds over one year, andior birds of 1,S67. Hambnrghs fany
variety) four prizes; Polish (any variety): Trench (any variety);

Bantams (any variety) each three prizes. There is also a class with

i'2, 30,s-., and '2().v. prizes, for the best single Game hen (any variety).

Then comes a list of silver cups. One of teu gnineas is the gift of

the President, T. T. Knyfton, Es(j., for the best pen in the Exhibition.

Spanish, Dorkings, Brahmas, Cochins, and Game, have each the

chance of a silver cup value seven guineas, the Hamburgh cup being

five guineas. Another five-gniiiea cup is offered to the best cock or

cockerel in the single cock classes, down to Ilamburghs. Why should
Polish or any other single cock be cut out of this competition ? This
is a little oversight, I fancy. These cups are in lieu of tirst prizes, and
I may say of them the same as of the Northern Clab, It would bo
better cup or its value.

Then come liberal classes for Pigeons, with '20s. and 10s. prizes, and
a silver cup for the best pen, value three guineas.

Then, Weston has adopted the Birmingham sale regulations, a very
wise addition. This important regulation will, I am certain, prove
satisfactory to both exhibitors and the Association.

The London and South Western, and the Bristol and Exeter Rail-

ways, have kindly undertaken to return nnsold birds free. The Mid-
land and Great Western liailways refuse this accommodation. I pre-

sume, therefore, all who can will avoid the latter two.—Y. B. A. Z.

Kendal and North Wkstern Counties Poultry and Pigeon
Snow.—We have just seen the prize schedule of this Show.
No doubt 60 liberal a list will insure a first-rate Exhibition.

There are no less than fifty-six classes, to which twenty-live

pieces of plate, as cups, and a variety of other articles, will be
awarded. The money prizes are no less liberal, as three prizes

are to be given in most of the classes, and in a few even a fourth

prize. The Committee is now so well known for the care and
attention it annually devotes to the birds whilst in its pos-

session, that on that score, every exhibitor will repose the most
perfect confidence ; and the Albert Buildings, than which a more
satisfactory exhibition-room cannot be desired, are already en-

gaged for the purposes of the approaching meeting.

Cdmrerland and North of England Poultry Show.—This
will be held at Whitehaven. The prize list is very liberal.

There are three prizes in each class, varying from £.3 down-
wards, and in addition there are nineteen pieces of plate to be
awarded to the best pens in various classes. The birds inmost
cases are to be exhibited in pairs.

Wentworth Poultry Snow.—It will be seen that the date

of holding this poultry Show has been altered. The prizes are

liberal ; but to have only one class for Cochins and one class

for French I'owls is rendering the task of the .Tudges almost
hopelessly difficult, and must cause dissatisfaction. The birds

must all have been hatched in the current year.

REVWIXG BEES.
As l'^flG left me with ten stocks of bees, so 1S67 found me

with the same number. But, what weather ! Hives covered

with snow, and hard times with empty cupboards. However,
the first month passed with all its trials, and in the second

what lovely weather ! Now we can feed the hungry. Now their

music is beard, and all seem merry ; breeding is commenced, the

first load of pollen seen on the 1st of March, and then, oh,

dear ! a second winter. April comes, one stock has dwindled
away to a handful of bees. I broke it up, found a little honey
and a few bees just coming from their cells, and a few eggs,

two or three in each cell, and no grubs, and feed I had to. May
comes, no honey to be found ; last week of May no better, but

a wholesale slaughter of the drones and drone-brood. This
week I found a stock nearly starved to death, the bees being so

weak that they could only just move their wings a little. I

pulled some of the comb out and breathed on them, and finding

that there was life in them, and it being also a nice day, I

thought I would not give up, but made some syrup and poured
it warm between the combs all over the bees, and now it is one
of my best stocks.

I had a stock three or four years ago which I served in the

same way, only I took it to the side of the fire until the bees

began to run outside and round the hive ; when they had to

shift their quarters, they did well, and I have them now. I

think many a stock could be saved if seen to in the same way.
But I know how it is, the bee-master catches up the hive and
thinks they are dead enough because they cannot move ; but I

say, Breathe on them, and if they only just move their wings
there is life, and there is hope if there be only a fair sprinkling

of bees. My first swarm, which came in the first week in June,

weighed G lbs.—A Eccks Bee-keei'KB.

DZIERZON ON THE UTILITY OF ARTIFICIAL
SWARMS DURING THE YEAR Isr.G.

The question whether it is more profitable to wait for the

natural increase of bees by swarming, or to effect it by arti-

ficial means, has already been much discussed. One party of

bee-keepers speaks unconditionally on behalf of the natural

;

another of the artificial increase. The truth is often found be-

tween the two. Artificial swarms are frequently of great service

;

but this is dependent on the season, and other circumstances.

Artificial swarming as a mode of multiplying stocks of bees,

can evidently only be of use when an increase is desirable. In
bad or very moderate years in which undirided stocks amass
their winter store with difficulty, large artificial swarms are

often pernicious, whilst in good seasons, which are at the same
time good years for swarming, when natural swarms appear
early, and in sufficient numbers, artificial increase is at least

unnecessary. When, however, the season is generally a good
one, but by reason of want of moisture, or from some other

cause, natural swarms appear but sparingly or not at all, then
are artificial swarms of great use, and so also are they towards
the expiration of the summer.
The winter of 18G.5-G, was the reverse of the preceding one.

Being very mild, the stocks were good in the spring, and in

May showed unwonted strength, but swarms in warm localities

were a rarity. The cause was the continuation of dry weather

which promoted the carrying in of honey more than the deposit

of brood. This was also aided by the unusual cold which oc-

curred after the 20th of May, so that for several days there was
not only frost, but tolerably strong ice. Stocks already able to

swarm were entirely discouraged, and began to tear out their

drone brood, so that with many Italian stocks which had the

superiority in respect of providing me with early drones, the

ground was covered an inch deep in drone brood. Only one
stock gave out a single swarm on the 23th of May, the day after

the last hard frost, and another did so in June. The weather,

however, soon changed for the better, and the bees had again a

rich pasture, but they had lost the desire of swarming for this

year, and busied themselves only with the collection of honey.

In due time I formed artificial swarms which made very ex-

cellent stocks. Those formed early have completely furnished

their hives, and have gathered far more than the necessary

quantity of honey. I have by this obtained more than a hun-
dred excellent stocks, and by this again filled up the gaps in

my apiary, which had arisen through the destructive weather of

18G.^. If the old stocks which have furnished bees and brood-

combs for the formation of the artificial swarms, have collected

somewhat less than if they had remained untouched, yet the

result will he far outweighed by the produce and value of the arti-

ficial swarms. It is accordingly proved by experience, that in

a good year

—

i.e., one in which the honey harvest is protracted,

a mother stock together with the swarms originating from it,

produces more than the same stock would have done had it re-

mained undivided. Dividing at the right time will, therefore,

produce more worker bees by the increased number of stocks,

and develope greater industry in the bees themselves than

when they are united in too great masses in one stock.

Although it is advised by one party to make artificial

swarms only so long as the apiary is increasing, and then to

wait for natural swarms, it ia not easy to perceive why such

advice should he given. What brings profit with a small number
of stocks cannot possibly be disadvantageous with a greater. It

is not the number of stocks, but the weather and the pa.~turage

which must be the guide and measure. Also, no bee-keeper

will bind himself to a fixed number of stocks when it lies in

his power in the autumn to prepare as many stocks for winter

as he finds good. I would, on the contrary, advise the diligent

formation of artificial swarms in a well-filled apiary, in order

to divide the v.ork, and to prevent the flying together of too

many swarms ; for what work it gives in a large apiary when
duriug swarming time, after several unpropitious days, a swarm-
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ing day at last makes its appearance is nniversally known.
With a, large number of stocks, artificial swarming is manifestly

both profitable and convenient, for while one takes the queen
from one stock, from another a portion of its bees, from a third

a brood-comb, and in this manner establishes so-called put-

together artificial swarms, he does harm to no colony, and yet

obtains the most splendid young stocks. By this temporary
and trifling drain over-strong stocks are checked in their pre-

parations for swarming, whilst nearly equal industry is main-
tained, and so not only does the produce increase, but also the

lasting prosperity of the stocks is insured, since little by little

the superannuated mothers are removed, and strong young ones
become bred in their place.

It is hardly necessary to remark, that it is only in hives with
moveable combs, that all the advantages herein signified, are

to be attained. In hives with immoveable combs artificial

swarming is difficult, and had better be avoided. Here at the

best driving only is practicable, but this frequently fails just

in those cases in which it would be most useful

—

i.e., when it

is desirable to remove a weak old queen.
Extraordinai-y advantages and conveniences for artificial

swarming are offered by two apiaries about a half hour's walk
from one another, with this help, each fertile queen is easily

furnished with a corresponding quantity of bees from some of

the strongest stocks, after which the swarra is taken to the

other apiary, and established there. The difference between it

and a natural swarm is only this, that the bees have not pro-

vided themselves so abundantly with food. For this reason it

is well to furnish them with a honeycomb, or to give them
honey to prompt them immediately to the first play and to

gathering. It is well, also, to furnish them with a brood-comb,
because then the colony is certain not to forsake its dweUing,
and will the sooner defend itself from all attacks.

In this way nearly all my artificial swarms have been esta-

blished, and not one has failed. From a good stock one can
take by degrees in the course of a summer, an incredible num-
ber of bees, and during a protracted honey season the number
of colonies may be multijilied to an extraordinary extent.

The transport of bees is also rendered very easy, by removing
heavy combs, and substituting well-secured empty ones, which
will endure any amount of violent shaking and jolting.

He who has not two distant apiaries at his disposal, and has
no opportunity of placing artificial swarms with a friend in the
neighbourhood, will do well to occasion artificial voluntary

swarms by taking away the queen only from a strong stock.

By means of the after-swarms which the stock will give in about
fourteen days, when the weather is not too unf.ivourable, or

when they are supplied with food, stocks can be established.

In order to obtain more swarms, one should be able from the

first, if they are strong, to give back a portion of the bees to the

mother stock. Indeed it only comes to this, through an inde-

pendent, if also weak swarm to form the foundation of a stock.

By the gradual insertion of brood the stock can be raised to

any strength desired, and by the continuous supply of food

may become the best brood-stock. Experience having proved
that second and third swarms possess excellent mothers, they
are, therefore, especially worthy of being strengthened 60 as to

be able to go through the winter.

—

Dziekzon.

there I do not see why they should have left the feast which
Nature had provided for them, and betaken themselves to the
trees amongst the sooty aphides. At all events it is the first

year, and I hope it may be the last that will come under the
observation of—A Lanakushire Bee-iceepek.

THE HONEY SEASON IN LANARKSHIRE.
This year has been throughout a most untoward one, and so

uncertain were we of a fine day, that not unfrequently after the

barometer had been rising and well up for some days, we would
find the morning ushered in with squalls and rain. The fact

is, all our weather guides were at fault, and although at times

we could not say that the thermometer was low, still the air

wanted that serenity which accompanies fine weather, the sun
being most obscured throughout the season.

Our crops showed a very great want of that golden colour so

pleasing to the eye in autumn, and so much did our flowers

suffer from the want of sun, that, for example. Sweet Peas

were six months in the ground ere they showed bloom. There

was a great paucity of flowers of all kinds, and particularly of

our best bee flower, white clover, and the bees had, therefore,

to betake themselves to the trees, gathering the honeydew
amongst the aphides, which when stored was in fact as dark as

treacle. Most of their work was from 3 a.m. to 9 a.m., this

being the only time when they could collect honey. Although

bees have this year maintained themselves from honeydew, it

must have been for the want of flowers, as if these had been

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hamburgh Pcllets Losing theib T.\tls (P. P.).—We imagine your

Hambur<jhs do not shed their tails, but they poll each other's out. Se-
parate them, and give them some lettuces to eat.
Fattening Rabbits (Subscriber).—Give caiTots, oatmeal, oats, and

bran, and a little water at times.
Age to wuicit Fowls continue Profitable {Harriet).—-Uons may

be kept four years, and cocks as long. Old hens often make the best
sitters and mothers.
DucKwiNG Bantams (S'pcs).—The dark markinR on the hackle of your

Duckwin^j Bantam is a grave fault, and in close competition would be
fatal. It is theresultof thecross. They would passiu slight competition.
Feeding Owls ( J(Zrm).—Feed Owls on sparrows, mice, pieces of rabbit,

anything that has feathers or pelt. Owls require this, as they throw up
castings like other birds of prey.
Bills of Rouen Ducks {A.'H.).—ln both sexes the bills should be of

the colour of those of Wild Ducks. In them the mallard has a yellow bill

shaded over with light green. Any slate colour in the bill of duck or
drake should disqualify.
Plumage of Silver-spangled Hamburgii Cock (H. B.).—He need

not have a clouded haclde. It is the hen that must not have a clear one.
The gi'eat points in the cock are—a well spiked and not over-large comb,
piked behind, the pike turning upwards, well and firmly set on the head*
inclining to neither side ; a white deaf ear, not larger than a sixpence,
if no larger than a fourpenny picco so much the better ; breast well
spotted, black and white ; wing barred, nnd, in our opinion, laced, if

possible ; tail quite white, each feather spotted or mooned on the tip.

Cross between Dark Brahmas and Dark Dorkings (Idevi).— We
approve of the cross you have adopted. It makes an excellent bird, much
better as a table fowl, than a Dorking cock and Brahma liens. You may if

you please let the pullets run with a Dorking cock next season, but you
must bear in mind each time you do so. you are drawing nearer to the
pure Dorking. Thus, the half- breds of 1&68 put to a Dorking cock in 1869,
will produce chickens with only one out of four parts of Brahma, and so
on, diminishing every year, till at last there vd]l be no appearance of
Brahma origin, nor would its existence be known, did not a throw-back
now and then give proof of it.

Indian Game Fowls (^.L.P.).—"The Indian Game fowls aro Black-
breasted Reds, Ginger Reds, Gingers, Brown-breasted Reds, and Ginger
Brown Reds ; the first two sorts generally, though not always, with red
eyes and yellow legs, and red combs and faces ; the Gingers always with
yellow eyes and legs, and yellowish combs and faces ; and the two last-

named sorts with dark eyes, dark legs, and dark gipsy combs and faces.
The Black-breasted Reds are—some bright red, some light ginger red,
and some darkish red. Their hens are of a reddish Partridge-ltrown
colour of various shades, with golden hackles and reddish fawu or red-
dish bay breasts. The Ginger Reds are bright red gingers ; the cocks'
breasts red ginger, tho hens' breasts ginger. The hens are of a light ginger
rfd colour with yellow ginger hackles. The Gingers and Pencilled are
of a yellow giuger colour, with hens like those of the Ginger Reds, though
less red. The Brown Reds are dark birds ; hens of a dusky dark brown,
pencilled all over. Tha Ginger Brown Reds are lighter again in colour
than these, with the hens also rather lighter, but of the same colour.
These colours are also the primitive colours of our EngUsh Game fowls.
The average wcieht varies, but is also much the same as that of our
English birds. The number of spurs makes no difference in their good-
ness. They are in general not so well shaped, less handsome, and less
high-couraged than EngUsh Game, and more resemble the smaller
Malays, though ([uite distinct from any Malays. Colonel Mordaunt's
Engli&h Game fowls, however, in 1827, were beaten in India by the Indian
Game birds; but then his birds had, probably, suffered by his long sea
voyage to India. At some future time a full description of the Indian
Game fowls will be in the Poultry Chronicle, and also of the various
sorts of the Gallus ferrugineus, or the Red-brown Wild Jungle Fowl of
the East Indies.

—

Newmabeet."
Feeding Dccks (T. W. £.).—Ducks fed on grain lay very well ; but

they, as well as other birds, want change of food, and thrive better when
they have it. Aylesbury Ducks lay more eggs than the Rouen, but they
do not sit. There is more nutriment in Ducks' eggs thau in bens' eggs.
Brahmas Fon Exhibition (J. S. B.).—From the description you give

of the bird you bred of Ellis's strain, he is fit only lor tbe cook. He is

neither fit for stock nor exhibition. You may exhibit "Pickles'" bird
with good hope of success.
Kalege Pheasants—Japanese Pea Fowls {A. L. B.).—Kalege Phea-

sants are natives of India, the Himalayas. The cock is blue and white ; the
hen brown. In shape, crests, andsize, they more resemble the silver Phea-
sant than any other of our accUmatised breeds. They have also the gait
of them. Tbe Japanese Pea Fowl difl'ers from the common inasmuch as
it has no plain feathers. The wing tliat is a plain brown in tho ordinary
bird, in the Japanese iscovered M'ith beanlifuUv shaded bright green and
blue feathers, each being marked in outline by a brilliant and shining
rim. There is not a plain feather in the plumage. The White Pea Fowl
is the most valuable. They are said not to breed till they are two years
old. It is a disputed point, and we believe it true only of the male. They
lay once in tbe year, and are natives of Asia. The Wonga Wongas have
been tried at liberty, but we have never heard of their breeding.
Mortality among Canaries ill'. H, H.).—The numerous deaths of

your birds have been caused through exposure to tbe inclemency of the
weather. The weather lately has been far too cold for canaries to be in
an outbuilding, and a sudden change from waim to cold will oftentimes
cause the birds to drop ofl'. To keep canaries in health tbe temperature
should not be below 46- Fah., although they may be trained by gradual
exposure to endure a much lower temperature. An addition of a small
quantity of bruised hemiJ seed and a little maw seed, mixed with hard-
boiled egg chopped fine, and a few groats, is recommended, but. no
green meat, and most x^i'obably after a few days a great change 'will be

I observed.
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to the influence of the weather, for flavour, so that last year's

mistake might not again be committed. This, however, proved

to be only another mistake to be added to the already long

category. The fruit, not having swelled, was in too delicate a

stage to withstand the trying weather to which they were ox-

posed, and consequently cracked before ripening. Although of

fair size and flavour, they were by no means calculated to please

critical eyes or palates ; nevertheless the " bairns " made short

work of them, and even the elders did not disdain to share.

So convinced am I that the system will be a great success

here in the north, that all my hitherto-neglected trees will now
be regularly nailed down to small wooden bars, pegged down
with iron pegs from front to back, five limbs to each tree.

The lights will be kept on all the year through, excepting only
September and part of October, according to the season when
the fruit ought to be pulled. The lights will be again put
on immediately the Peara are pnlled.

I may now state that the lights are 18 inches from the bricks,

and in spring the current of air is so strong that it will be

necessary to put up boards along the front in windy or frosty

weather.
A fri^d of mine was warned some time ego by an eminent

northern fVuit grower, who had gained chief honours in Lon-
don in competition with all comers, against growing Pears
nnder glass, as there was no flavour ; but, however much of

truth might be in this assertion as regards glass houses, there

oan be little or no application of the phrase to a slope from
which the lights can be removed, so that the fruit may be
exposed to the direct influence of the weather when wanted—

a

principle which, when properly carried out in practice, com-
bines the assured crop of a protrected tree, the size of wall

fruit, or even larger, and the flavour for which standard trees

are pre-eminent.

In the genial south glass-lights will scarcely be thought of

for Peara, and Peaches will likely be substituted ; but here in

the far north, many will probably try to grow both Pears and
Apples by such means, if only well assured of a crop.

I have mislaid the actual cost of the slope, and cannot now
state exactly what it was ; suflice it to say the original cost was
trifling, and the lights cost here 12s. each, although they will

be considerably cheaper towards the south. Each light covers

a tree.

Although in this communication there has been little but
comparative failure to record, I yet consider that I am on the
threshold of success, and that better luck will come with an-
other nd a better year to renovate somewhat an enthusiasm
which had begun to cool under the depressing influence of

continued failure ; and at present I really do believe, that by
careful management, we can grow Pears quite as large as
French Pears (having already grown them), and with flavour

not to be surpassed.—K. E,

VINES- -TOP AND BOTTOM-
HOPE.

-PEKPLEXITY-

As an acknowledgment for the services of a friend who weekly
brings "our Journal" from the stationer's of the town, a few
miles distant, I give him the privilege of opening the paper and
perusing its contents. The various articles on Vine culture
arrested his attention, and ultimately he became so fascinated
with the matter that the very sight and sound of Vine culture
acted as a charm, and propelled him to the irresistible con-
clusion to become a Vine grower himself, confident that the
same concentration of energy and persistent industry, which,
step by step, raised him from the plough to the workshop, and
eventually to a flourishing business and a freehold house,
would reward him with a fair share of success in his new un-
dertaking.

His mind once made up, work became the order of the day.
Materials were forthwith procured, and shortly two structures

were erected, consisting of upwards of 2000 feet of glass. A
iboiler was fixed, and hot-water pipes were put together by his
own hands by candle light during the long winter evenings.
A smoke-shaft was formed of large sanitary-pipes, and run
round by the side of the hot-water pipes, thus economising all

the beat. Ventilation was provided by opening the entire
front and back of the house, and worked by leverage. The
whole of these structures were worked from plaias of his own.
A crop of Ash-leaf Kidney Potatoes was taken from the border
ineide, realising £5 within seven months fn.'m the commence-
ment of preparations. All this, done with the assistance of one

man, and at odd times, and in over hotirs, was justly regarded
as a satisfactory beginning.
And now to border making. Here his perplexities began,

for on reverting to the back numbers of the Journal, and atten-
tively reading up all which had any bearing on the case, he
became positively bewildered. What with opposing schemes,
conflicting practices, apparently irreconcileable statements and
processes, was it not enough to damp the ardour of an en-
thusiast thirsting for knowledge ? His days and nights of
study and labour, and his diminished balance at the bankers,
began to haunt him ; his bright anticipations were deepen-
ing into gloom, and for the first time in his life, perhaps, he
lost confidence. In his perplexity he came to me, and laid

bare his whole case. Much was made plain to him, much re-

mained still in doubt ; however, every point was discussed, and
it was ultimately decided that for an outside border 2J feet

deep would be ample. It foot below, and 1 foot above the general
level of the ground. Half the length of the border was forth-

with excavated ; the bottom was laid with flat tiles drawn with
mortar and cement, and with a slope towards the front, and a
few inches of broken stones were placed on the tiles. Turf
about 3 inches thick, rather light than heavy, was procured
and mixed in with about one-sixth of old mortar rubbish, and
a liberal blackening of soot, perhaps about one-twentieth of
the entire bulk ; no bones being used in this, but reserved for the
other half of the border, which will be finished at a future time.
This depth of border, all alike good, and to be enriched with
top-dressings when occasion may require, I beUeve capable of
growing good Black Hamburgh Grapes.
For the house intended for Muscats, a different mode of pro-

cedure was determined on. The border is inside the house, and
nearly 6 feet deep. This depth was considered necessary on
account of the comparatively small size of the border, 23 feet

by 16 feet, and having to support sixteen Vines, for it must be
understood that three sides of the house are glass, and Vines
are to be trained up the north wall as well. Good drainage was
secured, and 18 inches of stones put in the bottom. Precisely
the same mixture of soil was used as for the outside border, only
containing more opening material in the shape of five quarters
of good lumpy charcoal ; this, mainly on the point of cheapness,
was preferred to bones. It can be purchased at less than half
the price, and I think will answer the purpose equally well.

Bones have two actions, mechanical and chemical, their chemi-
cal value depending, I believe, on the phosphate of lime which
they contain. This phosphate, however, being so nearly in-
soluble affords a stimulant to the Vines so homoeopathic in
character as to be scarcely perceptible, except under the in-

fluence of an acid, and the application of this would soon
reduce their mechanical action to nothing. Charcoal, on the
other hand, will, I think, be allowed to be as imperishable in
its nature as bones ; it will, therefore, serve the same purpose
mechanically, while, chemically, it is principally valuable oa
account of its property of fixing ammonia, and also by its com-
bining with oxygen and generating carbonic acid, a primary
essential of the food of plants ; but except in the presence of

nitrogen, ammonia is not formed in the soil. Nitrogen is

easily conveyed by saturating the charcoal in a solution rich in

that element previously to mixing it in the soil. This I have
done. It is thus, I think, that charcoal is as good as bones, in
being equally durable, stimulating, and porous.

And now to the top part of the question, and here my pupil
was equally at fault, and the almost recriminatory articles on
temperature, and the antagonistic opinions of the authors, only
added to his discomposure. His perplexity was furtherenhanced
by a short tour of Vine inspection, where ho witnessed Vines
growing in carefully made borders presenting anything but an
encouraging aspect, while others looked well, though growing in
haphazard borders, as he termed them. " How do you account
for it?" was bis reasonable exclamation. " There is something
wrong somewhere, and instead of the writers telling it, they
amuse themselves by pitching into each other." In was in this

frame of mind I left him. His next visit was one of hope,
which was visible on his countenance, when he brought me the
number of November 14th, with this observation, " There is a
bomb in the camp, Mr. Pearson has hit the target. I hope he
will shoot again, and when the smoke disperses I shall see my
way clearly." I, too, hope he and others will write again, fori am
decidedly of opinion that there is much to be learnt on the
summer management of Vines. Perhaps I may add my mite,
perhaps not. I am not a Grape grower, in the popular accep-
tation of the term, the extent of my obligations—indeed, my
orders are explicit—is to grow plenty of small bunches of good
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Xruit for tho table. This I do as eoonomioally as possible. I

oannothope, therefore, to say much, neither cau I gather mnoh
of the opioiona of others, except througli " our .Joarnal." 1 —
and I may aa well out with it—have a domestic vine and
several ohve branches, and this circumstance curtails my
library, and has prevented me, as yet, enjoying " Thomson on
the Vine," and other authors. This, however, is not a source

of unminglod regret. Does not a family aSord an incentive to

zeal of the most natural and forcible kind ? This I am glad is

becoming more recognised by employers. A man with his

heart in his business, and who can supply himself with

books, may have the advantage ; but a man whose heart is

in his business, and is backed by half a dozen hearts at homo,
each more dear than his own, possesses an inexhaustible mine
of power and energy which no other source cau supply. Would
that employers would become more cognisant of thia; not only

see, but feel it ; then the uncharitable stipulation of " no en-

oumbranoe," would soon become a thing of the past.—J. W.

MR. SALTER'S SEEDLING JAPANESE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

In tho last number but one of the Journal there is a short

description and allusion to these very interesting and curious

flowers ; may I be allowed a short space to invite tho attention

of all lovers of plants to these extraordinary specimens '! Per-

sons who have been accustomed to view the Chrysanthemum
as a florists' flower might at first sight condemn their rugged
appearance, but upon closer inspection they will find much to

admire in the thread-like florets of various hues, somewhat
resembling the long tentacula of the Sea Anemone. There
is every shade of colour which the Chrysanthemum assumes

—

some mottled or variegated, others dark on the upper surface

and light underneath. The form of tho buds is very peculiar,

the florets taking an upright direction when first coming out.

A visit to Mr. Salter's nursery at the present time will amply
repay the trouble of making a journey to Hammersmith.
For decorative purposes this last now style of Chrysantbemum

will be likely to prove very useful, and the varieties will not be
without their admirers. From what Mr. Salter states, these
seedlings were produced from Chrysanthemum roseum punc-
tatnm, a Japanese plant introduced into England by Mr. For-
tune.—X.

PROPAGATING PELARGONIUMS.
Complying with your request at page 311, I will now detail

my mode of propagating the Pelargonium. It is very simple,
although I am perfectly aware that every one has not the same
means at command as I have, but generally such eiust where
largo numbers of Pelargoniums are wanted.
As I have already stated, I never begin propagating till the

last week in August. I have by that time a number of Melon
frames at liberty ; the old Melon plants are cleared out, and
about one barrowload of leaf mould and half a barrowload
of sand are placed on the old soil left in the frame, and mixed
with it for about 4 inches deep. The surface is then levelled

and well watered, after which all is ready for tho cuttings.

I commence first wit'u the most tender varieties, such as
Golden Chain, Golden Fleece, Mountain of Light, Honeycomb,
and, indeed, all the slow-growing sorts, then follow with the
more robust. Generally three persons are employed in making
tho cuttings and one lad in inserting them. In doing this he
takes hold of the cutting about "2 inches from its base, and
pushes it down with his finger and thumb, leaving a small hole
where the finger and thumb have been. A lad can put in the cut-
tings nearly as fast as three persons can make them. When one
light of the frame has been filled, ho takes a watering pot with
a wide-holed rose, and gives the bed a thorough soaking, and
puts on the sash at once. The second and all the rest of the
lights are filled in the same manner, and all the sashes put on
after watering. Should the weather prove dull no shading will

be requhed ; but if, on the contrarj-, it is very bright, a slight

shading will be very beneficial. On no account, however, give
air at any time until the cuttings begin to grow, when it may
be admitted very gradually, and at the expiration of three or
four weeks they will be well rooted.
The potting of the rooted cuttings with me depends to a

great extent upon circumstances ; but as soon as possible I

have them potted, and take them at once back to the pits or
frames, where they remain as long as the weather wiU allow.

They are then housed, and at the present time I have as fine

a stock of young plants as if they had been rooted and potted
off by the time I commenced putting in my cuttings. I struck

about two hundred cuttings early, and at the present time Ujey
are certainly larger, but not so healthy-looking.

Last year, thinking that I might save time, I put in the cat-

tings in pots at once, and placed them in the frames, treating

them in every other respect like the cuttings inserted in the
soil, but tho result was very different. I lost a much larger

per-centage of the cuttings, and the plants did not become so

strong in the autumn ; and what little growth they made in

winter was very spindling and weak on account of the soil be-

coming so hard and close, while there was no root-action when
the cuttings were striking. I have, therefore, returned to my
old plan this year, and although it involves a little additional

labour, this is more than compensated for by a strong, healthy,
dwarf, clean growth instead of the weak growth mentioned
above.

—

J.imes Stewakt, Nurultam. Park.

SUCCESSIONAL PEAS.
The past has been one of the most successful Pea seasons

I ever had, and I forward you a statement of the results.

You will perceive that I commenced gathering Peas on the
'Jlst of June. From that date to the 19th of November, when
1 gathered my last dish from No Plus Ultra, I have no hesi-

tation in saying that I have bad a succession of very superior
Peas. My greatest foes have been tho sparrows, and they
select the choicest Peas.
Much is said about new varieties of Peas, but I am no

hunter after novelties. If I had No Plus Ultra along with
Veitch's Perfection, 1 would seek no further for summer and
autumn Peas.

Sangster's No. 1, sown November 12th, 1866 ; in bloom May
yth

; gathered June Slat. Made good growth and was well
podded ; the pods well filled with good-sized Peas of excellent

quality. It continued a long time in bearing, growing with me
5 feet high. An old but useful variety.

Dickson's Favourite, sown November 12th ; in bloom May
30th

;
gathered June 28th. A good strong-growing Pea, yielding

a good crop of large, well-filled pods, of very good quality. It

gi-ewwith me 5 feet in height. A very useful standard variety.

DilUstone's Prolific, sown November 12th ; in bloom May
5th; gathered June 14th. A rather slender-growing variety,

the pods short and well-filled with Peas ef good quality. Its

coming into use a few days earlier than the preceding is a point
in its favour, but it soon ceases to produce. Height about
3 feet.

DilUstone's Prolific, sown February 5th ; in bloom May 23rd

;

gathered June 26th. Much stronger than those sown in Novem-
ber ; larger pods and Peas. I think it is a very good early

variety, growing 3 feet high.
Double-Blossomed Frame, sown February 23rd ; in bloom

June 14th
;
gathered July 18th. An old but useful kind, which

bears hard usage and yields a good crop of very fair quality.

Grows about 5 feet high.

Prizetaker, sown February 23rd ; in bloom June :i'3nd

;

gathered July 18th. A most excellent crop of first-rate quality ;

fine pods, well filled. It must be used young. One of the best

second-early Peas, growing with us about 6 feet in height.

Prince.-'s Royal, sown April 9th ; in bloom July Ist
;
gathered

July 27th. One of the finest crops I ever saw. A strong-

growing Pea bearing almost to the ground fine large pods,

generally well filled with fine large Peas of good quality. It

very much resembles Veitch's Perfection ; it continues long
in bearing, and grows about 4 feet high.

Yorkshire Hero, sown April 9th ; in bloom July 1st; gathered
July 27th. A very dwarf-growing variety of strong habit,

podded nearly to the ground, very prolific ; continues to give a

succession of fine Peas for a length of time. An acquisition

to those who have a difficulty in obtaining stakes. Height
2 feet.

Veitch's Perfection, sown April 2Cth; in bloom July 13th;

gathered August 5th. One of the very best Peas in cultivation ;

a strong grower, producing large, well-filled pods. The Peas
large, tender, sugary, and of first-rate quality. About 4 feet

in height.

Ne Plus Ultra, sown May 9th ; in bloom July 27th ;
gathered

August 23rd. A very tine, tall-growing Pea, with large, well-

filled pods. The Peas when cooked of a beautiful green colour,

so desirable in first-class Peas. The height this Pea attains
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(10 feet), is a drawback to it, especially in places exposed to
vind ; but I am of opinion that any amount of labour bestowed
ou it ^YiIi be well repaid by its productiveness.

Yeitch's Perfection, sown May ytb ; in bloom July 27th
;

gathered August 19th. Remarks as above.
Ne Plus Ultra, sown May 'iTth ; in bloom July 30th

; gathered
August "iSth. Remarks as above.

Fortyfold, sown June 6th ; in bloom -July 30th
;
gathered

August 30th. Sown June Itith; iu bloom AuRiist 11th
;
gathered

September stb. A tall-growing Pea of very good quality and
very productive, having large, well-filled pods, but not equal to

Veitch's Perfection or Ne Plus Ultra.
. Height 10 feet.—M. U.,

Acklam Hall, Middlcuhorovij'n-on-Tccs.

OENERAL ILVNAGEMENT OF A GROUND
\aNERY.

The great advantage of the ground vinery as first introduced
Tiy Mr. Rivers is, that besides planting, pruning, training, and
thinning, the vinery may almost be left to itself, requiring no
air-giving, syringing, watering inside, &e., which occupy so
much time, and require such constant watchfulness in common
houses. On the whole, I look ou these vineries as chiefly
useful for amateurs and tenants who do not want and cannot
afford much outlay, and who yet wish to have a few Grapes for
themselves and friends, but could not put up a house.

I am aware of several disappointments caused by expecting
too much from a Vine during the first or second season after
planting ; but continued success will greatly depend on cutting
the Vine, when planted, well back, say a six-foot rod to 2 feet,

and taking only a bunch or two the first season. Cut back to
4 or 5 feet next year, and take half a dozen bunches or so.

This will lay the foundation for continued fruitfulness and
good success. Much also will depend on the planting, which
is best done at one end. The soil should be good, sweet, and
well manured with a peck or two of crushed bones, rich dress-
ings on the surface being also given every season, and, above
all, dryness at the roots must be secured, so that rains and
manure waterings will pass freely without standing about the
roots.

Ground vineries may be made of any size—either like the
old curate's vinery, with sides without bars, and all in a piece,

they being moved off or tilted up on one side when work has
to be done ; or, like those of Mr. Wells, they may be hinged on
the sides, so as to permit of work being done in them without
moving. It matters little, however, in which form they are if

the simple idea is to be maintained, which I take to be allowin"
the vinery to look after itself to a considerable extent. I may
just add, that of those I have seen the best results seem to
attend, not those with a trench below the Vines, but those
where the ground inside is covered with slates between the
bricks at the sides, and where the Vine stem, instead of lying
on the slates, is trained to a neat wire held up by pins 8 or
9 inches above the slate. For such a mode of growth the
Tinery should be 3 feet wide, and 18 to 20 inches in height at
{he ridge. When a single Vine is to be pegged down to the
slates the house may be .30 inches wide and 15 inches iu height.
Whatever the height, it may easily be added to if more room
is necessary, by placing another row, or even two rows, of
bricks at the sides.

As bcaiing on the general management, I may here reiterate
what has already been alluded to, that unless to free the Vines
from dust, &o., a ridged ground vinery need never be moved
for the purpose of syringing, &c. ; as after a hot day, and a
clear night especially, the leaves of the Vines will be damp
enough in the morning from the vapour that was raised from
beneath the slates and having become condensed, which invi-
sible vapour would rise all day, and the more iu proportion to
the heat of the sun. I had the pleasure of convincing one who
would not believe a similar fact, by placing some large bell-

glasses on flagstone pavement, making them air tight at the
bottom by means of putty ; and though the spaces beneath the
glasses were dry enough during the day, they were damp enough
the following morning. The moist vapour would ascend much
more easily from the earth by the sides of and through the
slate, than through flagstone pavement.
As regards ventilation, that is provided for by the row of

bricks placed endwise, with openings between them, on each t

side for the little ridged house to stand upon. In cold exposed
places from 2j to 3-inoh openings will be enough. In warmer,
more sheltered places, but with full exposure to sun, 4 inches

will be required ; but for a warm exposure 4) inches will not
be too much ; and this distance will be important, as then, not
for the Vine in summer but for other purposes in winter, it

might be necessary to shut off the air altogether. These
openings 1 would leave from the budding of the Vine until the
cutting of the fruit. In dull weather and cold positions in
nutumu it might be advisable to ]jlug up the half of the open-
ings in order to obtain more sun heat, but in the generality of
seasons that will not be required. Such openings will secure
the heat from the brightest sun rising gradually, and the tem-
perature will decline gradually after the sun gets low. It is

not the high temperature that the Vine suffers from in houses,
but it is the heat increasing so fast, and pent-up vapours along
with it, when air is not given early. These openings will keep
all right without help or care.

With respect to taking off the glass for the winter, unless
particularly wanted for other purposes, I would say, Do not
remove them at all. The Vine will be all the better for that
protection, though in some parts of the country the Vines
might have a little protection iu severe weather, and the glass
be used for other purposes ; but many things might be put
under the ridges as they stand, and do no harm to the Vine
after it was pruned, and then if these subjects would be in-

jured by a frosty air, the half bricks I have referred to might
go into the openings at night and be removed for ventilation.
In cold places in the north I would stop up these holes in
severe weather in winter, as the cold, though intense, will do
little harm to such plants as the Vine if the air about it is

kept dry and still.

Again, it matters not whether the Vine during the winter
should lie on the ground, or rather slates, or be fixed 8 or
inches above it. In very cold places, as stated above, I would

stop the ventilation in severe weather. In a mild climate I
should consider it quite unnecessary, so far as the Vine was
concerned. And, once more, with such openings between the
bricks I do not consider that any other ventilation will be
necessary

; but, if at all doubtful, a small triangular piece might
be removable at each end, just under the ridge.—R. Fish.

PEACH STONES SPLITTING.
Foe the last two years the stones of most of my Peaches, in

pots, in orchard-houses, have split ; though I am not aware
that there has been any material difference in their treatment
from former years. Some are in an unhealed house, some
have a little atmospheric heat, some bottom heat, but they
have all suffered more or less. The cracking is usually said to

arise from watering with cold water iu the spring. I never use
chilled water. The kernels are generally sound.

Allow me to take this opportunity of recommending that
most excellent new Peach, Dr. Hogg, to any amateur who de-
sires a really valuable novelty.—G. S.

[In our in-door treatment of Peach trees we let the soil get

tolerably dry in the beginning of winter, but we like to have
the soil well moistened just before fresh growth begins to mani-
fest itself. That is the only early time when we use common
water, say from 40° to 50° ; but even then we would prefer the
water to be heated a little, but it would be inconvenient. After

that the plants in heated houses receive water iu tempera-
ture from 60° to 75°. When in bloom we have the surface dry
by raking the ground, water as wanted after that, and the most
particular time to insure the stone being all right is to give a
good watering as the stoning commences, and not much more
until it is finished. In our own practice, the stone-splitting

has most troubled us when we gave heavy waterings during the

stoning period, and since we avoided that as much as possible

we have hardly had a split stone. By that time common
Avater will be warm enough when the forcing is not early, but
during stoning, and before the hardening is effected, it is not
advisable to use too much, hot or cold. This may be prevented

by watering well before the fruit's commencing to stone, and
after that is finished. Will some of our readers give us their

thoughts and experience on the subject ?]

EED BEET AS AN ORNAMENTAL PLANT.
I SENT out some fifteen years since, Henderson's Short-top

Garden Beet. It is a short-topped Beet, and the leaves are of

a dark colour, and hang down to the ground, so that none of

the root is seen. It may be sown as early as the first week in

March, and wiU not put up a seed-stem the first season. I
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aent Mr. Perkins, at Thombnm Hall, a amall quantity of seed

of tbia Beet last BpriDg, nud I should like to know bis opinion

of it aa an oruamentiil plant in a flower garden.—C. Suoiit,

Flixtiiii I'ark, ISuwiaij.

[Wo Bent the above to Mr. Perkina, and thia ia his reply :

—

"Imnst say that Mr. Short's Ked Beet exceeded my expec-

tations. As a crimson-leaved plant for a long ribbon border it

ia most vnliiable. This Beet may be sown in March without

any fear of its running to seed, and if protected in severe

weather, it soon becomes fit for either the salad bowl or the

flower garden. Its habit ia very dwarf, and the leavea hang
down 80 as to completely cover the root, which ia a very im-

portant characteristic, not only in a flower gardening point of

view, but as a Rreat protection from frost, hence its usefulness

in a flower garden for the greater part of November.
" The decorative character of this Beet ia greatly increased

when it is grown by the side of Variegated Pelargoniums, Cen-

tauroas, and other white-leaved plants. The small leaves of

this Beet are also very useful for decorating the dessert, for

which purpose I have not heard of their being nsed before.

" Mr. Kobson, of Linton Pcuk, was, I think, the first to re-

commend Beet as an ornamental-leaved plant for the flower

garden, and, perhaps, he will inform us whether be still uses

it, and if so, whether he ever used the variety in question."]

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GARDENING.
W;: have next (see pages 383, 3S-f), to deal with Mr. Rivers's

remarks on French gardening, taking them in detail. We have

seen the tendency of bis letter ; we have seen how much he

admired the " truths " of the " Londo.v Mahket (taiuienei!,"

we shall now see what his ideas upon this subject are worth,

and what are his claims to pronounce judicially upon it, even if

disposed to do so fairly. After ridiculing the various fancy

ways of training pursued by the French—remember—I assure

the reader that I had praised no fancy mode pursued by them
or others—he comes to a definite observation :

—

1. " The cordon system, so much written about, is a very

old English system," Mr. Thompson, of Chiswick, having prac-

tiaed it for " some forty years past," and " in every good fruit

garden in England fruit trees are trained after the same
method!" Each of these statements is incorrect. I happened
to be at breakfast with one of the best and most respected cul-

tivators in the British Isles, and one well acquainted with gar-

dening in all parts of the country, when I first saw the number
of The Joounal or Uobticultuue containing -Mr. Rivera's

article. He read it for me while I breakfasted, and upon
coming to this passage well might he exclaim, " What a sweep-

ing untruth !" There are only a few j'oung cordons in the

Chiswick gardens, the cordon system originated in France, and
the system is merely in its infancy in English gardens.

To call a Pear tree trained in the usual fashion on a wall

a cordon, is absurd. The pinching and pruning are the same,
no matter what form the Pear tree may assume ; but the

name cordon is only appUed in France to trees kept to a

single stem, or with very slight deviations from that form.
The palmette Verrier, or any other popular form, may be seen
with its branches trained in exactly the same way as the oblique

cordons on the wall ; but the cultivator never thinks of apply-

ing the term cordon to the larger forms. In fact, the very
merits claimed for the system are that by planting trees very
closely against a wall or trellis, and confining their energies to

a single stem, the wall maybe covered quickly. If the ordinary
Pear tree with horizontal branches trained against a wall or

espalier be ni cnnlm, where is it called so ia our books ? It is

of course no such thing either in France or England. The cor-

don system is not of English origin, being known to have existed

in France even longer than with " the old farmer in Sussex."
For the address of this gentleman I, as well as others of your
readers, would feel much obliged. Not that the fact of bis having
trees with branches trained in the vase form, or something very
like it, and grafted on the Crab, proves that he has had the least

to do with the origination of the cordon system, but he is said
to have produced such a wonderful result that he must be
worthy of a visit. But as his system has little or nothing to do
with the one modification of the cordon recommended by me,
and absolutely uouo of its advantages, I pass it by without
further notice.

2. Mr. Rivers defines a cordon as " simply a branch or single-

stemmed tree with all its young shoots shortened during the
Bommer." That is the most correct definition in bis paper, bat

not quite correct, for yon may see in numerous French gardens
the single-stemmed cordon Peach tree with the shoots laid in pre-
cisely like the trees with a score of branches. But in a recent
number of a contemporary journal Mr. Rivers distinctly saye
that this definition (given by an opponent in diecusaing tlus

question), " was simply the statement of an error." How does
he reconcile the two statements ? How is it possible to arrive

at any useful conclusion where such tactics are pursued y Mr.
C. Baltot, of Troyes, a distinguished French fruit-grower defines

a cordon as a tree reduced to it.'< most simple form—one single

stem furnished with little fruiting branches.
3. In one part of the letter he praises onr English climate,

in another he says it is poor compared to that of France. He
does this wishing to show that we " are not behind the French
so far as our climate will allnw." I say that we are decidedly
behind the French in the culture of the Pear tree. The reader
may ask, IIow? In the first place, our humbler and lower middle
class hardly know v.hat it is to taste a good Pear from one end
of the year to the other. In France it is different ; many a poor
householder who cultivates his own garden in his spare hours,
has a stock of Pears now gradually coming to perfection in his
house that a British gardener with half a dozen assistants

might well be proud of. With us the knowledge of fruit culture
is confined to professional gardeners, and amateurs wealthy or
comparatively eo. In France it is not thus; the knowledge
of good kinds and their treatment is spread through every class

of society to a far greater extent than with us, and I look for-

ward to the day when the same knowledge spread among onr
people will produce an equally good result. I am told that as
good Pears as ever grew are obtained in this country, and that
their flavour is superior to those of any other country, and
then, perhaps, asked immediately afterwards, " How are we
to improve ? Consider our climate." I answer that if one
sage individual can grow a good Louise Bonne of Jersey, or
any other first-class Pear, there is no reason why one hundred
or more individuals in the same neighbourhood may not do
the same, and that what we want is an increased knowledge of

fruit culture and its advantages among cottagers ; indeed,
amongst all classes. There is an enormous class of small ama-
teur gardeners in this country who are hardly at present ac-

quainted with a good Pear. If this class cultivated that fine

fruit as much as they might, and as much as I one day hope to
see them do, they would add very much to their own domestic
comforts, swell their purses, and benefit the markets by seUing
the fruit.

But Mr. Rivers has been traversing France fifteen times or
so during the past thirty years, as he tells us, and though, pre-
vious to the present discussion with me, he has always highly
praised the French fruit growers, he now takes a very different

course, and, perhaps, I shall be told by him, that it is the cli-

mate does all this for the French. Therefore, I will quote a
letter from a very able English gardener, one who has resided
seven years in France, and who was so honourably mentioned
in your report of the great French fruit show—Mr. H. Knight,
of Pontchartrain. Nobody can be better acquainted with the
demerits of French gardening than he if. T'o him is due the
honour of showing the French how to cultivate the Vine as it

ought to be cultivated, and of making a really first-class garden
amongst them. But although he can do most things better
than the French, he freely admits that in some things we may
well learn a lesson from them, and accordingly adopts any of
their plans that seems to be an improvement upon our own.
To guard against misunderstanding, I may state that he lives

within thirty miles or so of Paris, and in a neighbourhood as
cold and harsh as England during the winter and spring
months, or more so. In the same neighbourhood I saw the leaves
of Magnolia grandiflora turned as brown as dried tobacco by
the frost at the cud of last Jlay, and the grower of the Peach
in the same region takes about twice as much trouble to pro-
tect his trees from frost as we in England generally do. After
giving some interesting statistics of the enormous quantities of

fruit annually aent to the Paris markets, and stating that
Beurri' d'Amanlis had been selling for 2s. a-hundred, and
Duchease d'Angonleme for 4) francs the hundred in August, in
the small markets near, he proceeds

—

" It is a notable fact, that every Frenchman cats at least a
bushel of fruit a-year, while it is as notable that two out of five

English rarely see, much less taste, goodfruit of any description.
An Apple, Pear, bunch of Grapes, or a handful of Cherries, is

eaten daily by every subject of Napoleon III. This 3C.5 lots of

fruit multiplied by the millions of population, necessarily
gives a total prodigious in itself, apart from the immense quan-
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tity sent abroad to England, Denmark, Kussia, Sweden, and
other colder climates. It is quite as childish to compare the
two countries in fruit growing, as it would be to compare the
two in the production of coal. Many of my men make as much
as 400 francs a-year from their little gardens of fruit, after
supplying their own family. This is clear profit, and costs
them nothing but labour—Sunday work. England imports, but
never exports fruit, excepting a few choice Grapes, while
Prance exports but never imports. After living seven years in
France, in a district quite near to Paris and by no means so
favourable to fruit culture as many other parts that I could
name, I have come to the conclusion that in this district

fruit culture is better understood by the people in it than
in any district in Britain. I leave individual gardens out of
the question. No country can boast of private gardens like
Great Britain ; but for peoples' gardens, or the great fruit-

jjroducing gardens, I give the palm to France. I cannot speak
of other countries. Why, go where you will in France, you see
pyramid Pear trees even in the most unlikely nooks, around
poor little houses. Every Frenchman loves a fruit tree, and
will have it, too, let him live where he may. If in a town, he
will stUI persist in growing his fruit tree, even in a tub or other
vessel. This practice is quite common in quaint old towns,
and probably it was this fashion that first suggested the idea
of an orchard-house. Grafting on the Quince stock has been
practised in France for two hundred years. This fact proves
that the French have been fully alive to the question of Pear
production and culture for a much longer period than the
English, or than is generally supposed."

This sufficiently proves the inferiority spoken of. The
fact that we have great numbers of well-managed noblemen's
and gentlemen's gardens all over the country, seems to make
bnt a very slight difference. Wo have yet much work to do
in this way before we equal the French as Pear-producers

;

and I am really astonished, as everybody must be who has
read Mr. Eivers's praises of the French cultivators, that he
should attack me for contributing my mite towards the im-
provement of our fruit cultivation. Itow often has he held up
•fean Crapaud as a bugbear to frighten English growers into
good habits, and talked of his making his way in the London
markets owing to the cultivators of Kent and other parts of
England being "fruitgrowers,'' but not " fruit cultivators!"

-1. He praises Knglish gardening. I never said a word to
the contrary, and stated its general superiority in the very
paper which drew from Mr. Pavers the article of the 12th of
September. Were I to write down the subjects which English
gardeners do better than French ones, I should produce a very
long list ; bnt the reader will probably agree with me, that to
discover any superior mode of culture pursued in France and
inform English horticulturists of it, was more appropriate work
for one studying the horticulture of that country than praising
English gardeners.
As this style of argument is rather common with Mr. Rivers,

and as he has since several times charged me both publicly and
privately with "disparaging" English gardeners, the following
quotation from Whately is, I think, calculated to have a good
effect upon him. I feel that a quotation from " Easy Lessons
on Eeasoning " would be more appropriate, but have not. my
books at hand. " Yet it is very common to find persons, either
out of ignorance and infirmity, or out of malice and obstinacy,
joining issue on the question whether this or that ever took
place, and representing the whole controversy as turning on
the literal truth of something that had never" been affirmed."
The qualities of English gardeners are beside the question.
To praise them is " needleps excess ;'' but as .=ome of the best
and ablest of men have testified to the benefit they have derived
from not being above taking a lesson from the humblest and
poorest individuals, it would be anything but complimentary
to the British gardener if wo supposed him to be above adopt-
ng a sensible mode of culture from even such a despised class
as the French gardeners are at present in Mr. Kivers's eyes.

5. The " London Makket Gakdenkr " thought the best part
of French Asparagus about as good as "oozeweed." Mr.
Eivers must think its flavour better than the English, for he says
it is " owing to the brighter sun of France." Both are wrong.
French Asparagus cut in the same state and size as British
does not differ from it in flavour in any perceptible degree.
The excellence of the French in this respect is owing to their
growing the plant on a more rational principle than is common
with ns, growing it generally much larger, and making it a
product which almost every dweller in a large town may enjoy
for many weeks in spring—not as with us, where its use is

confined to the comparatively well-to-do. Even owing to the
past dear Exposition season. Asparagus, good and fresh, formed
one of half a dozen dishes in some restaurants, where dinners
were served for a couple of slullings, including wine. It is

true that in the superior restaurants, where the very large
Asparagus with the long white stalks is served, you must pay
a franc or a franc and a half for a dish of it alone. This mode
of cutting, however, is bad, as we all know ; but it is very easy
to avoid that when it is so desired. That has nothing to do
with the culture of the "grass." Fashion has that particular

point under dominion, and as the growers wish to sell her
Asparagus they must bring it as she desires.

0. Mr. Iiivers says our English method of growing salads is

far superior, and goes on to say that he derives all his salads
from cheap unhealed houses, &c. Now to anybody who has
really had and taken an opportunity of knowing how well the
French grow all kinds of salad, this assertion of his must fur-

nish much amusement. Our production and cultivation of

winter salading is utterly contemptible compared to that of tho
French. They talk very little about their " superiority," but
they take particular care, after furnishing their own markets
with an abundance of the best salad ever grown, to supply the
enormous demand of London and many other large cities in
winter and spring. It may be said that their climate has all

to do with this ; but it is not so. Anybody can grow such
things in the open air—the greater portion of that sent to our
markets is grown under bell-glasses in northern and north-
central France, an immense quantity of it near Paris. Any
gardener who knows the two countries well will admit that
there are many places within fifty miles of London where
salads might be equally well-grown. I cannot now enter into
details, but I can assure your readers that a well-managed
salad-producing garden in the neighbourhood of Paris is, all

the year round, one of the most instructive and even beautiful

examples of cultivation anywhere to be found. I will spare
Mr. Eivers a comparison of its aspect with what I saw of his

"choice salads:" but having had a good many useful hints
from the very civil and hardworking French gardeners, I pro-
mise to inform them generally of Mr. Eivers's " superior "

mode of growing winter salads. However, I must, if I wish not
to preach vain things, wait till the adoption of his method shall

have enabled English gardeners to supply their own markets,
and keep in the country tlie vast sum of money which now
goes into French pockets for winter salading in this country.
I fear I shall have to wait a long time.

7. I had spoken of the admirable way the French grow tho
Peach at Montreuil, and the " London Makeet Gakdenee "

attributed their success to other things than the patient and
special skill and care they bestow upon it. I replied, " ' A Lon-
don Market Gaedenek ' attributes the success of the Peaches
at Montreuil to gypsum and ' the power of the climate.' In
Lord Charlemont's garden, on the shores of Dublin Bay, where
there is no gypsum, and less sun than in Kent, I have seen as
good Peaches as ever grew at Ulontreuil ; but, notwithstanding
this, it is rarely that you see the Peach in fine condition in the
open air with us. He says the system of training makes no
difference whatever. Certainly there are several shapes and
systems equally good, but the unfortunate fact remains that

the Peach is frequently seen, even in first-class gardens in

England, straggling with a few shoots over a nearly bare wall,

and the mere ghost of what it ought to be, while the walls of

the good cultivators at BIontreuQ are covered with fresh green
and healthy shoots from top to bottom, and the trees are pic-

tures of health and fertility. The fact is the French make a
speciality of its culture, know, and thoronghly attend to its

wants at all seasons, and therefore succeed. That an equally

good result could be produced in many parts not far removed
from London, I have no doubt whatever, and shall some day
try the experiment. Its special culture around two or three

villages within easy reach of Paris causes that city to be flooded

with its fruit every year (in good seasons, I am told, they are

as cheap as Apples), and I do not see why London should bo
so much worse off for this most delicious and refreshing of all

the fruits that grow with us in the open air."

Now, perhaps this may have been a little too pronounced,
but I was replying to one who but for his professed calling I

should have deemed unworthy of reply, so thoroughly em-
phatic was ho in his ignorance. However, the fact is that the
Peach as a wall tree is comparatively neglected with ns to what
it ought to be. I am not stating my own opinion here, but
that of good cultivators of the Peach—Mr. Thompson, the

veteran fruit grower of Cbiswick, and author of our best recent
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Rceat work upon gardening, and Mr. Barron, the present Saper-
intendent of the Chiswicic Gardens. They both know well

that in ordinarily favoured partH there is no wall fruit that

will repay attention more surely ; that the cultivators that

liave supplied I'liria so well for af»es take more care to protect

their trees from frost and attend to them in every way than we
do: and that by a liK-e amount of attention we may supply the

Loudon market quite as cheaply as the French do theirs.

Mr. Kivers wound up his article with the following para-

graph :—"This," alluding to my statement, " as I well know,
is quite contrary to facts, for in our hrst-class gardens they

are as one hundred to ten of the same class in Franco ; the
Peach and Nectarine trees trained to walls are models of beauty,

perfect training, and fruitfulness. Wo must, therefore, con-

ehide that the person in Paris who writes eo fluently in the
I'inu-:, knows but very little either about English gardens,

Knglish gardeners, or fruit-tree culture." He had previously

stated that he did not dispute my ' facts," and solely founded
liis mild and generous conclusion ou my .statement of the con-

dition of the Peach upon open walls in this country.
I will now out out a slip from the last edition of his " Mini-

ature Fruit Garden," iu which he very clearly gives his opinion
on exactly the same subject—"A wall covered with healthy
Peach or Nectarine trees of a good ripo age is rarely to be seen

;

failing crops and blighted trees are the rule, healthy and fertile

trees the exception." I will in charity write down no conclu-
sion from the foregoing, and hero bid good-bye to Mr. Thomas
Kivers.

—

Tub Writes of the Article os Hobticcltdbe in

xai; Times.

GAUIiTHERIA SHALLON.
•(Jax you inform me if the berry of the Gaultheria Shallon

is of any use as a preserve, or otherwise .' My employer has
been informed that it is largely used in the London hospitals

in making cooling drinks for fever patients, if so, could yon
describe how it is prei)areJ ?

Vi'e have growing on the lawn a very fine clnmp of the Gaul-
theria, which forms a vei-y pleasing object in .July, with its

thick clusters of white bell-shaped flowers, and then, again, in

October, with its dark purple berries shining underneath its

glossy green leave?. Altogether it is a plant that deserves to

be more generally cultivated, even as an ornamental shrub. If

its fruit possesses medicinal, or other valuable properties, its

worth will be very much enhanced.— r.L.iND G. Sinclair, (lar-

tlcnei- to II. AUson, Esq., Wooltim /^!;/t'.<.

[The berries of this species ore much relished by the North
American Indians, but we have never heard of their being em-
ployed medicinally. The loaves of Gaultheria procumbens
make an excellent beverage known in North America as " Moun-
tain Tea," and the fruit is used to give a pleasant flavour to

medicinal mixtures, and other preparations. An oil, highly
aromatic, is also obtained from the fruit, and used as an anti-
.spasmodic and diuretic, but if taken in quantity it has caused
death, by inducing inflammation of the stomach.]

FRENCH TEACHES.
Tnr. writer of the article on French gardening (page .'183),

Rpeaks of Paris Peaches of prime quality, late in the season, at
two francs the basket of eight. In lHri2, I passed the latter

half of September in Paris. The weather was remarkably
warm and sunny. The restaurateur's windows displayed mag-
nificent specimens of Bellegarde, deeply coloured on one side,

cut green, very green, on the other. I continually went to the
market to purchase Peaches, but was never able to get a single
ripo one. Sa we need not envy the Parisian? their sour Peaches
in September. In former j-cars I have tasted ripe ones in the
streets in August, but nothing remarkable as to quality. No,
give me a Noblesse from a sunny English wall.—O. S.

DcTcn BoLi>3.—The Putcli have long been celebrated for
their cultivation of bulbous roots, espejially Tulips and Hya-
cinths, and from .March till June the district around Haarlem
i.^ carpeted with a succession of bouutiful flowers, beginning
with Crocuses and ending with UinuncuU. The sandy soil of
the district, which is derived from the dunes, is highly favour-
able to bulb culture —indeed, some of the flowers grow on the
sand hill, and hundreds of acres of valuable land are, in con-
sequence, devoted to flower farming. Iu the proper season, as

one drives along the roads in the neighbourhood of Haarlem,
he is surrounded on all sides by plantations of Hyacinths and
Tulips in full bloom, forming a mass of colour, exceedingly
varied and rich, while the scent exhaled is most deliciouij.

Every house and villa has its bulb garden, and fur long distances
the eye can feast on glorious masses of richlyhued flowers.

In one of the blocmextries there is a bed of Tulips, 200 yards in
length, which, in the spring-time, is resplendent with gorgeous
colour ; and. in order to the better setting of them off, they are
framed in a border of Crown-Imperial Lilies, and bridged over
for effect every here and there with a wooden arch. It is a

great pity that such a lovely flower as the Tulip is scentless ;

Nature must have exhausted herself in the colouring. The
Hyacinth, however, exhales a delicate perfume, especially about
midnight, and at Haarlem great beds of these favourite flowers,

covered over with roofs of canvas to protect.them from extreme
heat or rain, may be seen so arranged as to present the most
vivid contrasts, or exhibit the finest harmonies of colour.

—

[Once

a Week.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
DECEMDr.K Zim.

FariT Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the choir.

Mr. Cox. of Kedleaf, exhibited a ilish of very lar^o and bandsomo
fruit of Hoary Morning Apple. Mr. Sidney Ford, St. Leonards
Lodge, Horsham, sent specimens of the fmit of Physalis alkekengi,

which a member stated he knew bad been nscd as a euccessfnl core for

pont, by two or three of the berries being eaten every day, or every

other day. Mr. William Paul, of Waltbam Cross, sent a seedling

Apple, of conical shape, rich yellow pronnd, coloured ou one side with

broken streaks of crimson ; the flesh is tender, and the flavour good,,

bat the frnit was past its season. Mr. Krister, market gardener, Whit-
ton, near Honuslow, sent a seedling Apple, for cuUuary purpoe**,.

which is stated to keep till May. It was considered a very Milnablo

Apple for nmrket purposes, and he was requested to send it again in April

or May. so that the Committee may form an opinion as to its keeping

properties, Mr. Tillcry, of Welbeck, sent samples of Mill Hill Ham-
Irargh, Welbeck Tripoli, anil Frankcnthnl, to compare tho flavonr of

the throe, the berries of the Ia?t being rcddi.sh and not black, and the

preference was given to Krankeuthal. Mr. Tillcry also sent a berry

of a seedling tlrape of extraordinarj- size and shape, raised from the

Black Hamburgh crossed by pollen of Groa Gnillanmo. It was jet

black and tho shape of a Tomato. Tho flesh was firmer than that of

the Black Hambargb, having more of the character of Gros Guillanme.

bnt with the flavour of the Black Hamburgh. Mr. Sidney Ford, of

St. Leonards Lodge, Horsliam, had a special certificate awarded him
for a veiy tine collection of Pears, the specimens of which were large,

finely grown, and excellent iu flavonr. It consisted of Glou Mor^ean,

.los. phino de Malines, Triomplic do .Todoignc, Broorapark, For«lle,

and Easter Beurre. Another special certificate was given to Mr-
Ford for a largo collection of Apples, consisting of twenty-three dishes

of flne-grown fruit. Messrs. Lane & Son, of Berhampstead, had a

apcfial certificate awarded them for their collootiou of Grape?, con-

sisting of Muscat Hamburgh, Alicante, Chaouch. Gros Gnillaome

(called Black Baibarossa), and Black Prince. The bnnchca wore

large, handsome, and atti-acted much admiration. A certificate was
also awarded to a Black Alicante in a pot, which carried eleven largo

bunches. Mr. Ingram, of Frogmore. sent a splendid specimen of tiio

Smoothloavcd Cayenne Pine, weighing SA lbs. It was awarded a

special certificate. Mr. Kivers sent specimens of Apple trees grafted

on French Paradise and Donciu stocks, showing that the scion grafted

on the former, when covered with tho soil, emits roots, which ulti-

mately become the sustaining medium of tho tree, and tho stock itself

becomes useless. Mr. W. Panl exhibited specimens of the Donciu

and the Paradise stock. Mr. Sidney Ford sent a collection of twenty

vaiieties of Potatoes.

Flor-vl Committee.—As might be cxpectcil, from the severe

weather. vcr\- few plants made their api>carance. Messrs. Smith,

Dnlwich, agiiln sent n collection of their Variegated Zonal Pelargo-

niums, with bcantifnlly bright and highlycolonrcd foliaffe. proving

the advantage of these plants for whiter decoration. Mr. .T. JenningB,

Shipstonon-Stonr, sent a few plants of Cnprcssns macrocarpararie-

Ratn, very ornamental, but. like C. macrocarpa. not always hardy.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Sannders, f^sq., exhibited a beantifnl

variety of Odontoglossum Alexandra-, to bo named Bowmanni, being

one of the plants sent homo by Mr. Bowman. The flowers were

beantifoUy marked with rosy purple spots. A first-class certificate

was awarded it. Billbergia siiccies, with crimson flowers and leaves

spotted with white, also came from the same exhibitor.

Messrs. K. G. Henderson sent blooms of a Cbrjsanthemnro, a sport

from Princess of Wales, a bcantifnlly formed white flower, in which

the florets aro recurved : it received a first-class certificate. A col-

lection of fine cat specimens also came from the same firm ; amoof*

them were some remarkably fine flowers of Ijady Margaret, a pore

white .\nemone.flowercd variety. A special certificate was awarded

for the collection. Mr. Cannell again sent his Variegated Ivy (eared

Pelargoninm Duke of Edinburgh ; this promises to be a useful plant.
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and wten seen in proper Beason will prove its good qnalities. Mr. F.

H. Kingbom sent specimeus of a Thoja, the name of which seemed
to be undecided ; it was requested that they might be sent again for

comparison with others ; likewise Juniperas japonica (?) ; this it was
also thought necessary to see again. Mr. G. Smith, Homsey Road,
fcronght a basket of nice yonug plants of his white Variegated Pelar-

gonium Princess Alexandra. A tirst-class certificate was awarded this

plant at Chiswick, where it was planted out; the young plants msin-

tain the good character then given to the variety. Mr. R. Parker ex-

hibited a cut specimen of a Scutellaria, from Costa Rica, a very beau-

tiful scarlet flower with a yellow lip. This is an old plant, but not

often seen. As a winter plant it is most useful, and should be more
grown. Mr. Parker stated that it was grown in a house vnth his Pelar-

goniums, thus proving it to be a greenhouse plant. This specimen
was very much admired. Mr. Muir, gardener to Sir P. Egerton. Bart.,

Oulton Park, sent two cut flowers of a seedling Amaryllis, called

Viceroy, a very fine variety of A. aulica.

Mr. George, Stamford Hill, sent a collection of cut Chrysanthe-
miizns, containing some fine specimens ; a special certificate was
awarded. Mr. Forsyth, Stoke Newington, also received a special cer-

tificate for a fiue collection of the same.
Mr. Salter again sent his Beta chilensis, remarkable for its deep-

coloured leaves, Galactites tomentosa, and Centaurea magnifica, the

}ast with too loose and coarse a habit to make it a decorative plant.

Mr. Salter also sent several specimens of his seedling Japanese Chry-
santhemnms, which seem as much to astonish as please those who saw
them. They were, however, so appreciated by the Floral Committee.
that four of them—namely. Red Dragon, Anrantium, Comet, and
"Wizard, were awarded first-class certificates. The flowers are most
curious, and the plants when under good cultivation will prove most
useful for decorative purposes in the conservatory. The singular
iorm and outline of the flowers will make an excellent contrast with
those flowers with broader florets which are now so much used. They
are later-flowering than the garden varieties, which will make them
very desirable. Every shade of colour that the Chrysanthemum as-

smnes seems to be represented in these Japanese seetUings, which were
raised from Chrysanthemum roseum punctatum.
General Meeting.—Sir Philip I>e Malpas Grey Egerton, Bart.,

M.P., in the chair. After the usual announcement of awards the
Chairman remarked, that as this was the last Meeting for the present
year, he thought he might congratulate the members on the success of

the Tuesday meetings, which, indeed, he looked upon as the life-blood

of the Society. He, therefore, begged to propose a vote of thanks to

the Fruit and Floral Committees. This, as well as a vote of thanks
to the Chairman, having been canied unanimously, the proceedings
terminated.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The second meeting of this Society for the present season was held

on the 18th ult. at Burlington House, Professor Westwood, V. P., in

the chair.

Mr. F. Bond exhibited a series of specimens of Sterrha sacraria, a
Moth belonging to the family Geometridie, which had been reared
from the egg state by Mr. Rogers, of Freshwater in the Isle of Wight.
Two females had been taken in the month of August, and had depo-
sited the eggs from which the specimens had been reared. The cater-
pillars fed upon Polygonum aviculare, and the periods of the various
stages of development agreed with those of the series of the same
species previously reared by Mr. MacLachlan ; but the Moths now
exhibited were quite unlike the parent insects^, which were pale yel-
lowish buff, whereas the offspring were of a dark colour without any
of the rich tints of the ordinary specimens. Mr. Bond could only
attribute this result to the gi-eat want of sunshine during the past
antunm.
Mr. Higgins exhibited a splendid collection of specimens of Butter-

flies from Borneo and Labuan, several of which had hithei-to been
unique in the collections formed by Mr. "Wallace. Amongst them
were the magnificent Papilio Brookianus and the remarkable Nym-
phalis Caledonia of Hewitson, now proved by the occurrence of perfect
individuals to belong to the genus Prothoe, as determined by Mr.
Butler of the British Museum.
Mr. Stainton exhibited a specimen of the rare Ebulea catalanualis,

captured at Cheshunt in September last by Mr. Boyd. Its peculiar
mode of flight, like a fly hovering over a flower-bud, had caused atten-
tion to be devoted to it. Mr. Trimen exhibited a small species of
Locust belonging to the genus Pceciloceras. of the pupre of which he
}iad found hundreds of pairs together at Natal in the early part of
the present year. Also a new species of Mantis, nearly resembling
one of the Phasmid.T, with minute and scai'cely raptorial fore legs

;

likewise an apparently new species of Papilio from Paraguay rescm-
iiling P. Machaon, bat with the spots of the central band tinted with
red brown on the outer side. Mr. MacLachlan mentioned the occur-
rence of Boreus hyemalis in moss at AViekham and near Croydon.
The Chainnan gave an account of the Chinese manufacture of the

silk gut used by anglers, of which he had received details from Dr.
Hooker, together with specimens of the cocoon and chrysalis, proving
the insect to belong to an nndescribed species of Satumia, the cater-
pillar of which feeds on Liquidamber. About twenty-four hours
before the time for commencing spinning the cocoon the insect is

placed in vinegar, and the silk reservoir of the caterpillar is drawn ont,

and stretched sometimes to the length of 20 feet.

Mr. Stainton mentioned a new habitat of the larva of a species «f
Tinea in South Africa—namely in the horns of a koodoo from Natal

;

and Mr. Trimen stated that he had seen the skull of a Hartbeest, th«
bone of which was eaten into by what he took for the larva of a Tinea.
Mr. MacLachlan gave an account of some observations of Signer
Halbiani on the destruction of the larvae of the Clothes Moth by pow-
dering muscadine over woollen infested by that insect.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Negocutions are proceeding for holdiDg next year the Eoyal

Horticultural Society's Country exhibition at Leicester. The
proceedings will be the same as at Bury St. Edmunds, and we
hope that the prize lists and results will prove as succeBsful ae
they were there. We learn that the guarantee fund has been
already secured.

The King of Prussia has conferred the Order of the
Crown of Prussia on M. Bakillet, who has, for the most part,

arranged the public gardens recently formed in Paris.

Messes. Veitch & Soks have received official informa-
tion that they have gained the " grand prix," or large gold
medal, at the Paris International Horticultural Exhibition—

a

good evidence that British horticulture can bear comparison
with foreign, even when the competition is so far oft from onr
shores. We also understand that Messrs. Shanks & Sons, ef

Arbroath, have taken the only medal awarded for lawn-mowers ;

whilst to Messrs. Caetek & Co., of High Holborn.has been given
a silver medal for the lawn Grass seeds which they exhibited.

The increase of the demand for Asparagus in France,
may be estimated from the fact, that the money received for it

at Argenteuil in 1820, was 5000 francs ; in 1840, 20,000 frauoB,

and in 18G7, 400,000 francs.

Anotheb distinguished gardener has gone from among ns
Mr. M'Neill, head gardener at the Secretary's Gardens, Phoenix
Park, Dublin, died on the 26th of November. The Irish Far-
mers' Ga::ctte says—" In him gardening has lost one of its

most single-minded, enthusiastically devoted, and suecessfn]

followers ; the community a man of sterling worth ; and the
Chief Secretary and public service an attached and faithful

servant. By reason of his great ability as a plant gi'ower, as well

as of his skill in the other branches of his profession, his name
was a household word among horticulturists ; and repeatedly

have our columns, and those of the horticultural press of

England and Scotland, borne testimony to his extraordinary
merits as a cultivator. To know him was to be his friend

;

and we have no doubt the intelligence of his early demise will

be read with sorrow by many, and elicit heartfelt sympathy for

his devoted wife and helpless Uttle ones."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

It is admitted by most practical men that nothing is more
conducive to success, whether in agriculture or horticulture,

than a judicious rutatiun of crops; for different plants require

different proportions of food, and, consequently, what is re-

jected by one will be appropriated by another. As for the cir-

cumstance that a given crop may be produced on the same
plot of ground for several years in succession, it is not, as

would at first sight appear, antagonistic to the above doctrine,

inasmuch as the plants with which such a result generally takes

place are somewhat indifferent as to the texture of the soil,

provided their favourite manure is afforded them. At this

period, those who are desirous of laying the foundation for a
good garden in the ensuing year should closely review the

routine of cropping for the past summer, and even that of the

preceding year. Various are the schemes or rotations prac-

tised by different gardeners, many of them being based on no
better foundation than the convenience of the hour. When,
however, the kitchen garden is sufficiently extensive, and
where much produce is required, the rotation of crops should
be carefully studied. The great difficulty is to procure fresh

ground for the Cabbage tribe, so numerous are the kinds as

well as successions iu cultivation. Broken-up plantations of

Strawberries, Kaspberries, and bush fruit trees, with Celery

ground, should at all times, as a rule, be set apart for some of

the Braesica family. The ground from which Celery has been
taken, especially in the Scotch or bed fashion, is also realy-
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mado ground for new Asparagus beds. Potatoes, prepare well

for almost any crop. Deep or tap-rooted crops should bo suc-

ceeded by others with shallow or fibrous roots. Carrots and
Onions in rich kitchen gardens will be found much safer if grown

oa high-raised beds without any manure. Asparagus, cover the

lOjtswitha good coat of manuie. Hard frosts frequently do
f»rious injury to the roots when this protection is not afforded.

The CcUrij ground, as before observed, will answer well for a

new plantation. It should be ridged to mellow as the crop is

taken up. The best policy with Liltiices intended for the

supply of next spring, is to allow them to freeze tolerably firm

before covering them up. A very light screen of straw should

bo shaken over them at first, and when this is frozen add a little

more, the object being to keep them frozen as long as possible.

Above all, do not uncover them when a tbaw arrives, let them
remain until completely thawed. These remarks will bear

equally on all other vegetables of a tender character.

FKUIT OABDEN.
With regard to very young Pear trees, the object of pruning

should be to encourage the growth of wood in proper directions,

rather than the production of a few fruits at the expense of

retarding that development of the tree. The form in which
the tree is to be trained must be first decided upon. For walls

and espaliers, the horizontal disposition of the branches is the

best ; if the tree be a maiden plant it must be headed back to

three buds—to the two best situated for producing a horizontal

branch on each side, whilst the third or uppermost is trained

upright. If the tree is a year older, and has been treated as

above in the former season, the upright is to be cut 1 foot, or

four courses of brick, higher than it was formerly. Some-
times a little deviation will be necessary on account of the

buds, but generally tlic upright should be cut immediately
above that bud which is nearest the line of brickwork along
which it is desirable the horizontals should be trained. The
buds to produce the latter will, of course, be situated below
that line ; it is proper they should be so in order that the

shoots may grow diverging upwards a little way before they
take a strictly horizontal direction. These instructions with
regard to the management of the upright leading shoot are

applicable ever^' year till it is tinally stopped on reaching the

top of the wall or espalier. If the horizontal shoots are weak,
it will be advisable to shorten them about one-third. The
pruning of older trees on which fruit-spurs are formed, must
be deferred till next week : in the meantime the fruit-buds on
such will become farther developed and easier to distinguish.

FLOwEn o.ir.riEN.

Look carefully over rock plants and protect the roots of such
as are tender. Divide and transplant any that are spreading
too much. In favourable weather when the walks are dry
manure may be wheeled on borders to be dug in during winter
as opportunity offers. Land that is naturally very stiff should
receive a coat of sand or lime rubbish to lighten it, but by no
means disturb the soil unless it is dry and in a (it state for

digging. Cabbage and Provence Hoses might now be pruned
if the weather continues mild, but Chinese and other tender
kinds should be left till winter is over.

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE.
The Camellias will now be making a iiue display in the con-

servatory. They should receive careful attention as to watering
with very weak, tepid, liquid manure. Let them not, however,
receive a drop until they are really dry, and then supply it

liberally. If in such cases any air-bubbles arise, continue to

fill up with water until they cease. Never allow the fine foliage

of Camellias and Oranges to become dirty, for the beauty of

the conservatory depends quite as much on them as on mere
floral decoration. Let not a drop of water be spilled on the
conservatory floor at this period, and keep on a very little back
air at night in order to let atmospheric humidity' pass off. He
very cautious in the use of fire heat ; the less the better if a
temperature of 4.5' to .50" can be insured. See that the early-

Howering Cinerarias have the lightest place in the house
close to the glass ; crowding is very prejudicial to this plant.
Ijet plants of Eranthemum pnlchellum coming into bloom
have abundance of water and a warm situation. The Velt-
heimias, Tritonias, Stenorhynchus speciosus, Laclienalias, Szc,
are delightful winter plants ; see that they receive due at-

tention. All decaying flowers should be removed every day.

FOBCINO MT.
Take care that the pots are not plunged deeply if there is a

lively bottom heat ; such in the neighbourhood of the roots

should not exceed 7.5'. Indeed, if the atmospheric heat of 60*
or r,5° can be secured by other means, a bottom heat of 70'
would suffice.

STOVE.
No plants are more benefited by rest than Orchids. A drier

atmosphere and lower temperature are now desirable, but then
our collections are from countries with different seasons of
growth and various kinds of temperature and climate, and
hence it is extremely ditlicult to cultivate in one house a mis-
cellaneous collection of Orchids so satisfactorily as when there
are two divisions, the one commanding a higher temperature,
with more moisture, than the other. Where these do not exist
advantage must be taken of other houses, such, for example,
as u forcing pit ; many of them in a growing state can be re-

moved thither to great advantage, and thus their growth may be
promoted without injury to the general collection.—W. Keake.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK
KITCHEN OARDEN.

Such fine weather as we have had in November is almost
unparalleled, and it afforded a good opportunity for forwarding
work out of doors ; but we could not do so much in this depart-
ment as we wished. Most gardeners know what it is to find
every department requiring particular attention, when that can
only be given to one at a time. The frosty mornings of the
past week afforded a good opportunity for wheeling manure,
soils, itc, and the dry days were occupied in protectinq the
roots of Globe Artichokes, and packing some long litter among
beds of Celery, to help to throw wet aside, and to protect from
frost. A few little heaps placed at the sides will be ready
to shake lightly over the tops, if the frost become very severe,
and the covering will be removed when the thaw comes. This
is a very simple but effectual mode. Of course, if some sort of

a waterproof roof could be placed over the bed at this time, to
throw all the water off, it would be very desirable. We used
protection for Cauliflowers, Lettuces, and Endive, in the coldest
nights, and now have the litter in heaps. The drier the litter,

the better it acts, and the more pleasant it is to work amongst.
From having at one time a very limited supply, we used to
forecast for this stable litter, by shaking it well, and taking out
all the droppings, drying it on a hot day, and stacking it ia
summer. We would prefer clean straw now for such pro-
tective purposes, and even Fern, i-c, but the litter answers
well, and straw has been expensive for a year or two. It is

very comfortable to have a stack to go to in an emergency.
Rough hay taken from outlying parts of the lawn, but unfit for
cattle use, owing to the leaves of trees, shrubs, &c., is also
first-rate for this purpose.

All such protecting material is most valuable when it is dry
—a simple fact that men are apt to forget, especially when it

is used over glass. Any one could see a change was coming
on Saturday morning, when most likely for a time there would
be no need of such material. This, therefore, was all removed
from Cauliflowers, Endive, bedding plants, &c., early, before
any rain could wet it, and piled up in little heaps. When much
in use, over frames and hurdles, nothing is better for taking
it off quickly than the back of a wooden rake ; but in doing this
there is a great disposition in the workman to bring it down to

the front and leave it there, a matter of little moment in fine,

dry weather, but of much importance in changeable wet weather,
as the wet that runs down from the glass, hurdles, &c., soou
soaks it : hence it should bo moved in such weather to a little

distance from the front, and placed in heaps to throw vret

aside.

The last day of the month on which we are writing this, has
brought a change which will be agreeable to many in this

neighbourhood. The rain towards the evening came down in

earnest. As a general rule, those who depended chiefly on
large tanks in this neighbourhood, were badly off for water.
Most of the tanks have been empty for weeks, and water carts

were as busy after water as we have seen them in July. Now
tanks and pools m ill receive a supply.

Tainlfd Wiitrr.—We have a large cement tank open to the
atmosphere. It receives the rain water from glass-houses,

shades, .'cc. It is now half full, and contains some hundreds
of barrels, which we would be sorry to lose. The water is

freely covered with Duckweed, which ought to do something to

purify it. There can be nothing in it but a few leaves that may
have blown in ; it is clear and pellucid, but the smell is such aa

to render it unfit for washing vegetables. We do not think it
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will injure anything, so far as watering goes, bat we are doubt-

ful of using it from the syringe over plants at all tender, and

that tank was the chief place we depended on for pure rain

water. Generally about midsummer we could clean the tank out

every year, though there was nothing in it but a little mud from

decomposed tree leaves. Perhaps more frogs found their way
into it this year than usual, and the worst of it is, that when
they get in they never get out, and their remains would have

some effect. To make sure of good soft water we should not

like to cover the tank over. There can be little other impurity

than what comes from the smoke that lodges on glass, and

the Moss and Lichens with which some slates are encrusted.

We shall be sorry to empty this large tank, and yet we fear that

otherwise it will become a nuisance, and may be hurtful as well

as unpleasant to the men. Can anything be done to remove

the scent, and that will not injure it for plant watering?

Wire Netting.—"Done For" and " Gueatly Vexed " have

written to us, complaining that the cheap wide-meshed netting

recommended by us and advertised at so low a figure in this

Journal, had been of little use to them as a protection against

rabbits, plicasmits, &c. The first says—" I bent the netting

in a semicircular shape over my rows of Peas, fastening it at the

sides to the ground with pegs, but then the pheasants and par-

tridges came in at the open ends and cleared out the seeds for

me." Well, we said nothing about the convenience of open

ends, that was something like shutting the doors and opening

the windows. " Greatly Vexed" tells us "That depending

on our recommendation, he procured several webs of this

galvanised netting, fastened it with hurdle-stakes inside a

Thorn hedge, and that he is little the better of all his outlay,

as the rabbits squeeze themselves through between the stakes
;

and where that is rather hard work for them, they scratch a

tunnel beneath the wire and prey on his young Cabbages

almost as much as they used to do." We think that we told

how all this could be avoided, by pinning the netting firmly

down to hard ground all the way, and, better still, sinking the

netting in a little trench at least 2 or :> inches beneath the

surface. If we did not do this explicitly enough, we are much
obhged to our correspondent for telling us of his failure, as if

attended to, it need not be a failure in future. We sunk our

netting about 2 inches beneath the surface, and thus avoided

the necessity of pinning down with hooked sticks ; but recently

we found that some of our Cabbages were nibbled, and on
closely searching the ground we found too many proofs that

our little enemies had again found their way in. On examin-

ing our fence we found that in many places the ground had
sunk so much as not only to leave the bottom of the netting on
the surface, but in many places an inch or so above it. This

was very tempting to the rabbits, which, seeing delicate feeding-

ground before them, had nothing to do but to scoop out a small

tunnel-entrance. Without troubling ourselves to sink the fence,

we merely with a spade piled up from 2 to 3 inches of soil

against it and trod it so as to be firm, and since then we have
had no more of such visitors. As a general rule, pinning the

netting however securely on the surface will not avail, as the

rabbit will be tempted to make its burrow beneath, but in

almost every case when it commences its burrow and comes
against the hard wire beneath the surface, it gives up the

attempt and considers an entrance impracticable. .4t least,

with plenty of scratching up to the net, we have found no
attempt to undermine deeper when the net is thus sunk beneath
the surface '2 oi 'i inches.

FRUIT GAHDEN.

An accumulation of other work has prevented our proceeding

with pruning, nailing, and cleaning out-of-door fruit trees,

though never could there have been better weather for the

purpose.
Strawberry jylarits in pots we protected from the frost, as

against our wall they are still standing out of doors, and we
never like the pots to be hard-frozen after this period. The
roots are much more easily injured by frost in a pot than they

would be in the ground, or even with the pot plunged. We
hope soon to take a lot of them into our orchard-houses,

but we would like to give them a rough washing first. A very

little straw, however, will keep Strawberry plants in pots fuUy
exposed safe from even a sharp frost, and soaking rains may
he guarded against by laying the pots on their sides, and if

the pots are placed in narrow beds the protection necessary

is easily given and removed ; but where practicable the plants

always do best that have glass protection after the end of

October. What with bedding plants, &c , we have not as yet a

Irame empty, but as soon as we can empty one we will give just

a little bottom heat, and fill with pots of Black Prince and
Keens' Seedling to bring them on gently.

Dressed the spaces between the rows of Strawberries out of
duuri: with rotten dung. A number of late runners, well rooted,

we shall plant out some or 8 inches apart, and then if we
wish to do so we can fill a mild hotbed with the best of them,
to bear a fortnight or three weeks before they do so out of
doors. This makes us sure, if our stock in pots should become
exhausted, as, after commencing to gather forced fruit, it is

unpleasant to have a break, and these under glass with a little

heat below them, will enable us to have fruit about as early as
will come out of doors farther south.

Most of our other work in this department has been looking
over Grapes, giving them plenty of air, and in dull weather a
brisk fire during the day, and affording a little air at top all

night. Very few damped brries have as yet troubled us. Looked
over the fruit-room, and have been so far disappointed in Pears,
that they do not keep so well as they used to do. There
seemed with many scarcely a gradation from the seemingly hard
state, when they would try the best teeth, and their quickly-

rotting as they were fit for tise. The damp, drizzling autumn
might have had something to do with it, but one would imagine
that would affect Apples likewise, which are keeping very sound
and well.

We have said so much on planting, A-c, that we must refer

to previous numbers, but would still say it is better to plant
now than to defer it to the spring, as the ground is but little

cooled as yet.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
The frost last week has rendered the remains of the flower

garden rather shabby, though such plants as Salvia fulgens are
looking well, a row being still a hedge of bright scarlet. Small
neat plants of this would do very well for cool rooms in winter.
As cut flowers, we never knew anything that faded sooner,
especially in hot rooms. We thought at first the stems had
been carelessly cut, but when we cut them carefuUy close to

the joint, so as to avoid the hollow stalk resting in the damp
sand, it was all the same, the leaves shrivelled, and the flowers

dropped in a very short time. But for this, this hardy fine

Salvia would be of great utihty in forming pyramids of cut
flowers.

We shall clear off the remains of the flower garden as soon
as convenient, though even now it is far from disagreeable,

except where we have mutilated the beds to take plants from
them that we thought we might need, and need more likely

than those who can take largo cuttings early either from a
reserve garden, or from their dressed beds, owing to their em-
ployers leaving early in the autumn. Here we never take cut-

tings so early, nor yet so large in s'ize, as we would desire,

because we wish to keep the beds iu fine condition as long as
possible. Our cuttings of Searlel Peherponiums are, therefore,

smaller than usual, and so they are also required to stand in
little room all the winter in their cutting-boxes. Could we take
large early cuttings we should never trouble ourselves with
taking up old plants.

The old plants are chiefly valuable to those who cannot give

enough of light and good growing treatment to young ones all

the winter. As frequently stated, the old plants pruned in as

incidentally alluded to last week, and put in close together,

may be kept in any place where they will be rather dry, and
free from frost ; and from plants so kept, and that did not show
a leaf all the winter, we have taken a score of fine plants just

breaking their deer antler-like shoots in March, and if these
could have fair treatment then as to light and in other respects,

they would beat the best yoimg plants struck in autumn. By
such means our cottager friends may keep a score or two of

plants in little room and with little trouble all the winter.

In relation to this subject, a correspondent tells us he suc-

ceeds best by taldng up the plants early, potting them singly,

setting them in a shady place, watering, and syringing the
leaves in warm days, and thus treated the plants scarcely loes

a leaf, and look well all the winter. We know he is quite right,

but then such plants require room all the winter. Another
correspondent says he is surprised we do not recommend
bottom heat for such raised plants. We think we did for the
tender kinds, to encourage making roots at once, and the same
might be done with the scarlet bedding Pelargoniums when the
owner would rather see them gi-een all the winter instead of

in a torpid state, like so many wooden faggots ; but all that
requires room and good treatment, whilst by removing every
leaf, pruning in the head, cutting back the roots, and pocking
as many as possible, and as closely together as posEible, in a
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box or pot, the ekeletons of the plants will be nearly indepen-

dent of light and of much attention all the winter, and will

require little more than eecurity from frost.

In hfting some of our plants we noticed what might be use-

ful to those who, instead of making skeletons, wished to inake

tine plants in winter and spring of tlie plants thus raised.

Last season, from a scarcity of pots, we put in a great number

of our autumn and spring-struck cuttings simply in pieces of

turf, say A inches square, and after setting them under glass at

first to grow at planting time, just turned them out, turf and

all, the liner fibres peering out all round the turf. On taking

these up every one might have been made into a tine specimen,

as the roots in the autumn all hung round the central ball of

tui-f, and when potted they scarcely felt the change. Want of

room prevented us taking advantage of this mode. It was

described last spring. The turf, about 2 inches thick, was

cut in squares, a hole scooped out in the centre of the earth

side, tne roots piaced in it with rich sandy loam, and the

pieces then packed closely in a bed, where they generally re-

mained until they were planted out.

Tulips, Hyacinths, and Crocuses at all forv,-ard will require to

be protected from birds, mice, and even from severe frosts, and

in such weather all the best .\urioulas. Polyanthuses, Carna-

tions, and Picoteea should be safe under glass. Auriculas

should have scarcely any water until the spring ; but all the

air possible should be given in fine weather, and that is most
securely done by lilting the glass sashes back and front, and
only shutting down when frost is apprehended. If the frost is

severe protect with mats or litter ; but even then a little air

should be afforded in the middle of the day, as the plants must
not be excited by sun heat under glass in the winter months.

In the plant departments the chief work in mild weather has

been to preserve a rather dry atmosphere, and as low a tempe-
rature as would be safe. Except for plants in bloom, and
.swelling their buds, the less water plants have, so long as they

have enough, the better they will thrive. It is only in frosty

weather, and when more firing is required, that we shall have
to trouble ourselves about a humid atmosphere. In mild
weather it is generally humid enough, except when we dry it

with fire heat. In watering great caro must be exercised not

to spill a drop unnecessarily, as it will rise by evaporation, and
be so apt to come back again in the form of drip. It is vexing

to see a house watered with a rose, and walks and floor flooded

with water, as might bo the case with propriety in .Jane and
luly. It is necessary to bring thought to bear on such a simple
matter as watering. In this world of ours the men who com-
bine thought with practice, and intelligence with every-day
operations, are the men who will leave behind the unthinking,

plodding workman, however good and excellent in other re-

spects.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARIvET.—Decembep. 1.

TnE ronph weatbor of the last few days has interfered to a considerable
extent, by diminishing the supplies. Prices, however, retaain about the
some, and bueiueBB is steady without Improvement.

Apples j sieve '2

Apricots doz.
CherrieB lb.

OhestnutB bash. 8
OnmuitB i sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filbcrta lb. 1

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. '2

IjemonB 100 8

d. B. d
Oto'J

14

n

G B

12

Melons eaofa

Noctarinea doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums J sieve
Quinces doz.

d. «. d
oto3 n

10

4

RaspborriAB lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10
do per 100 1

n

IS

1 6

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.

Beans, Kidney ...KXI
Beet, Red doz.

Broccoli bundle
Bms. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbagie doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. toBdle

s. d. s. d
OtoO

S

8 n
8

Leeka bnnch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mn8td.& Crees, punnet
Onions.... per bushel
Parsley i)er sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Khubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale baeket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . .. per doz.
Tamips bnnch

d. H.

8 too

s n
9

3
8 C,

n 9

8
2
2

4

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Smith & Simons, 1, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.—Giadiolf

Catalogue—Rose Catalogue.

a
8

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• «• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. AU
commimications should therefore be addressed solely to

'Die Editors of the Journal oj JlorticuUure, dc, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix np on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on

separate communications. Also never to send more thaD

two or three questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Book (CJenciw).—The volume on laying out gardens will appear very

early next year. The delay is occasioned pirtly by the numerous illus-

trations.

Fowler's Insecticu>e (flompoic).—See advertisement in last week's

.Joui-nal.

Fhdit Tkees in Pots (Z. 0. P.).—The information you need is ia

Pearson's " The Orchard House." You can have it free by post from

our office if yon enclose twenty postage stamps with your address. Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, and Grapes would be most profitable.

Heaviest Gooseberries [A Florist).—Red: London, Wonderful, Con

-

iiueriug Hero, Duke of Sutherland. IV-Iiou- : Leveller, Cntenou, Dnll,

Catherine. Orceii : Thumper, General, Telegraph, Stockwell. While z

Snowdrilt, King of Trumps, .Antagonist, Careless.
^

HoGr.s EDGINC5 Tiles (IT. J. iiaicliji^i.—We do not know who kce^ a

stock of them ; but we know that they are to be had at potteries near

London.

lNTER.lEl>iiTE STOCKS (H. -V. 7i.).—Thp "tocks mentioned by Mr. Vt
Thomson, of Archerfleld, in our number of November 51, can be procnieo

of Mr. .Mcthven, Loith Walk Nurseries, Edinburgh. {A. S. yC.)—The fore-

going ftti'ords the information you need. Wecanuot tell the name of the

Balsam yielding the white polieu, the specimen sent was so imperfect.

Pears for Pot Coltdre, &c. (Ah .4iiM«<-ur).—Any Pear you prefer may
bo cultivated in a pot. A lead-lined tank will not render water injurious

to plants.

Pear Trees Severely Attacked dy Scale (J. H.).—The specimen

sent is very bad, and the tree can do no good with its wood so encrusted.

The simplest method of cure is to unnail the trees now, do away with aU

sbrc Js and ties, thoroughly wash the trees and wall with water a few degrees

below the boiling point, and then paint the trees with fresh lime wash, also

dning the same to the wall. If the limo wash is too glaring, tone it dowu

with clay and soot. Or, yon may scrub the tree and wall with wann
water, then fresh lime tho wall, and paint the tree with Gishurst, 8 ozs. to

the gallon. See in a previous page about the ground vinery.

Beaded Bricks ig. P. L.).—These bricks can be built into a wall

without disfigming it, and faci-

litate training where tying is

adopted. We have never seen any
of the bricks so employed, so can

give no opinion as to their effi-

ciency, cost, or liabil'.ty to inj ury.

If we adopted the tying-in system

of training we should use one or

other of these nails. No. I_i3 a.

common eved wall-nail; l^o '-

was called 'bv its inventor. Mr.

Hill, "The Permanent Tie Nail."

Plants fob a Narrow Wall Boeder (ir.H. B.i.—WethinkHepaticas

would do fairly in the border you name. You may have clumps of them

alternately with Snowdrops and Winter .\conites, at 18 inches ap'^rt.

Hepaticas are of various shades of colour, as double blue and recLana

single blue, white, red, pink, and purple. Yonmay have the common Prim-

rose iPrimula acaulis) and its van, lies. double lilac, crimson, sulphur,

purple, and white ; also Polyanthus, pulmonaria angustifoha, P. mouis,

and P. officinalis ; Trollius curopxus and its variety albus, T.napelUIouus.

and T. asiaticus. Nothing would succeed so well as Vmca major elegan-

tissima, Vinca minor, and its double variety.

CnRYSANTHEUOM LEAVES WiTiiERlNO (F. B. 1.).—The ouly preventive

that we know is to keep the shoots well pegged or tied, and to .allow the

plants light on all sides, not keeping them closely together, so a,s to

deprive then- leaves, and especially the lower ones, of hght and air. if this IS

not attended to the leaves wither when the plants have a change of posi-

tion and more air and light arc atl^rdcd them. Allowing them to sutler

from the want of water will also cause the same result, an.l the lowest

leaves, being the oldest, are the lirst to show the effect of the drought.

Afford them abundance of air, let no plant be too close to its neighbour,

keep the shoots wcU tied out, and do not allow the leaves to flag.

Kaspbekrv Canes. Plastino (A. K. B.).—U is weU to leave at their

full length the canes now planted, and in March cut them down to w-ithm

1 loot of the ground. If you leave them a sufficient length for fruitina.

and allow them to carry a crop of fruit the season alter planting, Vt

the Brst vcar, it is rarely that the suckers produced are so strong by th.-

autumn following that of planting as they were when planted, whilst il

cut down when planted or before they begin to grow, they throw up sucKcra

that are capable of producing Iruit in the following year.
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McBGAT Hamburgh Vine (J. M. £".).—We have no donbt you will suc-
ceed well with your Muscat Hamhurph if you thin out freely the bunches
that show so plentifully, so as to leave only one, and not always that, on
the shoot that shoivs as many ns four hunches, and when the bunches are
in bloom keep a good heat—a little more than usual. Damp the path and
floors of the house, and during; a sunny day f,'ently draw a dry handover
the bunches in bloom. Your having fi'no nine-feet rcdi on your Rowood
Muscat, so well ripened, is^he chief reason why some of the' small spurs
<io not ripen well.

Span-roofed VmERT iF. H.).—We quite approve of vour inside border,
but we would have an arch opposite each Vino, instead of everv alternate
Vine, in order to let the roots out. We approve of yonr filling up these
arches in a temporary manner for the first year or two, removing the
bnckbats, &c., and letting the roots out afterwards, and making your
outside border piece by piece at two or three times. The effect on the Vines
will be like that of a fresh piece nf pasture in the case of cattle. Your
walk round the house inside, and vour proposed archway for Vines in the
centre—the Vines, like those at the sides, planted 4 feet apart, and so that
the ^ me in this bed shall face the intervil between two Vines in front-
will look very well ; but we fear that unless von keep the side Vines vpry
close to the stems the Vines will suffer from want of Ught when the
former are fully established.

Vine Cplture {Flora Montagup).—^)!^ Vines ought not to be primed
nntil the leaves have fallen, and we should think it will be quite early
enough to do tbis by Christmas nr the ne«' vear, but the sooner it is
done after the leaves are all fallen the butter, as there is then less likelihood
of bleeding. You may cut in all the shoots to two eves ; but if the
shoots are farther apart on the rod than LS inches, voii may leave the
shoot next below the length of rod on which there are no shoots some-
what longer, or cut it hack to three or lour eyes. The Vines, after pruning,
may have the loose bark removed from the rod, and be pointed with a
compositir'n of 4 ozs. of soft soap dissolved in half a gallon of water, anr'
you may add an oimce of tobacco over which enough boiling water ha.-,
been poured to cover it. The tobacco liquor upon cooling may be added,
after atraming. to the soap solution, to which add 1 lb. flowers of sulphur,
and enou2h clay to bring ic to the consistency of paint. The stems and
every part of the Vines should be painted with the composition, rubbing
it well mto every crevice. The woodwork should be well washed with
soap and water, taking care not to wet the glass with the soapy water,
but wash it with clean water. The walls ought to be well whitewashed,
adding 1 lb. of flowers of sulphm- to every gallon of whitewash, and the
house must in all respects be made thoroughly clean. The border may
be neatly pointed over with a fork, avoiding going so deep as to disturb
the roots, and you may sprinkle over it a few half-inch bones-one hun-
dredweight will be enough—and put over them an inch or two of chopped
turf and horse droppings in equal parts. No water will be required in
Winter, but in March you should give a good watering, and repeat it
©very three weeks until the Grapes change colour for ripening, when
the last watering may be given. It is not necessary to have fires in winter,
unless you have plants in the house, when fires may be employed to keep
out frost. The temperature should not exceed 40= from fire 'heat. You
cannot give too much air.if you only keep out rain, nor have the house too
dry at this season. If you have no plants fire heat will hardly be necessary,
except it be in very severe weather, when a gentle fire may be made, but
not more than will raise the temperature to 4U", which ought not to
fie exceeded whenthe Vines are at rest. For further particulars we would
advise yon to obtain the " Garden Manual," which yon can have free by
post from our office for twenty postage stamps.
Grapes Spotting ano Cracking (.4 Grape Grower).~7ram your de-

scription we should attribute the turning black of the berries on the
Lady Downo's Vine, and their subsequent falling-in, to spot. Spot is
mainly attributable to depriving the Vines of too much foliage, and
especially that immediately over the hunches. The Lady Downe"s Grape
will endure as heavy cropping as any other variety ; but to grow it well

i-*J^'^i^"'^^
^^'^*' ^"^^ ^^ ^^^^ account the hemes set badly. With a

little heat, attention paid to admitting air early, and to not reduciug
the foliatie toomuch at once, we think the Lady Downe's would have been
difl^erent from what yon represent. The Muscadine, too. would not have
cracked had air been givmi early, and a little fire heat been used when
-

.1 fi^^''"^
changed colour. A gentle fire, to cause a circulation of air

U) dnll moist weather, would, doubtless, have saved their cracking; but
nre heat without air is worse than ha\-ing no heat. Giving air and avoid-
ing to make the atmosphere more moist than can be helped are the essen-
tials in a vinery when the Grapes are ripening. Yonr having them fine
from Vmcs in pots, in heat, tends to confirm our views.

CoLoDR OF RosEs ( IT. H. B.I.—The Rnses vou name are all good, and
we have stated their colours. Gloire de Dijon, yellow and salmon; Gene-
ral Jacqueminot, crimson

; John Hopper, pink, crimson cpntre : Senateur
vaisse, bright red ; Louise Odier. bright piuk ; Mari-ckal Souchet, reddish
crimson

; Baronne Prevost, pale i)ink ; Abdcl Kadir, shaded crimson
;

Jules Margottiu, bright cheiTj; Sidouio, rose-coloured: Maiechal Niel,
deep yellow.

Protecting Mahechal Niel Rose {M. E. S.).—" Marechal Niel is a very
hardy Rose, considering that it belongs to the Tea-scented family, and it
answers admirably upon a Briar. I have twenty-five on its own roots and
two on Manetti ; I shall, therefore, he able in due time to say on which of
the three it succeeds best. I advise ' M. E. s: to put litter or dry straw
over the roots, to tie loosely, so as not to exclude the air, to place straw
or Asparagus haulm r-mnd the Briar stem, and to tie a padding of straw
over the shoots, so as to admit air. If ^ M. E. S.' has a greenhouse, the
safest plan would be, as the shoots are only an inch long, to pot the Rose
for the winter, using also the above precautions. I have two strong
plants on Briars treated as above. Those on Manetti. on their own roots,
and one sickly Briar plant, are planted out in my Melon-house.—W. F.
Radclyffe."'

Mar;.chal Niel Rose Cuttings Faii.ing (Haddock).—The Rose cut-
tings cannot be failing from the heat, for a temperature of 50^ would not
prevent their growing ; indeed a mild huttora heat of from 65^ to 70-, and
a top heat of 55^ at ni^ht, would hasten their rooting. We think the
cottings have been too gross and immature, and have not formed a calosity,
or if they have, the soil has been kept too wet and caused them to turn
black at the base, which is not unusual. The cuttings would have suc-
ceeded, had they been inserted in sand in a cold frame and kept close and
shaded from sun. September, or early in October, is quite Ute enough to

put in Rose cuttings. It is now late to put in cuttings of Roses. They
should be put in so that a callu;s may be formed before winter, and it is

all the better if they are put is during the summer, so that they may
become well rooted before winter.

Taking a Hornet's Nest.—" Will some reader of this journal state how
to proceed in taking a hornet's nest that is in the roof of the house,
and built on the side of the kitchen chimney i* I am anxious to preserve
the nest.—A. W., Newbury."

Forming a Kitchen Gabden {An Old ,<?»7jscr(7)cr).—The subject was
continued in vol. viii., page 460, and throughout vol. ix. In vol. ix.p. 497
of our first series is an article on the construction of walls, copings, &c.
An article on walls will shortly appear in our i)ages, and will treat fully
on the subject. The wall on the north side of the garden should not be
less than 12 feet in height, but it maybe made higber with advantage.
That on the south side may be 10 feet high, and if the garden is extensive
12 feet would be preferable. The east and west walls should equal the height
of the south wall. Walls 14 inches thick are as strong as need be, but 9-inch
walls, when strengthened by piers, will serve, still theyarevery ugly, and
are not so strong as hollow walls. A 14-inch hollow wall is Visry strong,
and looks equally well with a solid one, and it is drier and equally sub-
stantial. The foundation of the wall, up to the gi-ound hue, is built soUd^
and then the brickwork is carried up hollow to within three or four
courses of the top, which should be solid. The hollow part is built of

headers and stretchers, every fifth header on both sides of the wall being
a whole brick, whilst all the other headers are half bricks. Nine- inch walla,
if can'ied up higher than 7 feet above ground, should have piers at every
12 foot, which need not exceed 18 inches broud for a wall 9 feet in height,
whilst for a wall of 10 feet, ami not exceeding 12 feet, from the foundation,
piers 22^ inches broad would be required, the piers in all cases projecting
4.h inches, and they ought to he caniod up to within 2 feet of the top.

As to copings, those of stone are, perhaps, the best; but slabs of fire-clay

are very durable. The copings should be 4 inches wider than the thick-
ness of the walls, which will allow of two-inch projections on both sides.

The coping should be raised in the middle, so as to cause the wet to
pass ofi"; or, if flat, the side next the most important side of the
wall should be raised to cause the water to drain to the least important
side. On the under side of the coping, near to the outer edee of the
projection, should be a grooved throating for the water to drip ofi", instead
of running down the wall. Your border of 6 feet is too narrow, unless
your wall is low. The border should equal the height of the wall in
width. No trees, other than those planted against the wall, should be
planted in the border. Espaliers next tbe walk, unless very low, would
shade the liorder too much ; they should be placed on the opposite side
of the walk to the border. Yonr other iiiiery is very compreliensive, and
would require more time and space than we can afford to devote to it at
present, but the subject will be treated on fully in an early number.

Yew Hedge Thinning (F. H. Law).—We would not thin out every other
plant, for though planted very thickly they will make an impenetrable
fence, and there is no fear of their dyiug off if left as they are. All you
have to do is to keep it well cut in, and this should be done annually,
eai'ly in August. If your hedge is intended for a screen, rather than
for a fence, you may take out every alternate plant; but you will not
then have a fence proof against cattle, and as a screen four years' growth
will be required to make the hedge close. The trees may be removed now
or during mild weather up to April; but unless you require the plants

for other purposes, we would advise you to leave well alone.

Heaths for Blooming in August and November {Q. Read).—For
August: Ventricosa grandiflora.Cavendishii.Ventricosahirsuta, Ventricosa
Bothwelliana, Rtjllissoni, and Vestita rosea. For November : Wilmoreana,
McNabiana rosea, Tricolor Wilsoni, Pulchen-ima, Hyemalis, and Lam-
bertiana.

Azalea Leaves Browned (R. S. F.).—We think your plants have
dm'ing the summer been kept much too warm and dry, and have not had
a sufficient supply of water at the roots. The leaves sent are not infested

with insects of any kind, and we cannot discover they have been so. The
drainage should be examined, and rendered efficient if defective. The
cause of the brownness is probably that named ; and the evil also

sometimes results from a sudden change. Exposing the pots in summer
to the sun's rays, which heat them and destroy the roots, or allowing

tbe drainage to become choked, will have a like result, and the leaves

brown from want of support and ultimately full. We would advise yoa
to keep the plants rather dry during the winter, in a cool house from
which frost is merely excluded, care being taken not to allow them to

suffer from want of water, and in spring repot them immediately after

blooming. After potting place them in a house with a moist atmosptiere

and a temperature of not less than 55^ at night, and a day temperature
of 65'^ from fire heat ; sprinkle them overhead with water morning and
evening ; and sprinkle the floors and every available surface two or three
times a-day in order to produce a moist atmosphere. The plants should
be carefully watered for a time until the roots are working in the fresh

soil, when the watering should be liberal. This treatment ought to be
continued until they have ceased growth, when they should be gradually
hardened ofl' by exjiosure to light and air, and they will speedily set their

buds, which being secured, they should have a light and airy position in

a cool house. They require a temperature of 40'^ to 45^ from fire heat
after the buds are set and until they .start into growth in spring.

Pear-Tree Training {E. T. H^).—Pear trees may be trained upon
wires fixed 1 foot above the ground, but we would prefer them 13 inches
from the ground, as the fruit, when the branches are so near the ground,
is Uable to have dirt splashed upon it dming heavy rains, and the
wires are apt to bend downwards owing to the weight of the branches
and fruit. Only two sboots will be required, or one on each side of the
stem, and beyond those all others should be cut away, dependance being
placed upon the spurs for fruit.

PEGGiNa Down Roses [Tdevt).—Roses on the Manetti in beds on a lawn
may be pegged down, so that the branches may lie upon the surface, pro-

viding it can be done without breaking them. It is quite optional whether
the shoots be pegged down or not, and for our own port we prefer them
not pegged. It is a matter of taste ; but though you may have a mass of

bloom from plants pegged down, you must not expect a great profusion
of it.

Chasselas Musquk Vine (Rector, ^('710.—There is no such Grape as
" Chasselas Jijuscat," it must be Chasselas Musqut-.
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GBfnrmiA zebrtna Restino (Rector, Kent).—Yon rany nowalmoBt tatallv

cease waterinR them, but it would bo well to give ii little w:iter (tconKion-

ally, Hfiy onco a-wook, until tho fnlinKe decays. Tho stemR should not be
cat down until the tlowor-Btoms docny or become dried up. You will do
well toaHsiKu to thorn a licht and airy situation, and if you can jfivotliem
beat do ho. as tho hotter this year's growths aro matured Iho stronjjer will

be tho roots. Ynu nmy have them in bloom earlier by pottin;^ tho ro'its

Id March and phuii-'int,' the pots in a Cncumhtr-frame or other hotbed,
and by thti.i^ furwardinR them in heat thoy will bloom by September or
even earlier accorcling to the temperature. They require a stove or
vinery, which is only a sort of etovo where forcing' is carried on.

GoOfiKnERRY AND ClIRRANT BlTSIIKH PrITNINO (J. D., M.D.).— YoU
shonld well thin out the shoots from tlio centre of tho bushes, nnd cut-iu
all the Hide shoots upon tho main branches to within half an inch of
their base. Tho main branches should bo left from 9 inches to 1 foot

apart. Tho tcrratniil shoot of tho bruicli miy ho. rediicod two-thirds of
its Icnffth. and only have tlio end taken "IT if the shoot be rightly disposed
and extension required. Tho soil slmuld bo taken out with a spado from
aronnd tho fitenis of the bushes, and down to tho roots, without cutting
or diflturbini? these. It may bo removed for a distance of from 18 inches
to 2 (eel from the Htom. Into this sort of trench you may place a layer
of well-rottod munure 8 inches thick all over, and thou cover it with soil

an inch or two tlcop. Ynu may then manure the remain'ler of the (,'round

between the rows and diR tho manure neitly in, not coink' so deep as to
Injuro tho roots. In summer you may water liberally during dry weather
with lifiuid manure.

Plants for a North IJorder (Frfd'ii.—You mav plant in your north
border sinale and double red and blue, and sini?lo wbitu Hopaticas, Winter
Aconite, Snowdrops, Scilla sibirica, the common Primroso, and its double
white, lilac, and crimson varieties. These will render the border gay for

the early spring months.

Soot as SIanitrf. for Bulbs {Idem).—Soot is an excellent manure for
almost all plants and bulbs. It may be apolied to plants in borders when
they are in active growth or aro rommcncinff Rrowth, and should bo
sprinkled around them Rn as to blacken tho soil, or just cover the (jround;
it may be pointed in with a fork. Plants or bulbs in pots mav bo watered
twice a-week with soot water, and that is tho best means of appljinii it

to plants iu pots. Use a peck of soot to thirty gallons of rain water, stir

welli allow the Injuor to gettle, and use the clear liquid for wateiinj* with.

Wat.tonian Cases (7(f«m).—These ore not now eo much sought after as
they formerly were by amateurs, but those now advertised in our columns
are improvements upon the original. We do not know where the old
ones are to be obtained. Mr. Gray, Horticultural Builder. Danvers Street,
Chelsoa, London, would be likely to furnish you with the information you
reqoiro.

Hardy and Halp-hardy Plants for BorguETS (.4 Cottarjc Gardener).—
Yoa should jilant Sweet Williams. Pinks, Carnations, and especially the
old Clove, pretty extensively ; and you cannot have too many Roses ; and
a few plants of Sweot Briar and tho common Southernwood will be found
useful Campanula aggregiita.Ditphnecneorum ; Delphinium Belladonna,
formosum, alopornroidos, and Wheeleri ; Oladiolusg.indavonsisin variety,
Gynorinm argonteum. Hyporicuin ealycinuin. Lathyru? graudiftorus and
L. latifolins ; Lilium chaloodonicuin, lancifolium superbum, and anran-
tiaonm ; Lychnis Haageana, borbaceous Phlox in variety, double Py-
rothmms : Salvia argentca for its foliago, S. nemorosa. Tritoma uvaria,
Tritonia auren, and double Kocket. Of half-hardy plants, bedding Pelir-

poniums, shrubby Calceolarias, Salvia patens and splendens. Verbenas,
Heliotrope, (iorman Ten-week Stocks; German Aster, Phlox Driiin-
mondi, Branching Larkspur, and plenty of Mignonette.

FiLnnuT CoLTURE (A Cottage Oarri^-iirr).—Refer to what was said in
reply to a correspondent at page 410, which will meet your case, we thinlt,

nnd which you doubtless have seen.

WiNfRRiNfJ AND Propaoatino HOLLYHOCKS [Htrfatham Common).— It
your sol is dry and light you may leave the plants where planted during
tho winter, protecting them with cocoa-nut fibre and ashes as you pro-
pose ; but if the soil is heavy, wet, and cold, it will be well to take them
up and store them in cocoa-nut fibre and ashes in a cold frame for
the winter. By inaking cuttings in spring, as proposed, you will obtain a
lato bloom. For cuttings choose the young shoots, taking them off close
to tho old root as soon as thoy are :i or 3 inches In length, potting them
singly and (irmly iti three-inch pots, placing thorn in a cold frame, draw-
ing the lights on closely, and affnrding them shade from sun. The cuttings
ought to bo carefully watered. In a week or ten days a little air may be
admitted, and when well rooted they may be freely exposed whenever tbe
weather is ftivourablo. If you take cuttings in February or March they
shonld have the benefit of a mild hotbed.

Dissolved Bones for PF.LAROoNruMs (Thornton-U-Uo'ir^.—Thc super-
phosphate of lime formed by dissolving bones for manuring Turnips is

equally employable for Pelargoniums. It should bo used sparingly to the
Tricoloured, for excessive luxuriance will detoriorato the colours. Two
parts sand and one part light turfy loam, with a little half-inch bones of
rubbly charcoal, mixed together, are employed for striking tbe cuttings.

Winter Flower Gardes {A Flotcrr Gardf.ner).—As wc do not know
the "Ashwicken Rector." we cannot ask for a list of tho "variegated
herbaceous plants " he employs.

HoT-DED Thermometer. H. H.).—Thermometers for ascertaining the
interior toinporature of hot-beds are now obtainable at any philosophical
instrument maker's. The price is about five shillings, we believe.

SEEDLtNo Pears (J. Wiphton).—Yom- large green seedling is very pro-
raising, but we cannot say much for the small ono.

Pelargoniums (\y. A. Olifnti).—'Sos. '2 and ii appear to be the same
variety. No. 1 seems to be new, and is certainly pretty : but we always
decline naming or identifjring florists' flowers. The leaf you enclosed
is that of Gymnostachyum Verschaflelti, also called Eranthemum rubro-
vcnium.
Seedling Chorozema [A Suhscribcr].—Tho flowers are more richly

coloured than those of its parent. Chorozema varium, and if, as you say,

they arc produced *' very freely all tbe winter," it will be an acquisition.

Seedling Pelargoniums (W. M. Bradlry).—\o one can form an
opinion of the merits of a Pelargonium from a single pip and single leaf.

Names of Fruits f.7. E/--omc).—3, Uvedale's St. Germain ; 4, Calebassc ;

5. Mario Louise; 6, Glou Mor<.-eau : 7. Winter Nelis. (FT. /f. AM.—1, Beurre
Diel; 2. Forelle ; S, Passe Colmar. {Wymidf-).—It is impossible to name
your Vine from a piece of the young wood. The fruit always, and a
mature leaf often, is necessary to be seen for identification.

Names of Plants lA Younn Gardener).—We connotname a plant from
seeing a single leaf of it. (Q. iiiJdj.—1, Selaginella Kraussiana : 2, S. Mar-
tensii; 8, Adiantura sffine ; 4. A. formosum; 5, Oyranogranima chryso-
phylla ; 6, Erica colorans. (TT. F. il/.).—Aralia canescens.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Week ending December 3rd.

Dat«.
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and the catalogne, not being printed, would not have made me
write "black" for "brown." If " An ExmniTOK " refers to
the catalogue he will 6ee they are there called "Black Reds,"
and it was following the latter without really thinking of the
birds themselves that led me into the error. " An Exuiiutor "

himself falls into a very great error when he imagines me witli
milimiteil time at my disposal. This is far from the fact. I
assure him that " T. B. A. Z." is never so f.-rtunate as to have
" the whole period of the Exhibition for bis oljservatiiin,' but
is forced to make his " Dottings " far more rapidly. I do not
think I spent more than three hours and a half in the Drill
Hall. I was there, however, almost as soon as it opened, and
I can assure "A Snnsci-.niEr. " that the prize White Dorking
cockerel was tailless then.
This brings me to another point that I should very much

like to understand—namely, whether the attendants on "birds—
I mean the servants of the owners, are allowed to enter the ex-
hibition before the time open to the pubhc ; whether they
deliver up their specimens at the doors of Ihe exhibition; or
whether they follow them within the threshold and give a help-
ing hand to penning their birds. It the latter, all exhibitors
are not placed on the same footing.—Y. B. A. Z.

As I feel assured that poultry culture and poultry shows are
unquestionably among the most popular features of the present
day, I trust a very brief comment on tho suggestions made
with respect to my remarks a few weeks ago on the brevity of
time allowed for judging, will be permitted me, as I must ex-
press my entire disbelief, from personal practice, in the reme-
dies suggested by your correspondents, " Y. B. A. Z." and
" An ExHiBiTon."

I desire to take up as little of your valuable! space as pos-
sible, and trust that though I must differ from both of the
contributions referred to, the writers will give me credit for the
anxious desire to attempt any practicable improvement that
either of these gentlemen, or any other individual, may yet
suggest to meet the difficulty,

It is, perhaps, prudent again to remind those who are willing
to give a helping hand, that though the insufficiency of time
given to the arbitrations was the matter I complained of in tho
remarks I sent to you, yet it was coupled most intimately with
the fact, it was the after abbreviation of the period at first ap-
pointed that I more especially referred to. Every one knows
suiHciently well that a largely increased number of arbitrators
might be reasonably expected to prevent this unpleasantness,
and that classes might be appointed so as to meet the views
and efficiency of the various judges engaged. This, though
quite apart from the gist of my former communication, can
most unreservedly be admitted, but it inevitably brings with it

a result looked upon by most committees with whom I am ac-
(luainted, as of still greater dread than heretofore—that even
when confined to travelling expenses, several additional calls on
the society's coffers must be made, which cannot be entertained.
My position was, that tho stipulated full time originally allotted
to judges ought, under every circumstance, to be invariably the
rule enforced on all parties alike, be they who they may, and
that thus arbitrators might proceed to duty without deviation
from the original arrangements, that, if broken, necessitated
ofttimes three hours' work being attempted at the last moment
in one hour.
The suggestions for improvement in the saving of time, if I

rightly comprehend them, made by " Y'. B. A. Z." and " An
Exhibitor," have, undoubtedly, originality about them ; but
their sufficiency on application appears to mo worse than ques-
tionable. The first-named writer seems to indulge the hope
that an after-scrutiny by, as it were, a second iavestigation
fi'oin a judge in the rear of those making the awards, would ex-
pedite matters

; but as calling back for reconsideration seems
a most unlikely expedient to produce so very desirable a result,
I need not say more on that point.
On the other hand, " An Exeibitok " has his remedy. Dare

I say, it suggests " out of the mud into the river "—viz., to
stop and leave all remaining classes unjudgod it the time is
not sufficient, rather than make the attempt at completion.
For only one moment indulge in the supposition that this
latter course was obeyed to the letter. The arbitrator, the
committee, and any other official that happened to be present,
might well esteem deafness a blessing, and very probably he
would need almost the covering of the rhinoceros itself to
escape even bodily injury from the infuriated and neglected
portion of the exhibitors, who would, I fancy, quite fail to re-
cognise the justice of carefully judging one portion of the

classes and leaving the others entirely neglected. I feel at
present unconvinced that any ///ViT-remedy can supply the want
of an insufficieuoy of time for arbitrations. Why, then, un-
necessarily abridge it by want of punctuality at the beginning ?—Edward Hewitt.

RIUMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
Tun short time that elapsos betwoDn the opeuiug of the Show and

our going to press, necessitates a short and hurried review. This will
bo made more apparent when we say that our paper is issued before
the Show is closed. Wc may. however, state that we speak of the
best, and we hcIieTc the hu-g'est, Shov,- on record—upwards of '2600

pens of Poultry and Piseons. The siihit of innovation does not lag
in this great city, but, wise in their generation, they make their inno-
vations to be improvenjeuts. While they meet tho views of exhibitors,
they increase their profits. Thus one of the great nses of these Shows
ii to enable breeders to choose birds for tho introdaction of fresh
blood ; another is to buy stock birds. The first wanted either a cock
or two, or more pallets; the second a stud to start with, but tho
latter wished to have birds of different strains. Uoth were unattain-
able under the old rriiimc. At the outset, pens were composed of cock
end three hens or pullets. Whoever wanted a cock was obhged to
take three hens he did not want. whUe ho who wanted a couple of
pullets had to take an extra one and a coek. To obviate this, classes
were introduced for single cocks. They were an accommodation, but
the publie asked for something more; therefore, last vear the clas.ses

were divided into those for single cocks, two hens, and two pnllets.
Some doubted whether these classes wonld be a success : this year
has proved that they are. The novelty of the Show was the attempt
to sell by auction all tho prize-taldng and commended pens. Wc
must speak of this next weet. If it succeed it will be profitable, as
the surplus above the price at which the pen is entered will be divided
between the exhibitor and the Society. We will now suggest the
extension of the alteration to the Turkeys. The cock Turkeys are
always m request. The prize Ust wo pubUsh will give the Iisl"ot tho
successful, and we will, therefore, content ourselves with noticing the
prominent features of the dih'orent classes.

Wo begin with Durkii/r/.^. New names aj^pcar here, and increased
weight was the rule. Prize cocks wore 12i and some 13 lbs. each ;

hens weighed R lbs. each, and upwards in many cases ; pullets 7 and
7t lbs. each. An old exhi'oitor. Admiral Hornby, was unsuccessful,
owing to a mistake in having two cocks, the old being put among the
young, and the young among the old, disqualifying both. Many of
the successful bhds were of high merit; Messrs. "White, Fox, Statter,

Campbell, with many others, deserve every credit for the qnaUty of
birds they showed ; they deserve their success. Many of the same
names come iirst in hens and pullets. The Hon. Mr. Fitzwilliam
was especially successfnl. The Sdver-Grey pallets were very beauti-
ful, nothing could surpass them ; but tho cocks bore out the old
opinion as to the difficulty of getting them able to answer all require-
ments. White feathers in the tail, white spots on the breast told
their tale in the absence of commendations in a large class. White
Dorkings were very good. These end this breed—320 pens. In no
classes do we find so many of the nobility and gentry exhibitors as in
these.

Cochin-C/unas brought 3,"1 pens. Here, again, we can sjX'ak in
terms of high commendation. Kxtra prizes of plate in many of the
classes stimulate exhibitors. The Hon. Miss Pennant, Messrs. Taylor,
Mapplebeck, Whito, Tudman, and Dawson deserved all they gained.
Due hundred and forty-iive pens of lirnhma Pootra-g testified to tho

popularity of these beautiful and useful birds, and must tend to con-
vince those who m.alignod them years siuce, and denied their purity,

that they were in error. Manj' of them, however, were not as good as
we have seen ; Messrs. Tomlinson, Boyle, and Colonel Lane, with Mrs.
Hurt and other prizetakers, were, however, exceptions. The Light
were very good. Two silver cups were offered in those classes. They
were gained by Messrs. Dowsott and Crook ; while Mr. Pares added
to his many laurels by taking two first and a second prize.

The Malays were good in both cla::3es, hut they were not namerons.
The Crcvc Ctrnrs and Ilmulans were numerous and good, but tho

La Fliche were few and indifferent iu quality. We do not hesitate to
say so many good La Fleche cocks were never before shown in Eng-
land, many of them were perfect

;
pullets the same. In all these

classes Colonel Stnart Wortley was very sacoessful, taking three first

prizes and two silver cups.

Twenty-three !<iKnu!ih cocks were named in the prize list. The
worst of them richly deserved the distinction. Improvement is tho
rule ; the faces are smoother, the combs are better in shape and
firmer. Praise must not bo coaiined to the cocks, tho hens and puilets
were equally good ; wc canuot speak too highly of those shown by the
Hon. Miss Pennant, who took the first prize iu each class. AU these
classes were especially even, and were tilled with good bh-ds. Thay
also introduced many new names.

Bingley Hall is now tho only place where Black Ilamhurfih^ are to
ho seen in any numbers. They formed a goodly array, and wero
unquestionably beautiful birds. The Golden and .Silver-pencilled wero
worthy of their best days. Twenty-seven pens were noticed in the

1 prize list. We recognised many old names, but tho onward progress
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of Uiin great Show was Btiain marhedby the new namci tluit «prini-cil.

The furwiua position of' those latter will teep lh« former on their

mettle, niid render eareful hrecdinR neeessary. The Kev. T. Oluady
will be nmonf! those who will he diflieult to distance. The Golden an4l

Silver Spangled were in Rieat Btrensth. Forty-two pens established

their claim to a Bale by auction. It in long since wo have aeen them

*> meritorious, espc-cially the Silvers, that reminded us of the birds no

aaed to see ni Liverpool years nf;o.

Silver /'nlftuih increase Inrfiely in entries and qnality. Wo can also

spcal: well of the (Jolden, and lilack with white crests. Tho success

of Mr. Adhinsin Silvi r, and Jlr. Silvester in Golden, was remarkable ;

eftch {gentleman took four prizes.

The multiplication of classes tends to lessen the variety class.

There wero Ciu-koos, liivilan, Silh'i-^, also some very cnriouB Gin'nfa

/•'oiils. Tho Cuckoos were iiuuiually good, and the moit numerous in

tho class.

O'amr are alway.-J Rnmc. and that i.^i saying a great deal. They are

models of shape and condition. It would seem that those who show

tiieso birds understand the art of sendiuf! tiem in perfect health and

condition. Yet, whore all are Rood, there will bo bolter, and even beat.

Such were Mr. Wood'.s two fir^t prize ])eus of Brown Kods, the Duke
of Newcastle's, Mes.srs. Mellors, .lacob's, and Chaloner's. It seems

almost invidious to name tlicse. but they had unusual merit. Mr.

Chaloner's waq one of tho best birds wo ever saw. The Dnckwings

were not unworthy of their brethren, and showed in unusual numbers,

coupled with Rrcat merit. Mr. IJraiUey's was a beautiful bird. The
White niid Piles were weak.

Ciold-lacod Jlantamx were as usual weak ju numbers and quality.

The Silvers were better in every way, and among them were some right

;jood birds. It must, however, be said that, as a whole, they are not

uqnal to what they were. White Bantams did little for thcmselvco or

the Show. Blacks made amends. They were very good, and fonucd

an excellent class. Kverylhing conneeted with poultry should bi'

understood now, hut there ^cem people who think a Sebright and

Black Bantam should ditfer only in colour. We may safely say of the

tiamo Bantams that which wo "said of tho Game cocks. They were

in every way perfect.

The Rouen have a?aln beaten the Aylesbury D:icl:s. The Ayles-

bnrj- Ducks of Mrs. Seamons weighed 18 lbs. the pair ; Mr. J. K.

l''owler's 17iJ lbs. the pair. Mr. S. Shaw's Itonen Duck.') weighed

19J lb. per pair; and Mr. Statter's Is lbs. the pair. The White

Gander and Goose of Mrs. Scamons weighed .'ilj lbs.: Mr. G. Hust-

ler's Gander aud Goose, at s<'ven months old weighed -14 lbs. ; Mr.
.1. K. Fowler's Grey Gander and Goose weighed Til lbs., aud his Grey
Gandtr and Goose nt seven months old weighed ii'i lbs. Mr. J.

Smith's Tiirkrys weighed .'>0 lbs. the pair, and liis Turkeys, sii months
and a half old, weighed iJOJ Ib.-^.

Wo shall give further particulars nest week.

POULTRY.
DoBKiso (Coloured, except Silver-Grcvl.—CocS-.'.—First, J. ^\hite.

Warlaby. Northnllorton. Second, T. Slalter, Stand Tlall, Whiteliei'l, ncnr
.Hancboster. Tbini. Messrs. (tunson \ .leirerson, Whitehaven. Fourth,

, Mrs. Arkwricbt, Etwall Hall, Dorbv. titth, Duko of Newcastle, Clumber,
Worksop, Notts. Sixth, A. Potts, lloole Hall, Chester. Highly Com-
mondeil, Admir^ W. Hornbv. linowslev Cottage, l^cscot: D. C. Camp-
bell, M.D., Brentwood. E.^sex ; F. Parlett, Groat Baddow, Chelmsford,
tCssex. Cuniraended, W. If. Walker. Sheufield, Brentwood, Kssex.

DoRKruo (Coloured, except Silver-Gr«y>.— rockcr<!j.—First and Silver

Clip, J. Fox, St. Bees, Cumberland. Second, D. C. Campbell, M.D. Third,

H. Lingwood, Barking, Neodhnm Market, Satl.ilk. Fourth, J. F. I.iebert,

Wollesbourno Hall, near Warwick. Fifth, Messrs. Gunsou & JeHerson.

Sixth. F. Parlott. Hitfhly Corauiendeii, DuUe of Newcnstle ; Mr:^. G. Cann-
ing, Harpurly. Glonciistorshire ; Kev. .\. IC. Cornwall, Bencombe. Dursley,

Gloucestershire ; L. Richards, Glendim Lodpe. Kettering, Nortbampton-
shiro: J. Smith. Honlev-in-Ardeu ; It. P. Williams, Glasslinii, Clontarf,

Dublin. C:ommuudeil. Hrs. Arkwright, Etwail Uoll, Derby ; J. r.obinsou,

Vftlo House, near Gar.'stiing ; I*'. Farlett.

DoRKiNo (Coloured except Silver-Grev).

—

Benit.—First, J. Fox. Second,
T. Statter. Third, I.ieut.-Col. H. B. Lane, Lilv Hill, Bracknell, Berks.

Fourth. Admiral W. Hornbv. Fillh, A. Potts. Sixth, H. Beldon, Geit-

stock. Hingley, Yorkshire. Highly Commended, A. Potts ; Sirs. ;\rkwright.

Commended, Duko of Newcastle : Messi.^. Guuson & JetTorson.

DonKiNo (Coloured, except Silver-Grev).—i^u^^•^<.—First Second, and
Fourth, Hon. U. w. Fitzwilliam, Wentworth Woodhonse, Rotherham.
Third, Mrs. Arkwright. Filth, Admiral W. Hornby. Sixth, Duko o( New-
castle. Highly Commended, Messrs. tiuubon iS: .Toffer.son ; E. Shaw,
Oswestry; Hon. H. W. FitzwiUiam ; J. Bobiuson ; Mrs. .\rkwTight ; G. J.

Mitchell. Newton Mount. Burton upon Trent; Miss M. Heath, Mylon
Grange, Warwick ; .1. Faulkner, Burton-upoa-Trent ; Miss H. Smith,
Henley-in-Ardeu. Coramondcd, Mrs. Seamons. Hartwell. Aylesbury,

Backs'; S. Bum, Whitby, Yorkshire ; H. Humphrey. Worthing, Sussex
;

.\dmiral \Y. Hornby ; D.C. Campbell.
DoBKrao (Silver-Groy).—CocA-s.—First, J. Faulkner. Second, R. Sranlley.

Lancaster. Third. E. Shaw. Highly Commended, Lady Bagot. Blithtield

HaU, P.UBclcv.
DoRKlNa (Silver-Grey).—Hena or Pul/.-^^.—First. Rev. .T. F. Newton.

Kirby-in-Cleveland, Yorkshire. Second. Miss J. Milward. Nowton St. Loe.
near Bristol. Third, T. Stutter. Hiijbly Commended, W. H. Deuison,
Wobura S.^uds, Bods ; Rot. W. J. Mellor. Colwick Uectorj-. near Notting-

ham : T. B. Wright, Great Barr. near Birmingham ; Ladv Bagot ; Mrs.
Seamons; Lieut.-Col. T. ^Vest. SlatTord. Commended, Lady Des Va'ux,
Orakolow, Burton-upou-Trent.
OoRl^iNa (Whit3}.— Cocl-jt.—First. H. Lincrwood. Second and Third. .T.

Robinson. Highly Commended, Mrs. Hayne. Fordingtou, Dorchester;

H. Lingn-ood.
DoRKisa (White).— ffciu or Pullr!.!.—First, H. Lingwood. Second, H.

Savilo, RulTord Abbey, near OUerton, Notts. Third, Mrs. Syson, Emping-
luXD, near Stamford.

Cocnrx-CHIKA iri.m'imon and Ba(T).—Coc;,-«.—First, Mrs. R. White,

Broomhall Park. Shellield. Sieond, t:ol. Stuart Wortley, (irove End Road,

London. Thirtl, H. ToinlinBcm, SJosolev, near BirroinRhKm. Fourth, Hon.

Miss DoTi«l«8 IVnnoot. Penryn Castle. Bnntinr. North Wales. Flilb, D.

Yount'. l.c imington. Highly Commended, H. Tomlinhon ; H.Miipplcbeck,

Woodlield, Moselcy, near Birmiughara. Commended. H. Mapidebeck.

CofniN-Ciuxi (Cinnamon and Buff).—Co,«-.-ri;.<.—Cup and First, W. A*

Tavlor. Manchester. Second, .1. Cattoll. Bristol Ro:id, Birmingham-
Third, .1. Siehcl,Tliuporlcy,Cheshire. Fnurth. Messrs. Gunson 4 JelT.jrson-

Fifth, Hon. Miss Douiibis Pennant. Highly Commeude.l, H. TorahnsonJ

H. Mapplobeck; H. Wade. BirmiuRham ; W. A. Taylor, Manchester; R.

White. Shefllclil. Commended, C. Uemus, Harbomo, near Manchester

G. Fell, Springllold. Warrington.

CoilllK-Cuis.l (Cinnamon and BufTi.—Henj.—First and Third, H.

Mapplebeck. Second. C. T. Bishop, Birmingham. Fourth, W. A. Taylor.

Fifth, H. Tomlinson. Highly Commended. C. W. Brierky, Middloton,

Manchester; G. Fell : J. Ahsoll.ABion, near Birmingham. Commended,
F. J. Astburv. Kucliffe, Prcstwieb, Manchester.
CocHlN-CiiXNA (Cinnamon end Unlij.— i'ii'l./«. — First. Hon. MisB

Douglas Pennant. Second, W. A. Taylor. Thirl, H. Lingwood. Fourth,

H. Mapplebeck. Fifth, Mrs. B. White, SheBleld. HiRhly Commended,
H. Mapiilebeck ; Col. Jnipey, The Park, Cheltenham ; H. Wade ;

Rev. G.

Gilbert, Claxton, Norwieii. Commended. A. II. Latley. Shrewley. near

Warwick; C. llcmua ; Rev. C. Spencer, Attleiiorough, Norfolk; U. Tom-
linson.

r.. * »
CocuiN-CillNA (Brown .and Partridgc-feathercdl.— Coc;... — First, F.

White. Second, E. Tudinan. A.shgrovo, Whitchurch, Salop. Third, A. O.

Worthington, Burton-upou-Trent. Hiuhly Commended, R. White; Col.

J. A. Ewart, Tatenhill. Burton-upou-Trent. Commended, B. W. Boyle,

Bray. Co. Wicklow. Ireland.
CocniK-CHlNA (Brown and Partridge-fcnthorcd).—Coct-crfla.—First anS

Amateur's Sweepstake, E. Tudman. Second, R. Whitu. Third, E. Shaw.

Hichlv Commended, E. Teebay, Fulwood, near Preston, Lancashire; J. R.

Kodbard, Aldwick Court, Wfington, near Bristol. Commended, J. 8.

Senior, Dewsburv.
i r- a. i

I Cochin-china (Brown andPartridge-feathcrcd).—Hen.".—First, E.Tna-
man. Second. G. Lamb, Compton, near Wolverhampton. Third^C. W.

1 Brierley. Middlelon, Manchester. Highly Commended. E. Tudman.
Cocnis-CllINA (Brown anil Partridge-feathered).— Pull^t.i.—First, J. R.

1 Rodbard. Second, A. t>. Worlbinslon. Third, F. Orossley, F.lland. Halifax,

Yorkshire. Uighlv ( ommended, E. Tudman; F. Crossley; E. Shaw;
Messrs. Bowman '& Fearon, Whitehaven, Cumberland. Commended,
Messrs. Bowman & Fearon.
CouniN-CaiNA (White).—Cocjts.—First and Extra Pri;!e, R. Smalley,

Lancaster. Second, B. Chate, Balsall Heath, Birmingham. Third,

.\. Comyns. jun., Ardcuaine. Glenagearv, Kini;stown, Co. Dublin.

CocillN-CiiiNA (White).— C<.cJrr,;s.—First,W. Dawson, Hopton, MirfleW,

i
Yorkshire. Second and Third, Rev. F. Taylor, Kirkandrews Rect(jry,

I

Longtown. Highly Commended, Miss Biggar, Ecclcfechan, Domfrics-

I

shire : W. Dawson ; Mrs. Williamson, Leicester.
! CocniN-CiilSA (Whitc).—Wciu.—First, A. O. Worthington, Newton
i Park, Burton-npon-Tront. Second. O. Lamb. Compton, near Wolverhamp-
ton. Third, Rev. F. Taylor, Kirkaudrews lU'ctory, Longtown. Highly

Commended. R. Cliase, Balsall Heath, Birmingham; Mrs. VnUiamson,
Queenihorou^h Hall, Leicester.

Cocuix-Chisa (White).— />ii((<(j.—First and Third. Rev. F. Taylor.

Second, R. c:liase. Highly Commended, R. Chase ; Mrs. W illiamson ; A.

O. Worthington.
1 Braiijia Pootra (Dark).—Cocki.—First. H. Tomlinson. Moselcy. near

I

Birmingham. Second, H. Lacev. Hebden BridRC. Third. R. W. Boyle,

Erav. tiounty Wicklow. Ireland. " Highlv Commended, Hon. Miss Douglas

t
Pennant, Penrhvn Castle. Bangor, North Wales; Mrs. Bailey, Shooter's

j

IlUis, Longton, 'Staffordsliiro ; K. Jopp, Aberdeen. Commended, Mrs.

1 Hurt, Alder^vaslev, Derby.
r tt

]
Brahma PooTiii (I)arkl.—Cor*crc(<.—First and Cnp, Mra. Hurt. Se-

cond, J. Anderson. Third, R. W. Bovle. Highly Commended, Hen. Misg

I Douglas Pennant : P.. W. Bovle ; M. Leno ; L. Wright. Kingsdowne. Bns-

[
tol; R. White; W. Hargreiives, Bacnp, Manchester. Commended, H.
Laev ; Rev. J. F. Newton: L. Wright ; Mrs. Hurt.

j
Brahma Pootra (Dark).—Hcm.—First. Lleut.-Col. H. B. Lane. Brack-

nell. Second, H. La.v. Third, Messrs. Bowman >! Fearon, Whitehaven.
' Highly Commended, R. W. Bovle. Commended, Hon. Miss D. Pennant.
' Braiima Pootra (Dark).—Pu)1<-(«.—First, R. W. Boyle. Second, H.
Laev. Third, W. Hargreaves. Highlv Commended, Mrs. Seamons; T.

Ponitict ; B. W. Bovle ; Mrs. Hurt. Commended, Lient.-Col. H. B. Lane

;

E. Pigeon, Lvmpstoue ; H. Dowsett, Cheluisford : M. Leno.

Brahma Pootka (Light).—Cocl».—First and Cup, H.Dowsett. Second,

A. O. Worthington. Highly Commended, Mrs. H. Dean, Dfton. Com-
mended, J. Pares, Guildford.
Braiima Pootra (Light!.— Co(;Ir<T.b.—First, Second, and Highly Com-

mended, J. Pares. ^ _ _ ,

Brausia Pootra (Light).—ncii.'.- First, Cup. .-nd Second. F. Crook,

Forest Hill. Highly Commended, H. Dowsett ; J. Pares. ^ _ _ „
Brauma Pooira (Light).— Pu»--(«.—Fu:st, J. Pares. Second, H-DowBOtt.

Bigblv Commended, A. Herbert, Egham. c j»

Malay.— CocAj.—Fii-st, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Rnyton XL Towns. Second,

W. Lorl. BirminRhara. Highlv Commended, .1. C. Coop»r. Limerick.

Malay.-//f Fi.. „r Piillfl,.-First, Rev. G. Hustler. Second, T. HoUis,

Reading. HiKblv Commended, Rev. A. G. Brooke.
.. „ ^

CRt.vE-Cni R.—OictM.-First and Cup. Col. Stuart W ortiey. Second,

F. W. Zurhorst. Dublin. Highlv Commended. Col. Stuart Wortley; W.
Blinkhorn. Commended. Hon. U. W. Fit:wilUara ; G. Doubleday.

C:ili.vE-CiECR.—J/cin or Puilfh.—First, Col. Stu.irt W ortlcy. hecond,

W. Blinkhorn. Highly Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley ; W. Bbnkhorn ;

A. Dixon, Erdington ; F. W. Zurhorst.

HocDANS.-CocAj.-Fir^t, F. B. Hcald. Whitcmoor. Second. Col. Stnart

Wortley. Commended, \V. Tippler, RoxweU, Chehnstord ; T. Bamfield,

Clifton, Bristol. . „ , «. . «. ., n
UoUDANs.—i/'-n. or Pii!(c(i.—First and Cup. Col. Stnart Wortley. Orovo

End Koad, London. Saeond, F. B. Heald, W hiti moor, near Nottingham.

Highly Commended, Col. Stuart Worlloy ; S. A. \Vyl:ie, East Moulsey,

LA""Fr.i:cnE.-Cocfo!.—First, Col. Stnart WorUey. Second, Hon. H.W.

'la FLici're.-ffrm or P.ill<(».—First, M. Leno, Slarkyato Street, near

Dunstable. Hods. Second, Cob Stuart Wortley.
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SPAKISH.—Cocts.—First. T. Cole, Birminchnm. Second, J. H Wilson,
St. Bees, Cumberlnnd. Third, J. Stevens, MacclesfieM. Fourth, H. Lnne,
Bristol. Highly Commended, J. Clegg, jun.. High Crompton, near Old-
ham. Commended, Eon. Miss D. Pennant ; W. R. Bull, Newport Pagnell,
Bncks; O. Drewry, M.D., Walsall.

Spanish.— C'0ffr(n7,s.—First and Cup. Miss Biggar. Ecclefechan, Dum-
tries. Second, A. Heath, Calne. Third, R. Teebay, Fulwood, near Pres-
ton. Fourth, H. T. Edge. Edgbaston. Birmingham. Highly Commended,
Hon. Miss D. Pennant ; T. Bamfield, Brandon Hill, Clifton ; J. W. Edge.
Birmingham ; E. Paton, Kilmarnock : W. R. Bull ; R. Ede, Worthing.
Snasex. Commended, J. H. Wilson ; P. James, Pec'iUara Rye ; E. Cam-
bridge, Bristol ; Messrs. Burch & Boulter, ShefHcld ; I;.. Teebay.
Spanish —-fff;is.—First, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. Second and Third, A.

Heath. Fourth, W. Patcrson. Langholm, Dumfries.
SP.4NISH —Pullcls.—First, Hon Miss D. Pennant. Second, H. Lane.

Third, M. Farrand, D.ilton, near Huddersfleld. Fourth, F. James.
Highly Commended, W. E. Bull; Hon. Miss D. Pennant. Commended,
Messrs. Cawley& Bailey, Alderley Edge, near Manchester; E.Cambridge.
Hamedech (Blackl.— roctj.—First, J. Robinson, V.ale House, near

Garslang. Second, H. Beldon. Third, S. Shaw, Stainland, Halifax.
Highly Commended, G. Lingard, jun., Birmingham ; J. Munn, Stack-
Bteads, near Manchester.
Hamburgh (Blaek).—JJens or Pii!!c(s.—First, C. Sidgwick, Keighley.

Second, J. Jackson, Bury, Lancashii'e. Third, Messrs. Ashton & Booth,
Mottram, near Manchester. Highly Commended, Hey. W. Serjeantson,
Shrewsbury; J Munn; G. Lingard. jun.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled.—CocAs.—First, H. Beldon. Second. J.

Preston, AUerton. near Bradford, Yorkshire. Third, F. D. Mort, Moss Pit
House, near Stafford. Fourth, Rev. E. C. Roy, Staveley, Chesterfield.
Highly Commended, F. Pittis, jun.. Newport, I.W. ; Miss S. Cotes, New-
port, Salop: W. Parr. Patricoft, near Manchester; T. Wriglc-T, jun.,
Middleton, near Manchester. Commended, W. Parr; J. Wild, Ashton-
ander-Lyne.
Hamburgh (Golden-pencilled).—ffens or Pullets.—First, F. D. Mort.

Second, H. Beldon. Third, Rev. W. Serjeantson. Fourth, F. Pittis, jun.
Commended, W. Parr.
Hamburgh (Silvcr-pencilledt.-rocfe.—First, Eey. T. O'Grady, Ash-

bouiTie, Derbyshire. Second, T. Hanson. Keighley. Third. E. Aykroyd,
Girlington Road, rear Bradford. Highly Commendet'i, Messrs. W. & J.
Eairstow, Bingley, Yorkshire

; F. Pittis, jun. ; H. Beldon.
Hamburgh (Silver-peneilled).-Hens or Piilhts —First, J. Preston. Se-

cond, J. E. Powers, Biggleswade, Beds. Third, Rev. T. O'Grady. Highly
Commended, J. Robinson ; E. Aykroyd ; Messrs. W. & J. Eairstow.
Hamburgh (Golden-spangled).— Cocks.—Fii-st. G. Walters, Worcester.

Second. E. Brierley, Heywood, Manchester. Third, W, A. Hyde. Hurst,
Ashton-under-Lyne. Fourth, J. Dixon, Clayton, Bradford. Highly Com-
mended, J. Roe, Hadfield, near Manchester ; W. A. Hyde. Commended,
H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton ; J. Chadderton, Hollinwood, near Man-
chester; E. Brierley.
Hamburgh (Golden-spr-.ngled).—ilfns or Pullets.—Tirst, W. A. Hyde.

Second, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton. Third, J. Rowe. Fourth, J. Chadderton.
Highly Commended, J. Chadderton; I. Davies, Harborne, near Birming-
ham ; Rev. C. Palmer, Lighthorne. Warwick. Commended, H. Beldon.
Hamburgh (SilTer-spangled).—CocJ:.5.—First and Cup, H. Beldon. Se-

cond, J. Fiekling, Manchester. Third, Mrs. Hurt. Fourth, Miss Hurt,
Littleover, Derby. Fifth, Messrs. Robinson * Fawcett. Eaildon. Highly
Commended, Messrs. Ashton & Booth. Mottram ; J. Preston, Allerton,
near Bradford; W. A. Taylor, Manchester ; J. M.Kilvert, Ludlow; H.Loe.
Appuldureombe. Commended, Mrs. Hurt ; Messrs. Robinson & Fawcett

;

T. Hanson, Keighley; H. Lo-; J. Robinson. G.irstong ; Rev. F. Te.irle.
Hamburgh (Silver-spangled).—Hctis or PvUets.—First. J. Fielding.

Second, H. Pickles, jun. Third, H. Beldon. Fourth, W. A. Taylor. Fifth,
J. Wild. Ashton-under-Lyne. Highly Commended, Miss M. L.'Wakcman

;

J. Fielding. Newchurcli. Commended, Messrs. Ashton & Booth; F. H.
Neville, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Polish (Black with white crests).—Coclts.-First. R. Charlesworth.

Second. Mrs. E. Proctor, Hull. Third, P. Unsworth. Highly Commended,
T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst.
Polish (Black with white crests).—Hen* or Pullets.—First and Com-

mended, T. P. Edwards. Second, P. Unsworth. Third, Mrs. Proctor.
Polish (Golden .—Coc;;s.—First and Third, E. P. Williams, Glaslinn.

Second, W. Silvester.
Polish ((Golden).-Hens or FiiUets.—First, Second, and Third, W. Sil-

vester, Sheffield.

Polish (Silver) -Coeh.—First, G. C. Adkins. Second and Third, P.
Unsworth. Highly Commended. J. Heath, Nantmch. Commended, H.
Beldon ; G. C. Adkins.
Polish (SUver).—ifetig or Pullett.—First, Second, and Third, G. C.

Adkins.
Any Other Distinct VARiETy.—Coci and One ffcn.—First. Countess

of \ylestord (Cuckoo Dorking). Second, T. Walmsley (Bu£f Polish).
Third, F. W. Zurhorst (Sultan»). Fourth. Rev. J. C. Macdona, Liverpool
(African Guinea Fowl). Highly Commended, H. Savile ; Col. Stuart
Wortley. Commended, Hon. C. W. Finch, The Bury, Leamington;
T Walmsley.
Game (Black-breasted Redsi.-Coets.—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Se-

cond, J. Mason. Third, J. Fletcher, Stoneclongh. Fourth, J. H, WUson.
Fifth, Rev. T. O'Gradv, Ashbourne.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—Coc/.e?-eis.—First and Cup. Eey. L. R.

Jacob, Welshpool. Second. Eev. T. O'Grady. Third and Fifth, C. Chal-
loner. Fourth. F. J. Aftbury, Manchester.
-Game (Black-breasted Reds).—i/cM.-First and Fourth, G. Clements,

Birmingham. Second, J. Halsall. Inee, near Wigan. Third, R. Swift.
Game (Black-brcastcd Reds).—Puiiits.-First, 6. R. Smith, Scarborough.

Second, J, Jackson. Third, E. Akroyd. Fourth, W. J. Pope.
Game (Brown and other Eeds, except Black-breasted).

—

Cocks.—First,
Duke of Newcastle. Second, C. Chaloner. Third, .J. Wood. Fourth, Rev.
T. O'Grady. Highly Commended, J. Piatt, Winsford ; S. Matthew, Stow-
market ; H. W. Stobart, Darlington.
Game (Bi-own and other Reds, except Black-breasted).

—

Cockerels.—
First and Cnp. C. Chaloner. Second and Fourth, J. Wood. Third, T.
Bargess. Hiplily Commended, T. Mason ; T. Sales ; R. Smith ; J.
Fletcher

; G. Clements. Commended, M. T. Statter, Whitefield.
Game (Brown and other Reds, except Black-breasted).

—

Hens.—First
and Third, J. Wood. Second, J. Piatt. Highly Commended, S. Harrop,
Manchester; E. Aykroyd; G. Clesients; M. Billing.
GaH£ (Brown and other Reds, except Blaok-breasted).—Pu!ict«.—First

and Third. J. Wood, Wigan. Second, M. Billing, jun., Erdington, Bir-
mingham. Highly Commended, Rev. L. K. Jacob, Llanfair, Welshpool

;

M. Billing, jun.; T. Mason. Green .4yre, Lancaster; G. F.Ward. Sprostoa
Wood. Wrenbury, Cheshire ; W. Whewell, Radcliffe. Lancashire ; S.
Matthew, Stowmarket, Suffolk; J. Wood; T. Statter; T. Mason; T.
Burgess, Burley Dam, Whitchurch, Salop.
Game (Duckwings, and other Greys and Blues).— Cocfcs.-First, W.

Bradley, Worcester. Second, A. K. Briggs. Bradford. Yorkshire, Third,
Duke of Newcastle. Highly Commended, T. J. Charlton, Bradford, York-
shire ; S Matthew, Stowmarket, Suffolk ; Col. W. Blackburne, Learning-
ton ; J. Halsall, Inoe. near Wigan ; J. Mason, Worcester; A. K. Brigcrs.
Commended, T. T. Burman, Hockley Heath, near Bii-mingham ; W.
Bradley.
Game (Duckwings, and other Greys and Blues>.

—

Cockerels.— First,
J. Halsall. Second, E. Aykroyd, Bradford, Yorkshire. Third, Rev. T.
O'Grady, Hognaston "Vicarage, Ashbourne, Derbyshire.
G.\ME (Duckwings, and other Greys and Blues) —iTcns.-First, G. R.

Smith, Scarborough. Second, J. Mitchell, Moseley. near Birmingham.
Third, J. Halsall. Highly Commended, Rev. J. W.' Mellor, Colwick Rec-
tory, Nottingham.
Game (Duckwings, and other Greys and Blues).

—

PiilleU.—First, W.
Bradley. Second, T. J. Ch.arlton. Third, J. Halsall. Highly Ccminended,
S. Matthew, Stowmarket, Suffolk.
Game (Blacks and Brassy-winged, except Greys).

—

Cocks.—First and
Second, R. Limbrick, Kenilworth.
GA5IE (Blacks and Brassy-winged, except Greys).

—

Hens or Pullets,—
First and Second, R. Limbrick.
Game (White and Piles).—Cock.s.—First, T. West, St. Helen's, Lanca-

shire. Second, Messrs. G. & C. Fnmess, Accrington, Lancashire. Com-
mended, P.ev. F. Watson, Kelvedon, Essex.
Game (White and Viies).— Cockerels.—First, T. West. Second, O. Pem-

berton. Temple Rov.-. Birtuingbam.
Game (White and Piles).—Heiw.- First, Rev. P. Watson. Second,

R. Pashley. Worksop.
Game (White and Piles).

—

Pullets.—First, R. Sciimminger, Fallton,
Lutterworth. Second, Messrs. G. & C. Furness.
Bantams (Gold-laced}.-First and Second, M. Leno, The Pheasantries,

Dunstable. Beds. Third, T. C. Harrison, Hull.
Bantams (Silver-laced).—First and Third, M. Leno. Second. Rev. G. 8.

Cruwys, Cruwys M orchard Court, Tiverton. Commended, T. C. Harrison ;

M. Leno.
Bantams C^'hite, Clean-legged I.—First, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton,

Mottram, Cheshire. Second, Mrs. Dale, Scarborough. Third, W. A.
Taylor. Manchester. Highly Commended, H. Draycott, Humberstone,
ne.ar Leicester.
Bantams (Black, Clean-legged.—First, H. Draycott. Second, T. C.

Harrison. Third. T. J. Charlton. Highly Commended, Messrs. S. & R.
Ashton; T. Burgess, Yorkshire; S. Rhodes, Wyke, Normanton; A. K,
Briggs.
Bantams (Any other variety, ex cept Game) —First, T. Enrgess (Pekinl.

Second, H. C. Woodcock. Rears by, Leicester (Japanese). Commended,
H. Ashton, Prestwich, Manchester.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted Reds).—First. R. Swift, Southwell,

Notts. Second and Third. J. W. Morris, Rochdale, Lancashire. Fourth,
H. Shuraack, Southwell, Notts. Fifth, P. Unsworth, Lowton, near New-
ton-le-Willows, Lancashire. Highly Common led, Rev. W. J. Mellor;
M. Leno ; T. Bm-gess, Whitchurch, Salop : J. Anderson, Meigle, N.B.
Game Bantams (Brown or other Reds, except Black-breasted).—First,

T. Dyson, Hahfax. Second, R. Swift. Highly Commended, Miss E. A.
Crawford, Famsfield, Southwell, Notts; Rev.' W. J. Mellor; T. Dyson,
Halifax. Commended. J. J. Cousins, (Jhapel Allerton, near Leeds.
Game Bantams (.\n.v other variety) —First, J. Crosland, jun., Wake-

field, Y'orkshire. Second, H. Shumaek. Third, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds.
Highly Commended, J. Percivall ; G. Smith, Staveley, near Chesterfield.
Game Bantam Cocks (Black-breasted and other Reds).— First, J.

HalsaU. Second, J. W. Morriss. Third. H. Shumaek. Highly Com-
mended, Rev. G. Raynor, Tonbridge. Kent : T. Whitaker, Melton Mow-
bray; F. J. Astbury, Eucliffe. Prestwich, Manchester; E. Aykroyd ; R,
Charlesworth, Manchester ; Rev. W. J. Mellor ; J. Crosland, jun. ; C.
Parsons, West Haddon, Rugb.v.
Game Bantam Cocks (.4ny other variety).—First and Third, C. Auk-

land, Chesterfield. Second, H. Ashton, Prestwich, Manchester.
Docks (White Av' ^bury).—First, Mrs. Seamons, Hartwell. Aylesbury,

Bucks. Second, .' C. Fowler, Prebendal Farms, Aylesbury. Third,
H. Jones. Dinton. . iesbury, Bucks. Highly Commended and Com-
mended, Mrs- Seauiuiis.

Ducks (Rouen).—First and Fifth, S. Shaw. Second. T. Statter. Third,
J. Munn, Stacksteads. n.'ar Manchester. Fourth, W. V. Kearne, Gateacre,
near Liverpool. Sixth. Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson. Highly Commended,
J. Anderson ; A. Woods, Sefton, near Livei-pool ; G. Swift, Fulford. Stone,
Staffordshire ; H. S. Stott, Rochdale ; Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson

;

J. Dixon, Clayton, Bradford, Yorkshire. Commeuded, T. Bott, Wood-
lands, Elton, near Bury ; G. Swift ; H. Dowsett, PIcshey, Chelmsford.
Ducks (Black East Indian).—First, Rev. W. Sei-jeantson, Acton Bur-

nell Rectory. Shrewsbury. Second, J. M. Kilvert. Ludlow, Salop. Highly
Commended, Rev. W. Serjeantson. Commended, Mrs. Hayne, Fording-
ton, Dorchester; A. Fenton, Rochdale; Messrs. G. & C. Furness.
Ducks (Any other variety) —Fil'St and Second, S. A. Wyllie, East

Moulsey, Surrey. Highly Commended. Sir J. Morris, Elmsdale. near
Wolverhampton ; H. Saville. Ollerton, Notts; .T. Dixon ; W. H. Barker,
Wem, Salop ; T. T. Burmau : E. Button. Pudsey, Leeds ; T. C. Harrison.
Geese (White).—First, Mrs. Seamons. Second, J Lycett. Stafford.

Highly Commended, T. Statter ; J. Lycett, Commeuded, B. Baxter,
Skipton, Yorkshire.
Geese (White).—Go.(;iii5«.—First, Mrs. Seamons. Second, S. H. Stott.

Highly Commended. Rev. G. Hustler, Stillingfleet Vicarage, York ; J. K.
Fowler; Mrs. Seamons.
Geese (Grey and Mottled i.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second. W. Lort,

King's Norton, Birmingham. Highly Commended, Hon. Mrs. Colville,
Lullington. Burton-upon-Trent.
Geese (Grey and Mottled).

—

Goslinfjs.-First, J. K. Fowler. Second,
J. Lycett. Highly Commended, Mrs^ Seamons ; J. K. Fowler; S, H.
Stott. Commended, Rev. G. Hustler.
Turkeys.—First, J. Smith, Breeder Hills, Sedgbrook, Grantham. Se-

cond, Mrs. Dale, Scarborough. Third. Rev. W. J. Mellor. Fourth, J. N.
Eeasley, Brampton. Northampton. Highly Commended, T. L. Fellowes,
Houingham, Norwich ; W. Winterton, Hinckley. Commended, J. Smithl
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TORKEVS.—Pou//^.—First and Third, J. Smith. Second, T. L. Fellow«8.
Fourth, Lftdy E. Ishain, Northampton. Hitjhly Comnifniied, Sir R. J.

Clifton, Bart,, Nottingham; \V. Wykcs, WoIvl-v, Hinckley; Lady E.
Isham ; Mrs. C Itrowne, Witliin:4ton, near Shrewsbnry ; E. Ryd^r, Harry-
town, Stockport; H. iiumplirey, Worthing, Sussex^ Commended, \V.

Wintorloa.
PIGEONS.

Alnmnds were very j^ood, and, if we mistako not. wdre the Bristol

prixe bird^. L\trrit:r cocks (Bhick), were a very stronc; class, iu which
there were many vfiry f^ood birds. Dnn Corner cocks wero also a good
class. Bhirk and Unu Carrier hens were the best as a whole I have
seen, though the tirst-prize Black hen, has seen better days, and is

c\'idt'ntly showing signs of old age. Carriers of any other colour cou-

fcained some Rood Blues and Silvers, especially the hens.
Poutff cocks, Kod or Blue, were also very well represented, the first-

prize bird bcin;; a very Iar<;e and Icni^hy bird, but %vithout the Rrace

and symmetry of tho sccoud-prizobird of Mr. VoIckmaQ's. For Pouter
cock of any other colour the first prize went to a verj' lengthy and
good Whitii bird of Mr. Bulpiu's, and the second priy.e to a ^ood Black
l>elon<^n;^ to Mr. Uoyds. Iu Pouters, Red or Blue (hens), Mr. nomer
won with a very showy Bine heu, closely jiressed by Mr. Stewart.

Poutor hens of any other colour were a verj superior class ; Mr. Fulton
being first with a very qaod "White, Mr. Royds ajjaiu bein^' second with

a very c;ood Blacli. The whole of the Pouters were above tho arera^e.

For liaUis Mr. Royds was first with a very j;ood pair of Blacks, and
second with Yellow. Beards, Mr. Oates was first with very pretty

birds, and Mr. Royds second.
Iu Mottled 7\imh!t'r.i the prizes went to vei-j' good Blacks, and the

first prize for nny other colour to very good self-coloured Yellows, Reds
being second. Both lots were very neat.

Jtunts were not so good as last year, and we question if ever last

year's weight will be attained.

Yellow Jarvhins were not so good as nsual, but in the class for any
other colour there were some very good and well-trimmed birds.

White Fantiiih were well represented as regards tail, but not so

snake-like in the head as wc should like to see mauy of them. The
first prize for Any other colour went to a very good pair of Blues.

Among Mottled TnimprtTS yiere some very good birds, Mr. Shaw
having to be content with third honours after for several years taking

first. The class for Trumpeters of any other colour also contained

very good birds, superior to the Mottled in hoods and rose, many of

them.
Foreign (hah were a very good but not large class, containing many

previous prize winner-^. English Owls, a new class, contained some
very good birds, especially the prize Blues, and the second prize, very
delicate powder Blue.
The first prize for Xi/n.'i went to a very good pair of Blacks, and the

second prize to a good pair of Yellows.

In the class for Turhts, Red or Yellow, Mr. Shaw was first with a
]mir of very good bright Reds, For Turbits of any other colour. Mr.
Bulpin was first with Blues, Mr. Yardley being second and Mr. Shaw
third with Silvers.

Black Barbs were the best class we have ever seen at Birmingham,
though not quite so numerous as at Bristol, many of the birds there
fighting the battle over again, the prize going to Capt. Heaton of

Cochin notoriety, for a very good pair, though wo thought the cock a

littte coarse. The class for Any other colour introduced us to Mr.
Thackray'ft Y'ellows, looking rather jaded. The second prize went
to Mr. Wiltshire's Yellows, though the Rev. W. .T. Mellor pressed

closely on his heels with a very superior Red cock, but the hen did not
match him in colonr.

DiUKjnons were a vt-n,- superior lot, Mr. Crossley winning in Blues,

thougb we liked Mr. Jones Percivall's quite as well, the former heing

a trifle coarse. In Yellows Mr. Ludiow was first, and Mr. Esquilant
second, with good birds. In Any other colour Mr. Percivall was first

with a very good pair of Silvers, Mr. \''ardley being second.

Among Mngpics were many vory good birds.

In Antwerps were many strong and good birds, but not well matched.
Ardinufjeh we liked very well, and thought the second equal to the

first-prize.

SwaHoitvi were also a very good class, containing many very beauti-

ful birds of that very pretty variety. The Any other variety class was a

show of itself, and the Judges, we doubt not, could have easily distri-

buted double the number of prizes.

This was the largest Show ever held at Birmin<;ham, and it is no
wonder that the Jad-^es called in the assistance uf Mr. Hedley, who
generously consented to withdraw his very exeolleut Carriers and
Barbs from competition.

Cup fob Grsatkst Nphber of Prizes r?? Pigeons —E. E. M. Royds.
Greenhill, Rochdale.
Tumblers fAlmond).— First, F. T. Wiltshire, West Crovdon. Second,

R. Fulton, Deptford. Third, E. E. M. Royds. Hiffhly Commended, J.

Ford, MonkwcU Street, London, E.C. Commended. R. PiiUon.
Cabrier ililack .

—

Cork.i.—First find Second, F. Crossl-v, Elland, Hali-
fax. Tbird. T. Collcy, Sheffield. Highly Commended, E.' E. M. Royd?.
Commended, T. Colley.
C.tnniER (Duu).

—

Cock^.—First and Second, R. Fulton. Highly Com-
mended. E. E. M. Royds. Commended, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Uectorj-,

near Nottint^ham ; T. Colley ; R. Fulton.
Carrier (Black).~fff7n.—First, Second, and Third, F. Crossley.
Caruieu (Dun).—H^n^.—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, R. Fulton.

Highly Commended, F. Elge,Bfty3water. London T. Colley ; F. Crossley.
Commended, E. Homer, Harewood, Leeds.

Carriiers (Any other colour).—First, R. FuUon. Second, J. C. Ord,
Pimlici, Londftn. Hit,'hly Commended. J. C. Ord.
Pouter;^ (Red or Blue).— Ciic/fn.—First. A. H. Stewart, Uarbome, near

Birmiu?h:ira. Second, W. Volckman, BisbopsKato Street Within, Lon-
don. Third. E. E. M. Koyds. Hicbly Commended. F. Crossley : II. Yard-
ley, Birmin^rham ; C. Cowhuni, Calls. Leeds, ('ommended, W. Volckman.
POCTEUH (Any oth*^r colour).—Cocfr«.—First, C. Bulpin, Bridgewater,

Somerset. Second, E. E. M. Royds. Third. R. Fulton. Highly Com-
mendod, W. Volckman. Commended. E. E. M. Koyds.
Pouters (Red uv Blue).—//«ttw.— First, E. Homer. Scccaid, A. H,

Stewart. Third, W. Volckman. Highly Commended, R. Fulton; F.
Cros-«ley.

Pouters fAnv other colour''.—H'-tis.—First, R. Fnlton. Second. E. E.
M. Rovds. Third, A. H. Stewart Highlv Commended, W. R. Rose, Crana-
ley Hall, near Kettering; W. Harvey, Sheffield; E. E. M. P.oyds. Com-
mended, W. Rose ; W. Volt.-kman.

B.\i,DS.—First and Second, E. E.M. Rovds.
Beards.-First, W. H. C. O.atea. Newark, Nott^. Second . E. E. M. Royds.
Tumblers (Mottled .—First, E. E. M. Rovd':. Second, A. H. Stewart.

Highly Commended, R. FuUon. Commended. E. E. M. Roydfi.

TuiisLEns (Any other colour).—First, R. Fulton. Second. J. Thackray,
York. Highly Commendod, E. E. M. Royds. Commended, J. Ford.
Runts.—First. Second, and Third, T. D. Green, Saffron Walden, Essex.

Commended, J. Baily, jun., 113, Mount Street, London, W.
Jacobins (Yellow).—First, T. Ridpeth. Second, E. E. M. Royds. Highly

Commended, K. Horner. Commended, C. Bulpin.
Jacobins (Any other colour).—First, E. E. M. Royds. Second, S, Shaw.

Commended, E. Horner; E. E. M. Royds.
Fantatt.s (White).—First, J. W. Edge. Second. J. Thackray. Third,

Messrs. T. C. & E. Nowbitt. Highly Commended, H. Yardley.
Fastah.s f.\ny other colour .—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. E. Bre-

ward. Highly Commended. F. H. Paget ; H. Yardl«y.
TnrMPETERS (Mottled).—First and Second, E. Homer. Third, S. Shaw,

Hitlhly Commended, W. H. C. Oates; E. Horner.
Trumpeters (Any other colour).-First, E. Homer, Harewood. Leeds.

Second, W. H. C. Oate.s. Newark. Notts. Third, S. Shaw, Stainland,

HaUfax. Highly Commended, J. Thackray, York; Rev. W. J. Mellor,

Colwick Rectory, near Nottingham. Commended, E. Homer.
Owls Foreign).—First and Second, E. E. M Royds. Rochdale. Highly

Commended, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale; F. Crosslev. Halifax, Yorkshiie.

Commended, E. Homer; Messrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth, near
Bawtry.
Owl's 'English).—First, T. Burgess. Brighon=te. Yorkshire. Second, F.

Esquilant, Brixton, London. Highly Commended. C. Bulpin, Bridgewater,

Somerset. Commended. C. Bulpin ; E. E. M. Rovds.
>jgjjg _ First, C. Bulpin. Second and Third, E. Homer. Highly Com-

mended, E. E. M. Royds. Commcuded, Rev. A. G. Brooke, Ruyton XL
Towns, Salop.
TuRSiTS (Red or Yellow).—First, S. Shaw. Second, H. Mapplebeck.

Third, J. Thompson, Bingley, York'^hire. Highly Commended, S. Shaw.
Commended, F. Woitt, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.
Turbits (Any other colour).-First, C. Bulpin. Second, H. Yardley.

Third, S. >haw. Highly <^ommeuded, E. Horiter; Messrs. T. C. & E.

Newbitt. Commended, E. Homer.
Barbs (Blac't).—First, Capt. H. Heaton, Manchester. Second, E. E.

M. Royds. Third, J. Firth, jun., Dewsbmy. Highly Commended, F. T.

Wiltshire, West Croydon, Surrev; Capt. H. Heaton.
Barbs lAny other colour).-First. J. Firth, jun. Second, F. T.Wilt-

shire. Highly Commended, Kcv. W. J. Mellor. Commended, Capt. H.

Heaton; E. Horner.
Dragoons (Blue).—First, F. Crossley. Second, J. Percivall. Highly

Commended, S. Sbaw ; J. W. Ludlow, Birmingham. Commended, H.

Yardlev.
Dragoons (Yellow).—First. .T. W. Ludlow. Second, F. Esquilant.

Highly Commended. F. T. Wiltshire ; C Bulpin.

Dragoons (Anv other colouri.-First, J. Percivall. Second, H. Yardley.

Highly Commended. J. W. Edge; S. Shaw. Commended, E. Pigeon,

Lvmostone, neirExeter.
'Magpies.—First, T. Burgess Second, E. E. M. Royd*t. Third. S. Shaw,

Highly Commended, E. Horner. Commended. T. Martin, Manchester.

AntWErPS.—First, J. W. Ludlow. Second and Third. H. Yardley.

Highly Commended. J. Mitchell. Moselev, Birmingham ; J. W. Ludlow.

Commended, 11. Nove, Birmingham; E. Hutton. Pudsey, Leeds.

Archangels.—Fi'rst, C. Cowhurn, Calls, Leeds. Second, H. Mapple-

beck. Third, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, J. E. Breword, Coventry ;

J. Butwell, Birmingham.
Swallows.— First, E. Homer. Second, F. H. Paget, Birstall, Leicester-

shire. Third, S. Shaw. Commended, H. Yardley.

AjiY OTHER New or Distinct Variety.—First, J. Baily, jun.. Mount
Street, London, W. ; E. E. M. Royds. Second, F. H. Papet ; H. Yardley.

Highly Commended, F. H. Paget; J. Baily, jun.; E. E. M. Royds; H.

Noye. Commended, F. Waitt.

JvDcr.s.^PoiiItnf : Rev. R. Pulleine, Kirby Wist, Thirsb: Mr. J.

Baily, Blount Street, Grosvenor Square, Loudon ; Mr. J. Hindson,

Barton House, Everton, Liverpool; Rev. G. F. Hodson, North Petber,

ton, Bridgwater; Mr. R. Teehay, Fulwood, near Preston; J. H.

Smith, Ksq., Skelton Granqe. York; and .T. P. Smith, F.sq., Wick,

Worcester." Piqenns : Mr. Harrison Weir, 9, Lyndhurst Road, Peck-

ham, London :" Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier, London ; and Mr. Hedley,

Claremont, Redhill, Surrey.

CHIPPENHAM POULTRY SHOAV.

Tny little town of Chippenham manages still to keep up its Poultry

Exhibition, as an .adjunct to the Agricultnral Show, indeed in 1865

and lSt>l>, altliough. it was forced to give np the latter portion, it still

retained the poultry. This year, the poultiy. althonph more numerous

than on any other occasion, was obliged, by the addition of the cattle,

to retreat in some degree into the inner room, where the light is far

from good. The pens were ranged tier over tier, so that both seeing

and judging were no easy tasks. Aitogether about 140 pens were

entered, and this is about the outside numberthat can be accommodated.
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The JDorhnys headed the list, the first prize cock, otherwise yery
fair, had quite a spriggy comb at the posterior portion, many of the

birds were nseful gpecimeus. The Game had the largest entry, but
excepting the noticed pens, there was not any great merit. In Sjmnish
Mr. Heath was first with a good pen, Mr. Hulbert, second, also with a
fair pen ; the entries, howeyer, were few. Of Cochins there was a

good entry, Miss Milward, was first with a beautifal pair of Buff birds,

and Mr.*Stephensou, second with Partridge not yet at their best. Mr.
Phillips's Partridge, highly commended, was also a very good pen. Of
Srahma.'i, only the second year of their having a class, there were ten
entries, but only the winning pens were noticed ; the quality was by no
means fii'st-rate, one pen of light birds had scarcely a vestige of leg

feathering. Ilamburfilis—There was a good entry of Pencilled ; the
same may be said of the Spangled. The latter were the better class

;_

one or two of the combs cooked, as we recommended a few weeis back,
would have made a meal. A coarse comb is very objectionable in these
breeds. The earlobe appeared to have decided the prizes, the look of
the lirpt prize Golden-spangled cock's tail did not please us. Of FolanJ-^
there were four entries ; Mr. Hinton, was first and second mth Silvers.
The first prize Game Bantams travelled from Wales. In the *' Any other
variety " of Bantams, there was a good pen of Sebrights. Creve Cceura
^ere first, and Malays second, in the Any other variety class ; both
were good. In Cross-bred birds, Brahmns, and Dorkings carried off

both prizes, but the bii-ds were smaller than we think cross-breds
ought to be.

Of Turiojs, the three entries were all good ; of Geese there was a
large entry, but nothing very extraordinary ; and of Rouen Duels, an
excellent eutiy. Both prizes were taken by Mr. Hulbert easily.
Sweepstakes for Game Cocks, did not bring so many birds together as
usual. In the Extra Class were a couple of Peacocks. The arrange-
ments was as good as possible under the difiicnlties of space.

Dorkings.—First. F. Boilv. Calne. Second. G. Hnnkp, Malmesbmy.
Spakish.—First, A. Heath, Calne. Second, J. W. W. Hulbert, Chippen-

ham.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Highly Commended.— Stftgg, Netheravon. Second. — Waller, Calne.
Game (Any other variety).—First, G. Hanks. Second, Rev. C. M.

Perkins, Badminton.
Cochins. — First, Miss Milward, Newton St. Loe. Second, H. K.

Stephenson, Weston-super-Mare. Highly Commended, F. G. Phillips,
St. Leonard's-nn-Sea.
Brahihas.—First and Second, J. HIntoD. Hinton, near Bath.
Hameueghs (Gold or Silver-pencilled).—First, G. Brinkwortb, Chippen-

ham. Second, — Powney, Hilmarton. Highly Commended, Rev. H.
Mullens, Acton Turville.
Hambubghs (Gold or Silver-spangled).-First, — Maggs, Tetbury. Se-

cond, J. W. W. Hulbert.
PoLANBS.—First and Second, J. Hinton.

*

Game EANT/iMs.—First, E. Phillips, Brecon, Wales. Second, E. Cam-
bridge, Bristol.
Bantams (Any other vnritty).—First, Messrs. Tonkin & Tuckey, Bristol.

Second and Highly Commeuded, Miss Garland. Weston Birt.
Any other Distinct Breed.—First, — Wyudham, Ugford. Second,

J. Hinton.
Ceoss-Breeds.—First and Second. J. Hinton.
Tdrkeys.-First. H. Brinkwortb, Corsham. Second, I: Smith. Highly

Commended. Miss Milward.
Geese.—First, — Say. Lacock. Second. G. Hanks.
Dticks (Rouen).—First and Second,— Hulbert.
Ddces (Aylesbury).-First. G. Hanks. Second,— Bennett, Yatc.
Ducks (Any other variety).-First, Rev. H. Mullens. Second, Miss

Eoode. Lucknam.
SWEEFSTAKER FOP. THE Eest Game Coce.-First, — Thompsou, Hill,

marton. Second, G. Hanks. Third, — Stagg, Netheravon.

Ui.
The Judge was John K. Fu)dbard, Esq., of Aldwick Court, Wrington.

OAKHAM POULTRY SHOW.
It was originally intended to hold this year's meeting in the Riding

School, Oakham, but the number of entries was so much greater thau
anticipated by the managing Committee, that they were compelled to
abandon the Riding School altogether, and adopt a tent of 200 feet in
length by 40 feet in width in its stead. The a])pearance of the Show,
which took place on the 28th ult., was satisfactory under the new
arrangement, but from some misunderstanding, the erection of the
pens was so long delayed, that several hours of daylight were lost
beforethe judging could bo commenced.
In Dorkings the Show was very successful, most of the birds beln,"

of the highest character, and nearly one hundred pens of this variety
alone competed. The "White Dorkings were far superior to those of
late shows, and the classes for /S'/^cnw/i, although some few penswere still

moulting, were decidedly good. Of Cochins there was a very good
tlisplay, but the BrnJimas were sadly deficient throughout. Of Hain-
hunjlcs the Silver-spangled variety was numerously and well shown.
Among tfamcand tianie Bantams, a few very pood pens were shown, but
for the most part the birds were not equal to some of these exhibited in
previous years. The Sebright Bantams certainly formed a very pretty
collection, and added materially to the general attractiveness of the
Show. Large numbers of "cross-bred" poultry were shown, and most
excellent table fowls they evidently were, but they appeared to excite
little interest as compared to the pure breeds.
The division of the tent, appointed to Duels, Gfesc. and Turheijs

was excellently tilled, as was that appropriated to the Figt-ons. The
error of placing the latter so high up, will be avoided at future meet-

ings. The weather was lovely, and the Show was in all respects
successful.

DoEKiNGS (Any colour, except White}.—Coc7:.—First, D. C. Campbell,
M.D., Brentwood. Second, R. Wood, Clapton. Third, C. Speed, Horn
Slilla. Fourth, J. Smith, Breeder Hills, Grantham. Highly Commended,
W. Fowler. Manton ; H. Warner, the Elms, Loughborough ; J. Longlandt;
D. C. Campbell, M.D. Commended, R. Parlett. Heiis or Pullets.—First, J.
LouKland. Second, G. Clarke. Long Sutton. Third, D. C. Campbell. M.D-
Fourth, Rev. E. Alder, Etwall, Derby. Highly Commended, K. Wood;
J. Longland; D. C.Campbell, M.D. ; B. Jcrvis, Mansfield; H. Warner;
Marchioness of Exeter, Burghley ; E. S. Tiddeman, Childerditch Vicarage,
Brentwood; H. Lingwood, Needhani Market, Suffolk; Mrs. D.ile, Scar-
borough; J. K. Fowler, Prebendal Farm, Aylesbury; J. Smith. Com-
mended, D. C, Campbell, M.D. ; Hon. W. H." W. Fitzwilliam; C. Speed.
Dorkings (White).

—

Cock.—First, H. Lingwood. Second, Blrs. Syaox>,
Empingham. Third, Marchioness of Exeter. Hens or Pidlcts.—First,
H. Lingwood. Second and Highly Commended, Mrs. Syson. Third,
Mrs. Dale.
Spanish.— Cod:.—First, J. Walker, Wolverhampton. Second, F. James,

Peckham Rye. Surrey. Third. E. Brown, Sheffield. Highly Commended,
A. Houghton, Melton Mowbray; O. Drowrj', M.D., Walsall. Commended,
Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory, Nottin^jham. Henn or Pullrts.—First,
O. Drewry, M.D. Second, J. Walker. Third, F. James. Commended, A.
Houghton ; J. Clewes, Walsall ; E . Brown.
Cochins (Cinnamon, Buti", or Partridge).

—

Cock.—First, H. Lingwood^
Eucklesham, Woodbridge. Second, B. Jarvis. Thii-d, H. H. Crewe,
Highly Commended, W. Turner. St. Mary Elms, Ipswich. Commended,
J. Loufjland. Hrrut or Pullets.—First, T. M. Derry, Gedney. Second, H.
Lingwood. Third, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London. Highly
Commended, Rev.W. J. Mellor; J. M. Wellington, Oakham; Marchioness
of Exeter; B. Jarvts ; W. Kirk, Wymondham; Sirs. T. J. Paget; J. M.
Wellington. Commended, H. H. Crewe; H. Lingwood.
CocHiys (White or Black).- CofA-.-First, O. Drewry, M.D. Second^

Mrs. J. Clarke. Bedford. Third, Mrs. Williamson. Commended, H. J.
Godfrey, Hammersmith. Herts or Pullets.—First, G. Lrimb, Compton.
Second, R. Chase, Birmingham. Third, Mrs. Wiliiamsoc, Que&uiborough
Hall. Highly Commended, 'Mrs. J. Clarke. Commended, H. J. Godfrey,
Hammersmith, London; Rev, C. H. Lucas, Edithweston Rectory; J,
G.trdiner, Bristol.
Brahma Pootra (Any colour).

—

Cock.—First. G. Turner, Uppingham.
Second, A. H. Verity, Northenden, Cheshire. Hens or Pullets.—First, G.
Turner. Second. G. W. Han-ison, Spalding.
Hambcrghs (Bilver-spangledj.

—

Cock.—First, A. Houghton. Second,
J. Preston, Allcrton, Yorkshire. Commended, Messrs S. & R. Ashion,
Mottram, Cheshire. Hens or PuUrts.—First, A. Houghton. Second, H.
Warner. Commended, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton.
HjVMBURr.HS (Silver-pencilled).—CocA-.-Pirst, T. Fawcett, jun., North-

gate, Baildon. Second, J. Houghton, Ashfordby. Hens or Pull'ts.— 'First

y

J. Prestou, Allcrton, Yorkshire. Second, A. Crosbie. Galtonsido, Melrose.
Hameueghs (Gold-spangled).

—

Cock.—First, T. Walker, jun., Denton.
Second, A. Houghton. Hens or Pullets.—First, T. Walker, jun. Second,
J. F. Loversidge. Newark. Highly Commended, T. Blakeman, Tettcnhall.
Hasieurghs (Gold-pencilled).—Coct.—First, Miss Wingfield, Ticken-

rote Hall. Second, J. Preston. AUerton, Yorkshire. Hcin or Pullets.—
First, A. Houghton. Second, Withheld.
Game (Red and other Dark colours).— Cock.—First, E. A-Aykroyd, Brad-

ford. Second, H. Warner. Third, Capt. Witherall, Loddington. Highly
Commeuded, .T. Smith, Grantham; Mrs. Fludyer, Ayston Hall. Com-
mended, H. Warner; Mrg, Fludyer; R. Pashley, Worksop. Hens or
Pullets. — First, E. Jarvis, Mansfield. Second. Capt. Witherall.
Third, J. Smith. Extra, Hon. W. H. W. Fitzwilliam. Highly Commended,
J. Smith ; W. T. Everard. Alton Grange ; H. Warner ; Mrs. Fludyer.
Game (White. Piles, and Light colours).— Cocfc.—First, E. Jarvis, Mans-

field. Second, Mrs. Fludyer. Third, W. Frith, Chesterfield. Highly Com-
mended, R. Pashlev. Hens and Pullets.—First, W. T. Everard. Second,
R. Swift, Southwel'l. Third. T. Dyson, Halifax.
Bantams (White, Clean Legs).—First and Second, H. Draycott, Hum-

berstone. Highly Commended, H. L. Bradshaw. Wakerley.
Bantams (Black, Clean Legs). — First and Highly Commended, E.

Draycott. Second, A. Storrar, Peterborough.
Bantams (Gold-laced).—First, Lady Beruers. Second, T, C. Harrison,

Hull.
B.\NTAMB (Silver-laced).—First, T. C. Harrison. Second, G. W. Boothby,

Louth. Highly Commended, H. Draycott ; J. Walker, Halifax.
Game Bantasis (Any colour).

—

Cock.—First, J. Adkius. Walsall. Se-
cond, D. C. Campbell, M.D. Third, W. Frith. Highly Commended, T.
Whitaker, Melton Mowbray: J. Parlett, Huntingdon ; H. Wai'ner; Capt.
Witherall ; Rev. G. Raynor, Tonbridge. Commended, J. H. Pointon.
Hcnn or Pallets.—FiTBt, J. M. Wellington. Second, E. S. Tiddeman.
Third and Highly Commended, J. Parlett. Commeuded, M. Kew, Market
Overton ; T. Dj-son.
Bantams (Any other distinct variety).—First, T. C. Marshall, Peter-

borough. Second, H. Woodcock, Rearsby,
Cross-Ered Chickens.—First and Fouith,M.Kew. Secondand Third

J. Longland.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First, G. W. Boothby. Extra Priza,

F. H. Paget, Birstall ; R. Pashlev. Second, B. Jarvis. Hichlr Commended,
Col. Stuart Wortley; T. C. Marshall, Peterborough; G. W. Boothby.
Turkeys (Any colour).— Cat'A:.—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second,

Mrs. Berridge. Third, .T. Smith. Highly Commended, Marchioness of
Exeter; G. Turner; F. E. Richardson, Bramshall; W. Kirk, Wymondham.
Hens.—First, F. E. Richardson. Second, J. Smith. Third, E. Leech.
DncKS (White Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Second, J. W. Harrison,

Spaldinp. Third, Warner it Sons, Leicester. Fourth, J. Clarke, Bedford.
Hiqhly Commended. J. Homsby, Grantham.
Ducks (Rouen).—First. E. Leech. Second, R. Wood, Clapton. Third,

J. Longlnud. Fourth, C. Sidcwick, Keighley. Highly Commended, F.
Parlett. Gront Baddon ; E. W. Berry, Sutton.
Ducks (East Indian, Mandarin, Carolina, Wild, or any other Distinct

Breed not mentioned before).—First, Mrs. Berridge, Burley-on-the-Hill.
Second, Rev. C. H. Lucas. Third, Lady Hazlerigg, Noseley Hall. Highly
Commended, Mrs. Clarke, Bedford.
Ducklings (Cross-bred, or Common), — First and Tnird, Withheld.

Second, Mrs. Eerridce.
Geesf. (White).—Prize, G. R. Pearson, Witham Common. GosUaQS.^-

Firet, Mrs. Berridge. Second, J. K. Fowler,
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UEEHr (Orey or Mottled),—First, Rov.C.H. Lucas. Second, J. IC Fowler.
HiAbly CommendtMl, (*. Goopor, Seai^ravo ; T. Hardy, Crowlond. Ooslinyn.

—Pirat and Highly Commondod, T. Hardy, Crowland. Secoud, Rev. C.

H. Lucas.
PIGEONS.

TCMBLEns,—First, p. II. Jones, Fulhara. Second, II. Ileadley, I^eicenter.

Highly Coinjaended, G. Hturijcss, Leicester ; .T. E. Breward, Coventry;
MeBflrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth. Commended, A. Storrar, Peter-
borough.
CAJtRlERa.—First and Second, G. Stnrffe.^s. Highly Commended, A.

Storrar; .1. K. Broward ; K. WaUter. Leicester.
PooTRBs.- First and Second, W. R. Rose, Cransloy Hall. Highly Com-

mended, H. I.. Bradshaw, Wakerley ; H. Draycott ; J. E. Breward ; O.
Storgeaa ; MesBra. T. C. & E. Newbitt.
JAC03IN8.— First and Highly Commended, G. Sturgosa. Second, P. H.

Jonea.
Pantails.—First, H. Hoadlny. Second, F. H. Paget. Highly Com-

monded, J. E. Breward; G. Bturgess.
TncMi'KTERH. — First, E. Sheerman, Chelmsford. Second, Mrs. J.

Thompson, Binglcy. Highly Commended, Rev. W. .T. Mellor, Colwick
Kertor>-, Nottinghnm. Commended, H. Headley.
NDNs.—B^rst. A. B. Bailey, KhootorsHiU, Longton. Second, A. Crosbie.

Highly Commended. H. Draycott.
TuaniTs.— First, Mrs. .I. Thompson. Second, A. Crosbie. Highly Com-

mended, H. Draycott; F. H. Paget ; G. Sturgess ; P. H. Jones.
Hunts.— First, H. Headley. Second, G. Stnrgeea.
Any otheu NeworDistinctVauiety.— First, G. Storgeaaflce Pigeons).

Second, H. Draycott I Yellow Magpies). Extra Second, P. H. .Tones
(Yellow Horseman). Highly Commended, H. Draycott (Black Swallows)

;

Uov. C. H. Lucas (Foreign Doves) ; F. H. Paget (Toys, and Blue Swalluws);
H. Headley (Fairies) ; G. Stnrgess (Ice Pigeons, Isabels and Fairies) ; M,
Kow (White Horsemen); P. H. Jones (Wtiite Barbs). Commended, H.
J>raycott (Brunswicka),

The JndgCRwere T. Challoner, Esq., of Barlborongh, Chesterfield
;

r.. Hewitt, Esq., of Birmingham; and T. Tatham, Esq., of Kinss-
thorpe, NortbomptoD.

EXHIBITED FOWLS INJURED.
Ail one of the Oommittee of the late Briatol and Clifton

Poultry Show, I cannot allow the letter of yonr correspondent
" BnisTOL " to pass unanswered.
He says, " The annoyance, loss, and mortification felt and

esprosaej by several exhibitors at this celebrated Show," &c.
Now, with the exception of the one unfortunate pen of White
Dorkings under notice, there was no bird injured at our Show.
In regard to that particular pen, I am in a position to say that
the cock's tail was out when he was taken from the basket,

and that it tnnit, therefore, have been plucked by some person
while in transit to the Show.

I believe I can safely say that, with the exception of some
errors in j\idpng, which will always oct-nr at large Shows such
as the Bristol and Clifton, all the exhibitors who were present
were highly pIea.sod with the general management and arrange-
ments of the Exliibilion.

Respecting the remarks of the Editors—" That the Committee
should supervise the penning and re-basketing of the birds "—

I

beg to say we not only did that, but ourselves actually penned
and re-bastteted the greater portion of the eight hundred pens
entru.-itoj to our care, so as, if possible, to prevent mistake
or accident.—E. Caudridoe.

MY POULTRY YARD.—Nc. 1.

Mi33 WiTTs in some of her notes on poultry tell us how she
first commenced poultry-keeping. The way she began was
something like my way, though she began with a cock and four

hens, while I woa obliged to begin with one pullet. Hers were
given her—so was mine. 1 do not think hers were any especial

breed, mine was a brown dunghill ; but in both of ns the same
work w.ia effected, both of na were smitten with the poultry

mania, the foundation laid of love towards the beautiful

birds which grace our poultry yards.

Now, I will briefly tell all about how I commenced poultry-

keeping, and how 1 weut on, and how my poultry are now,
touching upon all the breeds which 1 have tried, and upon those

which I have now.
I was only nine years old when I had my first pullet given

to me—a pretty little brown pullet, as I have already said of

the dunghill breed. I need scarcely say how delighted I was
with it. it was committed to my father's poultry yard, in which
were some twenty hens and two cocks of mixed breeds. We
iiad no poultry bouse then, but the fowls .slept in different

tree that overshadowed the back door, generally Ilexes, and the
hen.s uted to lay in the wood-house, and in the stable, and very

often in the hedges. I used all through the autumn and winter

to feed my birds in some out of the way comer where no great

half-bred Cochin cook could come, giving them scraps from the

breakfast table ; and the winter months crept on till, at length,

one of the servants with great glee showed me an egg, the pro-

duce of my pullet, and again was I delighted.

My pullet went on laying ; I sold the eggs to my father for

one halfpenny each (I sold them at such a moderate price be-

cause I did not buy the food), till at length she wanted to sit.

She had eleven eggs placed under her, and all through those

three weeks I never saw her. She sat in some out of the way
place which I was not allowed to approach, but at length all my
patience was repaid, for one day my mother led me to the

kitchen and showed me eight little chickens. Again, I was
delighted, and this time eight times more than before.

The summer months passed, and I soon beheld my eight

chickens grow into large birds, four were condemned to the

table for being ugly, but four were saved, a cock and three

pullets.

Thus I began my poultry-keeping. Tears sped onwards till

at length, when I was fourteen, all the poultry belonged to me,
as they have done ever since. My father gave up to me all his

claims upon them, and I was the master of a much coveted

poultry yard. I had a hen house built for my fowls to lay and
roost in, and then I began to think of procuring some thorough-

bred birds ; my fowls had a splendid run over kitchen garden,

fields, and woods—and the first thorough bred birds I obtained

were some Silver-pencilled Hamburghs. I bought books and
read all the poultry news in my father's papers, till at length I

gained knowledge of the different breeds, and, as a consum-
mation, took in The JonnNAL of Horticultcke and Poultry

Chronicle.—K. S. S. W.

TREATMENT OF HATCHING DUCK'S EGGS.
YouB correspondent " 11. W., Halifax " (see page 321), com-

plains that his Ducks die at hatching-time. Perhaps the eggs

are kept too dry during incubation. I have a clean green turf

placed at the bottom of the nest and short straw on the top.

The eggs are sprinkled once or twice a-week with warm water,

and, when they are hatching, once, or even twice, a-day while

the hen is off her nest. Thus treated they hatch very well.

Can yon inform me why half-bred Brahma chickens are with-

out grey feathers ? I had a few for the table bred from a White
Dorking cock and Dark Brahma hens. The chickens are mostly

white, and some have a few red feathers, but the legs are gene-

rally feathered. It seems very strange that neither cockerels

nor pullets resemble the Brahmas in colour.—A Sussex Podl-

TBT-HEKrER.

BEE-KEEPING IN FIFESHIRE.
In the beginning of this year I had two stocks in straw hives :

No. 1, four years old, and weighing about 30 lbs. gross ; and
No. 2, one year old, and weighing 20 lbs.

No. 1, I wrought somewhat after the Stewarton or Ayrshire

fashion. About the middle of May, as the bees were beconaing

numerous, I put a small G!-inch sijuare box, with a small piece

of guide comb into it, on the top of the stock skep, first taking

out the pin (U-inch diameter) in the top of the skep, to let the

bees up into the box. In about ten daj-s they went up. and

seemed to quite fill it, hanging in clusters from the top of the

box. In two days more I observed the comb half way dowD.

These operations I saw through a small window in one side of

the box. The weather becoming very hot the day after, and

the bees beginning to lie out early in the morning, I imme-

diately put an eke or breeding-box is inches by 13, and Ghigh,

under the skep, the box having openings in the top of it to

allow the bees to pass down into it, and out through an opening

in the floor-board, and in half an hour afterw.-.rds the bees were

busy at work again, as on previous days, and continued to be

so for about two weeks, when again they showed symptoms of

lying out. I then put a second or medium-sized skep between

the box and stock skep, and for two or three weeks afterwards

ihe bees increased in numbers so much that I had to raise the

under box on one side to let them out and in, the passage

through the floor-board, 4 inches wide, apparently being too

small to let them pass each other freely. I put down this

stock (with chloroform) in September, ond added the stupe.>ied

bees to a skep I had bought. From the top box I obtained

6 lbs. of pure sealed comb, from the secoud skep about IDlbf.

of pure comb, nearly all sealed (this skep was only about half

^full of comb), and from the stock skep about 20 lbs. of run
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honey. There was much refuse in this skep, as it weighed
45 lbs. gross, with floor-board.

Now for No. 2. From it I wanted a swarm or swarms to fill

np an empty space in my bee-house. About the end of June
it became very crowded, and a swarm came off it for three suc-

cessive days, and always returned to it, when I was in the act

of skeping the bees. As I could not spare any njiie time
watching and running after them, I put an eke or breeding-
box below the stock skep. After that they worked vigorously,

and being anxious to have some honey from them, and keep
the spaces in the bee-house full, in September I tried to drive
them, by reversing their skep, putting the second skep of

No. 1 over them, and drumming upon them for twenty minutes
or so, but although a very large portion of the bees went up, I

pext morning found the queen was still in the stock skep, and
1' at no time in setting the skep into which I tried to drive
them alongside of it, and in less than ten minutes the bees had
all left and joined the stock skep. I, therefore, bought another
swarm from a neighbour to fill up the bee-house, and have left

No. 2, as it is about 40 lbs. gross weight, for farther operations
on the Stewarton system next season.

Thus far 1 think I have had a good bee season this year, and
hope the above rambhng account of my apiary will be of in-

terest to at least a few, if not all, your readers on bee matters.
—P. K.

SILKWORM REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. 1.

I HAVE for many years taken much delight in collecting

information about silkworm culture, and from several years'

residence in Italy, have had much opportunity of studying
many relative subjects. The cultivation of the mulberry tree

best adapted for the English climate, and the variety suitable

for the insect, have also had a share of my study, as well as

the reeling off silk from the cocoons.
I believe that the production of silk will some day become

an important branch of industry in this country. It may be
some time before any great results or profit will arise to culti-

vators of silkworms ; but if no beginning be made, no future
benefit can be looked for. Plant no apple trees, grow no
apples. Plant no mulberry trees, grow no silk.

Of all the breeds of the silkworm, that feeding on the mul-
berry leaf maintains a superiority. The Ailauthus worm, the
Yama-mai or Oak worm, and the Canadian worm, eating plum
leaves, all of which have been introduced to notice of late years,
cannot compete with the more useful or mulberry worm, at

least at present. The Yama-mai, or oak-leaf worm, may, how-
ever, be the most likely to become useful. I believe that many
continental silkworm rearers have suffered severe loss from the
" atrofia," or silkworm disease, but in many instances I am
convinced much of the loss is to be traced to faults in the
rearing. It is to be hoped that this fearful scourge is abating,
and that the present importations of eggs from the east will
restore the serical iudustry of Europe to its former Ufe.

In the year 1S5(> I returned from Italy after a long residence
there, and brought seeds of a certain mulberry grown in the
alpine district of Piedmont, where the winters are as cold as, or
colder than here. At different times I have had eggs of various
breeds of the silkworm from the same source, and have made
Vfhat I call very successful experiments. I have some of my
trees raised from seed, which produce very large, fine, tender
leaves. These plants have stood the test of several winters,
and severe ones, too.

The reason this branch of industry has but partially suc-
ceeded in England certainly does not rest with the worms
themselves ; they come out of the eggs, even without artificial

means, when the genial warmth of spring renders vegetation
active, otherwise there might be very reasonable doubts ou the
subject. Many attempts at rearing silkworms have been made,
but with indifferent success. What is the reason of these
failures? Perhaps some persons will answer, "Because the
English climate is too cold," or " the mulberry tree too deli-

cate to produce sufficient leaves, on which depends the worm's
sustenance." Doubtless many kinds of mulberry are tender,

but there certainly exist some which are exceedingly hardy,
and these alone should be planted, "^'he kind generally used
in England has been the black mulberry, mostly grown for its

fruit, the leaves of which are not suitable for silkworms, un-
less when these are large and near spinning Lettuce leaves
would be almost as good, and are used by many, but the insect

never does well when fed thereon. Such substitutes are only
useful to persons feediug a few worms by way of amusement,

and beyond this very few think, because ignorant of any use
or profit attached to it, or not desiring the trouble that might
be necessary. Many see trouble where there is little.

There are mulberry trees which are ([uite hardy, as my own
experiments prove. The variety I have raised from seed ob-
tained at a Piedmontese " Gardino Botanico " is, certainly,
very fine in all respects

; hut whether or not entitled to a new
narue, still most growers from seed like to give a name to their
productions : therefore I call mine the Garibaldi mulberry.
I would particularly notice that my small stock of plants took
no harm from the severe frosts of 1800-Gl, although then very
young and frozen down to the very roots, which I consider a
sufficient guarantee of hardiness. The cultivation of this'

mulberry is easy, but judgment must be used both in pruning-
and gathering the leaves, or the tree must suffer and fall off

in its produce.

When plantations of such a mulberry have been made, silk-

worm rearing can be begun in earnest. Amusement and pro-
fit will be combined.

—

Leoxaed Hariian, jun.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Breeding Powers {Inquirer).—You iiecrt not be uneasy about your

Cochin cock. There is no time lost. There is littlo difference between
Brahmas and Cochins, either in size or laying. As a fowl of equr.l utility
we Rive preference to the Brahma, but" we repeat that there is little
difference.

Cross-breeding with the Hocpan (Suiscrfficr).—We know no fowl'
ynu could upe to cross with the Hondan. Our experience of it is, that it
is vertj hardy, and an exrellent layer. It is always a mistake to cross"
non-sitters with sitters. These latter keep on laying because they have
nothing else to do ; the former leave off because other duties press upon
them. You will never succeed in getlinff constant layers ; it is against
nature. Take, for instance, the season of moulting. A bird cannot
produce eggs and plumage at the same time. The cross you inquire
about would unquestionably make a very ugly birdr— inferior to the piire
Houdan as regards laying, and to the pure Dorking for sitting and rearing
chickens.

Selling Poultry (G. A.).—If you send your surplus stock to Mr*
Stevens, King Street, Covent Garden, vou will usually obtain their value*
He has poultry auctions ever5'" fortnight.

Prepabing Fowls eor Exhibition fPoiiirO.—Where fowls can run
nboutand keep themselves cluan, we always advise they should do so,

with the exception <*i Spanish, which are better for a day or two in con-
finement. They should only be washed once, and then carefully kept
from dirt. Washing improves only the colour of the plumage, not the'
feather itself. Almost all the Brahma cocks liave a brown patch on the.

wing; the absence of it is the excejition. Rouen Ducks should be kept
up a few days for the sake of \veight if they are deficient in it. but as a
rule we have seen none so good' or so successful as those that have been
taken off the water to goto an exhibition. It must be recollected that

-

beauty of phimage is one of the essential points, and that is more easily
gained when at liberty than when in confinement.

Our Report of Prices {G. S ).—The prices quoted by the "reporter"
in our journal are those of the London market, and any one who has
sent Pheasants to London for sale wiU bear him out. It is, however,
necessary to observe, you doubtless want the best, and they are not to bej

liad at the lowest quotations. Mr. S. makes one mistake. If Pheasants
cost 3s. and 3'*. 3d. each, they cannot be sold at 3?. Pd. each to leave
a profit, and they must indeed be cheap when worth only 3s. 6d. to I'etail,'

The or'i-e^; Tve quote are wholesale. They are paid forlarge numbers. Con-,

siderahle addition must be made to them before the retail price is ar-

rived at.

Brisdlet's Incubator.—" A Suhncriber" wishes to know, from some one
who has tried Brindley's Patent Incubator, whether it is easy to manage.
" A Subscriber " has one of the artificial mothers, which he finds answers
admirably.

Canaries—Pigeons Trespassing (Trotters).—The Canary dropping
dead from the perch, with blood flonving from its benk. had ruptured a
blood-vessel. We cannot discern the cause, knowing nothins of the ante-

cecents. March ia a good time fi>r pairing Canaries, but it may be in

February, if ynu have a warm place in which they are constantly kept*

You are liable to a pcn;Oty of ^£'2 over and above the value of the bird, if

yon " kill or wound ' any " housedove ov Pigeon." Your remedy is in the
County Coui-t for any damage a Pigeou does to you.

Removing Bees (A Novice).—If the floor-board is moveable the entrance
should be closed by means of perforated zinc, and the bees conveyed
carefully by band to their new location. If on the other hand, the floor-

board is a fixture, the hive should be lifted off from it and tied up in a
piece of cheesecloth, when it may be transported to its destination in the
same manner.

Gale's Hives (C. A. J.).—We do not know the maker's address, but
P. Crowley. Esq., Culverton House, Alton. Hants, would forward a letter

to him, probably, if yon enclosed one in an envelope addressed to that
gentleman. There is ao seed in the heads of Pampas Grass you sent.

POULTRY MARKET.—December 4.

Lar^e Fowls
Smaller do
Chickens
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without protection from spring frosts ; but in the case of the

Gooseberry or Currant trees, their neater appearance, and the

greater ease with which they can be protected from birds, will

go far to atone for any slight shortcoming there may be in

productiveness.

The term "cordon training" seems to me to be not a

little vague ;
perhaps this impression may be the result of

ignorance on my part, if so it would be a benefit to many
besides myself if some one thoroughly acquainted with the

subject were to point out what particular styles of training are

included under this name ; or, in other words, draw a cordon
round what really are cordons, and explain how the import of

the word can warrant its use in describing alike pyramid Pear
trees in pots ; Peach trees trained obliquely in single, double, or

triple file ; Pear and Apple trees fan-shaped, spiral, and espalier,

on walls, or on trellises. The cordon has become quite a house-
hold word with the ladies throughout the country, and it is very
awkward when asked questions about it to have to confess that

we really know little about it distinct from what we have known
and been practising for years in the case of our older modes of

trAining.

—

A\-rshibe Gakdenek.

NEW ROSES.
The invasion has taken place. Column after column (of

eatalogues), have taken the usual route, and landed on the
shores of "perfidious Albion." The same well-known com-
manders ; the same forces I fear, under different names, or
so little distinguished from those which have for so many years
disembarked here, that it would require an experienced regi-

mental eye to detect the difference in the facings ; the battalions
in some instances increased, but on the whole the effective

force not quite so strong as usual. Field Marshal Eugcue
Verdier with his twenty-three companies, doubtless leads the
van as far as numbers are concerned ; and Colonels Margottin,
Charles Verdier, LevCque, &o., take up their usual positions in
the Paris contingent. Then' up from Lyons, far towards the
sunny south, Guillot fils, Ducher, and others, take up their
position, and an imposing array, professedly friendly, stands
before us. And how does John Bull look at it ? Bless his old
heart 1—why, he welcomes them with outstretched arms, fra-

ternises with their commanders, and receives the rank and file

into his warmest quarters. Already at Cheshunt and Colchester,
at Hereford and Salisbury, and other places too numerous to
mention, have the best houses been prepared for them, a plen-
tiful supply of fuel laid in, and everything done to make them
comfortable. It is of no use telling him, " You are a foolish
old fellow. These people have been over here before. They
have told you they were friends

;
you have taken care of them,

nursed them when they were sick, housed them, and yet, after
eating your bread for twelve months, your anger has been
aroused, and you have had ignominiously to kick them out of
doors." " All very true," he says, " but these may be better ;"

and .John thinks it a fine thing to bo gulled. " It shows, sir,

I don't care about money—not like those mean foreigners, who
will haggle over a shilling. I like to be independent, and spend
my money freely. Besides, you know, I may find some good
fellow amongst what you call rubbish. And then, you know, I pay
them back in kind. My friend Jean Crapaud, over the water,
wants to know ' why the Dahlias, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,
iSrc, which return the fraternal visit of the Koses, are so much
like their predecessors. Why will they not be honest ? And
if they are the same fellows let them say so ; but not come
blustering into Paris, be entertained as distinguished strangers,
and then after all be found out as the visitors of a year or two
ago, or so very like them that their best friends cannot dis-
tinguish them.' " So the mutual recriminations go on, and
perhaps I must honestly avow " that there is a good deal to be
said on both sides."

I now commence my annual task of examining the lists of
new Eoses ; but I am sick of taking them in detail as I have
heretofore done. The task would indeed be somewhat more
difiicult this year ; for, whether intentionally or not, the lists

that have been published do not contain the names of the
growers, and one would have to search through the special
lists sent out by each grower before that could be done—a task
of which I may say that the results but poorly repay the
trouble.

I was unable to visit Paris at the best time for seeing the
Eoses, and did not enjoy this year the opportunity of visiting
Lyons at all. I paid a visit in October to my honest old friend

Margottin at Bourg-la-Eeine, and with him had a good chat
over the flower, of which I believe he knows more than any one
with whom I am acquainted. He has been so long engaged with
it, is so linked on to the bygone days when Hybrid Perpetuals
were unknown, is known so intimately to the raisers in France,
and is so honest and outspoken in his opinions, without the
least touch of envy of others, or mygeese-are-swans sort of

feeling, that it is always a great treat to enjoy his company.
At the late period of the year at which my visit was paid few
Eoses were to be seen ; but I did see blooms of his two, an3
heard his opinions of others. Like us all here, he deplores

the vast number that is every year sent forth only to perplex

and bewilder nurserymen and amateurs alike. At the same
time he says, " Don't let us condemn hastily ; a Eose may
really improve in the course of a year or two." " I never," he
said, "had the Eev. H. Dombrain so fine as this year; and
Beauty of Waltham was lovely also." Then he says a Eose
may be like another, but have nevertheless some better quality,

or as he neatly expressed it as to Madame Victor Verdier being
very like Senateur Vaisse, "Ce n'est pas une meilleure Rose,

c'est mi vteille^ir rosie7\"

With regard to the Eoses of 1866, as far as I have been able .

to form an opinion, my prophetic judgment was not very far

out ; and by-the-by, I am very glad to find that after long
thinking about it, the Floral Committee of the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society have come to the wise conclusion of considering
Eoses sent out in the twelve months, whether in France or
England, as belonging to that year. I advocated this two
years ago in the columns of a contemporary. The editors,

however, and my good friend Mr. Eadclyffe took sides against

me, and contended that Eoses sent out in the autumn of 1866
in France were not to he regarded as sent out here till 18G7.
I hope this same rule will be adopted at the shows, for it is

absurd to talk about stands of new Eoses. You get some four
or six of the really new ones, and the remainder is made up of

Eoses of the last two seasons. According to this new arrange-

ment we must look for, in our stands of new Eoses, only those
of last autumn and this.

1S66 will not be noted as an annus mirabilis in the EosB-
grower's calendar. I did not think that it would, and the
result proves my judgment to have been correct. In one point
I hear that I am wrong. I thought very highly of Napoleon III.

when I saw it at M, Euguue Verdier's. I am told that it is

uncertain, and that it is an indifferent grower. I can only say
it seemed to be neither the one nor the other. As far as I can
see, the following Eoses aloue will "remain :"—Teas, Bouton
d'Or and Madame Margottin ; and Hybrid Perpetuals, Antoine
Ducher, Horace Vernet, and Mademoiselle Annie Wood. This
is strong cutting back from sixty varieties. I have heardmuch
of Comtesse de Jaucourt. It has been very much pufled up,
but not a single bloom of it have I seen exhibited, or have I

heard of any one who has seen it. Thorin may improve, at

present it wants a little more substance ; but cut about as

Eoses are, it is not fair to judge of them the first season. How
wonderfully, for instance, Lord Clyde and Princess Mary of

Cambridge improved from the first time they were exhibited

!

And so it may be with Thorin ; the colour is fast and good.

Madame Rival is like Auguste Mie, a splendid grower, but at

present I cannot say I think very much of it. Paul Verdier I
have not seen, but it is well spoken of. Of our English Roses
I have not been able to see much, but I believe that Mrs. Ward
will be a worthy compeer of John Hopper, and Mrs. John
Berners is an exquisitely shaped Eose.

Of the Eoses which I have selected, Bouton d'Or is a charm-
ing little yellow Eose, very bright, and will be quite a jewel for

Mr. Standish, in purveying for the button-holes of the young
dandies at the West End ; it is so neat, so bright, and so charm-
ing in every way. Madame Margottin is a lovely Tea Eose,
dark yellow in colour, with a beautiful peach-coloured centre;
very full and beautiful. Antoine Ducher is a large purplish
rose flower, a seedling from Madame Domage, fine shape, large

petals, and an acquisition. Horace Vernet is one of the bright

Eoses, of robust habit, of a good colour, but at present inclined

with me to be a little rough. Mdlle. Annie Wood, I have
seen but two blooms of, but they wei-e beautiful, the shape ex-

quisite, the colour fresh and lively, somewhat, if I recollect

rightly, in the style of Olivier Delhomme, but likely to prove a
good Eose. So far for 18G6.

And now for 1867. I honestly say that I do not expect very
mvich from it. Of the sixty-five which are advertised, I have
seen but four—two last year at Lyons, with Guillot fils, and
two this year with Margottin. But it must be remembered with
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respect to Koses, that this year all the growers about Paris had

the opportunity of sending them to the Universal Exhibition,

and that not on any one particular day, but at any time when
they were in flower, so that if anything was really good it ought

to have been there, and would, doubtless, have had an award

according to its merits. I say nothing about the Lyons growers,

because I know that the difficulty of sending their blooms
in good condition was against them. I find, then, that at the

Exhibition, the first prizes were awarded to Duchesse d'Aoste,

and Prince Humbert, both belonging to Margottin ; second

prizes to Madame Marie Cirodde (C. Verdier), and Vicomtesse de.

Vesins ; and third prizes to Madame Adele Huzard (C. Verdier),

Madame La Baronne do Rothschild, and Barillet Deschamps,

and, therefore, amongst these ought to bo found the best Hoses.

I saw autumnal blooms of those varieties which obtained the

first prizes. Duchesse d'Aoste is a large, lovely, satiny rose,

hut I do not think its shape will quite please us, being too flat,

and not cupped. Prince Humbert is one of the sons of General

.Jacqueminot, a splendid Hose in form and appearance, very line,

deep, shaded velvety red. Maigottin told me with some degree

of pleasure, that when Chevalier Nigra, the Italian Ambassa-
dor, was going round this Rose made a great impression on
him, and he requested it might be named after Prince Humbert,
the son of the King of Italy ; the name was accordingly changed,

and he was greatly pleased when he found that it had obtained

the first prize. This will be, I think, an addition to our list

werthy of notice, but Margottin has a Rose for next season,

which he considers, and from a small bud I saw I do not think

he is far wrong, to be the best Rose he has raised since .Jules

Margottin, and which he believes will be found in the Rose
catalogues eighty years hence ; it is called Souvenir de M.
Poiteau. Reine de' Portugal is a yellow Tea of great beauty,

the darkest of the yellow Teas, and sometimes a coppery yellow

shaded with rose. La France is of a new race ; it is between the

Noisettes and Bourbons, and is, therefore, likely to be, as I am
assured it is, a very free autumnal bloomer. I have heard well

of some others. Baron de Lassus do St. Genius, was said to be

good ; and one of those purchased by Mr. Lee, Edouard Morren,

was stated by all whom I met to be an excellent flower. Mer-
veille d'Anjou, is. I conclude, one of Trouillard's, for I see a (T)

to it in Eugene Verdier's hst. Its wood is, I am told very fine,

and if the flower has substance enough the description sounds
weU, but I detest Trouillard's Roses.

So ends my chat on Roses. What a popular flower it is, and
what an increasing demand there is for it. My friend, Mr.
Radclyli'e, has done good service by upholding the Manetti, and
well he may, for with him it is doing wonders, and I may say I

do not think I have ever seen the Manetti so managed, as it is

with Mr. Gill, of Blandford, from whom Mr. Radclyffe has

drawn so large a portion of his stock. There is a clean and
determined- to-grow character about them, and it does one good

to look at them. His soil is Ught, and he buds very low, so

that the Rose soon roots from the bud itself. We all live to

some extent in the future, and the Rose grower looks forward,

when winter is closing round, to the days when the spring

beauties of his old and new plants will reward him for all his

«are and attention. May many of us see them next year with

ourselves and our friends.—D., Deal.

GOOD PE.VCH TREES OUT OF DOORS.
"A SiAY-AT-noME G.uu)Enek" is anxious to know where

good out-door Peach trees are to be seen. There is at Lord
Derby's, at Knowsley, as good a wall of them as any gardener

coiJd desire, and such as few are fortunate enough to possess.

They are well trained, and clothe the wall from bottom to top

with fruitful vigorous wood in the finest health, and, I believe

as a rule, bear good crops of fine fruit.

The climate of Lancashire is, perhaps, one of the least

favourable for most kinds of out-door fmits. The Knowsley
Peach trees show what can be done by good and careful manage-
ment, notwithstanding obstacles of climate. There are other

things, too, at this fine old place well worth the attention of

gardeners.—E. J. B.

ritorious and valuable it might be." This at once releases tioe

makers of ground vineries from the apparent prolubition of

making them with one or both sides with hinges, hitherto

adding 100 per cent, to their price.

—

Vitis.

Gbound Vineries.—It is good news for the inventor of these

structures and the makers of them to learn, from the Times of

the 5th inst., the opinion of Vioe-Chancellor Malins. In a

judgment delivered by him he says, " A mere improvement
was not sufficient to entitle a person to a patent, however me-

A FEW KOTES ON THE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
On visiting Mr. Salter's nursery a week or two ago, 1 was

very much pleased—as who would not be ? with a sight of his

Chrysanthemums, and I thought of their uiiUty as antninn

decorative plants.

I saw at Mr. Salter's the use to which an ordinary lean-to

vinery may be turned, and the pleasing results which might be
obtained by a little ingenuity, and a very trifling expense. On
entering the vinery by the door near Mr. Salter's house, banks

of Jjycopods, Sedums, Saxifrages, and some of tho more choice

alpine plants, are neatly arranged, but the Chrysanthemums
are what I more particularly desire to draw the attention of

your readers to at this time.

A winding or serpentine path has been made through the

centre of the house, and from the back wall to the edge of this

path were arranged in a tasteful manner the ChrysanthemumB,
and amongst them nearly all the finest varieties that have yet

been raised, and a number of them are as yet only to be seen at

Mr. Salter's. Chrysanthemums are also arranged along the

front of the house, and a few other rare and beautiful plants

have been added to heighten the effect.

I thought, Could not a vinery, an orchard-honse, or any
other suitable glass structure, be devoted during the autumn
months to Chrysanthemums ? In many gardens a few Chry-

santhemums are allowed to grow for the purpose of decorating

the greenhouse or conservatoiy, but a house full of them is

seldom seen. Glass houses are in many cases devoted to the

cultivation of Azaleas, Camellias, Pelargoniums, and other

flowers, but a house full of well-grown specimens of Chrysanthe-

mums is quite as interesting and effective as any of the others

I have named. As they are in flower at the dullest and dreariest

season of the year they are the more weloomo on that ac-

count, and another point in their favour is that they do not
require to have a house almost exclusively devoted to their

culture. The Vines in a vinery which has been started in

January or February, may be pruned in October, preparatory to

being started at the same time in the year following. Such a
house will do well as a show-house for Chrysanthemums; or an
orchard-house might be used for the same purpose if the trees

were placed out of doors and the pots plunged well over the

rims in some light material free from worms. Chrysanthemums,
too, are of such easy cultivation that any amateur may grow
them without much chance of failure if ordinary care be exer-

cised and the advice which I will try to give be followed,

I put in all the cuttings that are ready in January. Some
of the varieties may not be ready at that time ; the cuttings of

these must be put in as soon as they are so, and if they should

happen to very late they may be assisted with a little bottom-

heat. The cuttings which I put in dm-ing January, I place

in a cold frame, a single cutting in the centre of a 60-Eized pot

;

and an ordinary-sized garden frame with one light will hold as

many pots as will stock a spau-roofed house .54 feet by 24. I
plunge the pots in ashes, oi-, if it is to be had, cocoa-nut fibre

refuse will be cleaner. The frame must be well banked round
with earth, or it may be sunk in the ground, which will more
effectually prevent the frost finding its way in ; it should also be
double-matted if the frost is severe. The cuttings will strike

root very slowly, but they wiU grow strongly.

After the cuttings are rooted, and as soon as the pots are

filled with roots the young plants are shifted. AW of these, how-
ever, will not be ready for this operation at one time, as some
of the varieties strike root more slowly than others, so that

there may be two or three different times at which the small
plants will require to be sliifted. I use 5 and O-inch pots for

the first shift, using the latter size for the strongest plants,

and I do not shift at any time until the pots are well filled with
roots, but they ought not to be pot-bound. I prefer using

7 and 8-inch pots for the next shift, as if the plants are shifted

into the blooming pots at this time they are apt to become
leggy and to lose their under leaves before the season of blooming.
The next shift should be into S} or 10-inch pots for the Pom-
pons, and llj-inch pots for the large-flowering varieties. The
finest Pompons I ever had were grown in llj-inch pots from
cuttings struck in January, on one of these plants I counted up-
wards of 1200 blooms expanded at one time, but such large
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specimens are not so nsefol for decorative purposes as smaller
plants in 9 or 10-inoh pots.

As regards arranging Chrysanthemums in masses, the Pom-
pous and the large-tlowering varieties ought never to be mixed,
as the small flowers of the former have a mean appearance as
compared with those of the latter, but have a very fine and
distinct efi'ect if arranged in separate groups. Then I use pots
of a larger size—13 and 15-inch ; and in each of these I place
three plants of the large-flowering incurved varieties, and in

this way I obtain the finest single blooms. This season I had
flowers of Empress of India, and Prince Alfred 5 inches in
diameter. I never pinch the centre out of the plants which I

intend to grow for this purpose, so that they generally grow
tall, and are not so effective in the show-house, but make a fine

central row in a span-roofed house or a back row in a lean-to.

As to compost, I find the following very suitable for them—to

eight parts turfy loam add two parts half-rotted horse-droppings
and one part pounded oyster shells, also using oyster shells for

drainage.

After the last shift the plants ought to be placed in the
position which they are to occupy during the summer. An
airy, though somewhat sheltered position in the kitchen garden,
where they can have as much sun as possible, will suit them.
They ought also to be staked soon after the last shift, as they
are very easily damaged by the wind. Attention must also be
paid to tying and training them as growth progresses. Some
ef the varieties of Pompons, I like to grow and flower without
using sticks at all. Cede NuUi and its varieties, and a few
others of the same style of growth, will do for this.

The exhibitors at the metropolitan shows tie the shoots down
to the level of the rim of the pot, by means of a wire twisted
into a circle 2 feet inches in diameter, which wire is fastened
to the pot, by first twisting a wire round the pot immediately
under the rim, aud placing two sticks or stout pieces of wire
over the pot, crossing each other, and then tyir g them down to

the wire.

I will not occupy space by enumerating varieties, as the lists

which have been given in the reports of the various exhibitions
are a sufficient guide to purchasers. I also find that different

seasons have a marked effect on some of the flowers ; for in-
stance, Princess of Wales has not been quite full in the centre
of the flower this year, whilst last season it was the finest ; soma
of the white varieties, likewise, have not opened freely.

While on the subject of Chrysanthemums, I ask why have
we not an exhibition of them, and also of fruit, in London at
this season ? One might be held in connection with the Eoyal
Horticultural Society. Gardeners, and their employers as well,

I have no doubt would subscribe as they do at Stoke Newington
and other places. Such an exhibition is wanted in London,
and I have no doubt if properly carried out would ultimately
be successful.—J. Douglas.

HOME-GROWN TANGIEEINE ORANGES.
Having for some few weeks enjoyed these delicious little

fruits, I am induced to send you a few with their leaves on
them, for your degustation, trusting you may enjoy their brisk
flavour and pleasing aroma. Some of my trees are in full

blossom, adding much by their fragrance to the enjoyment of
the pleasant temperature of the house, which in winter varies
from 60° to 7.5' ; the latter when a December sun enlivens the
dull month.
These Oranges are easily cultivated, the great requirement

is, if they are to be ripened in one season, a warm tempe-
latore—gentle artificial heat all the year round, approximating
to that of Lisbon. The trees alter arriving at an age of five or
seven years bear most abundantly even in pots, but when
planted out in the borders of a house properly heated, a house
14 feet wide requiring eight four-iuch pipes, they become
amazingly fertile. A little bush htre only 2 feet high, is bear-
ing three dozen of nice full-sized fruit.

Some few weeks since Mr. Pearson intimated in your columns
that looking over Orange trees ouce a-week was tiresome ; he
seemed to forget that all greenhouse plants require at least a
weekly superintendence, to give them water, and see that they
are in health. It is bo here with Tangierine, and other kinds of
Orange tiees. As to scale, the prevention system of syringing
with clear quassia water is so beneficial, that it is seldom that
a scale is seen, and that emaciated and in bad condition. When
found it is " not made a note of," but picked off. Methylated
spirit is now but seldom required. We do not imitate friend

Pearson in washing every leaf with Gishurst compound, its

smell is not ambrosial, and our few scale insects are not robust.—T. E.

[" What treats you Londoners lose !
" was the postscript to a

note accompanying the Tangierines, and we consider it a post-
script rendered quite needless by the delicious fruit and the
fragrant ivory-like blossoms. " Oh !

" said one to whom they
were shown, " how they remind me of Madeira, and my wed-
ding day." As for " T. E.," he seems to grow young again
amid his Eoses and Orange trees, and if we had Fortuuatus's
hat and ring, we should visit him unseen, and find him in one
of his orchard-houses, giving voice to that address which begins
with

—

"From ft worm clime and genorons soil
Removed, ye well reward my toil."]

INFLUENCE OF THE STOCK OVER THE
GRAFT.

On being escorted through the vineries of a lady in Lincoln-
shire the other day, the gardener directed my attention to
some fine bunches of White Prontignan hanging on one of the
Vines, and appended this history. Five years ago, anxious to
have a rod of the Eed or Grizzly Frontignan, he inarched one
on a White Frontignan. It grew rapidly, and has borne fruit

every year since, but not one grizzly berry has it ever pro-
duced, but all white, exactly the same as the Vine did before
being grafted. This is an influence of stock over graft of a
decided kind.

Tlie gardener is a most careful and intelligent man, and not
at all the sort of man to make a mistake in the matter.—J. W.

ASPARAGUS CULTURE.
There being frequent inquiries as to the mode of making

Asparagus beds—the when, how, and what to plant—I think
the best answer will be to give full directions how to proceed
throughout the plant's cultivation.

Soil.—Asparagus thrives in a rich sandy soil. Sandy allu-

vial soils, and especially those charged with saline matters, are
the most suitable for its growth. Stift' retentive soils are bad ;

and unless they can be reduced to a light porous condition, the
growth of Asparagus in them will be poor and dwindling. The
subsoil, whatever may be the texture of the surface soil, should
be freed of water, which can only be done by efficient drainage.
Shallow drains, as they merely prevent water on the surface
from passing into the subsoil or down to the roots, are valueless.

For drains to be of any use they should be placed at the depth
where water, after it has passed through the soU, would be
likely to lodge, and consequently destroy the roots, or prevent
their extending lower down. The roots of Asparagus penetrate
the ground to a great depth in hght porous soil, and in almost
all cases they will push their ramifications to a depth of 3 feet.

This is as deep as the ground intended for Asparagus need be
made light and porous. It is necessary that all water falling

on or given at the surface should pass through and thoroughly
moisten the soil to the depth to which it is loosened, or to

which the roots extend ; and it must be obvious that any excess
of moisture beyond that naturally retained by the soil must be
destructive to the roots, and ought to be carried off. Drains
should therefore be laid at about 1 foot greater depth than
that to which the ground is made light and porous, so as to

prevent water from rising higher than the level of the majority
of the roots. Drains, then, should be laid so as to carry off

any accumulation of water existing at a depth of 3 feet or less ;

and for Asparagus they need not exceed 4 feet in depth.
The ground being well drained, the next matter to be con-

sidered is the soil ; for it will be necessary to vary the prepa-
ration of it according to its texture. A rich, sandy, alluvial

soil will not need any further preparation than that of trench-
ing to a depth of 3 feet, and working in a liberal quantity of

manure, which may equal (J inches in thickness over the whole
of the surface.

Soils that are light and sandy, but not naturally rich, should
also be trenched to a depth of 3 feet, an opening 3 feet wide
being taken out at one end or side of the plot for its full length
or width. The bottom being loosened with a pick, the top spit

of another trench should be placed at the bottom of the first

trench, and equally all over ; and upon this 3 inches of manure,
or seaweed if it can be iiad, may be spread, and .should be
mixed with the soil first placed in the trench, by forking it
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over. The next layer will, of course, be noil from the second
trench ; and upon this aRain will be a dro8i?ing of .'5 inches of

manure ami li inches of leaf monlcl. The natural soil being

very light, it would ho well to add .'! inches of the niiid from
ditches which haR lain some time, and if it has been formed
into a compost all the better. This layer is mixed in the same
manner as the preceding, and the last spit from the bottom of

the second trench is thrown upon it. The top of the first

trench may then bo covered with .S inches thick of manure,
3 inches of leaf mould, aud a like thickness of scourings of

ditches. .Seaweed it it can bo readily obtained may bo used in

the place of the manure. This last layer may remain on the

top until February or early in March, a dry period being chosen
to fork it over and mix it thoroughly with the last spit of the
trench turned up, and upon which the last dressing of manure,
leaf mould, and ditch-scourings were applied.

Soils that are light and shallow with a coarse and gravelly

subsoil will not be at all benetited by trenching so deeply as to

bring up much of the gravel ; indeed, it is as well to leave it at

the bottom. On the removal of the soil for the first trench the

bottom ought to be picked over or loosened, and a dressing of

manure, the soourings of ditches, or any kind of sandy mud,
and leaf mould, may be given ; and then have the first si)it of

the next trench placed upon it and mixed with the enriching
materials. The remainder of the soil, which may not be more
than the shovellings of the first spit, should be thrown on the
first trench, and upon it again another dressing of manure,
leaf mould, and ditch-scourings, equal iu quantity to the first

;

and it may remain until March, and then bo worked in and
mixed with the soil, the whole being well incorporated.

Soils that are heavy and tenacious with a cloy subsoil are

not to be trenched deeper than the depth of the surface soil,

(or the subsoil neither benefits the soil with which it is mixed
nor is materially altered by mixing with other ingredients,

unless it bo exposed to the atmosphere, and rendered light by
manuring and long working, which is, however, a work of

years. Heavy soils snch as these should be treated in the
same manner as soils having a gravelly sub.soil, and should
have the same addition of enriching materials, besides a dress-

ing of S inches of .sand irivoror sea sand being best), and a
like thickness of sandy mud, such as that afforded by ditch-

soourings or road- scrapings.

Where the surface soil is of a very tenacious character it is

hardly possible to render it suitable for the growth of Asparagus
by any admixture. I would not advise anything to be done to

it beyond trenching it as deeply as it is possible to do without
bringing up too much of the clayey soil, and in trenching to

work in a dressing of not less than ti inches iu thickness of

cinders or ashes, the finer particles or dust being sifted out. If

it be thrown up in ridges in autumn it will in spring bo less stiff

in texture, and may then be worked, and dressed with the mate-
rials already named for heavy soils ; and these being well mixed
with it, it will be in a fair state for planting iu May. When,
howevo-. (1,0 soil is little less than a stiff clay, it must be
burned before it will grow Asparagus satisfactorily, and after

burning it may bo mixed and prepared in the manner already
described for a heavy soil, the burned clay being mixed with
the other ingredients, and as soil.

Failing the burning of a portion of the clay, where the soil

is a stiff clay it will be necessary to remove some considerable
quantity of it ; indeed, to moke suitable beds in such ground,
I have found it advisable to take all away fexcept, perhaps, the
top spitl. to a depth of 2 feet ti inches or H feet, and replace it

with that depth of the following ingredients in layers i! inches
thick, aud in tho order named—hotbed manure, eharp sand,
ditch or pond cleanings, leaf mould, and turf from a sandy
soil. Now, this laid op for three months and turned at the end
of that time, will, on being chopped up and well mixed, form a
compost in which Asparagus will grow well.

The soil and whatever is added to it should be mixed tho-

roughly, and not bo placed in layers and so left. Tho beds
ought not to be made wtien the ground is wet. September is

a good time, and, indeed, any time in autumn during dry
weather. They may even be made at the time of planting,
only if the ground is planted immediately after the beds are
made it is apt to settle in holes, and tho crowns of the plants
become unevenly buried or covered by the annual top-dressings.

SinvTuix.—An opsn situation should be chosen, unshaded
by trees ; but it is well to choose a position sheltered from
violent winds, as when powerful they break the stems in sum-
mer, and diminish production in tho following year.

Plaxiino.—I consider Asparagus best grown in beds 4 fee'

wide, and snch I think best for general purposes. This allows

of three rows of plants in each bed, the two outer rows being

1 foot from the sides of the bed, and a row along the centre.

The beds should have two-feet alleys between, whether they are

4 feet, 3 feet, or .") feet wide. The latter two widths are recom-

mended by some because tho beds, being narrow, are sooner

heated by the sun's rays, aud therefore induce an earlier pro-

duction of heads ; whilst five-feet beds, it is said, afford a later

production. Three-feet beds will allow of two rows of plants,

each row 1 foot from the edge of the bed. lieds 5 feet in width

will allow of three rows of plants, the tvro outbidc rows 1 foot

from the edge, and a row along the centre. The plants should

not be closer together in the rows than 1 foot apart, and that

distance will be sufficient for general planting; but if large

beads are wanted the plants should not be less than 15 inches

apart, and need not exceed IH inches.—G. Aduey.

(To bo coutiuued.)

TLAXTS IX BLOOM DURING NOVEMBER.
To give an idea of the mildness of the season here during

November, 1 may state that early in the month a very large

Cedar of Lebanon was in full bloom, presenting in the sun's

rays a very curious appearance when viewed from a short dis-

tance off. 1 am not awaro that such a circumstance 13

of common occurrence. We have had some very fine Rasp-

berries from the ordinary quarters during the month ;
very

good Black Prince Strawberries, considering the season, have

been gathered; Apple trees of different kinds have been in

bloom ; and Teas have been gathered. Kedding plants, as Cal-

ceolarias, Scarlet Pelargoniums, Tegetes pumila, Phlox Dmm-
mondi, and others kept up a display until the '27tb, when we
had a reminder that the Ice King had not forgotten us.

Nov. 10, riantago coronopns
Pyrethnini iiliKnnosum
Kiidbeckia lulpida

Stenactis speciosa

„ 15, Ruta graveolens
Antherais tinctorifl

Chrysanthemums, varioaa
Plilox rcflt'xa

„ 19, .\nagalUs Monelli
.\ster grnndiflorua
Liatris scariosa

Crocus gerotinua
Primula nuricala

„ 34, Viola odorata
Neapolitan
Intca

Pnlox Drummondl, Black
Warrior

„ 28, Rosa chinensis
Senocio tanacetifolia
Strawberry Black Friuce

Hantbois
rhlox Vau IlcnttU

Nov. 2, Ericeron canadenae
Cedi-iis Libaniis
Prunollii vulf,'ari9

Auii^allis arvcDsis
Salvia pratensis
Cflmpannla coronnta
Mulo PIuli

„ 6, Cniciis paliistris

Rose Maria Leonida
Ifedera belix
Passitlora cmralea
DianthuB cliiocnsis
Sonchus oloracous
Apple trees
Cynara scolymnB
Achillea piarmica Acre

l>leno

.\ntbemi8 parthcnoides
Aster elegDUS

speciosus
Contnurca puboscena

„ 10, Achillea compacta
Diauthus laciniatus
Nepeta violacoa

—JI. JI., Achlam Hall, Middle-^brough-on-Tees,

PROPAGATINft PELARGONIUMS.
In your last week's impression Mr. Stewart, of Nnneham

Park, gives his method of propagating Pelargoniums. Now, I

venture to say, that if amateurs were to follow the above ad-

vice, ninety-nine out of every hundred would find themselves

in a " pretty picfcle " when bedding-out time arrived. The
plan may do under Mr. Stewart's management, but a great

many would have to consign their cuttings to the rubbish-heap.

My plan may not be better than Mr. Stewart's, but it is

diametrically opposed to his. We strike many thousands of

Pelargonium cuttings here, part of which are put into deep

pans, and part singly into large CO-pots. The whole receive a

good watering if the weather is dry, and none at all by hand if

th« weather is showery. All the pans and pots are placed in the

full sun on a gravel path, quite closely together. A little water-

ing in dry weather, and more space after the young plants

begin to grow, are all the attention they require until the first

week in October, when they are housed. By this plan not one

cutting in a thousand will fail, and frames can be used for

other purposes.— J. Pebkixs, Gardener, I'honihiuii Hall.

Wr.iTixr. OS Glass. — We read in The BiiiUlcr, a paper

which gardeners may often consult with advantage, that M.
K«ssler, a French chemist, has by means of hydrofluate of

ammonia, and hydrochloric acid, properly thickened, made
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an ink by which with any pen ineffaceable characters can be
iiaced on glass. Possibly some of our gardening friends may
turn it to account also.

GARDEN WALLS.
If all that some writers stated a dozen or more years ago about

the inutility of garden walls had been verified by subsequent ex-
perience, these would have been less numerous than they now
are ; but after the first ebullition of feeling in favour of a sub-
stitute had subsided, and the failure of such substitute had
become manifest, the old wall regained its popularity, and the
remembrance of its long continued services gained for it a fresh
recommendation when the costliness and comparative inutility
of substitutes were fairly tested. Although garden walls may
not have increased in the same ratio as glass structures during
the last forty years, they have, nevertheless, retained their
character for utility in the garden. If the area of glass devoted
to horticultural purposes has increased tweutyfold during the
last forty years, possibly walls may not have become more than
ten times as numerous or extensive. These proportions, how-
ever, are merely approximations, but tend to show that a wall
in some form is of as much importance in a garden as ever it

was, and it is only fair to remark that more than three-fourths
of the glass structures erected are supported against walls new
or old.

The value of walls cannot well be over-estimated ; but it is

somewhat strange that while everything else connected with
gardening has been more or less frequently commented upon
in horticultural periodicals, garden walls have but very seldom
been mentioned. Assuredly this silence cannot arise from the
disregard of them, but simply because there is less difference in
the building of a wall than in most other mechanical operations
connected with gardening. Still, as plain walls may differ from
each other, and the most useful form may not, perhaps, be
known to everyone, a discussion on garden walls would by no
means be uninteresting, and might, perhaps, tend to assist
those about building, and that class is one daily increasing.

It is at all times a prudent course to look at the best examples
of existing objects for our guidance, and of garden walls there
are plenty whose period of utility may be counted by centuries

;

and although it may not be advisable altogether to" copy them,
information may be gained by observing the materials of which
they were constructed. In many walls built towards the latter
part of the last century, it will be discovered that the bricks
were not so good as in walls 1.50 years old or even of greater
age. From this deterioration brick-making had not re-
covered at the beginning of the present century, and some will
say it has not even done so at the present day ; but although
this partly arises from the great demand for the article, it is

also frequently more the fault of the buyer than the maker.
Good bricks, however, can be obtained at the present day, and
the question arises, What kind may be considered the best ?

for, I suppose, this material is in ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred to be that employed in building a garden wall. Per-
haps some reader who is better versed in building than gar-
deners usually are will assist, and, if need be, correct what is

now stated on the matter.
Bricks.—Although several varieties are manufactured, the

bricks employed in plain building may be roughly divided into
two classes—viz., those that are burnt in a kiln by a fire being
kept on some time beneath them, and those that to a certain
degree contain the necessary substances for burning within
themselves, and after being ignited burn in an open heap, or
clamp, as it is often called. I believe the latter class of bricks
to be of more modern origin than the former, and they have ad-
vantages for building dwelling-houses and some other purposes
which render them greater favourites in some respects than
the kiln bricks. They are said to absorb less water, and, con-
sequently, when exposed to driving rain less of it penetrates
through them than when it is driven against a wall of the other
kind of bricks. This qualification, however, is not so im-
portant for a garden wall as for a dwelling-house ; still, it must
not be lost sight of as being a great advantage, which is in-
creased by the fact that bricks made in this manner do not so
leadily succumb to the weather as those of the other class;
but tliey are coarse, and bricklayers cannot make such neat
work with them as with kiln-made bricks. The latter being
better shaped, generally more correct to pattern, and presenting
a smooth surface, offer advantages which are duly appreciated
by the ornamental builder. One not unimportant property

which they possess is that nails can now and then be driven
into them, which is not so easily done with the half-cinder or
half-clinker brick, for I beheve that to the latter kind of brick
having undergone the process of burning within itself, and
become a sort of properly shaped cinder, is in a great measure
to be attributed its durability. The properties of the two
kinds of bricks may, however, be so modified by a variety of
circumstances, that no estabhshed rule can be laid down for
the guidance of the inexperienced. Fancy or ornamental bricks,
and those made for some special purpose, will hardly bo required
for garden walls. A beaded brick, perforated so as to render
nails or even wires unnecessary, being more an appendage to a
wall than a part of it, will be described afterwards.
Mortar.—This is certainly rather a question for the brick-

layer than for the gardener, and local circumstances generally
determine the kind that must be used ; but care should be
taken by the builder to ensure the mortar covering the whole
of the end of the brick as well as the bed, as there is a dis-
position on the part of the bricklayer to only scrape a little off

the trowel upon the front edge. This is not sulficient, as in
pulling down brickwork it is sometimes seen that there are
portions not touched by the mortar at all.

Assuming the wall to be intended for trees, the mortar
ought to be so qualified by sand astoadmitofanailbeing driven
in easily ; a too-hard setting lime is not so good, and cement
ought to be avoided. Generally the quality of the sand deter-
mines in a great measure the character of the mortar as much
as the lime ; but other conditions best known to the builder
often decide both, only it must be borne in mind that the
mortar constitutes a very important part of the garden wall,
and care must be taken to have it good. I believe that, as a
general rule, good stone lime, as it is called in some districts,

is best, but very good work is often done in chalk lime

;

I am not sure but the blue lias lime of some of the midland
counties, which is brought to Loudon for particular pur-
poses, is too hard. This, however, can be better answered by
those who have had experience of it. Fancy pointing may be
indulged in by those who prefer it ; but the ordinary mode o{
bayonet pointing will do very well for a garden wall.

Copings.—The coping is an important part of the wall, but I
would not give it the prominence which some are disposed to
do. Perhaps nothing in the whole range of wall-construction
has given rise to a greater diversity of opinion than copings.
The difference chiefly appears to be in the width of the over-
hanging portion; all, I believe, being agreed that the coping
should project more or less, though some would have the width
of the overhanging portion only an inch, and others a foot.

Perhaps the best practice, as is very often the case, is to take
a medium course ; or, better still, a moveable coping may be
adopted— i. c, one that can be put on or taken away as wanted.
When this can be done a very narrow coping would be suffi-

cient ; nevertheless, I would not advise that any permanent
coping should overhang the wall less than about 2 inches,
neither would I advise that any ordinary coping project more
than 3 inches beyond the face of the wall, for I would rather
depend on other protection when such was wanted. There are
evidently evils attending a dark overhanging coping of great
width, which are only partially compensated for by the pro-
tection it affords. Something, however, is required to keep the
top of the wall dry, and the best material that I have met with
for this purpose is the cement coping, which when made to
overhang about 2 inches affords room for a sort of groove or
throat on the under side, to prevent the water falling on the
top finding its way to the wall. Stone might bo employed
instead of cement, but is more expensive, and brickwork is

usually in such short pieces as not to be so convenient. I
have, however, been told of a kind of coping which is said to
possess all the advantages of the wido one without its defects,

and this is glass ; but not having seen any of it, I cannot speak
of its utility. I understood that it projected about a foot, and
was sufliciently strong to bear a ladder set against it ; but I

expect a heavier coping was placed upon it to hold it down. I

have sometimes seen slate employed, but it did not appear
satisfactory. Wall copings, however, being necessary, perhaps
some correspondent will state his experience in the matter,
and describe the mode in which moveable boarding can be
fixed to the top of the wall or taken down again with the least

amount of mechanical contrivance. Most of the modes which
I have seen adopted with these objects in view were either
clumsy or inconvenient.

CossTRCcTioN OF A Wall.—This is often determined by cir-

cumstances which admit of little deviation, and it is unneoes-
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sary to make any remarks about aspect or position. I will,

however, observe, tliat where the I'each and Nectarine are

intended to be grown, and whore coals are cheap, the old-

fashioned mode of building walls witli flues in them may bo

very advantageously copied ; and when it is known that very

good crops of readies are often obtaiucd iu places very unin-

viting as to their n:itural position, the advantages of the fluo

ought not to be too lightly estimated. I believe I am right in

saying that a single tree growing against such a wall has been
known to produce a greater quantity of good fruit than any
orchard-house of potted trees occupying an area of lOOti square
feet. Where coals are dear the flue cannot well be adopted,

although I have heard it urged that a hollow wall is advan-
tageous.

And now as regards the other features of garden walls. Oc-

casionally we find one built with projections and recesses is said

to be advantageous. Some such walls have projecting buttresses,

like pillars, standing out, perhaps, a foot from the line of the
wall, and placed at intervals of 30 feet or so ; and I have known
the coping to extend a foot, so as to give great protection, but its

thus preventing the trees benefiting by the rnin and dews,
seemed to neutralise the advantages of shelter. Some old walls

only 11 inches thick have been built with projections and recesses

of equal lengths the whole way, so that both sides of the wall

are alike ; only the part that is a projection on one side forms
a recess on the other, the difTcronce, however, being only half

a brick (Ij inches). Ornamental walls built in panels are also

not uncommon, but in many of them the only object is the
saving of bricks.

There is a 15-ineh wall described as existing at the nursery
of Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell (see page SBli), composed of pro-

jections and recesses, the recesses being about a yard in depth.

This no doubt answers very well ; but some time ago I saw a

wall of similar thickness, only 1! inches, about 7 feet high,

which had stood for about thirty years, and did not appear in

the least out of order ; but instead of being built in straight

lines and at right angles it was a continuous snccession of seg-

ments of circles meeting and joining each other—in fact, ser-

pentine. This wall both in appearance and for utility could
not well bo surpassed for its height, as by its structure one part

held up another, as any one may test by bending a sheet of

paper into the same fcirra and setting it on its edge. To all

who may be about building a U-inch wall I would advise them
to do so in this way, but of course in most cases a thicker wall

is to be preferred ; and where it is intended to have the wall

more than H feet high, which all garden walls ought to be, it

ought either to be well strengthened by buttresses, or, which is

hotter, be made 11 inches thick from the bottom. With the latter

thickness of brickwork any reasonable height may be built. I

believe the fine I'each wall at Knowsley, near Ijiverpool, is !> or
It'i feet high ; but 12 feet are generally high enough, except
when the situation and other circumstances favour the growth
of the fruit trees, as at the place mentioned above, where some
years ago it would have been diflicult to have found a bare
place as largo as a sheet of note paper on a wall of some
500 feet in length.

Having extended this article beyond the limits originally

intended, some notice of the other features of a garden wall
must be postponed. I may, however, ask those who have had
a lengthened experience of the wire or wooden lattice-work
sometimes affixed to walls to state their opinions respecting
snch. My own is much less favourable now than it was thirty
years ago. I likewise do not see any advantage in the beaded
brick alluded to in the early part of this communication, which
bead is a sort of horseshoe-shaped moulding projecting about
three-quarters of an inch upon the face of the brick, there
being small holes perforating the beading to admit of a string or
wire being passed through for tying the trees. No nails or
wirework, it is said, need be used ; but the process of fastening
a tree would seem to be so tedious that I fear this kind of

brick cannot well be recommended. I have seen cast-iron bars
or plates built into a wall to allow of rods as thick as those used
in iron fencing being fixed, and it is certainly advisable where a
wirework front is intended, to build in some of the fastenings
as the work proceeds ; the top and bottom loops, or the end
ones when the wire is strained, ought to be very secure, as
they have all the work to do. I may, in addition, remark
that where a wall adjoins a plantation of vigorous-growing forest

trees, especial care should be taken to go deep enough tor the
foundation to prevent the roots finding their way underneath,
otherwise in all probability in a few years it will be found that

the health of the fruit trees will decline, and that very rapidly

perhaps; for the Ash, Elm, or other trees will rob them of
nourishment. I have known more than one instance of this
kind.—J. RoBSox.

TIIREK PLANTS FOR WINTER FLOWERING.
I OFTEN see questions from your correspondents, asking for

good plants to flower in the greenhouse in winter. Allow me
to recommend two or three, which, though very beautiful, are
seldom seen.

SAXiiim;A i.icuLATA.—A hardy plant, but flowering in the
winter ; the flowers do not come to much out of doors. In the
greenhouse it bears many racemes of large flowers, pure white
at first, but afterwards turning pink, with pink stamens. It i8

very useful either for nosegays or to wear in the hair. Saxi-
fraga ciliaris is very like it, but not quite so good, as the stalks

of the flowers are very short. They both flower in .January.

Sparmamnia afkicaxa.-—A beautiful shrub, now in flower,

with large and rather coarse leaves, and bunches of pure white
flowers with golden and red stamens. Easily increased, easily

cultivated, and, I think, might be grown to make a good table

plant.

Fuchsia Domisuxa.—Flowers in the way of Fuchsia fulgens,

but the flowers are of a brilliant scarlet, and the stems and
undersides of the leaves dark red. It is hardy, but seldom
perfects its flowers out of doors as they generally appear in
the winter. It is now in flower.—H. N. E.

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GARDENING.
In your columns, and in those of the Timr.s, and elsewhere, I

have gently corrected the inaccuracies of the " writer," as, I
felt it to be a duty I owed to English gardeners and gardens,
and I feel much gratified that I have bad the industry to write
on such a subject.

I have looked over the long tiresome reiterative paragraphs
of "The Writee of thf. Akticle," &c. I have fiilly replied
to them all, and all that I have said is perfectly true. A Pear
tree trained against a wall horizontally, and its branches pruned
in summer, is a true cordon, no matter if it has ten branches ;

the name is good, as wo have not a word that conveys the
same meaning.

I observe that " The Writer of the Article " is ashamed
of his remarks made in the 'J'imrs, about Knglish wall Peach
trees, he had need be. It is quite true that in luose borders, and
with careless cultivators. Peach trees on walls are failures. It

is to that class my remarks apply, to stir up their energies ; at
the same time I know well that with our skilled gardeners, the
finest trained Peach trees in the world are to be found.
As to the price of fruit such as " The Writer " proses

about, the records of Covent Garden would show that good
Peaches are often sold at Is. and Is. fid. per dozen by the
salesmen, not in the shops, and good Pears at 'Is. lid. and 3*.

per bushel. With regard to Pears on Quince stocks, " The
Writer" may write on horticulture, but he bus evidently not
read much ; he must commence, to use his own term, to " pull

up." I could show him an English work in which the culture
of Pears on Quince stocks is recommended, and this upwards
of two hundred years since.

There is only one paragraph out of the " dreadful drearies,"

in pages I'il and 4'2_', worthy of my notice here, and as this may
convey some little instruction, and make some amends for the
waste of valuable space in noticing " The Writer of thk
Article," I beg permission to say a few more words. "W.B.",
I beg his pardon, " The Writer, ' went to Paris about last

April or May, his first visit, " dumb in French," as he ac-

knowledged himself to be. Now I ask what could he see of

winter salads, about which he expresses himself so grandly ?

He never saw one. This little fact stamps indeUbly the value
of his assertions. The winter salads of the French are Dan-
delion leaves, and wild Chicory, blanched in cellars ; the former
always bitter, the latter nearly always. The latter is called

Barbe dc Capucin, or the Capuchin's beard. By a little

stretch of imagination it may be likened to the long white
beard of a Capuchin monk, chopped and served with oil and
vinegar, for it is almost as tough. I fear that " The Writes "

has not had much experience in a well-managed EngUsh or
Irish household, or he would know their salads. My winter
salad, and I doubt not that of hundreds of others who know
what is good, is taken from my orchard-house, and consists of

fine firm hearts of Batavian and Curled Endive, or of the white
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hearts of Cos Lettuces, so crisp and delicate owing to the warm
climate in wljich they have been growing ever since the early
part of September, that they are alike easy of mastication and
digestion. The usual small herbs are, of course, used with
my salads. My Lettuces and Endive were sown in July and
August, and transplanted to a rich border in the orchard-
bouse early in September. They are now making firm hearts,
and will be in fine order by Christmas, and if the Paris Lettuces
sent over to Covent Garden next February and March are no
better than these—I have given 6d. each for these—mine are
worth Is. In severe weather my salad plants are covered with
mats, with light dry hay placed on them.
With regard to the superiority of low-roofed houses to those

cliunsy barbarous green bell-glasses, it is as Mont Blanc to
Chamouni. I find that a space of ground of 1000 square feet in
round numbers, a house 00 by 11 feet, with a narrow path in
the centre, will produce two thousand and upwards of tine
Lettuces in winter, always comeatable. How immeasurably
more convenient than those clumsy glasses always to be
moved, and which, like the iron wires recommended by " The
WniTER OF THE ARTICLE," are things of a past age ! I entertain,
however, a kind respect for " The Writer," which I trust will
he increased when he becomes a "second Loudon."—T. B.

[Here this controversy must terminate, and we wish that it

had been conducted with less acrimony. A gentleman writing
to us from Norwich, says—" It is full time that your corre-
spondents should understand, that an aptitude for sharp and
clever writing ought not to be used to wound the teehngsof men
who have deserved well of society, and added materially to the
pleasures of their fellows. Legitimate controversy should not
be trammelled by too much respect for authority, but hard
words and personalities cannot subserve the interests of truth
and science." In this we most fully concur, and many times
are we surprised to find men of intelligence writing, not as if

they desired '• truth above all things," but as if they wished
to blister the feelings of those who had dared to criticise them.
—Eds.]

GROAVING THE GLADIOLUS IN A HEAATT
SOIL,

I AM not a large Gladiolus grower, having about thirty varie-

ties. Three years ago I lost several bulbs from the disease
" D., Deal." speaks of on page 370, and it led me to fear that
growing the Gladiolus in heavy clayey soils is almost im-
possible.

Taking courage in the spring, instead of potting the bulbs
and forwarding them under glass as I used to do, I retarded
them as much as possible. Early in April they generally show
symptoms of growing, when I take them to the bed. The soil

of this being very heavy is thrown out 18 inches deep, and
plenty of decayed dung and leaf mould, with a little soot, are
added and well mixed. About 'J inches of this mixture having
heen thrown in, the bulbs are placed 10 inches apart in the
TOW, and the rest of the soil is very carefully put in. Every
bulb soon throws up leaves and blooms well.

As soon as the blooming season is over, and not waiting
imtjl the foliage is quite yellow, I take the bulbs up, as M.
Souchet, the great French grower, recommends.

I have this autumn taken up, while in full bloom, many
bulbs which were late in flowering, finding them quite firm,
and exposing them to a warm and dry atmosphere. I have
Been no disease since I adopted the plan of taking them up
early. I do not cut the leaves off as soon as the bulbs are
taken up, as M. Souchet recommends, but leave them to come
off of themselves.

I think much may yet be done with this favourite flower in
respect to bedding it out. Gladioluses are not effective in beds
by themselves, except when each variety is planted separately,
as they flower, when mixed, at different times. They look
noble, however, in low so-called American beds and herbaceous
borders.

I hope some of the experienced growers will publish in this

Journal a list of the varieties which flower at the same time.

—

H. CoMLiiY, Hcndrc Gardens, iloniiwuth.

PEACHES IN FRANCE.
Will yon kindly allow me a small space to inform " G. S."

(see page 423), that I visited Paris for the first time in August
last, and that, perhaps, nothing more surprised me than the

abundance and good quality of the French fruit accessible, as
it was, to the poorest labourer ? I purchased dcliciously ripe
Peaches for one halfpenny each, fine ones for one penny, and
for twopence-halfpenny such as 1 may fairly term super-
excellent.

I was delighted to see the care which the French bestowed
on the fruit trees in their gardens, and I came away with the
impression that, although we beat them completely in flori-

culture, especially as to arrangement, yet they beat us as sig-

nally in the culture of fruit.

The last purchase I made in Paris was a handful of Peaches
in the Kue d'Amsterdam, for which I paid one halfpenny each,
and very refreshing they were to me when exhausted with the
intense heat which was experienced during the journey to

Dieppe.—C. W. M.

GRAPE JUDGING.
Though this subject has now been so discussed as to be al-

most exhausted, I am tempted to send you an anecdote I heard
from that veteran Grape-grower, the late Mr. Crawshay, oj

Ottershaw.
I had asked his opinion about shanking. He confessed

absolute ignorance on the subject, and said that one year
he had a Red Frontignan, which ripened off every berry,

though the treatment was exactly the same as usual, and he
knew no reason whatever for its temporary immunity from
shanking.

Ajiropus of this, he added, that he had once offered a prize
for the best dish of Grapes. On the day of trial he disagreed
with the other judges, but at last persuaded them to award the
prize to a plate containing a bunch of each of the three colours
of Frontignan, in preference to some magnificent specimens
of Hambnrghs, on the ground that these latter were easy to
grow, while three bunches of Frontignan, from three different

plants, without a single imperfect or shanked berry, were some-
thing most unusual. It was a clergyman who gained the prize,

and Mr. Crawshay was anxious to learn from him the secret of

success. He repUed that he knew very little of Grape growing

;

but having put a few Vines in a greenhouse, and finding Iheix

fruit very nice, he thought he would send a plate to the show.
Mr. Crawshay said, " If such be the «as6, I request you will

send me next year just such a plate as this, and upon your
doing so I will erect for you, at my own expense, a vinery,

60 feet long, heated with hot water." The clergyman stared

in blank amazement. Mr. Crawshay said, "I am really in
earnest ; but do not for a moment expect that you will succeed
again. At any rate, promise to write me a note as to whether
your Grapes shank next year."
The following autumn the note came, but no Grapes.—G. S.

TREES AND SHRUBS INJURED AND
UNINJURED BY GAME.

At a time when the preservation of game is a subject of such,

importance to those interested in rural affairs, some remarks
on the plants which game will and will not iLJure, may not be
unacceptable to many of the readers of this Journal, especially

as from a want of this knowledge labour and materials are
often thrown away in planting covert. Under the term game I
shall include rabbits, which form by far the most numerous
and destructive enemies to new and even old plantation?. Per-
haps some of your correspondents will favour us with their ex-
perience in the matter, not confining their remarks to orna-
mental trees and shrubs only, but mentioning the most common
wild plants or shrubs that escape the devouring propensities of
this rapidly multiplying animal. Having had some experience
of its ravages, I will mention a few plants often found in its

haunts, and the manner in which they are treated. The hst,,

however, is a meagre one, and is only meant as a contribution.
on a subject which others who have had more experience may
enlarge upon.

Furze, Gorse, or Whin, is destroyed wholesale when in the
young growth. Plants of any age cut down in winter, and
sending up their young growth in early summer, seem to

furnish rabbits with their choicest food. The same may be
said of young seedlings. Old prickly wood escapes, but thet

new growth from such is nipped off as produced.
Holly and Broom both suffer, being barked in winter ; even

trees as largo as a man's leg are nibbled all round.

Quickset hedge* are also destroyed in winter from the cansea
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last described, while the yocng shoots in siunmer Beem as

attractive as tlioac of the Furze.

Willows are not such favourites as the plants just named,

but in severe winters all the kinds are laid under coutributiou.

Of Brambles and Briars, the former certainly are partaken of

when in a younR state, and largo beds are eometimea killed
;

but of the latter I am not able to say anything.

Scotch and Spruce Fir, and similar kinds, are all greedily

devoured when in a small state, and within roach. The bark

of trees ot any cunaiderable size, however, seoma to be less

palatable than other things.

Ash and Hazel are both great favourites, especially the

former.

Oak, Elm, and Alder, are not so much sought after os Ash
and Hazel, yet are not exempt from attack.

Of Maple, lieoch, and Hornbeam, I have not had so much ex-

perience, and, tberc'fore, cannot say anything.

Poplar, Dogwood, and Birch, are not generally attacked, but

are all liable to suffer in hard weather, where rabbits are

numerous.
Yew and Juniper, contrary to what might be expected, are

very often much eaten by rabbits, notwithstanding the sup-

posed poisonous quality of the first named.
Elder gonorally escapes, it being, I think, about the last

tree they will attack either in the young or advanced state.

Amongst plants of less height, the young growth of the

Heath is eagerly sought after, and the plants are often killed.

On dry ground Nettles and Foxglove often escape, and on wet

or damp ground, the Scutellaria nodosa, a rampant plant 3 or

i feet high, is seldom interfered with, as is likewise the Sedge,

bnt the soft Kush is laid under contribution ; and Grasses of

all kinds, and most other herbaceous plants suffer in like

manner where the number of rabbits is great.

The above being only a hasty glance at the subject, perhaps
some one better versed in it will state how the more choice and
ornamental shrubs and trees fare. A knowledge of those which
are proper for planting as cover for game is much wanted.

—

H. B.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE GARDENS IN PARIS.
{Concluded fivm page 401 .)

My next visit was to the Jardin des I'lantes, the horticultural

portion of which presents much that is worthy of notice by
English gardeners. Scientific men of European celebrity have
received their education at this place. Tbo gardens were laid

out in the year Ki.'i."), and Buffon, the celebrated naturalist,

became director, in 17S2. The animals preserved at Versailles

were transferred to this place, and the collection has now
become very numerous. The bedding-out is extensive, and
like all other gardens which I saw about I'aris, is on the mixed
system. Great numbers of bulbs and annuals are grown here.

The conservatories, which are largo and very old-fashioned,

contained numerous Palms, Camellias, Oranges, itc.

Not far from the Jardin des Plantes is the great wine market,
near the Bordeaux new railway, occupying many acres of ground.

I next called on M. Charles Verdier, the celebrated Hose
grower. Hue de M:ircli(j aux Chevaux, and was fortunate in

finding him at home. 1 was shown all over his extensive
grounds, in which are vast numbers of Koses, principally on
their own roots, Gladioluses, Pieonies, and other nursery stock.

In the houses are large numbers of young Palms.
Next day being Sunday, I went to the Madeleine chnrch, and

afterwards by train to Versailles. In order to see as much of

the country as possible, I mounted one of the third class car-

riages, which aio 6xed on the top of the second class. The '

embankments by the side of this lino are planted with choice
trees and shrubs, and their efleot is delightful, offering a re-

markable contrast with what we usually see in the eastern
counties of England. From this railway may be seen hundreds
of acres of vineyards. The Vines aro about 5 feet high, and
about the same distance apart, but the crop was gathered at the
time I iiassed. Large vegetable gardens may also be seen from
this line, but the cultivators are not very particular about keep-
ing down weeds.
About six or eight miles from Paris the country begins to pre-

sent a more picturesque appearance. Fine woods with the foliage

of various shades of red, yellow, and brown, and beautifully un-
dulated groun 1, with little villages in the valleys, and elegant
ch.'iteaux on the tops of the hills, afforded a striking contrast

to the country from which I started. Just beyond the station

of Puteaux, the hue traverses elevated ground, and affords an

extensive view of Paris, the valley of 'the Seine, and the Boia
de Boulogne. Mont Valerien, the ba.se of which is skirted by
the railway near the station of Suresnos, rises to a height of

tioo feet above the Seine, and commands a magnificent view.

The train next utopped at St. Cloud, and I regretted not having
time to see that tine place. Having passed several more stations

I arrived at Versailles, and after a pleasant walk of ab mt half a
mile reached the palace. Oh 1 what a palace^what grounds

—

what fountains—and what pictures.

The garden front of the palace is 2 101) feet long, and the
grand fountains on the top terrace aro in proportiijn to the
vast building. Fountains may bo seen in every nook and
comer, and in straight Unes as far as the eye can see. I under-
stood that the underground work, where all the water-pipes are
laid, is almost as wonderful and extensive as the works above.
I forget how many fountains there are, bnt it was to this place

that the late lUike of Devonshire sent Sir Joseph Paxton to learn

all he could before operations were commenced at Chatsworth.
The long avenues which run in every direction, and reach as

far as the eye can see. are magnificent, and when once seen will

never be forgotten. One of the terrace gardens is all Box-work,
the opposite side being planted with flowers. There is not bo

much real flower garden here as I expected to see, and in what
there is Pelargoniums and other bedding plants generally used
in England aro all mixed in the beds. The pictures in the
palace are a most extraordinary sight, and if placed in one
straight line I was told they would extend eight miles in length.

It was stated that 35,000 people were in the grounds at the
time of my visit. I must confess that I was much surprised to

see the way in which Sundays are spent in France. I saw men
ploughing, the opening of sewers, the building of houses, shops
all open, all sorts of goods carted through the streets, and
dancing, card playing, <tc.,in the evening.

In looking over my notes I find there are several memoranda
which I have missed, one of which is, that I saw at the Lux-
embourg gardens some hundreds of the common sparrow, as

tame as barndoor fowls. It was a pleasing sight to me to see

some of my old friends so tame, unmolested, and well cared for.

They are well fed by the public, and on one old gentleman they
alight on his arms to be fed.—J. Pebkiss, Gardener to Lord
Heiiiiikcr, Thuinliam Hall, Suffolk.

WHEN IS THE STONING PERIOD'
Wilt, you give mo some definite idea of what is meant by

the common phrase "the stoning period " of Peaches? Assum-
ing a Peach to bloom on the 1st of April, and to be ripe on the
1st of September, when may this stoning period be expected,
and how long does it last ?— G. S.

[The time of stoning with Peaches varies according to the
season, and the time of perfecting the stone also varies; but
as to the fact, there need be no doubt. After the flowers have
fallen, and the fruit has set, it will swell gradually until it is about
the size of a Wolnut, and then for a time swelling will cease ;

and it is well not to over-excite the trees at that period. On
examining the fruit you will find the stone i.s forming, and
until that is firm and hard there will be little swelling of the
fruit, but as soon as the stone is hard the fruit swells fast to

maturity.]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Thk next GAnDESEiis' Examixatiox by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society is to commence on the 17th inst. Candi-
dates for the Associateship of the Society must previously

have passed a preliminary examination by the Society of Arts

;

but any candidate recommended by a Fellow of the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society, or by the Director of a public garden, may
compete for certificates.

Messrs. Svtton & Sons, Reading, have received an
official annoimcement that the jurors have awarded them the
only silver medal for seeds in Group IX., classes fS 1 and ^.>. Their
contribution included a most complete collection of Grasses,

both seeds and dried specimens ; also samples of agricultural,

horticultural, and floricuUural seeds.

WORK FOR THE W^EK.
KITCHEN GAKDRN.

CoxTisiE to trench, dig, and ridge every foot of ground at

liberty when frost permits. This is particularly to be observed
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in gardens where the soil inclines to a clayey textnre. If frosty
weather set in let the necessary manure for the whole of the
spring cropping be wheeled out, laying it in heaps, either on
the spot, or as near to it as possible. That portion not required
for immediate digging in should be piled up in email mounds,
with soil placed over them to prevent loss by evaporation.
Storing Ic-—Whether ice is stacked, or in a house, the first

matter to be attended to is to promote the escape of the ice-

meltings. These must quickly pass, for if allowed to accu-
mulate they will counteract the benefits from all other arrange-
ments. There must be a good drain, and this drain should
possess what is termed a " trap," and, if possible, terminate in
water. The next question is whether the ice should be kept
above or below ground. I consider that there is little necessity
for going below the ground level, except in peculiar situations.
I am persuaded that llr. Fortune's description of the Chinese
ice-houses is tolerably conclusive on the subject. Here we find
no excavation, no shade of trees, and the houses situated iu
fields under an irrigating system; all this, too, beneath a
Chinese sky, described by Mr. Fortune as " clear, fierce, and
burning." It must be remembered that the walls (mud and
stone), are uncommonly thick, and a Bamboo roof is raised
over the whole and thickly coated with thatch. I am of opinion
that small ventilating doors or windows, one at each side near
the top, will be found beneficial rather than otherwise, for I

take for granted that a cloud of vapour floats over the surface
of the ice at all times when closely confined, and if so it must
be very prejudicial. Such ventilators should not be opened
too often, nor for many hours at a time, or it will be but ex-
changing one evil for another. Mr. D. T. Fish, when at Broke
HaU, adopted the very simple and effectual plan of preserving
his ice in an excavation dug out under the shade of trees and
protected with litter.

FRUIT GAItDEN.
Pruning the leading shoots, in order to give the required

form to trees against walls, was explained last week. It now
becomes necessary to advert to the management of spurs
formed along the branches. In the Pear and Apple tree fruit-

buds are sometimes formed directly on the two-year-old por-
tions of the branch. When such is the case nothing is neces-
sary with regard to them, except a little thinning if there
should be more than the branch can bring to perfect fruit ; but
it is more frequently the case that, instead cf a completely-
formed blossom-bud, only a tapering spur is produced, and it

frequently goes on elongating for years. Part of these spurs
should be shortened to within a quarter of an inch of their
bases, whilst the greater number should be allowed to remain
untouched. If, instead of spurs, shoots have been produced,
they must be cut back to within an inch of their bases, and
some where numerous still more closely. Older spurs should
be shortened down to the lowest fruit-buds, taking care, how-
ever, not to cut too near the latter. Keep the fruit-buds in
view, and endeavour to remove as far as possible whatever
is in front of them. Where there are old neglected spurs pro-
ducing only a crowded mass of foliage, without fruit, they had
better be thinned and well cut back, and by attending properly
to summer-pruning fruitfulness will be induced.

FLOWER GARDEN.
In favourable weather forward all out-door work as much as

possible. Trenching ground and planting evergreen shrubs
should still be carried on with activity in case the ensuing
spring should prove unfavourable. Look over seeds collected
during the past season, and, previous to storing, clean them
when the weather is wet. No time should now he lost in
affording protection to tender Koses. The tops of standards
worked on ordinary' stocks may be protected by wisps of straw
bound amongst and over their branches, or by tight canopies
firmly fixed. Beds or masses of Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, or
other tender kinds, should have some porous material strewed
amongst them to protect the collar. The coarse particles of
old exhausted tan, clean riddled, are very good. New sawdust
may also do, or even a good coating of half-decayed leaves.

Four or five inches of such materials will at least render the
collar safe in the event of a very severe winter. If it is de-
sirable to protect the tops altogether, mats thrown lightly
over them, covered with straw, will suffice, taking care on the
breaking up of frost jiot to uncover the trees until completely
thawed, and not to uncover them suddenly even then, leaving
a very light screen of straw on them for a day or two, in order
to inure them gradually to sunlight.

GREENHOCSE AND CONSERVATORY.
In frosty weather the conservatory will require very careful

management ; some rather difficult problems have to be worked
out. Atmospheric humidity cannot be entirely dispensed
with, yet this, if not nicely managed, will produce drip, and
such, it need scarcely be remarked, is most prejudicial to the
delicate texture of the Camellias and other gay plants. Of
course, if the exterior of the roof has no covering ice will

gather on the glass, and in melting will drop through the laps.

The best plan is to maintain as low a temperature as can
possibly be allowed, say from 40° to 45° at night, and to leave

a little air on at back all night. With a good roof-covering

a temperature of 40" would be ample, and then there woidd be
sufficient atmospheric moisture at all times without the special

application of water. In the greenhouse let the young stock

of Heliotropes, Scarlet Pelargoniums, Persian Cyclamens, and
other flowers grown specially for winter, have light situations

and regular attention as regards watering. To Ericas pay close

attention as to watering ; if unfortunately placed near flues or

pipes they may become suddenly very dry. Keep up a quiet

ventilation day and night if possible. Let the air steal in

moderately, and dispense with strong fires, or, indeed, fires of

any kind when the temperature can be kept within the proper
limits without them. Do not water the Pelargoniums until

they are thoroughly dry.

STOVE.

Little can be added to the directions given under this head.

It would be well, however, to remind the amateur especially,

that he must be exceedingly cautious not to overheat the

house, as this would cause the plants to start into growth—

a

result which would be very injurious at this season.

For.cixG-riT.

This is a good time to introduce the following subjects, pro-

vided, as before observed, they have received the necessary

treatment during the summer—viz., Ehododendrons, Azaleas,

both American and Chinese, Persian Lilacs, Sweet Briars,

Moss and Provence Eoses, Crimson Perpetual Eoses, Ledums,
Kalmias, Anna Boleyn Pinks, Wallflowers, and Dutch bulbs.

Unless, however, they are iu proper trim the labour will be in

vain, and no mode of forcing or form of pit can comjjensate

for any defect in this respect. The great secret of success in

forcing them, if the heat is wholly composed of fermenting
material, is to keep down accumulating damp and mouldiness

by an almost constant ventilation, increasing the linings in

order to raise the necessary temperature. Those who possess

tank houses or pits will adopt a somewhat different course.

Such will scarcely need advice.

COLD PITS OR FRAMES.
We have had about a week of wintry weather near London,

during which the thermometer has several times indicated

from 10' to 12° below freezing-point. Keep a watchful eye over

the store pots, and remove damp leaves as soon as they appear.

It would be well to pot off Calceolarias that have rooted into

smaller pots should the weather become fine. Give air and
water as formerly directed.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

What changeable weather ! The drenching rains and high

winds of Sunday, December 1st, succeeded by a keen frost on the

Monday, the thermometer falling before evening to 12° below
freezing point. We were rather unprepared for such a sudden

frost after such rains, and, therefore, the first work in the morn-
ing of Monday, was to give protection to many subjects that

otherwise would have teen injured. Most of these, as Celery,

young Cabbages, Cauliflowers under hand-lights, Lettuces,

Endive, etc., under protection have been almost left to them-
selves up to the 7th, which is also a very stormy daj'. Some glass

frames covering cuttings of Calceolarias, and others large plants

of Cinerarias, but without any heat, had merely the covering

partly removed, and wholly removed on one sunny day, to

permit of the plants being dried. Strawberry plants in pots

out of doors, were well covered overwith litter and let alone for

the week. In such boisterous weather, hail, snow, wind, rain,

and frost alternating with each other, the constant covering

and uncovering would have been little else than labour thrown
away. Wherever there was heat enough to promote extension

of growth, there exposure to light was indispensable, as well as

all the air that could be safely given to prevent weak spindling

growth. But wherever the plants are so situated as to be only

a few degrees above freezing, so cold, indeed, that there will

be no extension or progression ; then, in that case, plants
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may be covered up for a lengthened period without injury.

The coolness, however, in such a case is the p;reat point of

safety. Ilence, in cold weather in winter it is well to let Cauli-

flower plants be crusted with the frost before thoy are covered
up, and then they will not be injured by a week or even a
month of darkness ; and they being slightly crusted with frost,

and the ground crusted on the surface, fewer visitors will come
to prey upon thciu. Our great dread for all covered-up and
protected vc};etable3 is of rats and mice, especially the former.
It is vexing when you see the hearts nipped out.

A press of work had prevented us Inking up all our Beet,
and fearing it might be injured, we threw some litter over the
bed and then took it up in tlio middle of ono of the best days.

Of Celery, we lifted a few scores, in case of frost, but our beds
are so well protected that it will re(iuiro an unusually severe
frost to do much injurj-.

Put a lot of AyjKiiiiiiiis into a mild hotbed, and, as we wished
to clear the ground, placed a lot of roots in a shed, covering
them with earth and litter, to come in successionally, for when
the supply is not overabundimt it is bad policy to have a glut

at one time and then none afterwards. Put in also more Sea-
kale and Kluibarb, and made-up a fresh piece in the Jlusbroom-
house. To produce a moist heat turned in a load or two of

droppings on the floor, which will do no harm, as the beds in
bearing and coming on are slightly covered. Secured, also, a
lew barrowloads of Swedish Turnips under cover, as the
blanched tops in the Mushroom-house make an agreeable
change with Sea-kale, Brussels Sprouts, and young Cabbages.
Put, also, a good supply of Mint, Fennel. Tarragon, &c., into
pots to be placed where there is a mild heat. We find these
do rather better in pots than when planted out in mild hot-
beds. Looked over roots in their shod, and made it a point
this stormy Saturday to secure from an anticipated frost. The
barometer kept so well up notwithstanding the high boisterous
winds, that we thought it more than likely that when a little

snow fell and the clouds dispersed we should have a clear at-

mosphere, in which there would be a great radiation of heat
from our earth, and that the consequence would most likely

be good ice for the icehouse in the beginning of the week.
As we have alluded to the matter of jirotcction, we may here

prominently notice the complaint of a " Tuodhled One,"
who is perfectly peri>lexed with the contradictory advices he
receives in the various journals on this point, one telling him
to uncover as early as he can, and others, like ourselves,
making uncovering a secondary matter in severe weather.
Now, as already alluded to, we would say, we have no objection
to uncovering everything for a short time every day, provided
there is time for it, and the covering is put on again soon
enoagh to prevent all injury. The very moving of the covering
will do good, as breaking the linos of direct conduction and
radiation of heat. What we wish our inexperienced friends
clearly to understand is, that a continued thick covering during
the day will only injure those objects where they are placed in
a temperature sulliciently high to make them grow. Even
when the temperature shut in is not high enough to make
them grow much, as 40° and a few degrees less or more, that
heat in places banked-up will often cause an accumulation of
moisture on the foliage which would not be good for it ; and in
that case, either uncovering, or a little air given when the
external air is a few degrees above tho freezing point, will be of
importance, so as to dry tho foliage in some degree. In all

cold frames and pits where the object aimed at is to exclude
frost, we believe that continued daily uncovering in cold, dark,
frosty weather is little better than labour thrown away ; but
when covering is continued for several days, or several weeks,
it is absolutely essential that the plants covered up should be
in an atmospheie cool enough to prevent growth, and warm
enough to prevent frost penetrating. This desirable point of
safety may be set down at from 34' to 38', and even 40° if the
latter heat is not too long continued.
We have had Calceolarias shut up for seven weeks in a tem-

perature ranging from 33° to 37', and when the weather changed
they were as good as the day they were covered up. If the
temperature had been from 4.5' to 50', or more, we should have
expected so many spindling wrecks ; and so of other things.
However, we have no fault to find with those who take the
htter from their Cauliflower hghts, ,tc., every day, be it as
rough and as cold as it may. We only show that a different
plan may be adopted with advantage in continued cold weather,
and, provided the plants are cool under the protection, it

matters little whether they have a night of sixteen hours or a
longer one of a himdred hours or more.

We took the opportunity of proceeding with some kitchen
garden work, and especially wheeling manure to places where
it would be wanted in frosty mornings and frosty days. Un-
less in severe frost, scattering a little litter over the ground or
walks to be wheeled on prevents the walks being so much
marked by the barrow-wheel as would otherwise be the case,
and keeps the wheel much cleaner ; th erefore, when the work
is done the walk is much more easily cleaned up. It is always
of imnortance in doing work to avoid making more work ont of
it. Even in picking leaves from plants much is gained by
placing the leaves at once in a pocket, apron, or bag, instead of,

as many have a pleasure in doing, throwing them down on
the path or floor, and picking them up again.
Took also the opportunity of the c(dd weather and a north

wind driving smoke away from the garden and mansion, to
char and burn up a lot of rubbish, and root and seed weeds,
that we would not have wished to find their way to the rub-
bish-heap, which, after heating and steaming and being covered
with earth, would all be carefully restored again to the ground.
In covering our burning and charringheaps we used large
quantities of material from the flower garden, the beauty of
which, after the 2nd of the month, was completely destroyed.
A large heap of rough charred refuse, and of other still rougher
materials, and weeds, and lots of old earth, parings of walks,
clay, itc, reduced to ashes, make excellent dressings, and es-
pecially exercise a mechanical influence on heavy soils, whilst
the roughness of the materials and tho salts which they con-
tain are useful for keeping all slimy enemies from growing
crops. When turning over into heaps the collections of a
twelvemonth for this purpose, all prunings and pieces of wood
useful for burning and for lighting fires are placed aside under
cover. Where many fires have to be looked to it is very plea-
sant to have such a pile, or even a heap of dry chopped small
wood to go to ; and the prunings of Apple, Pear, and other
trees and shrubs, after lying in a heap fir the most of tho sum-
mer, cemo in thus useful in winter, and can be chopped np in
a shed during bad weather.

FRUIT rEP.lBTJIENT.
Besides protecting Strawberry-pots from the weather, as it

was rather cold to do much out of doors, our chief work was to
syringe our late orchard-house—trees, woodwork, and all to-
gether, with soft soap water at a temperature of from 100^ to
180", as hot as it well could be put on. In doing this we had the
house shut to keep the steam of the soft-soap water in. We
did the same with the trees on tho back wall in another house,
but we were obliged to confine our operations to the back wall,
and also to open the top ventilators te let the steam out, that
it might not aiYect a lot of Grapes still left in it. We worked
this wall, syringing both ways, backwards and forwards, so that
every hole and cranny in the wall was filled with the soap water
before setting a number of plants for partial protection in these
houses. We have long been convinced that such proceedings
as these, when the trees are in a dormant state, save much
trouble and labour with insects afterwards. These large houses
hardly troubled us witli an insect of any kind during the
summer ; and we should hear less of the wonderful powers of
some insect destroyers did we act more on the principle of
prevention rather than of cure.

Provision may now be made for spring planting, and it is a
good time for procuring stores of loam and compost, when the
frost is not too severe, as it will be all the better of the frost. It

is bad policy, however, in forwarding work, making new lawns,
itc, to dig or trench down frozen soil, as it will not only be a
long time in becoming heated, but such frozen soil will also
sink very unequally.

ORNASTENT.VL DEPARTMENT.
We must refer to last and previous weeks for general direc-

tions and operations. We have already alluded to the flower
garden, which is not yet quite cleared of its summer occupants,
but which will be attended to ere long, as they are all eyesores
now. We almost envy those who have long cleared, dug, and
made all neat and pleasant-looking. To those who like our-
selves have most of this digging to do, we would say, where not
filled with bulbs and other plants, dig or trench the ground
deeply, and leave it for the air to mellow it ; but if tho subsoil is

not to your wish, loosen it. and leave it there. CoiJd we
manage it, we wi uld turn over such ground frequently in ridges
during the winter, and what manure we gave we would lay on
these ridges at the last turning over, so that the rotten mannre
should be thoroughly sweetened by exposure. Then in digging
and levelling finally, we would keep this mannre near the sur-
face. These are our reasons—the deep stirring is not only to
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permit of deep rootins, but of plenty of moisture for the roots
in dry summers, whilst in wet seasons it allows the super-
abundant moisture freely to escape. The exposure of the
manure to the atmosphere when general, ia eontraiy to the
best agricultural pr.actice, and were we manuring for Turnips,
we would not like our manure, juicy and well made, to be ex-
posed to the air, but turned under the soil as soon as it was
taken to the field, so that the air should not carry off, as it so
often does in field culture, the best and most nutritive parts of
the manure. In fact, much of the dung taken to fields acts as
little more than a mere mechanical agent, the better portion
having escaped before it is covered with the soil. But in our
flower gardens we rarely want rampant growth like that we
desire in a Turnip, and, therefore, though we wish to give a
httle help, we sacrifice so much of the nutritive qualities of the
manure, m order that we may secure a greater degree of sweet-
ness from atmospheric exposure. And then, again, as most of
our plants are iucUned to become rather strong towards the
end of summer, and would grow stronger still, if the roots were
encouraged to go down after manure lodgtd deeply we keep
the sweet manure chiefly at the surface, that quick-rooting
after planting out may be encouraged, and that the poorer soil
beneath may not encourage too rampant growth. Of course
when strong growth is the object, then we must reverse the
above practice.

As lately alluded to, dryness in cold pits and frames must
now be aimed at, and m greenhouses and conservatories no
more water should be given than is absolutely required, and
none be spilled, as the less raised by evaporation the less will
be condensed to fall as drip. The latter is greatly prevented
by giving a httle air at top early, or leaving a little on all night.We had a lofty house in which the flowers used to be washed by
drip and we greatly improved it by fixing some squares of zinc
at the apex raised a little above the glass, and the sides per-
forated with small holes, these being open night and dav
summer and winter.

^ o j,

Chrysanthemums, Salvias, Cinerarias. Camellias, &o must
not suffer for want of water, but they should not have it before
they require it. Heaths will need plenty of air in mild weather
but It is better to give little air than much fire heat. Epacrises
will stand more heat. Pelargoniums should be kept near the
glass and the most forward should be shifted after Christmas
but then they would be the better of 5° more heat than would
suit the general greenhouse.
In the forcing-pit, or house, the great object is to bring on

plants gradually, and in the stove, while all plants in com-
parative rest are kept rather dry, plenty of water with the chill
taken off so as to be m temperature about 70" to 80°, should be
given to Ferns, Begonias, Eranth-^mums, Justicias, Poinsettias
and Euphorbias, but care should be taken not to syringe more
and to use no more fire heat and moisture, than can be avoided!
In cold weather it is better that the house should be at 55°
than at 70 , or higher, with fire heat. A rise of 10° or 15° from
sunshine with just a little air to prevent accumulation of
vapour, IS very different from a high temperature from fire
neat.—E. F.

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
William Pontey Huddersfield.-L;.,( of Forest Trees, Orna-

mental Trees and Slmibx, ,Cc.

SJc'a-*^"''^'
* ^''"' ^"°''"'^g« yfens.-Cataloauc of Nursery

ai^tos^
<^'^»'«="' Saffron Walden.-Ca*a%«<. of Hollyhocks

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.-Decemdek 11.

an'dlTw art^Jfi,?' ,1!^ "'^"l ^"^ '",'"""'= *'''™' ""'PP'"' <">'• supplies,

it butX nrnlif .^ 'T '"''''' -"l^"!"^"'! i" Pnce in consequence u

PotntnP,h»vi^lT
'^ ''',""''" """ '""'"y "''•'""d yesteniny morning.Potatoes have hecu much inquirerl for, good samples iuaking ig per ton.

FKUIT.

Apples {sieve
Apricots doz.
Clierries lb.
Chestnuts bush.
Currants { sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb, 1

Cobs 'lb. 1 „
Gooseberries . . quart" '

.S

8. d. 0. d
2 0to4

a

s. d. s. d
Oto3

Grapes, Hothouse, .lb,

Lemous . .

,

6
..100 8 12

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 .5 10
Poaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 2 4
Pine Apples lb. 4 6
Pli'ms i sieve
Quinces doz. 2 0!;
Kaspborriea lb.
Strawberries lb.
Walnuts

do
. . bush. 10 18
per 100 1 1

.\rtichokes doz.
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts { sieve
CabbaKe doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbcre each

pickling doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.
Herbs bunch
Horseradish

. . bundle

VEGETABLK3,
d

too
.-i

8
1

8
8

6

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.A Cress, punnet
Onions.... perbusbel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips hunch

B. d. s.

3 toO
1

8
8
5
5
1

2

2

9
S 6

9

8
4
2

i

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•t* We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest
week.

Books (Constatit nrader).—Ua price is 2.). (Heaton Hall).—The volume
now in the press will contain plans of all descriptions of gardens, the
formation of their various parts, culture of bedding plants, &c.
Back NoMBEKs (T. J. Ji>p(/nj7)._We cannot say whetherwo can supply

you with the missing numbers unless you inform us which those numbers
are.

_
Pbuning Robes when Planting Them (L. E.).—" With regard to prun-

ing Koses at the time of planting, I agree with Mr. Cant, who is an expe-
rienced cultivator and first-rate grower of Roses, that it is best not to do
so then, or for some little time after. The tops of the shoots contain sap,
which subsides down to the lower wood, and helps in the case of immature
lower wood to consolidate it, or keep the akin from withering. No doubt,
where wood is ripe, you may cut at ouce; but if von do so tlie tree will
break before the spring frosts are over. I wish those who require

questions to be answered would distinguish between Briar and Manetti
Koses. Roses on the Briar, whether for poles, walls, or standards, require
to he cut very hard the first spring ; and for want of this, among other
reasons, so many Briar Roses fail or do badlv. Manetti Rosos require
only to be tipped, thinned out, and to have the side branches shortened.
Roses on the Manetti may be pruned as soon as thev have 'taken,' and
also after the blooming season is over. All mine on the Manetti stock,
fresh planted, or otherwise, havs been shortened a little, thinned out,
and skeletonised. They will want but little spring pruning. Rose buds
on the Briar are best protected with dry straw or reeds, so as not to
exclude air. The protection must be removed as soon as danger ia over,—W. F. Rauclyppe."
Roses on the Manetti Stock (Q. Q.).—"'I want information on the

subject of summer-pruning in order to insure a good second bloom. Are
the shoots that have bloomed to be cut back and stimulated to fresh
eltorts with liquid manure ?' Do not cut the tree back, but thin out use-
leas wood, and apply liquid manure ; and also in hot. dry weather give
the plants plenty of water over the leaves and roots. If trees are required
to bear two or three seasons of blooms in a season, of course the manur-
ing must be in the same proportion. Apply the same rule to plants as
you do to animals: feed them according to the exertions reiiuired. 'When
Roses make long shoots like Charles I.efebyre and Mar. chnl Vaillant, are
these to be cut in order to procure flowering shoots ? How late in the
season may this pruning go on r The question is answered in mv articlem page 278, on ' stopping gross shoots.' It gross shoots show no sign of
bloom-buds (feel the extreme tips of the shoots with your finger before
you amputate, and see if a little ' spavin • is forming), cut the shoot back
below the red skin down to a full eye on the green skin, or hard wood,
and then the shoot will 'break,' and probably form bloom-buds. If it do
not form bloom-buds the operation will tend to consolidate firm bearing
wood for another year. ' How late in the season mav this suinmer-prnn-
inggoon?' Much depends on the climate and the sort of Rose. General
Jacqueminot will do m six or seven weeks, or less, what it will take
DuchcBse d'Ofleans eight, nine, or ten weeks to do. ' Q. Q.' will bv ob-
servation of sorts and knowledge of his climate, best know how late" it is
useful to cut hack for prolonging the blooming season. It is of no use
irroducing buds for the frosts. 'Does it injure Hybrid Perpetuals to cut
them back 1" It is injurious to cut them back before the first flowers
have dropped, because it hinders maturation of the wood. The second
aeries of blooms and wood may bo cut off, or back, at any time without
injury. 1 found in ISOO-Cl the Roses that had no flowers cut ofl- during
the season, or till the first flowers dropped, wintered admirably ; but thesame sorts that were hacked for bouquets and exhibitions died, or sufl'ered
severely. If w-o were sure of a flno autumn, cutting ofl' the first wood
and flowers of the year would not so much signify. Summer Roses form
their next years wood after flowering is over. 'How should Koses oa
Manetti stocks. 2 feet high, be treated ? Thev cannot be buried over
the point of union. Would Mr. Radclyflo consider it a good plan to keep
the stems enveloped (mine are chiefly iigainst a S.S.E. walll. during sum-mer ui moist moss ?' It is the only plan. Score the tree with vour knife
on three sides, from the base to the top, every spring. The stock liv cxposm-e
indurates, and becomes hide-bound, and as' hard as an iron bar. The Ma-
netti stock Itself, with no Rose on it (half stand.ard). will gi-ow well andbecome rampant. That is curious, but true.—W. F. Eadcltpfe "
[H. J.).—" Roses on the Manetti stock must be covered over the point of
union. Four inches above the ground arc too high to bud Rosos on the
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M«nettl stock. nupTOlally it the part from which the roots talie tbelrrise

in far romovpd from the surfuco. As your Rose in placed njfainRt n wall

it is prubiiljli! that it will Ktriltc on its own roots. If it do not do so it will

ho well to littop the ground stirred, so as to admit Ibo wurmtb of tbo sun

and air to tbo roots. Jiiuno Dosprozis ii protty Ten-sconlcd Noisette, and

a rampoiit Rrowor, and I hope you have Kivtn it a wide berth. It must be

cut very little. It is not up to the times, iiiid a wall would have boon

much lielter devoted t.i SoKuterrc, Marjcbal Niel. Cilini' Forestier, Tri-

omphe de I'.cnnes, and Ololre de DiJou, nil notable yellow Roses, and

nbnndaut bloomom tlirou'^b tbo season, boBinnlni,' nRainst walls as early

as May, and bloomlnn till stopped by tljo winter.—\V. F. Radclvkie."

C05IMENCKMF.XT OF WINTER {.vr.).~Tbo Season commences on the

•2'iud of Di'comber. You will Bud it so stated in the " Year Uook " and in

" The Gardeners' Almanac " lor la&S.

Peerekvixo (Jrapes <R. It. .9.1.—Dipping them In lime water must bo

very objectionable, (or it would not adhere to them unless the bloom were

llrst rubbed oil', and then a Rreat beauty is taken from tliem. If the lime

did adhere, wo do not think it would preserve the Grapes longer than

they can be preserved without it. They maybe kept for months if hung,
stalk end downwards, in a cold, dry, dark closet.

Man ok Kent.—We remember the sltniatiirc, but cannot find any letter.

The insect you sketched wo think is the rod spider.

Waltosia.s Case (II. ijivina).—You had bettor advertise it, stating

particulars.

Various (<3. il/cD.). There is n demand for forced Strawberries, and
they pay if Brown skiifuily. They do not bear travelling a long distance.

No doubt Crlino would answer as a stock lor some Roses : but no one,

unless it has boon tried, can say which. Wo do not think a fortune

would be made by growing Mauetti stocks for the trade.

Heating e.- Gas HI'. G. II',),-In our No. »4I, published on the 10th of

October, are plans of all tlie modes of heating by gns. The last stove

mentioned thrre would, probably, suit you.

HEATrxo A Small Greeniioct;«: ,11'. IT.).—Wo thinu that in your
small honse vou conbl have made your flue give you all the heat that

would be necessary ; but as you have a boiler it will bo as well to use it.

We do not quite understand your proposed modes of usii g your two inch

pipes; but wo can see that so mauy curved linos will i>e very awkward;
and wo think you labour under some niisconceptiou as to tho sunply-

clstem, taking'tlio How and return there through stacks of pipes, &c.

Now, to make the matter as simple as possible, we will remark that tho

two inch pipes you have will answer your purpose : they will heat more
quickly and cool moro quickly than larger pipes. They may be placed

above each other, with a socket joint at each end : but the best mode
wotUd be to have three or four of these pipes on the level, and one as tho

rotam pipe, either on the same or a lower level. One of these sets you
could have for top heat, and one for bottom heat. If yon wanted top heat

and bottom heat at the same time, then all you would have to do would
be to have a T-pleco at the top and X-pioce at the bottem of the boiler,

and from the top take your two-inch flow into eacli brancli, and from the
farthest end of tbost! branch stacks of pipes bring n pipe back to tho

T-piece at the bottom. However you arrange it, your flow pipe must
come from the top of the boiler, and your return pipe must have access to

the bottom of the boiler. Uy the above mode, with a supply-cistern

higher than tiie pipes, and commnnicating with these pipes, or. better

still, with tbo bottom of the boiler, you would need nothing but a gas
pipe open to tlie air at the farther end of yourstackof pipes. If you resolved

tp have it in your power to heat only one of these stacks of pipes at a
time, then you would require to have a valve on each branch of your

X flow pipe : or you may take a single flow pipe from the top of the
boiler direct to a supply-eistem, and from thence take a flow into each
stack of pipes, to be put on or shut off at pleasure by plugs. Of course,

in that case, tho return pipe from each stack must go to the bottom of

the boiler. If your stack of pipes is alt on a level you will obtain more
heat from them. Suppose you had four pipes altogether, then your flow

mast enter into a flange or socket containing three pipes, tho farther

end mnst have an open socket for four pipes, and the fourth will then
form the return, and, supported at the near end, must go from thence to

the boiler. We are thus particular because not long ago a place was
nearly blown up because it was not considered necessary to take the flow

pipe from the top and the return pipe to the bottom of the boiler.

Ferns (.-i r-isi-nhire Gardftur).~We cannot enter into details; time
would not sufllce to do moro than name plants. Tho causes of sporting
are various and very obscure.

Melon.HOUSE (K. S. C.).—In vols. 7, S, and 11 are plans of Melon-
houses and full cultural directions.

Walls 1.^71 01.1 .Sufcimtrr).-Tho notes on walls are on page 497 of

TOl. ix.. First J'eries. Recorameudations will often vary with the practical
men consulted, and a slight difference in tho heights and breadths is not
productive of serious consequences.

TjONTEn Water.—" At page 4'2G Mr. R. Fish wishes to Itnow what will

care the bad smell of tainte,! water in n large tank. In n similar case
I have found jiutting wcll-charrod pieces of wood 1 charcoal) very effec-

tnal, to be put in in large pieces, and to remain in.— D. H."

PEArn Thf.es Inff.sted with Red Stideu i-in out Stitijieribfr),—Dis-
solve H 07S. of soft soap in a gallon of tobncco water, and add sufBcient

salpbur to bring it to the consistency of paint ; then paint the trees in

every part with the mixture, u-inga brush, being csreful not to dislodge tho

buds. The dressing ought to be done before the buds begin to swell, and
the whole of the wooilwork and every part of the house shoald be tho-

roughly cleaned ; the woodw.irk with soap and water, taking care not to

allow the soapv water to touch the glass, which siiould be cleaned with
water only. The walls should be whitewashed, adding 1 lb. of flowers of

snlphnr to every gallon of whitewash. The mixture of soft soap and
sulphur which you used last year was, no doubt, too strong for the trees.

ana might cau^o the buds to fall ; but the severe sttack of red spider
was in itself sufiicientto make them fall. The trees should have amoister
atmosphere, and be properly supplied with water at tho roots, during the
growing s,'n8on.

Peaf.s Uottino AT THE CORE (R. iV. /.).—The evil you complain of is

probably due to tlie variety, and we do not know how you could prevent
it, unless placing the fruit in a dry room with a temperature of .10= to
4."i^ would answer. Tho roots being near the surface, it will bo well to top-

dress the soil with a rich compost, aa one consisting of tnrf cut 2 inches

thick, and chopped, enriched with an equal balk of fresh manure. A
dressing. « inches thick, may now be applied, the surface twlng provioosly

scraped off down to tho roots, and tho old soil taken away.

Clttino Off Pentstemon Stems (Fnirj/ Footi(ep»l.—It is not good to

cut off the stems of these plants at this season; but lor the sako of neat-

ness onyoU flowerstonis and decayed foliage maybe rcm.jvcd. The
stems are much better left on, lor they servo as a kind ol protection to

the plants in severe weather.

IIoTPED FOR CuiXMRERS (.1 YoHiio BcainnT).—You ought in January

to procure a quantity of fresh stable manure and throw it into a heap,

sprinkling it with water as it is being miic.l, it it is at all dr>- or strawy.

When it has bcg\m to heal and becomes quite warm you ought to turn it

over, patting the outside to the inside, and otherwise thorouglily mix It,

giving it a g.iod watering. After ten dovs or a fortnight it will have be-

come hot. and will have parted with a quantity of r.^nk steam, when yon

may mark out a space 1 foot wider than the frame all round, and make
up a bed 4 feet high in front and S feet high at back, the dung being well-

shaken out, beaten down, and mixed. Tho frame and the lights may
then be put on, drawing the latter on closely. When tho heat has risen

in the bed the lights mnv be taken olT, and tho frame also it the bed has

settled irregularly, in which case tho bed should bo made even by the

addition of more dung. The frame and lights may then be replaced,

and when the heat becomes strong and a <|uautity of steom rises in the

frame, the hgbts should bo left open a little at back to allow it to pass

awav. A stout stick or small stake ought to be thrust into the bed from

the back immediately under tho frame, and should enter the dung about

2 feet ; by drawing out this stoke and taking hold ol it with the hand at

the end farthest in the bed, you will be able to tell when you may put ia

tho soil, and that is when the stick can be hold in the hand comfortably.

A barrowload of rather strong turfy loam may be placed under each light,

tho whole of tho bod being covered with about an inch of soil, and the

remainder piled up under the centre of the light in tbo form of n cone.

The soil ought to be dry rather than wet. In three or four days yon may
plant the Cucuinbers, thcv having previously been raised in another hot-

bed, which need not be made so high by a foot, and that should be made
three weeks sooner than the bed in which the plants are to be planted.

The seed should be sown in light soil in pots, and kept just moist. When
tho plants are showing their rough leaves pot them off singly in sinaU

pots, putting tlium in quite np to the leaves, and using some soil that has

been placed in tho frame a few days previously to become warm. Water

carefuUv, anil always with warm woter. When the plants have made two

rough loaves take out tho point with a knife, and in « week or ten days

they will be fit to plant out in the fruiting-bed. For the raising of the

plants the bed need not be covered with moro than an ineh or two of soil.

A good Cucumber for general purposes is Telegraph. Kirklees Hall Defi-

ance, and Berkshire Champion are good, tho latter if a Cncumber be

wanted often.

E.VRLY PonTOES (Warn).—-\ ridge made the same as a ground vinerv,

and covered with oiled paper, would, if placed upon a mild hotbed, furnish

you with early Potatoes much sooner than you could have them from tho

open ground without protection. Sheets of neA-8p,iper wUl answer well

if coated ouce with linseed oil.

Annuals in Pots (Boiorcs).—Yonr annuals in a cold frame ought to

have tho pots plunged to the rim in coal ashes, and they should have air

when the weather is mild and dry, the lights being drawn off entirely

;

whilst when the air is moist, or tho weather wet, the lights ought t3

remain on, but be tilted at tho back to allow ot a free circulation of air.

In severe we.ather the lights ought to have a covering of mats thrown

over them. The plants may bo planted out in the borders in JIarch if the

weather be mild, otherwise early in April. After February yoii should

harden them off by drawing off the lights entirely in mUd weather, only

using them in case of heavy rains and frosty nights.

Clematis (fiifml.—Clematis montana grandiflora has a larger flower

than C. flammula, and is no doubt that which you require; but the

flowers of C. flammula ore sweet-scented, and on that account the plant is

a great favourite.

CcccHnEP.s FOR Winter and ScintBR—Melon for EiHrnrTioK

(T. C. <J.).—Telegraph and Lord Kfuvou's Favourite are good winter

sorts ; but as you reqnire a large sort, Kirklees Hall Detlanco will suit

you for winter. Dale's Conqueror is probably the finest Cucumber for

eihibition, and it attains a very large si-^e—from 8) to S8 inches in length

under superior cuUivotion. A g.iod Melon is Meredith's Hybrid Cash-

mere, and Mouusden's Moreton Hall is excellent; but it is difflralt to

name a single variety for eihibition, as the palm is earned off by different

varieties at different exhibitions.

FcMioATiNo with Sulphue (D. H.).—The placing of sulphur on red

hot cinders or coals, and tilling the vinery with tho fumes, wiU injaia

the Vines very much if not destroy them.

Protecting rnoM Frost (F. U.. Srvrnoal;>).—Yom framework may bo

covered with tiffioy No. "J, fastening it on the frame with r.iuc naUs

having large flat beads. A strip of cloth or list placed upon the tiff.uiy

and the naUs driven through it, will prevent their tearing tho tifliiny at

tho noil heads. Tho strength of tiffany named is excellent for protecting

trees from frost ; but it ought not to be kept over trees in blossom for any

considerable leucth of time by day, though it may remain over them
during frosty periods. Pear trees do not need shade from sun.

P.Asi'BERRY Culture (J. D.. .V.D.I.-Ot the poor, thin, short canes,

twenty or more to each stool, all which bore fruit this year ought nowUi
be cut off close to the ground, aud tho cams of the current year s growth

should be reduce.l from twenty or moro to six of the strongest, piUUng np

by the root as nionv as vou can witheut injuring tho.sc left, and those

you cannot pull upmoy'bo dug up ; but i( they come from tho same root-

stem as those ot the strongest canes retained for friut next year they

should be e-.-.t off close to the ground with a knife. This done, yon may
drive in a st-.ut slake bv each stool or root, bo that it may he 4 feet ont of

the ground, and to this'tie the canes, moking them fast. H they roach

above the stakes vou mav make one tie immediately above the slakes,

and shorten the canes to an inch above Ito last tie. The loose soil shoald

be feraied away from the rools of each, and for o distance of 18 inches

all round not going so deep as to disturb the root-s. Place round each

stool a dressing of well-rottcd manarc 2 or S inches thick, and give tho

whole of the space between the rows an equ.il costing of manure, which
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should be neatly pointed in with a fork ; but for a distance of a foot
round ench stool the ground ought not to be stined, though the dressing
may be covered with a little soil in the process of forking over the spaces
between the rows. When the shouts appear iu summer and are from
1 to 1^ foot in height, make choice of half a doz^n of the strongest, and
pull up all the others by the roots. By this means we think you will

obtain strong cnnes for fruiting in the following year, and considerably
taller thnn the stakes When the canes have Iruited yon may cut them
away, by which more space will be allowed the canes for fruiting nest
year, and they will ripen their wood better from the gi'eater amomit of

light admitted.

Damson Trees Unfeuitfui. {J. A.).—Your trees are probably in rich

ground, and their roots have penetrated into bad soil. Round each we
would dig out a trench 3 feet from the stem, and quite down to the roots
—indeed, dig out until below them. We would cut off all roots thicker
than a straw, and again fill up the trench. In this way you will, pro-

bably, find a difference in the growth in the year following, and ultimately
have abundance of fruit.

Signs of Thrips (Idem).—The signs of thrips are minute white spots
on the leaves, and as the insect spreads the spots grow larger, ultimately
becoming large blotches, and the leaf falls off.

Training Raspberries {7(fcm).~-The best treUia for training Rasp-
berry canes to is one made of wire, similar to those used for espalier fruit

trees. The wires (No. 10). should be 1 foot apart, and the first 1 foot from
the ground. Five wires are ample. You will require a straining-post and
stays at each end. and supports or uprights at every 12 feet, all with
holes in them at the required height. The straining-posts, stays, and up-
rights should be let into stones and leaded in, the stones being put in the
ground and covered with soil. All should be of iron ; though wood will

answer, it is neither so neat nor so durable. The trellises ought to be
6 feet apart, and the plants may be planted 2 feet apart. The trellis may
be put up at the time of planting, but twelve months afterwards will do.

GoosEBERRy Cuttings [Idem).—Your cuttings struck this year will be
eligible for a fresh plantation, only it will be two or three years before
they will bear much fruit, and on that account it may be desirable to
procure plants that are larger. Your plants will answer well if you can
afford to %vait until the plants are grown.

Train Oil for Destroying American Blight [A. E. C, H.).—The

trees infested may be dressed with train oil, working it into every creyice.

Care should be taken to keep the oil fi-om the fruit buds.

Pruning Apple, Cherry, and Plum Tree.s iIdem\—'So-w is a good
time to prnne them. The pruning should bo performed during mild
weather, and from the fall of the leaf to their starting into growth is a
good time. Pruning should be done before the buds swell in spring.

STRAWBERRT-HorsE UsES (J. TF., ju7i.).—Wc adviso you to place the
pots of Strawben-ies on turf cut S or 4 inches thick, and the width of the
shelves ; but where there are troughs we prefer to fill these with a com-
post of equal parts of chopped turf and rotten manure. You may force
Asparagus in yom: house as you propose, but not upou the flue, as that
would no doubt be too hot and dry. You may havo the Asparagus under
the Strawberry pots where there is room, the roots being planted in ajiy

description of moderately rich light soil, and the crowns covered with
2 or 3 inches of hue soil. The soil should be kept moist. You may also

have roots of Rhubarb, which will force admirably ; likewise of Sea-kale,

the latter of which shoiild bo coveredwithpots to have the stalks blanched
or white.

Acacia decurrens mollis not Flowering {E. W.).—'We think yotip

plant would flower more freely if you were to confine its roots more, and
not expose it in summer. It would bo the better of a cool house from
May to September, though you cannot give too much air, light, and room.
The wood would be all the better ripened if the plant were kept under
glass in summer, and the prospects of bloom would be greater.
South American Seeds (J. £.).—We caunot undertake to name plants

unless we see the flowers.

Cabbages (iJ. r.).—There are tonmauy varieties, mostly dependant upon
good cultivation, that are nearly " all heart," for us to distinguish that
which you mean.
Names of Fruit (C. F.).—1, Winter Hawthornden; 2, Beachamwell.

.-1 Subficrihcr).—Your Apple is Bedfordshire Foundling. {A. Y. Z.).—Yonr
(Ptar is Dunmore. (Ttcelir-years SubscHber).—1, Beurre de Ranee;
2, Beurre Diel ; 3, Easter Beurre ; 4, Glou Mori;eau.
Names of Plants {J. K.).—It is impossible for us to name plants

from such scraps of leaves. A work such as you mention will be published
at the beginning of nest year, (.-f I^oivr o/ jF/ou'eis).—The globose fas-

cicled ben-ies, Habrothamnus fasciculatus ; the obovate racemose ber-

ries, Habrothamnus elegans. (X. i'.).—l, Lophospermumvolubile; 2, Gly-
cine bimaculata.

MKTEOROLOGICAIi OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of Londoa for the Week ending December 10th.

Date.
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quality of the birds that are shown than any other person.-

Exhibitor.

T.VIL-LESS COCHIN-CHINA PULLETS.
Lv tho criticism of the Bristol awards by " Y. B. A. Z.,"

which appeared in your issue of November lltli, mention was
made of the disqualification of a pen of Buff Cochin pullets,

on account of the absence of their principiil tail-feathers ; while

in your own report of the Show in the next number you speak

of " several instances in which the whole of the principal tail-

feathers had been abstracted;" many of the trimmed (?) birds

having been on this account passed over unnoticed.

Now, having for several years watched somewhat closely the

development of broods of Buff Cochin chickens, I will venture

to raise a doubt as to the possibility of proving that such tam-

pering has taken place, and to express my opinion that it is

just as likely that the birds may have been unfairly disqualified.

At a certain stage in the development of pullets of this breed

the majority of the birds put out a tail of undue prominence,

often consisting of a number of black feathers spread out like

a fan. These feathers generally drop out one by one when
the bird is between six and seven months old, and it is not un-
frequently the case that the principal feathers of the per-

manent and closer tail do not make their appearance, certainly

do not project beyond the flutT, for weeks afterwards.

Supposing, then, that birds in this transitional state are ex-

hibited, is their owner to be, therefore, accused of having
tampered with them, and ought they on that account to be
disqualified ?

If very early-hatched birds are exhibited in November or

December in this condition, they must, of course, have been
unfairly trimmed, but May and early June birds, it exhibited

at any of the shows which are now taking place, or are shortly

to take place, must necessarily, in a large majority of instances,

be exhibited either tail-less or with a few ragged and awkwardly-
projecting tail-feathers, which are ready to drop out with a

touch. Now, ought it in fairness to be called " trimming " to

remove these, when in a few days at the farthest the bird would
have herself cast them, and seeing that the feathers abstracted

form no part of the permanent puUet-development, but are

the last remaining relics of the chicken-stage of existence ?

If the absence of the prominent feathers of the tail, in birds

of this age, is to be considered as a disqualification, surely it

would be far moro satisfactory if judges would let it be well-

known that they will in future award no prize to Cochin
pullets which have not already assumed their permanent tails

;

and if the Secretaries of poultry shows would expunge from
their list of rules that which informs the public that the age

of the specimens will be taken into consideration in the award

of the prizes. Exhibitors would then be saved the useless

trouble, expense, and disappointment of sending for exhibition

their later-hatched but often much more promising pullets.

If the shameful deceptions now, alas ! so commonly practised

are to bo put down, it certainly is not by pouring the full vials

of judicial indignation upon an abstraction of a few feathers

which only by a few days anticipated Nature, or upon (what is

just as likely to bo mistaken for this). Nature's own work.

There are modes of disgraceful imposition, to detect which
requires the keenest and most watchful eye. No judge of

poultrj- can keep too anxious a look-out in order to expose such
dishonest practices ; but, if the attention be diverted to cases

where, there having been no concealment, there can have been

no intention of deceiving, I firmly believe that by such over-

refinement arbitrators will encourage what their object is to

put down.
WTien I first read " Y. B. A. Z.'s " comment, I resolved on

endeavouring to call attention to this subject. I have since

been informed, on whst I believe to be excellent authority, that

the pen of Buff Cochin pullets alluded to in that straight-

forward and out-spoken critique, as having been disqualified at

the Bristol Exhibition, had bad the first piize awarded to them
at Ipswich about a week before, and, what is more, by one of

the same .Tudges who afterwards disqualified them, though they

were exhibited at both Shows in precisely the same condition.

I leave this to tell its own unsatisfactory tale ; comment would

be superfluous.

—

Delta.

Han-ley PorLTRV Snow.—The prizes for poultry and Tigeons

are liberal enough, but there is the very unsatisfactory includ-

ing of totally dissimilar birds in some of the classes. For

example, " French fowls !" No judge can fairly award a prize

where Houdans, Cri>ve Coeurs, and La Flcche compete in the

same class. " Dorkings, any variety, single cock." What
chance has a White cock against a Coloured one, though

equally good ?

PRIZES FOR BANTAMS.
I AM glad to find that the ill-treatment of Black and White

Bantams has been made the subject of a few remarks from a

correspondent (see page S'.f.i). I admit that committees have

a right to distribute the prizes as they think proper; yet I

believe that, as a rule, they are actuated by a desire to draw

up tho schedules on the most popular basis.

In the Somerset Association's schedule, otherwise of the

most liberal character, the Game Bantams are offered £10,

Sebrights £1 10,?. ; whilst Tekins, the most unproductive of

aU unproductive poultry, are invited to a quiet walk-over in a

contest with Black and White for another £4 10s. ; and as

though for the special benefit of Game and Pukin, all varieties

are to compete in a general class for the same amount.

Next comes the Manchester schedule, once the fairest of the

fair. Here £57 are offered to Game Bantams alone, while all

other varieties are snubbed with the offer of £0 to be competed

for in a general class, and with the same entry fees as the

Game Bantams.
In the Kendal schedule Game Bantams must compete for

£10 7s., with the all-but-certainty of winning the £5 5s. cup,

and all other varieties are quietly shut out with £2 l'2s. 6d.

Now, I will admit that the entries of Game Bantams are

generally large, but I hold, also, that it the other varieties

combined were ofJered the s^ame amount as given to the Game
Bantams alone, their entrius would much exceed those of the

Game ; and I think the modesty of this hint must strike even

those most interested—the Game Bantam exhibitors them-

selves. It the committees were desirous to exclude from the

shows some of the most useful and beautiful of pet poultry, the

present mode would prove the most successful that can be

adopted.

—

Faikplay.

Allow me to thank your correspondent for his remarks on the

Weston-super-Mare schedule of prizes. I have several pens of

White Bantams which I should like to enter it I thought they

would be likely to meet with the attention which I believe

their merit deserves ; but I was taught last year, and still

more forcibly this, that a pen of White Bantams in an " any

variety " class stands no chance whatever. As a last experi-

ment I sent one pen to Bristol, where, as your correspondent

justly observes, " of course " they were unnoticed.

Now I am, I trust, one of the last persons to feel annoyance

at being honourably and fairly beaten, but I must say it is

surprising, to say the least, that the "foreigners" should be

so much better than Whites, or even Blacks ;
that the

former should in almost all cases carry off the prizes, while the

latter obtain no mark of commendation at all. Having been a

breeder of both "^"hites and Blacks for many years, and seldom

missing a good word, it not something better, when my fa-

vourites are in classes by themselves, I have often wondered

what was the charm about the foreign varieties which gave

them so enviable a preeminence in the eyes of the judges over

their old-fashioned but elegant rivals. However, as I said

before, I have been taught a lesson, and do not intend to enter

'White Bantams in an " any variety " class again for some time

to come. ,,. .. . .1

While I am writing, let me express my obligations to tire

Bristol Committee for their care of my birds at the late

Show.—P. P.

SILVER-GREY DORKINGS.
Yorn answer to a correspondent in " Our

_
Letter Bos,"

November Slst, gives information quite at variance with my
experience of Silver-Grey Dorking fowls.

You say, " We do not believe that in any yard all the birds

bred are Silver-Greys." I have served above two seven years'

apprenticeship to the trade, and ought to be somewhat of a

iournevman bv now. For several years I have not failed to

produce every bird a Silver-Grey. This year I hatched off 267

chickens, and could not distinguish among them one bird

varving from the other. Many years since some chickens

carne quite a canary colour, and when in plumage were not

true to colour.
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So fixed IS the type of my birds, that I will imdertiilio to
provide eggs to produce two to tbree Iiimdred cliickens, and
every one shall prove a true Silver-Grey.
The climate and scil where I live are hostile to rearing

chickens
;
had I resided in a more favourable locality I should

not fear competition in weight witli the more bulky-looking
Colonred Horking, as the tight-feathered Silver-Grey both
handles and weighs a larger bird than he looks in the show
pens of Birmingham.—Tuos. O'Grady.

JUDGING GAME FOWLS BY COLOUR.
After good shape and pood feather, correct colour of feathers

IS of importance, and then the correct colours of the eye-!
beaks, legs, and nails. The red eye denotes fiercenes.? and
*>§*{ «0"™ge, and the black or dark full eve is the boldest eye
of all. All other colours of eyes are inferior to these two ; and
the yellow or daw eye generally, though not always, denotes
inferiority of courage. Other colours of eyes are produced by
crossing, such as bay eyes, red-brown eves, and orange eyes.
Ihe silver pearl-grey eye is not to be obtained by crossing, and
IS an exception.
Red eyes are the match for Reds, Greys, and Whites, and no

others
;
b ack or dark eyes for those sorts that " cut out " very

dark
;
yellow eyes for all with yellow or birchen feathering

iied eyes are proper for Black-breasted Reds, most Duckwiug-
Greys, Ginner Reds, Red Piles, Bed Duns, and White Game
fowls,- black or dark eyes for Brown Reds, Dork Birchens
Dark Greys, and for the Black Game fowls (the large globular
eye)

;
yellow or daw eyes for Yellow Diickwings, Blue Duns

Gingers, Yellow Birchens, Ginger Duns, Birchen Duns, Yellow
Biles, and yellow-feathered Black-breasted Reds with yellow
legs and benks

; and light brown eyes and bay eves fir the
mongrel breeds. The silver pearl-grey eves are proper for the
Sliver Mealy Greys and Silver Mealy Duckwings with the white
legs, but sucli birds as these are now very rarely to be met 1

As to the colours of the legs, the following are correct •— '

Willow legs for Black-breasted Beds and Duckwings only for
exhibition birds

; but some Orange Piles, and Gingers and
Ginger Reds, have the yellowish-willow legs, but are rare
Black legs or blackish-bronze legs are proper to Brown Reds,
Dark Greys, Dark Birchens, and Black Game fowls, and to a
lew Mealy Greys, Duckwings, and Black-brensted Reds as well
when dark l)irds. White legs are proper to Wliites, most Piles'
some Bed Duns, some Ginger Reds, some Black-breasted Reds'
some Silver Duckwings, and to some Mealy Greys. The beaks
and nails should correspond with the colour of the ]p£rs as nearly
as possible. Yellow legs are correct for Yellow Pile<; Yellow
Duckwings, Ginger Duns, Blue Duns, some Black- breasted
Reds, some Ginger Reds, and Gingers, and to the Yellow
Birchens. (The upper mandible of the beak darker than the
lower onej. Blue legs are proper to some Red Duns and Blue
Duns, some Black-breasted Beds, a few Red Piles, and some
Grey Duckwings. Carp-brown legs to those Black-breasted Reds
only, with the fawn-breasted Dark Brown hens. Beaks and
nails of the same colour always.
The chief defects in the exhibition sorts are the following—

Brown-Reds should never be too light in colour, or have their
eyes too light-coloured

; nor light beaks, legs, or nails, or any
hght-coloured points, or white markings. Any black markingsm the cock's breast are not correct, as the cock's breast should
be clear reddish brown, or reddish brown streaked with darker
brown, but not with any black. Hens being too light or too
black IS also wrong, they should be dark brown with streaked
breasts, and the bodies pencilled.
In Black-breasted Reds too light or pale, or too dark or dull

a red is wrong, or any red not bright, clear, vivid red is wrong,
and any eye not red is also wrong ; but any colour of leg is
quite correct, as in fowls of this colour 'there are various
colours of legs, and all, when there are good red eyes, are
correct. Any white feathers are wrong. The nails should match
the legs, as should the beak. Dark nails should accompany
black, willow, blue, and carp-brown legs in all Game fowls-
yellowish-white or yell„wish-browu nails, vellow legs in all the
sorts; and whitish nails, white legs in all the sorts also. Any
spot on the cock's breast is wrong. In the hens pale breast's
are wrong. Red Partridge hens only for prize birds, and willow
legs always most popular for this sort. The brown and wheaten
hens are never prize birds as a rule.
In Duckwings the cock bird being too red anywhere, or the

hen too brown is wrong. lien's breasts of too deep a fawn-
oolour, or too red, are also not correct.

Silver-Grey Duckwings must exhibit no red or yellow, and
Yellow Duokwing cocks neither red nor grey anywhere. The
cocks must never be spot-breasted. The willow-legged dark
red-eyed Grey Birchen breed are the prize cocks with the
Silver-Grey hens, and these are the common standard birds.

In Red Piles, any colour not bright red with white is wrong.
Any leg not white is inferior

;
yellow legs are the next best

match
; yellowish-willow legs the" third. Red eyes are essential.

In Whites, yellow eyes are bad, any colour of leg except
white is also undesirable, the red-eye'd white-legged Whites
being the true Whites. The yellow-legged Whites are too yellow
in the feather to be good.

In Blacks, yellow eyes are bad, also any colour of leg but
bluish-black. Brassy-winged cocks are the most popular. All
points should be as black as possible. Bed combs are more
popular than the gipsy dark combs in Blacks.

In judging the two red sorts, the Brown Reds and the Black-
breasted Reds, the Brown Beds should be the dark reds, and
the Black-breasted Reds the bright red birds, as all the pointsm the Brown Red are darker, if a good dark bird, except the
breast of the cock. Por example, the hen is darker and hatches
darker chickens. They " cut out " much darker than any other
red breed. The comb, face, and gills are darker. Many, however,
prefer orange-backed Brown Red cocks to any of the old true-
bred Dark Brown Red cocks. In the Black-breasted Reds the
colour is redder, being a true red. The hen is redder and lighter,
and hatches lighter chickens. They " cut out '' much lighter than
the Brown Reds, and have the red combs, faces, and gills, and if
red-eyed are of red blood, while the Brown Red is of the dark
gipsy blood, and should always have the dark comb, face, and
gills. All red-combed Brown Reds are mongrels. Many say
they prefer dark Black-breasted Reds, but these are slower
birds and less fiery and active than the bright red birds. Pale,
dull, light-coloured Black-breasted Reds are too weak in general,
the bright reds being the best birds. Brown Beds with orange-
red backs and shoulders iu the cocks are, perhaps, the quickest
Brown Reds.

—

Kewjuiiket.

BIRMINGHAM POULTRY SHOW.
It is hard to saj wheii Doi!iir,i/s mil stop in size, bnt a contem-

porary who Fays in his report tliey are judged by weight is mis-
infornied, and writes iit rniulom. There is' a wide difference between
.indging by weight, and ascertaining that of selected birds of a breed
in which size and coiisci|aeut weight are essential elements. They
are never, to the best of onr belief, fattened for exhiljition. Those
who tned that plan some years ago, found to their cost that it led
only to defeat. A competent judge will always detect it.

The Silver-Grey Dorkings cannot make ' satisfactory classes for
cocks. It seems tbj fate of some breeds to rescn-e perfection for hens
.ind pullets, while they deny it to cocks. It is so in this breed ; while
the former made classes of unusual merit, the latter were weak, and
among the adults it was difficult to iind worthy prize-takers. The
White Dorkings, as exhibited at Bingley Hall, we're hardly stationary.
V\ e think we have seen the classes stronger iu every respect.
The adult VocJiins were beautiful and shown m'excellent condition.

We were glad to find in nearly all the Buff pens the vulture hock was
not to be seen. Why cannot the appendage be got rid of in the
Whites ? It causes many an otherwise good bh-d or pen to be excluded
from the prize list. The Grouse and Partridge Cochins were o.xceed-
in.gly meritorious, and many of them of unusual size. As a proof
how carefully they are now bred, we noticed but vcrv few cocks with
iaulty-coloured breasts. It would be well to get rid of the yellow
tinge visible in the plumage of some of the pullets. Throughout the
Cocliin classes the combs were good, straight, and well seiTated,
adding considerably to the laliour of the Judges.
The Ay.dHis/t were beautiful, the faces, as 'a whole, showing less of

the cauliflower- surface than usual. We never recollect seeing this
breed shown in such general good condition as tliis year.

In the Gohlen-spangled Ilnmhtiryh cocks there were more dark
breasts tliau we have seen of late years. Is the old question about to
be revived ? We thought it was at rest.
The young Bralimm will not surpass the old ones, and, aa a whole,

were not iu onr opinion equal to classes we liave someiimes seen.
•The French breeds having had classes to themselves, ask for especial

notice. Vrr<\- Ccrurs were jieitect ; the cocks superior to auvthing we
have seen. In this breed there is dilEcnlty in choosing tliem"free from
any colonred feathers

; but it was here the rule, almost without excep-
tion. We can speak equally well of the Jhiiilmin, good, square-bnift,
Dorking-looking birds, short on the legs, and with warranted constitu-
tion

;
bnt the At? FUrhf were very weak iu numbers and quality. We

know not from what cause, but they cannot hold then- own m England.
Their friends are giving them up.

Silver Poluiu'i increase, but the Golden are at a stand-stiU. We
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bolioTo thoro i* fjrcnt difllicnlty in obtiiinin;^ frosli blootl for the Intler,

and henco tUoir decadon**' from the liird-* hUowu youra a^o by Mrs.

Pettat, Miissrs. Coleridj^e, Bush, and Cireouall.

The Gftiuf' linutnmH would seoin to increase at tho oxp^-use of the

Sebrights iind ^Vhit^^rf. lioih these latter decrea;io. Thu BUcks hold

their ovn, mid ^how not only iu mimbors bnt exhibit tho points that

wore insisted npou mauv years siuco. They uru uttraotivo birds, with

their red combH, white tifuf-enrH, aud black plunrn'^e.

Rouen Ihirk^ overJ^The^e are takin;^ procodonco of tho AyloRbnry.

They bi^pan by bfiinj^ more uumerouH, and now they am heavifr. They
teach a preat lesson to breeder:; and exhibitors. There are now no
fanlty billB nor dt'foetive plnm.iiro. Tlin Buenos Ayroan, again, are now
small as when tir^t imported, and bouutifnl in tho raetallii" lustre of

thoir plumft;;o. Carolina and Mandarin Ducks, the marvels of beauty
and raritv a few years since, now make a namerou^ and Attractive

riass, au<l are shown with no moru precaution than the commonest

To the old frequenters of the ^^c^i annual poultry gatheriuf*, it is

gratifying to sec the orij^notors of it still at thoir posts, roapiuff their

well-earned reward in its continued suivcss and popularity. We have

aftaio to congratulate thfui, and to thank Messrs. Shackel, Lur-kcock.

Matthews, AVright, Xjowe. Mapplebt-i-k, Adkins, Wii^gins, Sabin, and
many othors for the nnseltish exertions that insure ao mnuh pleasure
to tlicir nsitor^, and so much good to tho town.

GUILDFORD POULTRY SHOW.
Tnis wn« held on the KHh instant. Kxhibitors must bo resident in

Surrey. \Ve will give a report next week.

DoRKiNiiH (Any variety).—First and Second, J. Clift. Third, Mrs. Norris.
iiif^lUy Commondfil, J. C. Uamsden : K. T. Bennett ; J. Ivory ; R. Poplo.
Spanish.— First and Socoutl,— Jamen, Peckhnm Kyo,
Coc-iiTN-l'mNA.—First. \V. Weston. Second, Mi^s Cox.
Brahma Pootha.—Fir^t and Second, .1. Pares UiK'hly Commended, J.

Paro3 ; — Jauics. Commend'ul, Mrs. Nnrris, Cobhani.
Oaue.—First and Second. J. Pares. Highly Coniraouded, E. Burpe.
Habiburou.—First and Second, H, Cox. Highly Commended, R.

Mangles.
Bantams.-First, — James. Second, Mis.'; Scott, Sendhurst Grange.

Hir;hly Commended, J. Pares. Cominondcd, T. Lee.
Any oTiitit VAUiF.Tv SOT MENTIONED.—First, Miss Scott. Second, J.

Pares. Commended, M. Kin^*
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, Kov. Dr. MeiTiman. Second, E. T. Bennett.

Highly Commended, E. Ililder. Couiinended. Ror. Dr. Merriman.
l!)ncKS (Any other Variety).—First and Second, E.Bu'ge. Highly Com-

mended, E. liiirKe. Commended, Mrs. Norria; H. Cix.
Geesk —First, Lady M. 3Ic Donald. Second, W. Slessenper, Wonersh.

Highly Commonded.Mrs. Norris; H. Cox; Lady M. McDonald. Com-
mended, T. P. Copemau.
Turkeys.—First, Earl Lovelace. Sucond, Lady M. McDonald. Highly

Commended, W. Mi'ssengor; J. C. lUmsdon ; T. P. Copoman ; Rev. Dr.
Morriman ; Lady, M. Mc Donald.
Extra Prizbs for tlio best Pi'O of Fowls inany of tho Clashes wore given

by J. Pares. Esq.. and Mrs. Ramsden; hut we are not informed to whom
thoy were awarded.

PRKSERVING EGGS.
Ik a wooden box or tin of the si/.e required {a flower-pot will

answer the purpose very well, having stopped the hole in tbo
bottom), put a layer of bran, locally known us toppins or sharps.
When made level, it is ready for tho eggs, which are treated in

the following manner :— Havinp 'Mllocted the ecgs as soon after

they are laid as possible, get a 'mall lump of butter—a bit

the size of a pea is suflicieut .uul rub in tho palms of tho
hands till melted. Now take un ejij^ and rub it over with this

butter varnish till every part is just covered ; then place it on
the small end in tho prepared v^snol, and, when tho lirst layer

is completed, fill up the spaces between, and an inch thick on
tho top, with the toppins. Then proceed with the next layer,

and so on till the vessel is nearly full. Lastly, cover all over
with about two inches of toppins, tie down with paper, and
keep iu a cool dry place. Treated thus, the eggs will keep
good for a year and a half.

If tho egi^s can be bad warm from the nest they can be
*' varnished " much (luicker and better.—T. Martyx.

[With this we received six eg^s, which Mr. Maityu informed
ns were laid iu Juue and July, 1800, and, consequently, were
more than eighteen months old. They were useable for

kitchen purposes, but rather strongly flavoured.]

A CLERICAL BEE-KEErERS SUNDAY
ADVENTURE.

A coriKKSPOXDENT of Thr Fiff'f relatci tho folLnvijij; anooJofe of a
west country clergyman :—It happened one Sunday afternoon in the
month of May, abont ten nlinntes b^'foro divine acrvire, that our friend

was walking from Ibo school to tho church—like Sidnoy Smith's mis-
flionarr, " gown, and bands, and hymn-hook too"—with slow and
sedate atcp, as betitted tho occasion, when his oar was assailed by

sundry cries of "There they be! thoro tbuy be! keep your eye on
'em." Jjooking sternly ronnd to ascertain tho eau.^o of this unseemly
clamoar, be saw his oyvu man, accompanied by two or three others,
riiunin^; frantically along with their IieadA in tho air. Preaently he
fonnd binisflf appealed to :

" Doec run. zor, do'co run, or we Hhall

lose 'em." Ho looked np, and immediately eaw the canso of snch
unwonted excitement : a swarm of bees

—

hi.t bce.s—fast disappearing
in the clear tether. To hesitate was to bo lost, or rather to lose the
bees. He waK over the wall in a moment. A few minntea more eaw
him acros.<i the corner of the grass field, over another wall, and panting
down the village Htrcet, with hU head in the air like his more unmble
followers. Sympathisiii'^ neip^hbours soon swelled tho train, with tho
musical accoinpimimeuts, usual on snch occasions, of tongs and frying-

pans. A friendly hand placed something iu his grasp ; a friendly

voice in the shrillest tones of feminine excitement shrieked in his ear
'' Do'ee take this, zur, and do'oo rottlo nn." Mechanically he took the
gift, and " rottlud ' it with tho energy" of despair. \ moment more,
and he was conscious of his position. It wanted but live minutes to

tbo hour of servi'-e, and there ho was, a quarter of a mile from church,

surrouudi-'d by his faithful parishioners, and tirmly grasping with both
hands a tin slop-pail with a stone iu it ! The congregation on that

Sunday afternoon, I re^^rct to say, was scanty; bnt, still faithful to

thoir pastor, the truants were found by that worthy divine, on his

return from church, congregated in the stable yard. They did not say
much—it is not Ilieir way; but a grin of consciona merit pervaded the
whole assembly. I-'.very countenance bore the expropsion of one who
has not only trit^d hard to do a good aotion, but has done it ; there was
no doubt about it. Virtue had been crowned with success, and the

beos had been hived

!

THE HONEY HARVEST IN THE MIDLAND
COUNTIES.

I THINK it is pretty well known that 18G7 has been the worst
that has been known for many years, at least as far as my ex-

perience Roes. I bepin the season with ten stocks as good as

any one could wish for, five in collateral boxes, three in the
eld straw hives, and two in square wood boxes. Believing these

to be tho best both in bies and store, and thinking it might be
a favourable season, I pl.^eed a large bell-glass, 12 inches by
1(5, which I had by me on one of them, and it so happened that

I placed it on the riglit one ; for on the 11th of May, abont six

o'clock in the mominc;, observing an unusual quantity of bees

on the footboard of the other one, I gently removed them with
my hand, when to my astonishment I found a dead queen,
and from that time tiiey began to show symptoms of 8luf;gi8h-

ness. Finding they grew worse, at the end of three weeks I

took them up and was surprised to discover that in so short a
time the bees had dwindled down to about a breakfast-cup full,

although I took from them 24.\ lbs. of honey, I also put two
table glasses on two collateral boxes, and shut them off from the

side boxes, leaving the others to work in the side boxes, but I

found that neither of them required additional room, for they
did not fill up their rid cells, but I believe all the old stocks

have plenty of food to stand the winter.

I had two swarms, but not until the 19th and 21st of June
;

these were very strong in bees, but they obtained scarcely any-
thing, one weighing but 12 J lbs., and the other 13 lbs. including

tho hives. I weighed them in the first week iu September, and
then I commenced feeding them and shall continue to do pf>

while tho weather remains mild, ulthongh, I think by lifting

them they have enough stored to stand the winter. They
consume G lbs. of sugar and 2 lbs. of honey simmered with one
quart of water weekly.

The two nev.- stocks commenced a fresh harvest in October,

on tho 7th, Huh, and loth I noticed them heavily laden with
pollen of a bright yellow; they commenced abont 8 a.m., but

from 11 A.M. to 1 P.M. I never saw bees work more vigoronsly

even in May or .June. What surprised me was that neither of

the old stocks brought home the least sign of pollen. I watched
them closely and think they obtained a large proportion ofit

from the Michaelmas daisies, for they were the only flowers out

anywhere near.

i have taken this year three glasses, one table-glaf s weighing

lUJ lbs., one ditto 15 lbs. 1 oz., and the large bell-glass before

mentioned weighing 41 lbs. 2 ozs. I cannot account for this

stock collecting so much more honey than any of tho rest, ub-

less the bees had a larger store left from the winter. Had they

finished the glass I have no doubt it would have weighed

(JO lbs., many of the cells being unsealed, and some few in the

other two were unsealed, the honey being of a very dark colour.

I exhibited the three glasses, and also a set of collateral bee

boxes in )iolished mahogany, and they were allowed by several

largo bec-keepcra to be the best ever brought, I Lave not
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offered them for sale at present, as I am making some bar-frame

hives and thought of advertising them in your Journal next

spring.—A Midland Codnties Bee-keepek.

SILKWORM REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. 2.

The silkworm is produced from a small egg, about the size

of a small pin's head. On issuing therefrom it is a small,

blackish-looking, and very active kind of caterpillar, the size of

a small ant. The blackish appearance at hatching is caused by

the caterpillar being covered with innumerable hairs, and not by

the natural colour of its skin, which is really whitish. This

black gradually disappears as the worm grows larger, and is re-

placed by a very deUcate creamy hue, sometimes presenting a

shining appearance, or glassy transparency. Some breeds of

the silkworm are ornamented with stripes round the body,

termed "tiger-striped," and are very handsome ; others there

are naturally dark. I am inclined to believe these different

appearances are derived from mere sports in the breed, as is

the case in vegetables from intermixture. I have seen the

large Macedonian silkworm 4} inches long, and weighing within

a fraction of an ounce. Some of the smaller breeds do not

even attain 2 inches in length, but their silk is finer.

The silkworm may be said to have four states—viz., the first

is the egg state, the second is the caterpillar, the third the co-

coon containing the chrysahs, and the fourth is the perfect

insect or moth, which latter deposits the eggs for future gene-

rations. It will be understood that the cocoon, or cone, is the

ball of silk produced by the worm in which to enclose itself.

The cocoon may vary in size from that of a sparrow's egg to

that of a pigeon's, according to the breed.

The larger breeds are several days longer in arriving at matu-

rity than the smaller kinds ; but my remarks are applicable to

them all, with the exception of one small breed, which has

only three changes of skin instead of four. These changes of

the skin are preceded by sleep or a torpid state, lasting about

two days, during which time the insect does not eat. During
this sleep the insect undergoes preparation for shedding its

skin, which it does from off its entire body from the tail end,

with the exception of the covering or kind of case of the head,

which gradually falls oiif in front. This shedding of the skin

must be looked upon as a wise provision of Nature to add to

the comfort and cleanliness of the insect, and, doubtless, tends

to keep the breathing holes open, for there are no less than
eighteen of them, arranged along the two sides of the body.

Be it observed, the silkworm does not inhalo the air through

nostrils like animals. This number of breathing holes

should impress upon us how important it must be to keep the

insect abundantly suppUed with air, and pure air too.

Each time the silkworm casts off its old skin the new one
below it appears too large for it, as though supplied with fresh

room for the insect to grow in. The skin is evidently of an
elastic nature, for as the worm grows it stretches, until, on the

worm arriving at its full size, it is again discharged to make
room for the new skin forming below it. It is also very con-

tractible, for on being cut it immediately shrinks. The worm
undergoes four changes of skin between the time of its being

hatched and commencing to spin its cocoon of silk ; but it

again sheds its skin inside its silken house. Having voided

all the silk from its body, and contracted itself into the form
of a chrysalis, its last skin may be seen on opening a finished

cocoon.
After the worm begins to spin it never eats again, and while

the chrysalis state lasts, about fifteen days, it is like a torpid

grub, almost without appearance of life. If a chrysalis be
touched by the finger it will show signs of life by moving at

the tail end, or giving quick beating movements or kinds of

darts. From the chrysalis inside the cocoon issues the moth,
or perfect insect, bursting away its chrysahs form and shell

;

it wets the'cocoon at one end, and gradually pushes its way out,

leaving a hole, which spoils the silk for reeling.

The moth having left the cocoon lays its eggs, and in a few
days dies. There are male and female moths. The males are

most active, and beat their wings when in search of the females.

It is stated by many writers that the silkworm was origi-

nally brought from Asia, and from most accounts it seems
to have been reared in China in very remote times, and
also in India, and to have been first introduced at Constanti-

nople about A.D. 552 by two monks, who managed to bring

some eggs concealed in a cane walking-stick. These eggs were
presented by them to the then Emperor Justinian. The
monks, it appears, went to China as missionaries, and managed

to elude the rigour of the laws there, that prohibited exporting
the eggs, it is said, under pain of death. Afterwards the silk-

worm found its way into Greece, Italy, and France. The pre-

sent century has opened up commerce with the East, and the
introduction of different breeds of the silkworm is going on
without interruption. France and Italy are importing largely

from Japan and other parts.

—

Leonabd Habman, jon.

OUR LETTER BOX.
I\l4LT Dust as Poultry Food {A. B. C).—Malt dust is good poultry

food ; but it has a great drawback in the fact it makes the eggs taate.
We speak from experience. It is good food in this hard weather, and
fowls like it much.
Brahma Cock (Dark Brahma).—Yon need not be uneasy. It is very

common at this time of year, and will likely remain the same for some
time. There is no age for tlie puUets, and that is not the cause. You
will see a change after Christmas, if not before, or a change of weather
would probably bring it about. It is bad mating to breed from brother
and sister. Tea leaves are quite safe j but they are bad food for fowls.
They fill crops without feeding.
Poultry Confined (E. C, Yarmouth).—You may keep a cock and six

hens in each partition (18 feet long and 7 feet wide). Cinder sittings are
not the best bottom you can have ; road grit or scrapings will be much
better. Garden mould is a capital deodoriser ; but it need not be sifted
very line, nor need it be spread evenly ; put it in a heap and let the birds
scratch it about. To keep them in health you must supply them with
sods of growing grass and with lettuces. If you have uono of the latter

you may give a cabbage
; give it whole, and let them pick it to pieces.

It is well to rake the surface over frequently. Keep the Takings in a
heap, they are most excellent manure. Houdans are very good and hardy
fowls; they are excellent layers, but they do not sit. The other breeds
that would do well in such a space are Brahmas and Cochins. We can-
not account for the cocks dying, nor can we tmderstand what you do
with two in your confined space. If these die let the hens run by them-
selves for a time.
Creve C(EURa {Young Exhibitor).—We do not think a shade of diffe-

rence in the colour of the legs would be essential ; but you must recollect
in both cases they must be blue. White legs are inadmissible.
Food for Brahma Pootras {Gatlus).—.\ change of food is always

desirable. At this time of year they should have three meals every day,
because the earth yields them little or nothing. We always give meal in
the morning, whole corn at midday, and meal again j ust before dark. This
treatment is for fowls that depend only on the food given to them. If

they have anything lilie a farm-yard to run in, or access to a stable-yard
and its dungheap, two meals per diem are enough.
Fowls Roupy, or Catarrhed (IF. Birkett).—Your fowls, snortineand

snoring, have incipient roup, or they are suffering from chill. Wash
the swollen eye with cold water and vinegar. Give them plenty of bread
and ale to eat. If this do not cure them, give them every night two
pills of camphor the size of a garden pea. Try Baily's pills.

Weak-legged Brahma [J. D., A Constant Subscriber).—As all your
other fowls are healthy, it is probable the Brahma cock is suffering from
weakness, the result of quick growth. If this be not the case he is

cramped from being always on bricks. It is hardly possible for fowls to

do well if they are kept on bricks. They are damp, hard for the fowls*

feet, and they afford no scratch.
Game Bantams (B. S.).—We know of no cure for the Bantam pnllet.

It is a great disadvantage for a Game Bantam cock to droop his wings.
They should " clip " tightly to his body, aud be carried " quite up." The
colour of the eggs is not material. Willow legs are preferred, but a yellow
tinge is not any disadvantage. The markings of Black Red Game Bantam
cocks and hens should be the same as in Game fowls. The cocks should
have red hackle aud saddle, black breast, thighs, and tail, no white or
partially white feather. The pullets should have brown bodies and tails,

partially yellow hackle, and lighter, almost wheaten breasts.

Brindley's Incubator (Incubator).—If you wi-ite to Mr. Brindley,

St. Alkmund's, Derby, he will give you the information you seek for.

Removing Bees (Northampton\.—We would not attempt the removal
until the winter was over and the bees in full work, say April or May if the

season be late, and then shift them little by little very gradually, until

we had every hive in front of the bee-house, close to and directly in a
line with the spot which each is intended to occupy. When the bees are

fully accustomed to their new position the hives may bo placed inside the
bee-house.
GoLDlNG's Grecian Bite (Carolm).—Jis principle is good, inasmuch

as the combs are moveable. The size (11£: inches diameter at top, taper-

ing down to lO.J inches, by 9 inches deep), is, however, much too small,

whilst the bars are too wide apart ; 16 or 1&^ inches diameter, by 9 or

9i inches deep, would be a much better size^ and would accommodate
eleven combs. Moveable comb hives of a circular form must, however,
always possess this radical defect—that the bars being of different

lengths are interchangeable only within certain very circumscribed
limits, thus forfeiting nearly all the advantages of the system. It is by
no means unusual for the bees of healthy stocks to disport themselves
outside their hives on mild days during winter, and there can be little

doubt that their doing so is beneficial to them. Bees are unable to avail

themselves of an artificial supply of food during cold weather, so that it

may be deemed nearly impossible, as it is certainly most unadvisable,

to feed them during winter.

POULTRY MARIOET.—December 11.

There is a shght improvement, owing to the cold weather and the ap-
proach of Christmas, which somewhat diminishes the supply.

8. d B. d
Pheasants 2 6 ta 3
Partridges 2 2 8
Grouse fl 2 6
Hares 2 6 SO
Rabbits 14 15
WUddo 9 10
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admitted to be too thin, and 21-oz. glass is oftener called for.

I believe that the Crystal Palace was originally glazed with
10 or 18-oz. glass ; but substantial structures are often glazed
with 21-oz. glass rather than with that which is of less weight,
or thinner, and many who do not object to a little greater
first outlay find that even the 2fi-oz. glass is cheaper in the
end than the thinner kinds. At Linton all new structures put
up during the last twelve years have been glazed with glass of
this quality. Althougli the area of each square is seldom more
than Ij foot, yet when breakage is taken into consideration I

am o' -;~'"ion that a leas thickness is not economical, and
when the area of the square exceeds 3 feet, I would have the
glass stUl thicker.

Glass should also possess other qualities besides mere thick-
noes, for such is no compensation for a wavy uneven surface,
or the other defects so often met with in the inferior descrip-
tions of sheet glass. For many years it was customary to
blame our Belgian neighbours for all the inferior glass, and
certainly I have seen some very poor samples from that
country, but I suspect some is also made at home ; at all

events those about erecting new glass structures would do well
to look into the matter of glass, for although their contract
may prevent their rejecting entirely a kind not to be recom-
mended, a little care may be exercised in looking over the
squares and selecting only such as are clear and free from
faults for the sunny side of the building. The defective glass
may be used on the north side, in the partitions, or where the
sun's rays do not pass through it, so as to injure the plants
bene " 'Belgian glass is also said to be more brittle than
that of home-make, breaking with a less blow, and being in
many other respects inferior, though I am not sure but on the
whole it is clearer ; still this, I expect, depends on the selection.
Some years ago much was said about rough plate of a certain

make being well adapted for horticultural purposes, but it

was never a favourite with me. Its use, I think, is chiefly
confined to those -who, having had a bad sample of sheet glass,

were glad of any change that promised improvement. Some,
also, admired it for its supposed beneficial power of diffus-

ing the sun's rays instead of transmitting them in straiglit

lines, thus preventing burning or scorching ; but the benefits
seem to be more ideal than real, and not sufficient to com-
pensate for the increased cost and the inferiority of appearance.
When, however, the construction of the house is such as to
require sheets of 3 or 4 feet superficial, or more, a stout kind
of glass like rough plate is certainly advisable, but a thicker
kind of sheet glass would probably do as well ; still this is one
of the cases in which practical men differ very much among
themselves, and I by no means assert that my views are the
most correct, as I have had so little practical experience with
rough plate as not to be able to give a decided opinion. Some,
however, who have adopted this description of glass have
acknowledged themselves disappointed, and found out to their
cost that breakages do occur with it as well as with other
Idnds, and more especially when the squares are large.

Coupled with the description of glass might be mentioned
the most suitable size ot square for glazing with ; and here I

will add, that although I am an advocate for thick glass, I do
not recommend large squares, especially for moveable lights,
as the breakage is so great, and the advantages of large squares
seem not sufficient to counterbalance this evil. I am like-
wise not an advocate for what is called a very cheap house,
as the term becomes a very questionable one by the time the
house is a dozen years old. As an example, I will mention a
case which came under my notice a short time ago. A range
of vineries and other forcing-houses was put up by an eminent
London firm eighteen or twenty years ago. The rafters were
of timber, while the frame and glazing-bars were of zinc plate,
doubled into the requisite shape to form the proper glazing-

. rebate. The sides were of hollow zinc as well as the top ends
where the glazing-bars were soldered to. The n-hole being
very light and glazed with squares of, I think, upwards of
2 superficial feet, looked very well. Of the cost I am not
certain, but I believe the adoption of the plan was not in-
fluenced by motives of economy. After some time it was found
that the cords attached to the top sliding-lights occaaionally
pulled the top off entirely, the soldering giving way, and repairs
almost equivalent to the making of a fresh top were the con-
sequence. Added to this, the breakage of glass was very great
from the many other causes which every one who has glass
bouses knows will be the case more or less ; but, of course,
every one except, perhaps, the glazier likes it to be as little as
possible. The houses referred to were not those in which

the least possible amount of everything excepting glass is used
in the construction, but the workmanship and fittings were in
every respect good, only the result proved that n'hatever ad-
vantages zinc might have in the fixed roof, it was not adapted
forthe moveable portions. I have seen some other modifi-
cation of this plan, but excepting in the cases of curved roofs
their utility seemed questionable. The same may be said of
iron generally, although in very large structures it is almost
impossible to dispense with it, yet when the glazing can be
done in timber it is much better. Let iron columns, girders,
braces, &c., do their part as well

; good deal sashes will be none
the worse of their help.

In speaking of and calling attention to glass adapted to hor-
ticultural purposes, it was not my intention to introduce the
building of glass structures further than to give examples of
the utility of each kind of glass ; nevertheless, I would advise
those intending building not to be too confident that a
house costing little at first is a cheap one. Time alone will
prove whether it is so or not, and many who thought at first

that they had made a good bargain, discover at the end of two
years or less that a great outlay is required for fresh glass and
painting, and these items are often repeated before a dozen
years have elapsed, and then it is found the house is hardly a
house at all. Extravagance is, of course, quite as bad the
other way. Perhaps the best way to judge for oneself in the
choice of a glass house is to inquire for and examine one of
those cheap structures that have stood a dozen years or more,
and to be guided accordingly. Let it be fully understood, that
in recommending a more substantial building to the amateur
who only, perhaps, wants one or two glass houses altogether, I
do not doubt but a cheap, slightly put-up house may be more
prudent for those who require a score of such. In the latter case
there is usually sufficient employment for a painter and jzlazier

being kept at all times ready to repair at once any damage

;

but this is not the case with the owner of a small extent of
glass.

In conclusion, I should like the opinions of those having
experience in the various kinds of glass used for horticultural
purposes, and also whether any new modes of glazing are likely
to supersede that generally adopted. Several plans have been
tried, but hitherto without affecting the consumption of plain
putty. Whether putty is destined to continue at the head of
adhesive materials or not is more than I can venture to pre-
dict

; but hitherto it has withstood all attempts to supersede it.

If a substitute possessing all its advantages without its defects
could be found, it would be a great boon to the horticultural
builder. Paint I must leave to those better acquainted with it,

and who are, perhaps, greater admirers of its effects than I am.—J. EOBSON.

CULTURE OF MIGNONETTE IN POTS AND
AS TREES.

I SHALL confine my remarks to the culture of Mignonette in
pots to bloom througii the winter and spring.
For this purpose a, .mowing should be made during the first

week in August to blc-om in November and December, another
in September to bloom in January and February, and another
a mouth later to bloom early in spring. The pots of most con-
venient size are those 5 inches in diameter, called by some 48's.

Drain them well, and place a thin layer of rough turf, with tho
soil beaten out of it, over the drainage. I have found this
more effectual than moss for keeping the drainage open, as
it lasts longer, which is very important in the culture of
Mignonette.
The soil I use consists of three parts good turfy loam, well

seasoned and not too light, and one part good leaf mould and
well-rotted dung, with a liberal addition of silver or river sand,
charcoal, and lime rubbish. Thoroughly mix them with the
hand, and fill the pots to within half an inch of tho rim.
Sow the seed tbmly and evenly over the surface, cover with

a quarter of an inch of soil, and place the pots in a cold frame
upon coal ashes, and within G inches of the glass. If the soil
is moist do not water for the first few days ; after that a good
watering must be given, and no more until the seedlings are
up. Give little air during that time, and shade from the bright
sun at first.

After the seedlings are up air may be given more freely, and
the pots plunged in the coal ashes with some rough material
underneath, to take the water away from the pots freely.
When the plants become stronger the lights may be taken off

every fine morning. Stop the plants when about 3 inches high
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to make them bushy. Water very sparingly at all times, and
do it in the morning during the winter months : nothing

injures this plant so much as over-watering. When the plants

show bloom remove them to the greenhouse or conservatory.

To keep them tidy place four or five neat stakes round the

inside edge of the pots, and pass some finely divided Cuba bast

around them.
By carefully attending to the above hints and practising

them, as good Mignonette may bo grown in the country as any
that is Fcnt to Covent Garden Market.

The above remarks apply also to the cultivation of tree Mig-
nonette, with the following exceptions. Sow a pinch of seed

in the centre of as many 3-inch pots as there are plants

required. When the young plants are strong enough thin them
by degrees to one plant in a pot, and that must be the strongeet.

Train that up a stake to the height required, pinch out all

side shoots and the heads of bloom, but do not divest the stem
of its leaves until the plant has attained its full height. To
form a head leave about three shoots at the top, and pinch
them in from time to time.

I have had tree Jtignonette -1 and 5 feet high with heads
2 feet through, by sowing the seed as above described in August
and growing the plants for twelve months, shifting into larger

pots when required. These were handsome cbjects in the con-

servatory, and ailorded many cut flowers all winter. For
ordinary-sized trees the seed should be sown during the first

week in May to bloom throughout the following winter. Dif-

ferent catalogues announce a giant variety for this purpose,

but in growing the two I have found no difJerence.

—

Thomas
Eecoki), Ilawkiiunt.

DESTROYING PREDATORY INSECTS.
Having read with interest the articles which have of lats

appeared on the destruction of those pests to the gardener

—

mealy bug, scale, thrips, &c., I determined to try Fowler's in-

secticide fairly, and the following is the result :—I made a

solution, 4oz3. to the gallon, as recommended in the printed

directions ; but first, although it is stated not to injure any
plant, I wished " to make assurance doubly sure," and
dipped a young growing plant of Adiantum, likewise watering

well with the insecticide. The result proved that at all events

using it so freely to the roots is not beneficial, as some of the

youngest fronds turned slightly black, but when the top only

was dipped no harm followed.

My first trial of the insect-destroying powers of the appli-

cation was by dipping some stove plants, such as Ardisias and
Gardenias, to destroy scale, and the insect was killed at once
without harm to the plants. I next tried it upon several plants

as a remedy for mealy bug, for I am sorry to say that I cannot,

like Mr. Pearson, boast that my plants are free from it, having
lately come into the charge of houses which have been for a

time neglected ; but thanks to insecticide, every plant, whether
dipped or carefully sponged, is now, several days after the trial,

quite clear of bug, scale, and thrips, without harm to a single

leaf. Amongst the Ferns dipped were some valuable Gleiche-

nias, rare Aspleniums, Pteris, itc. 1 should like to know why
it is advised to use the composition at 85', as it is very dillicult

to keep it near one heat, and I tried it, and found it to answer
when cold. Should this meet the eye of the Messrs. Fowler,
they would perhaps explain.

As to the " horrible and disagreeable paints of clay, sulphur,

manure, and other ingredients," spoken of by "T. B.," for

Vines, Peach trees, &c., under glass, I have long discontinued
the use of them. Even when a boy, I could never understand
why my master, a clever gardener, was so very particular about
my washing the stems as well as the leaves of his Camellias
" quite clean," and yet order mo to plaster plenty of a vile

mixture ho prepared with cowdung, clay, &e., upon the Vines,

which mixture for the moat part remained imtil the Vines were
dressed and pruned in the following year. I could, I saj', never
understand why I should clean the one, and bedaub the other,

nor, indeed, can I yet see the philosophy of it, and I have no
doubt ere long it will be one of the things of the past, for it

must be evident to all that to clog up the vessels in the cuticle

of the stem, will prevent their performing their proper functions,

and must, therefore, be detrimental to healthy action. I have
for many years used Gishurst, and am quite satisfied with the
results, as being superior to the plastering system so often

seen.

As to home-made preparations, one which I have used with
marked saooess for several years for scale, mealy bug, thrips.

itc, and which is not, I believe, in general nse, is mode by
dissolving 1 oz. of bitter aloes, 2 ozs. of soft soap, and 1 o:l

of sulphur in a giillon of water. Dip, syringe, or sponge the
plants. It is both cheap and good.

I will now offer a few remarks about another garden pest

—

the slug. I envy that man his good fortune, who ia not
troubled by this marauder, defying all his attempts at its

destruction by lime or soot. I remember one morning giving

orders for pricking-ont a quantity of Cauliflowers in frames, to

stand the winter, and was told, after I had just found out that

during the night slugs had destroyed six valuable plants in a

JleUm-housu, that they had eaten nearly through the stems of

all of them, even though lime had been used unsparingly.

Strolling along the seashore and seeing a lame sea gnll, I

pave chase, and was not long in securing him, and a fine sturdy

fellow he was, too. I took him home and turned him loose in

the garden, supplying him once a-day with a little fresh lish

for a time until he became quite tame, and would follow the

men all over the place, especially if he saw any signs of ground
being stirred, when woe to that worm so unfortunate as to be
seen. 1 soon found out, also, that the slags bad a most vigilant

enemy, for " Jack," as we named him, soon discovered their

haunts, and on a damp day would run along the Box edgings,

or amongst Cabbages or Cauliflowers, picking slugs up at a

magical rate. He soon proved to be the most eilectual sing

trap I ever saw, besides proving a determined enemy to many
other garden pests, as woodlice, earwigs, and wireworma, lor

he was nothing less than a glutton, and never did I see him
refuse meat of any kind, the result being, that very soon slugs

were a thing never thought of. He was a large grey gull, the

.size almost of a goose, and all the attention he required was a

large garden saueerful of water to drink ; and to any one troubled

with slugs I would say, If you can keep a sea gull yon will have
no need to fear your enemy, or worms on a lawn, for there he
vcill be invaluable ; only let one be seen and its death is certain.

— —— , The Gardens, Golden Hill, Ficston.

REDDING TRICOLOR PELilEGONIUM.
INIXCENCE OF PARENT PLANTS ON SEEDLINGS. ,

A cincL'LAR leaf some will contend is indispensable, while

others maintain that such a leaf is not able to withstand onr
seasons so well as an incised leaf. So much for opinions. It

is certain, however, that if the leaf is destitute of a fine green

centre, it is delicate, be the shape what it may ; therefore, a

fine green centre is indispensable. The leaf should also be per-

fectly flat or inclined to convex ; colours well defined and
bright.

1 am led to make these remarks from learning that the cen-

sors at the lioyal Horticultural Society's Exhibition of Tricolor

Pelargoniums, gave the preference to varieties with circnlar

leaves, instead of to incised leaves.

For the last three years I have taken a great pleasure in raising

seedling Tricolor Pelargoniums, and when Italia Unjta first

made its appearance I was charmed with it ; btit the leaf,

pretty as it is, has a wrinkled appearance. The plant is also a

^low grower. I have raised hundreds of seedlings from it, and
all more or less partaking of that fault—namely, wrinkles in

the leaf ; but at last I have succeeded in raising a seedling

from it, the pollen parent being Baron Hicasoli. It is of ex-

cellent habit, the centre of the leaf is of a fine green, the zone
is bright crimson, scarlet, and black, and the leaf is perfectly

flat and free from wrinkles. As the leaves mature their

growth they assume a convex appearance. Another most im-
portant quality is, that the leaves do not in the least damp
in the winter season like those of other varieties of the section,

but they are incised. However, with all its f.<ult3, I intend to

exhibit this variety at the spring exhibition of Tricolor Pelar-

goniums, at Kensington, for the Floral Committee to decide on
its merits.

Do seedling Pelargoniums derive their features more largely

from the pollen parent, or from the seed parent? I have in-

variably found them more resembling the pollen parent than

the seed parent. For instance: May Queen, one of the rose

varieties, was crossed with pollen from Sir Pi. Feel, the result

was nearly all the seedlings had scarlet flowers. Again, Le
Grand, a fine Nosegay variety, crossed with the same, has
given me splendid trusses of flowers, and many of them of fine

circular outline, and all that could be wished for.

What improvement has taken place in the Zonal class in the

last five or six years ! They exhibit colours of nearly every
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sliftJo. The double-floweiing varieties are also indispensable as
pot i)4attt8, and ought to be grown in every establishment.
Zonal Aurantia striata, a new striped variety, must also be
added. This I have secured {or crossing, as we may expect
more novelties when it has been judiciously employed for that
purpose.

I was pleased to see by a recent Number, that Mr. Wills has
succeeded in effecting a, cross between the Ivy-leaf and the
Zonal sections.—E. S.

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA.
At page 423, in the report of the proceedings of the Floral

Committee of the Koyal Horticultural Society, it is stated that
"Mr. Jennings, of Shipston-on-Stour, sent plants of Cupressus
macrocarpa variegata, very ornamental, but like C. macrocarpa,
not always hardy." This statement as reg.irds C. macrocarpa,
although not positively incorrect, might so far mislead as to

deter people from planting this grand Conifer, even in situations
where it wonld thrive. I have an excellent specimen of it

growing here (Blechiugley, Sarrej), now about 25 feet high.
Duriug its progress it has required considerable attention, but
its beautiful appearance at all seasons of the year has amply
repaid the pains bestowed upon it.

This plant was brought from a nursery in a pot in the au-
tumn of 1855 ; its habit and hardiness were then but im-
perfectly known. It was immediately planted out, and in the
following three or four winters, doubting its perfect hardiness,
and fearing injury from north-cast and east winds, to which it

is fully exposed, it was protected by placing around it boughs of

Laurels and other evergreens. The rapidity of its growth was
surprising.

At the end of four years from the time of being planted out
the tree became too large to allow of any protection being
afforded it in severe weather. Then succeeded the memorable
winter of 18G0-1, when so many plants of this and other
Conifers were killed. To my great satisfaction my Cupressus
macrocarpa passed through the ordeal unsc8,thed, while a plant
of C. Uhdeana, of the same age, standing 20 yards distant,

was destroyed. From that time the tree has suffered a suc-

cession of mishaps from the wind. Owing to the roots of this

species spreading near the surface, added to the v.'eight and
bulk of its rapid-growing branches, it offers an extent oi surface
for resistance to wind immensely out of proportion to its age
and strength. My plant's growing in a light soil in which
sand predominates, a soil highly favourable for most kinds of

Conitcra', especially to Cupressus and its allies, rendered its

power of resistance to high wind much weaker, and still more
so if accompanied by heavy rain. Several expedients were re-

sorted to to keep the tree erect, but with little success ; the
supports at first applied were insufficient, and gave way one
very windy day in April, 18G.3, when the tree was almost blown
over. Stronger ones were substituted, these lasted for a time,
but one very gusty day they were shaken out of their places

by the rocking motion of the tree, and it was again at an angle
of 45" out of the perpendicular. The soil on the side exposed
was loosened by the distension of the roots, and many of these
were drawn quite out of the ground.
One more effort to restore it. The loosened soil was re-

moved in order to put the roots bad: to their places as much as
possible; strong cords were carefully attached higher up than
the supports had reached, around a thick band of matting to

prevent strangulation, and secured at the opposite ends to
strong stumps driven deeply into the ground ; a good quantity
of soil was also placed around the bottom of the tree., chiefly

over the loosened roots. Excepting the somewhat absurd ap-
pearance of the tree being "moored stem and stern" this

plan answered very well for a considerable time. In the sum-
mer the cords were removed, leaving the tree to grow unchecked,
hut were tied again in the winter.

Under such rough treatment the tree grew very much out of

shape. Before the cords were attached the main stem had be-

come curved, but was completely hidden by the branches and
foliage. Recourse was had to pruning, timidly at first, but
finding how beneficially it acted towards restoring the sym-
metry of the specimen, I became more confident, and have
pruned vigorously ever since, sometimes taking off whole
barrowloads of the ends of branches that protruded too much.
Por reasons which the practical horticultural reader will readily

comprehend, this operation was only performed late in the
autumn.

And now I come to the greatest catastrophe that has yet be-

fallen my unfortunate tree. This occurred on the 10th of

January, 18ii6. On that day all the south of England was
visited by a terrific storm of wind, accompanied by a heavy fall

of snow. The " moorings " were slipped, the enormous weight
of snow broke down one side of the tree, excepting the lower
branches, and the remainder was again at an angle of 45°, or

something more out of the perpendicular. In despair of doing
any good with my Cupressus, I resolved to chop it up, and
should have done so had not Mr. Carson, one of our most ex-

perienced local gardeners, happening to call on me, strongly

deprecated the sacrifice, dilapidated as the tree was, and kindly

offered assistance to do the best to restore it. "With the aid of

three or four strong men the objectionable angle was mate-
rially diminished, a solid support again applied, and in the
succeeding autumn another vigorous pruning given.

During the past summer so free has been its growth, that

the injuries have to a great extent disappeared, and would
scarcely be suspected by any one who had not seen it before.

Fortunately, since January, 186C, no very high winds have re-

curred in this neighbourhood, and I am in hopes that it is

now so firmly rooted, as to be able to withstand any future

shock. It is, with the exception of a Wellingtonia and a
Deodar, the finest single specimen Conifer that I possess,

although its top is slightly inclined.

From the foregoing experience some useful hints may be
gathered.

1. Cupressus macrocarpa thrives upon a light soil, and in an
airy situation ; but where practicable a spot should be selected

more or less sheltered from the effects of high winds.
2. So active is the vitahty of the species, that it will recover

from great injuries.

3. It will bear pruning to preserve its symmetry, but should
not be clipped. The operation should be performed with a sharp
knife, and terminal shoots of every branch pruned must be left,

for if the whole foliage of any branch be removed, I am very
decidedly of opinion that the branch so treated would not
" break," but m time die, and render the specimen unsightly

at that place.

From observation of many plants in different places, I find

1 and 2 confirmed, also

—

That where Cupressus macrocarpa is planted in stiff and
heavy soils, its growth is much less free, the lively green of its

foliage on which its beauty so much depends, becomes dull and
less attractive, and the whole plant is divested of much of its

ornamental qualities. This is simply a corollary of the pre-

ceding.

That if this Cypress is planted in contact with other trees or

shrubs, the foliage of thebranches in contact becomes thin and
sparse, and eventually the branch dies off. This is true of all

ConiferjB.

That the experience of the winter of 1860-1, with that of

January, 18C7, shows that in places where the temperature fell

to zero, or within 3° or 4° of it, large plants of considerable

height were killed. Hence in all places where the temperature
is liable to fall so low, it is not advisable to plant Cupressus
macrocarpa.
The power of endurance of many Conifers is remarkable. I

have alluded to the snow storm of January 10th, 1866. While
it lasted the branches of the Wellingtonia and Deodar collapsed

like a lady's parasol shut up, and they remained under the

enormous pressure "as firm as a rock." An Irish Yew was
bent like a bow by the weight of snow upon its top. Biota
(Thuja) aurea took the form of an inverted umbrella with some
of its whalebone stays broken. I witnessed all this from
within doors for some hours with extreme anxiety, but so

violent was the wind, and so rapid the accumulation of snow
around the dKelling-house, that it was impossible to afford

any help. The rapid thaw on the succeeding day restored the
plants to their natural shape.

—

Adolphus H. Kent.

FRENCH AND ENGLISH GARDENING.
As Mr. Rivers states in his last letter that I went to France

in "April or May," and '• never !:aw " a French winter salad,

you will, I trust, allow me to state that I went there on the
15th day of January last, when the snow lay upon the ground.
Also, a word with reference to a letter in the number for No-
vember 28tb, signed by a " Stay-at-home Gaiidenek," and in

which it is stated that my "letter by some means got into

the columns of the Times," like that of a person named
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Hullett, iSse. The article was one of a series which I was com-
miasioued to write ei^ht inoaths before the appearance of the

cue which gave ri^e to sn much diKcuHsion. Hitijerto X have
used the only name which jjerhaps I slioiild use in the mutter,

but as Mr. liivors introduces the initials of my name, I now
sign myself—W. Kohisson, f.L.S.

[Here the correspondence on this subject closes.

—

Eds.]

TURN MOSS MARKET GARDENS,
STIlKTFOni), NEAP. MANCUESTER.

TriERE market (.'irdens being celebrated for the qnautity and
<iuality of the frnit and vegetables grown in them for the

supply of the Manchester market, a short description of some
of the crops I saw there may prove interesting to your readers.

Mr. Doran's Ruccessful mode of cuUivating the I'ine .\pplo iind

the Vino under dillioulties may also be instructive to many.
The gardens are situated about four miles from Manchester,

and are about ton niimUca walk from the Stretford station. It

is certainly one of the worst situations for a garden that conld

anywhere be found, bein;; very Hat, low-lying, and surrounded
by pools and ditches of stagnant water. This is one of the

worst evils Mr. Doran has to contend a:;ainst, for freciuently in

wet weather the stoke-holes have to be constantly relieved of

water, which there is no means of draining oS in the usual

way. In order to keep the lires going men are frequently em-
ployed in removing the water, and during the long period of

incessant wet weather we had in the autumn and winter of

1860 this must have been a very serious item of expense. It

will, therefore, be perceived that gardening operations at Turn
Moss have to be carried on under great dillioulties.

I shall in the first place just go through the houses, only
stopping to describe what I consider will prove interesting.

Commencing at Mr. Doran's dwelling-house, which is situated

at the west side t^f the gardens, the first stru.-tures useil for

horticultural purposes are four span-roofed Peac!'. and Nectarine-
houses, each '^'^ feet long by 11 wide. The trees are planted at

each side of these houses in raised borders, and the stems are

brought through the side walls just below the wall plates. The
trees are in a very healthy state, and when I last saw them
were loaded with fine frnit. These houses are filled in the
winter with Strawberry jilants for forcing. Two thousand pots

are annually forced in the large Muscat-house, which I shall

presently describe.

The next house is a half-span, CO feet by 12. The border in

which the trees are growing is nearly on a level with the front

wall of the house, and their stems are brought through the
wall in the same way as in the four houses described .above.

The roof faces due south. The back wall is certainly made the
most of ; it is built of sods, and at the time it was built small
plants of the common Moss Kose were placed between the
layers of turf. They grow very freely, seem to enjoy their

position very much, and early in spring produce large numbers
of beautiful buds, which find a ready sale in Slanehester at a

Tery remunerative price ; so that in this case Mr. Doran not
only obtains a fine crop of early Peache.i, but also a profitable

crop of flowers. The wall in the first instance would not cost

much in building; one crop of llose-bnds would more than
pay for it. This is what I consider making the most of every-
thing.

After leaving this structure the next that we enter is the
large JIuscat-houso, a span-roofed one, 65 feet long and 23 feet

wide. It is strange to me liow Mu=cals, or, indeed, almost
any other kind of Grape, conld be grown successfully in such
a position as this, where tho foundations of the house are

nearly on a level with the largo ditches of stagnant water close

by. On my suggesting the advantages I considered would be
gained by building the side walls of the houses 3 or 4 feet

higher, so as to be able to raise the borders to that extent above
the natural level of the ground, Mr. Doran told me that the
winds from tho south-west came across there with such force,

that if the houses were any higher than they are the wind
would sweep them away. By this it will be seen that Mr.
Doran has to contend with two most destructive ag-'nts^wind
and water. The house, also, is badly heated. Altogether,
therefore, it is astonishing how such good results can be ob-
tained under snch difficulties ; it is certain they can only be
secured by constant attention. The Vines in this house are
beginning to show the ill effect of their extremely wet quarters.
Were it mine I should destroy them, do away with the side
lights, which ore about 3 fe iaihes in height, and fill up that

space inside with a good border, in which I would plant a fresh
set of Vines. I imagine I hear Mr. Doran saying on reading
this advice : "It is all very good, -Mr. V.'ills, but where am I
to force my two thousand Strawberry plants .' and where are
the thousands of puuuots of small salad to be grown, and tho
large quantity of well-ripened pot Vines, which are cultivated
for Bale in this house ?" My reply would at once be, •Why,
build another house /or Strawberry forciug, and another for the
growth of your pot Vines, and make up your beds for small
salads in a hou«e of less importance.'' " Eat, then," would say
Mr. Doran, " you have forgotten how much money I make out o(
this house with Tomatoes." " Granted ; but hear me further.
Grow your Tomatoes in pits, of which you have a la;gs number
just suitable for the purpose. In their present condition not
more than half a crop can be expected from the Vines, and this
not of a first-rate character ; but alter the house in the v.ay I
have described and great res^ults would be realised."

There is a bench about 20 inches wide all round the house,
level with the bottom of the side lights. On this the Straw-
berries are forced, and a tine sight they are when in fruit. The
floor of the house is principally covered with small salad
during the spring ond early summer raont'ns. Pot Vines are
grown in a row ou each side of the walk which runs along the
centre of the house.

Leaving this house I entered the fruiting Pine-pit, which is

Mi feet long by 19 feet w:de, with a division in the centre.
Here a magnificent eight met my view—a sight worth going o.

long distance to see. Tliero were about four hundred Pines,
all of one kind (Montserrat), the tops of the crowns ap-
pearing as level as if they had been clipped over with a pair of
shears. Mr. Doran has kindly furnished me with his excellent
mode of cultivating the Pine -\|iple, but I could not do it

justice within the limits to which this communication must be
confined, and it is, besides, worthy of forming the subject of a,

separate paper.

Crossing the brook I came to a lean-to vinery, fiC feet by
12, in two divisions ; one planted with Muscats, the other with
lUack Hamburghs. In the.se excellent Grapes are grown.
Leaving it I entered a winter Cucnmber-honse, which is

(JO feet by 12. Here fine crops of Cucumbers are produced all

through the winter and spring months. The next house I
entered was also devoted to the cultivation of winter Cucum-
bers. It is spau-roofed, liG feet long and 14 wide. Mr. Doran
has here introduced, for giving botiom heat to his Cucumber
plants, a material which I think likely to prove valuable for
this, or, indeed, any other purpose where bottom heat is re-
quired. It is cotton waste, a sort of refuse obtained from the
cotton mills, beiug the husks of the cotton pods and the refuse
of the cotton. It affords a considerable bottom heat for a great
length of time, and is a v.aluable manure when decomposed.
My attention was called to this valuable material for horticul-
tural purposes twelve months ago by a mill owner and eminent
horticulturist in the neighbourhood of Clitheroc. Mr. Doran
speaks very highly of it, and considers it a grand discovery. It
can be obtained very cheap in the ueighbonrhood of Manchester.
The Cucumber plants appear to like the heat from the cotton
waste very much ; they were in excellent health, and promise
to produce an abundant crop of fruit. The variety which
Mr. Doran grows has been raised on the place, and is called
Turn .Moss. That it is a most exceli.^' ' Cucumber for winter
work I can say from experience, for I ;iave gi'own nothing else
for the last seven years, and have scarcely been with .ut a Cu-
cumber of good quality at any time during that period.

Near this last Cucumber- house is another Muscat-honse,
0.5 feet by 10, in the centre of which is a raised bed covered
with a fine lot of healthy pot Vines for sale : and next to this is

a Elack Hamburgh-house, 144 feet by 10, w'.iich also contained
a fine lot of pot Vines. In this house there was a splendid
lot of finely ripened Grapes. The bunches were not large, but
handsome, averaging about It lb. each ; the berries were large
and beautifully coloured, and the flavour all that could be
desired. I thought it was not a Hamburgh ; Sir. Doran said
it had long been there, and known under the name of Tom
Moss Bliick Hamburgh ; buth the wood and the foliage were
more like the .\licante (Meredith's). \VhatCTer kind of Ham-
burgh it may be, it was a most luscious Grape, and cl first-rale

quality. In this opinion I am supported by Mr. I'etch, one of
our best Grape cultivators, who was with me at the time of my
visit. Tho Vines had been planted many years, and a great
portion of the roots were outside, and, notwithstanding the ex-
cellent results which Mr. Doran has obtained from these Vines
in one of the most onsuitabie places in the country for the
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cultivation of the Vine, I still pay it is a mistake to confine their

roots between the inside walls, for by so doing the health of

the Vines can only be maintained for a few years.
Leaving this house I entered other two, both early half-span

vineries, each 60 feet long and 13 feet wide, and next to these
a long range, 1.50 feet by 13, in two divisions. This house was
planted with Lady Downe's and Alicante (Meredith's variety),

in June, ISiiS. There are only three rows of four-inch pipe in
the house. The Vines were in excellent condition, and most of
them had on them two or three bunches of Grapes exceedingly
weU grown and ripened ; some bunches of the Alicante would
weigh not less than 3 lbs. The (juantity of Grapes which this
house contained would almost repay the cost of its being
erected. The more I see of this fine Grape the more I am
convinced that there is no Grape equal to it for winter work.
The border in which the Vines are planted is about 4 feet deep.
The next structure to which Mr. Doran directed my atten-

tion was the Pine sucker-pit, which is 130 feet long and 8 feet

wide. It contained three hundred and fifty suckers in fine
condition. Next to this is the succession-pit, which is a
three-quarters span, 144 feet long by 12 wide, containing about
five hundred plants intended for fruiting next year.

I next entered two lean-to houses, principally used for green-
house plants, and for growing flowers for cutting. The back
wails were covered with some fine old Scarlet Pelargoniums.
These are covered early in spring with a profusion of flowers,
which, like the Moss Eose buds, are turned into ca.sh, for any
cut flowers are saleable in Manchester, and, of coinse, the better
the kinds are the higher the prices they command ; but there
are many persons in the neighbourhood of Manchester who
earn very good livings by cultivating even the simplest and
most common flowers.

The last structure I entered was the large Mushroom-house,
75 feet by 20. It has a thatched roof, is heated by hot water,
and is in every respect well adapted to the growth of Mush-
rooms ; accordingly they may be gathered by the barrowful at
any time during the winter months. There is a walk through
the cenh-e of this house, and on each side are the Mushroom-
beds. There are, besides, two other Mushroom-houses, now in
full bearing. After these beds are cleared ofi, the houses are
used for forcing Ehubarb.

There are also long ranges of pits for Melons, Cucumbers,
early Eadishes, Lettuce, Celery, &c., and about 13 acres of
ground, which was cropped during the past season as follows :

—

Celery, 2 acres ; Onions, 1 acre; Lettuce, li acre ; Peas, 2 acres
;

Cabbages, 2 acres ; Dwarf Kidney Beans, 1 acre ; Scarlet Eun-
ners, 1 acre ; Strawberries, 1 acre ; Cauliflowers, 1 acre ; Ehu-
barb, Ac, 1,J acre. Not a foot of ground is allowed to remain
idle. A crop of Eadishes is taken off the Celery ground, then
foUow Cauliflowers and spring Lettuce, and so the rotation of
crops is continued, thus showing how readily the earth pro-
duces abundance for the use of man if only properly cultivated
and judiciously enriched. All young gardeners should spend
a year and half, or two years, of their early life in a good
market garden, where they would learn a lesson which would
through life prove highly beneficial to them. Nothing is wasted,

. and everything is made the most of. This is as it should be,
not only in market, but in private gardens.— .J. Wills.

COLEUS V'EKSCHAFFELTI.
The Coleus has within the last few years become, and most

deservedly so, an especial favourite, whether we view it as an
ornament to the flower garden, greenhouse, or stove ; and
although it may be said to flourish in almost any soil that ia

of a light texture, yet in some situations gardeners complain
of its not doing well, when, at the same time, a little more
attention would in almost every place well repay the cul-
tivator, and secure success. I consider this Coleus one of the
greatest acquisitions which have been made for the flower
garden in these days of banding colours, and perhaps the
following details as to its cultivation may he useful to some of
your numerous readers.

I find it absolutely necessary that the plants intended to
produce a good effect in the flower garden should be well grown,
healthy, and short-jointed, especially in cold situations like
this. The first year I tried this charming bedding plant it

partially failed with me, owing to my plants being small, and
not well grown previous to being bedded-out, which never takes
place before the first or second week in June.
In order to secure a good supply for spring, I insert thirty

or forty cuttings in August, keeping them all the winter in

pots in the stove, as this plant requires heat to remain in good
condition, and it well deserves a place there on account of its

ornamental appearance. From the plants which these make I

select my cuttings in March and April ; these are struck in

gentle heat, and, when well rooted, are pottedoff in 4-inch pots,

and placed as near the glass as convenient in a warm pit with a
temperature of not less than (J0° at night. When the plants

have been potted a week or two, the leading shoots are pinched
out, which causes them to push freely. When the side-shoots

have gi-own 3 or 4 inches, the plants have another stopping,

and are gradually inured to the temperature of a cooler pit.

I usually place mine in rows between Mrs. Pollock, Golden
Chain, and Cloth of Gold Pelergoniums, and the result is a
very pretty contrast, giving a neat appearance in spring, espe-

cially if plants of Centaurea candidissima are introduced. This
Centaurea cannot fail to be a general favourite wherever Coleus
Verschaffelti is cultivated as a bedding plant. The soil which
I prefer is equal parts of loam, leaf mould, and sand, sifted

through an inch sieve.

The foregoing mode of culture will secure beautiful, stout,

bushy, and highly-coloured plants, from 9 to 12 inches in
diameter, by the first week in June, and will, I trust, be accept-

able to all who are about to give the Coleus a trial ; for if this

be a fair one, the plant will be found to well repay any extra
trouble which its culture may involve, as compared with other
bedding plants.

—

Thomas Eawloke, J]'ooJseat, Aslibonriie.

PROPAGATIKG MRS. POLLOCK PELARGONIUM.
I HAVE experienced no difficulty whatever in increasing the

stock of this favourite bedder, if the plants were in good health,

to commence with.

My practice is to take off the cuttings earlj' in August.
After preparing them I put them either in pots or boxes pre-

viously well drained, give a gentle watering, and place the
pots or boxes in a cold frame or pit full in the sun. The out-

tings only require a slight shading from the midday sun for

four or five days. The lights should be drawn off on fine

nights, and replaced early in the morning.
I have found the cuttings root quite freely in the open air,

like other Pelargoniums, if their wants are attended to.

If good cuttings can be procured in February, they may
be inserted in CO-sized pots, or several cuttings may be placed
round the sides of 6-inch pots, well drained. Use for soil a
good, light, sandy loam, a little leaf mould, and sand, well
mixed. It is a good practice, if larger pots are used, to put a
smaller one in the centre, the bottom being stopped up, and a
little water kept constantly in this pot to preserve sufficient

moisture in the soil. After the cuttings are placed in the pots
these should be plunged in a bottom heat of 75° (the top-heat
should be less), shading a httle as recommended for summer
striking.

When rooted, the cuttings should be potted off, using 4-inch

pots, and the same kind of compost. They should then
receive a gentle watering, and be placed as near the glass as

possible in a warm greenhouse or vinery.

When the young plants have filled the pots with roots, they
may be removed to a cooler house or frame. If larger plants

are desired, they should be stopped, and again shifted into

larger pots. If properly attended to they will be fine plants

by the middle of May.
Summer cuttings make the strongest plants, and if kept in

the pots or boxes in which they were struck they take up much
less room during winter. These should be repotted about the
middle of February, and treated as other Pelargoniums.

In bedding-out, many gardeners plunge the pots in which
the plants are growing ; when this is done the plants do not
receive such a check as when planted in the open border or

bed, for their roots are not disturbed. They may also be hfled
with greater safety in autumn.

Sunset, I am of opinion, will make a prettier bed than Mrs.
Pollock, especially when mixed with other plants, such as
Verbenas, Lobelias, Violas, &c. I should like to know the
experience of those who have tried it.—E. 0. B. L.

PROLIFEROUS FERNS.
The question as to the cause of Ferns becoming proliferous

under cultivation does not yet seem to have been settled ; and
from " FiLix-FtEMiNA's " letter I see that it ia doubtful whether
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aay Polygticbum has been found to be proliferous in its wild

state.

We have now a list given by " Fiux-fcemina," consisting of

seventeen varieties of proliferous Polystiehums. Many of these

have proved highly proliferous, others perhaps only so for a

season.

To the above-mentioned number we may add

—

AsPLKNiuM lo.s'TANUH REiT.ACTUM.—A Very interesting Fom
with dark brown rachis, and bearing bulbs at the lower part of

the rachis. It is very doubtful if this rare Fern has ever been

discovered in Great Britain. Its history is very obscure, but

I believe most growers of British Ferns include it in their col-

lections.

Scoi.()i'ENi)RitT« voLOAEK, vitr. Wahdii.—One of our finest

dwarf multifid forms. Mr. Lowe says it was rai.icd by Mr.

Glaves, of Scarborough. .\ most prolific Fern. By pegging

the fronds down young plants are easily raised, but without

care and attention it is by no means easy to cultivate. I have

a magnificent plant of this now growing in a damp greenhouse

well shaded.
OsMUNDA nEGALis, var. cnisTATA RCLBiFEHA.—A Splendid

form, and proliferous, as its name indicates. It was raised by
-Mr. Clift, who possesses a plant now. Mr. Lowe and myself
have also plants of this.

ScoLopENDRiuM vcLGAKE vivo-POLYSCHiDES.—A good proli-

ferous form.
ScoLopENDRicM voLGARE vTviPAKUM.—I have ncver seen a

plant of this, but believe it is a proliferous variety.

I found in Devonshire, a few years ago, a plant of Polysti-

chum angulare of normal form, which is occasionally proli-

ferous, but only on one or two fronds. This plant grows in

the open air, and was not proliferous when found.
Two plants of a variety called Scolopendrium crispum mar-

ginatum fan inconstant form), were raised by a nurseryman in

Birmingham from bulbs on a plant of Scolopendrium crispum.
This occurred several years ago.

I do not consider a warm and damp climate essential to the

full development of proliferous Ferns, though in most instances,

no doubt, damp atmosphere has originally been the cause of

this.

I reside within two miles of the county of Warwick,' and
have a fine plant of Polystichum angulare proliferum growing
out of doors in an exposed situation, and the fronds are lite-

rally covered with balba.—J. E. M.

THE CONmON W.VLLFLO-WER.
Mv theme is a common one, though it requires more than a

common amount of courage on my part to publicly approacli

it ; yet as my remarks are intended for the common good, I

will, even at the risk of provoking a smile, summon confidence,

and boldly pronounce the common Wallflower a useful plant

—

useful as a decorative plant for the conservatory early in sprine,

when its fragrance is so delightful as to make one for the
moment almost forget that the plant is but a common one

—

useful also for filling flower-beds in the autumn after these
have been deprived of their summer occupants, and providing
a refreshing green in place of the dead expanse of bare soil.

Here the Wallflower may serve a double use; for if it is de-

sirable or expedient to till the beds with bulbs or annuals for

an early spring display, these can be planted closely amongst
the Wallflowers, and will thus receive a slight but by no
means unsightly shelter, which wjll often carry them safely

through the frosts and piercing winds of winter ; and in the
spring the Wallflowers can be cut out without injuring or dis-

placing a sprig of those subjects remaining for the principal

display. It is also useful for placing a few potsful, when in

bloom, in the early Peach or orchard house, where the busy
bees will " scent them afar off," and on a comparatively mild
and sunny day will be attracted into the structure in large

numbers, and will revel not only in the trusses of the Wall-
llowers, butalso in the blossoms of the trees, and so be productive
of good. Their cultivation, too, is very easy.

Sow the seeds in April or early in May. Prick oS the seed-
lings in an exposed place, giving them plenty of room—say a
distance of 12 to 15 inches apart ; pinch out the top when they
are 5 or 6 inches high, and by the autumn they will be fine

bushy plants, their foliage resting on the soil, and with a top
as flat and large as a plate. Such plants will be very different

from, and much hardier and earlier-blooming than those left

to grow in a eemi-neglected state, by being allowed to spindl«

in the seed-beds, receiving no stopping except too late in the

season. Pot some of them in the autumn, and place them in a

light airy house, bringing them on gradually, and in February

and March they will present a rich appearance, have foliage

curling over and half covering the pots, and from eight to

twelve spikes of bloom of the uniform height of 8 or 10 inches.

Such were my plants last spring, when, in a house gay with

Camellias, Azaleas, and Eoses, they were admired by every-

one. Pot a few plants and try them ; but it not prepared they

will be poor in comparison with those which have had a httla

care bestowed on their cultivation.

The double varieties are also good for the purpose, theyeUow
being especially useful ; but they do not flower so early as the

common single—an important point ; neither are they so fra-

grant.—J. W.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLO'SVERS, AND
FRUITS.

C.iLCEOLAP.iA pisACoifEKSis (Orange red Calceolaria). Nat.

ord., Scrophu!ariace;r. Linn., Diandria Monogynia.—" Cer-

tainly the handsomest Calceolaria that has been introduced for

many years." Native of Peru, imported by Messrs. Veitch

and Sons. It is too tall and stout for the usual bedding em-
ployment of the Calceolaria.

—

(But. Mag., t. oHlT.)

NvcToc.vLos Thomsoni (Assamese Nyctocalos). Nat. ord.,

Bignoniacea'. Linn., Didynamia Angiospermia.—Native of the

Nicku Hills, near Gowahatty, in Assam. A climber ; flowers

white, and 7 inches long.

—

{IbiiL, 1. 5ti78.)

Den-dkobium Bessoni.e (Mrs. Benson's Dendrobe). Nat. ord..,

Orchidacea?. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Native of Moul-

mein, whence it was received by Messrs. Veitch & Sons. Flow-

ers white ; lip with yellow centre and two purple spots'.

—

[Ihid.,

t. 5079.)

Bego.sia Kos.iiFLORA (Rose-flowered Begonia). Nat. ord.,

Begouiaceic. Linn., Monoicia Polyandria.—A lovely, stout,

stemless herb ; native of the Peruvian Andes at an elevation

of 12,000 feet, from whence it was imported by Messrs. Veitch

and Sons. Flowers dark pink.

—

(Ihid.. t 5i")S0.)

Saccolaeium Hdttoni (Mr. Hutton',- ^iccolabium). Nat.

ord., Orchidacea;. Linn., Gynandrid >» uiudria.—Native of

•lava. Imported by Messrs. Veitch & Sons. Flowers rosy

purple ; lip of same colour, but much daiker.

—

(Ibid., t. 5681.)

ViTis HETEP.OPHTLLA (TItnnb.) Var. HUMULiFOLiA (Hop-leaved

Vine). Nat. ord., Vitacere. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.

—

Native of North China and Japan.

—

(Ibid., t. 5(582.)

Camellia, Contessa Laiinia MafT'ii ro.iea.—"In the general

character of the plant and in the build of the flower it resembles

the striped kind, but the colour is throughout of a rich and
peculiarly bright carmine rose—more brilliant, as it appeared

to us, than that of any other variety of this class of colour.

When to the size and quality of flower presented by the ori-

ginal Lavinia Maggi, this lovely and briUiant hue is superadded,

no further praise is needed.

—

(Florist andl'omoloyist.yi., 281.)

NEW BOOK.
The Orchard-House. By Thomas Rivers. Thirteenth Edition.

Longmans.

It is needless to say more than to announce that the 13th

edition of this popular work has appervred, with much ad-

ditional information as to the progress that has been made in

the cultivation of fruit trees under glass since the last edition

was pubUshed. "The vineyard under glass " promises to be-

come one of the most attractive modes of Vine culture from

the simplicity of its treatment, and the success attending it.

At page 142 of " The Orchard-House," we find the following:—

" In The .lotuiNAL of Horticultuhe for November, 1865, page

y.Sl, a verj- pleasing description is given by W. T. Gage, Esq., of

WiUiton, near Taunton, of his vineyard nnder glass, which has been

a source of much pleasure to him. He now writes me (October 10th,

1867). to the following effect :

—

" ' I predict tliat Tine3arda under glass will be more common than

orchard houses, becsnse all amateurs are not good gardeners enough

to make the latter thoroughly successful, whereas the vineyard is much

less troublesiime. is pretty and charming, and yields without fire heat

ripe Grapes from August to .January. The Grapes of 186.5 are far

surpassed by those of this year. My heaviest bunches now weigh

2S OTIS., and the Grapes have been eiquisite in flavour. I seldom

allow more than a dozen to fifteen bunches to remain on a bosh or

jjyramid. To prevent the ground becoming too dry. and to enable me
to leave off watering and syringing when the Grapes begin to colour, I,
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early in May, covered the surface with horse droppinf;?. and on them
placed a slight covering of reeds. This has answered well. All the
shutters are opened before 7 a.m., to get rid of damp, a few are
closed at 10 a.m., and the remainder at 4 r.M., to retain heat. The
syringe is well used till the Vines are in bloom, and aftei-wards as re-

quired, till the Grapes begin to colour. I never allow the leaves of
my pyramidal Vines to touch the glass, as they are apt to scorch, and
besides that, they heep out the light and sun heat.'

" I have only to add to this very satisfactory description, that the
house is 30 feet by 14, and contains nearly forty Vines at 3 feet apart.

" It is the custom here to syringe the Vines once a-day about 6 p.m.
and in hot weather to sprinkle the paths once or twice a-day. This
practice keejis down red spider.

*' The 14-feet-wide span-roofed orchard-house (see page 17), seems
to me the most eligible aud agi-eeable of all for a vineyard under
glass. It should stand endwise, north-east and soutli-west, so that
the sun may shine all the morning on the south-east side, down the
middle about one o'clock, and on the north-west side all the after-
noon,'

GARDENERS' EXAMINATIONS.
The results of the various examinations open to gardeners

are now recorded for the past year. The most successful can-
didate is Kobert C. Kingston, of the Eoyal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, son of Mr. Kingston, gardener to Christopher Sykes, Esci.,
M.P., Brantingham Thorpe, Yorkshire.
At the Koyal Horticultural Society's examination held at

South Kensington in December, ISGii, after two days' e;:amina-
tion in theoretical and practical gardening, he was awarded
the highest honour—a first-class diploma, and made an Asso-
ciate of the Society. At the Society of Arts examination held
last April he was awarded the following prizes and certificates

—viz.. Botany—first-class certificate, with Society of Arts' first

prize of £3 ; also the Koyal Horticultural Society's first prize
of £5. Floriculture—first-class certificate, with Society of
Arts' first prize of £5 ; also the Koyal Horticultural Society's
first prize of £5. Fruit and Vegetable Culture—second-class
certificate. Book-keeping—second-class certificate, with the
first prize of £3 specially given by the proprietors of the Gar-
deners' Cltronielc to the gardener obtaining the greatest number
of marks in practical gardening, coupled with mensui-ation or
book-keeping.

At the examination of the Science and -4.rts Department of
the Committee of Council on Education held last May, the
result of which has recently been issued, in Vegetable Physio-
logy and Economic Botany he was awarded a first-class certifi-

cate and a silver medal ; in Systematic Botany a first-class

certificate, with a silver medal ; also as Queen's medalist he was
registered a certificated science teacher on these subjects, and
presented with a microscope as a prize.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
The December meeting of this Society was held on the 2ud iust..

Sir John Lubbock, Bart., F.Pi.S., President, in the chair. Amongst
the donations received by the Society since the last meeting, was a
beautiful pbotogi-aph of a portrait of the celebrated entomological
anatomist Lyounet. Messrs. W. C. Boyd, H. Druce, H. H. HaUday,
and J. Ince were elected members of the Society.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited a Sumatran species of Thysia (a sub-genus of
Lamian Longicom Coleopteral, which he proposed to name T. viduata,

and 2)ointed out that the T. tricincta of Laporte was distinct from the
India T. WaUichii of Hope. Specimens of the three supposed species
were exhibited, which appeared to us rather to be local variations of

one species. Hfe also exhibited a box of new and very interesting

Coleoptera from Lake N'gami, Ceylon, Sumatra, and Peuang, belong-
ing to different famiUes, of which he read the descriptions.

Professor Westwood exhibited the unique British specimen of Ser-
ropalpus striatus, taken some years ago by Mr. Plant at Leicester

;

also the small globose mud nest of Eumenes coarctata (.\tricomis,

Curtis), which had been found near Keigate in .Tuly, 1800. attached
to a twig of the common Ling. The interior was lined with white
silk, evidently the cocoon spun hy the larva previous to assuming the

pupa state. The perfect Wasji had died in endeavouring to effect its

escape through a small hole it had made in the nest. This rare

species is the only British representative of Eumenes, a very numerous
genns of soUtary Wasps. Mr. F. Smith stated that he bad occasion-

ally found the nest in the neighbourhood of Weybridge, and in the

New Forest, &c. He also exhibited a small block of Willow from
Mitcham, in which within a very small space not fewer than ten

bniTows had been formed by the Leaf-cutter Bee (MegacbUe Wil-
loughbiella), each buiTow containing numerous cells. He had ob-

served that occasionally these cells, which are of the size of a lady's

thimble, are not uniformly composed of a single kind of leaf, but that

whilst the oatcr layers of the case were of green Rose leaves, the inner

ones were sometimes composed of the petals of Geranium, wild Poppy,
aud Ceutaurea.

Professor Westwood stated that some years ago one of the patients

at the Hanwell Asylum biid forwarded to him a small boot, in which
he had preserved and gummed do^vu the leaves of many different kinds
of ])lants which he had found in the garden of the Asylnm to have
been attacked by the Leaf-cutter Bee.

Mr. Trimen read a paper " On some I'udescribed Species of South
African Butterflies," including a new genus of Lyctenidw, to which
he applied the name of Delonura, and which he considered as most
nearly aUied to the New World genus Enmenia. One of the most
interesting of the new species described was a l^apilio, the male of

which resembles the well-knoYvn Papilio Poisduvallianus, whilst the
female closely resembles the Danais Euchcria. He also suggested
that the common P. Merope of Cramer, of which he stated that males
only have hitherto been taken in Africa, is no other than the male
of Papilio Ceneus. whicli m its varieties resembles no less than three
distinct species of Dauais, although it was admitted that in Madagas-
car the female of P. Merope precisely resembles the male, thus pre-

senting a singular instance of compound dimorphism in the female
sex. These observations led to considerable discu.^sion amongst the
members present.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The RoT.iL Hoeticultukal Society's arrangements for

next year have just been completed as follow—viz., Show of

Hyacinths and Spring Flowers, March 11th ; Roses and Spring
Flowers, April ISth; Early Azaleas and Spring Flowers, May
9th ; Great Show, 2nd to 5th of .June ; Special Prize and Pelar-

gonium Show, June IGth and 17th; Rose Show, 30th of June;
Great Provincial Show to be held at Leicester in conjunction
with the Koyal Agricultural Society, July Kith to 21st. The
Tuesday Meetings and Shows of New and Rare Plants take place
on January 21st, February 18th, November 17th, December 15tb,

aud on the first and third Tuesdays in each mouth from March
to October inclusive.

The Royal Botanic Society of London has just pub-
lished its exhibition arrangements for the ensuing year, which
are as follow :—There is to be an Exhibition of Spring Flowers,
commencing March 21st and closing on the 28th of the same
mouth ; and the great summer Shows are each to last two
days, the first Show commencing May 27th ; the second, June
17th ; and the third on July 1st. In addition there will be the
usual Exhibition of Rhododendrons, &e., which is to continue
during the first fortnight in June.

Those who had the opportunity of seeing the large

conservatory in the Janlin rexervc of the Great Exhibition at

Paris will regret to hear that it was completely destroyed this

day fortnight (Dec. 5th), by a hurricane, which levelled it with
the ground. The loss to the owner will amount to 140,000 francs,

or £5600. 'What is, perhaps, as much to be deplored as any-
thing connected with the catastrophe is that all the beautiful

specimens of Palms, which were at the time in the conserva-

tory, are also utterly destroyed.

We have to record the death of Dr. C. G. B. Dadbeny,
Professor of Chemistry, Botany, and Rural Economy, at Oxford.

Dr. Daubeny was born in 1795, at Strattcn, near Cirencester,

in Gloucestershire, of which parish his father, an eminent
divine, afterwards Archdeacon of Sarum, was then rector.

Educated for the medical profession, he practised for several

years at Oxford, but relinquished it in 1829, when he devoted

himself exclusively to scientific studies. Dr. Daubeny has
occupied the post of Professor of Botany within the University

since the year 1834. This appointment is in the gift of the

Royal College of Physicians, having been founded and endowed
by the eminent Dr. Sherard, some time a Fellow of St. John's

College, to which the late Dr. Sibthorp added a Professor-

ship of Rural Economy, which was also held by Dr. Daubeny.
His reputation a;i a scholar and as a promoter of philosophy

is worldwide, and his fame in literary and scientific circles

extends beyond the limits of his own country. He was edu-

cated at Winchester under the famous Gutch ; and when he
made his selection for Oxford he preferred the peaceable

groves of Magdalen, to the classic Wykehamical cloisters of

New College, for he entered as a demy at the former college

at the early age of eighteen, giving certain evidence of his

proficiency as a scholar by obtaining the Chancellor prize for

the Latin Essay, in 1815. He took the degree of B.A., June
1st, 1S14; that of M.A., March 5th, 1817; immediately after

which he diligently prosecuted the study of medicine, proceed-

ing to the first degree in that faculty in 1818, and to the degree

of Doctor in Medicine, January 15th, 1821. Pie was an un-
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deviating patron and admirer of the study of natural science, a
warm advocate of the new studies of the University in that

direction, which his care, attention, and zeal, coupled with ex-

tensive liberality in the liotanical Gardens, over which he pre-

sided 80 long, eminently substantiate.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCnEN GAKDEN.

It may appear somewhat early to offer advice as to the pre-

parations for spring ; but such is the pressure of work soon
after Christmas has passed, that no amount of precaution can
be considered too great where general gardening has to be
carried out according to the high practice of the present day.

The first advice I would offer is to let no alterations, planting,

or other work, interfere with the routine work of the garden.

It is, undoubtedly, proper to plant all that can be planted in

the autumn ; but it is equally urgent to carry on the work in

the kitchen garden and orchard. When such is delayed until

spring there is sure to bo a sacrifice of some importance. All

the pruning, except that of Fig and Apricot trees, and most of

the nailing of wall trees, as well as the training of espaliers,

should be finished if possible by New Year's-day, and the same
may be said of bush fruit. The making of borders or stations

for fruit trees should be performed in autumn—indeed, where
new soil has to be introduced, September or October is the
most fitting time, as the best of soils may be seriously in-

jured by moving them in a wet state. No time should now be
lost, when the weather is unfit for out-door operations, in

going on with in-door work. ^Ul matting or bast required for

the ensuing year should be cut, sorted, and hung up ready for

use. Besoms and baskets should also be prepared. The tool-

house should be examined and put in order, and, in fact, every-

thing of this kind that it is possible to do should be done.
The Mushroom-house, when sufficiently roomy, is one of the
most useful of garden structures. Seakale may be forced

here in constant succession, with as little trouble as raising a
crop of small salads. The old plan of raising a bed of fer-

menting materials over the crowns out of doors, is much more
uncertain and troublesome. Ehubarb can also be forced with-

out difficulty in the Mushroom-house. Nothing is wanted but
a long narrow pit along the bottom of the house on one or

both sides, the top of the pit being level with the floor. It

should be 4 feet deep, and filled in portions, as wanted, with
any hot, fermenting material to within half a yard of the top,

which should be covered with a lid. The Sea-kale or Rhu-
barb should be placed on the fermenting matters as thickly as

it can stand, and then fill in lightly with fine old tan. If

this become too hot, say exceeding 83°, reduce the heat fre-

quently with water, putting a handful of salt in about six

gallons. Chicory roots may be placed in a circle round roomy
pots, and set on the flues of this house. The Lily of the
Valley, too, may be plunged overhead in a fermenting mate-
rial with a temperature of 70° until the blossom-spikes appear,
when it must be inured to the light, but in a most gradual and
cautious way. Early-potted Hyacinths and Narcissus may be
served precisely the same as the Lilies, taking care not to with-
draw them until the pots arc nearly full of roots.

FRUIT OARDEN.
Examine old fruit trees in order that such as are either un-

productive, or bear fruit of indifferent or bad quality, may
now be -cut back preparatory to their being grafted with better
varieties in spring. Deferring to cut large limbs of fruit trees

till the sap is flowing is always injurious. The portions left

die back much farther from the sections than will be the case
if the operation is performed before winter, and canker is also
apt to ensue, so that the grafts are left with an unsound foot-

ing. In heading back large trees, imagine one or two branches,
the result of grafting, to proceed from each stump, and then
cut the limbs so that the new branches may not originate too
near each other. In some cases hedges form the outer fence
of gardens. Quick, more especially, should now bo trimmed

;

dead wood and unhealthy shoots liable to be halt killed by in-

sects in the summer are the consequences of cutting these
hedges late in the spring, and nakedness at the bottom is occa-
sioned by allowing the top to overhang. The sides of a hedge
should slope regularly, like those of a pyramid ; the top can-
not be too sharp. If so managed the barbarous mode of
plashing will be rendered unnecessary.

FLOWER QABDEX.
In this very changeable weather walks requiring turning, or

a coating of fresh gravel in the spring, might now have the
sides or edges adjusted ; gravel might also be had in readiness
for use when wanted. Plants that have been protected during
the frost should again be exposed if the weather continues
mild. Bipe fruit or seeds of shrubs should be collected. Cones
of Cedars, Pinuses, &c., may also now be gathered. Boll walks
that have been loosened by the late frosts, and protect shrubs
from hares and rabbits. After frost examine Polyanthus and
Pink-beds, removing all weeds as soon as they appear. Now
is a good time to collect leaves, which form invaluable compost.
Attend to newly-formed Pansy-beds ; if the worms are trouble-

some pour a little lime water down their holes ; this will speedily

relieve you of their presence. Eemove Polyanthus blooms,
and caiefuUy observe, during a shower, whether any pots are
exposed to drip ; it is equally injurious to the Carnation and
Picotee in frames as to the Auricula.

GREESIIOnSE AND CONSEKVATORY.
The introduction of the Chinese Chrysanthemums having

necessarily caused a disarrangemefat of part of the stock, it

becomes a matter of importance at this time to re-arrange it,

so that groups or tribes may occupy situations according to

their habits. Placing plants for effect should, if possible, be
subordinate to this point in some degree, for what is the nse
of placing plants where they will not thrive ? The Chrysan
thcmums decaying should be cut down, suffered to become
somewhat dry, and removed to cold frames. Those who can-
not afford frame room may secure them in some shed or out-

house for a few weeks, covering them overhead with clean straw
whilst the frost lasts. If they are slightly frozen here it will

not signify, only take care that they do not thaw too suddenly.
All plants should be carefully gone over, removing the dead
leaves and tying-in straggling branches. The surface soil

ought to be stirred a little, and some fresh mould added.
These little points when attended to give a tidiness of appear-
ance, and contribute to the enjoyment of such places during
the dreary season of winter. Be careful not to be caught by
frost. Keep out as much of it as possible by mats or other
coverings, and have recourse to fires only when positive danger
is to be apprehended.

STOVE.

The decoration of this house will depend in a great measure
upon Begonias, Euphorbias, and Lucuha gratissima, although
the latter will bloom in a colder house. These should be care-

fully tied up and placed in the most conspicuous situation. It

is always a good plan, where accommodation can be afforded,

to keep some of them in a colder house, so as to prolong their

season of blooming. Continue to keep up the temperature by
artificial heat to 00°. Beware of exciting the buds of Orchids
before their time, and keep a somewhat drier atmosphere until
the middle of January.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Keep Roses in pots moderately dry until they are started for

forcing. Every fine day the lights should be taken off Ver-
benas, Petunias, Calceolarias, and Pelargoniums, and stop
such as are growing freely, or appear to be drawing.—W. Kkane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Ice-i-oUecti7'(i.—As expected last week, the frost continued

for several days, and afforded an opportunity for collecting ice,

though we did not begin on the Monday, as we ought to have
done, and what we had on the Wednesday did not much please
us, as it was impossible to procure it free from mud—a matter of
importance as regards the future keeping, and also the appear-
ance and sweetness of the ice, when taken out for use in cellar
or larder. For cooling wine and for freezing liquid mixtures, the
quality of the ice is of less importance, but ice cannot be taken
from too clean water, and free from every taint, when it is to
be used merely for keeping things cool that are set upon it, but
which are exposed to the same atmosphere as surrounds the
ice. We have several times, when hard driven, been forced to
take ice from very questionable places, where the water was
such that we would have been very thirsty indeed before we
would have partaken of it, and ice from such water, when it

had been shut np in a box near the kitchen, and begun to melt
again a twelvemonth after it was collected, would be as tainted
as the day on which it began to freeze. It is of importance,
then, that ice should be obtained from the clear water of a pond
or lake, and more especially when it is used for so many delicate
purposes in cookery and confectionary. A lump of clear Wen-
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ham Lake ice may make a tumbler of water in the hot summer
a delicious luxury, but it would be a very different affair if the

ice had been taken from a dirty horse or farm pond, well

coloured with liquid manure of all kinds.

Such ice would be good enough for freezing, and in many
places such is the only ice that can be collected. Our own ex-

perience would lead us to the conclusion, that ice from muddy
water does not keep so long as that from clean water, and in

either case the ice that is collected when a thaw has commenced,
as on Wednesday, does not keep so well as when housed with a

keen frosty air, and one reason of that is, that if great care is

not exercised at the landing place, it is almost impossible to

avoid taking up mud and some decomposed vegetable matter

with the ice, and every bit of such mud, or even a bit of rotten

stick, from the air contained about and in it, helps to make the

ice decay faster than otherwise it would do.

We have so repeatedly drawn attention to the principles nnd

the practice of ice keeping in different circumstances, that it is

quite unnecessary to say more than this to meet several in-

quiries, that unless for mere convenience, we would not think

of making a great hole for this purpose, if it would be more
convenient to have a double-walled house chiefly on the surface ;

and various modes of doing this in regular buildings, and in

makeshifts, have been given in previous volumes. The house

which we generally use is one of the old-fashioned egg-shaped

wells with a long passage to it, and with but a single brick wall,

and a fine lot of ice was left in it, though the well was not quite

filled last year. For some years the ice melted away at the

Bides, leaving a hard wide pillar in the centre, and though we
knew the reasons of this extra melting, we could not manage
to attempt to remedy it until the last spring, and then we only

did half of the necessary work, and we shall allude to this, as

it may be interesting to others.

No doubt when this ice-well was made the top had been
securely covered with a due thickness of earth, but as it stands

in a favourite cover for game, and where provender is always

placed for their feeding, in the course of years rabbits, &c..

had scratched away the earth from the top, and they and the

rats attracted by the provender had so burrowed around it that

the groimd became like a honeycomb of runs, which admitted

the air all round the brickwork of the upper part of the sides

of the well. In spring these holes were filled, the ground
rammed, and from 18 to 24 inches of soil, also well rammed,
placed over the top, bringing it in a slope considerably beyond
the ice-well, and this has kept the well dry, and few holes

have been made except on one side, and it is on that side that

there has been a melting away of the ice this season, though
not so much as there used to be. What we intended to do but

could net manage, after the earth was beaten firmly in spring

and a smooth surface obtained, was to cover it all over with

coal tar, and beat into it an inch of gravel. Then we feel sure

that neither rabbit nor rat would have found an entrance, and
we have little doubt that the same quantity of ice would have
lasted nearly double the time.

It may here be worth while stating, that though ice keeps

remarkaiily well in nicely-covered stacks out of doors, it will

not do so if rabbits and rats are to have their runs all through
it, as then it will soon melt, and we know that these heaps
have had to be discontinued, because where pheasants were
regularly fed rats would become almost as abundant, en-

couraged no doubt by the plentifulness of the food. In many
places such a stack will only do justice to the skill and care of

the builder, when means are taken to keep all such vermin
out ; and the worst of it is, that a fence which they could

neither pass through nor climb, would soon cost as much as a

brick or a stone building. We have seen rats run up upright

wire netting as easily as they would scamper over level ground.

and, in fact, we know of no kind of fence that will keep them
out if they are resolved to enter. One thing baffles them

—

namely, an upright plate of tin or sheet iron from 1 foot to

18 inches in depth, or a coping of the same extending hori-

zontally beyond the post or fence for a width of from G to

9 inches. We once saw a rat run up a stout post stuck in the

ground, more than a dozen times, and turn away baffled,

that post being one of others that supported a bottom frame-

work for a Wheat-stack, and what triumphed over all his per-

severing energy was merely a plate of tin fastened to the top

of the post and extending beyond it 4 or 5 inches. As Wheat
is generally even more valuable than ice, we could not help

wishing that by such a simple plan hordes of rats might be

deprived of the pleasure of doing almost as they liked with

stacks bnilt on the ground.

Tainted Water.—We are obliged to "D. H." for his recom-
mendation of charcoal (see page 449). We had frequently nsed
it for small quantities of water, but never thought of it in the
present case. We will add that a little charcoal put into

Hyacinth glasses wUl keep the water longer sweet, and be of

benefit besides.

Protection.—We should be very sorry if in our desire last

week to lessen labour to amateurs, we should lead them to be
over confident and less careful. " An Anxious LEiBNEn

"

tells us he is afraid to leave his plants in cold pits, covered,

and without air day after day, even in severe weather, and an
experienced person tells him he will be sure to ruin all his

plants. He would like to see whether we practise what we ad-

vise, and as he cannot do that conveniently, would we tell him
what day we removed our covering last week ? Here let us re-

state that such continued exclusion from light in cold, stormy
weather, will only be safe, when the plants shut up are in an
atmosphere too cold to encourage growth. We forget now how
many days our plants, &c., in cold frames and pits were shut
up, but apprehensive of sharp frost coming on Saturday the
7th, and not wishing to have much or anything to do in that

way on Sunday, we gently turned and broke the surface of

the litter on such places, without removing it at all, and
threw a little more all over, as much as we thought would keep
out from l(f to 15° below the freezing point. Between Tuesd&y
night and Wednesday morning the wind changed, and the thaw
came graduaUy. On Wednesday we were engaged with the ice

cart, and were content for one day to let well alone. On Thurs-
day the 12th, we partially uncovered to let in a little light, and
in some cases, as Cinerarias, where the leaves seemed damp,
we gave a little air. On the 13th we had everything uncovered
wholly, and first gave air, and then as the day was fair, and there

was a little dry wind, we drew off the sashes altogether for several

hours, in order that the plants might be well dried, and thus be
prepared for another covering up if a week or a fortnight or

more of severe weather should come. Not a single subject

suffered from the covering up, and the saving of labour when
tbat has to be done with a great number of lights, is very great.

We might have uncovered altogether on the Wednesday or

Thursday, but after shutting up we tbink it safest to give fuU
light by degrees. We suffered nothing from frost entering,

and but little from rats, which found their way into several

places, but at this time they did not meddle even with a lot of

Cauliflowers with good heads, though they did a little injury by
covering some small flowering plants over with the soil from
the holes and runs they made.

Besides exposing by taking off the sashes, we drew a pointed
stick between the thick rows of Calceolaria cuttings in a cold

pit. Hardly one in thousands showed a sign of sickness, from
shutting up, but they were as fresh and green as the day they
were inserted, and though the tops had begun to move there
was scarcely any movement downwards in the way of rooting.

That will be all time enough. AVe shall be better pleased if

they root after the New Year than before it, and for this

among other reasons, that they will stand rougher treatment
before rooting than afterwards. Another reason is, that when
planted so thickly as ours, each cutting having only a space of

l; to IJ inch, if they rooted early we would be obliged to thin

and transplant earlier than we should have time and room for

doing. Let " Dis.^proiNTEn," who fears his healthy cuttings
will never root in the cold frame, throw his doubt to the wind.
They will root all in good time. They will strike last enough
if he give them a little bottom heat, as he thinks of doing, but
they will be none the better of it at planting-out time, and,
again, after they begin growing in heat, they will want more
attention to light and air giving, as there must be no conti-

nuous covering up in frosty weather then.
In frosty mornings and days did a good deal of wheeling.

Proceeded with cleaning, charring and burning rubbish, weeds,
d-c. No better time could be had for collecting BoUs, and placing
all earthenware pots under cover, or at least protecting them
from rain and frost. Cleaned and rolled part of the pleasure
grounds, and did what we could to catch and to drive away
moles, which are threatening to be troublesome. We succeeded
for a long time in keeping them out of our premises by daub-
ing tar in their runs, but they have come in such numbers of

late that we must trap, as, though we have no great repugnance
to seeing mole-heaps on land, or even, now and then, on pas-
tures, as the heaps make excellent top-dressings, we do not
hke to see them on fine-dressed lawns.
Much against our will, we have been obliged to stop the

doings of tomtits, bullfinches, and other birds.—B. F.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—De.embeh 18.

We have very liltk- to report upon liero ; ImsineHs ban not improvcil

nince Inst week, and the wiipply Ih (juil<? nuflicient for all re(iuirement8.

Qood LottaceK from Fruuco are now arrivinR tbrt*e times a-week. As usual

at the approach of ChriHtmas, evcrj?recua are brought to the market liy

cartloatle.

KRDlT.

Apples 4 rieve
(t. d. 8. d

I

'2 6 to 4 I

Apricots do?,. U
CuerrioB lb.

Chestnuts buHb. 8
Onrrants j sievo (f

Black do.
Fip9 doa,
Filberts lb. 1

CobB lb. 1

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, HotbouRe. .1h. !t

Lemoud 100 8

14

fi

Melons ORch
NeetarineB doK.
Oranges lOO
Poacbes doz.
I'ears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums i sieve
Quinces doz.
UaHpbcrries lb.

Strawberries lb.

12 I do per 100

VEGETABLES.

Artichohes doz.
Bcous, Kidney lOU
Beet, Kcd doji.

Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbnco doz.
Capfiicoms 100
Carrots bunch
Caaliflower doz.
Celery bnndle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

e. d. 8. d
U OtoO

I
Leoks bnnch

S
I

Lettuce .... per score
8 Mushrooms .... pottle

fi 1 <; MuBtd.& Cress, punnet
2 (i

I

Onions.... per bushel

8
2 6

H ' Parsley per sieve
8

I
Parsnips doz.

8
I

Potatoes bushel
e

I
Kidney do.

1 I Radishes doz. bunches
3 U

I

Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doa.
Sea-kalo basket
ShaUota lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

u

4

s.
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our stove nearly below the floor level. We merely, therefore, made a dry
cesspool with Itricks round our short horizontal pipe, placed two pieces
of iion across for oar nine-foot length of pipe to stand on, and brick-and-
plastered it up; and by removing a brick or two we can clean at any
time, or take down the pipe and clean it. We kept the late frost out of K
house with this stove, although the house is fully seven times the size of
yours. Such stoves do best with coke well broken, or nice clean
cinders, with a few nodules of coals to lipht. When a fire is needed only
now and then the furnace should be carefully cleaned out with the hand,
and if the ashes are very dry damp them a little. When a fire in severe
weather is wanted continuously and clinkers may accumulate, it will be
desirable to let the fire fall low", and then pour in cold water to cool it,

shutting the door that the steam may go up the chimney before cleanintj
and relighting. When fnirly set going, by leaving the ashpit door open,
you must regulate draught by the openings left there. We find that a
long and slov.- combustion that keeps the most of the heat about the
stove is then kept up by an opening an inch long and a quai-ter of an
inch wide. As to other modes, such as putting a boiler in a shed at the
end of agreenhouse— if, as you say, you must study economy, we would
advise giving a fair tviid to the stovo'first, as hot water is always expen-
sive for such small places. You say you cannot have a flue, though with
that shed at the end of the greenhouse it would surely be as easv to have
a flue as a boiler; and if the levels would admit of it, a five-iiieh-wide
flue nnder the floor, the tiles that conceal it forming thepath, would be
a very simple, efl'ectual, and neat mode of heating the house, and you
would always have a comfortable path in winter. If resolved on hot
water, a small conical or saddle-back boiler will suit you, and then three
three-inch pipes, as you propose beneath your stage, would be ample.
Before we resorted to it, and if we wished to escape all dirt and additional
expense and to use what we had, we would knock out a part of that shed
wall, shorten the horizontal pipe of the stove, place the stove in the open-
ing, surround it with a chamber, leaving onlv access to the feeding place
and the ashpit door, and thus let the heat without the dust into the
house. On the opening opposite the stove in the house we would fasten
a piece of tin or plate iron with a lour-inch-wide opening at the top and
the same at bottom, and we should be surprisedif the heat from the stove
did not difl'use itself over the house. Let us hear, and you will have our
best attention.

Heating a Pit {Man 0/ Kent).—For efliciency and economy combined,
you could scarcely have done better than have adopted the plan recom-
mended to a correspondent on the 2;^rd of May, to which you refer, and have
done all your heating by a flue in such a small i)lace as a pit with four
lights, and in the way there stated. Ev having more openings from the
chamber you couhl easily regulate the heat to the plants on floor or stage,
and yon would have be^n troubled with no steam, &c. As you have made
the pit 5 feet deep, and have bricked trenches on each side for linings, and
hot-water pipes for top heat, we can have no objection whatever to the
arrangement, only it seems a round-about way of efi'ecting the object;
but it will be a good one for obtaining a supply of rotten manure.
If your simple hot-water apparatus cost you little, all well ; but we never
like to recommend hot water for small places, as so much heat is lost up
the chimney. You might have taken vour flow pipes round vour pit for
top heat, and returned them beneath the bed for bottom heat, and thus
dispensed with fermenting material ; but, if you hke the fermenting
material, it is all right. We would not, however, have had the pipes so
near the glass in front. Your moveable frame to use in training Cucum-
bers, Ac., is all right enough, and also the frame for the plants to stand in.
These, though near the glass, will not be subject to injury from sudden
frosts, owing to the air beneath them. We do not quite understand how
your one-inch piping is made into a coil and fixed into brickwork, we
presume to be acted on by the furnace fuel; but your taking this one-
inch coil pipe into the pit and connecting it with two-inch pipe is all right
enough, and so is your twelve-gallon cistern supplying the coil air pipe
for heating pipes ; but it maybe as well to have the cistern eounected
with the bottom of the coil, and the return heating pipe to be fixed to the
coil at its lowest point. You seem to be .able to obtain ixuite enough of
heat

;
from ^5*' to OQ- is quite sufficient for your plants, and 10- lower

would be bet*er than higher in cold weather. You may place the late-
inserted cuttings in the warmest end. Y'ou must make very sure of your
air-escape pipe, and let it go entirely out of the house or pit at an eleva-
tion of a couple of feet higher than vour supply cistern ; and to keep it
clean it is well to bend down the poiiit. The boiling of the supply cis-
tern, the hissing and spitting in the pipes, are the consequences of
having too much fire at the time for such a small place. In such cu'cum-
stances the water in the coil is apt to be turned into steam, and this, if it
do nothing else, will cause an overflow in the pipes and cistern. When
you become used to it you will find that, after the requisite heat is secured,
httle fire heat will bo needed to keep it up. We think what we have said
of the coil and cistern, and especially to guard against a fierce fire, will
remove danger and difficulty ; but unless due care is exercised there is
danger with small coils in such small places. Of course your air pipe is
at the highest point. We do not like the idea of your Calceolarias stand-
ing on the tile floor, 5 feet from the glass. Give them in preference a
cool bottom by standing them on moss or ashes near the glass.

Managing a Fire (J. L. L.).—Wc would have been able to assist
you better as to lighting and managing your fire, if you had told us
wnat kind of fire you used. As you allude to the mode of lighting a
stove, mentioned in " Greenhouses for the Many," wo think vou had
better refer to Mr. Carman, of Newgate Street. London, who supplied the
stove, fuel, &c. From the context we learn, or suppose, that the stove was
a flueless or chimneyless one, had a moveable fireplace that could be
lifted out of the stove, and that the stove was carried out of the house
to be cleaned, lighted, and set burning well, and only lifted in when the
heat was well up. Even then, the writer says, there was an unpleasant
smeU, though the stove chiefly acted as a reservoir of heat, just as a large
earthenware or iron bottle filled with hot water would do, until the water
slowly cooled and the bottle wanted refilling. We are well aware
that the manager of the kitchen fire likes no interference with her domainm respect to taking away five to light stoves or fines, &c. We have
repeatedly stated, that we look on all such chimuevless stoves with pre-
pared fuel as mere makeshifts, and though useful at times, and especially
in airy places, we do not like to recommend, in general, stoves that
require prep;ired fuel, and that have no outlet for the products of com-
bustion. If you have such a stove, as alluded to by you, you can easily
light it out of the house without troubling the housefolk, by using a Uttle
dry straw and shavings, dry wood, and a few small pieces of coal, and

when that is coked and bright, add the prepared fuel. We would, how-
ever, greatly prefer a stove with a nipe-chimney. and then we would use
a little straw, shavings, or paper, and fine-split dry wood for lighting it,

add a few pieces of dry coal, and when burning weD, put on broken coke or
clean cinders. There need be no difficulty in the matter. A small shovel-
ful of bright red coals from a fireplace might save a few minutes in
waiting; but, then, the carrying even that into your house smoking
does no good, and, therefore, lighting the fire at once will often be
the best. Sec other answers about stoves and heating this day.

Daisies on a Laivn (M. B.).—Your lawn will not be injured by uproot-
ing the Daisies at this time of the year.

Crab Tkee Unfruitful (ficotn^).—The causes of a fruit tree blooming
profusely, but yielding no fruit, are too many for us to be able to decide
v.-ithout data on any particular instance. The pistils or the stamens may
be defective ; the tree mav bo overshadowed, or it may be overluxuriant,
ice.

Botanical Nasies (E. J.).—Campanula and Wahlenbergia hederacea
are identical. We know of no other name for the genus Aetrantia ; but
one of its species is now called Dondia epipactis, and another Pozoa
coriacea. Wo have no other specific name for Medicago aativa. A variety
of M. falcata was called M. aativa, with pale blue flowers.

Pond Making {De Foir).—The making of a pond is, as to form, en-
tirely a matter of taste. All that we can assist you in is making it water-
tight. You will first of all excavate for the pond. It is unnecessary
to cart away the soil coming out, as you may throw it up in the form of
a mound, or make two or more of it, and if you wish to introduce rock-
work the mound will assist you. Having excavated the site, making a
hollow of 1 foot, and G feet in the deepest part, bearing in mind that the
water will have a plane surface, consequently the soil must be placed in
the hollows all around, so as to retain the water to the depth required,
you ought to procure a quantity of good stifi' clay. Lay it on in thin
layers to the thickness of not less than 1 foot, ramming it firmly. You
will find full particulars for the construction of ornamental sheets of
water and the plants suitable for these iu vol. v., New Series, pages 225,
2-t7. 251, 312, and 330.

Berberry Hedge (fi. B.).—The common Rerbeny is most expeditiously
raised from seed, which may be sown in beds in sandy soil during March
or April, covering about half an inch deep with iino soil. By autumn
the seedlings will be tit to transjilant, and should then be planted out iu
beds, allowing 6 inches between the rows, and 3 inches from plant to
plant in the row. By the following autumn the plants will be fit to plant
out, or if left another year they will be strong. We are not aware that
it can be readily propagated from cuttings. \ou may obtain two or three
years' seedlings from most nurseries, and plant the hedge at once. The
plants should bo about 1 foot apart.

CoLEU-s Verschafpelti Damping (C. H. itf.).—Your plants of this
Coleus would have been all the better if they had not been left out so
long, or, indeed, been placed out at all after they had become rooted.
Had you potted them off singly in small pots, and given them as much
heat when you had them starving out of doors as you are now giving
them, you would have had a very difi'erent result. We can only advise
you to continue them where they are, and keep them gently growing
during the winter, being careful not to give more water than is sufficient
to keep the foliage fresh. Avoid wetting the leaves, and maintain a tem-
perature of from 55° to B^-.

Culture of Coleus Verschafpelti marmorata {Cambridgeshire).—
We apprehend your plants had, prior to your receiving them, been grown
in a much higher temperature than that you are aflording them, and
they have consequently received a check from the cold occasioned by
the journey, as they no doubt were young plants fresh from the propa-
gating-house, or but recently repotted, therefore kept in heat. Your
only plan will be to give them no more water than is sufficient to keep
the foliage from flagging, and to afford them all the heat you can. They
are sufltriug from cfdd. The temperature you name should be that of
the night instead of day, and the only remedy is to aflbrd more heat, or
a temperature of from 55" to Gt>- at night, and C5~^ by day, giving water
sparingly; but we fear the plants are beyond recovery.

Heating a Tank and Small House {Idem).—The best and surest
boiler for your purpose would be a saddle boiler, which, upon your send-
ing particulars of the size of the tank and length and width of house to
be heated, any horticultural builder could fmnish you with. It would be
necessaiy to name the number of feet of piping, or the temperature
desired, just as you reiiuirc the house for a stove, greenhouse, or propa-
gating house.

Chinese Primulas to FLO''.\'Eit at Citristmas {Eve).—To have these
iu flower at Christmas the seeds should be sown in March or April, in
pots or pans, in a compost of equal parts of light turfy loam, sandy peat,
and leaf mould, adding about one-sixth of silver sand. The pot or pan
maybe half filled with the siftiugs of the compost, the pan I)eing well-
drained, and then fill it to the rim, or to within a trifle of it, with finely
sifted soil. Level the surface and scatter the seeds rather thinly, cover-
ing lightly with fine soil. Give a gentle watering, and place the pots in
a mild hotbed and near the glass, being careful not to overwater, and yet
to keep the soil moist. When the plants are up admit air, continuing
them in the hotbed until they have made two or three rough leaves ; then
harden them off andaemove to a greenhouse, and when thoroughly hard-
cued pot them off singly iu smail pots in the same compost as that
used when sowing the seeds After potting place them in a cold frame,
shading for a few days, and keeping close until they recover the potting,
after which give abundance of air, and keep well 'supplied with water.
When the pots are filled with roots shift the plants intoi^ots a size larger,
and continue them in the frame. When the pots are again full of roots,
the plants should be placed iu their blooming pots, which maybe Cinches
in diameter. It is necessary to have the pots weU drained, and the com-
post somewhat rougher than it was previously, merely chopping it and
making it tolerably fine i\'ith a spade. The compost may cousist of two-
thirds turfy light loam, and one-third leaf mould, and to this may be
added one-sixth each of pieces of sandstone about the size of a hazel
nut, charcoal of the same size, and silver sand. The plants should be
again placed in the frame, and continued there until October, affording
them copious waterings and abundant ventilation, Tvith protection from
heavj' rains ; but gentle showers will be very beneficial, during which the
liyhts may bo drawn oft'. All flower stems as they aiipear may be kept
closely nipped off until October, when the plants ought to be removcdto
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an airy sboU in tlio ^tcodLousc, wbore tbcj will suon Bbow for bloom, and
couio into flower abuut the time yon wisL.

Onoidiuu Lanckanum, O. i,Eui;ocuin;iT, anp Dendrobidm puohel-
LCM CvLTvnr. (Fuhtiiff ).~Tho two Oucidiuma are bent ffrown in pots
two-tlnrd« lllled witb broken pots or crocks, and then filled with a mixturo
of choppfd spii:i^nuni nud llbroim pent, adding a suiull jiroportion of
white Huud. This conip'»*t sbnulU hv uinde rutlier Ilrni, and it should be
raiaad in tlni centro ul tho pot, in the form of a oono above tho rim of
the pot, plnciuK thu plimt or plants on tho top, and covoriug the rootB
with luoiwt pi-ai. The iJcndrohiuni wonld be bcht crown on a block of
wood, Willi, on tho plant side, a litlh- poat on it, covering tho roots
li^btly with i>phaj(nmn, Jirwily Bot^iring all to the block witb copper wire.
The boyt tinio to do this is in spring', junt when the plants uro hcgiu-
ninj^ to grow. They should have a houi-c in sumniiT, or duriuK the hoa-
flon of Rrowth, in which the tenipor;iture is from 6./^ to HO , spriuklinn
with water ovurhoad twice or tbrico daily, and tho atmosphere should
otherwise be kupt moint. Shade from Uriuhl sun should be all'urded
them in sumiQcr, with u moderate snpply of air. When the growth is
made the moisture ou^ht to bo dimiuishod, and the plants should have
more li^ht and air. They should have a boat of HO-' at night, and from
6U to (ifj by day in wiuter, no water being given, except a Bprinkling
occnbioiifilly to kcL-p them frowh ; but on no account have them wet, as
that will oi-cnsion tlio mots to rot, whilst if you givo them moisture and
boat they will start prematurely into growth.'

OKAF'r:vG A Cactus (A. B.).—Yon do not stale the name of the Cactus^

Fnooh (N A Tank.— '• i1f/r<?//" anys—"In the Journnl dated December
5tb, Mr. Vlsh obaervop. that frogs ^oi into his tanks, but they never got
outagai.i. If he will put into the tnnk a strip of wood—say, from 4 to
Inchoy broi'd, he will lind they will go down and have a bath and return

safely withont tbe penalty of Btrtyiny there till death relieves them. The
Btrip should lie m a sluutiug po&itiuu from the edge to ouo side, so that
thoy oan travel up it easily."

STRAWBERitiEs FoK FoKciNG (iB^itiMr).—The sorts of strawberry w©
would prefer for forcing are tho following. Wo name them in tho order
of thoir earlniess:-Bliick Prince, Keens' Seedling, Ingram's Prince of
Wftlea, British t^uoon or Carolina Superba, Ingram's Piinco Arthur, and
Sii- Charles Kapicr. Tho fust two are tbe earUest. Sir Harry ia an

Myatt's Eliza andenlarged Keens' Seedling, and beaijj travelling well.
President also boar carrying well.

Flohists' Fr.owKUs {Countrif J5u;7i/)/:."/j).—Florists' flowers are those
which, by their beauty or frayroncc, power to produce permanent varieties,
and facility of cnltivntion, are so largely in deuuind as to render them
especially worthy of cultivation us an article of commerce. Mr. Gleuny
has justly enumerutcd tho necessary charncteristics of a florists' llower
to be— 1st, The power to be perpetuated and increased by slips and other
modes iudcpcndcut of its seed; 2ndly, The power to produce new va-
rieties from seed, capable, like their parent, of being perpetuated ; and,
thirdly, it must possesB bufficient iuicrest tnd variety to be grown in
collections.

LlLiUM aiONADKLPUtJM (Variety).—Tho variety cnllcd superbum i;s only
ft fine variety of L. monadelphuui. Wo do not know where it can be ob-
tained, although it ia grown in Kow Gardens.

Dehtroyino Cricketb (An Jnxiou:* Inquirer).—Your best plan is to lay
poison for them, and that is readily done by spreading phosphorus paste
on slices of bread in the same maimer as butter on bread, and lay these
at night near their haunts, removing the poisoned pieces of broad in the
morning and burning tlicm. The crickets, if they partake of the phos-
phorus paste, will bo lying dead near it. Being vtry partial to oatmeal,
this may bo given mixed with arsenic at tho rate of 1 oa. of arsenic to
hfllf a pint of oatmeal, adding a little ground aniseed and caraway seed.
If these ingredients be mixed and laid on pieces of paper in convenient
places (at ui^ht only, or where no domestic onimuls havo access), the
crickets will partake of them greedily. You will best succeed by tempt-
ing them with the oatmeal and aromatics only for a night or two before
oflering tUem the poisoned mixture.

Apples for Cold Situation (R. ^ammonfi).—Devonshire Quarrenden,
Early Julien, Kerry Pippiu, Yellow Ingestric, Court of Wiek, SykehouEfl

Basset, and Wyken Pippin. These are all dessert Apples. There is no
separate work on Ooohoberry culture, but you can have *' i'ruit Garden-
ing." from our oHiee free by ]ioi-t if you enclose tive postage stamps \?iUi
your address. It contains fall directions for Gooseberry culture.

Sea-kale (O. C. it.).—Your plants are probably nearly worn out. We
arc unable otherwibc to account for their throwiu^-uptivo or fcix mere leaf-
stalks. We know that old plantations are liabh; to do eo, and tspecially
plants thdt h:ivc produced an abundance of flower-stalks iu iLe previous
season. The only remedy that we know of, is to make a new plantation
of young plant^, and to keep all Hower-stalka cut oil' to within one or two
loaves or their base, not allowing them to flower, much lets seed, under
uny circamstancoH, for upon well-develoi>cd crowns depends the supply
in the eusuiug season.

Six Greenhouse Plants for. Exhirition i II'. H. 3f.).— Six greenhouse
plants to flower at the end of Juno are—Pimclea Hendcreoni, Tremandra
verticillata, Lescbcnaultia Baxteri major, L.formosa, Gcntyllis tnlipifera,
Eriostenion intermedium, and two more to make sure of half a dozen,
Aphelexis macrantha purpuien, and Phceuocoiiia i>rolifeia Uarnesii, all

succeeding admirably in a cool, airy, hght Kreenbousc.

lNTEn.MEDiATE Stooks (.-(ma;^!!)).—Intermediate Stocks are biennials,
flowering from May to June, tl-cy being sown in the Juno or July of tbe
preceding yeiir. The German 'Ten-week large-flowering varieties would,
if sown in spring in a fruuie, flower finely in August, continuing until
late in autumn, and are very desirable. They wiJI suit you, being of
several shades of purple, scarlet, and white. If you wish th«m to flower
in July, the seed should be sown in March on a mild hotbed.

PitoTEfxiNG Peaci! Trees (E. F. ir.).—^each trees do not tlirive any
better if protected with netting from the commencement of winter until
the spring fronts are over. No protection shouhl be attbrdcd until the
buds are fairly open, or the blossoms show colour ; then protect lljem with
uottiug as you propose, lotting it down at night and taking it ofi^ by day,
unless tho days are foggy or frosty, but on no account let it be over the
trees when the sun is bright and powerful. The netting should be fixed

to the under side of the coping and close to the wall. Protection should
be given until danger from frost is past.

Plants Infested with Scale (A Garilfn€r).—V/e cannot name plants
from a small twig; flowers are necessary. Tho leaves and stems are
sulTering more from scale than any specimen we remember to have seen.
Your plant being so fine a specimen, wo sl.ould certainly try to clean it.

Methylated spirits of wine applied to the leaves with a brush would
certainly kill a great many, and you will havo seen what Mr. Pearson
stated at page Sol, as to his success with Fowler's insecticide, which we
should certainly try.

Charcoal Making (IJcm).—You will find this subject fully treated of

in No. 88, Vol. III., New Series, page 701. but tho article, occupying a page,
is too lent: to reprint. You can have the number free by post from our
office for four postage stamps.

Cuttings of Fruit Trees (An Aviateurt.—lS you can induce a branch
or cutting of an Apple or Pear tree to root, it would bear iruit the snmo
as that borne by the parent tree. Very few varieties havo hitherto been
BO propagated.

BoussiNGAULTiA EASELL01CE3 {H. N. E.).~lt is of tho natUTol ordcr
Chenopodiace;e, and Hexandria Monogyuia of IJnnBcua. There is a plate

of it in the"lJotaniealMasazine" for lS37,withihe following remarks:—
" Its native country appears to be near Loxa. iu the Quitiniau Andes,

_
It

is, indeed, a most desirable stove plant, growicg rapidly, and bearing
copious and graceful racemes of flowers, which are deliciouely fragrant.

Mr. Twcedie intrndueed it to our gardens from liueuos Ayrcs. and we
have specimens both from the Glas^^ow and Gliisnevin liotauic Gardens.
Mr. Nivcn observes that the quantity of muciln^-u contained in the root

is quite remarkable, and the bulk of roots produced altogether astonish-

ing. He has one root of not less than -1 lbs. weight. At Glaerevin, in-

deed, it has stood the winter in the open air at the bottom of a wall." It

is propagated by seed*:, and the division of its tuberous roots, and should

be grown in peat and rich loam. Summer temperature GDUoVO'^; winter,

45^ to 55 .

METEOROLOGICAIi OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Yv'eek en<Ung December 17th.

Diir.
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second prize in Class 1, whilst a high commeniiation was all

the award given to the Duke of Newcastle's magnificent pen.
For the larger shows, indeed, I have no hesitation in saying

that two judges are not enough. Year by year entries have
been increasing, but the number of judges has been retained,
and the consequence is, that chicken classes especially are far

more hastily and carelessly judged than formerly. Where two
judges have to award prizes at a large show, I feel convinced a
modification of "An Exhibitor's " idea would give far more
satisfaction than the present procedure. Let the show be
divided, and each judge be responsible for certain classes ; he
will then have more time to give to them, and the very feeling
that he is so responsible, will go far to prevent such slovenly
decisions as we often see. When they have gone through, let

the judges exchange books, and each go through the other's
classes, noting what be may think erroneous. This would not
take long, and whilst each should still be responsible for his
own class, any glaring errors would stand a fair chance of
being rectified, since the same judge might be prepared to see
diSerently after a few hours ; but if both go round together, I

need not say there is often no real discussion, but the strongest
will carries the day.

"Delta " has touched upon another real grievance with
regard to the judging of cockerels. I recently showed one of
the largest Brahma cockerels bred this year (at five months old
the bird weighed 8 lbs.), but he was passed unnoticed on ac-
count of his " raw" appearance. I am sending the same bird
to Birmingham, but although he weighs 9,J lbs. at seven
months, and much of his legginess has disappeared, his hackles
are not yet much more than halfway down his neck, nor is he
nearly filled out in width, and I know my fate beforehand

;

whilst, as "Delta" says, I have birds only five months old
with their plumage fully out, but which will never make half
the bird of the great ungainly-looking brute I speak of, and yet
in fairness I mijst say, that there is more allowance made for
age at Birmingham than almost any other show I know. The
classes are more divided, and this year it was to be a " special
instruction " to the judges to take into consideration the ages
of the chickens as stated in their books. But at most shows
this is not the case ; and even at Bristol, an Exhibition of no
mean pretensions, not the age of a single pen was given to the
arbitrators !

The evils of such a careless system are manifold, but at
present I will only mention one. The conseiiupiiee is, that
prizes as a rule will go to, and eggs and stock will bo purchased
from, not the breeders of necessarily the best fowls, but those
who have convenience for rearing the earliest chickens—a very
different matter.

It is evident that the evil alluded to grows out of the " hurry-
skurry" mentioned before. The labour is great of carefully
considering the ages and condition of the chickens ; the judges
very frequently have not the time, and sometimes not the in-
clination, to undertake it. They are, therefore, either com-
pelled, or they prefer, to disclaim it altogether, and take refuge
in " judging the birds as they are." Exhibitors also must
take their share of the blame, for the barefaced wilful mis-
statements of many of them have done much to bring about
the present state of things.

Yet it ought to be remedied. It may be a pecuhar fancy of
mine, but my idea is. that the exhibitors are the real backbone
of a show, and I feel assured that in the long run, honesty
towards them will be the best policy after all. Mis-statement
of age may be put down by rigorous disqualification in all clear
cases. The other difficulty ought to be met, if necessary, by
increasing the number of judges. No less is due to them, for
their duties are arduous enough already in all conscience, and
not one feather would I add to the weight of an effice always
thankless and often painful. In no other way that I can see
can this growing evil of carelessness and superficiality in judg-
ing be met

; but I do say, that if committees profess to have
"chicken classes," or to hold "chicken shows," they are
morally bound to secure thorough, careful, and painstaking
arbitration upon all the pens they gather together.

I had something to say upon another point mentioned by
" Delta," the " fluctuation of taste " in judges ; but this com-
munication, written in great haste, is already too long, and I
must reserve it for another occasion.

—

Nemo.

the spoils of every contest, testify alike to the progress, as well

as the popularity of the fancy, and proclaim the necessity of

having everything connected with the arrangement of the shows
established on a sound, fair, and practical basis. Nothing will

conduce more to this desirable end than the attainment of as

nearly as possible the uniform award of prizes to the best

specimens according to the generally recognised standard of

excellence. It this can be obtained by an extension of time
allotted to the judges, few would be found, I think, to cavil at

the arrangement, provided only that the time specified did not
entail an unnecessary absence of the birds from their home-
quarters, but surely the object would be better achieved by a
division of labour amongst the judges. At most of the shows
the judging is entrusted to two or more persons who seem to

work in concert, which must occupy as much or more time
than a scrutiny of each pen by a single person, allowing some
time for the conciliation of different opinions as to merit or

demerit which will occur. Whereas, if the classes were pro-
portionately divided amongst the judges a saving of time would
ensue, and the committee would be enabled to select persons
who were breeders and recognised judges of the varieties sub-

mitted to them for their decision ; thus a saving of time wonldbe
effected, a satisfactory award of prizes might bo expected, and
no " additional call would be made on the Society's coffers."

The managers having allotted to the judges their respective

classes for adjudication, would do well to remind them of a
stereotyped rule in every list, forbidding manipulation by the

owners of specimens—viz., " That any trimming or artificial

alteration, &c." At some of the late shows, especially in the
Cochin classes, cocks have been exhibited with their flight

feathers removed, both cocks and hens with artificially serrated

combs, and tail-less, and this without remonstrance from the

judges. Nay, more, they have monopolised the prizes, while
the unlucky owner of a Game or Hamburgh cock who has
attempted the artifice, has been held in contempt, and on his

birds has been executed the summary vengeance of the arbi-

trators. Surely both managers and committees need having
their memories refreshed.

—

Incognito.

The steady increase in the number of poultry shows, the
constant augmentation of new members to the ranks of exhi-
bitors whose names figure in every list of prizes, as well as the
continuance of familiar names which for years have shared in

Having read your note to the termination of the controversy

on " French and English Gardening," I will endeavour to reply

as gently as I can to " Exhibitor's " last communication on
this subject. In doing so I fear I must write more egotistically

than I desire, but it is a matter of self-defence. I was not
aware that I had ever assumed an "cr cathedra " tone in my
communications. I have simply given my impressions ; the

impressions of one who, at some time or another of his life,

has kept almost every breed of domestic poultry. " Exhibitor "

appears to intimate that I considered the Clifton Judges unfair.

I certainly never meant to write this. I believe both the .Judges

to be men of the strictest honour and integrity, and I would
prefer Mr. Hewitt as Judge to any other living. I have such
confidence in him that I am quite certain that had he been led

to examine again his third prize White Bantam pen, for

instance, he would have altered his decision. If two such Judges
fell into errors, it is pardonable in " Y. B. A. Z."
"Exhibitor" declines my explanation of the Brown Red

error. I presume I was correct about the carriage of the cock's

wing, as he does not take exception to that ; whilst as regards

the hen, I do not think the colour " Newmabicet " has given in

the same number would describe her. Probably " Exhibitor "

received a copy of another paper with a critical report of the

Clifton Show. There the hen is described as " smoky." I

presume that means dark.

After " Exhibitok's " cutting up of my dottings, I have
taken some trouble to find out how far my ideas of the birds at

Clifton Show agreed with those of that other writer. I find,

curiously enough, that almost all the pens I noticed were very

similarly commented on with two striking exceptions, to which
I will presently refer. Nay, more, I find that where I went
out of my way to notice a pen that the Judges had not com-
mended, this writer had done the very same, and I think I may
fairly argue from this that my " dottings " were not so full of

"errors" as your correspondent would seem to infer. The
two pens which we appeared to see with different eyes, were,
firstly, Mr. Tudman's cup Cochins. I grant that they were
magnificent in size and colour, but one or two eminent Cochin
breeders agreed with me as to the twisted tail of the hen ; my
own impression, unaltered by anything I have read about the
pen, is that it was very badly so. The other pen was Mr.
Beldon's Silver Polands. In reference to this pullet I can only

say that Mr. Beldon's servant kindly took her out for me, and
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I eKaminoJ her back, aud am quite certain I was correct. I

think I convineoil tlie attendant I was right. I must, therefore,

now leave others to judge of the value and ju.stice of my remarks,

aud apologise for occupying so much space for personal defence.

As to " ExHiniToit'.s " proposal to leave out the judging of

certain classes when there is no time, itc, I feel certain he
will hardly find nuv exhibitor to second it. ^^y own propo-
sition, which Mr. Hewitt kindly noticed, was intended rather

to avoid groat errors, aud need not occupy much time. Shall

I add that to Mr. Hewitt, more than any other judge, we must
look for the correction of the grievous fault of wasting the

time of judging by waiting " for late pens?" This is either the

fault of the exhibitor or the rail. In the former case, exclu-

sion from competition is a just punishment. In the latter case,

damages might, I fancy, be obtained. At any rate it is not
justice on the part of the Committee to favour one exhibitor

at the expense of those who have complied with the regulations.

I think all too-late pens should be so ticketed during the .show.

Committees owe so much to Mr. Hewitt, that I think he may
fairly fay he will not undertake the post unless the time is

strictly adhered to.

A few words to "Delta." Every breeder will agree with
the truth and justice of his remarks, but it may be fairly said

that birds deficient in an important member must, if exhibited,

stand a soiry chance against those that possess the member,
especially when the loss of the member may serve to hide
other defects. It is quite possible that the pen I alluded to,

Mr. Mapplebeck's, might h.ave been first the week previous.

The corupetitors might have been fewer, and other things
might have influenced the decision. I greatly regretted their

po.sition at Bristol, for I thought them a most splendid pair;

liut perhaps that is one of my errors, and I know nothing about
it.—Y. E. A. Z.

BTtonNGHAM SUMMER POULTRY SHOW.
The success of the Show just past should suggest to the

Birmingham Committee the question of a Summer Exhibition,
say at the same time as the Horse and Hound Show. I'rom
conversation with some of the exhibitors, I am led to believe it

would be largely aud greatly patronised by them.

—

Exhieitok.

LIGHT BRAHMA POOTRAS.
I VENTCKK to address you on behalf of my old and valued

friends the Light Brahmas.
It seems to me to be rather hard for Light Brahmas that the

silver cups offered at Shows (to both varieties) are invariably
awarded to the Dark. I know an instance of a Light Brahma
cock belonging to a friend of mine winning eleven first prizes,

and though in most of these victories be competed for a cup, he
never had one awarded to him. If the judges are determined
to give the cups always to the Dark let the Committees honestly
say, "the Light having no chance against the Dark ; we will

increase the number of prizes offered to the Light, and not put
them in competition for a cup they have no chance of winning ;"

or, better still, let them offer a cup to both varieties.

I write thus strongly as I am an exhibitor of both varieties,

and I am not aware of a single instance of the Light triumphing
over the Dark.

—

Aluert 0. Wokthisctox, Xeu-ton Park,
Biirtou-on-Trent.

GAME COCK MUXn^ATED.
I FEEL confident of your sympathy and moral support in

exposing a most flagrant act perpetrated upon the Black Bed
Game cockerel, shown in pen No. 13;t.3, at the recent Birming-
ham Exhibition of poultry. The cockerel has had, previously
to his being returned home, both sickle feathers cut off about
1 inch shorter than the upright tail feathers. They have been
cut with a sharp knife, and by an expert hand. I judge no
man, but suspect the motive must have been selfishness. To
secure a better chance for the Manchester cup it was deemed
expedient to place this bird—a dangerous opponent, hors df
roniltiit.

I ask for the sympathy of all honest exhibitors of poultry,
and with their moral support I will endeavour to counteract
the evil design of the base person who did, or caused to be
done, this vile act. I will exhibit the bird, all being well, at
the forthcoming Manchester show in his mutilated state, bat
otherwise with his inherent tine characteristics of an English
thorough-bred Game cock still present, both in hand and out

of it, and rely vrith perfect confidence on the honourable feeling

of the Messrs. .Jennison to instruct their appointed judges of

Game fowl, not to depreciate the natural fine quality of u bird

they find disfigured for the present only through the wilful

act of a jealous opponent.
Failure in the object intended, together with tho risk of

detection, is, I believe, the best method of putting a stop to

such abominable practices for the future.

Tho bird is sufliciently well-known to all parties interested

to be at once recognised as tho winner of second honours both
at Bristol and Birmingham this year, where his sickle feathers

wero perfectly sound and free from fault.—TnoM.is O'Gbajjy,

lloijnuslon f'icaraije.

[We fully sympathise with Mr. O'Grady, and the Birming-
ham Committee will do well to trace as far as they can into

whose hands the bird was last passed unmutilated. "We think

it would not be safe for judges to award prizes to mutilated

birds. It would open a wide door for the entrance of decep-

tion.

—

Eds. J

ASHFORD POULTRY SHO^V.
Decembeh 10th and IIth.

Thk entries last year were under ISO, this year they were over 300

;

and the Show contained, besides, a larj^eunmber of Pheasaut3, Pigeons,

and specimens of useful and fancy poultry. The interest taken in the

Show by the public has vastly increased, and we should think the pro-

moters of the Show could hardly have auticipated so great a success.

The Dorkiug.'i were again veiy strong, and the merit possessed by
some of them was, we should imagine, almost unsurpassable. Tho
famed Goodnestone breed of liriJgcs Plumjitre, Esq.. and the Saadling
fowls of Col. Deedes this time took first honours, nud well they de-

served the awards. \V. Stuttield, Esq., aud F. W. Pittock, Esq., had
also entries which were highly commended. Some of the adult

Dorkin'j cocks probably weighed about 13 lbs. each, and the cockerels

about 9 lbs. each. The Gamf breeds were well represented, there

being upwards of fifty entries in this class, and several new names
appeared on the list, notably that of 3Ir. .James .Jeken. of Eltham,
who gained four first prizes, and E. K. Rice, Esq., of Tilmanstoue.

The former gentleman eihibited some of the most e.xquisite types of

the breed in the Black and Red-breasted varieties that we have ever

seen ; and the latter gentleman sent most beautiful specimens of Duck-
wing Game fowl. Many of the entries in this class were highly com-
mended, the Black-breasted chickens being noted by the .Judge as

particularly good. Captain Lambert's Rlue and Dun Pile birds

attracted much notice by the beauty of their plumage. The Cochins

were considered by the Judge to be the best class in the show. Some
of the birds were very beautiful in colour, particularly the Partridge

variety exhibited by Mr. Phillips. The Spani.ih fowls were not so

numerously represented as others ; but the chickens exhibited by Mr.
Cork, of Maidstone, were admirable types of the breed. The Brahnm
Piiotra-H were for the most part ver}' choice birds. The Hamhurfihs the

Judge did not consider to be good, although there were thirty pens of

these " everlasting layers." Mr. C. Havers, of Ingatestonc, Esses,

came in for three first premiums ; Mr. Spice, of Kennington. taking

two seconds this year; and Miss Chesshyre, of Canterbory, took a
first prize for SUver Hamburgh chickens. Among the fancy va-

rieties the pens of Crire Caur, IlouiJim, and La Fhcl>e fowls exhi-

bited by Colonel Stuart Wortley were particularly admired by con-

noisseurs. Mr. Bootbhy gained a first prize for a pen of Golden
Fnlish fowls, and he had a i>en of Silver ones which the Judge con-

sidered so good that the Committee voted them an extra prize ; Mr.
Kipping, of Bearstead, having taken tho second. Mr. Pittocks PoUah
chickens obtained a first prize ; but the M'hite-crested ones exhibited

by Mr. Ledger attracted great notice from their grotesque appearance.

There was a large collection of llmif-niis. including most of the known
varieties, and many were very beautiful. The pen of SilM' Bantams
exhibited by Mr. Foord, of WestweU, were much admired ; their

ycUowish-white glossy plumage being very remarkable.

Mr. W. F. Harvey, of Chartham, exhibited some verj- fine Aylesbury

Ducks, and Mr. Barnard, game-keeper. Hemsted, a pen of excellent

Painted Ducks. W. Stntfield, Esq., of Mjstole. was not so success-

ful as last year. The Qe^se wero poor in qnahty ; the Tin-b'ijs were

placed in rather an unfortunate position and could not be seen to

advantage. Among the extra poultry were two pens of a peculiar

variety of tho Wood Pheasant, exhibited by Sir C. Honywood. There
were also Guinea Fowls, Fancy Pheasants, and most of the known
breeds of Pigeons. The following is the list of prizes :

—

DoKKiN.iS (Coloured).—First, Col. Deedes. Sandling Park. Second, B.

Plumplre, O.iodnestone, Wingham. Third, I. Bates, Ivycburch. Fourth,

W. Stutacld, Mvstijle, Canterbury. Chicketu.—F'iTit, Second, and Third,

B. Plumptro. Fourth, F. W. Pittock, Scllindge. Fifth, F. Kipping, Bear-

sted. Commended, E. Rice, Tilmnnstone; F. W. Pittock ; W. Stutfield.

Cocl;.—FiTat, F. \V. Pittock. Second, B. Plomptre. Commended, T.
Perkins, Willesborongh.
DoBKt>o (White).—First. — Butter, Aahford. Second, H. Harms, Ash-

ford. c'/iicHrtnu.-First, R. J. Andrews, AshJord. Second, Mrs. L. Brent,

Buxted, near Uckfield.
Si'AStsH.—Prize, Lady Kuatchbnll, Mcrsbam Hatch. CTiicVcnj.—Firs
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and Second, K. Cork, Maidetone. Third, Messrs. Ashby & Curtis, Staines,
Middlesex. Commeuded, J. Cbitlenden, Mersham'; Rev. F. T. Scott,
Shepherd 8 TV- ell. Cuck.—Prize, B. Plumptree.
CocHiN-Ci!iNA.—First. Miss A. Cristie, GyntVboume. Lewes. Second,

C. Hughes D"Aetb, linowlton, Wingham. Third, R. Pilcber, Oaten Hill,

Canterbury. Chu'lrns.—Fir&t, Miss A. Christie (Buffi. Second. W. W.
Pyne, Souih Lancing, Sussex (BuCF). Tbii-d, F. G. Phillips, St. Leonard's-
on-Sea (Partridge). Commended, C. Hnghes D'Aelh; Messrs. AsLby and
Curtis fBuffi ; W. G. Cloke, Wnltbnm ; R. Pileher.
Brahjia rooTRA.—First, Lady Deriug. Surrenden, Dering. Second,

"W. F.Harvey, Thruxted, Cbartham. Chickens.—First. Messrs. Ashby and
Curtis (Dark). Second, T. G. Ledger, Folkestone. Highly Commended,
W. F. Hll^^ey : \V. E. Thorpe, Smeelh.
Game {E lack-breasted).—First, J. Jeken, Eltham, Kent. Second, A.

Wickharu, Wye. Third, R. J. Sankey. South Hill, near Ashford. Com-
mended, C. Hammond, jun., Swarling, Petham. <'hickens.—First, J.

Jeken. Second. W. W. Pyne. Third, AV. F. Harvey. Highly Cfinimcnded,
Lady Derinp; M. Tomkin, Wittersham; Col. Deedes; R. J. Sankev.
Game (Red-breasted).— First, J Jeken. Second, W. W. Pyue. 'Third,

R. J. Sankey. Highly Commended, Col. Deedes. Chickens.—First, J.

Jeken. Secoiid, R. J. Sankey. Third, T. G. liedger. Highly Commended,
C. Buss, SeUindge. Cop:mended. J. Newport, Elnisted.
Game (White, or any olhf r variety).—First, F. liipping. Second. R. J.

Sankey. Chickens.—First, E. Rice (Buckning). Stcond.Lord St. Vincent,
Godmtr-^ham Park. Highly Commended. K. J. Sankey.
Single Game Cock.— First, E. Rice (DuckTS'iug).' Second, C. Euss.

Highly Commended, H. Harms; J. Jeken. Commended, T. G. Ledger
(Black-breasted .Red)

.

Hambuegh (Gold-laced and Spangled).—First, C. Havers. The Beacon,
Ingatestone, Essex. Second, J. Spice, Kennington. Third, Lady Knatch-
bull. C^.(c/:e;is.—First, C. Havers. Second, J. Spice. Thii-d, F. W.
Pittock.
Hamburgh (Silver-laced or Spangled).— First. C. Havers. Second,

Lady Kuatchbull. Third, Miss Chesshyre, Canterbury. Chickens.—Fii'st,

Miss Chesshyre. Second, J. EaldocU, Aldington. Third, J. F. Jones,
Westwell. Commended, C. Havers.
Polish—First and Third, G. Boothhy, Louth, Lincolnshire (Gold and

Silver). Second, F. Kipping. Commended, F. W.Piitock (Silver). Ciiickctis.

—First, F. W. Pittock (Silver). Second, f. G. Ledger (White-crested).
Commended, Lady KnatcLbuU.
CnivE CffiUB.- First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, Lady Bering.

Chickens.—First, Mrs. Stuarc Wortley, Grove End Road, London. Se-
cond, G. E. Norris, Elmsted. Commended, Lady Dering.
HouDAN.—First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, F. Elliott, Dymchurch.

Cliick€vs—Fiv&ty Mrs. ttuart Wortley. Second, Kev. F. T. Scott. Com-
mended, F. ElUott.
La Fl£che.— Pri^e, Col. Stnart Wortley, Chichcns.—Vvize, Mrs. Stuart

Wortley.
Bantams (Gold-laced).—Prize, E. Rose, Ashford.
Bantam (silver-laced).— Priy.e, G. Boothby.
Baktams I Black, or any other variety).—First, J. Foord, Westwell

(Silky). Second, G. Farmer, Pluckley. Third, Lady Dering (White).
Chickens.—First, Lady Dering. Second, G. Farmer.
Game Bantams.—First, J. Taylor, Folkestone. Second, Rev. G. Ray-

nor, Tonbridge. Third, W. Bring, Faversham. Commended, F. W.
Pittock. Chickens.—'Fhat, Rev. G. Raynor. Second, R. Fowlc, Wingham.
Highlv Commended, R. Fowle ; Mrs. Ranger, Folkestone. Commended,
F. G. PhilUps.
Duces (Aylesbury).—First, W. F.Hflrvev. Second, Col. Deedes. Thir-d,

J. Hart. Highly Commended, C. H. D'Aeth.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, J. Barnard. Hentsted Park. Second. W. Stut-

field. Third, W. J:iCob, Shepherdswell. Highly Commended, W.Jacob.
Commended, W. F. Harvey.
Geese.—First, T. Earten, Leuham. Second, H. Andrews, Great Chart.

Third, S. Pickard. Hotblifld.
Turkeys.—First, J. Foord. Second, J. Enmard. Third, W. J. Ham-

mond, Ashford. Commended, J. Barnard ; Mrs. L. Brent.

The Judge wasW. B. Tegetmeier, Esq.

—

{Ashford Xcics.)

approve the award of snch a jirizc to any but tLe class tlicy prefer;
and most of them can give account of the merits of their bveoils to an
extent that would justify the cumulation of all the frizes on one
pen.

The Spanish were not numerous, but thcj were very gcod—good
enough to enable the prize pens to hold their own at;ainst much
greater numbers. SuiTey is not now a Coclua county, and they are
not carefully bred or shown. There were excellent ^/Y/.i.jd.s of both
colours. It will be easily believed Mr. Pares took botli prizes, and his
own second with Lis celebrated Light birds. Out of tuelve enti'ies

five were distingui.-^hed. Game was very qood ; some exceUent Blacl^s.

Among the Hamburfjhs the Golden-spanpled were deservedly success-
ful. Baidam^ brought excellent Game and good Silver Sebrights.
Here, as elsewhere, the Golden-laced seem dying out. French fowls
are becoming known and recognised. The Variety clf.ts brought
Jluudan., C'rt-rc Ccvur, Breda, and Mav:'- among other novelties.

Aylesbui-y Ditchs were again inferior in numbers cud quality to the
other breeds. They brought but six pens against tJiirteen. Mr.
Burge's Eouens deserve especial mention. The O'ecf'Z aud Tarheifs
left nothing to desire in size, quality, or purity of breetl. There were
ten peus in each class. Lady Margaret Macdonald's Geese and Lord
Lovelace's Turkeys were remarkable specimens.
The Show could no longer be confined to the place in which it was

held last vear, but rendered a large tent necessary. This was com-
pletely Ulied.

The prize list was given last week.
Mr. Baily, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square, was the Judge.

GUILDFORD POULTRY SHOW.
Progress is the motto of the Agricultural Society in connection

with which this Show is held. Like many larger shows, it is one of the

foreiTinners of Christmas, and is in company with fat stock of every

kind. It is not our province to descant on them, but we can but
marvel at the facility with which the oxen cari-y the amount of meat
and the lumps of fat that are put on them. Sheep have the same
happy quality ; but pigs seem more disposed to give up, and they lie,

and wheeze, and pant as if they waited anxiously for the moment of

violent dissolution. One thing, however, woke them up. If a metallic

sound gave note there was any interference with the food trough, a
succession of vigorous shakes and rolls brought them at last on their

all-but-invisible legs, which slowly carried them to their meal. To
note this was our amusement while we waited some time for the

poultrj' to be penned.
Being an agricultural meeting, the wish is to encourage the breeds

that can be most prolitably kept, and that are best suited for money-
makers in a farmyard. Three prizes were offered for Dorkiii(js ; two

of them, aud an extra prize given by Mr. Pares for the best pen of

fowls in the Show, went to Mr. Clift. Twenty-three pens competed in

this class, and nine of them were distinguished by the Judge. Many
of them were very meritorious. We expected no less. Surrey is the

home of the Dorking ; and although the show is confined to that

county, it ought to be a good one in this breed. Having stated that

the firpt-prize pen in this class also took the first and most valuable of

two special prizes offered by Mr. Pares, we would here remark wo are

not friendly to prisies offered for the best pen in the show. We think

the breed or breeds should be indicated by the giver. There is then

on difficulty ; but it is seldom exhibitors Are safliciently agreed to

BARKOW-IN-FURNESS POULTRY SHOW.
The first exhibition of Poultry and Canaries at this town, which has

sprung into importance with transatlantic rapidity, was r.eld in the
Market Hall on the 13th and 14th inst. For a first Show we may
say it was a good one as regards the poultry classes ; it was in all

respects well managed, and the fowls well "and carefully fed. The
prizes were good, being from £1 to £2. We have not heard the
pecuniary result, but we hope it was satisfactoi-y and such as will

induce the Committee to continue the Show.
In the Game cock class there were some very good birds : both

the prize and highly commended birds might be said to be all first-

class. The first-prize cock, belonging to Mr. Brongh, was a splendid
specimen, and the same gentleman's second-prize cock and hen were
also much admired. The Game chickens were a good class. The
class for cock and hen, Any breed of Game, contained fifteen entries,

and all were sold by auction in the afternoon of the first day of the
Show. Adult Spani-^h. only mustered five j)eiis, and young ones seven ;

the latter was the better class, although only a few of the pens were
good ; the cockered in the first-prize pen was an excellent bird, but the
pullets in the second pen were better than in the first ; the coclcerel,

however, was inferior, his face being too shcrt. The \ r;ze Dorlcmgs
v.ere very good, the rest of the class only of moderate quality. The
same may be said of the CocUks. The Llariihur(jh^ were of medium
quality, but there were some very good birds amongst iLtm. and some
not so good as might have been expected. In Any flistinct bi*eed a
pen of very good Silver Polands was first, and a good jeu of Brahmas
second. The Game Bantams formed large class, there being
eighteen entries, and included some ver^' good birds.

The ilonen Dnrh class was very good, most of the pens being above
the usual standard. In Any other variety. Mandarins were first, and
a beautiful pen of Shell Ducks second.

Game (Anv colour).—First. M. W. Stobart, Darlington. Second, J.

Erou^h. Third, L. Casson, Ulverston. Fourth, W. BouUon. fiiKhly
Commended, R. Woodend. Ulverston ; J. H. Wilson ; M. Grnham. Com-
mended. E. Swainson; H. Martin, Ulverston; J. II. WiiSon; K. Pashley,
"Worksop. Cocfc,— First, J. Brousb. Carlisle. Second, G. nnd C. Fumess,
Accrington. Third, W.Boulton. Dalton. Highly Commended, T. Robinson,
Barrow; J. H. Wilson, St. Bees ; J. Hod^json, Bradford Chickens.—First,

J. Wilson. Second. M. Graham. Kendal. Third. W. Boulton. Highly
Commended, T. Robinson ; E. Swainson, Nibthwaite.
Spanish (Black).—First. J. H. Wilson. Second. W. RipJey, Ulverston.

Chickens. — First, H. Wilkinson. Earby. ^kipton. Second, J. Kewton,
^i]sdt^, Leeds. Highly Comnieuded. J. H. Wilson.
DoHKiNGS (.\ny colour). — First. R. D. Hnlt. Windermere. Second,

Messrs. Gunson & Jeflerson, Wbitthavcu. Highlv Commended, E. Leech.
Rochdale; R. D. Holt. Commended, J. 21. Wilson; W. W. Rutlidge,
Kendal.
Game (Black-breasted and other Redsl —First, J. H. Wilson. Second,

T. Robinson. Highly Commended, W. Baldwin, Dalton. Commended,
J. Poole, Barrow; J. Rawcliffe, Harrow.
Game (DucUwings and other Greys and Blues;.—First, L. Casson. Se-

cond, J. Poole.
Game (Any other variety)—First and Second. G. & C. Furness, Accring-

ton.
Cochin-Chiha (Any variety).—Fii-st, C. W. Rrierb 5-. 3I;inchestcr. Se-

cond, J. Pool. Commended, E. J. Schollick. T'lverstnn.

Hambup.ghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles, jun.. Earby, Skipton.
Second, W. J. Harker, Allerton.
Hambuhghs (Silver pencilled).— First. J. Smith, Earby. Second, J.

Preston, Allerton. Highly Commended, W. M. Mann,Ktndal; W.Wilson,
Rawtenstall.
Hasjburghs (Golden-spangled).—First, H. Pickles, jnn. Second, W.

MeMellon, Glossop, DerbysMre. ComKiended, T. Walker, jun., Denton j

J. H. Wilson.
Hambubghs (Silver-spangled).—First, J. Fielding, Newchurch Man-
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i-lioBtor. Second, 8. t R. Ashton, Mottram. Commondcd, H. Pickles,

iunr. : Bowman & I'V'Hron, Whitehaven.
Aky oTlim Distinct Huekd. —First. C. W. Bricrlcy. Second. J. Poolo,

Ulvirstoii. nifhlv CoMimciidid. E. A. Aslionl.y; W. H. Hoilis; C. F.

StuuntoD, Clonilnlkin, nonr Dublin. Commended, Bonrnun & Fonron.

Game B.VNTAJH.— Hrft, It. J. Nicholson. Second, Bowman & Fearon.

Verv Ifiijhlv tJommondiMl, It. Gcrrard, Chowbent. Uiuhly Commended,
M. Kcdhoari, Strickland Gate, Kondol ; J. Poole ; T. Robinson ; G. Majdcs,

Jan., 'Wflver roc. Liverpool; S. Shorwin, Whitohnvon.
Bantamh (At.y other variety).—Flr'^t, S. A H. Ashton. Second, C. W.

Brierlcy. Hiahiy Comnundod, T. C. Harrison. Hull ; N. Cook, Chowbent.
DrcKH (White' Ayleslmrv).—First, Bowman A Fearon. Second, E.

Leeeli. Commended. M. .\tkin«on, Hol»in«ton, Kendal.
Drills (Itouen) -First. G. II. St.itts, H.ich^ialc. Second, .J. .T. Waller,

Kendal. ITiohly Commondcd, T. Dean. Keishley t E. Leech ; T. Robinson

;

(TUnioii & JelTerson ; E. J. Jones, Paton, Whitebaven. Commended, S.

Hborwin.
Dii::< ( Vnv other variety).—First, E. Hutton, Podsty. Second, B.

Woo.Ili.iiHo. ITindpr)ol. Hiiihly Commended. C. W. Brierloy. Com-
monrleil, O. ,t C. Fiirness ; W. Gradwell. jun., Barrow.
Swr.RPSTAKP.s (Gnoso).—Prize, .1. Ormandy, Hindpool. Highly Com-

mended, .1. Hunt. Barrow ; G. H. Stotts.

SwKr.t\^TAKt;rt (Turkey).— Prize T. J. Han-ison, Hull. Hij,'hly Cora-

moudii'!, .1. Hunt ; J. ('owinan, Whitehaven.
Caxahiss iBclKian Yellow).-First Second and Thiid, J. Hant, Barrow.

Hinhlv Commended, ,T. Paxton, Ulvorston.
C'ASAnrKs (Belgian BufT). -First, R. Williamson, Barrow. Second and

Tlilrd, .7. Hnnt.
Cakarika (PiebaMl.—First, J. Eoulton, Ulveraton. Second, J. Paxton.

Third, J. Kellutt, UaiTow.

The .Judge was .1. Dixon, Esq., Clttyton, Bradford. '

YORK POULTRY SHOW.
TiTK elcventli nnnnal exhibition of the Yorkshire Society was hold

in the Cattle Market, York, on the 10th, llth, and 12th insl. There
were njiwards of 4.')l) euti ies of Poultry, PiRCons, and Rabbits.

The followin;; is the prize list "

—

Uor.KlNMS (Any colour).~First, J. White, Warlaby. Second, Mrs. Dale,
Scirborout;h. Highly Commended, G. Pounder, Kirby Moorside. Com-
mended, It. Smith, Norton. Malton. C/iicfcciw.—First, T. Mason, Green
Hammerton. SecKud, H. Bcldon, Goitstock, Binftley. nimbly Commended,
G. Woodhead. Idle, Leeds. Commended, J. Sjtainsby. D.arlington.
Spanish.- First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, H. Beldon. Hisbly

rommendcd, E. Brown, Sheftield. C/irVi-fii-i.-First, H. Beldon. Second,
J. Thresh. ITiKbly Commended, E. Brown.
Coc:iisCniNA ( VcUow or BuO).—First. H. Beldon. [Second, H. Steward,

Bisbopthoi-pe, York.
CociilsClllSA (Any other colour).—First, J. Bell, Thirsk. Second. G.

Calvert, ParlinKtou. Chickfu.^!.—First, T. H. Barker, Hovinaham, York.
Second, W. Bo irpark. .Vindeiby Steeple, Northallerton, lli'jrlily Com-
mended, R. Stratford, Whitby. Commended, R. Loft, W'oodmansey,
Beverley ; H. Steward.
Brahma PoornA.— First, J. E. Legard, Eastborpe, Malton. Second,

G. Pounder. Hijjbly Commended. W. Whitcloy, Sheffield.
GA;in (Bl lek-breastcd cir other Redsl.—First, W. Boyes. Beverley. Se-

cond. J. Watson, Knarcsborout^h. Hit^bly Commended, G. Sutton, York.
Commended, G. Pounder.
Gamb (Duckwinf^s).—First, J. Rennison, nolme-on-Spalding3Ioor. Se-

cond. TI. Ji. .lulian, Hull.
Gajir (Any other varielv).— C/iicittfni*.—Fir.^t. G. Pounder. Second, F.

Sales. Crowle, Bawtry. Iligbly Commended, T. Cleminson, Darlington.
Oomniendod, J. Watson.
HAUBlT.alls (Golden-pencilled .—First, H. Beldon. Second, T. Crookes,

Owlerton. Third, F. II. Dyke, Acomb. Highly Commended, T. Elmer,
Sand Hutton.
Hambcroiis (Silver-pencilled).-First, J. Walker. Second, H. Bcldon.

Third, G. Woodhead. Idle, Leeds.
HAMnCRGiis fOoMen-spancrlcd).—First. S. Burn, Whitby. Second, H.

Beldon. Third, G. Holmes, Driffield. Highly Commended, .7. Walker.
HAJinnnr.iis (Silver-spangled).—First, J. Walker. Second, H. Beldou.

Third. G. Ilnlnics-

PeLHH (Gold and Silver-spangled).-First, Mrs. Procter, Hull. Second,
H. Beldon.
Polish (Any other variety).—First, Mrs. Proctor. Second, H. Bcldon.
Anv FAHSlvAltD o:*. OTUF.n Cuoss.—First, R. Loft. Second, J. Wells,

West Huntingdon.
Gami: Bantams (.Vnv colonr).—First. — Hodgson. Darlington. Second,

F. Powell. Hixhly Commended, .1. R. Robinson. Sunderland.
Bantams (.Vuy other colour).—First. Mrs. Dale. Second, W. Eaj-ncs,

Pickerincr.

Anv Pcre Breed, not PnEviorar.T Classed. — First. G. Hustler,
Stillinffdeet (M-I-vs . Second, R. Loft (Sultans). Highly Commended,
E. Br 'Ku. SheffieM (IToudans).
Toe.iiEYs.-Fir^l. Mr-i. Pale. Second, J. Akbt. Brockfield, York. Hiably

'"ommended, H. M Tthin, Driffield. PeiiKj.-First. Jliss Matthews, Drif-

Held. Second, J. Agar. Highly Commended, W. Stabler, UesUngton,
York.
Gi4E«E.—First. B. Baxter. Skipton-in-Craven. Second, Mrs. Ledgard.

Poppleton, York. Ciunmeuded, Ci. Hustler.

Dtu ;<> (Aylo^burvi — Fir.«l. <i. Huj-ller. Second. O. A. Younc, Driffield.

Coin;aeuded. G. lloMn'^on. Thirsk ; M. Harrison, Warter,Pocklinpton.
Dfi-ics (Roijen).— Fir>t. M. B. 7>e\vin, Sutton Forest, Y'ork. Second,

(.'. Gniham. A-dtjortiuuh. IlorouBbhridce.
DrcKS (.Vny other variety).—First, S. Burn (East Indian). Second, H.

Beldon.
Skli.ixo Class.—First. IT. W. lUinirwotih iGoIden-pencilled Ham-

bargbd). Second, W. Smith. Third, ,7. Kennison (Duckwings^.

PIGEONS.
Caerier (.Vnv colonr).—rorl.-.—First, .7. Hawley. Bingley Second nrd

HiRblv Comm»nded. F. Cros«lev. Elland. i/<ii.—First, and Commended,
E. F.. M. Royds, Grcenhill, Rochdale. Second and Highly Commended,
F. Crossley,

PooTBR (Any colour) —CocJ.—First, F. CroMtey. Second. C. Ckmbnm,
Calls, Leeds. J/en.-First uud Cup, F. Crossley. Sooond, E. Brown,

ShelUeld. , „. ,^.
TuMBLKUS (Almond).—First, C. Cowbum. Second, J. Fiolding, jun.,

Rochdale. Highly Commended, F. Key, Beverley. Commended, F.

Crossley. ^ . *

TcMnLEna (Short-faced, Any other variety).—First. C. Anton, Jnn.,

York. Second, J. Marshall, Driffield. Highly Commended, T. blatters,

Fantaii.s (Any colonr). — First, E. Homer, Harowood. Second, U.

Flolcbcr, Acomb Landing. Highly Commondcd, F. Crossley. Commended,
C. Auton, jnn. tt- , i

Truhpeters (Any colour).-First and Second. K, Homer. il'Khly

Commended, J.J. Wilson, Darlington. Commended, T. C. Taylor, Middles-

borough. „. ,^, „
Bares (Any colour).—First and Second, J. GcU, York. Highly Com-

mended, J. (jell. Commended, F. Crossley.

Jacodiks (Any colour).- First and Cup. J. Hawley. Bingloy. Second,

E. Homer. Highly Commended, J. Thompson, Bingley. Commended,

ToiIbits (Any colour).—First, B. Wilson. Second, G.Fletcher. Com-
mended, E. Homer.
Owls (Any colonr) —First and Second, F. Crossley. nighly Com-

mended and Commended, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale.

Anv other New or Distinct Vabietv —First, H. Beldon. Second, T.

Rutherlord, Tbirsk (Archangels). Highly Comracndeil, T. Watson, He-

worth (FrUlbacks). Commended, J. Mason, Hooker Hill, Eorouglibndge;

E. Horner.
Selling Class.-First. T. Stittcrs. Second, E. Wdson (Croppers).

Third, E. Horner. Highly Commended, H. Beldon; J. Mason. Com-
meuded, C. Cowburn; E.Wilson.

RABBITS.
Lop-EAEED.—i3ucI(.—First and Second, M. Millington, East Pi^de,

Howorth. Highly Commended. G. F. Jones. Bootham. York. Doe.-First,
W. S. Hornbv, Clifton Garth, York. Second, C. Gravi). Thome, Doncaster.

HiRblv Commended M. Millington. I'ommcnded, G. F. Jones.

Lop'-Eared (Yellow and White, or Tort jiseshell).—First, A. H. Easten,

West Parade, Hull. Second. M. Millington.

Lop-Eaued (Black and White, or Grey and White).—FirsUM.Millin^n.
Second, W. Allison, Cneney Row, Sheffield. Highly Commended, S. HaU,
York. _
Huialavan.— First, C. Rayson, Prestwicb, Manchester. Second, F.

Myton, Garden Place, York. Highly Commended, J. Butler, Holdgate

Road, York. Commended. .J. T. Henderson, York.
. j m o

DurciL—First, Second. Highly Commended, and Commended, W. 8.

Hornby, Clifton Garth, York. „ .. ,a
Any othrr Vabietv.—First, A. H. Easten (Silver-Greys). Second, O.

Robinson, Marygate, York (Black and White). Highly Commended, E.

E. M. Hoyda. Commended, C. Rayson
\ prize of £1, given by G. Fowler Jones. Esq.. for the best pair of Lop-

Eared Rabbits, bred and exhibited by any working man residing witbin

five miles of the city of York.—Prize, F. Stainburn. Hi«hly Commended,
J. Spenceley, York.

.Iddges.—/"oa/fn/ : Mr. J. 0. Jolly, Green Hammerton ; Mr. G. Jack-

son, Penley Grove Street, York. 7'iV/<on.i : Mr. S. Bum, East Terrace,

Whitby; Jlr. W. Smith, liecch nill. Halifax. UaUiits: Mr. A.

Cattlcy, the Mount, York ; Mr. K. Dobson, Holdgate Koad, York

;

Mr. J. Oglesby, Micklegnte, York.

LEEDS POULTRY SHOW.
One of the largest shows over held in Yorkshiie took place at Leeds

on the 14th, IBth, and 17th inst. About 600 pens of Poultry and

Pigeons -were entered, and Imd it not been for the Manchester Show

commencing the day after this closed, thus rendering the transfer of

birds impracticable, this number would doubUess have been exceeded.

Giiwr mustered in good force, no less than 120 pens competing

for the prizes offered. In the Single Cock class Mr. Ayliroyd, Brad-

ford, took both first and second prizes, leaving the fine pens of Mr.

Fletcher and the Kev. W. J. Mellor nowhere. In Blacks and other

Keds, however, Mr. Fletcher came to the front, while the cup for the

best pen of Game went to Mr. Nolle, HaUfax, for chickens. The

fowl that esseutiaUybelongsto Yorkshire and Lancashire, liamlmtv"^,

was well represented. In Silver-spangled, Messrs. Eobiuson & Faw-

cett, Baildon, had a splendid pen of chickens, the cockerel being one

of the most i>crfect specimens we over saw, bars, deaf cars, comb, and

hacUo were perfection. Wo need hardly menUon that this pen

carried off the con for Hnraburchs. In Golden-spangled Mr Beldon

still ret.iincd his place, taking the first prize for adnlt birds ard tho se-

cond prizo for chickens : while in the Pencilled variotus he took the

lead, being first for adnlt Silver-pencillcd and first for chickens, as well

as first for Golden-penciUed chickens. BlackHamburghs were almost

as strong at Leeds as at Birmingham. For chickens. Mr. Beldon

was first, whUe the second prize went to Mr. Holt. Middleton Strange

to say a magnificent pen belonging to Mr. Sidgwick, Keighley. whose

pullet was first at Birmingham, was nnuoticea—a fact which we can

onlv account for bv their being placed too hii;h to be seen to advantage.

In birds exceeding a vear old, Mr. Green, of Keighky. showed some

excellent hens, but owing to the cock being out of condition, he only

took second. Dorlriwis were a very fair show ; the cnp went to North-

allerton. SpuuMi kept their ground. The Hon. MiM Pennant

was niain foremost, taking the silver cup for chickens. ( <)cJi«u ex-

ceeded former vcai?. Col. Stuart Wortley winning the cup for adult

birds and Mr. Taylor being first for chickens in the Cinnamon and Buff

class.' while Mr. Sidgwick distanced all competitors in the Any ranety

class. There were a few good pens of I'olanrh shown, but with Mr.

Beldon in the field, his rivals stood no chance.
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In Sucks the Eonen far eclipsed the Ajleabnry, both in numbers
and qnality.

Baidanis were exceedingly nnmcroiis, no less than fifty-five pens of
Game being entered, a fact which may possibly snggest to the Com-
mittee the advisability of either dividing the class or increasing the
prizes. Mr. Entwistle took the cnp for Game, while the Blacks "took
the cup for the best pen of Bantams.

Single Game Cock (Any description).—First and Second, E. Aylu-oyd,
Bradford. Third, W. Spencer, Haworth.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Third, E. Aykrovd.

Second, B. Pashlcy, Worksop. Chi,:kin.i.~V\ist. E. Noble, Halifa.x. Se-
cond, J. Spencer, Halifax. Third, .1. Fletcher.
Game (Wljito and Piles).—First. R. Pashlev. Second and Third, K.

Batcher. Chesterfield. C/ticic/w.-First, R. Butcher. Second, J. Fletcher.
Third, V/. Walker, Gomersal.
Game (Any other variety).-First, H. .lowitt, Shipley. Second, A. K.

Briggs, Bradford. Third, T. Wiloock, Morley. t'fticirn!.-First,;R. B.
Eiley, HaUfax. Second, J. Hodgson, Bradford. Third, W.Bnyes, Beverley.
DoBKiNGS (Silver-Grey).—C;uci(.7is.—First and Second, J. Stott, Pjjch-

dale. Third, .J. Codd, Shipley.
Dorkings (Any other variety).- Cup and First, J. White, Norlb.allerton.

Second, H. Beldon, Biogley. Third, W. Charter, Driffield. ChicU-na.—
First, T. Rogers, St. Helens. Second, H. Eeldon. Thud, E. Shaw,
Oswestry.
Spanish.—First, Miss York, Wighill Park, Tadcastcr. Second, Hon.

Miss Douglis Pennant, Penrbvn Castle, Bangor. Third, J. Thresh, Brad-
ford. C/iict.ns.-Cap and First, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant. Second,
J. Newton, Silsden. Third, H. Beldon.
Coohin-China (Cinnamon and Bnffl.—First, Col. Stuart Wortlcy, Grove

End Road, London. Second, R. White. Third. H. Beldon. Ch'iclens.—
First, W. A. Taylor. Second, Col. Stuart Wortley. Third, J. H. Dawes,
Birmingham.
Cochin-China (Any other variety).—First. J. S. Senior. Second. T. M.

Derry. Chickens.—Yint. C. Sidgwick, Keighley. Second, W. A. Taylor.
Third, J. Horrocks, Middleton.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Pickles, jun, Skipton. Se-

cond, S. Smith, Northovn-am. Third, F. Holliugs. C'AicAcas.-First, H.
Eeldon. Second,.!. R. Jessop, Hull.
Hambdbghb (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Eeldon. Second, H. Pickles,

.inn. Third, W. & J. Bairstow. Cfcickciis.—First, H. Beldon. Second, H.
Smith. Third, W. & J. Bairstow.
Hambdrohs (Gold-spangled).—First. H. Beldon. Second, J. White.

Third, T. C. iE.Newbitt. Cfcicivn*.—First, J. Walker. Second, H. Beldon.
Third, J. White.
Hambdrghs iSilver-sraugled). — First. Messrs. Robinson & F.awcett,

Baildon. Second, H. Boldon. Third..!. Ogden, Keighley. Chickem

.

—Cup and First, Messrs. Robinson & Fawcett. Second! H. Beldon.
Third, J. Walker.
Hambdrghs (Black).—First, ,1. Clegg. jun. Second, W. Green, Keighley.

C;»c»:ciw.—First, H. Beldon. Sscoiid, J. Holt. Third, J. Smith.
POLANDS

( ^ny variety).—First and !-econd. H. Beldon. Third. H. Gor-
nall, Farnley, Leeds. Chickens—¥iKt. H. Beldon. Secend, H. Gornall.
Third, E. Proctor, Hull
Farmi'Ard Cross (Or Any other variety not previously classed).—First,

Col. Stuart Wortley (French). Second, R. White, Sheffield. Third, B. Loft,
Woodmuneey (Sultans).
Torkevs.-First, H. Merkill. Driffield. Second, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Col-

wick Rectory, Notts. Third, E. Leech, Rochdale.
Geese (White).—First. R. Bentley, Finningley Park, Bawtry. Second,

O. A. Young, Driflield. Third, E. Leech.
Geese (Grey and Mottled).— First. E. Leech. Second, S. H. Stott,

Quarry Hill, Rochdale. Third. J. White, Whiteley, Wakefield.
Ducks (Aylesbnry).-First, E. Leech. Second and Third, M. L. Raw-

son, Yeadon.
Docks (Rouen).—First, J. White. Second, T. Honlker, Blackburn.

Third, C. Sidgwick.
Ducks (Any other variety).-First and Second, J. Dixon, Bradford.

Third, E. Hutton, Pudsey.
Selling Class.—First, C. Sidgwick (Cochins). Second, W. Johnson,

Idle. Third, W. & F. Piekard, Thonier (Polands).
Bantams (Black).— Cup and First, T. J. Charlton, Bradford. Second,

W. A. Taylor. Third, J. R. Jessoo.
Bantams (White).—First, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. Second, J. E.

Jessop. Third, W. A. Taylor.
Game Bantams.—Cup and First, W. T. Entwisle, Leeds. Second, W.

Newsome, Holbeck. Third. .7. Crosl.and, jun., Wakefield.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, W. J. Cope, Barnslev (Pekin). Se-

cond, J. J. Cousins, Leeds. Third, G. W. Boothby, Louth (Sebright).

PIGEONS.
Cabriers.—First, F. Crossley, Elland. Halifax. Second, J. Bell, Ncw-

castle-on-Tyne.
Pouters.—First, F. Crossley. Second, C. Bulpin, Bridgwater.
Tumblers (Short-faced).—Cup and First, C. Cowburn. Second, F.

Crossley.
Tumblers (Any other variety).-First, J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Se-

cond, J. Lister, Keighley.
Owls.—First, F. Crossley. Second, J. Fielding, jnn.
Fantails.—First, E. Horuer, Harowood. Second, V/. R. Park. Melrose.
Barbs.—First, J. Fu-tb, jun., Dewsbury. Second, Rev. W. ,7. McUor.
Tureits.-Fiist, J. Thompson. Second, T. C. Marshall, Peterborough.
Jacobins.—First, R. Tliompsou. Second, C. Bulpin.
Trumpeters.-First, J. Firth. Second, E. Horner.
Nuns.—First, H. Beldon. Second, R. Patterson, Melrose.
Dragons.—First, F'. Crossley. Second, E. Horner.
Antwerps.—First, J. Croslaiid, jun. Second, II. H. Artindale.
Magpies.—First, C. Bulpin. Second. E. Horner.
Any other Variety.-First, G. W. Brown. Second, H. Yardley, Bir-

mingham.

E.4BBITS.

Longest-Eared.-First, W. Allison, Sheffield. Second, W. |Newsome,
Holbeck.
Yemxiw and White, and Tortoiseshell.—Medal, First, and Second,

H. M. Maynard, Hyde, Isle of Wight.

Black and White.—First, G. F. Jones, Y'ork. Second, W. AUigon.
SbeBield.
Self-coloured. — First, C. Gravel, jun., Thomo. Second, W. S.

Hornby, York.
Grey and White.—First, W. Newsome. Second, W. H. Webb, inn.,

Bilston.

The Judges were Mr. Teebay, and Mr. Conyers, Leeds, (Mr. Hewitt
being unavoidably absent) for Fuultri/ : and Mr. Tcgetmeier for
Piijcons.

DORKING rOUIiTKY SHOW.
On the l'2th inst., the Dorking Poultry Society had its annual Show,

and the exhibition was a most successful one. It was held in the
assembly room of the Eed Lion Hotel, the most conveuient and
snitablo place that could have been selected. The weather was agree-
able, and this, coupled with the extensive character of the display,
secured a large number of visitors. Altliongh not specifically
announced, yet the Society's chief object is to encourage and develope
the breeding of the several varieties of Dorking poultry, and tliis it

bids fair to be iufluentially successful in. Tlie Society is, of course,
mainly local, hat nevertheless it presented prizes (the most valuable)
open to all Euglaud : and as the Society becomes more known, this

fact, in additiou to the attraction of exhibiting the Dorking breed in
what is commonly looked upon as its native place, and from which it

derives its name, must secure it many others beside local exhibitors.
The general arrangements of the Show were very carefully carried out,
but there was no catalogue.
In all there were 107 pens, giving nearly 330 birds in the exhibition.

The class of coloured Dorkings was the largest, but there were thirteen
pens of Bine Speckled, and twelve of the White variety. The birds
shown were in nearly every case in good condition, and many were
remarkably fine specimens of their varieties. The birds which took
the first prizes in the open classes, belonging to D. C. Campbell, Esq.,
M.D., drew foi-th warm eucominms. The male bird in the first pen
took the prize at the Brighton Show in the early summer, at that at
Ockley lately, as well as at several of the great provincial exhibitions.

A statement appears to have gone abroad that the birds to which we
are particularly alluding formed part of the fine breed lately belonging
to Lady Holmesdale, but we are assured that, although Dr. Campbell
was a purchaser of several of her Ladyship's best birds, those which
have been successful here and elsewhere are Dr. Campbell's own breed-
ing.

Dorkings (Colouredl.—First, D. C. Campbell. M.D., County Asylum,
Brentwood. Second, C. Cork. Third, Lieut-Cnl. Line. Chirhnui -First,
D. C. Campbell, M.D. Second, J. Clift. Third, Lieut.-Col. Lane.

LOCAL PRIZES.
Dorkings (Coloured).-First. J. Ivimy. Second. J. Ivcry. Third, M.

Putney. Highly Commended, E. T. Eeiiuett ; J. Clift. Couimended, A.
K. Barclay. Chickens.—First, J. CUft. Second, J. Ivimy. Third, J.
Ivery. Highly Commended, W. Nell. Commended, T. Cox ; J. Ivery.
Dorkings (Blue Speckled).— First, T.Cox. Second, T. Wells. CInckenx.

—First, W. Griffin. Second, T. Wells. Highly Commended, W. Griffin.
Dorkings (White).—First. Messrs. J. & W. Attlee. Second, Mrs. Burt.

Chickens.—First, T. Sherlock. Second, A. Way. Highly Commended,
C. M.aw; T. Sherlock. Commended, Messrs. J." 4 W. Attlee ; Mrs. Mat-
theson.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First. J. Ivimy. Second, Sir R. A. Glass.

Highly Commended, Messrs. J. & W. Attlee. Commended, E. T. Bennett

;

A. Way.
Ducks (Any breed).-First, — Winter. Second. M. Sutuoy.
Geise.-First, J. & W. Attlee. Second, Miss Matthew.
Turkeys.- First, A. K. Barclay. Second, A. Way. Highly Commended,

Miss Matthew.

[Two competitors. Sir. Griffin, in the class for Blue Speckled Dorking
chickens, and Mr. T. Sherlock in that for White Dorldng chickens would
have taken the First and Second prizes but for the rule against an ex-
hibitor gaining two prizes in any one class.]

The troublesome business connected with the undertalcing was
transacted with energy and ability by the Secretary, Mr. Butcher

;

and the duties of Judge were efficiently and impartially discharged

by Mr. John Wood, of '^''estcott.

—

{Siirmj Adcertistr).

EDINBURGH POULTRY SHOW.
This took place on the 13th and l-lth inst. The following is the

prize list :

—

Spanish.—First, A. Ridpath, Gilniorc Place. Second, W. P.atterson,
Langholm. Chickens.—Fir&t, A. Itidpath. Second, R. Sommerville,
Edinburgh.
Dorkings (Coloured).— First. J. .\llan, Crieffrecbter. Second, T>,

Gellately, Meigle. CVtictcns.—First, J. Anderson, Piuthven. Second. T.
Raines, Bridgehaugh. Highly Commended, Hon. Miss de Flahault, Tul-
liallan. Commended. Mrs. A. Tod. Laurel Bank.
Dorkings (Silver).- Fir.=t, Duke of Bncclcuch. Second, Sir J. T).

Wanchope. Chickens.—First, Duke of Buccleuch. Second, Lady G.
Montgomerie. Highly Commended, Lady Montgomerie ; Duke of Buc-
cleuch ; Sir J. D. Wauchope.
Cochin-China (Any variety).—First, W. R. Park, Abbots j\readow,

Melrose. Second, Sir .7. D. Wauchope. Chickens.—First and Second, W.
Ford, Hardengreen. Highly Commended, W. R. Park.
Brahma Pootra.—First, K. Jopp, Aberdeen. Second, T. Raines.

Chickens.—First, J. Anderson, Ruthveu House. Second, W. R. Park.
Game (Any variety).—First, J. Anderson. Second, D. Hardie, Sorbic
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Ewes, LiinKhoIiD. Chickemi.—Timt nnd Second, J. Anderson. Com-
mended, H. GooJull, Lyou Hnusf, Kirkciildy.
HAMDrnmiH (Silvor-bpuuylcd or Pencilled).—Firtt, W. R. Pnrk. Second,

J. Humilton, Pjiit^U-y.

HAuuL'ituiis (Golden-spnuKltid or Pencilled).—First, J. F. Loveaidgo,
Newark, Nottw. Second, W. 11. Park.
Oaue J1anta:*is,— First, J. Andornon. Scernd, W. Hodgson, Darlin^'tDn.
Gamr }JASTAis (Any otber viiriety).—First, D. Ainslie, CoHterlon. Se-

cond, T. Wntsiui, Lawura Houae, CrielT. Commended. D. AJnalie.
Gkksf. (Any variutyi.—First and Commended, i>uke of Hucelfurli.

Second, B. Douglns, Peffcrmill. Highly Comnu-ndcd, W. Ford, H:ird<;n-

^cen.
Ducks (Aylesburyj.—First, J. Anderaon. Second, A. Robertson, Kil-

mnmot'U.
IlucKS (Ronon).—Firnt nnd Second, J. Andnrson.
Ducks (Any other Distinct IJreed,.— First, Miss do Flalmult. Second,

.7. Anderson.
Tdkkkvs (Sorf.dk).—First, A. Stenhon»o. Second, J. Wilson.
TuRKKVs (Cfimbridge).—First, J. Smith, Grantbum. Hecond, J. Menziea,

Kincardine.
TuuKKVs (Any other Distinct Breed).—First, \V. R.Park. Second, G.

W. Boothby, Holme Cottage.

SPECIAI. PRIZES.
CTab (Any Breed).— J. Andi-rson. Chickens,—T. Raines. Highlnnd

Society.—Pen of Fowls.—A. Itidpath. Kis'hland Society.—Pair of Fowls.
—J. Andorsou. A. Dowell. -CiM^k, Hen. Turkey Cock, Turkey Hen—J.

Anderson, A, Kidpath, J. :sniitb, A. Stenhouse.

NORTH BniTISH COLUMBAPJAN SOCIETY'S
SHOW.

Tins was held at Glns^^owon tlie I'Jth ami 13th inat. The nnmber
of entries was 518, beiu>; many more in nnmber than at any of its

predecessorn. All the speciniena were good, and some were vei^

«u])erior. Wc shall give a detailed report next week.

EXTRA PRIZES.
Members' Cballcnfje Cup (value i.';jn), presented by the Society to the

snoBt sm-ceaHrul Exhibitor in iHGti, 67, aud68.—Gained in 1867 by R. Fulton,
Doptfor.l.

All Oil-pnintcd Portrait of the most perfect Pair of Barbs in the Ex-
hibition, presented hy tho Society.—Ciipt. H Heaton, Manchester.
A Silver Medal, prenented by William Volokinan, Eaq., ns a Special

Prize, for excelleneo of form and carriage, open to all the White, Hlack,
Blue, Red, nnd Yellow Pied eock Pouters in tlie Show, irrespective of age,

but of not less measurement than 18^ inches iu feather, and 6^ inches in

limb.—G. Ure.
A Silver Medal, presented by William Yolckraan, Esq., as a Special

Prize for excellence of colour and markings, open to all the Black, Blue,
Red, and Yellow Pied cock Pouters in tbeSbo*. irrespective of age, but of

f^ood shai>c and carhafje, and of not less measurement than 18^ inches in
feather.— G. I're.

A Silver Mednl. presented by James Grant, Esq., for the best Pouter
Hen in the F-xhiMUon.— .1. Huie.
A Silver Medal, presented by James Muir, Esq., for the best pair of

Ulack Pied Pouters, bred inlHC7; Second l*ri7,e given by a Member.

—

First, J. Macfarhinv;, Glasgow. Second, W. Lightbody, Glasgow. Very
Highly CommendtMl, \V. Liglitbody. Highly Commended, D. Gordon,
tUasgow. Cctumiended. M. Stuart, Glasgow.
A Silver Medal, presented by M. Sanderson, Esq., for the best pair of

Whito Pouters, bred iu I8t'i7 ; Second Pri/.e given by a Member.—First. (5.

Ure, Dundee. Second, J. Grant, Corstorphine. Very Hiyhly Commended,
J. Montgomery, Belfast. Highly Commended, F. Keir, Edinburgh. Com-
mended, A. B. Boyd, F.dinbnrgh.
A Silver Mednl.prc^entid by John Geddes, jun., Esq., for the best pair

of Blue Pied Pouters, bred in IHG? ; Second Prize given by a Member.

—

First. D.Gordon. Second, R. Fulton, Deptford. Very Highly Commended,
A. B. lioyd. Highly Commended, J. Montgomery. Commended, G. Ure.
A Sih er Medal, presented by Jiimea A. Thonins, Esq., for the best pair

of Red Pied Pouters, bred in 1807 ; Second Piize given by a Member.

—

First. R. Fulton. Second, J. Huie, Glasgow. Very Highly Commended,
R. Fultiin. Highly Commended. G. Ure. Commended, J. Macfarl^ne.
A Silvtr Medal, presented by Joseph H. Frame, Es^q., for the best pair

«[ Yellow Pied Pouters, bred in lHfi7 ; Second Prize given by a Member.

—

First. R. Fulton. Second, G. Ure. Very Highly Commended, G. Ure.
Highiv Commended, G. Ure. Commended, R. Fulton.
A Silver illedal. presented by a tViend, for the best pair of Mealy Barred

Pied Pt.uters, bred in ISO"; Second Prize piven by a Member.—First, M.
.btuart. Second, G. Ure.

CLASS PRIZES GIVEN BY THE SOCIETY.
PocTERS (BI;icki.—Ojcfc«.—First and Third, J. Huie. Second, R. Ful-

ton. Highly Commended, J. Montgomery. Commended, J. R. Adams,
Ayr. Jf-m.— First. K.Fulton. Second and Third. J. Montgomery. Highly
Coniuu'udcd, J. Mdntgomory. Commended, R. Fulton.
PorTKUS (Wliitel.-rec^-* —First, R. Fulton. Second, J. Huie. Third,

J. Montgcimery. Highly Commended and Commended, R. Fulton. Hrnt.
— I'litit. J. Huie. Secund, W. Volckmnn, Bishopsgato Street, London.
Third, J. Sharp. Johnstone. Highly Commended, J. Grant, Corstor-
phino. Commeuded, A. H. Stewart, Birmingham.
PnuTKUS (Blue'.— Cocfcji.— First, G. Uro. Second, W. Yolckman. Third,

J. Montgomery. Highly Commended, G. Ure. Commended, R. Fulton.
Urns.—First, A. E. Boyd. Second, J. Montgomery. Third, W. Volckman.
Highly Commended, It. Fulton. Commenaed. J.' Huie.
PocTRjta (Red).— CocA:j.— First, Second, Third, Highly Commended,

and Conimcndcd, J. Montgomerv. Hrn.^.—First, W. Volckman. Second,
D. SUwait, I'erth. Third, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, G. Ure. Com-
mended, J. Montgomery.
PorTKKB (Yellow}.— (!'ocia.—First, A. B. Boyd. Second, O. Ure. Third,

R. Fulton. Highly Commended, W. Vnlokniiai. Commended, J. Mont-
g >me!7. IJcim.—First, A. H. Stewnrt. Birmingham. Second, J. Rutbven,
Olui^guiv. TbirJ, Highly Commended, and Commended, J. Montgomery.

PooTsas (Mealv Barred).—roff*«.—First, Second, and Commondod,
J. Montgomery. Third, J. Walli-O"-. Glasgow. Highly Commended, W.
Volckman. HrnM.—Fint, W. Volckman. Second, J. Grant. Third, J.
Huio. Highly Commended, J. Montgomery. Commeuded, W. XJght-
body.
PnUTERH (Any other markings).— Corka.~~VlTnt, J. Montgomery. Se-

cond, F. Keir, Edinburgh. Third, J. Muir, Glasgow, Highly Commended,
W. Moon, Edinburgh. Commended. W. Volckman. H^jm. -First, K. Ful-
ton. Second, J. Grant. Third, G. White, Paisley. Highly Commended,
R. Fulton. Commended, W. R. Rose, Kettering.
Cakkikrs (lilaek).—Coc*h.—Firpt, Second, and Highly Commended,

R. Fulton. Third, J. Ruthven, Glasgow. Commended, G. Ure. Hent.—
First and Second, R. Fulton. Third, E. Hornor, Leeds. Highly Com-
mended, J. Ruthven. Commended, E. E. M. Iloyds, Rochdale.
Carriers (Dun'.— CorA-s.- First, R. Fulton. Second, T. Colloy, Shef-

field. Third, G. Ure. Highly Commended, J. Montgomery. Commended,
Capt. Mangnall. iffm.—First, Second, and Third, R. Fulton. Highly
Commended, T. Colley. Commendod, F. Else.
Carriers (Black and Dun excepted).—First, R. Fulton. Second, J. C.

Ord. Third, T. Colley. Highly Commended, T. Colley. Commended,
J. C. Ord.
TcMBLEns (Almond, Short-faced*.— First and Second, R. Fulton.

Third, J. Wallace. Highly Commended, J. F<(rd. Commended, R. Fulton.
TUMULEHs (Mottles, Agates, Kitofl, or S^-lf-Colours).-First, Second,

and Third, R. Fulton. Highly Commended, X. H. Stewart, Birmingham.
Commended, G. White. Paisley.

BAUJjs.—.4t(i'f^.—First and portrait, Capt. H. Heaton. Second, Maclure
and Redfoid, Manchester. Third, F. T. Wiltshire, Croydon. Highly
Commended, Capt. H. Heaton. Commended, P. H. Jones.
Fantails.-A Silver Medal presented by James Ruthven, Esq., Glasgow,

J. Smellie, Wishaw. *Second, J. E. Si>ence, Musselburgh. Third, J.

Hawley, Biiigley. Highly Commended, E. Homer, Leeds. Commended,
M. Clelland, Cambusuethan.
Jacobins.—A Silver Medal presented by George Ure. E.sq., Dmidee, .nnd

Third, E. Homer, Leeds. Second, J. R. Rennards,HelenMburgh. Highly
Commendefl, I*. Glassey. Rochdale. Commended, J. Hawley, Bingley.
TuuMi'ETERS (Mottled or Blackl.—A ^ilve^ Medal presented by John

Stuart, Esq , Glasgow, and Third, J. Montgomery, Belfast. Second and
Highly Commeudeil, E. Homer, Leeds. Commended, A. B. Boyd.
TRrMPETERs (White).—A Silver Medal, presented by A. B. Boyd, Esq.,

Edinburgh, C. Bulpin, Bridgewater. Second, E. Horner. Third, W.H. C.
Gates, Newark. Highly Commended. A. B. Boyd.
Tt'RBirs.—A Silver Medal, presented by J. R. Rennards, Esq., Helens-

burgh, J. Fieldiug, jun., Rochdale. Second, J. R. Rennards. Third, P.

H. Jones. Highly Commended, E. Horner. Commended, W. R. Park.
Owls (Foreign).—First. R. Fulton. Second. J. Fielding, jun. Third,

J. Montgomery. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun. Commended, E.
Horner.
Owls (Not foreign).-First, W. P.. Park. Second, C. Bulpin. Third, J.

Bell, Newcastle. Highly Commended, J. ShariJ, Johnstone. Commended,
C. Bnlpiu.
NuN.H.— Fir-jt, C, Bulpin. Second and Third, E. Homer. Highly Com-

mended, R. Paterson. Commended, J. Sharp.
Beards, Balds, and Common Tumblers.--First, J. Sharpo. Second,

J. Percivai. Third, J. Ford. Highly Commended, R. Fulton.
Dragons.—First, J. Percivai. Second and Third, R. Fulton. Highly

Commended, E. Homer. Commended, P. H. Jones.
Any other Variety.—First, J. Montgomery. Second, A. H. Stewart,

Birmingham. Third, A. B. Boyd. Highly Commended, J. Wallace, Glas-

gow. Commended, J. Montgomery.

EXTRA CLASSES.
Cabriers (Black).— Younff. — A Silver Medal, presented by James

Wallace, Esq., (Glasgow, G. C. Holt, Lawton, Cheshire. Second Prize,

given by a Member, J. Montgomery. Third, R. Fulton. Highly Com-
mended, F. Else. Commended, J. Ruthven.
Carriers (Dun).—Yoitn^.—A Silver Medal, presented by C. M. Royda,

Esq., Itocbdale, G. C. Holt, Lawton, Cheshire. Second, F. Else, London.
Third, G. Ure.
Carriers (Black and Duns excepted).—Youn^.-First, J. C. Ord, Lon-

don (Blues). Second, T. Colley.
TDQiBLER3(Short-faced).—You nj7.—A Silver Medal, presented by Wro.N.

Clark, Esq., Glasgow, and Third, R. Fulton. Second Prize, given by a
Member, J. Ford. Highly Commeuded, J. Wallace. Commended, J.

Hawley, Bingley.
BARiJfl.— Yoiini;.-A Silver Medal presented by Matthew Stuart, Esq.,

Capt. H. Heaton, Manchester. Second, given by a member, and Third,
J. H. Frame. Highly Commended, P. H. Jones, London. Commended,
E. Horner, Leeds.

The Judges wero T. J. Charlton, Esq., of Bradford, and E. L.

Corker, Esq., of Croydon.

SILVER-GRFA' DORKINGS.
I c\N, as far as my experience goes, confirm what the Rev.

T. O'Orady states in the Journal of December 12th. I have

bred Silver-Grey Dorkings for nine years, and in no single

instance have had a bird hatched not true. AU depends on
what one breeds from ; if the stock is not pure you cannot

expect pure birds, us many in seeking for extra size used

coloured birds to cross with. The fowls first produced from

such a cross are generally good-looking Silver birds, but in the

next generation comes the stain. lam convinced by numerous
trials that if one breeds from birds that are pure Silver-Grey

Dorkings they will not produce a single bird not like their

parents.

At flome of the shows in the South of Ireland there is no
clasd for Silver-Greys, but I may safely state that the Silver-

Grey have always beaten the Coloured birds. I have on several
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occaeiona shown birds bred by Mr. O'Grady, and in no instance
were they beaten.—A. B. U.

BEES IN NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE.
I HAVE been waiting to see the resnlts of the past season

stated by your various contributors. From what I have seen
and heard it seems to have been, taken as a whole, one of the
worst bee seasons that has occurred in England for several
years, with the exception, perhaps, of the heath districts.

My own experience confirms this, although I have had three
good supers this year. Before I describe them I must say that
my readers must bear in mind that they were in two instances
worked by exceptional stocks, and by an exceptional queen in
the third. A protracted and severe winter was followed by a
lengthened and cold spring, severe frosts and snow continuing
up to the '2.5th of May, at which time none of my stocks was
as populous as I have had them at the same date in April.
Strong stocks which were left last autumn, over 50 lbs. gross
weight, were starving in the first and second weeks of June,
whilst two were broken up about that time to make their combs
serviceable in other ways.

Matters standing thus, I decided to super only three of my
best stocks. Two of these were Stewartons—Nos. 2 and 14

—

with seven-bar framed 14-inch square supers, the bars 2 inches
apart, with guides and waxed bars. These two stocks were the
same as mentioned in " our Journal" of December 11th, ISUfi.
They made similar progress, work not being begun in the
supers until the end of June ; but from thence to the 14th of
July honey was abundant, and those stocks that were of suffi-

cient strength gathered a large quantity. The two Stewartons
kept equal pace with each other ; by the latter date both were
full, and by the 2fith were sealed and taken off, the nett wiight
of No. 2 being 42 lbs. of pure honeycomb, and that of No. 14, a
square glass mahogany one, 43 lbs. of beautiful straight coTuhs,
all perfectly sealed—indeed, it is the best super 1 ever had
the good fortune to have, and this in one of the worst of
bee seasons.

The other aupered stock was No. 3, a ten-framed Woocli'ury
hive, to which last autumn was given a hybridised queen. This
stock in the spring was one of my strongest, so I made an
artificial swarm from it in the last week of May lor the purpose
of inserting in it spare royal cells. It was then supered with
the others. Work commenced on the same day as in the
others, and progressed equally until the 11th of July when,
inspecting the super on that morning, I noticed several bees
with wax scales protruding from their abdomens, and thought—What do they want with wax now that their super is full,

and only requires sealing over ? I left home for a few hours,
and on my return this stock had swarmed and alighted on a
ben-y bueh, which it completely covered. Sweeping the greater
part into a straw hive, I found them of the almost incredible
weight of near 9 lbs. Scarce satisfied, I examined all my
stocks of bees likely and unlikely to swarm, and found that
none had done so except this one. I then carefully weighed a
Woodbury hive, and let the bees run into it. In the course of
half an hour they were settled, and I then found their exact
weight to be 8 lbs. 12 ozs. The largest swarm I had prtvioasly
ever had was, I believe, about 6 lbs. In a fortnight's time
they seemed as numerous as before, and finished the super by
the end of the month. Its nett weight was 28 lbs. They then
had the courage to swarm again on the 31st, twenty days after
the issue of the first swarm, leaving one of those queens
spoken of by the " Lanabkshire Bee-keeter" a few weeks
ago. Her appearance was that of a worker, except having
longer legs. I removed her, and gave them a pure young Li-
gurian queen, artificially raised in June.
From the above it will he seen that I obtained 113 lbs. of

super honey from three stocks and two swarms. In addition
to this, through reducing my apiary to seven stocks during the
past autumn, I obtained upwards of 100 lbs. of run honey
from over one dozen stocks, which I was compelled to destroy,
and of which one alone, an eleven-frame hive, yielded me
50 lbs. of honey. The rest yielded only as much collectively as
that mentioned. It was a strong stock last autumn ; but it never
swarmed, and by the end of August was full of honey through-
out, but with scarcely any brood.

In addition to the two swarms mentioned above, I had
another irom a black stock on June 23rd, and cue from a Li-
gurian, after much manipulating, on the 14th of July.
My stocks for the winter are fairly provisioned, but weak in

bees. The honey season lasted up to the 25th of August ; but
that gathered so late in the season is always stored in the
centre combs, where the brood is hatching. Whether this has
come under the notice of others or not I cannot say ; but I
know that I have before observed it in the apiary of—J. B.,
Bracken Hill.

P.S.—I may state that I have heard of no supers being taken
near here above 10 lbs. in weight this season, nor many even
of these.

FOOD FOR SILKWORMS.
Having a few years ago kept a number of silkworms,

which did remarkably well, and reading an article in the num-
ber for December 5th on the cultivation of the silkworm in
England, and the best kind of food, I write to say, that having
purchased some of the white mulberry trees, I found they
stood the hardest winter, and in a few years became very large

trees ; in fact, much too large for the space allotted them,
and were ultimately cut down. I found the worms preferred the
white mulberry to any other kind of food.—C. L., ll'urrini/PiH.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Comb of Silver-hpangled Hamburgh Cock {Kmland Bnron).—We

cannot speak as to the number of points that would be forfeited by the
defects you mention, not beinpr up in them. In any nrdinni-y competi-
tion the defective comb would at once throw your cocl; out of all hope of
distinction. It is almost a disrjualification.

Plumage of Light Braiuia Pootrar (JWrm)-—Light Brabmna shonlil
be white, Biive a striped hackle, black fiitjbt, and black tail. Wash your
fowls by wiping the outside of the feather with soap and water put on
a piece of flannel, dry them as nearly ns may lie, and then put them near,
but not close to a fire, in a basket with soft oat straw till they are dry.

Dark Brahma Pootra Cock (Doubtful).—We should not mind the
twisted toe. When you say he has some dark yellowisb feathers where
the silvery white should be, you are not sufficiently explicit. We pre-
sume they are on the wing. If so they are a common occurrence; many
have them. We should prefer breeding from a bird without them; but
we should hesitate before we discarded as good a bird as yon describe.

Black Docks (F. S.I.—Labrador, Buenos Ayrean, and Black East
Indian Ducks arc identical. They do not iiair, and even if you get
another Duck yon must put away one drake. They will not only fight,

but it is very likely they will spoil your breeding season.

Food FOR Swaks (Cj//yiu-i)-—Barley and oats are the best food. When
Swans will not feed, they require the com and some meal put in a shal-
low vessel, with sods of grass and gravel ; they will eat that. They want
very little care. (Err).—You must fet;d your Swans on oats and refuse
green vegetables. They will want little of the former if well supplied
with the latter.

Young Exhibitors fG.H. S.).—We can easily enter into the feelings
of young exhibitors when they are anxious to see their names in print
among the most Buccessful. We are careful to print the prize list with
high and ordinary commendations in its full extent, and every name
figures there. This is especially true of the Game. It must be under-
stood when we speak in terms of commendation of a certain breed, it

includes cocks, hens, and pullets, but if we named all worthy of dis-

tinction, our report would be a simple repetition of the prize list.

Houses for Dark Brahmas {Z. L.\—Yon require no straw for the
bottom of your house, even during the hardest weather. Of three daily
meals, two should be sott food. The midday repast should bo whole com.
They require no artificial heat. If you send us youi' letter to "Nemo"
in a stamped envelope ^ e will forward it.

Protecting Bees in Winter (A'orZdriii).—The winter in England is

not so severe as to render it necessary or even advisable to remove bees
from their summer stmds. If, however, it is done, the same precautions
ehould be taken for their well-doing as are adopted in more inclement
regions, where they are placed in apartments from which every ray of
light is rigorously excluded. The complete darkness Mhich is thus pro-
duced keeps the bees from straying from their hives, which are inverted,
and left without floor-bnards in order to insure perfect ventilation.
Moveable comb hives only are not inverted, the same end being attained
by removing the crown-board.

Mahogany Ef.e Hives —'*S. .-f." would be obliged by the "JIidlaxd
CoCNTiES Bef.-keeper" stating (he price of a set of collateral bee hoses,
in polished mahogany, and the address where Ihey can be seen.

Rabbits for Weight (.( Constant .Sii?;,«f?ntfr).—We have seen rabbits
that weighed IG lbs. each ; rabbits of from 9 to Iti lbs. are Inrge.

Rabbits (11. D.).—We think the Hare rabbits the most profitalle. The
Flemish Giant is Iho largest.

Stuffing Bird.^ (Cra-oius).—There is a small volume called "Taxi-
dermy," which may be obtained through any bookselKr.

POULTRY M.\EKET.—DFCEMniin 18.

There i": the n-Jti.Tl lull that iireceiles Clir;sti)ios. ami trade is almost
nominal till the gieat day of consumption is five or six days oil".

8 d. a. d
Large Fowls s to 8 6
Smaller do 2 6 3
Chickens 1 9 2
Geese fi G fl

Ducks 2 o 2 ()

Pigeons f 11

a. d II. d
Pheasants 2 fi to 3 S
Partridges 2 2 i!

Grouse t) u

Uares 2 6 r, n
Rahbits 14 15
Wild do 'J 10
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troubles. So pleasant to cut open a paper and get rid of all

these at once. To many ladies and gentlemen this is not a

business, but a recreation paper. The citizen in his villa reads

it when he has left London and bueiness behind him, and I

hope, nay, know, that we raise or cherish a taste for pure,

simple, healthy, country pleasures in many hearts.

A young London lady made me sad once by her answer to

my question, as to which part of the Park she liked best,

thinking she would answer, The flower-beds ; but she said,

" Oh ! of course, the Drive." Idle young ladies often grieve

me, and remind me of the one I read of in " Nuga; Spring-

fieldenses."
*' An active young lady of Bnrstead,
For work of great usefulness tbiratod :

So she played all the day
Bagatelle and croquet,

And worked all the evening in worsted."

Woman's business is something more than this. There are

high duties and pure tastes, and to these latter I believe we
supply food. Just as gladness and fun are caught from chil-

dren (the only "merry" part of England left), so from the

pages of a periodical devoted to pure recreations, pure tastes

are in turn imbibed or strengthened, and I hope, too, we not

seldom cast a sunbeam over hard business-life.

As to flowers there is in them a marvellously soothing power.

A poor usher shut up in a noisy school-room, and, worse than

that, boy-plagued out of school hours as well, when, as oc-

casionally a better boy brought him a nosegay from his own
garden in the country home, he, the usher, was wont to put it

on his desk—that hard desk, type of a hard life—and glance at

the flowers, and eyeing them was comforted and cheered, and

forgot the horse-and-mill monotonous work of the school.

And the poor servant girl in London saves the half-withered

flowers of the parlour (how old-fashioned I am ! why, they are

all drawing-rooms now), and decorates her kitchen-table with

them, and as she sets at work of an evening looks at them
fondly, for they remind her of the old garden in the country.

" They are flowers of enchantment. What ails her ? She sees

A high hill ascendinj;, a vision of trees.

And a single small cottage, a nest like a dove's,

The only one dwelling on earth that she loves."

We clergymen often witness the soothing power of flowers.

I remember years ago, when a curate, the youngest child in

a farm-house, one of a very large family, lying very ill of

fever for a long period of time. Frequently I saw her, and the

ride became so familiar that I knew every tree, almost every

bird. It was the valley by a river, and I loved to watch the

reed-buntings, with their black velvety heads, springing from

Bulrush to Bulrush, and was amused infinitely by a brood of

long-tilled tits, which ran Indian file up a bough of a tree

near. On coming to the farm, there was always fear as to

whether or not I should find the blinds down, and the house in

mourning. Sometimes, for the illness varied, I had a shake of

the head, at other times a cheery smile. The sick child was
the pet lamb of that large flock, and was tended so carefully

by her eldest sister—woman- grown and old enough to be her

mother. In the long weakness after the fever, a weakness
almost worse to bear than pain, and she was quite deaf too, I

remember how her only pleasure was to have the petals of

flowers put on a little box-lid in front of her, and with her

thin, thin fingers she arranged them in devices, mingling

the colours as fancy prompted. And so the bright garden she

could not visit was brought to her in her sick room, and its

flowers soothed the little sufferer, and what a good and hopeful

sign we all thought was her noticing and loving the flowers

!

We, of this paper, cherish a taste which soothes in sickness,

and we also add to the pleasure which competition always gives

from a schoolboy to an M.P., as we publish the list of awards

at various shows, whether horticultural or poultry.

I would just ask how it is there are not more feather fanciers ?

Surely ladies who excel us in taste might find great amusement
in breeding and rearing Hamburgh and Sebright fowls, and
German Toy Pigeons. All these call for much taste, and are

the perfection of feathered beauty. Birds of weight require

much labour, but birds of feather only taste.

I glance at the now almost past year. We have lost from

the poultry world Lady Holmesdale, a cause for regret
;
yet as

her beautiful stock has gone to various fanciers, they will tend

to widen the ever-extending taste for poultry.

Other things I would say, but it is time I close this paper,

for I am only an errant writer. This I would always remember,

for the science and the direct instruction come from other

pens. To these, and all readers and writers from 171, Fleet

Street, to (Ah! where to? for I cannot tell), I wish a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, and to present all

with these few words, which I deem suitable for this Christmas.—Wiltshire Bectob.

THE MISTLETOE.
That grave old authority. Sir John Colbach, says empha-

tically, " This beautiful plant must have been designed for

further and more noble purposes than to feed thru.ohes, and to

be hung up in houses to drive away eril spirits ;" and we, as

well as our readers, assent heartily, for the said " beautiful

plant " is hung up as an invitation to " good spirits," for we
have what follows from a clerical pen :

—" On the north side

of the church at M are a great many Holly trees. It is

from these that our dining and bed-rooms are furnished with
boughs. Families take it by turns to entertain their friends.

They meet early; the beef and pudding are noble ; the mince-
pies—pecuUar; the Nuts half-playthings and half-eatables; the
Oranges as cold and acid as they ought to be, furnishing us
with a superfluity which we can afford to laugh at ; the cakes
indestructible; the wassail bowls generous, old English, huge,
demanding ladles, threatening overflow as they come in,

solid with roasted Apples when set down. Towards bed-time
you hear of Elder wine, and not seldom of punch. At the
manor house it is pretty much the same as elsewhere. Girls,

although they be ladies, are kissed under the Mistletoe."

So now for a few words on this one plant of merry Christmas,
which has been handed down to us through countless genera-

tions, not as a relic of early Christian feeling only, but as one
which played an important part on solemn occasions centuries

before the humanising influence of Christianity was felt in our
land. But without calling to memory the purposes for which
this mysterious plant was employed in the Druidical age, I

would draw attention to the Mistletoe of the present day, and
its many peculiarities as a plant, differing so widely from others

by which it is surrounded, and on that account it has through all

ages been either an object of veneration or wonder, excepting,

perhaps, amongst the unthinking, who see it in its greatest

abundance in the districts favourable to its growth, and even
they at times must be struck with the different character it

presents from anything else they have to deal with.

The unlettered rustic is not the only one to whom the Mistle-

toe has appeared a puzzle. Those who have esteemed them-
selves authorities in cultural matters have more than once
been at fault in their ideas of how this plant is propagated.

Some of the early writers in gardening asserted that it was
hopeless attempting its cultivation, as the seed must pass

through the gizzard of a bird before it would germinate. This
doctrine, very prevalent at one time, has been abandoned, for

experiments have proved that the plant can be propagated by
other means.

I believe that the Mistletoe is more plentiful in England
than in any other country. I think I have heard of its growing
in the north-west of France, but less plentifully than in some
of the south-western counties of England

;
yet even in this

country it has its favourite abodes, and these are not by any
means those in which the rigours of winter are least felt. The
counties which are said to supply the largest quantities to the

metropolis and other large towns for the Christmas display

are Herefordshire, Somersetshire, Gloucestershire, and Wor-
cestershire, especially the first named ; while to a less extent it

is found near London. Still, the question arises—not easily

answered—Why is not Devonshire included in the Mistletoe-pro-

ducing district ? No doubt it does furnish some,but its reputation

for producing " The Mistletoe Bough " is not on a par with its

cider-making, and I am told that this parasite is there far from
plentiful ; while in Cornwall, where the winter is even still

milder, the Mistletoe is still more scarce, and in what little I

have seen of the orchards of that county I do not recollect

noticing any where the Mistletoe was growing, although the age

and appearance of many of the trees indicated they were in a
condition to support this singular production.

If this parasite is scarce in Cornwall and in a great portion
of Devonshire, as well as in the south-coast counties, I may be
justified in concluding that the Mistletoe does not like the sea

breeze, and that salt air, as well as salt water, is detrimental
to it.

I know of but one locality—the Meiklour woods—in Soot-

land, where the Mistletoe is found ; aud as rave is it in our
northern counties ;' yet the largest plant I ever recollect seeing
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vias in Northumberland, and that upwards of thirty years ago.

It had been introduced upon an old Apple tree growing in

rather a sheltered situation, and it had passed through two or

more winters without any very lieavy snows, and was, moreover,

held too sacred to bo meddled with at Christmas. I by no means
assert that larger specimens could not bo grown near London,
but the universal custom of seeking out all the large pieces

every December prevents the plants attaining the ei/.e alluded

to. Tlio heavy snows of the winter of 1837-38 damaged the

Northumberland specimen mucli ; its low growth and sheltered

position protected it from wind, which also makes havoc in

winter with much that escapes the Christmas depredators in

the south of England, by growing on the tops of Limes and
other slender boughs that may be too high for the ladder at

Land, and too weak to bear the climber.

Of the many species of trees on which this plant introduces
itself I have never yet seen it on the Oak, and the number
of places where it is so grown is very small—one, I think, being

near Kastnor Castle, in Herefordshire. Its rarity on the

Oak certainly does not arise from any lack of specimens of all

ages scattered over the country, and I have in vain looked for

the Mistletoe on some Oak trees we have here beside a circle

of tall Limes, on which it is growing in abundance ; high winds
in winter lashing the tops, bring down the Mistletoe in quantity,

but no growth appears on the Oak. I'erhaps in the character

of a young healthy tree the Lime is more favourable to the

growth of Mistletoe than any other tree; but Mistletoe also

grows on the Mountain Ash while in a healthy state. It is less

plentiful on the Maple, and still more so on the common Ash

;

while the trees that produce the greatest quantity are the
Apple and White Thorn, but usually aged specimens of both,

and these trees, being most acce?3ible and leas affected by winds
than the Lime, furnish the greatest supply.

I have but little to say on the Jlistletoe'a cultivation beyond
what has before appeared in these pages, but to those who like

to give it a trial 1 may say, that if the berries are bruised, and
rubbed into a crack of the bark cf an old Apple, Crab, or Thorn
tree branch, and some simple means taken to keep them there,

they will most likely vegetate. I have known a piece of thin
muslin tied over the place, and by the time that decayed germi-
nation had begun ; the growth, however, was slow for two or

three years, and i.s even so with natural specimens. I believe,

also, that inserting the seeds inside the bark, like budding, is

also attended with success ; but this latter appears to be a less

natural way than the former, for without positively asserting

my opinion of the way in which this plant is propagated
naturally to be correct, I have not seen reason to depart from
that which I put forth many years ago—that the birds which
are fond of the berries, or rather the juicy portion of these,

reject the seeds, which, clinging to the sides of their bills, they
rub them off against any branch they may be perching on.
That the birds do clean their bills in this manner is unques-
tionable, and that the seeds so deposited grow when favourably
placed is very likely.—J. Robsos.

PEARS IN IIADDINGTONSHIllE.
The past year has been a very singular one in a meteorolo-

gical point of view, and the absence of sun and heat in summer
and autumn has been exceptional. The consequent deteriora-

tion in quality of many kinds of fruits and vegetables has been
noteworthy, and the llavour of the former especially has been
much less racy. Amongst the kinds of fruit which have suf-

fered in this respect seem to be the finer varieties of Pears ; and
it has occurred to me that if your correspondents in different

localities were to record shortly in your columns the results of

their observations of the effects of the past season, it might
not only be interesting but useful to persons in those districts

leas favoured by climate, by enabling them to choose for culti-

vation those kinds less affected by unfavourable seasons. In
my own small garden I have had fruit this year on the follow-

ing kinds, and I give the result of u careful criticism of their

flavour, &c., by myself and friends.

Beurro d'.Vmaulis.—Fruit of good size, well ripened, but
flavour flat.

Urbaniste.— Smaller than usual, flavourless, and devoid of
the usual sprightly juice.

Beurru de Capiaumont.—Small, and not np to the mark in
flavour, but better than the preceding.
Eyewood.—Pretty good.

Maiechol dela Cour.—Fruit large, and more like itseli in

appearance and flavour than the others. A most excellent

Pear.

Beurru Diel.—Small, cracked, and deficient in flavoitr.

Crasanne.—Small, and poor in flavour.

Duchesse d'Angonlime.—Ditto, ditto.

Easter Beurrc.—Not yet ripe, but below the usual size.

Peaches and Nectarines even in orchard bouse had less brisk-

ness of llavour than in ordinary seasons. The best of the
latter decidedly is Itivers's Queen Victoria, a most delicious

fruit.

—

John Fkrme, lluddinpton.

CARTHOIIPE COTTAGERS' IMPROVEMENT
SOCIETY, AND ITS RESULTS.

" What a fuss about striking Mrs. Pollock ! " was the quiet

observation made by a cottager to mo the other evening, in the
reading-room of the secluded agricultural village of Carthorpe,

near Bedale, in Yorkshire. " Why, really, I had a plant this

season from which I cut slips, and stuck them out in my
garden, without any protection or preparation, only giving

them a stamp by the side with my heel, and they all made fine

plants." " Just so, my friend, the methods of propagating
Mrs. Pollock are as easy and as numerous as to increase Tom
Thumb from single eyes to high branches, if you like ; but the
man who understands the nature of plants will always succeed

best, be the season of the year that ho attempts it when it

may."
My object in writing ia not Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium alone,

but the circumstance called to my mind what has been done in

this village in a short time, and I wish to induce others to do
likewise.

Here we have the privilege of reading your, and other
journols, besides volumes connected with gardening, chemistry,
botany, zoology, and the like, all through the liberality of G. J.

Sergeantson, Esq., CamphUl. Wo are supplied with a com-
fortable fire and light five nights in the week, from five till

nine. This is well deserving of imitation by those who wisk
to elevate the working man in our rural districts.

One of the many benefits which have arisen, is the formation
of what we call our Cottagers' Mutual Improvement Society,

formed for the express purpose of encouraging that class in the
cultivation of their gardens. This Society has now been in ex-

istence six years, and each year has shown a marked improve-
ment in the produce, and so decidedly good is some of it, that

our cottagers are venturing abroad to a few of the leading shows.
One boasts that he has taken the first prize with Potatoes at

one exhibition, and with the same four first prizes at the great

north shows, and could discuss for an hour the merits of most
of the leading sorts, amongst which you might hear that Milky
White was a fine sort, if it was not so subject to disease, bnt,

he says, " Early Oxford and Fairy Queen, are the sorts for me
amongst rounds. The latter is particularly fine, eyes level."

Another cottager as confidently asserts he can from Hands-
worth, with good cultivation, and Lapstone Kidney, show both
round and kidney-shaped tubers with a fair prospect of success,

and creates some mirth as to being able to " come over " the
judges in this matter

;
judges who frequently, as he says,

write in the gardening papers, and who gave the first prize to his
spring-sown Onions for winter ones, at one of those " so-called

great exhibitions," as he styles them. The prizes being equal
he did not care ; but have they not lost caste in his eyes ?

Marvellously fine Onions, but fine as they were he intends to

have still larger ones, for with his own practice and that of

others communicated through the Journal, and having been
studying to discover what is food for them, ho finds potash to

be one of the principal ingredients. So I leave him among
the books, leaiuing what potash is, a sure way to get a step

higher in the estimation of his rivals, some of whom would
tell your readers they had been deceived wit h the Nune-
ham Park Onion, but that White Spanish, its prototype, and
Danvevs, " are the sorts for them. ' They especially prefer the
latter for August 10th, about the time of our show.
The improvement perceptible is not confined to vegetables,

but fruit and flowers are also cared for in a manner scarcely

expected by the Society's promoters—a fact worth mentioning.
The Society gives a prize for border flowers. The word border

not being found definite enough, such phrases as herbaceoof

,

annual, perennial, &c., are quite common, with smatterings of

botanical knowledge. Surely this must bo the right path, in-

stead of to the village alehouse.

The Rose is made to bloom on what was desert or waste, and
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what were cheerless plots are now gardens filled in autumn with
blooming Chrysanthemums, and early in spring with Crocuses,
Tulips, Snowdrops, A-c. When the exhibition day comes
round—a sort of gala, which has nearly done away with the old

riotous feast, held earlier—friends meet, and are greeted with
" Come and look at my garden before we go to the show field,

for there is one consolation, if my Ganliflowers are not to be
first to-day, the best being too early, we have had the pleasure
of eating them, and I have learned to grow, and know the uses
of many things which were only in the gardens of the wealthy.

When we go in to dinner you will taste my Cucumbers, and the
Celery, which must take the first prize to-day. I can have a
bouquet, too, to please the wife and children."

And here I may say is a decided improvement in taste since
the commencement of our Society, and the only drawback, if it

may be called such, to our pleasure, as we walk round the laden
tables in the spacious tent, is the sly query, " Will the Squire
find fault with his professional for not being able to produce
sueli vegetables ?

"

—

Unit.

MR. SALTER'S CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
" Tod will be disappointed at Mr. Salter's," was said to me

two weeks ago by one who had been there, when the rain,

sleet, and snow were coming down, and making London aboirt
as miserable and filthy as I ever saw it look. It was enough
to damp one who did not feel in very ft ver heat that day. But
I did not like to forego my annual visit ; and so, having ac-

compliuhed the business which brought me to town, I started
off for Hammersmith. And right glad I was ; for, far from
being disappointed, I saw such a treat in Chrysanthemums as
I had not seen for some years. Let me not be mistaken.
There is no doubt that this is an especially bad season for this
flower ; no doubt, too, that owing to Mr. Salter having been
obliged to use fire heat the beauty of many of his flowers had
faded, and the winter garden as a whole was not nearly so
attractive as usual ; but the feature that gave me so niuch
pleasure, and which opened out to me vistas of still greater
enjoyment, was the large quantity of new Japanese Chrysan-
themums which iUr. Salter has succeeded in raising. But of
these more presently.

The present is the most unfavourable season for Chrysan-
themums that we have had for many years ; indeed, Mr. Salter
says the most so that he ever remembers. They seemed, he
said, to do well until the month of September, but after that
they appear never to have moved at all. November, which
•with us at the seaside was a fine month, was in Hammersmith
a very dreary one—no sunlight ; dark, foggy days, and as a
oonaequence the Chrysanthemums would not open ; and the
application of fire heat to malie up the deficiency of sunlight
has, as I have said, not improved them. Still there were some
very fine flowers to be seen—some which will please the most
fastidious exhibitor, others which have the charm of novelty,
and others which will make pretty decorative plants. There
were also some of last year's flowers which were unmistake-
ably good. Of these I would mention Cadic's Perfection, a
bright red, with orange back to the " petals " (as one must
call them, though properly florets), a fine incurved flower

;

Dr. Lindley, dark orange with amber centre, a broad-petalled,
incurved flower ; Fingal, a rosy lilac, very broad petals; Lady
Talfourd, quite a gem, rosy lilac with silvery back, not very
large, but one of the neatest and prettiest flowers ever raised

;

Mrs. Heale, a fine white sport of Princess of Wales ; Ossian,
large, rose, incurved flower, very double ; Prospero, dark purple

;

andPurpureum elegans, quite a novelty in colour, rich purplish
violet. Among Pompons Madge Wildfire, bright red with large
golden tips, very novel and pretty ; St. Jlichael, a dwarf
Jardin des Plantes

; Little Kate, blush with crimson centre ; and
The Countess, blush lilac, very neat, are excellent additions to
our lists.

Of the flowers of the present season to be sent out in the
spring. Lord Derby, a fine dark purple, is the premier flower,

and will be eagerly sought after by exhibitors, as it incurves
completely, and needs no dressing. Princess Beatrice is a Cue
flower raised by Mr. Wyness, gardener at Buckingham Palace,
a sUvery lilac of fine quality, beautifully incurved ; Guernsey
Nugget, fine golden yellow, of large size ; Princess of Teck,
fine large white ; Miss Mauchaux, pure white, with broad petals

;

Lilac Beverley, a sport from that fine flower Beverley, and
equa,lling it in form ; Golden Orb, a large rich yeUow flower, of
hrilliant colour ; Enamel, pure enamelled white, a fine show

flower. There were two very distinct flowers—Captivation, a
reflexed flower, carmine with white centre ; and Mrs. Huffing-
tou, the most distinct flower of the season. Of all Chrysan-
themums Aimee Feriere is, or was until now, the most distinct

and beautiful. And yet how seldom one sees it ! Its delicate

pure white, and beautiful carmine tips, always make it very
attractive ; and I often wondered how it was that we never
saw a move in that direction. At last we have it. This beau-
tiful flower which Mr. Salter had called Bival Aim^e Feriere,

but which he kindly allowed me to change to the name it at

present bears, is like the older flower, more compact, however,
in shape, and with much darker tips to the petals ; and I feel

sure it will be a favourite flower with all who value delicacy
and distinctness.

And now the Japanese Chrysanthemums claim our attention,

as I believe they are likely to do for some years to come ; for

the results now obtained are, I verily believe, only the first

fruits of a rich harvest. When, some years ago, Mr. Fortune
introduced seven varieties from Japan, and filr. Standish exhi-

bited them at one of the Horticultural Society's meetings, there
was a great diversity of opinion as to their value. Many ridi-

culed the idea of such "Bagged Jacks" being of any use

;

while others, myself among the number, believed that they
would be found ultimately to be of great use. The Jersey and
Guernsey men, who have originated so many varieties of the
true florists' kinds, would have nothing to say to them ; they
were as great an abomination in their eyes as an Alpine Au-
ricula to my friend Mr. Lightbody, or a hybrid Orchid to a
botanist. Mr. Salter thought better of them, and he has been
successful in crossing them with the Chinese Chrysanthemums,
and producing a most curious race.

Some of them are like those " penny spiders " which you
see the men dangling up and down on a piece of elastic in the
streets ; others are more like the paper cuttings which ladies

are such adepts in making, and hang about in most curioua-

looking tufts ; others have long pointed filaments ; others are
spotted in their petals like some of the Odonloglossums ; and
all are curious. Moreover, they are later than their Chinese
cousins, and hence they will most probably supply a gap, which
nothing else has yet filled up, between the Chrysanthemums
and the early spring flowers, such as Cinerarias, &c. ; I mean,
of course, with those who have not the appliances of forcing.

One of the most curious is that to which I have alluded

above—Tarantula. It has a thick button-like centre, and long

narrow petals spreading out iu a single ray only, giving it a
most weird appearance. Next there is Wizard, a maroon-
coloured flower, in which the petals hang about in a most
curious manner, forming elegant-looking tufts. Then there are

Bed Drsgon, brown, with yellow tips to its long thread-like

petals (I prefer using this to the more correct term florets)

;

Comet, yellow and orange ; Eobert Fortune, orange and brown,
large, and very striking ; Sulphureum, large, white, sulphur

centre ; Aureliau, very large yellow ; Leopard, Indian red

spotted with yellow, almost like some of the Orchids ; Purpu-
reum punctatum, purple aud white spots ; Nagasaki Violet,

clear rosy violet, spotted with white ; Aurantium, a large and
showy yellow flower. There are other varieties which are yet

to bloom ; but from what I have said it will be seen that there

is already a very large variety, and these are, I think, but the
precursors of others. I believe that other growers are working
in the same strain, so that we may look forward to probably as

interesting results as when Mr. Fortune introduced the littl»

Pompon Chrysanthemum so many years ago.—D., Deal.

GROWING MADDER IN ASSAM.
A FKiEND of mine has just returned from Assam (India), and

brought with him roots of a plant growing there in wild luxu-

riance, from which the natives extract a beautiful dye. These
roots being sent for test to a large cotton dyeing firm iu Man-
chester, they state the colour to be excellent, but the quantity

of colouring matter too small to pay for importing the roots

from India, as a substitute for Madder, of which this one firm

consumes annually some £30,000 worth.

Is this plant (of which I enclose leaves) a species of Madder ?

if so, I should suppose that the true Madder, if transplanted

to Assam, would flourish well, and under the influence of

that hot, humid climate, would be matured in a much shorter

time than in the south of Europe.
The friend I allude to, is about visiting the tea planters in

that country again, and if there is a probability of success in.
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attempting to substitnte the true Madder for the less valnable

native plant, he has no doubt of its being a good speculation.

—

G. L.

"^The leaves enclosed are not ot any species of Rubia that we
know. It is probable that liubia tinctorin, the true MaJJor
plant, wonlfl Ihrivo in Assam, for it is a native of the warmer
countries of Europe. If any of our readers can furnish UB with
reliable information we will readily publish it.]

Four years since I inarched the Red, or Grizzly FrontiRnan
on the Royal Muscadine Vine ; it has borne for two years fruit

of excellent flavour with the true colour of the Grizzly Fron-
tigaan.—It. H. A.

A PLEA FOU TEA ROSES.
Why are not Tea Roses more generally onltivatod ? For

one good collention of Teas it is easy to (ind a dozen Hybrid
Perpetuals—I beg Mr. Kent's pardon—of Romontants. Even
at the great shows the Teas are not always well represented,

while at many of the country shows they are absolutely no-

where, and a difTiculty is found in inducing any real competi-

tion for the Tea Rose pri;'.cs. One important reason, no doubt,

is the risk incurred in growing them. Many of them require

glass ; and why sliould tliey not have it, when numbers of

other plants, far inferior, are indulged to the uttermost ? Why
should Tea Rose houses be still but a glorious vision, unreal-

ised even in places where there are wealth and expenditure

enough to do anything ? We have still very little idea of what
Tea Roses are hero in England, and yet they are particularly

easy to propagate. Hut, then, the winter !

No doubt it is almost useless to attempt to grow Tea Roses

budded on high standards. Every severe winter there is a

slaughter of these that is melancholy to contemplate. But
on Manetti stocks, or on their own roots, there is no difliculty

in protecting them, and how amply they repay all the labour

bettow.-d upon them. If there are nobility, gentry, and com-
moners in the Rose garden, certainly every Tea Rose will come
into "the upper ten," while many of them must be admitted

the very cream ot the cream.
Even the old Devoniensis, .\dam under glass, Triomphe de

Eennes anywhere, Madame Falcot, and Safrano, almost the

hardiest of all, how unapproachable are these by the best of

the Remontants ! And then tho new ones we are promised

—

Bouton d'Or, a gold button, JIadame Margottin, and Heine de
Portugal, to be the queen ot the dark yellows. Who can read
" our .Journal " without falling in love with these? Another
advantage the class of Tea Roses possesses is their com-
paratively small number. Only the leviathans of the Rose
gardens can pretend to a perfect collection ot Remontants,
but all the good Teas may bo brought together in a garden of

very narrow limits ; the hardier ones in a protected border, the

tender in pots, to return to frames during the winter. Once
more the range of necessary purchase is thus considerably
limited, and this is, after all, no small consideration, for
" Hobby horses are more oostly than Arabs."—A. C.

DOUBLE-BEARING RASPBERRIES.
On page 3G3 Mr. Stewart, ot Nuneham Park, says, " I have

often beard gardeners speak of doutle-bearing Raspberries,

but have never seen such, excepting when strong summer
shoots have flowered and then become useless."

I write to inform Mr. Stewart that the fruit of the double-

bearing kind is produced on the top of the young canes, and
that after they have fruited the bearing portion must be out

oil, say now or earlier ; and the remaining 4 feet of cane, tied

to the stake, will produce a good crop ot fruit at the same time
as the summer varieties fruit. I have never seen any autumn
Raspberry fruit on the whole length ot cane, consequently the

lower eyes remain dormant till the next season, and then push
at tho usual time. "o*.

I shall be glad to make an exchange with Mr. Stewart of a

tew canes if he thinks he has any different kind from the old

double-bearing.—E. Welsh, Palace Gardens, Armarjh.

PROPAGATING PELARGONIUMS.
Mr. PKttKiNs (see page 411), seems to have a very bad opinion

of my method ot propagating the Pelargonium, and considers

that amateurs would 0nd themselves in difficulties were they
to adopt it. Will Mr. Perkins state his reasons for coming to

the conclusion at which he has arrived ? and then I may, per-

haps, be able to clear away any mistrust in regard to my plan.

I can assure him that amateurs who have adopted my system
have had no occasion to fall back on the plan that Mr. Perkins
adopts, for they h&ve found that they not only fill their flower

beds better, but they can keep them gay for at least three weeks
longer before begini\ing to take off onttings.

It Mr. Perkins can begin to take off cuttings as early as your
correspondent " 11. E." stated on page 277, there would be no
advantage in adopting my plan, but the reverse. I distinctly

stated, however, that I began taking off cuttings during the

last week ot August. I generally propagate nearly twenty
thousand every year, and seldom lose many more than Mr.
Perkins.

—

James Stewabt, Nuncliam Park.

RED FRONTIGNAN \'INE WORKED ON THE
ROYAL :musc.vdine.

In your Journal of the 12th inst., I observe a communication
{rora " J. W." respecting the influence of the stock over the
grait. Perhaps you would like my experience on the subject.

GARDENING AT ADELAIDE, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA.

Having signified your desire to receive communications
from various parts ot the world on gardening experiences, I

venture to send you some ot my own, in this little and some-
what unknown colony of South Australia, thinking that they

may afl'ord to others in a small degree some ot tho same in-

terest that communications of a like nature have given to

myself.
Our climate is, in my opinion, very fine, and particularly

suitable for floricultural pursuits, it a moderate supply of water

is to be had with little difliculty, which I am happy to say

is my own case ; but, on the other hand, skilled labour is very

hard to secure, and when secured, harder to retain, and it is

very difficult to procure the European novelties with any
degree of certainty. Plants, however carefully packed, have
many perils to encounter in a three-months voyage, and 80

many die that the survivors cost loo much to be within reach of

most amateurs, and then have to undergo the difficulties of

acclimatisation. Then with seeds it is nearly as bad. The
descriptions ot flowers in the published catalogues are very

glowing, but either from the want of true seed, or from errors

of description, great disappointment occurs with such as are

raised ; but not one-quarter of the varieties of seeds that I

have imported ever came up at all, and ot those that do vegetate,

in many cases there may be only one or two plants from a

packet ot seed. I imagine that this is caused by the voyage,

as I have not confined my orders to any particular house, and
I flnd there are particular seeds which I have never been able

to raise at all ; some of these are certain varieties of Delphinium,
Aquilegia, Poppies, and Phloxes. With others I have failed for

two or three years, and then the next season's supply would
come all right. It would, however, be a great boon to cultiva-

tors at a distance, if there was a reliable catalogue to be had,

from which the poor worthless descriptions of flowers were ex-

punged, and where varieties difierirg from their progenitors

only in some inappreciable particular, should not figure as

something new or rare. I may add that I now always have my
seeds sent out by post, as I find they arrive in far better condi-

tion than when packed in tin cases.

It is somewhat diflicult to lay out a garden here very taste-

fully, from the impossibility ot obtaining that great ground-

work of an English garden, a nice lawn. The only Grass I

have yet met with that will retain its greenness in summer is

the Couch Grass, but it is so apt to take possession of the

whole garden, that it is exceedingly objectionable, independently

of the difficulty of mowing it and keeping it in good order.

I am now trying it as an experiment, with no little anxiety,

after repeated failures with other things, one ot which was the

Spergula pilitera, but that was burnt up the moment the sum-
mer commenced. If any of your correspondents could suggest

a Grass suitable for this purpose, and that would stand onr
climate, I should feel very grateful.

I do not exactly know what should bo considered onr fair

1 average day heat in summer, but I should think about 75' to
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80° in the shade, and this occasionally rises to 110" or 115°

;

but such are quite exceptional days, and I do not think we
hsYe more than a dozen in the year when the thermometer
rises above 100°. This heat is very dry, and not nearly so

trying as the Indian heat at 90°, while the nights are generally

very pleasaut and comparatively cool. Our rainfall is very
light, 22 inches being, I believe, our annual average. Last year

we had about 18 inches only, and the year before that very little

over 14 inches. In the hills (I am living on the plains), the

climate is more moderate, and in winter ice is often seen.

There, too, all the English fruits flourish, and everything that

can be grown in England will succeed, as well as many crops
besides.

Here, on the plains, our staple fruits are the Grape, Orange,
Lemon, Loquat, Peach, Apricot, Fig, Plum, Pear, Apple, &c.,

(the latter, however, suffers very severly from the American
blight), besides many minor productions, such as Tomatoes,
Cape Gooseberries, Blelons of all kinds, and Cucumbers. The
Vine appears as if it were a native of this country, so freely does
it grow and flourish with the rudest and harshest treatment ; no-
thing seems to hurt it, and no insects attack it, at any rate to do
it much harm ; and when I say that I cut Grapes this season
from the beginning of February to the beginning of June, its

utility will be understood. The yield of fruit, too, is enormous,
especially on trellises. The colony can boast of a large

number of varieties ; but as wine-making is now an important
industry here, more attention is of course paid to tVe wine
description, and large vineyards havebeen and are being planted.

I may add, that the flavour of not only oiu' Grapes, but other
fruits, is very fine and luscious.

Vegetables in the hilly districts do very well, but on the
plains they are not so satisfactory. The aphis or cabbage blight

which made its appearance about a dozen years ago, seems to

be as virulent as ever ; and other crops are so uncertain, that I

have given up attempting to grow any in disgust—finding it

cheaper and more satisfactory to buy than to grow, though we
pay from id. to Gd. each tor Cabbages.

All the Araucarias and Cypresses thrive here, and I am glad

to say are beginning to be planted pretty extensively. One
Cupressus Lambertiana, which I planted two years ago when
about 9 inches high, is now between 8 and 9 feet ; other de-

scriptions which I put in at the same time, though doing very
well, have not made nearly the same growth. I find it an ex-

cellent plan to plant the Eucalyptus known here as the Bed
Gum, freely in the background of the borders. They seem to

shelter and assist the other plants greatly, and then in three or
four years, after their work is done, they may be taken out. The
Blue Gum of Van Diemen's Land, Eucalyptus globulus, answers
equally well. Their growth is exceedingly quick, making 10 or
12 feet in a couple of years. A study of these various Gums
would, I think, be very interesting to the botanist, as the species
are very numerous. Many of them, such as the White Gum
and the Stringy Bark, appear to possess some noxious qualities

which make it impossible to grow anything within their shadow
;

but with the Bed and Van Diemen's Land Gums I do not find
this at all, neither with the Scarlet-flowering Gum, the flower
of which is exceedingly pretty, while the foliage is much more
scanty

; each leaf is large and thick, but invariably turns
its edge completely upwards instead of lying flat. I have this

season raised a (to me) new kind from Western Australia,
the flower of which is 3 inches in diameter, while the seed-
vessel is 3 inches long by 2 inches square, having the same
square character as the Van Diemen's Land Gum ; the foliage is

narrow and long.

Flowering shrubs appear t® great advantage here, exhibiting
a luxuriance of growth and a capability of flowering not often
seen in those descriptions which are usually to be met with
under glass at home. Many flower three or four times in the
course of the season ; others remain in flower the whole of our
long dry ^r.mmer. Of these I would especially point to the
Lantanas. Abutilons, Hibiscus, BrugmansiaKnightii.Erjthrina,
Euphorbia splendens, and another the name of which I do not
know ; and Grevillea Forsteri, of which, as an ornamental flower-
ing shrab, I cannot speak too highly. Then we have the Habro-
thamnus, lochroma. Oestrum, Pittosporum, Magnolia, Ligus-
trum, Melaleuca, Metrosideros, and a host of others too numerous
to mention ; indeed our list is a very long one, and I am glad to

say increasing every year to no small extent. Those plants that
succeed so well I am only too happy to have, but still my
greatest interest lies in those which are supposed to be unfit for
our climate, such as Camellias, Azaleas, Poinsettia, and many
others, and I feel little doubt that if they could be induced to

'

live for a couple of years they would succeed. Indeed, I know
one Camellia in as hot and trying a place as could be found,

which is 7 feet high, and is one mass of flowers in the flowering

season, and if one can be brought to succeed, I do not see

why others should not.

Deciduous trees and shrubs are in little favour here, which is

perhaps quite natural, as they are not, as a rule, well adapted
to our climate, and all our indigenous plants are evergreen

;

besides which, we really have no winter worth calling one, as

may be understood when I say the Almond trees, which have
been planted very largely, are only out of \eil a few weeks.

I feel that I have spun out my remarks to a rather uncon-
scionable length, and will therefore draw to a close. Should
they, however, be deemed sufficiently interesting, I shall be
happy at a future time to touch upon our capabilities in the

way of climbers, bulbs, and bedding plants. In the latter,

from our excess of insect life, I feel sure we shall some day
come out strong as hybridiaers and raisers of new varieties.

—

South Australian.

DEEP-PLANTING ROSES.
Allow me to inform Mr. Badcljile of a case that came under

my own observation. About six years ago I was moving a

number of Eoses from one garden to another, in the course of

which I came upon several Briar Eoses, some being Hybrid
Perpetuals, the others Summer Eoses. They were apparently

about -4 feet high, and were planted against a low wall, so that

the heads just stood above the top of it ; but to my surprise,

when I came to take them up I found them buried about 2 feet

in the ground, they having been originally planted on a much
lower level, and the ground afterwards raised, as in " P.'s

"

case, without lifting the Eoses. I can assure Mr. Eadclyffe

that in this case there was not the slightest attempt made at

forming roots up the stem, and with one exception they were
all in perfect health.

The soil in which they were growing was a rather strong,

dark, deep loam.
They were taken and planted in a light gravelly soil in the

usual way ; but as I left the place shortly afterwards, I cannot
say whether they were benefited or otherwise by the change.

—

W. Bill.

WINNIGSTADT CABBAGE.
The above Cabbage, I think, is not grown or known among,

gardeners so much as it deserves to be. I never saw it any-

where previous to growing it this season.

I received a packet of seed, with others, through my employer,

from the Eoyal Horticultural Society. I planted two rows on
June 23rd, along with Savoys and other Cabbageworts, and find

it the hardiest and most useful autumn and winter Cabbage I

have ever grown. It seems likely to stand frost and damp,
which are most destructive here on account of the low situation

of the gardens, and I find it diflicult to save Brussels Sprouts

and Savoys in severe winters.

This Cabbage has a peculiar pointed shape towards the top,

grows vei-y close and heavy, and does not become reduced like

other kinds in boiling. Tlie flavour is everything that could

be desired. I should be glad to know where seed can be pur-

chased.—E. Welsh, Palace Gardens, Armagh.

SHRUBS UNTOUCHED BY RABBITS.
Not being without experience in planting for cover, I venture

to reply to " H. B.'s " inquiry, that I believe there is nothing

absolutely safe from rabbits but Ehododendron ponticum. I

find, however, that good bushy plants of Tew are so far safe,

that the rabbits seem satisfied with the terminal shoots and
do not touch the bark ; and if the leading shoot is out of their

reach, the Yew will in time obtain the mastery, and will spread

and cover the ground.
Black Thorn makes excellent cover, and I have a clump of it

thickly tenanted by rabbits, but in it I have never noticed the

marks of their teeth, even at times when the Quickset hedges

have been nearly destroyed. It is, however, to be remarked,

that established shrubs are less subject to the depredations of

game than those newly planted. I mention the fact without

being able to account for it ; but " H. B." will find in the case

of many shrubs, that if he can only protect them the first year

they will scarcely require it afterwards.
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I have been told that St. .John's Wort makes good cover and
is untouched by rabbits. , Of tliis I have no personal ex-

perience.

There is a Grass called Aira caespitosa which forms tussaoa

that are first-rate cover. It is not, I suppose, palatable, aa

even when game is very plentiful it is seldom cropped, and if

not too young and too small when planted out, it would, I

think, be pretty safe from rabbits.

When it is desired to form really good cover, the most satis-

factory way of doing it is to commence by exterminating the

rabbits. They can easily be increased again at very short notice.

Where they exist in any number every shrub planted out must
be protected. In many cases I do this with wire-netting, but
when the leading shoot is out of reach of game, I find I can
protect the stems by daubing them with coal tar. If put on
too thickly it kills the trees, but the upper half of the casks of

black varnish sold for wire fences, will be found safe and effec-

tive. A few branches laid on the ground during snow will

be found to save a great deal of damage, since no rabbit will

touch growing trees if it can find a prostrate one at which to

nibble.

—

Monticola.

NEW BOOK.
liain—Hole, M'hen, Ti'Iiere, and Why it is MeasuTcd. By G.

J. Symon-s, F.M.S., &c. London: E. Stanford.

Tnis is a two-shilling little volume, fall of many and curious
facts ; and as every scrap of knowledge will some day prove
useful, we accept these facts gratefully. At present they are
curious facts, and nothing more ; we will epitomise a few of

them.
A rain gauge collected 10 inches of rain when level with the

ground, but at 20 feet above the ground only 8-8 inches.

The earliest ganger of rain was K. Townley, Esq., at Town-
ley, in Lancashire, in l(i77, and other gangers have succeeded
to him, until in 18GG there were no less than 1212 rain gangers
dotted about tho British Isles.

In 1827 the water companies supplied London with twenty-
nine millions of gallons daily ; in 1860 with ninety-six mil-
lions ; and by 1890 it is calculated that one hundred and eighty
millions will be needed; but we do not see that gauging rain
will teach how that supply can be kept up.
Returns have been obtained of tho approximate mean

annual depth of rain at one hundred and sixty-five stations in
the British Islands, and they range from 20 inches at Lincoln,
Southwell, aud Stamford to" 1G5 inches at The Stye, at the
bend of Borrowdale, in Cumberland.

July, August, and October appear to be the wettest months
at most stations ; but in mountainous districts December,
Jannar}-, and February.

It is tolerably certain that the annual fall of rain, taking the
averages of many years, is tolerably uniform.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
M. T. Bass, Esq., M.P., has consented to take the chair

at the Anniversary Dinner of the GinnENERs' Eoy.vl Bene-
volent Society to be held nest summer ; and Sir Robert Peel,

Bart., M.P., and several other gentlemen have intimated their
intention of supporting Mr. Bass upon that occasion.

In a lively book of American travel, its title " Black
and White," by Henry Latham, tlin following passage occurs
relative to that most interesting of ^11 trees, theWELLisoioxu,
and its new habitat :

—

"I met Mr. King just returned from a six-years government
surveying expedition in Colorado, New Mexico, aud the Sierra
Nevada. He described the enormous trees on the western
slopes of the Rocky Mountains. In one part they discovered
a belt 150 miles in length of the Wellingtonia, the big tree of
the Crystal Palace. One hollow trunk, of which both ends had
been destroyed by fire, lay on the ground. Tho whole party
rode their horses through the tube from end to end. In the
middle the tallest of the party stopped his horse, and, standing
on his saddle, could just touch the roof of the tunnel with his
hand. This may sound scarcely credible, but I am informed
and believe that Mr. King is one of tho most veracious and
reliable of men."

ExTK-ioiiDiN-AKT cfforts havc this year been made to
celebrate Christmas at the Crystal Palace. Although in
former years the building has been decorated in an extremely

gay manner, the decorations of the present Christmas may
safely be said never to have been surpassed. Flags, streamers,

banners, garlands. Holly, Laurel, shields, and baskets of flowers

hang from every girder and rib, and are artistically arranged
amid groups of statuary, &c. The Centre Transept has been con-

verted, by judicious decorations, into a room—a large one truly

—but the vastness of the locale is forgotten in the warmth of

the decorations, and in the air of comfort which pervades the

building. The great Christmas tree—nearly 100 feet high—has
been erected in the North Nave, and is decked gaily with every

imaginable ornament. The Fancy Fair and Bazaar—replete

with Christmas presents suitable to all—is in full vigour, the

entire Palace exhibiting an activity and brilliance unusual at

this season.

WORK FOR THE WT:EK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The following hints on the good cultivation of the soil may
be useful to amateurs. Drain until rain water runs freely

through and off the soil, and does not stagnate in it. Turn
up the soil until the foot sink into a deep loose loam, int»

which the sun and air may readily penetrate. To this end the

soil should be deeply trenched in autumn when the crops are

taken off, and laid up in rough ridges, which must be again

turned over in midwinter after being well frozen. In the

spring these ridges are to be broken down with a fork, ready
for sowing and planting. Collect every particle of manure,
whether liquid or solid ; horse-droppinga and road-scrapings

are useful when mixed with the soil. Convert all kinds of

rubbish, refuse, greensward turf, or heathy turf, into charcoal,

by burning in a close heap ; it your land is heavy, clay burned
in the same way is au excellent dressing. Provide a tank in

which the liquid from the cow-house, pigstye, the house, and
the wash-house, may be collected ; an old barrel sunk in the

ground, or a hole dug and lined with soft clay or puddle,

will do. Suffer no weeds to grow ; they rob the soil, choke the

useful crops, and serve no good purpose. Give every plant

room to spread its roots in the soil and its leaves in the air ;

there is nothing gained by crowding. At the same time make
the most of the ground by double cropping—that is, planting

the crops in wide rows, introducing another kind of crop

between them to take their place. Change the nature of

succeeding crops on the same ground as much as possible.

Do not dig or trample cfn the soil when it is so wet as to be-

come adhesive like paste. Water the crops in dry weather
with the liquid from the tank, dUnted if necessary. This is

best done in showery weather, or in the evening when the

weather is dry
;
give a good soaking, and loosen the surface

next day with the hoc. Never let the surface become caked,

or cracked; prevent this by deep hoeing. The Potato Onion

is a most productive crop ; the small offsets should be planted

now in beds 4 feet wide, four lines (not drills), to be drawn
10 inches apart on the beds, the bulbs to be placed upright and
sHghtly pressed into the soil, and to be merely covered with
leaf mould, or any light soil. When they appear above ground
earth-up on a fine day. The crop will be ready to take up in

the end of June, to succeed the August-sown Onions.

FRUIT GARDBN.
Proceed with pruning and nailing as previously directed.

Whilst the gi-ound is not frozen, trench as near the roots of

fruit trees as can possibly be done without injuring them, and
work in fresh compost with a fork. In bad weather prepare

nails and shreds. Nails should be heated, but not to redness,

and then plunged in linseed oil. Frequently examine Apples

and Pears, and remove all that exhibit the least symptoms of

decay. Place a number of fragments of unslacked lime in

small flower pots or boxes throughout the fruit-room, in order

to render the air dry and sweet. Lime will continue to absorb

moisture from the surrounding air till completely slacked, and
before this becomes the case a bushel will absorb an amount
of moisture equal to five gallons of water. The seed-room

should be kept cool, yet perfectly free from damp, which
should be effected without the admission of a current of air.

This can be done by the means above recommended for the

fruit-room. It is a good plan to procure more seeds than will

actually be required for one season, for although seedsmen

ought to be answerable for the quality of their seeds as far as

their vegetation is concerned, yet they may be deceived with

regard to some of tho varieties coming true to their kinds, and
therefore if you have had seeds of Cauliflowers, Walcheren
Broccoli, &c., which have come true this season, take cart of
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any seed that may have been left. Plants from such can be
depended on, whilst those from the new seeds may prove a
degenerate race.

FLOTIXK GARDEN.
Bhododendrons in woods would be much benefited by having

a small quantity of leaves placed over their roots, to keep the
grennd moist during the summer months. In wet weather
prepare labels, sticks, crocks, &c., for spring and summer use.
See that recently planted shrubs and trees are not loosened by
wind and rain. Protect bulbs if the weather changes to frost.

Nail and tie up climbers on walls, trellises, &c., and protect
the roots of any that are not perfectly hardy. After frost ex-
amine all plants in beds, as Carnations, Pinks, and Pansies

;

fasten them as required. Small fir branches, 6 or 9 inches in
length, stuck round and amongst the plants, will have a very
beneficial sheltering effect. Collect leaves, turn soil heaps,
cast leaden labels, prepare layering pegs, mend and make shades
for Carnations, and see that everything is put away ready lor use.

GREENHOUSE A^^D CONSERVATORY.
Observe to keep as moderate a temperature as possible

where the Camellias are in bloom, in order to prolong their
season. As drip is rather inconvenient during frost, we would
recommend that the roof be covered with a canvas screen,
which, by preventing condensation through the low roof tem-
perature, will accomplish the object effectually. By so doing
you will be enabled to water all available surfaces to keep up a
considerable amount of atmospheric moisture, which Camellias
much deUght in. Apply water to Heaths and New Holland
plants ; to such of both as are coming into flower more liber-

ally than to the others. Assist the early Pelargoniums, but
keep the summer plants cool and airy.

STOTE.
It will soon be time to commence potting the Orchids, Let

a stock of proper materials be provided, therefore, without
delay—namely, free fibrous heath soil, cut into pieces about the
size of a Walnut, fresh sphagnum chopped or cut, plenty of broken
crocks, and charcoal in lumps. The whole of these'materials,
except the crocks and charcoal, should be subjected to some
process that will destroy snails andother insects, with their eggs.
Scalding the sphagnum and peat is sometimes resorted to, but
the process so much hastens decomposition in the vegetable
matter, that it soon becomes a pulpy mass, impervious to the
atmosphere. It is better to lay it in some very warm and dry
place, turning it occasionally. The uncertain state of the
weather will entail an unusual degree of attention on the part
of the cultivator, as the appheation of a large supply of arti-
ficial heat at one time, and the absence of it at another, are
alike dangerous to all plants under glass, but particularly so
to those requiring a temperate climate. It will, therefore, be
absolutely necessary to employ a more than ordinary amount
of diligence and forethought to ward off the destruction which
will assuredly follow the least negligence. The young gardener
should set about studying the atmospheric changes, being
guided in a great measure by the instruments usually employed
for that purpose. Nothing relating to his profession can be of
much more use to him than an intimate acquaintance with
these changes, which so seriously affect his pursuit. A gar-
dener, in fact, is always at the mercy of the weather. A
chief part of his occupation is to apply heat and water to
counteract the drying and freezing effects of summer and
winter. To understand how to apply these without injury to
vegetation is a matter of great importance to all plant growers,
more especially to the inexperienced in such matters. They
cannot, therefore, do better than begin the year by making
themselves thoroughly acquainted with the subject.

PITS AND FRAMES.

_
Plants suffering from drip must be removed to a better

situation, in order to prevent their roots from perishing. Cold
pits and frames ought to be defended by linings of fern, or
leaves, to repel the frost. Give air freely when the weather is

not frosty. Avoid watering at this season, and remove all
damp leaves, &c., the moment they appear.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^^'EEK
KITCHEN GARDEN.

As the frost of the I'Jth and 20th threatened to be severe we
covered beds of Coleworts fit for use with a little htter, like-
wise rows and beds of Endive and Celery. To save trouble,
uncovered but httle where there was no ai-tifioiol heat on the

20th, leaving everything very nearly in the same condition, as
regards protection, as in previous week's notice.

Placed more roots of Sca-kalc and Rlitihutl in the Mush-
room-house, and filled another light of a frame with Asparagus
roots. When these are packed close to each other a single
light holds a great many. In taking up and storing roots for

use we do not care about having much earth ^Yith the roots

;

but we do not like them to become dry. We save carefully
every bud, and if the roots are very old, and part of the heads
of the roots destitute of buds, we break the plants into
pieces that the space may not be taken up with parts that
will yield no heads. We then commence at the back of the
bed, place there a row of plants as closely together as they wiU
go, with the roots spreading out to the front, and on these we
scatter a httle fine soil. The second row of heads goes close

to the first and over these roots, the roots of the second row
being covered a little in the same way, and so on to the front.

We then give water at 80°, and cover with 2 or 3 inches of

soil. Thus packed, many good dishes may be gathered from
one light of a frame—so many, that we rarely fill more than
one light at a time, as we want successions, and not such a
glut as to be forced to send forced Asparagus to table every day.

Cauliflowers coming in well in an earth pit have been
securely protected with litter. Holes must be carefully looked
after, and care taken that thtie is no opening between the
covering and the earth walls.

Kidruij Beans.—Potted those sown in small pots, and sowed
more in a similar manner, placing them where they will have
a little fire heat to keep them coming on slowly.

Collected leaves when opportunity offered, and began putting
a little dung in readiness for forwarding crops. We have found
that but little is gained by doing much until the shortest day
has passed, it requires so much to make up the leeway with
a decUuing sun ; but everything seems to start with new vigour
afterwards. We have sown Radishes in a frame in November
and on January 1st, but there was no comparison between
the produce. We generally, on that account, depend on late-

sown Hadislicf for the winter months, merely protecting them
from frost. After the end of December they grow so much
sturdier and shorter-topped, and, ccming quickly to maturity,
eat so much crisper, than those striving for existence during
the winter months. It is much the same with young Potatoes.

We start them in pots or boxes now in a Uttle leaf mould in a
rather warm place ; but they always do best with us when
planted after the new year. When new Potatoes were an ob-
ject all the winter, we used to keep old Potatoes over the sum-
mer, and place them in layers in dry soil or old tan in the
autumn in a heap in a warm shed, and they were quite as
good as could be obtained in pits and frames at that season,
though not to be compared to a spring-produced Potato in a
mild hotbed. We have also planted out Potatoes in the middle
of July, and even the end of it, taken them up when cut down
by frost, and kept them in dry sand ; and though they were
waxy enough for those who like them in this way, we cannot
say that, except for pasting as new Potatoes, there was much
to recommend them. In the majority of cases, going to much
trouble in such matters is labour thrown away. However,
such crops may bo easily had if wanted, if there is con-
venience for them. With most of us, however, all the good
old rules about a place for everything, and everything in its

place, have long been transgressed, as every place has to serve
a multiplicity of purposes. The cramming system must be
resorted to in most places, and the consequence is that the
labour in moving so often would ere long nearly pay for larger

and more suitable conveniences.
Mushrooms are useful for filhng iip at this season. Another

piece of a Mushroom-bed has been spawned and earthed-up,
and manure placed in the house to help to make one more
piece, and we may mention that the moist heat from such
manure, when in course of preparation, has been nearly
enough to keep the other beds bearing without much other
heat. For the sake of beginners, however, we must say that
our bearing beds are slightly covered with dry, rough hay and
other litter. Without that we would not have the rank dung
in the house, as the steam might injure and discolour the
Mushrooms. In our house, lean-to, we have a small ventilator
at the apex at each end, the size of a brick, and that prevents
moisture condensing and falling on the beds. The plan of
placing the manure in the house to work and become sweet
and dry enough, answers well under these circumstances.
When we do not cover the beds, and when we make a fresh
piece, we prevent steam and moisture rising by ulacing over
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the new piece some dry turfy soil, which wo can have either

ns port of the covering of soil, or may incorporate with the

mannro before spawning. Wo very often use a considerable

portion of dry turfy eoil with the muaure, especially in winter.

Aa it is right, and only right, that a partial failure should be

chronicled as well as a snccess, we may mention t.hat our last

piece or bed in the open shed has not done so well as usual,

as, do what wo would, we could not prevent its being the

favonrito pleasure ground of mole?, and the very porosity of

the materials of the bed balllcd us and our traps in attempts

at catching them. It is very singular how one man will catch

moles and rats, ,(c., and another man will be unsuccessful,

though setting his traps equally carefully, and so like the suc-

cessful trapper that no diUercnce can be seen, unless in the

result. We believe that tho dirtirenco is chielly to be traced

to tho taint left behind one person being stronger than that

from another, and traps that leave behind them much of the

smell of the hand aro next to useless.

Tainted \\'ati->:—We are much obliged to " SlEncv," page
4(!7. for telling ns how to let the frogs get out of the tank, by
having a slanting piece of wood at tho corner. We have no
doubt that "MruiY" has found the plan effectual, and there

may bo something in the Hat piece of board, which we will try
;

but hitherto we found that they did not come up on the round
trunk of a small tree in a similar manner. When we could

manage to keep a few of those great friends of the gardener, cats

at liberty, we lost some in our tanks, before we placed this

round polo or tree at a corner. After that, besides the wetting,

when the cat plunged in after her prey, she received no
further injury, but mounted the pole as a matter of course.

We value the hint of •• Minicv " all the mora, as frogs aro

friends to us. rather than enemies, just as the splendid-eyed

toad is, and which, besides, is warm-blooded enough to be ex-

tremely sensible of kindness.

fhuit oakdev.
Proceeded in favourable weather with a little pruning. Have

some Gooseberries under nets, unti\ wo have time to tie up,

and whiten the bushes. As stated lust week, we have been
forced to thin the tomtits bullfinches, and sparrows. If the
tomtit would only keep to the Larch trees, ttc, in the woods
DOW, and would come to u> when tho bloom-buds had unfolded,

we would be thorough friends, for then after that he would be
one of our best helps in looking after caterpillars and insects,

and we would not bCi;ru!lge him in tho autumn a piece of even
our best Pcirs and Apples, but if let alone, he and the bull-

finch will clear the fruit-buds now, so that nothing for fruit will

he left. As soon as we can, we will syrinj:e limewash on
all our bush and pyramidal trees, as so long as the while
colour remains, it acts as a protection, though all the acridity

of the lime has departed.

The hard frost furnishes a good chance for preparing for new
plantations if deferred thus long. Iteraoved a good portion of

our Strawberries in pots into the orchard-houses, where the sir

will be quiet and still, though cold in severe frost. Those left

standing in beds on hard ground are covered up with litter in

frosty nights. Not a root has as yet been injured. A very
little litter saves plants that thus stand on the ground, as the
heat in the unfrozen ground beneath comes to their relief.

Long littery dung from which the droppings have been shaken
ont, answers very well, but clean straw is better, and can be
more easily put off and on. Other matters much as in previous
weeks' notices.

o^.^•.^^^E^•T\^, i>F.r.\nTMEKT.

The frost and snow have put a stop to most ont-door
work ; but before they came considerable time was spent in

cleanine up lawns, and brushing and rolling walks. The most
of our tender plants, besides Cinerarias and Calceolarias, have
now been moved where a little dry hcit can be given in cold,

frosty, or damp weather. Cinerarias will keep and grow well

in cold frames, from which the frost is merely excluded ; but
they will not bloom well in winter without a warmer and a
drier atmosphere. To save smokingfor insects, tho great point
is to supply a cool moist atmosphere and a damp standing
place, in greenhouses and conservatories the chief matters
now to be attended to, as alluded to in the notices for previous
weeks, are making the plants safe ; but, provided safety is se-

cured, allowing tho temperature to fall in severe weather rather
than raising it immediately with fire heat ; tho second is giving
no more water than is absolutely necessary, and not spilling a
drop on the lloor or stage that can be avoided ; and thirdly, the
giving air in severe weather, chiefly at the top of tho house,
and then not more than is ueoessary, taking care to give that

early, and then never so much at a time that the cold air out-
side will at once strike on the plants without being mellowed
first by the warmer air of the house. Much will also depend
on the leaves and everything about tho plants being kept
clean.—It. F.

C0\T;NT garden market.—Deckmbeu 2:}.

Tiiiuu: is nu cbuogc here, supply uad demand much aa osucil.

Applos \ slovd
Apricots doz.
Cborries lb.

Cbostaots bush.
Corrants ^ s'^v^o

d. fl.

Cto4
U

Black do. U
FiK3 doK.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Goosoberrios .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse. lb.

Lcmoua 100

ArtichokeB doz.
Beans, Kidney 100
Boot. K«d doz.
Broccoli bundlo
Bms. Sprouts \ sieve
Cuhboi^e doz.
C^ipsicams 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery baudle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endivo doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

d
I

B.

I
Melons etch 'J

.
Nectarines dox.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 2
Ploo Applos lb. 4
Plnms i sieve U
QuiDcos doz. 'Z

Kiispberries lb. U
Slrawberrioa lb.

Walnuts bush. 10
do per lOO 1

d. a.

UtoS
U

u

d

u
lu u

VEGETABLES,

d. B. d
OtoO

ti

1

8
8

2 6

8
1 G
2 6
2
8

8
6
1 6

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce per scuro
Mushruoraj pottle
MuBtd.& Cress, punuet
Oaious perbasbel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Ridishesdoz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Toruips buQCfa

B. d. B.

»toO
1

2
a

3
4

9
8 6
3 G

TRADE CATALOGUES RECEWED.
Archibald Henderson, Sion Nursery, White Horse Boad,

Thornton Heath, Croydon.

—

Descriptive and Priced, Catalogue
of General Nursery Stuck.

Sutton & Sons, lieading.

—

Buttons' Amateurs' Guide and
Spring'CataLiijite /or 18ti8.

James Backhouse & Son, York.

—

Catalogue of Hardy Treet
and Shrubs, including Conifers.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentlemiin." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, die., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

We also request that correspondents will not mil np on the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
I'oultry and JBee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also nover to send more than
two or three questions at once,

N.B.—Many questions must remain tmanswered trntil nest
week.

B.\CK NrvBERs (J. /?.).—You can liave the two nninbcTs you mcntioB
if yuu enclose eight postage stamps, with your address, and spociiy
again the nuiabcrs yon require.

Books (T. /).).—Yon can have both Mr. Pearson's and Mr. Thomsoa'S
volumes from our office. Of the other work wo know uolhing.

FinsT BoTAxic Garden- in E.101.AKD {A. H. 0/ B.).—Tho earliest w«s
that ol Oxford, founded in 1632.

SrosF.i.rss FiuiT (/"nulinc f. H.).—Your young friend conid not haw
weighed Iho meaning o( the word when she snid that she "vouches the
truth " of Chcrrj- trees bearing stoneloss fruit if Ihey .aro deprived of
their pith. It is not true, but is one of tho many prepi>sl<Tv»u3 erron:
believed in former days, when the suggestions of the iningination were KB
much regarded as are now the decisions of ezpcriment.

Brnxixc. Sctrucn (O. S.).—TTe would never prictiso this in > vinetr
or peacherj*. though the trees were at rest, 'lue sulphurous acid forme«
by Ibc buruiog is so rapidly absorbed by moist bodies Ibat we should fear
fatal results to tho buds. Vonr Pear is the Uarch Bergamot.
Skibworts —" Can yon tell mc what Skirworls arc ? An old gazettetr

speaking of Pontcfract, says it is 'a town aitoated in a rich soiiTand b
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noted for large plantations of Liquorice and Skirworts.'—Fairy Foot-
steps."— [The best answer we can tjive is the following extract from old

Gerardc's " Herbal :"—"Called in Bnanish Cherinia, in Italian Sisaro, in

French Cheruy. in Eufrlish Skirret and Skirwort. And this is that Siser

or Skirret which Tiberius the Eiuperour commanded to he conueied vnto
him from Geldiiba, a castle about the riuer of Khene, as Pliny reportetb."]

Roses (Dr. Dixon).—Of the two Rosea you name we should select

William Griffith.

Zonal Pelargonidm "Aurantia striata,"—"P." wishes to know
TVhere this variety, mentioned at page 4iJ8, can be obtained.

Fruit Room (Halcjjon).—A very good fruit room would be a lean-to

house from 16 to 20 feet in length, ly feet in width, 10 or 12 feet high at

back, and 6 feet in front. The sloping roof should be double, or straw-
stufled between tho ceiling and slates, and have two ventilators ou it,

capped to let out vapour but prevent dump finding its way in. The front

wall, especially, should l>o hollow, and there should bo ventilators above
the floor level, secured by slides to keep cold out. Trellised shelves
should be placed on each side of the pathway in the centre. Yovir

cheapest way to heat a greenhouse 25 feet long would be by flue. The
price of erecting it would depend entirely on tho style, and on the roof

being moveable or fixed. You cannot do better than look over our adver-
tising columns.

Heat fro:^ a Kitchen Fire {J. T.).—We think that as your boiler

answers so effectually, a very little attention to it in the morning would
enable you to dispense altogether with the heat from your kitchen boiler

during the day. Wo presume your kitchen boiler has an open top ; and
if so, the pipes from it must be near the top and near the bottom, and
neither nbove the top nor below the bottom of tho boiler. Your want of

heat in the return pipe to the boiler is owing to the longer pipe and the
great boily of water beneath it, with which it is connected. Your plan
No. 1 is that most generally adopted, and would answer well but for these
circumstances. If the levels were right your kitchen boiler might have
saved another boiler altogether. It thus happens at times that two are
not better than one. We should certainly try the second mode and con-
nect both the flow and return from the kitchen boiler to the flow from
the main boiler; but even then, when the main boiler is not working, we
should expect httle heat in the return.

Hardiness of the Aucuba {A., Clapham).—The Aueuba under glass

will endure any amount of cold you can give it. The plaut is quite hardy.
It will retain its berries in a house from which frost is no more than ex-
cluded for a long time. The seedlings produce berries in two or three
years, according to the treatment. They havo berries when very young,
when grown in pots, and not over-potted.

CoEREA CARDiNALis CULTURE (DulcileUa).—Kocp it near the glass in

an airy position, in a greenhouse where fire heat is only employed to

keep out frost. The watering should be very moderate dui'ing the
winter ; give no more water than enough to keep the soil moist, and only
when the soil becomes dry; at tho same time the soil should not be
allowed to become so dry as to cause the foliage to flag. If tho soil is

very wet, and remains for a long time without requiring water, the plant
should be turned out of its pot, the drainage examined, and, if defective,

jrectified. Early in March the plant may be potted, turning it out of its

pot, removing the drainage and any old soil that will come away easily

from tho roots, picking it out cirefully with a pointed piece of wood. The
plant should then be placed in a pot large enough to hold the roots with-
out cramping them. Drain well with ci'ocks, and over these place about
an inch of the rougher parts of the compost. This may consist of two-
thirds sandy peat and one-third turfy loam, well mixed with one-sixth
silver sand. The compost should be broken and made tulerably fine with
a spade, but not sifted, and in potting the collar of the plant should be
kept high in the centre of the pot, the compost being made firm about th 9

roots. The soil must lie Itppt moist, but avoid heavy waterings until the
roots are working freely in the fresh soil, sprinkling the pliint overhead
through a fine rosed syringe twice daily, afiording slight shade from
bright sun for a fortnight after potting, and keeping rather close for that
time. When the plant has become re-established, and is gi'owing freely,

admit plenty of air and give copious supplies of water, but never until

required; then afford enough to run through the soil and show itself at

the drainage. In June the plant, if it has grown well and filled the pot
with roots, may be shifted into a pot a size larger, using the same com-
post as before, and be placed in a cold frame, setting the pot on coal
ashes. The plant will rlo much better here than in a gi'eeuhouse, the
lights being (b-awn off after a few days and kept off, except during very
wet periods and in windy weather, when the lights should be tilted so as
to admit air. Gentle showers will do the plant good. Towards tho end
of September it may be removed to the greenhouse, and have a light

and airy position. In summer it will require abundance of water, and in

winter it should not be allowed to suffer from the want of it, especially

when flowering.

Box Edging Planting ( TKn!i07t).—The best time to renew or replant
Eos edging is in March and April, but it may bo done now during mild
weather, and yet it should not be much cut at this season. »s the frost is

almost sure to brown, if not destroy it, if the winter should prove severe.

We are now planting hundreds of yards per day, and to guard against
injury from frost we arc only trimming off the more straggliug parts.

The more particular parts of the grounds, such as parterre work, we shall

defer until spring, when the weather is more mild, as the Box is then
more neatly planted, and it is in less danger from frost.

Clearing Walks of Weeds (Idem).— The best plan to clear weeds
Irom walks is to dissolve 4 lbs. of arsenic in twelve gallons of water, and
iioil the liquid, keeping it well stirred, and adding 8 lbs. of crushed soda
when it boils. Keep tho sohition boiling five minutes, then add thirty

gallons of water, and stir well. Apply this to the walks io diy weather
from March to May with a rose watering pot, the above quantity being

sufficient for lOO square yards. It should be applied hot. A board should
,be placed against grass or Box edgings, one edge resting on the gravel;

and the board thus set on its edge should incline towards the walk, so as

lo throw any water falling on the board on to tho walk. The liquid

should not be allowed to reach Box edgings or grass, and ought to be
applied in dry weather only.

Peach Tree Propagation (H. N. 0.).—Peaches are sometimes propa-

gated by grafting, but the most general mode of propagation is budding,

that being performed in July, or when the stocks are in condition to ran
—that is, when the Inner bark readily separates from the albumtim, and

the buds rise freely from the shoot. Care should be taken that wood
buds only are used, as when fruit buds are employed failure is certain.
The best stocks are of tho Mussel Plum, but the White Pear Plum is

sometimes employed, and upon it the buds take more freely than most
other stocks, but the Peach trees are often seen outgrowing the stock.
Your inquiry is about grafting, therefore we will confine our remarks to
that. For grafting we would recommend the Almond stock; after one or
two years' gi'owth from the time the seed t^erminates, it may be grafted
in March. Care should be taken to select for scions shoots having firm,
well-ripened, short-jointed wood, taking them off with 1 inch of the two-
year-old wood at the lower end. They should bo cut in spring before
they commence growth, and should be kept with their ends in moist sand
until the sap of the stock begins to ascend, which will be when their wood
buds begin to grow. The scion should be trimmed as for whip grafting,
which is what we recommend. Leave about half au inch of the two-year-
old wood at the lower extremity of the scion, and take care that the inner
barks of stock and scion do not overlap each other at the lower end, or
the result may be a projection liable to gum. Tho scion should he tied
on in the usual way and clayed. The taking of the grafts maybe aSBieted
by earthing up as high as the top ot the clay.

Variegation ildcm).—There is not, that we are aware, any secret mode
ofproducing variegation, nor are we aware thatany one has yet converted
the dark leaves of the Perilla into white, and we do not believe that the
gardener in your neighbourhood can do so any more than that he can make
a black man white. Those in possession of secrets are always glad to part
from them for one or other of the consideratious you name. Secrets
rarely long remain secrets where they in reality "exist. They longest
exist in the ixiagination.

Pruning Plum and Apple Trees Newly Planted (Idem). — The
small shoots 6 or 7 inches long, we presume, are upon the principal
shoots, and should be cut back to within half an inch of their base ; but
if they are shoots required for training they ought not to be shortened.
All tho leading shoots, i.e. those with which the wall is to be covered
in part, should not be shortened, but be trained in at their full length
except the central shoot, which ought to be cut back to within 12 inches
of the place whence it took its rise.

Inarching Black Hamdurgh on Royal Muscadine Vine {Idem).—
The safest time to do it is when both have commenced growth, so that
the danger of bleeding will be Icgs. It may be done as soon as both have
leaves. A smooth part of the stem of the stock, and as near the bottom of
the rafter as possible, ought to be chosen, and a thin sUco of wood, about
1\ inch long, removed. You need not take it off deeper than the
breadth of the shoot ov cane of the Vine to be inarched upon it, from
which a similar slice of wood should be taken with a sharp knife, and
below the uppermost shoot. If the parts of both fit exactly, both the
edges touching each other, all well ; but if not, you must make their

barks both meet on one side, and lie closely together. You must then
make in the stock a slanting cut downwards, and another slanting cut
upwards in the Vine to be inarched, about half through tho latter, and
three quarters of an inch in length, and introduce this into the slanting

cut in the stock; both the cuts being of an equal length, the bark
corresponding on one if not on both sides of tho cut in the stock. Bind
the stock then together neatly with a strip of bast matting; cover with
a little clay or grafting wax, so as to exclude air; and over this place a thin
bandage of moss tied on with matting. You will prep.arc the Black
Hamburgh for inarching by pruningit now to the required length, leaving
two good eyes above where you intend inarching. The Black Hamburgh
should be treated in every respect as if it were for growth, being well

watered, iS;c. In six weeks after the operation the ligature and grafting

clay or wax may be removed, and you will doubtless have attained the
desired object. The union should bo slightly bandaged, tind when the
Black Hamburgh grows freely you may cut the cane immediately below
the junction, or tie a piece of string very tightly around the cane of the
Black Hamburgh, just below the uuion, and let it grow a month or

six weeks longer, then cut it away. The best of the shoots on the Black
Hamburgh, if more than one be left above tho point of inarching,
should be trained up tho rafter and have every encouragement, the others,

if any. being cut away. If you can find a young shoot on the stem well

disposed for the operation, you may work upon it, otherwise the Black
Hamburgh will take on the central rod of the Royal Muscadine. Yon
may allow the Royal Muscadine to carry a full crop, and when gathered
cut the Vine away to the union of the Black Hamburgh with it. The
Hamburgh will bear Grapes in the following year, so that you will not
lose a single year. What influence the stock may have upon the Ham-
burgh, we cannot tuU.

Transplanting Pampas Grass (i?. 0. S. L.).—We have removed large

plants early in April, taking up each with a good ball, preparing a good-
sized hole, and planting with some good rich compost. The plants

should be well watered after planting, and during dry weather throughout
the summer. Thus treated they have generally done well, but some have
suffered from the removal for some time ; still there have not been any
failures. The Pampas Grass succeeds best in moist gronnd, but we
cannot say that it is improved by planting neir water. We had some-,

however, on gravelly ground through which water passed in the under-
lying strata, and they were very fine.

Dale's Conqueror Cucumbeh (Mowcroj't).—Yon can obtain the seed of

this Cucumber through almost any seedsman.

Pelargonium Cuttings {Idem).—Y'ou can commence striking cuttings

as early in spring as you can procure them of sufficient length ; March or

the beginning of April is a good time. The best time to strike cuttings

for bedding purposes is iu August and the beginning of September.
Cuttings struck then are in every way better than those put iu daring
the spring.

Labels for a Pinetum {Mitchell Henry).—As these are required to be
stuck in the ground, and large, wo recommend them to be of wood, cut
in the shape of the letter T ; the end to be thrust into the ground chan-ed,

the whole painted white, and the name painted black on the face of the

upper part.

Chrysanthemum Cuttings (I?iQ»(rfr).—Chrysanthemum cuttings do
exceedingly well put in dm-ing January if they have the benefit of a mild
bottom heat; but if you cannot give them heat we would advise you to

take ofl'the dwarfest of the young shoots with a portion of root to each.

and pot them in singly small pots. They succeed admirably if kept

in a house from which Irost is excluded, or they will do in a cald frame.
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protection being offorded. H yon liecp them for a timo nfter potting in

the bouHc, remove tliom to a cold frame before they become drawn up

woaklv, (jivinR abundinco of nir in mild periods, with Blight protection

when the wsnther is Bovero. The pots should be plnngcd in coul iiBbes.

Names op Pipits (/. T. /!.).—!, Cedar of Lebanon ; 2. Cedms deodara;

8, Juniperns recarva ; i, Taxus elcgantissima. (.1 Sci-dliiiijl.—It is quite

impossible to name plants from such u specimen. It may be a Bcgonio,

or it may be a seedling of one of a dozen other genera.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Five Days ending December 22nd.

Wed. . 18
Tbnrs. 19
Fri. .. 20
Sat. .. 21
Son... 22

Mean

aiQOMETEn.

Max. Min.

29.498
29.725
29 949
29.911

•J9.B31

29.783

29.4(!1

29.634
2984H
29.7S1

a9.788

THERMOUKTBB.

Mai. Mln

47
47
88
!>0

54

29 692 47.20

1 ft. dp. 2 ft. dp.

45
44
43
44
44

44
43
43
42
43

43.09

Rain In
inches.

W.
,

.00

N.W. .00

W. .00

S. I .1!

N.W.
I

.00

0.12

GEIIEilAL BEUUKS.

Clear; fine; masses of white clouds; clear.

Overcast, hoar frost ; overcast; overcast.

Low fog ; hoar frost , partially overcast ; overcast.

Rain ; overcast and damp ; overcast and mild.

Densely overcast
;
partially overcast, very flue ; clear.

POULTRY. BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

JUDGING GAME FOWLS BY COLOUR.—No. i.

Bnow» Red3.*—In juJging these, thongh the brown-streaked

breasted birds are the favourites, it should bo recollected

that the red-brown breasted, whether brown- streaked, or clear

reddish-brown breasted, are the pure bred birds ; that any

black markinRS or streaks on the breasts of the Brown Beds
are bad, as showing the Black-breasted Bed cross, and that

the birds are less spirited and not pure bred ; also, that only

the reJ-browu breasted birds are the most spirited strain

of the colour, pale breasts being less spirited. The Ginger

Brown Reds are not pure bred, being crossed with the Gingers

and (iinger Bed Game. It sbould likewise be remembered,
that Brown Bed hens should be of a pencilled dark brown
colour with dark red hackles, and not black with yellow hackles.

Brown Reds, and Diickwiags also, have often been too much
crossed with the Black-breasted Reds and other colours to be

pure bred euough for cup and prize takers. All the lighter-

coloured Brown Beds are interior birds, and the dark Brown
Reds are the true typo of the colour, aud the only prize strain.

All throstle-breasted birds with breasts marbled with black,

and all blael, -treakod breasted birds are inferior. The streaks

sbould bo dark brown and not black, as given erroneously in

the " Standard of Excellence," the proper colour of breast

being denoted by the name, " Brown-breasted Dark B-jds," or
" Red Brown-breasted Dark Reds," which is the true and correct

appellation of the Brown Reds.
In Piles the brightest and reddest-coloured birds are the

best, if red-eyed and wliite-legged. Rad-eyed yellow-legged

stand next ; and red-eveJ, yellowish-willow-legged, third. No
others are very good. The red eye is absolutely essential. The
red-eyed, white-leg:»ed breed is the hardest, best, and fastest-

fighting Pile of all, and is white-skinned, and as such, better

than any yellow-skinned bird, like the yellow and willow-legged

(the "Standard of Excellence" puts the white-legged third.

which is wrong), though these are often rodder birds when red-

eyed, than the white-legged, which are almost always red-eyed.

Yellow-eyed Piles are weaker and are nearly always spiritless

birds. Red feathers in the tails of Piles show goodness, I

think, though any black feathers, such as the old Worcester-

shire Piles had, is very objectionable. The breasts should be

well marbled with red in the cocks, and well streaked or veined

with red in the hens, as better than white breasts which show
softness.

DucKwiNos are either Birchen Grey, Yellow Birchen, or

Silver Grey, the last the purest bred, the lirst colour being

between the two extremes, and the most common colour of the

red-eyed, willow-legged prize breed. Any red, brown, or yellow

marlangs in the hens are objectionable ; they should be of a

pure bluish silver-grey, more or less silvered according to the

strain. The red-backed Duckwing cocks are cross-bred birds

from the Red breeds, and aro never pure bred Duckwing
Game. A coarse red salmon-brick breast is a great defect in

Duckwing hens, and shows the Red cross in them very plainly.

In a pure-bred bird the hen's breast should be of a delicate

* Light nails are the most common defect in oox breeds of Brown Reds.

pale or silvery fawn colour, instead of a red fawn, which last

colour is proper only for Partridge hens. The white-skinned,

blue and white-legged Duckwings incline most to the Silver-

Grey colour ; and the vellow-skinned. willow and yellow-legged

b-rds to be Yellow Birchens, the yellow-leg?od birds being

the true Yellow Birchen Duckwings. The red eye, however,

inclines them to both grey and reddish feathers, and the yellow

eye to the yellow feathers only. The pure white-legged Silver

Duckwings and Mealy Greys have the rare pearl-grey eye. The
" old Yellows " were produced before the " old Silvers," which

latter were more diflicult to produce.

All Duckwings were originally bred from various Black-

breasted Reds, though some breeders and writers term them

an original breed. Some prefer Silver Dackwiugs, and some

the high-coloured yellow birds ; the middle colour, the Birchen

Grey Duckwing, is most common.
The BncK-Br.E.\siEr> Red is most common of all, and varies

most in its strains, which are more numerous than any colour

shows. Of legs, they have all colours, and when with the true

red eye, in this breed really good birds may be found with any

colour of leg. The only two necessary points as to colour m
the cocks are, that they must be bright red, neither Ught or

pale, nor dark or dull, and have the red eyes, without which

eye all strains are inferior. The hen should be of a rich red

partridge-brown colour ; hackle reddish-gold or golden red (the

redder the better for spirit), with dark stripes iu most strains,

but not iu all of them.

In White Game the red eve and white leg are essential, as

giving the pure white colour." The " Standard of Excellence "

gives yellow legs, but birds with these always incline to a

yellow tinge and are not so game as the red-eyed, whitedegged

Whites are, though if red-eyed, they are better than the yellow

or daw-eved Whites.
Black'Game should, of course, be black-eyed and blackish-

legged. Bluish-black is the best tinge for the legs, the blacker

i

the better. The yellow-eyed Blacks aro poor. Cocks black or

brassy ; hens always entire black. W'hits-skinned better than

yellow-skinned.

Dark Greys jind Dakk BincHENS (dark combs), should be

grey in the cocks in the Greys, aud dusky yellow or birchen in

' the Birchens. Hens very dark in both sorts, and marked much

alike with grey and birchen. Legs and eyes quite jet black in

both sorts, or as black as possible. Greys are the better of these

two sister sorts and harder.

GiNGEE Reds.—Cocks red-breasted ; red combs and faces ;

eyes red. Combs and face never gipsy as in Brown Beds. Lege

vrhite, yellow, or yeUowish-wiUow. Hen light ginger partridge

colour.

Gingers are lighter and yellower than the preceding. Ihey

should have veUow eves. The cock and hen should both be

ginger-breastu'd, never gipsy in face, but rbd. The - Standard

of Excellence ' gives the Ginger Brown P^d as the true Ginger

j
Red, which is quite a mistake. Gingers' legs should be yellow

1 or light willow.
i. , , »

' In Red Duns, for good birds, red eyes are essential, bnt

many have yeUow eves and legs. White-legged birds are best

;

blue-legged next. These are the only two red-eyed strain.?,

and are true Red Duns, the yeUow-eyed burds being the true

Ginger Blues.
, j ..u

Blce Doss when pure bred are blue dun-coloured witb

yellow eyes and legs in the case of the hens; cocks often
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birchen above, blue under. Blue cocks are rare. The eyes

and legs should be the same as the hen's.

—

Newmaekei.

MY POULTRY YARD.—No. 2.

My first thorough-bred birds were some Silver-pencilled

Hamburghs, a cock and two hens. These were bred from prize

strains, and were good birds. I received them in Jannary,
and the account which I kept of the eggs they laid me in

twelve months was as follows :

—

January 13 i

February T

'

March 40
|

April 27
May 43

|

June 41
July 85

I

Au!?ust 34
September 11
October S
November
December 2

Total 270

One hen wanted to sit, so I unadvisedly placed under her
sleven eggs ; but she only sat on them three days, and then
deserted them, so I never again put a Hamburgh to sit. I found
that the eggs of my Hamburghs that I hatched produced
weakly chickens, so I purchased a cock of another strain ; but
still my Hamburgh chickens did not do well. I placed them
on fresh runs, and adopted various plans to improve their

health ; but one by one my chickens died off.

I then thought 1 would try a cross for table fowls, and bought
two Black lied Game hens, and let them run with my Silver-

pencilled Hamburgh cock. This time my trouble was repaid,

for every egg from the Game hens brought forth a stroug
healthy chick, which grew and did well. Of course they never
made large fowls, but they answered veiy well for the table,

though they had blue legs, but I did not miud that. The
chickens from this cross used to be generally black and white
speckled, as if enveloped with cobwebs. They had rather long
blue legs and long tails, and were very precocious. A curious
result was, that the chickens, with one or two exceptions, were
cocks. Have any of your readers ever heard that an egg with
a rough shell at the smallest end produces a cock? I have

;

but I do not say I believe in it. Nevertheless, strange to say,
nearly every one of my Game hens' eggs had this rough-ended
shell.

^
The hens I bred from the above-named cross (only two), did

sit ; but it was very badly.
I kept this breed two or three years, but gave it tip even-

tnaUy, as my birds would roam, and, besides, the eggs and
chickens were very small.

I attributed my not rearing the Hamburgh chicks to the clay
soil ; but to those who want fowls for beauty, and have a
dry run, and who do not mind small eggs, I can with every
confidence recommend the Pencilled Hamburghs ; and if it is

desired to cross them, try a Game hen, provided rather small
chicks are not objected to, and the result will be a good, hardy,
fast-growing cross.

The next fowls which I tried were White Dorkings. These
I had from a celebrated breeder. I had a cock and two hens
of this breed. My number of eggs for one year from them
was as follows :

—

January
Februai-y 2S
March 44
April 45
May 23
June 21
July 42

.\u^ist 37
September 19
October 5
November
December

Total 264

So my two White Dorkings laid six eggs less than the Ham-
burghs, both varieties having the same amount of food, and
the same kind—viz., whole best barley once a day, ground oats
twice.

I had no better luck with my young Dorking chicks than I
had with my Hamburghs—all the young ones died ; so I bought
fresh hens from one place, and a fresh cock from another place.
My chicks had the best of food and the greatest care ; but

still I saw them dying before me. I was truly put out, and
said to myself, " I shall never do anything in the poultry way."
I read books and thus obtained some information about the
soil ; again my day soil was the cause.

I could not alter the soil, so I thought I had better alter the
breed, and then I bought some Grey Dorkings, thinking they
would be hardier than their white brethren ; but again I was
doomed to disappointment.
Next time I tried Spanish ; but there I was completely

beaten, for my old birds died as well as my young ones, al-

though every imaginable care was taken of them. My cold,

bleak situation and damp clay soil seemed to undermine my
Spanish fowls' constitutions, and slowly they all faded away.
So again I found that clay soil would not suit the Spanish
breed.

I then thought of trying the French breeds, so I bought some
Crcve Ca>ur eggs and began again.—E. S. S. W.

TROUBLES OF A NEW FARM.
" Well, now, really Frank, why should we not have a little

farm of our own ? Of what use is this rambling old manor
house with its innumerable out-buildings, if they stand empty ?

We had better have lived on in the town, than have tried to

make a town house in the country,"
" A farm, indeed ! Make ducks and drakes of your money ;

is that what you intend to do, Mrs. Weston ?
"

" No, I intend to have cows, and piga, and geese, and ducks,

and poultry."
" Your cows will die of rinderpest, and your pigs never grow

fat. Your geese will fly away over the wood to the canal, and
be picked up by the boatmen. Your little ducks will be drowned
iu the pond, or stick fast in the sides all among the mud. And
your poultry will cost far more than they return, and probably

be all cleared out some dark night when you are off to a party."
" I must take my chance. I like the sound of living things

about me. Nothing sooner make a strange place feel home-
like than the crowing of cocks, and the quacking of ducks."

" They are an intolerable nuisance. I would rather have the

noise and bustle of Market Street."
" They would lessen the solitude of this quiet, and if there

is any profit to be had, why should I not go in for it ?
"

" You will miss the profit, Sophy, because you do not under-

stand such matters, i'hey were not a part of your education."
" I suppose I can learn."

"You will learn how to lose your money ; and then, too, it is

a hobby fit only for men and boys."
" I do not agree with you. On the contrary, I often think a

man would look better, and might spend his time and strength

better, among sheep and cattle, than eggs and chickens. A
woman is busier often, every minute being employed, and she

has little opportunity for such things—at least, in the way of

hobby making ; not that she is unfitted. Iu former times the

farmer never thought of meddling with poultry, it was beneath
his notice, and belonged to his ' women folk.'

"

" Then why did not the ' women folk ' keep it iu their own
hands ? Few of them appear to care for such matters now ; even
those who are wanting something to fill up their time."

" Perhaps they were turned away from it in their young
year.s, told it was neither proper nor profitable."

" There, there, do as you like, only do not trouble me with
your losses. But I would strongly advise you to hire some one
to take the entire management of them."

" Indeed ! Frank, would you ? How much wiser should I be
at the end of any given time ? It would be all loss then, and
no mistake, without the gain of experience. Keep a henwifefor

my poultry, who would, probably, if I dared to feed the chicks,

ask me, as Mamma's cook did, when she mixed up the Christ-

mas pudding, ' whose the kitchen was ? ' No, I will try what
I can do with Martha's help ; at least, in the bird way."

" Then your best plan would be to buy two broody hens, and
a few egss of a right good sort ; the hens would settle down
during the hatching period, and then, however far they might
wander, would be sure to come back for the sake of their

chickens, which otherwise might be lost in the long grass of

the wood."
" And be the spring and summer without eggs. No, the

first market-day I will go into the town and buy a lot ; stock

my farm. I will take Wilson with me to see I do not buy old

birds for young ones."
" You may safely trust Wilson with cows and pigs, but as

for other things I do not believe he could tell a goose from a

gander."
A few days afterwards there was a great arrival to the house

in the wood. A cow, two pigs, geese, ducks, and poultry.

What was to be done with them ? The cow and pigs had their

appointed houses free from intrusion. The man had taken

care of that, they were to be in his charge ; but no one had
thought of the birds. The fowl-house was full of rubbish and
garden tools, but nothing in the way of perches ; and then what
was to be done with the ducks and geese ?

" Let them all out of their hampers into the unnsed stable,"
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said Mr. Weston, " for night is coming on, and in tlic morning
you can sort tliem ut jour leisure."

So tlie hamper.^ \7ere opened, and out flow the birds, more
than a score of them, "and never a pullet among thcra," said

the matronly muse as she stood Ly. They were a mixture and
intermixture of many kinds. There were heavy Dorkings, und
light graceful Haniburghs, and Game of such sclendid form
and plumage aR to have satisfied even a "Newmaiiiiet." There
were birds with large rosy combs, and others with no combs at

all ; huge clumsy Cochins, trailing their unsightly leg-feathers

in the dirt ; and one melancholy Spanii-h, all aloue in its black
coat, eyed with disgust some Light lirahmns.
"Are they not fine, Frank'"' iuijuircd Mrs. Weston.
" They are of all nations, yet not of all ages. I do not be-

lieve you have a young one among them."
" They assured me they were all young."
" That Cochin is as old as Methuselah, just look at its spurs.

You have spent your money badly. More than half your fowls
are of the non-layiug kind, so you will not be troubled with
many eggs. And, then, I would have confined myself to one
or two kinds of nearly equal weight ; that little liolton Grey
will be trodden to death before night, or if it be not, it will go off

into the woods to-morrow, and never come back ; and those
slow, lazy Brnhmas will be very easy game for the fox,"

" The Brahmas will sit, so 1 can have chickens."
Poor Mrs. Weston became alarmed as week after week passed,

and there were no eggs ; she could not understand it ; she had
been wont to think, like many others, that poultry-keeping was
all prolit, that eggs cost nothing. The amount of bariey and
meal her large family consumed, was really frightful, and far

into April there was no return ; sho began to be afraid lest

they were, as her husband laughingly asserted, all of the non-
laying kind, or that their ages were, indeed, so far "unknown"
as to render it highly improbable they should ever desire to

increase their numbers. Hour after hour did sho spend search-
ing for eggs, peering into every corner likely and uuliUely,

thrusting her hands into any hole there might chance to be in
the haystacks, for sho had heard say that hens often took a
fancy to lay there; and then, weary with her fruitless seeking,
she would comfort herself with the thought there would be a
great find some day, they must bo laying and were hiding theu'
eggs.

And, then, to make matters worse, the cow fell sick, and the
hind came to ask what he should do, what sort of medicine he
should give her :> ilo did not think she ailed much, was only
pining after company, and strongly advised buying another
cow. " What, to keep the sick one company '/ That will never
do, Wilson," said Mrs. Weston, " we have had very little good
of her yet. I must have some return for my money before I

venture on future speculations. Do the best you can for her,
or even send for a doctor, but no more cow buying."
Then the pigs would not eat, and Martha said something was

wrong, they ought to eat all up before they had any more given,
and their trough was never empty, and could not be scalded
out without making great waste, so the poor pigs were put
npon a short allowance, and a few days afterwards one was
found dead by the side of its empty trough. Wilson said,
" pined to death."
Putting all things, the loss of money, the extra work, and the

worry together, Mrs. Weston began to wibh she had left farming
to those who understood it.

The geese, too, caused great anxiety, though they had hatched
their eggs without more loss than usually occurs in a strange
place. Yot they had taken to a wandering life, and roamed
through the wood two miles away, to a pond deeper than the
one set apart for their use, and as there was no certainty of
their return, Wilson had his work to leave, often the feeding
of the pigs, or the milking of the cow, to drive homo the
vagrants.

Then, the ducks, Martha said, had eaten their heads off times
without number, they were the biggest gluttons she ever saw.
Three meals a-day they would have, or there was no peace. Up
they came from the water to the kitchen-door, quack-ijuaeking,
with their dreadful noise, loud enough to wake the seven
sleepers. Cook said it " was awful, just as though they were
gnawing her," and their loud voices were never hushed until the
oats in the bin were lessened, and that in no small degree. The
ducks had been layiug for some time before the important
event was known, but from choice, or the want of a suit-
able nest, or from having been allowed to go out too early in
the morning, they dropped their eggs in the long grass, or d-j-

poaited them in the soft mad at the side of the pond. Heavy

rain swelling, the waters carried half the eggs away, and those

left wore spoiled for every purpose.

One more folly Mr. Weston said his wife committed. Fear-

ing that the green peas would be ready for use, and no young
ducks to bo had at her new farm, she invested 10s. in the same
number of month-old ducklings. They were taken great care

of, had an iuclosure of their own free from danger ; but one
unlucky morning the gate was left open, and unobserved they

made their escape. Away they went picking up worms and
slugs, never pausing in their journey, until they reached the

gleaming waters of a pond, bright beneath the June sun, and
where three liouen Ducks were bathing their metallic feathers.

A low twitter of delight, and in went the young ducks. The
Koueus had held the pond in their sole posEefsion for many
weeks, and would have no intruders, so a dreadful attack was
made upon the little ones ; they were dragged under the water

and held there until drowned. Four of them were saved by the

man who chanced to be near at the lime, and though they grew
U|), and were heavy and fat, they w ere dear ducks at the best.

But by this time, the hens had commenced laying, and tho
egg-basket, if not very heavy, at least supplied home needs.

After a time chickens were hatched, and then excitement
seemed to culminate, for Mrs. Weston left her dinner to have
the chickens brought into the house to have their bills dipped
in water, otherwise they would not know how to eat, and so
could not live. Tho young birds were very easily taken from
theii- much too quiet Brahma mother, who, if she grieved for

their loss, soon found consolation in a new nest fuller of eggs

than her own had been. A Silver-pencilled Hamburgh, too,

seeking a safe place to deposit her daily treasure, found a warm,
soft nest, and cooing over it nestled down with delight ; a
minute afterwards she was roughly seized by a servant-maid,
who rushed with her into the house, e:;claimiag " This must
be the right one ma'am, for there is no other on the nest," and
the little Bolton Grey was put, to her great astonishment, upon
the kitchen hearth, to mother ten real barndoor chickens ; but
tho hen had no liking for the duties of a foster mother, no
materual cares over ruffled her silky feathers, or troubled the
peace of her long laying season ; so with a rush and a loud
scream she made good her escape to the open air and sunshine.
Out went the maid again to search for the real mother, followed

by her mistress ; though they searched for hours, the hen could
not be found, and the chickens had to be put into a hamper
kept by the kitchen fire, and fed with little tiny bits, and made
to drink three or four times a-day, whether they wished to do
so or no. Now and then they fared only indilierently, when
domestic cares accumulated. Their life was not the best even
of its kind, Martha said, " There was one comfort, it could not
be a long one." Neither was it, for they missed, what to them
was more than food—air, space, and sunshine. Mrs. Weston
seldom returned from a few days' absence, without finding one
or more of her chickens dead, and the few who existed through
their hamper life, were puny, and dwarfed, and spiritless;

easily driven away by younger, though stronger chickens.

Many more broods there were during the season, but the young
birds were never again stolen from the nest, for no one at the
new farm wished to repeat the experiment of rearing chickens
without a mother. So Nature was left to work her own way, if

not much aided, not hindered in her progress.

When autumn was far advanced, Mrs. Weston sat down in

the bitterness of a, to her, heavy loss, to look over her books,
to count up expenditure and return. It was not so much the
loss of money as of success, the failure of a plan on which she
had fixed her mind, and into which .she had entered without
thought, and without experience, and without that natmal
taste which often supplies the place of experience. Iler cow
had died dming tho summer, though not of rinderpest. They
had heard its meanings all through the night, and Wilson had
sat up with it, but though a good nurse he could not save it.

His own idea was, it died louging for company. The one pig

also was little over the weight of tho two at the time of purchase,

and could make no appearance at Christmas time. Her geese

had not flown away over tho wood, but they had wandered
through it, a nuisance to their neighbours up at the Hall. And
then, too, they had attained a certain size and weight beyond
which they woiUd not go, and at which they would not remain, bat
grew less and lighter as tho weeks passed, until in despair they
were disposed of at a loss. Then the ducks had been of no nee,

save that of ornaaenting tho pond in which they spent most of
their time, certainly of no profit, for the few e,7gs saved from
their carelessness would nut cover the loss of the young duck-
lings whose death they had caused. The ponltrr, too, which
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Wilson had chosen for their beautiful feathers, and for which
he had paid a great price, were to be sold to make way for
younger and more valuable birds ; but AVilson found he could
only get Is. each, just about a fourth of what he had given. So
they were to be kept for home consumption. Cook said,
" They were too aged for any purpose, unless it was making
gravy for chickens." So there was nothing but selling them at
the low price, or giving them away.
Thus ended the first year of farming at the house in the

wood, the result of which Mrs. Weston would never tell even
to her husband.

—

Maud.

MANCHESTER POULTRY SHOW.
With a prize scheilnle so fjood as tbat issued by the Messrs. Jenni-

son, of Belle VnoGarilens, Mixncliester, there conlilnot be tlie sliglitest
doabt of this being .1 most successful show, many of the highest
prizes amounting to as much as ilO each. We need scarcely refer to
the excellence of the arrangements, they being precisely those of for-
mer years. The ponltiT, except a few Bantams, and the Pigeons, were
.ill shown in a single tier

; and as the large hnll in which the Exhi-
bition took place is certainly the best building we know in the k-ingdom
for the diffusion of light, and is admirably warmed, the most anxious
amateur could be in no fear of the wellbeing of his poultry. A fact
in connection with the feeding is here worth mentioning, as showing
beyond questioc the best plan that can be adopted in such cases'
Prior to the admission of a single pen of fowls a large qnantity of
steamed brown bread (baked expressly for the poultiy), was in readi-
ness, and this served as the first meal after tr.avellmg. We allude
to this thus expressly, to contrast it with the reprehensible practice
so frequently adopted by managers of poultiy shows—that of giving a
first meal of hard com. which, from temporary hunger, being eaten to
excess, has to our knowledge, in several instances, utterly ruined some
of the best pens ever exhibited. It cannot, therefore, be too strongly
insisted upon that the first meal after a journey should be exclusively
of soft food.

The Iiorling classes were nnexceptionably good, none but birds of
the very highest class ha\'ing the slightest chance in so keen a compe-
tition. Admiral Hornby won in the adult single cock class with
one of the largest specimens we have seen for some years, the
Duke of Newcastle pressing him very closely with a much younger
specimen shown in most excellent condition. The Duke of Newcas'tle
also exhibited some very excellent Bose-combed Dorkings, for which a
class was specially prorided, and took the first prize. Of White Dorkings
there was only a limited entry, and certainly we have often seen better.

In the fIjKmish classes the old birds were mostly sadly wanting
in condition, hut the chicken classes absolutely abounded with the
best of specimens. We very deeply regi-etted to 'notice that a cockerel
of this breed, e:diibited with a pullet, was ruined for ever by his com-
panions, one of the jmllets actually tearing to pieces and eating a
large portion of each earlobe before her cannibal propensity was dis-
covered, and. as even rendering the circumstance more vexatious, this
was one of the very best Spanish cockerels wc have seen for many
years.

The Cochins were undoubtedly a leading feature, Messrs. Mapple-
beck, Tadman, and White being among the piincipal winners. BvaJinias
were good, but the dark-feathered hii-ds were not quite so perfect as
wo anticipated. The Polish fowls were shown in well-filled classes,
and in exquisite feather. In the classes for French fowls, Cri've
Co" !»« were the winners of the cup given expresslv to these varieties,
La FlrcJie being the breed next best shown ; but the Houclans seem of
late scarcely to maintain the size and weight necessaiy for fowls ex-
hibited as a breed expressly for table-purposes.
The Dnke of Newcastle, Mr. Fletcher, of Manchester, and Mr. C.

Cballoner, of Worksop, were the most successful of the Game exhibi-
tors. The classes were all good, and the competition severe.
The show of TiirTcctjs and Off.sc has never been surpassed.
The Exhibition was very much improved by the display of Doves

and ornamental waterfowl, which now, as during the several prior
meetings, Messrs. Jennison have so very abundantly supplied; Man-
darins, Garganies, Carolinag, Piut.ails, Shovellers, Brent Geese, White-
fronted Wild Geese, Egyptian Geese, Barnacle Geese, Shell Ducks,
and about a dozen varieties of foreign Doves, being among the most
popular and attractive features of (he Show. We can safely add, it is
impossible to imagine birds shown in higher condition than these were,
and yet they were evidently fair specimens taken at random from the
very large collection with which the extensive Belle Vue Gardens
aoound.
The Show was well and fashionably attended, and the courtesy

to every visitor displayed by the Messrs. Jennison deserves our highest
praise, and was evidently appreciated.
Dorking (CoIOOTcd, except Silver-Grev).—Cori-.—First,Admiral Hornby,

Knowsley, Presoot. Second, Duko of Newcistlc, Clumber. Third, J.
Bobmson, Vale House. G.arstang. Fourth, T. Statter, Stand, Whitefleld,
mancnester. Higbly Commended. A. Potts, Chester; D. Parsons, Cuer-
den, near Preston; J. Sicbel, Timperley. Commended, J. Fox, St.
uees, Cumberland; Messrs. Gunsou & Jefferson, Whitehaven. Hent.
—First, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright, Etwall Hall, Derby. Second, Mrs. J. H.
Bopor, Barham, near Ipswich. Third, J. White, Warlaby, NorthaUerton.

Highly Commended, A. Potts ; T. Statter : J. Fox ; Admiral W. Hornby.
Commended, Duke of Newcastle ; Mrs. Dale, Scarborough.
Dorking (Coloured, except Silver Grey).—C^icfcf7t3.— First, Admiral W.

Hornby. Second, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright. Third, D. C. Campbell, M.D.,
Brentwood, Esses. Fourth, Duke of Newcastle. Highly Commended,
D. C. Campbell. M.D. ; Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam, Rothciham ; Rev. G.
Hustler, Stillingfleet Vicarage, York. Pulhts.—First, Mrs. F. S. Arkwright.
Second, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam. Third, J. White. Highly Commended,
Mrs. F. S. Arkwright; Duke of Newcastle : Hon. H. W^Fitzwilliam.
DoaKiNG (Rose-combed).—First, Duke of Newcastle. Second, C. Cork,

New Sboreham.
DoaaiNO (Silver-Grey).

—

Cock,—First, Miss Milne, Otterbum, Kelso,
N.B. Second, R. D. Holt, Orrest Head, Windermere. Highly Com-
mended, T. Raines, Bridge H.iugh, Stirling. Hens.—First, T. Raines.
Second, W. E. George, Downside, near Bristol. Highly Commended, T.
Raines; D. Parsons ; Rev. E. S. Tiddeman, Brcntwbod ; T. L. Jackson,
Langholm, N.B.; Miss Milne.
DoRKiN'o (White).—First and Third, H. Lingwood, Needham Market.

Second, D. Parsons.
Extra Dorking Prizes.—First, R. Rmalley, Lancaster. Second, Hon.

W. C. Fitzwilliam, Rotherham. Third, Messrs. GuBson & Jefferson,
Highly Commended, R. Davies, Chester; J. Anderson, Meigle, N.B.

;

Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam ; .\dmiral W. Hornby. Commended, T. L. Jack-
son ; Hon. W. C. Fitzwilliam.
Spanish.— Cock.—First, H. Lane. Second, R. Teebay. Fulwood, near

Preston. Third, J. C. Wilson, Annan, Dumfries. Fourth, H. Ling-
wood, Buckleshaw, Suffolk. Commended, Messrs. Burch & Boulter,
Sbpffield : W. E. Bull, Newport Pagnell. Hfns.—First, Messrs. Burch
and Boulter. Second, E. Brown. Third, H. Lane. Highly Commended,
P. Eden, Salford ; A. Heath, Calne; J. Sichel.
Spanish.— CTiicJfns.—First and Second, R. Teebay. Third, H. Lane.

Fourth, F. .Tames, Peckhiim Rye, Surrey. Highly Commended, E.
Comber. Myddleton Hall, Warrington ; Hon. Miss D. Pennant, Penrhyn
Castle. Bangor ; F. James. PuUeti —First, H. Lane. Second, E. Brown,
Sheffield. Highly Commended, Hon. Miss D. Pennant. Commended, J.
C. WUson.
Extra Spanish Prizes.—First, First, H. Lane. Second, R. Davies.

Third, R. Teebay. Highly Commended, J. Holme, Knowsley, Prescot..
Commended, E. Brown.
Cochin China (Cinnamon and Buffj.—CocS.—First, R. White, Sheffield.

Second. C. W. Brierley, Heywood, Lancashire. Third, H. Mapplebcck,
Woodfield, near Birmingham. Fourth. R. Richardson, West Gorton,
Manchester. Highly Commended, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Com-
mended, E. C. Stretch. Ormskirk ; W'. Cepple, Eccleston, Prescot ; J.
Lee. Middleton, near Manchester; H. Tomlinson, Hem.—First and
Third, H. Mapplebeck. Second, W. A. Taylor. Highly Commended, C.
W. Brierley ; A. D. Shafto, Brancepeth Rectory, Durharn ; T. Bott. Wood-
lands. Bury. Commended, T. Boucher, Birmingham ; G. Fell, Warring-
ton ; H. Tomlinson.
Cochin China (Cinnamon and Buff).

—

Chickens.—First, C. W. Brierley
Second, C. Siiigwick, Keighley. Third, Mrs. R. White. Fourth, H
Mapplebeck. Highly Commended, G. A. Crewe, Etwall. Derby. Pullets.

—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, Mrs. R. White. Highly Commended,
A. H. H. Lattey, Shrewley, near Warwick. Commended, H. Wade, Bir-
mingham.
Extra Prizes for Cochin China (Cinnamon and Buff ).—First, Hon,

Miss D. Pennant. Second, C. W. Brierley. Third, J. Armadale, Norton,
Yorkshire. Commended, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson.
Cochin China (Brown and Partridge-feathered). — Cock.— First, K.

White, Sheffield. Second, A. O. Worthington, Burton-on-Trent. Third,
H. Lingwood. Highly Commended, E. Tudman, W^hitchurch,

'; Salop ; C. G. W. Macpherson, Bracknell. Hens.—First, C. W. Brierley.
'< Second, E. Tudman. Third, E. C. Stretch. Highly Commended, C. W.
I

Brierley ; \\. Bankes, Runcorn, Cheshire. Commended, T. Bott ; W.
I

Bankes.
Cochin China (Brown and Partridge-feathered).— Cliickcns.— First

and Second, E. Tudman. Third, W. A. Taylor Highly Commended,
J. Horrocks. Tonge, near Manchester. Pullets.—First, C. Sidgwick. Se-
cond, E. Tudman. Highly Commended, J. Horrocks.
Cochin China (White).

—

Cock.—First and Second, W.Dawson, Hopton,
Yorkshire. Highly Commended, A. O. Worthington. Hevs,—First, A. O.
Worthington. Second, A. H. Verity, Northenden.
Extra Cochin China Prizes.—First. C. W. Brierley. Second, R.

Teeb.ay. Third, R. Smalley. Commended, J. Holme.
Brahma Pootra (Dark) —First, R. White. Second, H. Lacy, Hebden

Bridge. Third, A. H. Verity.
Brahma Pootra (Light!'.—First, J. Pares, Postford, Guildford. Se-

cond, A. O. Worthington. Third, F. Crook, Forest Hill, Kent.
Brahma Pootra (either variety).— Cor'.:.—First, Second, and Third,

Hon. Miss D. Pennant. Highly Commended. Mrs. Hurt, Alderwasley,
Derbyshire; J. Stevens, Mncclesfleld; A. H. Verity ; H.Lacy; T. Statter,

jun. Commended, C. G. W. Macpherson. Pullets.—First, H. Lacy. Se-
cond, W. Hargreaves, Bacup, Lancashire.
Polish Fowl (Any variety).

—

Cock.—First, C. W. Brierley. Second,
G. C. Adkins, The Llghtwoods, near Birmingham. Highly Commended,
G. C. Adkins; T. Walmsley, Chester; H. Beldon, Bingley, Y'orksbire

;

Mrs. E. Proctor, Hull. Hiiis.-First, G. C. Adkins. Second, P. Uns-
wortb, Sandv Lane, Lowton, near Warrington. Highly Commended, T.
Walmsley; 'H. Beldon ; C. W. Brierley; Mrs. E.Procter. Chickens.—
First and Third, P. Unsworth. Second, R. Charleswortb, Manchester.
Commended, G. C. Adkins ; J. A. Taylor.
CRkVE CoiiuR.—First and Cup. Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road,

London. Second and Third, 'W. Blinkhom, Waterdale, St. Helen's.
Highly Commended. Col. Stuart Wortley.
HouDAN.—First, National Poultry Company. East Bromley, Kent. Se-

cond, Col. Stuart Wortlev. Highlv'Commended, E. Brown, SheiBeld.
La Flixhe.—First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, Hon. W. C. W. Fitz-

william. Commended, Hon. W. C. W. Fitzwilliam.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).—First. E. Aykroyd, Bradford. Yorkshire.

Second, J. Fletcher, Stoneclough, Manchester- Third, J. H. Wilson.
Highly Commended, S. Matthew, Stowmarket.
Game (Black-breasted Reds).— Cocfc.—First, C. W. Brierley. Second,

H. M. Julian, Hull. Third, J. Fletcher. Highly Commended, G. R.
Smith, Scarborough ; Rev. T. O'Grady. Hognaston Vicarage, Ashbourne;
W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory, Nottingham. Commended, S. J. Astbury,
Encliffe, Manchester. Chickens.—First andThird, C. Chaloner, Worksop.
Second, J. Fletcher. Fourth, Duke of Newcastle. Highly Commended,
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C. Chaloncr; W. Parker, Cliiy CrosB, Derbyshire. Commended, C.

Cfanlooer; J. D. Newsnmc, Bntlev ; O. W. Hay, Hudhnry. Derbyshire.

Game (Ulncli-bronatod nml other Rods).—i/fin.— First. E. Aykroyd. Se-

cond, T. Wliewll. Irwi-ll linnk, KadclilTn. Third..T. nnrrow. jun. Hlirhly

Commoiidud, T. Stiittc-r ; J. Uolmo ; Kov. W. J. Mcllor. I'lilMA.—Virat,

O. W. Hav. SoroBd. .T. Burv, ManehoBtcr. Third, C. W. llriorley.

Highly Commended, Uuv. W. ,). Mellor; A. Darby, Bridgenorth. Salop

;

W. Whowoll ; M. W. Stobart, DnrlinRlon ; T. Dyson, Halifax ; W. J. Cope,
Bamsley, Yorkshire. Commended, T. Dyson.
Oame ( Urnwn and other liods, except Hlack-broastedl.—First, .J. Wood,

Wigan. Second, C. W. Bricrlcy. Third. MoHsra. Cburcli & Holding,
Nantwich, Cheshire. Commended, Rev, \V. .1. Mellor.
Oamk (lirnwn and other Rod^, except Blaek. breasted).

—

Cork.—First, J.

Wood. Second. Duke ol Newcastle. Third, C. Chiiloner. Highly Com-
mended, ,1. BaiTow, jnn., Bradley Field, near Kendal. Chicken*.—First,

.1. Anderson. Second. C. Cbaloner. Third, S. Matthew. Fonrth, .1.

Wood. HiplilyConiniended,.T. Holme; F. Sales. Crowle ; Messrs. Church
and Holding. " Conimonded, J. Foldes, Bardon Lane, near Bnmley.
Extra Prices ron Game (Black.breastod and other Reds).—First, R.

Pasbley, Harness Grove, Worksop. Second, S. Matthew. Third, P.

West, Abram, near Wigan. Fourth, .7. Wood. Highly Commended, .T.

Barrow, jun.; E. Aykroyd. Commended, J. Williams, Pontre, North
Wales.
Game (Duckwings, and other Greys and Blues).—First. S. Matthew.

Second, J. Halsali, Ince, near Wiga'n. Third, H. M. .Inlian. Highly
Commended, G. R. Smith : A. K. Briggs, Bradford. Commended, Mrs.
Norbnry, Bowdon Priory, Cheshire.
OAStE (Duckwings, and other Greys and Blaes).

—

ChicJ^enJt.—First, J.

Halsali. Second, ,1. Fletcher. Third, Rev. T. O'Orady. Highly Com-
mended. P. .\9hcroft, Golhnrae. near Newton-le-Willows ; E. Aykroyd.
Hen.—First. J. D. Newsome. Second, .1. Halsali. Highly Commended,
Rot. W. J. Mellor ; R. Pashlev. Commended, A. K. Brigga.
Game (White and Piles).- First, R. Butcher. Second. R. Swift. South-

well, Notts. Highly Commendetl, H. C. Musters, Ashbourne. Chickens.
—First. R. Butcher. Second, Rev. F. Watson.
Game (Blnck and Brassy-winged).—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Second,

J. Pares.
Game (Any variety, except Black.breasted and other Reds).— TocA:.

—

First, Duke of Newcastle. Second, P. Sales. iTca.-First. .1. Halsali.

Second, R. Pasbley. Highly Commended, Messrs. Fumess & Rhodes.
Aocrington. Commended, R. Butcher.
Dock and Drake (Rouen).-First, T. Bums. Second, T. Bnrgeas.

Third, E. H. Pilling, Gatetield, Wrexham. Fourth, .1. Anderson. Highly
Commended, E. Leech, Rochdale ; T. Bums ; T. Statter ; T. J'.vcleigh,

Little Lever. Bolton-IeMoors; S. H. Stott. Commended, T. Wakefield,
Oolbome ; C. P. Ackers. Biekershaw, near Wigan; D. Hardie, Sorbie,
N.B. ; E. Longton, Woolton. near Liverpool.
Docks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, S. H. Stott. Third, E.

Longton. Commended, T. Burns.
Ddck and Drake (While Aylesbury).—First and Third, Mrs. M. Sea-

mons. Aylesbury. Second, E. Leech. Highly Commended. D. Hardie.
DtTCKs' (White Aylesbury).—First, E. Leech. Second, 3Irs. M. Sea-

mons.
Ducks (Black Kast Indian).—First and Second, Rev. W. Sorgeantson,

Acton Burnell. Shrewsbury. Commended, Messrs. Fnmess & Rhodes,
Ducks (Any variety).—First, E. Leech. Second, T.Bott (Rouen). Third,

D. Parsons. Highly Commended, T. C. Harrison, Hull ; R. Leech, jnn.

:

D. Parsons; Messrs. Gunson & .lefTcrson ; T. Statter. jun. (Wild Ducks).
Commended, T. Wakefleld; P. Ashcroft (Rouen) ; T. Honlker.
Ornamental Water Fowl.—First and Second, .T. Jenni-ion (Mandarins

and Carolina?). Tliird, f*. A. Wyllie, East Monlsey, Surrey (Mandarins).
Highly Commended, T- C. Harrison ; S. A. Wyllie (Carolinas) ; J. Jenni-
son (Carolina.^. Garganey, Pintail, Brent, and Barnacle Geese). Com-
mended, .1. .Tcnnison (Mandarins. Shoveller, and Widgeon).
Geese (White .—First, S. H. Stott. Second, R. Leech, jun. Third, T.

Statter, jun. Highly Commended, Messrs. J. A W. Rostron, Leven-
shnlme; Mrs. M. Seamons; J. J. Stott; Rev. G. Hustler.
Geese (Orev and Mottled).—First, Rev. G. Hustler. Second, S. H.

Stott. Third, .i. .7. Stott. Highly Commended, Jliss H. Walker. Com-
mended, Mias H. Walker.
Turkeys.—First. DIrs. Dale. Second, J. Smith. Third, R. Leech, jun.

Very Higlily Commended, F. E. Richardson, Branishall. Uttoxeter.
Highly Commended, R. Leech, jun. ; C. Bamctt. lUackenhall, Nantwich

;

C. P. Ackers. P,)ul(.i.—Fir.xt and Second, .T. Smith. Third, F. E. Rlchsr 1-

son. Highlv Commended, R. Leech, jun. ; T. Statter. Commended,
S. H. Stott.

'

Extra Stock (Any variety not before named).—First and Second,
National Poultry Company (Ciueldres and Pas du Chamois). Third, Rev.
A. G. Brooke, Ruyton XL Towns. Salop.
HAsmrnoH Black). -Coi-t.—First, C. Sidgwick. Second, .1. Robinson.

Hcnii.—First. .7. .lackson. Bury. Second. G. Lingard, jun. Highly Com-
mended. C.Sidgwick; ,7. Munn, Fern Hill, Stackatcads; J.Lancashire,
Chadderton, near Manchester. Commend''d. J. Clegg, jun.. High Comp-
ton, Oldham. Ciicfcrnjt.—First, Rev. W. Serjeantson. Second, C. Sidg-
wick. Tliird. .7. Lancashire. Highly Commended, W. Mason ; G. Lin-
gard, jun. ; T. Wrigley, Tonge, Middlcton.
HAjmnRc.H (Ooldeii-spangled).— Cor^-.—First, J. Roe. Second, W. A.

Hyde, Hurst. .\shlon-under.Lyne. , Third, Messrs. Hay & Bray, Ogley
Green, Holmflrth. C^icfcein.—First. N. Marlor. Denton, near Manches-
ter. Second, ,7. Wild, Aflhton-under-Lyne. Third, T. Scholes, Thompson
Lane, near Hollinwood.
HAMnrnan iSilver.spangled).—Coct.—First. J. Fielding, N'owchnrch,

near Manchester. Second. T. Sharpies. Third, It. Beldon. Chickens.—
First anil Second, J. Fielding. Third, ,7. Lancashire.
Hamburoh 1 Spangled).—Wen* or Pii/fr/j*.-First, J. Roe. Second, J.

Ogden, Denton Lane, Hollinwood. Third, N. Marlor. Highly Com-
mended, .1. Ogden; J. Fielding; W. E. George; W. A. Hyde.' Com-
mended. J. Wild.
HAMBCBnii (Golden.pencilled).

—

Cock.—First, T. Wrigley, jnn. Second,
.1. Robinson, Garatang. Third, F. D. Mort, Stafford. CItirkrm.—First,
Messrs. Burch ,^- Boulter. Second, T. Wrigley, jun. Third, T. Huddle-
Stone.
Hambcroh iSilvcr-peneillod).—Coc/f.— Prize, T. Sharpies, Rawtcnstall.

ClicAcn.'.—Prize, T. Sharpies.
HAMBURiiii (Pencilled).—HcM.—First, F. D. Mort. Second, T. Wrigley,

Jan.
Extra Prize fob Hambdbohs.—First, N. Harlor. Second, J. Field-

ing. Third, .7. Roe. Highly Commended, W. Painter, Abram, near Wigan;
C. W. Brierley. Commended, T. Scholes.
Game Bantams (Black. breasted Reds).— C/iic/tfiu.—First, .1. W. Morris.

Second, Mias E. A. Crawford. I'arnBlicU, Notts. Third, H. Shumach,
.Southwell, Notts. Fourth, W. Parker. Highly Commended, .7. J. Cnnsins,

Chapel Allerton, near Leeds; J. W. Morris; G. W. Hay. Commended,
E. H. Pilling ; J. W. Morris.
Game Bantams (Brown and other Reds).—CTicIttm.-First, Miss E. A.

Crawford. Second, T. Dyson. Third, D. Parsons. Commended, Miss
E. A. Crawford.
Game Bantams (Any variety except Black-breasted and other Red).)—

First and Second, H. Shumach. Third, .7. J. CouBina. Highly Com-
mended, J. Hilton ; .1. Croaland, jun.
Game Bantams (Black.brcasted Reds).— Coc).-.—First, Messrs. Fumess

and Rhodes. Second, J. Halsali. Third, W. F. Entwisle. Fourth, J. A.
Taylor. Highly Commended, I'.ov. W. J. Mellor; F. .1. Astbury ; H.
Shumach: C. W. Brierlev. Commended. J. W. Morris; W. Parker;
J. Bury ; Rev. W. J. Mellor; .7. Bamforth ; Messrs. Fnrnesa and Rhodes.

Game Bantam (Any varietv except Black-breasted Reds).—Coc*.

—

Firat, J. Croaland, jun. Second, H. Shumach. Third, J. Wright.
Game Bantam (Ulack-brcastcd and other Rods).-/£»n».—First. J. W;

Morris. Second. J. R. Robinson. Highly Commended, Rev. W. J. Mellor:

H. Shumach. Commended, 1-*. W. Entwistle.
Game Bantam (Any variety exceit Blackbreastcd and other Reds).—

Hfin—First, J. R. Robinson. Second, H. Swift. Commended, Rev. W;
J. Mellor.
Extra Prizes for Game Bantams (Any variety).—First, .7. W. Morris.

Second. H. Shumach. Third, R;v. E. S. Tiddeman. Highly Com-
mended, R. Gerrard. Commended, J. Anderson ; G. It. Davies ; R.

Gerrard.
Bantams (Any varietv except Game).—First, A: K. Briggs (Black).

Second, W. J. Cope (Pekinl. Third, H. Aahton. Highly Commended,
T. Burgess. Commended, J. W. Morris ; T. C. Harrison ; W. Mason

PIGEONS.
Pouters (Any colonr).—Co<;t.—First, A. H. Stewart, Birmingham. Se-

cond and Highly Commended, W. Harvey, Shoflield. ifrn.—First. A.

Heath, Calne, Wiltshire. Second, A. H. Stewart. Highly Commended,
A. H. Stewart ; W. Harvey.
Carriers (Black).—Coc*.—First, F. Crosslev, EUand, Yorkshire. Se-

cond. T. Colley, Sheffield. Highlv Commended, E. E. M. Royds, Greon-
hill. Rochdale. Hrii.—First, W. Hargroaves, Bacnp, Lancashire. Second,
E. E. M. Royda.
Carriers (Anv colour except Black).—Cod-.—First, T. Colley (Blue).

Second, Capt. Mangnall, Stval. Cheshire. Highly Commended, W. Har-
greaves. Commended, T. Colley. Hca.—First, T. Colley (Blue). Second,

E. E. M. Royds.
Carriers'— I'oini^.—First and Third, F. J. Maclaren, Highflcld, Pendle-

bury. Second, H. Mappleheck, Woodfleld, Moseley, Birmingham.
Dragoons (Yellow).—First and Second. C. Bulpin, Riverside, Bridge-

water. Commended, T. H. Ridpeth, Rusholme.
Dragoons (.\nv other colour).— First, A. Lowe, Over Hulton, near

Bolton. Second,' W. Harvey. Highly Commended, J. W. Edge, Birming-
ham ; H. Y"ardlev, Market llall, Birmingham.
Antwerps.—First, C. Bulpin. Second, S. A. Taylor, Sutton CoIdHeld,

Birmingham. Highlv Commended, J. Thompson, Bingley ; R. Antherson,

Hazel Grove, near "Stockport ; T. Newell, Aahton-under-Lyne ; S. A.

Taylor. Commended, J. O. Allen, Smedlev, near Manchester.
Jacobins.—First, J. B. Binder, Harpnrlcy. Second, J. Hawley, Bingley,

Y"orkshire. Highly Commended, J. Thompson: Capt. Mangnall; T. H.
Ridpeth ; C. Bulpin ; T. Newell. Commended, R. Thompson, Kendal.

Barbs.—First and Second, J. Gell. York. Highly Commended, J.

Gell ; Messrs. Macluro & Bedford, Newall Green, Timperloy. Commended,
J. GeU.
Fantails.-First and Second, H. Yardlcy. Highly Commended, S. A.

Wyllie, East Monlaey, Surrey; J. W. Edge. Commended, F. Crossley

;

J.'Baily. jun., Mount'Street, Grosvenor Square, London.
Ti;jiBLEB8 (Almond).— First, F. Key, Beverley, Yorkshire. Second,

J. Fielding, jun., Rochdale.
Tumblers (Mottles, Agates, Kites, or Self-colonred). — First, A. H.

Stewart. Second, J. Fielding, jnn. Highly Commended. W. Leyland.

Tumblers (Beards, Balds, or any other variety of Tumblcra not before

named).—First, W. H. C. Gates, Bealhorpe, Newark. Second. E. E. M.
Royds. Highly Commended, J. Goolden, Ualc, near Altrincbam; J. H.
Slack, Manchester; J. Fielding, jun.
Nuns.—First and Second, C. Bulpin.
TtiRBiTs.-First, J. Thompson. Second, C. Bulpin. Highly Commended,

H. Mappleheck. Commended, Capt. Jlangnall ; H. Yardlcy.

Owls (Blue and Silver English Owlai.—First and Second, C. Bolpin.

Very Highly Commended. J. Goolden. Commended, J. Goolden : A. Lowe.
Owls (Foreign).—Firat, CJountcas of Derby, Knowsley Hall, Prescot.

Second, J. Fielding, jun. Highly Commended, F. Crossley ; J. Fielding,

jun.
Runts.—First and Second, T. D. Green, Saflron Walden. Highly Com-

mended, J. Baity, jun.
Trumpeters.—Prize, W. H. C. Gates.
Any other Variety oe Pioeon not Before Named.-First and

Second, J. Baily jun. (German Toy and Egjptian Swifts). Third, W. H. C.

Oates (Ice Pigeons). Highly Commended. T. Martin, Chorlton Road,
Manchester (Magpies); S. A. Wvllie (German Toy): J. Hawley (Bla<*

Swallows) ; H. Yardlcy : J. Baily. jun. (German Toy). Commended,
T. H. Frean, Liveriwol (Brunswick).
Doves (Any variety).—First. Second. Highly Commended, and Com-

mended, J. Jennison, Manchester (Barbary, Canadian, Green.winged,
Stock, and Ring-ncclied).

RABBITS.
Black and White.-First, G. Lindley, Sheffield. Second, M. Milling-

ton, York.
Y'ellow and WinTE.— Second. F.B. Donislborpe, Leicester.

Tobtoisebhill.-Firat. M. Millincton. Second. G. F. Jones, York.

Blue and White.—First and Seennd. M. Millington

Self.colour.—First, W. Green. Ardivick. Second, M. Millington.

Longest Ears.—Prize. M. Millington.
Angora.-Prize, T. Schofield. jun . Castlemero, Rochdale.
Foreign Rabbits.-Prize, W. H. Easten, Hnll.

Judges.—Dorhings, Sixitiiih, Cochins, Bralonas, and Crire Gaurs

:
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Mr. Edward Hewitt, Sparibroolt, Birniineham ; Mr. ^V. E. TeRct-
meier. Oamf', Gnme Bantanis, lic. : Mr. K. Teebay, Fnlwood, Pres-
ton ; Mr. S. FieldiufT, Trentham. Jlruiihuiyhs, Poliimh, Ihu-l-.t, tCr.

:

Mr. J. Dixon. North Park, Bradford ; Mr. Martin, Linton Park,
Stapiehorst, Kent, riijeou:^ : Mr. Harrison Weir, Peekham, Lon-
don ; Mr. T. J. Cottlu, Cheltenham. liaWds : Mr. H. Yardley,
Market Hall, Birmingham.

NEWPORT (MOKMOUTIISHIRE) TOULTRY
SHOW.

The Tredegar Exhibition of Poultry auJ Pi/zeons, in oonjunction
with one of cattle and sheep, took place on the 17th and iHth inst., in

the Cattle Market, Newport, which is well adapted for a large Show.
The anangements for the poultry, and the punctuality with which they
were carried out, gave general satisfaction.

In some of the classes the quality of the birds could not he excelled,

while in others good pens were the exception. Of Game, a pen of ex-

cellent Brown-breasted Keds won the piece of plate. They were ex-

cellent birds, shown in faultless condition, though hard pressed by the
Black-breasted Reds shown by the Ecv. G. S. Crnwys. The prizes

for Game, any other Tariety, were won by Duckwings, in all cases, but
the birds were not equal to the Eeds in point of merit, and several

pens in both classes had exceedingly had feet and rou^h legs.

Spanish upheld the credit of the Show, so near Bristol ; scarcely a
pen bnt deserved the piece of plate, which was won in this class by a
perfect pen from Aldwick Coiu-t. The cock was a remarkably fine

bird, combining the tine properties of a perfect Spanish fowl i^ith the
sprightliness and agility of a Bantam.

In Doi'kiugs, one of the best pens was disqualified in consequence of

there being a string round the leg of the cock. Throughout the class,

so bad were the feet of the cocks that it was with difliculty that a pen
was found to receive the award, though as a rule the birds were in all

other respects good.

The Cochins in Loth classes were good, and it may almost be said,

that the fine pen of Buff shown by Mr. Taylor was equally deserving
with the pen of Partridge, to which the cup was given. The first prize

pen of Brahmas was of gi-eat merit. There were some perfect Ham-
burghs shown. The cup being given to a remarkably fine pen of

Silver-spangled, the property' of Mr. Beldon, the cock being one of the

noblest specimens that has ever been seen, itnd the hen of exquisite

beauty. In Pohnids^ the first prize went to Silvers, and the second to

Blacks. The French fowls were well represented by Crcvc Caiiu; La
Fleche^ and HoiuJan.
Game Bantams formed a very large class, and some of the pens were

of the highest quality. Black aud "White Bantams were most ex-

cellent, numbering nineteen pens of the highest merit, and it would
have been easy to have distributed a dozen prizes instead of two. One
of the most beautiful Black cockerels was altogether thrown out of

]

competition by being penned with a hen with legs almost white. The i

piece of plate was awarded to the splendid pen of Blacks shown by
Mr. Davicp, and they well deserved theii- position, though they had no
mean competitors for the honours in the Sebrights, shown by the same
gentleman, aud the beautiful pen of Game shown by the Rev. A.
Kingscote Cornwall.

For any other distinct breed, the first prize went to Black Ham-
burghs, theproperty of Mr. R.H. Nicholas, the cock being of great merit,

and devoid of the Spanish legginess generally found in this breed.

Ditclcs were poor, with the exception of the pen of East Indian,

winners of the first prize in the "Any other variety" class. The
TnrJceijs were good, especially the first prize pen.
In the selling class most breeds were represented. The first pri^.e

was awarded to an excellent pen of Creve Coeurs. which were claimed
immediately ou the opening of the Show, the second and third prizes
going reFpectively to Black Polands and Dorkings.
The Ftyeon classes did not produce any great amount of competition,

though in this department the winners were such as may not be easily

beaten at any show.

Game (Black or Brown-breasted Reds).—Cup and First, J. W. Jones,
Newport. Second, G. S. Cniwys, Cruwys Morchard. Tiverton, Devon.
Highly Commended, H. Beldon, Bingley, Yorkshire ; J. Fletcher, Stone-
clough, near Manchester.
Game (Any other varietyl.—First, W. Dunning, Xewpoii, Salop. Se-

cond and Third, G. Cole, Llr-nelly.

Spanish.—Cup and First, J. R. Rodbard, Aldwick Court. Wrington, near
Bristol. Second, J. Walker, Wolverhampton. Third, H. Beldon. Highly
Commended, J. Newton, Silsden, near Leeds; Hon. Mies Douglas Pen-
nant, Penrhyn C.istle. Bangor ; Mefsrs. H. & t*. Cooper. Walsall, Staflford-

shire. Commended, J. LopaD, Nantydcrry, near Pontypool.
Dorkings (Coloured). — PhUo and First, Mrs. G. Canning. Hartpury,

near Gloucester. Second, J. Pulley, jun.. Lower Eaton, Hereford.
Third, Col. C. Lyne, Br^-nhyfrid, Newport, Mou. Highly Commended, J.

Pulley, jun.
CocniN-CHiNA (Coloured).— Cup and First, J. K. Rodbard. Second,

W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Hiyhly Commended, Hon. Mies Douglas
Pennant. Commended, E. Shaw, Plas Wilmot, Oswestry ; H. Hobson,
Walsall, Slafibrdshire.
CocBiN-CniNA (White).—First, H. Hobson, Walsall, Staffordshire. Se-

cond, F. D. Johnson, Birmingham. Highly Commended, J. Gardiner,
Bristol. Commended, Mrs. Blay, The Poplars, Gregory's Bank, Worcester.
Bbahma Pootkas —First, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant. Second, W.

B. Etches, Whitchurch, Salop.

Hamdurghs (Gold-pencilled).—First, U. Beldon. Second, W. E. C.
Curre, Chepstow. Highly Commended, T. Griftithe, Merthyr Tydfil,
C'immcnded, Col. C. Lyne.
Hamddrghs (Silver-pencilled).—First. J. Platt. Bolton. Lfincashire.

Second, H. lieldou. Hi^^hly Commended, Mrs. Jeremiah, Niintyderry,
uenr Pontypool.
Hamiiurghs (Gold-spangled).—First, H. Bt'ldon. Second. J. Newton,

Highly Commended, J. Ogden, Hollinwood, Munchesler; T. Wulker. jun.,
Denton, near Manchester. Commended, J. Ogden ; T. May, Wolver-
hamptor,
HA5iEuiu;ns (Silver-Epnn(;led).—Cap and First. H. Beldon. Second,

W. A. Taylor, Highly Commended, J. M. lulvert, Ludlow. Commended,
C. Harris.
Polands (Any variety).— First, H. Beldon. Second, W. C. Gould,

Gold Tops. Newport. Third, J. Perieivall. Highly C{)mraended, Mrs. Blay.
French.—First, C. Homlray, Glen Uske, near Newport (Crtve Coear),

Second, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London. Third, MiB.
Llewelliu. Court Coleman, Bridgend (Houdans).
Game Bantams.- First. Rev. A. K. Cornwall, Bencombe, Dursley.

Second, W. F. Entwisle, LeedR. Highly Commended, W. Boutcher, Net-
ting Hill, London ; G. W. G. Thomas. CoeJiislan, Cardiflf; J. J. Consins
Allertou Park, Chapel AUerton. Leeds; E. Payne, The Wharf, Cardiff;
J.Williams. Commended, T. Davies, Newport; E. C. Phillips; Messrs.
H. &. S. Cooper, "Walsall, Staffordshire; J. Skinner. Maindee.
Bantams (Black or White Clean-legKeil).—Cup and Fir^t, T. Daviop,

Newport. Second, Miss Nicholas. Newport. Highly Commended, G. S.

Cruwys; Miss J. E. Nicholas, Newport; Messrs. Toukin & Tuckey,
Bristol ; H. M. Maynard, Holmesvood, Rydo, Isle of Wight. Commended,
Mies Nicholas.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, T. DAvies (Sebrisht^. Second,

G. S. Cruwys (Sebright). Commended, Master R. J. Nicholas. Newport.
(Sebright).
Any other Distinct Breed. — First and Fom-th, R. H. Nicholas,

(Black Hamburghs). Second. T. Walker, jun. (Black Hamburghs).
Third. H. J. Evans, Brecon Old Bank, Cardiff (White Dorkin[,'s). Fifth,

Dr. O. Drewry, Walsall. Staffordshire (Negro Silkies). Hii^hly Com-
mended. J. R, Jossop, Hull (Negroes); Mrs. Blay (.\ndalnsianB). Com-
mended, Col. Stuart Wortley (Japanese) ; C. Hoiafray, Glen UsUe, near
Newjiort (Silkie Negi'oes).

Selling Class. — First, C Homfray (Crevc Coeurs). Second, R. H.
Nicholas. Third. J. G. Holford (Dorkings). Very Highly Commended,
T. Rogers. Walsall. Highly Commended, R. H. Nicholas ; J. Cox ( Houdans)

;

J. M. Kilvert, Ludlow, Salop (Silver-spangled Hamburghs). Commended,
J. Skinner (Dorkings).
Guinea Fowls.—First, T. J. Harrison, Singleton Park, Oxenholme.

Second, Hon. F. C. Morgan, Ruperra Castle, near Newport.
DrcKS (Aylesbury*.-First, J. Logan. Second, E. C. Phillips.

Ducks (Rouen).- First, J. Pulley, jun.. Lower Eaton. Second, S. T.
Evans, Fern Hill, near Newport. Third, E. C. Evaii', Infirmani-, Cardiff.

Docks (Any other variety).—Fust, S. Dupo. Evercreecb, Someiset
(Buenos AjTe.in), Second, Hon. F. C. Morgan (White Muscovy). Hi^y
Commended, C. Homlray (Muscovy). Commended, Mrs. Llewellyn,
(Brazilian).

Ducks (Selling Class^—First. J. M. Kilvert 'Black East Indian). Se-
cond, E. Shaw (Rouen). Highly Commended. J. Francis, Malpas, near
Newport (Rouen). Commended. S. Dupe (Rouen).
Geese.—First, J. Logan. Second, Mrs. Matthews, Cro.ssonen, Tre-

dunnock, near Llangibby
Turkeys.—First, Right Hon. Lord Tredegar, Tredegar Park. Second, J.

Pulley. Third, Hon. h. C. Morgan. Commended, H. J. Evans; Rev. W,
Corfield, Llangattock Rectory, near Abergavenny.

SWEEPSTAKES FOR SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.—Prine, T. Ace, Ystalyfera, near Swansea.
CocH China.—First. C. J. Lambert, EJngswood, near Bristol.
Gamk B'Ntams.—First, E. Payne. Cardiff. Second, W. Boutcher, Nott-

ting HiU, London. Third, Rev. A. K. Cornwall. Highly Commended, T.
Daviee. Commended, T. H. Wyudham, Salisbury; J. M. Tolley, Wor-
cester.
Any otheu Vaeietv.—Prize, D. L. Evans (Golden-pencilled Ham-

biurghs).

PIGEONS.
Caheiers.—First and Second, F. F. Foster, Birmingham. Highly

Commended, J- Cook, Shoreditch, London ; H. M. Maynard.
Pouters.—First, F. F. Foster. Second, J. E. Broward, Covontry,

Commended, J. E. Breward; F. F. Foster; J. Cook.
Tumblers. —First, J. E. Breward. Second. J. Percivall. Highly

Commended, F F. Foster. Commended, J. Percivall ; J. Cook.
Fantails.—First, J. E. Breward. Second, F. F. Foster. Hiphly Com-

mended, H. M. Maynard. Commended, J. Cook ; W. S. Loder, Bath-
wicke, Bath ; F. F. Foster.
Any other Variety.—First and Second, F. H. Middleton, Maindoe,

Newport. Highly Commended, J. Percivall (Blue Swallows); H. M,
Maynard (Siberianai. Commended. J. R. Jes'^op iTrumpeters) ; J.

Brewer (Magpies) ; Capt. G. Williams, Newport (Skinners) ; W. S. Loder
(Frillbacks).

The Judge was Mr. E. Hutton, Pudsey, Leeds.

LONGTOWN POULTKY SHOW.
The following are the awards made at the fifth Show of the Long-

town Association, held December 17th and 18th :

—

Dorkings.-Fiist, M. Erooksbank, Manchester. Second, D. Hardie.
Chickciis.—First, D. Hardie. Second, R. Reid.
Cochins.-Second, R. Little. Highly Commended, M. Taylor, jun.

Chickens.—Second, W. Bearpark. Highly Commended, J. Lop'an.

Sranish.—Ht'a.—First and Second, Miss J.Nelson. Chickens.—First,

Lattimer and Laidlow. Second, E. J. Musgrave.
Hambcrghs (Golden Spangled).—First, A. Hatelie. Second, R. Dick-

son. Highly Commended, J. Dixon. ChicJ:c7is.—First, K. Dickson. Se-
cond. M. J, Burrow. Highly Commended, E. J. Musgrave.
Hamburghs ( (Golden Pencilled) .

— First and Second, R. Burrow.
Highly Commended, T. J. Harrison and G. Beuty. Chickens.—^First and
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Highlv Commen.l.!.!, W. Bowo. ScconiJ, R. Little. Highly Commendoil,

T. J. Hiirrinon, J. /Vrmslroui;. and J. Littlo.
, ^ t m

HAaUL-noiis (Silver Simnirleil .—Firat, W. Bowo. Second, E. J. Hus-

Sravo. Iliiihiy C.mnuii.K-.l. .1. Lognn. Chickfru.—First and Second,

W. Howe. Higlilv ('iiniindid«l..I. LoRsn.
HA»miROiis (Silver rencilledl.— First «nd Second, J. Mnsgmve. Lorn-

mended, O. Wnlkir and J. Lomin. CdicAfiH.— First and Second, J. Mos-

gr»vo. Iliuhlv ttoimuonded, \V. Story. Comnifndod. J. Lojjnn.

Oamk. First 11. Fuwlios. Si-cond, A. Tbomnon. Hianly Commontten,

T. Miixwi.n. Cominondod, J. J. Wilson. f/ii.*fn...— FirBt. W. Hm.ri.iirk.

Second, .\. Tlionison. llit!hly Oonimendud. W. Nichol, and H. I.ittlo.

GiME H.iNTAUS.— First, W. Scott. Sncoud, J. Ilorvoy. Highly t-"™"

mond.id, D. Murray. Commended, W. Mahim and J. Davidson.

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, M. LitUo. Second, E. J. lla«-

Gkkse.—First, R. Reid. Second, J. Graham. Highly Commended,
Mrs. Mclfurnie. Commended, F. Graham and 1). Hardie. , , . „
Docks (Avieshurvl.—First. D. Hardie. Second I.attimor and Laidlow.

Docks (Houenl. -First. 1). Hardie. Second, K. Little. Commended,
W. Bearpark, 1>. Hardie, and J. Logan.

. , n w *

Ducks (Any other varietyl.— First, R. Robinson. Second, J. K. rater-

son. Coimiicndi'd, T. .1. Harrison and W. Story.
, ,. tt •

Skli.inu Class.—First, W. Uovve iGold PonciUod). Second, fc. Hntton

(Polandsl.
, , „ ,

Sl-ECML Pri/.rs (Gami- rock).—First, E. Aykroyd. Second, J. Brongh.

Third, W. Nichol. Highly Commended. T. Maxwell. ^Iifi Mri«l».—CocS

and Urn (Conflocd to Artuurets and Kirkandruws).—First, R. Keid. Se-

cond, R. Burrow. KighlyCommeuded, J. G. Robhisou.

PIGEONS.
Croppers.- Sec ond, J. Maxwell. Highly Commended, Messrs. Sibaon

and Hume.
Nuns.— First, T. S. Crowthor. Second, A Crosbie.

Kantaii.8.—KirsI, A. Crosbie. .Second, I. F'awkes.

CARi(iEiis(Anv other varietvl.-First and Scoond. R. Whittakor (Yellow

and Almond Tumblers). Highly Commended, J. Logan (Jacobins).

SWEEPSTAKES.
HAlincRon.s.—First..!. Musgruve. Second, T. Musgrave.
OASii..—First, K. Little. .Second, TV. HuBbaiids. Highly Commended,

R, Burrow.

LIJIERICK POULTRY SHOW.
Th>: annnal Show of the Mnnstcr Ponltry Association was bold at

Limerick ou tlio I'Jth and 'iOth inst., when the following awards were

made :
—

DoRKiMi (Coloared or SilverGrey).—First, Second, and Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. \Varl)urton, Nans. liildare. Commended, II. P. VMUiams,

Glaslin, Clontarf. nuWin. Oiificnj.-First, Mrs. Warhurton. Second,

R. P. Williams. Higlily Commended, Mrs. Warburton. Commend.)d, Mrs.

Warburlon ; R. V. Williams; A. E. Ussber, Campbiro, Cappo<iain.

Spasisii.—First and Medal, R. P. Williams. Second, .1. C. Cooper,

Cooper Hill, Limerick. (ViicJt.iw.—First, Miss M. Murray, Portland,

Limerick. Second, F. W. Zurh.rst, Dublin. Very HiK'hly Comnicuded,

J. C. Cooper. Highly Commended, A. Comyu, jiin., Ardcuniue. Gliingarrj

,

Kingstown, Dublin ; R. E. Reeves. Capara Kosenalis, Mount Mellick.

Conmiended, A. Comyn, jnn.. ; A. \V. Shaw, Itose Cottage, Limerick.

Game (Hlnck or Drown-breasted).-First, F. W. Zurhorst. Second,

R. Close, Kingstown, Duljlin. Highly Commended and Commended, J.

C. Cooper.
Game (Any other variety).-First, F. W. Zurhorst. Second, A. E. Alien,

South Terrace. Cork (Pile). Commended, A. E. .Allen (Grey).

CiKiiiN.China (Cinnamon or Buff).—First, F. W. Znrbc.rst. Second,

Mrs. Hav, Spike Island. Queenstown. Commended, F. W. Zurhorst.

CocniN-CuiNA (Brown or Partridgc-Jeathered .—First, F. W. Zurhorst.

Second, E. Fitt, Newgale Brewery. Limerick. Commended, T. Costelloe,

Faruane. Murroe, Limerick; C. F. Staunton, Cappage, Clondalkin, Dublin.

Cociire-ClliNA (White or Black).—First, A. W. Shaw. Second. F. W.
Zurhorst. Very Highly Commended, F. W. Zurhorst. Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. Warburton. „
BH.IHMA PooTRA (Dark).—First. R. W. Boyle, Galtrim House, Bray,

Wickjow. Second, .T. C. Cooper. Highly Commended, R. W. Boyle.

Hraiima Pootra (Light).— F'irst and Second, A. W. Shaw.
Malay.—First and Second, J. C. Cooper.
La FiteuE.-First and Second, A. W. Shaw. Commended, J. C.

Cooper.
Cri vE C.EOR.—First and Medal, F. W. Zurhorst. Sccind, J. C. Cooper.
Hot; i>AN-.—First, A. W. Shaw. Second. 1'. W. Pirn. Rathgar, Dublin,

Ver5- Highly Commended, Mrs. Hav. Highly Comniendcd, J. C. Cooper.

Commended, C. F. Staunton ; F. W. Pim ; A. W. Shaw.
Poi.ANB (Wbitc-crcBted Black or Blaek-crosted White).-First, K. P.

Williams. Second, J. C. Cooper. Commended, Miss I. Shaw, Rose
Cottage, Limerick.
Poland Kiolduu or Silver-crested).-First, F. W. Pim. Second, J. C.

Cooper. Hii!lilyCoiimiendcd,R. P. Williams; J.C.Cooper. Commended,
R. P. Williams ; R E. Reeves.
HAunuRiins (Ooblcnor Silver-pencilled'.-First, F. W. Zurhorst. Se-

cond, C. F. Staunton.
IlAjmrroils ((.Srlden or Silver-spangled).—First. F. W. Zurhorst. Se-

cond. .1. V Cooper. Highly Commended, R. P. Williams. Commended,
S. Mowbrav, KDIeany. Mountrath.
Oajie Bantams.- First, J. C. Cooper. Second, R. E. Reeves.

Bantams (Any other yorietT).-First, Mrs. Stannlon. fecond, W.
Corbett. Castle- Connell. Highly Commended,— Benson, Gorryowcn
(Golden).
Any Variety not refore mentioned.-First, F. W. Zurhorst (Sultans).

Second, W. Corbett (Negro Silk). Commended, Capl. Gilbert. Kill.aloe,

Clare (^Vndalnsians) ; J. C. Cooper; Mrs. Warburton (While Guinea).

SINGLE COCKS.
DoRKreo (Any colour).-First. Mrs. Warbnrton. Second, J. C. Cooper.

Hichlv Commended, Mrs. Warburton. Commended, Mrs. Hay; A. E.
UnhoT,

Spanihii.-First, A. Comyn. jnn. Second, A. Murray, Jan., Portland,

GAMK.-Fin!l, C. F. Staunton. Second, J. C. Cooper. Highly Com-

mended, F. W. Zurhorst. Commended, J. Downey. Uanrey a Savi MiUa,

Limerick. .«„,„,.
Cocmn-CniN*.—First and Second. P. W./.urkonil.

n-!..i,i„,r
BaAiniA pooTRA.-Firat, R. W. Boyle, Galtnm Honae, Bray, Wicklow.

Second, Mrs. Warburton.

DUCKS (Rouen).-Fir8t, R. P. Williams. Second F. W Zurhorrt.

Highly Commended, R. P. Williams. Commended, Mrs. Ryan, Temple

Muugret, Limerick; R. E. Reeves; Mrs. T. Fosbcrj-, Kllgobbm, Limerick

,

Mrs. Parsons, Tervuo, Limerick ; S. Mowbray.
t. ni..l,

Dlcks (While AvlesbTTry».-Fio.t, K. P. WiUiams. Second. S. F. Dick-

son, Barringlon's Bridge, Limerick. Highly Commended, J. C. Cooper.

Commended. Mis. Warburton ; A. W. Sbaw.
.......»- k«

Oosi.lNus (Any colour).—Special Class.-First, Mrs. Warburton. be-

cond, S. F. Dick.son. , t ^ i^ ...«..*

Geese (White).—First, Mrs. IVarburton. Second, J. C. Cooper.

Oojlinni.-First and .Second, Mra Warburton.
, , r t-..i.„,

Geesb (Grey and MotUcd).—l'irst,J.C. Cooper. Second, A. E. LsBhcr.

Go«li>i!J»— First and Second, J. C. Cooper. ^
Tdkkkvs (Hatched in Ireland).-- Poal/..-Spccial Class.—First, Copt.

W. C. Hamilton. Ballitoro House, Kildarc. Second, D.O'Grady. Prospect,

Balbia-kenry. Limerick.
, , « ^ n-^w\^

TOKKKVs.-Firsl.T llollLs (Cambridge). Second,J.C.Ci>opeT. Highly

Commended. T. O'Grady iCarahridgei. Commended, J. C Coopcl.

i>i>ult».—First, Capt. W. C. Hamilton (American). Second, J. C. tX)oper.

Highly Commended and Cnrameuded. J. C. Cool.cp.

SPELLING CLASS (Any v„riety).-Kirst, A E Usher (S'lvc'-Grey Dork-

ings). Second, H. P. Williams (Crested Gold-spangled . Third b.

Mowbray (Spanish). Highly Commended, Mrs. Webb (Aylesbury Ducks),

.1. C. Cooper (La Flee.he). Commended, Mrs. Warburton ^ Silver-Grfj^

Dorkings) ; R. P. WiDiums (Crested SUver-spangle.l) ;
dipt. Gilbert

(White Spanish and Andalusians) ; F. W. Pim (Boudana) ;
J. C. Cooper

(CrCTC CcBur). ,.««„„
Society's Prize for Most Ponrrs a PotTtxnv.—J. 0. Cooper.

PIGEONS.
Pouters (Yellow).—First, R. Fulton, Deptlord, London. Second, J. H

Perrott, Hayfleld. Cork.
. , , „ it ir n i-nrlr

PocTERa (Mealy or any other colonr).-Firat. J. P.. Harvev M.D., Cork

(Red). Second, R.Fnlton( lied). Commended, J. H. Perrott JloalM.

FOOTERS ( Black Piedl.-First and Mediil, U. Fulton. Second, J. K.

Second, R.Harvev, M.D. Highly Commended, J. H. Perrott.

Pouters (Blue Pied). — First and Cap, J. H. Perrott.

Fnlton. Highly Cimmended, J. B. Uarve.v. M.D. , , „ , j p
Podters Iwhite).- First, Modal, and Very Highly Commended. E.

Fulton. Second, J. R Harvey. M.D. "'Shly Commended J. H.Peirott.

Carriers Black).-First and Medal. J. K. Harvey. M^. *'«<>'*• G-

A Wberland. Cork. Highly Commended, J. Hawley, Bmglej. Com-

"c°RR.ERs'\Dlnr- Medal, J. Towerson, Whitehaven, Cumberiand

First, J. llawlev. Second, R. Fullon. Highly Commended, G. A. 'Hher-

land. Commended, J. R. Harvey, M.D.
CARRiER8(Bluoorothercolour).—Prize. R.Fulton (Blue . „
TUMRLERS (Short-faced Almonds .- First, Medal and Second K.

Fulton. Highly Commended. .1. Hiwlcy. Commended J. «• .Harvey .J'-B-
TuMRLERS (kites, or whnlc (eathcrs).-First, R Fulton (Kites). Second

and Highlv Commended. J. Hawley (Red).
. ,„ , t ii.-l«

TCMRi ERS (Mottles, or other cdours).—First and Second, J. Hawley

(Yellow). Commended, R, A. Bleiincrhasset ; R. Fulton. _. . , w
Common Tumulers (Balds. Beards, or other colour>. — First, J. «.

Edge. Birmiugbam. Second. J. Hawley (Red Mottles). Highly Com-

mended, H. L. Tivy, Cork (Bine). Commended, Master R. A. Blenner-

hassett (YeUow, Black, and liluo Balds) ; J. Hawley ,BUck Mottled)
,
J.

Knssell, Limorick (Blue Balds'.
i n «v r

Common Tumblers (Ermine or Fawn-booted).-First and Book, t.

Ahem, Limerick (Fawnbootcd). Second, J. W. Edge.

Barbs (Blaok).-First and Second, J. H. Perrott. Commended and

'"lfAKBs'(Ai.y oliicr colour).- Firat, J. H. Perrott (Y"clIow). Second, J.

Hawley (Red . Commended. Master B. A. Blennerhassct (Yellow).

J.vconiNS (Red or Yellow ).-First and Medal. .J. Hawley (Red), scfnd.

J. Towerson. Commended,.!. H. Perrott (Yellow) ; J. Hawley (YcUow).

Jacobins (Any other colour).—First, T. O'Grady (While). Second, J.

Fantails (White).—First. J. Hawley. Second. T. O'Grady. Highly

Commended. J. H. Perrott; Messrs. E. * J. M'Crea, Dubhn. Com-

mended. Master K. A. Blennerhas^ett: J. Hawley.
, . ., ^ DA

Fastails (Any other colour).- Fir.st and Commended. Master B. A.

Blenncrbassett (Blue). Second. J. W. Edge.
. , u ,„

Teimi-ktebs (Mottledl.-Firsl, J. H. Perrott. Second. J. "awley.

Trumpeters (Auv other colour).—First. Medal, and Second, J. Hawley

I Black and White) ' Highly C.mmcnded. J. H. Perrott '»'«*>•

"Owls iBIue or SilTer).-First. J. Fielding, jnr Rochdale (""">?«;
cond. Ma.sler R. A. Blennerhasselt (Silver). Highly Commended, Maste.

R. A. Blennerhasselt (Blue) ; Mrs. Warburton Kildaret silver).

OWLS (Any other eol.mrl.- First and Medal, J. Fielding, jun. (White).

Second. .I. Towerson. Commended. J. Hawley.
., ,i,i_-.

ToimlTS.-First and Second. Master R. A. Blennerhassetl (Blac .

Highly Commended. Messrs. E. & J. M'Crea. Commended, J. Hawley.

NoNS.-First and Second. Master R. A. Blennerbassel.

ANY other VARiETv.-First. J. B. Hawley (IsRbels). S<-cond. Master

E. A. Blennerhasselt (Blue Brunswieks). Highly Commended. .T. Hawley

(Blue Spangles). Commended, Master R. A.. Blennerhassetl (Lace Fan-

tails, and German Icef.

Rusts.-Medal, J. Lloyd. Cork (SUver).

Society's Cop, J. Hawley.

SONG AND OKSAMENTAL BIRDS.

CiVARiES (Y-ellow Belgiant.-First and Second. W. Corbett

Canaries (Buff Belgiau).-Fin.t and Second, W. Corbett.

Ca-iariks (Created or other Vorielies).-First, ». Corbett (horwicb).

Second, Miss F. M. M. Croker (Norwich).
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Goldfinch MnLE.-First and Second, W. Corbett. Hiphlv Commended,

Highly Com-

J. l-itzpatrick, Limerick. Commended, J. W. Heuston, Tipperarv
Linnet Mui,E.-Krst, J. Storan, Limenck. Second and Highl.

mended, T. Fitzpatrick.
"Jb"'.

NlGniiNGALE.—Prize, W. Corbett.
Oknamenmi V/ater FowL.-First. W. Corbett (Black Swans). Se.

SWeldducksf
Commended, R. P. WilUams (Pintail Ducks, and Euddy

Ornamentai. EinDS Not Previodsly MENTioNED.-First and Second,

v'tkjl n'
tP""™?"; Cockatoos Foreign Birds, &c.) Commended, MissF. Marshall, Limcnck (Parrot) ; F. De Coarcy, Limerick (Macaw).

Judge.—Mr. P. Jones, FuUiam, London.

NORTH BRITISH COLUMBARIAN
SHOW.

SOCIETY'S

This was eminently snccessfn] in every department, comprising tlio
choicest specimens of each variety, and every class was well filled by
representatives from varions parts of the United Kingdom. In many
cases the competition was nnusiially close, and the task allotted to the
jndges was of no ordinary description, they having to select and place
five pens, and no more, in each class. From this circumstance many
very deserving birds necessarily had to be passed over, and it is not
too much to state that in several classes every noticed bird was worthy
of a first position. The arrangements of the Committee and the
courteous Hon. Secretary, Mr. Ruthven, were, as they always are at
Glasgow, complete and admirably carried out. The birds were shownm the circular pens of the Society, than which none is better suited

Jl^"
£,°"*°rt of the specimens. These were also well attended to.

The Pouter classes are the gi-eat feature of the Glasgow Show, the
yonnger birds being shown in paii-s, while the adults are exhibited
smgly according to their colours, and some idea of the extent and
variety of this department may be formed when we mention that two
hnndred and eighty-one pens, containing three hundred and thuty-one
Pouters, competed. In these classes, the Scotch fanciers—always
strong, and seldom worsted except by specimens which have passed
through their hands—as usual, held most of the leading positions.
The Members' Challenge Cup, value £30, second year's competition,

won last year by J. Montgomery, Esq.. Belfast, was gained on the
present occasion by Mr. E. Fulton, of London, and the fortunate com-
petitor in 1868 will secure possession of this coveted trophy, according
to the greatest number of points in the three years' competition.

°

White, Black, and Blue Pouters fully maintain their positions, while
aie Reds exhibit no improvement in colour, hut a great advance has
been made in Yellows, which ai-e now little behind in size, shape, and
beauty.

Mr. George Ure's first prize fine Bine Cock deservedly took the
sdver medal for excellence of colour and markings, and the youn"
White Cock belonging to the same exhibitor had a like honour for
excellence of form and carriage, the former bird competing very
closely for both distinctions. Mr. Huie took the medal for the best
Pouter Hen in the exhibition with a beautiful 'White.
In the classes for young Corners, Blacks and Duns, both medals

were awarded to remarkably good pens, exhibited by Mr. G. C. Holt,
of Lawton, Cheshire. The Blacks were of unusual excellence, and
merit partieular notice.

For the btst pair of Biirhs a life-sized oil Portrait, handsomely
framed, the estimated value about six guineas, was offered, and brought
together an excellent collection. Captain Heaton, of Manchester,
was the successful exhibitor, and he was also first in the class for
young birds, in each case with very fine Blacks.
Almond and Short-faced Tumblers were good, hut not numerous.
Fautails were also good. Small, plain-headed birds won. In

JacobiHS, fine Reds obtained the medal ; Yellows were second, and
Blacks third. Trumpeters, Mottled and Black, were a strong class. Mr.
Montgomery's first prize pen, containing the survivor of°the famous
pair of Blacks miported by Mr. Baily, accompanied by a good hen,
had an easy victorj-, although the same exhibitor and Mr. Horner
^ibited fine birds. The White Trumpeters were not so good. In
Turmts the smallest pair of Reds (point-crowned) we have seen for
some time took the medal ; and in foreign Ou-ts good "Whites won.
Of English Owls several pens were entered, which had no claim to
therr place, hut were all passed over, good Blues taking the lead, and
Powder Blues being second. Nuns, common Tumblers, Druyons, and
any other variety were good classes. Vie published the prize list last
week.

FEEDING TURKEYS, GEESE, AND DUCKS
FOR THE LONDON MARKET.

The eastern counties may be said to have pretty nearly a
monopoly of our English Turkey raising and feeding. Hen-
wives are generally "afraid to meddle with them" on the
score of delicacy

; but if the requisite food and attendance are
not found to be thrown away in Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, &c.,
why should they be elsewhere, except in an essentially damp
climate? They must be tenderly reared, and not "dragged
up," aa the saying is.

The Norfolk Turkey is black, with a few white spots on its

wings ; and in no part of the county is the breed preserved in
higher purity than in Sir 'William Ffolke's. The Cambridge-
shire Turkey is of a bronze grey, and rather longer in the leg
and bigger in the bone. Very few white ones are to be seen,
as they are supposed, like a white long-horn cow, to be more
delicate. The adherents of the Norfolk blacks consider that
they lay on more flesh and that it is whiter and finer in testure
than that of the Cambridgeshire bronze ; but as a rule the
latter sortpredomiuatesin the East Anglian stubbles, and comes
to the greatest weight. A good April-hatched cock at Christmas
should average about 18 lbs. in his feathers, and the hen-bird
about 10 or 11 lbs. in November, with ordinary feeding ; but
if they have been " sent along " with Indian corn, barleymeal,
rice, and potatoes, they will make up to nearly '2 lbs. heavier.
The small Norfolk farmers generally keep a cock and three or
four hens, and consider fifteen an excellent brood. The beat
broods are always hatched in April, and the second brood,
which never comes to the same maturity, and is eaten at poult
estate, follows in June or July. A September hatch too often
realises the rustic prophecy, " They '11 never be fit, they wo'n't
live long enough." Cramp in the legs is very fatal to the
broods ; but it only kills them by lingering stages, and a disease
in the head very often affects " a highly successful elimina-
tion." "Wet is the young Turkey's greatest foe. They are not
let out of the coop tiU they have been hatched two or three
days, and they should then be carefully watched and driven in
from a shower.
On the smaller farms they are seldom finished off for market,

and middlemen go round about the end of August and buy
them up at an average of £4 lOs. per score. They are then sold
at a small profit, of sometimes only ikl. per head, to the larger
farmers to " shack '' upon the barley or oat stubbles, while the
" swine well ringled " are put upon the wheat ones. By the
terms of some leases the Pigs and poultry are the only live

stock which may be depastured on the young grass seeds layer.

A turkey boy is placed in daily attendance on the flock, to drive
them home, if it is wet, and keep them away from the trees,

to which, true to their American forest origin, they are very
partial. Nice, bright plumage, and wattles like red sealing wax,
are capital symptoms, and if the cocks gobble, they are said

to " talk healthy." Fighting is also a true sign of vigour,
and so is fly-catching, when they are young. Besides what
they get on the stubbles, they have abundance of in-door
relief. The system of cramming them at night with forced
balls is very much abandoned, and they are generally well
kept on potatoes, barley-tailings, and light wheat, ground and
mixed with milk. Common white turnips, which they eat

greedily without slicing, tend to make their flesh white, and
"cool their coppers ;" brick-dust to scour their maw is never
neglected.

They are killed simply by breaking their necks, and the
breast bone is also broken before they are sent off to the poultry
salesman, in order to give the breast a plumper appearance.
The cocks, if sold out of their feathers to the neighbouring
gentry, will fetch \s. id. per lb., and the hens Is., or sometimes
only 'del., when a very plentiful season has knocked down prices,

or they are not fed up to the mark. The bigger they are, the
higher their value per lb., on the same principle that salmon
of 20 lbs. and upwards fetch (irf. more in the spring and early

summer mouths for the large "West-end dinner parties. The
great bulk of them go in their feathers to the London sales-

men : but the wives of the small farmers take them picked
to Norwich and sell them in the market, where very large

ones, trussed and ready for the spit, have made Is. Gd. at

Christmas. Hen-birds, which get fat sooner, and are generally

killed off before the end of November, are thought to be a
daintier morsel than the " gobblers." Some two-year-old cocks
(beyond which age they are very seldom kept) have been killed

at 30 lbs., when a heavy weight is wanted for an audit dinner

;

but with very high feeding, in one or two rare instances, prize
birds have turned the scale at 40 lbs.

It is to Norfolk and Suffolk that we look for Goose manage-
ment on the largest and most economical scale. The Goose
trade of the great Norfolk dealers resolves itself into two
branches—the green Geese, and the Michaelmas. In March
and April they begin to get in their gosling supplies from
farmers or cottagers near the commons in both those coimties.
Most of these goslings are about five weeks old, and many of

them in very poor plight ; but six or seven weeks of feeding
under stages, on barleymeal, maize, wheat-tailings, and brewers'
grains mixed make them all ripe for the green Goose market.
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The Michaelmas Geo3e take their places nnder the stages in

Aagast, and Norfolk and Suffolk are pretty well scoured before

the dealers full back upon the Irish and the Dutch supplies.

The Dutch, which are principally Rroy, corae from Botterdam,
and one of the largest Norwich dealers imported 17 tons v;eight

of live birds Inst year. They come over by steamers and sailing

vessels, packed in big flat baskets, but not to any great extent

after the 1st of October. In the dealers' hands they are fed on
the same principle as Ducks—low fare to begin with, and then
on a gradually ascending scale. On turnips they are capital

substitutes for sheep, and when a dealer has a turnip field, be
not unfreqnently hurdles off a portion of it and eats it off with
them. They first clear the tops and then the bulbs of the
softer turnips ; but when they have a field of swedes to deal

with, the man in attendance gives each turnip a chop. With
this aid they eat far cleaner than sheep, and, in fact, leave no-
thing but their " taith," which answers admirably as a prepara-
tion for the next wheat crop. Mangels are not so much to their

taste as turnips, but they eat the tops with a special relish.

While thoy are busy with these green crops they require nothing
bat large troughs of water, and the finishing process consists in
putting them >indor stages for a month and feeding them on
brewers' grains and meal.
On the western moors of Cornwall everj- one keeps Geese, and

they are bought up by jobbers in thousands for the stubbles.

Summer Court, on September '25th, is the Goose fair of the
county ; but they are only eaten there, and bargains are struck
under their savoury influence for draft ewes and wethers.
Farmers all over England are supplied very largely both from
Holland and Ireland. Geese are extensively bred in Moravia

;

and the hilly districts in Germany and Holland are peopled by
a lot of (ioose farmers, who get their living entirely by them.
The Hussenheim Goose market is a very large one, and of great
antiquity, and, according to local tradition, the town owes its

name to the bird of its choice. The Dutch hucksters buy
goslings from the cotters—who, like the burghers, are remark-
able for turning the penny the right way—at prices varying
from 1--. ('ill. to 2s They are driven to Botterdam, where they
are packed up in crates, which are capable of holding about fifty

or sixty each. Their voyage to Hull by the steamers is charged
at 18:,'. per cwt., or about £.') for 301) or 400 birds, and they are
not fed until they are landed, and then with oats. From Hull
they are forwarded to central market towns in railway trucks,
each of which is capable of holding 230 birds. A small per-
centage of the more weakly ones die from being trampled on,
and these casualties, with the expense of transit and sale at-
tendants, bring up the price to about 3,s-. 9(/., when they are
pitched in the market during August and September. The
Irish collections are managed on a similar principle. If the
goslings are purchased within reasonable distance of Dublin or
Dondalk, they are driven to those ports, and if not, they are
sent byrail. Liverpool, like Hull, is quite a " board of supply "

for English dealers during the season.
Considerable supplies of Ducks are also brought from Hol-

land, and some Turkeys as well ; but the Norwich dealers'
Duck supplies are mostly gathered in through the hucksters
from the small cottagers in the county. Bouens and Ayles-
burys have not been much used for crossing, and the supplies
are generally of the small mixed brown and cinnamon sort,
which has subsisted since the Flood. The cottagers do not
force their ducklings, but sell them to the dealers, one of whom
take3 30,i)00a year, principally in the duck andgreen pea season.
They como to him about 3 lbs. in weight, and after a week in the
lean and three in the fat yard, they are turned out in prime
condition, and fully 1 lb. gain in flesh.—Henry H. Dixon (in
Journal of the lioijal Aijiictdtural Society of Emjlamf).

THE BEE YE.VU OP 1RC7 IN SCOTLAND,
AND THE 1:GYPTIANS.

TirenE is no period of the year, perhaps, when there is less
interest felt in the bee garden than in the dreary, dismal
month of December. Our little favourites have long since
ceased their busy labours, their joyful hum but seldom greets
the ear, and for the niust part they are doomed to a lengthened
involuntary repose, a repose not of choice but of constraint.
Botired amid the treasured sweets which their providence has
stored up for a time of need, and surrounded by that comfort
and protection which a considerate bee-master bestows upon
them, they are in a position to bid defiance to the raging storm

and withering blast—to the froat and snows of the sternest
winter.

At such a time as this it is not unbefitting that wo should
take a rapid glance on the bygone year, and see what our little

favourites have been doing, and bow they have fared during its

progress.

Few winters passed over more propitiously than that of
\>*i>i\-l. Such was the nature or character of the weather that
not a hive in my apiary suffered in the least from dysentery
or internal moisture. The spring of lHi;7 found them all I
could desire, both as to population and stores ; and February
opened the season with the most cheering prospects. These,
however, were soon doomed to be completely blasted. March,
April, and May followed each other in mournful succession,
testing and trying to the utmost the metal of oven the strongest
stocks. Breeding was much retarded. Even feeding failed to
make up for the deficiency in pollen and other out-door sup-
plies. The consequence was that the population remained
almost stationary, the increase of brood being scarcely more
than commensurate with the ratio of deaths ; and when at last
good weather did sot in, most of the hires were found to be
deficient in strength.

June, however, brought with it some splendid days, and now
it was evident that breeding was being carried on at a prodi-
gious rate. The recuperative powers of prolific queens were
amazingly manifested. My young Egyptian hives, especially,
shot speedily a-head of all others, and on the IGth of .lune my
first Egyptian swarm took its departure. The morning was
very unpropitious. Cold and sunless, scarcely a bee had ven-
tured abroad till about eleven o'clock. Straying into the garden
by chance, I glanced indifferently around at the dullness which
prevailed throughout, but noticing that the sun was to break
forth shortly, I sat myself down for a few minutes. Scarcely
had the clouds cleared off, and the sun shone out, when my
best Egyptian hive, without almost any premonitory symptoms,
poured forth its livingsilvery stream, making the very air resound
with those sharp shrill notes so peculiar to these children of
the Nile. Fortunately, though the air was cool, the sun was
unclouded, and the swarm, after some little manoeuvring, ulti-

mately settled down on a low-growing shrub. Stepping up to
the spot, and observing her majesty en the ground underneath,
I lost no time in transferring her into the very centre of the
swarm. And now, all settled, I could not but admire these
pretty little foreigners, as in dense graceful festoons they clus-
tering hung, the whole sparkling in the sun's bright rays like
so many thousand gems in silver and gold. What a glorious
sight to the amateur apiarian is a natural swarm ! its rushing
forth on the floor-board like a roaring cataract o'er a preci-
pice ! its eccentric evolutions in the air, darkening the sky
almost with its immense volume, now sweeping one way, then
another, till^

" High poised on bnojanl wing, the thonghtfal^queon
:In pazo attontivo Tiewfl the variotl ect>no,
Swift as the falcon's sweep the monarch t)ends
Her flight abrupt ; the following hoht de<ienil8.

Round the fine twig, Like cluster'd grapes they close
In thickening wfaths, and court a short repose."— (/vroas).

Never did I manipulate a more gentle and non-irascible
swarm. How changed their fiery tempers become when sepa-
rated from their brood and stores ! Herr Vogel may be quito
right, therefore, when he says that the Egyptian bee-keepers
always approach their bees and hive their swarms with their
faces unprotected. Certainly I required no such defence.
Thus, then, ray first Egyptian swarm. Did I wonder that

her apian majesty came forth on so unpropitious a d.iy ? I
certainly did, but the sequel will show why. Incipient thrones
and dominions, in dozens literally, were cropping up around
her, and the wonder only is how she could have tolerated such
a state of things so long.

Upon the 19th of June, only throe days after the first swarm,
piping commenced, and early on the morning of the 22nd,
knowing that all must now be ready, I induced, as my general
custom is, the youthful emigrants to start. On the 25th a
third, and again on the "iSth a fourth, swarm issued. Thus in
twelve days four swarms issued from the parent hive. The
number of queens reared in this hive surpassed anything I
ever experienced. The young princesses were issuing forth in
half-dozens with every after swarm, and in the intervals be-
tween I frequently noticed them running out and in at the
entry of the hive pursued by bees, and one or two were actually
Compelled to take wing, and on returning had great difficulty in
being allowed admission by the guards. Betwixt living and
dead I counted no less than tbirty-threo matured princetseE

—
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the largest nnmber reared, so far as I know, by any one hive

on record. Half-a-dozen of these I had the pleasure of trans-

mitting, along with other specimens of the race, to Sir John
Lubbock, President of the Entomological Society of London,
who afterwards handed them over to Mr. Smith for the British

Museum collection.

But to return. The summer passed away without much
honey-stores being collected. In some localities where white

clover was abundant several hives did remarkably well, and a

considerable quantity of flower honey was secured, but the

result was by no means general, and, so far as my own locality

was concerned, little good was done till the end of July, when
the lime tree blossoms appeared. The lime tree being most
profuse in its blossoming this year, and the weather being warm,
moist, and sultry, so suitable for the exudation of the nectar,

the honey collected from this source was unusually great, and
hives, in some instances impoverished before, now groaned
under the weight of accumulated stores. Artificial swarms
made from the Egyptians so late as the end of July, filled their

domiciles at this time in ten and fourteen days. One, con-

taining the whole bees, and weighing 8 lbs., filled an immense
hive with comb in an equally short time from the lime trees

alone.

By the middle of August, therefore, most hives in the vicinity

of rich clover fields, and especially of lime trees, were in a tolerably

fair condition ; but something more, of course, was in many cases

needed. To such apiarians as were within easy reach of heath-
clad hills or moors, there still remained the chances of a good
heather season. Never did prospects augur more favourably.

The heath, though late, was well flowered and very luxuriant

;

but, alas ! day after day adverse weather prevented the bees from
collecting anything like the usual quantity of its precious sweets.

It was truly vexing to see, as far as the eye could reach on all

sides, the hills purpled with the richest of bee-flowers, the
heath, embracing myriads on myriads of its little flowery
receptacles laden with golden sweets, and yet for the most part

doomed to "blush" if not "unseen" at least unvisited by the
bees.

" And waste their sweetness on the desert air."

Bad weather, that but too frequent impediment to the welfare of

our apiaries in this fickle northern climate, ruled throughout the

heather season ; hence most of the hives were brought back
from the moors with only an average of eight or ten pounds
additional weight.

Here again the Egyptians headed "the poll" as to weight,
the prodigious numbers composing their colonies enabling them
to make the most of every favourable hour, " pouring out and
in " on such occasions, to use the language of a visitor, " Uke
clouds of locusts."

On the whole the autumn closed under not over favourable
circumstances, and not a few hives had to be fed up for keeping
accordingly. This being attended to, and the stocks being
generally strong in population, and, moreover, the wintering up
to the present time being very favourable, we may reasonably
expect to find our apiaries in the ensuing spring everything
which we could desire.—J. Lowe, Edinburgh.

SILICWOKM REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. H.

Silkworm rearing is stated to have been introduced into
Italy about the tenth century, and it now forms an important
branch of industry in Europe. In England little is done in

this way, although many successful experiments have been re-

ported at various times by different persons.

The most useful breeds of the mulberry silkworm are the
medium-sized ; but at the present day there is great difficulty

in finding eggs wholly of good quality. The best of the
smaller breeds that give fine silk are those from Japan. These
are divided into the annual kinds yving yellow, white, or green
sUk, and those that are called " Trevoltini," because producing
three crops the same summer. These are all worms of four

sleeps. There is a breed having only three sleeps, but not
much cultivated.

There are some wild breeds, such as that called Tusseh.
Another is called the Arrindy. The silk of the latter is said to

be good and durable when spun and made into a coarse kind of

cloth. There is a worm, also, which feeds on the leaves of the
castor-oil plant ; but lately two new ones have been introduced,
of which I intend to speak at a future time. I allude to the
Ailanthns worm, eating the leaves of that tree, and the Yama-

mai, or oak-leaf worm, and the latter more particularly deserves
experiment ; but it does not appear to me at present that any
of these can supplant the old mulberry breeds, and until
convincing proofs are established of advantages in rearing
any of them, it would be folly to abandon the sUkworm which
is so famous nearly throughout the world.

I shall now offer short descriptions of the most useful of the
mulberry silkworms—viz.

:

Common I('»n»s nf Four Sleeps, producing white silk.—These
may be called the Chinese kind, and the most useful, deserving
every attention. It is this sort which is much reared around
the cities of Genoa and Novi, or was before the devastation
caused by the " atrofia," or silkworm disease. The superiority

of the white silk from this breed is well known in the market,
it being much sought for. There is another similar kind of

worm producing yellow silk, and which has been more gene-
rally cultivated ; but of late years both have much suffered

from the prevailing disease.

Very Large Worms.—Very large worms are cultivated in
various districts of Italy, more especially a breed called " Ma-
cedonia." The eggs of these worms are larger and heavier
than those of the common kinds, and the worms weigh more
in proportion, and so do the cocoons. There does not, how-
ever, seem to be any particular advantage in rearing these
worms rather than the common ones, for they are more
troublesome and expensive, being from eight to nine days
longer-lived, besides affording silk of a coarser quaUty.
Worms of onlij Tlirec Sleeps.—These are much reared in

Lombardy. They are smaller than the common worms, and,
of course, produce in proportion less silk ; but it is very fine.

They have advantages entitling them to be more esteemed than
they are. They are shorter lived than the common breed by
five or six days, consequently their crop is produced sooner,

and with less expense and trouble ; but the smallness of the
cocoons is somewhat disadvantageous, as the reelers will not
pay so good a price for them.

Worms reproduciiifi thcmselres Three Times the same summer,
—It is stated by Moretti that these worms are cultivated in
India as a particular sort, observing that they are, doubtless,

of the same kind as those reared about Naples, where two crops

are produced, the third not being obtained because the tempe-
rature does not permit. Be this as it may, I have seen three

crops produced in Piedmont. I cannot say, however, that the

breed was the same, because it was obtained lately from .Tapan,

and therefore may not be that to which Moretti alludes.

—

Leonakd Habsian, jdn.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Which is the Hackle? {Stalely).—The hackle is that part of the

plumage which grows on the neck and reaches the shoulders, hanging
down in front, and forming as it were a mane. The feathers composing
it, Uke those of the saddle, are long and narrow, differing from body
feathers, which are round.

Whith DoRKTwa PuLi-ETS (Walton).—Your pullets nine months old
ought to lay, but their vary sometimes. Your food is too elaborate and
not good enough. The barley does not want boiling

;
pollard is pnor food,

aud potatoes are unprofitable. Give them good ground oats mixed with
water in the morning, scraps or whole corn at midday, and ground cats

again in the evening. Let them have, as frequently as may be, large

sods of growing grass, with plenty of fresh mould. Jf you follow this

up they will soon lay.

D1STINGTTI8HING THE Sex of Poultry (Idem).—The difference between
the cock and pullet is plainly perceptible at a few weeks old in either of

the breeds you name. The cock chickei: s show more comb than the hens,
and as soon as they begin to feather the hinder plumage of the cock
chickens differs in every way from that of the pullets. Mr. Stevens lots

and sells birds as they are sent to him. The catalogue is published a
week before the sale, and he sells according to the description supplied

to him. Cabbages are not good food for fowls; they affurd no nourish-

ment, and possess none of the qualities necessary for profitable or satis-

factory feeding. The fowls know it ; if you give them every sort of green
or root food, the cabbage will be the last they eat,

Spanish Hen Featherless (E. F. IT.).—For a hen to have suddenly
lost all her feathers is very usual. You must keep her sliut up all day,

unless during one unusually sunny and mild, and feed her generously to

promote re-feathering.

Mahogany Bee Hites.—In answer to " S. A ," wo are informed that

the price is twelve guineas, including polished oak stand. They may be

seen both stocked and unstocked at Mr. A. Young's, Hominglow, Burton-
on-Trent, Staffordshire.

Vaccination (A Mother).—There is, we rejoice to say, an Act rendering
vaccination compulsory; and we wish, as in Sweden, that a death sen-

tence could be passed upon any one inoculating with the small pox. We
have seen the contemptible French work condemning vaccination; but

what is that compared to the unanimous testimouy of eyoty medical mas
of celebrity ? ^f .
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